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List of Abbreviations

Some of the extant translations were extensively annotated by the
original translators. This annotation was to the largest part retained,
and in some cases complemented by. the editors; we also used som<o: of
the annotation provided for the 4th German edition of Wirts,chaft u.nd
Gesellschaft by Johannes Winckelmann. The unsigned notes in Part

'One, chs. I-III are by Talcott Parsons, in Part Two, chs. VII-VIII by
Max Rheinstein, and elsewhere by one of the editors as identified at the
head of each section of notes. The following abbreviations were used to

identify the authors of other notes:
(GM), Hans Gerth and C.-Wright Mills

(R} Guenthe, Roth
(Rh); Max Rheinstein
(W): Johannes Winckelmann

(Wi): Claus Wittich

In the editorial notes, a number of abbreviations were used for works
(or translations of works) by Max Weber; these are listed below. A
group of 'further bibliographical abbreviations used only in Max Rhein
stein's annotation to the "Sociology of Law" is given in Part Two, ch.'
VIlLi, n. I (pp. 6;1H;6r below).

AIS 0' Archiv
Archiv fUr Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik.. Tiibingen: J. C. B.
Moh, (Paul 5iebeck). (A scholarly periodical edited by Max Webe"
Edgar Jaffe and Werner Sombart from 1904 on.)

Agrargeschichte
Die riimischeAgrargeschichte in ihrer Bedeutung fUr das Staats- und
PrWatrecht. Stuttgart: Ferdinand Enke, 1891. (Weber's second dis-
sertation.) .

"Agrarverhaltnisse"
-"Agrarverhaltnisse im A1tertum," in HandwOrterbuch der Staats-
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wissenschaften, 3rd ed., I (19°9), 52-ISS. Reprinted in GAzSW,
I -288. (Page references are to,this reprint.)

Ancient Judaism or AJ
Ancient Jw:L:lism. Translated and edited by Hans H. Gerth and Don
Martindale. Glencoe, IlL The Free Press, 1952. (A translation of
"Das antike Judentum," Part III of "Die Wirtsehaftsethik der Welt
religionen," first published in AfS, 19I7-19. and of a posthumously
published study, "Die Pharisiier:' both in GAzRS, III.)

Economic History
General Economic History. Translated by Frank H. Knight. London.
and New York: Allen & Unwin, 1927; paperback re-issue, New
York: Collier Books, 1961. (A translation of Wirtschaft~geschichte.

Page references in ch. VIn are to the 1927 edition, elsewhere to the
1961 paperback.)

Fischoi~

The Sociology of Religion. Translated by Ephraim Fischoff, with an
introduction by Talcott Parsons. Boston: Beacon Press, 1963.

CAzRS
Gesammelte Aufsiitze zur Religionssoziologie. 3 vols. Tubingen: J. C.
B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1920-21; unchanged re-issue 1922-23.

CAzSS
Gesam~lte Aufsiitze zur Soziologie und Sozialpolitik. Tubingen:
J:c. B. Mohc (Paul Siebeek), '924.

GAzSVl
Gesammelte Aufsiitze zur Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte. Tiibin-

• gen: ]. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1924.
GAzV/

Gesammelte Aufsiitze zur Wissenschaftslehre. 2nd ed. revised and ex
panded by Johannes Winckelmann. Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul
Siebeck), 1951. (Isted. 1922.)

Gerth and Mills
From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology. Translated and edited by

:": Hans H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1946.

CPS
Gesammelte Politische Schriften. 2nd ed. revised and expanded by
Johannes Winckelmann, with an introduction by Theodor Heuss.
Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1958. (1St ed. Miinchen:
Drei Masken Verlag, 1921.)

Handelsgesellschaften
Zur Geschichte tIer Handelsgesellschaften in MitteWter. (Nach
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sudeuropiiischen Quellen). Stuttgart, Ferdinand Enke, 1889' Re
printed in GAzSW, 312-443. (Page references are to the reprint.
This wa:; 'Weber's first dissertation.)

p.rotestant Ethic
"The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Ci4pitalism. Translated by Tal
cott Parsom, with a foreword by R. H. Tawney. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1958 (first pub!. London, 1930). (A translation of
"Die protestantische Ethik und der Geist cl."'5 Kapitalismus," GAzRS,
1, 1-206; first published in AfS, 1904-05.)

Rechtssoziologie
Rechtssoziologie. Newly edited from the manuscript with an intro
duction by Johannes Wincke1mann. ("Soziologische Texte," vol. 2.)
Neuwied: Hermann Luchterhand Yerlag, i960 (2nd rev. ed. 1967).
(This is the German edition of the "Sociology of Law" underlying
the revised translation in Part Two, ch. -YIII, below.)

Religion of China
The Religion of China. Confucianism and Taoism. Translated and
edited by Hans H. Gerth. New edition, with an introduction by C. K.
Yang. New York: Macmillan, 1964 (1St ed. Free Press, 1951). (A
translation of "Konfuzianismus und TaoislUus," Part I of "Die Wirt
schaftsethik der WeltreIigionen," first published in AfS, 1916, re
printed;n GAzRS, I, 276-)36.)

Religi01J of India
The Religion of India. The Sociology of Hinduism and Buddhism.
Translated and edited by Hans H. Gerth and Don Martindale.
Glencoe, JIl.: The Free Press, 1958. .cA trllnslation of "Hinduismus
und Buddhismus," Part II of "Die vVirlSChaftsethik der Weltre
ligionen," first published in AfS, 1916-17, reprinted in GAzRS, II.)

Rheinstein and Shils
Max Weber on Law in Economy and SOciety. Translated by Edward

, Shih and Max Rheinstein, edited and annotated by Rheinstein. Cam
bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 195"4-

Shils and Finch
The Methodology of the Socia! Sciences. Translated and edited by
Edward A Shils and Henry A. Finch. Glencoe, Ill.; The Free Press,
1949· (A translation of three methodological essays, "Die 'Objektivitiit'
sozialwissenschaftlicher und sozialpolitischer Erkenntnis," AfS, 1904;
"Kritische Studien auf clem Gebiet kulturwissenschaftlicher Logik,"
AfS, 1906; "Der Sinn der 'Wertfreiheit' der soziologischen und
okonomischen \Vissenschaften," Logos, 1917/18; reprinted in GAzW,
146-214, 215-29°,475-526.)
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Theory
The Theory of Social and Economic Organi"'lion. Translated by
A. M .. Henderson and Talcott Parsons, edited with an introduction
-by Parsons. New York: The Free Press, 1964 (first publ. New York:
Oxfom University Press, 1947).

Wirf.Sch·aftsges~hichte or Universalgeschichte
Wirtschaftsgeschichte. Abriss tIer universalen SozUU- und Wirtschafts
geschichte. Edited from lecmre scripts by Siegmund Hellmann and
Melchior Palyi. Munchen: Duncker & Humblot, 1923. (2nd ed. '924;
3rd rev. ed. by Johannes Winckelmann, 1958.)

WuC and WuC-Smdienausgabe
Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft. Crundriss tIer verstehenden Soziologie.
4th edition, revised and arranged by Johannes Winckelmann. 2 vols.
Tubingen' J. C. B. Mobr (Paul Siebeck), 19560 WuG-Studien
ausgabe refers to the licensed paperback edition (2 vols.; Koln-Berlin:
Kiepenheuer & Witsch, 1964) which already incorporates some of
Winckelmann's further revisions for the forthcoming definitive 5th
German edition. .



Priface to the 1978 Re-issue

Aftzr several yeats of being "'1' of print, during wlUch time it rapidly
attained the status of a bibliophilic rarity. &onomy and Society is now for

, the 6rst time ,vailIble in this country and abroad as a hardcover and a paper
back, thanks to the cooperation of the American puhlishen who have '"J'8'
rately published segments of the work in older versions. "

The pxesmt le-issue is identical with our zg68 edition, although. some
errata are eliminated. In the meantime, Professor Johannes Winckelmann.
on whose fourth Gennan edition of 1956 and 1964 our own edition is tpsed,
has completed his fifth and linal editi"" with tIuee hundrad pall" <i an·
nOtarlO!l$-1l feat that only a member of his schcfady generation could have
accomplished (TtiMngen, Moht·Sreheck, '976). When the EnJZlish edi...
prepaUd the;, own editi"", they cooperated c1coe1y with WmCldmann m
clarifying many dubious passages in the posthwnously published work and
in identifying literatyand historical teferences, but unfortunately, the new
annotations of the lifth edition c·:>uld not be included :in.. the present English
Ie-issue.

Several important Weber translations have appeared Since 1968. Edith E.
Graber lDnSIated Weber, essay "On Some Caiegoties of Inte'l"etive Soci·
ology" (MA thos;" Depanment of Sociology, Univenity of Oklahoma,
1970). This essay, the most important de6nitions oE which appear here in
Append;x ~ was • hagmentary fitst draft of \he aeneraI conceptwol und",·
~gs Ear the work. but Weber decided to publish it separately in 1913.
Just be!ote conceivbtg the idea of &onomy and Society Wehet lin;,hed hi,
great encyclopedic essay on the economic and political history of antiquity.
which AJ&ed Heuss. one of the most respected German classicists, has called
"the most~ and illuminating study yet made of the economic and
social deve10pment of antiquity." This work, discussed here in relation to
Ec.onomr tmd Society in the introduction (xlii-lvii), has now been trans
lated by R. I. Fmnk nod", the tide The Agnrriaft Sociology of Ancie.. CivU'·
...... (Londtm, New Left Books, '976).

Most of Weber's methodological critiques, which prepared the way (or
the positive fonnulation of his sociology in Eoonomy and Society, have now

[xxix]
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been translated. Guy Oakes translated and edited .Roscher and Knies: The
Lo.gical PToblems Of Hist.oricoj: Econamie5 (New York: The Free Press,
19"16) and Critique of Stammler (New York: The Free Press, 1977). An
excursus on the Stammler critique is found in Economy and Society, pp.
3J.;~32 below. Oakes has also translated and edited Georg Simmel's The
Problems of the Philosophy of History (New York: The Free Press, 1977).
to which Weber refers in his prefatory note to eh. I, p. 3 below. Louis
Schneider translated ''Marginal Utility Theory and the So-Called Funda
mental Law of Psychophysics," Social Science Quarterly, 56: I, 1975'. 2.1-36.
'Ibis leaves untranslated only Weber's demolition of the "energeticist"
theories of culrure of the famed chemist and natural philosopher Wilhelm
Ostwald, and some scattered but important metJlOdological observations in
his subf:tantive writings.

The 1968 introduction by Roth was intended in part as a supplement to
Reinhard Bendix's MtlX' Weber: An Intelle{'t~t(jl portrait (I¢lo), which for
the first time presented comprehensively the substance of Weber's campon
tive sociology of politics, law and :religion as it is found in Economy (nul
Society and the Collected Essays in the Sociology of Religion (containing
the studies of the Protestant ethic and sects in relativD to th(' spirit of capi
talism and in contrast to the reli~ous and social order of China, India and
Ancient Judaism). This well-known study too was re-issuec in 1978 by the
University of California Press with a new introduction by Roth, which
covers the Weber liters.rure accumulated since Is,>OO. One f~.\fther yield from
Bendix's and Roth's concern with Weber was a joint volume, Sclwlarship and
Partisanship, also published by the University of California Press in 197I.
Moreover, Roth has continued his methodological exploration of Eccmomy
and Society in three other essays, ''Soci(}-Historica1 Model and Developmental
Theory," American Sociological Renew, 4°:2, AprO 75, 148-57; "History
and Sociology," British Journal of Sociology, 27:3, Sept. 76, 306-18; and
"Religion and Revolutionary Beliefs," Social Fcm:es, 55:2, Dec. 76, 2.57-72.

An up-to-date bibliography of the almost limidess secondary literature is
Constans Seyfarth and Gert Schmidt. eds., Max Weber Bibliographie: Eine
Dokumentation tier Sekundiirliterat'Ur (Stuttgart; Enke, 1977), 2.08 pp. For
the latest bibliography of Weber's own writings, see Dirk Kasler, "Max
Weber-Bibliographie," Kolner Zeitschrift fUr Sozwlogie, 27:4, 1975, 703-3°.

For the present re-issue the editors are greatly indebted to the un8agging
interest and efforts of Mr. Grant Barnes of the University of California Press
and to the support of Mr. Georg Siebeck, of the finn of Mohr-Siebeck in
Tiibingen, the German publisher of Weber's works.

Finally, we dedicate with sorrow this edition to the memory of Carolyn
Cain Roth (1934-197;), who for several years lived with the burden of our
intense labors, showing great forebearance and retaining the salutary dis
tance of an artistic vision, which should always balance the sober concerns
of scholarship.

BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WASHINGTON

Scarsdale, New York
February 1977

Guenther Roth
Claus Wittich
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Priface

This is the first complete English edition of Economy and Society.
All hitherto unavailable chapters and sections have been translated and
the annotation has been considerably expanded. The Appendix contains
a brief terminological supplement and one of Weber's major political
essays. All previously translated parts used here have been thoroughly
revised and many passages hnve been rewritten. The original translators
of these chapters are absolved from all responsibility for the pr~sent ver
sion of their work. We would like to thank Ephraim Fischoff for going
over our revision of his translation of the "Sociology of Religion" (Part
Two, ch. VI) and for making further suggestions and offering other
help. However, he too should not be held responsible For the hnal
version.

A number of extant translations were completely replaced: in Part
One, ch. IV, "Status Groups and Classes"; in Part Two, ch. 111:3, "The
Regulation of Sexual Relations in the Household," ch. IV: 3, "The
Oikos," ch. XIV:i-ii, "Charisma and Its Transformations," and ch. XVI,
"The City." This last book-length chapter was newly translated by
Wittich; all other new translations were hrst done by Roth. Our strategy
of translation is explained in the Introduction.

The following earlier translations of sections of Wirtscl-tafr und
Gesellschaft have been used and revised with the permission of the
publishers, which is gratefully acknowledged.

Ephraim Fischoff, trans., The Sociology of Religion (Boston. Beacon
Press, 1963), pp. 1-274;-now Part Two, ch. VI;

Hans Gerth and C. Wright Mills, trans. and eds., From Max Weber:
Essays in Sociology (New York: Oxford University Press, 1946), pp.
159-244, 253-262; now Part Two, chs. IX: 3-6, XI, and XIV:iii;

Ferdinand Kolegar, trans., 'The Household Community" and "Ethnic
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Groups," in Talcott Parsons et al., eds., Theories of Society (New
York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1961), vol. I, pp. 296--298, 302
309; now Part Two, ch. III: I. ch. IV: 2, and ch. V: 2;

Talcott Parsons, ed. (A. M. Henderson and T. Parsons, trans.), The
Theory of Social and Economic Organization (New York: The Free
Press of Glencoe, 1964; originally published by Oxford University
Press, 1947), pp. 87-423; now Part One, chs. I-III;

Max Rheinstein, ed. (Edward Shils and Max Rheinstein, trans.), Max
Weber on Law in Economy and Society (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
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to Mr. Sidney Solomon of the Free Press for supervising the technical
preparation of the work and for designing the volumes.
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INTRODUCTION
by Guenther Roth

We know of no scientifically ascertainable ideals. To be sure, thaf makes
OUT efforts more ard~ than those of the past, since we are expecud to

create our ideals from \lAthin OUT breast in the very age of subjectivist
culture; hut we must not and cannot promise a 'fool's paradise and an
easy road to it, neither in thought 1101' in action. It is the stigma of our
human dignity that the peace of our souls cannot be as great as the peace
of one who dreams of such a paradise.

Weber in 1909

1. A Claim
This wad. is the sum of Max Weber's scholarly vision of society. It

has become a' constitutive part of the sociological imagination as it is
understood Kday. Economy and Society was the first strictly empirical
wmrari~.on of $<x:iaJ structure and normative order in world-historical
depth. In this m.anner it transcended the plenitude of "systems" that
remained speculative evej~ as they claimed to establish a science of
society.

Decades have passoo since the manuscript was begun and left un
finished, yet few works in the realm ~f social science have aged so little.
lts impact has been consideraMe over ,the years, although in a frag
mented and ~rratic fashion as the various parts became available only
piecemeal to the English reader or rema'ined altogether out of reach.
Weber's ideas on social action and sociological typology, Oli.trumental
and substantive rationality, on formal and material justi,ee;-iJn bureauc
racy and charisma, on religious beliefs jlind economic cond.uct, have been
gradually assimilated by social scientists-by way of :lCt'Urate reception,
imaginative adaptation and, not too infrequently, inventive misinterpreta
tion.. . ,

The renaissance of comparative study in the nineteen-sixties has .,,..'
restored some of the original intellectual setting of Economy and Society.

[xnill]
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,

This has given a new pertinency to the work and is One reason for the
complete English edition; another is the hoped-for correction of the un
even in8uence exerted by the isolated parts. Now the work has a fair
chance to be understood as a whole, and its readers have a better oppor
tunity to comprehend it-this will be a test for both.

Economy and Society is Weber's only major didactic treatise. It was
meant to be merely an introduction, but in its own way it is the most
demanding "text" yet written by a sociologist. The precision of its defmi
tions, the complexity of its typologies and the wealth of its historical
content make the work, as it were, a continuous challenge at several
levels of comprehension: for the advanced undergraduate who gropes
for his sense of society, for the graduate student who must develop his
own analytical skills, and for the scholar who must match wits with
Weber.

Economy and Society is part of the body of knowledge on which
Weber drew in his unwitting testament, his speeches on "Science as. a
Vocation" and '.'Politics as a Vocation," which he delivered shortly after
the end of the first World War before a small number of politically
bewildered Students. By now thousands of students have read these two
rhetorical masterpieces with their poignant synopsis of his philosophical
and political outlook as well as of his scholarly animus. Yet the very
compactness of the two speeches impedes easy comprehension. Economy
and Society elaborates much that is barely visible in them. However, it

-minimizes the propagation of Weber's own philosophical and political
views, since it wants to establish a common ground for empirical investi
gation on which men of different persuasions can stand; in contrast to
some of the methodological polemics, Economy and SOciety is meant to
set a positive example. Yet there is more to it than is readily apparent.
The work contains a theory of the possibilities and limitations of political
democracy in an industrialized and"bureaucratized society, a theory that
Weber considered not only empirically valid but politically realistic as
against a host of political isms: romanticist nationalism, agrarianism,
corporate statism, syndicalism, anarchism, and the Marxism of the time.
Hence, there is in the work an irreducible element of what Weber con
sidered political cowmon sense, but this does not vitiate the relative
value-neutrality of the conceptual structure. Moreover, the work is full
of irony, sarcasm and the love of paradox; a dead-pan expression may
imply a swipe at the Kaiser, status-eonscious professors or pretentious
litterateurs. l And finally, with all its seemingly static typologies, the

.1. Ironic formulations and wordplays are hard to render in translation, and
it would have heen self-defeating pedantry to explain more than a fraction in the
edit,)rial nces,
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work is a sociologist's world history, his way of reconstructing the paths
of major civilizations.

2. Sociological Theory, Comparative Study and Historical
Explanation

Economy and Society builds a sociological scaffolding for raising
some of the ~ig questions about the origins and the possible directions
of the modern world. Weber set out to find more specific and empirically
tenable answers to those questions than had been given previously. He
belonged to the small number of concerned men who shared neither the;
wide-spread belief in Progress, which was about to be shattered by the
first World War, nor the new philosophical irrationalism, which had
begun to appeal to many younger men.

Weber's image of "economy and society" is so widely shared today
among research-oriented students 'of society that in its most general
formulation it no longer appears exceptional, unless we remember that
It'drew the lines against Social Darnrinism, Marxism and other isms of
the time. Weber rejected the prevalent evolutionary and mono-causal
theories, whether idealist or materialist, mechanistic or organicist; he'"
fought both the reductionism of social scientists and the surface approach
of historians, both the persistent search for hidden "deeper" causes and
the ingrained aversion against historically transcendent concepts. He took
it for granted that the economic structure of a group was one of its major
if variable determinants and that society was an arena for group con
Riets. He did not believe, however, in the laws of class struggle, jungle
or race; rather, h,e saw men struggle most of the time under created
Jaws and within established organizations. Given the incomplete recep
tion of his work, the roles he attributed to force and legitimacy have
been overemphasized in isolation. Economy and Society clearly states'
that men act as they do because of belief in authority, enforcement by
'staff's, a calculus of self-interest, and a good dose of hahit. Howereri'
Weber was not much interested in master-key statements on the nature:
of Society and was set against the "need for worl~forrnulae" (Weft..
formelbediirfnis). Unlike Engels, he saw no grounds for assuming an'
"ultimately determining element in history." Economy and Society
demonstrates the rather concrete level on which he wanted to approach
sociological theory and historical generalization.

After 1903 Weber clarified his methodological position toward the
cultural and social sciences in half a dozen essays. ~ But in Economy and

2. Cf. I. Roscher una Knies una die logischen Probleme tier hisknischen
NationalOkonomie (1903/6), 145 pp.; 2. Die "ObjeItttvUat' sozi4lwissenschaft-



Society he focussed on those concepts and typologies that would direcdy
aid the researcher. He developed his sociological theory-his Kategorien"
lehre, as he sometimes called it-as an open-ended. yet logically con
sistent fonnulation of fundamental aspects of social action, on the one
hand, and of historical types of concerted action ("general ideal types")
on the other. The construction of such trans-epochal and tran~ltural

types as, for example, enterprise and ailtos or bureaucracy and hieroc
racy. makes sociological theory historically comparative. In this way
sociological theory provides thp researcher with the dimensional concepts
and empirical types that,a~ prerequisites for the kind of comparative
mental experiment and imaginative extrapolation without which causal
explanation is impossible in history.

Weber's sociological theory, then, grew out of wide-ranging historical
research and was meant to be applied. again to hist9ry, past and in the
making. In addition to theory in this generically historical sense, he em
ployed substantive theories of differing degrees of historical speci6city:

I. Theories explaining a relatively homogeneous historical configura
tion ("individual ideal type"), such as the spirit of capitalism;

2. Theories about relatively heterogeneous, but historically inter
related con6gurations, such as the "economic theory of the ancient states
of the Mediterranean";

3. Theories ("rules of experience") that amount to a summary of
a number of historical constellations, without being testable propositions
in the strict sense: for' example, the observation that foreign conquerors .
and native priests have fonned alliantes, or that refonn-minded monks
and secular rulers have at times cooperated in spite of their ineradk-able
antagonism. The occurrence~Ofthe fonner kind of collaboration, as in
ancient Judaism, or its failUfC to about in HeIlas, due to the battle
at Marathon,a may have far-- , .' g historical consequences--one rea-
son for th,e scholar's interest in ,historical "summaries."

licher lmd sozialpolinscher Er.ltenntnis~ ~ ~9o-4)' 68 pp.; 3· Kritische Studien tn"
dem"thiet der 1c.vlturwissensclwftltc;i.en Logi.lt (190S), 75 pp.; -4. Stammlm..
"O~dung" tier ntaUrialisrischen Geschichwuffammg (1907), 68 pp., with
• pOIthumously published postscript (2.0 pp.); S. Die GrenZ1lutzlehre und das
f4"sychophyMschlll GrundglUetz" (1908), IS" pp.; 6. "Energensche" KultlIrtheorien
(1909), 2.6 pp.; 7. Obet' den Sinn der 'Wertfnihei-t" der soziologischen. "nd
okonomiunen Wissenschaft4n (1917/18), prepared as a memorandum lor a
meeting of the Venin fUr Sorialpolitik in -1913. All are reprinted in GAzW (for
this and other abbreviations used for Weber's works, see the list following Ihis
Introduction). 'For English ,versions of essays 2., 3, and 7, see Max Weber, The
Methodolo81 of tM Social Sciences (Edward A. Shils and Henry A. Finch, trans.
and eds.; Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 19-49)'

3. On the battle of Marathon and the category of objective possibility, d.
Weber in Shils and Finch Ceds.), Methodolo!:y ••. , 17-4.

/'
i
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Of course, the explanation of any specific historical event also re
mains "theoretical" in that it subsumes many discrete actions and is
merely plausible, because unverifiable in the manner of the experimental
sciences. Weber was acutely aware of this difficulty, which was exacer
bated by the scarcity and unreliability of the sources in most areas of his
investigations, ancient and modem.

Sociologists live, and suffer, from their dual task: to develop gen
eralizations and to explain particular qses. This is the raison d'etre of
sociology as well as its inherent tension. It would be incompatible with
the spirit of Weber's approach to value the transhistorical ("functional
ist") generalizations of any fonnal sociological theory more highly than
the competent analysis of a major historical phenomenon with the help
of a fitting typology, The sociology of Economy and Society is "Clio's
handmaiden"; the purpose of comparative study is the explanation of a
gi"en historical problem, Analogies and parallels, which at the time
tended. to be used for evolutionary and morphological constructions and
spurious causal interpretations, had for Weber merely instrumental

, pu'pos."

Whoever does not see the exclusive task of "history" in making itself
superfluous through the demonstration that "evel')'thing has happened
before" and that all, or almost all, differences are matters of degree-an
obvious truth-will put the stress on the changes (\/enchiebungen) that
emerge in spite of all parallels. and will use the similarities only to
establish the distinctiveness (Eigenart) vis-a.-vis each other of the two
orbits [Le" the ancient and the medieval]. , , . A genuinely critical
comparison of the developmental stages of the ancient polis and the
medieval city ... would be rewarding and fruitful--but only if such a
comparison does not chase after "analogies" and "parallels" in the
manner of the presendy fashionable general schemes of development; in
other words, it should be concerned with the distinctiveness of each
of the two developments that were finally so different, and the purpose
of the comparison must be the causal explanation of the difference, It
remains true, of course, that this causal explanation requires as an
indispensable preparation the isolation (that means, abstraction) of the
individual components of the course of events, and for each component
the orientation toward rules of experience and the fonnulation of dear
concepts without wh.iCh causal attribution is nowhere possible. This
should be taken into account especially in the economic field in which
inadequate conceptual precision can produce the most distorted evalu
ations,·

Weber had in mind men like Wilhelm Roscher, Ranke's pupil, for
whom

4. "Agrarverhalmisse im Altertum," in GAzSW, 257, 288. (Cf, below, n.
17·)
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".

peoples are "generic biological entities"-as Hintze put it quite ade
guately. Roscher has explicitly stated that for science the development
of peoples is in principle always the same, and in spite of appearances to
the contrary. in truth nothing new happens under the sun, but always
the old with "random" and hence scientilically irrelevant admixtures.
This obviously is a specifically "scientific" (natuTWissenschaftliche)
perspective.s

Weber's comparative approach was directed against theories of his
torical sameness as well as theories of universal stages. He opposed in
particular the interpretation of Antiquity, including ancient capitalism,
as a "modern" phenomenon; this interpretation was advanced by "re
alistic" historians reacting against the humanist tradition with its
idealization of classic Greece and Rome. Weber equally rejected .the
contemporary stage theories of rural and urban economic development.
He, too, believed ina "general cultural development," but he focussed
on the dynamics of speci6c historical phenomena, their development as
well as their decline. For this purpose he employed several comparative
devices (which will be illustrated below, p. xliii); (a) the identi6cation
of similarities as a 6rst step in causal explanation; (b) the negative com
parison; (c) the illustrative analogy; (d) the metaphorical analogy.

The ideal type too has a comparative purpose. It was Weber's solu
tion to the old issue of conceptual realism versus nominalism, but in the
context of the time it was his primary answer to the scienti6c notion of
law and to the evolutionary stage theories. Weber wrote much more on
the logical status of the ideal type than on his comparative strategy. This
imbalance is reRected in the literature; a great deal has been written
about the ideal type, but very little that is pertinent to the art of com
parative study. As historical "summaries" of varying degrees of speci6city,
ideal types are compared with slices of histOrical reality.6 For the re
searcher the issue is not whether the ideal type is less "real" than other
historical concepts; rather, his task consists in choosing the level of con
ceptual -specificity appropriate for the problem at hand. Weber's ideal
types, as the reader can himself see, involve a theory about the dynamics
and alternative courses of the phenomena involved. They are not meant

5. "Roscher und Knies ... ," in GAzW, ::l.3·
6. "All expositions for example of the 'essence' of Christianity are ideal types

enjoying only a necessarily very relative and problematic validity when they are
intended ... as the historical portrayal of facts. On the other hand, such presenta
tions are of great value for research and of high systematic value for expository
purposes when they are used as conceptual instruments for comparison and the
measurement of reality. They are indiSpensable for this purpose." Weber in Shils
and Finch (eds.), Methodology . .. , 97·
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to fit an ev01utionary scheme, but they do have a developmental dimen-
sion. ,i,

Ideal types are constructed with the help of historical rules of ex
perience, which are used as heuristic propositions. For example, Weber's
theory of monarchy includes the observation that monarchs throughout
the ages, from ancient Mesopotamia up to Imperial Germany, have been
welfare-minded because they needed the support of the lower strata
against the higher; however, these higher strata, nobility ... ld priesthood,
usually remain important to the maintenance of, monarchic.. power and
legitimacy. Hence, the stability of monarchy rests in part on the ruler's
ability to balance the two groups. It is from such observations, which
pennit the necessary specification, that the ideal type of patrimonialism
(Part Two, ch. XII below) emerges.

Weber's comparative strategy was directed toward establishing, with
the aid of his typologies, (I) the differences between modem and older
conditions, and (2) the causes of the differences. This involved the
exploration of secular phenorrlena that had "dropped out" of history (for
example, ancient capitalism) but that were culturally important in them
selves or useful for identifying modernity; it also involved the search
for the "causal chains" of history.

In the absence of a reductionist one-factor scheme and of historical
"one-way streets," the relationship of economy, society and polity be
came for Weber a multi-faceted set of problems encompassing the inter
play of organization and technique of production, social stratification,
civil and military administration, and religious and secular ideology.
Apart from the issue of the uniqueness of Western civilization, this per~

speeti\'(; too led Weber to a comparative interest in the workings of
civilizations.

Such a comprehensive program of research required broad knowledge
and expertise in several fields. The historical content of Economy and
Society rests on a large body of scholarly literature, but also on Weber's
previous research. In drawing on historical sources and secondary liter
ature, Weber had an advantage over those historians whose training had
been mainly philosophical and philological, partly because he was a
trained jurist and economist, partly because he had developed a sociologi
cal framework within which he could address precise questions to the
secondary literature.

An adequate understanding of Economy and Society should en·
compass Weber's previous research and writings and perceive the dose
links. Since Weber rendered no systematic account of his strategy
of comparative study or of the intellectual development that led him
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to the writing of Economy and Society. it appears worthwhile to trace
here the methodological and substantive lines of reasoning that con
verge in the later work; since almost all of the earlier writings are
untranslated, they will be quoted more extensively than would otherwise
be desirable. 1

3. The Legal Forms of Medieval Trading Enterprises
Even for a man of Weber's generation it was rare to gain competence

as historian of both Antiquity and the Middle Ages, and then to com
bine this with the study of contemporary concems--industrialization,
bureaucratization, democratization. Weber began his career in legal and
economic history as both a "Romanist" and "Gennanist"; he transcended
the ideological antagonism of the two schools that so sharply divided
German jurispmdence in the 19th century. Weber wanted, 6rst of all, a
good grasp of the varieties of legal and economic arrangements; hence
he emulated the tremendous learning of an Otto Gierke, but he was
out of sympathy with the persistent inclination of the Germanisls to
reduce European history to the dichotomy of Romanized authoritarian
organization (Herrschaftsverband) and Germanic egalitarian association
CGenossenschaf')·

From the beginning of his academic career Weber addressed himself
to two broad historical questions: The origins and nature of (I) cap"
italism in Antiquity, the Middle Ages and mode:'n times, (2) political
dominario;.. and social stratification in the three ages. His dissertation of
18139 dealt with legal institutions of medieval ~pitalism, his Habilitation,
of 1891 (that is, the second doctorate required for academic teaching)
with the relationship between Roman politics and capitalism.

The dissertation was a "Gennanist" study, On the History of the
Medieval Trading Companies, written under Levin Goldschmidt.8

Based largely on printed Italian and Spanish sources, it dealt with
various fonns of limited and unlimited partnership that emerged with
the revival of maritime and inland trade and urb2n croft production.

,'" 7. In the following. attention will be given particularly to those studies that
were omitted in Reinhard Bendix, Max WeJ,er: Aft IfttellectU41 Portrait (New
York: Doubleday, 1960), Anchor edition, xxiii; see cbs. I lind II on Weber's early
activities, his scholarly and political response to the problems of industrialization
in Germany, especially the agrarian issue in Prussia east of the Elbe river (East
Elbia). The present introduction is an effort to supplement Bendix' work and the
introduction by Hans Gerth and C. Wright Mills in FrOfPl Max Weber: Essays
in Sociology (New York: Oxford University Pte5II, 1946).

8. Zvr Gesehichre der HandelsgeseIlschaften im Mitte1alte,(Nach ~ro
piiischen Quellen) (Stuttgart: Enlte. 1889). reprinted in GAzSW, .~n-443·
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Medieval capitalism required legal institutions for implementing the
sharing of risk and profit and defining the liabilities and responsibilities
of the parties to a joint venture. Weber investigated the differences be
tween the partnership fonns originating from the institutions of overseas
trade in cities like Genoa and Pisa and those that emerged from the
family craft enterprises of inland cities like Florence. The former were
typically ad hoc associations for trading ventures, the latter more com
monly continuous households, with family and other members, often
surviving several generations. The partnership forms of overseas trade
(commenda, societas mans) were only concerned with delimiting re
sponsibilities and benefits, but the household enterprises long combined
capitalist and communist modes of operation, before internal closure set
in and they disintegrated as units of commercial enterprise..

A few Weberian guidelines can already be perceived in this highly
technical analysis. Economic and legal developm~nt are intertwined, yet
"law follows criteria that are, from the economic viewpoint,. frequently
,~traneous";8 it may regulate economic conditions far removed from its
own dogmatic and social origins-this was a critique of correspondence
theories, especially of the economically determinist variety. The insist
ence on the importance of the legal order for economic action is also the
starting point of the first chapter of Economy and Society eCho I: I of
the older Part Two). Here the consistency of Weber's basic perspectives
over time is indicated. But the strength of the dissertation lay less in
such a general position than in the vivid and detailed. treatment and the
ability to argue firmly with the historical opinions of renowned scholars
such as Gierke and Rudolf 8ohm. Yet Weber conceded his inability to
arrive at novel overall conclusions. Already in the preparatory stage of
the dissertation he commented in his ironic fashion:

I had to learn Italian ,and Spanish well enough to work myself
through books and to read hundreds of statutes ... worst of all, statutes
written in such ancient dreadful dialects that one. can only be aston
ished by the ability of men at the time to understand such jargon. Well,
I' was kept busy, and if not much has come out of it, it is less my fault
than that of the Italian and Spanish magistrates who failed to include
in the statutes the very things I sought.10

Weber felt that he had not been able to answer a controversial
question of the time: To what extent were the early fonns of the capi.
talist partnership and finn s~ped by Roman and Germanic legal in8u·

9· GAzSW, 32:1.
to. Max Weber, J-gendbriefe, ed. Marianne Weber (Tiibingen: Mohr,

n.d.), 274.
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ences? Conclusive answers to Gierke and 80hm appeared possible to him
only after further comparative study, including also Germany. As it was,
the dissertation limited itself to the differences among various forms -of
commercial institutions, in order to lay the groundwork for later research.

The dissertation shows that the exposition in Economy and SOciety
of the open and closed relationships of household, family, kin-group and
enterprise (esp. chs. II; 2, III: I, and IV: 2. of Part Two) rests on long
standing knowledge of historical specifics and early familiarity with the
literature. The later treatment of the associations is a mere summary
with a systematic place in a wider context, yet the illustrations, which at
first sight seem to fill the "empty boxes" somewhat arbitrarily, are often'
based on careful consideration in those earlier studies.

Two years after the dissertation Weber completed a "Romanist"
Habilitation on The Roman Agrarian History in Its Bearing on Public
anti Private Law,ll which qualified him to read Roman, Gennanic and
commercial law. He became a law professor in Berlin in 1893 and
almost immediately took over for the ailing Goldschmidt.

+ Economic and Political Power in Ancient Germanic
History

Weber wrote his Roman Agrarian History with the encouragement
of August Meitzen, who was then working on hjs monumental compara·
rive study, The Settlement and Agrarian"'Strueture of the Western and
Eastern Germanic Tribes, Celts, Romans, Finns and Slaves (3 vols.,
1895)' For his analysis of property forms and social structure Meitzen
ingeniously used the ancient survey maps of the villages. Weber pro
ceeded from Meitzen's chapter on the Roman land surveys. This under
taking was far more difficult than the study of the medieval trading
companies; the findings were bound to be much more hypothetical
because of the paucity and ambiguity of the sources. Weber belie\'ed he
had shown that Roman agriculture could be analyzed adequately with
concepts derived from other Indo-Germanic agrarian structures. How
ever, seventeen years later, in his. second major work on Antiquity, he
wrote that he was still defending the work, but that it had indeed been
full of "youthful sins" and particularly mistaken in its attempt "to apply
Meitzen's categories to heterogeneous conditions."12 Thus, in his early
years Weber too had been influenced by evolutionary analogues, but by

I I. Die romische Agrargeschichte in ihrer Bedeutung fUr das Staats- und
Privatrecht (Stuttgart: Enke, 18;'1).

U. Cf. Agrargeschichte, 2, and "Agi'arverhiiJtniss'~ ... ," CAzSl<L', 2117·
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1904, when he intervened in the dispute about ancient Germanic social
structure,13 he combatted them energetically. Together with the critique
of his conte'Ilporari':;' methodology, \~lebcr elaborated his view of the
historic relationship between political and economic power, a view that
becam(; important fUI' the typology of ,domination i.n Economy and
Society. At iSSue was the origin of manorial domination (Grundherr
schaft), for decades. the center of scholarly debate. There was a tend-
eney to explain tJI"; whole political and economic history of Germany
in terms of the Grundherrschaft and its va:iants.

TI'e thesi~ of the predominance of manorial domination as early as
\ the paioJ of Caesar and Tacitus was upheld by Georg Friedrich Knapp

and his ~chool, t-'Spedally by Werner Wittich; they rejected the older
vip.w according to which manorial domination resulted from the trans
formation of the Frankish levy into a cavalry of feudal vassals. As against
the .thesis of the Knapp school, Meitzen asserted the free statl1S of the
Germanic peasantry of late Antiquity and pointed to the equal parcelling
of land in the communes. Meitzen did leave an opening to his adver
saries by acknowledging the nomadic way 'of life of Germanic tribes in
Caesar's time, but he interpreted the transition from nomadic stock
breeding to husband:."}' as an emancipation of "labor from property," a
phrase reminiscem d: Karl Rodbertus' views. For Meitzen the Germanic
settlerr_ent was the creation of the drive for eCOnomic independence
inherent in the equalitarian spirit of the people. Knapp's school, how
ever, insisted that the free Germanic man of Caesar's day had been a
cattle-owner who despised agriculture and those who tilled the soil. The
origin of Grundherrschaft was seen then to lie in the rule of cattle
owners over peasants. Wittich, for one, buttressed his view with Richard
Hildebrand's scheme of cultural and legal development. 'This theory,"
Weber commented, "is one of the attempt:;, recently so numerous, to
comptehend cultural development in the manner of biological processes
as a lawful sequence of universal stages."u Hence the assertion of a
universal nomadic stage, at least in the Occident. The theory worked
with analogies from the contemporary nomadic life of Bedouins and

l.~. "Der Streit urn den Charakter del" altgermanischen Sozialverfassung in
del deut5Chen Literatur des letzten Jahrzehnts," in GAzSW, 508-556; first pub

. lished in }ahrbacher fUr Nationaldltonomie 1md Staristik, 3d series, vol. :lo8
(1904).

14. GAzSW, 513. CE. Richard Hildebrand, Recht und Situ auf den primj·
tiveren wirtschaftlichen Kulturstufen (Jena: Fischer, 1896); for -Hildebrand's
counterattack, which rejects Weber's interpretation of Germanic agriculture in
Caesar's time, see the second edition of 19°7, pp. 55f., 64f.; see also Werner
Wittich's review essay on Hildebrand, "Die wirtschaftliche Kultur der Deutschen
zur Zeit Caesar's," Historische Zeitschrift, vol. 79, 1897,45-67.
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Kirghiz, applying them to elucidate Germanic prehistory. If these no
mads scorned !lgriculturallabor, by inference the Germanic nomads must
~ave done likewise. Weber objected:

This procedure of a scholar whom I too hold in high esteem is a
good example cl the manner in which the concept of "cultural stages"
shOuld not be applied scientifically. Concepts such as "nomadic," "semi
nomadic," etc., are indispensable for descriptive purposes. For research,
the continuous comparison of the developmental stages of peoples and
the search for analogies are a heuristic means well suited, if cautiously
used, to explain the causes.of distinctiveness of each ihdividual develop
ment. But it is a serious misunderstanding of the rationale of cultural
history to consider the construction of stages as more than such a
heuristic means, and the 5ubsumption rl historical events under such
abstractions as the purpose of scholarly work-as Hildebrand does-;
it is a violation of proper methodology to view a "cultural stage" as
anything but a concept, to treat it as an entity in the manner of bio
logical .organisms, or an Hegelian "idea," hom which the individual
components "emanate," and hence to use the "stage" for arri'ling at
condwions by analogy; If the historic phenomenon '1 usually follows
x, or if both tend to be cO"existent, '11 must follow XI> or be co-existent,
since X and XI are conceptual components of "analogous" stages of
culture.

The mental construct of a cultural stage merely means, analyti
cally speaking. that the individual phenomena of which it is composed
are "adequate" to one another, that they have-as- we could say-a
certain measure of inner "affinity," but not that they are related in any
determinate way (Gesetzmiissigkeit). ...

The belief in a universal "stage" of nomadic existence, through
which all tribes passed and from which the settlement developed, can
no longer be retained in view of our knowledge of the development of
Asiatic peoples and after Hahn's investigations [Die Hamtiere, 18g6}.
At any rate, the knowledge of a by no means primitive form of agri
culture among the Indo-Germanic peoples goes back into the darkest
past.a

In Weber's view the Gennanic tribes of Caesar's day were not no
madic nor were the freemen a stratum of landlords (Grundherren) who
left most work to slaves and women; slaves were not a substantial part
of the workforce and the status differentiation between warrior and
peasant did not exist at the beginning of recorded history; rather, the
GermaJ1ic freemen were transfonned very gradually into the politically
disenfranchised and economically harassed peasants of the Middle Ages.

We~r accepted Meitzen's view that the Gennan village with its land
distribution was a product of legal' autonomy, a monopolistic association
of relative equals, not a pro:luct of manorial decree. However, in contrast

15· GAzSW, 517, 524·
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to Meitten's assumption of an equalitarian folk spirit, Weber took an
economically more realistic line and reasoned persuasively that the equal
parcelling out of land by a closed association pointed to the narrowing of
economic opportunities (land shortage), similar to the monopolistic
policies of medieval guilds. IG

In examining the Roman sources, Weber pointed out that Caesar's
report about the Suevi was no proof .for a nomadic way of life of the
Germanic tribes. The Suevi, a frontier people, had developed into a group
of professional warriors, engaging in periodil;: raids on adjacent areas
and neglecting agriculture. This brought Weber to the phenomenon of
warrior communism and his most general point: the historical primacy
of political over economic factors:

If one wants at all to search for distant analogies such as might be
offered by the Kirghiz and Bedouins, the traits of an "autarkous state"
[an allusion to Fichte's collectivist utopifll found among the Suevi will
remind one much more of the robber communism that existed in
Antiquity on the Liparian islands or-if the expression be permitted
the "officers' mess communism" of the ancient Spartans, or of the
grandiose booty communism of a Caliph Omar. In one phrase, these
traits are the outcome of "warrior communism." They can easily be
explained as a result of purely military interests. . . . They would
scarce,ly be in tune with the living conditions of a tribe stagnant at the
nomadic stage and ruled by great cattle-owners in' a patriarchal
manner....

The oldest social differentiation of Germanic and Mediterranean
prehistory is, as far as we can see, determined primarily politically, in
part religiously, not, however, primarily economically. Economic differ
entiation must be considered more as a consequence and epiphenomenon
or, if you want it in the most fashionable terms, as a "function" of the
former, rather than vice versa....

If the term may be applied to prehistory at all, a "knightly" life
style ... often goes together with a manorial position; in fact, this is
the rule once private hereditary landownership has fully developed. .' ..
However, it is by no means generally true that this life style leads to,
or is related to, manorial superordination over other freemen-in the
age of Homer and Hesiod as little as in that of the Germanic epics.
It means a reversal of the usual causal relationship to view the later
manorial constitution not as a consequence but as the original basis of
the priviliged position of the high-ranking families. The historical
primacy of manorial domination appears highly unlikely, first of all,
because in an age of land surplus mere land ownership could not very
well be the basis of economic power. ,;

16. This is again the phenomenon of closed economic relationships treated in
Part Two, ch. II: 2 below.

17· GAzSW, 523, 554f.
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Weber concluded his essay with a reminder about the triviality in
herent in correct scholarly results and anticipated that the older view
would probably survive the recent challenges: "This may appt'ar trivial.
But unfortunately, trivial results, by their very quality, are often the
correct ones."

It is from concrete historical issues such as these that Weber fash
ioned, in Economy and Society, his contrast between patrimonial dom
ination and charismatic rule. The joining of these military with religious
phenomena established the category of charismatic domination. 18

5. The Roman Empire and Imperial Germany-
Weber had an early interest in the comparison and comparability of

Imperial Germany and Imperial Rome. On this score he was close to
Theodor Mommsen, who described the Roman Republic in the terms
of liberal political theory and polemicized against Imperial Germany
with analogies from Antiquity. In the academic public Weber's com
parative interest was at first not widely noticed. The Ro~n Agrarian
History proved tedmicaHy too difficult to be understood by more than a
very small group of scholars. Alfred Heuss, today counted among the
foremost Roman historians, has pointed out that Weber

was the first to take the Roman agrarian writers (Cato, Varra, Columella)
seriously, examining them in a matter-of-fact way ... and uncovering
the crass principles of Roman agrarian capitalism in its technical details.
In this respect, the book, although generally neglected by the historians,
became path-breaking, and subsequent research had to continue along
its line of inqUiry.... Who else among the historians of the time was
capable of handling the legal sources and the technical language of land
SUlVeyorS, both of which Weber combined in a virtuoso fashion? The
book, hard to understand because of its dry and remote subject maUer,
is an ingenious work.19

Among the historians of the time the aged Mommsen was best
qualified to judge Weber's work. He hailed its publication and welcomed
its author onto his previously exclusive ground: the borderlines of
Roman private and public law. As early as the occasion of Weber's
doctoral defense Mommsen had said: "When the time comes for me to
descend into the grave, there is no one to whom I would rather say:
'Son, here is my spear, it has become too heavy for my arm,' than Max

18. Specifically, booty and military communism is treated in Part Two, ch.
XIV:6. -

19. Alfred Heuss, "Max Webers Bedeutung fur die Geschichte des griechisch
romischen Altertums," Hi5torische Zeitschrift, vol. 201, 1965, 535.
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Weber."20 However, Weber did not become his successor and quickly
moved beyond the confines of ancient history. In the early nineties he
involved himself in a questionnaire study of the conditions of rural
laborers conducted under the auspices of the Verein fUr Sozialpolitik,
the most important association of professors, politicians and higher civil
servants for the study of the Social Question in Imperial Germat.y. Be
tween 1892 and 1894 Weber published extensively on farm labor, and,
in contrast to the Roman Agrarian History, his new writings did attract
considerable attention. Weber's mrn of interest was acknowledged with
the offer of an economics chair at the University of Freiburg, which he
accepted in 1894; this was an extraordinary offer for a jt:rist-not even
the usual "rehabilitation" (that is, the writing of a second Habilitation
to qualify in a different academic field) was required.

In Freiburg Weber delivered a popular lecture on "The Social
Causes of the Decay of Ancient Civilization" (1896).21 The major p0
litical link between his studies of Antiquity and of East Elbia was the
problem of the "rise and fall of empire." The common theme was the
self-destruction of empire through the cleavage between the rich and the
poor. In the Roman Agrarian History Weber had searched for the
"social strata and economic interest groups" behind the expansionism of
the Empire and the unparalleled capitalist exploitation: "It is likely that
the political domination of a large polity has never been so lucrative."22
The Roman state suffered from a "convulsive sickness of its social body."
Weber freely stated his value judgment. The transition from the con
dition of the barrack slaves to that of hereditarily attached peasants, who
were permitted families of their own and conditional land use, appeared
to him a decisive change for the better:

The moral significance of this development need scarcely be empha
sized. One must remember that at the beginning of the Empire Bebel's
ideal of legal marriage [i.e., freely contracted and dissoluble marriage]
was realized de facto among the upper strata, de jure for citizens in
general. The consequences are known. In this study it has not been
possible to show the connection between the inlluence of the Christian
ideal of marriage and this economic development, but it should be
obvious that the separation of the slaves from the manorial household
was an element of profound internal recovery (Gesundung), which

:10. Marianne Weber, Max Weber. Ein Lebensbild (Tiibingen: Mohr, 19:16),
12I-(henceforth cited as Lebensbild).

21. "Die sozialen Griinde des Untergangs der antiken Kultur," in GAzSW,
:189-311; a translation by aristian Mackauer in }o'Unud of General Education,
V, 19;0-51, 75-88.

;/.;t. Agrargeschichie, o.
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was by no means bought too dearly with the relapse of the "upper ten
thousand" into centuries of barbarism.28

Weber saw the social developments in East Elhia against the back
ground of Roman history. He observed with apprehension the proletariza
tion of the peasants in the second half of the 19th century. The manorial
Junkers gradually turned into capitalist entrepreneurs; they preferred
cheap seasonal labor-little more than barrack slaves-from beyond the
Russian frontier to a permanent and landowning German workforce.
Weber foresaw grave clangers in the Junkers' labor and tariff policies and
rejected their hollow claim to be the military pillars of the Empire even
as they undermined it socially and economically. He warned his elders
in the Verein fUr Sozialpoliti-k in 1893 that "the most horrible of all
horrors is a landowning proletariat for whom the inherit~ land has
become a curse."H

. In his 1896 Freiburg address Weber repeated his judgments and
cautioned his classically educated audience against its ready belief that
the decline of the Roman Empire could provide lessons for the solution
of modern social problems. He even went so far as to label the topic as
"merely of historic interest." But this was primarily a didactic stricture.
He did mean to teach his listeners something about the relative im
portance of the economic factor and of social changes in the lower
strata. An intellectual and political culture should not be viewed in iso
lation from the economic and social structure, as the Humanists had
done up to Jakob Burckhardt, and as the classical schools were still
doing; basic shifts in the mode and division of labor, and especially'
economic and cultural changes within the lower strata, could be his
torically as significant as changes in the ruling groups and their culture.
Imperial Germany faced such shifts with the growth of its industrial

~3. Ibid., 274f. Weber's view was later detailed by Marianne Weber,
Ehefrau und Mutter in der Rechtsentwu:klung (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1907); on
marriage in the Roman upper classes, 168-173, on slavery, marriage and Christi"
anity, 177-187, on Bebel, 80. This voluminous comparative study, which Weber
suggested to his wife and in which he took a hand, should be seen as the back
ground for the cursory treatment of marriage and property rights in chs. III and
IV of Part Two below.

The sudden ironi~ reference to August' Bebel, after many highly te<:hnical
pages, is to the most popular socialist book of the time, Woman and Socialism
(1879), esp. ch. 28. In the 9th edition of 1891, Bebel popularized Friedrich
Engels' The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State (1884), the
Marxist sequel to Lewis H. Morgan's Ancient Society (1877). Throughout his
career Weber gave attention to the socialist theory of marriage and property.
For the last statement (1919/20). see Economic Hiswry, 20.

~4. "Die landliche Arbeitsverfassung," GAzSW, 462.
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and agrarian proletariat, although her specific troubles were largely the
opposite of those that had brought down the Roman Empire.

Weber presented a simplified version of his explanation for the
decline of the Roman Ernpire---Iater part of his economic theory of the
ancient states: With th~ stabilization of the Empire the Row of new
slaves, the chief capital good of ancient capitalism. began to dwindle.
Commerce waned. Administering the vast conquered inland .areas with .
the means of a maritime city state proved ~ncreasingly difficult, The
Iatifundia established themselves as administrative unils independent of
the cities. Local troops replaced the standing anny that had been largely
self-perpetuating, up to one half of the recruits being the sons of soldiers.
As economy and culture became rural, cosmopolitanism vanished. Thus
the economic development of Antiquity, which had started out as a
localized subsistence economy, came full circle. However, for Weber this
circularity (Kreislauf) did not involve morphological assumptions in the
mode of Oswald Spengler.

The disintegration of the Empire was a problem of super- and sub
~tructure: "In essence,. the decline meant merely that the urban ad
ministrative apparatus disappeared, and with it the political superstruc
ture dependent upon a money economy. sinCe it was no longer adapted
to the economic substructure with its natural economy."23 What had
been an urban substructure, the money economy and commerce, became
a superstructure .without s\lStaining basis as the shift occurred from a
maritime to an inland economy. Thus Weber handled the relationship

'" of super- and substructure in terms of geographical shift as well as time
sequence.

Throughout the address, Weber used various comparative devices.
He began with, the similarities of the ancient and the medieval city in
order to identify the causes for their difference; the more similarities he
found, the more he could narrow down the area of crucial difference. In
order to clarify the d.issolution of the ancient municipalities, he resorted

, to a negative contemporary analogy, the resistance of the Prussian
Junkers to the administrative incorporation cl their estates into the rural
"communes" (Landgemeinden),'e and he contrasted the familiar me
dieval and mcxlem Righdrom the land with the Jate Roman Right from
the cities. He made the military· discipline of the Roman slaves more
understandable to his listeners by comparing it illustratively to an ex
perience they knew, military service with its regimented barrack life

25. "Die sozialen Griinde ... ," GkSW, 308.
26. On the Prussian Gutsbeziru, tbe Jun_-ruled "estate-districts," see be

low, ch. XVI:v, n. 9 (p. 1369).
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for the unmarried [ecrui~ ("slaves"), who were drilled py married no.
commissio~ed officers ("viUici"). Comparing the slaves on the Roman
latifundiawith those on the Carolingian estates, Weber pointed to the
decisive difference: the latter were permitted a family and the use of
land, upon their separation from the lord's oikas.

6. The Economic Theory of Antiquity
Weber's most comprehensive ·work on Antiquity was written shortly

before E~onomy and Society. Behind the title "Agrarian Conditions in
Antiquity"21 was hidden nothing less than a. comparative social and
economic study of Mesopotamia, Egypt, Israel, Greece, the Hellenist
realm, and Republican and ImPerial Rome. Alfred Heuss called it "the
most original, daring and persuasive analysis ever'made of the economic
and social deVelopment of Antiquity ... the area in which Weber's
judgment, especially in the details, was most sovereign and surefooted,
... a claim that. stands although he was even more 'original' in the
sociology of religion."·8 .

In contrast to Economy and Society, the. study focussed on an eco
nomic arid politico-military tm10gy and did not yet include the cate
gories of 'legitimate domination. It should be roted that in Weber's
thinking the category of appropriation, both of economic and military
resources, is older than that of legitimacy; furthermore, that differences
in the mode of appropriation 'in both areas remained equally important
to him1

Whether a military c~nstitution rests on the principle of self
equipme!ll or that of provisioning by the warlord who supplies horses,
arms and food, is as fundamental a distinction for social history as is

~7. ('Agrarvt:rhaltnisse im Altertum," GAzSW, 1-~88; originally published
in the Handw6rterbuch de" Staatswissenschaften, third ed. (1909), vol. I, s~

188. The re~tricted title was determined by the division of the handbook. The ten·
page annotated bibliography should be consulted for Economy' and Societ),. The
book-length study was dashed off in four months in 1908, a feat made possible
by the fact that Weber had done his thinking ahead of the period of writing and
was thorowghly famlliar with the literature.

Weber seems to have divided some of the subject matter with Rostovzeff, who
contributed the handbook article' on coloni. Rostovzeff, who in the United States
became much better known than Weber .as an ancient economic historian, was
one of the few to 'utilize Weber's analysis. Other historians rediscovered some of
Weber's results after the First World War-another instance of the "discontinuity
that plagues most scholarly disciplines. By and large, it still appears that Weber's
ancient studies have not yet been fonowed through sufficiently.

28. Heuss, loco cit., 538.
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another: whether the means of production are 9wned by the workers
or appropriated by a capitalist entrepreneur.n

Giveri this perspective Weber set himself the task of relating the
ancient economy"to the major political structUres. Almost incidentally,
he further clarified his comparative ,approach. Two issues noocl -~)Ut:

(I) If there are no universal evolutionary stages, at any rate, if they
cannot be identified historically, what kind of typology is suitable for
analysis? (2.) If the categories of economic history appropriate for
medievaIand modem conditions are not applicable to Antiquity, which
conceptual alternatives should be used? ','

As against evolutionary conceptions, Weber advanced a limited
developmental scheme that left the actual historical sequences open
and put in their stead logical "states" or "conditions"-a mood-building
device that became basic for Economy and Society. This was a "static"
approach only in comparison with evolutionary sequences. Weber argued
that ancient social history had no visible starting point, since most his
torical phenomena appeared to be secondary, militarily determined,'
developments, such as the phratries, phylae and tribus. Nothing reliable
was known about the primeval rural, structure. For Weber even the
"plausible hypothesis" that the ruling families at least originated as no
madic conquerors was not generally acceptable, 'since the aristOCratic
polity developed. at the Mediterranean coast and could be proven to
have other origins; 'the starting -points were lost in the darkness of pre
history. All that cou)d be historically reconstructed were "certain or
ganizational states, which apparently repeated themselves to some extent
in all those ancient peoples, from the Seine to the Euphrates, that h;vl
at least some urban deyeIopment."30

Weber began his analysis with a series of brief comparisons that
.linked up with his reasoning in "The Controversy About Ancient Ger
manic Social Structure." European and Asian agrarian history differed
in a crucial category: land appropriation. Comparing the COLlr.ie of early

, settlement in Europe and Asia, Weber saw the former proceeding from
initial nomadic livestock raising to mixed crop and livestock,agriculture,
the latter from nomadic crop raising to intensive agriculture, of a garden
ing type, Hence the development in Europ::, but relative absence in Asia,
of communal property in grazing grounds.

Next, Weber compared ancient and medieval agriculture in the
Occident. In both cases agriculture intensified with the narrowing of
economic opportunities. Agricultural preoccupation ~ade the majority

29. Cf. Economic History, 237, for a slightly different wOrding.
30. "Agrarverbiiltnisse ... ," GAzSW, 35.
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of men economically unavailable for "military service~ Thus arose the
professional warriols who exploited the m~. Weber defined feudal~m

in II manner transcending the medieval case. This enabled him to point
to the decisive difference between the ancie.nt and the' medieval condi·
lions. Medieval feudalism dis~ the warriors over the countryside
as manorieI lords (GruMheiTen); ancient feudalism was urban: the
'warriors lived tQ2ether, in the polis. ..

In this development mtlitary technology was partly cause, partly
epiphenomenon. Weber emphasized that 1n Antiquity, in contrast to the
Middle Ages, both the diffusion of superior military techniques and the
spread of commerce occurred by sea. Whereas central and, western
Europe became manorial and feudal at a time when trade by land had
derlined, "feudal" dev<:lopmenl in Antiquiry"led 10 the creation of the
city state. This centraliption had the consequence that citiu'nship was a
much finner bond than were the ties of personal loyalty typical10f de
centralized medieval feudalism.

At this point Weber cautioned again not to mistake analogy for
iden,riry,

The relationship of ancient urban feudalism to the ~hange

CCMomy is reminiscent of the rise of the free crafts in our medieval
cities, the decline of patrician rule, the latent. struggl~ between :urban
and manorial economy, and the distintegration of the feudal polity
under the impact of the money economy.... But these ever present
analogies witli medieval and modem phenomena are Erequendy mOlit
unreliable and often outright detrimental to unbiu&ed comprehension.
. . . Ancient civilization has specific characteristic$ that distinguish it
sharply from the medieval and the modem. ~1. .

Weber listed a series of features: Ancient civilization cenreredon the
coasts and the rivtq; trade was uQdespread and.highly profitable, ~I.
lacked the volume ithad in the late Middle Ages; the great ancient em
pires -were more mercantilist than the modern Mercantilist states; private
trade was insufficiently developed to guarantee the politically crocial
grain supply of the urban centers, which maintained a consumer pro
letariat of declassed citizens, not a working class; slavery was more im
po:nant than in the Middle Ages.n

These COMparisons led Weber to the issue, heatedly debated for
many decades, whether the categories of modem and medieval oor
nomic history were appropriate for Antiquity. In the eighteen-sixties

31. Ibid., 4.
32. Weber conceded that in earlier writings he had O¥erestimated the im

portance of slavery relative to free labor, but insisted tha~ in the classic period of
the "free" polities slavery was especially important. Cf. GAzSW, 7-1 I, as against
his older view, ibid., 293.
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Karl Rodbertus, 'himself a cou·nt.I1 squire, had investigated the master's
extended household (the aikas) as th~ dominant unit of ancient econ
omy; he, also gave much attentiott to ancient capitalisni. & a scholar of

"...Antiquity, the COI:'<rervative sOcialist Rodbertus surpassed MarX, who haq
"l:abelled the agrarian developmeJ1b; the "secret history of the Romans,"
Karl Bucher, whose wor~ proceeded from Rodbertus, Marx, Engels and
SchmoUer, accepted the oiJwS as'ohe s~&,=.within his inHuential scheme
of' economic development-household, urban an1:l national economy."
Bucher, who believed irt the "lawful t:ourse"of economic development"
(Preface, iii), was criticized by Edua~ Meyer, who denied the need·
for particular econ6m'ic concepts in the study' of Antiquity. Weber, in
tum, warned of the fUtl1ity of Meyer's ~pproach: "Nothing could be
more dangerous than to conceive of ancient conditions as 'modern.'
Whoever does it \lnd~restimates, as so often happens, the stru~tural
differences... ."u , . .

Weber recognized the importance of- the ojkos, but viewed it, within
the Roman context, as the "deYeIC\>menta1 product" of the Imperial
period and as the transition to medieval feud.lism; by contrast, the Ori·
ental oilws had existed from the~8inning: of history. As against Rod~

benus, who saw the oilWs ileydoping directly out of the self-sufficient
household, Weber pointed for th~ OJient to it! origins in .the irrisation
economy and trade pro~t.: TJ.e l!a;rly military chieftains were also
merchants. "'

Weber affirmed that Antiqui~y had acapitalist economy "to a degree
relevant for cultural history." He 'opPpsed the view that there had been
no capitalism because the large-scale enterprise with free and differenti
ated labor was absent. Such a~ apprQach focussed too narrowly, he
thought! on the social problems of inodem capitalism., Instead, he jn
sisted op a purely economic concept of capitalism: ':If the terminology
.is to have any classificatory value 3.t, all," capital must mean private
acquisitive capital (Enverbskapital) \lsed for prV in an exchange
economy."·~ In this sense the "greatest" periods r Antiquity did have
capitalism. "The ancient polis bega~ with .ground rents and tributes
collected by the ruler and the. patriciate; its t.'Conomic prosperity was

33. Cf. Karl Rodbertus, "ZUI: Ga;;chichte der' riimik'hen Tributsteuem seit
Augustus," Jahrbikher fur Nationpl(.ilumomie und Statistik, V, 1865, 2.41-315;
"Zur Frage des Sachwertsdes Geldes im ,Altc.rtum," loco cit., XIV, 1870, 341
4:1.0; Karl Marx, Das Kapital, in \verite, 'Vol. :1.3 (Berlin: Dietz, 196:1.), 96; Karl
Biicher, Die Entstehung der Volk.swir'tschaft (14th ed.; TUbingen: Laupp,
192.0), 83-16o-nrst published in 189j as a collection of older articles; an
English edition s.t. lndustrltil Evolution (New York: Holt, 1901).

34. GAzSW, '19.

35· Ibid., 13·
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politically detennined. However, the mere rendering of tributes to per~

sona! rulers Jay outside the realm of capitalism and the exchange emn·
omy. In this case neither the rent·yielding land nor the retainers could
be considered "capital," since domination had a traditional, not a market
basis: it was manorial domination (Gmndherrschaft). When the land·
owners leased land in an exchange economy, ownership became a
capitalist rent fund. But the capitalist enterprise proper came into exist~

ence only when. both land and slaves became transferrable on the
market. The classic cities did not .have large-scale private enterprise for
any len~ of time. There was no qualitative division of labor; instead of
~achinery, debt serfs and purchased slaves were used; the crafts played
a secondary role, and the guilds remained unimportant. Much of the
ancient ec~nomy, then, was a "mixed economy," partly manorial, partly
capitalist.

Weber considered the political and administrative structure of the
ancient· states decisive for the fate of capitalism. The state administra
tion, es~any public finance, constituted the biggest enterprise. Only in
the "city state, which lacked a bureaucratic apparatus for the administra
tion of its territories, could public finances act as a pacemaker for private
capital formation-because the polity was for its financing dependent
upon the private tax farmer. Weber pointed to a major difference be
tween monarchic and republican. states: Ancient capitalism culminated
in the Roman ~pubIic, where the public lands became the object of
the crassest form of private exploitation. The monarchies constricted
capitalism; in the interest of dynastic continuity they were concerned '
with the subjects' loyalty. In the city republic the primary goal was
capitalist exploitation, in the monarchy it was political stability. '''In
republics tax-fanning is always at the ready to tum the state into an
enterprise of the state creditors and tax-farmers in the manner of
medieval Genoa." Whereas the city state allowed private capital ac
cumulation of a highly unstable kind, the bureaucratic order of the
monarchic state economy gradually destroyed the opportunities for
private gain. "The monarchic order, so beneficial for the masses of the
subjects, was the death of capitalist development and of everything
dependent on it."8G

7. A Politirol Typology of Antiquity
Beyond the contrast between republics and monarchies, 'well-known

from ancient political theory, Weber elaborated a developmental scheme

36. Ibid..,:19 and 31.
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with open historical direction. Apart from its classificatory uses..he hoped
that it would remind the reader of the vety different stages of develop
ment at which the polities entered the light of history-depending on
the "accidental" availability of the sources. In contrast to Greece, Meso
potamia and Egypt had had some kind of urban culture «:my centuries
before the first records were made.

Weber based his typology on the "military constitution" and dis-
tinguished: .
I. the merely fortified location; n. the petty "castle kings"; III. the clan
polity; IV. the bureaucratic urban principality; v. the liturgic monarchy;
VI. the polis of privileged citizens; vu. the democratic polis; and outside
the scheme, VIII. the military peasant confraternity.

r. The distant forerunner of the city is the walled settlement. House
hold and village constitute the organizational environment of the in:
dividuaJ. Associations for blood reyenge, cultic activities, and defense
provide police, sacral and political protection, but nothing historically
certain can be established about the functional division or overlap of
t1,1ese early associations which come out of prehistory. Free members
share in the landed property; the extent of slavery seems to be mcxlerate.
Political chieftains, if they exist at all, have mainly arbitrational func~

rions. "It depends on the political situation whether there are any joint
political affairs.""'

n. A closer forerunner of the city is the castle controlled by an
owner of land, slaves, cattle and precious metals, that is, a ruler with a
personal following. Almost nothing is known about the state of the
countryside. The exploitation of the subjects seems to have varied
greatly. Fertile land and trade profits led to the rise of these "castle
kings"; their law wa$ set against popular law. The separation of the
followers From the rural population was important; according to tradition
and fact, the Following often consisted of bands of aliens and ad
venturers ("robber bands"). The ancient states originated in -the victory
of one "castle king" over others.
, III. Another approximation to the classic polis is the clan polity
(Adelsswat). The nobility is made up of creditors who develop into a
stratum of landed Tentiers. The peasants become first debt serfs and
then hereditary dependents. A group of noble families that have accumu~

lated enough land and retainers to ~quip and train themselves as profes
sional warriors rules the countryside from an acropolis. The "king" loses
influence and becomes primus inter pares in a militarily organized urban
community (in contrast to the feudal~manorial development of the

37. Ibid., 36. Weber deals here with the relatively "universal groups" to
which he retl,lmed again below, in Part Two, chs. III-VI and YIn.
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continental Middle Ages), There is no bureaucracy-; at most there are
elected officials. The peasants may he legally separate from the stalUS

group of free men. but aDdei'lt trial and debt procedures as well as the
manipulation of the courts by the ruling class are sufficient to maintain
the social distance without formal barriers.

IV. From state II (the "castle kingship") development-may proceed
in a direction contrary to state III: The king may succeed in effectively
subordinating his following and in establishing an officialdom through
which he governs the "subjects." In this case the city is not autonomous
(witness Egypt, Assur and Babylon). The economy may approach "state
socialism" or an exchange economy. depending on the mode of want
satisfaction of. the royal household. Under condition III and IV the extent
of the direct utilization of the labor force by the rulers is inversely cor
related with the dev~opmentof the private exchange economy. Insofar·
as domination rests on taxation, free transfer of real estate may be
tolerated. However, the bureaucratic king tends to oppose land accumu
lation by the aristocracy, whereas he may permit land fragmentation.
Witness the Greek tyrants-and Napoleon I.

v. With the rationalization of royal want satisfaction the bureau
cratic city or river kingdom may develop into the authoritarian liturgy
state, which meets its demands through "an artful system of compulsory
serVices ac:d treats the subjects as mere objects."38 Even in such a state
there may be free trade J:!nd geographical mobility, as long as they pro
duce revenue. In fact, the state may favor both, in the manner of the
"enlightened despotism" of the 17th and 18th century-another illus-
trativeanalogy. ,
. VI. This· type emerges from state w, but not without the most
heterogeneous transitions. It is the "polis of hoplites," in which the citi
zens fonn a heavily armed infantry. The rule of the noble kinship
group' over the citY and obhe city· over the countryside is broken. The
citizens' army of hop{ites comprises all owners of land; hence military
semce is relatively democratized.

VII. The, democratic polis proper is a further development of condi
tion VI. ;Military service and even citizenship are emancipated from
the requirement of landownership, and there is an inconsistent trend
to fonnally qualify for office-holding everyone who has served in the
navy, a military branch not requiring self-equipment.

vw. A major case outside this typology is the association of ~nts
organized as,lloplites, which in some instances made history~ from ancient
Israd to the medieval Swiss confederation.

38. lbid., 40.



One important dimension cuts aC'ross this typology of military
political organization: "the manifest and latent struggle of the secular
political and the theocratic powers, a struggle that affects the whole
structure of social Hfe:'~11 Functional specialization separated the primeval
linkage of princely and priesdy power. The priests became powerful
through their control of economic resources, tl:teir hold over the religious
anxieties of the masses, their possession or.r1y "science" and, espe
cially, their control of education in the bureaucratized states. This strug
gle Jed to the historica) ups and downs of secularization and restoration
in the "substantive development of culture," ·wIth usurpers ultimately
strivjng for legitimacy and hence restoration. .'

Thus did Weber assemble the elements, that went into the making
of his Sociology of Domination in Economy and Society: patrimonialism,
feudalism, charisma (as military communism), the city and hierocraey.
In sum, Weber's ancient and medieval studies COntain not only much
of the historical substance of the later work, but also its gradual con
ceptualization.

8. Weber's Vision of I~e F"tvre and His Academic Polilics
Weber did not hesitate to draw political lessons from academic

studies, but the relationship must be properly un~erstooct He believed
that scholars should unOinchingIy face the arduous work of fa~-6nding
and only then express political views. He insisted on detachment in .
order to gain a heanng for his views-the basic strategy in his acMemic
politics. Sociology became for him a weapon in the struggle against the
predominant views' in the Verei" fUr Sozialpolitik and the founding of
the German Sociological Association a vehicle for the same purpose.
The two great issues, closely related, were the sodal dynamics and future
d Getman society and the Feasibility and <!esirabiUoy of value-neutrality
in social science.-O

In warning of the political clanF he foresa,!" Weber used his
torical parallels, elthough he rejected IDe use d analogies for historical
explanation. Thus he appended one page d warnings to his .908 study of
Antiquity io onler to impress his readers Mth vivid pamlIeIs. W......t

39. IW,44.
40. On the tensions between politics aDd scho~~ men of the

va..;.. fW SoU.ol,.,Utu., ... Die.., u._b, R.,h... ... v..... f*
~ WUscmc""!t ....,j Sorialpo/ilik ... KaUm"'h -., S_,
1967)' This massive study will be the st8Ildard work on the potidcs oE German
academic: men during the periqd; the present introduction WI$ .m written iDde
pendtndy of it.
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implying any historical inevitability he upheld-<lt least didaetically
the maxim: "If it has happened before, it may happen again." At issue
were the effects of bureaucratization:

The paralysis of private economic initiative through bureaucracy is
not limited to Antiquity. Every bureaucracy, including ours, has the
saJne tendency by virtue of its expansionism. In Antiquity the policies
of the city state paved the way for capitalism; today capitalism is the
pacemaker for the bureaucratit.ation of. the economy. Let us imagine coal.
iron and mining product's, metallurgy. distilleries, sugar, tobacco, matches
-in short, all mass products that are already highly cartellized-taken
over by state-owned Of state-eontrolled enterprises; let the crown domains,
entailed estates, and state-controlled resettlement holdings (Rentengiiter)
proliferate and let the "Kanitz motion" be passed and executed with all
its consequencesj41 let all military and civilian needs of the state ad
ministration be met by state-operated workshops and cooperatives; let
-shipping operations on inland waterways be compelled to use state tugs
[as partly realized in 1913], put the merchant marine under state super
vision, have all w1roads etc. nationalized. and perhaps subject cotton
imports to international agreements; let all these enterprises be man
aged in bureaucratic "order," introduce ~tate-supervised syndicates. and
let the rest of the economy be regulated on the guild principle with
innumerable certi6cates of competency. academic and otherwise; let the
citizenry in general be of the rentieT paisibJ,. type-then, under a mili
tarist-dynastic regime, the condition of the late Roman Empire will have
been reached, albeit on a technologically more elaborate basis. After aU,
the German burgher of today has retained scarcely more of his ancestors'
qualities from -the medieval To.vn Leagues than the Athenean in
Caesar's time had preserved those of the 6ghters at Marathon. "Order"
is the motto of the German burgher~ven. in most cases, if he calls
himself a Social Democrat. It is very likely. that the bureaucratization
of society will one day subdue capitalism just as it did in Antiquity.
Then the "~narchy of production" win be, replaced by that "order"
which, in a "fety similar way. characterized the late Roman Empire and,
even more, the New Kingdom and the rule of the Ptolemies in Egypt.
Let no one believe that the citizens' service in a barracked anny, bureau
cratically equipped, clothed. fed. drilled an~ commanded. can pwv;d. a
counterVailing fQrce to such bureaucratization or, more generally, that

41. RlmtengUter were small holdings, indivisible-and inaliebable excepc With
government permission, -created for the ''i"DDel' colonization" (GermanilatioD) oE
the eastern part of the Reich, 6rst under the Prussian resettlement act of 1886.
Count Kanitz, a Conservative ReiclutGg deputy, in 1694 demanded the institution
of a state monopoly for grain imports in the--interest of price supports for the out
put of the grain-producing ],"Mer estates of eastern Germany. The IO-<:IIIed
"Kanitz motion" failed, but was thereafter resubmitted year after year by the
agrarian groups.
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modem conscription in dynastic states has any inner affinity with the
spirit of the citizenry-in-arms of the distant paSt. However, these -per
spectives do not belong here.U ;

It is, of course, significant that Weber added these perspectives, in
spite of his disclaimer. In the fall of 1909 the Weber pIl?thers, Max and
Alfred, clashed with an older generation of scholars at the Vienna meet
,ing of the Verein fUr Sozialpolirilr.. Some younger members were critical
of the state metaphysics of men like Gustav von Schmoller and were
ready to go beyond their elders in matters of .social tt:fonn, against them
with regard to democratization. The two Webers 'attacked the belief of
the older reform generation that streng~ening the power of the state and
extending the economic functions of its bureaucracy woiJ.ld lead to
greater social harmony. Opposing the conservative State Socialism of the
aged Adolf Wagner, they pointed to the dangers of bureaucratization.
&anomy and Society later demonstrated how the bureaucratic phe
nomenoncould be .studied comparatively in a non-ideological way. But
at Vienna Weber expressed his sentiments and convictions, which
should be seen not only as the counterpoint, hut as one of the motives,
for the Sociology of Domination. Weber granted to the older view of
bureaucracy-perhaps in part as a tactical concession-that '

no machinery in the world functions so preci&eJ.y as thi~ apparatus of
men and, moreover, sO cheaply.... When the Verein fUr SozialpolitiJr.
'was founded [in 18op], the generation of Privy Councillor. Wagner
called for more than purely techdical yardsticks in S::OIlomic aHahs; at
the time this group was just as small as we who think differently are
today in relation to you. Cendemen, you then. had to fight tl:ae salvo
of applause for the purely technological accomplishments. 0( industrial
mechanization emanating from the laissez-faire doctrine. ]t appears to me
that today you are in danger of providing such cheap applause to me
chanical efficiency as an administrative and political criterion. . _ _
Rational calculation ... reduces every worker to a cog in this [bureau
cratic] machine and, seeing himself in this light, he will merely ask
how to transform himself from a little into a somewhat bigger cog, ...
an attitude you find, just as in the Egyptian papyri. increasingly atQODg
our civil servants and 'especially their successors, our stUdents. The
passion for b'lreaucratiZation at this meeting drives Us to despair.4J

Weber was not opPosed. to the Vereiji fUr SozUdpplitik as a propa-
ganda association, as he calle.d it, hut its academic activities were unduly
handicapped, he felt, by its ideological preOccupations. Hence, after the

42.· GAzSW, 2.7.,1.
43. GAzSS, 'P3f.
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Vienna meeting, hep~ the founding of the German Sociological
Association-to be an instrument of collective empirical research and
"purely scientific discussions." In the winter of 1909/10 he suggested
team projects OJ! the press, voluntary associations. arid the relationship of
technology and culture. Weber apparently sustained. most of the organiz
ing effort. It was soon ~r that his colleagues resisted project coopera
tion and only hesitantly accepted organizational responsibilities. And
some men whose academic careers had suffered. because of their novel
sociological interests, Weber noted. with chagrin, viewed the association
as compensation for status deprivation-he spoke of'a salon des refwh.
The Sociological Association first met in the fall of 1910. Weber sum- "
marized the intent of th~ statutes: "The association rejects, in principle
and definitely, all propaganda for action-oriented ideas from its midst."
He immediately added tha' this had nothing to do with general non
partisanship or the "populai middle-of-the-ro&d line". ratlier,. it meant
studying "what is, why somerhing is the way it is, fur what historical and
social -reasons...... Secondly, the association should not be an assembly
of notables for whom JQelDbership in one or another committee was a
matter of honor. Thirdly, the association should not engage in "empire
building" and arrogate In itself tasks better left to decentralized study.

Sociology, then, was to be disciplined discourse and infonnation
gathering, but sociologists should he politically articulate, Webet wanted
to ~rate the organizational setting for research from political actiOn.
In the fall of r9" he attempted In organize ..... from the left wing of
the Verein fUr Sozialpolililt; a few met in Lei~ In ~rrange periodic '
meetings on the failures and the future of wdf~ legislation and social
refonn. DifFe.tences of opinion, however, proved too great and no further
meetings took~"

A, the second annual gathering of tha German Sociological Associa
tion Weber pleaded once more for the raison d" ... of theassociatlo!>.

44. VerJumdltnlgeft du BrstaDeutschn' Stnlolo,....,. Frankfurt, 19·
:n.Okt. 1910 (Tobingen: Mohr, 1911), 3si. On the amtrut ber;weentcilmcilic
115 loent and ideological jud2ment .nd the need £or • teclmicaJ termiDology,
....100 Friedrioh ... GottI-OttIilienfeld, 0;. Hemdooft .... W..... U... '
Fischer. 1901). Weber esteemed this neglected work and acknowledse.d it ira the
ptefatory note to ,F.cmsomy _d Society. Gltd was one of the 6ru exposilDa and
&fenders « "jargon" in sociaJ science, that means, of tams If:IDOVed fI'OID both
common seDIC meattirtgs and ideological preference., On the cWnitioo of value
neutrality (WersuneilsfTeiheit) see Johannes WiDcke1m'nn's article in Hinoriscna
W6mrbac1ltlM PhiloJOPhie (forthcoming).

4S. see Weber's post mortem circular to the participants dated Nov. IS, 1912,
in Bemhard SchIliEer. ed., ''Em Rundscbreiben Max Webers zur Sozialpolitik,'"
SO%UJk Welt. XVIII, [967; 261-2.71.
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"somber discusSion" and the study of "questions of fact," since the habit
of value judgment persisted. As he later said: "Will the gentlemen, norie
of whom can manage to hold bad his subjective 'valuations,' all in6~

nhely uninteresting to me, please stay with their kind. I am absolutely
tired of appearing time and again as the Don Quixote of an allegedly
unworkable approach and of provoking embarrassing scenes."4e

This aggressive stand for detachment rowt be Seen in the institu
tional context of the time. Weber especialJy abhorred the misuse of the
rostrum for the indoctrination of the studentS, who could neither answer
nor argue. "The least tolerable of all prophecies is surely the professor's
with its highly personal tinge."47 However, many students indulged in
"zoological nationalism." In that case Weber's postulate involved the
attempt to face them with inconvenient facts. Weber also continued
Mommsen's struggle for. a "science without presuppositions"-Momm
sen's war-cry against the repeated· intrusion of religious criteria in aca
demic appointments.

Weber's advotacy of~eld and survey research, a crucial part of his
notion of "value-neutral" faet~6nding," put him ahead of most of his
colleagues, btu heie he was also his own worst enemy. He was quite
successful at raising funds and opening .channels for the large-scale
projects of the Sociological Association, yet he was not well-suited for the
role of project or institUte director who furthers research by diplomati
cally avoiding controversy with clients and coUeagu~. The press study
did. not materialize when Weber withdrew as director to avoid biassing
the project: Early in 1911 he had begun a law~it to force a newspaper
to reveal a slanderous source, a move that made him controversial in
some press circles.'11 Weber was never content to he a mere student of
law; in the nineties he had practiced law along with his reaching and
writing.· He considered the suit an honorable and pragmatic form of
normatively controUed srruggle-one of his major scholarly concerns.

46. Marianne Weber, I::ebensbild, 430.
47· Ibid., 33S· ..
48. On the pioneering elforts of Weber and T6nnies, see Anthony R. Ober

dan,E~ Social Research in Germany, 1848-'9'4 (The Hague: Mouton,
196;). Weber and TOmries -stood 6nnly together in' their advocacy of .Geld and
survey research. T6nnies strongly bac~ Weber's notion of value-neutral sociol
ogy against Troe1t:Kh. ~ Ferdinand loonies, ''Troeltsch und die Philosophie
de! Gescbichte," in his Sc%iologischll Studim _d Krieilten (Jena: Fischer, 19:1.6),
41~. .

49. For Weber's explanBtionsee Verlumdlutlgen des Zweikltl DM/;tschen
SozioJogefttGges, Berlin, :I.o.-n. Okr. 191:l. (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1913), 7;i. On
the background 01 the suit, see below, p. 354. 'D. 6.
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. His willingness to 6ght openly, and to sue if necessary. in academic and
personal affairs made him a highly inconvenient man and tended to
impair his effectiveness as ~n organizer of academic enterprises. Weber
persistently criticized the corporate failings of the professorial estate. His
articles and statements on academic improprieties, the general state of
the universities and the need for university reform elicited the public
Counter-attack, at one time or another, of groups of professors and officials
of the ministries of education. lWl In general, his intellectual, political and
moral demands were beyond the capabilities of most of his colleagues.

At any rate, in 1912 Weber withdrew completely from his executive
duties in the Sociological Association: "I must return now to my sci·
entific work. Things can't go on this way. r am the only one to sacri6ce
personal scholarly interests, yet I have achieved no more than the bare
running of a coasting machine."n The work to which he returned was
Economy and Society.

"9. The Planning of Economy and Society
•Marianne Weber reminisced in· her husband's biography that

Economy and Society "unintendedly grew into the major work of his
life."&t The impetus came from Paul Siebeek, publisher of the famed
Archiv fUr Sozialwtssenschaft und Sozialpolirik, which Weber, Werner
Sombart and Edgar Jaffe had taken over in 1904. In 1909 Siebeek pro
posed to replace the outdated Hmulbuch der politisclum Oe1wnomie
edited by Gustav SchOnberg in the eighteen-eighties,u which among two
dozen contributions contained Schonberg's theory of economic stages
(2nd ed., I, 25"-45"; criticized. below on p. 117) and August Meitzen's
rationale for agrarian research from a liberal point of view (2nd ed., II,
149"""224)' Weber agreed to ecl,it an entirely new series. However, the
fact that this was a new venture did not prevent an acrimonious aca
demic row, when a young profeSsor who had failed to find contributors
for a re.,;,ed «Iition <¥ the old handbook accused the publisher and, by
implication, Weber of slighting the financial .interests of Schonberg's
impoverished hein:. Weber came to Siebeck's defense; the young man;
-in tum, mobilized. a group of older professors and. threatened a public

So. For an account, see MariaDnt: Weber, LebmsfnJd, 413-17, 430-S6.
SI. Imd.,439·
S3. Ibid., 425'.
". G_v Scl>00be>g (<<I.), H.....lb.ch dM Pol~~ (. yok.;

Tiibingen: Laupp, 1883; 3ud:revised and enlarged ed. in 3 voIs., 1885-86).
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scandal In the ensuing morality play Weber's acute sense of honor and
propriety was once again engaged}·

The old handbook was limited to the traditional topics of political
economy. Weber tided his series Outline of Social Economics (Grund
riss tIer Sozialokonomik); the term, wider than "institutional economics"
and less inclusive than "sociology," enabled him to encompass all rela
tionships of economy and society. He asked a number of men for con
tributions to be completed within two years. However, some failed in
their promises, others produced disappointing manuscripts, still others
were dismayed as their contributions were outdated by the resulting
delays. The 6J;St volumes did not appear until 1914; then the war in
terrupted the venture. The series closed in 1930 with more than a dozen
volumes published. Among contributors well-known in the United
States were Robert Michels, Werner Sombart, Joseph Schumpeter, Emil
Lederer, Karl Bucher and Alfred Weber. Some titles in the series were:
The Economy and the Science of Economics; Economic Theory; Econ
Omy and Nature; Modern Capitalist Economy; Social Stratification
Under Capitalism; Welfare Politics Under Capitalism; Foreign Trade
and Trade Policies; there were also several volumes on primary, sec
ondary and tertiary industries.

As the coordination tntubles of the projected series mounted, Weber
expanded his own contribbtion. Without this exigency, he might never
have attempted a summa of his sociology, given his absorption in other
interests and his conviction of the "futility of the idea ... that it could
he the goal of the cultural sciences, no matter how distant, to construct
a closed system of concepts which can encilltlpass and classify reality in
some de6nitive manner and from which ·it can be deduced again."~~

Now, however, he was motivated to iittempt his own historically open
systematization: "Since it was impossible to 600 a substitute for some
[promised but.unwritten] contributions, I concluded that I should write

. a rather comprehensive sociolOgical treatise. for the section on &anomy
and Society, to provide an equivalent presentation and t9 improve. the
quality of the series. I had to sacri6ce other projects much more impor- 
tant to me; in other circumstances I woq]d never have taken on such a
task." His wife saw through these complaints: "At last he was under
the spell of a great unified task:'"

In his 1914 introduction to the series Weber spelled out the rationale

54. Marianne Weber, l..dmuJrild. ....6-453·
55. GAzW, 184; d. Shils arid Finch Ceds.), Methodology . .. , 84.
56. Marianne Weber, .t.ehetubiL:l,424'
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of the project: "The basic idea was to study economic development
particularly as part of the general rationalization of life. In view of the
systematic character' of the work the addition of a general economic
history has not been planned for the time being."ar

Tracing the historical lines of rationalization was certainly one of
Weber's intentions in Economy and S~ty> as is also indicated by
scattered remarks in the text (for example, below, 333). However, the
work is not primarily a study in the rationalization and the "disenchant
ment" of the world,at In a letter of June :2.1, 1914, Weber explained to
the redoubtable medievalist Georg von Below his speci6cally sociological
intention:

This winter I will probably begin with the printing of a fairly
voluminous contribution to the Outli-n~ of Social Economics. I am deal
ing with the structure of the political organizations in a comparative
and systematic manner, at the risk of falling under the anathema:
"dilettantes compare." We are absolutely in accord that history should
estabI~ what is speci6c t~, sa~, ~he ~ieval c.ity; but t?is is ~ible
only if we' 6rst 6nd what II mlssmg In other cines (anCIent, Chinese,
Islamic). And so it is with everything else. It is the subsequent task of
history to 6nd a causal explanation for these specific traits. I cannot
believe that ultimately you think otherwise; some of your remarks speak
more for than against my assumption. Sociology, as I understand it, can
perfonn this very mooestJ,reparatory work. In this endeavor. it is un·
fortunately almost inevita e to give offense to the researcher who com
pletely masters one broad 6eId, since it is, after all, impossible'"to be a
specialist in all areas. But this does not convince me of the scientific futility
of such work. Even my hastily written essay on ancient agrarian history
(in the Handw6rterbuch tier StaatswinenJchaften) has been useful, in
cluding those findings that have been superseded. This seems tome proven

57. In Karl Bucher e~ al., Wirtschaft und WirtschaftswissenscMft, Section I,
Vol. 1 of Grundriss der Sozialokonomik (1nd ed.; Tubingen: Mohr, 1914), vii.
Upon the urging of students, Weber tunied to the task of a general economic
history in the winter of 1919/10. This was1Us last completed lecture oourse.
•>\fter his death the lectures were reconstructed fI'OlD; student notes and published
as WirtschDftsgeschichte. Abnss der universalen SozUd- und Wirtsdwfesgeschichte
(3M ed.; Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1958), ttanslated by Frank H. Knight as
General Bcm.omic History (New York: CreenbeIg, 1917). The Economic History
suffers from various gaps; the English edition also omits the terminological intro
duction. The work makes easier readipg than Ecommt)' and Society jnsofar as it
treats phenollle1l& such as the house~old, neighborhood, kin-group, village, and
manor in greater historical continuity; it is inferior in terminological and syste-
matic respects. .-

58. For an interpretation merely along this line, see Giinter Abramowski,
Oas Gescltichtsbild M= Webers. U"iversaZgeschichte am Leitfaden des oIW·
dentalen Rationalisierungsprozesses (Stuttgart: Klett, 1966).
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by the dissertations of Wilden's pupils in Leipzig. But the essay was
certainly no masterpiece.U

In the same year-I914-Weber published a projected table of
contents fonhe Outline of Social Economics, including a detailed plan
for the manuscript (Part Two) he had written between 1910 and 1914
-Part One was written years later. The table of contents shows that
Section III of the Outline was titled "Economy and Society" and was
to contain two parts, "The Evolution of Systems and Ideals in Economic
Policy and ,Social Reform" by Eugen von Philippovich lKl and "The
Economy and the Normative and De Facto Powers" (Die Wirtschaft
und die gtsellschaftlichen Ordnungen und Miichte) by Weber. Econ
omyand Society is not, then, the original title of Weber's work. The
title now used for Part Two of the work is the "true" one, if more
cumbersome in English. However, its meaning is not obvious. Weber
does not proceed from the national economy and its relation to society;
rather he begins with social action, of which economic action is that
rational case concerned with want-satisfaction under conditions of resource
scarcity and a limited number of possible actions. The basic "economy"
is the "household" in the archaic English sense; in common German
parlance W-irtschaft may refer to a farm or an inri as well as to the
national economy.

The "nonnative and de facto powers" are the laws and conventions,
on the one hand, and the groups that sustain them on the other. The
relationship between the nonnative and the merely coercive, between
legitimacy and force, is ever varying in the Hux of ideal and material
interests and the vicissitudes of power struggle. There are no his
torically effective ideas and ideals without social interests backing them,
and force ·is rarely used without at least the semblance of a rationale
before the staff and the subjects. ·The formulation of the title expresses
these dual forces that impinge on the individual's social action .

. Weber's projected table of contents (of Pa~t Two) compares with
,the chapters of me English edition (in parentheses) as follows: G1

5"9, The letter is reprinted in the second edition of Georg von Below, Der
deutsche SUWt des Mittelalters CLeip-l.ig: Quelle und Meyer, 1925"), xxiv. The
dictum "dilettames compare" was coined by Goethe and hurled by Heinrich
Brunner against representatives of the comparative method Cd. ibid., 333).
Weber certainly addressed himself eul hominem, but more in emphasis than
conrent.

60. Published in Karl Bucher et al., op. cit., 126--183.
~ I .. The table of contents, which was included in the early volumes of the

Gnmdriss der SozialOlwnomi1t, is reprinted in Johannes Winckelmann, "Max
Webers Opus Posthumum," Zeitschrift fUT die gesamten StaatslVissenschaften,
vol. i05", 1949, 370f. In this essay Winckelmann first proposed his reorganization
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I. Categories of the Varia.Js Fonns of Social Order (partly contained
In ch. l:I-2, but mostly in "On Some Categories of Interpretive
Sociology"; cf. Appendix 1, below)
The Most General Relationships Between Economy and Law
(ch. t4)
The Economic Relationships of Organized Groups echo II)

2. Household, Gikas and Enterprise (ch.IV)
3- Neighborhood, Kin Group and Local Community echo III)
4. Ethnic Group Relationships ech, V)
5. Religious Groups

The Class Basis of the Religions; Complex Religions" and Eco
nomic Orientation echo VI)

6. The Macke' (ch. VII)
7. The Political Association echo IX)

The Social Determinants of ~gal Development echo VHO
Status Groups, Classes, Parties echo IX:6)
The Nation echo IX:s)

8. Domination
a) The Three Types of Legitimate Domination (ch: X-XIV)
b) PQUtical and Hierocratic Domination (ch. XV)
c) Non-Legitimate Domination. The Typology of Cities (ch.

XVI)
d) The Development of the Modem State
e) The Modern Political Parties

Weber died in 1920 before finishing either Part Two or the later,
Part One. The last two sections on the modern state and the modern
political parties: remained unwritten. Weber's table of contents of Part
Two was not followed in the two editions undertaken by Marianne
Weber and Melchior Palyi (1922 and 1925) and the reprint of 1947
(third ed.). It was not until Johannes Winckelmann's edition of 1956
(fourth ed.) that the intended structure of the manuscript was -largely
restored.

10. The Structure of Economy and Society
The following remarks are not intended to summarize Economy and

Society, but to elucidate some of Weber's underlying reasoning as well as

of Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft. See also his introduction to the 1956 edition
(WuG, xi-xvii); the preface for the 1964 paperback edition (WuG"Studienaus
gabe, xv-xvi) indicates some further changes.
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some of the systematic connections among the chapters, irrespective of
their length. Particular attention will be given to the previously untrans
lated chapters and sections and their relationship with the other parts.

. 62. "Ober einige Kategorien der verstehenden Soziologie," Logos, IV. 1913,
reprinted in GAzW, 427. See also below, p. 4-

63. Cf. Rudolf Stammler, Wirt5chaft und Recht nach der materia/istisehen
Geschichtsauffassung. fine sozialphilosophisehe Untersuchung (:wd improved
ed.; Leipzig: Veit, 1906). For Stammlcr's dE;finition of the task of the social
sciences and a summary of his theory, see 574ff. Weber spoke on the difference
between Marx and Stammler at the 1 91 0 meeting of the Sociological Association;
d. Verhandlungen des Ersten Deutschen $ozi%gentages, 96.

64. "R. Stammler's 'Obcrwindung' der materialistischen Geschichtsauffassung"
(1907), reprinted in GAzW, 291.

LXV I IPart Two: The Older Part10:1 J

CH. I. THE ECONOMY AND SOCIAL NORMS; ON STAMMLER

Most books have a foil as well as a model. They are written to criti
cize some books and emulate others. One visible starting point of
Economy and Society is the attempt at a positive statement of what
Rudolf Stammler "should have meant," as Weber put it in the prefatory
note to his. essay "On Some Categories of Interpretive Sociology"
(1913).'" This essay was part of a longer methodological introduction
to the work and corresponds to the first section in the 1914 outline,
"Categories 0. the Various Forms of Social Order."

Like his friends Jellinek, Simmel and Sombart, Weber wrote a
critique of Stammler's Economy and Law According to the Mate"nalist
Interpretation of Histury.';3 Weber bluntly denied its "righ~ to scientific
existence:'6~ but his critique was not identical with his objectiOns to

historical materialism. Stammler, a nco-Kantian philosopher, claimed to
have systematically deduced the feasibility of objectively correct social
action and laid a new epistemological foundation for social science by
demonstrating the identity of social ideal and social law. He discussed
at great length the relations between legal and economic order and
denied their causal relationship in favor of their correspondence as form
and content, a position diametrically opposed to Weber's, who repeated
in E....onomy and Society (below, 325ff. and 32f.) that his critique was
directed against (a) the confusion of the normative with the empirical

'validity of an order, (b) the confusion of regularities of action due to
normative orientation with merely factual. regularities, (c) the contfllst
between convention and, law in terms of free wiII-as if conventions



were not coertive-, and Cd) the identi6cation of law and convention as
the "forms" of conduct as 'against its "substance."

As a trained juriSt and economist Weber was faced with both the
nonnative orientation of jurisprudence and the ethical components of
laissez-faire and state-socialist economics. He could develop a sociological
approach only by insisting on the separation of the nonnative and the
empirical, a separation accomplished with his theory of social action. In
the essay on interpretive sociology and in Part Two of Economy and
Society he defined social aaian just 'as he did later in Part One: subjec
tively meaningful action oriented to the behavior of others-it is called
Gemeinschaftshandeln in the older part and soziales Handeln in the
newer. Normatively regulate4 action is only one variant of social action.
"Sociology. insofar as it is concerned with Jaw, deals n~t with the
logically correct 'ohjective' content of legal norms but with action for
which, among other conrideratimt.s, the ideas of men about the meaning
and validity of certain regulations may play a significant role as both
determinants and resultants."u

Weber. elaborated a continuous typology of social action along the
line of increasing rational control, persistence and legal compulsion. This
typology-partly presented in Appendix I-ranges from mere consensual
action (Einverstiindnishandeln) and ad hoc agreement (Gelegenheits·
vergesellschaftung), through various kinds of regulated action and en
during asSOCiation (Vergesellschaftung), to the organization (Verband)
and compulsory institution (Anstalt). These kinds of action differ from
behavior that is not social or borderline: Massenhandeln, which may be \
rendered "mass action," "statistically frequent action" or "collective
behavior."

In this scheme only men act, neither society nor individ!Jal groups.
However, men acting in concert form groups (Gemeinschaften), and
these persist only if they have a "constitution" in the socitllogical sense,
that is, if their order is consensually accepted by members (or outsiders)
for whatever reasons. Belief in legitimacy need not be the primary reason.
Therefore, Weber deals in the first chapter with the consequences of
the factual impact of law on economic conduct. ,

The economic order is "made up of the actual control over goods and
services insofar as it is consensually recognized. Sociological economics,
then, deals with the actions of men insofar as they are conditioned "by
the necessity to take in,to account the facts of economic life." However,
instrumentally rational action must also take into account the fact of
law, defined 'empirically as "guaranteed law"; A legal order exists when
ever an association is ready to enforce it. Weber t:na}tes it immediately

65. GAzW, 440. Emphasis added.

r,
r
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clear that law is by no means in all cases "guaranteed" by violence
(Cewalt), and he rejects the view that "a state exists only if the
coercive means of the political community are superior to all other
communities" (below, 316).

The two basic categories of an order-<:onvention and law-Weber
defines in close proximity to Sumner and in contrast to Stammler. Al·
though conventions are not safeguarded by men (a staff or apparatus)
specifically associated to uphold them, they can be enforced. jus~ as
effectively as law by psychological, and. even physical, coercion on the
part of the group members. Compliance with a conventional or legal
order is frequently determiried by a person's self-interest in the continua
tion of consensual action. Unreflecting habit is another universal reason
for regular and regulated behavior. The beginnings of convention and
law in habit, usage and custom lie in the realm of inaccessible prehistory.
Yet, in view of these powers of persistence, the historian must be able to
account for the innovating capacity of men. Rejecting older views of
Unitation, Weber prefers HeUpach's theory of innovation through in
spiration and empathy-an anticipation of the "theory of charisma in
chs. VI and XIV. .

Throughout his analytis, Weber combines his effort at terminological
precision with an insistently realistic approach to human affairs: Men
are creature$ of habit, but they are also strongly motivated by their
material and ideal interests to circwnvent conventional and legal rules;
in all societies the economically powerful tend to have a strong influence
on the enactment and interpretation of the law. However, the presence
of law, with its various forms of coercion, makes: a great deal of difference
for social action. On a general level more cannot be said. Here as else
where Weber careful!y points out the limits 'of generalization: "The

... exteJitf:':of . th6,-'law's factual impact on economic conduct cannot be
determined generally, but must be calculated for each particular case."

CH. II: ON MARX, MICHELS AND SOMBART

Weber's emphasis on the limits of generalization ,has here a critical
thrust directed against historical materialism and economic functionalism
(below, 341). If work on economy and society must sooner or later take
a stand on historical materialism-Weber took his stand at the first ap
propriate moment. It would be wrong, however, to say that the qitique
of historical materialism occupies 'the dominant place in the work, above
and beyond Weber's other polemical and positive interests. What may
appear at first sight as "reaction" ~o, or "reRection" of, historical material
ism-such as. Weber's interest in ancient capitalism-more often stands
in a tradition of economic and legal history of which Marxism was an
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extreme offshoot. Weber recognized historical materialism as a political
force but did not take its ultimate claims seriously. About the time this
chapter was written! he told his peers at the first meeting of the Socio
logical Association:

I would like to protest the statement by one of the speakers that some
one factor, be it technology or economy. can be the "ultimate" or "true"
cause of another. If we look at the causal lines, we see them run, at one
time, from technical to economic and political matters, "t another from
political to religious and economic ones, etc; There is no resting point.
In my opinion, the view of historical materialism, frequently espoused,
that the economic is in some sense the ultimate point in the chain of
causes is completely finis.hed as a scientHic proposition.6G

Weber also rejects economic functionalism insofar as it postulated an
unambiguous interdependence of economic and non-economic ·elements.
Not all social action is economically influenced, and not all groups are
economically relevant. Culturally important groups, however, have some
kind of relationship with economic elements; all persistent groups must
in some way meet their wants. Weber presents a simple typology of
economically active groups, ranging from economic groups proper,
through various economically active groups and those merely influenced
by economic factors, to regulatory groups of a political, religious or other
nature,57 (In line with the reasoning in ch, I, regulatory groups belong
into an economic typology of groups.)

Although Weber gave attention to the technological factor in history,
he related want satisfaction primarily to modes of appropriation and
expropriation, not to modes of production. The crucial importance of
appropriation appears at 6rst sight as a "quasi-Marxist" position, but in
fact is another difference from Marx. Weber saw the Marxist concept
of the mode of production blurring the technological and economic
aspects. He expl<l:ined before the Sociological Association:

To my knowledge, Marx has not defined technology. There are
many things in Marx that not only appear contradictory but actually
are found contrary to fact if we undertake a thorough and pedantiC analy
sis, as indeed we must. Among other things, there is an oft-quoted passage:
The hand-mill results in feudalism, the steam-mill in capitalism. That
is a technological, not an economic construction, and a1l an assertion it
is simply false, as we can clearly prove. For the age of the hand-mill,
which extended up to modem times, had cul~ural "super-structures" of
all conceivable kinds in all fields. 66

66. Verhandlungen des Ersten Deut5chen Soziologentages, 10 I.

67. In Part Two the economically ·active groups are called Gemeinschaften,
in Part One Verbande (organizations).

68. Verhandlungen, op. cit., 95"£. The point is repeated below, 1091.
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Such superstructures are related to modes of appropriation~ 'which
emerge from the competition for livelihood but also depend on the
nature of an object, material or immaterial. Weber does accept the
historical generalization that free property and acquired rights grew out
of the gradual appropriation by group members of their shares in the
group's holdings. Private property became important with the disintegra
tion of the old monopolist associations. It is a recurrent process in history
that decreasing opportunities lead to monopolization; then legally privi
leged groups with privileged members (Rechtsgenossen) and organs
come into being. Weber lists the stages of the appropriation of oppor
tunities through external and internal closure. With fine nominalist
irony he mixes contemporary examples from Imperial Germany with
historically early illustrations (below, 342).

Once an organization has been established, the vested interests of the
organs (functionaries, officials) tend to perpetuate or transform it beyond
the original purpose. This phenomenon of institutionalization was a con
troversial point between Weber and his friend Robert Michels, who was
just completing his Political Parties (1911).~v Where~s Michels reined
his observations into the "iron law of oligarchy" and thus stressed the
sameness of the phenomena at issue, Weber pointed to the multIple, and
often contradictory, consequences of institutionalization, which might
lead to monopolization or expansionism (ch. U:3). For Weber the
greatest historical example for the expansionist tendency was the age
old connection of capi.talist interests with imperialism. The expansionist
tendencies of an organization cou~d, however, be restrained by monopo
list interests. In voluntary organizations the rational primary purpose
might be overshadowed by "communal" goals if social action involved
persor.al elements (below, 346), thus promoting closure and establishing
social legitimacy.

Irrespective of this dualism, most rationally organized groups must
satisfy ;-heir wants in one or more of the following ways: (I) the oikos;
(2) market-oriented assessments; (3) production for the market; (4)
maecenatic support; (5) contributions and services linked to positive and
negative privileges (ch. 11:4).

With this typology Weber completes the economic framework for
the substantive theme that runs through all of Economy and Society:
the preconditions and the rise of modem capitalism. Subsequently, this

69. On the close intellectual relationship between tl-lichels and Weber) see
my The Social Democrats in Imperial Germany (Totowa, N.J.: Bedminster Press,
1963), 249-257: cr. also Juan Linz, "Michels e il suo contributo aHa sociologia
po!itica," introduction to Roberto Michels, u Sociolagia del Partito politico nella
Democrazia moderna (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1966), 7-1 19.
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problem is treated from several vantage points: the household and other
relatively universal groups (chs. III-V), religion (ch. VI), law (ch.
VIII), political community (ch. IX), and the various kinds of rulership
(chs. X-XVI). This underlying theme, however, does not determine
the typological structure of the chapters; moreover, it is paralleled by the
themes of rationalization in religion! law and politics. In view of the
importance that Weber attributed to the political factor in his previous
work, it is no surprise that his first historical explanation (ch. 1I:5)
concerns the way in which the fiscal and monetary policies of the modern
states made possible the rise and persistence of capitalism.

The issue of -the origins of capitalism puts Economy and Society
besides the work that apparently was both inspiration and foil: Werner,
SOmbart's Modern Capitalism,a Its two massive volumes were published
in 1902, shortly before Weber began writing "The Protestant Ethic
and the Spirit of Capitalism," Sombart and Weber had been close allies
since the mid-nineties. Weber unsuccessfully tried to have Sombart
succeed him in Freiburg when he left for Heidelberg in, 1897; in the
reactionary nineties-the so-called Era Stumm--official -resistance to
Sombart was too strong. Both men shared a wide interest in the capitalist
enterprise, the spirit of capitalism, social reform and the labor move
ment, and together they advocated the value~neutral approach in the
Archiv fur Sozialwissenschaft. Sombart was the more flamboyant of the
two and proved to be more mercurial. On the one hand, he demanded
"facts, Facts, facts-this admonition rang in my ears all the time I was
writing the book." On the other, he also tried to explain them from
ultimate causes: "What separates me from Schmoller and his school i~

the constructive element in the ordering of the material, the radical
postulate of a uniform explanation from last causes, the reconstruction
of all historical phenomena as a social system, in short, what I call the
specifically theoretical. I also might say: Karl Marx.""

This was not much more than a rhetorical declaration exaggerating
the difference from his former teacher Schmoller. The work failed to
link the many facts with its postulate and showed that Sombart was

70. Werner Sombart, Der m-oMrne Kapitalism-us, vol. I: Die Genesis des
Kapitalism-us, vol. II: Die Theone der kapitalistischen Entwicklun~ (Leipzig:
Duncker & Humblot, 1901.). Vol. III appeared much later as Das Wirtschaftsle~

ben im Zeitalter des Hochkapitalismus (Munich: Duncker & Humhlot, 1927).
For Talcott Parsons' interpretation of Somhart's relation to Marx, on th~ one
hand, and to Weber on the other, see his Structure of Social Action (Glencoe, Ill.:
The Free P[ess, 1949), 495-499, and "Capitalism in Recent German Literature:
Sombart and Weber," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 36, 1928, 64J-661, and
vol. 37, 191.9, 31-51. Parsons, however, does not deal with the question of the
extent to which Weber's, writings were a direct response to Sombart.

71. Sombart, op. cit., I, xii and xxix.



TJ.. Cf. Parsons, "Capitalism ... ," lac. cit., 31, 50.
73. Som~t, op. cit., I, 379.

already far removed from Marxism, if he ever was an orthodox Marxist.
At any rate, Weber did not consider the postulate feasible, but he was
interested in Sombart's facts and decided to approach them through
systematic comparative study. Since this involved a methodological dif
ference, it was more than a mere sensible division of labor.12 Sombart
contrasted the traditionalist ~rientation of craft production with the
spirit of capitalism, which to both men appeared very different from the
universal desire for-wealth. This spirit was a peculiarly European phe
flomenon, but Sombart barely hinted at the comparative perspective;
"A glance at other major civilizations, such as the Chinese, Indian, or
ancient American, is enough to prove, in this regard too, the insufficiency
of the view that the genesis of modern capitalism can be explained from
a 'general law of development' of the human economy."T3 WI ~re Sam
bart merely glanced, Weber proceeded to the comparisons of Economy
and Society and, immediately afterwards, the studies of China, India
and ancient Judaism.

CHS. III-V: THE RELATIVELY UNIVERSAL GROUPS

At the beginning of ch. III Weber limits his use of the teno "soc;Aty"
to "the general kinds of human group'S." He intends to deal wid: econ
omy and society in this sense, not with economy and Kultur-literature,
art, science. The first groups to be treated are relatively universal-house
hold, neighborhood, kin group, ethnic group, religious gmup, political
community-; in other words, they are found at various levels of his
torical development. The "developmental forms" of thes<..- groups are
taken up in the SOCiology of Domination. The treatment of the more
basic .fLmns is intentionally brief, in part because Weber is primarily
interested in the more differentiated associations and their relationship to

religion, law and politics, in part, presumably, because Marianne Weber
had dealt with some of the subject matter at length in her work on

'.Wife and Mother in Legal Development (1907)' Weber limits himself
to a series of points that either have polemical value or prepare the
later exposition. His critical targets are evolutionary conceptions, espe
cially the theory of matriarchy and the related socialist theory of family,
property and the state (Engels and Bebel); the neighborhood senti
mentalism of agrarian romantics; Gierke's notion of the kin group as the
first political association; and racist and nationalist ideas. Against the
Romanticist notions of those mourning the passing of Community, but
also against the apostles of Progress, Weber endeavors to show that

LXXIIIPart Two: The Older PartIO:}]
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"communal" and rationalist, capitalist and communist, traditionalist and
modernist elements appear in ever new combinations-in short, that
history ~s not the progression from Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft.

Positively, Weber points out: The household is the originalloclls of
patJiarchal rulership and the capitalist enterprise; the neighborhood is
an unsentimental economic brotherhood; the kin group is the protective
couDter-force to the authoritarian household; ethnic groups are not
groups, strictly speaking, but propensities for, or residues of, group
formation. Weber particularly stresses the pluralism of group affiliation
in relatively undeveloped societies before the emerging political com
munity gradually monopolizes the use of force--contrary to the view tha~

modern society is more pluralist than traditionalist society in this respect.
Weber sees no evidence for a universal stage of matriarchy. He

explains maternal groupings as a result of military separation of the
males from the household. This separation produces the men's house,
which nowadays appears in residual form in army barracks and student
dormitories-Weber likes to move back and forth, often with ironic
undertones, between tbe ancient origin of a phenomenon and its sur
vival into modem times. The patriarchal household emerges with the
military dispersion of warriors in the countryside. In dealing with polyg
amy and monogamy Weber provides a specifically economic, non
romantfc explanation. Monogamy suited the household of the emergent
urban patriciate; only later did Christianity raise it to an ethical level.
With the dowry the calculative spirit entered the domestic communism
of the family. This spirit reached a high point with the rise of the
capitalist family enterprise. The legal forms of early modem capitalism
originated in part in the communistic household, as Weber had already·
shown in his dissertation. The enterprise was eventually separated from
the household, but Weber points to an historical twist: a "Illter" eco
nomic stage, such as capitalism, may perpetuate or recreate an "earlier"
(communistic) family structure in which the extended family remains
a unit: "Beyond the balance sheet, those lucky enough to participate
enter the realm of equality and brotherhood" (below, 360)-a reference
to the communist slogan. Here Weber takes obvious pleasure in outdoing
the dialectic of historical materialism. His general point is that the
household and domestic authOrity are relatively independent of eco
nomic conditions; in fact, they often shape economic relationships be
cause of their historically developed structure. Weber believed that the
contractual regulation of household relations was a peculiarly Occidental
phenomenon. Only in Europe did the household create out of itself the
capitalist enterprise; elsewhere it developed into the oikos, the economic
basis of patrimonial domination.



Households are rela,ted to one another through neighborliness in an
uilpathetic, economic sense. The neighbor is the typical helper in need.
!hus, neighborliness is not restricted to social equals, but customary
.hct!p rendered by social inferiors may gradually turn into manorial serv
feel·· The neighborhood may become an economic group proper or an

·:iiiconomically regulatory group, but even in the self.-sufficient economy
of early times there is· no necessary identity between neighborhood and
other associations. Only in the case of joint political action can the
neighborhOod develop into a local community. '

The kin group is usually,qot an extension of the household but a
protective group guaranteeing the security and legal protection of the in
dividual. Collective self-help is the most typical means for the defense
of its interests. The oldest trial procedures originate in compulsory ar
bitration within, and between, kin groups. Insofar as kin groups do not
have a head with powers of command and a staff, they are not organiza
tions in Weber's sense. Through their regulation of marriage and lineage
relations kin groups may effectively curb domestic authority. Similarly,
the property laws of the great. empires steadily weaken unlimited patri
archal power, but because of the very predominance of patriarchalism
another dialectical feature of historical development. Kin groups may
oppose political associations and cross the boundaries of political com
munities. They tend to become associations only when economic condi
tions make it desirable to erect monopolies against outsiders.

Race and ethniciry are familiar devices for the monopolist protection
of interests. Weber doubts the sociological utility of bOth concepts jf
understood in a naturalistic way. He insists that, regardless of the out
come of genetic research, social behavior must be interpreted primarily
in social terms. Ethnic membership derives from some consciousness of
kind due to common customs, common language and common historical
experiences. It may be the product of political association and may re
main after the group has dissolved politically. The cultural and political
importance of ethnicity rests on the fact that the sense of ethnic honor
is a speci6c honor of the masses and, in the extreme, leads to the .notion
of the chosen people.

Weber's sketch of nationality and cultural prestige (ch. V:4) illum
inates the political situation of Central Eu.rope before the 6rst World
War. The section is closely linked to the chapter on the political com
munities (ch. IX). However, Weber had one more major universal
group to deal with: the religious Gemeinschaft. In theoretical com
plexity, originality and sheer size the chapter on religious groups was
bound to transcend the preceding chapters.

10:1 ] Part Two: The Older Part LXXV
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eH. VI: THE SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION

In 1902 Sombart touched on the impact of Calvinism and Quakerism
on capitalist development and noted that it was "too wen-known a fact
to require detailed explanation."'" Weber, far from being deterred by this
dismissal, proceeded to state more fully the' case for the Protestant
ethic's impact on the spirit of capitalism.1S He may also have been
prompted by Schmoller, who in a masterful review of Sombart, his most
exasperating pupil, observed:

Whatever Marx and the Social Democrats have agaipst the capitalist
the "hunger for profit" and the untrammeled ruthlessness toward the
worker's welfare---concems primarily the manner in which the indi
vidualist drive for acquisition develOped between 1;00 and 1900 and cut
itself loose from most earlier moral and social restraints. These phenom.
ena must be investigated jf one wants to understand tOOay's economy.1$

If it is unclear whether Schmoller's suggestion really was a major
factor in Weber'~ decision to write the "Protestant Ethic and the Spirit
of Capitalism," it can be stated affirmatively that the relationship. be
tween Calvinism and capitalism had been an "inte~" academic issue
for SOme time and that Weber wrote in response to other studies, and

74. Somban, op. cit., I, 381.
75. Weber. stated the major differences between Sombart's approach and his

own in the 1920 re-issue of "Die ..protestantische Ethik una -der Geist des
'Kapitalisrnus," GAzRS, I (1920), 34; for other references to Sombart see ibid.,
5, 21, 33, 38 et passim; these include his replies to Sombart's later critiqu~.

Weber explained: "Although the essays go back, in all important respects, to ,
much earlier studies of mine, I r..eed scarcely emphasize how much their presenta
tion owes to the mere existence of Somba~t's substantial works, with their pointed
formulations, even-and especially-where they dive.rge from them" (ibid., 42).
In his last anti-critique Weber mentioned that he had presented some of his ideas
on the Protestant ethic in his courses at .the University or Heidelberg in 1897/98.
See "Antikritisches zuin 'Geist' des Kapitalismus," AfS, XXX, 1910, 177·

76. Gustav Schmoller on Sombart in his Jahrbuch fur Gesetzgebung, Ver
waltun~ und Volksw"'schaft, vol. 27, 1903, 298; d. Lindenlaub, Richtungs
kiimpfc •.. , cp. cit., 287. It is 'true that Weber did not recognize Schmoller,
the most powerful figure in the Verein- fUr So;ialpolitik, as one of his teachers
and openly disagreed with him in political matters, but this may have been more
of an additional incentive than a hindrance to prove to him what could be done
in this regard. In fact, Schmoller later worked Weber's findings into his Grundriss
der allgemeinen Volkswirtschaftslehre (Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot, 1908).
Marianne Weber bdicved that Weber had started the fir5t essay on the Protestant
ethic "... in '903, probabl) in the second half, just after finishing the first part
l'f his treatise on Roscher and Knies" (Lebensbild, 340). Schmoller published
\Vcber's treatise on "Roscher and Knies and the Logical Problems of Historical
Economics" in his Jahrbuch in the fourth issue of the 1903 volume, having re
viewed Sombart ir. the nrst issue.
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not just against historical materialism as has sometimes been suggested
in spite of his own denial at the end of the work. 71 Weber acknowledged
particularly the earlier work of threecoJleagues: Eberhard Gothein's
monumental study modestly entitled Economic History of the Black
Forest, Werner Wittich's "tremendously perceptive remarks" on religious
differences between France and C'.errnany. and Georg ]eUinek's "proof
of religious trac~..s in the genesis of the Rights 'Of Man, .. which gave
me a crucial stimulus ... to investigate the impact of religion in areas
where one might not otherwise look,ltT'

The publication of the two essa:y,s on the Protestant ethic in the
Archiv fur Sozialwissenschaft illl' 1904/5 was an instantaneous literary
success a~ almost immediatdy led tv the controversy that has since con·
tinued unabated. The exchanw of aitiques and anti"Critiques between
Weber and his adversaries lasted UBtiI 1910.19 Weber considered the
exchanges "pretty unrewarding" aIN;l" decided on another positive state
ment, whichbeeame the present chM>ter. He left the histori(:al treatment
of Protestantism to his friend EnWfJ Troeltsch, who was then working
on The Social Teachings of the Christian Churches an4 Sects,SO and
instead put the theme in a comparative perspective. Yet neither the,
"underlying" issue of the rise of c:epitalism nor that of rationalization
and secularization over the ages determines the structure of the S0
ciology of Religion; it is built, rather, around the relation of religions to

77. For example, Parsons has written that "the essay was intended to be a
refutation of the Marxian thesis in a particular hittorical case." However, WeJ:w.·'s
general theoretical interest in the critique of historical materialism should not be
equated with his reasons for writing the essays at that time. CE. Parsons,
"Capitalism ... ,I' loco cit., 40,

78. Cf. Eberhard Gothein, Wirtscha{tsgescJsichu des Schwarzwaldes (Strass
burg; Triibner, 1892), 674; Werner Wittich, Deutsche Ilnd franzOsische Kultur
im ElstUS (Strassburg: Schlesier & Schweikhardt. 1900), 18-31 (the quote is from
GAzRS, I, 15; cf. below, 396); Georg Jellinek, Die Er1cliiMt1tg del' Memchen- 14nd
BiQ-gerrgchte (Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot, 189S; :1,.nd ed., 19°4), ptusim (d.
below, U09)-the q.uote is from Weber's memorial address on Jellinek (Rene
Konig and Johannes Will.ckelmann, eds., Max Weber zum Gedachmis [Ko)n;

~ . Westdeutscher Verlag, 1963), 15).-Qn the general familiarity of the 18th and
19th-century literature with the relationship between religious diSlilf)t and eco
nomic motivation, Protestantism and capitalism, see Reinhard Btndix, "The
Protestant Ethic-Revisited," in Comparative Studks in Society and History,
IX;3, 1967,166-173.

79. For an acconnt. see Ephraim FischoJf, 'The :protestant Ethic and the
Spirit of Capitalism; The History of a Controversy," Social Research, 'XI, J944,
51-77·

80. Ernst Troeltsch, Die Soziallehre71 der christlichen Kirch,8ft und Gruppen
(Tubingen·. Mohr, 1912.), in part published earlier in the fonn of articles in
AfS, 19°8-10; trsl. by O. Wyon (London: Allen & Unwin, 1931).
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!:hdr organizational carriers (functionaries), to the status groups and
classes supporting them, and to their inherent theological elaboration.
WePer took the general functions of .religion, whether in a Durkheimian
or a Marxist sense. for granted. With his customary realism, he stressed
the compensatory functions of religion and, even more, the political uses

? .0£ religion for legitimation and paci6cation. In a limited way. it is pos
sible to see his sociology of religion as a vast paraphrase of Marx's
dictum that "religion is the sigh of a creature in distress, the heart of a
heartless world, the spirit of times without spirit. It is the opiate of the
peopJe."Sl But there is .~n important difference: Weber had a much more
profound sense than Marx for the meaning of ethical conduct. The
religioUS polemics o["Engels, August Debe! and Karl KaulSky appeared
to him as shallow rationalism. Possibly, Weber was familiar with Engels'
Heeting remarks on Calvinism: "Where Luther failed, Calvin triumphed.
His dogma was adapted to the most daring of the bourgeois. His doctrine
'of predestination was the religious expression of the fact that in the
commercial world of competition success or bankruptcy depend not on
the enterprise or skill of the individual but on circumstances independent
of him."u At any rate, the "Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism"
reversed this materialist interpretation without substituting a mere
spiritualist one. Behind the divergent perspectives of Weber and the
Marxists was a personal difference: The Marxists were psychologically
unable to take religion seriously enough to undertake his kind of study.
Weber called himself "unmusical" in matters religious-this gave him
the necessary analytical distanee-, hut he lived in an extended family in
which the women were devout and articulate believers. With his strong
family sense, Weber could have disdained religion only at the price of'
offending those closest to him-this gave him the requisite empathy for
the study of religion."

For systematic reasons, ch. VI begins with a brief treatment of
primitive religion and the original this-worldly orientation of magical
and religious action (sees. i--ii) .... Weber quickly sketches the rise of
functional, local and, finally, universalist and monotheist conceptions of
deity. As in the preceding chapters, his ethnographic examples are occa
sionally doubtful or erroneous, or a statement may suffer from the
telescoping of historical events over millennia, or the love of paradox

81. Karl Marx. "Zur Kritik der Hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie," in Die
FrUhschriften (Stuttgart: Kr6ner, 19B), :L08.

8:L. Friedrich Engels, English introduction to Socia';~tIf Utopian and Sdentj~c
(London 189:L), PJ:blished in German in Ne1U Zeit, XLI-2, 1892/93; Marx/
Engels, Werke (Berlin: Dietz, 1963), vol. 22, 300.

83. CE. Marianne Weber. Lebensbild. 27,84, 88, 91£, 351£.
840 For an explanation o£ Weber's intention, see below, 421, n. I.
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carries him to an extreme. When he COlll«$ to the rationalization of con·
duct through ethical and exemplary prophecy (sees. ili--iv), Weber
strikes out on his own. Building on Harnack's typology. he isolates the
features peeuIiar to ,he prophet through a romparis<>n with magicians,
lawgiVCJS, teachers of ethics and mystagogu<s. Prophets and priests
organize the permanent association of laymen: the congregation. Proph
ets develop preaching and pastoral care, priests the dogmata and .the
canonical writings. , .

After thw dealing with the religious leadeR and the associations
created by them Weber turns to an examination of an major'SOcial strata
and their affinity to religion (sees. v-vi). This provides a comparative
frame for assessing the Puritan bourgeoisie, hut in the COntext of the
present work it also prepares the treatment of aristocratic and bureau
cratic ruJersLip, the role of the intelligentsia, and the themes of bureauc
ratization and democratization. Aristocrats tend toward irreligion. unless
they are warriors for the faith. an historically important, but transitional

, phenomenon. Bureaucrats are inclined toward a formalistic religion or
philOsophy, while pennitting less complex magical beliefs among the
masses for the sake of "mass domestication." The urban bourgeois, even
though concerned with economic rationality, tends to be more religious
than the aristocrat and bureaucrat. In fact, the rationalist piety of
bourgeois believers is a step on the road that ultimately led to the
Protestant ethic. Non-privileged strata have powerful needs for salva
tion, but they may find primarily passive or purely affective expresfOion.
Weber goes down the social ladder from the craftsmen's piety, so im
portant in early Christianity, to the religious disinclinations of slaves,
day laborers and the modem proletariat. Peasants are traditionally con
cerned not with salvation but with the practical, magical elfeets of re
ligion, even though in modem times the rural population is a mainstay
of Christian conservatism. Salvation religions, usually the creation of

, intellectuals of higher social rank, can devolve into the creed of non-
privileged. strata, changing their function from legitimation to compen~·

sation. Pariah peoples tend to develop an intense religious attachment
-Judaism being the historically decisive case.

After this tour de force in the sociology of knowledge Weber balances
his analysis of status tendencies with an investigation of religious i.n
tellectualism (sees. vii-xi). InteJleemals of diverse status elaborate re
ligions on logical and theological grounds. Status differences may recede
in the face of changing political fortunes; an important case is the
escapism of intellectuals of politically declining strata or defeated com
munities. Conversely, nativist lower-class intellectuals may tum against
the intellectualism of higher strata, as it happened in Judaism and early
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Christianity vis-a.-vis Hellenized intellectuals. Weber carries his analysis
up to his own time, ending with secular salvation ideologies and some
biting remarks on cafe-house intellectuals (sec. l'ii:8).

The last part (sees. xii-xv) examines the intluence of religious ethic"
on the "world": the sphere of the economic, political, artistic, and sexu;\l.
The last extant section breaks off with yet another attempt 10 contr;,st
Jewish rationalism, Puritan asceticism, IslJrnic this-worldLiness, Bttddhist
other-worldliness and Jesus' indifference to the v.-orld--aH \nth a lwk
back tow.:lrd "The Protestant Ethic," Dut also in anticipation of !hv sllh·

sequent large-scale studies of the great world relir,iolls, to WlllCh\\'t'LCT
turned without completing Part Two of Economy and Society.

CH. VII. THE MARKET: ITS IMPERSONALITY AND ETHIC

The chapter on the market-another group (Gemeinschaft) in
Weber's terminology-logically follows the treatment of religion. The
economical~y rationalized, hence ethically irrational,' character of pure
market relationships is basically irreconcilable with ethical re.ligion
with the historic exception of Calvinism. Whereas Weber gave much
attention to the chapter on religion, his market chapter is only a brief
sketch. Unlike the SOCiology of religion, the market was a topic t} ,
could be handled by many other men. Perhaps Weber postponed writing
the chapter because he waited for other contributions to the series, the
better to coordinate the various expositions. In any case, the fragment he
did write was sufficient to distinguish the market (Marktgemeinschaft
or Marktwrgerneinschaftung) from the more "natural" groups and the>
politieal community. The market is the Gemeimchaft based on the most
rational kind of s0dal action: association eVergesellschaftung) through
exchange. The association may last only for the duration of the exchange,
or it may develop into a continuous relationship.

In early history the market was the onfy peaceful relationship of
men who were not linked through household, kinship or tribal tics. The
participants were strangers, "enemies" who did not eXfX:ct action in ac
cordance with an ethic of brotherhood. The "communi tv" of. the m,l!~~;

is the most impersonal group, but not because it );1\'oJve~ ~truggk
(Kampf) between opposed interests-there i~ struggle aJ~() in the most
intimate relationships; rather, the market is the more Impersonal, the
more the struggle of the participants is oriented merely to altual or
potential exchanges. In this manper the market is the eXdlt ('prOSllC of
any association eVergesellschaftung) based on a formal order, mlun·
ta!)' or imposed. Even so, neither the use of mone:,: nor the iTPf·j·,,,,naJllY
of exchange prevent the eventual rise of a market uhic binding em those
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who continually tr:lde. Such exchange partners develop expectations of
reciprocity which make th;'~m ahide by the rules. Occasional traders are
most likely to ignore the maxim that "honesty is the hest policy"; Webet
sarcastically cites aristocratic cavalry officers trading horses-a familiar
current example is the private sale of automobiles. One aspect of the
market ethic i~ the fixed price, a peculiarly European phenomenon that
became one of the preconditions of mooern capitalism.

The market proved destructive [0 many status monopolies of the fYc'lst.
Yet the \'erv success of caDitalist interests on the free market led to new
monopolies' based either ~n political alliances or sheer superiority over
competitors. As markets increased in importance, religious and political
as.,ocialions moved to protect them for reasons of their own. This brings
Weber to the org:mjzations concerned with legal regulation. '

CH. VIII. THE SOCIOLOGY OF LAW

The Sociology of Law gives his"wrical depth to the introductory state
l\lent on convention and law (ch. I).~~ After the earlier methodological
critique of Stammler's approach \Vcher now demonstrates what a s0

ciology of law should he, in contrast'to legal philosophy, jurisprudence,
and mere legal history. The chapter provides a typological setting within
which a given legal phenomenon can be located, not with regard to any
systematically or dogmatically proper placement but for the sake of his
torical explanation. The impact of Roman law and common Jaw- on the
rise ot capitalism constitutes one link with the overall theme of Economy
and Society; another is the varieties of rationalization, which may be
mutually incompatible. The chapter is also constructed with a view to
the frequently mentioned Sociology of Domination: Here Weber treats
the creation and administration of law by political and other associations,

8~. Cbs. I and VIII are the only sections of Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft that
could be compared with the original manuscript. Marianne Weber put these
l:hapters in an envelope marked "Sociology of Law"~h. VIII had no manuscript
title-and presented them 3$ a gift to Karl Loewenstein, whom they a~mpanied

into exile, thus escaping the fate of the rest of the manuscript. On the basis of
this original, now at the Max Weber Institute in Munich, Johannes Winckel
mann prepared a definitive edition----although Weber'~almost iIle~l)le hand
writing leav~ some passages doubtful-->f the two chapters; see Rechtssoziologie
(2nd ed.; Neuwied: Luchterhand, 1967). The text now differs considerably hom
tbat in the 192~ edition of Wirtscnaft und Geselhchaft, on which the Rhemstein
Shils translation of the SOCiology of Law was based. The changes involve not
merely many printing errors, but also the sequence of sections and renninological
clarifications, For example, the category of the "coercive conttact" (ZwangsJwn
trakt) turned out to be a misreading of Zweckkontr~t, which (in sec. ii) con
trasts with Statu.dwntrakt, a distinction related to Henry Sumner Maine's.~
Law (1861).
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there the-ruler's legitimation, organizational power and motives for im-
posing law. .

If Weber was a self-made scholar in affairs religious, he was on
academic homeground in the Sociology of Law. Not only do legal topics
of his dissertation and Habilitaticm of two decades before appear, but so
does much of the later literature. Even as Weber broadened his intellec-
tual concerns, he retained. an active interest in legal studies. His ability
to write the Sociology of Law as a legal historian makes this the most
difficult chapter for the legal layman and mere sociologist, for whom it
may be helpful to p=eive the broad .tructural parallels with the S0
ciology of Religion.eo The substitution of legal for religious topics yields
the following rough outline: the basic categories of public and private
law; the development of contraet5 and of juristic personality; early fonns
of law administered by non-political associations; an occupational typol
ogy ,of "specialists," ranging from charismatic law prophets to legal
honoratiores and university-trained judges; a typology of various forms of
legal traming; the historical systems of theocratic and secular law; a
':omparison of Indian, Islamic, Persian, Jewish, Canon and Roman law;
the great codincations; the revolutionary power of natural law; fonnal
and'substantive rationalization and the ineradicable tension between
formal and substantive justice; nnally, the irrationalist trends at the eve
of the first World War, with their "characteristic reaction" to formal ra
tionality and the dominanCe of legal expert>-paraIleling the fashion of
surrogate religions in intellectual circles and the "romantic game of
-syndicalism." Here Weber continues the sociology of intellectuals with
an examination of their propensity for substantive justice, on the one
hand, and skepticism on the other; he points to another hiStorical
dialectic: I9th-centuty socialist intellectuals first advanced substantive
natural law against the formalist natural law of the bourgeoisie and then
unde~ined t.hei:r ownrtion _~rough positivistic relativism and
Manw . evob... JWsm. r .

The gradual asce;ndancy of stawtlaw over the law of the other groups
i. part of the larger theme of the rise of the political COJrimunity. Weber
follows juridical usage when. he makes the existence of a legal order
dependent on a$tidf ready to resort to physical or payebic coercion, and

. when he definesd>e modem political community-the .ra_in terms
of ils monopoly <in the legal use of force. As a sociologist, however, he is

86. Fo< ::-_ aE ohe SodoJosy aE Law by ju_ ... ohe intn>duc
don, by~. (Mce W__ 011 lAw ja E.cowom, '"'" SociMy. 1954> XX\'

bcd) oad W........... (_~, .967. ',....9)' 0oןס IWI Eng;ocb,
"Max W.be< all~. und oJ. llecb""'riokr," in K. Eopd., B.
Pfitlft oad J. WI............ , M.. Wol-. Gc.lileloioiudorift .m Lohig
M.....n.....U__M_ (Bedin, Duncke< & Humblot, '966). 6:H18.

"
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equally concerned with the extent to which this claim is de facto limited
in the modem state, where conventional and religious sanctions continue
to be powerful. Weber remembered as one of his youthful lessons the
inability of the mighty Prussian state to triumph over the Catholic
church in the Kulturwpf of the.eighteen.-seventies and again over the
Social Democrats in the eighties, the pei-cd of the anti-socialist laws.

The chapter on political communities links the chapters on the more
"universal" groups and the Sociology of Law with the Sociologyo£
Dominatiou; it describes the development of pOlitical community from
rudimentary beginnings to complex differentiation.S? For many centuries
the political community differed only quantitatively from the other
relatively "universal" groups that gradually lost their protective and
coercive functions as the old political pluralism declined. Eventually a
qualitative difference developed: a belief in the right of the state to
de1i.ne the legal order and the use of legitimate force. This belief in
legitimacy resulted from. gradual usurpation. Previously, the notion of
legitimate force was part of the consensual action of kin members en
gaging in blood revenge; now it became part of the organized action
(Verbandshandeln) of community members. In the modem state, the
exercise of political powers (Cewalt) is a part of iltstitwtiotuJ action ..
(anstaltsmaessiges Handeln)."

87· Until the fourth (1956) edition of WirtscJaaft ...,. GudhcJutft, the
G~hoften ranging £mm the household to the re1igicu; aracllegaI sssociatioos
and even the city were U:;:J£~te part (PlU't Two, "'J'ypen der
Vergemeinschaftun~ und V set 01 against the types of domiba-
tioD. (Part Three, Typen Herncba£t ) which iDcluded the .llOlitical com·
munity. There is no warrant for this diviIioo hi Weber's 1914 OI1tfme or in the
logic of his ~tion. The categories of tociaI action and group formation
(Ver~1Ig, V.geM~ HerrscJuzft) encompass all of the pres-
ent Part Two, although. the detailed treaUDeDt at Heme""" is reserved for the
Jut cbapt<n. The definltioo of HomcIw/l _ &nt. "'l!'the< -.;th ,he _
book """.pts. m "Tho ea"'B"ria of Int<qmo... SocioJogy" (App. ~ '378
below) and in the &rst chap1let Of Part ODe.

.. 88. In En,.Jioh, the· ... of "polldcal __ ro, polBUcIN a....& can ...uy
he mWoadmg."""""" the pIunl "rIu-i' '" the smguIn ".utharily" lw b=
used. Linguistic habit and stylistic amvenience make it diSicult to tender Weber's
social action terms always in such we,. as to avoid the impression that it is
groups. rather than individuals, which act. "Organized actim" is org~
oriented action mel "institutional action" i1Isti"'~ action; likewbe,
"class action" (below, 929) is cLus-orinted action and "party action" (below,
938) fNlrlr-orimted acdoD-Iour varieties of IOciaI actitm. that contrast ,with "D1811

actioD." 'fhe juxtapolition of IOCial and man action was obscured in the Gerth and
Mills translation of ch. 1X:6, which interpolated the terminology at Part ODe
(do. I,.) mlO the .... of Put Two (d. Gonh md Millo, n.... M..
W...... , 183). In the difl'elmt leJmiDoiogy of Part Two,G-m~
Jclx means "social actioa," DOC "CllIDDlunal action," and V"'~1Igmeans

"
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CR. IX. POLITICAL COMMUNITY AND STATE

The political community is a group ready to defend a given territory
with force against outsiders. This minimum definition is designed to en
compass all historical communities and thus does not even include the
guarantee of internal security. Many communities actually did limit
themselves to nothing more than the maintenance of territorial control.
The Pennsylvanian commonwealth of the Quakers was exceptional in
that it refused for a time to use external force. Between these two ex
tremes social action may be oriented to any number of goals, and there
fort a community may be robber state, welfare state, 'constitutional state
or Kulturstaat. Communities united· merely for defense may in peacetime
relapse into a state of anarchy (in the strict sense)-the mere consensual
recognition among the memhets of the given economic order. And ex·
ternal peacetime may also be a period oE internal war. Thus the
ascendancy of the ·political community over ~thf:r groups .becomes the
history of internal paci6'-'tion: of the peace edicts .of kings, bishops
and cities during their struggles with the feuding nobility. Old and new
groups whose ideal and material interestS wei'e not adequately protected
by the traditional arrangements demanded pacification and the "nation
alization" of legal norms (treated in the Sociology of Law).

Weber dearly distinguishes between patriarchal powers, "non
authoritarian" consensual and arbitral powers, and political powers
proper-autonomous military and judicial authority. The prototype for
political powers is the imperium of the legitimate Roman qfficials (ch.
VIII :vi), which later was usurped by' military leaders who received
ex post facto wn6rmation by the Senate. Political authority (Gcwalf)
involves the power ..ver life and death which gives the political com
munity its speci6c pathos. As the community develops, political coercion
frequently becomes internal, since many demands of the political order
are accepted by the members only under pressure. However, a political
community is held together not only through coercion but also through
common historical experiences: it is a "community of shared memory"
(Erinnerungsgemeinschaft). Yet both the pathos of the supreme sacrifice
and the shared memory of dangers persist also in other groups ranging
from those practicing violence-the Camona, nowadays the Mafia
to those suffering it, as in persecuted sects.

After an historical sketch of the development of p>liticai community

"association," not "societal action"-i.e., it is Dot a contra5t in Toennies' sense
(cE. below, 60, n. 24). Hence, terminological adjustments had to be made. For
example, the seeming?,' illogical passage, "The communal actions of parties always.
mean a so<:idalization' (Gerth and Mills, op. cit., 194) now reads "party-oriented
social action always involves association" (below, 938).
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(sec. 2) Weber again takes up the European state of affairs on the eve
of the first World War (cf. ch. V:4), comparing it with the capitalism
and imperialism of Antiquity. The dynamics of international and na
tional stratification is his dual theme: the relations of prestige an:d power
among and within political communities. Here again was an issue pre
viously raised by Sombart. His Socialism and Social Movement in the
19th Century (18¢) opened with the dictum of the Communist Mani
festo that "the hi,tory of all hitherto existing society has been a history of
class struggles." Sombart considered this

one of the greatest truths of the century ... , but not the whole truth.
For it is incorrect to say that all history of society is merely a history
of class struggles. If it be worthwhile at all to sul;sume world history
under one formula, we will have to say that social history has moved
between two ~les ... which I will call the social and [inter-J national
antagonisms CGegensiitze) . . , . We lind the same striving for wealth,
power and prestige among communities as among individuals.... Today
we are at the end of an historical epoch of national exaltation and in
the midst of a period of great social cleavage; it seems to me that all the

'antagonistic viewpoints of the various groups can be reduced to the
alternative: national or social. III

Somhart did nof further pursue the topic of international stratifica
tion and instead focussed on the Marxist concept of class. Weber, how
ever, carried the juxtaposition of the external and internal realm of
honor to its logical conclusion and elaoorated a sc:heme that also in
corporated the Marxist approach as one segment In the external sphere,
he was concerned with power prestige, not just with national pride,
which can also be found in rron-expansionist Switzerland or Norway.
Since power prestige derives from pOwer over other political communi
ties, it promotes expansionism and is thus a major component cause of
war. The prestige pretensions of one country escalate those of others
Weber points to the deteriorating relations between France and Gennany
}n the 6rst, decade of the century when, in contrast to the eighteen
nineties that Sombart had in mind, nationalist antagonisms prevailed
again over internal cleavage. The 'carriers of. power prestige are the
"Great Powers," yet their'ruling groups, fearing the seizure of power by
their own victorious generals, are not always expansionist-witness
ancient Rome and early 19th-century England. In both cases, however,
capitalist interests enforced the resumption of political expansion.

Weber's theory of imperialism adds the economic element to the
prestige factor. Building ~n his earlier writings, Weber constructs his

89. Wemer Sombart, SocUlli51mn una socUlle Bewegvng im J9. Jahrhundert
Oma: FISCher, 1896), If.
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norion of imperialist capitalism from the first great historical case-:
ancient Rome with its tax-fanners and state purveyors. In modem
times, as in Antiquity, it is the general structure of the economy. rather
than trade interests, which is crucial for -political expansionism. Im
perialist capitalism may be restrained by the profitableness of "pacinst"
capitalism, but for bis own time Weber foresees the fonner's ascendancy,
largely because of the state's role as the biggest customer of the defense
contractors and similar enterprises. The economic-pacifist interests of the
petty-bourgeois and proletarian strata are easily reduced by appeals to
the emotive idea of "the nation."

Weber reviews the diverse cultural and social characteristics of
individuals that may define membership in a narion. He emphasizes
three elements: (I) the speed with which certain historical experiences
can create the sense of nationhood, (2) the different meanings of the
tenn from one country, and one stratum, to another, (3) the intellec
tuals' role in fashioning a sense of national identity.. His unfinished
analysis of the inte11ectuals-"those who usurp leadership in a Kultur
Remeinschaft"-breaks off with a hint at the affinity of cultural prestige
and power prestige, but not without the skeptical reminder that "art and
literature of a specifically Gennan character did not develop in the p0
litical center of Germany" (below, 926).

Weber's improvement on the Marxian class analysis lies in the
detailed typology of the three phenomena of power distribution within
the political community: class, status group, and party. Those powerful
in the economic order need have neither political power nor social honor,
but they often do have both. Apart from the economic order, the dis
tribution of political power is cOOetermined by the legal order and the
social or status order. Weber proposes to consider classes not as com
munities but as propensities for social action, similar to ethnic groups.
Therefore, he speaks of "class simation." .which is defined by market
simation and has two basic categories: property and the lack of property.
Property, in mm, differs according to whether it is used for rent income
or profit-making. Although it does make a difference whether communi
ties are based on labor, as in soil-tilling villages, or merely on property,
as among cattie-breeders, the historical origin of class struggJes lies not
in the countryside but within the city: in the clash between creditors
,lind debtors. At -'8 later economic stage the class struggle was trans
formed into the struggle on the commodity market; in modem times
it has come to center in wage disputes on the labor market. The con
..mp....y bi_ess oE WlIl!"1"meIS is primarily directed against the
entaepreneuts and managet:s. who are more visible than the "real"
capitalists, the shareholders and bankers. This opaqueness is only one of.'



the many social and cultural factolS that in8uence the way in which class
situation may (or may not) become the basis for class-oriented or parry

, oriented action.
The major polemical target of this exposition on class and class

situation was "that kind of pseudo-scienti6c operation with the concepts
of class end class interests which is so frequent these days and which has
found its most classic expression in the assertion CBehauptung) of a
talented author that the individual may be in error about his interests,
but that the class is infaUible" (below, 93o)-a reference, it seems, to
none other than the young Georg Lukacs.90 As against this class rei6ca
tion by a -new breed of Marxian metaphysicians Weber insisted on his
own empirical dialectic of class and status. Status groups are real, if often
amorphous, groups limiting the sheer market principle with its opposi
tion of class interests. Positive or negative social honor is the basis of
status groups. Status differences express themselves in the style of life: a
phenomenon extensively treated in the Sociology of Domination. In the
extreme, status differentiation -leads to caste fonnation: a link with the
earlier exposition of ethnic" and religious groups. Status groups are the
bearers of all conventions: a structural explanation for .the coerciwe
chamcter of conventions that Weber upheld against Stammler. In sum,
classes are part of the economic order, status 'groups, of the social order;
put in another way, classes are rooted in the sphere of production and
acquisition, status groups in the realm of consumption. .

Class interests as well as status interests may be represented by
parties. In contrast to classes and status grOups, parties are always
purpose-rational associations, since their goal is the acquisition of power
in larger associations. Thus parties- are frequently authoritarian organiza
tions-an issue of paramount concern for the sociology of political parties
in modem democracy. However. adequately to understand the structure

90. When Weber wrote dPsffi' Georg Lukacs wa ODe of his close
friends. He had attracted lie attention through his &Dt Getman book,

b:t;re 'M1Ul elk FOJ'm#fI, (1911 . At the time he was preparing himself for 811
academic career, a. plan~ by Ibe mset fl thewar~ hi Weber's Heidelberg
circle Lukacs aDd "Emst.BJoch ~Ied. a DeW ~tioa of Marxiam: who
were higb1y critical of "tuigar"_ Marxian. If the identi&cation is c:onect, Weber
refers to conversations uther tb8b P'IhIica~ as he aho does eJsewhen! ill the·
text. An early Eonnulation of Lukici' theory that the~t .. a whole is
in£a11ibJe llIbout its inll!latS is found in In Hungerian :LJ, 01 1919. "Tactics
ad Etbks", IUs SdorlftCo_~ ...a p' ed. P.... Lwh
(N..Med, Lucb 1wul, .967), 81.,~ 10... adoJ""l Weben
duo .......ology in IUs _ """ H~ ad CIcu~ ("'3)'
On the Ie1ation of Weber and Luk«s. lee Marianne Weber. LekKUiLl. 473"-76,
ad Paul HOJrigabeino, ''Erim>erungou .. Max Weber; in R. Komg ad J.
WiDckelmann. ech., Ma Wehao Z'IMfI GrdacAtttis, 18-4-88.
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of parties one must first examine the larger associations within which
they operate.

Herewith Weber has reached the Sociology of Domination. Parries
vary not only according to class and status structure but also according
to the larger group's structure of domination. In line with his compara
tive interests in earlier studies, Weber now proceeds to a broad typology
comprising parties and polities of Antiquity as well as of the Middle
Ages and of some non-European areas.

CHS. X-XVI. TH:3 SOCIOLOGY OF DOMINATION

The Sociology of Domination is the core of Economy and Society.n
The major purpose of the work was the construction of a typology of
associations, with most prominence given to the types of domination and
their relation to want-satisfadion through appropriatio~. To be Sure,
religion and law were constituent parts of the work, irrespective of
whether Weber planned the chapters to be as comprehensive as they
finally came to be, but the 1914 outline and the proportions of the manu
script show the Sociology of Domination to be the central theme. In the
reception of the piecemeal uanslation of Economy and Society, the
Sociology of Domination has been obscured as a whole. Until now,
nearly half of it was untranslated; the other half was divided among
three different translations.92 In the theoretical discussions the three
types of legitimate domination have usually been treated in isolation, and
in research the complex typology of domination has all too frequently
been reduced to the simple dichotomy of charisma and bureaucracy, if'
not just to the so-called Weberian "formal model of bureauc;racy." Too

91. Weber was in the habit of speaking, respectively, of his Sociology of Law,
Religion, Domination, and State, and he employed Ihese tenns in cross-references.
However, since the 1914 outline does not contain the terms and the manuscript
of ch. VIII was untitled, it appears likely that he did not want to use the phrase
"sociology of" in a chapter title. At any rate, in view of the great overall l'!ngth
of cbs. X-XVI, no summary tide was chosen in the text for the Sociology of
Domination. Even in its incomplete state this section is twice as long 8$ the chapters
on religion and law-a quantitative indicator of their importance for the .work as
a whole.

92. If cb. III of Part One is included, there are four different translations.
The incomplete tenninological summary of Part One further telescopes the his
lorical dimension. It does not parallel the structure 01 the Sociology of Domina
tion in Part Two, especially in the chapters on secular and hierocratic rulership
and the city; the contrast of secular and hiB'OCratic domination appears in Part
One in ch. 1:17, and the fonns of legitimate rulership peculiar to the city are
found mostly under rule hy notables echo III: r5-~o). Moreover, feud3lism is in
Part Two a variant of patrimonialism, in Part One a variant of charisma
equally feasible classifications.
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often a rulership has been measured only against the formal features of
bureaucracy or of charismatic domination. In this manner the technical
sense of the typology (see belc.w, 263) has been disregarded: More than
one type should be compared to any given case, rather than just one
"ideal type" with one "natural system." .

The Sociology of Domination is the mold in which some of Weber's
most substantive interests, and the inHuences arollsing "them, were fused
into a conceptual unity. As a basic influence Weber acknowledged the
work of his friend Georg Jellinek: "From his great studies I received
decisive impulses for whstever fate has permitted me to accomplish....
[Among these was] his coinage of the concept of the 'social theory of the
state,' clarifying the blurred tasks of socjology."~~ In his Allgemeine
Staatslehrc }ellinek defined' as the ultimate objective elements of the
state the social relations of men, as against metaphysical notions of its
corporeality:

More precisely, the state exists in relations of will among a plurality of
persons. Men who command and others who obey form the basis of the
state.... In the state the relations of will, concentrated in an organiza
tional unit, are essentially relations of domination. The quality of dom
ination does not exhaust the essence of the state. But relations of
domination are so necessary to the state that it cannot be conceived
without them. The state has the powers of rulership (Herrschergewalt).
To role Cherrschell) means the ability to impose one's own will upon
others unconditionally.... Only the state has this power to enforce its
will unconditionally against other wills. Jt is the only organization that
rule!: by virtue of its inherently autonomous powers.... The state, then;
is that organizational unit eqUipped with under,ived powers of com
mand.g

•

Weber differentiated ]ellinek's notion of rule. What Jellinek called
Hemchen, he called "power" (Macht); this left the term Herrschaft
(domination) free for an adaptation of the Kantian categorical impera
tive: "The situation in which the manifested will (command) of the
ruler or rulers is meant to influence the conduct of one or more others
(the ruled) and actually does influence it in such a way that their
conduct, to a socially relevant degree, occurs as if the ruled had made
.the content of the command the maxim of their conduct for its very
own sake" (below, 946}. Domination transforms amorphous and in
termittent social action into persistent association. Weber exemplifies the
difference of domination from mere power with the case of monopolistic
control in the market. In their own rational interest, the unorganized

93 R. Konig and J. Winckelmann, eds., Max Weber ,um Gediichtnis, I';.

94. Georg ]ellinek, Allgemeine Staatslehre, :md cd. (Berlin: Haring, 190';;
1St ed., 1900), 169, 172.
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customers of a monopolistic enterprise may comply with its market
dictate; this is domination by virtue of interest constellation. Through
many gradual transitions, this relationship may he transformed into'
domination proper, that means, by virtue of the authoritarian power of
command, as it prevails in the large-scale industrial enterprise and on
the manor-the two most important economic structures of domination.
Domination exists insofar as there is obedience to a command; in general,
obedience is due to a mixture of habit, expediency and belief in legit
imacy. The subjects' willingness to comply with a command is enhanced
by the existence of a staff, which again acts on the basis of habit,
legitimacy and self-interest. Sociologically, then, a Herrschaft is a struc-'
ture of superordination and subordination sustained by a variety of
motives and means of enforcement.u For the historical persistence of
structures of domination, staff enforcement on whatever grounds is no
less important than belief in legitimacy. In fact, explains Weber, he is
"primarily interested in domination insofar as it is administration"
(below, 948). Only after defining domination in term~ of rule by a
master and his apparatus does Weber add the ultimate grounds for its
validity. He turns to legitimacy because of its inherent historical im
portance-the need of those who have power, wealth and honor to

justify their good fortune.
The resulting typology of domination goes far beyond the three

familiar types of authority. The substance of the Sociology of Domina
tion consists in the general historical models of rulership. Weber does
not wish to work out a "political system" applicable to all political groups
irrespective of time and place; rather, he aims at a "systems analysis" of
these models. Here he takes up the postulate of a "social theory of the
state," but whereas Jellinek's typology of states remains largely on the
level of constitutional theory and political philosophy, Weber "descends"
to a level of greater historical descriptiveness. With the nature of the
modern state and of industrial capitalism as underlying themes, Weber
puts together a comparative scheme within which he integrates the
major topics and results of his earlie~ studies:

I. the ancient and medieval city state as an autonomous polity, rang
ing from the patrimonial-bureaucratic kingdom to the confraternity of
equals (d. above, sees. 6 and 7);

II. manorial domination (GrundheTTschaft) in Germanic Antiquity
and 'the Middle Ages, involving the issues of patriarchaIism, feudalism,
and military communism (d. above, sec. 4);

95. For the temunological resolution of the translation of Herrschaft as
domination or authority, see below, 61, n. 31.
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1II. the- rise of mOdem public and private bureaucracy and the or
ganizational realities of modem democracy (d. above, sec. 8);

IV. the perennial tension between usurpation and legitimation (cf.
above, sec: 7. p.li).

In the Sociology of·Domination, theme I is treated mostly under
patrimonialism (ch. XII} and the city (ch. XVI); theme II under
feudalism (ch. XIII) and charismatic rulership (ch. XIV); theme III
under bureaucracy (ch. XI) and again under charisma (ch. XIV);
theme IV under caesaropapism and hierocracy (ch. XV) and under the
special aspect of non-legitimate domination (again ch. XVI). However.
Weber puts at the beginning of the Sociology of Domination (ch. X)
what was politically most important to him: the meaning of democracy
in an industrialized and bureaucratized society.

'(A) THB THEORY OF MODERN DEMOCRACY, Since domination and
administration are interdependent, domination is an irreducible com~

poneJ);t of democratic administration. So-called direct democracy is noth
ing primeval. but a product of historical development. Its aim is the
minimization of domination; its precondition is the relative equality of
the participants. Here is another historical twist: "Direct democracy is
most feasible in an aristocracy. whether it be Venetian noblemen or
the vaunted German "aristocracy of the spirit"-the university profes
sors. Direct democracy, however, is inherently unstable, and wherever
there is economic differentiation in the group, domination tends to fall
,into the hands of those who have the economic requisites for performing
administrative and political tasks. This is, first of all, a matter of "ec~

nomic availability," not necessarily of high status; thus, managers of
large-scale enterprises. teachers and medical doctors are less available
than lawyers, country squires and urban renti€rs. In general, the avail~

able groups also have social honor, and then they are honoratiores
(notables), If direct democracy turns into rule by hcmoratiores, the de
mand for democracy eaSily becomes the battle cry of those lacking in
wealth or honor. In that case both sides m:'ly form parties. whi€h tend to
be tightly organized because their object; is. after all. the struggle for
power. If this happens. and if the community grows beyond a certain
size, "the meaning of democracy changes so radically that it no longer
makes sense for the sociologist to ascribe to the term the same meaning

- as in the case discussed so far" (below, 95 I). r
Weber's own theory of modem democracy was directed against the

many intellectuals ("literati") to his right and left who failed to under·
stand the facts of parliamentary government and democratic party or
ganization and were thus unable to weigh them against the prevalent

..........



monarchic constitutionalism or against panaceas such."as the "corporate"
state, just as they f:liled to comprehend the technict.. imperatives of a
private capitalist economy in contrast to state socialism and capitalism.
Weber stre;:sed the formal similarity of the democratic party and the
capitalist enterprise; If parties are legal and party affiliation is voluntary,
the business of politics is the pursuit of ideal and material interests,
which isas inevitable as the activism of the few against the passivity of
the many. Under the conditions' of mass suffrage, the leadership.of the
few rests on mass mobilization, and this in turn requires an effective
party apparatus. The party bureaucracies parallel those qf state and
economy. However, the burea,uc~tizationof the parties does not neces
sarily spell the end of meaningful political democratization or of charis
matic leadership. Here Weber's disagreements with Robert Michels
reappear.9S Michels' "iron law of oligarchy" became for a time very in
fluential in the American literature on democracy and party organization,
but eventually Weber's conception gained ground through its populariza
tion in Joseph Schumpeter's Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy.97

The chapter on bureaucracy (ch. XI) eIahor~tes the partly supportive
and pal'tly antagonistic relations between bureaucracy and modern de
mocracy, and between passive and active democratization. The chapter
on charisma (ch. XIV) adds the transition to democratic suffrage and
the selection of democratic leadership. It contains the important recogni-

96. Traces of Weber's objections to Michels' arguments are found in chs.
Xl and XIV (cf. below, 991 and 1003, n. 8), apart from ch. II. Weber did not
publicly state his disagreement with Michels, whose academic career in Germany,
had been forestalled by official disapproval of his political activities and in whose
behalf he had protested vociferously in an article on "The So-Called FreedolT'- of
Teaching" (Frankfurter Zeitung, Sept. 20, 1908; d. Marianne \~leber I. ehens
hiId, 361). In 191 3 Michels became co-editor of the Archiv fi~T Sozialwisse/'l~,'haft

und Sozialpolitik. The two men corresponded extensively; l\lichels menti'med
in the second edition of his Political Parties that he took into consiJer;ltion a
lengthy critique by Weber, to whom he had dedicated the ~;rsl edtti"n. Tht
difficulties of reconstructing Weber's critical thrusts are similar in the case of
Georg Simmel, whose car'7er he tried to further against strong lin pan anti
Semitic) resistance. In order to protect him, \Veber terminated a projt ::ted
severe critique after writing a few pages of personal testimonial to Simmd and
a bitter denunciation of his academic and bureaucratic detractors.

97. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (3rd cd.; New York:
Harper & Brothers, r950), ch. XXII. Schumpeter, one of the earliest coo'eibu
tors to the Outline of Social Economics (1914), did not here mt'ntion \i\ebcr's
name, but there is a point-by-point correspondence of his description with pa~ ;ages
in both parts of Economy and Society. For Schumpeter's account of his
relationship to Weber, see his History of Economic Analysis, ed. Elizabeth Boody
Schumpeter (New York: Oxford Unil'ersity Press, 1954),81;-·820, and his t920
necrologue on Weber, reprinted in R. Konig and }. WinrkeIma,m, eds., .\1«x
Weber %um Gedtichtnis, 64-7 1 •
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tion that, far from being irreconcilable, charisma and bureaucracy may
be interdependent. The adjustment of the Catholic church to bourgeois
democracy, especially in the United States, appears in the chapter on
political and hierocratic domination echo XV). The chapter on the city
(ch. XVI) deals with the theory of ancient and medieval democracy,
providing the historical contraSt to modem democracy.'8

(B) THE DJMENSIONS OF RULEJl.SHlP. From the beginning, Weber
deals with bureaucracy not only in its formal aspects but as a status
group with vested interests. At the core of his approach to rulership is
the three-way struggle between ruler, staff, and subjects, The types of
rulership are distinguished hy differing forms of appropriation-Weber
speaks of appropriation because the legal' concept of property is too
narrow for many historical cases. Appropriation involves the means and
positions of administration, ranging from economic resources and
weaponry to managerial and political functions. The seizure of goods
and the extraction of services often originate in usurpation. Normally,
appropriation is carried through by a group rather than, individuals.
~timacy is used to defend-appropriation. Weber suggests, for example,
that European feudalism, althoUgh in many ways an "impossible" struc
ture of domination, survived as long as it did because the vassals needed
the shield of legitimacy. This "functional" emphasis on legitimacy
pervades the whole exposition. '

From the viewpoint of legitimation, the structure of the Socjology of
Domination is the following:

(I) The historical models of bureaucracy, patriarchalism, patri
moniaIism, feudalism, Stiindestaat, and military (and monastic) com
munism are subsumed under the three types of legitimate domination
Cchs. XI-XIV); .

(2) As the greatest force of legitimation in history, the priesthood
is ceaselessly struggling for power with secular rulership (ch. XV); their
relationship is one of mutual antagonism as well as dependence; -

(3) The city' is tIle locus of specifically non-legitimate domination
in history Cch. XVI).

However, the bulk of each chapter is concerned not with legitimacy,
but with the various,strategies and resources of domination on the part of
ruler and staff. In each chapter, the military constituency, which was
basic to the analysis of the ancient states in the "Agrarian Conditions of
Antiquity," is treated next to the civilian administration. Each chapter
also contains a section on the ethos and education of the status gIOUps,

98. In Part One, the theory 'of democracy is treated tspecially in ch. III:vii
~~ .



Finally, the relation between each fonn of domination and economic
development is examined. Weber finds that it is easier to state the im
pact of domination on the economy than vice versa. There are, for in·
stance, striking similarities between the class struggle in the Italian cities
of the Middle Ages and~n the Roman Republic, although the economic
conditions were quite different. The reason lies in the limited number
of administrative techniques available for effecting compromises among
the status groups of a polity. Therefore, similarities of political-admin·
istration must not be interpreted as identical superstructures rising over
identical economic foundations: '~These things obey their own law"
(below. '309)'

(c) THE TERMINOLOGY OF DOMINATION. The terminological integra
tion of the Sociology of Domination was a remarkable achievement. By
drawing on cOncepts from ancient, medieval and modern history Weber
s~cceeded in fashioning a 'terminology applicable to all three eras. 1t
should be remembered that this did not involve ar:'Y assumptions about
historical sameness, but an insistence on typological gradation. Weber
addressed his comparative terminology to medievalists like Below and
Gierke, who wrote on both manorial domination (Grundherrschaft)
and the city, to ancient historians li~e Eduard Meyer, and to church and
legal historians like Rudolf Sohm. He demonstrated some of the typolOgi
cal implications of their terminology.

The term Herrschaft has a very concrete and a very abstract mean
ing. In historiography a Herrschaft is a noble estate, corresponding to
the French seigneurie and the English manor. In the philosophy of
history, Herrschaft is the basic category of superordination, and in this'
sense it loomed large in the work of the young Marx. Weber uses the
term frequently in the historical sense and occasionally in the philosophi
cal meaning. Sometimes he refers to the "domination of man over man."
However, this is not technicaIIy relevant to his typOlogy. The Herr
schaftsverband (authoritarian associationy9 was a term widely used
after the late eigh teen-sixties when Gierke made it the standard contrast
to the Genossenschaft (equalitarian association). The term "patrimonial
state" was older still; it was introduced early in the nineteenth century by
Carl Ludwig von Haller.10Q Haller fought against the liberal doctrines

99. Since Weber did not use the tenn Herrschaftsverband as a contrast to
. Genossenschaft, the translation "ruling organization" was chosen for the most
general fonnuIation in the basic definitions (cf. below, n) in order to exclude
the colloquial connotations of "authoritarianism." In Webet's tenninology even the
most democratic organization is a Herrschaftsverband.

roo. Carl Ludwig von Haller. Restauration tUr Staats-Wissenschaft, oder
Theone tUS natiirlich·geselligen Zustands der Chimiire tUS kii.nstlich-burgeTlichen
entgegengesetzt (Winterthut; Steiner, 1817/18), vols. II and III.
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of the sOdal contract and for the thesis that all governmental authority
was the private property of the ruler. He also elaborated the early ideal
type of patrimonial bureaucracy. Whereas HaUer equated patriarchalism
and patrimonialisrn, Weber contrasted the two concepts and defined the
latter as the political domination of a ruler with the help of his personal
apparatus (consisting of slaves, retainers, ministeriales). This change
reRected the controversy over the importance of Grundherrschaft (ma~

norial domination) in Germanic history, which Weber downgraded in
favor of the charismatic origin of po~itical rulership. His 1914 letter to
Georg von Below stressed the distinction between patriarchal and
patrimonial domination: .

Although I have good reason to think very modestly of my own
expertise, I have nO doubt that you are right Iabout the existence of gen
uine political.authority, not just private powers, in European feudalism].
It is astonishing that the old contrary theory-to which. ad:nittedly. I
too once adhered-is still so persistently defended.... Terminologically.
I must limit the concept of patrimonialism to certain kinds of political
domination. I hope you will nnd that I have sufficiently emphasized the
absolute distinction between domestic. personal and manorial authority.
on the one hand, and political Herr'Schaft on the other. which is none of
these hut rather military and judicial authority. This main thesis of YOldr
hook will nnd no objection from my side. I will only show that this
difference is as old as history. lUI

Weber demonstrated his point by drawing on examples from An
tiquity and the Chinese empire. Patrimonialism was the most important
kind of administration before the emergence of modem bureaucracy.
In the most centralized case, it constituted a patrimonial·bureaucratic
administration with a "state-socialist" Gikas economy-Rodbertus' con~

cept-; European feudalism was its most fragmented case, with its sole
and limited analogy in Japan. Only European feudalism developed the
Stiindestaat, the consociation of ruler. nobility and honoratiores under a
quas;-constitutional division of powers. Feudalism was for Weber a
marginal" case of patrimonialism. because the feudal vassal was a patri
monial lord in relation to his own retainers and because the feudal
principle did not completely replace the patrimonial administration of
the realm, Feudalism had charismatic features as well; the status group
of warriors was first distinguished by personal military prowess and later
by "noble" descent. .

Precisely because feudalism was a unique medieval phenomenon,
Weber's distinction between feudalism and patrimonialism has consider-

.~

101. Weber"s letter of June 21, I;;:;. printed in G. von Below, Der deutsebe
Staat des Mittelalters, 2nd ed. (1925). xxiv f.
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able terminological utility today when "feudalism" is all too often an
indiscriminate pejorative term referring to sundry situations in all coun
tries where large-scale landownership and political power are still closely
related. The concepts of patrimonialism and personal rulership--divested
of traditionalist legitimation-are frequently more applicable to the
New States than feudalism, bureaucracy or charismatic rulership.ll12

If patrimonialism has been conceptually underemployed, charisma
has been used indiscriminately to label almost <;Ill non-bureaucratic forms
of leadership.1Q3 Weber chose the term to characterize, first of all, the
relationship between the military chieftain and his free following, the
subject of his 1905 essay (sec. 4 above), He secularized Rudolf Sohm's'
notion of the charisma of the Christian church. In his major work on
Church Law (1892), Sohm, a devout believer and conservative colum
nist, had described the church not as a "legal" but a "charismatic" or
ganization-i.e., an organization established by virtue~of divine inspira
tion, not man-made law. After using the concept of charisma in its
religious connotations in the Sociology of Religion, Weber apparently
decided that it could also denote the self-legitimation of political leader
ship, a usurpatory challenge from the viewpoint of patriarchal, patri
monial and bureaucratic legitimacy.

Throughout history political and religious charisma have warred and
cooperated with one another. The secular rulers had to face, in one
way or another, the institutionalized charisma of the priesthood
theocracy. Since Weber concerned himself with the charisma of both
powers, he differentiated the traditional notion of theocracy-still his
terminology in the "Agrarian Conditions in Antiquity"-into a typology
of hierocracy contrasting with caesaropapism. IO. The latter term denoted
the complete control of the secular ruler over the church, and since this
was true of both the Anglican and Lutheran rulers, the phrase also suited
Weber's penchant for nominalist irony.lo6 Successful political usurpers
or their successors often endeavored to fortify their rule through religiOUS

102. For a proposal along these lines, see my "Personal Rulership, Patti
monialism and Empire-Building in the New States," World Politic5, XX, 1968,
194-206. .

103. On the indiscriminate application of the concept of charisma, d. Rein
hard Bendix, "Reflections on Charismatic Leadership," Asian Survey, VII, 1967,
34 1-352.

104_ In this he followed the terminology of Byzantine studies; d. Religion
in Gescnichte. und Gegenwart, I (Tubingen: Mohr, 1909), ools. 1527-31.

105. The analytical advance made by Weber can be seen by comparing, for
example, Wilhelm ROscher's treatment of "priestly aristocracy" in his PolitjJt:
Geschichtliche Naturlehre der M<marchie, Aristokratie unll Demo1cratie (Stutt
gart: Cotta, 1892), 87-117·
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legitimation: the foremost European examples were Charlemagne and
Napoieon 1. Whereas these two rulers controlled the church. others were
more dependent. European history was profoundly influenced by the
great dash and subsequent stalemate between emperor and pope-a
subject abOut which Weber wrote his first major. essay at the age of
thirteen 106 This gave the Italian cities their historic opportunity to gain
autonomy for a time from the patrimonial and hierocratic powers and
to usher in the Renaissance with its unbridled individualism: an age of
illegitimacy.

(D) THE CITY: USURPATION AND REVOLUTION. lOT. It has been asserted
occasionally that the Sociology of Domination. with its "static" ideal
types. cannot explain revolutionary change. Were this true. Marxism as
well could not have advanced a theory of revolution, since its "laws"
and developmental constructs are nothing if not ideal types-as Weber
pointed out in 1904.T08 The fact is that his own theory of revolution
appears in the guise of usurpation and non-legitimate domination beL.luse
of its attention to administration and legitimacy, marginal concerns to
Marxism. Weber looked more closely at the conse£luences of the seizure
of power than did Marx in spite of the "dic~torship ohhe proletariat";
he saw that revolutionary domination can survive only when an efficient
administration suppresses the expropriated former holders of legitimate
power.

The city as an autonomous, oath-bound commune of armed men
existed only in the Occident, and then only in Antiquity and the Middle
Ages. It was the specific locus of revolutionary domination in two re
spects: It was a "state within a state" erected by the patricians against
the patrimonial 'rulerships with' their traditionalist legitimation; it also
was the: scene of the uprising of the "people" against the patricians who
ha,l in turn assumed the mantle of legitimacy. The people's leaders
created another "state within a state." Weber maintained that the oldest

.106. In the same year, 1877,.Weber wrote an essay on "The Roman Empire
from Constantine to the Teutonic Migrations"; at the age of fifteen he wrote
"Reflections on the Character, Development and History of the Indo-Germanic
Peoples." These were standard topics in the classical schools, but the essays also
indicate the early origins and the continuity of some of Weber's basic interests.

107. The chaptet..on the city was the fulfilment of a project that Weber
had declared to be worthwhile in 1908/9 (cE. above, p. xxxi); he took himself
by his own words and demonstrated how the ancient polis and medieval city
could be compared to explain their differences and how an indirect conlribution
could be made to the study of modem democracy.

108. CE. Shils and Finch, eds., Methodology . .. , 103. For a comparison of
the ideal-typical constructs of Marx and Weber, see Judith Janoska-Bendl,
Methodologische Aspekte des ldealtypus. Max Weber und die Soziologie der
Geschichte (Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1965), 89-1 !4.
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historical records of the city as a commune proved its revolutionary
character. but that this was often obscured in documents which pur
posively hid usurpations of political power.109

The first great usurpation of the early Middle Ages was the "revo
lutionary movement of 726 that ·led. to the defection of Italy from
Byzantine domirration and centered. around Venice. It was called forth
especially by opposition to the icon destruction ordered by the emperor
who was under the pressure of [the Islamic sympathies of} his own
army. Thus the religious element. although not the only factor. triggered
the revolution."llo After a period of patrician rule. the Italian popolo.
rose under its leaders and established "the first deliberately nonlegitimate
and revolutionary political association" (below, 1302).

Weber contrasted the patrician city with the plebeian city of the
Middle Ages and of Antiquity, exploring the different forms of class
struggle in e9ch type and era. He stressed the remarkable parallels bee
tween the Italian popala with its capitano and the ancient Roman plebs
with its tribune. In the absence of traditional legitimation, the tribune
w.as sustained by armed popular support. He checked the power of the
senate and instigated the plebiscita.
.. Democratization means the political expropriation of the upper
strata. which in these historical cases were as "closely policed. disen
franchized and outlawed as is the Russian bourgeoisie by Lenin. Tht:
basis of democratization is everywhere of a military nature; it lies in the
emergence of a disciplined infantry...."Military discipline signified the
victory of democracy, for the wish and the need to call on the non
knightly masses gave them arms and thereby political power. The
parallels to the German revolution of 1918 are obvious."l1l However.
democratization by no means leads to the waning of domination. Ancient
and medieval democracy passed through the state of the tyrannis and the
signoria before the city state disappeared, reverting to patrimonial ruler
ship through internal tran!tform<ltion or external defeat. But this his-

x09. Weber rejected SombaIt's theory that "ground rent is the mother of the
city" (d. Economic History, 239). The two men differed in their interest and
interpretation of the city. Sombart was primarily concerned with the economic
aspects; d. Der mcderne KapitaIislnus, II, 176-249, and his "Der Begriff der
Stadt und <las Wesen der Stiidtebildur,g," AfS, XXV, 1907, I-g. In dealing with
the city as a political phenomencn, VJeber followed the tradition of ancient and
medieval history. However. he rcvcm:d the standard political definition of the
German medieval city as a self-gu\'etoling body with a town courteil subject to
confirmation by the legitimate overlord, and instead emphasized the aspect of
usurpation. For the older defini ,ieon, sec Freiherr Roth von Schreckenstein, Das
Patriziat in den deutsehen Stadten (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1856), 28.

110. Wirtschaftsgeschichte, 274; d. Economic History, 236.
111. Wirtschaftsgeschichte, 278£., d. Economic History, 240.
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torical "cycle" had very different results in the two eras: In Antiquity
a universal empire came into being, s!lppressing private capitalism; at
the beginning of modern history, the con'Feting patrimonial-bureaucratic
states created the European balance of power, one of the preconditions
of modern capitalism. They further developed the rational administra
tion first promoted by the nOh-legi(imat:~ dictatorship of the Italian
signoria. Thus the modern state and modem democracy were not the
direct successors of the medieval city. Their rise was prepared by the
struggle for representation in the S:anat'staat and the absolutist state,
which preced~d their violent establishmer,;. .ill the American and French
revolutions. ,

From the viewpoint of legitimacy nnd dministrative co~trol there is
no basic difference between coups d'etat and mass uprisings. Weber's
reference to the Russian and German "revolutions" was more than a
mere illustrative analogy. Structurally, the modern state, whether par
liamentary, plebiscitary or a "people's democracy," is one city. Non
kgitimate domination is at the root of modem democracies, whether they
are more libertarian or more authoritarian. The United States, the "first
new nation" in Seymour Martin Lipsers phrase, came into being in
rejection of monarchic legitimacy and instead created a polity that, in
analogous terms, resembles the Roman Republic; its President (tribune:)
and the plebeian House of Representatives contrast with the Senate, an
imitation of the House of Lords, as ,he most traditionalist and aristo
cratic element.

It is a moot point which contemporar:' state should be considered
less similar to a city and doser to patt;rnonial rulership. Hierocracy
and caesaropapism cOIitinue to exist in some of their traditional ways,
but more frequently in a new secularized foYm. Secular intellectuals have
replaced priests as the new legitirnizt:ff., ;~$pecially in the New States.
Weber did not foresee how quickly 2l1d ~erribly totalitarianism would
,seize and exercise power, although he do::scribed it as an "objective
possibility" (below, 644, 661, n.4). Toward the end of his life he con
sidered it more likely that a Bonapartist coup d'etat might occur in
Bolshevist Russia or in Weimar Germany, a reasonable guess on the basis
of historical precedent. But Weber had no deterministic view of history:
"The continuum of cultural development it: the Mediterranean-European
realm has up to now shown neither completed 'cycles' nor an unam
biguous unilinear development.""" D(spit~ his fulminations, he did
not consider the oppressive dominance of bureaucra-:y politically in·
escapable Cd. below, 99I). In his showdown with Oswald Spengler in

112. "Agrarverhaltnisse ... ," GAzSW, 278.
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February of 1920, Wd>er extracted the admission from the author of the
Decline of the West that his morphology was historical poetry. Domina
tion in large-scale communities was for Weber the only historic in~

evitability-a point directed at the same occasion against a young com
munist who was dreaming of the perfect commune of intellectu:ds and
proletarians in Siberia.1

i!

If the course of history is not predetermined but domination ines-'
capable at the same time that its forms are limited, a historically saturated
typology is the best analytical tool for the researeher. This is the ultimate
rationale for the typologies of Economy and Society.

II. PART ONE: THE LATB"R PART

Between 1918 and 1920, during and after the Empire's collapse,
Weber turned to the tenninological summary. In contrast to Part Twol

where after 19 I 8 he revised only the chapter on bureaucracy, he rewrote
the definitions many times. Weber spent so much energy on the cate
gories because he recognized that the discursive exposition of his com
plex and novel terminology made retention difficult. Several colleagues,
among them the philosopher Heinrich Rickert, had toId him that the
Stammler critique and the essay on "Some Categories of Interpretive
Sociology" were excessively hard to read. Weber heeded their advice and
simpli6ed the terminology. He divided the text into numbered main
definitions and small-print comments, a device frequently employed in
the older literature, as in Schonberg's Handbook of Political Economy.

In the first edition of Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft, Part One w~s

published under the title now carried by Part Two, but Weber liked to
call it his Kategorienlehre or casuistry. In those last months of his life
he seems to have expressed some satisfaction with his progress-with
the feeling, however: "People will shake their heads." He expected
resistance to his redefining of well-known historical, economic, legal and
theological terms for his sociological purposes. Thus, he wanted it clearly
understood that his definitions were nothing more than a clarification
pf his own terms to be tested by their scholarly yield; they were not
an attempt to impose a new terminology on his colleagues. Hundreds of
students attended his courses at this time-in Viennll in 1918 and in
Munich in 1919/20-but the course on the categories drove them away
en masse.lI~ Upon their urging, Weber compensated the students for

113. Cf. Marianne Weber, Lebensbild. 685ff., and Eduard Baumgarten, ed.,
Max WebeT: Werk und Person (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1964), 554f.

r 14. In a period when political agitation is again an issue at American uni
versities, it may be worthwhile to recount that Weber opened the course on the
most general categories of sociology with a statement showing that he was for



his definitionl' with his lectures on economic history. It is certainly true
that the definitions are not "readable." Part One is really a reference
text, and it would indeed have greatly facilitated the reading of Part
Two had Weber lived to revise the old terminology in the light of the
new. The discrepancy as it now exists makes additional demands upon
the reader of both parts, but it also offers researchers the opportunity to
work with Weber's alternative terminology.

When SchmoIler wrote his criti£lue of Sombart's Modern Capitalism
he advanced a complaint that might have applied also to .Weber: "Every
few pages we find the sentence: 'I call this such and such: and the reader
is overwhelmed by a flood of new names, new eti£lueues and pigeon
holes."lU Somhart considered his own terminological introduction a
"considerable esthetic impairment" but an inevitable nuisance since he
wanted to introduce a personal terminology; similarly, Weber acknowl
edged the stylistic awkwardness of his precise definitions. Sombart called
for an esthetic science: "The guilt toward all living things that every
~ience brings upon itself [by its deadening generalitiesJ can be expiated
only if scholarship produces new life through its creations, shaping them
into works of art ... It seems to me that we should strive to make a
scientific scheme beautiful in itself."lIG Weber never advanced such an
exuberant demand, hut the casuistry of Part One, which is so much
indebted to his legal training, does indeed have an esthetic quality,
which will he revealed especiaIly to the reader who works his way first
through Part Two with its descriptive richness.

Weber finished three chapters of Part One and the beginning of
chapter IV. These are the only chapters he could rework in. the proofs.111

Both parts 6f the work begin with basic definitions of social action and
then take up economic action. In Part One,however, the typology of

Io:Il ] Part One: The Later Part CI

"profession" even as he was against "indoctrination." In Mariann~ Weber's phrasing
CLebensbild, 673f.), he wanted to say a "first and last word on politics, which has
'll0 place in the lecture hall and in science, but rather belongs in an arena where
the free airing of opposing judgement's is possible.. . We can have only one
common goal·. To turn the Versailles treaty into a scrap of paper, At the moment
this is not possible, but the right of rebellion against foreign domination cannot
be foresworn. Now we must practice the art of silence and return to the sober
lasks of everyday life." Cf. Baumgarten, ed., or. cit., 553, 7 I 6.

I I5. Schmoller, loco cit., 297.
116. Sambart, 01" cit., I, xxx.
117. The translation of chs. I-II of Part One was drafted by Henderson and

reworked by Parsons, who did the subsequent chapters on his own. Tenninologi
cally, the original translation diverged from the German te"t by using "type" and
"system" much more freely than did Weber, who in general spoke of "type" only
when he really meant "ideal type" and for the rest employed tenns such as "kind"
or "phenomenon"; the term "system" was rawy used by Weber.
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domination appears already in ch. III; classes and status groups (ch. IV)
follow rather t-\lian precede it. Notes found with the manuscript indicate
that ~eher intended to go on to status group~ of warriors. At least twO

chapters anticipated in the text of Part One are missing altogether: One
on the more "universal" groups (household, kin group, etc.) treated early
in Part Two, and another one on the theory of revolution (d. the an
ticipatory reference below, 2.~). corresponding in Part Two to the
chapter on the city as non-legitimate do~ination (ch. XVI). This chap
ter would have dealt with the German 'and Russian revolutions within

'\ a typology designed to give a !nOte precise description than that afforded
by the mere Jabel"revolution."

Almost half of the first chapter of Part One is given over to a simpli- .
6ed presen£ation of the meaning 'of "interpretive sociology" and the con
cept of "social action."ll3 This is Weber's e:'!.siest methroological state
ment, hut because of its very conciseness the reader cannot afford to
disregard the other methodological writings. In the second half of the
chapter, the basic definitions of social action and association, V./eber
abandoned the older, more differentiated typology of Part Two (d.
below, Appendix I). He changed Gemeinschaftshandeln into soziales
Handeln (Social action) and Gemeinschaft mostly into Verband (or·
ganization). This made it possible to contra:.t Vergemeinschaftung and
Vergesellschaftung (communal and associative relationships) in sec. 9
and to come closer to Tonnies' terminology without accepting his basic
dichotomy. Tonnies' distinction had gained wide currency after the turn
of the century, especially after the second edition of his work (19I2).
Apparently Weber felt that he should not insist on a quite different
terminology..Weber treated Tonnies considerately as a comrade-in-arms
in the struggle for social research and expressed himself with somewhat
distant politeness about Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft (1887), but
there is no indication that the work was a major inRuence on his in
tellectual development, and Economy artd Society appears partly con
ceived in opposition to it. llll

It8. For recent additions to the large likrature on social action, see Helmut
Girndt, Das soziale Handeln als Grundkategorie erfahrungswissenschaftlicher
So;iQlogie' C"VerUffentlichungen des Max Weber Instituts der Univenitat
Munchen"; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1967); on the origin of the terminology of social
action, see Johannes Windrelmann's introduction to Gimdt, ibid., r-20; for an
interPretation of Weber's theory of science in the lig},t of sub~uent develop
ments in the natural and social sciences. see Winckelmann, 'Max Weben
Ventandnis von Mensch und C'.esellschaft," in K. Engisch et al., eds., Max
Weber: Gediichtnisschrift der Ludwig-Maximilians-Univenitiit Munchen, 19~

2.43·
r 19. On the theoretical differences between Tonnies and Weber, see the

definitive critique of Tonnies by Rene Konig, "Die Begriffe Gemeinschaft und
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In communal as well as associative relationships conRict I~ normal
(sec. 8). As in the case of power and domination, the definition of con
flict has ken wrenched out of context in discussions of Weber's orienta
tion to power. He certainly. was a political realist, hut the purpose of the
section is the definition of peaceful and regulated conRict ("competi
tion") as against social selection and the free-far-all. The target of the
section is Social Darwinism. Unrestrained struggle ad social selection
are marginal to Weber's analytical interest. Up to now the reversal of
a key sentence has confused both German and English readers. Instead
of the sentence; "The treatment of conRict involving the use of physical
violence as a separate type is justified by the special characteristics of
the employment of this means and the corresponding peculiarities of the
sociological consequences of its use" (Parsons, ed., Theory, 133), it must
read: "The conceptual separation (Absonderung) of peaceful [from
violent] conflict is justified by the quality of the means normal to it and
the peculiar sociological consequences of its occurrence" (below, 38).
Weber goes on to emphasize the importance of the rules of the game as
against inherent personal qualities (whether social or biological) and
states that "we want to speak of conflict only when there really is com
petition" (cf. below, 39). He refers ahead to ch. II, where economic
action is defined "as a peaceful use of the actor's control over resources"
(below, 63).

The c~apter on the sociological categories of economic action is
remarkable for its length, the same as chs. I and III together. It is likely
that Weber wanted to compensate for the relatively brief economic
casuistry of Part Two. However, the many pages of seemingly dry defini
tions and comments owe some of their length-and hidden fervor-to
Weber's political involvement with the problems of postwar economic
and political reconstruction in the wake of the Empire's collapse and in
the face of the victor's harsh demands at Versailles. The chapter also
reflects the phenomenon of the wartime "state-socialist" economy and
the syndicalist and socialist paposals for economic reconstruction. Some
of Weber's comments on the much-debated question of the economic
feasibility of socialism are definitely time-bound; other passages in this

Gesellschaft bei Ferdinand Tonnies," Kolner Zeitschrift fUr Soziologie, VII, 1955,
348-420. In the American literature the relationship apparently was misperceived
for two reasons: (I) the early date (1887) of Tonnies work, which for a long
time received little attention, and the fact that the Gemeinschaft-GeseUschaft
dichotomy became well-known so much earlier than Economy and Society. For
illustrations, see Robert Nisbet, The Sociological Tradition (New York: Basic
Books, 1966), 79 and 326; Robert Presthus, Men at the Top. A Study in Com
munity Power (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964), 9.
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chapter show him years ahead of the critique that welfare economists later
were to direct against classical economics, even though he did not use
their technical apparatus.

While he was working intermittently on the economic categories,
Weber in speeches and statements strenuously opposed the nationaliza
tion of the major industries. He considered neither the remaining state
bureaucracy nor the inexperienced functionaries of the :;ocialist labor
movement capable of running the economy. IIi April, 1920, when the
Democratic Party he had helped to establish in November, 1918, asked
him to serve on the Nationalization Commission, he resigned, explaining
that "the politician must make compromises-the scholar must not
whitewash them,"'2G A few weeks later he died.

I I. Political Writings

"Parliament and Government in a Reconstructed Germany" (Ap
pendix II) is offered for three reasons: (I) to compensate for the un
written part on the sociology of the state: (2) to provide a corrective to
the one-sided reception of the chapter on bureaucracy (ch. XI)-as if
Weber had somehow missed the facts of bureaucracy as a vested interest
group or ~ network of informal diques; (3) to introduce to the English
reader one of his major political writings, almost all of which are un·
translated.'"

The essay is' a revision of newspaper articles originally written for

no. E. Baumgarten, ed., Max Weber; Werk und PersOIl, 530; d. also ibid.,
608 and Wolfgang Mommsen, Max Weber und die deut,che PoUtik 1890--1920
(Tiihingen; Mohr; 1959), 303f.

121. In the fourth edition of Wirt,chaft und Gesellschaft, as a substitute for
the chapters on the modem state and its parties that Weber did not live to write,
Johannes Winckelmann provides a Sociology of the State constructed out of
passages from Economic History, "Polltics as a Vocation," and "Parliament and
Government" with the omission of the more polemical and time-bound sections
(for a separate edition, >ee Max Weber, Staatssoziolo?,ie, ed. Johannes Winckel
mann; 2nd rev. ed., Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1966). In the English edition
this imaginative didactic effort has been replaced by a continuous translation of
the last essay. This appeared desirable because of the English reader's lack of
familiarity with the political writings: by contrast. the Economic History was the
first Weber translation (192.7) and "Politics as a Vocation," a philosophical
statement rather than a polemical article, is already well-known in the Gerth
and Mills translation (From Max Weber . .. , n-128).-The list of Weber's
political newspaper articles and journal essays is lengthy; it includes two essays
on the 1905 Russian revolution, "On the Conditions of Bourgeois Democracy in
Russia" and "Russia's Transition to Pseudo-Constitutionalism" (both 1906). The
Ges<1mmelte Politische Schriften comprise only parr of the political writings.
The Gerth and Mills volume contains somewhat more than one quarter of
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the leftwmg-liberal Frankfurter Zeitung, one of the best-known Euro
pean newspapers until its suppression by the Nazis. The articles ap
peared in the summer of 1917, after Wocx:l.row Wilson entered the war.
They launched a sensational attack on the Political incompetency of the
Imperial and Prussian bureaucracy; the paper was subsequently put
under pre-publication censorship, but the very publication of the articles
is enough to show that even in wartime Imperial Germany was far less
oppressive than Nazi Germany. _

Weber made his impassioned plea for political democratization at a
time when reform seemed highly uncertain and revolution only a slight
possibility. His siding with parliamentarism was by no means a sudden
conversion under the shadow of military disaster, as it was for Luden
dorff and the general staff in September 1918. Weber had for many
years advocated parliamentary government. He considered himself part
of a vigorous hut loyal opposition to the monarchy. He argued from
premises of national interest, partly out of deep conviction, partly for
tactical reasons, hoping that parliamentary government would make pos
~ible a more rational politics in the international no less than the national
interest. He wanted Germany to playa major part in the rather dis
cordant concert of European powers, but he never advocated her hegem
ony over Europe. In domestic politics he wanted to he recognized as a
"class conscious bourgeois" who opposed the entrenched Junkers and
the rightwing romantics no less than the petty·bourgeois labor move
ment and the utopian leftwing intellectuals. He- positively scorned the
litterateurs of the right and left-Witness his outbursts in "Parliament
and Government." Weber took a humanitarian commitment for granted
but WflS cor.vinL'ed that it would suffer from noisy display and moralistic
sennoOiZin~. He saluted paci6~ts as well as revolutionaries with a pure
"ethic <If ultimate ends" (Gesinnungsethik). But he believed in politiCS
as the art of the possible-the morally imperative compromise in a
world of irreconcilable ideologies alld raw inteIe5ts.

These few remarks cannot do justice to Weber's p:>litics or to his
, political critics.122 The reader of "Parliament and Government" should"

bear in mind that it represents only one phase of Weber's politics, neither
the early period when the very young professor intentionally shocked. his
father's liberal generation with tough nationalist rhetoric in his Frei-

"Suffrage and Democracy in Germany" (19t7) under the heading "National
Character and the Junkers" \'01' cit., 386-95). Weber's pllitical writings are,
of course, pardy dated; however, in part they can also be Ie8d as discussions of
democratization, especially the issue of political development in "new" states.

IJ.t. For a review of the critics, see mr "Political Critiques of Max Weber,
Some Implications for Political Sociology. Ammican Sociol-ogical Review, vol.
3°,-1965,213-23.
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burg inaugural address of I895-only to regret it Iatr;r-nor the last
phase when the despairing democrat returned from the Versailles treaty
meetings with grave forbodings, just like John Maynard Keynes. Weber
foresaw Wilson's failure at Versailles. In an unsigned editorial statement
in the Frankfurter Zeitung (October 27, 1918) he lectured his colleague·
in-politics on the hard facts of the power balance and the art of peace
making:

Men of good will and understanding do not question President Wilson's
sincerity. However, it appears that he does not sufficiently grasp the
following: 1£ the Gennan government accepts his armistice conditions,
which make any further military resistance impossible, not only Gennany
but he too would be eliminated as a major factor in the peace settlement.
His own position as arbiter for the world rests on the fact that the Ger
man army is at least strong enough to avoid defeat without the help of
American troops on the Allied side. Were this to become different, the
absolutely intransigent elements, which no doubt exist in other enemy
countries, would gain the upper hand and simply push the President
aside with polite thanks for his previous slJppon. His role would be over,
unless he went to war against his present allies. The Gennan govem-,
ment, too, should have considered this state of affairs. Even though an
armistice is desirable to avoid unnecessary bloodshe4,!t .would certainly
have been better not to focus deliberations so <.xcIusive1y on the armistice
offer as has been done. Peace negotiations could take place without an
armistice if the enemies insist on continuati0;' ut the slaughter. l2S

In.extremis, Weber was not averse to a levee en masse and guerrilla
warfare ("national wars of liberation"), as he demonstrated in his speech
at an anti-Versailles meeting of the University of Heidelberg in March,
1919; he protested against what appeared to him a Bagrant violation of '
Wilson's promise of self-determination for all peoples. Such national
pride, however, did not prevent rightwing students from picketing his
house and disrupting his lectures. Emot~onal appeals aside, he devoted
much constructive energy to the drafting of the Weimar constitution,
through his writings and as member of the revolutionary government's
planning committee.124

U3· CPS, 43S.
U4. In the past, Weber's contribution to the presidential features of the

Weimar constitution was exawr.ated by friend and foe. For a correction, see
Cerbard Schulz, Z1ltiscM", Demoltratie und DiJctattiT: Verf4SS'U",gspo~ tUM

RdchsrefontJ in: an Weimarsr RqubUk (Berlin: de Gruyter, J963), I, 114-<f2.•.
Schulz poinlS out that far from 186g a blunt position in favor of a "Caesarist"
leader, Weber gradually shifted his opinions in response to the changing political
situation and the diversity of opinion in committee meetings. Eventu8llY lie came
to favor a popularly elected President as a mediator between the ReicJmag and
the States. Cf. also Weber, CPS, 394-471, 48~9'
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In esseI1(:e, Weber stood for the rational support of a political order
that can be affinned in most essentials. His sociology can serve the
self-clarification of critical-minded organization men in industrialized '-

, and democratized society. This was the ultimate dialectic in Weber's
position: he was a sharp critic of human and institutional failures, but
basically a. moralist with refonnist convictions, not' a revolutionary
temper. 11111

12. On Editing and Translating Economy and Society

" There are some misunderstandings abroad about the readability of
Economy and Society. They relate in part to the original, in part to the
translations. To begin with, it must be pointed out that Weber wrote
lucidly and subtly. He wrote more dearly than did most of his colleagues,
including Sombart, Tonnies, T roeltseh and his own brother Alfred, not
to mention the legion of '~ordinary" professors of his time. Weber does
not stand in the. tradition of German philosophical prose with its murky
profundity that has usually suggested dangerous obscurantism to Anglo
Saxon readers. ConSidering that most of Economy and Society is a first
draft, Weber's power of formulation proves extraordinary. Yet there are
difficulties :

( I) Since Part Two was written with great speed, stylistic editing
and judicious cutting would have been helpful to the reader, but this
would also have been incompatible with the requirements of a complete
edition.

(2) Weber never wrote a we1l·wrought bOok. His larger works are
longish problem-centered-research papers. Economy tmd Society is the
only work conceived for a wider audience, but it never reached the stage
of final literary form; moreover, it was simply not meant as a trot: for
introductory courses, or ~ the kind of polished study in cultural pessi
,mism so popular in the nineteen~twenties_<..-

(3) Weber uses a profusion of quotation marks as an alienating
device to indicate that he employs familiar tenns with_ res,s.rvations, with
a new meaning, or in an ironic sense. This habit was ~terpoint to
his concern with terminological precision and at times is a drawback_
In the translation, the quotation marks were used more sparingly.

(4) Weber tended to overquaIify bis sentences, using terms such as

us. For a sketch of dds dialectic, see Guenther Roth and Bermett M.
Berger, "Max Weber and the Organized Society," New Yorl Times Book Review,
April 3, 1966, 6 and +tE- ...
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"perhaps," "more or less," "in general," "as a rule," "frequently but not
always," etc. This reflected. the difficulty both of formulating historical
generalizations and of identifying a speci6c cause. Weber's sense of
caution became a styHstic mannerism.

Similar to the second and third volume of Das Kapital, Weber's
work was edited from literary remains written in a scarcely legible hand-·
writing. The early editions of Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft contained
hundreds of reading and identification errors. For thirty-five years this
distorted, or outright destroyed, the meaning of many passages and
obviously aHeeted the translations. In 1956. after many years of pains
taking labor, Johannes Winckelmann published his critically revised
(foQrth) edition. In close cooperation, Winckelmann and the English
editors have decided on a large number of further changes in wording,
clauses, names and dates; some of these have been incorporated in the
1964 Gennan paperhack edition. The projected fif.th edition will identify
aU these changes; listing them in the English edition would have heen
too cumbersome. The definitive Gennan edition win he almost identical
with the present English text, with the exception of Winckelmann's
compilation of the Sociology of the State.1t8 However, the German and
English edition differ in the subheadings of the chapters. The manu
script had :10 subheadings, it seems, excepting the Sociology of Law.
which in tum had no title. The early editions summarized the chapter
contents, often inadequately, below the chapter.headings. Wincke1mann
extensively revised _them. The English edit0~~ at their own
discretion and used subheadings in the text'udmprove its readability.,

The systematic checking of the ,text required considerable library
reseaICh, invisible where there are no corrections and annotations. The
revision of the extant translations proved almost as time-<.'Onsuming and
difficult as the new tnlnslation since every sentence had to be compared
to the German Jext and changed if it' appea~ necessary for textUal,
terminological and, more rarely, stylistic reasons. Weber's skilful use of
German syntax permits more complex construction than is feasible in
English. Thus, Weber is not really improved by "streamlining," by
breaking up his carefully balanced and quali6ed sentences into a series
of linear constructs. A more linear -rendering was inevitable in the
English veISion, but OUr inclination was to retain, and in some cases to
restore, Weber's aIChitecture. However, in most cases pragmatic pre-

u6. Like the German paperback edition of 1964, the Enalitb edition omits
Weber's essay. on ''The Rational and Social Foundations of ~uUc." which was
not pert of the original hut was a~ded IiO the second German edition. For an
English ~on, see the translation by Don Martindale. Johannes Riedel and
Gertrude Neuwirth (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University PleSS, J9S8).
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vailed o\Zer stylistic considerations, whether the revision of previous
translations or our own formulations were involved.

In must academic translations, the task involves prosaic accuracy,
not an esthetic recreation. Academic translation should properly be team
work. Individual "heroism" is bound to be affected by the limitations of
any Single translator, as was proven by ParsonS, Fischoff and Kolegar.
Some of the English translations have been undertaken by two men, one
familiar with each language. This arrangement could not, however,
lighten the burden of the primary translator. Our translation was aided
by two-fold familiarity with the origina~ language, which permitted col
lateral reading and prevented premature closure by either one of us.
Our revision of the extant translations has also been in the nature of'
collateral reading, backed by the wisdom of hindsight. The ideal trans
lation, however, requires a third man: the stylist in the language of trans
lation, Our third man was missing.

Everett C. Hughes once remarked that, as a matter of. principle, a
work should only be translated as a whole. Each piecemeal translation
tends to reduce the incentive for publishing the whole. This leads to

'unanticipated and fortuitous intellectual consequences. Theoretical de
velopments in American sociology have been considerably influenced
by the vagaries of the Weber translations. Thus, the Gerth and Mills
edition created the impression that the Sociology of Domination centers
about the contrast of bureaucracy and charisma. Parsons' translation of
only Part One perforce attenuated the historical dimension of the work
and led some writers to believe that Weber did not follow up on his
categories. 121 Weber's case is far from exceptional. In recent years it has
become clear that the translations Qf Durkheim and Nietzsche have had
similar distorting consequences.

Without sustained support by foundations and institutes the desid
erata of academic translation cannot be fulfilled in most cases. This
support has been lacking largely because translation and editing are the
most underestimated kind of work in the social sciences. But as long as
sociologists continue to leaH on the Sociological Tradition, the need for
translation will persist. Moreover, in an era of world-wide comparative
research the linguistic problem will be perpetual without adequate trans
lation facilities and better linguistic training for social scientists.

12.7. Since David Easton explicitly aimed at a forceful and incisive improve
ment of Weber, it appears legitimatt to observe that his A Systems Analysis of
Political Life (New York: Wiley, 1965) is a major example for some unintended
consequences of the pertial translations by Gerth and Mills and by Parsons. The
Rheinstein-Shils translation, which would have corrected part of his interpreta
tion, was not consulted. This may be indicative of the difficulty to see partial
translations as part of a whole. (See Euton, or. cit., 183, 28 I, :t83. 301 If.)
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CHAPTER I
BASIC SOCIOLOGICAL
TERMS

Prefatory Note

An introductory discussion of concepts can hardly be dispensed with,
in spite of the fact tha~ it is unavoidably abstract and hence gives the
impression of remoteness from reality. The method employed makes no
claim to any kind of novelty. On the contrary it attempts only to formu~

late what all empirical sociology really means when it deals with the
same problems, in what it is hoped is a more convenient and somewhat
more exact terminology, even though on that account it may seem
pedantic. This is true even where terms are used which are apparently
new or unfamiliar. As compared to the author's essay in Logos/ the
terminology has been simplified as far as possible and hence considerably
changed in order to render it more easily understandable. The most
precise formulation cannot always be reconciled with a form which can
readily be popularized. In such cases the latter aim has had to be
sacrificed.

On the concept of "understanding"Z compare the Allgemeine Psycho
pathologie of Karl Jaspers, also a few observations by Heinrich Rickert
in the second edition of the Grenzen tier naturwissenschaftlichen Be
griffsbildung and particularly some of Simmers discussions in the
Probleme der Geschichtsphilosophie. For certain methodological con~

siderations the reader may here be referred, as often before in the
author's writings, to the procedure of Friedrich Cottl in his work Die
-Herrschaft des Wortes; this book, to be sure, is written in a somewhat
difficult style and its argument does not appear everywhere to have been
thoroughly thought through. As regards content, reference may be made
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especially to the fine work of Ferdinand TODnies, Gemeinschaft una
Cesellschaft, and also to the gravely misleading book of Rudolf Stamm
ler, Wirtschaft und Recht nach der materialistischen Geschichtsauffas
sung. which may be compared with my criticism in the Archiv fUr
Sozialwissenschaft (vol. 14. 1907. [GAzW. 2.91-359]). This critical
essay contains many of the fundamental ideas of the following exposi
tion. The present work departs from Simmel's method (in his Soziologie
and his Philosophie des Geldes) in drawing a sharp distinction between
subjectively intended and objectively valid "meanings"; two different
things which Simmel not only fails to distinguish but often deliberately
treats as belonging together.

I. The Definition of Sociology and of Social Action

Sociology (in the sense in which this-highly ambiguous word is used
here) is a science concerning itself with the interpretive understanding
of social action and thereby with a causal explanation of its course and
consequences. \Ve shall speak of "action" insofar as the acting individual
attaches a subjective meaning to his behavior-be it overt or covert,
omission or acquiescence. Action is "social"insofar as its subjective mean
ing takes account of the behavior of others and is thereby oriented in its
course.s

A. METHODOLOGICAL FOUNDA110NS4

I. "Meaning" may be of m'O kinds. The tenn may refer 6rst to the
actual existing meaning in the given concrete case of a particular actor,
or to the average or approximate meaning attributable to a given plurality
of actors; or secondly to the theoretically conceived pure type5 of subjec
tive meaning attributed to the hypothetical actor or actors in a given
type of action. In no case does it refer to an objectively "correct" me-3n
ing or one which is "true" in some metaphysical sense. It is this which
distinguishes the empirical sciences of action, such as sociology and
history, from the dogmatic disciplines in that area, such as jurisprudence,
logic, ethics, and esthetics, which seek to ascertain the "tme" and "valid"
meanings associated with the objects of their investigation.

2. The line between meaningful action and merely reactive behavior
to which no subjective meaning is attached, cannot be sharply drawn
empirically. A very considerable part of all sociologicaUy relevant be
havior, especially purely traditional behavior, is marginal between the
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two. In the case of some psychophysical processes, meaningful, i.e., sub
jectively understandable, action is not to be found at all; in others it is
discernible only by the psychologist. Many mystical experiences which
CaIl!1ot be adequately communicated in words are, for a person who is
not susceptible lO such experiences, not fully understandable. At the
same time the ability to perfonn a similar action is not a necessary pre
requisite to- understanding; "one need not have been Caesar in order to

. understand Caesar." "Recapturing an experience" is important for ac
curate understanding, hut not an absolute precondition for its interpreta
tio;,. Understandable and non-understandable components of a process
are o~·ten intermingled and hound up together.

3. All interpretation of meaning, like all scienti6c observations,
strives for clarity and veri6able accuracy of insight and comprehension
(E17idenz:).~ The basis for certainty in understanding can be either
rational, which can be further subdivided into logical and mathematical,
or it can be of an emotionally empathic or artistically appreciative qual
ity. Action is rationally evident chiefly when we attain a completely clear

'intellectual grasp of the action-e1ements in their intended context of
meaning. Empathic or appreciative accuracy is attained when, through
sympathetic participation, we can adequately grasp the emotional context
in which the acLion took place. The highest degree of rational under
standing is attained in cases involving the meanings of logically or
mathematically related propositions; their meaning may be immediately
and unambiguously intelligible. We have a perfectly clear understanding
of what it means when somebody employs the proposition 2 X 2 = 4 or
the Pythagorean theorem in reasoning or argument, or when someone
correctly carries out a logical train of reasoning according to our accepted
modes of thinking. In the same way we also understand, what a person
is doing when he tries to achieve certain ends by choosing appropriate
means on the basis of the facts of the situation, as experience has accus
tomed us to interpret them. The interpretation of such rationally pur
poseful action possesses, for the understanding of the choice of means,
the highest degree of verifiable certainty. With a lower degree of
certainty, which is, however, adequate for most purposes of explanation,
we are able to understand errors, including confusion of problems of the
wrt that we ourselves are liable to, or the origin of which we can detect
by sympathetiC self-analysis.

On the other hand, many ultimate ends or values toward which
experience shows that human action may be oriented, often cannot be
understood completely, though sometimes we are able to grasp them
intellectually. The more radically they differ from our own ultimate
values, however, the more difficult it is for us to understand them em-
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pathically. Depending upon the circumstances of the particular case we
must be content either with a purely intellectual understanding of such
values or when even that fails, sometimes we must simply accept them
as given data. Then we can try to understand the action motivated by
them ori the basis of whatever opportunities for approximate emotional
and intellectual interpretation seem to be available at different points in
its course. These difficulties confront, for instance, people not susceptible
to unusual acts of religious and charitable zeal, or persons who abhor
extreme rationalist fanaticism (such as the fanatic advocacy of the
"rights of man"). -

The more we ourselves are susceptible to such emotional reactions as
anxiety, anger, ambition, envy, jealousy, love, enthusiasm, pride, venge
fulness, loyalty, devotion, and· appetites of an sorts, and' to the "irrational"
conduct which grows out of them, the more readily can we empathize
with them. Even when such emotions are found in a degree of intensity
of which the observer himself is completely incapable, he can still have
a significant degree of emotional understanding of their meaning and
can interpret intellectually their influence on the ~ourse of action and the
selection of means.

For the purposes of a typological scientific analysis it is conv~ient to
treat all irrational, affectuaUy determined elements of behavior as factors
of deviation from a conceptually pure type of rational action. For ex
ample a panic on the stock exchange can be most conveniently analysed
by attempting to dett:rmine first what the course of action would have
been if it had not been influenced by irrational affects; it is then possible
to introduce the irrational components as accounting for the observed
deviations from this hypothetical course. Similarly, in analysing a polit
ical or military campaign it is convenient to determine in the first place
what would have been a rational course, given the end., of the partici
pants and adequate knowledge of all the circumstances. Only in this
way is it possible to assess the causal significance of irrational factors as
accounting for the deviations from this type. The construction of a
purely rational course of action in such cases serves the SOCiologist as
a type (ideal type) which has the merit of dear understandability and
lack of ambiguity. By comparison with this it is possible to understand
the ways in which actual action is influenced by irrational factors of all
sorts, such as affects and errors, in that they account for the deviation
from the line of conduct which would be expected on the hypotheSis
that the action were pure! y rational.

Only in this respect and for these reasons of methodological conven
ience is the method of sociology "rationalistic." It is naturally not legiti
mate to interpret this procedure as involving a rationalistic bias of
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sociology, but only as a methodological device. It certainly does not in
volve a belief in the actual predominance of rational elements in human
life, for on the question of how far this predominance does or does not
exist, nothing whatever has been said. That there is, however, a danger
of rationalistic interpretations where they are out of place cannot be
denied. All experience unfortunately con6rms the existence of this
danger.

4. In all the sciences of human action, account must be taken of
processes and phenomena which are devoid of subjective meaning, in the
role of stimuli, results, favoring or hindering circumstances. To be
devoid of meaning is not identical with being lifeless or non-human;
every artifact, such as for example a machine, can be understood only
in terms of the meaning which its production and use have had or were
intended to have; a meaning which may derive from a relation to exceed
ingly various purposes. Without reference to this meaning such an
object remains wholly unintelligible. That which is intelligible or under·
standable about it is thus its relation to human action in the role either
'of means or of end; a relation of which the actor or actors can be said to
have been aware and to which their action has been oriented. Only in
terms of such categories isit possible to "understand" objects of this kind.
On the other hand processes or conditions, whether they are animate or
inanimate, human or non-human, are in the present sense devoid of
meaning in so far as they cannot be related to an intended purpose. That
is to say they are devoid of meaning if they cannot be related to action
in the role of means or ends but constitute only the stim~lus, the favor
ing or hindering citcUmstances. It may be that the Hooding of the
Dollart [at the mouth of the Ems river near the Dutch-Gennan border}
in 1277 had historical significance as a stimulus to the beginning of
certain migrations of considerable importance. Human mortality, indeed
the organic life cycle from the helplessness of infancy to that of old age,
is naturally of the very greatest sociolOgical importance through the
variQus ways in which human action has been oriented to these facts.
To still a~oth~r category of facts devoid of meaning_ belong certain
psychic or psychophysical phenomena such as fatigue, habituation,
memory, etc.; also certain typical states of euphoria under some condi
tions of ascetic mortification; finally, typical variations in the reactions of
individuals according to reaction-time, precision, and other modes. But
in the last analysiS the same principle applies to these as to other
phenomena which are devoid of meaning. Both the actor and the soci
ologist must accept them as data to be taken int~ account.

It is possible that future research may be able to discover non
interpretable uniformities underlying what has appeared to be specif-
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icaJIy meaningful action, though litde has been accomplished in this
direction thus far. Thus, for example, differences in hereditary biological
constitution, as of "races," would have to be treated by sociology as given
data in the same way as the physiological fac~ of the need of nutrition
or the effect of senescence on action. This would be the case if, and in
sofar as, we had statistically conclusive proof of their influence on socio
logically relevant behavior. The recognition of the causal significance
of such factors would not in the least alter the specific task of SOCiological
analysis or of that of the other sciences of action, which is the interpreta
tion of action in tenns of its subjective meaning. The effect would be
OI"~y to intnxiuce certain non-interpretable data of the same order as
others which are already present, into the complex of subjectively under
standable motivation at certain points. (Thus it may COIne to be known
that there are typical relations between the frequency of certain types of
teleological orientation of action or of the degree of certain kinds of
rationality and the cephalic index or skin color or any other bi'oIogically
inherited characteristic.)

5. Understanding may be of two kinds: the first is the direct observa·
tiona! unQ:erstandingT of the subjective meaning of a given act as such,
including verbal utterances. We thus understand by direct observation,
in this case, the meaning of the proposition 2 X 2 = 4 when we hear
or read it. This is a case of the direct rational understanding of ideas,
We also understand an outbreak of anger as manifested by facial expres
sion, exclamations or irrational movements, This is direct observational
understanding of irrational emotional reactions, We can understand in
a similar observational way the action of a woodcutter or of somebody'
who reaches for the knob to shut a door or who aims a gun at an animal.
This is rational observational understanding of actions,

Understanding may, however, be of another sort, namely explanatory
understanding. Thus we understand in tenus of motive the meaning an
actor attaches to the proposition twice two e<juals four, when he states
it or writes it down, in that we understand what makes him do this at
precisely this mOInent and in these circumstances. Understanding in this
sense is attained if we know that he is engaged in balancing a ledger or
in making a scientific demonstration, or is engaged in some other task
of which this particular act would be an appropriate part. This is ra
tional understanding of motivation, which 'consists in placing the act in
an intelligible and more inclusive context of meaning.' Thus we under
stand 'the chopping of wood or aiming of a gun in terms of motive in
addition \~ direct observation if we know that the woodchopper is work·
ing for a wa:ge l)I is c.hopping a supply of firewood for his own use or
possibly is doing it for recreation. But he might also be working off a
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6t of rage, an irrational case. Similarly we understand the motive of a
person aiming a gun if we know that he has been commanded to shoot
as a member of a firing squad, that he is fighting against an enemy, or
that he is doing it for revenge. The last is affeetually determined and
thus in a certain sense irrational. Finally we have a motivational under
standing of the outburst of anger if we know that it has been provoked
by jealousy, injured pride, or an insult. The last examples are alI affee
tually determined and hence derived from irrational motives. In all the
above cases the particular act has been placed in an understandable
sequence of motivation, the understanding of which can be treated as an
explanation of tqe actual course of behavior. Thus for a science which
is concerned with the subjective meaning of action, explanation requires
a grasp of the complex of meaning in which an actual course of under
standable action thus interpreted belongs. In all such cases, even where
the processes are largely affectual, the subjective meaning of the action,
including that also of the relevant meaning complexes, will be called the

'intended meaning.9 (This involves a departure from ordinary usage,
which speaks of intention in this sense only in the case of rationally pur
posive <,ction.)

6. In all these cases understanding involves the interpretive grasp of
the meaning present in one of the following contexts: (a) as in the his
torical approach, the actually intended meaning for Concrete individual
actior.; or (b) as in cases of sociological mass phenomena, the average of,
or an approximation to, the actually intended meaning; or (c) the mean
ing appropriate to a scientifically formulated pure type (an ideal type)
of a common phenomenon. The concepts and "laws" of pure economic
theory are examples of this kind of ideal type. They state 'what course a
given type of human action would take if it were strictly rational, un~

affected by errors ;)r emotional factors and if, furthermore, it were com~

pletely and unequivocally directed to a single end, the maximization of
economic advantage. In reality, action takes exactly this course only in
unusual cases, as sometimes on the stock exchange; and even then there
is usually only an approximation to the ideal type. (On the purpose of
such constructions, see my essay in AfS, I9 [cf. n. 5] and point 1 I below.)

Every interpretation attempts to attain clarity and certainty, but no
matter how clear an interpretation as 'such appears to be from the point
of view of meaning, it cannot on this account claim to be the causally
valid. interpretation. On this level it must remain only a peculiarly
plaUSible hypothesis. In the first place the "conscioLs motives" may well,
even to the actor himself, conceal the various "motives" and "repressions"
which constitute the real driving force of his action. Thus in such cases
even subjectively honest self-analysis has only a relative value. Then it
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is the task ?f the sociologist to be aware of this motivation<:ll situation
and to describe and analyse it, even though it has not actually been con
cretely part of the conscious intention of the actor; possibly not at all,
at least not fully. This is a borderline case of the interpretation of mean
ing. Secondly, processes of action which seem to an observer to be the
same or similar may fit into exceedingly various complexes of motive in
the case of the actual actor. 'Then even though the situations appear
superficially to be very similar we must actually understand them or
interpret them as very different, perhaps, in terms of meaning, directly
oppos~, (Simmel, in his Probleme der Geschichtsphilosopltie, gives a
number of examples.) Third, the actors in any given situation are often
su~ject to opposing and conflicting impulses, all of which we are able to
understand. In a large number of cases we know from experience it is
not_possible to arrive at even an approximate estimate of the relative
strength of conflicting motives and very often we cannot be certain of
our interpretation. Only the actual outcome of the conflict gives a solid
basis of judgment.

More generally, verification of subjective interpretation by compari
son with the concrete course of events is, as in the case of all hypotheses,
indispensable. Unfortunately this type of verification is feasible with
relative accuracy only in the few very special cases susceptible of
psychological experimentation. In very different degrees of approximation,
such verification is also feasible in the limited number of cases of mass
phenomena which can be statistically described and unambiguously
interpreted. For the rest there remains only the possibility of comparing.
the largest possible number of historical or contemporary processes
which, while otherwise similar,-differ in the one decisive point of their
relation to the particular motive or factor the role of which is being
investigated. This is a fundamental task of comparative sociology.
Often, unfortunately, there is available only the uncertain procedure
of the "imaginary experiment" which consists in thinking away certain
elements of a chain of motivation and working out the course of action
which would then probably ensue, thus arriving at a causal judgment.1o

For example, the generalization called Gresham's Law is a rationally
dear interpretation of human action under certain conditions and under
the assumption that it will follow a purely rational course. How far any
actual course of action corresponds to this can be verified only by the
available statist.ical evidence for the actual disappearance of under-valued
monetary units from circulation. In this case our information serves to
demonstrate a high degree of accuracy. The facts of experience were
known before the generalization, which was formulated afterwards;
but without this successful interpretation our need for causal ungerstand-
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ing would evidently be left unsatisfied. On the other hand. without the
demonstration that what can here be assumed to be a theoretically ade
<juate interpretation also is in some degree relevant to an actual course
of action, a "law," no matter how fully demonstrated theoretically, would
be worthless for the understanding of action in the real world. In this
case the correspondence between the theoretical interpretation of motiva
tion and its empirical verification is entirely satisfactory and the cases are
numerous enough so that verification can be considered established. But
to take another example, Eduard Meyer has advanced an ingenious
theory of the causal significance of the battles of Marathon, Salamis, and
Platea for the development of the cultural peculiarities of Greek, and
hence, more generally, Western, civilization. l1 This is derived from a
meaningful interpretation of certain symptomatic facts having to do
with the attitudes of the Greek oracles and prophets towards the Per
sians. It can only be directly verified by reference to the examples of the
conduct of the Persians in cases where they were victoriOUs, as in
Jerusalem, Egypt, and Asia Minor, and even this verification must neces

,sarily remain unsatisfactory in certain respects. The striking rational
plausibility of the hypothesis must here necessan1y be relied on as a sup
port. In very many cases of historical interpretation which seem highly
plausible, however, there is not even a possibility of the order of verifica
rion which was feasible in this case. Where this is true the interpretation
must necessarily remain a hypothesis.

7. A motive is a complex of subjective meaning which seems to the
actor himself or to the observer an adequate ground for the conduct in
question. The interpretation of a coherent course of, conduct is "sub
jectivelyadequate" (or "adequate on the level of meaning"), insofar as,
according to our habitual modes' of thought and feeling, its component
parts taken in their mutual relation are recognized to constitute a
"typical" complex of meaning.1J It is more common to say "CQrreCt:' The
interpretation of a sequence of events will on the other hand be called
causally adequate insofar as, according to established generalizations

. from experience, there is a probability that it will always actually occur
in the same way. An example of adequacy on the level of meaning
in this sense is what is, according to our current nonns of calculation or
thinking, the correct solution of an arithmetical problem. On the other
hand, a causally adequate interpretation of the same phenomenon would
concern the statistical probability that, according to verified generaliza
tions from experience, there would he a correct or an erroneous solution
of the same problem. This also refers to currently accepted nonns but
includes taking account of typica~ errors or of typical confusions. Thus
causal explanation depends on being able to detennine that there is a
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probability, which in the rare ideal case tan be numerically stated, but is
always in some sense calculable, that a given observable event (overt or
subjective) will be followed. or accompanied by another event.

A correct causal interpretation of a concrete course of action is arrived
at when the overt action and the motives have both been correctly appre
hended and at the same time their relation has become meaningfully
comprehensible. A correct causal interpretation of typical action means
that the process which is claimed to he typical is shown to be both ade
quately grasped on the level of meaning and at the same time the inter
pretation is to some degree causally adequate. If adequacy in respect to
meaning is lacking, then no matter how high the degree of unifonnity
and how precisely its probability can he numerically detennined, it is
still an incomprehensible statistical probability, whether we deal with
overt or subjective processes. On the other hand, even the most perfect
adequacy on the level of meaning has causal significance from a socio
logical point of view only insofar as there is some kind of proof for the
existence of a probabilityu that action in fact normally takes the course
which has been held to be meaningful. For this there must be some
degree of determinable frequency of approximation to an average or a
pure type.

Statistical uniformities constitute understandable types of action, and
thus constitute sociological generalizations, only when they can be
regarded as manifestations of the understandable subjective meaning of
a course of social. action. Conversely, formulations of a rational course
of subjectively understandable action constitute sociological types of
empirical process only when they can be empirically observed with a.
significant degree of approximation. By no means is the actual likelihood
of the occurrence of a given course of overt action always directly pro
portional to the clarity of subjective interpretation. Only actual experi
ence can prove whether this is so in a given case. There are statistics of
processes devoid of subjective meaning, such as death rates, phenomena
of fatigue, the production rate of machines, the amount of rainfall, in
exactly the same sense as there are statistics of meaningful phenomena.
But only when the phenomena are meaningful do we speak of socio
logical statistics. Examplt.'S. are such cases as crime rates, occupational
distributions, price statisn.:s, and statis,tics of crop acreage. Naturally
there are many cases where both components are involved, as in crop
statistics.

8. Processes and unifonnities which it has here seemed convenient
not to designate as sociological phenomena or uniformities because they
are not "understandable," are naturally not on that account any the less
important. This is true even for sociology in our sense which is restricted
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to subjectively understandable phenomena-a usage which there is no
intention of attempting to impose on anyone else. Such phenomena,
however important, are simply treated by a different method from the
others; they become conditions, stimuli, furthering or hindering circum
stances of action.

9- Action in the sense of subjectively understandable orientation of
behavior exists only as the behavior of one or more individual human
beings. For other cognitive purposes it may he useful or necessary to
consider the individual, for instance, as a collection of cells. as a complex
of bio-chemical reactions, or to conceive his psychic life as made up of
a variety of different elements, however these may be defined. Undoubt·
edly such procedures yield valuable knowledge of causal relationships.
But the behavior of these elements, as expressed in such unifonnities,
is not subjectively understandable. This is true even of psychic elements
because the more precisely they are fonnulated from a point of view of
natural science, the less they are accessible to subjective understanding.
,This is never the road to interpretation in terms of subjective meaning.
On the contrary, both for sociology in the present sense, and for history.
the object of cognition is the subjective meaning-complex of action. The
behavior of physiological entities such as cells, or of any sort of psychic
elements, may at least in principle be observed and an attempt made to
derive uniformities from such observations. It is further possible to
attempt, with their help, to obtain a causal explanation of individual phe
nomena, that is, to subsume them under unifonnities. But the subjective
understanding of action takes the same account of this type of fact and
uniformity as of any others not capable of subjective interpretation.
(This is true, for example, of physical, astronomical, geological, meteor
ological, geographical, botanical, zoological, and anatomical facts, of those
aspects of psycho-pathology which are devoid of subjective meaning, or
of the natural conditions of technological processes.)

For still other cognitive purposes--for instance, juristic ones-or for
, practical ends, it may on the other hand be convenient or even indispensa

hIe to treat social collectivities, such as states, assOciations, business corpora
tions, foundations, as if they were individual persons. Thus they may he
treated as the subjects of rights and duties or as the performers of legally
significant actions. But for the subjective interpretation of action in socio
logical work these collectivities must be treated as solely the resultants
and modes of organization of the particular acts of individual persons,
since these alone can be treated as agents in a course of subjectively
understandable action. Nevertheless, the sociologist cannot for his pur
poses afford to ignore these collective concepts derived. from other
disciplines. For the subjective interpretation of action has at least three
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important relations to these concepts. In the first place it is often neces
sary to employ very similar collective concepts, indeed often using the
same tenns, in order to obtain an intelligible tenninology. Thus both in
legal terminology ant:! in everyday speech the term "state" is used both
for the legal concept of the state and for the phenomena of social action
to which its legal rules Bte relevant. For sociological purposes. however,
tl.e phenomenon ....the state" does not consist necessarily or even primarily
of the dements which are relevant to legal analysis; and for sociological
purposes .there is no such thing as a collective personality which "acts,"
When reference is made in a SOCiological context to a state, a nation, a
corporation, a family, or an army corps, or to similar collectivities,
what is meant is, on the contrary, emIr a certain kind of development of
actual or possible social actions of individual persons. Both because of its
precision and because Jt is established in general usage'the juristic con
cept is taken over, but is used in an entirely different meaning.

Secondly, the subjective interpretation of action must take account
of a fundamentally important fact. These concepts of collective entities
which are found both in common sense and in juristic and other tech·
nical forms of thought, have a meaning in the minds of individual per
sons, partly as of something actually existing, partIy as something with
normative authority. This is true not only of judges and officials, but of
ordinary private individuals as well. Actors thus in part orient their
action to them, and in this role such ideas have a powerful, often a
decisive, causal influence on the course of action of reat individuals. This
is above all true where the ideas involve normative prescription or pro
hibition. Thus, for instance, one of the important ~t.i. of the ~ist· '
ence of a modem state, precisely as a complex o,,~ial interaction of
individual persons, consists in the fact that the action of various indi
viduals is oriented to the belief that it exists or should existJ thus that
its acts and laws are valid in the legal sense. This will be further dis
cussed below. Though extremely pedantic and cumbersome, it would be
possible, if purposes of sociological terminology alone were involved, to

.eliminate such tenns entirely, and substitute newly-eoined words. This
,would be possible even though the word "state" is used ordinarily not
only to designate the legal concept but also the real process of action.
But in the above important connexion, at least, this would naturally be
impOSSible.

Thirdly, it is the method of the so-called "organic" school of sociology
-classical example: SchafHe's brilliant work, Bau und Leben des
sozialen Kiiryers-to attempt to understand social interaction by using as
a point of departure the "whole" within which the individual acts. His
action and behavior are then interpreted somewhat in the way that a

•
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physiologist would treat the role of an organ of the body in the "economy"
of the organism, that is from the point of view of the survival of the
latter. (Compare the famous dictum of a well-known physiologist: "Sec.
roo The spleen. Of the spleen, gentlemen, we know nothing. So much
for the spleen." Actually, of course, he knew a good deal aoo'.Jt the
spleen-its position, size, shape, etc.; hut he could say nothing about its
function, and it was his inability to do this that he allled "ignorance.")
How far in other disciplines this type of functional analysis of the rela
tion of "parts" to a "whole" can be regarded as definitive, cannot be dis
cussed here; but it is well known that the bio-chemical and bio-physical
modes of analysis of the organism are on principle opposed to stopping
there. For purposes of sociological analysis two things can be said. First
this functional frame of reference is convenient for purposes of practical
illustration and for provisional orientation. In these respects. it is not
only useful but indispensable. But at the same time if its cognitive value
is overestimated and its concepts illegitimately "reified,"H it can be highly

,dangerous. Secondly, in certain circumstanCes this is the only available
way of determining just what processes of social action it is important to
understand in order to explain a given phenomenon. But this is only the
beginning of sociological analysis as here understood. In the' case of
social collectivities, precisely as distinguished from organisms, we are in
a position to go beyond merely demonstrating functional relationships
and uniformities. We can accomplish something which is never attain
able in the natural sciences, namely the subjective understanding of the
action of the component individuals. The natural sciences on the other
hand cannot do this, being limited to the formulation of causal uni
formities in objects and events and the explanation of individual facts
by applying them. We do not "understand" the behavior of cells, but can
only observe the relevant functional relationships and generalize on the
basis of these observations. This additional achievement of explanation

. by interpretive understanding, as distinguished from 'external observa-
tion, is of course attained only at a price-the more hypothetical and
fragmentary character of its results. Nevertheless, subjective understand
ing is the specific characteristic of SOCiological knowledge. •

It would lead too far afield e,:en to attempt to discuss how far the
behavior of animals is subje<'tive1y understandable to us and vice versa;
in both cases the meaning of the term understanding and its extent of
application would be highly problematical. But in so far as such under~

standing existed it would be theoretically possible to fornmlate a sociol
ogy of the relations of men to animals, both domestic and wild. Thus
many animals "understand" commands, anger, love, hostility, and react to
them in ways which are evidently often by no means purely instinctive
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and mechanical and in some sense both consciously meaningful and
affected by experience. In a way, our ability to share the feelings of
primitive men is not very much greater. We either do not have any
reliable means of determining the subjective state of mind of an animal
or what we have is at best very unsatisfactory. It is wdI known that the
problems of animal psychology, however interesting, are very thorny
ones. There are in particular various forms of social organization among
.animals: monogamous and polygamous "families," herds, Hocks, and
6nally "states," with a functional division of labour. (The extent of func
tional differentiation found in these animal societies is by no means,
however, entirely a matter of the degree of organic or morphological
differen~tion of the individual memb~rs of the species. Thus, the func
tional differentiation found among the termites, and in consequence that
of the products of their social activities, is much more advanced than in
the case of the bees and ants.) In this field it goes without saying that a
purely functional point of view is often the best that can, at least for the
present, be attained, and the investigator must be content with iL Thus
it is possible to study the ways in which the species provides for its
survival; that is, for nutrition, defence, reproduction, and reconstruction
of the social units. As tht: principal bearers of these functions, differenti
ated types of individuals can he identi6ed: "kings," "queens," "workers,"
"soldiers," "drones," IlpropagatoIS," "queen's substitutes," and so on. Any
thing more than that was for a long time merely a matter of-speculation
or of an attempt to determine the extent to which' heredity on the one
hand and environment on the other would he involved in the develoP"'
ment of these "social" proclivities. This was particularly true of the con

'- trovetsies between Gotte and Weismann. U The latter's conception in Die
AUmach~' tier Naturzikhtung was largely based on wholly non-empirical
deductions. But all serious authorities are naturally fully agreed that the
limitation of analysis to the functional level is only a necessity imposed
by our present ignorance, which it is hoped will only be temporary. (For
an account of the state of knowledge of the termites, for example, see
the, study by Karl Escherich, Die Termiten oder weissen Ameisen,
1909·)

• '-c, - The researchers would like to understand not only the relatively
obvious survival functions of these various differentiated types, but also
the bearing of different variants of the theory of heredity or its reverse
on the problem of explaining how these differentiations have come
about. Moreover, they would like to knvw first what factors account for
the original differentiation of specialized types from the still neutral
undifferentiated species-type. Secondly, it would be important to know
what leads the differentiated individual in the typical case _to behave
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in a way-which actually serves the survival value of the organiud group.
Wherever research has made any progress in the solution of these proh
lems it has been through the experimental demonstrfltion of the prob
ability or possibility of the role of chemical stimuli or physiological
processes, such as nutritional states, the effects of parasitic castration,
etc., in the case of the individual organism. How far there is even a
hope that the existence of "subjective" or "meaningful" orien1ltion coWd
be made experimentally probable, even the specialist today would hardly
be in a position to say. A verifiable conception of the state of mind of
these social animals accessible to meaningful understanding, would seem
to be attainable even as an ideal goal only within narrow limits. How
ever that may be, a contribution to the understanding of human social
action is hardly to be expected from this quarter. On the contrary, in the
field of animal psychology, human analogies are and must be continually
employed. The most that can be hoped for is, then, that these biological
analogies may some day be useful in suggesting significant problems.
For instance they may throw light on the question of the relative role in

,the early stages of human social differentiation of mechanical and in
stinctive factors, as compared with that of the factors which are accessible
to subjective interpretation generally, and more particularly to the role
of consciously rational action. It is necessary for the sociologist to be
thoroughly aware of the fact that in the early stages even of human
development, the first set of factors is completely predominant. Even in
the later stages he must take account of their continual interaction with
the others in a role which is often of decisive importance. This is par
ticularly true of all "traditional" action and of many aspects of charisma,
which contain the seeds of certain types of psychic "contagion" and thus
give rise to new social developments. These types of action are 'very
closely related to phenomena which are understandable either only
in biological terms or can be interpreted in terms of subjective motives
only in fragments. But all these facts do not discharge sociology from the
obligation, in full awareness of the narrow limits to which it is confined,
to accomplish what it alone can do.

The various works of Othmar Spann [I878-I9501 are often full of
suggestive ideas though at the same time he is guilty of occasional mis
understandings and above all of arguing on the basis of pure value
judgments which have no place in an empirical investigation. But he is
undoubtedly correct in doing something to which, however, no one seri
ously objects, namely, emphaSizing the SOCiological significance of the
functional point of view for preliminary orientation to problems. This is
what he calls the "universalistic method." It is true that we must know
what kind of action is functionally ne<:essary for "survival," but even
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more so for the maintenance of a cultural type and the continuity of the
correspondint, modes of social action, before it is possible even to inquire
how this aCtio.l has come about and what motives determine it. It is
necessary to know what a "king," an "official," an "entrepreneur," a
"procurer," or a "magician" does, that is, what kind of typical action, which
justifies classifying an individual in one of these-categories, is important
and relevant for an analysis, before it is possible to undertake the analysis
itself. (This is what Rickert means by Wertbezogenheit.) But it is only
this analysis itself which can achieve the sociological understanding of
the actions of typically differentiated human (and only human) indi
viduals, and which hence constitutes the specific function of sociology.
It is a tremendous misunderstanding to think thar an "individualistic"
method should involve what is in any conceivable sense an individualistic
system of values. It is as important to avoid this error as the related one
which confuses the unavoidable tendency of sociological concepts to as
sume a rationalistic character with a belief in the predominance of
rational motives, or even a positive valuation of rationalism. Even a
socialistic economy would have to be understood sociologically in exactly
the same kind of "individualistic" terms; that is, in terms of the action
of individuals, the types of officials found in it, as would be the case
with a system of free exchange analysed in terms of the theory of mar
ginal utility or a "better," but in this respect similar theory). The real
~mpirical sociological investigation begins with the question: What
motives determine and lead the individual members and participants in
this socialistic communi+y to behave in such a way that the community
came into being in the first place and that it continues to exist? Any'
form of functional analysis which proceeds from the whole to the parts
can accomplish only a preliminary preparation for this investigation
a preparation, the utility and indispensability of which, if properly car
ried out, is naturaJIy beyond question.

IO. It is customary to designate various sociological generalizations,
as for example "Gresham's Law," as "laws." These are in Fact typical
probabilities confirmed by observation to the effect that under certain
given conditions an expected course of social action will occur, which is
understandable in tenns of the typical motiyes and typical subjective
intentions of the actors. These generalizations are both understandable
and definite in the highest degree insofar as the typically observed course
of action can be understood in tenus of the purely rational pursuit of
an end, or where for reasons of methodological cOn\'enience such a
theoretical type can be heuristically employed. In surh cases the relations
of means and end wiII be clearly understandable on grounds of experi
ence, particularly where the choice of means was "inevitable." In such
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cases it is le!?itiinate to assert that insofar as the action was rigorously
rational it could not have taken any other course because for technical
reasons, given their clearly defined ends, no other means were available
to the actors. This very case demonstrates how erroneous it is to regard
any kind of psychology as the ultimate foundation of the sociological
interpretation of action. The term psychology, to be sure, is today
understood in a wide variety of senses. For certain quite specific method
ological purposes the type of treatment which atteIPpts to follow the
procedures of the natural sciences employs a distinction between
"physical" and "psychic" phenomena which is entirely foreign to the
disciplines concerned with human action, at least in the present sense.
The results of a type of psychological investigation which employs the
methods of the natural sciences in anyone of various possible ways may
naturally, like the results of any other science, have outstanding signif
icance for sociological problems; indeed this has often happened. But
this use of the results of psychology is something quite different from
,the investigation of human behavior in terms of its subjective meaning.
Hence sociology has no closer relationship on a genetal analytical level _
to this type of psychology than to any other science. The source of error
lies in the concept of the "psychic." It is held that everything which is ,
not physical is ipso facto psychic. However, the meaning of a train of
mathematical reasoning which a person carries out is not in the relevant
sense "psychic." Similarly the rational deliberation of an actor as to
whether the remlts of a given proposed course of action will or will not
promot~ certain spednc interests, and the corresponding decision, do
not become one bit more understandable by taking "psychological" con
siderations into account. But it is precisely on the basis of such rational
assumptions that most of the hws .of SOCiology, including those of eco
nomics, arc built up. On the other hand, in explaining the irrationalities
of action sociologically. that form of psychology which employs the
method of subjecfJve undcrswndiLg undoubtedly can make decisively
Important contributions. But this does not alter the fundamental ,JeKJ
odological situation. •

I I. We have taken for granted that sociology seeks to formulate type
concepts and generalized uniformities of empirical process. This dis·
tinguishes it from history, 'which is oriented to the oausal analysis and
explanation of individual actions, structures, and personalities possessing
cultural significance. The empirical material which underlies the con
cepts of sociology consists to a very large extent, though by no meaqs
exclUSively, of the same concrete proces5e! of action which are dealt witJ1
by historians. An important consideration in the fomlUlation of soCi
olOgical concepts and generalizations is the con;rifSution that sociology
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can make toward the causal explanation of some historically and cul
turally important phenomenon. As in the case of every generalizing
science the abstract character of the concepts of sociology is responsible
for the fact that, compared with actual historical reality, they are rela
tively lacking in fullness of concrete content. To compensate for this
disadvantage, sociological analysis can offer a greater precision of con-

_,_ cepts. This precision is obtained by striving for the highest possible
degree of adequacy on the level of meaning. It has already been re
peatedly suossed that this aim can be realized in a particularly high
degree in the case of concepts and generalizations which formulate
rational processes. But sociological investigation attempts to include in
its scope wrious irrational phenomena, such as prophetic, mystic, and
affectual modes of action, formulated in terms of theoretical concepts
which are adequate on the level of meaning. In all cases, rational Or

. irrational, sociological analysis both abstracts from reality and at the
same time helps us to understand it, in that it shows With what degree of
approximation a concrete historical phenomenon can be subsumed under
one or more of these concepts. For example, the same historical phenome
non may be in one aspect feudal, in another patrimonial, in another
bureaucratic, and in still another charismatic. In order to give a pre
cise meaning to these terms, it is necessary for the sociologist to fonnulate
pure ideal types of the corresponding forms of action which in each ca'se
involve the highest possible degree of logical integration by virtue of
their complete adequacy on the IeYeI of meaning. But precisely because
this is tl11e, ids probably seldom if eYer that a real phenomenon can be
found which corresponds exactly 10 one of these ideally constructed pure
types. The case is similar to a physical reaction which has been cal·
culated on the assumption of an absolute vacuum. Theoretical differ
entiation (Kas~ istik) is possible ill sociology only in terms of ideal or
pure types. It goes 'ithout saying that in addition it is convenient for
the sociologist from time tQ time to employ average types of an em
.,irical statisfical' character, concepts which do not require methodological
discussion. But when reference is made to "typical" cases, the tenn should
always be UDderstood, unless. ochawise stated, as meaning ideo! types,
which may in turiibe: rational or imltional as the case may he (thus
in economic theory &hey are always rational), hut in any case are always
constrocted with 19iew to adequacy on the level of meaning.

It is important .. realize that in the 5Ociological field as elsewhere,
averages, and hence average types, can be formulated with a relative
degree of precision only wh... !bey are concerned with differences of
degree in respect to action which remains qualitatively the same. Such
cases do occur. but ¥t the rnajOrity of cases of action important tn history
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or sociology the motives which detennine it are qualitatively heterogene
ous. Then it is quite impossible to speak of an "average" in the true sense.
The ideal types of social action which for instance are used in economic
theory are thus unrealistic or abstract in that they always ask what course
of action would take place if it were purely rational and oriented to
economic ends alone. This construction can be used. to aid in the under
standing of 'action not purely economically detennined but which in
volves deviations arising from traditional restraints, affects, errors, and
the intrusion of other than economic purposes or considerations. This
can take place in two ways. First, in analysing the extent to which in the
concrete case, or on the average for a class of cases, the action was in
part economically detennined along with the other factors. Secondly, hy
throwing the discrepancy between the actual course of events and the
ideal type into relief, the analysis of the non-eeonomic motives actually
involved is facilitated. The procedure would be very similar in employ
ing an ideal type of mystical orientation, with its appropriate attitude of
'indifference to worldly things, as a tool for analysing its consequences
for the actor's relation to ordinary life-for instance, to political or ecO"
nomic affairs. The more sharply and precisely the ideal type bas heen
constructed, thus the more abstract and unrealistic in this sense it is, the
better it is able to perfonn its functions in fonnuIating tenninology,
classifications, and hypotheses. In working out a concrete causal explana
tion of individual events, the procedure of the historian is essentially the
same. Thus in attempting to explain the campaign of 1866, it is in
dispensable both in the case of Moltke and of Benedek to attempt to
construct imaginatively how each, given fully adequate knowledge both
of his own situation and of that of. his opponent, would have acted.
Then it is possible to compare with this the actual course of action and
to arrive at a causal explanation of the observed deviations, which will
he attributed to such factors as misinfonnation, strategical errors, logical

, fallacies, personal temperament, or con'siderations outside the realm of
strategy. Here, too, an ideal·typicaI construction of rational action is
actually employed even though it is not made explicit.

The theoreticaloconcepts of sociology are ideal types not only from the
objective point of view, but also in their application to subjective proc
esses. In the great majority of cases actual action goes on in a state of in
articulate half.consciousness or actual unconsciousness of its subjective
meaning. The actor is more likely to "be aware" of it in a vague sense than
he is to "know" what he is doing or he explicitly self-conscious about it.
In most cases his action is governed by impulse or habit. Only occasion
any and, in the uniform action of large numbers, often" only in the case
of a few individuals, is the subjective meaning of the action, whether
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rational or irrational, brought dearly into consciousness. The ideal type
of meaningful action where the meaning is fully conscious and explicit
is a marginal case. Every sociological or historical investigation, .in apply
ing its analysis to the empirical facts, must take this fact into account.
But the difficulty need not prevent the sociologist from systematizing his
concepts by the classification of possible types of subjective meaning.
That is, he may reason as if action actually proceeded on the basis of
clearly self-conscious meaning. The resulting deviation from the concrete
facts must continually be kept in mind whenever it, is a question of this
level of concreteness, and must be carefully studied with reference both
to degree and kind. It is often necessary to choose between terms which
are either clear or unclear. Those which are clear will, to be sure, have
the abstractness of ideal types, hut they are none the less preferable for
scientific purposes. (On all these questions see "'Objectivity' in Social
Science and Social Policy:')

B. SOCIAL ACTION

I. Social action, which includes both failure to act and passive
acquiescence, may, be oriented to the past, present, or expected future
behavior of others. Thus it may be motivated by revenge for a past
attack, defence against present, or measures of defence against future
aggression. The "others" may be individual persons, and may be known
to the actor as such, or may constitute an indefinite plurality and may
be" entirely unknown as individuals. (Thus, money is a means of ex
chan,l< . which the actor accepts in payment because he orients his action
to the expectation that a large but unknown number of individuals he is
personally unacquainted with will be ready to accept it in exchange on
some future occasion.)

2. Not ev\ . kind of action, even of overt action, is "social" in the
."ense of the pre~,ent discussion. Overt action is non-social if it is oriented
solely to the behavior of inanimate objects. Subjective attitudes constitute
social action only so far as they are oriented to the behavior of others. For
example, religious behavior is not social if it is simply a matter of con
templation or of solitary praye:. The economic activity of an individual
is social only if it takes account of the behavior of someone else. Thus
very generally it becomes social insofar as the actor assumes that others
will respect his actual control over economic gocxls. Concretdy it is social,
for instance, if in relation to the actor's own consumption the future
wants of others are taken into account and this becomes one considera
tion affecting the actor's own saving. Or, in another connexion, produc
tion may be oriented to the future wants of other people.
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3. Not every type of contact of human beings has a social character;
this is rather confined to cases where the actor's behavior is meaning
fully oriented to that of others. For example, a mere collision of two
cyclists may be compared to a natural event. On the other hand, their
attempt to avoid hitting each other, or whatever insults, blows, or friendly
discussion might follow the collision, would constitute "social action."

4. Social action is not identical either with the similar actions of
many persons Or with every action influenced by other persons. Thus,
if at the beginning of a shower a number of people on the street put up
their umbrellas at the same time, this would not ordinarily be a case of
action m'ltually oriented to that of each other, but rather of all reacting,
in the same way to the like need of protection from the rain. It is well
known that the actions of the individual are strongly influenced by
the mer{: fact that he is a member of a crowd confined within a limited
space. Thus, the subject matter of studies of "crowd psychology," such
as those of Le Bon, will be called "action conditioned by crowds." It is
also possible for large numbers, though dispersed, to be influenced simul
taneouslyor succeSSively by a source of influence operating similarly on
all the individuals, as by means of the press. Here also the behavior of
an individual is inHuenced by his membership in a "mass" and by the
fact that he is aware of being a member. Some types of reaction are only
made possible by the mere fact that the individual acts as part of a
crowd. Others become more difficult under these conditions. Hence it is
possible that a particular event or mode of human behavior can give rise
to the most diverse kinds of feeling-gaiety, anger, enthusiasm, despair,
and passions of all sorts-in a crowd situation which would not occur at
all or not nearly so readily if the individual were alone. But for this to
happen there need not, at least in many cases, be any meaningful reIa·
tion between the behavior of the individual and the fact that he is a
member of a crowd. It is not proposed in the present sense to call action

, "social" when it is merely a result of the effect on the individual of the
existence of a crowd as such and the action is not oriented to that fact
on the level of meaning. At the same time the borderline is naturally
highly indefinite. In such cases as that of the influence of the demagogue,
there may be a wide variation in the extent to which his mass clientele is
affected by a meaningful reaction to the fact of its large numbers; and
whatever this relation may be, it is open to varying interpretations.

But furthermore, mere "imitation" of the action of others, such as that
on which Tarde has rightly laid emphasis, will not be considered a case
of specifically social action if it is purely reactive so that there is no
meaningful orientation to the actor imitated. The borderline is, however,
so indefinite that it is often hardly possible to discriminate. The mere
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fact that a person is found to employ some apparently useful procedure
which he learn\.:d from someone else does not, however, constitute, in the
present sense, social action. Action such as this is not oriented to the
action of the other person, but the actor has, through observing the
other, become acquainted with certain objective facts; and it is these to

which his action is oriented. His action is then causally determined by
the action of others, but not meaningfully. On the other hand, if the
action of others is imitated because it is fashionable or traditional or
exemplary, or lends social distinction, or on similar grounds, it is mean
ingfully oriented either to the behavior of the source of imitation or of
third persons or of both. There are of course all manner of transitional
cases between the two types of imitation. Both the phenomena discussed
above, the behavior of crowds and imitation, stand on the indefinite
borderline of social action. The same is true, as will often appear, of
traditionalism and charisma. The reason for the indefiniteness of the
line in these and other cases lies in the fact that both the orientation to
the behavior of others and the meaning which can be imputed by the
actor himself, are by no means always capable of clear determination and
are often altogether unconscious and seldom fully self-conscious. Mere
"influence" and meaningful orientation cannot therefore always be clearly
differentiated on the empirical level. But conceptually it is essential to
distinguish them, even though merely reactive imitation may well have
a degree of sociological importance at least equal to that of the type
which can be called social action in the strict sense. Sociology, it goes ,
without saying, is by no means confined to the study of social action;
this is only, at least for the kind of sociology being developed here, its
central subject matter, that which may be said to be decisive for its status
as a science. But this does not imply any judgment on the comparative
importance of this and other factors.

2. Types of Social Action

Social action, like all action, may be oriented in four ways. It may be:

(J) instmmentally rational (rwecltrational), that is, detennined. by
expectations as to the behavior of objects in the environment and of
other human beings; these expectations are used as "conditions" or
"means" for the attainment of the actor's own rationally pursued and
calculated ends;
Co) •.z....,..ti<mal Cwertrati<mal), that is, determined by a conscious
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belief in the value for its own sake of some ethical, aesthetic, religious,
or other fann of behavior, independently of its prospects of success;
(3) affectual (especially emotional), that is, determined by the actor's
specific affects and feeling states;
(4) traditional, that is, determined by ingrained habituation.

J. Strictly traditional behavior, like the reactive· type of lmltation
discussed above, lies very dose to the borderline of what can justifiably
be 'called meaningfully oriented action, and indeed often on the other
side. For it is very often a matter of almost automatic reaction to habit
ual stimuli whi~ guide behavior in a course which has been repeat
edly followed. The great bulk of all everyday action to which people
have become habitually accustomed approaches this type. Hence, its
place in a systematic classification is not merely that of a limiting case
because, as will be shown later, attachment to habitual fonns can be up
held with varying degrees pf self-consciousness and in a variety of
senses. In this case the type may shade over into value rationality
(Wertrationalitat).

, 2.. Purely affectual behavior also stands on the borderline of what
can be considered "meaningfully" oriented, and often it, too, goes over
the line. It may, for instance, consist in an uncontrolled reaction to
some exceptional stimulus. It is a case of sublimation when affectually
determined action ocrors in the fonn of conscious release of emotional
tension. When this happens it is usually well on the foad to rationali
zation in one or the other or both of the above senses.

3. The orientation of value-rational action is distinguished from the
affectual type by its clearly self-conscious fonnulation, of the ultimate
values governing the action and the consistently planned orientation of
its detailed course to these values. At the same time the two types have a .
common element, namely that the meaning of the action does not lie in
the achievement of a result ulterior to it, but in carrying out the speci
fic type of action for its own sake. Action is affectoal if it satisfies a
need for revenge, sensual gratification, devotion, contemplative bliss, or
for working off emotional tensions (irrespective of the level of sublima
tion).

Examples of pure value-rational orientation would be the actions of
persons who, regardless of possible cost to themselves, act to put into
practice their convictions, of what seems to them to be required by duty,
honor; the pursuit of beauty, a religious call, personal loyalty, or the
importance of some "cause" no matter in what it consists. In our tenni
nology, value-rational action always involves "cOllUllllqds" or "demands"
which, in the actor's opinion, are binding on him. It is only in cases
where human action is motivated by the fulfillment of such uncondi~

tionaI demands that it win be called value-rational. This is the case in
widely varying degrees. but for the most part only to a relatively slight
extent. Nevertheless, it will be shown that the occurrence of this mode
of action is important enough to justify its fonnulation as a distinct type;
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though it may be remarked that there is no intention here of attempting
to formulate in any sense an exhaustive classincation of types of action.

4. Action is instrumentally rational (zweckrational) when the end,
the means, and the secondary results are all rationally taken into account
and weighed. This involves rational consideration of alternative means
to the end, of the relations of the end to the secondary consequences,
and finally of the relative importance of different possible ends. Deter
mination of action either in affecwal or in traditional terms is thus
incompatible with this type. Choice between alternative and con8icting
ends and results may well be determined in a value-rational manner.
In that case, action is instrumentally rational only in respect to the
choice of means. On the other hand, the actor may, instead of deciding
between alternative and conflicting ends in terms of a rational orienta
tion to a system of values, simply take them as given subjective wants
and arrange them in a scale of consciously assessed relative urgency. He
may then orient his action to this scale in such a way that they are
satisfied as far as possible in order of urgency, as formulated in the
principle of "marginal utility." Value-rational action may thus have
various differept relations to the instrumentally rational action. From
the latter point of view, however, value-rationality is always irrational.
Indeed, the more the value to which action is oriented is elevated to the
status of an absolute value, the more "irrational" in this sense the corre
sponding action is. For, the more unconditionally the actor devotes him
self to this value for its own sake, to pure sentiment or beauty, to abso
lute goodness or devotion to duty, the less is he infJur::nced by consider
ations of the consequences of his action. The orientation of action
wholly to the rational achievement of ends withou.t relation to funda
mental values is, to be sure, essentially only a limiting case.

5. It would be very unusual to find concrete cases of action, espe
cially of social action, which were oriented only in one or another of
these ways. Furthennore. this classification of the modes of orientation
of action is in no sense meant to exhaust the possibilities of the field,
but. only to fonnulate in conceptually pure fonn certain sociologically
important types to which actual action is more or less closely approxi
mated or, in much the more common case, which constitute it; de"
ments. The usefulness of the classification for the purposes of thi~

investigation can only be judged in tenns of its results.

3. The Concept of Social Relationship

The term "social relationship" will be used to denot": the behavior of
a plurality of actors insofar as, in its meaningful content, the action of
each takes account of that of the others and is oriented in these terms.
The social relationship thus consists entirely and exclusivcly in!he exist-
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enee of a probability that there will be a meaningful course of social action
-irrespective, for the time being, of the basis for this probability.

I. Thus, as a defining criterion, it is essential that there should be
at least a minimum of mutual orientation of the action of each to that
of the others. Its content may be of the most varied nature: canAiet,
hostility, sexual attraction, friendship, loyalty, or economic exchange. It
may involve the fulfillment, the evasion, or the violation of- the tenns
of an agreement; economic. erotic, or some other form of "competition";
common membership in statu$, national or class groups (l?IOvided it
leads to social action). Hence, the definition does not specify whether
the relation of the actors is co-operative or the opposite.

2. The "meaning" relevant in this context is always a case of the
meaning imputeJ to the parties in a given concrete case, on the average,
or in a theoreti(:.llly formulated pure type-it is never a normatively
"correct" or a metaphysically "true" meaning. Even in case: of such
forms of social organization as a state, church, association, or marriage,
the social relationship consists exclusively in the fact that there has ex
isted, exists, or wJ1l exist a probability of action in some definite way
appropriate to this meaning. It is vital to be continually clear about this

, in order to avoid the "rei6c-ation" of those concepts. A "state," for ex
ample, ceases to exist in a sociologically relevant sense whenever there
is no longer a probability that cenain kinds of meaningfully oriented
social action will take place. This probability may be very high or it may
be negligibly low. But in any case it is only in the sense and degree in
which it does exist that the corresponding social relationship exists. It is
impossible to find any other clear meaning for the statement that, for
instance, a given "state" exists or has ceased to exist.

3. The subjective meaning need not necessarily be the same for all
the parties who are mutually oriented in a given social relationship;
there need not in this sense be "reciprocity." "Friendship," "love,"
'1oyalty," "fidelity to contracts," "patriotism," on One side, may well be
faced with an entirely different attitude on the other. In such cases the
parties associate different meanings with their actions, and the social
relationship is insofar objectively "asymmetrical" from the po!nts of view
of the two parties. It may nevertheless be a case of mutual orientation
insofar as, even though partly or wholly erroneously, one party pre
sumes a particular attitude toward him on the part of the other and
orients his action to this. expectation. This can, and usually will, have
consequences for the course of action and the fann of the relationship.
A relationship is objectively symmetrical only as, according to the typi
cal expectations of the parties, the meaning for one party is the same as
that for the other. Thus the actual attitude of a child to its father may be
a lea.st approximately that which the father, in the individual case, on
the average or typically, has come to expect. A social relationship in
which the attitudes are completely and fully corresponding is in reality
a limiting case. But the absence of reciprocity will, for tenninological
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purposes. be held to exclude the existence of a social relationship only
if it actually results in the absence of a mutual orientation of the action
of the parties. Here as elsewhere all sorts of transitional cases are the
rule rather than the exception.

4. A social relationship can be of a very Reeting character or of
varying degrees of permanence. In the latter case there is a probability
of the repeated recurrence of the behavior which corresponds to its sub
jective meaning and hence is expected. In order to avoid fallacious im
pressions, let it be repeated that it is only the existence of the probability
that, corresponding to a given subjective meaning, a certain type of
action will take place which constitutes the "existence" of the social
relationship. Thus that a "friendship" or a "state" exists or has existed
means this and only this: that we, the observers, judge that there is or has
been a probability that on the basis of certain kinds of known subjective
attitude of certain individuals there will result in the average sense a
certain specific type of action. For the purposes of legal reasoning it is
essential to be able to decide whether a rule of law does or does not
carry legal authority, hence whether a legal relationship does or does
not "exist." This type of question is not, however, relevant to sociologi
cal problems.

5. The subjective meaning of a social relationship may change, thus
a political relationship once based on solidarity may develop into a
conflict of interests. In that case it is only a matter of terminological
convenience and of the degree of continuity of the change whether we
say that a new relationship has come into existence or that the old one
continues but has acquired a new meaning. It is also possible for the
meaning to he partly constant, partly changing.

6. The meaningful content which remains relatively constant in a
social relationship is capable of formulation in terms of maxims which
the parties concerned expect to be adhered to by their partners on the
average and approximately. The more rational in relation to values or
to ,given ends the action is, the more is this likely to be the case. There
is far less possibility of a rational formulation of subjective meaning in
the case of a relation of erotic attraction or of personal loyalty or any
other affectual type than, for example, in the case of a business contract.

7. The meaning of a social relationship may be agreed upon by
mutual consent. This implies that the parties make promises covering
their future behavior, whether toward each other or toward third per
sons. In such cases each party then normally counts, so far as he acts
rationally, in some degree on the fact that the other will orient hi~ ac
tion to the meaning of the agreement. as he (the first actor) under
stands it. In part he orients his action rationally (z:weckrational) to these
expectations as given facts with, to be sure, varying degrees of subjec
tively "loyal" intention of doing his part. But in part also he is motivated
value-rationally 'by a sense of duty, which makes him adhere to the
agreement as he understands it. This much may be anticipated. (For
a further elaboration, see sees. 9 and 13 below.)
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4· Types of Action Orientation: Usage, Custom,
Self-Interest

Within the rf'.alm of social action certain empirical uniformities can
be observed, that is, courses of action that are repeated by the actor or
(simultaneously) occur among numerous actors since the subjective
meaning is meant to be the same. Sociological investigation is concerned
with these typical modes of action. Thereby it differs from history, the
subject of which is rather the causal explanation of important individual
events; important, that is, in having an influence on human destiny.

If an orientation toward social action occurs regularly, it will be called
"usage" (Brauch) insofar as the probability of its existence within a
group is based on nothing but actual practice. A usage will be called a
"custom" (Sitte) if the practice is based upon long standing. On the
other hand, a uniformity of orientation may be said to be "determined
by self-interest," if and insofar as the actors' conduct is instrumentally
(~eckrational)oriented toward identical expectations.1G

I. Usage also includes "fashion" (Mode). As distinguished from
custom and in direct <;ontrast to it, usage will be called fashion so far
as the mere fact of the novelty of the corresponding behavior is the
basis of the orientation of action. Its locus is in the neighborhood of
"convention,"17 since both of them usually spring from a desire for social
prestige. Fashion, however, will not be further discussed here.

2. As distinguished from both "convention" and ''law,'' "custom"
refers to rules devoid of any external sanction. The actor conforms with
them of his own free will, whether his motivation lies in the fact that
he merely fails to think about it, that it is more comfortable to confonn,
or whatever else the reason may be. For the same reasons he can consider
it likely that other members of the group will adhere to a custom.

Thus custom is not "valid" in anything like the legal sense; confonn
ity with it is not "demanded" by anybody. Naturally, the transition from
this to validly enforced convention and to law is gradual. Everywhere
what has been traditionally handed down has been an important source
of what has come to be enforced. Today it is customary every morning to
eat a breakfast which, within limits, confonns to a certain pattern. But
there is no obligation to do so, except possibly for hotel guests, and it
has not always been customary. On the other hand, the current mode
of dress, even though it has partly originated in custom, is today very
largely no longer customary alone, but conventional.

(On the concepts of usage and custom, the relevant parts of vol. II
of R. von Jhering's Zweck im Recht are still worth reading. Compare
also, P. Oertmann, Rechtsoranung una Verkehrssitte (1914); and
more recently E. WeigeIin, Sitte, Recht una Moral (1919), which
agrees with the author's position as opposed to that of Stammler.)
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3· Many of the especially notable unifonnities in the course of
social action are not detennined by orientation to any sort of nonn
which is held to be valid, nor do they rest on custom, but entirel y on
the fact that the corresponding type of social action is in the nature of
the case best adapted to the nonnal interests of the actors as they them
selves are aware of them. This is above aU true of economic action, for
example, the unifonnities of price detennination in a "free" market,
but is by no means confined to such cases. The dealers in a market
thus treat their own actions as means for obtaining the satisfaction of
the ends defined by what they realize to be their own typical economic
interests, and similarly treat as conditions the corresponding typical
expectations as to the prospective behavior of others. The more strictly
rational (zweckrational) their action is, the more will they tend to react.
similarly to the same situati(;m. In this way there arise similarities, uni
formities, and continuities in their attitudes and actions which are often
far more stable than they would be if action were oriented to a system
of nonns and duties which were considered binding on the members of
a group. This phenomenon-the fact that orientation to the situation
in terms of the pure self-interest of the individual. and of the others to
whom he is related can b~ing about results comparable to those which
imposed. norms prescribe, very often in vain-h;:ts aroused a lively inter
est, especially in economic affairs. Observation of this has, in fact, been
one of the important sources of economics as a science. But it is true in
all other spheres of action as well, This type, with its clarity of self
consciousness and freedom from subjective scruples, is the polar anti
thesis of every sort of unthinking acquiescence in customary ways as
well as of devotion to norms consciously accepted as absolute values.
One of the most important aspects of the process of "rationaliza
tion" of action is the substitution for the unthinking acceptance of'
ancient custom, of deliberate adaptation to situations in tenns of self
interest. To be sure, this process by no means exhausts the concept of
rationalization of action. For in addition this can proceed in a variety
of other directions; positively in that of a deliberate formulation of
ultimate values (WertTationalisierung); or negatively, at the expense
not only of custom, but of emotional values; and, finally, in favor of a
morally sceptical type of rationality, at the expense of any belief in
absolute values. The many possible meanings of the concept of
rationalization will often enter into the discusslon. '8 (Further remarks
on the analytial problem will be found at the end.)lll

4. The stability of merely customary action rests essentially on
the fact that the person who does not adapt himself to it is subjected
to both petty and major inconveniences and annoyances as long as the
majority of the people he comes in contact with continue to uphold
the custom and conform with it.

Similarly, the stability of action in terms of self-interest rests on
the fact that the person who does not orient his action to the interests
of others, does not "take account" of them, arouses their antagonism

•
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or may end up in a situation different from that which' he had fore
seen or wished to bring about. He thus runs the risk of damaging
his own interests.

5. Legitimate Order

Action, especially social action which involves a social relationship,
may be guided by the belief in the existence of a legitimate order. The
probability that action will actually be so governed will be called. the
"validity" (Geltung) of the order in question.

I. Thus, the validity of an order means more than the mere
existence of a uniformity of social action determined by custom or
self-interest. If furniture movers regularly advertise at the time many
leases expire, this uniformity is determined by self-interest. If a
salesman visits certain customers on particular days of the month or
the week, it is' either a case of customary behavior or a product of self
interested orientation. However, when a civil servant appears in his
office daily at a fixed time, he does not act only on the basis of
custom or self-interest 'fhich he could disregard if he wanted tOj as
a rule, his action is also determined by the validity of an order (viz.,
the civil service rules), which he fulfills partly because disobedience
would be disadvantageous to him but also because its violation would
he abhorrent to his sense of duty (of course, in varying degrees).

2. Only then will the content of a social relationship be called
an order if the conduct is, approximately or on the average, oriented
toward determinable "maxims." Only then will an order be called

, "valid" if the orientation toward these maxims occurs, among other
reasons, also because it is in some appreciable way regarded by the
actor as in some way obligatory or exemplary for him. Naturally, in
concrete cases, the orientation of action to an order involves a wide
variety of motives. But the circumstance that, along with the other
sources of conformity, the order is also held by at least part of the
actors to define a model or to be binding, naturally increases the
probabiUty t~at action will in fact conform to it, often to a very
considerable degree. An order which is adhered to from motives of
pure expediency is generally much less stahle than one upheld on a
purely customary basis through the fact that the corresponding behavior
has become habitual. The latter is much the most common type of
subjective attitude. But even this type of order is in tum much less
stable than an order which enjoys the 'prestige of being considered
binding, or, as it may be expressed, of "legitimacy." The transitions
between orientation to an order from motives of tradition or of ex
pediency to the case where a belief in its legitimacy is involved are
empirically gradual.
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3· It is possible for action to be oriented to an order in other
ways dian through conformity with its prescriptions, as they are
generally understood by the actors. Even in the case of evasion or
disobedience, the probability of their being recognized as valid norms
may have an effect on action. This may, in the 6rst place, be true
from the point of view of sheer expediency. A thief orients his action
to the validity of the criminal law in that he acts surreptitiously. The
fact that the order is recognized as valid in his society is made
evident by the fact that he cannot violate it openly without punish
ment. But apart from this limiting case, it is very common for
violation of an order to be confined to more or less numerous partial
deviations from it, or for the attempt to be made, with varying degrees
of good faith, to justify the deviation as legitimate. Furthermore, there
may exist at the same time different interpretations of the meaning
of the crder. In such cases, for sociological purposes, each can be said
to be valid insofar as it actually determines the course of action. The
fact that, in the same social group, a plurality of contradictory
systems of order may all be recognized as valid, is not a source of
difficulty for the SOCiological approach. Indeed, it is even possible for
the same individual to orient his action to contradictory systems of
order. This can take place not only at different times, as is an every
day occurrence, but even in the case of the same concrete act. A
person who fights a duel follows the code of honor; but at the same
time, i:Q!?ofar as he either keeps it secret or conversely gives himself
up to the police, he takes account of the criminal law. To be sure,
when evasion or contravention of the generally understood meaning
of an order has become the rule, the order can be said to be "valid"
only in a limited degree and, ir> the extreme case, not at all. Thus
for sociological purposes there does not exist, as there does for the
law, a rigid alternative between the validity and lack of validity of a
given order. On the contrary, there is a gradual transition between
the two extremes', and also it is possible, as it has heen pointed out,
for contradictory systems of order to exist at the same time. In that
case each is "valid" precisely to the extent that there is a probability
that action will in fact be oriented to it.

[Excursus; J ,Those familiar with the literature of this subject will
recall the part played by the concept of "order" in the brilliant book
of Rudolf Stammler, which was cited in the prefatory note, a book
which, though like all his works it is very able, is nevertheless funda
mentally misleading and confuses the issues in a catastrophic fashion.
(The reader may compare the author's critical discussion of it, which
was also cited in the same place, a discussion which, because of the
author's annoyance at Stammler's confusion, was unfortunately written
in somewhat too acrimonious a tone.) Stammler fails to distinguish
the normative meaning of "validity" from the empirical. He further
fails to recognize that social action is oriented to other things beside
systems of order. Above all, however, in a way which is _wholly
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indefensiple from a logical point of view, he treats order as a "form"
of social action and then attempts to bring it into a type of relation
to "content," which is analogous to that of form and content in the
theory of knowledge. Other errors in his argument will he left aside.
But economic action, for instance, is oriented to knowledge of the
relative scarcity of certain available means to want satisfaction, in
relation to the actor's state of needs and to the present and probable
action of others, insofar as the latter affects the same resources. But
at the same time. of course, the actor in his choice of economic pro
cedures naturally orients himself in addition to the conventional and
legal rules which he recognizes as valid, that is, of which he knows that
a violation on his part would call forth a given reaction of other
persons. Stammler succeeds in introducing a state of hopeless con
fusion into this very simple empirical situation, particularly in that
he maintains that a causal relationship between an order and actual
empirical action involves a contradiction in terms. It is true, of course,
that there is no causal relationship between the normative validity of
an order in the legal sense and any empirical process. In that context
there is only the question of whether the order as correctly interpreted
in the legal sense "applies" to the empirical situation. The question

,is whether in a normative sense it should be treated as valid and, if so,
what the content of its normative prescriptions for this situation
should be. But for sociological purposes, as distinguished from legal,
it is only the probability of orientation to the subjective belief in the
validity. of an order which constitutes the valid order itself. It is
undeniable that, in the ordinary sense of the word "causal," there
is a causal relationship between this probability and the relevant
course of economic action.

6. Types of Legitimate Order: Convention and Law

The legitimacy of an order may be guaranteed in two principal
ways:~o

I,. The guarantee may be purely subjective, being either
I. affectual:resulting from emotional surrender; or
2. value-rational: determined by the belief in the absolute validity

of the order as the expression of. ultimate values of an ethical,
esthetic or of any other type; or

3. religious: determined by the belief that salvation depends upon
obedience to the order.

II. The legitimacy of an order may, however, be guaranteed also (or
merely) by the expectation of specific external effects, that is, by interest
situations.
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An order will be caned
(a) convention so far as its validity is externally guaranteed by the
probability that deviation from it within a given social group win
resdlt in a relatively general and practically significant reaction of
disapproval;
(b) law if it is externally guaranteed by the probability that physical
or psychological coercion will be applied by a staff of people in order
to bring about compliance or avenge violation.

(On the concept of convention see Weigelin. op. cit., and F.
Tonnies, Die Sitte [1909], besides Jhering, op. cit.)

I. The tenn convention will be employed to designate that part of
the custom followed within a given social group which is recognized
as "binding" and protected against violation by sanctions of dis
approval. As distinguished from "law" in the sense of the. present
discussion, it is not enforced by a staff. Stammler distinguishes con
vention from law in terms of the entirely voluntary character of
conformity. This is not, however, in accord with everyday usage and

. does not even fit the examples he gives. Confonnity with c()nvenrion
in such matters as the usual fonns of greeting, the mode of dress
recognized as appropriate or respectable, and various of the rules
governing the restrictions on social intercourse, both in form and in
content, is very definitely expected of the individual and regarded
as binding on him. It is not, as in the case of certain ways of
preparing food, a mere usage, which he is free to confonn to or not
as he sees nt. A violation of conventional rules-such as standards
of "respectability" (Standessitte)---often leads to the extremely severe
and effective sanction of an infonnal boycott on the part of members of
one's status group. This may actually be a more severe punishment than'
any legal penalty. The only thing lacking is a staff with the specialized
function of maintaining enforcement of the order, such as judges, prose
cuting attorneys, administrative officials, 'or sheriffs. The transition, how
ever, is gradual. The case of conventional guarantee of an order which
most closely approaches the legal is the application of a fonnally threat
ened and organized boycott. For tenninological purposes, this is best
considered a fonn of legal coercion. Conventional rules may, in addition
to mere disapproval, also be upheld by other means; thus domestic au
thority may be employed to expel a visitor who defies convention. This
fact is not, however, important in the present context. The decisive
point is that the individual, by virtUe of the existence of conventional
disapproval, applies these sanctions, however drastic, on his own author
ity, not as a member of a staff endowed with a specific authority for this
purpose.

2. For the purposes of this discussion the concept "law" will be
made to turn on the presence of a staff engaged in enforcement, how
ever useful it might be to define it differently for other purposes. The
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character of this agency naturally need not be at all s~milar to what is
at present familiar. In particular it is not necessary that there should be
any specifically "judicial" authority. The clan, as an agency of blood
revenge and of the prosecution of feuds, is such an enforcing agency if
there exist any sort of rules which governs its behavior in such situa
tions. But this is on the extreme borderline of what can be called legal
enforcement. As is well known, it has often been denied that interna
tional law CQuid be called law, precisely because there is no legal au
thority above the state capable of enforcing it. In terms of the present
tenninology this would be correct, for we could not call "law" a system
the sanctions of which consisted wholly: in expectations of disapproval
and of the reprisals of injured parties, which is thus guaranteed entirely
by convention and self·interest without the help of a specialized en
forcement agency. But for purposes of legal tenninoJogy exactly the
opposite might well be acceptable.

In any case the means of coercion are irrelevant. Even a "brotherly
admonition," such as has been used in various religious sects as the first
degree of mild coercion of the sinner, is "law" provided it is regulated
hy some order and applied hy a staff. The same is to be said about the

'[Roman] censorial reprimand as a means to guarantee the observance of
ethical duties and, even more so, about psychological coercion through
ecclesiastic discipline. Hence "law" may be guaranteed hy hierocratic as
well as political authority, by the statutes of a voluntary association or
domestic authOrity or through a sodality or sOme other. association. The
rules of [Gennan students' fraternities known as] the Kcmm;ent [and
regulating such matters as convivial drinking or singing] are also law in
our sense, just as the case of those [legally regulated but unenforceahleJ
duties which are mentioned in Section 888, paragraph 2 of the German
Code of Civil Procedure [for instance, the duty arising from an engage
ment to marry J.~l The leges iml'erfect4e and the category of "natural
obligations" are forms of legal terminology which express indirectly
limits or conditions of the application of compulsion. In the same sense
a trade practice which is compulsorily enforced is also law. See sees. 157
and 242 of the Gennan Civil Code. On the concept of "fair practice"
(gute Sitte), that is, desirable custom which is worthy of legal sanction,
see Max Rumelin's essay in the Schwiibische Heimatgabe fUr Theodor
Haring (1918).

3. It is not necessary for a valid order to be of a general and abstract
character. The distinction between a legal nann and the judicial deci
sion in a concrete case, for instance, has not always and everywhere
been as clearly made as we have today come to expect. An "order" may
thus occur simply as the order governing a single concrete situation. The
details of this subject belong in the Sociology of Law. But for present
purposes, unless otherwise specified, the modern distinction between a
nonn and a specific decision will be taken for granted.

4. A system of order which is guaranteed by external sanctions may
at the same time be guaranteed by disinterested subjective attitudes,
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The relations of law, convention, and "ethics" do not constitute a problem
for sociology. From a sociological point of view an "ethical" standard is
one to which men attribute a certain type of value and which, by virtue
of this belief, they treat as a valid norm governing their action. In this
sense it can be spoken of as deflning what is ethically good in the same
W Iy that action which is called beautiful is measured by esthetic stand
ards. It is possible for ethically normative beliefs of this kind to have a
profound inRuence on acti~:m in the absence of any sort of external
guarantee. This is often the case when the interests of others would be
little affected by their violation.

Such ethical beliefs are also often guaranteed by religious motives,
but they may at the same time, in the present' terminology, be upheld
to an important extent by disapproyal of violations and the consequent
boycott, or even legally with the corresponding sanctions of criminal or
private law or of police measures. Every system of ethics which has in a
SOCiological sense become validly established is likely to be upheld to a
large extent by the probability that disapproval will result from its viola
tion, that is, by convention. On the other hand, it is by no means neces
sary that all conventionally or legaUy guaranteed forms of order should
claim the authority of ethical norms. Legal rules, ml,lch more often than
conventional ones, may have been established entirely 011 grounds of
expediency. Whether a belief in the validity of an order as such, which
is current in a social group, is to be regarded as belonging to the realm
of "ethiCS" or is a mere convention or a inere legal norm, cannot, for
SOCiological purposes, be decided in general terms. It must be treated as
relative to the conception of what values are treated as "ethical" in the
social group in question.

7. Bases of Legitimacy: Tradition, Faith, Enactment

The actors may ascribe legitimacy to a social order by virtue of:

(a) tradition: valid is that which has always been;
(b) affectual, especially emotional, faith: valid is that which is newly
revealed or exemplary;
(c) value-rational faith: valid is that which has been deduced as an
absolute;
(d) positive enactment which is believed to be legal.
Such le&ality may be treated as legitimate because:
(a) it derives from a voluntary agreement of the interested parties;
UJ) it is imposed by an authority which is held to be legitimate and
therefore meets with compliance.

All further details, except for a few other concepts to be deflned
below, belong in the SOCiology of Law and the SOCiology of Domination.
For the present, only a fe~ remarks are necessary.
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I. Th~ validitJ: of a social order by virtue of the sacredness of tradi
tion is the oldest and most universal type of legitimacy, The fear of
magical evils reinforces the general psychological inhibitipns against any
sort of change in customary modes of action. At the same time the mani-

. fold vested interests which tend to favor conformity with an established
order help w perpetuate it. (More in ch. III.)

2. Conscious departures from tradition in the establishment of a
new order were originally almost entirely due to prophetic oracles or at
least to pronouncements which were sanctioned as prophetic and th us
were considered sacred. This was true as late as the statutes of the
Greek aisymneUli. Conformity thus depended on belief in the legiti
macy of the prophet. In times of strict traditionalism a new order-one
actually regarded as new-was not possible without revelation unless it
was claimed that it had always been valid though not yet rightly known,
or that it had been obscured for a time and was now being restored to its
rightful place.

3. The purest type of legitimacy based on value-rationality is natural
law. The influence of its logically deduced propositions upon actual con
duct has lagged far behind its i~eal claims; that they have had some
inRuence cannot be denied, however. Its propositions must be distin
guished from those of revealed, enacted, and traditional law.

4. Today the most common form of legitimacy is the belief in legal
ity, the compliance with enactments which are formally correct and
which have been made in the accustomed manner. In this respect, the
distinction between an order derived from voluntary agreement and one
which has been imposed is only relative. For so far as the agreement
undt!rlying the order is not unanimous, as in the' past has often ~n
held necessary for complete legitimacy, the order is actually imposed
upon the minority; in this frequent case the order in a given group de
pends upon the acquiescence of those who hold different opinions. On
the other hand, it is very common for minorities, by force or by the use
of more ruthless and far-sighted methods, to impose an order which in
the course .of time comes to be regarded as legitimate by those who orig
inally resisted it. Insofar as t~e ballot is used as a legal means of altering
an order, it is very common for the will of a minority w attain a formal
majority and for the majority to submit. In this case majority rule is a
mere illusion. The belief in the legality of an order as established by
voluntary agreement is relatively ancient and is occasionally found
among so-called primitive people; but in these cases it is almost always
supplemented by the authority of oracles.

5. So far as it is not derived merely from fear or from motives of
expediency, a willingness to submit to an order imposed by one man or
a small group, always implies a belief in the legitimate authority (Herr
schaftsgewalt) of the source imposing it. This subject will be dealt with
separately below: see sections 13 and 16 and ch.UI.

6. Submission to an order is almost always detennined by a variety
of interests and by a mixture of adherence to tradition and belief in
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legality, unless it is a case of entirely new regulations. In a very large
proportion of cases, the actors subject to the order are of" course not even
aware how far it is a matter of custom, of convention, or of law, In such
cases the sociologist must attempt to formulate the typical basis of valid-
ity. .

8. Conflict, Competition, Selection

A social relationship will be referred to as "conflict" (Kampf) insofar
as action is oriented intentionally to carrying Out the actor's own will
against the resistance of the other party or parties. The term "peaceful"
conflict will be applied to· cases in which actual physical violence is not
employed. A peaceful conflict is "competition" insofar as it consists in a
formally peaceful attempt to attain control over opportunities and ad
vantages which are also desired by others. A competitive process is "regu
lated" competition to the extent that its ends and means are oriented to
an order. The struggle, often latent, which takes place between human
individuals or social types, for advantages and for survival, but without
a meaningful mutual orientation in terms of'conflict, will be called "se-
lection." Insofar as it is a matter of the relative opportunities of individ
uals during their own lifetime, it is "social selection"; insofar as it
concerns differential chances for the survival of hereditary characteristics,
"biological selection.".

I. There are all manner of continuous transitions ranging from the
bloody type of conRict which, setting aside all rules, aims at the destruc
tion of the adversary, to the case of the battles of medieval chivalry,
bound as they were to the strictest. conventions, and to the strict regula
tions imposed on sport by the rule!! of the game. A classic example of
conventional regulation in war is the herald's call before the battle of
Fontenoy: "Messieurs les Anglais, tirez les premiers."22 There are transi
tions such as that from unregulated competition of, let us say, suitors for
the favor of a w()man to the competition for economic advantages in
exchange relationships, bound as that is by the order governing the
market, or to strictly regulated competitions for artistic awards or, finally,
to the struggle for victory in election campaigns. The conceptual separa
tion of peaceful [from violent] conRict is justified by the quality of the
means normal to it and the peculiar SOCiological consequences of its oc
currence (see ch. II and later).

2. All typical struggles and modes of competition which take place
on a large scale will lead, in the long run, despite the decisive im
portance in many individual cases of accidental factors and luck, to a
selection of those who have in the higher degree, on the average, pos
sessed the personal qualities important to success. What qualities are
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important depends on the conditions in which the conflict or competi
tion takes place. It may be a matter cl physical strength or of unscrupu
lous cunning, of the level of mental ability or mere lung power and
skill in the technique of demagoguery, of loyalty to superioxs or of
ability to Hatter the masses, of creative originality, or of adaptability, of
qualities which are unusual, or of those which are possessed by the
mediocre majority. Among the decisive conditions, it must not be for
gotten, belong the systems of order to which the behavior of the parties
is oriented, whether traditionally. as a matter of rationally disinterested
loyalty (wertrational), or of expediency. Each type of order inHuences
opportunities in the process cf social sele:tion differently.

Not every:.rrocess of social selection is, in the present sense, a case of
conflict. Sod selection, on the contrary. means only in the first in
stance that certain types of behavior, and possibly of the corresponding
personal qualities, lead more easily to success in the role of '1over,"
"husband," "member of parliamerit," "official," "contractor," "managing
director," "successful business man," and so on. But the concept does not
specify whether this differential advantage in selection for social success
is brought to bear through conBict or not, neither does it specify
whether the biological chances of survival of the type are affected one
way or the other.

It is only where there is a genuine competitive process that the tenn
conflict will be used [i.e., where regulation is, in principle, possible]."
It is only in the sense of "selection" that it seems, according to our
experience, that conflict is empirically inevitable, and it is furthermore
only in the sense of biological selection that it is inevitable in principle.
Selection is inevitable because apparently no way can be worked out of
eliminating it completely. Even the most strictly pacific order can elimi
nate means of con8ict and the objects of and impulses to con8ict only
partially. Other modes of conflict would come to the fore, possibly in
processes of open competition. But even on the utopian assumption that
all competition were completely eliminated, conditions would still lead
to a latent process of selection, biological or social, which would favor
the types best adapted to the conditions, whether their relevant qualities
were mainly detennined by heredity or' by environment. On an empiri·
cal level the elimination of conBict cannot go beyond a point which
leaves room for some social selection, and in principle a process of biOo
logical selection necessarily remainS.

3. From the struggle of individuals for personal advantages and sur
vival, it is naturally necessary to distinguish the "conBict" and the "selec
tion" of social relationships. It is only in a metaphorical sense that these
concepts can be applied to the latter. For relationships exist only as
individual actions with particular subjective meanings. Thus a process of
selection or a conflict between them means only that one type of action _
has in the course of time been displaced by another, whether it ,is action
by the same persons or by others. This may occur in various ways.
Human action may in the first place be consciously aimed to alter cer-
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tain social relationships-that is, to alter the corresponding action-or it
may be directed to the prevention of their development or continuance.
Thus a "state" may be destroyed by war or revolution, or a conspiracy
may be broken up by savage suppression; prostitution may be suppressed
by police action; "usurious" business practices, by denial of legal protec
tion or by penalties. Furthermore. social relationships may be in8uenced
by the creation of differential advantages which favor one type over an
other. It is possible either for individuals or for organized groups to
pursue such ends. Secondly. it may. in various, ways. be an unantici
pated consequence of a course of social action and its relevant conditions
that certain types of social relationships (meaning. of course, the cor
responding actions) will be adversely affected in their opportunities to
maintain themselves or to arise. All changes of natural and social condi
tions,have some sort of effect on the differential probabilities of survival
of social relationships. Anyone is at iiberty to speak in such cases of a
process of "selection" of social relationships. For instance, he may say
that among several states the "strongest," in the sense of the best
"ad. ; d," is ..ictorious. It must, however, be kept in mind that this
sQ-cau(;d "selection" has nothing to do with the selection of types of
human individuals in either the social or the biologic:.1 sense. In every
case it is necessary to inquire into the reasons which have Jed to a change
in the chances of survival of one or another form of social action or
social relationship, which have broken up a social relationship or per
mitted it to continue at the expense of other competing forms. The ex
planation of these processes involves so many factors that it does not
seem expedient to employ a single tenn for them. When this is done,
there is always a danger of introducing uncritical value-judgments into
empirical investigation. There is. above all, a danger of being primarily
concerned with justifying the success of an individual case. Since indi
vidual cases are often dependent on highly exceptional circumstances,
they may be in a certain sense "fortuitous." In recent years there has
been more than enough of this kind of argument. The fact that a given
specific social relationship has been eliminated for reasons peculiar to a
particular situation, proves nothing whatever about its "fitness to survive"
in general tenns.

9. Communal and Associative Relationships

A social relationship will be called "communal" (Vergemeinschaf
tung) if and so far as the orientation of social action-whether in the
individual case, on the average, or in the pure type-is based on a
subjective feeling of the parties, whether affectual or traditional, that
they belong together.

A social relationship will be called "associative" (Vergesellschaftung)
if and insofar as the orientation of social action within it rests on a
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rationally motivated adjustment of interests or a similarly motivated
agreement, whether the basis of rational judgment be absolute values or
reasons of expediency. It is especially common, though by nO means
inevitable, for the associative type of relationship to rest on a rational
agreement by mutual consent. In that case the corresponding action is,
at the pole of rationality, oriented either to a value-rational belief in oile's
own obligation, or to a rational (zweckrationale) expectation that the
other party will live up to it.

This terminology is similar to the distinction made by Ferdinand
Tonnies in his pioneering work, Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft; but for
his purposes, Tonnies has given this distinction a rather more specific
meaning than would be convenient for purposes of the present discus
sion.~· The purest cases of associative relationships are: (a) rational free
market exchange, which constitutes a compromise of opposed but com
plementary interests; (b) the pure voluntary association based On self
interest (Zweckverein), a case of agreement as to a long-run course of
action oriented purely to the promotion of specific ulterior interests,
economic or other, of its members; (c) the voluntary association of indi
viduals motivated by an adherence to a set of common absolute values
(Gesinnungsverein), for example, the rational sect, insofar as it does not
cultivate emotional and affective interests, but seeks only to serve a
"cause." This last case, to be sure, seldom occurs in anything approach
ing the pure type.

2. Communal relationships may rest on various types of affectual,
emotional, or traditional bases. Examples are a religious brotherhood, an
erotic relationship, a relation of personal loyalty, a national community,
the esprit de corps of a military unit. The type case is most conveniently
illustrated by the family. But the great majority of social relationships
has this characteristic to some degree, while being at the same time to
some degree dctcrmined by associative factors. No maUd how calculat
ing and hard-headed the ruling considerations in such a social relation
ship-as that of a merchant to his customers-may be, it is quite p0s
sible for it to inV0lve emotional values which transcend its utilitarian
significance. Every social relationship which goes beyond the pursuit of
immediate common ends, which hence lasts for long periods, involves
relatively permanent social relationships between the same persons, and
these cannot be exclusively confined to the technically necessary activi
ties. Hence in such cases as association in the same military unit, in the
same school class, in the same workshop or office, there is always some
tendency in this direction, although the degree, to be sure, varies enor
mously. Conversely, a social relationship which is normally considered
primarily communal may involve action on the part of some or even all
of the participants which is to an important degree oriented to consid
erations of expediency. There is, for instance, a wide variation in the
extent to which the members of a family group feel a genuine com
munity of interests or, on the other hand, exploit the relationship for
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their own .ends. The concept of communal relationship has been in
tentionally defined in very general terms and hence inetudes a very
heterogeneous group of phenomena.

3. The communal type of relationship is, according to the usual
interpretation oE its subjective meaning, the most radical antithesis of
ccnSict. This should not, however, be allowed to obscure the fact that
coercion of all sorts is a very common thing in even the most intimate of
such communal relationships if one party is weaker in character than
the other. Funhermore, a prca'S of the selection of types leading to
differences in opportunity and survival, goes on within these relation
ships just the same as anywhere else. Associative relationships, on the
other hand, very often consist only in compromises between rival in
terests, where only a part of the occasion or means of conBict has been
eliminated, or even an attempt has been made to do so. Hence, outside
the area of compromise, the con8ict of interests, with its attendant com
petition for supremacy, remains unchanged. Conflict and communal
relationships are relative concepts. Conflict varies enormously according
to the means, employed, especially whether they are violent or peaceful,
and to the ruthlessness with which they are used. It has already been
pointed out that any type of order governing social action in some way
leaves room for a process of selection among various rival human types.

4. It is by no means true that the existence of commOn qualities, a
common situation, or common modes of behavior imply the existence of
a communal social relationship. Thus, for instance, the possession of a
common biological inheritance by virtue of which persons are classified
as belonging to the same "race," naturally implies no s~ of communal
social relationship between them. By restrictions on stCfial intercourse
and on marriage persons may find themselves in a shtiilar situation, a
situation of isolation from the environment which imposes these distinc
tidhs. But even if they all react to this situation in the same way, this
does not cOnstitute a communal relationship. The latter does not even
eJcist if they have a common "feeling" about this situation and its conse·
quences. It is only when this feeling leads to a mutual orientation of
their behavior to each other that a social relationship arises between
them rather than of each to the environment Furthennore, it is only so
far as this relationship involves feelings of belonging together that it is
a "communal" relationship. In the case of the Jews, for instance, except
for Zionist circles and the action of certain associations promoting speei·
fically Jewish interests, there thus exist communal relationships only to
a relatively small extent; indeed, Jews often repudiate the existence of a
Jewish "community."

A common language, which arises from a similarity of tradition
through the family and the sl,l'r:tounding social enviror "TIent, facilitates
mutual understanding, and thus the fonnation of all types of social rela
tionships, in the highest degree. But ta~en by itself it is not sufficient
to constitute a communal relationship, rather, it facilitates intercourse
within the groups concerned, hence the development of associate rela
tionships. This takes place between individuals, not because the):- speak
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the same language, but because they have other types of interests,
Orientation to the rules of a common language is thus primarily impor
tant as a means of conununicarion, not as the content of a social rela
tionship. It is only with the emergence of a consciousness of d.ifference
from third persons who speak a different language that the fact that
two persons speak the same language, and in that respect share a com
mon situation, can lead them to a feeling of community and to modes of
social organization consciously based on the sharing of the common
language.

Participation in a "market" is of still another kind. It encourages
association between the exchanging parties and a social relationship,
above all that of competition, between the individual participants who
must mutually orient their action to each other. But no further modes
of association develop except in cases where certain participants enter
into agreements in order to better their competitive situations, or where
they all agree on rules for the puIJXlSC of regulating transactions and of
securing favorable general conditions for all. (It may further be re
marked that the market and the competitive economy resting on it form
the most important type of the reciprocal detennination of action in
terms of pure self-interest, a type which is characteristic of modem eco
nomic life.)

10. Open and Closed Relationships

A social relationship, regardless of whether it is communal or associ
active in character, will be spoken of as ··open" to outsiders if and i~
f.ar as its system of order does not deny participation. to anyone who
wishes to join and is actually in a position to do so. A relationship will,
on the other hand, bes called "closed" against outsiders. so far as, accord
ing to its subjective meaning and its binding rules, pa~petion of certain
persons is excluded, limited, or subjected ~ conditions. Whether a rela
tionship is open or dosed may he detennined traditionally,. affeetuaUy,
or rationally in terms of wlues "" of expediency. It is espeQalIy likely to
be closed, for rational reasons, in the following type of situation: a'soc;ial
relationship may provide the parties to it with ~rtunities for the
satisfaction of spiritual or material interests, whether absolutely: or~~
mentally, or whether it is achi..,.j through c<><>perative action or by a
compromise of interests. If the porticipants expect that the admission of
others will lead to an improvemeiti of their situation, an lmprovernent in
degree, in kind, in the security or the value of the satisfaction, their inter~

es, will be in keeping the relationship open. If, on the other hand. their
expectations are of improving their position by monopolistic tactics, their
interest is in a closed relationship.
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There are various ways in which it is possible for a closed social rela
tionship to guarantee its monopOlized advantages to the parties. (a) Such
advantages may be left free to competitive struggle within the group; (b)
they may be regulated or rationed in amount and kind, or (c) they may
be appropriated by individuals or sub-groups on a permanent basis and
become more or less inalienable. The last is a case of closure within, as
well as against .outsiders. Appropriated advantages will be called "rights."
As detennined by the relevant order, appropriaqon may be (I) for the
bene:6t of the members of particular communal or associative groups (for
instance, household groups), or (2) for the benent of individuals. In
the latter case, the individual may enjoy ,his rights on a purely personal
basis or in such a way that in case of his death one or more other persons
related to the holder of the right by birth (kinship), or by some other
social relationship, may inherit the rights in 'question. Or the rights may
pass to one or more individuals specifically designated by the holder.
These are cases of hereditary appropriation. Finally, (3) it may be that
the holder is more or less fully empowered to alienate his rights by volun
tary agreement, either to other specific persons or to anyone he chooses.
This is alienable appropriation. A party to a closed social relationship
will be called a "member"; in case his participation is regulated in such
a way as to guarantee him appropriated advantages, a privileged mem
ber (Rechtsgenosse). Appropriated rights which are enjoyed by individ
uals through inheritance or by hereditary groups, whether communal or
!NOciative, will be called the "property" of the individual or of groups
in question; and, insofar as they are alienable, "free" property.

The apparendy gratuitous tedioumess involved in the elaborate def
inition of the above concepts is an example of the fact that we often
neglect to think out clearly what seems to be obvi~ because it is in-
tuitively familiar. .

I. (a) Examples of communal-relationships, which tend to be closed
on a traditional basis, are those in which membership is determined by
family relationship.

(b) Personal emotional relationships are usually affectually closed.
Examples are erode relationships and, very commonly, relations of per
sonalloyalty,

(c) Closure on the basiS of value-rational commitment to values is
usual in groups sharing a ccmmon system of e.1tplicit religious belief.

Cd) Typical cases of rational closure on grounds of expediency are
economic associations of a monopolistiC or a plutocratic character.

A few examples may be taken at random. Whether a group of pe0
ple engap in coo.versatioo. is open or closed depends on its content.
General conversatiGt is apt to be open. as contrasted with intimate con
versation-·~ the i~parting of o6iciaI infonnation. Market relatLonships,
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are in most, or at least in many, cases essentially open. In the case of
many relationships, both communal and associative, there is a tendency
to shift from a phase of expansion to one of exclusiveness. Examples are
the guilds and the democratic city-states of Antiquity and the Middle
Ages. At times these groups sought to increase their membership in the
interest of improving the security of their position of power by adequate
numbers. At other times they restricted their membership to protect
the value of their monopolistic position. The same phenomenon is not
uncommon in monastic orders and religious sects which have passed
from a stage of religious proselytizing to one of restriction in the interest
of the maintenance of an ethical standard or for the protection of mate
rial interests. There is a similar close relationship between the extension
of market relationships in the interest of increased turnover on the one
hand, their monopolistic restriction on the other. The promotion of
linguistic uniformity is today a natural result of the interests of pub
lishers and writers, as opposed to the earlier, not uncommon, tendency
£or status groups to maintain linguistic peculiarities or even for secret
languages to emerge. .

2.. Both the extent and the methods of regulation and exclusion in
relation to outsiders may vary widely, so that the transition from a state
of openness to one of regulation and closure is gradual. Various condi
tions of participation may be laid down; qualifying tests, a period of
probation, requirement of possession of a share which can be purchased
under certain conditions, election of new .nembers by ballot, member
ship or eligibility by birth or by virtue of achievements open to anyone.
Finally, in case of closure and the appropriation of rights within the
group, participation may be dependent on the acquisition of an appro
priated right. There is. wide variety of different degrees of closure and
of conditions of participation. Thus regulation and closure are relative
concepts. There are all manner of gradual shadings as between an ex
clusive dub, a theatrical audience the members of which have pur
chased tickets, and a party rally to which the largest possible number
has been urged to come; similarly, from <1 church service open to thi'
general public through the rituals of a limited sect to the mysteries of
a secret cult.

3. Similarly, closure within the group may also assume the most
varied forms. Thus a caste, a guild, or d group of stock exchange
brokers, which is dosed to outsiders, may pllow to its members a per
fectly free competition 'for all the advantages which the group as a
whole monopolizes for itself. Or it may assign every member strictly to
the enjoyment of certain advantages, such as claims OVet customers" or
particular business opportunities, for life or even on a hereditary basis.
This is particularly characteristic of India. Similarly, a closed group of
settlers (Markgenossemchaft) may allow its members free use of the
resources of its area or may restrict them rigidly to a plot assigned to
each individual household. A closed group <l colonists may allow free
use of the land or sanction and guanmtee permanent appropriation of
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separate holdings. In such cases all conceivable transitional and inter·
mediate fonns can be found. Historically, the closure of eligibility to
liefs, bendices, and offices within the group, and the appropriation on
the part of those enjoying them, have occurred in the most varied fonns.
Similarly, the establishment of rights to and possession of partict·1

jobs on the part of workers may develop all the way from the "closed
shop" to a right to a particular job. The Brst step in this development
may be to prohibit the dismissal of a worker without the consent 'of the
workers' representatives. The development of the "works councils" [in
Germany after 19r8] might be a lirst step in this direction, though it
need not be.U

All the details must ~ reserved for the later analysis. The most
extreme form of pennanent appropriation is found in cases where par
ticular rights are guaranteed to an individual or to certain groups of
them, such as households, clans, families, in such a way that it is speci
lied in the order either that, in case of death, the rights descend to specilic
heirs, or that the possessor is fr~ to transfer them to any other person
at will. Such a person thereby becomes a party to the social relation
ship so that, when appropriation has reached this extreme within the
group, it becomes to that ~xtent an open group in relation to outsiders.
This is true so long, as acqt.:isition of membership is not subject to the
ratification of the other, prior members.

4. The principal motives fOI closure of a relationship are: (a) The
maintenance of quality, which is often combined with the interest in
prestige and the consequent opportunities to enjoy honor, and even
prolit; examples are communities oE ascetics, monastic orders, especially,
Ear instance, the Indian mendicant orders, reli~ sects like the Puri
tan,s, ~ganized groups of warriors, of mmUteri.tla:and other £onc- ,
tionaries, organized citizen bodies as in the Greek,~, craft guilds;
(b) the contraction of advantages in relatim to -consumption- needs
CNahrungsspielraum);se examples are monopolies cI consumption, the
most developed form of which is a self-subsistent village community;
(c) the growing scarcity of opportunities for acquisition (Etwerbsspiel
fQUm). This is found in trade monopolies such as guilds, the an
cient monopolies of fishing rights, and so on. Usually motive (a) is
combined with (b) or (c).

I I. The Imputation of Social Action: Representation and
Mutual Responsibility

·Within a social relationship, whether it is traditional or enacted, cer
tai. kinds of action of each participant may be imputed to all others, in
which case we speak of, "mutually responsible members"; or the action
01 certain members (the "representatives") may be attributed to the

• :>
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others (the "represented"), In both cases, the members will share the
resulting advantages as well as the disadvantages.

In accordance with the prevailing order, the power of representation
may be (a) completely appropriated in all its forms-the case of self
appointed authority (Eigenvollmacht); (b) conferred in accordance with
particular characteristics, permanently or for a limited term; (c) conferred
by specific acts of the members or of outside persons, again permanently
or for a limited term-the cases of "derived" or "delegated" powers.

There are many different conditions which determine the ways in
which social relationships, communal or associative, develop relations of
mutual responsibility or of representation. In general terms, it is possible
only to say that one of the most decisive is the extent to which the action
of the group is oriented to violent conflict or to peaceful exchange as its
end. Besides these, many special circumstances, which can only be dis
cussed in the detailed analysis, may be of crucial importance. It is not
surprising that this development is least 'conspicuous in groups which
pursue purely ideal ends by peaceful means. Often the degree of closure

, against outsiders is {.osely related to the development of mutual responsi-
bility or of representation. But this is by no means always the case.

I. Imputation may in practice involve both active and ~ssive mu
tual respondbility. All participants may be held responsible for the
action of anyone just as he himself is, and similarly may be entitled to
enjoy any benefits resulting from this action. This responsibility may
be owed to spirits or gods, that is, involve a religious orientation; or it
may be responsibility to other human beings, as regulated by convention
or by law. Examples of regulation by convention are blood revenge
cartied out against or with the help of members of the kin group, and
reprisals against the inhabitants of the town or the country of the of
fender; of the legal type, formal punishment of relatives and members
of the household or community, and personal liability of members of a
household or of a commercial partnership for each other's debts. Mutual
responsibility in relation to gods has also had very significant historical
results. For instance, in the covenant of Israel with Jahveh, in early
Christianity, and in the early Puritan community.

On the other hand, the imputation may mean no more than that the
participants in a closed social relationship, by virt~e of the traditional
or legal order, accept as legally binding a representative's decisions,
especially over economic resources. (Examples are the "validity" of de
cisions by the executive committee of a voluntary association or by
the responsible agent of a political or economic organization over re
sources which, as specified in the statutes, are meant to serve the group's
PU'P""")

2. Mutual responsibility is typically found in the follOWing cases:
(a) In traditional, conununal groups based on birth or tOO. sharing of a
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common life; for example, the household and the kinship unit; (b)
in closed relationships which maintain by force a monopolized position
and control over -the corresponding bene6ts; the typical case is the
political association, especially in the past, but also today, most strikingly
in time of war; (c) in pro6t-oriented enterprises whose participants
personally conduct the business; the type case is the business partner
ship; Cd) in some cases, in labor associations; e.g., the [Russian] artel.

Representation is most frequently found in associations devoted to
speci6c purposes and in legally organized groups, especially when funds
have been collected and must be administered in the interests of the
group. This will be further discussed in the Sociology of Law.

3. The power of representation is conferred according to characteris
tics when it goes by seniority or some other such rule.

4. It is not possible to carry the analysis of this subject further in
general tenns; its elaboration must be reserved to the detailed investiga
tion. The most ancient and most universal phenomenon in this 6eld is
that of reprisal, meant either as revenge or as a means of gaining control
of hostages, or some other kind of ~ecurity against future injury.

12. The Organization

A social relationship which is either dosed or limits the admission of
outsiders will be called an organization (Verband) when its regulations
are enforced by specific individuals: a chief and, possibly, an administra
tive staff, which normally also has representative powers. The incumbency
of a policy-making position or participation in the functions of the staff,
constitute "executive powers" (Regierungsgewuhiii'\ These may be ap
propriated, or they may be assigned, in accordancwllith the regulations
of the organization, to specific persons or to individuals selected on the
basis of specific characteristics or procedures. "Organized action" is (a)
either the staff's action, which is legitimated by its executive or represent
ative powers and oriented to realizing the organization's order, or (b)
the members' action as directed by the staff.z ,

I. It is terminologically indifferent whether the relationship is of a
communal or associative character. It is sufficient for there to be a per
son or persons in·authority-the head of a family, the executive com
mittee of an association, a managing director, a prince, a president, the
head of a church-whose action is concerned with carrying into effect
the order governing the organization. This criterion is decisive because
it is not merely a matter of action which is oriented to an order, but
which is speci6cally directed to its enforcement. Sociologically, this adds
to the concept of a closed social relationship a further element, which is
of far-reaching empirical importance. For by nO means every closed com
mllllal or associative relationship is an organization. For instanceL this is
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not true of an erotic relationship or of a kinship group without a head.
2. Whether or not an organization exists is entirely a matter of the

presence of a person in authority, with or without an administrative staff.
M'Jrc precisely, it exists so far as there is a probability that certain persons
wW act in such a way as to carry out the order governing the organiza
tion; that is, that persons are present who can be counted on to act in
this way whenever the occasion arises. For purposes of definition, it is
indiffcre,.t what is the basis of the relevant expectation, whether it is a
case ('f traditional, affectual or value-rational devotion (such as feudal
fealty. loyalty to an officer or to a service). It may, on the other hand,
be J. matter of expediency, as, for instance, a p€Cuniary interest in the
i1Had;cd salary. Thus, for our purposes, the organization does not exist
ap:m fnlD.L tbe probability that a course of action oriented in this way
will bike place. If there is no probability of this type of action on the
prt '.If J. particular group of persons or of a given individual, there is in
tf:...~~e ~enns only a social relationship. On the other hand, so long. as
there is a probability of such action, the qlganization as a sociological
phenomenon continup.s to exist, in spite of the fac~ that the speci£c

,individuals whose action is oriented to the order in question, may have
been:ompletely changed. The concept has been de£ned intentionally
to include precisely this phenomenon. '

3. It is possible (a) that, in addition to the action of the adminis
trative stalf itself or that which takes place under,its direction, there
may be other cases where a,ction of the participants is'intended to up
hold the Juthority of the order; for instance, contributions or '1iturgi.es,"
that is, certain types of personal services, such as jury service or military
service. It is also possible (b) for the order to include nonns to which it
is expected that the action of the members of an organization will be
oriented ip. respects other than those pertaining to the affairs of the
organization as a unit. For instance, the Jaw of the state includes rules
governing private economic relations which are not concerned with the
enforct'ment of the state's legal order as such, hut with action in the
service of private interests. This is true of most of the "civil" law. In
the £rst ,~ase (a) one may speak of action oriented to organizational
affairs (t'erbandsbezogenes Handeln); in the second (b) of action sub
jeer to the organization's regulation (verbandsgeregeltes Handeln). It
is onlv in the cases of the action of the administrative staff itself and of
that deliherately directed by it that the tenn"organized action" (Ver
band.shandeln) will be used. Examples of such action would be partici
pation in any capacity in a war fought by a state, or a motion which is
passed by the members at the behest of its executive committee. or a
centr:'!ct ..:ntered into by the person in authority, the validity of which is
im~.1n all members and for which they, are held responsible (cf.
section I I). Further, all administration of justice and administrative
proc{'dure belongs in this category (d. section 14).

An organization may he (a) autonomous or heteronomous, (h) auto
.;.eph<Jlrms cr heterocephalous. Autonomy means that the order governing
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the organization has been established by its own members on their own
authority, regardless of how this has taken place in other respects. In the
case of heteronomy, it has been imposed by an outside agency. Auto
cephaly means that the <:hief and his staff are selected according to the
autonomous order of the organization itself, not, as in the case of hetero
cephaly, that they are appointed by outsiders. Again, this is regardless
of any other aspects of the relationship.

A case of heterocephaly is the appoinnnent of the governors of the
Canadian provinces by the central government of the Dominion. It is
possible for a heterocephalous group to be autonomous and an auto
cephalous group to be heteronomous. It is also possible in both respects
for an organization to have both characters at the same time in different'
spheres. The member-states of the Cennan Empire, a federal state, were
autocephalous. But in spite of this, within the sphere of authority of the
Reich, they were heteronomous; whereas, within their own sphere, in
such matters as religion and education, they were autonomous. AlS!ce
Lorraine was, under German jurisdiction, in a limited degree autono
mous, but at the same time heterocephalous in that the governor was
appointed by the Kaiser. All those elements may he present in the same
situation to some degree. An organization which is at the same time
completely heteronomous and completely heterocephalous is usually
best treated as a "part" of the more extensive group, as would ordinarily
be done with a "regiment" as part of an anny. But whether this is the
case depends on the actual extent of independence in the orientation
of action in the particular case. For terminological :)urposes, it is entirely
a question of convenience.

13. Consensual and Imposed Order in Organizations

An association's enacted order may be established in one of two ways:
by voluntary agreement, or by being imposed and acquiesced in. The
leadership in an organization may claim a legitimate right to impase new
rules. The "constitution" of an organization is the empirically existing
porbability, varying in extent, kind and conditions, that rules imposed
by the leadership will be acceded to. The existing rules may specify that
certain groups or sections of the members must consent, or at least have
been heard. Besides this, there may be any number of other conditions.

An organization's order may be imppsed not only on its members but
also on certain non-members. This is especially trne of persons who are
linked to a given territorial area by virtue of residence, birth, or the per
formance of certain actions. In this case the order posse~ses "territorial
validity" (Gebietsgeltung). An organization which imposes its order in
principle on a territory will be called a "territorial organization" (Gebiets·
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verband). This usage will be employed regardless of how far the claim
to the validity of its order over its own members is also confined to
matters pertaining to the area. (Such a limitation is possible28 and indeed
occurs to some extent,)

1. In our tenninology, an order is always "imposed" to the extent
that it does not originate from~ voluntary personal agreement of all the
individuals concerned. The ncept of imposition hence includes "ma
jority rule," in that the min. 'ty must submit. For that reason there
have been long periods when the legitimacy of majority rule has either
not been recognized at all, or been held doubtful. This was true in the
case of the Estates of the Middle Ages, and in very recent times, in
the Russian obshchina. (This will be further discussed in the Sociology
of Law and of Domination.)

2. Even in cases where there is formally voluntary agreement, it is
very common, as is generally known, for .there to be a large measure of
imposition. (This is true of the obshchina.) In that case, it is ·he actual
state of affairs which is decisive for SOCiological purposes.

3. The concept of constitution made use of here is that also used by
Lassalle. It is not the same as what is meant by a "written" constitution,
or indeed by "constitution" in any sort of legal meaning!9 The only
relevant question for SOCiological purposes is when, for what purposes,
and within what limits, or pOSSibly under what special conditions (such
as the approval of gods or priests or the consent of electors), the memo
bers of the organization will submit to the leadership. Furthennore,
under what circumstances the administrative staff and the ofganized
actions of the group will be at the leadership's disposal when it issues
orders, in particular, new rules.

4. The maj':>I cases of the territorial imposition of an order are
criminal law and various other legal rules the applicability of which
depends on whether the actor was resident, born, performed or com
pleted the action within the area controlled by a political organization.
(Compare the concept of the "territorial corporate organization"
Gebietskorperschaft-as used by Gierke and Preuss.)30

'4. Administrative and Regulative Order

Rules which govern organized action constitute an administrative
order (Verwaltungsordnung). Rules which govern other kinds of social
action and thereby protect the actors' enjoyment of the resulting beri.efits
will be called a regulative order (Regulierungsordnung). So far as an
organization is solely oriented to the first type, it will be called an ad·
rninistr~tive organization; so far as it is oriented to the second type, 3

regulative organization.
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1. It goes without saying that the majority of actual organizations
partake of both characteristics. An example of a merely regulative or
ganization would be a theoretically conceivable state based purely on
the upholding of public order (Rechtsstaat) and committed to absolute
laissez-faire. (This would imply that even the control of the monetary
system was left to private enterprise.)

2. On the concept of organized action see above, sec. 12:3. Under
the concept of -administrative order would be included all the rules
which govern not only the action of the administ.rative'staff, but also
that of the members in their direct relation to .the organization; hence
these rules pertain to those goals the pur~llit of which the administrative
order seeks to facilitate through prescribed and coordinated action on
the part of the administrative staff and the members. In a completely
communist economy almost ail social action would be of this character.
In an absolute laissez·faire state (Rechtsstaat) only the functions of
juqges, police authorities, jurors and soldiers, and activity as legislator
and voter would be included. The distinction between administrative
and regulative order coincides in its broad lines, though not always in
detail, with the distinction between public and private law. (All further
details are treated in the SOCiology of Law.)

I 5. -Enterprise, Formal Organization, Voluntary and
Compulsory Association

Continuous rational activity of a specified kind will be called an
enterprise; an association with a continuously and rationally operating
staff win be called a formal organization.

An organization which claims authority only over voluntary members
will be called a voluntary association (Verein); an organization which
imposes, within a specifiable sphere of opetations, its order (with relative
success) on all action conforming with certain criteria will be called a
compulsory organization or association (Anstalt).

I. The concept of the enterprise covers business conducted by
political and ecclesiastic organizations as well as by voluntary associa
tions insofar as it has rational continuity.

2. Voluntary as well as compulsory associations are organizations
with rationally established rules. More correctly, insofar as an organiza
tion has rational)" established rules, it is either a voluntary 'or, a com
pulsory association. Compulsory organizations are, above all, the state
with its subSidiary heterocephalous organizations, and the church insofar
as its order is rationally established. The order governing a compulsory
association claims to be binding on all persons to whom the particular
relevant criteria apply-such as birth, residence, or the use of certain
facilities. It makes no difference whether the individual joined vol un-
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tarily; nor -does it matter whether he has taken any pan in establishing
the order. It is thus a case of imposed order in the most definite sense.
Compulsory associations are frequently territorial organizations.

3. The distinction between voluntary and compulsory associations is
relative in its empirical application. The rules of a voluntary association
may affect the interests of non-members, and recognition of the validity
of these rules may be imposed upon them by usurpation and the exer
cize of naked power, but also by legal regulation, as in the case of the
law governing corporate securities.

4. It is hardly necessary to emphasize that the concepts of voluntary
and compulsory associations are by no means exhaustive of all conceiv
able types of organizations. Furthermore, they are to be thought of as
pobr types, as are sect and church in the religious sphere.

16. Power and Domination

A "Power" (M~ht) is the probability that one actor within a social
relationship will be in a position to carry out his own will despite resist
ance, regardless of the basis on which this probability rests.

B. "Domination" (Herrschaft)" is the probability that a command
with a given specific content will be obeyed by a given group of persons.
"Discipline" is the probability that by virtue of habituation a command
will receive prompt and automatic obedience in stereotyped forms, on
the part of II given group of persons. J

•

I. The concept of power is sociologically amorphous. All conceiv
able qualities of a person a,d all conceivable combinations of circum
stances may put him in a position to impose his will in a given situa
tion. The sociological concept of domination must hence be more precise
and can only mean the probability that a command will be obeyed.

2. The concept of discipline includes the habituation characteristic
of uncritical and unresisting mass obedience.

C. The existence of domination turns only on the actual presenre
of one person successfully issuing orders to others; it does not necessarily
imply either the existence of an administrative staff or, for that matter,
of an organization. It is, however, uncommon to find it unrelated to at
least one of these. A "ruling organization" (Herrschaftsverband) exists
insofar as its members are subject to domination by virtue of the estah
lished order.

I. Thl!head of a household rules without an administrative staff. A
Bedouin chief, who levies contributions from the caravans, persons and
shipments which pass his stronghold, controls this group of changing
individuals, who do not belong to the same organizatiol1, as soon and as
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long as they face the same situation; but to do this, he needs a follow
ing which, on the appropriate occasions, serves as his administrative staff
in exercising the necessary compulsion. (However, it is theoretically
conceivable that th;<: type of control is exercised by a single individual.)

2. If it possesses an administrative staff, an organization is always to
some degree based on domination. But the concept is relative. In gen
eral, an effectively ruling organization is also an admhlistrative one. 'The
character of the organization is detennined by a variety of factors: the
mode in whicb th~ administration is carried out, the character of the
personnel, the objects over which it exercises ,control, and the extent of
effective jurisdiction. The first two factors in particular are dependent in
the highest degree on the way in which domination 15 legitimized (see
,h. III).

I7. Political and Hierocratic Organizations

A "ruling organization" will be called "political" insofar as its exist·
ence and order is continuously safeguarded within a given territori~l area
by the threat and application of physical force on the part of the adminis
trative staff. A compulsory political organization with continuous opera
tions (politischer Anstaltshetrieb) will be called a "state" insofar as its
administrative staff successfully upholds the claim to the monopoly of
the legitimate use of physical force in the enforcement of its order. Social
action, especially organized action, will be spoken of as "politically
oriented" if it aims at exerting influence on the government of a political
organization; especially at the appropriation, expropriation, redistributif;m
or allocation of the powers of government.

A "hierocratic organiza~on" is an organization which enforces its
order through psychic coer<;io.n by distributing or denying religious
benefits ("hierocratic coercion"). A compulsory hierocratic organization
will be called a "church" insofar as its administrative staff claims a
monopoly of the legitimate use of hierocratic coercion.

I. It goes without saying that the use of physical force CGewaltsam
keit) is neither the sale, nor even the most usual, method of administra
tion of political organizat:ons. On the contrary, their heads have em
ployed all conceivable means to bring about their ends. But, at the same
time, the threat of force, and in the case of need its actual use, is the
method which is speci6.c to political organizations and is always the last
resort when others have failed. Conversely, physical force is by no means
limited to political groups even as a legitimate method of enforcement.
It has been freely used by kinship groups, household groups, consocia
tions and, in the Middle Ages, under certain circumstances by all those
entitled to bear arms. In addition to the fact that it uses, among other
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means, physical force to enforce its system of order, the political organiza
tion is further characterized by the fact that the authority of its adminis
trative ~taff is claimed as binding within 3 territorial area and this claim
is upheld by force, Whenever organizations which make use of force
are. also characterized by the claim to territorial jurisdiction, such a3

village communities or even some household groups, federations of
guilds or of workers' associations ("soviets"), they are by definition to
that extent political organizations.

2. It is not possible to dellne a political organization, including the
state, in terms of the end to which its action is devoted. All the way
from provision for subsistence to the patronage of art, there is no con
ceivable end which some political association has not at some time pur
sued. And from the protection of personal security to the administration
of justice, there is none which all have recognized. Thus it is possible
to dellne the "political" character of an organization only in tenns of the
means peculiar to it, the use of force. This means is, however, in the
above sense speeillc, and is indispensable to its character. It is even,
under certain circumstances, elevated into an end in itself.

This usage does not·exactly confonn to everyday speech. But the lat-
, ter is too inconsistent to ,be used for technical purposes. We speak of the

foreign currency policyn of a central bank, the financial policy of an
association, or the educational policy of a local authority, and mean the
systematic treatment and conduct of particular affairs. It comes consid
erably closer to the present meaning when we distinguish the "political"
aspect or implication of a question. Thus there is the "political" official,
the "political" newspaper, the "political" revolution, the "political"
club, the "political" party, and the "political" consequences of an
action, as distinguished from others such as the economic, cultural, or
religious aspect of the persons, affairs or processes in question. In this
usage we generally mean by "polidcal," things that have to do with
relations of authority within what is, in the present terminology, a
political organization, the state. The reference is to things which are
likely. to uphold, to change or overthrow, to hinder or promote, these
authority relations as distinguished from persons, things, and processes
which have nothing to do with it. This usage thus seeks to bring out
t~e com'mon features of domination, the way it is exercised by the state,
irrespective of the ends involved. Hence it is legitimate to claim that the
dellnition put forward here is only a more precise formulation of what
is meant in everyday usage in that it gives sharp emphasis to what is
most characteristic of this means: the actual or threatened use of force.
It is, of course, true that everyday usage applies the term "political,"
not only to groups which are the direct agents of the legitimate use of
force itself, but also to other, often wholly peaceful groups, which at
tempt to influence the activities of the political organization. It seems
best for present purposes to distinguish this type of social action, "politi
cally oriented" action, from political action as such, the actual organized
action of political groups.
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3. Since the concept of the state has only in modern times reached
its full devel9pment, it is best to define it in tenns appropriate to the
modem type of state, but at the same time, in teans which abstract from
the values of the present day, since these are particularly subject to
change. The primary fonnal characteristics of the modem state are as
follows: It possesses an administrative and legal order subject to change
by legislation, to which the organized activities of the administr.ative
staff, which are also controlled by regulations, are oriented. This sys
tem of order claims binding authority, not only over the members of
the state, the citizens, most of whom have obtained membership by
birth, but also to a very large extent over all action taking place in the
area of its jurisdiction. It is thus a compulsory organization with a ter
ritorial basis. Furthermore, today, the use of force is regarded as legiti
mate only so far as it is either permitted by the state or prescribed by it.
Thus the right of a father to discipline his children is recognized-a
survival of the fonner independent authority of the head of a household,
which in the right to use force has sometimes extended to a power of
life and death over children and slaves. The d&im of the modern state
to monopolize the use of force is as essential to it as its character of
compulsory jurisdiction and of continuous operation.

4. In fonnulating the concept of a hierocratic organization, it is not
possible to use the character of the religious benefits it offers, whether
worldly or other-worldly, material or spiritual, as the decisive criterion.
What is important is rather the fact that its control over these values can
fonn the basis of a system of spiritual domination over human beings.
What is most characteristic of the church, even in the common usage
of the term, is the fact that it is a rational, compulsory association with
continuous operation and that it claims a monopolistic authority. It is
normal for a church to strive for complete control on a territorial basis
and to attempt to set up the corresponding territorial or parochial or
ganization. So far as this takes place, the means by which this claim to
monopoly is upheld will vary from case to case. But historically, its
control over territorial areas has not been nearly so essential to the
church as to political associations; and this is particularly true today. It
is its character as a compulsory association, particularly the fact that one
beomes a member of the church by birth, which distinguishes the
church from a "sect." It is characteristic of the latter that it is a volun
tary association and admits only persons with specific religious qualifi
cations. (This subject will be further discussed in the Sociology of Reli
gion.)

NOTES

Unless otherwise noted, all notes in this chapter are by Talcott Parsons.
For Parsons' exposition and critique of Weber's methodology, see his introduction
to The Theory of Social and Economic Organization and his Structure of Social
Action.
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r. "Ober einige Kategorien der verstehenden Soziologie," originally in
Logos, IV, 1913, 253ft; reprinted in GAzW, 427-74. However, the reader should
be aware from the very beginning that Part Two below, the older and major body of
the manU5cript, follows the terminology of this essay. For some of the relevant ter
minology, see Appendix l. (R)

2. It has not seemed advisable to attempt a rigorous use of a single English
term whenever Weber employs Verstehen. "Understanding" has been most com
monly uSt:d. Other expressions such as "subjectively understandable," "interpreta
tion in subjective terms," "comprehension," etc., have been used from time to
time as the context seemed to demand.

3 In this series of definitions Weber employs several important tenns which
need discussion. In addition to Verstehen, which has already been commented
upon. there are four important ones: Deuten, Sinn, Handeln, and Verhalten.
Deuten has generally been translated as "interpret." As used by Weber in this
context it refers to the interpretation of subjective states of mind and the meanings
which can be imputed as intended by an actor. Any other meaning of the word
"interpretation" is irrelevant to Weber's discussion. The term Sinn has generally
been translated as "meaning"; and its variations, particularly the corresponding
adjectives, sinnhaft, sinnvoll, sinn{remd, have been dealt with by appropriately
modifying the term meaning. The reference here again is always to features of
the content of subjective states of mind or of symbolic systems which are ulti
mately referable to such states of mind.

The terms Handeln and Verhalten are directlv related. Verhalten is the
broader tenn referring to any mode of behavior of human individuals, regardless
of the frame of reference in terms of which it is analysed. "Behavior" has seemed
to be the most appropriate English equivalent. Handeln, on the other hand refers
to the concrete phenomenon of human behavior only insofar as it is capdble of
"understand:ng," in Weber's technical sense. in tenns of subjective categories.
The most appropriate English equivalent has seemed to be "action." This corre
sponds to [Parsons'] usage in The Strw::ture of Social Action and would seem
to be fairly well established. "Conduct" is also similar and has sometimes been
used. Deuten, Verstehen, and Sinn are thus appiicable to human behavior only
insobr as it constitutes action or conduct in this specific sense.

4. 'Neber's text in Part One is organized in a manner frequently found in the
German academic literature of his day, in that he first lays down certain funda
mental definitions and then proceeds to comment on them. These comments, which
apparently were not intended to be "read" in the ordinary sense, but rather serve
as reference material for the clarification and systematization of the theoretical
.concepts and their implications, are in the Gennan edition printed in a smaller
type; a convention which we have followed in the rest of Part One. However, while
in most cases the comments are relatively brief, under the definitions of "sociology"
and "social action" Weber wrote what are essentially methodological essays (sec.
t :"'-B), which because of their length we have printed in the ordinary type. (R)

5. Weber means by "pure type" what he himself generally called and what
has come to be known in the literature about his methodology as the "ideal type."
The reader may be referred for general orientation to Weber's own essay (to
which he himself refers below), "Die 'Objektivitat' sozialw:issenschaftlicher Er~

kenntnis" (" 'Objectivity' in Social Science and Social Policy," in Max Weber:
Tlu Methodology of the Social Sciences. Edward Shils and Henry Finch, trans.
and eds. (Glencoe: The Free Press, 1949), 50-113; originally published in
AfS, vol. I9, 1904, reprinted in GAzW, 146-214); to two works of Alexander von
Schelting, "Die logische Theorie der historischen Kulturwissenschaften von Max
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Weber," AfS, vol. 49, 1922, 623ff and Max Webers Wissenschaftslehre, 1934;
Talcott Parsons, The Structure of Social Action (New Yprk: McGraw·Hill,
1937), ch. 16; Theodore Abel, Systematic Sociology in Germany, (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1929). [See now also Raymond Awn, German Soci
ology, trans. by M. and T. Bottomore (New York: The Free Press of Glencoe,
1964), based on 2nd French ed. of 1950.]

6. This is an imperfect rendering of the German term Evidenz, for which,
unfortunately, there is no good English equivalent. It has hence been rendered in
a number of different Ways, varying with the particular context in which it
occurs. The primary meaning refers to the basis on which a scientist or thinker
becomes satisned of the certainty or acceptability of a proposition. As Weber him
self points out, there are two primary aspects of this. On the one hand a conclu
sion can be "seen" to follow from given premises by virtue of logical, mathemat
ical, or possibly other modes of meaningful relation. In this sense one "sees" the
solution of an arithmetical problem or the conecmess of the proof of a geometrical
theorem. The other aspect is concerned with empirical observation. If an act of
o~rvation is competently performed, in a similar sense one "sees" the truth of
the relevant descriptive proposition. The term Evidenz does not refer to the process
of observing, but to the quality of its result, by virtue of which the Observer feels
justified in affirming a given statement. Hence "certainty" has seemed a suitable
translation in some contexts, "clarity" in others, "accuracy" in still others. The
term "intuition" is not usable because it refers to the process rather than to he
result.

7. Weber here uses the term aktuelles' Verstehen, which he contrasts with
erkliirendes Verstehen. The latter he also refers to as motivationsmassig. "Aktu
ell" in this ~ontext has been translated as "observational." It is dear from Weber's
discussion that the primary criterion is the possibility of deriving the meaning of
an act or symbolic expression from immediate observation without reference to any
broader context. In er1tliirendes Verstehen, on the other hand, the particular act
must be placed in a broader context of meaning involving facts which cannot be
deriyed from immediate observation of a particular act or expression.

8. The Gennan term is Sinnzusammenhang. It refers to a plurality of el~

ments which fonn a coherent whole on the level of meaning. There are several
possible modes of meaningful relation between such elements, such as logical con
sistency, the esthetic hannony of a style, or the appropriateness of means to an
end. In any case, however, a Sinnzusammenhang must J.:... distinguished from a
system of elements which are causally interdependent. There seems to be no sin
gle English term or phrase which is always adequate. According to variations in
COntext, "context of meaning," "complex of meaning," and sometimes "meaning
ful system" have been employed.

9. The German is gemeinter Sinn. Weber departs from ordinary usage not
only in broadening the meaning of this conception. As he states at the end of the
present methodological discussion, be does not restrict the use of this concept to
cases where a clear self-conscious awareness of such meaning can be reasonably
attributed to every individual actor. Essentially, what Weber is doing is to formu
late an operational concept. The question is not whether in a sense obvious to the
ordinary person such an intended meaning "really exists," but whether the con
cept is capable of providing a logical framework within which scientilically impor
tant observations can be made. The test of validity of the observations is not
whether their object is immediately clear to common sense, but whether the results
of these techvical observations can be satisfactorily organized and related to those
of others in a systematic body of knowledge.
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10. The above pdIIge'is anexceemngly compact statement of Weber's theory

of the logical conditiomaf. prooi of causal relationship. He developed this rn05t
fully in his _, on "'ObjeCdnty' in Social Science ... :' or. cit. It is also dis-
cussed in other pull of GAzW. The best and fullest secondary :discussion is to
be found mSchel~s boo~ MaWeben Winensc:haftslehre. There is a briefer
discussion in ParIClZJI StnIctUt'e ot Social Action. ch. 16.

tI, See Eduard Meyer. Gescnichte des AlkTtvms, 1')1, voL III. 420, 444££,
and Weber's essay on "Critical Studies in the LoRic of the Cultural Sciences," in
Shilsand Finch, eds., 01" cit., I 13-J88; also in GAzW, 215-:-9°. (R)

12.. The expression sinnMfu Adat,uanz is one of the most difficult of Weber's
technical terms to translate. In most pl&ces the cumbrous phrase "adequacy on the
level of meaning" has had ,to be employed. It should be clear from the progress of
the discussion that what Weber refers to is a satisfying level of knowledge for the
particular purposes of the subjective state of mind of the actor or actors. He is,
however. careful to point out that causal adequacy involves in addition to this a
satisfactory correspondence between the results of observations from the subjec
tive point of view and from the objective; that is, observations of the overt course
of action which can be· described without reference to the state of mind of the
actor. For a discussion of the methodological problem involved here, see Structure
of Social Acnon, chaps. II and V.

r 3. This is the hrst occurrence in Weber's text of rhe term CJumce which he
Uses very frequently. It is here translated by "probability," because he uses it as
inteIChangeab1e with Wahr.scheinlichkeit. As the tenn "probability" is used in a
technical mathematical and statistical sense, ho~ver, it implies the possibility of
numerical statement. In most of the cases where Weber uses Chance this is out of
the question. It is, however, poaible to speak in tenns of higher and lower de
gtees: of probability. To avoid confusion with the technical mathematical concept,
the term "likelihood" will orten be used in the translation. It is by means of this
concept that Weber, in a hiidUy ingenious way, has bridged the gap between the
interpretation ot meaning and the inevitably more complex facts of overt action.

14. The term "reincation" as used by Professor Morris COhen in his book,
Reason and Nature, seems to nt Weber's meaning exactly. A concept or system of
concepts. which critical analysis can show to be abstract, is "reified" when it is
used naively as though it provided an ade~uate total description of the concrete
phenomenon in question. The fallacy of 'rei6cation" is virtually another name
£or what Professor Whitehead has called "the fallacy of misplaced concreteness,"
See his Science and the MoMrn World.

IS. See August Weismann, Die AUmacht tIer Naturziichtung (Jena: Fischer•
. 1893); his opponent was probably Alexander GOtte (1840-1922), author or

Lehrbuch der- Zoologie (Leipzig: Engelmann, 1902) and of Tierltunde (Stras
bourg: Tmhner, 1904). (R)

16. In the above classincation as weIl as in some of those which follow,
the terminology is not standardized either in German or in English. Hence,
just as there is a certain arbitrariness in Weber's de6.nitions, the same is true or
any corresponding set or definitions in English. It should be kept in mind that
all of them are modes of orientation of action to patterns which contain a
normative element. "Usage" has seemed to be the most appropriate translation
of Brauch since, according to Weber's own delinition, the principal criterion is
that "it is done to conEoim with the pattern." There would also seem to be
ROOd precedent £or the translation of Sine by "custom." The contrast with
fashion, which Weber takes up in his first comment, is essentially the same in
both languages. The teno Interessenlage presents greater difficulty., It involves
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two components: the motivation in tenns a{ self·interest and orientation to the
opportunities presented by the situation. It has not seemed possible to use any
single tenn to convey this meaning in English and hence, a more roundabout
expression has had to be resorted to.

I? The term "convention" in \Vcber's usage is narrower than Brauch. The
difference consists in the fact that a normative pattern to which action is
oriented is conventional only insofar as it is regarded as part of a legitimate
order, whereas the question of moral obligation to conformity which legitimacy
implies is nOI involved in "usage." The distinction is closely related to that of
W. G. Sumner between "mores" and "folkways." It has seemed best to relain
the English term dosest to Weber's own.

18. It is, in a sense, the empirical reference of this statement which consti
tutes the central theme of Weber's series of studies in the Sociology of Religion.
Insofar as he finds it possible to attribute importance to "ideas" in the detennina- ,
tion of action, the most important differences betWeen systems of ideas llre not
so much those in the degree of rationalization as in the direction which the
process of rationalization in each case has laken. This series of studies was left
uncompleted at his death, but all the material which was in a condition fit for
publication has been assembled in the three volumes of the Gesammelte
Aufsiitze ZUT Beligionssm::iologie (GAzRS).

-19. It basinat been possible to identify this reference of Weber's. It refers
most probably tl) a projected conclusion which was never written.

:2.0. The reader may readily become confused as to the basis of the following
classification, as compared with that presented in sec. 7. The 6T~t classification
is one of motives for maintaining a legitimate order in force, whereas the second
is one of motives for attributing legitim<lcy to the order, This expbins the in
clusion of self-interested motin's in the first dassifiGltion, but not in the second.
It is <juite possible, for instan,e, for irrrJi!!,ious persons to support the doctrine
of the divine right of kings, because they fed that the breakdown of an order
which depends on this wOldd haw undesirable consequences. This is nor. how
ever, a possible motive on which 10 base a direct' sense of fX"rsonal moral obliga
tion to confonn with the ordcr.

21. Rheinstein's emendation, see his edition, op. cit., 7 (H)
22. In 1745, !\taurice de Saxc defeated the British under the Duke of

Cumberland even though he ~ustnined hear]' losses in the one·~ided opening
round. (R)

23. A cautionary note is in order here· The definitions of conflict or struggle
(Kampf) and of power (section 16) have oftm been wrenched out of contc"t
in discussions of \Veber as d "power politician." The present section, however,
defines the t'arieties of conRict. from the ntreme case of violent, unlimited and
unregulated stru)-:gle to peaceful ;llld regulated competition. In fact, mere c()n
Rict and power are not Weber's major concern. which is rather with variously
regulated and legitimated actions and their group context, (R)

~4. As Weber goes·on to explain, he uses Vergemeinschaftung and Ver~c

sellschaftung in a continuous rather than a dichotomous sense, and thus main·
taim his critical distance from Tonnies' paired contrast of Gemeinsdwft and
Gesellschaft. Similarly. \Veber rejected Gierke's invidious contrast bct1.\'('f'n
"cold-blooded" Roman law and "communal" Gennanic law. even though he
started his career as a Germanist rather than a Romanist (R) .

25. This is a reference to the Betriebsriite which were formed in Ci'rnun
industrial plants during the Revolution of 1918-19 and were recognized in the
Weimar C.onstitution as entitled to representation in the Federal Economic
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Council. The standard work in EnglIsh IS W. C. Guiliebaud, The Works
Council. A German ExperIment In Industrial Democracy (Cambridge University
Press, r928).

26. Weher's term here is Nahr_g~spielrllUm. The concept refers to the
scope of economic resources and opportunities on which the standard of living
of an individual or a group is dependent.. By contrast with this, Erwerbsspielrttum
is a similar scope of resources and economic opporlunitiesseen from the point
of view of their possible role as sources of profit. The basic distinction implied in
this contrast is of central importance to Weber's analysis later on (see chapter
II, sec. roff.).

27. The tenn "corporate group" for Verband, as used by Parsons, is open
to misunderstandings on both the common-sense and the historical level since
Weber's term includes more than either economic groups or self-governing, often
professional bodies. Parsons' alternative term, "organized group," has be'en re
tained. The term "organization" should be understood literally in the sense of a
group with an "organ," but not necessarily of a rationalized kind; the hitter would
ttIake it an "enterprise" or a "formal organization" (see sec. 15). -For Weber's
older definition of Verband and Verb(lnd~llUndeln see Appendix I. (R)

28. The concept "objective possibility" (objektive Mo~ljch1r.eit) plays an
important technical role in Weber's methodologicalsrudies. According to his
usage, >1 thing is "objectively possible" if it "makes sense" to conceive it as an
empirically existing entity. It is a question of conforming with the formal,
10Rical conditions. The question whether a phenomenon which is in this sense
"objectively possible" will actually be found with nny significant degree of
probability or approximation, is a logically distinct question.

29. Sec Ferdinand Lassalk, "Uber Verhssungswesen" (1862), in Cesam
melte Reden lmd Schriften, Eduard Bernstein, cd. (Berlin: Cassircr. 1919), 7-62.
(R)

30. See Otto Gierke, Geschichte des deutschen KorperschafHbegriffs (Berlin;
Weidmann, ,8:3), 829: Hugo Preuss. Gemcinde, Staat. Reich 011_1 C cbi1 t.l/,(irl'cr.
schaft (1889). Preuss, one of Gierke's pupils, exerted decisive influence on the
making of the \Velmar constitution, to which \Veber also contributed at about
the same time that he worked intermittently on these definitions. (\V ilnd R)

. 31. In his translation Parsons pointed out that "the term Herrschaft has no
satisfactory English equivaknt. The tenn "imperative control," h01.vever. as med
by N. S. Timashcff in his Introduction to the Sociology of taw is close to
Weber's meaning" (Parsons. ed., op. cit., 152). Therefore, he bonowed this tenn
"for the most general purposes." At a later time. Par>llllS indicated that he n~'w

preferred the term "leadership." for more specific purposes, ho.....ever, he used the
. term "authority:' In objecting to "domination" (as used by Bendix i:lJld Rhein-

stein/Shils) Parsons noted: "It is true to be sure that the t<.'rm Herrsch'lft. which
in its most general meaning I should now translate as "leadership," implies that
a leader has power over his followers. But "domina!ion" suggests thdt this bct,
rather than the integration of the collectivity, in the interest of effective func
tioning (especially the integration of the crucial Verbcmd or corporate group). is
the critical factor from Weber's point of dew. I do no! believe that the former
interpretation represents the main trend of Weber's thought, although he VO~ in
certain respects a "realist" III the analysis of power. The preferable intnp''-'tatioll,
as I see it, is represented espedaliy by his tremendou, emphasis on the importance
of legitimation. I should therefore wish to stick to my own deci,ion to tmnslate
legitime HerrscIJaft. which fnr \\leber was on~ndH"lmingly the most significant
case for gellt'ral stroctural analysis, as <luthorit:.'· ·S,·[: T. P,Hsons' re\-kw llitide
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of ReiDJwd Bendix, Ma Weber. Anl~ Portndt, in~ Soclo
logicGlRePiew, 2.5:5. 1960, 752..)

I prefer the term domination in this secticm because Weber Strellel the fact
of mea! compliance with a command, which tnty be due to habit, • be1ieE in
legitimacy, or to considerationsof~. However, Weber emphasizes bele
as 1akr that. in addition to the willintnea ofsubjects to comply 'lith a-command.
there is wually • std, which again !MY act on the buis of ha~t, .legitimacy or
seJ,f·iD_. Sociologically, • Herrsduzft is a structure of supie:roidiDation and
subc.diDation, of leaden and led. rulers and ruled; it is t:uea on a variety cl
motiva aDd of means 01 enforcement. In cb. Ill. Weber prestntz a typology of
~ HeoTtcIurft wbeze the tenD "authority" is indeed feasible. Howevez, in
cli. X. he dealt extenIive1y with both faces of Hm-sc1ulft: legitimacy and fort:e. It
should be dear to me reader that both "domination" and "authority" lIM "Cor
reci" althouah each stresses a different component of HemcJurft, Moreover. in
Part Two. R8fT!C1t4ft-is quite speci6c:ally the medievalsei~ or manor or simi
lar structwes ill patrimonial regimes. This is also the hiatorical derivation _ol the.
term. For a major, and sociologically valuable, study tee Otto Brunnt;r, lAM tmd
Herrschaft: Grundfragen der terriWriaIn VerjllSSVftgsgclCldchtt: O.~ ""
MitteWm (Vienna. 1959). (R) .'

3:1. For the earlier discussion of discipline, tee Pan TwO, cb. XIV:iii:I, '7he
M""'" ol D;,cipllne." . I

33. ~e German is DevisenpolinJr.. TranSlation in thacon~ is made mote

.. difficult by the fact that the Getman language does not distinguish between
"politics" and ''policy,'' PoIitik having both meanings. The remarks wbH:h Weber
makes about varioUs kinds of policy would have been unnecessary. had be written
originally in English.



CHAPTER I I
SOCIOLOGICAL CATEGORIES
OF ECONOMIC ACTION

Prefatory Note
, Wha, taIJo.Aii'_ iaiended in any sense to be "ec:onomic theory."

Rather. it con&ist:I'.:OD1yin an attenJpt to define certain Concepts which
are h.quendy "'l'd and to analyze _ of the simplest sociological
relationships in the economic sphere. As In the 6rst chapter, the procedure
here has, been detenDined entirely by consi<letatim>s of conven;ence. It
has proved poos;ble entirely to a..oo the controvelSial concep' of "value.'"
The usage here, in the reIewn, flICti<>os OIl the dirisioll of labor [see sec.
Islf.], has deviated from the .......noiolrf of Karl Bikher o~y so far as
seemed necessary for the l'U'P*' of <he poesent~g. For the
present all questions of dynauUCpl'OCal will be left out of aa:ollnt.

I. The Comepl of Economic'Action
Action will be said to be"eeooomically oriented" so 'far as, according

t& its subjective meaning, it is concemed with the satis£action of a desire
, for "utilities" (NutzJe;,"'ngen). "Economic action" (Wh1schaften) is
any peaceful exercise of an actor's control over resowces which is in its
main impulse oriented towards economic ends. "Rational economic ac
tion" requires instrumental rationality in this orientation, that is, deliber
ate planning. We will calI aurocephalous economic action an "economy"
(W;rtschaft), and an organized system of continuous economic action
an "economic estabhshrnent" (Wirtschaftsbetrieb).

I. It was pointed out above ech. J. sec. I :B) that economic ae·
don as such need not be social action.
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l.J . The ~ennition of economic action must be as general as possible
and must bring out the fact that all "economic" processes and objects are
characterized as such entirely by the meaning they have for human ac~

tion iJ1 such roles as ends, means, obstacles, and by·prooucts. It is not,
however, permissible to express this by saying, as is sometimes done, that
economic action H; a "psychic" phenomenon. The proouction of goods,
prices, or even the "subjective valuation" of goods, if they are empirical
processes, Qre far from being merely psychic phenomena. But underlying
this misleading phrase is a correct insight. It is a fact that these phenom·
ena have a peculiar type of subjective meaning. This alone defines the
unity of the corresponding processes, and this alone makes them accessi·
ble to subjective interpretation.

The definition of "economic action" must, furthermore, be formu·
lated in such a way as to include the operation of a mooern business en
terprise tun for profit. Hence the definition cannot be based directly on
"consumption needs" and the "satisfaction" of these needs, but must,
rather, start out on the one hand from the fact that there is a desire (de'
mand) for utilities (which is true even in the case of orientation to

purely monetary gains), and on the other hand from the fact that pro
vision is being made to furnish the supplies to meet this demand (which
is true even in the most primitive economy merely "satisfying needs,"
and regardless of how primitive and frozen in tradition the methods of
this provision are).

3. As distinguished from "economic action" as such, the teon "eco
nomically oriented action" will be applied to two types; (a) every action
which, though primarily oriented to other ends, takes account, in the
pursuit of them, of economic considerations; that is, of the consciously
recognized necessity for economic prudence. Or (b) that which, though
primarily oriented to economic ends, makes usc of physical force ns a,
means. It thus includes all primarily non-economic action and all non
peaceful action which is inRuenccd by economic considerations. "Eco
nomic action". thus is a conscious, primary orientation to economic can·
siderations. It must be conscious, for what matters is not the objective
necessity of making economic provision, but the belief that is is neces
sary. Robert Liefmann has rightly laid emphasis on the subjective un
derstandable orientation of action which makes it economic action. He
is not, however, correct in attributing the contrary view to all other au
thors.z

4. Every type of action, including the use of violence, may be eco
nomicallv oriented. This is true, for instance, of war·like action, such as
maraudi~g expeditions and trade wars. Franz Oppenheimer, in particu
lar, has rightly distinguished "economic" means from "political" means.3

It is essential to distinguish the latter from economic action. The use of
force is unGuestionably very strongly opposed to the spirit of economic ac-

.. Guisition in the usual sense. Hence the term "economic action" will not
be applied to the direct appropriation of goods by force and the direct
coercion of the other party by threats of force. It goes without saying, at
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the same time, that exchange is not the only economic means, tliough it
is one of the most important. Furthermore, the faanally peaceful provi
sion for the means and the success of a projected exercise of force, as in
the case of annament production and economic organization for war, is
just as much economic action as any other.

Every rational course of political action is economically oriented. with
respect to provision for the necessary means, and it is always possible for
political action to serve the interest of economic ends. Similarly, though
it is not necessarily true of every economic system, certainly the modem
economic order under modern conditions could not continue if its con
trol of resources were not upheld by the legal compulsion of the state,
that is, if its formally "legal" rights were not upheld by the threat of
force. But the fact that an economic system is thus dependent on protec
tion by force, does not mean that it is itself an example of the use of
force.

How entirely untenable it is to maintain that the economy, however
defined, is only a means, by contrast, for instance, with the state, be
comes evident from the fact that it is possible to del1ne the state itself

,only in terms of the means which it today monopolizes, namely, the use
of force. If anything, the most essential aspect of economic action for
practical purposes is the prudent choice between ends. This choice is,
however, oriented to the scarcity of the means which are available or
could be procured for these various ends. .

). Not every type of action which is rational in its choice of meanS
will be called "ratiomil economic action," or even "economic action" in
any sense; in particular, the term "economy" will be distinguished from
that of "technology."4 The "technique" of an action refers to the meanS
employed as opposed to the meaning or end to which the action is, in
the last analysis, oriented. "Rational" technique is a choice of meanS
which is consciously and systematically oriented to the experience and
reRection of the actcrr, which consists, at the highest level of rationality,
in scientil1c knowledge. What is concretely to he treated as a "techni
nique" is thus variable. The ultimate meaning of a concrete act may.
seen in the total context of action, be of a "technical" order; that is, it

. may be significant only as a means in this broader context. Then the
"meaning" of the concrete act (viewed from the larger context) lies in
its technical function; and; conversely, the means which are applied in
order to accomplish this are its "techniques." In this sense there are
techniques of every conceivable type of action, techniques of prayer, of
asceticism, of thought and research, of memorizing, of education, of ex
ercising political or hierocratic domination, of administration, of making
love, of making war, of musical performances, of sculpture and painting,
cf arriving at legal decisions. All these are capable of the widest varia
tion in degree of rationality. The presence of II "technical question" al
ways means that there is some doubt over the choice of the most rational
means to an end. Among others, the standard of rationality for a tech
nique may be the famous principle of "least effort," the achievement of
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an optimum in. the relation between the result and the means to be ex·
pended on it (and not the attainment of a result with the absolute min·
hourn of mtans). Seemingly the same principle, of course, applies to
economic action-or to any type of rational action. But there it has a
different meaning. As long as the action is purely "technical" in the pres
ent sense, it is oriented only to the selection of the means which, with
equal quality. certainty, and pennanence of the result, are comparatively
most "economical" of effort in the attainment of a given end; compara
tively, that is, insofar as there are at all directly comparable expenditures
of means in different methods of achieving the end. The end itself is
accepted as beyond question, and a purely technical consideration ig
nores other wants. Thus, in a question of whether to make a technically
necessary part of a machine out of iron or platinum, a decision on tech
nical grounds alone would, so long as the requisite quantities of both
metals for their particular purpose were available, consider only which
of the two would in this case best bring about the given result and
would at the same time minimize the other comparable expenditure of
resources, such as labor, But once consideration is extended to take ac
count of the relative scarcity of iron and platinum in relation to their
potential uses, as today every technician is accustomed to do even in the
chemical laboratory, the action is no longer in the present sen5e purely
technical, but also economic. From the economic point of vie\'l, "techni
cal" questions always involve the consideration of "CC6ts." This is a
question of crucial importance for economic purposes and in this con
text always takes the fonn of asking what would be the effect on the
satisfaction of other wants if this particular means were not used for
satis£acrion of one given want. The "other wants" may be qualitatively
different present wants or qualitatively identical future wants. (A simi- ,
lar position is taken by Friedrich von Gottl-ottlilienfeld in Gnmariss
tier SozialoJwnomik, Part II, ~; an extensive and very good discussion of
this issue in R. Liefmann, Grundsiitze tier VoI.ltswirtschaftslehre, vol. I
(3rd ed.), p. 3nff. Any attempt to reduce all means to "ultimate ex
penditures of labor" is erroneous.)

For the answer SO the question, what is, in comparative terms, the
"cost" of using various means for a given technical end, depends in the
last analysis on their potential usefulness as means to other ends. This is
particularly true of labor. A technical problem. in the present sense is,
for ~ce, that of what equipment is necessary in order to move loads
of a particular kind or in order to raise mineral products from a given
depth in a mine, and which of the alternatives is the most "suited," that
is, among other things, which achieves a given degree of success with
the least expenditure of effort. It is, qn the other hand, an ec07lomk
problem whether, on the assumption of a market economy, these expen~

ditures will pay off in terms cl money obtained through the sale of the
goods; or, <m the assumption of a planned economy, whether the nec
essary labor and other meaM of production can be provided without
damage to the satisfaction oE other wants held to be more .\Irgent. In
both cases, it is a problem of the comparison of ends. Economic action
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is primarily oriented to the problem of chQOSing the end to which a.
thing shall be applied; technology, to the problem, given the end, of
choosing the appropriate means. For purposes of the theotetical (not, of
course, the prafo':tical) deJ1nition of technical rationality it is wholly in
different whether the product of a technical process is in any sense use
ful. In the present tenninology we can conccive of a rational technique
for achieving ends which no one desires. It would, £Or instance, be possi
ble, as a kind of technical amusement, to apply :all the most modem
methods to the production of atmospheric air. And no one could take
the slightest exception to the purely technical taticnelity of the action.
Economically, on the other hand, the procedure would W1der nonnal
circumstances be dearly irrational because there would be no demJnd
for the product. (On all this, compare v. Gottl-OttHlienfeld. op. cit.)

The fact that what is called the technological deveIqnnent ofmod
ern times has been so largely oriented economically to profit-making is
one of the fundamental facts of the history of technology. But howtnre!'
fundamental it has been, this economic orientation has by no means
stood alone in shaping the development of technology. In addition, a
part has been played by the games and cogitations of impractical ideol~

gists, ,a part by other.worldly interests and all sorts of fantasies, a part by
, preocc::upatiOn .....ith artistic problems, and by various other non-eeonomic

motives. None the less, the main emphasis at all times, and especially
the present, has lain in the economic determinat)db. of technological
development. Had not rational calculation formed the basis of economic
activity, had there net 'been certain very particular conditions in its
economic backgroWld, rational technology' could never have come into
existence. -,

The fact that the aspects of economic orientation which distinguish
it from technology were not explicitly brought into the initial definition,
i.. a consequence of the sociological starting point. From a sociological
point of view, the weighing of alternative ends hi relation to each other
and to ;:osts is a- consequence of "continuity." This is true at least so far
as COSts mean something other than altogethei giving up one end in
favor of more urgent one'>. An economic...&heory, on the other hand, ,\.~
would do well to emphasize this criterion from the start.

6. It is essential to include the criterion of power of control and dis
posal (VerfUgungsgeWalt)1 in the sociolOgical COIlCc:pt of economic ac-
tion, if for no other reason than that at least a modem market economy
(Enverb""""'""'ft) e>sentially ron_ in a comple1e network of ex- .
change contraCts, that is,' in deliberate planned acquisitions of powers of
control and disposal. This, in such an economy, 15 the principal source
ci the relation of economic action to the law: But any Oth~ type ci or
ganization of economic activities would involve salle kind Of de facto
distribution of powers of control and disposal, however different its un- +I.'

derlying principles might be from those of the modern private ente:prise
economy with its legal protection eX such powers held by autonomous
an~ autocefhalous economic units. Either the central authority, as in the
case of socialism, or the subsidiary parts. as iD. anatthism, must be able
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to count on having some kind of control over the necessary services of
labor and of the means of production. It is possible to obscure this fact
by verbal devices, but it cannot be interpreted out of existence. For pur-

.' poses of definition it is a matter of indifference in what way this control
is guaranteed; whether by convention or by law, or whether it does riot
even enjoy the protection of any external sanctions at all, but its security
rests only on actual expectations in tenns of custom or self-interest.

.These possibilities must be taken into account, however essential legal
compulsion may be for the modem economic order. The indispensability
of powers of control for the concept of social action in its economic
aspects thus does not imply that legal order is pan of that concept by
de6nition, however important it may be held to be ~ empirical
grounds.

7. The concept of powers of control and disposal will here be taken
to include the possibility of·controI over the actor's own labor power,
whether this is in some way enforced or merely exists in fact. That this
is not to be taken for granted is shown by its absence in the case of
slaves.

8. It is necessary for the purposes of a sociological theory of eco
nomic action to introduce the concept of "goods" at an early stage, as is
done in sec. 2. For this theory is concerned with a type of action which
is given its specibC meaning by the results of the actors' deliberations,
which themselves can be isolated only in theory [but cannot be observed
empirically]. Economic theory, the theoretical insights of which provide
the basis for the sociology of economic action, might (perhaps) be able
to proceed differently; the latter may 6nd it necessary to create its own
theoretical constructs.

2. The Cancep! of U!ility

By "utilities" (Nutzleistungen) will always be meant the specific and
concrete, real or imagined, advantages (Chancen) of opportunities for
present or future use as they are estimated. and made an object of specific
provision by one or more economically acting individuals. The action of
these individuals is oriented to the estimated importance of such utilities
as means for the ends of their economic action.

Utilities may be the services of non-human or inanimate objects or
of human beings. Non·human objects which are the sources of potential
utilities of whatever sort will be called "goods." Utilities derived from a
human source, so far as this source consists in active conduct, will be
called "services" (Leisnmgen). Social relationships which are valued as
a potential source of present or future disposal over utilities are, however,
also objects of economic provision. The opportunities of economic ad·
vantage, which are made available by custom, by the constellation of
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interest, or by a conventional or legal order for the purposes of an ec0

nomic unit, win be called "economic advantages."

On the following comments, compare E. von Bohm-Bawerk, Rech~
und Verhiiltnisse vom Standpunkt deT volkswirtschaftlichen Guterlehre
CInnsbruck z88l).

I. The categories of goods and services do not exhaust those aspects
of the environment which may be important to an individual for eco
nomic purposes and which may hence be an object of eConomic con
cern. Such things as "good will," or the tolerance of economic measures
on the part of individuals in a position to interfere with them, and nu
merous other forms of behavior, may have the same kind of economic
importance and may be the object of economic provision and, for in-

. stance, of contracts. It would, however, result in a confusion of con
cepts to try to bring such things under either of these two categories.
This choice of concepts is thus entirely detennined by consideration of
convenience.

:1. As Bohm-Bawerk has correctly pointed out, it would be equally
imprecise if all concrete objects of life and of everyday speech were
without distinction designated as "goods," and the concept of a good
were then equated to that of a material utility. In the strict sense of
utility, it is not a "horse" or a ''bar of iron" which is an economic "good,"
but the specific ways in which they can be put to desirable and practical
uses; for instance the power to haul loads or to carry weights, or some
thing of the sort. Nor can we, in the present terminology, call goods
such potential future advantages (Ghaneen) which appear as objects of
exchange in economic transactions, as "good will," "mortgage," "prop
erty." Instead, for simplicity's sake, we shan call the services of such
potential powers of control and disposal over the utilities of goods and
services, promised or guaranteed by the traditional or 1e{Za1 order, "ec0

nomic advantages" (Ghancen) or simply "advantages" ~erever this is
not likely to be misunderstood.

3. The fact that only active conduct, and not mere acquiescence,
pen¢ssion, or omission, are treated as "services" is a matter of conven
ience. But it must be remembered that it foIIows from this that goods
and services do not constitute an exhaustive classincation of all econom
ically significant utilities.

On the concept of '1abor," see below, sec. 15.

3. Modes of the Economic Orientation of Action

Economic orientation may be a matter of tradition or cl goaI-oriented
rationality. Even in cases where there is a high degree of rationalization
of action, the element of traditional orientation remains considerable.
For the most part, rational orientation is primarily significant for "mana
gerial" action, no matter under what fonn of organization. (See below,
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sec. 15') The development of rational economic action from the instinc
tively reactive search for food or traditional acceptance of inherited
techniques and customary social relationships has been to a large extent
determined by non-eronomic events and actions, including those outside
everyday routine: and also by the pressure of necessity in cases of in
creasjng absolute or relative limitations on subsistence.

1. Naturally there cannot in principle be any sdenti6c standard for
any such concept as that d an "original economic state," It would be
possible to agree arbittarily to take the economic state on a given tech
nological level, as, fm instance, that characterized by the lowest devel·
opment of tools'and equ~ment known to us, and to treat it and analyze
it as the most primitive. But there is no scientific justification for con
cluding from -observations of living primitive peoples on. low techno
logical level that the economic organization of all peoples of the past
with similar technological standing has been the same as,for instance,
that of the Vedda or of certain tribes of the Amazon region. For, from
a purely economic point of view, this level of technology has been just
as compatible with large-scale organization of labor as with extreme
dispersal in smaIl groups (see below, sec. 16). It is impossible to infer
from the economic aspects of the natural environment alone, which of
these. would be more nearly approached. Various non-economic factors,
for instance, military, could make a I',lbstantial difFerence.

2.. War and migration are nOt in themselves ecooomic processes,
though p".rticulady in early times they hal'e~ Jazgely oriented to
economic considerations. At all times, h~. indtled up to the pres
ent, they have often been iesponsl"ble for radical changes in the ec0

nomic system. In cases where, through such factors as dlmatic changes,
inroads of sand, Of deforestation, there has been an abeolute decrease in
the means of subsistence, human groUps-have adapted themselves in
widely differing ways, depending on the structure of interests and on
the manner in which non«m.omic factors have played a role.· The typ
ical reactions, however, have been: a fall in the standard of living and
an absoluted~ .'} population. Similarly, in cases of relative impov
erishment in means ci.subsistente, as determined by a given standard of
living and ci the distribution of chances ci acquisition, there have also
been wide variatioDs. But on the whole, this. ~. of situation has, more
hoqu....dy than the other, been met ~ the blcmuing ratiun.Hamon ol
economic activities. Even in this cue, however, it is not po6Sl"ble to make
general statements. So far as the "starisrical" information can be rel~

upon, there was a tremendous increase of ~tionin China after the
beginning of the eighteenth century, but it had exactly the opposite
effect from the similar phenomenon of about the same time in Europe.
It is, however, possible to say at least something about the reasons for
this (see beJowxsec. II.). The chronic scarcity of the means of subsist
ence in the..ADiian de:sen has only at certain times resulted in a change
in the eConomic and political structure, and these changes have been

>.
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most prominent when non-economic (religious) developments have
played a part.

3. A hiRh degree of traditionalism in habits of life. such as charac
terized the laboring classes in early modem times, has not prevented a
great increase in the rationalliation of economic enterprise under capi
talistic direction. But it was also compatible with, for instance, the ration
alimtion of public finances in Egypt on a state«Jcialistic model. Nev
ertheless. this traditionalistic attitude had to be at least partly overcome
in the Western World before the further development to the specifically
modem type ri rational capitalistic economy could take place.

4. Typical Measures of Rational Economic Action

The rollowing are typical measures of rational economic action:
(1) The systen\8tic-al1ocation as between present and future of util

ities, on the control of which the actor for whatever reason feels able to
count. CTheoe are the essential features of saving.)
. (2) The systematic allocation of available utilities to various potential
uses in the order of their estimated relative urgency, ranked according to
the principle of marginal utility.

These t\Ir'O cases, the most definitely "static," have been most highly
developed in times of peace. Today, for the most part, they take the form
of the allocation of money incomes.

(3) The systematic procurement' thI'O\1gh production or transporta
tion of such utilities for which all the necessary means of production are
controlled by the actor himself. \Vhere action is rational, this type of
action will take place so far as, according to the actor's estimate, the
urgency of his demand for the expected result of the action exceeds the
necessary expenditure, which may consist in Ca) the irksomeness of the
requisite labor services, and (b) the other potential uses to which the
requisite goods could be put; including, thet is, the utility of the potential
alternative products and..their uses. This is "production" in the broader
sense, which includes transportation.

(4) The systematic acquisition, by agreement (Vergesellschaftung)
with the present possessors or with competing bidders, of assured powers
of control and disposal over utilities. The powers of control may or may
not be shared with oth~rs. The occasion may lie in the fact that utilities
themselves are in the control of others, that their means of procurement
are in such control, w:. that third. persons desire to acquire them in such
a way as to endange~e actor's own supply.

The relevant rational association (Vergese1lschaftung) with the
present possessor of a power of .control or disposal may consist in (a) the
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establishment Qf an organization with an order to which the procurement
and use of utilities is to be oriented, or (b) in exchange: In the first case
the purpose of the organization may be to ration the p~rement, use, or
consumption, in order to limit competition of procuring actors. Then it
is a "regulative organization," Or, secondly, .its purpose may be to set
up a unified authority for the systematic administration of the utilities
which had hitherto been subject to a dispersed control. In this case there
is an "administrative organization."

"Exchange" is a compromise of interests on the part of the parties in
the course of which goods or other advantages are passed as reciprocal
compensation. The exchange may be traditional or convenrional,B and
hence, especially in the latter case, not economically rational. Or, sec
ondly, it may be economicaJly rational both in intention and in result.
Every case of a rationally oriented exchange is the resolution of a pre
viously open or latent conflict of interests by means of a compromise. The
opposition of interests which is resolved in the compromise involves the
actor potentially in two different conBicts. On the one hand, there is the
conRiet over the price to be agreed upon with the partner in exchange;
the typical method is bargaining. On the other hand, there may also be
competition with actual or potential rivals, either in the present or in the
future, who are competitors in the same market. Here, the typical method
is competitive bidding and offering.

I. Utilities, and the goods or labor which are their sources, are un
der the control (EigenverfUgung) of an economically acting individual
if he is in a position to be able in fact to make use of them at his con
venience (at least, up to a point) without interference from other per
sons, regardless of whether this ability rests on the 1'&2a1 order, on con
vention, on custom or on a complex of interests. It is t y no means true
that only the legal assurance of powers of disposal is decisive, either for
the concept or in fact. It is, however, today empirically an indispensable
basis for economic activitiy with the material means of production.

2. The fact that goods are not as yet consumable may be a result of
the fact that while they are, as such, 6nished, they are not yet in a suit
able place for consumption; hence the transportation of goods, which
is naturally to be distinguished from trade, a change in the control over
the goods, may here be treated as part of the process of production.

3. When there is a lack of control (EigenverfUgung) over desired
utilities. it is in principle indifferent whether the individual is typically
prevented from forcibly inte~th the control of others by a legal
order, convention. custom, his own self-interest. or his conSCiously-held
moral standards.

4. Competition in procurement may exist under the most various
conditions. It is particularly important when supplies are obtained by
seizure,.as in hunting, 6shing, lumbering, pasturage, and clearing new
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land. It may also, and most frequently does, exist within an organization
which is closed to outsiders. An order which seeks to restrain such
competition then always consists in the rationing of supplies, usually
-::.ombined with the appropriation of the procurement possibilities thus
guaranteed for the benellt of a limited number of individuals or, .more
often, households. All medieval Mark- and fishing associations, the reg
ulation of forest clearing, pasturage and wood gathering rights in the
common nelds and wastes, .the grazing rights on Alpine meadows, and
so on, have this character. Various types of hereditary property·rights in
land owe their development to this type of regulation.

5. Anything which may in any way be transferred from the control
of one pefson to that of another and for which another is willing to give
compelJs~tion, may be an object of exchange. It is not restricted to goods
and services, but includes all kinds of potential ecpnomic advantages; for
imtance, "good will," which exists only by custom or self-interest and
r:annot be enforced; in particular, however, it includes all manner of ad
vantages, claims to which are enforceable under some kind of order.
Thus objects of exchange are not' necessarily presently existing utilities.

For present purposes, by "exchange" in the broadest sense will be
meant every case of a fonnally voluntary agreement involving the offer
Of any sort of present, continuing, or future utility in exchange for util
ities of any sO~t offered in return. Thus it includes the turning over of
the utility of goods or money in exchange for the future return of the
same kind of goods. It also includes any sort of pennission for, or toler
ance of, the use of an object in return for "rent" or "hire," or the hiring
of any kind of services for"wages or salary. The fact that the last exam
ple today involves, from a SOCiological point of view, the subjection of
the "worker," as de!1ned in sec. IS below, under a fonn of domination
will, for preliminary purposes, be neglected, as will the distinction be
tween loan and purchase.

6. The conditions of exchange may be traditional, partly traditional
though enforced by convention, or rational. Examples of conventional
exchanges are exchanges of gifts between friends, h.erpes, chiefs, princes;
as, for instance, the exchange of annor between Diomedes and Glaucos.
It is not uncommon for these to be rationally oriented and controlled

.to a high degree, as can be seen in the.:rell-el-Amama documents.
Rational exchange is only possible when both parties expect to pront
from it, or when one is under compulsion because of his oWn need or
the other's economic power. Exchange may serve either purposes of
consumption or of acquisition (see below, sec. II). It may thus be ori
ented to provision for the personal use of the actor or to opportunities
for profit. In the nrst case, its conditions are to a large extent differenti
ated from case to case, and it is in this sense irrational. Thus, for in
stance, household surpluses wiII be valued according to the individual
marginal utilities of the particular household economy and mayan oc
casion be sold very cheaply, and the fortuitous desires of the moment
may establish the marginal utility of goods which are sought in ex-
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change at a very high level. Thus the exchange ratios, as detertnfu.ed hy
marginal utility, will 8uctuate widely. Rational competition deVelops
only in the case of "marketable goods" (see sec. 8) and, to the highest
degree. when goods are used and Sold in a profit system (see sec. I J).

7- The modes of intervention of a ~toIy system mentioned above
under point (4) are not the only possJole ones, but merely those which
are relevant here because they are the most immedUte consequences of
a tightening of the supply basis. The regulation of marketing processes
Mil be discussed below.

5. Types of Economic Organizations

According to its relation to the economic system, an economically
oriented organization may be: (a) an "economically active organization"
('Wirtschaftender Verband) if the primarily non-economic organized ac
tion oriented to its order includes economic action; (h) an "economic
organization" (Wirtschaftsverband) if its organized action, as governed
by the order, is Primarily autocephalous economic action of a given kind;
(c) an "economically regulative organization" (wirtschaftsregulierender
Verband) if the autocephalous economic activity of the members is
directly oriented to the order governing the group; that is, if eco.nomic
action is heteronomous in that respect; Cd) an "organization enforcing
a formal order" COrdnungsverband)' if its order merely guarantees, by
means of formal rules, the autoeephalous and a~tonomous economic
activities of its members and the corresponding economic advantages thus
acquired.

t. The state, except for the socialistic or communist type, and all
other organizations like churches and voluDtary associations are econom
ically active groups if they manage their own tinancial affairs. This is
also true of educational institutions and all other mganizations which
are not primarily economic.

2.. In the category of "economic organizations" in the present sense
are included not only business corporations, co-operative associations,
cartels, partnerships. and SO on, but all permanent economic establish·
ments (Betriebe) which involve the activities of a plurality of persons, all
the way hom a workshop run by two artisans to a conceivable commu·
nistic organization of the whole world.

3. "Econom:ica1ly regulative organizations" are the following: medi·
eva! village associations, guilds, ttade unions, employers' associations,
cartels, and all other groups, the directing authorities of which carry
on an "economic policy" which seeks tt regulate both the ends and the
procedures of economic activity. It thus includes the villages and towns
of the Middle Ages, just as much as a modem state which follows such
a policy.
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4. An example of a group confined to the "enforcement of a formal
order" is the pure laissez-faire state, which would leave the economic
activity of individual· households and enterpriseS entirely free and con
fine its regulation to the formal function of settling disputes connected
with the fulfillment of free contractual obligations.

s. The existence of organizations "regulating economic activity" or
merely "enforcing a formal order" presupposes in principle a certain
amount of autonomy in the iield of economic activity. Thus there is in
principle a sphere of free disposal ovet economic resources, though it
may be limited in varying degrees by means of rules to which the ac
tors are oriented. This implies, further, the (at least relative) appropri
ation of economic advantages, over which the actors then have autono
mous controL The purest type of a group "enforcing a fonnal order" is
thus present when all human ~rion is autonomous with respect to
content, and ,;,riented to regulation only with respect to fenn, and when
all non-human SOUrces of utility are completely appropriated, so that in
dividuals can have free disposal of them, in particular by exchange, as
is the case in a modern property system. Any other kind of limitation on
appropriation and autonomy implies "regulation of economic activity,"
because it restricts the orientation of human activities.

6. The dividing line between "regulation of economic activity" and
mere "enforcement of a fonna] order" is vague. For, naturally, the type
of "fannal" order not only may, but must, in some way also exert a
material influence on action; in some cases, a fundamental in8uence.
Numerous modem legal ordinances, which claim to do no more than
set up fonnal rules, are so drawn up that they actually exert a material
influence (see "Soc. of Law," Part Two; ch. VIII). Indeed. a really
~trict limitation to purely formal rules is possible only in theory. Many
of the recognized "overriding" principles of law, of a kind which cannot
be dispensed with, imply to an appreciable de~ important limitations
on the content of economic activity. Especially· "enabling provisions"
can under certain circumstances, as in corporation law, involve quite
appreciable limitations on economic autonomy.

7. The limits of the material regulation of economic activity may
. be reached when it results in (a) the abandonment of certain kinds of

economic activity, as when a tax on turnover leads to the cultivation of
land only for consumption; or (b) in evasion, in such cases as smug
gling, bootlegging, etc.

6. Media of Exchange, Means of Payment, Money

A material object offered in exchange will be called a "medium of
exchange" so far as it is typically accepted primarily by virtue of the fact
that the recipients estimate that they will, within the relevant time hori
zon, be able to utilize it in another exchange to procure other goods at an
acceptable exchange ratio, regardless of whether it is exchangable for
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all other goods or only for certain specific goods. The probability that the
medium of exchange will be accepted at a given rate for specinc other
goods will be called its "substantive va] lity" (materiale Geltung) in rela
tion to these. The use itself will be cakxl the "formal validity" (formale
Geltung).

An object will be called a "means of payment" so far as its acceptance
in payment of specific agreed or imposed obligations is guaranteed by
convention or by law. This is the "formal validity" of the means of pay
ment, which may also signify its formal validity as a means of exchange.
Means of exchange or of payment will be called "chartal" (chartal)'O
when they are artifacts which, by virtue of their specific form, enjoy a'
definite guantum, conventional or legal, agreed or imposed, of formal
validity within the membership of a group of persons or within a ter
ritorial area; and when (b) they are divisible in such a way that they
represent a particular unit of nominal value or a multiple or a fraction
of it, so that it is possible to use them in arithmetical calculations.

"Money" we call a chartal mcans of payment which is also a means
of exchange.

An organization will be called a "means of exchange," "means of
payment," or "money" group insofar as it effectively imposes within the
sphere of authority of its orders the conventional or legal Uormal)
validity of a means of exchange, of payment, or mone),; these will be
termed "internal" .means of exchange, etc. Means used in transactions
with non-members will be called "external" means of exchange.

Means of exchange or of payment which are not chartal are "natural",
means. They mny be differentiated (a) in technical terms, according to
their physical characteristic-they may be ornaments, clothing, useful
objects of various sorts--or according to whether their utilization occurs
in terms of weight or not. They may also (b) be distinguished economi
cally according to whether they are used primarily as meanS of exchange
or for purposes of social prestige, the prestige of possession. They may
also be distinguished according to whether they are used as means of ex
change and payment in internal or in external transactions.

Money, means of exchange or of payment are "tokens" so far as they
do not or no ,jonger possess a value independent of their use as means of
exchange and of payment. They are, on the other hand, "material" means
so far as their value as such is influenced by their possible use for other
purposes, or may be so influenced.

Money may consist either of coined or of note edOCument) money.
Notes are usually adapted to a system of coinage or have a name which is
historically derived from it.

eI) Coined money will be called "free" money or "market" money
so far as .the monetary metal will be coined by the mint on theInitiative
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of <"Iny possessor of it without limit of amount. This means that in effect
the amount issued is determined by the demand of parties to market
transactions.

(2) It will be called "limited" money or "administrative" money if
the transformation of the metal into its chartal form (coinage) is suhject
to the formnlly quite arbitrary decisions of the governing authority of an
organization and is in effect primarily oriented to its fiscal needs.

(3) It will be called "regulated" money if, though its issue is limited,
the kind and amount of coinage is effectively subject to "rules.

The term "means of circulation" will be applied to a document which
functions as "note" money, if it is accepted in normal transactions as "pro
visional" money with the expectation that it can, at any time, be con
verted into "definitive" money, that is into coins, or a given weight of
monetary metal. It is a "certificate" if this is assured by regulations which
require maintenance of stocks proyiding full co\'erage in coin or bulli0l!'

We call "conversion scales" ·the conventional or legally imposed ex
change ratios valid within an organization for the different "natural"
'means of exchange or payment.

"Cutrency money" is the money which by the effective aWlOgemcnts
,,,'ithin an organization has validity as a means of payment without limi
tation on the amount that need be accepted. 'll\lonet'lt)' m<:tterial" is the
material from which money is made; "monetary metal" is this material
in the case of market money. "l\lonetarv value scale" we c.llI the rebtive
valuation of the various s~bdivisions ~nd denomin;ltions, consisting of
different material subst::ll1ees, of "'note" or ",ldministr:lli\'(''' Tnonc~'; the
same ratios in the case of types of market money ffi,llk <IF differenl ffiCl,lls

we call "exchange ratios,"
"International" means of payment arc those means of p:lyment which

serve to balance aCCOunts between difi'erenl monctM\' sy~lems, that lS, so
far as payments are not postponed by funding oper,ltions.

Every reform of the monetary system by an organization must neel's·
sarily take account of the fact th<lt cert3in means (Of rJYl1wnt h.ln'

previously hecn used for the liquidation o[ dchts. It mmt {'it!H.'1 ;KU-'j't as
legal their continued use as a means of payment, or impose TItW 'Jill'''. III
the latter (';lSe an exchange mtio must be e..<;t<lbllshcd bet\\'c·,'n th<.: uld
units, whether natuml, by weight, or chartal, and the new OIlCS, This is
the prinCiple of the so"Calied "historical" definition of money as a llHt<l!1S

of payment. It is impossible here to discuss how far this reacts upon the
exchange relation between money as a means of exchange and goods,

It should be strongly emphasized that the pr(,'Sent discussion is not
an essay in monetary theory, but only an attempt to work out the sim·
plest possible formulations of a set of concepts which will have to be
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frequendy employed late< on. In addition. tIUs dUcussron is concerned
primarily.whh certain very e1emenbUy SCCi<>Iog;c.l ConseqU_ ci the
use of money. The formulatku of monetary. theory. which bas bee.D.
most acceptable to the author, is that of vco Mises.1t The Sf4MtlicM
Th.orie ... G.ldes by G. F. Knapp" is the most • • _k In the
field and in its way solves the fonnal problem b~. It is, Jww..
ever, as will be seen !:Melow, incomplete for su~ttve monetary pr0b
lems. Its able and valuable attempt to systematize ierminology and COD

cepts will be left otJtof account at this point.
,. Means cf exchange and means of payment very '"-.!hough by

no means always, coincide empirically. 'They are. however, particularly
likely not to do so in primitive cooditions. The means of payment for
dowries. tribute, obligatory Whs. fines. wetgild. et<•• are cit.n specified
in convention or by law witho~t regard to any relation tG the means oE
exchange actually in circulation. It is only when the economic atiairs <:l
the otgaJ1ization are administered in money tenns that von Misei' c0n

tention that even the state seeks meanS oE payment only as a means of
exchange becomes tenable. This has not been true of cases where the
possession of certain means of payment has been primarily significant as
a mark of social status. (See Heinrich SchUltZ, Gnindriss einer EKUteh-
I'ngsgeschich.te des Geldes, 1S98). With the introduction of regulatioo.
of money by the state, means of payment becomes the legal concept and
means cf exchange the economic concept. ~

2.. There seems at 6rst sight to be an indfstiDct line between •
"good" which is purchased solely with a view to it! future resale and a
medium of exchange. In fact, however, even under conditions which
are otherwise primitive there is a strong tendency for particular CJbjects
to monopolize the function of medium of exchange so «mpletely that
there is no doubt about their status. Wheat futures are traded in tetnl$
which imply that there will be a 6nal buyer. Therefore they cannot be
treated as means of payment or medium of exehange, let alone money.

3. So long as there is nO officially sanctioned money, what is used as
means of exchange is primarily determined by the customs, interests,
and conventions to which the agreements between the pam. to trans
actions are oriented. The reasons why speci6c things have become ac
cepted as means of exchange cannot be gone into here. They have,
however, been exceedingly various and tend to be detennined by the
type of exchange which has been of the greatest importance. By no
means every medium of exchange, even within the social group where
it has been employed, has been universally acceptable for every type of
exchange. For instance, cowry shells. thOugh used for other things, have
not been acceptable in payment for wives or cattle.

4. Sometimes m.e8nS of payment which wexe not the usual means of
exchange have played. an important part in the development of money
to its special status. As G. F. Knapp has pointed out, the fact that vari
ous types of debt have existed, such as obligati~s stemming from trib
utes, dowries, payments for bride purchase, conventional gifts to kings
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'" by kings to each othe<, we<gild, etc., ",d the !act thet these have
often been payable in certain specific media, has created for these media,
by convention or by law, a special position. Very often they h;ave been '
specific types 01 artifacts.

S. Mmey in the meaning of the present terminology may have been
the one-6fth shekel pieces bearing the stamp of. merchant 6pns which
are ~tioned in the Babylonian records, on the assump#~, that j<::.

that they were actually used as means of exchange. On the Other hand,
bars of bullion which were not coined, but weighed. will here not be
treated as money. but only as means of payment and exchange. The
fact, however, that they were weighed has been enormously important
for the development of the habit of economic calculations. There are,
naturally, many transitional foans, such as the acceptance of coins by
weight rather than by denomination.

6. "Chartal" is a tenn introduced by Knapp in his Staatliche Theo
ne des GeIdes. All types of money which have been stamped or coined,
endowed with validity by Jawor by agreement, ,belong' in this category,
whether they were metal or not. It does not, howev~. seem reasonable
to con6ne the c6ncept to regulations by the state andinot to include
cases where acceptance is made compulsory by convention or by some
agm=.ent. Therescem5, furthermore, to be no reason why actual mint
ing by the state or under the control of the political authorities should
he • decisive criterion. FOI'long periods this did not exist in China at all
and was very much limited in the European Middle Ages. As Knapp
would agree, it is only the existence of nonns regulating the monetary
form which is decisive. As will be noted below, validity as a means of
payment"and fonnal acceptability as means of exchange in private trans
actions may be made compulsory by law within the jurisdiaion of the
political authority.

7, Natural means of exchange and of payment may sometimes be
used more for inu;:mal transactions, sometimes more for external. The
details need not be considered here. The question of the substantive
validity of money will be taken up later.

8. This is, furthermore, not the place to take up the substantive
theory of money in its relation to prices so far. as this subject belongs in
the 6eld of economic sociology at all. For pr~nt purposes it will suffice

. to state the ,fact ~hat money, in its most important fonns, is used, and
then to ptc5=eed"to develop some of the most general sociological can·
sequences of this fact, which is merely a fannal matter when seen from
an economic point of view. It must, howevet, be emphasized that money
can never be merely a harmless "voucher" or a purely nominal unit of
accounting so long as it is money. Its valuation is always in very complex
ways dependent also on its scarcity or, in case of inflation, on its over·
abundance. This has been particularly evident in recent times, but is
equally true for all times.

A socialistic regime might issue vouchers, in payment for a given
quantity of socially useful '1aOOr," valid for the purchase of certain
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types of gcxxls. These might be saved or used in exchange, but their
be~avior would follow the rules of barter exchange, not of money,
though the exchange might be indirect.

9· Perhaps the most instructive case of the far-reaching economic
consequences of the relations between the monetary and non-monetary
uses of a monetary metal is that of Chinese monetary history, because
co:pper money, with high costs of production and wide fluctuations in
output of the monetary metal, permits an especially clear view of the
phenomena involved.

7· The Primary Consequences of the Use of Money.
Credit

The primary conse<:ju~nces of the widespread use of money are:

(r) The so-called "indirect exchan~" as a means of satisfying con
sumers' 'wants. The use of money makes it possible to obtain goods which.
are separated from those offered in exchange for them in space, in time,
in respect to the persons involved, and, what is very important, in respect
to the quantity on each side of the transaction. This results in a tremen
dous extension of the area of possible exchange relationships.

(2) The valuation in terms of money of delayed obligations, espe
cially of compensatory obligations arising out of an exchange (that is,
debts). This is, of course, closely related to the nrst point.

(~) The so-called "storage of value"; that is, the accumuhtion of
money in specie or in the form of claims to payment collectable at any
time as a means of insuring future control over opportunities of advanta·
geous economic exchange.

(4) The increasing transformation of all economic advantages into
the ability to control sums d money.

(5) The qualitative individuation of consumption and, indirectly, its
expansion for those who have control of money, of claims to money pay
ment, or of opportunities to acquire money. This means the ability to
offer money as a means of obtaining goods and services of all kinds.

(6) The orientation of the procurement of utilities, as it has bccome
widespread today, to their bearing on the marginal utility of the sums of
money which the directing authorities of an economic unit expect to be
able tc£ontrol in the relevant future.

(7) With this goes the orientation of acquisitive activities to all the
opportunities which are made available by the extension of the area of
possible exchanges. in time, in place, and with respect to personal agents,
as noted above.
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(8) Ali of these consequences are dependent on what is, in princi
ple, the most important fact of all, the possibility of monetary calculation;
that is, the possibility of assigning money values to all goods and services
which in any way might enter into transactions' of purchase and sale.

In substantive as distinguished from formal -terms, monetary calcula
tion means that goods are not evaluated merely in terms of their im
mediate importance as utilities at the given time and-place and for the
given person only. Rather, goods are more or less systematically com
pared, whether for cons~!Uption or for production, with all potential
future opportunities of utilization or of gaining a return. including their
possible utility to an indefinite number of other persons 'who can be
brought into the comparison insofar as they are potential buyers of the
powers of control and disposal of the present owner. \\'herc money c31
culations have become typical, this defines the "market situation" of the
good in question. (The above statement formulates only the simplest and
best-known elements of any discussion of "money" and does not need
to be further commented upon. The sociology of the "market" will not
yet be developed here. On the formal concepts, see secs. 8 and I0.)

The term "credit" in the most general sense will be used to designate
any exchange of goods presently possessed against the promise of a futi.u-e
transfer of disposal over utilities, no matter what they may be. The grant
ing of credit means in the first instance that action is oriented to the
probability that this future transfer of disposal will actually take place.
In this sense the primary significance of credit lies in the fact that it
makes it possible for an economic unit to exchange an expected future
surplus of comrol over goods or money against the present control of
some other unit over goods which the latter does not now intend to use.
\Vhere the <Jction is rational, both parties expect an improvemcnt in their
position, reg3rdless of what it consists in, over what it would be under
the present distribution of resources without the exchange.

1. It is by no means necessary for the advantages in question to be
economic. Credit may be granted and accepted for all conceivable pur
poses; for instance, charitable and military.

2. Credit may be.granted and accepted in kind or in money, and in
both cases the promises may be of concrete goods or services or of
money payments. Carrying out credit transactions in terms of money,
however, meanS that they become the subject of monetary calculations
with all the attendant consequences, wh~ch will be discussed below.

3. This definition (of credit) for the most part corresponds to the
usual one. It is clear that credit relationships may exist between organi-,
zations of all sorts, especially socialist or communist organizations. If
thel"(> exist side by side several such groups, which arc not economically
autarkic, credit relationships are unavoidable. \\'hen the use of money

•
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is completely absent,18 there is a difficult problem of Gnding a rational
basis of calculation. For the mere fact of the possibility of transactions
involving compensation in the future does not tell us anything about
the degree of rationality with whkh the parties agree on the conditions,
especially in the case of long-term credit. Such parties would be in some
what the same situation as the household economic units Coikos) of an~

dent times which exchanged their surpluses for things they had need
of. But there is this difference. that in the present situation the interests
of huge masses on a Iong-tenn basis would be at stake; and for Mle great
masses of the low-income groups, the marginal utility of present con
sumption is particularly high. Thus there would be a probahility that
goods urgently needed CQuId only be obtained on unfavorable tenns.

4. Credit may be obtained and used for the purpose of satisfying
present consumption needs which are inadequately provided for. Even
in that case it will, so far as the action is economically ratibnal, only be
granted in exchange for advantages. This is not, however, historically
usual for the earliest type of consumption credit and especially for

, emergency credit. the motives for which more frequently stemmed from
an appeal to ethical obligations. This will be discussed in Part Two, chap.
III:2.

5. What is the most common basis of credit, in money or in kind,
when it is granted for profit, is very obvious. It is the fact that, because
the lender is usually in a better economic situation, the marginal utility
of future expectations, as compared with present ones, is higher than it
is for the borrower. It should, however, be noted that what constitutes
a "better" situation is highly relative.

8. The Market

By the "market situation" (Marktlage) for any object of exchange is
meant all the opportunities of exchanging it for money which are known
to the participants in exchange relationships and aid their orientation in
the competitive price struggle.

"Marketability" (Marktgiingigkeit) is the degree of regularity with
which an object tends to be an object of exchange on the market.

"Market freedom" is the degree of autonomy enjoyed by the parties
to market relationships in the price struggle and in competition.

"Regulation of the .market," on the contrary, is the state of affairs
where there is a substantive restriction, effectively enforced by the pro
visions of an order, on the marketability of certain potential objects of
exchange or on the market freedom of certain participants. Regulation
of the market may be detennined (I) traditionally, by the actors' be
coming accustomed to traditionally accepted limitations on exchange- or
to traditional conditions; (2) by convention, through social disapprO\'aI
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of treating certain utilities as marketable or of subjecting certain ohjects
of exchange to free competition and free price determination, in general
or when undertaken by certain groups of persons; (3) by law, through
legal restrictions on exchange or on the freedom of competition, in gen
eral or for particular groups of persons or for particular objects of ex·
change, Legal regulations may take the form of influencing the market
situation of objects of exchange by price regulation, 0, of limiting the
possession, acquisition, or exchange of rights of control and disposal over
certain goods to certain specific groups of persons, as in the case of legally
guaranteed monopolies or of legal limitations on economic action. (4) By
voluntary action arising from the structure of interests, In this case there
is substantive regulation of the market, though the market remains for
mally free, This type of regulation tends to develop when certain par
ticipants- in the market are, by virtue of their totally or approximately
exclusive control of the possession of or opportunities to acquire certain
utilities-that is, of their monopolistic powers-in a position to influence
th'e market situation in such a way as actually to abolish the market free
dom of others, In particular, they may make agreements with each other
and with typical exchange partners for regulating market conditions.
Typical examples are market quota agr/i:ements and .price cartels.

1. It is convenient, though not necessary, to confine the tenn "mar
ket situation" to ca~ of exchange for money, because it is only then
that uniform numerical statements of relationships become possible.
Opportunities for exchange in kind are best described Simply as "ex
change opportunities." Different kinds of goods are and have been mar,,.
ketable in widely different and variable degrees, even where a money
economy was well developed. The details cannot be gone into here. In
general, articles produced ip. standardized form in large quantities and
widely consumed have been the most marketable; unusual goods, only
occasionally in demand, the least. Durable consumption goods which can
be used up over long periods and means of production with a long or
indefinite life, above all, agricultural and forest land, have been mar
ketable to a much less degree than finished goods of everyday use or
means of production which are '1uickly used up, which can be uxd. only
once, or which give quick returns.

2.. Rationality of the regulation of markets has been historically asso
ciated with the growth of formal market freedom and the extension of
marketability of goods. The original modes of market regulation have
been various, partly traditional and magical, partly dictated by kinship
relations, by status privileges, by military needs, by welfare policies, and
not least by the interests and requirements of the governing authorities
of organizations. But in each of these cases the dominant interestS have
not been primarily concerned with maximizing the opportunities of ac
quisition and economic provision of the participants in the market
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themselves; have, indeed, often been in conHict with them. (I) Some
times the effect has been to exclude certain ohjects from market dealings.
either pennanently or for a time. This has happened in the magical
case, by taboo; in that of kinship, by the entailing of landedJroperty;
on the basis of social status, as with knightly fiefs. In times famine
the sale of grain has been tempo~rily prohibited. In other cares per
mission to sell has been made conditional on a prior offer of the good
to certain pen:ons, such as kinsmen, co-members of the status group, of
the guild, or of the town association; or the sale has been limited by
maximum prices, as is cOmmon in war time, or by minimum prices.
Thus, in the interests of their status dignity magicians, lawyers, or phy
sicians may not be allowed to accept fees below a certain minimum. (2)
Sometimes certain categories of persons, such as members of the nobil
ity, peasants, or sometimes. even artisans, have been excluded from
market trade in general or with respect to certain commcxlities. (3)
Sometimes the market freedom of consumers has been restricted by regula
tions, as by the sumptuary laws regulating the consumption of different
status groups, or by rationing in case of war or famine. (4) An....ther type
is the restriction of the market freedom of potential competitors in the
interest of the market position of certain groups, such as the professions or
the guilds. Finally, (5) certain economic opportunities have been reserved
to the political authorities (royal monopolies) or to those holding a charter
from such authorities. This was typical for the early capitalistic mono
polies.

Of'all these, the l1£th type of market regulation had the highest
"market-rationality," and the first the lowest. By "rationality" we here
mean a force which promotes the orientation of the economic activity
of strata interested in purchase and sale of goods on the market to the
market situations. The other types of regulation fit in between these two
with respect to their rationality-impeding effect. The groups which, reI· .'
ative to these fonns of regulation, have been most interested in the free
dom of the market, have been those whose interests lay in the greatest
possible extension of the marketability of goods, whether from the point
of view of availability for consumption, or of ready opportunities for
sale. Voluntary market regulation first appeared extensively and per
manently only on behalf of highly developed profit-making interests.
With a view to the securing or monopolistic advantages, this could take
several fonns: (I) the pure regulation of opportunities for purchase and
saie, which is typical of the widespread phenomena of trading mono
polies: (2) the regulation of transportation facilities, as in shipping and
railway monopolies; ( 3) the monopolization of the prcxluction of certain
goods; and (4) that of the extension of credit and of financing. The last
two types generally are accompanied. by an increase in the regulation of
economic activity by organizations. But unlike the primitive, irrational
fonns of regulation, this is apt to be oriented in a methcxlical manner to the
market situation. The starting point of voluntary market regulation has in
general been the fact that certain groups with a far-reaching degree of
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actual control over economic resources have been in a position to take
advantage of the formal freedom of the market to establish monopolies.
Voluntary associations of consumers, such as consumers' co-operatives,

" "have, on the other hand, tended to originate among those who were in
~...an ecOIlOmicalIy weak position. They have hence often been able to ac

complish savings for their members, but only occasionally and limited to
particular localities have they been able to establish an effective system
of market regulation.

9. Formal and Substantive Rationality of Economic
Action

The term "formal rationality of econom'ic action" will be used to
designate the extent of quantitative .calculation or accounting which is
technically possible and which is actually applied. The "substantive
rationality," on the other hand, is the degree to which the provisioning of
given groups of persons (no matter how delimited) with goOOs is shaped
by economically oriented social action under some criterion (past,
present, or potential) of ultimate values (weriende Postulate), regardless
of the nature of these ends. These m..y be of a great variety.

1. The tenninology suggested above is thought of merely as a means
of securing greater consistency in the use of the word "rational" in this
field. It is actually only a more precise fonn of the meanings which are
continually recurring in the discussion of "nationalization" and of the
economic calculus in money and in kind.

2. A system of economic activity will be called "fonnally" rational
according to the degree in which ,the provl.iion for needs, which is es
sential to every rational economy, is capable of being expressed in nu
merical, calculable terms, and is so expressed. In the first instance, it is
quite independent of the technical fonn these calculations take, particu
larly whether estimates are expressed in money or in kind. The concept
is thus unambiguous, at least in the sense that expression in money
tenn yields the highest degree of formal c3iculability. Naturally, even
this is true only relatively, so long as other things are equal.

3. The concept of "substantive rationality," on the other hand, is full
of ambiguities. It conveys only one element common to all "substantive"
analyses: namely, that they do not restrict themselves to note the purely
fonnal and (relatively) unambiguous fact t,hat action is based on "goal
oriented" rational calculation with the technically most adequate availa
ble methods, but apply certain criteria of ultimate ends, whether they be
ethical, political, utilitarian, hedonistic, feudal (stiindisch), egalitarian,
or whatever, and measure the results of th{; economic action, however
fonnally "rational" in the sense of correct calculation they may be,
against these scales of "value rationality" or "substantive goal ration-
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ality." There is an infinite number of possible value scales for this type
of rationality, of which the socialist and communist standards consti
tute only one group. The latter, although by no means unambiguous
in themselves, always involve elements of social justice and equality.
Others are criteria of status distinctions, or of the capacity for power,
especially of the war capacity, of a political-unit; all these and many
others are of potential "substantive" signi.6cance. These points of view
are, however, signi!icant only as bases from which to judge the out
come of economic action. In addition and quite independently, it is
possible to judge from an ethical, ascetic, or esthetic point of view the
spirit of economic activity (Wirtschaftsgesinnung) as well as the
instruments of economic activity. An of these approaches may consider
the "purely fonnal" rationality of calculation in monetary terms as of
quite secondary importan~e or even as fundamentally inimical to their
respective ultimate ends, even before anything has been said about the
consequences of the specifically modem calculating attitude. There is
no question in this discussion of attempting value judgments in this
Geld, but only of determining and delimiting what is to be called
"fonnaL" In tbis context the concept "substantive" is itself in a certain
sense "formal;" that is, it is an abstract, generic concept.

to. The Rationality of Monetary Accounting. Manage
ment and Budgeting

From a purely technical point of view, money is the most "perfect"
means of economic calculation. That is, it is formally the most rational
means of orienting economic activity. Calculation in terms of money,
and not its actual use, is thus the specific means of rational, economic
provision. So far as it is completely rational, money accounting has the
following primary consequences:

(I) The valuation of all the means of achieving a productive purpose
in terms of the present or expected market situation. This includes every
thing which is needed at present or is expected to be needed in the fu
tur~- everything actually in the actor's control, which he may come to

control or may acquire by exchange from; the control of others; everything
lost, or in danger of damage or destruction; all types of utilities, of means
of production, or any other sort of economic advantage.

(2) The quantitative statement of (a) the expected advantages of
every projected course of economic action and (b) the actual results of
every completed action, in the form of an account corpparing money costs
and money returns and the estimated net profit to be gained from alterna
tives ofaction.

(3) A periodical comparison of all the goods and othel assets con-
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trolled by an economic unit at a given time with those controned at the
beginning of a perioci, both in terms of money, ,

(4) An ex-ante estimate and an ex-post verification of receipts and
expenditures, either those in money i~f; or-those ~hicli em be va' led
in money, which the economic unit is likely to have available for its use
during a period if it maintains the money value of tht means at its dis-
posal intact. ,

(5) The orientation of consumption to these data by the utilization of
the money available (on the basis of point 4) during the accounting period
for the acquisition of the requisite utilities in accoldance with the principle
of marginal utility.

The continual utilization and procurement of goods, whether through
production or exchange, by an economic unit for purposes of its own
consumption or to procure other goods for consumption. will be called
"budgetary management" (Haushalt).H Where rationality exists, its
basis for an individual or for a group economically oriented in this way is
the "budget" (Haushaltsplan), which states systematically in what way
the needs expected for an accounting period-needs for utilities or for
means of procurement to obtain them--am be covered by the anticipated
income.

The "income" of a "budgetary unit" is the total of goods; valued in
money, which, as estima.ted according to the principle stated above in
point (4), has been available dUring a previous period or on the availa
bility of which the unit is likely to be able to count on the basis of a
rational estimate for the present or for a future period. The total esti
mated value of the goods at the disposal of a budgetary unit which are
normally utilized over a longer period, either directly or as a source of
income, win be called its "wealth" (VermOgen).u The possibility of com
plete monetary budgeting for the budgetary unit is dependent on the pos
sibility that its income and wealth consist either in money or in goods
,which are at any time subject to exchange for money; that is, which are
in the highest degree marketable.

A rational type of management and budgeting of a budgetary unit is
possible also where calculation is carried out in terI!lS of physical units,
as will be further discussed below. It is true that in that case there is no
such thing as "wealth" capable of being expressed in a single sum of
money, nor is there a single "income" in the same sense. Calculativn is
in terms of "holdings" of concrete goods and, where acquisition is limited
to peaceful means, of concrete "receipts" from the expenditure of avail
able real goods and services, which will be administered with a view to
attaining the optimum provision for the satisfaction of wants, If the
wants are strictly given, this involves a comparatively simple problem
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from the technical point of view so long as thesi~ does not require
a v.ery precise estimate of the comparative utility tb be gained from the
allocation of the available resources to each of a large number df very
heterogel1eous modes of use. If the situation is markedly different, even
the simple self-sufficient household is faced. with problems which are
only to a very limited degree subject to a fonnally exact solution by cal
cu4ttion. The actual solution is usually found partly by the application
of purely traditional standards, partly by making very rough estimates,
which, however, may be quite adequate where both the wants concerned
and the conditions of provision for them are well knoWIl and readily'
comparable. When the "holdings" consist in heterogeneous goods, as
must hi: the case in the absence of exc~lange, a formally exact calculable
comparison or the state of holding; at the beginning and the end of a
period, or of the comparison of different possible W3j'S of securing
receipts, is possible only for cate-gories o~ goods which ate qualitatively
identical. The typical result is that all available goods are treated as form
ing a totality of physical holdings, and certaii! quantities of ,e,:rood$ arc
treated as available for comumption, so long as it appears that tI.is ,,,ill
not in the long run diminish the available re50Uf':es. Ell[ every .::hange
in the conditions of procbction--as, for instance, through 3 bad harvest
--or any change in wants necessitates a new alkx.'ation, .since it alters the
scale of relative marginal utilities. Under conditions which are simple
and adequately understood, this adaptation may be carried out without
much difficulty. Otherwise, it is tef:hnically more difficult than if mon~
terms could be used, in which case any change in the price situation in
principle influences the satisfaction only of the wants which are marginal
on the scale of relative urgency and are met with the last increments of
money income.

As accounting in kind becomes completely rational and is emanci
pated from tradition, the estimation of matginal utilities in terms of the
relative urgency of wants encounters grave complications; whereas, if it
were carried out in terms of monetary wealth and income, it would be
relatively simple. In the latter case the question is merely a "marginal"
one, namely whether to apply more labor or whether to satisfy or sacri
nce, as the r.:ase may be, one or more wants, rather than others. For when
the problems of budgetary management are expressed in money terms,
this is the fann the "COSts" take [opportunity cost]. But if calculations
are in physical tenns, it be.:omes nt>£essary to take into account, besides
the scale of urgency of the wants, also (I) the alternative modes of
utilization of all means of production, including the entire amount of
labor hitherto expended, which means different (according to the mode
of utilization) and variable ratios between want satisfaction-and the ex
penditure of resources, and therefore, (2), requires a consideration of
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the volume and type of additional labor which the householder would
have to expend to secure additional receipts and, (3), of the mode of
utilization of the material expenditures if the goods to be procured can
be of various types, It is one of the most important tasks of economic
theory to analyse t.~e various possible ways in which th~ evaluations
can be rationally carried out, It is, cn the other hand, a task for economic
history to pursue the ways in which the ~udgetary management in
physical terms has been actually worked out in the course of varlous
historical epochs. In general, the following may he said: (I) that the
degree of fonnal rationali~i has, generally speaking, fallen ,hort of the
level which was even empirically possible, to say nothing of the theoreti~

cal maximum. As a matter of necessity, the calculations of money-less
budgetary management have in the great majority of cases remained
strongly bound to tradition. (2) In the larger units of this type, precisely
because an expansion and refinement of everyday wants haS not taken
place, there has been a tenden<..j' to employ surpluses for uses of a non
routine nature--above. all, for artistic purposes. This is an important basis
for the artistic, strongly stylized cultures of epochs with a "natural
economy."

I. The category of "wealth" includes more than physical goods.
Rather, it covers all economic advantages over which the budgetary
unit has an assured conuol, whether that control is due to custom, to
the play of interests, to .:onvention, or to law. The "good will" of a
profit-making or~anization, whether it be a medical or legal practice,
or a retail shop, peiongs to the "wealth" of the owner if it is, for what·
ever reason, relatively stable since, if it is legally appropriated, it can
constitute "property" in the teans of the definition in ch. I: 10 above.

2. Monetary calculation· can be found without the actual use of
money or with its use limited to the settlement of balances which can
not be paid in kind in the goods being exchanged on both sides.
Evidence of this is common in the Egyptian and Babylonian records.
The use of money accounting as a measure for payments in kind is
found in the permission in Hammurabi's Code and in provincial -.
Ronllln and early Medieval law that a debtor may pay an amount
due expressed in money "in whatever form he will be able" (in quo
potuerit). The establishment of equivalents must in such cases have
been carried out on the basis of traditional prices or of prices laid down
hyde«ee.

3. Apart fTom this, the above discussion contains only common
places, which are introduced to facilitate the formulation of a precise;:
concept of the rational budgetary unit as distinguished from that of a
rational profit-making enterprise-the latter will be discussed presently.
It is important to state explicitly that both can take rational forms.
The satisfaction of needs: is not something more "primitive" than
profit-seeking; "wealth" is not necessarily a more primitive category
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than capital; "income," than proht. It is, however, true that historically
the budgetary unit has been prior and has been the dominant form in
most periods of the past.

4. It is indifferent what unit is the bearer of a budgetary manage
ment~conomy, Both the budget of a state and the family budget of a
wC'"1(er fall under the same category.

,. Empirically the administration of budgetary units and profit
making are not mutually exclusive alternatives. The business of a
consumers' cooperative. for instance, is normally oriented to the eco
nomical provision for wants; but in the form of its activity, it is a
"profit-making organization" without being oriented to profit as a
substantive end. In the action of an individual, the two elements may
be so intimately intertwined, and in the past have typically been so,
that only the concluding act-namely, the sale or the consumption
of the product---can serve as a basis for interpreting the meaning of the
action. This has been particularly true of small peasants. Exchange may
well be a pan of the process of budgetary management where it is a
matter of acquiring consumption goods by exchange and of disposing
of surpluses. On the other hand, the budgetary economy of a prince
or a landed lord may include profit-making enterprises in the sense of
the following discussion. This has been true on a larg~ scale in earlier
times. Whole industries have developed out of the heterocephalous
and heteronomous auxiliary enterprises which seigneurial landowners,
monasteries, princes, etc., have established to exploit the products of
their lands and forests. AU sorts of profit-making enterprises today are
l'art of the economy of such budgetarj units as local authorities or even
states, In these cases it is legitimate to include in the "income" of the
budgetary units, if they are rationally administered, only the net profits
of these enterpriSCi. Conversely, it is possible for profit-making enter- ,
prises to establish various types of heteronomous budgetary units under
their direction for such purposes as providing subsistence for slaves
or wage workers--among them are "welfare" organizations, housing and
eating facilities. Net profits in the sense of point (2) of this section are
n-.oney surpluses after the deduction of all money costs.

6. It has been possible here to give only the most elementary
starting points for analysing the significance of economic calculations
in kind for general social development.

II. The Concept and Types of Pro~t-Making. The Role
of Capital

"Pro6t-making" (Erwerben)le is activity which is oriented to oppor
tunities for seeking new poweI's of control over goods on a single 0c

casion, repeatedly, or continuously, "Pro6t-making activity" is activity
which is.oriented at least in part to opportunitiee: of profit-making. Pr06t-

. ':.
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making is "~conomic" if it is oriented to acquisition by peaceful methods
It may be oriented to the exploitation of market situations. "Means of
profit-making" (Erwerbsmittel) are those goods and other economic ad"
vantages which are llSed in the interests of economic profit-making. "Ex
change for profit" is that which is oriented to market situations in order to
increase control over goods rather than to secure means for consumption
(budgetary exchange). "Business credit" is that credit which is extended
or taken up as a Illeans of increasing control over the requisites of profit
making activity.

There is a form of monetary accounting which is peculiar to rational
economic profit-making; namely, "capital accounting." Capital accounting
is the valuation and verification of opportunities for profit and of t~e

success of profit-making activity by means of a valuation of the total
assets (goods and money) of the enterprise at the beginning of a profit
making venture, and the comparison of this with (I similar valuation of
the assets still present and newly acquired. at the end of the process; in
the case of a profit-making organization operating continuously, the
same is done for an accounting period. In either case a balance is drawn
between the initial and final states of tile assets. "Capital" is the money
value of the means of profit-making av.aibble to the enterprise at the
balancing of the hooks; "profit" and correspondingly "loss," the differ
ence between the initial balance and that drawn at the conclusion of the
period. "Capital risk" is the estimated probability of a loss in this
balance. An economic "enterprise" (Unternehmen) is autonomous
action capabIc of orientation to capital accounting. This orientation takes
place by meam: of "cnlculation", ex-ante calculation of the probable risks
,md ch:lnces of profit, ex-post calculation for the verification of the actual
pro!;t or los'> resulting. "Prcfitability" means, in the rational case, one of
two things: (I) the prott estimated as posSible by eX-8nte cab.:. tions,
the attainment of which is made an objective of the entrepreneur's ac
tivity; or (2) that which the ex-post calculation shows actually to have
heen earned in a given period, find which is available for the consump
tion uses of the entrepreneur without prejudice to his chances of future
profitability. In both cases it is usually expressed in ratios-today, per
centages-in relation to the capital of the initial balance.

Enterprises based on capital accounting may be oriented to the ex
plOitation of opportunities of acquisition afforded by the market, or they
may be oriented toward other chances of acquisition, such as those based
on power relations, as in the case of tax farming or the sale of offices.

Each individUal operat;ion undertaKen·hy a mtionaI pro6t-making
enterprise 'is oriented to estimated pl'06tability hy J!)eansof calculation.
Tn the· case of profit-making activities on the market, capital accounting
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requires: (I) that there exist, subject to estimate beforehand, adequately
extensive and assured opportunities for sale of the goods which the en
terprise procures; that is, normally, a high degree of marketability; (2)
that the means of carrying on the enterprise, such as the potential means
of production and the services of labor, are also available in the market
at costs which can he estimated with an adequate degree of certainty;
and finally, (3) that the technical and legal conditions, to which the
process from the acquisition of the means·of production to final sale,
including transport, manufacturing operations, storage. etc., is subjected,
give rise to money COSts which in principle are calculable. ,

. The extmordinary importance of the highest possible degree of cal
culability as the basis for efficient capital accounting will be noted time
and again throughout the discmsion of the sociological conditions of
economic activity. It is far from the case that only economic factors are
important to it. On the contrary, it win be shown that the most varied
sorts of ~temal and subjective barriers account for the fact that capital
accounting bas arisen as a basic fonn of economic calculation only in the
Western World.

I\s distinguished from the calculations appropriate to a budgetary
unit, the capital accounting and calculations of the market entrepreneur
are ,oriented not to marginal utility, but to pro6tability. To be sure, the
probabilities of pro6t are in the last analysis dependent on the income of
conSQIIlption units and, through this, on the marginal utility structure of

~ the disposable money incomes of the 6nal consumers of consumption
goods. I\s it is usually put, it depends on their "purchasing power" for
the relevant conunodities. But from a technical point of view, the ac
counting calculations of a pr06t·making enterprise and of a consumption
unit differ as fundamentally as do the ends of want satisfaction and of
pr06t-making which they serve. For purposes of economic theory, it is
the marginal consumer who dete:mililes the direction of production. In
actual fact, given the actual distribution. of power, this is only true in a
limited sense for the modem situation. To a large degree, even though
the conswner has to be in a position to buy, his wants are "awakened"
and "directed" by the entrepreneur.

In a marIret economy every form of rational caleuIation. especially of
~ capital accounting. is oriented to expectations of prices and their changes
as~~d~~~~~ofm~m~and
competition and the resolution of these conf!kts. In profitability-acCOunt
mg this is made particularly clear m that 'Y'- of booli<eping which
is (up to now) the most highly d...Ioped one from a technical point
of view, m the sn<:a!led doubIe..nrry bookkeeping. Througb a 'Y"=
ol individual 8<XtlUl1ts the fiction is here creatal that different depatt-
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ments wijhin an enterprise, or individual accounts, conduct exchange
operations with each other, thus permitting a check in the technically
most perfect manner on the profitability of each individual step or
measure.

Capital accounting in its formally most rational shape thus presup
poses the battle of man with man. And this in tum involves a hrther
very specific condition. No economic system can directly translate sub·
jective "feelings of need" into effective demand, that is, into demand
which needs to be taken into account and satisfied through the produc
tion of goods. For whether or not a subjective want can be satisfied de·
pends, on the one hand, on its place in the scale of relative urgency; on
the other hand, on the goods which are estimated to be actually or
potentially available for its satisfaction.. Satisfaction does not take place
if the utilities needed for it are applied to other more i'eDt uses, or if
they either cannot be procured at all, or only by such . ri6ces of labor
and goods that future wants, which are still, from a prese t point of view,
adjudged more urgent, could not be satisfied. This is ape of consump
tion in every kind of economic system, including a comJt;lOist one.

In an economy which makes use of capital accou~ng and which
is thus characterized by the appropriation of the means 't production by
individual units, that is by "property" (see ch. I, sec. ~~.' profitability •
depends on the prices which the "consumers," according· . the marginal
utility of money in relation to their income, can and will .. . It is possi.
hie to produce profitahly only for those consumers who} :these tenns,
have sufficient income. A need may fail to be satisfied not _ y when an
individual's own demand for other goods takes precedence, tntt also when
the greater purchasing power of other.; for aU types of goods prevails.
Thus the fact that the battle of qtan against man on the 1fi3r~t is an
essential condition for the existence of rational money-accountinifurther
implies that the outcome of the economic process is decisively in1uem:ed.
by the ability of per.;ons who are more plentifully supplied with money to
outbid the others, and of those more favorably situated for production to
underbid their rivals on the selling side. The la,,,,,, are porticularly those
well supplied with goods essential to production or with money. In par
ticular, rational mon~ting presupposes the existen<e of elfecti""
prices and not merely of fictitious prices conventionally employed fotH
technical accounting purposes. This, in rum, presupposea money func
tioning as an effective medium of exchange, which is in demand as such,
not mere tokens used as purely ,echnical a<ooUndng units," Thus the
orientation of action to money prices and to prOOt.bas the following
consequences' (,) that the differences in the dlstrIbution of tnoney or
marketable goods between the individual porties in the ma,ket is de·
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cisive in determining the direction taken by the production of goods, so
'far as it is carried on by profit-making enterprises, in that it is only demand
made effective through the possession of purchasing power which is and
can be satisfied. Further, (2) the question, what type of demand is to
be satisfied by the production of goods, becomes in turn dependent on
the profitability of production itself. Profitability is indeed formally a
rational category, but for that very reason it is indiff'efent with respect to
substantive postulates unless these can make themselves felt in the
market in the fann of sufficient purchasing power.

"Capital goods," as distinguished from mere possessions or parts of
wealth of a budgetary unit, are all such goods as are administered on the
hasis of capital accounting. "Capital interest," as dj~tin{'t from various
other possible kinds of interest on loans, is; (I) what is estimated to be
the minimum normal profitability of the use of material means ofpro6t
making; (2) the rate of interest at which profit-making enterprises can
obtain money or capital goods.

This exposition only repeats generally known things in a some
what more precise fonn. For the technical aspects of capital accounting.
comp3re the standard textbooks of accountancy. which ;ue, in part,
excellent. E.g. those of Leitner, Schar. etc.

I. The concept of capital has been defined strictly with reference
to the individual private enterprise and in Ilccordance with private
business-accounting practice. which was, indeed, the most convenient
method for present purposes. This usage is much less in conBict with
everyday speech than with the usage which in the past was frequently
found in the social sciences and which has by no mean$ been consistent.
In order to test the usefulness of the present business-accounting tenn,
which is now being increasingly employed in scientific writings again,
it is necessarv only to ask the following qutitions: (I) What does it
mean when we say that a corporation has a ~c capital" (net worth)
of one millior' ~s? And (2), what when wc!.eay that capital is
"written down"? What, (3), when corporation law prescribes what ob
jects may be ''brought in" as capital and in what manner? The first
statement means that only that part of a surplus of assets over liabilities,
as shown on the balance-sheet after proper inventory control and veri
fication, which exceeds one million pounds can be accounted as
"profit" and distributed to the share-holders to do with as they please
(or, in the case of a one,man enterprise, that only this excess can be

-consumed in the household). The second statement concerns a situa
tion where there have been heavy business 106geS, and ineans that the
dis[ribution of profit need not he postponed until perhaps after many
years a surplus exceeding one million pounds has again been ac
cumulated. but that the distribution of "profits" may begin at a lower
surplus. But in order to do this, it is necessary to "write down" the
capital, and this is the purpose of the operation. Finally, the purpose

•
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of prescriptions as to how basic capital (net: worth, or ownership) can
be "covered" tlfrough the bringing into the company of material assets,
and how it may be "written up" or "written down," is to give creditors
and purchasers of shares the guarantee that the distribution of profits
will be carried cut "correctly" in accordance with the rules of rational
business accounting, i.e., in such a way that (a) long-run profitability
is maintained and, (b), that the security of creditors is not impaired..
The rules about ''bringing in" are all concerned with the admissability
and valuation of objects as paid-in capital. (4) What does it mean when
we say that as :>. result of unpro6tability capital "seeks different invest
ments"? Either we are talking about "wealth," for "investment" (An
legen) is a category of the administration of wealth, not of profit
making enterprise. Or else, more rarely, it may mean that real capital
goods on the one hand have ceased to be such by being sold, for in
stance as. scrap or junk, and on the other have regained that quality in
other uses, (5) What is meant when we speak of the "power of capital"?
We mean that the possessors of control over the means of production
and over economic advantages which can be used as capital goods in a
pront-making enterprise enjoy, by virtue of this control and of the orien
tation of economic action to the principles of capitalistic business cal
'culation, a specinc position of power in relation to others.

In the earliest beginnings of rational profit-making activity capital
appears. though not under this name, and only as a sum of money used
in accountir.g. Thus in the commenda relationship various types of
goods were entrusted to a travelling merchant to sell in a foreign market
and at times for the purchase of other goods wanted for sale at home.
The pront or loss was then divided in a particular proportion between
the travelling merchant and the entrepreneur who had advanced the
capital. For for this to take place it was necessary to value the goods in
money; that is, to strike balances at the beginning and the conclusion
of the venture. The "capital" of the commemla or the societas marls was
simply this money valuation, which served only the purpose of settling
accounts between the parties and no other.

\Vhat do we mean by the term "capital market"? We mean that
certain "goods," including in particular money, are in demand in order

. to be used as capital goods, and that there exist profit-making enrer
prises, especially certain types of "banks," which derive their profit from
the business of providing these goods. In the case of sa<:alled '1oan capi
tal," which consists in handing over money against a promise to retum
the same amount at a later tii1le with or without the addition of interest,
the term "capital" will be used only if lending is the object of a profit
making enterprise. Otherwise, the term "money loans" will be used.
Everyday speech tends to talk about "capital" whenever "interest" is
paid, because the latter is usually expressed as a percentage of the basic
SUm; only because of this calculatory function is the amoWlt of a loan or
a deposit called a "capital." It is true,of course, that this was the origin
of the tenn: capitale was the principal sum of a loan; the U<rm is said,
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though it cannot be proved, to derive from the heads cOUllted in a loan
of cattle. But this is irrelevant. Even in very early times a loan of real
goods was reckoned in money tenns, OIl which basic interest was then
calculated, so that already here capital goods and capital accounting are
typically related, as has been true in later times, In the case of an ordi
nary loan, which is made dmply as a phase in the administration of
budgetary wealth and so far as it is employed for the needs of a
budgetary unit, the term "loan capital" will not be used. lne same, of
course, applies to the recipient of the loart.

The concept of an "enterprise" is in accord with the ordinary usage,
except for the fact that the orientation to capital accounting, which is
usually taken for granted, is made explicit. This is done in order to
emphasize that not every case of search for profit as such constitutes an
"enterprise," but only when it is capable of orientation to capital ac
counting, regardless of whether it is on a large or a small scale. At the
same time it is indifferent whether this capital accounting is in fact
rationally carried out according to rational principles. Similarly the tenns
"pr06t" and "loss" will be used only as applying to enterprises oriented
to capital aceounting. The money earned without the use of capital by
such persons as authors, physicians, lawyers, civil servants, professors,
clerks, technicians, or workers. naturally is also "acquisition" (&werb),
but shall here not be called "profit." Even everyday usage would not call
it profit. "Probtability" is a concept which is applicable to every dis
crete act which can be individually evaluated in tenns of business
accounting technique with respect to profit and loss, such as the employ
ment 'of a particular worker, the purchase of a new machine, the deter
mination of rest periexls in the working day, etc.

It is not expedient in defining the concept of interest on capital to
start with contracted interest returns on any type of loan. Jf somebody
helps out a peasant by giving him seed and demands an increment 00
,its return, or if the same is done in the case of money loaned to a house
hold to be returned with interest, we would hardly want to call this a
"capitalistic" process. It is possible, where action is rational, for the
lender to secure an additional amount because his creditor is in a posi
tion to expect ben~bts from d!e use of the loan greater than the amount
of the interest he pays; when, that is, the situation is seen in terms of
what it would be if he had to do without the loan. Similarly, the lender,
being aware of the situation, is in a position to exploit it, in that for him
the marginal utility of his present control over the goods he lends is
exceeded by the marginal utility at the relevant future time of the
repayment with the addition of the interest. These are essentially cate
gories of the administration of budgetary units and their wealth, not of
capital accounting. Even a petson who secures an emergency loan £or
his urgent personal needs from a "Shylock" is not for purposes of the
present discussion said to be paying interest 00 capital. nor does the
lender receive such interest. It is rather a case ci return for the loan.
The person who makes a business of lending charges himself interest on
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his business capital if he acts rationally, and must consider that he has suf
fered a "loss" if tbe returns from loans do not cover this rate of profita
bility. This interest we will consider "interest on capital"; the former is
simply "interest." Thus for the present terminological fUrposes, interest
on capital is always that which is calculated on capita, not that which
is a payment for capital. It is always oriented to money valuations, and
thus to the sociological fact that disposal over profiHnaking means,
whether through the market or not, is in private hands; that is, appro
priated. Without this, tapital accounting, and thus calculation of interest,
would be unthinkable.

In a rational profit-making enterprise, t.~e interest, which is charged
on the books to a capital sum, is the minimum of pro6tability. It is in
tenns of whether or not this minimum is reached that a judgment of
the advisability of this particWar mode of use of capital goods is arrived
at. Advisability in this context is naturally conceived from the point of
view of pro6tability. The rate for this minimum profitability is, it is well
known, only approximately that which it is possible to obtain by giving
credit on the capital market at the time. But nevertheless. the existence
of the capital market is the reason why calculations are made on this
basis, just as the existence.ci market exchange is the basis for making
entries against the different accounts. It is one of the fundamental phe
nomena of a capitalistic economy that entrepreneurs are permanently
willing to pay interest for loan capital. This phenomenon can only be
explained by understanding bow it is that the average entrepreneur may
hope in the long run to earn a profit, or that entrepreneurs on the
average in fact do earn it, over and above what they have to pay as
interest on loan capiral--tbat is, under what conditions it is, on the
average, rational to exchange 100 at the present against 100 plus X in
the future.

Economic theory approaches this problem in terms of the relative
marginal utilities of goods under present and under future control. So
far, so good. But the sociologist would then like to know in what human
actions this supposed relation is reBected in such a manner that the
actors can take the consequences- of this differential valuation [of pres
ent and future goods], in the form of an "interest rate:' as a criterion
for their own operations. For it is by no means obvious that this should
happen at all times and places. It does indeed happen, as we know, in
profit-making econ~ units. But here the primary cause is the eco
nomic power distribution (Machtlage) between pr06t-making enter·
prises and budgetary units (h~s¢holds), both those consuming the
Roods offered and those ofiering certain means of production (mainly
fahar). Profit-making enterpri$es will be founded and operated continu
ously (capitalistically) only if it is expecte.(LtEat the minimum rate of
interest on capital can be earned. Economic theory-which could, how
ever, al", be developed along very diiferentlines-might then very well
say that this exploitation d the power distribution .(which itself is II

consequence of. the institution c:l private property in goods and the
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means of production) pennits it only to this particular class of economic
actors to conduct their operations in accordance with the "interest" cri
terion.

2. The administration of budgetary "wealth" and profit-making cn
terprises may be outwardly so similar as to appear identical. They are in
fact in the analysis only distinguishable in terms of the difference in
meuningful orientation of the corresponding economic activities. In the
one case, it is oriented to maintaining and improving profitability and
the market position of the enterprise; in the other, to the security and
increase of wealth and income. It is, however, by no means necessary
that this fundamental orientation should always, in a concrete case, be
tumed exclusively in one direction or the other; sometimes, indeed. this is
impossible. In cases where the private wealth of all elltrepreneur is identi
cal with this business control over the means of vroduction of his finn
and his private income is identical with the profit of the business, the
two things seem to go entirely hand in hand. But all manner of personal
considerations may in such a case cause the entrepreneur to enter upon
business policies which, in tenns of the rationality of the conduct of
entcrprise, are irrationaL Yet very generally private wealth and control
of the business are not identical. Funhennore, such factors as personal
indebtedness of the proprietor, his personal demand for a higher present
income, division·of an inheritance, and the like, often exert what is, in
tepns of business considerations, a highly irrational in8uence on the
business. Such situations often lead to measures intended to eliminate
these inBuences altogether, as in the incorporation of Family businesses.

The tendency to separate the sphere of private affairs from the busi
ness is thus not fortuitous. It is a consequence of tJ;c fact that, from the
point of view of business interest, the interest in maintaining the private
wealth of the owner is often irrational, as is his interest in income
receipts at any given time from the point of view of the profitability of
the enterprise. Considerations relevant to the profitability of abusiness
are also not identical with tIlose governing the private interests of per
sons who are related to it as workers or as .consumers. Conversely, the
interests growing out of the private fortunes and income of persons or
organizations having powers of control over an enterprise do not neces
sarily lie in the same direction as the long-run considerations of of'tir!liz
ing its profitability and its -market power position. This is definitely,
even especially, also true when a profit-making enterprise is controlled
by a producers' co-operative association. The objective interests of
rational management of a business enterprise and the personal interest
of the individuals who control it arc by no means identical and are
often opposed. This fact implies the separation as a matter of principle
of the budgetary unit and the enterprise, even where both, with respect
to powers of control 2nd the objects controlled, are identical.

The sharp distinction bern.-·een the budgetary unit and the prollt
making enrerprise should also be dearly brought OUf in the terminology.
The purchase of securities on the part of a private jnve~tor who wishes
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to consume the proceeds is not a "capital. investment," hut a "wealth
investment." A money loan made by a private individual for obtaining
the interest is, when regarded from the standpOint of the lender, en
tirely different from one made by a bank to the same borrower. On'the
other hand, a loan made to a consumer and one to an entrepreneur for
business purposes are guite different from the point of view of the bor
rower. The banki$ investing capital and the entrepreneur is borrowing
capital; but in the !irst case, it may be for the borrower a matter Simply
of borrowing fo' purposes of budgetary management; in the second it
may be, for the knder, a case of investment of private wealth. This dis
tinction between p,iv<.ltc \\;ealth :md capital, between the budgetary unit
and the profit-makmg enterprise, is of far.rcaching importance. In par
ticular, without it it is lmpossible to under~tand the economic develop
ment of the anclent,mrld and the limitati0ns on the development of the
capitalism of thOS(~ times. (The well-known articles of Rodbertus are, in
spite of their errors and incompleteness, still important in this context,
but should be supplemented by the excellent Jiscussion of Karl
Bucher.)l8

3. By no means all profit-making enterprises with capital accounting
are doubly oriented to the market in that they hot\Tpurchase means of
production on the market and sell their product '.)r~ Lmlservices there.
Tax farming and all sorts of financial operations'ltave been carried on
with capital accounting, but without selling any products. The very
important consequences of this will be discussed later. It is a case of
capitalistic profit-making which is not oriented to the market,

4- For reasons of-convenience, acquisitive activity (Erwerbstiitigkeit)
and profit-making enterprise (Erwerbsbetrieb) have been distinguished.
Anyone is engaged in acquisitive activity so far as he seeks, among other
things, in given ways to acquire goods- -Ulrmey or others-which he
does not yet possess. This includes the civil servant and the worker, no
less than the entrepreneur. ·But the term "profit-making enterprise" will
he confined to those types of acquisitive activity which are continually
oriented to market advantages, using goods as means to secure profit,
either (a) through the production and sale of goods in demand, or (b)
through the offer of services in demand in exchange for money, be it
through free exchange or through the exploitation of appropriated ad
vantages, as has been pointed out above under (3). The person who is
a mere rentier or in vestor of private wealth is, in the present terminol
ogy, not engaged in profit.making, no matter how rationally he adminis
ters his resources.

5. It goes without saying that in terms of economic theory the direc
tion in which goods can he profitably produced by profit-making enter~

prises is determined by the marginal utilities for the last consumers in
conjunction with the latter's incomes. But from a sociologkal point of
view it should not be forgotten that, to a large extent, in a capitalistic
economy (a) new wants are created and others allowed to disappear and
(b) capitalistic enterprises, through their aggressive advertising policies,
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exercise an important influence on the demand functions of consumers.
Indeed, these are essential traits of a capitalistic economy. It is true that
this applies primarily to wants which are not of the highest degree at
necessity, but even~ of food provision and honsing are importantly
detennined by the producers in a capitalistic economy.

12. Calculations in Kind

Calculations in kind can occur in the most varied foml. \i\1e speak of
a "money economy," meaning an economy where the use of money is
typical and where action is typically oriented to market situations in
terms of money prices. The teml "natural economy" (NaturalwiTtsch~ft),

on the other hand, means an economy where money is not used. The
different economic systems known to history can be classified according
to the degree to which they apptoximate the One or the other.

The concept "namral economy" is not, however, very definite, since
it can cover systems \'lith \'Iidely varying struCtures. It may mean (a) an
economy where no exchange at an takes place Or (b) one where exchange
is only by barter, and thus money is not used as a medium of exchange.
The first type may be an individual economic unit organi7.ed on a com
pletely communistic basis, or with some determinate distribution of
rights of participation. In both cases, there would be a complete lack of
autonomy or autocephaly of the. component parts. This may he called a
"closed household economy." Or, se-:ondly, it may be a combination of
otherwise autonomous and autocephalous individual units, all of which, ,.
however, are obligated to make contributions in kind to a central or
ganization which exists for the exercise of authority or as a communal
institution. This is an "economy based on payment~ in kind" (oikos
economy, ''liturgically'' organized political group). In both cases, so far
3S the pure type is confollned to, there is only calculation in kind.

In the second case, type (b), where exchange is involved, there may
be natural ecOnomies where exchange is only by barter without either
the use of money or calculation in money tenns. Or there may be econ
omies where there is exchange in kind, but where calculation is oc
caSionally or even typically carried out in money terms. This was typical
of the Orient in ancient times and has been common everywhere.

For the purposes of analysing calculation in kind, it is only the cases
of type (a) which are of interest, where the unit is either completely
self-sufficient, or the liturgies- are produced in rationally organized per
manent units, such as would be inevitable in attempting to employ
modem technology in a completf':ly "socialized" economy.
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Calculation in ki~d is in its essence oriented to consumption, the
satisfaction of wants. It is, of course, quite possible to have something
analogous to proHt-making on this basis. This may occur (a) in that,
without resort to exchange, available material means of production and
labor are systematically applied to the production and transportation of
goods on the basis of calculations, according to which the state of want
satisfaction thus attained. is compared with the state which would exist
without these measures or if the resources were used in another way, and
thus a judgment as to the most advantageous procedure is arrived at. Or
(b) in a barter economy, goods may be disposed of and acquired by ex
change, 'perhaps in systematically repeated barters, though stricdy with~

, out th~ me of money. Such action would be sy~tematically oriented to·
securing a supply of goods which, as compared with the state which
would exist without these measures, is judged to establish a more ade
quate provision for the needs of the unit. It is, in such cases, only when
quautities of goods which are qualitatively similar are compared that it
it;; possible to use numerical terms unambiguously and without a wholly
subjective valuation. It is possible, of course, to set up a system of in
kind wages consisting of typical bundles of consumer goods, (Konsum
Deputate), such as were the in-kind salaries and benefices particuhrly
of the ancient Oriene (where they even became objects of exchange
transactions, similar to our government bonds). In the case of certain
very homogenous commodities, such as the grain of the Nile valley, a
system of storage and .trade purely in terms of paper claims to certain
quantities of the commodity was of course technically just as possible
as it is with silver bars under the conditions of banco--currencies.19 What
is more important, it is in that case also possible to express the technical
efficip.ncy of a process of production in numerical terms and thereby
compare it with other types of technical processes. This may be done, if
the final product is the same, by comparing the relative requirements of

, different processes in both the quantity and the type of means of produc
tion. Or, where the means of production are the same, the different
produ~ts which result from different production processes may be com
pared. It is often, rhough by no means always, possible in this way to
secure numerical comparisons for the purposes of important, though sec
totally restricted, problems. But the more difficult problems of calcula-

_ tion begin when it becomes a question of comparing different kinds of
means of production, their different possible modes of use, and quali
tatively different final p-::oducts.

Every capitalistic enterprise is, to be sure, continually concerned with
calculations ill kind. For instance, given a certain type of loom and a
certain quality of yam, it is a question of ascertaining, given certain
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other relevant data such as the efficiericy of machines, the humidity of
the air, the rate of consumption of coal, lubricating oil, etc., what will be
the product per hour per worker and thus the amount of the product
which is attributable to any individual worker for each unit of time. For
industries with typical waste products or by-products, this can be de
termined without any use of money accounting and is in fact so de
termined. Similarly, under given conditions, it is possible to work out, in
technical terms without the use of money, the normally expected annual
ccnsumption of raw materials by the enterprise'according to its technical
production capacity, the depreciation period for buildings and machinery,
the typical loss by spoiling or other forms of waste. But (he comparison,
of different kinds of processes of production, with the use of different
kinds of raw materials and different ways of treating them, is carried out
today by making a calculation of comparative profitability in terms of
money costs. For accounting in kind, on the other hand, there are
formidable problems involved here which are incapable of objective solu
tion. Though it does not at first sight seem to be necessary, a modern
enterprise tends to employ money terms in its capital calculations even
where such difficulties do not arise. But this is not entirely fortuitous. In
the case of depreciation write-offs, for example, money accounting is used
because this is the method of assuring the conditions of future produc·
tivity of the business which combines the greatest degree of cert<llnty
with the greatest Bexibility in relation to changing circumstances; with
any storing of real stocks of materials or any other mode of provision in

·kind such flexibility would be irrationally and severely impeded. It is
difficult to see, without money accounting, how "res.erves" could be built
up without being specified in detail. Further, an enterprise is 'always
faced with the question as to whether any of its parts is opp..rating ir
rationally: that is, unprofitably, and if so, why. It is a question of de
termining which C'Ol'lponents of its real physical expenditures (that is, of
the "costs" in terms of capital accounting) could be saved and, above
all, could more rationally be used elsewhere. This can be determined
with relative ease in an ex-post calculation of the relation between
accounting "costs" and "receipts" in money terms, the former including
in particular the interest charge allocated to that account. But it is ex
ceedingly difficult to do this entirely in terms of an in-kind calculation,
and indeed it can be accomplished at aU only in very simple cases. This,
one may believe, is not a matter of circumstances which could be over
come by technical improvements in the methods of calculation, but of
fundamental limitations, which make really exact accounting in terms

. of t:alculations in kind impossible in principle.
It is true this might be disputed, though naturally not with arguments
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drawn from the Taylor system and from the possibility of achieving im
provements in efficiency by employing a system of bonus points without
the use of money. The essential question is that of how it is possible to
discover at what point in the organization it would be profitable to em
ploy such. measures because there existed at that point certain elements
of irrationality. It is in finding out these points that accounting in kind
encounters difficulties which an ex-post calculation in money terms does
not have to contend with. The fundamentallirnitations of acccanting in
kind as the basis of calculation in enterprises----Df a type which would
include the heterocephalous and heteronomous units of production in a
planned economy-are to be found in the problem of imputation, which
in such a system cannot take the simple form of an ex-post calculation of
profit or loss Oil the books, but rather that very controversial form which
it has in the theory of marginal utility. In order to make possible a ra
tional utilization of the means of production, a system of in-kind account
ing would have to determine "value"-indicators of some kind for the
individual capital goods which could take over the role of the "prices"

, used in book valuation in modern business accounting. But it is not at all
dear how su.chindicators courd be established and, in particular, verified;
whether, for instance, they should vary from one production unit to the
next (on the basis of economic location), or whether they should be
unifonn for the entire economy, on the basis of "social utility," that is, of
(present and future) consumption requirements?

Nothing is gained by assuming that, if only the problem of a non
monetary economy were seriously enough attacked, a suitable accounting
method would be discovered or invented. The problem is fundamental
to any kind of complete socialization. We cannot speak of a rational
"planned economy" so long as in this decisive respect we have no instru
ment for elaborating a rational "plan."

The difficulties of accounting in kind become more marked when the
question is considered of whether, from the point of view of efficiently
satisfying the wants of a given group of persons, it is rational to locate a
certain enterprise with a given productive function at one or an altern~

tive site. The same difficulties arise if we want to determine whether a
given economic unit, from the point of view .of the most rational use of
the labor and raw materials available to it, would do better to obtain cer
tain.products by exchange with other units or by producing them itself.
It is true that the criteria for the location of industries consist of "naturaI:'
considerations and its simplest data are capable of formulation in non
monetary terms. (On this· point, see Alfred Weber in the Grundriss der
Sozialokonomik, Part IV [English ed.: The Theory of Location, trs!'
C. J. Friedrich, Chicago 1929]). Nevertheless, the concrete determina-
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tion of whether, according to the relevant circumstances of its particular
location, a production unit with a given set of output IXJSsibiIities or one
with a different set would be rational, is in terms of calculation in kind
capable of solution only in terms of very crude estimates, apart from the
few cases where the solution is given by sorrie Datural peculiarity, such
as a unique source of a raw material. But in spite of the numerous' un·
knowns which may be present, the problem in money terms is always
capable of a determinate solution in principle. .

Finally, there is the independent problem of the comparative im
portance of the satisfaction of different wants, provision for which is,
under the given conditions, equally feasible. In the last analysis, this
problem is, in at least some of its implications, involved in every par~

ticular case of.,.the calculations of a productive unit. Under conditions of
money accounting, it has a decisive influence on profitability and thereby
on the direction of production of profit-making enteU':-ises. But where
calculation is only in kind, it is in principle soluble only in one of two
ways: by adherence to tradition or by an arbitary dictatorial regulation
which, on whatever basis, lays down the pattern of consumption and
enforces obedience. Even when that is resorted to, it still remains a fact
that the problem of imputation of the part contributed to the total ~utput
of an economic unit by the different factors of production and by dif
ferent executive decisions is not capable of the kind of solution which is
at present attained by calculations of profitability in terms of money. It
is precisely the process of provision for mass demand by mass prod1lction
so typical of the present day which would encounter the greatest diffi
culties.

I. The problems of accounting in kind have been raised in a par
ticularly penetrating form by Dr. Otto Neurath in his numerous works20

apropos of the tendencies to "socialization" in rc<;cnt years. The problem
is a central one in any discussion of complete socializa6on; that is, that
which would lead to the disappearance of effective prices. It may, how
ever, be expliCitly noted that the fact that it is incapable of rational solu
tion serves only to point mIt some of the "costs," including eCOi',omic
ones, which would have to be incurred for the sake ,of enacting this type
of socialism; however, this does not touch the question of the justifica"
tion of such a program, so far as it does not rest on technical considera
tions, but, like most such movements, on ethical postulates or other forms
of absolute value. A "refutation" of these is beyond the scope of any
science. From a purely technical point of view, however, the posSibility
must be considered that the maintenance of a certain density of popu
lation within a given area may be possible only on the hasis of accurate
calculation. Insofar as this is true, a limit to the possible degree Df ~o

cialization would be set by the neces.sity of mdntaining a system of
effective prices. That cannot, however, be considered here. It m~y be
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noted, though, that the distinction between "socialism" and "social re
fonn," if there is any such, should be made in these terms.

2. It is natmally entirely' correct that mere money accounts, whether
they refer to single enterprises, to any number of ~hem, or to all enter
prises--indeed, even the most complete statistical information about the
movement of goods in money terms--tell us nothing whatever about the
nature of the real provision of a given group with what it needs;
namely, real articles of consumption. Furthermore, the much discussed
estimates of "national wealth" in money terms are only to be taken seri·
ously so far as they serve fiscal en<l,s; that is, as they determine taxable
wealth. Thi<: stricture does not 2?ply, of course, in any similar degree
to income statistics in money terms, provided the prices of goods in
money are known. But even then there is no possibility of checking real
welfare in terms of substantive rationality. It is further true, as has been
convincingly shwm for the case of extensive fanning in the Roman
campagna by Sismondi and Sombart,21 that satisfactory profitability,
which in the campagna existed for all participants, in numerous cases
has nothing to do with an optimum use of the available producti:'c re·,

,sources for the provision of Consumers' goods for a given population.
Themooe of appropriation, especially that of land (this much must be
conct;ded to Franz Oppenheimer),"2 leads to a system of claims to rent
and earnings of various kinds which may well obstruct permanently the
derelopment of a technical optimum in the exploitation of productive
resources. This is, however, very far from being a peculiarity of capitaI
istir ,:,conomies. In particular, the much-discussed limitation of produc
tion in the interest of profitability was very highly developed in the
economy of the Middle Ages, and the modern labor movement is ac
quiring a position of power which may lead to similar consequences. But
theff~ is no doubt that this phenomenon exists in the modem capitalistic
economy

The existence of statistics (or estimates) of money flows has not, as
some writers have tended to give the impression, hindered the develop
ment of statistics of physical quantities. This i~ true, however much fault
we may find with the available statistics when measured by ideal stand
ards. Probably more than nine-tenths of economic statistics are not in
terms of money, but of physical quantities.

The work of a whole generatIOn of economists has been concentrated
almost entirely On a critique of the orientation of eCOnomic action to
prcfitability with respect to its effects on the provision of the population
with real goods. All the work of the so-called "socialists of the lectern"
(Kathedersozialisten) was, in the last analysis, quite consciously con
cerned with this. They have, however, employed as a standard of judg*
ment a mode of social reform oriented to social welfare, implying (in
contrast to a moneyless economy) the continued existence of effective
prices, rather than full socialization, as the only solution possible either
at the present or at any time in an economy at the stage of mass produc
tion. It is, of course, quite possible to consider this merely a half
measure, but it is not in itself a nonsensical attitude. It is true that the
problenls of a non-monetary economy, and especially of the possibility
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of rational action in tenns of calculations in kind, have not received
much attention. Indeed most of the attention they have Ieceived has
been historical and not concerned with present problems. But the World
War, likt! every war in history, has brought these problems emphati

'cally to the fore in tht' form of the problems of war economy and the
post-war adjustment. It is, indeed, one of the mf"nts of Otto Neurath
to have produced an analysis of just these problems, which, however
much it is open to criticism both in principle and in detail, was one of
the first and was very penetrating. That "the profession" has taken little
notice of his work is not surprising because until now he has given us
only stimulating suggestions, which are, however, so very broad that it
is difficult to use them as a basis of intensive analysis. The problem only
begins at the point where his public pronouncements up to date have
left off.

3. It is only with the greatest caution that the results and methods of
war economy can be used as a basis for criticizing the substantive ration
ality of forms of economic organization. In wartime the whole economy
is oriented to what is in principle a single dear goal, and the authorities
are in a position to make use of powers which would generally not be
tolerated in peace except in cases where the subjects are "slaves" of an
authoritarian state. Furthermore, it is an econo~y with an inherent atti
t'..lde of "going for broke": the overwhelming urgency of the immediate
end overshadows almost all concern for the post·war economy. Only on
the engineering level does preciseness of calculations exist, but economic
constraints on the consumption, especially of labor and of all materials
not directly threatened with exhaustion, are only of the roughest nature.
Hence calculation has predominantly, though not exclUSively, a techni
cal character. So far as it has a genuinely economic character-that is,so
far as it takes account of alternative ends and not only of means for a given
end-it is restricted to what is, from the standpoint of careful monetary
calculation, a relatively primitive level of calculation on the marginal
utility prinCiple. In type this belongs to the class of budgetary calculations,
and it is not meant to guarantee long-run rationality for the chosen alloca
tion of labor and the means of proo.uction. Hence, however illuminating
the experience of war-time and post·war adjustments is for the analysis of
the possible range of variation of economic fonns, it is unwise to draw con
clusions from the type of in-kind accounting associated with it for its suit
ability in a peacetime economy with its long-run concerns.

It may be freely conceded: (I) That it is necessary also in money
accounting to make arbitrary assumptions in connection with means of
production which have no market price. This is particularly common in
the case of agricultural accounting; (2) that to a less extent something
similar is true of the allocation of overhead costs among the different
branches of a complicated enterprise: (3) that the formation of cartel
agreements, no matter how rational [heir basis in relation ,to the market
situ[ltion may be, immediately diminishes the stimulus to accurate cal
culation on the basis of capital accounting, because calculation declines
in the absence of an enforced objective need for it. If calculation were
in kind, however, the situation described under (I) would be unTve;sal;
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any type of accurate allocation of overhead costs, which, however
roughly, is now somehow achieved in money tenns, would become im
possible; and, 6nally, every stimulus to exact calculation would be elimi
nated and would have to be created anew by artificial means, the effec
tiveness of which would be questionable.

It has been suggested that the huge clerkal staff of the private sector
of the economy, which is actually to a large extent concerned with cal
culations, should be turned into a universal Statistical Office which
would have the function of replacing the monetary business accounting
of the present system with a statistical accounting in kind. This idea not
only fails to take account of the fundamentally different motives under
lying "statistics" and ''business accounting," it also £Jils to distinguish
their fundamentally different functions. They ditter just like the bureau
crat differs from the entrepreneur.

4. Both calculation in kind and in money are rational techniques.
They do not, however, by any means exhaust the totality of economic
action. There also exist types of action which, though actually oriented
to economic considerations, do not know calculation. Economic action
may be traditionally oriented or may be affectually determined. In its
more primitive aspects, the search for food on the part of human beings
is closely related to that of animals, dominated as the latter is by jn..

stinct. Economically oriented action dominated by a religious faith, by
war-like passions, or by attitudes of personal loyalty and similar modes
of orientation, is likely to have a very low level of rational calculation,
even though the motives are fully self-conscious. Haggling is excluded
''between brothers," whether they be brothers in kinship, in a guild, or
in a religious group. It is not usual to be calculating within a family, a
group of comrades, or Of disciples. At most, in cases-of necessity, a rough
sort of rationing is resorted to, which is a very modest beginning of cal
culation. In Part Two, ch. IV, the process by which calculation gradually
penetrates into the earlier form of family communism will be taken u t
Everywhere it has been money which was the propagator of calculation.
This explains the fact that calculation in kind has remained on an even
lower teehnicallevel than the actual natureof'its problems might have
necessitated; hence in this respect Otto Neurath appears to be right.

During the printing of this work an essay by Ludwig von Mises
dealing with these problems came out. See his "Die Wirtschaftsrech
nung' im sozialistischen Gemeinwesen," Archiv fur Sozialwissenschaft,
vol. 47 CI92.0).n

13. Subslantive Conditions of Formal Rationality in a •
Money Economy

It is thus dear that the fonnal rationality of money calculation is
dependent on certain quite specific substantive conditions. Those which
are of a particular sociological importance for present purposes are the
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following: (I) Market struggle of economic units which are at least rela
tively autonomous. Money prices are the product of conflicts of interest
and of c.g,mpromises; they thus result from power constellations. Money
is not a mere "voucher for unspecified utilities," which could be altered
at win without any fundamental effect on the character of the price sys
tem as a struggle of man against man. "Money" is, rather, primarily a
weapon in this struggle, and prices are expressions of the struggle; they
are instruments oE-calculation only as estimated quantifications of relative
chances in this struggle of interests. (2) Money accounting attains the
highest level of rationality, as an instrument of calculatory orientation of
economic action, when it is applied in the form of capital accounting.,
The substantive precondition here is a thorough market freedom, that is,
the absence of monopolies, both of the imposed and economically irra
tional and of the voluntary and economically rational (i.e., market
oriented) varieties. The competitive struggle for customers, which is
associated with this state, gives rise to a great volume of expenditures,
especially with regard to the organization of sales and advertising, which
in the absence of competition-in a planned economy or under complete
monopolization-would not have to be incurred. Strict capital account
ing is further llssociated with the social phenomena of "shop discipline"
and appropriation of the means of production, and that means: with the
existence of a "system of domination" (Herrschaftsverhiiltniss). (3) It is
not "demand" (wants) as such, but "effective demand" for utiliti,es which,
in a substantive respect, regulates the production of goods by profit
making enterprises through the intermediary of capital accounting.
What is to be produced is thus determined, given the distribution df
wealth, by the structure of marginal utilities in the income group which
has both the inclination and the resources to purchase a given utility.
In combination with the complete indifference of even the fonnally
most perfect rationality of capital accounting towards all substantive
postulates, an indifference which is absolute if the market is perfectly
free, the above statement permits us to see the ultimate limitation, in
herent in its very structure, of the rationality of monetary economic
calculation. It is, after all, of a purely fonnal character. Formal and
substantive rationality, no matter by what standard the latter is measured,
are always in principle separate things, no matter that in many (and
under certain very artificial assumptions even in all) cases they may
coincide empirically. For the formal rationality of money accounting does
not reveal anything about the actual distribution of goods. This must
always be considered separately. Yet, if the standard used is that of the
provision of a certain minimum of subsistence for the maximum size of
population, the experience of the last few decades would seem to show
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that formal and substantive rationality coincide to a relatively high
degree. The reasons lie in the nature of the incentives which are set into
motion by the type of economically oriented social action which alone is
adequate to money calculations. But it nevertheless holds true under all
circumstances that formal rationality itself does not tell us anything about
real want satisfaction unless it is combined with an analysis of the dis
tribution of income.U

'4. Market Economies and Pu,nned Economies

Want satisfaction will be said to take place through a "market econ
omy" so far as it results from action oriented to advantages in exchange
on the basis of self-interest and where co-operation takes place only
through the exchange process. It results, on the other hand, from a
"planned economy" so far as economic action is oriented systematically
'to QD established substantive order, whether agreed or imposed, which is
valid within an organization.

Want satisfaction through a market economy normally, and in propor
tion to the degree of rationality, presupposes money calculation. Where
capital accounting is used it presupposes the economic separation of the
budgetary unit (household) and the enterprise. Wane satisfaction by
means of a planned economy is dependent, in ways which vary in kind
and degree according to its extensiveness, on calculation in kind as the
ultimate basis of the substantive orientation of economic action. For
mally, however, the action of the producing individual 'is oriented to the
instructions of an administrative staff, the existence of which is in
diSpensable. In a market economy the individual units are autocephalous
and their action is autonomously oriented. In the administration of
budgetary units (households), the basis of orientation is the marginal
utility of money holdings and of anticipated money income; in the case
of intermittent entrepreneurship (Gelegenheitserwerben), the p!ohabili·

, ties of market gain, and in the case of profit-making enterprises, capital
accounting are the basis of orientation. In a planned economy, an eco
nomic action, ·so far as "planning" is really carried through, is oriented
heteronomously and in a strictly "budgetary" manner, to rilles which
enjoin certain modes of action and forbid others, and which establish a
system of rewards and punishments. When, in a planned economy,
the prospect of additional individual income is used as a means of stimu
lating self-interest, the type and direction of the action thus rewarded is
substantively heteronomously determined. It is possible for the same
thing to be true of a market economy, though in a formally voluntary
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way. This is true wherever the unequal distrihution of wealth, and
particularly of capital goods, forces the non-owning group to comply
with the authority of others in order to obtain any return at all for the
utilities they can offer on the market-either with the authority of a
wealthy householder, or with the decisions, oriented to capital accounting.
of the owners of capital or of their agents. In a purely capitalistic organiza
tion of production, this is the fate of the entire working dass.

:, The following. are decisive as dements of the motivation of economic
.. activity under the conditions of a market economy: (I) For those without

substantial property: (a) the fact that they run the risk of going entirely,
without provisions, both for themselves and for those personal depend·
eots, such as children, wives, sometimes parents, whom the individual
typically maintains on his own account; (b) that, in varying degrees sub
jectivdy they value ecQJlomicaIly productive work as a mode of life.
(2) For those who enjoy a privileged position by virtue of wealth or the
education which is usually in turn dependent on wealth: (a) opportuni
ties for large income from profitable undertakings; (b) ambition; (c) the
valuation as a "calling" of types of work enjoying high prestige, such as
intellectual work, artistic performance, and work involving high tech
nical competence. (3) For those sharing in the fortunes of pr06t-making
enterprises: (a) the risk to the individual's own capital, and his own op
portunities for profit, combined with (b) the valuation of rational acquisi·
live activity as a "calling," The latter may be significant as a proof of the
individual's own achievement or as a symbol and a means of autonomous
control over the individuals subject to his authority, or of control over
economic advantages which are culturally or materially important to an
indefinite plurality of persons-in a word, power.

A planned economy oriented to want satisfaction must, in_proportion
as it is radically carried through, weaken the incentive to labor so far as
the risk of lack of support is involved. For it would, at least so far as there
is a rational system of provision for wants, be impossible to allow a
worker's dependents to suffer the full consequences of his lack ofeffici
epcy in production. Furthermore, autonomy in the direction of organized
pfOductive units would have to be greatly reduced or, in the extreme
case, elimina.ted. Hence it would he impossible to retain capital risk and
proof of merit by a formally autonomous achievement. The same would
be true of autonomous power over other individuals and important fea·
tures of their economic situation. Along with opportunities for special
material rewards, a planned economy may have command ,?ver certain
ideal motives of what is in the broadest sense an altruistic type, which
can be used to stimulate a level of achievement in economic proouction
comparable to that which autonomous orientation to opportunities for
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proEit, by producing for the satisfaction of effective demand, has em
pirically been able to achieve in a market economy. Where a planned.
economy is radically carried out, it must further accept the inevitable
reduction in formal, calculatory rationality which would result from the
elimination of money and capital accounting. Substantive and formal (in
the sense of exact calculation) rationality are, it should be stated again,
after all largely di~tinct problems. This fundamental and, in the last
analysis, unavoidable element of irrationality in economic systems is one
of the important sources of all "social" problems, and above all, of the
problems of socialism.

The following remarks apply to both sees. 13 and 14·
1. The above exposition obviously formulates only things which are

generally known, in a somewhat more precise form. The market econ
omy is by far the moSt important case of typical widespread social action
predominandy oriented to "self-interest." The process by which this type
of action results in the satisfaction of wants is the subject matter of eco
nomic theory, knowledge of which in general terms is here presupposed.
The use of the term "planned economy" (Planwirtsdwft) naturally does
not imply acceptance of the well"known proposals of the former German
Minister of Economic Affairs.211 The term has been chosen because,
while it does not do violence to general usage, it has, since it was used
officially, been widely accepted. This fact makes it preferable to the term
used· by Otto Neurath, "administered economy" (Verwaltungswirt
schaft), which would otherwise be suitable.

2. So far as it is oriented to profit-making, the economic activity of
organizations, or that regulated by organizations, is not included in the
concept of "planned economy," whetIier the organization be a guild, a
canel, or a trust. "Planned economy" includes the economic activity of or
ganizations only so far as it is oriented to the provision for needs. Any
system of economic activity oriented to profit-making, no matter how
strictly it is regulated or how stringently controlled by an administrative
staff, presupposes effective prices, and thus capital accounting as a basis
of action; this includes the limiting case of total caneUiz:ation, in which
prices would be detennined by negotiation between the cartel groups
and by negotiated wage agreements with labor organizations. In spite of
the identity of their objectives, complete socialization in the sense of a
planned economy administered purely as a budgetary unit and partial
socialization of various branches of production with the retention of cap
ital accounting are technically examples of quite different types. A pre
liminary step in the direction of the budgetary planned economy is to be
found wherever consumption is rationed or wherever measures are r-aken
to effect the direct "in-kind" distribution of goOOs. A planned direction
of production, whether it is undertaken by voluntary or authoritatively
imposed canels, or by agencies of the government, is primarily con
cerned with a rational organization of the use of means of production
and labor resources and cannot, on its own terms, do without prices-
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or at least. not yet. It is thus by no means fortuitous that the "rationing
type" of socialism gets along quite well with the "works councils" (Be
triebSTate) type of socialism which, against the will of its leading person
alities (who are in favor of a rationalistic solution), must pursue the
income interests of the workers.

3. It will not be possible to enter at this point into a detailed discus
sion of the formation of such economic organizations as cartels, corpora
tions or guilds. Their general tendency is orientation'to the regulation or
monopolistic exploitation of opportunities for pront. They may arise by
voluntary agreement, hut are more generally imposed even where for
mally voluntary. Compare in the most general tenn5, chap. I, sec. IO,

and also the discussion of the appropriatiol" of economic advantages, sec.
I9ff. of the present chapter.

The conflict between two rival forms of socialism has not died down
since the -publication of Marx's Misere de La Philosophie. On the one
hand, there is the type. which includes especially the Marxists, which
is evolutionary and oriented to the problem of production; on the other,
the type which takes the problem of distribution as its starting peine and
advocates a rational planned economy. The latter is again teduy coming
to be caned "communism." The conflict within the ROlssian socialisr
movement. especiaIIy as exemplified in the passionate disputes betweell
Plekhanov and Lenin, was. after all. also concerned with this issue.
While the internal divisions of present-day socialism are very largely
concerned with competition for leadership and for "benefices." along with
these issues goe;s the same set of problems. In particular, the economic,
experience of the War has given impetus to the idea of a planned econ~

(lmy. but at the same time to the development of interests in appropria
tion.

The question of whether a planned economy. in whatever meaning
or extent, should be introdu"ed, is naturally not in this fonn a scientific
problem. On scientific grounds it is possible only to inquire, what would
be the probable results of any given specific proposal. and thus what
consequences would have to be accepted if the attempt were made. Hon
esty requires that all parties should admit that, while some of the factors
are known, many of those which would be important are only very par
tiaIIy understood. In the present discussion, it is not possible to entCI
into the details of the problem in such a way as to arrive at concretely
co~dusive results. The points which will be taken up can be dealt with
onI}' in a fragmentary way ill connection with fonns of organizations,
particularly the state. It was possible above only to introduce an un
avoidably brief discussion of the most elementary aspects of the techni
cal problem. The phenomenon of a regulated market economy has, for
t~e reasons noted above, not yet been taken up.

, 4. The organization of economic activity on the basis of a market
economy presupposes the appropriation of the material sources of utili
ties on the one hand. and market freedom on the other. The effective
ness of market freedom increases with the degree to which these sources
of utility, particularly the means of transport and production, are ap-
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propriated. For, the higher the degree of marketability, the ~re will
economic action be oriented to market situations. But the effectiveness
of market freedom also increases with the degree to which appropriation
is limited to material sources of utility. Every case of the appropriation
of human beings through slavery or serfdom, -or of economic advantages
through market monopolies, restricts the range of human action which
can be market-oriented. Fichte, in his Der geschIossene Handelsstaat
CTiibingen, 1800), was right in treating this limitation of the concept
of "property" to material goods, along with the increased autonomy of
control over the objects which do fall under this concept, as characteris
tic of the modern market-oriented system, All parties to market relations
have had an interest in this expansion cf property rights because it in
creased the area within which they could orient their action to the 0p
portunities of profit otfered by the market situation. The development
of this type of property is hence attributable to their in9uence.

,. For reasons of accuracy of expression, we have avoided the tenn
"communal economy" (Gemeinwirtsdu.ft), which others have frequently
used [in the German discussions of 1918-1920], because it pretends the
existence of a "common interest" or of a "feeling of community" CGe*
meinschaftsgefUhl) as the nonnal thing, which conceptually is not re
quired; the economi<' organization of a feudal lord exacting CGrVee labor
or that of rulers like the Pharaohs of the New Kingdom belongs to the
same- category as a family household. Both are equally to be distin
guished from a market economy.

6. For the purposes of the definition of a "market economy," it is in
different whether or to what extent economic action is "capitalistic," that
is, is oriented to capital accounting. This applies also to the nonnal case
of a market economy, that in which the satisfaction of wants is effected
in a monetary e~onomy. It would be a mistake 10 assume that the devel
opment of capitalistic enterprises must occur proportionally to the
growth of want satisfaction in the monetary economy, and an even larger
mistake to believe that this development must take the fonn it has as~

sumed in the Western world. In fact, the contrary is true. The extenSion
of money economy might well go hand in hand with the increasing
monopolization of the larger sources of profit by the oikos economy of a
prince. Ptolemaic Egypt is an outstanding example. According to the
evidence of the accounts which have survived, it was a highly developed
money economy, but its accounting remained budgetary accounting and
did not develop into capital accounting. It is also possible that with the
extension of a money, economy could go a process of "feudalization"
(Verp{rundung) of fiscal advantages resulting in a traditionalistic stabi
lization of the economic system, This happened in China, as will have
to be shown elsewhere. Finally, the capitalistic utilization of money
resources could take place through investment in sources of potential
profit which were not oriented to opportunities of exchange in a free
commodity market and thus not to the production of goods. For reasons
which win be discussed below, this has been almost universally true out
side the area of the modem Western economic order.
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I 5. Tyres of Economie Division of Lahor

Every type of social action in a group which is oriented to economic
considerations and every associative relat~onship of economic significance
involves to some degree a particular mode of division and organization of
human services in the interest of production. A mere glance at the facts
of economic action reveals that different persons perfonn different types
of work and that these are combined in the service of common ends,
with each other and with the non-human means of production, in the
most varied ways. The complexity of these phenomena is extreme, but
yet it is possible to distinguish a few types.

Human services for economic purposes may be distinguished as (a)
"managerial," or (b) oriented to the instructions of a managerial agency.
The latter type will be called "labor" for purposes of the following dis·
cussion.

It goes without saying that managerial activity constitutes "labor" in
the most definite sense if labor is taken to mean the expenditure of time
and effort as such. The use of the term "labor" in the sense defined
above, as something distinct from managerial activity, has, however,
come to be generally accepted for social reasons, and this usage will be
followed in the present discussion. For more general purposes, the terms
"services" or "work" (Leistungen) will be used.

Within a social group the ways in which labor or other work may be
carried on may be classified in the following way; (I) technically, ac
cording to the way in which the services of a plurality of co-operating
individuals are divided up and combined, with each other and with the
non-human means of production, to carry out the techn~al procedures'
of production; (.2.) socially. In the first place, classification may be accord
ing to whether particular services do or do not fall within the jurisdiction
of autoeephalous and autonomous economic units, and according to the
economic charader of these units. Closely connected with this is classi
fication according to the modes and extent to which the various services,
the material means of production, and the opportunities for economic
profit used as sources of profit or as means of acquisition, are or are not
appropriated. These factors determine the mode of occupational differcn-.
tiation, a social phenomenon, and the organization of the market, an'
economic phenomenon; (3) finally, an economic criterion: for every
case of combination of services with ea,ch other and with material means
of prOOuction, of division among different types of economic units, and
of mode of appropriation, one must ask separately whether they are used
in a context of budgetary administtation or of profit-making enterprise.

For this and the following section, compare the authoritative discus
sion by Karl Bucher in his article "Cewerbe" in the Handworterbuch
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der StaAtwissenschaften and in his book, Die Entstehung der Volkswirt
schaft.26 These are fundamentally important works. Both the tenninol
ogy and the classification here presented have departed from Biicher's
only where it ~ed necessary lor reasons of convenience. There is
little reason to cite other references, for the following exposition does not
pretend to achieve new results, but only to provide a scheme of analysis
useful for the purpoo;es of this work.

I. It should be emphatically stated that the present discussion is
concerned only with a brief summary of the sociological aspects of these
phenomena, so far as they are relevant to its context. The economic
aspect is included only insofar as it is expressed in what are formally
sociological categories. The presentation would be economic in the sub
stantive sense only if the price and market conditions, which so far have
been dealt with only on the theoretical level, were brought in. But these
substantive aspects of the general problem could he worked into such a
summary introduction only in the form of terse theses, which would
involve some very dubious distortions. The explanatory methods of pure
economics are as tempting as they are misleading. To take an example:
It might be argued that for the development of medieval, corporately
regulated, hut "free" labor the decisive period should be seen in the
"dark" ages from the tenth to the twelfth century, and in particular in
the situation during that period of the skilled (peasant, mining, and
artisan) labor force whose production activity was oriented to the reve
nue chances of the feudal lords with rights over the land, the persons,
and the courts-powers which were fighting for their separate interests
and competing for these revenue sources. The decisive period for the
development of capitalism could be- claimed to be the great chronic price
revolution of the sixteenth century. The argument would be that this
It''d both to an absolute and a relative increase in the prices of almost all
products of the soil in the West, and hence-on the basis of well-known
prinCiples of- agricultural economics-provided both incentives and pos
sibili~ies for nlBIKet production and thus for production on a large scale;
in part, as In England, this took the fonn of capitalistic enterprise, and
in part, as in the lands bet\O-!een the Elbe river and Russia, that of
corvee-Iabor estates. For non-agriculturaI products, this inBation signified
in most cases a rise in absolute prices, but, it would be argued, rarely
one in relative prices; typically, relative prices for industrial goods would
fall, thus stimulating, sO far as the necessary organizational and other
external and subjective preconditions were given, attempts, to create
market enterprises able to stand up under competitive conditions. The .
claim that these preconditions were not given in Cennany would be
adduced to account for the economic decline which started there about
that time. The later consequence of all this, the argument would run,
was the development of capitalist industrial entrepreneurship. A neces
sary prerequisite for this would be the development of mass markets. An
indication that this was actually happening could be seen in certain
changes of English commercial policy, to say nothing of other phenom
ena.

In order to verify theoretical reasoning about the substantive CCOo-
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nomic conditions of the development of economic structure, theses such
as these and similar ones would have to be utilized, But this is simply
not admissible. These and numerous other equally controversial theories,
even so far as they could be proved not to be wholly erroneous, cannot
be incorporated into the present scheme which is intentionally limited to
socio102ical concepts. In renouncing any attempt of this sort, however,
the folTowing exposition in this chapter explicitly repudiates any claim
to concrete "explanation" and restricts itself to working out a SOCiological
typology. The same is true of the previous discussion in that it con
sciously omitted to develop a theory of money and price detennination.
This must be strongly emphasized. For only the facts of the economic
situation provide the Oesh and blood for a genuine explanation of also
that process of development relevant for sociological theory. What can
be done here is only to supply a scaffolding adequate, to provide the
analysis with relatively unambiguous and definite concepts.

It is obvious not only that no attempt is made here to do justice to
the historical aspect of economic development, hut also that the typol
ogy of the genetic sequence of possible forms is neglected. The present
aim is only to develop a schematic system of classification.

2. A common and justified objection to the usual terminology of eco
nomics is that it frequently fails to make a distinction between the
business "establishment" CBetrieb) and the "firm" (Unternehmu"g).~1 In
the area of economically oriented action, "establishment" is a technical
category which designates the continUity of the combination of certain
types of services with each other and with material means of production.
The antithesis of this category is either intermittent action, or action
which is constitutionally discontinuous (such as is found in every house
hold). By contrast, the antithesis to "finn," which is a category of economic
orientation (to profit)' is the "budgetary unit" (Hausludt), which is eco
nomicallv oriented to provision for needs. But the classification in terms
of "firm'; and "budgetary unit" is not exhaustive, for there exist actions
oriented to acquisition which cannot be subsumed under the category
"firm." All activity in which earnings are due purely to "work," such as
the activity of the writer, the artist, the civil-servant, is neither the one nor
the other. The drawing and consumption of rents and annuities, however,
obviously belong into the c!ltegory of "budgetary administration."

In spite of this distinction [between the "establishment" and the
"firm"], we have in the earlier discussion used the term "profit.making
establishment" (Erwerbsbetrieb) wherever continuously coordinated, un
interrupted entrepreneurial activity was meant;~8 such activity is in fact
unthinkable without the constitution of an "establishment," if only one
consisting of nothing but the entrepreneur's own activity without the aid
of a staff. Our concern so far was mainly to stress the separation of the
household (budgetary unit) and the continuously organized business
establishment. It should now be noted that use of the term "profit-making
establishment" as a substitute for "continuously organized business firm"
is fitting and unambiguous only in the simplest case where the technical
unit, the "establishment," coincides with the economic unit, the "finn."
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In the market economy this need not be the case, for several technically
separate "establishments" can be combined into a single "firm." The latter
is not, of course, constituted through the mere relationship of the various
technical units to the same entrepreneur, but through the fact that in their
exploitation for profit these units are oriented to a coordinated elan; hence
transitional foans are possible. When the term "establishment' or "enter
prise" (B.etrieb) is used by itself. it will always refer to such technical.
units consisting of buildings, equipment, labor, and a te<:hnical manage
ment, the latter possibly heterocephalous and heteronomous--units such
as exist even in the communist economy (as the terminology presently in
use also recognizes). The term "profit-making establishment or enterprise"
will henceforth be used only in cases where the technical and the eco
nomic unit (the "firm") are identical.

The relation between "establishment" and "6rm" raises particularly
difficult terminological '1uestions in' the analysis of such categories as
"factory" and "putting-out enterprise." The latter is quite dearly a type of
"firm." In terms of "establishments," it consists of two types of units: a
commercial establishment, and establishments which are component part.~

of the workers' h6useholds (in the absence of larger workshops such as
, might be organized by master craftsmen as intermediaries under a "hiring

boss" system); the household establishments perform certain specified
functions for the commercial establishment, and vice versa. Viewed only
from the point of view of "establishments," the proc& as a whole cannot
be understood at all; for this it is necessary to employ additional categories,
such as: market, finn, household (of the individual workers), commercial
exploitation of purchased services.

The concept of "factory" could, as has been proposed, be defined in
. entirely non-economic terms as a mode of technical organization, leav
ing aside consideration of the status of the workers, whether free or un
free, the mode of division of labor, involving the extent of internal
technical specialization, and the type of means of production, whether
machines or tools, That is, it would be defined Simply as an organized
workshop. However, it would seem necessary in addition to include in
the definition the mode of appropriation of premises and means of pro
duction-namely: to one owner-, for otherwise the concept would
become as vague as that of the ergaster'ion,u But once this is done, it
would as a matter of principle seem more expedient to classify "factory"
and "putting-out enterprise" as two strictly economic categories of the
"firm" conducted on the basis of capital accounting, In a fully socialist
order the category I'factory" could then occur as little as that of "putting
oot enterprise," but only such categories as: workshops, buildings, tools,
shop labor services and domestic labor services of all kinds.

3. The question of stages of economic development will be consid
ered only insofar as it is absolutely necessary, and then only inci
dentally. The following points will suffice for the present.

It has fortunately become more common lately to distinguish types
of economic system from types of economic policy.so The stages which
Schonberg Srst suggested and which, in a somewhat altered fonn, have
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become identified with Schmoller's name, "domestic economy," "village
.economy," with the further stages of "seigneurial and princely patri
monial household economy:' "town economy," "territorial economy,"
and "national economy,"U were in his tenninology defined by the type
of organization regulating economic activity. But it is not claimed that
even the types of regulation, to which economic activity has been sub
jected by the different organizations thus classified in terms of the extent
of their jurisdiction, were at all different, Thus the so-called territorial
economic policies in Gennany consisted to a large extent simply of an
adoption of the measures developed in the town economy. Furthenn"ore.
such innovations as did occur were not greatly different from the
"mercantilist" policies of those of the patrimonial states which had al
ready achieved a relative)y high level of rationality; they were thus to
that extent "national economic policies," ro use the common tenn,
which, however, is not very appropriate. This classification, further,
cbarly does not claim that the inner structure of the economic system,
the modes in which work roles were assigned, differentiated, and com·
bined, the ways in which these different functions were divided be
tween independent economic units, and the modes of appropriation of
control over labor, means of production, and opportunities for pront, in
any way were correlated with the dimensions of the organizations which
were (potential) agents of an economic policY; above all this classifica
tion does not claim that they always changed in the same direction with
changes in these dimensions. A comparison of the Western World with
Asia, and of the modem West with that of Antiquity, would show the
untenability of such an assumption. At the same time, in considering
economic structure, it is by no means legitimate to ignore the existence
or absence of organizations with substantive powers of regulation of
economic activity, n<'Ir to ignore essential purposes of their regulation.
The modes of profit-making activity are strongly influenced by such
~gulation, bl't it is by no means only political organizations which are
important in this respect.

4. In this connection, as well as others, the purpose of the discus
sion has been to determine the optimum conditions for the formal
rationality of economic ~lC6vity and its relation to the various types of
substantive demands which l'lay be made on the economic system.

16. Types of the Technical Division of Labor

From a technical point of view the division of labor may be classified

as follows: (I) In the first place, it may vary according to modes of
differentiation and combination of work services as such: (a) They may
vary according to the'type of functions (Leistungen) undertaken by the
same person. He may combine managerial functions with those of carry

ing out' specifications; or his work may be specialized in terms otone or
the other.
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The distinction is naturally relative. It is common for an individual
who nonnally supervises to take a hand in the work from time to time,
as in the case of the peasants with larger holdings. The type cases of
combination of the two functions are: The small peasant, the independ
ent artisan, or the small boatman.

Further, a given individual may (Ii) perform functions which are
technically different and contribute to different results, or he may per
form only technically specialized functions. In the first case, the lack of
specialization may be due to the teehnicallevel of work which does not
permit further dividing up. to seasonal var}ation, Or to the exploitation of
labor services as a side line at times when they are not taken up by their
primary occupation. In the second case, the function may be specialized
in teons of the product in such a way that the same worker carries out
all the processes necessary for this product, though they differ technically
from each other. In a sense, this involves a combination of different
functions and will be called the "specification of function." On the other
hand, the functions may be differentiated according to the type of work,
so that the product is brought to completion only by combining, simul
taneously or successively, the work of a number of persons. This is the
"specialization of function." The distinction is to a large extent relative,
but it exists in principle and is historically important.

The case where there is little division of labor because of the low
technical level is typical of primitive household economies. There, with
the exception of the differentiation of sex roles (of which more in Part
Two, ch, III) every individual perfonns every function as the occasion
arises. Seasonal variation has been common in the alternation of agri
cultural work in the summer with the crafts in the winter. An example
of side lines is the tendency for urban workers to take up agricultural
work at certain times, such as the harvest, and also the various cases of
secondary functions undertaken in otherwite free time, which is com
mon even in modem offices.

The case of specification of function is typical of the occupational
structure of the Middle Ages: a large number of crafts, each of which
specialized in the production of a single article, completely unperturbed by
the technical heterogeneity of the functions involved. There was thus a
combination of functions. The specialization of functions. on the other
hand. is crucial to the modem development of the organization of labor.
There are, however, important physiological and psychological reasons
WIlY it has Virtually never been pushed to the absolute extreme of isola
tion, even on the highest levels of specialization. There is almost always
an element of specification of function involved. It is not, however, as in
the Middle Ages, oriented to the final product.

(2) The differentiation and combination of different functions may
further vary according to the modes in which the services of a plurality
of persons are combined to achieve a co-ordinated result. There are two
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main possibilities: (a) the "accumulation" of functions; that is the em
ployment of a number of persons all penonning the same function to
achieve a result. This may take the form either of identical, but tech
nically independent efforts co-ordinated in parallel, or of identical efforts
organized technically into a single collective effort.

Examples of the first case are the Functions perfonned by mowers or
road pavers, several of whom work in paralleL The second type was ex
emplified on a grand scale in ancient Egypt in such cases as the transporta
tion of huge stones by thousands of workers, large numbers of them
perfonning the same acts, such as pulling on ropes, on the same object.

The second type, (b) is the "combination" of functions-that is, of
efforts which are qualitatively different, and thus specialized-in order to
achieve a result. These efforts may be technically independent and either
simultaneous or successive; or they may involve technically organized
co-operation in the simultaneous performance of technicall y comple
mentary efforts.

I. A particularly simple example of simultaneous, technically inde
pendent functions is furnished by the parallel spinning of the warp and
the woof for a ,'ven cloth. In the same class are to be placed a very
large number 0 processes which are, from a technical point of view,
undertaken independently, but are all designed as part of the produc
tion of the same 6nal yroduct.

2. An example 0 the successive type of technically independent
processes is furnished by the relation of spinning, weaving, fulling,
dyeing, and finishing. Similar examples are to be found in every in
dustry.

3. The combination of specialized functions is found all the way
from the case of an assistant holding a piece of iron while a blacksmith
forges it, a case which is repeated in every modem foundry, to the com
plicated situations, which, though not specific to modem factories, are
an important characteristic of them. One of the most highly developed
types outside the factory is the organization ci. a symphony orchestra or
of the cast of a theatrical production.

17· Types of the Technical Division of Lahor
eContinued)

The division of labor efforts varies also, from a technical point of
view, in tenns of the extent and nature of combinations with comple
mentary material means of production.

I. Fonns may vary according to whether they consist purely in per
sonal services, as in the case of wash-women, barbers, the perfonnance of
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actors, or whether they produce or transfonn goods by "working up" or
transporting raw materials. The latter. may consist in construction work,
as that of plasterers, decorators, and stucco workers, in producti9n of
commodities and in transport of commodities. There are many transi~

tional forms between them.
2. They may be further distinguished according to the stage at

which they stand in the progression from original raw material to con
sumption: thus, from the original products of agriculture and mining to
goods which are not only ready to be consumed, but available at the
desired place for consumption.

3. The forms may further vary according to the ways in which they
use: (a) Fixed plant and facilities (Anlagen). These may consist in
sources of power; that is, means of harnessing energy, either that of
natural forces, such as the power of wat~r, wind, or heat from nre, or
that which is produced mechanically, especially steam and electrical
power, or in special premises for work, or they may use (b) implements
of M'ork (Arheitsmittel), which include tools, apparatus, and machines.
In some cases only one or another of these means of production may be
used, or none. "Tools" are those aids to labor, the design of which is
adapted to the physiological and psychological conditions of manual
labor. "App'aratus" is something which is "tended" by the worker.
-Machines" are mechanized apparatus. These rather vague distinctions
have a certain signi6cance""£or characterizing epochs in the development
of industrial technology.

The use of mechanized sources of power and of machinery, char
acteristic of modem industry, is from a technical point of view due to
their speci6c productivity and the resulting saving of human labor, and
also to the uniformity and calculability of performance, both in quality
and quantity. It is thus rational only where there exists a sufficiently
wide demand for the particular types of products. In the case of a market
~nomy, this...~ns adequate purchasing power for the relevant goods;
and thi;; in tum depends on a certain type.of income distribution.

It is quite out of the question here to undertake to dev~lop even the
most modest outline of a theory of the evolution of the technology and
economics of tools and machinery. 1be concept of "apparatus" refers to
such things as the type of loom which was operated by a foot-pedal and
to numerous other similar devices. These already involve a certain rela
tive independence on the part of the mechanical process, as distin
guished (rom the functioning of the human or, in some cases, the ani
mal organism. Without such apparatus-which included in particular
various devices for moving materials in mines-machines, with their
importance in modem technology, would never have come into exist
ence. Leonardo's famous inventions were types of apparatus.
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18, Social Aspects of the Division of Labor

From the social point of view, types of the division of labor may be
classified in the following.:way: In the first place, according to the ways
in which qualitatively different, especially complementary functions, are
distributed among more or less autocephalous and autonomous economic
units, which may further be distinguished economically according to
whether these are budgetary units or profit-making enterprises. There
are two polar possibilities:

(I) A "unitary" economy (Einheitswirtschaft) where the speda1iza~

riOD (or specification) of functions is wholly internal, completely heteto-'
cephalous and heteronomous and determined on a purely technical basis.
The same would be true of the co-ordination of functions. A unitary
economy may. from an economic point of view, be either a budgetary
unit or a profit-making enterprise.

-On the largest possible scale, a communist national economy would
be a unitary budgetary economy; on the smallest scale it was the primi
tive family unit; which included all or the great majority of production
functions in a "closed household economy." The type case of a "unitary"
proSt·making enterprise with purely internal specialization and co
ordination of functions is naturally the great vertical combination!2
which treats with outsiders only as an integrated unit. These two dis
tinctions will suffice for the moment as a treatment of the development
of autonomous unitary economy.

(2.) The distribution of functions may, on the other hand, take pla<:;e
between autocephalous economic units. (a) It may consist in the spe
ci'l1ization or Specification of functions between heteronomous, but auto
cephalous units which are oriented to an order established by agreement
or imposed. The order, in turn, may be substantively oriented in a variety
of ways. Its main concern may be to provide for the needs of a superior
economic unit, which may be the budgetary unit (household) of a lord,
an oikos, or it may be oriented to profit-making for an economic unit
controlled by a political body or lord. The order may, on the oth(~r hand,
be concerned with providing for the needs of the members of some
closed group (genossenschaftlieher Verband). From an economic point
of view, this may be accomplished.either in the "budgetary" (household)
or in the "profit-making" mode. The organization in all these cases may
either be confined to the mere regulation of economic activity or it may,
at the same time, be engaged in economic action on its own account.
(b) The other main type is the specialization of autocephalous and
autonomous units in a market economy, which are oriented on the one
hand substantively only to their own self·interest, formally only to the
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bIder of' an organization such as the laissez-faire state, which enforces
only formal, rather than substantive rules (See above, chap. II, sec. s:d).

I. A typical example of the organization which, limiting its function.
to the regulation of economic activity, takes the fonn of a budgetary
unit administered by an association of the members under case 2(a), is
the organization of village handicrafts in India ("establishment"). An
organization with autoeephalous but heteronomous units" oriented in
their economic activity to the household of a lord, as under 2(a), may
be illustrated by structures which provide for the household wants of
princes or landlords (in the case of princes, also for the political wants)
by means of contributions from the individual holdings of subjects, de
pendents, serfs, slaves, cottars, or sometimes "demiurgic" (see below)
village artisans, such are found everywhere in the world. The exactions
of services or products for a landlord or a town corporation should usu
ally be classified as "mere regulation of economic actiVity," insofar as
they usually served only fiscal, not substantive ends: A c~ of market
order with units oriented to profit-making for the lord exists where
putting-out type production tasks contracted for are reallocated to the
individual households.

The types where there is specialization and specification of function
between heteronomous units under the aegis of a co-operative organiza
tion can be illustrated by the specialization common in many very old
small-scale industries. The Solingen metal trades were originally organ
ized in tenus of a vohmtary association detennining the division of labor
by agreement. It was only l?ter that they became organized in terms of
domination, namely as a "putting-out industry." The type where the
autocephalous economic units are subject only to regulation by an
organization is illustrated by innumerable cases of the rules established
by village communities and town corporations for the regulation of trade,
so far at least as these have a substantive inAuence on the processes of
production.

The case of specialization as between autonomous and autocephalous
units in a market economy is best illustrated by the modem econpmic
order.

2. A few further details may be added. The order of the organiza
tions which attempt to provide for the wants of their members on a

, budgetary basis is "budgetary" in a particular way-that is, it is oriented
to the prospective needs of the individual members, not of the organized
group. such as a village itself. Specified service obligations of this kind
will be called "demiurgic liturgies,"8s and this type of provision for
needs, correspondingly, "demiurgic provision." It always is a question of
corporate regulation governing the division of labor and, in some cases,
the mode of combination of labor services.

This term will not, on the other hand, be applied to an organization,
whether it is based on domination or on voluntary co-operation, if it
carries on economic activity on its own account, contributions to which
are sub-allocated on a specialized basis. The type cases of this category
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are the specialized and specified contributions in kind of corvee estates
(Fronhofe), seigneurial estates, and other types of large household units.
But sub-allocated obligations are also common in various types of organi
zations which are not primarily oriented to economic ends, such as the
households of princes, political groups and the budgetary administration
of local communities. These contributions are generally for the benefit
of the budgetary needs of the governing authority or for corporate pur
poses. These in-kind obligations of services and products imposed on
peasants, artisans, and tradesmen will be called "oikes liturgies in kind"
when they are owed to the household establishment of an individual,
and "corporate liturgies in kind" when they are payable to the budgetary
unit of an organization as such. The principle governing this mode of
provision for the budgetary needs of an organization engaged in eco
nomic action, is called '1iturgical provision." This mode of organization
has played an exceedingly important historical role and will have to be
discussed frequently. In political organizations, it held the place of
modem "public finances," and in economic groups it made possible a
decentralization of the main household by providing for its needs
through actors who were no longer maintained and utilized in it. Each
sub-unit managed its own affairs, but assumed the obligation to fulfill
certain functions for the central unit and to. that ,extent was dependent
on it. Examples are peasants and serfs subject to various kinds of labor
services and payments in kind; craftsmen attached to an estate; and a
large number of other type:. RodbertusS4 was lhe first to apply the
term "aikos" to the large-scale household economies of !Intiquity. He
accepted as the principal criterion the essential autarky of want satisfac
tion through utilization of the services of household members or of de
pendent labor, material means of production being made available on
a non-exclJange basis. It is a fact that the landed estates, and stillmore
the royal households, of AntiqUity, especially of the New Kingdom in'
Egypt, were cases where the greater part of the needs of the unit were
provided by services and payments in kind, which were obligations of
dependent household units, although the degree of approach to the pure
type varies widely. The same phenomena are to be found at times in
China and India, and to a less extent in our own Middle Ages, be
ginning with the capitulate de villis.sr. It is true that exchange with the
outside was generally not entirely Jacking, but it tended to have the
character of budgetary exchange. Obligations to money payment have
also not been uncommon, but have generally played a subsidiary part in
the main provision for needs and have tended to be traditionally fixed.
For the economic units subject to liturgical obligations it also has not
been uncommon to be involved in exchange relations. But the decisive
point is that the bulk of the subsistence of these units was covered by
the in-kind benefits-either in the form of certain quotas of products, or
in that of the use of pieces of land-which they received in compensa·
tion for the liturgical deliveries imposed on them. There are, of course,
many transitional fonns. But in each case there is some kind of regula-
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tion of functions by an organization which is concerned with the mode
of divisiOn of labor and of its co-ordination.

3· The cases where an 'organization regulating economic activity is
oriented to cionsiderations of economic proGt are well illustrated by those
economic regulations of the communes of medieval Europe, and by the
guilds and castes of China and India, which restricted the number of
master craftsmen and their functions and also the technigues of the
crafts, that is, the way iI' which labor was oriented in the handicrafts.
They belonged to this tyl;>e so far as the rules were intended not pri
marily to secUJe provision of the consumer with the products of the
craftsmen, but, as was often though not always the case, to secure the
market position of the artisans by maintaining the quality of perfonn
ance and by dividing up the market. Like every other type of economic
regulation, this type also involved limitations on market· freedom and
hence on the fully autonomous busines!> orientation of the craftsmen. It
was unquestionably intended to maintain the "livings" for the existing
craft shops, and to that extent, in spite of its apparent "business" char
acter, it was more closely related to the budgetary mcx:le of orientation.

\ 4- The case of an organization itself engaged in economic activity
with an orientation to proht-making can be illustrated, apart from the
pure type of putting-out industry already discussed, by the agricultural
estues of the German East with a labor force holding small plors of
estate land on a service tenure and entirely oriented to the order of the
estate (Instleute), or by those of the German North,\Vest with similar
types of tenant labor CHeuerlinge) who, however, hold their plots on a
rental basis. The agricultural estates, just like the putting-out industries,
are profit-making organizations of the landlord and the entrepreneur,
respectively. The economic units of the tenants and home-industry
workers are oriented, both in the imposed division of functions and in
the mcx:le of combining work efforts, as in the whole of their economic
conduct, primarily to the obligations which the order of the estate or
the putting-out relationship dictates to them. Apart from that, they are
households. Their acquisitive efforts arc not autonomous, but heterono
mous efforts oriented to the enterprise of the landlord or the cutrepre
,neur. Depending upon the degree to whir:h this orientation is substan
tively standardized, the division of functions may approach the purely
technical type of division Y{ithin one and the same enterprise which is
typical of the factory.

'9· Social Aspects of the Division of LaboreContinued)

From a social point of view, the modes of the division of labor may 'l:x

further dassil1ed according to the mode in which the economic <ildvan
tages, which are regarded as returns for the different functions, are ap-
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propriated. Objects of appropriation may be: the opportunities of
disposing of, and obtaining a return from, human labor services (Leis
tungsverwertungschancen); the material means of production;36 and the
opportunities for pro6t from managerial functions. at (On the sociological
concept of appropriation, see above, chap. I, sec. 10).

When the utilization rights for labor services are appropriated, the
services themselves may either, (I) go to an individual recipient (a lord)
or to an organization, or (2) they may 1?e sold on the market. In either
case one of the following four, radically different, possibilities may ap- ,
ply' -

(a) Monopolistic appropriation of the opportunities for disposal of
labor services by the individual worker himself: the ,case of "craft
organized free labor," The appropriated rights may either be hereditary
and alienable, in which case type (I) above is illustrated by the Indian
viIlage artisan and type (2) by certain medieval non-personal craft
rights; or they may be strictly personal and inalienable, as under type
(I) all "rights to an office"; or, 6nally, they may be hereditary, but
inalienable, as under types (I) and (2) certain medieval, hut above aU
Indian, craft' rights, and medieval "offices" of the most diverse kind. In
all these cases appropriation may he unconditional or subject to certain
substantive conditions.

(b) The second possibility is that the right of utilization of labor
services is appropriated to an "owner" of the worker: the case of "unfree
labor." The property rights in the worker may be both hereditary and
alienable-the case of slavery proper. Or, though it is hereditary, it may
not be freely alienable, but, e.g., only together with the material means
of production, particularly the land. This includes serfdom and heredi
tarydependency.

The appropriation of the use of labor by a lord may be limited by
substantive conditions, as in serfdom. The worker cannot leave his status
of his own free will, but neither can it arbitrarily be taken from him.

The appropriated rights of disposal of labor services may be used by
the owner for .purposes of budgetary administration, as a source of
income in kind or in money, or as a source of labor services in his house
hold, as in the case of domestic slaves or serfs. Or it may be used as a
means of profit. In that case the dependent may be obligated to deliver
goods or to work on raw materials provided by the owner. The owner
will then sell the product. This is unfree domestic industry. He may,
finally, use his laborer in lin organized shop-a slave or serf workshop.

The person herein designated as the "owner" may be involv~ in the
work process himself in a managerial capacity or even in part as a work-
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er, but this need not be true. It may be that his position as owner, ipso ' I'
facto, makes him the managing agent. But this is by no means neces-

sary and is very generally not the case. ,I,;'

The use of slaves and serfs, the latter including various types of
dependents, as part of a process of budgetary administration and as
source of rent revenue, but not as workers in a profit-making enterprise,
was typical of Antiquity and of the early Middle Ages. There are, for
instance, qIneifonn inscriptions which mention slaves of a Persian
prince who were bound out as apprentices, possibly to be used Jater for
labor services in the household, but perhaps to be set to work in sub
stantive freedom for their own customers, making a regular payment to
the owner (an early equivalent of the Greek G.'lrCIq,opO., the Russian
om-ok, and the German Hals- or Leihzins). Though by no means
without exception, this tended to be the rule for Greek slaves; and in
Rome this type of independent economic activity with a peculium or
merx pecu1iaris anti, naturally, payments to the owner, found reflection
in various legal institutions. In the Middle Ages, body serfdom (~eib

herrschaft) frequently involved merely a right to claim payments from
\ otherwise almost' independent persons. This was usual in western and

southern Germany. In Russia, also, ek facto limitation to the receipt of
these payments (obrolt) from an otherwise independent serf was, if not
universal, at least very common, although the legal status of these per
sons remained precarious. •

The use of·unfree labor for "business" purposes has taken the follow
ing principal fonDS, particularly in the domestic industries on seigneur
iaJ estates, including various royal estates, among them probably those of
the Pharaohs: (I) Unfree obligation to payments in kind-the delivery
of goods in kind, the raw material for which was produced by the work
ers themselves as well as worked on by them. Flax is an example; (2)
unfree domestic industry-work on material provided by the lord. The
product could be sold at least in part for money by the lord. But in
many cases, as in AntiqUity, the tendency was to confine market sale to
occasional instances. In early modem times, however, particularly in the
German-Slavic border regions this was not the case; it was there, though
not only there, that domestic industries developed on the estates of land
lords. The utilization in a continuous organization could take the form
of unfree home-industry labor or of unfree workshop labor. Both forms
are commoii. The latter was- one of the various fonDS of the ergasterion
of Antiquity. It was found on the estates of the Pharaohs, in temple
workshops, and according to the testimony of tomb frescoes, also on the
estates of private owncrs or lords, in the Orient, in Greece (Demosthe
nes' shops in Athens), in the Roman estate workshops (see the descrip
tion by Gummerus), in the Carolingian genitium (that is, a gynaik·
eion), and in more recent times for example in the Russian serf factories
(see Tugan·Baranovskii's book on the RUssian factory).u

(c) The third possibility is the absence of any sort of appropriation:
formally "free" labor, in this sense that th.e services of labor are the sub-
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ject of a contractual relationship which is founally free on both sides.
The contract may, however, be substantively regulated in various ways
through a conventional or legal order governing the conditions of labor.

Freely contracted labor may be used in various ways. In the first
place, in a budgetary unit, as occasional labor (what Biicher cans
Lohnwerk), either in the household of the employer (Stor) or in that
of the worker himself (Heimwerk in Bucher's terminology). Or it may
be permanent, again performed in the household of the employer, as in
the case of domestic service, or in that of the worker, as typical of the
colonate. It may, on the other hand, be used for profit, again on an
occasional or a permanent basis; and in both cases either in the worker's
own home or on premises provided by the employer. The" latter is true of
workers on an estate or in a workshop, but especially of the factory.

Where the worker is employed in a budgetary unit, he is dire<'tly in
the service of a consumer who supervises his labor. Otherwise, he is in
the service of a proSt-making entrepreneur. Though the form is often
legally identical, economically the difference is fundamental. Coloni
may be in either status; but il is more typical for them to be workers in
an oikos. ~

(d) The fourth possibility is that opportunities for disposal of labor
services may be appropriated by an organization of workers, either with
out any appropriation by the individual worker or with important Iimita·
tions on ~uch appropriation. This may involve absolute or rdative closure
against outsiders and also prohibition of the dismissal of workers from ,
employment by management without consent of the workers, or at least
some kind of limitations on power of dismissal.

Examples of the type of appropriation involving closure of the group
are castes of workers or the type of miners' association found in the Me
dieval mining industry, the organized groups or retainers sometimes
found at courts, or the "thresher tenure" (Dreschgiirtner) on landed
estates in Germany. This type of appropriation is found throughout the
social history of all parts of"the world in an endless variety of forms. The
second type involving limitations on powers of dismissal, which is also
very widespread, plays an important part in the modern situation in the
"closed shop" of trade unions and especially in the "works councils."

Every fonn of appropriation of jobs in pro6t-making enterprises by
workers, like the converse case of appropriation of the services of workers
by owners, involves limitations on the free recruitment of the labor force.
This means that workers cannot be selected solely on grounds of their
technical efficiency, and to this extent there is a limitation on the formal
rationalization of economic activity. Appropriation of jobs also imposes
substantive limitations on technical rationality, namely: (1) if. the ex-
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ploitation fer profit of the products of labor is appropriated by an owner,
through the tendency to restrict the work effort, either by tradition, or
by convention, or by contract; also through the reduction or complete
disappearance (if the worker is fully owned, a slave) of the worker's
OWn interest in optimal effort; (2) if the exploitation for profit of the
products is also appropriated by the workers, there may be a conflict of
the worker's self-interest, which lies in the maintenance of his traditional
mooe of life, with the attempts of his employer to get him to produce
at the optimum technical level or to use other means of production in
place of labor. For employers, there is always the possibility of transform
ing therr exploitation of labor into a mere source of income. Any ap
propriation of the exploitation of products by the workers thus generally
leads under otherwise favorable circumstances to a more or less complete
expropriation of the owner from management. But it also regularly tends
to place workers in a state of dependence on people with whom they
deal who enjoy a more favorable market position. These, such as putting
out entrepreneurs, th~~n tend to assume a ~nagerial position.

I. The very 0pl'f'Site forms of appropriation-that of jobs by work
ers and that -:r workers by owners-nevertheless have 'in practice very
similar results. This should not be surprising. In the first place, the two
tendencies are very generally formally related. This is true when appro-
priation of the workers by an owner coincides with appropriation of op
portunities for jobs by a closee organization of workers, as has happened
in the manor associations. In such cases it is natural that exploitation of
labor services should, to a large extent, be stereotyped; hence, that work
effort should be restricted and that the workers have little self-interest in

'the output. The result is generally a successful resistance of workers
against any sort of technical innovation. But even where this does not
oceur, the fact that workers are appropriated by an owner means in prac
tice that he is obliged to make use of this particular labor force. He is
not in a position, like the modem factory manager, to select according
to technical needs, but must utilize those he has without selection. This
is particularly true of slave labor. Any attempt to exact perfonnance from
appropriated workers beyond that which has become traditionally estab
lished encounters traditional obstacles. These could only be overcome by
-the most ruthless methods, which are not without their danger from the
point of view of the owner's self-interest, since they might undennine
the traditionalistic bases of his authority. Hence almost universally the
work effort of appropriated workers has shown a tendency to restriction,
Even where, as was particularly true of eastern Europe at the beginning
of the modem age, this was broken by the power of the lords, the devel
opment of higher technical levels of production was impeded by the ab
sence of the selective process and by the absence of any element of self·
interest or own risk·taking on the part of the appropriated workers,
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When jobs have been formally appropriated by workers, the same result
has come about even more rapidly.

2. Appropriation by workers was typical for the development in the
early Middle Ages (loth to 13th century). The Carolingian Beunden~8

and all other beginnings of large-scale agricultural enterprise declined
and disappeared. The rents and;.ruesid to landlords and lords holding
rights over persons became ster at a low level; and an increasing
proportion of the products in kin , in agriculture and mining, and of
the money proceeds from the handicrafts, went to the workers. In just
this fann this development was peculiar to the Western world. The
principal circumstances which favored it were as follows: (a) The fact
that the propertied classes were heavily involved in political and military
activity; (b) the absence of a suitable administrative staff. These two
circumstances made it impossible for them to utilize these workers in any
other way than as a source cI rent payments; (c) the fact tbat the free
dom of movement of workers between the potential employers competing
for their services could not easily be restricted; Cd) the numerous oppor
tunities of opening up new land, new mi~es, and new local markets;
(e) the primitive level of the technical tradition. The more the appro
priation of proSt opportunities by the workers replaced the -appropriation
of workers by owners, the more the owners were dispossessed. of their
rights of control and became mere redpients of rents and dues. Classical
examples are the mining industry and the English guilds. Even at this
early period the process tended to go further, to the point of redemption
or repudiation of the obligation to make payments to a lord altogether,
on the f.rinciple that 'fA townsman is a freeman." Almost immediately
all this ed to a differentiation of the opportunities of making profit by
market transactions, arising either from within the group of workers
themselves or from without through the development of trade.

20. Social Aspects of the Division of Labor: The Appro
priation of the Material Means of Production

The material means of production may be appropriated by workers
as individuals or as organizations, by owners, or by regulating groups
consisting of third parties.

When appropriated by workers, it may be by the individual worker
who then becomes the "owner" of the material means of production; or
the appropriation may he carried out by a completely or relatively dosed
group of workers so that, though the individual worker is not the owner,
the organization is. Such an organization may carry out its functions as a
unitary economy on a "communist" basis, or with appropriation of shares
(genossenschaftlich). In all these cases, appropriation may be used for
the purposes of budgetary administration or for profit making.
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Appropriation of the means of production by individual workers may

exist in a system of complete market freedom of the small peasants, arti
sans, boatmen, or carters, or under the aegis of a regulating group.
Where it is not the individual but an organization which owns the means
of production, there is a wide variety of possibilities, varying particularly
with the extent to which the system is of a budgetary or a r.r06t
making character. The household economy. which is in princife not
necessarily by origin or in fact communistic (see Part Two, ch. II ), may
be oriented wholly to provision for its own needs. Or it may. perhaps
only occasionally. dispose of surpluses of certain types of raw material
accumulated by virtue of a favorable location. or of products derived
from some particular technical skill, as a means to better provision. This
occasional sale may then develop into a regular system of profit-making
exchange. In such cases it is common for "tribal" crafts to develop. wi~
interethnic functional specialization and trade between the tribes, since
the chances of finding a market often depend on maintaining a monop
oly, which in tum is usually secured by inherited trade secrets. From
this may develop ambulatory crafts or possibly pariah.&O crafts or, where
these groups are united in a political structure and where there are ritual

\ barriers between the ethnic elements, castes, as in India.
The case where members of the group possess appropriated shares is

that of "producers' c~operation."·l Household economies may, with the
development of money accounting, approac;.h this type. Otherwise, it is
occasionally found as an organization of workmen. It was of great signifi
cance in one important case, that of the mining industry of the early
Middle Ages.

Since appropriation by organized groups of workers has already been
dealt with, appropriation by "owners" or organized groups of them can
only mean the expropriation of the workers from the means of produc
tion, not merely as individuals, but as a whole. An owner may in this
connection appropriate one or more of the following items: land, includ
ing water; subterranean wealth; sources of power; work premises; labor
equipment, such as tools, apparatus and machinery; and raw materiels.

. In any given case all these may be concentrated in a single ownership
or they may be appropriated by different owners. The owners may em
ploy the means of production they appropriate in a context of budgetary
administration, either as' means to provide for their own needs or as
sources of income by lending them out. In the latter case, the loans may
in tum be used. by the borrower for budgetary purposes or as means for
earning a pront, either in a profit-making establishment without capital
aCCounting or as capital goods (in their own enterprise). Finally, the
owner may use them as capital goods in his own enterprise.

The appropriating agency may be an organization engaged in ec0

nomic activity. In this case, all the alternatives just outlined. are open to
it.
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It is, finally, also possible that the means of production should be
appropriated by an organization which only regulates economic activity,
which does not itself use them as capital goods or as a source of income,
hut places them at the disposal of its members.

I. When land is appropriated by individual economic units, it is usu
ally for the pericxl of actual cultivation until the harvest or, so fliI as, by
virtue of clearing or iniga,tion, land is itself an artifact, for the period of
continuous cultivation. II: is only when scarcity, of land has become no
ticeable that it is common for rights of cultivation, pasturage and use of
timber to be reserved to the members of a settlement group. and for the
extent of their use to be limited.

(I) When dlat happens, appropriation may be carried out by an or
ganization. This may be of differing sizes, according to the mode of use,
to which th<: land is put-for gardens, meadows, arable land, pastures,
or woodland. These have been appropriated by progressively larger
groups, from the individual household to the whole tribe. Typical cases
are the appropriation of arable land, meadows, omd pastures by a kin
ship group or a neighborhood group, usually a village. Woodland has
usually been appropriated by broader territorial groups, differing greatly
in character and extent. The individual household has typically appro
priated garden land and the area around the house and has had shares
in the arable fields and meadows. The system of shares may find ex-

• pressiofl (i) in the de facto egalitarianism of the assignment of newly
tilled fields where cultivation is "ambulatory" (as in the so<alled field
grass husbandry), .or (ij) in rationally systematic redistribution under
sedentary cultivation. The latter is usually the consequence of either
fiscal claims for which the village members are collectively held respons
ible, or of political claims of the members for equality. The unit of the
production organization has usually been the household (on which see
Part Two, ch. III and IV).

(2) Appropriation of the land may also be to a lord or seigneur
(Grundherr). This seigneurial position, as will be discussed later. may
be based primarily on the individual's position of authority in a kinship
group or as tribal chieftain with claims to exact labor services (see Part
Two. ch. IV), or on fiscal or military authority. or on some foan of or
ganization Eol the systematic exploitation of new land or an irrigation
project. Seigneurial domination over land (Grundherrschaft) may be
made a .source of utilities by the employment of the unfree labor of
slaves or self$; This. in tum, may be administered as part of a budgetary
unit, through deliveries in kind or labor services, or as a means of profit,
as a "plantation." On the other hand, it may be exploited with free
labor. Here again it may be treated in budgetary tenns, drawing income
from the land in .the form of payments in kind or from share-cropping
by tenants or of money rents from tenants. In both cases the equipment
used may be provided by the tenant himself, or by the seigneur (colo-
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nate). A lord may also exploit his holdings as a source of pro6t in the
form of a large-scale rational economic enterprise. _. ' ,

Where the Ian4 is used as part of a budgetary economy with uqfree
,,:labor, the lord is apt to be bound traditionally in his ~oitation of it,
.·both with respect to his labor personnel, which is not subject to selee
"on, and to their functions. The use of unfree labot in.a profit-making
establishment. the "plantation," ocrurred only in a few cases, notably
in Antiquity in Carthage and in Rome, and in modern times in the
plantations of colonial areas and in the Southern States of North Amer
ica. The ~se of land in large-scale pro6t-making enterprises with free
labor has occurred only in the modem Western World. It is the mod~

of development of the medieval landlordship or seigneurie CGrundherr
schaft),. in particular the way in which it was broken up. which has
been ni~t decisive in determining the modem forms of land appropria·
non. The modem pure type knows only the.following categories: the
owner of the land, the rapitalistic tenant, and the propertyless agricul
tural laborer. But this F"Ie type is exceptional, found principally in
England.

II. Sources of wealth adapted to exploitation by mining may be
\ appropriated in the following ways: (a) By the owner of the land, who
in the past has usually been a seigneur; (b) by a political overlord
(owner of the regal prerogatives or "royalties"); (c) by any person diS"
covering de~ts worthy of mining (Bergbaufreiheit); (d) by an organ
ization of workers; and (e) by a profit.making enterprise. Seigneurs and
owners of "royalties" may administer their holdings themselves, as they
did occasionally in the early Middle Ages; or they may use them as a
sourr:e of income, by leasing them to an organized group of workers or
to any discoverer whatever or to anyone who was a member of a given
group. This was the case with the "freed mountains" (gefreite Berge)
of the Middle Ages and was the origin of the institution' of "mining
freedom" (Bergbaufreiheit). d

In the Middle Ages, the groups of organized mine workers were
typically closed membership groups with shares held by the members,
where each member was under obligation, either to the seigneurial
owner, or to the other members collectively responsible to him, to work
in the mine. This obligation was balanced by a right to a share in the
products. There was also a type of a pure "owners" association, each
sharing in the proceeds o~ the contributions required due to losses. The
tendency was for the seigneurial owners to be progressively expropriated
in favor of the workers; but these, in turn, as their need for investment
in installations increased, became more and more dependent on groups
with command over capital goods. Thus in the end, the appropriation
took the form of a capitalistic Gewerkschaft, a limited liability company.

III. Means of production which are fixed installations, such as
sources of power, particularly water power, "nu1Is" for various different
purposes, and workshops, sometimes including the fixed apparatus in
them, have in the past, particularly in the Middle Ages, gener8Ily been
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appropriated in one of the following ways: (a)~'ces or seigneurs;
(b) by towns (either as economically active or ~ting organ·
izarionS)i (c) by associations of workers, such as • ~ (as -regulating"
groups)•.without the developmettt, in any of them, of a uni6ed produc
tion organization (Betrieb).

In the .llrst two cases, they were usgally exploited as a source of
income, a charge beIng made for their use. This has often been com
bined with interdiction of rival facilities and the compulsory use of those
belonging to the lord. Each production unit would make use of the facil
ities in tum, according to need or, under certain circumstances, it was
made the monopoly of :a closed, regulative group. Baking ovens, various
kinds of grinding mills for grain or oil, fulling mills, polishing installa
tions, slaughter-houses, dye-works, bleaching installations, forges-which
were usually, to be sure, leased-. breweries, distilleries, other installa
tions including partiCUlarly shipyards in the possession of the Hanseatic
towns, and all kinds of market stitlls have been appropriated in this
pre-capitalisUc way, to be exploited by allowing workers to use them in
return for a payment; they were thus used as pan of the 11udgetary
wealth (Vermtigen), rather than as capital of the owners (individuals
or organizations, including town corporations). This type of production
and budgetary explOitation of fixed installations as a source of invest
ment income for the owning individual or group, or possibly. production
by a producers' co-operative group, has preceded the creation of "fixed
capital" of individual business units. Those using such installations have
tended to treat them in part as means of meeting their own household
needs, especially in the case of baking ovens and of brewing and dis
tilling installations, and in part for profit-making operations.

IV. For maritime transport the typical arrangement in the past has
been the appropriation of the ship by a plurality of owners, who tended
to become more and more sharply differentiated from the actual sea
farers. The fa..:'t that the organization of maritime enterprise then tended
to develop into a system of risk-sharing with shippers, in which ship
owners, officers, and even the crew, were associated as shippers of
freight, did not, however, produce any fundamentally m::w fonns of
appropriation. It affected only the forms of settling accounts and hence
the distribution of profit-making possiBilities.

_w V. Today, it is usual for the installations of all kinds and the tools
to be appropriated under one controlling agency, as is essential to the
modern factory; but in earlier times, this has been exceptional. In partic
ular, the economic character of the Greek and Byzantine ergasterion and
the corresponding Roman ergastulum has been highly ambiguous, a fact
which historians have persistently ign~ It was a "workshop" which
might, (i) be a part of a budgetary unit in which slaves would carry
out production for the owner's own needs, as for the needs of a landed
estate, or subsidiary production of goods for sale. But OJ) the workshop
might also be used as a source of rent revenue, part of the holdings of a
private individual or of an organization, which lauer might be a town,
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as was true of the ergasteria of the Piraeus. Such ergasteria would then
be leased to individuals or to organized dosed groups of workers. Thus,
when it is stated that an ergasterion was exploited, especially a municipal
one, it is always necessary to inquire further to whom it belonged
and who was the owner of the other means of production necessary fOT
the work process. Did free labor work there? Did they wQI'k for their
own profit? Or did slaves work there, in which case it is necessary to know
who their owners were, and whether they were working on their own
account, making 41/"O.popa payments to their master, or directly for their

• master. According to the ways in which these questions are answered,
the structure would be radically different from an economic point of
view. In the great majority of cases, as late as the Byzantine and Mo
hammedan types, the ergasteTion seems to have been primarily a source
of rent revenue, and was hence fundamentally different from the modem
-factory or even its early predecessors. From an economic point of view,
this category is, ~in its economic ambiguity, most closely comparable to
the various types of mills found in the Middle Ages.

VI. Even in cases where the workshop and the means of production
are appropriated by an individual owner who hires labor, the situation is

,not, from an economic point of view, necessarily what would usually
be caned a "factory" today. For this it would be necessary in addition to
have the use of mechanical ~, of machinery. and of an elaborate
intemal differentiation and combination of functions. The factory today
is a category of the capitalistic economy. Hence in the present discussion
the concept "factory" will be confined to a type of establishment which
is at least potentially under the control of a profit-making £inn with
fixed capital. which th!JS takes the form of an organized workshop with
internal differentiation of function, with the appropriation of all non
human means of production and with a high degree of mechanization of'
the work process by the use of mechanical power and machinery. The
great workshop of "Jack of Newbury"''* of the early sixteenth century.
which was sung about by balladeers of a later day, did not have any of
these features. It is alleged to have contained hundreds.of hand looms,
which were his property and for the workers of which he bought.the
raw materials. and also all mann!;r of "welfare" arrangements. But each
worker worked independently as if he were at home. Internal differenti
ation and combination of functions could. to be sure, exist in an Egyp
tian, Greek, Byzantine or Mohammedan ergasterion which a master
worked with his unfree laborers. But the Greek texts show clearly that
even in such cases is was common for the master to be content with the
paYIPent of an d.1rot/>OP& from each worker and perhaps a higher one
from the foreman. This alone is sufficient to warn us not to consider
such a structure economically equivalent to a factory or even to a work
shop like that of "Jack of Newbury." The closest approximation to the
factory in the usual sense is found in royal manufactories, like the impe
rial Chinese porcelain manufactory and the European manufactories of
court luxuries, which were modelled em it. and especially those for the
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production oE military equipment; No one can be blamed for calling
these "factories." And the Russian workshops operating with serf labor
seem at lint sight to sta.lJd even closer to the modem factory. Here the
appropriation of the workers themselves is added to that of the means of
production. Neverthel'ess. for present purposes the concept "factory" will,
for the 'reasons stated, be limited to organized workshops where the ma
terial means ofprOOucg01{ire fully appropriated by an owner, but the
workers are not; where there is internal specialization of functions, and
where mechanical pow.ei and machines which' must be "tended" are.
used. All other types of organized" workshops' will be designated by that
word. with the appropriate adjectives. . -

2/: Social Aspects of the Division'of Labor: The Appro
priation of Managerial Functions

(I) In aU cases of the management of traditional budgetary (house
hold) units, it is typical for the appropriation of managerial functions
to take place either by the titular head himself, such as the head of the
famil) or the kinship group, or by members of an administrative staff
appointed for the management of the unit, as in the case of service fiefs
of household officials.

(2) In the case of profit-making enterprises, it occurs in the follow
ing situations: (a) When management and ordinary labor are entirely
or very nearly identical. In this case there is usually also appropriation
of the material means of production by the worker. This type of ap
propriation may be unlimited, that is, hereditary and alienable on the
part of the in?ividual. with or without a guaranteed market. It may, on
the other hand, be appropriation to an organized group, with appropria
tion of the function by the individual restricted to personal tenureH or
subject to substantive regulation. thus limited and dependent on various
conditions. Again, a market mayor may not be guaranteed, (b) Where
management and ordinary work are separated, there may be a monopo
listic appropriation of entrepreneurial functions in various possible fonns,
notably to dosed membership groups, such as guilds, or to monopolies
granted by the political authority.

(3) In cases where managerial functions are, from a formal point of
view, wholly unappropriated, the appropriation of the means of produc

-lion or of the credit necessary for securing control over them is in prac
tice. in a capitalistic fonn of organization, identical with appropriation of
control of management by the owners of the means of production.
Owners can. in such cases. exercise their control by personally managing
the business or by appointment of the actual managers. Where there is
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a plurality of owners, they will co-operate in the selection. These points
are so obvious that there is no need of comment.

Wherever there is appropriation of technically complementary means
of production, it generally means, in practice, at least some degree of
effective voice in the selection of management and, to a relative extent
at least, the expropriation of the workers from management. The ex~

propriation of the individual workers, however, does not necessarily
imply the expropriation of workers in general. Though they are formally
expropriated, it is possible for an association of workers to be in fact in a
position to exact for itself an effective share in mamgement or in the
selection of managing personnel.

22. The Expropriation of Workers from the Means of
Production

The expropriation of the individual worker from ownership of the
means of production is determined by purely technical factors in the
following cases: (a) if the means of production require the services of
many workers, at the same time or successively; (b) if sources of power
can be rationally exploited only by using them simultaneously for many
similar types of work under a unified control; (c) if a te<.hnicaIly rational
organization of the work process is poSSible only by combining many
complementary processes under continuous comrr.Jn supervision-, (d) if
special technical training is needed for the :management of co-ordinated
processes of labor which, in tum, can only be exploited ratiOI.ally on a
large scale; (e) if unified control over the means of production and raw
materials creates the pOSSibility of subjecting labor to a stringent disci
pline and hence of controlling the speed of work and of attaining
,standardization of effort and of product quality.

These factors, however, do not exclude the possibility of appropria-.
tion by an organized group of workers, a producers' co-operative. They
necessitate only the separation of the individual worker from the means
of production.

The expropriation of workers in general, including clerical personnel
and technically trained persons, from possession of the means of produc
tion has its economic reasons above all in the following factors: (a) The
fact that, other things being equal, it is generally possible to achieve a
higher levd of economic rationality if the management has extensive
control over the selection and the modes of use of workers, as compared
with the situation created by the appropriation of jobs or the existence of
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rights to participate in management. These latter conditions produce
technically irrational obstacles as well as economic irrationalities. In
particular, Considerations appropriate to small-scale budgetary administra
tion and the interests of workers in the maintenance of jobs ("livings")
are often in conBict with the rationality of the organization. (b) In a
market economy a management which is not hampered by any estab
lished rights of the workers, and which enjoys unrestricted control over
the goods and equipment which underlie its borrowings, is of superior
credit-worthiness. This is particularly true if the management consists of
individuals experienced in business affairs and with a good reputation
for "safety" derived from their continuous conduct of business. (c) From
a historical point of view, the expropriation of labor has arisen since the
sixteenth century in an economy characterized by the progressive ex
tensive and intensive expansion of the market system on the one hand,
because of the sheer superiority and actual indispensability of a type of
management oriented to the particular market situations, and on the
other because of the st~cture of power relationships in the society.

In addition to these general conditions, the effect of the fact that
enterprise has been oriented to the exploitation of market advantages has
in the following ways favored such expropriation: (a) because it put a
premium on capital accounting-which can be effected in the tech
nically most rational manner only with full appropriation of capital
goods to the· owner-as against any type of economie behavior with less
rational accounting procedures; (b) because it put a premium on the
purely commercial qualities of the management, as opposed to the tech-'
nieal ones, and on the maintenance of technical and commercial secrets;
(c) because it favored a speculative business policy, which again requires
expropriation. Further, and in the last analysis quite, regardless of the
degree of technical rationality, this expropriation is made pOssible, Cd)
by the sheer bargaining superiority which in the labor market any kind
of property ownership grants vis-a-vis the workers, and which in the
commodity markets accrues to any business organization working with
capital accounting, owned capital equipment and borrowed funds vis-:\;
vis any type of competitor operating on a lower level of rationality in
methods of calculation or less well situated with respect to capital and
credit resources. The fact that the maximum of formal rationality in
capital accounting is possible only where the workers are subjected to
domination by entrepreneurs, is a further specific element of substantive
irrationality in the modem economic. order. Finally, (e), a further
economic reason for this expropriation is that free labor and the com·
plete appropriation of the means of production create the most favorable
conditions for discipline.
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23. The Expropruition of Workers from the Means of
Production-(Continued)

The expropriation of all the workers from the means of production
may in practice take the following fonns: (I) Management is in the
hands of the administrative staff of an organization. This would be true
very particularly also of any rationally organized. socialist economy,
which would retain the expropriation of all workers and merely bring
it to completion by the expropriation of the private owners. (2) Man
agerial functions are, by virtue of their appropriation of the means of
production, exercised by the owners or by persons they appoint. The
appropriation of control over the persons exercising managerial authority
by the interests of ownership may have the following forms: (a) Man
agement by one or more entrepreneurs who are at the same time owners
-the immediate appropriation of entrepreneurial functions. This situa
tion, however, does not exclude the possibility that a wide degree of
control over the policies of management may rest in hands outside the
'enterprise, by virtue of their powers over credit or financing-for in
stance, the bankers or financiers who finance,the enterprise; (b) separa
tion of managerial functions from appropriated ownership, especially
through limitations of the functions of owners to the appointment of
management and through shared free (that is, alienable) appropriation
of the enterprise as expressed by shares of the nominal capital (stocks,
mining shares). This state, which is related to the purely personal fonn
of appropriation through various types of intermediate fauns, is rational
in Lie formal sense in that it permits, in contrast to the case of·permanent
and hereditary appropriation of the management itself of accidentally
inherited properties, the selection for managerial posts of the persons best
q11alified from the point of view of profitability. But in practice it may
mean a number of things, such as: That control over the managerial
position may come, through appropriation, into the hands of "outside
interests" representing the resources of a budgetary unit, or mere wealth
(Vermogen; see above, ch. II, sec. 10), and seeking above all a high rate
of income; or that control over the managerial position comes, through
temporary stock acquisitions, into the hands of speeplative "outside in·
terests" seeking gains only through the resale of their shares; or that
disposition over the managerial position comes into the hands of outside
business interests, by virtue of power over markets or over credit, such
as banks or "financiers," which may pursue their own business interests,
often foreign to those of the organization as such.

We call "outside interests" those which are not primarily oriented to
the long-run profitability of the enterprise. This may be true of any kind
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of budgetary "wealth" interests. It is particularly tnle, however, of inter
estS' which consider their control over the plant and capital goods of the
enterprise or of a share in it not as a permanent investment, but as a
means of making a purely short-run speculative profit. The types of out·
side interest which are most readily reconciled with those of the enter·
prise---that is, its interests in present and long-run profitability-are
those seeking only income (rentiers).

The fact that such "outside" interests can affect the mode of control
over managerial positions, even and especially when the highest degree
of formal rationality in their selection is attained, constitutes a further
element of substantive irrationality specific to the modem economic
order. These might be entirely private "wealth" interests, or business
interests which are oriented to ends having no connection whatsoever
with the organization, or finally, pure gambling interest. By gaining
control of shares, all of these can control the appointment of the man·
aging personnel and, more important, the business policies imposed on
this management. The influence exercised by speculative interests out·
side the producing organizations themselves on th~ market situation,
e.ipeciaIly that fo:o: capital goods, and thus on the orientation of the produc
tion of goods, is one of the sources of the phenomena known as the
"crises" of the modern ma:i(et economy. This cannot, however, be fur·
ther discussed here.

24. The Concept of Occupation and Types of
Occupational Structure

The term "occupation" (Beruf) y,;ll be applied to the mode of
specialization, specification, and combination of the functions of an
individual so far as it constitutes for him the basis of a continuous
opportunity for income or earnings. The distribution of occupations
may be achieved in the following ways: (1) by means of a heteronomous
assignment of functions and of provisions for maintenance within an
organization regulating economic activity-unfree differentiation of
QCCUpations--or through autonomous orientation to the state of the
market for occupational services-free differentiation of occupations;
(:1) it may rest on the specification or the specialization of functions;

.\ (3) it may involve economic exploitation of the services by their bearers
on either an aurocephalQus or a heterocephalous basis.

The struetuJe of occupational differentiation and that of opportuni
ties for business income are closely related. This will be discussed in
relation to the problems of "class" and "status" strati6cation.
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On OCCUp'ltion as a basis of status, and on classes in general, see
chap. IV, below.n

I. Unfree organization of occupations exists in cases where there is
compulsory assignment of functions within the organization of a royal
estate, a state, a feudal manor, or a commune on the basis of liturgies or
of the oikos type of structure. The free type of distribution arises from
the successful offer of occupational services on the labor market or suc
cessful application for free "positions."

2. As: was pointed out above in sec. 16, specification of functions
was typical of the handicrafts in the Middle Ages; specialization is
characteristic of the modem rational business organization. The distri
bution of.occupations in a market economy consists to a lar~ extent of
technically irrational Specification of functions, rather than of rational
specialization 0{ functions, because such an economy is oriented to-the
market sit.uation and hence to the interests of purchasers and conswn·
ers. This orientation determines {the uses to which] the entire bundle
of labor services offered by a given productive unit will be put in a
manner 0ften different from the specialization of functions [of the given
labor forcel. thus making necessary modes of combination of functions
which are technically irrational.
\ 3· Cases of autocephalous occupational specialization are the inde
pendent "busintss" of an artisan. a physician. a lawyer. or an artist. The
factory worker and the government official, on the other hand. occupy
heterocephalous occupational positions.

The occupational structure of a given socia1 group may vary in the
following ways: (a) According to the degree in which well·marked and
stable occupations have developed at all. The following circumstances
-are particularly important in this connection: the development of con·
sumption standards. the development of techniques of production. and
the development of large-scale budgetary units in ~ case of unfree oc·
cupational organization, or of market systems in that of free organization;
(b) according to the mode and degree of occupational speci6cation or
specialization of individual economic units. This will be decisively in·
fluenced by the market situation for the services or pmducts of special
ized units. which is in tum dependent on adequate purchasing power.
It will also be influenced by the mode of distributioo. of control. over

, capital goods; (c) according to the extent and kind of continuity or
change in occupational status. This in tum depends above all on two
factors: on the one hand. on the amount of training required for the
specialized functions. and on the other hand the dearee c:l stability or
instability of opportunities for earnings from. them. The latter is in tu"Tl

dependent on the type and stability of distributim of income and on the
state of technology.

Finally, it is always important in studying occupstional strUCture to
mow the statu'§ strati6cation. with the attendant statuJ-tied types ci ed
ucation and other advantages and opportunities which it~ta for cer·
lain kinds of skilled occupations. • .

It is only functions which require a certain minimum ~ training ,and
~ .;'
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for which opportunity of continuous remuneration is available which
become the ohjects of independent and stable occupations. The choice
of occupation may rest on tradition, in which case it is usually hered
itary; on goal-oriented rational considerations, especially the possibility
of returns; on charismatic or on affectual grounds; and finally, in partic
ular, on grounds of prestige with particular reference to status. Origi
nally, the more directly individual "callings" have been dependent
primarily on charismatic (magical) elements, while all the rest of, the
occupational structure, so far as in a differentiated fonn it existed at all,
was traditionally fixed. The requisite charismatic qualities, so far as they
were not specifically personal, tended to become the object of a tradi·
tional "training" in dosed groups, or of hereditary transmission. Individ~

ual occupations which were 'not of a strictly charismatic character first
appeared on a liturgical basis in the large-scale households of princes
and landed lords, and then in the market ~nomy of the towns. Along
side of this, however, a large role in their development was always
played by the literary forms of education with a high status esteem,
which arose in close connection with magical, ritual, or priestly ("cleri
cal") professional training.

From what has been said it will be seen that occupational specializa
tion does not necessarily imply continuous rendering of services, either
on a liturgical hasis, for an organization-in a royal household or a
workshop-or for a completely free market. Other forms are nOt
only possible but common: (x) Propertyless occupationally specialized
workers may be employed on an occasional basis as needed in the
service of a relatively stable group of either consumers in household
units or employers in profit~making enterprises, In the case of work for
households, we have the possibility of the expropriation from the worker
of at least the raw materials (and hence of the control over the final
product); services may be rendered on this basis either on the consumer's
premises (Stiir), whether it be by itinerant workers or hy sedentary
workers moving around the households of a local clientele, or on the
workers' premises: shop or household ("wage work" [in Bucher's tenni
nology]46). In either case the consumer household provides the raw
materials, but it is customary for the worker to own his tools--the mower.
his scythe, the seamstress her sewing equipment, etc. The cases of StOr
involve temporary membership in the consumer's household.

The case, contrasting with the above, in which the worker owns aU
means of production, Bucher terms "price work,"

Occupationally specialized workers may he employed on an oc
casional basis by profit-making enterprises when at least the raw material,
and thus also control over the product, belongs to the employer. In this
case there may be migratory labor for a variety of different employers in
different units, or occasional or seasonal work for an employer, the work
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being done in the worker's own household. Migratory harvest labor is
an example of the first type. The second type may be illustrated by any
type of occasional work at home which supplements the work in the
workshop.

Occupational specialization without continuous engagement of the
types noted above can also exist if: (2) Economic activity is conducted
with appropriated means of production and (0 there is capital account·
ing and partial appropriation---especially, appropriation restricted to the
fixed installations-by owners. Examples are workshops and factories
transforming raw materials owned by others CLohnfabriken) and, above
all, factories producing under contract for an outside entrepreneur who
takes charge of sales and other entrepreneurial functions (verkgte
Fabriken); the former have existed for a long time, while the latter have
recently become common. Or, if (Ii) there is complete appropriation of
the means of production by the workers, with the following possibilities:
(a) in small-scale units without capital accounting, either producing for
households ("price work" for customers), or producing for commercial
enterprises. The latter is a case of domestic industry withoutexpropria
tion of the means of production. The worker is formally a free craftsman,
but is actually bound to a monopolistic group of merchants who are
huyers for his product; (b) on a large scale with capital accounting and
production for a fixed group of purchasers. This is usually, though not
always, the result of market regulation by cartels.

Finally, it must be pointed out that not every case of acquisitive
action is neces:sarily part of an occupational profit-making activity; nor
is it necessary that involvement in acquisitive action, however frequent,
should imply a continuous specialization with a constant meaningful
orientation. With respect to the hrst observation, we note that "occasional
acquisition" is found as a result of the disposal of surpluses produced
in a budgetary unit. Corr~ponding to these is occasional trading of goods
by large-scale budgetary units, especially seigneurial estates. From this
starting point, it is possible to develop a continuous series of possible
"occasional acquisitive acts," such as the occasional speculation of a
rentier, occasional publication of an article or a poem by a person who is
not a profeSSional author, and similar modem phenomena, to the case
where such things constitute a "subsidiary occupaiton" (Nebenberuf).

As to the second observation, it should be remembered that there are
ways of making a living which are continually shifting and funda
menially unstable. A person may shift continually from one type of
"occasional" profitable activity to ,.another; or even between nonnal
legitimate earning and begging, stealing, or highway robbery.

The folloWing must be treated in special terms: (a) Support from
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purely charitable sources; Cb) maintenance in an institution on other
than a charitable ~sis, notably a penal institution; (c) legulated acquisi
tion by force; and Cd) criminal acquisition; that is, acquisition by force
or fraud in violation of the rules of an order. The cases of (b) and (d)
are of relatively little interest, (a) has often been of tremendous impor·
tance for hierocratic groups, such as mendicant orders; while Cc) has
been crucial for many political groups in the fonn of the booty gained
fwm war, and in both cases the economy was profoundly affected. It is
characteristic of both these cases that they lie outside the realm of
economic activity as such. Hence this is not the place to enter into a
more detailed classification. The forms will be treated elsewhere. For
reasons which are in pan the same, the earnings of civil servants, in·
cluding military officers, have been mentioned below (sec. 38) only in
order to give them a place as a sub-type of the earnings of labor, but
without going into the details. To do this, it w~lUld be necessary to dis
cuss the structure of relations of domination in the context of which
these types of earnings are to be placed.

24a. The Principal Forms of Appropriation and of
Market Relationship

According to the theoretical schemes which have been developed
starting with sec. 15, the classification of the modes of appropriation in
their techniqI, organizational aspects, and of the market relationships, is
exceedingly complex. B\1t actually, only a few of the many theoretical
possibilities playa really dominant role. .

(I) With respect to agrieulturalland: (a) There is the "ambulatory"
cultivation by household units, which changes its location whenever the
land has been exhausted. The land is usually appropriated by the tribe
while its use is temporarily or permanently appropriated by neighbor
hood groups, with only temporary appropriation of the use of land to
individual households.

The exten~ of the household group may vary from the individual
conjugal- family, through various types of extended family groups, to
organized kin groups or a widely extended household communit'J.
(Agriculture is "ambulatory" as a rule only in relation to arable land,
much less commonly and at longer intervals for fannyard sites.)

(b) Sedentary agriculture. The use of arable fields, meadows, pas·
tures, wocx:Iland, and water is usually regulated by territorial or village
associations for the smaller family household. Gardens and the land
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immediately-surrounding the buildings are normally appropriated by the
, immediate family; arable fields, usually meadows, and pastures, by the

village organization; woodland, by more extensive territorial groups.
Redistribution of land is usually possible according to the law, but has
generally not been systematically carried through and is hence usually
obsolete. Economic activities have generally been regulated by a system of
rules applying to the whole village. This is a "primary village economy."

It is only in exceptional cases, such as China, that the extended kin
ship group has constituted an economic unit. Where this is the case, it
has generally taken the form of a rationalized organization, such as a
dan association.

(c) Seigneurial rights over land (Grundherrschaft) and persons
(Leibherrschaft) with a central manor of the lord (Fronhof) and de
pendent peasant farms obligated to deliveries in kind and labor services.
The land itself and the workers are appropriated by the lord, the use
of the land and rights to work by the peasants. This is a simple case of
manorial organization based on income in kind.

, (d) Seigneurial or fiscal monopoly of control over the land, with col
lective responsibility of the peasant community for meeting fiscal obliga
tions. This leads to communal control over and regular systematic
redistribution of the land. The land is, as a correlate of the fiscal burden,
by decree permanently appropriated to the organized peasant community,
not to the individual household; the latter enjoys only rights of use and
these are subject to redistribution. Economic activity is regulated by the
rules imposed by the manorial or the political lord: This is manorial or
fiscal field community (Feldgemeinschaft).

Ce) Unrestricted seigneurialland proprietorship with exploitation of
the dependent peasants as a source of rent income. The land is appropri
ated by the lord; but coloni,~7 sharecroppers, or tenants paying money
rent carry out the actual economic activities.

(f) The plantation. The land is freely appropriated and worked by
purchased slaves. The owner uses both as means of profit-making in a
capitalistic enterprise with unfree labor.

(g) The "estate. economy" (Gutswirtschaft). The land is appropri
ated to owners who either draw rent from it by leasing it to large-scale
tenant farmers or farm it themselves for profit. In either case free labor
is used, living in their own homesteads or those supplied by the landlord,
and-in both cases again---conducting some agricultural productioli or,
in the marginal case, none at all on own aCCOUBt.

(h) Absence of seigneurial ownership (Gru~herrschaft): a peasant
economy with appropriation of the land by the farmer (peasant). In
practice this form of appropriation may mean that the land farmed is
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predominantly inherited land, or, on the other hand, that land lots are
freely bought and sold. The former is typical of settlements with scattered
farms and large-scale peasant proprietors; the latter, where settlement is
in villages and the scale is smaIl.43

Where tenants pay a money rent and where peasant proprietors buy
and sell land, it is necessary to presuppose an adequate local market for
the products of peasant agriculture.

(2) In the field of industry and transport, including mining, and of
trade:

(a) Household industry carried on primarily as a means of occasional
exchange of surpluses, only secondarily as a means of profit. This may
involve an inter-ethnic division of labor, out of which in turn caste oc- '
cupations have occasionally developed. In both cases appropriation of the
sources of raw materials, and hence of the raw material production, is
normal; purchase of raw materials and transformation of non--owned raw
material ("wage work") are secondary phenomena. In the case of inter
ethnic specialization, formal appropriation is often absent. There is, how
ever, generally, and in the case of caste, always, hereditary appropriation
of the opportunities for earnings from speci6ed functions .by kinship or
household groups.

, (b) "Tied" craft production directly for customers: specification of
ftfnctions in the service of an organized group of consumers. This may be
a dominating group (oikos or seigneurial specification), or it may be a
d~d membership group (demiurgic speei6catio:t').

There is no market sale. In the first case, we nnd organization of
functions on a budgetary basis, or of labor in a workshop, as in the
ergasterion of the lord. In the second case, there is hereditary appropria
tion of the status of the workers which may, however, become alienable,
and work is carried out for an appropriated group of customers (con
sumers). There are the following very limited possihilities of develop
ment: (i) Appropriated (formally unfree) workers who are carriers of
specified functions--of a trade-may be used either as a source of income
payments to their owner, in which case they are usually and in spite
of their formal servility substantively free, working in most cases directly
Jar their own customers (rent slaves); or again, they might be used as
unfree domestic craft producers, producing for the owr,er's profit; or,
finally, as workers in the owner's workshop or ergasterion, also producing
for profit. (ii) This may also develop into a liturgical specification of
functions for fiscal purposes, similar to the type of caste occupations.

In the 6eld of mining, there are similar forms, notably the use of
unfree labor, slaves or serfs, in prcductive units controlled Dy princes or
seigneurial owners.
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In inland transportation, it is common for transportation installations
[roads] to be appropriated by a seigneurial owner as a source of rent
revenue. Maintenance services are then compulsorily imposed on spec
ified small peasant holdings. Another possibility is small-scale caravan
trade regulated by closed membership groups. The traders would then
appropriate the goods themselves.

In the field of maritime transportation: (i) The ownership of ships
by an oikas, a seigneur or a patrician trading on own account; (ii)
co-operative construction and ownership of ships, captain and crew par~

ticipating in trade on their own account, small travelling merchants con
stituting the shippers, all parties sharing the risks, and voyages made in
strictly regulated "caravans." In all these cases "trade" was stin identical
with inter-local trade, that is, with transport.

(c) Free non-agricultural trades, Free production for consumers in
return for a wage, either on the customer's premises or on that of the
worker. Usually the raw materials were appropriated by the customer,
t~e tools by the worker, premises and installations, if any were involved,
by a lord as a source of income or by organized groups with rights of use
in rotation. Another possibility is that both raw materials and tools should
be appropriated by the worker who thus managed his own work, whereas
premises and stationary equipment belonged to an organized group of
workers, such as a guild. In all these cases, it is usual for the regulation
of profit~making activity to be carried on by guilds.

In mining, deposits have usually been appropriated by political
authorities or by seigneurial owners as sources of rent, while the rights
of exploitation have been appropriated by organized groups of workers.
Mining operations have been regulated on a guild basis with participation
in the work an obligation of the members to the lord, who was interested
-in the rent, and to-the working group (Berggemeinde), which was collec
tively responsible to him and had an interest in the proceeds.

In the field of inland transport, we find boatmen and teamster guilds
'with fixed rotation of travel assignments among the members and regu~

lation of their opportunities for profit.
In the field of maritime transport, shared ownership of ships, travel~

ling in convoys. and travelling merchants acting as commenda partners
for businessmen staying at home are typical everywhere.

There are the following stages in the development toward capitalism:
(a) Effective monopolization of money capital by entrepreneurs, used

as a means to make advances to labor. Connected with this is the assump
tion of powers of management over the process of production by virtue
of the,extension of credit, and of control over the product in spite of the
fact that appropriation of the means of production has continued for-
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many in the hands of the workers, as in the handicrafts and in mining;
(b) appropriation o( the right of marketing products on the basis of
previous monopolization both of knowledge of the market and hence- of
market opportunities and of money capital. This was made possible by
the imposition of a monopolistic system of guild regulation or by privi
leges granted by the political authority in return for periodical payments
or for loans; (c) the subjective disciplining of workers who stood in a
dependent relationship in the putting-out system, via the supply of raw
materials and apparatus by the entrepreneur. A special case is that of the
rational monopolistic organization of domestic industries on the basis
of privileges granted in the interests of public finances or of the employ- ,
ment of the population. The conditions of work were thereby regulated by
imposition from above as part of the concession which made profit-making
activity po<;sible; (d) the development of workshops without a rational
specialization of labor in the process of production, by means of the ap
propriation by the entrepreneur of all the material means of production.
In mining this included the appropriation by individual owners of
mineral deposits, galJeries, and equipment. In transportation, shipping
enterprises fell into the hands of large owners. The universal result was
the expropriation of the workers from the means of production; (e) the
nnal step in the transition to capitalistic organization of production was
the mechanization of the productive process and of transportation, and
its orientation to capital accounting. All material means of production
become fixed or working capital; all workers become "hands." As a re~ult

of the transformation of enterprises into associations of stock holders.,
the manager himself becomes expropriated and assumes the formal status
of an "officiaL" Even the owner be.-:-omes effectively a trustee of the sup
pliers of credit. the banks.

Of alI these various types, the following inst~nces may be noted;
I. In agriculture, type (a), migratory agriculture, is universal. But

the sub-type where the effective unit has been the large-scale household
or kinship group, is found only occasionaJJy in Europe, quite frequently
in East Asia, particularly China. Type (b), sedentary agriculture with
land-use-regulating village associations. has been common in Europe and
India. Type (c), seigneurial rights over the land with restrictions due to
mutual obligations, has been found everywhere and is stiJI common in
some parts of the Orient. Type (d), seigneurial or fiscal rights over the
land with systematic redistribution of _the fields by the peasants, has
existed in the more seigneurial type in Russia and in a variant involving
the redistribution of land rents in India,'~ and in the more fiscal form in
East Asia, the Near East, and Egypt. Type (e), unrestricted seigneuriaI
land ownership drawing rent from small tenants, is typical of Ireland,
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but also occurs in Italy, southern France, China, and the eastern parts
of the Hellenistic world in Antiquity. Type (0, the plantation with un
free labor, was characteristic of Carthage and Rome in Antiquity, of
modern colonial areas, and of the Southern States of the United States,
Type (g), the "estate economy" in the form which involves separation
of ownership and exploitation, has been typical of England; in the form
of owner management, of eastern Germany, parts of Austoa, Poland,
and western Russia. Finally, type (h), peasant proprietorship, has been
found in France, southern and western Germany, parts of Italy, Scandi
navia, with certain limitations in south-western Russia, and with modi
fications particularly in mooern China and India.

\ These wide variations in the forms which the organization of agricul-
ture has finally assumed are only partially explicable in ecor;omic terms,
that is, from such factors as the difference between the cultivation of
forest clearings and of areas requiring irrigation. Special historical cir~

CUl1l$tances played a large role, and especially the forms taken by political
and fiscal obligations and military organization.

\ 2. In the field of industry, the following outline of the distribution
of types may be given. Our knowledge of the situatJon in transportation
and mining is not sufficiently complete to give such an outline for those
field,.

(a) The first type, tribal crafts, has been found universally; (b) or·
ganization on L.~e basis of occupational castes became general only in
India. Elsewhere it has existed only for occupations considered dis~

·creditable and sometimes ritually impure; (c) the organization ofin~

dustry on the basis of the aikos is found in all royal households in early
times, but has been most highly developed in Egypt. It has also existed
on seigneurial manors all over the world. Production by demiurgic crafts
was occasionally found everywhere, including the Western World, but
has developed into a pure type only in India. The special case of the use
of control over unfree persons simply as a source of rent was common
,in Mediterranean AntiqUity. The liturgical specification of functions was
characteristic of Egypt, of the Hellenistic period, of the later Roman
Empire, and has been found at times in China and India; (d) the free
handicraft organization With guild regulations is classically illustrated
in the European Mid9,le Ages and became the predominant foIll). only

'" there. It has, however, been found all over the world; and guilds, in
particular, have developed very widely, especially in China and the Near
East. It is notable, however, that this type was entirely absent from the
economic organization of the period of Mediterranean "classical" An
tiquity. In India, the caste took the place of the guild. Of the stages in
the development toward capitalism, only the second was reached on a
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large scale outside the Western World. This difference cannot he ex
plained entirely in purely economic terms.

Conditions Underlying the Calculability of the
Productivity of Labor

I. In the three typical communist fonns of organization, non
economic motives playa predominant part (see below, sec, 26). But
apart from these cases, there. are three primary condi~ions affecting the
optimization of calculable perfo~nce by labor engaged in carrying out '
specifications: ,(a) The optimuQl'of aptitude for the function; (b) the
optimum of skill acquired through" practice; (c) the optimum of inclina
tion for the work.

.,Aptitude, regardless of whether it is th~ product of hereditary or
enVironmeptal and educational influences, can only he detennined by
testing. In business enterprises in a market economy this usually takes
the fonn of a trial period. The Taylor system involves an attempt to work
out rational methods of accomplishing this.

Practice, and the resulting skill, can only be perfected by rational and
:continuous specialization. Today, it is worked out on a basis which is
largely empirical, guided by considerations of minimizing costs in the
interest of profit~biJity,and limited by these interests. Rational specializa
tion with reference to physiologIcal conditions is only in its beginnings
(wit,ness again the Taylor system).

Inclination to work may be oriented to anyone of the w.ays which
are open to any other mode of action (see above, ch. I, sec. 2). But in the
speci6c sE;nse of incentive to execute one's own plans or thOse of persons
supervising one's work, it must be determined either by a strong self
interest in the outcotne, or by direct or indirect compulsion. The latter is
particularly important in relation to work which executes the dispositions
of others. This compulsion may consist in the immediate threat of physi
cal force or of other undesirable consequences, or in the probability that
unsatisfactory performance will have an adverse effect on earnings.

The second type, which is essential to a market economy, appeals im
mensely more strongly to the worker's self-interest. It also necessitates
freedom of selection according to performance, both qualitatively and
quantitatively. though naturally from the point of view of its bearing on
profit, In this sense it has a higher degree of formal rationality, from the
point of view of technical considerations, than any kind of direct compul
sion to work. It presupposes the expropriation of the workers from the
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means of production by owners is protected by force. As compared with
direct compulsion to work, this syStem involves the transferral, in addi
tion to the responsibility for reproduction (in the family), of part of the
worries about selection according to aptitude to the workers themselves.
Furth~r, both the need for capital and the capital risks are, as compared
with the use of unfree labor, lessened and made more calculable. I;inally,
through the payment of money wages on a large scale, the market for
goOOs which are objects of mass consumption is broadened.

Other things being equal, positive motives for work are, in the ab
sence of direct compulsion, not obstructed to the same extent as they are
ror unfree labor. It is true, however, that whenever technical specializa
tion has reached very high levels, the extreme monotony of operations
tends to limit incentives to purely material wage considerations. Only
when wages are paid in proportion to performance on a piece-rate basis
is there an inceQtive to increasing productivity. In the capitalistic system,
the most immediate bases of willingness to work are opportunities for
high piece-rate earnings and the danger of dismissal.
\ The following observations may he made about the situation of free

. labor separated from the means of production: (a) Other things being
equal, the likelihood that people will he willing to work on a{fectual
grounds is greater in the case of specification of functions than in that of
specialization of functions. This is true bfcause the product of the indi
vidual's own work is more clearly evident. In the nature af the case, this
is almost equally true wherever the quality of the product is important;
(b?~aditional motivations to work are particularly common in agricul
ture and in home industries-both cases where ~lso the general attitude
toward life is traditional. It is characteristic of this that the level of per
formance is oriented either to products which are stereotyped in quantity
and quality or to a traditional level of earnings, or both. Where such an
attitude exists, it is difficult to manage labor on a rational basis, and
production cannot be increased by such incentives as piece rates. Ex

,perience shows,.on the other hand, that a traditional patriarchal relation
ship to a lord or owner is capabfe of maintaining a high level of affectual
incentive to work; (c) motivations based ,)0 absolute values are usually
the result of religious orientations or of the high social esteem in which
the particular form of work as such is held. Observation seems to show
that all other sources of motivations directed to ultimate values are only
transitional

It goes without saying that the "altruistic" concern of the worker for
his own family is a typical element of duty contributing to willingness
to work generally.

2. The appropriation of the means of production and personal con-
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trol, however fannal, over the process of work constitute one of the
strongest incentives to unlimited willingness to work. This is the funda
mental basis of the extraordinary importance of smaIl units in agriculture,
whether in the form of small-scale proprietorship or small tenants who
hope to rise to the status of owner. The classical locus of this type of
organization is China. The corresponding phenomenon in the function
ally specified skilled trades is most marked in India, but it is very im
portant in all parts of Asia and also in Europe in the Middle kges. In
the latter case, the most crucial conflicts have been fought out over the
issue of formal autonomy of the individual worker. The existence of the
small peasant in a sense depends directly on the absence of capital ac
counting and on retaining the unity of household and enterprise. His
is a specified ~Jld not a specialized function, and he tends both to devote
more intensive labor to it and to restrict his standard of living in the
interest of maintaining his fonnal independence. In addition, this system
of agriculture makes possible the use of all manner of by·products arid
even "waste" in the household in a way which would not be possible in
a larger farm unit. All the infonnation we have available goes to show
that capitalistic organization in agriculture is, where management is in
the hands of the owner, far more sensitive to cyclical movements than
small-scale peasant farming (see the author's figures in the Verhandlun
gen des deutschen Juristentags, vol. xxiv). 4il

In industry, the corresponding small-scale type has retained its im·
partance right up to the _period of mechanization and of the most minute
specialization and combination of functions. Even as late as the sixteenth
century, as actually happened in England [1555J, it was possible simply'
to forbid the operation of workshops like that of "Jack of Newbury"
without catastrophic results for the economic situation of the workers,
This was true because the combination in a single shop of looms, ap
propriated by one owner and operated by workers, cou'ld not, under the
market conditions of the time, without any far-reaching increase in the
specializati<?n and co-ordination of labor functions, lead to an improve
ment in the prospect of profit for the entrepreneur large enough to
compensate with certainty for the increase in risk and the cost of operat
ing the shop. Above all, in industry an enterprise with large investments
in fixed capital is not only, as in agriculture, sensitive to cyclical Huctua·
tions, but also in the highest degree to every fonn of irrationality-that
is, lack of calculability-in public administration and the administration
of justice, as it existed everywhere outside the modem Western World.
It has hence been possible, as in the competition with the Russian "fa~
tory" and everywhere else, for decentralized domestic industry to domi
nate the field. This was true up to the point, which was reached before
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the introduction of mechanical power and machine tools, where, with
the broadening of market opportunities, the need for exact cost account
ing and standardization of product became marked. In combination with
technically rational apparatus, using water power and horse-gins, this
led to the development of economic enterprises with internal specializa
tion. Mechanical motors and machines could then be fitted in. Until this
point had been reached, it was possibie for all the large-scale industrial

. establishments, which occasionally had appeared all over the world, to be
eliminated again without any serious prejudice to the economic situation
of all those involved in them and without any serious danger to the
interest of consumers. This situation changed only with the appearance
of the factory. But willingness to work 'On the part of factory labor has
been primarily determined by a combination of the transfer of responsi~

bility for maintenance to the workers personally and the corresponding
powerful indirect compulsion to work, as symbolized in the English
workhouse system, and it has permanently remained oriented to the com~

pulsory guarantee of the property system. This is demonstrated by the
marked decline in willingness to work at the present time which resulted
from the collapse of this coercive power in the [r918] revolution.

26. Forms of Communism

Communist arrange.nents for the communal or associational organiza
tion of work which are indifferent to calculation are not based on a can·
sideration of means for obtaining an optimum of provisions, but, rather,
on direct feelings of mutual solidarity. They have thus tended histori
cally, up to the present, to develop on the basis of common value attitudes
of a primarily non-economic character. There are three main types: (r)
The household communism of the family, resting on a traditional and

·affectual basis; (2) the military communism of comrades in an army; (3)
the communism based on love and charity in a religious community.

Cases (2) and (3) rest primarily on a specific emotional or charis
matic basis. Always, however, they either (a) stand in direct conflict
with the rational or traditional, economically specialized organization
of their environment; such communist groups either work themselves
or, in direct contrast, are supported purely by contributions from patrons,
or both. Or (b) they may constitute a budgetary organization of privi
leged persons, ruling over other household units which are excluded
from their organization, and are supported by voluntary contributions

. or liturgies of the latter. Or (c) finally, they are consumer household
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units, distinct from any pro6t-making enterprises but drawing income
from them, and thus in an associative relationship with them.

The first of these modes of support (a) is typical of communities
based on religious belief or some Weltanschauung-such as monastic
communities which renounce the world altogether or carry on commu
nallabor, sectarian groups and utopian socialists.

The second mode (b) is typical of military groups which rest on a
wholly or partiaIIy communistic basis. Examples are the "men's house"
in many primitive societies, the Spartan syssitia, the Ligurian pirate
groups, the entourage of Calif Omar, the communism, in consumption
and partly in requisitioning. ofarmies in the field in every age. A sim
ilar state of affairs is found in authoritarian religious groups-as in the
Jesuit state in Paraguay and communities of mendicant monks in India
and elsewhere.

The third mooe (t) is typical of family households in a market econ
omy.

Willingness to work and consumption without calculation within
these communities are :l result of the non-economic attitudes character
istic of them. In the military and religious cases, they are .to an appreci
able extent based on a feeling of separateness from the ordinary everyday
world and of conflict with it. Modem communist movements are, so far
as they aim for a communist organization of the masses, dependent on
"value-rational" appeals to their disciples, and on arguments from expedi
ency (zweckrational) in their [external] propaganda, In both cases,
thus, they rest their position on specifically rational considerations and,
in contrast to the military and religious communities, on considerations
concerned with the everyday profane world.~o Their prospects of success
under ordinary conditions rest on entirely different subjective conditions
than those of groups which are oriented to exceptional activities, to other
worldly values, or to other primarily non~conomic considehtions.

27. Capital Goods and Capital Accounting

The embryonic fonns of capital goods are typically found in com·
modities traded in inter-local [as against local} or inter-tribal exchange,
provided that "trade" (see sec, 29) appears as an activity dearly distinct
from the mere procurement of goods on a household (budgetary) basis.
For the swapping (Eigenhandel) of hOusehold economies-trading-off
of surpluses--:-cannot be oriented to capital accounting. The inter-tribally
sold products of household, clan or tribal crafts are commodities~ while
the means of procurement, as long ~ they remain one's own output, are
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only tools or raw materials, but not capital goods. The same goes for the
market products and means of procurement of the peasant and the feudal
lord as long as economic activity is not oriented to capital accounting, if
only in its most primitive forms such as were incipient already in [the
manual oil estate management of the elder] Cate.

It is obvious that the internal movement of goods within the domain
of a feudal lord or of an oikos, including occasional exchange and the
common forms of internal exchange of products, is the antithesis of trade
based on capital accounting. The trade engaged in by an oikas, like that
of the Pharaohs, even when it is not concerned solely with provision for
need and thus does not act as a budgetary unit but as one oriented to
profit, is not for present purposes necessarily capitalistic. This would
only be the case if it were oriented to capital accounting, particularly to
an ex-ante estimate in money of the chances of profitfrorn a transaction.
Such estimates were made by the professional travelling merchants,
whether they wete engaged in selling on commenda basis for others, or
in disposing of goods co-operatively marketed by an organized group. It

'is here, in the form of "occasional" enterprise, that the source of capital
accounting and of the use of goods as capital is to be found.

Human beings (slaves and serfs) and fixed in·stallations of all types
which are used by seigneurial owners as sources of rent are, in the nature
of the case, only rent-producing household property and not capital
goods, similar to the securities which today yield interest or dividends
for a private investor oriented to obtain an income from his wealth and
perhaps some speculative gains. Investment of this household type should
be clearly distinguished from the temporary investment of business
capital by an enterprise. Goods which .a lord over land or persons recehes
from his dependents in payment of the obligations due him by virtue of
his seigneurial powers, and then puts up for sale, are not capital goods
for the present terminological purposes, but only commodities. In such
cases capital accounting-and above all, estimates of cost-are lacking
in principle, not merely in practice. On the other hand, where slaves are
used in an enterprise as a means of profit, particularly where there is an
organized slave market ~md widespread purchase and sale of slaves, they
do constitute capital goods. Where corvee-based production units (FTon
betriebe) work with a labor force of (hereditary) dependents who are
not freely alienable and transferable, we shall not talk of capitalistic eco
nomic establishments, but of profit-making economic establishments with
bound labor, regardless of whether we are dealing with agricultural pro
duction or unfree household industry. The decisive aspect is whether the
tie is mutual-whether the lord is also bound to the worker.

In industry, production for sale by free workers with their own raw
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materials and tools ("price work") is a case of small-scale capitalistic
enterprise. The putting-out industry is capitalistic, but decentralized;
whereas every case of an organized workshop under capitalistic control is
centralized capitalistic organization. All types of "wage work" of oc
casional workers, whether in the employer's or in the worker's home, are
mere forms .of dependent work which are sometimes exploited in the
interest of the budgetary economy, sometimes in the interest of the
employer's pront. .

The decisive point is thus not so much the empirical fact, but rather
the theoretical possibility of the use of capital accounting.

28. The Concept of Trade and Its Principal Forms

In addition to the various types of specialized and specified Functions,
which have already been discussed, every market economy (even, nor·
mally, one subject to substantive regulation) knows another Function:
namely mediation in the process of disposing of a producer's own control
oyer goods or acquiring such control from others. This function can be
carried out in anyone of the following forms: (I) By the members of the
administrative staff of an organized economic group, in return for pay
ments in kind or in money which are fixed or vary with the services
performed; (2) by an organized group created especially to provide for
the selling and purchasing needs of its members; (3) by the members of
a specialized occupational group working for their own profit and remu-,
nerated by fees or commissions without themselves acquiring control of
the goods they handle; they act, that is, as agents, but in terms of a wide
variety of legal forms; (4) by a specialized occupational group engaged
in trade as a capitalistic proht-making enterprise (trade on own account).
Such persons purchase goods with the expectation of being able to resell
them at a profit, or sell for future delivery with the expectation of being
able to cover their obligations before that date at a profitable figure. This
may be done by buying and selling entirely freely in the market or sub
ject to substantive regulation; (5) by a continuous regulated process,
under the aegis of an organized political group, of expropriation of goods
against compensation and of voluntary or enforced disposal of these goods
to customers, again against compensation: compulsory trade; (6) by the
professional lending of money or procurement of credit for the purpose
of effectuating business payments or for the acquisition of means of pro
duction on credit; such transactions may he with business enterprises or
with other organized groups, particularly political bodies. The ,,;conomic
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function of the credit may be to finance current payments or the acquisi
tion of capital goods.

Cases (4) and (5), and only these, will be called "trade." Case (4)
is "free" trade, case (5) "compulsory monopolistic" trade.

Type (r) is illustrated for budgetary units by the negp .. r)res and
actores who have acted nn behalf of princes, landlords, monastenes, etc.,
and for profit.making enterprises by various types of travelling salesmen;
type (2) is illustrated by various kinds of co-operative buying and selling
agencies, including consumers' co-opt'rative societies; type (3) includes
brokers, <.:ommission merchants, forwarding agents, insurance agents,
and various other kinds of agents; type (4) is illustrated for the case of
free market transactions by mooern trade, and for the regulated case by
various types of heteronomously imposed or autonomously agreed divi
sions of the market with an allocation of the transactions with certain
customers or of the transactions in certain commodities, or by the sub
stantive regulation of the terms of exchange by the order of a political
body or some other type of co-operative group; type (5) is illustrated by

, the state monopoly of the grain trade.

The Concept of Trade and Its Principal Forms
(Continued)

Free trade on own accoUnt (type 4), which alone will be dealt with
for the present, is always a matter of profit-making enterprise, never of
budgetary administration. It is hence under all nonnal conditions, if not
always, a matter of earning money profits by contracts of purchase and
sale. It may, however, ~ carried on (a) by an organization subsidiary
to a budgetary economy, or (b) it may be an inseparable part of a
total function through which goods are brought to a state of local
consumability.•

Case (a) is illustrated by members of a budgetary unit designated
specifically to dispose of surpluses of that unit's production on their own
account. If, however, it is a matter simply of "occasional" sale by differ·
ent members at different times, it is not even a subsidiary enterprise, but
where the members .in question devote themselves entirely and on their
own finandal responsibility to sale or purchase, it is an example of the
type (4), though somewhat modified. If, on the other hand, they act for
the account of the unit as a whole, it is a case of the type (I).

Case (b) is illustrated by peddlers and other small traders who travel
with their goods, and who thus primarily perform the function of trans
porting goods to the place of sale. They have hence been mentioned
above in connection with the function of transportation. Travelling
commenda traders may be a transitional form between types (3) and
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(4). Whether the transportation service is primary and the trading profit
secondary, or vice versa, is generally ?,uite inde6nite. In any case, all
persons included in these categories are 'traders."

Trade on the individual's own account (type 4) is always carried on
on the basis of appropriation of the means of procurement, even though
his control may be made possible only by borrowing. It is always the
trader who bears the capital risk on his own account; and, correspond·
ingly, it is he who, by virtue of his appropriation of the means of pro-
curement, enjoys the opportunity for profit. ,

Specialization and specification of functions in the field of free trade
on own account may take place in a variety of different ways. From an
economic point of view, it is for the present most important to distinguish
them according to the types of economic unit between which the mer
chant mediates: (0 Trade between households (budgetary units) with a
surplus and other households which consume the surplus; (i0 trade be
tween profit~making enterprises, themselves producers or merchants, and
households (budgetary units) which consume the product. The latter
include, of course, all types of organizations, in particular, political
bodies; (iii) trade between one profit-making enterprise and another.

The first two cases come dose to what is usually called "retail trade,"
which involves sale to consumers without reference to the sources from
which the goods were obtained. The third case corresponds to "wholesale
trade."

Trade may be oriented to the market or to customers. In the fonner
case it may be a consumers' market, normally with the goods actually,
present. It may, on the other hand, be a market for bllSiness enterprises,
in which case the goods may actually be present, as at fairs and exposi
tions (usually though not necessarily, seasonal), or the goods may not
be present, as in trade on commodity exchanges (usually, though not
necessarily, permanent). If trade is oriented directly to customers, pro-
viding for the needs of a relatively fixed group of purchasers, it may be
to households (budgetary units), as in retail trade, or to profit-making
enterprises. The latter may in turn be producing units or retail enter~

prises or, finally, other wholesale enterprises. There may be various levels
of middlemen in this sense, varying from the one nearest the producers
to the one whQ sells to the retailer.

According to the geographical source of the goods disposed of, trade
may be "interIocal" or "locaL"

The merchant may be in a position in fact to secure purchases on his
own tenns from the economic units which sell to him-putting-out trade.
He may, on the other hand, be in a position to dictate the terms of his
sales to the economic units which buy from him-traders' monopoly:
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The first type is closely related to the putting-out organization of industry
and is generally found combined with it. The second is "substantively
regulated" trade, a variety of type (4)'

It goes without saying that every market-oriented business enterprise
must dispose of its own goods, even if it is primarily a producing enter
prise. This type of marketing is not, however, "mediation" in the sense
of the above definition so long as no members of th~ administrative staff
are specialized for this and only this purpose (such as travelling sales
man). Only then is a specialized "trading" function being perfonned.
There are, of course, all manner of transitional forms.

The calculations underlying trading activity will be called "specula
tive" to the extent to which they are oriented to possibilities, the realiza
tion of which is ,regarded as fortuitous and is in this sense uncalculable.
In this sense the merchant assumes the burden of "uncertainty. "~l The
transition from rational calculation to what is in this sense speculative
calculation is entirely continuous, since no calculation which attempts
tf? forecast future situations can be completely secured against unexpected
"accidental" factors. The distinction thus has reference only to a differ
ence in the degree of rationality.

The forms of technical and economic specialization and specification
of function in trade do not differ substantially from those in other fields.
The department store corresponds to the fflctory in that it permits the
most extensive development of internal speciaiization of function.

29a. The Concept of Trade and Its Principal Forms
( Concluded)

The term "banks" will be used to designate those types of profit
making "trading" enterprise which make a specialized function of ad
ministering or procuring money.
, Money may be administered for private households by taking private
deposit accounts and caring for the property of private individuals. It may
also be administered for political bodies, as when a bank carries the
account of a government, and for proBt-making enterprise, by carrying
business deposits and their current accounts.

Money may be procured for the needs of budgetary units, as in ex
tending private consumption credit to private individuals, or in extending
credit to political bodies. It may be procured. for profit-making enterprises
for the purpose of making payments to third persons, as in the creation
of bills of exchange or the provision of checks or drafts for remittances.
It may also be used to make advances on future payments due from
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customers, especiully in the form of the discounting of bills of exchange.
It may, finally, be used to give credit for the purchase of capital goods.

Fonnally, it is ind,ifferent whether the bank (1) advances this money
from its own funds or promises to make it available on demand. as in the
provision for over-drafts of a current account, and whether the loan is or
is not accompanied by a pledge or any other form of security provided by
the borrower; or, (2) whether the bank, by some type of guarantee or in
some other manner, influences others to grant the funds.

In practice, the business policy of banks is normally aimed to make
a profit by relending funds which have been lent to them or placed at
their disposal.

The funds which a bank lends may be obtained from stocks of bul·
lion or of coin from the existing mints which it holds on credit, or by its
own creation ::>f certificates (banco-money) ar of m.e3.:rls of circulation
(bank notes), or, finally, .from the deposib of private individuals who
have rlaced their money at its disposal.

Whether a bank borrows on its: own to obtain the funds it lends out
or creates means of circulation, it must, if it is acting rationally, attempt
to provide for coverage to maintain its liquidity-that is, it must keep a
sufficient stock of cash reserves or arrange the tenns of credit granted in
such a manner that it can always meet its normal payment obligac0ns.

As a rule, the observance of liquidity ratios by money-creating (i.e.,
note-issuing) banks ·is provided for in imposed regulations by organiza
tions (merchant guilds or political bodies). These regulations are at the
same time usually deSigned to protect the chosen monetary system of an
area as far as possible against changes in the substantive validity of the'
money, and thus to protect the'Cformal) rationality of the economic cal
culations of budgetary units, above all those of the political body, and of
profit-making enterprises against disturbances from (substantive) ir
rationalities. In particular, the most stable rate of exchange possible for
one's own money against the monies of other monetary areas, with which
trade or credit relations exist or are desired, is usually striven for. This
type of monetary policy, which attempts to control the factors of irration
ality in the monetary field, will, following G. F. Knapp, be called "lytric"
policy. In the strictly laissez·faire state, this is the most important func
tion in the realm of economic policy which the state would undertake.
In its rational form this type of policy is entirely restricted to the modern
state.

The policy measures of the Chinese with respect to copper and paper
money lind the Roman coinage policy will be discussed at the proper
point, but they did not constitute a modem lytric monetary policy. Only
the banco-money policy of the Chinese guilds, which fanned the model

"
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for the Hamburg banco mark, came up to modern standards of -rational
ity:'2

The term "financing" (Finanzierungsgeschafte) will be applied to all
business transactions which are oriented to obtaining control, in one of
the following ways, of favorable opportunities for profit-making by busi·
ness enterprise, regardless of whether they are carried on by banks or by
other agencies, including individuals, as an occasional source of profit
or as a subsidiary enterprise, or as part of the speculative operations of a
"financier": (a) through the transformation of rights to appropriated
profit opportunities into securities or other negotiable instruments, and
by the acquisition of these securities, either direcdy or through such
subsidiary enterprises as are described below under (c); (b) by the sys
tematic tender (or, occasionally, refusal) of business credit; (c) through
compulsory joining, if necessary or desired, of hitherto competing enter
prises, either (i) in the form of monopolistiC regulation of enterprises
at the same stage of production (cartellization), or (ii) in the form of
monopolistiC fusion under one management of hitherto competing enter
prises for the purpose of weeding out the least profitable ones (merger),
or (iii) in the not necessarily monopolistic form of the fusion of special
ized enterprises at successive stages of a production process (vertical com
bination), or finally (Iv) in the form of an attempted domination of
many enterprises through operations with their shares (trusts, holding
companies) or the creation of new enterprises for the purpose of increas
ing profits or merely to extend personal power (financing as such).

Of course, financing operations are often carried out by banks and,
as a general rule, unavoidably involve their participation. But the main
control often lies in the hands of stock brokers, like Harriman, or of
individual large-scale entrepreneurs in production, like Carnegie. The
formation of cartels is also often the work of large·scale entrepreneurs,
like Kirdorf; while that of trusts is more likely to be the work of "finan
ciers," like Gould, Rockefeller, Stinnes, and Rathenau. This will be
further discussed below.

30. The Conditions of Maximum Formal Rationality of
Capital Accounting

The follOWing are the principal conditions necessary for obtaining a
maximum of formal rationality of capital accounting in production enter
prises: (I) complete appropriation of all material means of production
by owners and the complete absence of all formal appropriation of op
portunities for profit in the market; that is, mark.::t freedom; (2) complete
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autonomy in the selection of management by the owners, thus complete
absence of formal appropriation of rights to managerial functions; (3)
complete absence of appropriation of jobs and of opportunities for earn
ing by workers and, conversely, the absence of appropriation of workers
by owners. This implies free labor, freedom of the labor market, and
freedom in the selection of workers; (4) complete absence of substantive
regulation of consumption, prcxluction, and prices, or of other forms of
regulation which limit freedom of contract or specify conditions of ex·
change. This may be called substantive freedom of contract; (5) com
plete calculability of the technical conditions of the production process;
that is, a mechanically rational technology; (6) complete calculability of '
the functioning of public administration and the legal order and a
reliable purely formal guarantee of all contracts by the political authority.
This is a formally rational administration and law; (7) the most complete
separation possible of the enterprise and its conditions of success and
failure from the household or private budgetary unit and its property
interests. It is particularly important that the capital at the disposal of the
enterprise should be clearly distinguished from the private wealth of the
pwners, and should not be subject to division or dispersion through
inheritance. For large-scale enterprises, this condition tends to approach
an optimum from a formal point of view; in the fields of transport,
manufacture, and mining, if they are organized in corporate form with
freely transferrable shares and limited liability, and in the field of agri
culture, if there are relatively long-term leases for large-scale production
units; (8) a monetary system with the highest possible degree of formal
rationality.

Only a few points are in need of comment, though even these have
already been touched on.

(I) With respect to the freedom of labor and of jobs from appropri·
ation, it is tIU ~ that certain types of unfree hbor, particularly full-fledged
slavery, have guaranteed what is formally a more complete power of
disposal o'-",:r the worker than is the case with employment for wages.
But there are various reasons why this is less favoxable to rationality
and effiCiency than the employment of free labor: (a) The amount of
capital which it was necessary to invest in human resources through
the purchase and maintenance of slaves has been much greater than that
required by the employment of free labor; (b) the capital risk attendant
on slave ownership has not only been greater. but specifically irrational
in that slave labor has been exposed to all manner of non-economic in
fluences, particularly to political influence in a very high degree; Cc)
the slave market and correspondingly the prices of slaves h~ve been par
ticularly subject to lluctuation, which has made a balancing of profit
and loss on a rational basis exceedingly difficult; Cd) for similar reasons,
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particular-iy involving the political situation, there has been a difficult
problem of recruitment of slave labor forces; (e) when slaves have been
permitted to enjoy family relationships, this has made the use of slave
labor more expensive in that the owner has had to bear the cost of main
taining the women and of rearing children. Very often, he has had no
way in which he could make rational economic use of these elements as
part of his labol force; CO hence the most complete exploitation of slave
labor has been possible only when they were separated from family rela
tionships and subjected to a ruthless discipline. Where this has hap
pened it has greatly accentu.ated the difficulties of the problem of recruit
ment; Cg) it has in general been impossible to use slave labor in the
operation of tools and apparatus, the efficiency of which required a high
level of responsibility and of involvement of the operator's self-interest;
(h) perhaps most important of all has been the impossibility of selection,
of employment only after trying out in the job, and of. dismissal in ac
cordance with fluctuations of the business situation or .when personal
efficiency declined.

Hence the employment of slave labor has only been possible in gen
eral under the following conditiom: (a) Where it ha~ been possible to

• maintain slaves very cheaply; (b) where there has been an opportunity
for regular rp.cruitment through a well-supplied slave market; (c) in
agricultural production on a large scale of the plantation type, or in very
Simple industrial processes. The most important examples of this type
of relatively successful use of slaves are the Carthaginian and Roman
piantatiom, those of colonial areas and of the Southern United States,
and the Rus.o.ian "factories." The drying up of the slave market, which
resulted from the pacification of the Empire, led to the decay of the
pkmt:otiom of Antiquity.~8 In North America, the same_situation led to
a cOn!inu;i1 search for cheap new land, since it was impossible to, meet
the costs of slilve:: and pay a land rent at the same time. In Russia, the
~rf "factories" were barely able to meet the competition of the kustar
type uf hou&ehold induslry and. were totally unable to compete with free
facl:xy Jab;.;•. Eve>! hehle .he emancipation of the serfs, petitions for
pei·mission to dismlss workeis were common, and the factories d~cayed

with the introduaion of sn(lp~ u_~ing free labor.
When workers are employed for wages, the following advantages.. to

industrial profitability and efficiency are conspicuous: (a) Capital risk
and the necessary capital investment are smaller; (b) the costs of re
production and of bringing up children fall entirely on the worker. His
wife and children must seek employment on their own account; (c)
largely for this reason, the risk of ~missal is an important incentive to
the maximization of production; (d) it is possible to select the labor
force according to ability and willingness to work.

(2) The follOWing comment may be made on the separation of en
terprise and household. The separation in England of the producing
farm enterprise, leasing the land and operating with capital accounting,
from the entailed ownership of the land is by no means fortuitous, hut
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is th~ outcome of an undisturbed development over centuries which
was characterizOO by the absence of an effective protection of the status
of peasants. This in turn was a consequence of the country's insular
position. Every joining of the ownership of land with the cultivation of
the land turns the land into a capital good for the economic unit, thus
increasing the capital requirements and the capital risks of this unit. It
impedes the separation of the household from the economic establish
ment; the setdements paid out at inheritance, for instance, burden the
resources of the enterprise. It reduces the liquidity of the entrepreneur's
capital and introduces a number of irrational factors into his capital ac
counting. Hence the separation of landownership from the organization
of agricultural production is, from a fonnal point of view, a step which
promotes the rationality of capital accounting. It goes without saying,
however, that any substantive evaluation of this phenomenon is quite
another matter, and its conclusions may be quite different depending on
the values underlying the judgment.

3" The Principal Modes of Capitalistic Orientation of
Profit-Making

The "capitalistic" orientation of profit-making activity (in the case of
rationality, this means: the orientation to capital accounting) can take
a number of qualitatively different fonns, each of which represents a
definite type:

I. It may be orientation to the profit possibilities in continuous buy
ing and selling on the market ("trade") with free exchange-that is,
absence of fonnal and at least relative absence of substantive compulsion
to effect a~y given exchange; or it may be orientation to the profit pos.
sibilities in continuolls production of goods in enterprises with capital
accounting.

2. It may be orientation to the profit"possibilities in trade and specu
lation in different currencies, in the taking over of payment functions
of all sorts and in the creation of m~ns of payment; the same with
respect to the professional extension of credit, either for consumption or
for profit-making purposes.

3. It may be orientation to opportunities for predatory profit from
political organizations or persons connected with politics. This includes
the financing of wars or revolutions and the ::nancing of party leaders
by loans and supplies.

4. It may be orientation to the profit opportunities in cOntinuous
business activity which arise by virtue of domination by force or of a
position of power guaranteed by the political authority. There are two
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main sub-types: colonial profits, either through the operation of planta
tions with compulsory deliveries or compulsory labor or through monopo
listic and compulsory trade, and fiscal profits, through the farming of
taxes and of offices, whether at home or in colonies.

5. It may be orientation to profit opportunities in unusual transac
tions with political booies.

6. It may be orientation to profit opportunities of the following types:
(a) in purely speculative transactions in standardized commodities or in
the securities of enterprises; (b) in the execution of the continuous
financial operations of political bodies; (c) in the promotional financing
of new enterprises in the form of sale of securities to investors; (d) in
the speculative linancing of capitalistic enterprises and of various other
types of economic organization with the purpose of a profitable regula
tion of market situations or of attaining power.

Types (I) and (6) are to a large extent peculiar to the modern West
ern World. The other types have been common all over the world for
thousands of years wherever the possibilities of exchange and money
economy (for type 2) and money financing (for types 3-5) have been
present. In the Western World they have not had such a dominant
importance as mooes of profit-making as they had in Antiquity, except
in restricted areas and for relatively brief periods, particularly in times
of war. Where large areas have been pacified. for a long period, as in the
Chinese and later Roman Empire, these types have tended to decline,
leaving only trade, money changing, and lending as foans of capitalistic
acquisition. For the capitalistic financing of political activities was every
where the product of the competition of states with one another. for
power, and of the corresponding competition for capital which moved
freely between them. AIl this ended only with the establishment of the
unified empires.

The point of view here stated has, if the author's memory is accurate,
been previously put forward in the clearest foon by J. Plenge in his
Von der DiskontpQlitik zur Herrschaft tiber den Geldnuukt (Berlin
1913). Before that a similar position seems to have been taken only in
the author's article, "Agrarverhiiltnisse im Altertum," I909 [reprinted in
GAzSW, 1924; d. 275ff.J

It is only in the modem Western World that rational capitalistic
enterprises with fixed capital, free labor, the rational specialization and
combination of functions, and the allocation of productive functions on
the basis of capitalistic enterprises, bound together in a market economy,
are to be found. In other words, we lind the capitalistic type of organization
of labor, which in fonnaI tenns is purely voluntary, as the typical and
dominant mode of providing for the wants of the masses of the population,
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with expropriation of the workers from the means of production and ap
propriation of the enterprises by security owners. It is also only here
that we find public credit in the form of issues of government securities,
the "going public" of business enterprises, the Boating of security issues and
financing carried on as the specialized function of rational businc%
enterprises, trade in commodities and securities on organized exchanges,
money and capital markets, monopolistic organizations as a form of ra
tional business organization of the entrepreneurial production of goods,
and not only of the trade in them.

This difference calls for an explanation a~d the explanation cannot
be given on economic grounds alone. Types (3) to (5) inclusive win be
treated here togetl-er.as "politically oriented capitalism." The whole of
the later discussiop will be devoted particularly to the problem of explain
ing the difference. In general tenns, it is possible only to make the fol-
lowing statements: .

I. It is dear frorn the very beginning that the politically oriented
events and processes which open up these profit opportunities exploited
by political capitalism are irrational from an economic point of view
that is, from the point of view of orientation to market advantages and
thus to the consumption needs of budgetary units.

2. It is further dear that purely speculative profit opportunities and
pure consumption credit are irrational from the point of view both
of want satisfaction and of the production of goods, because they are de
terminL-.d by the fortuitous distribution of ownership and of market ad·
vantages. The same may also be true of opportunities for promotion and
financing, under certain drcum~tances; but this is not necessarily always
the case,

Apart from the rational capitalistic enterprise, the modern economic
order is unique in its monetary system and in the commercialization of
ownership shares in enterprises through the various forms of securities.
B9th tbese peculiarities must be discussed-first the monetary system.

32. The Monetary System of the Modern State and the
Different Kinds of Money: Currency Money

I. (a) The modem~state has universally assumed the monopoly of
regulating thf' monetary system by statute; and (b) almost without ex-
ception, the n ")poly ofcrearingmoney, at least for coined money.

Originally, purely fiscal considerations were decisive in the creation
of this monopoly--seigniorage (minting fees) and other profits from
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coinage. This was the motive for the prohibition of the use of foreign
money. But the monopolization of issue of money has not been universal
even up into the modern age. Thus, up until the currency refonn [of
1871-1873] foreign coim were current in Bremen.

(c) With the increasing importance of its taxation and its own eco
nomic enterprises, the state has become both the largest receiver and the
largest maker of payments in the society, .either through its own pay
offices or through those maintained on its behalf. Quite apart from the
monopoly of monetary regulation and issue, because of the tremendous
importance of the financial transactions of the state the behavior of the
state treasurers in their monetary transactions is of crucial signifiqmce
for the monetary system-above all, what kind of money they actually·
have at hand and hence can payout, and what kind of money they force
on the public as legal tender, and- further, what kind of money they
actually accept and what kind they partially or fully repudiate.

Thus, paper money js partially repudiated if customs duties have to
be paid in gold, and was fully repudiated (at least ultimately) in the
case of the assignats of the French Revolution, the money of the Con
federate States of America, and that issued by the Chinese Government
during the Tai Ping Rebellion.

In terms of its legal properties, money can be defined as a "legal
means of payment" which everyone, including also and especially the
publi.c pay offices, is obligated to accept and to pay, either up to a given
amount or without limit. In terms of the behavior of the state (regi
minal) it may be defined as that money which public pay offices accept
in payment and for which they in turn enforce acceptance in their pay
ments; legal compulsory money is that money, in particular, which they
impose in their payments. The "imposition" may occur by virtue of exist
ing legal authority for reasons of monetary policy, as in the case of the
[German silverJ Taler and the [French silver] five-franc piece after the
discontinuance-as we know, never really put into effect--of the coining
of silver [I87! and 1876J; or it may occur because the state is incapable
of paying in any other means of payment. In the latter case, an existing
legal authority to enforce acceptance may now be employed for the first
time, or an ad hoc legal authority may be created, as is almost always true
in cases of resort .to paper money. In this last case, what usually happens
is that a m~ans of exchange, which was previously by law or de facto
redeemable in definitive money, whether its acceptance could be legally
imposed or not, will now be de facto imposed and by the same token be
come de facto unredeemable.

By passing a suitable law, a state can turn any object into a "legal
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means of payment" and any chartarobjecr into "money" in the sense of
a means of payment. It can establish for them any desired set of "value
scales" or, in the case of "market money," "currency relations" [see above,
ch. II, sec. 6J. There are, however, certain formal disturbances of the
monetary system in these cases which the state can either not suppress at
all or anI ywith great difficulties:

(a) In the case of administrative money, the forgery of notes, which
is almost always very profitable; and (b) with all Fonns of metallic
money, the non-monetary use of the metal as a raw material, where its
products have a high value. This is particularly true when the metal in
question is in an undervalued currency relation to others. It is also, in
the case of market money, exceedingly difficult to prevent the export of
the coins to other countries where that currency metal has a higher value.
Finally, it is difficult to compel the offer of a legal monetary metal for
coinage where it is undervalued with respect to the currency money
(coins or paper).

\Vith paper money the rate of exchange of oTie currency unit of the
metal with its nominal equivalent of paper always becomes too un
favorable for the metal when redeemability of the notes is suspended,
and this is what happens when it is no longer possible to make payments
in metal money.

The exchange ratios between several kinds of market money may be
determined (a) by 6xing the relation for each particular case; (b) by
establishing rates periodically; and (c) by legal establishment of per
manent rates, as in bimetallism.

In cases (a) and (b) it is usual that only one metal is the effective
currency (in the Middle Ages it was silver), while the others are used
as trading coins with varying rates. The complete separation of the spe
ci6c modes of use of different types of market money is rare in modem
monetary systems, but has at times been common, as in China and -in
the Middle Ages.

2. The de6nition of money as a legal means of payment and as the
creature of the "lytric" administration of politic.al bodies is, from a socio
logical point of vie-N, not exhaustive. This definition, to put it in G. F.
,Knapp's words, starts from "the fact of the existence of debts,"~' espe
cially of tax debts to the state and of interest debts of the state. What is
relevant for the legal discharge of such debts is the continuity of the
nominal unit of money, even though the monetary material may have
changed, or, if the nominal unit should change, the "historical defini
tion" of the new nominal unit. Bey~md that, the individual today values
the nominal unit of money as a certain proportional part of his nominal
money income, and not as a chartal piece of metal or note.

,
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The stat~' can through its legislation-or its administrative staff
through the actual behavior of its pay offices-indeed dictate the formal
validity of the "currency" of the monetary area which it rules.

Provided, that is, that it employs modern methods of administration.
It was not, however, possible at all times, for instance, in China. There
in earlier times it has generally not been possible because payments by
and to the government were too small in relation to the total field of
transactions. Even recently it appears that the Chinese Government has
not been able to make silver into a "limited monev" currency with a
gold reserve because it was not suffiCiently powerful to suppress the
counterfeiting which would undoubtedly have e~ued.

However, it is not merely a matter of dealing ; ... ith existing debts: but
also with exchange in the present and the conrraction of new debts to be
paid in the future. But in this connection the orientation of the parties
is primarily to the status of money as a means of exchange [see above,
ch.II, sec. 6J, and thus to the probability that it will be at some future
time acceptable in exchange for specified or unspecified goods in price
relationships which are capable of approximate estimate.

I. Under certain circumstance, it is true, the probability that urgent
debts can be paid off to the state or private individuals from the pro
ceeds may also be irnportandy involved. This case,. may, however, be
left out of account here because it only arises in em~gency situations.

2. In spite of the faCt that it is otherwise absolutely correct and
brilliantly executed, hence of pennanently fundamental importance, it
is at this point that the incompleteness of C, F. Knapp's Staatliche
Theorie des Geldes becomes evident.

Furthermore, the state on its part needs the money which it receives
through taxation or from other sources also as a means of exchange,
though not only for that purpose, but often in fact to a very large extent
for the payment of interest on its debt. But its creditors, in the latter case,
will then wish tQ employ it as a means of exchange; indeed this is the
main reason why they desire money. And it is alm?St always true that
the state itself needs money to a large degree, sometimes even entirely, as
a means of exchange to co~r future purchases of goods and supplies jn .
the market. Hence, however necessary it is to distinguish it analytically,
it is not, after all, the fact that money is a means of payment which is
decish'e.

The exchange possibility of money against other specific goods, which
rests on its valuation in relation to marketable goods, will be called its
';substantivf>" validity, as opposed to its formal, legal validity as a means
of p<\yment and the frequently existing legal compulsion for its formal
'J<:e as "l means of exchange,
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In principle, as an observable fact, a monetary unit has a substantive
valuation only in relation to definite types of goods and only for each
separate individual as his own valuation on the basis of the marginal
utility of money for him, which will vary with his income. This marginal
utility is changed for the individual with any increase in the quantity of
money at his disposal. Thus the marginal utility of money to the issuing
autho~ty falls, not only, but above all, when it creates administrative
money and uses it for obtaining goods by exchange or forces it on the
public as a means of payment. There is a secondary change in the same
direction for those persons who deal with the state and who, because of
the higher prices resulting from the lowered marginal utility of money
to public bodies, become the possessors of larger money stocks. The
"purchasing power" now at their disposal-that is, the lowering of the
marginal utility of money for these possessors--can in turn result in an
increase in prices paid to those from whom they purchase, etc. If, on
the other hand, the state were to withdraw from circulation part of the
notes it receives-that is, if it should not pay them out again, but destroy
them-the result would be that the marginal utility of money of its
lessened money stocks would rise, and it would have to curtail its ex
penditures correspondingly, that is, it would reduce its demand prices
appropriately. The results would be the exact opposite of those just out
lined. It is hence possible for administrative money, though by no
means only this, to have an important effect on the price structure in
any given monetary area. (The speed at which thi~ will occur and the
different ways in which it affects different goods cannot be discussed
here).

3. A cheapening and increase in the supply, or vice versa, a rise in
cost and curtailment of the supply in the production of monetary metals
could have a similar effect in all countries using it for monetary purposes.
Monetary and non-monetary uses of metals are closely interdependent,
but the only case in which the non-monetary use of the metal has been
decisive for its valuation as money has been that of copper in China.
Gold win enjoy an equivalent valuation in the nominal unit of gold
money less costs of coining as long as it is used as a means of pB.yment
between monetary areas and is also the market money in the monetary
areas of the leading commercial powt:rs. In the past this was true also of
silver and would be today if silver were still in the same position as
gold. A metal which is not used as a means of payment between mone
tary areas, but COn!;tilutes market money in some of them, win naturally
have a definite value in terms of the nominal monetary unit of those'
areas. But these in tum wiII, according to the costs of adding to the sup
ply and according to the quantities in circulation, apd, finally, according
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to the so-called "balance of payments," have a Ructuating exchange re
lationship to other currencies. Finally, a precious metal which is uni
versally used for restricted coinage into administrative money, but not as
market money, is primarily valued on the basis of its non-monetary use.
The question is always whether the metal in question can be profitably
produced and at what rate. When it is completely demonetized, this
valuation depends entirely on its money cost of proouction reckoned in
international means of payment in relation to the non~monetarydemand
for it. If, on the other hand, it is used universally as market money and
as an international means of payment, its valuation will depend on costs
in relation primarily to the monetary demand for it. When, finally, it has
a limited use as market or administrative money, its valuation will be
determined in the long run by whichever of the two demands for it, as
expressed in terms of international means of payment, is able to afford
better to pay the costs of production. If its use as market money is
limited to a particular monetary area, it is unlikely in the long run that
itG monetary use will be decisive for the valuation, for the exchange rate
of such speCial-standard areas to othe;: monetary areas will tend to fall,
and it is only when international trade is completely cut off-as in China
and Japan in the past, and in the areas still actually cut off from each
other after the war today-that this will not affect domestic prices. The
same is true for the case of a metal used as regulated [i.e., limited
coinage] administrative money; the strictly limited possibility of the use
of the metal as money could be decisive for its valuation only if it would
be minted in great quantities. The long-run outcome would in this case,
however, be similar to that of a metal used as market money only in a
restricted area.

Though it was temporarily realized in practice in China, the monop
olization of the total production and use of a monetary metal is essen
tially Oil theoretical, limiting case. If several competing monetary areas
are involved and wage labor is used, it does not alter the situation as
much as pOSSibly might be expected. For if all payments by government
agencies were made in terms of this metal, every attempt to limit its
coinage or to tax it very heavily, which might well yield large profit,
would have the same result as it did }n the case of the very high Chinese
seigniorage. First, in relation to the metal the money would become
very highly valued, and if wage labor were used, mining operations
would to a large extent become unprofitable. As the amount in circula
tion declined, there would result a "contra-inflation"; and it is possible,
as actually· happened in China where this led at times to complete
freedom of coinage, that this would go so far as to induce the use of
mane)' substitutes and a large extension of the area of natural economy.
This also happened in China. If a market economy were to be main-
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tained, it would be hardly possible for monetary policy in the long run
to act otherwise than as if free coinage were legally in force. The only
difference is that minting would no longer be left to the initiative of
interested parties. \Vith complete socialism, on the other hand, the
problem of money wou.!d cease to be significant and the precious metals
.voulJ hardly be produced at all.

4. The fact that the precious metals have normally become the
monetary standard and the material from which money is made is his
torically an outcome of their function as ornaments and hence, spe
cifically, as gifts. But apart from purely J€chnical factors, this use was
also determined by the fact that they were goods which were typically'
dealt with by weight. Their maintenance in this function is not at first
sight obvious since today, for all except the smallest payments, everyone
normally uses notes, especially bank·notes, and expects to receive them
in payment. There are, howe\'er, important motives underlying retention
of metal standards.

5. In all modern states, not only is the issue of money in the form
of notes legally regulated, but it IS monopolized by the state. It is either
carried out directly by the state itself, or by one or a few issuing agencies
enjoying special privileges but subject to the control of the state-the
banks of issue.

6. The term "public currency money" (regiminales KurantgeldY~

'Nill be applied only to money which is actually paid out by public
agencies and acceptance of which is enforced. On the other hand, any
other money which, though not paid out under compulsory acceptance,'
is used in transactions between private individuals by virtue of formal
legal provisions, will be called "accessory standard money." !\:10ney
which must legally be accepted in private transactions only up to a
given maximum amount, will be called "change" (Scheidegeld). (This
terminology is based on that of Knapp. This is even more definitely true
in what follows.)

"Definitive" currency money means public currency money; whereas
any type of money is to be called "provisional" currency money so far
as it is in fact effectively exchangeable for or redeemable in terms of
-definitive currency.

7. In the long run, public currency money must naturally coincide
with the effective currency. It cannot be a poSSibly separate, merely
"official" legal tender currency. Effective currency, however, is neces
sarily one of three things: (a) free market money; Cb) unregulated; or
(c) regulated administrative money. The public treasury does not make
its payments simply by deciding to apply the rules of a monetary system
which somehow seems to it ideal, but its 'acts are determined bJoC its own
financial interests and those of important economic groups.
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With regard to its chartal form, an effective standard money may be
metallic money or note money. ~6 Only metallic money can be a free
mar~t money, but this is not necessarily the case for all met"llic money.

It is free market money when the lyrric administration will coin any
quantity of the standard metal or will exchange it for chartal coins-
"hylodromy."'" According, then, to the precious metal which is chosen
as the standard, there will be an effective gold, silver, or copper standard.
\Vhether the lytrie administration is in fact in a position to maintain an
actual hylodrorni<.: system does not depend simply on its own desires,
but on whether individuals are interested in presenting metal for coinage.

It is thus po~sible for hylodromy to exist "officinlly" without existing
"eff~etiveJy." \Vhatevcr the official position may he, it is not effective
(a) when, gi':en hylodromy with several metals, one or more of th~se is
at the official nte undervalued with respect to the market price of the
raw material In that case, naturally, only the overvalued metal will be
offereu to the mmt for coinage and to creditors in payments. If the public
pay offices do not participate in this trend, the overvalued coins will pile
up in their hands until they, too, have nothing else to offer in their pay
ments. If the price relation is figidly enough maintained, the under
valued coins will then be melted down, or they will be exchanged by
weight, as commodities, against the coins of the overvalued metal.

(b) Hylodromy is also not effective if persons making payments,
including especially public agencies under stress of necessity, continually'
and on a large scale make use of their formal right or usurped power to
compel acceptance of another means of payment, whether metal Of notes,
which is not presently provisional [i.e. redeemable) money, but either has
been accessory money or, if previously provisional, has ceased to be re
deemable because of the insolvency of the issuing agency.

In case (a) hyJodromy always ceases, and the same thing happens in
case (b) when accessory forms of money or forms which are no longer
;ffectively provisional are forced on the public persistently on a large
scale.

The outcome in case (a) is to confine the maintenance of the fixed
rate to the overvalued metal, which then becomes the only free market
1J1oneYi the result is thus a new' met<lllic. standard. In case (b) the
accessory metal or notes which arc no longer e1fectively provisional be
come the standard money. In, the nrst case we get a "restricted money"
standard; in the second, a paper standard,

It is also possible for hylodromy to be effective without heing official
in the sense of being legally established.

An example is the competition of the various coining authorities in
the Middle Ages, determined by their fiscal interest in seigniorage, to
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mint as much as possible of the· monetary metals. There was no fonna]
establishment of hylodromy at that time, but the actual situation was
much as if there had been.

In view of what has just been said, a "monometallic legal standard,"
which may be gold, silver, or copper. will be said to exist when one metal
is by law hylodromic. A "multimetallic legal standard," on the other
hand, exists when mo~ than one metal is used (it may be two or three)
and they are freely coined in a fixed ratio to each other. A "parallel legal
standard" exists when several metals are freely eainable without a fixed
ratio. A standard metal and a metallic standard will only be spoken of
for that metal which is effectively hylodromic, and thus, in practice, con-,
stitutes actual market m,oney.

Legally, all countries of the Latin Union were under bimetallism
until the suspension of the free coinage of silver, which followed the
Gennan currency refonn [r87rJ. But effectively, as a rule, only the
metal which was for the time being overvalued was actually a standard
metal. The legal stabilization of the exchange ratio, however, worked
so. well that the change was often scarcely noted and there seemed to be
effective bimetallism. But insofar as the ratio shifted, the coins of the
undervalued money became accessory money. (This account of the mat
ter coincides closely with that of Knapp). At least where there is com
petition between several autocephalous and autonomous minting agen·
cies, bimetallism is an effective monetary state only as a transitory
phenomenon and is usually only a legal, as opposed to an effective, state
of affairs.

The fa<..t that the undervalued metal is not brought to the mint is ,
naturally the result not of administrative action, but of the changed
market situation in relation to the persistence of the legal coinage ratio
of the metals. It would, of course, be possible for the mint to continue
to coin that metal at a loss as administrative money, but ~ince the non
monetary uses of the money are more profitable, it c1uld not be kept in
circulation.

33. Restricted Money

Any type of metallic money which is not hylodromic will be called
"restricted money" (Sperrgeld) if it is currency money. Restricted money
may circulate as accessory money; that is, having a fixed relationship to
some other currency money in the same monetary area. This latter may
be another form of restricted money, paper money, or a market money.

Or restricted money may be oriented to an international standard.
This is the case when it is the sole currency money in its own area, and
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provision is made for having international means of payment availabl~

for making payments abroad, either in coin or in bullion. This is a
"convertible restricted money" standard with a reserve fund of foreign
exchange.

(a) Restricted money will be called "pnticular" when it is the only cur
rency money, but is not oriented to an international standard.

Restricted money may then be valued internationally ad hoc each
time international means of payment or foreign exchange is bought; or,
when this is possible, it may be given a nxed relation to the international
standard. Taters and silver nve-franc pieces were restricted money with
a fixed relation to the currency money of the same country; both were
accessory money. The Dutch silver gulden has been oriented to the
international gold standard after ha-..:ing been "particular" for a short
time after the restriction of coinage, and now the rupee is in the same
position. This is also true of the Chinese dollar which, since the coin
age regulation of 2.4 May I9IO, is "particular" as long as hylodromy,
which is not mentioned in the statute, does also de facto not exist. The
prientation to the international gold standard, as recommended by the
American Commission, was rejected.

In the case of. a "restricted" money, free coinage at fixed ratet
(hylodromy) would be very profitable to the private owners of the
precious metals. Nevertheless, and precisely for this reason, restriction
is maintained because it is fea:-ed that the introduction of hylodromy of
the metal of the formerly restricted money would lead to abandonment
as unprofitable of the hylodromy of the other mettll which was fixed in
too Iowa ratio to it. The monetary stock of this metal, which would now
become "obstructed" (see next paragra.ph), would be put to more profita
ble non-monetary uses. The reason why a rational Iytric administration
wishes to avoid this is that the other metal, which would be forced out, is
an international means of payment.

(b) Restricted currency money will be called "obstructed" market
money when, contrary to the case just cited, free coinage exists legally,
but)s unprofitable to private business and hence does not take place. This
lack of profitability may rest on an unfavorable relation between. the
market price of the metal 'and its monetary ratio to the market money,
if a metal, or to paper money. Such money must at some time in the past
have been market money; but, with multimetallism, changes in the rela
tive market prices of the metals or, with multi- or monometallism, finan
cial catastrophes, musr have made the payment of metallic money by
the government impossible and must have forced it to adopt paper money
and to make it irredeemable. In consequence the private business pre
conditions of effective hylodromy have ceased to exist. This money will
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then no longer be used in transactions-at least, insofar as action is
rational.

(c) Apart from restricted currency money. which alone has been
called "restricted money" here, there may be restricted "change" money
-that is, money which must be accepted as means of payment only up
to a given amount. Usually, though not necessarily, it is then inten
tionally coined at a rate which overvalues it in relation to standard coin
to protect it from being melted down. Usually, then, it has the status of
provisional money in that it is redeemable at certain places. (This case
is a phenomenon of everyday experience and has no special importance
for present purposes.)

All "change" money and many types of restricted metallic money
occupy a place in monetary systems similar to that of note (today:
paper) money. They differ from it only in that the monetary metal has
a non-monetary use which is of some importance. Restricted metallic
money is very nearly a means of circulation when it is provisional money;
that is, when there is adequate provision for redemption in market
money.

34. Note Money

Note money naturally is always administrative money. For the pur
poses of a sociological theory of money, it is always the specific chartal
form of the document including the specific formal meaning printed on'
it which constitutes "money," and not the claim to something else which
it may, though it need not, represent. Indeed, in the case of unredeema
ble paper money, such a claim is altogether absent.

From a formal legal poinr of view, note money may consist in (at
least officially) redeemable certificates of indebtedness, acknowledged by
a private individual, as in the case of the English goldsmith~' in the
seventeenth century, by a privileeed bank, as in the case of bank-notes,
or by a political body, as in the case of government notes. If it is effec
tively redeemable and thus functions only as 'a circulating medium or
provisional money, it may be fully covered-thus constituting a certifi
cate-or it may be covered only sufficiently to meet normal demands
for redemption, which makes it a circulating medium. Coverage may be
in terms of specified weights of hullion (as in the case of a banco
currency) or of metal coin.

It is almost always the case th:lt note money has first been issued as
a reedemable form of provisional money. In modern times, it _has been
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typically a medium of circulation, almost always in the form of bank
notes. They have therefore been denominated in terms of units of an exist
ing metallic standard.

1. The first part of the last paragraph, naturally, is not true of cases
where one form of note money has been replaced by another; for ex
ample, where government notes have been replaced by bank-notes, or
vice versa. But this is not a case of a primary issue of money.

2. It is of course true that means of exchange and of payment may
exist which do not take a chartal form, i.e., are not coins or notes or
other material objects. There is no doubt of this. It is not, however,
expedient to speak of these as "money," but to use the term "unit of
account" or some other term which, according to the particular case,
is appropriate. It is characteristic of money that it is associated with par
ticular quantities of chartal artifacts. This is a property which is very far
from being merely external or of secondary importance.

If what has previously been provisional money has its redeemability
suspended, it is important to distinguish whether the interested parties
regard this as a temporary measure or as definitive for as long as they
can predict. In the first case it would be usual, since metallic money or
bullion is sought after for all international payments, for the note money
to fall to a discount in relation to its nominal metal equivalent. This is
not, however, by any means inevitable; al,d the discount is often mod
erate. The discount may, however, become large if the peed for foreign
exchange is very acute. In the second case, after a time a definitive
"paper money standard" wiII develop. Then it is no longer appropriate
to speak of a "discount" on the monetary unit, but rather, at least in the
usage of the past, of "debasement."

It is not beyond the range of possibilities that the market price of
the metal of the former market money, which is now obstructed, and in
tenns of which the issue is denominated, may for some reason fall radi
cally relative to international means of payment, while the fall in the
value of the paper currency is less marked. This must have the r.e~ult (as
it actually did in Austria and Russia) that what was earlier the nominal
unit in terms of weight of the metal (of silver in those two cases) could
now be purchased with a smaller nominal amount in the notes, which
had now become independent of it. That is readily understandable.
Thus, even though in the initial stages of a pure paper standard the unit
of paper money is probably without exception valued in international
exchange at a lower figure than the same nominal amount of metal, be
cause this step always results from inability to pay, the subsequent de'
velopment depends, as in the cases of Austria and Russia, on the
development of the balance of payments which determines the foreign
demand for domestic means of payment, on the amount of paper money
issued, and on the degree of success with which the issuing authority is
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able to obtain an adequate supply of international means of payment.
These three factors can (and in fact at times did) shape up in such a
way that the exchange rate against the international means of payment
-in this case: gold---of the paper money is increasingly stabilized or
even rises, while at the same time the earlier standard metal falls in
price relative to the international standard. In the case of silver, this
happened (vis-a-vis gold) because of the increased and cheapened pro
duction of the metal and because of its progressive demonetization. A
true independent paper standard exists in the case where there is no
longer any prospect of effective resumption of redemption in terms of
metal at the former rate.

35.. The Formal and Substantive Validity of Money

It is true that by law and administrative action a state can today
insure the formal validity of a type of money as the standard in its own
area of power, provided it remains itself in a poSition to make payments
in this money.

It will not remain in " position to do this if it has allowed what was
previously an accessory or provisional type of money to become free
market money (in the case of a metallic money) or autonamous paper
money (in the case of note money). This is because these lypes of money
will then accumulate in the hands of the government until it cO'llmands
no other kind and is hence forced to impose them in its own payments.
(Knapp has rightly maintained that this is the normal process in t~e

case of "obstructional" changes in the standard.)
But naturally this formal power implies nothing as to the substantive

validity of money; that is, the rate at which it will be accepted in ex·
change for commodities. Nor does it yield any knowledge of whether and
to what extent the monetary authorities can influence its substantive
validity. Experience shows that it is possible for the political authority
to attain, by such measures as the rationing of consumption, the control
of production, and the enforcement of maximum or minimum prices, a
high degree of control of this substantive validity, at least with respect
to goods or services which are present or produced within its own terri
tory. It is equally demonstrable from experience, however, that there are
exceedingly important limits to the effectiveness of this kind of control,
which will be discussed elsewhere. But in any case, such measures
obviously do not belong in the category of monetary administration. The
rational type of modern monetary policy has, on the contrary, had quite
a different aim. The tendency has been to attempt to influence the sub
stantive valuation of domestic currency in terms of foreign currency,
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that is, the market price of the home currency, expressed in units of
foreign currencies, usually to maintain stability or in some cases to attain
the highest possible ratio.· Among the interests determining such policy
are those of prestige and political power. But On the economic side, the
decisive ones are financial interest, with particular reference to future
foreign loans, and other very powerful business interests, notably of im
porters and of industries which have to use raw materials from abroad.
Finally, the interests as consumers of those elements in the population ,
which purchase imported. goods are involved. Today there can be no
doubt that "lytric" policy is in fact primarily concerned with regulation
of the foreign exchanges.

Both this and what follows are closely in agreement w~th Knapp.
Both in its fonn and content, his book is one of the greatest master·
pieces of Gennan literary style and scientific acumen. It is unfortunate
that most of the specialist critics have concentrated on the problems
which he deliberately ignored-a small number indeed (although in
some cases not altogether unimportant).

While England probably still came into the gold standard somewhat
reluctantly, because silver, which was desired as the official standard, was
undervalued by the official ratio, all the 9ther states in the modern world
with a modern form of organization have chosen their monetary standard
with a view to the most stable possible exchange relation with the
English gold standard. They chose either a pure gold standard, a gold
standard with restricted accessory silver money, or a restricted silver or
regulated note standard with a lytric policy concerned primarily with the
maintenance of gold reserves for international payments. The adoption
of pure paper standards has always been a result of political catastrophe,
wherever this has been the only way to meet the problem of inability to
pay in what was previously the standard money. This is happening on a
large scale today,&8

It seems to be true that for the purpose of stabilizing foreign ex
change in relation to gold, the free coinage of fixed rates of gold in one's
own monetary system is not the only possible means. The parity of ex
change between different types of hylodromic chartal gold coiriagecan
in fact become seriously disturbed, although it is true that the possibility
of obtaining international means of payment in case of need by means
of exporting and recoining gold is always greatly improved. by internal
hylodromy and can be temporarily negated only through natural ob
stacles to trade or embargoes on the export of gold as long as this
hylodromy exists. But on the other hand it is also true, as experience
shows, that under normal peace-time conditions it is quite possible for
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an area with a well-ordered legal system, favorable conditions of produc
tion and a lytric policy which is deliberately oriented to procuring
adequate foreign exchange for international payments, to maintain a
Jelatively stable exchange rate. Yet. if other things are equal, this in
volves markedly higher burdens to state finances and to persons in need
of gold. Exactly the same would be true, of course, if silver were the
principal means of payment in international transactions and were rec
ognized as such in the principal trading nations of the world.

36. Methods and Aims of Monetary Policy

Among the more elementary of the typical methods (specific measures
will not in general be dealt with here) of lytric policy in relation to
foreign exchange are the following:

Ca) In collomes with gold hylodromy, C,) The backing of the cir
culating medium, so far as it is not covered by gold, with commetclal
paper; that is, claims to payments for goods which have been sold, which
are guaranteed by safe persons or, in other words, proved entrepreneurs.
The transactions of the note issuing banks on their own account are as
far as possible limited to dealing with such bills, to making loans on
th~ security of stocks of goods, to the receipt of deposits, the clearing of
check payments, and, finally, acting as 6nanciaJ agent for the state;
(2) the "discount policy" of the banks of issue. This consists in raising
the rate of interest charged on hills discounted when there is a probability
that payments abroad will create a demand for gold sufficient to threaten
the internal s~ock of gold, especially that in the hands of the issuing
bank. The purpose is to encourage owners of foreign balances to take
advantage of the higher rate vI interest and to discourage domestic
borrowing.

(b) Jn areas with a restdcted metal standard other than gold or with
a paper standard, the folJowingare the principal measures: (I) Discount
policy similar to that descr:Jxd under (a :2) in order to check undue
e'1'ansjon of credit; (2) a gr:ld-premiurn policy. This is a measure which
is also common in gold-st<mdard areas with an accessory restricted silver
currency; (3) a deliberate poli.cy I)f gold purchases and deliberate control
of the foreign exchange rate by purchase and sale of foreign bills.

This policy is in the first instance oriented purely to lytric considera
tions, but under certain cir(;urnstances it may come to involve substan
tive regulation of economic activity. The note-issuing banks occupy a
position of great power in ,"h~ system of commercial banks, since the.
latter are often dependent on the credit extended by the bank of issue.
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Th~ bank of issue may influence the other ~,anks to regulate the momoy
market, that is, the conditions on which s~;;~·tt-term credit is given, in a
uniform way, and from there proceed to a ~iejibel."2te regulation of busi
ness credit, thereby influencing the QU"eCtiOi) of the production of goods.
This is, within the framework of a capiwhtk (.conomic order, the closest
approach to a planned economy_ It is formally merely a matter of volun
tary adjustments. hut actually involves substantive regulation of ec0

nomic activity within the territory controlled by t.loe political authority in
question.

These measures were all typiCal before the war. They were used in
the interest of a monetary policy which was primarily oriented to the
stabilization of a CUlrency or, in case changes were desired, as in coun~

tries with restricted or paper money, at most to attempts to bring about
a gradual rise in the foreign exchange value of the currency. It ..vas, thus,
in the last analysis, oriented to the hylodromic monetary systems of the
most irnportart trading nations.

But strong interests exist which desire just the reverse policy. They
favor a lytric policy of the following type: (1) Measures which would
lead to a fall in the foreign exchange price of their own money in order
to improve the position of exporting interests; (2.) by increasing the
issue of money through free coinage of silver in addition to gold (which
would have meant instead of it), and even in some cases deliberate issue
of paper money, to decrease the value of money in relation to domestic
goods and thereby, what is the same thing, to nlise the money prices of
domestic goods. The object has been to improve prospects for profit in
the production of such goods, an increz5e in the price of which as
reckoned in terms of domestic currem..-y was thought to be the first con·
sequence of the increase of the amount of dumestic money in circulation
and of the attendant fall in its foreign exchange value. The intended
process is termed "inflation."

The following points may be noted; (1) though its quantitative
importance is still controversial, it is very probable that with any type of
hylodromy a very great cheapening in the production of the precious
metal or other source of increase in its supply, as through very cheap
forced seizures, will lead to a noticeable tendency toward a rise in the
prices at least of nUlny products in areas Where that metal is the monetary
standard, and in differing degrees of all products. (2) It is at the same
time an undoubted fact that, in areas with an independent paper stand
ard, situations of severe financial pressure, especially war, lead the
monetary authorities to orient their policy overwhdmingly to the
financial requirements of the war. It is equally deLr that countries with
hy!odromy or with restricted metallic money have, in similar circum-
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stances, not only suspended redemption of their notes in circulation, but
have gone further to establish a dennitive and pure paper standard. But
in the latter case, the metal money, n.ow become accessory money, could,
because its pretnium in relation to notes is ignored, only be used for non
monetary purposes. It thus disappeared from circulation. Finally, it is a
fact that in cases of such shifts to a pure paper standard, occurring along
with unlimited issue of paper money, inflation has in fact ensued with
all its consequences on a colossal scale.

When all these processes are compared, it will be seen that so long
as freely coined market money exists, the posSibility of inflation will be
narrowly limited. This will be tr:ue in the first place for mechanical·
reasons: though it is somewhat elastic, the quantity of the precious metal
in question available for· monetary use is ultimately firmly limited.
Secondly, there are economic reasons in that here the creation of money
takes place on the initiative of private interests, so that the demand for
COinage is oriented to the needs of the market system for means of pay
ment. Inflation, then, is only possible if restricted metal money (such as
tc:xIay silver in gold-standard countries) is thrown open to free coinage.
However, if the restricted metal can be produced very cheaply and in
~rge quantities, the effect may be very great. .

Inflation through an increase in the quantity of "means of circula
tion" is conceivahle only as the result of a very gradual increase in the
circulation through a lengthening of credit terms. The limits are elastic,
but in the last resort this process is strictly limited by the necessity for
maintaining the solvency of the note-issuing bank. There is acute danger
of inflation only if there is danger that the bank will become insolvent.
Normally this is likely to occur only where there is a paper standard
~ulting from war needs. (Cases like the' gold inRation of Sweden dur
ing the war, resulting from the export of war materials, are the result of
such special circumstances that they need not be considered here.)

Where an independent paper standard has once been established,
there may not Lc any greater danger of inflation itself (since in time of
war.-almost all countries Soon go over 1'0 a paper standard), hut in general
there is a noticeably greater possibility of the development of theconse
quences of inflation. The pressure~of financial difficulties and of the
increased wage and salary demands and other costs which are caused by
the higher prices will noticeably 'Strengthen the tendency of financial
administrations to continue 'the inflation even if there is no absolute
necessity to do so and in $pite of tbe pOssihlIity to suppress it if strong
sacrifices are" incurred. The differences in this respect between paper
currency and other currencies is, even if only quantitative, certainly
noticeahle, as the financial conduct [duri:r1g and after the War] of the
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Allies as a group, of Germany, and of bom Austria and Russia finally,
can show. .

Lymc policy may thus, especially in the case of accessory restricted
metal or of paper money, be an inBationary policy. In a ccuntr)" which,
like the United States, has had relatively so little interest in fhe foreign
exchange value of her money, this has been true for a time under quite
normal conditions without being based on any motives derived from
financial needs of the state. In a number of countries which fell into
in8ationary measures during the War, the pressure of necessity has been
such as to lead to the continuance of an inflationary policy afterwards.

This isnot the place to develop a theory of inRation. InRation always
means, in the first place, a particular way of increasing the purchasing
power of certain interests. We will only note that any lytric policy
oriented to the substantive rationality of. a planned economy, which it
would seem to be far easier to develop with administrative and especially
paper money, is at the same time far more likely to come to serve interests
which, from the point of view of exchange rate stabilization, are irra

'tional. For formal rationality (of the market-economy type) of lytric
policy, and hence of the monetary system, can, in conformity with the
definition of "rationality" consistently held to here, only mean: the
exclusion of all such interests which are either not market-oriented, like
the financial interests of the state, or are not interested in the mainte
nance of stable exchange relations with other currencies as an optimum
basis for rational calculation, but which, on the contrary, are primarily
oriented to the creation of purchasing power for certain interest groups
by means of inRation and to its maintenance even if there is no longer
any' lleed for the issue of new money from the point of view of public
finances. Whether especially this latter process is to be praised or cen
sured is, naturally, not a, question capable of solution .Gn empirical
grounds. Of its empirical existence there can be no doubt.

It is furthermore true that proponents of a point of view which is
oriented to substantive social ideals can find a very important opening
for criticism in tLe very fact that the creation of money and currency is,
in a. pure market economy, made an object of the play of interests
oriented only to profitability, and is not considered in terms of the
"right" volume or the "right" type of money. They might with reason
argue that it is only administrative money which can be "managed," but
not market money. Thus the use of adptinistrative money, especially
paper money, which can be cheaply produced in any desired form and
quantity is, from the point of view of a substantive rationality, whatever
its goals, the only correct way to handle the monetary question. This
argument is conclusive in formal logical terms. Its value, however, is



naturally limited in ,'iew of the fact tk:.' ~;, thf' futu~ as in the past it
'.'vill he the "jnt:'rcsi"S" of individuals rather tbm the "ideas" of an eco
nomic administ:"'Jt:cn which will rule t 1:c w,)rld.&~ Thus, the possibility

of conflict lx-t\'i~e"'l fO'!mal rationality iII die present sense and the
substantive tatil)j:lality which could dl(:C'i~tically be constructed for a
lytric authority ~!n.tite1y free of any obligation to maintain hylodromy of
a metal, has k .. demonstrated also for this point. Thai was the sole
PUrpJSe of this discussion,

It is evident that this whole treatment of money consists only in a j'

kind cl discussion with Knapp's magnificent book, Die Staatliche The
oNe des Ge1des, a discussion which is, however, confined to points rele
vant tf( the p):esent problems and carried out on a highly schematic basis,
entirely neglecting the 6ner points. Quite at variance with its author's
inten~ipn5, though perhaps not entirely lvithout fault on his part, the
work immediately was utilized in SUpp01l of value judgments. It was
naturally greeted with esrecia1 warmth by t~'-e Austrian lytTic adminis-:
tration, with its partiality to paper money. Events have by no me.1ns dis
proved Knapp's theory in any point, though they have shown, what was
known beforehand, that it is incomplete in ito; treatment of the .sub
stantive validity of money. It will now be necessary to justify this state
ment in more detai!:

36a. Excursus: A Critical Note on the "State Theory
of Money"

Knapp victoriously demonstrates that in every case the recent mone
tary policy both of states themselves and of agencies under the direction
of the state have, in their efforts to adopt a gold standard or some other
standard approximating this as closely as possible, been primarily con
cerned with the exchange value of their currency in tenns of others,
particularly the English. The object has been to maintain a certain
exchange parity with the English gold standard, the money of the world's
largest trading area which was universally used as a means of payment
in international trade. To accomplish this, Germany first demonetized
silver; then France, Switzerland, and the other countries ef the Latin
Union, Holland, and finally India ceased to treat silver as market money
and made it into restricted money. Apart from this they undertook in
directly gold-hylodromic measures to provide for foreign payments in
gold. Austria and Russia did the same, in that the lytric administration
of these countries using unredeemable, independent paper money took
indirectly goId-hylodromic measures so as to be in a position to make at
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least foreign payments in gold at any time. They were thus concerned
entirely with obtaining the greatest possible stability of their foreign
exchange rates. Knapp concludes from this that stabilization of the
foreign exchange rate is the only factor which makes the particular
monetary material and hylodromy at all significant He concludes that
this end of foreign exchange rate stability is served just as well by the
indirectly hylodromic measures of the paper currenCy administrations (as
in Austria and Russia) as by directly hyJodromic measures. His claim is
not, to be sure, strictly and literally true under ceteris paribus conditions
for areas of full hylodromy in the same metal. For, as long as MO areas
which maintain ahylodromic coinage in the same metal refrain from
embargoes on the exportation of the monetary metal, whether they are
ooth gold-standard or silver-standard countries, the fact of the existence
of the same hylodromy on both sides undoubtedly facilitates the mainte
nance of exchange parity considerably. Yet, under normal conditions
Knapp's conclusion is to a large extent correct. But this does not prove
,that in the choice of a monetary material-ahove all today in the choice
between a metal, whether gold or silver, and note money-this would
be the only set of considerations which could be important. (The special
circumstances which are involved in bimetallism and restricted money
have already been discussed and can reasonably be left aside here.)

Such a claim would imply that a paper standard and a metallic stand
ard behave in all other respects in the same way. But even from a formal
point of view the difference is significant. Paper money is necessarily a
fonn of administrative money. which may be true of metallic money,
but is not necessarily so. It is impossible for paper money to be "freely
coined." The difference between depreciated paper money. such as the
assignats, and the type of depreciation of silver which might at some
future time result from its universal demonetization, making it ex
clusively an industrial raw material, is not negligible; it is true, however,
that Knapp occasionally grants this. Paper has been and is today (I920)

, by no means a freely available good. just as the preciOUS metals are not.
But the difference, both in the objective possihiJi!y of increased produc
tion and in the costs of 'production in relation to probable demand, is
enormous. since the prod~',ction of metals is to a reiative degree so defi
nitely depende-nt on the existence of mineral deposits. 111is difference
justifies the proposition that a lytric administration was, before the war,
in a position to produce paper money, if it so desired, in unlimited
quantities. This is a signi6cant difference even from copper, as used in
China, certainly from silver. and very decidedly from gold. The costs
would be, relatively speaking, negligible. Furthennore, the nominal
value of the notes could be determined arbitrarily and need bear no
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particular relation to the amount of paper used. In ~he case of metallic
money, this last has been true only of its use as "change" money; thus
not in any comparable degree or sense, It was certainly not true of cur
rency metal. In the latter case, the available quantity was indeed some
what elastic, but nevertheless immensely more rigidly limited than the
produceability of paper. This fact has imposed limits on the arbitrariness
of monetary poli~y. It is of course true that, so far as the lytric administra
tion has been oriented exclusively to the maintenance of the greatest
possible stability of foreign exchange rates, it would be subject to very
definite nonnative limitations on its creation of note money, even though
not to technical limitations. This is the answer Knapp might well give,
and in giving it he would be right, although only from a formal point of
view. And how about fully "independent" paper money? The situation
is the same, Knapp would say, pointing to Amtda and Russia; "only"
the purtly technical limitations imposed by the scarcity of monetary
metals are absent. The question is, whether this absence is an altogether
unimportant difference-a question which Knapp ignores. "Against'
death," he might say, meaning that of a currency, "no potion has yet
been found." If the present (1920) absolute and abnormal obstruction
of paper production be ignored, there unquestionably have been and still
are certain factors tending to llInlimited issue of paper money. In the
first place, there are the interests of those in political authority who, as
Knapp also assumes, bear ultimate responsibility for monetary policy,
and there are also certain private interests. Both are not of necessity
primaply concerned with the maintenance of stable foreign exchange
rates. It is even true, at least temporarily, that their interests might lie in
the directly opposite direction. These interests can, either from within
the political and monetary administration or by exercising a strong pres
sure on it, have an important influence on policy which would lead to
"inflation" or what Knapp, who strictly avoids the term, could only
describe as a case of the issue of paper money which is not "admissible"
because it is not oriented to the international rate of exchange.

There are, in the first place, financial temptations to resort to infla
tion. An average depreciation.of the German mark by inflation to 1/20th
of its fonner value in relation to the most important domestic com
modities and property objects would-once profits and wages had be
come adapted to this level of prices-mean, it may here be assumed, that
all internal commodities and labor services would nominally be valued
20 times as high as before. This would further mean, for those in this
fortunate situation, a reduction of the war debt to I j2cth of its original
level. The state, which would receive a proportionate increase in its in
come frem taxation as nominal money incomes fose, would at least enjoy
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important relief from this source. This is indeed an attractive prospect.
It is dear that someone would have to bear the costs, but it would be
neither the state nor one of these two categories of private individuals,
entrepreneurs and wage earners. The prospect is even more attractive
of being able to pay old foreign debts in a monetary unit which can be
manufactured at will and at negligible cost. Apart from the possibility
of political interventioIl, there is of course the objection that the use of
this policy toward foreign loans would endanger future credit. But the
state is often more concerned with the present than with the more or
less remote future. Furthennore, there are entrepreneurs who would
be only too glad to see the prices of their products increased twenty-fold
through inflation if, as is altogether possible, the nominal wages of
workers, because of lack of bargaining power or through lack of under
standing of the situation or for any other reason, were to increase "only"
five- or possibly ten-fold.

It is usual for acute inflation from public finance tnotives of this kind
to be sharply disapproved hy experts in economic policy. It is certainly

, not compatible with Knapp's form of exchange-rate oriented monetary
pelicy. On the other hand, a deliberate but very gradual increase of the
volume of means of circulation, of the type which is sometimes under
taken by central ·hanks by facilitating the extension of credit, is o{ten
looked upon favorably as a means of stimulating specUlative attitudes.
By holding out prospect of. greater profits, it is held to stimulate the spirit
of enterprise and with that an increase in capitalistic pmuction by en
couraging the investment of free money in profit-making enterpJile.
rather than its investment in 6xed-interest securities; We have to uk,
however, what is the effect of this more conservative policy ontbe
stability of the exchange rate? Its direct effect-that is, the conseque~ ,
of the stimulation of the spirit of enterprise-may be to create a rn~

favorable balance of payment, or at least to check the fall in the £oreifl
exchange position of the domestic currency. How often this works OLlt
and how strong the inBuence is, is, of course, another question. Also, no
attempt will here be made to discuss whether the effects of a mode~' '.
increase in the vorume of currency caused by state requirements for
money would be similar. The costs of such an ~nsion of the stock of
currency money, which would be relatively hannlessto the foreign ex
change position, would be gmdually paid by the same groups which
would be subject to "confiscation" ina case of acute inHation. This in
cludes all those whose nominal income remains the same or who have
securities with a- constant nominal value, above all, the receivers of
fixed-interest bond income, and those who earn salaries which are
"fixed" in that they can be raised only through a severe struggle. It is
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thus not possible to interpret Knapp as meaning that it is only the sta~

biJity of foreign exchange which is significant as a criterion for the
management of paper money; indeed, he does not claim this. Nor is it
legitimate to believe, as he does, that there is a very high probability that
this win empirically be the only criterion. It cannot, however. be denied
that it would indeed be the decisive criterion of a lytric policy which is
completely rational in Knapp's sense, that is, one which seeks as far as
possible to prevent disturbances of the price relations resulting from
monetary policies (a definition which Knapp does 'not himself spell out).
But it cannot be admitted, and Knapp does not claim this either, that
the practical signi6.cance of the kind of monetary policy fonnulated is
limited to the question of the stability of foreign exchange rates.

Inflation has here been spoken of as a source of price revolutions or
at least slow price level increases, and it has been pointed out that it may
be caused by the desire to bring about such price level changes. Natu~

raUy, an inflation $0 extensive as to create a price revolution will inevita
bly upset the stability of foreign exchange; though this is by no means
necessarily true of gradual increases in the circulating medium. Knapp
would admit that. He obviously assumes, and rightly, that there is no
place in his theory fot a currency policy concerned with commodity
prices, whether it he revolutionary, evolutionary, or conservative. Why
does he do this? Presumably for the following fonnal reasons:

The exchange relationship between the standards of two or more
countries is expressed daily in a small number of formany unambiguous
and unifonn market prices of currencies, which -::an be used as a guide
to a rational lytric policy. It is further possible for a Iytric authority,
especially one concerned with the means of circulation, to make certain
estimates (hut only estimates, based on anterior demand conditions
periodically observed in the market) of the probable Auctuations of a
given stock of· means of payment which will be required, for payment
purposes alone, by a given population linked in market relationships over
a certain future period, provided conditions in general remain approxi
mately unchanged. But it is not posSible to estimate in the same sense,
quantitatively, the effect on prices-revolutionary or gradual increase, or
perhaps a decre.ase--of a currency expansion or contraction over a cer
tain future period. To do this, it would, in the case of inHation, to which
attention will he confined, he necessary to know the foHowing additional j
facts' (r) The existing distribution of income; (.) connectal with this, I
the present policy conclusions derived therefrom of the different. indi- I
viduals engaIft in economic activity; (3) the channels the in8ationary
prOcesswou follow, that is, who would be the primary and su~uent .
recipients of newly~issued money. This would involve knowing the lie- i

J
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quence in which nominal incomes are raised by the inflation and the
extent to which this would take place; (4) the way in which the newly
created demand for goods would be exercised, for consumption, for ....
building up property investments, or for new capital. This would be
important quantitatively, but even more so qualitatively; (5) the direc
tion of the consequent changes in prices and of the further income
changes resulting in tum, and all the innumerable further attendant
phenomena of purchasing power redistribution, and also the volume of
the (possible) stimulated increase in goods production. All these are data
which would depend entirely on the decisions made by individuals when
faced with the new economic situation. And these decisions would in
turn react on the expectations as to prices of other individuals; only the
consequent struggle of interests can detennine the actual future prices.
In such a situation there can clearly he no question of forecasting in the
form of such predictions as that the issue of an additional billion of cur
rency units would result in increases in the pig-iron price of "X" or in
the grain price of "Y." The prospect is made even more difficult by the

, fact that it is possible temporarily to establish effective price regulation
of domestic commodities, even though these can only be maximum and
not minimum prices and their effectiveness is definitely limited. But
even if this impossible task of calculating specific prices were aceom·
plished, it would he of relatively little use. This would only detennine
the amount of money required as a means of payment, but in addition to
this, and on a much larger scale, money would be required in the form.
of credit as a means of obtaining capital goods. Here, possible conse
quences of a proposed inBationary measure are involved which are in
accessible to any kind of accurate fo,ecasting. It is thus understandable
that, alI things considered, Knapp should have entirely neglected the
possibility of inRationary price policies being used in the modem market
economy as a deliberate rational policy comparable to that of mainte
nance of foreign exchange stability.

But historically the existence of such policies is a fact. To be sure,
in a cnlde fonn and under much more primitive conditions of money
economy, inflation and deflation have been repeatedly attempted with
the Chinese copper currency, though they have led to serious failures.
In America, inBation has been proposed. Knapp, howewr, since his book
operates on the basis only of what he calls demonstrable assumptions,
contents himself with giving the advice that the state ought to be careful
in the issue of independent paper money. Since he is entirely oriented
to the criterion of exchange rate stability, this advice~ to be reJa-
tiVely unequivocal; inBationary debasement and depreciation in foreign
exchange are usually very closely associated. But they are nOt identical,
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and it is far from true that every inflation is primarily caused .by the
foreign exchange situation. Knapp does not explicitly admit, hut Neither
does he deny, that an inflationary money regime has heen urged for
reasons of price policy among others by the American silver producers
during the free silver campaign and by the fanners who demanded
"greenbacks," but not only in these ccses. It is probably comfcrting to

. _:: him that it has never been successful 'over a long period.
But the situation is by no means so simple as this. Whether or not

they have been intended simply to raise the price levd, inflations of this
sort have in fact often taken place; and even in the Far East, to say
nothing of Europe, such catastrophes as met the assignats are by no
means unknown. This is a fact which a substantive theory of money
muSt deal with. KnapP1 of all people, certainly would not maintain that
there is no difference whatever between the depreciation of silver and
the depreciation of the assignats. Even fonnally this is not the case.
What has been depreciated is not silver coin, but, on the contrary, the
raw silver for industrial purposes. Coined chartal silver, on the con
trary, being restricted, has often had the opposite fate. On the other
hand, it was not the paper available ror industrial purposes which was
"depreciated," but only the chartal assignalS. It is true, as Knapp would
"rightly point out, that they would ,fall to zero Qr to their values to col
lectors or as museum pieces only when they had .6nally been repudiated
by the state. Thus even this results from a "state" action. This may be
granted, but their material value may have fallen to a minute proportion
of what it formerly was, before their formal repudiation, in spite of the
fact that they were still nominally valid for" making payments of public
obligations.

But" quite apart from such catastrophes, history provides a consider
able number of examples of inflation, and, on the other hand, in China,
of deBationary movements as a result of non-monetary use of monetary
metals. It is necessary to do more than merely to note that under some
circumstances certain kinds of money which were not accessory before,
have become so, have tended to accumulate in the hands of the state,
and have rendered obstructional changes in the standard necessary. A
substantive theory of money should at least formulate the question as to
how prices and income, and hence the whole economic system, are in
.8uenced in such cases, even though, it is, for the reasons which have
been given, perhaps questionable how far it will be able to achieve a
theoretical solution. Similarly, a problem is suggested by the fact that, as
a result of relative decline in the prices of either silver or gold in tenns
of the other, France, which has been fonnally a country of bimetallism,
in fact has operated at times on a gold standard alone, and at others on

J
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a silver standard, while the other metal became accessory. In such a case
it is not sufficient merdy to call attention to the fact that the resulting
price changes originate from a monetary source. The same is true in
other cases where the monetary material has been changed. We also
want to know what are the sources of an increase in the supply of a
precious metal, whether it has stemmed from booty (as in the case of
Cortez and Pizarro), from enrichment through trade (as in China early
in the Christian era and since the sixteenth century), or from an increase
of production. So far as the latter is the SOUTCe, has production merely
increased, or has it also become cheaper, 'and why? What is the part
which may have been played by changes in the non-monetary uses of
the metal? It may be that for a particular economic area, as, for instance,
the Mediterranean area in Antiquity, a definitive export" has taken place
to an entirely distinct area like China or India, as happened in the early
centuries o£ the Christian era. Or the reasons may lie wholly or partly
·in a,change in.the monetary demand arising from changes in customs
touching the we of mooey, such as use in small transactions. "How all
thl:'se and various other poSsibilities tend to affect the situation is a suh
jeCt which ought to be discussed in a monetary theory.

Finally, it,is necessary to disCuss the regulation of the "demand" for
money in a m~rket economy, and to inquire into the meaning of this
concept. One 'thing is clear, that it is the actual demand for means of
payment on the part .of the parties to market relationships which deter
mines the creation of free market money under free coinage. Further
more, it is the effective demand for means of payment and, above all,
for credit, on the part of market participants, in combination with care
for the solvency of the banks of issue and the norms which have been
established with this in view, which detennines the policies for means
of circulation of modem banks of issue. All this is oriented to the re
quirements of interested parties, as is in confonnity with the general
character of the modem economic order.

It is only this which, under the fonnal legal conditions of our
economic system, can correctly be caned "demand for money." This
concept is thus quite indifferent with respect to substantive criteria, as
is the related one of effective demand for goods. In a market economy
there is an inherent limit to the creation of money only in the case of
metallic money. But it is precisely the existence of this limit, as has
already been pointed out, which constitutes the significance of the pre
cious metals for monetary systems. The restriction of standard money to
a material which is not capable of unlimited production at will, par
ticularly to one of the precious metals, in combination with the "cover
age" of means of circulation by this stlf:ndard, sets a limit to any sort of
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creation of money. Even though it does not exclude a certain elasticity
and does not make an evolutionary type of credit inflation altogether
impossible, it still has a significant degree of rigidity. Where money is
made out of a material which is, for practical purposes, capable of un
limited. production, like paper, there is no such mechanical limit. In this
case, there is no doubt that it is the free decision of the political authori
ties which is the regulator of t,e quantity of money, unimpeded by
any such mechanical restraints. That, however, means, as has been
indicated, determination by their conception of the financial interests of
the political authority or even, under certain circumstances, the purely
personal interests of the members of the administrative staff, as was true
of the use of the printing presses by the Red annies. The significance
of metallic standards today lies precisely in the elimination of these inter~

ests from influence on t..l"e monetary situation, or more precisely, since
they may always try to influence the state, urging it to abandon metal in
favor of a pure paper standard, in a certain restraint on such interests. In
spite of the mechankal character of its operation, a metallic smndard
nevertheless makes possible a higher degree of fonnal rationality in a
market economy because it permits action to be oriented wholly to
market advantages. It is, of course, true, as demonstrated by the experi
ence of Austria and Russia, that the monetary policy of lytric authorities
under a pure paper standard is not necessarily oriented either to the
purely personal interests of the authority or the administrative staff, or
to the financial interests of the state (which would mean the least ex
pensive creation of the greatest possible volume of means of payment,
without concern for what happens to the currency as a means of
exchange). But the danger that such an orientation should become
dominant is, nonetheless, continually present under a paper standard,
while in a hylodromic system (free market money) it does not exist in a
comparable sense. From the point of view of the fonnal order of a
market economy, the existence of this danger is an "irrational" factor
present in any form of monetary system other than a hylodromic stand
ard. This is true in spite of the fact that it may be readily admitted that,
on account of its mechanical character, such a monetary system itself
possesses only a relative degree of fonnal rationality. So much Knapp
~ould and should admit.

However incredibly primitive the older forms of the quantity theory
of money were, there is no denying that any inRation with the issue of
paper money determined by 6nancial needs of the state is in danger of
causing "debasement" of the currency. Nobody, not even Knapp, would
deny this. But his reasons for dismissing it as unimportant are thoroughly
unconvincing. The "amphitropic" position of each individual, meaning
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that every man is both a debtor and creditor, which Knapp in all seri
ousness puts forward as proof of the absolute indifference of any cur
rency "debasement,"80 is, as we now all know from personal experience,
a meI:& phantom. What becomes of this position, not only for the rentier,
but also for every one on a fixed salary, whose income remains constant
in nominal units or, at-best, is doubled if state finances and the mood
of the bureaucracies permit, while his expenditures may, in nominal
units. have increased twenty-fold, as it happens to us nowadays? What
becomes of it for any long-tenn creditor? Such radical alterations in the
(substantive) validity of money today produce a chronic tendency
toward social revolution, even if many entrepreneurs are in a position
to profit from the international exchange situation, and if some (very
few) workers are powerful enough to secure increases in their nominal
wages. It is, of course, open to anyone to welcome this rev9lutionary
effect and the accompanying tremendous unsettlement of the ma~ket

economy. Such an opinion cannot be scientifically refuted. Rightly or
wropgly, some can hope that this tendency will lead to the transforma
tion of a market economy into socialism. Or some may expect proof for
the thesis that only a regulated economy with small-scale production
units is capable of substantive rationality, regardless of the sacrifices its
establishment would ent:lil. It is impossible for science to decide such
questions, but at the same~time it is its duty to state the facts about these
effects as clearly and objectively as possible. Knapp's assumption that
people are both dehtors and creditors in the same degree, which in the
generalized form he gives the proposition is quite untenable, serves only
to obscure the situation. There ate particular errors in his work, but the
above seems to be the most important element of incompleteness in his
theory. It is this which has Jed also some scholars who otherwi&e would
have no reason to be hos!ile to his work, to atrack his theory on grounds
of "principle."

37. The Non-Monetary Sigr.ifoance of Political Bodies
for the Economic Order

The significance for the economic ~ystcm apart from the monetary
order of the fact that autonomous political organizations exist lies above
all in the following aspec'"

(I) In the fac' that, other things being nearly equal, they tend '0
prefer their own subjects as sowces of supply for the utilities they need.
The impact of this fact is the greater, lle more the economy of these
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political bodies has a monopolistic character or that of a system of budget
ary satisfaction of needs; hence it is presently on the increase.

(2) In the possibility deliberately to encourage, restrain, or regulate
trade transactions across its boundaries on the basis of some substantive
criteria-that is, to conduct a foreign trade policy.

(3) In the possibility of various types of formal and substantive
regulation of economic activity by political bodio, differing in stringency
and in type.

(4) In the important consequences of the very great diffe!"ences in
the structure of authority and of political power and in the closely Ie- ,

lated structure of administration and of social classes, especially of those
which enjoy the highest prestige, and of the attitudes- toward. earning
and profit-making which derive from these.

(5) In the competition among the directing authorities of these
political bodies to increase their own power and to provide th~ members
under their authority. with means of consumption and acquisition and
with the corresponding opportunities for earnings and profits.

(6) In the differences in ways in which these bodies provide for
their own needs. On this see the following section.

38. The Financing of Political Bodies

The most direct connection between the economic system and pri
marily non-economic organizations lies in the way in which, they secure
the means of carrying on their corporate activity as such;"ihat is, the
activity of the administrative staff itself and that which is directed by it
(see chap. I, sec. 12). This mode of provision may be called "financing"
in the broadest sense, which includes the provision of goods in kind.

Financing-that is, the provision of corporate activity with· eco
nomically seaICe means-may, considering only the simplest types, be
organized in the following ways:

(I) Intermittently, based either on purely voluntary or on compul
sory contributions or services. Voluntary "intermittent" financing may
take one of three forms;

(a) That of large gifts or endowments.$l This is typical in relation
to charitable, scientific, and. other ends which are primarily neither
economic nor political. "

(b) That of begging. This is typical of certain kinds of ascetic com
munities.

In India, however, we also find secular castes of beggars, and else
where, particularly in China, organized groups of beggars -are found.
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Begging rnaf in these cases be extensively monopolized and systematized
with territorial assignments. Also, because response is regarded as a duty
or as meritorious, begging may lose its intermittent character and in fact
tend to become a tax-like source of income.

(c) That of gifts, which are formally voluntary, to persons recog
nized as politically or socially superior. This includes gifts to chiefs,
princes, patrons, feudal lords over land or persons. -Because of the fact
that they have become conventional, these may in fact be closely ap
proximated to compulsory payments. But usually, they are not worked
out on a basis of rational expediency, but are generally made on certain
traditional occasions, such as particular anniversaries or on the occasion
of events of family or political significance.

Intennittent financing may, on the other hand, be based on compul
sory contributions.

The type case for compulsory '~in:ermittent" financi:r:g is fumished
by such organizations as the Camorra in southern Italy and the Mafia in
Sicily, and similar organized groups elsewhere. In India there have ex
isted ritllally separated castes of "thieves" and "robbers," and in China
sects and secret societies with a similar meth<X:1 of economic provision.
The payments are "intermittent" only on the surface, because they are
formally illegal. In practice they often assume the character of periodic
"subscriptions," paid in exchange for the rendering of certain services---
notably, of a guarantee of security. About twenty years ago, a Neapoli
tan manufacturer replied to my doubts concerning the effectiveness of
the Camorra with respect to business enterprises: "Signore, Ia Camorra
mi prende X lire nel mese, rna garantisce la sicurezza,-lo Stato me ne
prende 10 • X, e garantisce: niente." [Sir, the Camorra takes X lire a
month from me, but guarantees me security; the state takes ten times
that amount, and guarantees me nothing.] The secret societies typical of
Africa-perhaps rudiments of the former "men's house"-operate in a
similar way (as secret courts), thus insuring security. Political groups
may, like the Ligurian "pirate state," rest primarily on the profits of
booty. but this has never been the exclusive source of support over a
'long period.

(2) Financing may, on the other hand, be organized on a perma·
nent basis.

A.-This may take place without any independent economic produc
tion on the part of the organization, It may then consist in contributions
of goods, which may be based on a money economy. If so, money con·
tributions are collected and provisions are obtained. by the money
purchase of the necessary utilities. In this case, all compensation of
m~mbers of the administrative staff takes the form of money salaries.
Contributions of goods may, on the other hand, be organized on the
basis of a natural economy. Then, members are assessed with specific
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contributions in kind. Within this category. there are the following sub
types: the administrative staff may be provided for hy benefices in kind
and the needs of the group met in the same way. On the other hand,
the contributions which were collected in kind may be .sold wholly or
in part for money and provision made in monetary terms.

Whether in money or in kind, the principal elementary types of
contribution are the follOwing:

(a) Taxes; that is, coptributions which may be a proportion of all
possessions (in the money economy: of wealth), or of all receipts (in
the money economy: of incomes), or, finally, only of the means of
production or from certain kinds of profit-making enterprises (so-called
"yield taxes"). '

(b) Fees; that is, payments for using or taking advantage of facilities
provided by the organization, of its property or of its services.

(c) "Imposts" on such things as specific types of use or consumption
of commodities, specific kinds of transactions. above all, the transportation
of goods (customs) and the tum-over of goods (excise duties and sales
tax).

Contributions may be collected by the organization itself or leased
out ("farmed") or lent out or pledged. The leasing of collection for a
fixed sum of money ("tax farming") may have a rational effect on the
fiscal system since it may be the only possible way to budget accounts.
Lending and pledging are usually irrational from the fiscal point of
view, normally resulting from financial necessity or usurpation on the
part of the administrative staff, a result of the absence of a dependable
administrative organization.

A pennanent appropriation of the receipts from contributions by
creditors of the state, by private guarantors of Lhe anny or of tax pay
ments, by unpaid mercenary captains (condottieri) aud soldiers, and,
finally, by holders of rights to official positions, will he called the grant
ing of benefices (Verpfrii~dullg). This may in tum take the form of
individual appropriation or collective appropriation "";th freedom of re
placement from the group which has collectively catri~ O!!l" th~ ap
propnation.

Financing without any e('Q!',omic production cn the part of the or
ganization itself may also tah~ place by the imposition rJ ol.-Jigal"j'lS ~{;

personal services; that is, direct personal serVICes 'V."ilh sp::;cil1ca;ion of
the work to be done.

B.-Perrmnent financiilg may further, contraty to the above C3:ieS,

he ;:;ased on the existence of a productive establishment under the direct
control of the organization. Such an establishment may be a budgetary
unit, as an oikos or a feudal domain, or it may be a profit-making enter-

J
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ptiSP., whidl, l!l. tum, may compete fref':ly with other profit-making
mteI1>ri~or be:'l monopoly.

Once more, exploita.tion may be dirP.Ctly l.lnder the adminisw!tion of
.he organi7.ation or it may be farmed out, leflStil, or plooged.

C.-Finally, it is possible for financing t.) ~ organized "liturgicaHy"
by means of burdens which are associated '\o\-"ith privileges. These may
lnvoh·c "positive privileges," as when a group is freed from the burden of
making particular contributions, or (possibly identical with the former
case) "negative privileges," as when certain burdens are placed on par
ticular groups. The latter are usually either status groups (Stank) or
property or income classes. Finally, the liturgic rype may be organized
...:X!'r<:!~ti>rely" by sssociating specific monopolies ""ith the burden of
perfo..'1ning ('e..~in services or supplying certain goods. This may take
the fonn of organization of "estates," that is, of compulsorily forming the
members of the organization into hereditarily closed liturgical classes on
the basis of property and occupation, each enjoying status privileges.
0: it may be carried out capitalistically, by creating closed guilds or
cartels, with monopolistic rights and a conesponding obligation to make
money contributions.

This very rough classification applies to all kinds of organizations.
Examples, however, will be given only in tenns of political bodies.

The system of provision through money contributions without eco
nomic production is typical of the modem state. It is, however, quite out
of the question to attempt here even a summary analysis of modem sys
tems of taxation. What will first have to be discussed at length is the
"sociologicallocarion" of taXation-tpat is, the type of structure of domi
nation that has typically led to the development of certain kinds of con
tributions (as, e_g., fees, excises, or tax~).

Contributions in kind, even in the case of fees, customs, excises, and
sales taxes, were common throughout the Middle Ages. Their commuta
tion into money payments is a relatively modem phenomenon.

Deliveries of goods in kind are typical in the fonn of tribute or of
assessments of products laid upon dependent economic units. The trans
portation of in-kind contn"butions is possible only for small political units
or under exceptionally favorable transportation conditions, as were pro
vided by the Nile and the Chinese Grand Canal. Otherwise it is neces
sary for the contributions to be converted into money if the 6na1 recipi
ent is to bene6t from them. This was common in Antiquity. It is also~

possible for them to be exchanged, according to the distance they have
to be transported, into objects with higher price-ta-weight ratios. This is
sMd to have been done in ancient China.

. Examples of obligations to personal service are obligations to military
service, to serve in courts and on juries, to maintain roads and bridges,
to work on a dyke or in a mine, and all sorts of compulsory service for
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COrporate pUrposes which are fO\U1d in various types of organizations. The
type case is fumished by the "carvee state," of which the best example
is the New Kingdom of ancient Egypt. Similar conditions were found
at some .periods in China, to a lesser extent in India and to a still less
extent in the late Roman Empire and in many organizations of the early
Middle Ages. Support by the granting of benences is illustrated by the
following cases: (I) In China. collectively to the body of successful
examinees For official positionsj (2.) in India, to the private guarantors
of military services and tax payments; (3) to unpaid condotrieri and
mercenary soldiers, as in the late Caliphate and under the regime of the
MameIukes; (4) to creditors of the state, as in the sale of offis::es common
everywhere.

Provision from the organization's own productive establishment ad
ministered on a budgetary basis is illustrated by the exploitation of do
mains under direct control for the household of the king, and in the
obligation of subjects to compulsory services if used, as in Egypt, to
produce goods needed by the court or for political purposes in directly
controlled production establishments. Modern exampYes are factories
maintained by the state for the manufacture of munitions or of military
clothing.

The use of productive establishments for profit in free competition
with private enterprise is rare, but has occurred occasionally, as, for
instance, in the case of the [PrussianJ Seehandlung.~1 On the other
hand, the monopolistic type is very common in all periods of history, but
reached its highest development in the Western World from the six
teenth to the eighteenth centuries.

Positive privileges on a liturgical basis are illustrated by the exemp-
• tion of the literati in China from feudal obligations. There are similar,

exemptions of privileged groups from the more menial tasks allover the
world. In many countries educated people have heen exempt from mili
tary sernce.

Negative privilege is to be found in the extra liturgical burdens
placed upon wealth in the democracies of Antiquity. It is also illustrated
by the burden placed on the classes who did not enjoy the exemptions
in the cases just mentioned.

To take the "correlative" case under (C.) above: the subjection of
privileged classeS to specified liturgical obligations is the most important
fonn of systematic provision for public needs on a basis other than that
of regular taxation. In China, India, and Egypt, the countries with the
earliest development of "hydraulic" bureaucracy, liturgical organization
was based on obligations to deliveries and services in kind. It was in part
taken over from these sources by the Hellenistic states and by the late
Roman Empire, though there, to be sure, to an important extent it took
the form of liturgical obligations to pay money taxes rather than contri

. butions in kind. This type of provision always involves the organization
of the population in terms of occupationally differentiated classes. It is
by no means out of the question that it might reappear again in the
modern world in this form if public provision by taxation should fall
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down and tne satisfaction of private wants by capitalistic enterprise be
comes subject to extensive regulation by the state. Up until now, the
financial difficulties of the modem state could be adequately met by the
compulsory creation of produce; cartels with monopoly rights in ex
change against money contributiOns; an example could be the compul
sory control of the gunpowder factories in Spain with monopoly protec
tion against new foundations and a continuous high contribution to the
state treasury. The idea is suggestive: one might proceed in the same
way in the "socialization" of the capitalistic enterprises of individual
branches, by imposing compulsory cartels or combinations with obliga
tions to pay large sums in taxes. Thus they could be made useful ror
fiscal purposes, while production would continue to be oriented ra
tionally to the price situation.

39. Repercussions of Public Financing on Private
Economic Activity

J'he way in which political and hierocratic bodies provide for their
corporate needs has very important repercussions on the structure of
private economic activity, A state based exclusively on money contribu
tions, conducting the collection of the taxes (but no other economic
activity) through its own staff, and calling on personal service contribu
tions only for political and judicial purposes, provides an optimal
environment for a rational market-oriented capitalism. A state which
collects money taxes by tax farming is a favorable environment for the
development of politically oriented capitalism, but it does not encourage
the orientation of pr06t-making activity to the market. The granting of
rights to contributions and their distribution as benefices normally tends
to check the development of capitalism by creating vested interests in the
maintenance of existing sources of fees and contributions. It thus tends
to stereotyping and traditionalizing of the economic system,

A political body based purely on deliveries in kind does not promote
th~ development of capitalism. On the contrary, it hinders it to the
'extent to which it involves rigid binding of the structure of production
in a form which, from a point of view of pro6t-making enterprise, is
irrational.

A system of provision by compulsory services in kind hinders the
development of market capitalism above all through the confiscation of
the labor force and the consequent impediments to the development of a
free labor market. It is unfavorable to politically oriented capitalism be
cause it removes the typical prospective advantages which enable it to
develop.

Financing by means of monopolistic profit·making enterprises has in



common with the use of contributions in kind whict> aVe wid for money
;:"n~ with Ihurgical obligations on property, the h~~t th~t tb~y <:lIe ail
unravorable to the development of a type of capitdh:~ whkh i~ ·:;utrmo
mously oriented to the market. On the contrary, they tend :.0 r..:rres::; i~ by
fiscal measures which, from the point of view of the markei., are irra~

tional, such as the establishment of privileges and of opportunities for
money making through other channels. They are, on the other hand,
under certain conditions favorable to politically oriented capitalism.

What is importaIit for pront-making enterprises with 6xed capital
and careful capital accounting is, in formal terms. above all, the ca1cu1a-,
bilityof the L1X lood. Substantively, it is important that there shall not ~
unduly heavy burdens placed on the capitalistic employment of re
sources, which means, above all, on market turnover. On the other
hand, speculative trade capitalism is compatible with any form of or
ganization of public nnances which does not, through tying it to
liturgical obligations, directly inhibit the trader's exploitation of goods
as commooities.

Though important, the form of 'organization of the obligations im
posed by public finance is not sufficient to determine completely the
orientation of economic activity. In spite of the apparent absence of all
the more important obstacles of this type, no important development
of rational capitalism has occurred in large areas and for long periods.
On the other hand, there are cases where, in spite of what appear to
be very serious obstacles placed in its way by the system of public
finances, such a development has taken place. Various factors seem, to

have played a part. Substantively, state economic policy may be very
largely oriented to non-economic ends. The development of the intel
lectual disciplines, notably science and technology. is important. In addi
tion, obstructions due to certain value-attitudes derived from ethical and
religious sources have tended to limit the development of an autonomous
capitalistic system of the modern type to certain areas. It must, further- I
more, not be forgotten that founs of establishment and of the nrm must, 1

like technical products, be "invented," In an historical analysis, we can ]

°hn1y POIint outhcertahin circumStances
th

w~ic~nflexert negative
h

" hin~uepednces on ,I
t e re evant t aug t processes- at IS, 1 uences w lC 1m e or
even obstruct theJll--()r .such which exert a positive, favoring influence. 1
It is not, however, possible to prove a strictly inevitable causal relation· .

ship in such cases, any more than it is posSible in any other case of Ii,
strictly individual events.fa

Apropos of the last statement, it may be noted that the concrete indi
vidual events also in the field of the natural science:" can be rigorously
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reduced to their particular causal components only under very special
circumstances. There is thus no difference in principle between the field
of action and other £.elds.u

At this point it is possible to give only a few provisional indications
of the fundamentally important interrelationships between the fann of
organization and administration of political bodies and the economic
system.

I. Historically, the most important case of obstruction of the develop-
ment of market capitalism by turning public contributions into privately
held benefices is China. The conferring of contributions as fiefs, which
often cannot be differentiated from this, had the same effect in the Near
East since the time of the Caliphs. Both will be discussed in the proper
place. Tax fanning is found in India. in the Near East, and in the
Western World in Antiquity and the Middle Ages. Particularly, how
ever, in Antiquity, as in the development of the Roman class of tax
fanning financiers, the equites, it became decisive in detennining the
mode of orientation of capitalistic acquisition. In India and the Near
East, on the other hand, it was more important in determining the de
velopment and distribution of wealth, notably of land ownership.

2. The most important case in history of the obstruction of capital
istic development by a liturgical organization of public 6nance is that of
later Antiquity. It was perhaps also important in India after the
BuJdhist era and at certain periods in China. This also will be discussed
later.

3. The most important historical case of the monopolistic diversion
of capitalism is, after the Hellenistic, especially the Ptolemaic pre
cursors, the period of royal monopolies and monopolistic concessions in
early modem times, which again will be discussed in the proper place.
A prelude to this development might be seen in certain measures intro
duced by Emperor Frederick II in Sicily, perhaps following a Byzantine
mooel, and its final struggle in the conflict of the Stuarts with the Long
Parliament.u

This whole discussion in such an abstract form has been introduced
only in order to make an approximately correct formulation of problems
possible. But before returning to the stages of development of economic
activity and the ('onditions underlying that development, it is necessary
to undertake a strictly sociological analysis of the nOll-economic compo
nents.

40. The Inffuence of Economic Factors on the Formation
of Organizations

Economic considerations have one very general kind of sociological
importance for the formation of organizations if, as is almost always
tme, the directing authority and the administrative staff are remunerated.
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If this is the case, an overwhelmingly strong set of economic interests
become bound up with the continuation of the organization, even though
its primary ideological basis may in the meantime have ceased to exist.

It is an everyday occurrence that organizations of all kinds which,
even in the eyes of the participants, have become "meaningless," con
tinue to exist because an executive secretary or some other official makes "
his "liVing" in this manner and otherwise would have no means of support.

Every advantage which is appropr!ated, or even under certain circum
stances one which has not been fonnally appropriated, may have the
effect of stereotyping existing forms of social action. Among the op
portunities for economic profit or earnings in the field of the peaceful
provision for everyday wants, it is in general only the opportunities open
to profit-making enterprise which constitute autonomous forces that are
in a rational sense revolutionary; but even of t!tem this is not always true.

For example, the interests of bankers in maintaining~ their commis
sions long obstructed the reCognition of endorsements on bills of ex
change. Simil~cases of the obstrUction of formally rational institutions
by. vested interests, which may well be interests in capitalistic pro£ts,
will frequently be met with below. They are, however, appreciably rarer
than obmttctions resulting from such factors as appropriation of bene
fices, status advantages, and various economically irrational forces.

4 I. The Mainspring of Economic AClivity
"

AIl economic activity in a market economy is undertaken and carried
through by individuals acting to provide ror their own ideal or material
interests. This is naturally just as true when "economic activity is oriented
to the patterns of order of organizations, whether they themselves are
partly engaged in economic activity, are primarily economic in character,
or merely regulate economic activity. Strangely"enough, this fact is often I

110t taken account of.
In an economic system organized' on a socialist basis, there would be

no fundamental differerkem this respect. The decision-making, of
course, would lie in the hands of the cen'hal a:uthority, and the functions
of the individual engaged in the~production of gO<Xis would be limited to

the performance of "technical" services; that is, to "labor" in the sense of
the term employed here. This would be true so long as the individuals
were being administered "dictatorially:' that is, by autocratic determina~

rion from above in which they had no voice. But once any right of "co
determination" were granted to the population, this would immediately
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make possible, also in a formel! sense, the fightinR out of interest cont-licts
centering on the mllonCf of decision-making and, above all, on the ques
tion of how much should be saved (i.e., put aside from current produc
tion). But this, is not the decisive point. What is decisive is that in
socialism, too, the mdividU<lI will under these conditions ask first whether
to him, personally, the rations allotted and the work assigned, as com
pared with other possibilities, appe::n to conform with his own interests.
This is the criterion by which he 'would orient his behavior, and violent
power struggles would be the normal result: struggles over the alteration
or maintenance of rations once allotted-as, for instance, over ration
supplements For lieavy labor; appropriations or expropriations of particu
lar jobs, sought :lfter because of extra remuneration or pleasant working
conditions; work cessations, such as in strikes or lock-outs; restrictions of
production to enforce changes in the conditions of work in particular
branches: boycotts and the forcible dismissal of unpopular snpen'isors
in short, ;lppropri8tion processes of <"Ill kinds <lnd interest struggles would
al5<l then be the normal phenomena of life. The fact that they would
Par the most part be fought out through organized groups, and that ad
vantages \',.'ould be enjoyed on the one hand by the workers engaged in
the most essential services, on the other hand by those who were physi
cally strongest, would simply reflect the'cxisting situation. But however
that might be, it would be the interests of the individual, possibly or
ganized in terms of the similar interests of many individuals as opposed
to those of others, which would underlie <I'll action, The structure of
interests and the relevant situation would be different, and there would
be other means of pursuing interests, but this fundamental factor would
remain just as relevant as before. It is of course true that economic action
which is oriented on purely ideological grounds to the interests of others
does exist. But it is even more certain that the mass of men do not act
in this way, and it is rln induction from experience that they cannot do
so and never wiIl.

In a completely suciaHzed planned economy there would be scope
only for the following; (a) the distribution of real goods on the basis
of planned rationed needs; (b) the production of these goods according
to a plan of production. "Income" as a category of the money economy
would necessarily disappear, but rationed "receipts" would be' possible.

In a market economy the striving for income is necessarily the ulti
mate driVing force of all economic activity. For every disposition, insofar
as it makes a claim on goods or utilities which are not avaiJ~ble to the
actor in a form fully, eady 'for whatever use he intends, presupposes the
acquisition of and disposi!ibp over future income, and practically every,
existing power of control over goods and services presupposes previous
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income. AIl business profits of enterprises will at some stage and in some
form be turned into the income of economically acting individuals. In
a "regulated economy" the principal aim of the regulations is generally
to affect in some manner the distribution of income. (In a "natural econ
omy" we find no "income" in the usage of the present terminology;
instead there are "receipts" in the' form of goods and services which
cannot be valued in terms of a unitary means of exchange.)

Income and receipts may, from a sociological point of view, take the
following principal forms and be derived from the following principal
sources:

A.-Incomes and receipts from personal services derived from special- ,
ized or specified functions:

(r) Wages: (a) Freely determined wage incomes or receipts con
tracted at nxed rates per time period; (b) the same, determined on some
established scale (salaries or in-kind remuneration of public officials and
civil servants); (c) the labor return of hired workers on contracted piece
rates; (d) entirely open labor returns.

(2) Gains: (a) Free exchange profits deriving from the procurement
of goods and services on an entrepreneurial basis; (b) the same, but
regulated. In cases (a) and (b), "incomes" are calculated as net returns
after the deduction of costs. (c) P;.edatory gains; (d) Gains derived
from poSitions of political authOrity, fee incomes of an office, bribes, tax
farming, etc., obtained by the appropriation of power. In cases (c) and
(d), costs will be deducteO to calculate "income" only if the activity is
conducted as a continuous organized mode of acquisition; otherwise the
g?C.'SS revenue is usually considered "income."

B.-Income and receipts from property, derived from the exploitation'
of control over important mean:> of production:

(I) Those in which "incon,e" is normally calculated as "net rent"
after the deduction of cost.~. (a) Rent obtained from the ownership of
human beings, as in the CdS{' of slaves, serfs or freedmen. These may
be r~ceipts in money or in Lnd; they may be fixed in amount or consist
in shares of the source's eatnings after the deduction of costs of main~

tenance. (b) Appropriated re,'enues derived from positions of political
authority (after the deduction of the costs of administration). (c) Rental
revenues derived from the owner.;hip of land (mew-rage payments or
fixed rents per unit of time, f.ithcr in kind or in money, seigneurial rent
revenues-after deduction cf land taxes and costs of maintenance). (d)
House rents after deduction uf expenses. (e) Rent receipts from ap
propriated monopolies (feufbl banditis, patent royalties after the deduc·
tion of fees). '

(2) Property income an~ receipts normally not requiring deduction
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of costs from gross revenues: (a) Investment income (interest paid to
households or pro6t-making enterprises in return for the right to utilize
their resources or capital-see above, ch. II, sec. II). (b) "Interest"
&mt catde loans (Viehrenten)." (c) "Interest" from other loans of con
~ objects, and contracted "annuities in kind" (DeputatTenten). Cd)

...:·....1riTerest on money loans. (e) Money interest on mortgages. (f) Money
. 'returns from securities, which may consist in fixed interest or in dividends

varying with pro6tability. (g) Other shares in profits. such as shares in
the proceeds of "occasional" profit-making ventures and in profits from
rational speculative operations, and shares in the rational long-run profit
making activities of all sorts of enterprises.

All "gains" and the dividend incomes from shares are either not con
tracted (as to tate or amount) in advance, or only indirectly contracted
incomes (namely, through the agreement on prices or piece rates). Fixed
interest and wages, leases of land, and house rents are contracted in~

comes. Income from the exercise of power, from ownership of human
beings, from seigneurial authority over land, and predatory incomes all
involve appropriation by force. Income from property may be divorced
from any occupation in case the recipient lets others utilize the property.
Wages, salaries, labor profits, and entrepreneurial profits are, on the other
hand, occupational incomes. Other types of property inComes and gains
may be either one or the other. An exhaustive classification is not in
tended here.

Of all types of incomes, it is particularly those from business profits
and the contracted piece rate or free labor incomes which have a dy
namic, revolutionary signi6cance for economic life. Next to these stand
incomes derived from free exchange and, in quite different ways, under
certain circumstances, the "predatory" incomes.

Those having a static, conservative influence on economic activity are
above all incomes drawn in accordance with a pred~rmined scale,
namely salaries, wages reckoned per unit of working time, gains from
the exploitation of office poWers, and normally all kinds of fixed interest
and rents.61

The economic source of "incomes" (in an exchange economy) lies
in a great majority oreases' in the exchange situation on the market for
goods and labor services. Thus, in the last analysis, it is determined by
consumers' demand, in connection with the more or less strong natural
or statutory monopolistic position of the parties to market relationships.

The economic source of "receipts" (in a natural economy) generally
lies in the monopolistic appropriation of opportunities to exploit property
or services for a return.

The underpinning of all these incomes is nothing but the possibility

/

,...
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of violence in the defence of appropriated advantages (see above, ch. II,
sec. I, pt. 4). Predatory incomes and related modes of acquisition are the
return on actwil violence. An exhaustive classification had to be foregone
in this very rough fi,fSt sketch. ,.

In spite of many disagreements on particular points, I consider the
sections on "income" in R. Liefmann's works to be among the most valu·
able of his contributions.68 The problems of economic theory involved
cannot be explored any further here; the interrelations between the eco
nomic dynamics and the social order will have to be discussed time and
again.

NOTES

Unless otherwise indicated, notes are by Parsons.
I. In the economic sense.
2. Robert Liefmann, Grundsatze. der Volkswirtschaftslehre, vol. I, 3ra cd.

(Stuttg:lrt 1923), p. 74ff. and passim. (Wi)
3. See Franz Oppenheimer. System der Soziologie, Part III, Theorie der

reinen ll11d politischen Dkonomie, 5th ed.;,(Jena 1923), pp. 146-152. (Wi)
4. 1 he Gelman word Technik which Weber uses here covers both the

meanings of the English word "technique" and of "te~hnology." Since the dis
tinnirm is not explicitly made in Weber's tenninology, it will have to be intro·
duced acrording to the context in the translation.

5. The term Verfii.gungsgewalt, of which Weber makes a great deal of use,
is of le~<I1 origin, implying legally sanctioned powers of control and disposal. This,
of <.:ourse, has no place in a purely economic conceptual scheme but is essential to
;1 soc::ir,logical treatment of economic systems,. It is another way of saying that con
cretd;. economic action depends on a system of propetty relations.

6. This is one of the many dHferenc~ between China and the Western'
\~lorld which \Veher related to the difference of orientation to eronomic activities,
growin?: (lut of the religious differences of the two civilizations. See his The Religion
of China: Con{lIcialliml and Taoism, transl. J-t. H. Gerth (Clencoe. Ill. 1951).

7. Bescllaffung Weber uses this tenn./whieh could he translated variously
as "making a~'ailahle:' "bringing forth," "providing." etc., throughout this chapter
in (omhinations: whcrl' today the term "prIXWction" bas become usual, and we
n{)r~ally translate it in this way. However, rlit tenn does cover, beyond produc
rio'> in Ihe n;JUOW sense, also all manner of <ldivities which make available
go< Is, services, money. or anything else usefulJ--that is. transport (as noted here).
tmd hanking, eK. ,\\'herc"er it was necess~ry to indicate .this wider meaning
ck, !\- W(' have translated the term as "procure~wnt." (Wi)

.,_ It is! striking fact that. particularly in primiti~e society, a very large pro
p(lT['"n (If e(ol"wmicully significant exchangei, formally treated as an exchan~e

of ;"hi. A n:tum gift of suitable value is ddinitcly obligatory but the specific
char '. tcristic of purdy economically rational eM:hange, namely bargaining, is not
only ,'lSmt but is specifically prohibited.

0- Tht' type case Weber has in mind is the relation of the state tn the
modem ..y~[('m of property and contract. Whether or not private citizens l.vHl en
gage in .ul~· gll'cn activity is no determined by the law. The latter is restrkteJ
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to the enfotcement of certain .formal rules governing whoever does engage in such
activities.

10. This is a term which is not in general use in German economics, but
which Weber took over, as he notes below, from G. F. Knapp. There seems to be
no suitable English term and its use has hence been retained.

II. Theone des Geldes und tier UmUiufsmitUl (Munich 191.2). English
edition: The Theory of Money and Credit, tIS!. H. E. Batson (London 1934; 2d
rev. ed., New Haven 1953)· (Wi) J

12. English edition: The State Theory of Money, abridged cd., trsl. by H. M.
Lucas and J. Bonar, publ. for the Royal Economic Society (London 1924)' (Wi)

13. Weber, as will become clear further on in this chapter, in common with
many of his contemporaries (includin& the leaders of the Bolshevik revolution in
Russia) strongly identified "soc;:ialis,n' and "communism" with the absence of
money and monetary categories (money prices, money wages, etc.). 1n the event,
these categories were, of course, used in the, Communist countries even in the
substantial absence of free markets, although their use was attended by many
difficulties, as yet unresolved, in the determination of rational prices. This is true
for the internal economy of these countries, but particularly true for the exchange
relations between the Communist countries (coexisting "communist organiza·
tions") which are mentioned here. For the state of the debate in Weber's day,
see ,F. A. Hayek (ed.), Collectivist Economic Planning (London 1935); an
appredation of Weber's contribution, p. 32lf. (Wi)

14· The concept Haushab, as distinguished from Erwerb, is central to
Weber's analysis in this context. He means by it essentially what Aristotle meant
by the "management of a household" (Jowett's translation). It is a question of
rational allocation of resources in providing for a given set of needs. TIle concept
of budget and budgetary management seems to be the closest English equivalent
in common use.

IS. Corresponding to the distinction of Havshalt and &werb, Weber dis
tinguishes Verma:gen and KapiNl. They ate, (If .course, classes of property distin
guished in terms,of their function in the management of. an economic unit. There
is no English equivalent of VermOgen in this sense, and jt has seemed necessary
to employ the more general term "wealth." Where there is danger of confusion, it
will be ampli&ed as "budgetary wealth."

16. In common usage the term Erwerben: would perhaps best be translated as
"acquisition." Thil has not, however, been used, as Weber is here- using the term
in a lttbnical 1ICNe as the antithesis of Hcwlwlten. "Pront-Making" brings out
this speci6c: meaning much more clearly. '

, 17. Since Weber wrote, there has been an extensive discussion of the problem
of whether rational allocation of resources was possible in a completely socialistic
economy in which there were no independent, competitively determined prices.
The principal weight of technical opiroion seems at pretent to take the opposite
position from that which Weber defends here. A discussion of the problem will
be found in Osku Lange and F. M. Taylor, em the Ecotlomic Theory of Soci4l
ism, edited by B. E. Lippincott (Minneapolis 1938). This book includes a bibli
ognphyon the subject.

18. For the relevant articles by K. Rodbertus, see Jahrlriicher fUr N4tional·
okmlomie fmd SUitistik, vols. IV, V, and VIII (1865-1869); K. Bucher, ltldustrial
Ewlutiotl, tISl. S. M. Wickett (New York 1901). (Wi)

'9. On batlCO-currencies, see Economic History, 189£; on the Egyptian "grain
deposit banks," ibid., 59. (Wi)

20. Otto Neurath, Bayerische SoziaJisierungser£ahrungen. Vienna 1920; ill.,
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VoUsozialisierung. Von der whsten fl.. ~1men Zukfl.n(t. (Deuuche Gt!
meinwirtsd~ft, vol. J5; Jena 1920), and bibli08I'phy given there. Neurath,
incidentally, had not only written about and agitated for economic socialization,
but also brieBy worked as director of t~e Bavarian ZentralwirtscJuzft.iamt, the
agency in charge of socialization plans, during the Raterepublik or "soviet" phase
eX the BavBrlan revolutionary regime in the spring of "1919; when he was brought
to trial after the suppression of the revolution, Weber testi.6ed in his defense.
See A. Mitchell, Revolution in Bavaria 1918-1919 (Princeton 1965), pp. 293
305. Marianne Weber, Max Weber (Tubingen r',p.6), pp. 673 &: 677; Ernst
Niekisch, Gewagte_s Leben (Koln 1958), pp. 53-57. (Wi)

:u. J. C. L. Simonde de Sismondi, Essay X ("De la conditioo des cultivateurs
dans la Campagne de Rome") in his £tudes sur l'~ie Politique, vol. II
(Paris 1838); W. Sombart, Die r6mi.s~he Campagna. Eine lOZialokonomische,
Studie (Leipzig J 888). (Wi) •

22. Oppenbeimer, who was for part of his life associated with the Henry
George movement, saw the ultimaf' basis of capitalism in the appropriation of
land;ne was himself-the founder of a "free land" Illovement. (Wi)
- 23. English translation in F. A. Hayek (ed.), Collectivist Economic Planning
(London 1935). (Wi)

24. Weber seems to have said in this passage in a somewhat involved way
what has come to be generally accepted among the mOle critical economic theorists
and the welfare economists. A simpler way of stating the same point is provided
by the doctrine of maximum satisfaction. This states the conditions under which,
to use Weber's phrase, lonnal and substantive rationality would coincide. It is
generally conceded that among these conditions is the absence of certain types of
inequality of wealth. One of the best sta~ments of the problem. is that of Frank
H. Knight in his essay 'The Ethics of Competition," which is reprinted in the
book of that title. The problem of the relations of formal and substantive ration
ality has fot Weber, however, wider ramifications.

25" ~roposals for the introduction of ~ rlanned economy made in the early
summer oE 1919' by the 61'St Reic'hswimohRftsmini5ter of the Weimar Republi~,

the'SociaI Democrat Rudolf Wissell and his Undersecretary Wichard von Moel
lendoriF. After the'ftjecrion of his plans, Wissell resigned in July of that year
and was replaced by an opponent of planning. 0. Arthur Rosenberg, A History
of the German Republic. ttsI. I. F. D. Morrow and M. Sieveking (londOn 1936),
108££. The text of the pr6posa1s is included in Wissell's justi6cation' of his conduct
of offi~: PralttUcM Wirischaftspolirik. Unwlagen z14r"BeurtBilung' einer fUnf
monatlichen WiTtschaftsfUhrung (Berlin 1919), and in part also in Deutsch-e
GemeinwiTtscM{t, vo1s. 9 lind Jo(Jena 1919). (Wi)

.' 26. English ed.; Industrial Evolution, transl. (from the 3rd Cennan edition,
19O'o)byS. Morley Wickoff (New YorK 1901). (Wi)

'2.7~ In a good deal of his -discussion, Weber uses the term Betrieb in a context
~f where this distinction is n0t important. To avoid a confusion of tenns, it has in

general been found most convenient to translate Betrieb as "enterprise" (tf. the
de6nition of- "enterprise" as continuous rational activity, above, ch. I: J 5'). But
wherever the distinction made here is important in the context, tbe term "estab
lishment" is used. Unkmehmen has for the same reason been translated as "linn."
(Wi)

28. See above note. In most cases it has so fat seemed best to translate
Erwerbsbetrieb with "enterprise."

29. See below, ch. II, sec. 20, point V. (Wi)
30. Weber here sides with Karl Buchel against a theory of developmental

j
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stages propounded mainly by Gustav Schmoller, who de£ncs stages in terms of
ruling groups, Cf. Schmoller, "Stildtische, territoriale und r.aatIiche Wirtschafts
politik," ]anrb. f. Geset%gebung, Verwaltung 'If. VolltswirtscJlaft, VIII (188..).
4if. and II (1904), 668ff.; Bucher, "The Rise of the National Economy," in hiI
Industrial Evolution, op. cit., 83-149. For the polemic between Schmoller and
Bucher, see ]b. f, G" V. & V., XVII and XVIII (1893-1894). See also below,
Part Two, ch. XVI:i+ (Wi)

3I. The corresponding Gennan terms are: Hauswirlschaft, Dor{wirtschaft.
grundheniiche and patrimonialfurstliche Haushaltswirtschaft. Stadtwirtsehajt.
Territorialwinscha{-t, and Volkswirtschaft. .

32. What Weber apparently has in mind is the type of "trust" which con
trols all stages of the process of production from tllW material to the finished
product. nus many of our steel enterprises have not only blast furnaces and
rolling mills', but coal mines, coke C'/ens, railways and ships. and iron ore mines,
The most notable example in Germany in Weber's time was the Stinnes combine.

33. The demiurgoi were the public craftsmen ("those who work for the
people") of ancient Greece. Whether they were really em an annual retainer,
rather than being paid for the individual job, is still controversial (-c[, M. I.
Finley, The World of Oddyseus [New York 1959], 5If.); Weber himself usu
ally cites the puhlic artisans of Indian villages as an example (e.g., Economic
History, 34f., 103f.) (Wi)

\ 34- K. Rodbertus, "Zur Geschichte der romischen Trihutsteuern seit Augus-
!Us," Jahrbikher f. Nationalok.. 'U. S;;atistik, IV (,865); cf. also Economic History.
!O8. (Wi)

35. Carolingian Imperial ~'egulation prescrihing detailed management proce-
dures for the royal estates (t'illae). (Wi)

36. Discussed in sec 20, below. (Wi)
37. Discussed in sec. 2I, below, (Wi)
38. On Dem05thenes' shops and the Carolingian women's house (genitium),

see &onOtnic History, 104ft.; on Roman estate shops. H. Gummems, Der
romische Gutsbetrieb als wirtschllfl'. Organismus 1l-1ch den Werk.en des Caw,
Varro und Columella (Leipzig !yo6); on the Ru~ian serf factory, see M. t.
Tugan-Baranovskii, Geschichte der russischen Fabrik, trans!. B. Minzes (Berlin
'900). (Wi)

39. Beunden were plots of land exempt from the cultivation regulations (crop
rotation, grazing rights, etc.) of the viHage (Mark.-) association; in contrast to
ordinary arahle, they could be fenced. Herre'l'lbeunden, or unrestricted seigneurial
farms operated by a special official (Beundehofmann), are found in early docu
ments. J. & W. Grimm, Deutsches \Vorterbueh, I (Leipzig 1854). (Wi)

40. The term Paria is used by Weber in a technical sense to designate a
group occupying the same territor,,~i area as others, but separated from them hy
rinial barriers which severely limit social intercourse between the groups. It has
been common for such groups to have specialized occupations, particularly occu-
pations which are despised in the larger society. •

41. What is ordinarily calii'd II "producers' co-operative association" would be
includeJ in this type, but VVel:>er c,onceives the typ<. more broadly.' In certain
respects, for instance, the med,evai village community could be cons~dered an ex
ample.

42. On the "freed mountains" and "mining freedom," see Eamomic Hiswry,
142f. (Wi)

43. His real name was John Winchcomhe. See W. J. Ashley, An Introduc·
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tion to English Economic Hisrory and Theory, II (London ,893), 229f, and
255f.. who reprin~art of the poem; also Economic History, '32. (Wi)

44· That is without rights of inheritance or alienation. See above chap. I,
sec. 10.

45· This chapter is, however, a mere fragment whIch Weber Intended to
develop on a scale comparable with the others. Hence most of the matenal to
which this note refers was probably never written down.

46. For a discussion of StOr, "wage work," and "price work," see Karl
Biicher, Industrial Evolution, op. cit., chap. 4. (Wi)

47· On coloni, see Economic History, 56, 73. (Wi)
48. It seems curious that in thili. classification\Veber failed to mention the

type of agricultural organization which has become predominant in the ~U1ple

agricultural production of much of the United States and Canada..Of the Euro
pean types this comes closest to large-scale peasant proprietorship, but is much
more definitely oriented to the market for a single staple, such as wheat. Indeed,
in many respCcts this type of farm is closely comparable to some kinds of small
scale industrial enterprise.

49. On this peculiar phenomenon, see Economic History, 35. (Wi)
49a. Memorandum on the question of a legal provision to protect the home·

steads of smallholders against legal execution C"Empfiehlt s;ch die Einfuhrung
cines Heimstiittenrechtes, insbesondere zum Schut:>: des kleinen Grundbesitzes
gegen Zwangsvollstreckung?") in Deutscher Juristentag XXIV (1897), Verhand
lungen, II. 15-32. (W)

50. Weber uses the tenn Alltag in a technical sense, which is contrasted with
Charisma. The antithe~is will playa leading role in chap. III. In his use of the
tenns, however, an ambiguity appears of which he was probably not aware. In
some contexts, Alltag mean" routine, as contrasted with things which are excep
tional or extraordinary and hence temporary. Thus, the charismatic movement
led by a prophet is, in the nature of the case, temporary, and if it is to survi"e at
all must find a routine basis of organization. In other contexts, Alhag means the
profane, as contrasted with the sacred. The theoretical significance of this ambigu
ity has been analysed in [Parsons,] Structure of Social Action, chap. xvii.

5 I. There are several different factors involved in the inability to predict
future events with complete certainty. Perhaps the best known analysis of these
factors is that of F. H. Knight in his Risk, Uncertainty and Profit.

52. On the Chinese and Hamburg banco-money (deposit certificates), see
Economic History, r89f. (Wi)

53· In a well-known essay, ''The Social Causes of the Decay of Ancient
Civilization," (J-. of General Education, V, 1950, 75-88), Weber attributed to
this factor an important role in the economic decline and through Ihis the cul
tural changes of the Roman Empire.

54- G. F. Knapp, The State Theory of Money, op. cit., 1 I. (Wi)
55· For the exact definition of "currency money," see Knapp, The State

Theory of Money, lOolf. (Wi)
56. Note money is discussed in sec. 34, below; metal money in this and the

following section. (Wi)
57· Most of the special tenninology employed here was mined by Knapp. but I

never came to be really widely used. "y.tric," from the Greek lytron ::::: means of
payment, designates specifically the agencies or institutions connected with pay- .1.

ments or regulating payment instruments. "Hylodromy," literally the rate of ,
exchange- (KUTS ::::: dromos) of currency metals (maHer::::: hyle), Knapp defines .j
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as a state characterized by "the deliberate fixing of the pricl of J. hylic metal"
(Knapp, The State Theory of Money, 79). (Wi)

58. It should be borne in mind that this was written in 1919 or r92o. The
situation has clearly been radically changed by the de\'elopments since that time.

59. This is an application of Weber's general theory of the relations of inter
ests and ideas, which is much further developed in his writings on the Sociology
of Religion. The most important point is that he refused to accept the common
dilemma that a given act i,; motivated either by interests 0r by ideas. The influ
ence of ideas is rather to be found in their function of defining the situations in
which interests are pursued. Beside in Weber's own works, this point is developed
in [Parsons'] article ''The Role of Ideas in Social Action," American Sociological
Review, October 1938.

60. Knapp, The State Theory of Money, 48. (Wi)
6z. Mazenatisch. This term is commonly used in Gennan but not in the

precise sense which Weber gives it here. There seems to be no e<juivalent single
tenn in English, so the idea has been conveyed by a phrase.

62. For the complex history of this institution, the later Preussische Staats
bank, see W. O. Henderson, The Sta:'! and the Industrial Revolution in Prussia,
1740-1870 (Liverpool 1958), I' -1.;.7. Founded in 1772 by Frederick II as a
primarily government·owned overse..s trade agency, the Seel-<andlung eventually
turned into a fully government-owned commercial bank used to Aoat state loans
and,' to some extent, to finance desired industrial development. (Wi)

63. The methodological problems touched here have been further discussed
in various of the essays collected in the volume GAzU'. The most essential point
is that Weber held that no scientific analysis in the nattlral or the social field ever
exhausts the concrete indi·;iduality of the empirical world. Scientific conceptual
schemes and the causal explanations attained through their use are always in
important respects abstract.

64. Cf. Weber's essay on "Roscher und Knies und die logischen Probleme
der historischcn Nation~lokonomie," GAzW, 2nd ed., 1951,56.64££, CWi)

65. See Economic History, 213 and 256f. (Wi)
66. On cattle Ioa,)s, see Economic History, 56 and 201. (Wi)
67. The distinction here made between those types of economic interest hav

ing a dynamic and a static influence on economic [lctivity respectively, is strikingly
similar to that made by Pareto between "speculators" and "rentiers;" see The
trind and Society, especially sees. 22, :;4ff.

68. See Roben Liefm:mn, Ertrug llnd Einkommen auf Grundlage einer rein.
subjektiven It\'ertlehre (Jena 19°7); Liefmann, Grundsatu der Volkswirtschafts
le~re (Stuttgart I919), vol. II, parts VIIJ-IX, esp. 636-710. (Wi)



CHAPTER III
THE TYPES OF LEGITIMATE
DOMINATION

1

The Basis of Legitimacy

I. Domination and Legitimacy .
Domination was defined above echo 1:16) as the probability that

certain speei~6c commands (or-all commands) will be obeyed by a given
group of persons. It thus does not include every mode ol exercising
"power" or "influence" over other persons. Domination ("authority")l
in this sense may be based on the :most diverse motives <i compliance:
all the way from. simple habituation to the most purely rational calcula
tion of advantage. Hence every genuine form of domination implies
a minimum of voluntary compliance. that is, an interest (based. on
ulterior motives or genuine aceepta.nce) in obedience.

Not every case of dominap,on makes use of econon:Uc means; still less
•does &ways have economic objectives. However, normally the nde
over a considenlble numheI of J""'O'1S reqUires a staff (el. ch. b,).
that is. a 'l'ecial group which can normally· be ttusted to execute the

,;; general policy as well as the specific commands. The members of the
administrative staff may be bound to obedience to: their superior (or su
perio",) hy custom. by affeetuaI ties. by a purely material complex of

[:U2.]
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interests, o;'by ideal (wertrationale) motives. The quality of these mo
tives largely detennines the type of dominat.ion. Purely material interests
and calcu1atioris of advantages as the basis of solidarity be~n the chief
and his administrative staff result, in this as in other connexions, in a
relatively unstable situation. Nonnally other elements, affectual and
ideal, supplement such interests. In certain exceptional cases the former
alone may be decisive. In everyday life these relationships, like others,
are governed by custom and material calculation of advantage. But cus
tom, personal advantage, purely affectual or ideal motives of solidarity,
do not fonn a sufficiently reliable basis for a given domination. In addi
tion there is normally a further element, the belief in legitimacy.

Experience shows that in no instance does domination vOluntarily
limit itself to the appeal to material or affectual or ideal motives as a basis
for its continuance. In addition every such system attempts to establish
and to cultivate the belief in its legitimacy. But according to the kind of
legitimacy which is claimed, the type o.f obedience, the kind of adminis
trative staff developed to guarantee it, and the mode of exercising author
ity,'will all differ fundamentally. Equally fundamental is the variation in
effect. Hence, it is useful to classify the types of domination according
to the kind of claim to legitimacy typically made by each. In doing this, •
it is best to start from modem and therefore more familiar examples.

I. The choice of this rather than some other basis of classification
can only be justi.fied by its results. The fact that certain other typical
criteria of variation are thereby neglecred for the time being and can
only be introduced at a later stage is not a decisive dii6cuIty. The legiti
macy of a system of control has far more than a merely "ideal" signifi
cance, if only because it has very.definite relations to the legitimacy of
propet!)'.

2. Not every claim which is protected by custom Of Jaw $ltouId
be spoken of as involving a relation of authority. Otherwise the worker,
in his claim for fulfilment ci the wage contract, would be ~fsing au
thority over his employer because his claim can, on occasion, be enforced
by order oE a court. Actually his formal. status is that of party to a con·
t:raetwU relationship with his employer, in which he has certain "rights"
to receive payments. At the saItJe time the concept of an authority rela
tionship (H.".",1uo/t-rh4ltnis) na'mally doe; not =Iude the po,sibil
ity that it has origi:nUed in a formally free contract. This is true of the
illltkority oE the employer over the worker as mani£ested in the former's
rules and instructicms tegarding the work process; and also c:l the author·
ity 01 a feudal lord over a YISS&1 who has frooJ.y enteRd into the relation
of fealty. That subjeetioo to mill..". discipline is fonnally "involuntaty"
while "that to the discipline c:l the factoty is voluntary does not alter the
feet that the latter is 8Iso a case of subjection to aut1r.orHy. The position
of a huteaucmtic oIlicial b also entered into by con""" and can be

, ,
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freely resigned, and even the status of "subject" can often ,be freely
entered into and (in certain circumstances) freely repudiated. Only in
the limiting case of the slave is formal subjection to authority absolutely
involuntary.

On the other hand, we shall not speak of formal domination if a
monopolistic position permits <l person to exert economic power, that is,
to dictate the terms of exchange to contractual partners. Taken by itself,
this does not constitute authority any more than any other kind of in
fluence which is derived from some kind uf superiority, as hy virtue of
erotic attractiveness, skill in sport or m discussion. Even if a big bank i!;
in a position to force other banks into a cartel arrangement, this will not
alone be sufficient to justify calling it an authority. But if there is al"
immediate relation of command and obedience such that the manage
ment of the first bank can give orders to the others with the claim that
they shall, and the probability that they will, be obeyed rega'rdless of
particular content, and if their carrying out is supervised, it :-is, another
matter. Naturally, here as eveI)'\vhere the transitions are_gradual; there
are all sorts of intermediate steps between mere indebtedn~ and debt
slavery. Even the position of a "salon" can come very close to the border
line of authoritarian domination and yet not necessarily cG,llstitute "au
thority." Sharp differentiation in concrete fact is often ilfJpossible, but
this makes clarity in the analytical distinctions all the more important.

3. Naturally, the legitimacy of a system of domination may be treated
sociologically only as the probability that to a relevant degree the appro
priate attitudes will exist, and the corresponding practical conduct ensue.
It is by no means true that every case of submissiveness to persons in
positions of power is pri,~arily (~r even at all.) ~ri~nted to "this belief.
Loyalty may be hypocritically Simulated by mdlvlduals <W -by whole
groups on purely opportunistic grounds, or carried out in practice for
reasons of material self-interest. Or people may submit from individual
weakness and helplessness because there is no acceptable alternative.
But these considerations are not decisive for the classification of types of
domination. What is important is the fact that in a given q~f: the panic
ular claim to legitimacy is to a significant degree and according to its
type treated as "valid"; that this fact confirms the position of the persons
claiming authority and that it helps to determine the choice of means of
its exercise.

Furthermore, a system of domination may-as often occurs in practice
-be so completely protected, on the one hand by the obvious commu·
nity of interests between the chief and his administrative staff (body
guards, Pretorians, "red" or "white" guards) as opposed to the subjects, on
the other hand by the helplessness of the latter, that it can afford to drop
even the pretense of a claim to legitimacy. But even then the mooe of
legitimation of the relation between chief and his s~ff may vary widely'
according to the type of basis of the relation of the authority between
them, and, as will be shown, this variation is highly significant for the
;tructute of domination.
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4. "Obedience" will be taken to mean that the action of the person
obeying fol'lows in essentials such a course that the content of the com
mand may be taken to have become the basis of action for its own sake.
Furthermore, the facl th<;l it is so taken is referable only to the formal
obligation, without regard to the actor's own attitude to the value or lack
of value of the content of the command as such.

5. Subjectively, the causal sequence may vary, especially as between
"intuition" and "sympathetic agreement." This distinction is not, how
evcr, significant for the present classification of types of authority.

6. The scope of determination of social relationships and cuhurai
phenomena bv virtue of domination is considerably broader than appears
at first sight. For instance, the authority exercised in the schools has much
to Jo with the determination of the forms of speech and of written lan
guage which (1I"(' regarded as orthodox. Diale.:ts used as the "chancellery
langll:lgc" of <lutocephalom political units, hence of their rulers, have often
hecoml' orthodox forms of speech and writing and have even led to the
formdtioo of separate "na,iuns" (for instance, the separation of Hol
land from Germany), The mIl.' b:' parents and the school, ho~vever,

extends far beyond the determination of such cultural patterns, which
arc perhaps only apparently formal, to the formation of the young, and
hence of human beings generally.

7. The fact that the chief and his administrative staff often appear
formally as servants or agents of those they rule, naturally does nothing
whate\·er to disprove the quality of dom:nance. There will be occasion
later to speak of the substanti\·e features of so-called "democracy." But a
certain minimum of assured power to issue commands, thus of domina
tion, must be provided for in nearly every conceivable case.

2. The Three Pure Types of Authority

There are three pure types of legitimate domination. The validity
of the claims to legitimacy may be based on:

I. Rational grounds~resting on a belief in the legality of enacted
'rules and the right of those elevated to authority under such rules to issue
commands (legal authority).

2. Traditional grounds-resting on an established belief in the sanc
tity of immemorial traditions and the legitimacy of those exercising
authority under them (traditional authority); or finally,

3· Charismatic grounds-resting on devotion to the exceptional
sanctity, heroism or exemplary character of an individual person, and of
the normative patterns or order revealed or ordained by him (charisffi3tic
authority) .

In the case of legal authority, obedience is owed to the legillly estab
lished impersonal order. It extends to the persons exercising the authority
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of office under it by virtue of the formal legality of their commands and
only within the scope of authority of the office. In the case of traditional
authority, obedience is owed to the person of the chief who occupies the
traditionally sanctioned position of authority and who is (within iB
sphere) bound by tradition. But here the obligation of obedience is a
matter of personal loyalty within the area of accustomed obligations. In
the case of charismatic authority, it is the charismatically quali6ed leader
as such who is obeyed by virtue of Personal trust in his revelation, his
heroism or his exemplary qualities so far as they fall within the scope of
the individual's belief in his charisma.

1. The usefulness of the above c1assi6cation can only be judged by
its results in promoting systematic analysis. The concept of "charisma"
("the gift of grace") is taken from the vocabulary of early Christianity.
For the Christian hierocracy Rudolf Sohm, in his Kirchenrecht, was the
first to clarify the substance of the concept, even though he did not use
the same terminology. Others (for instance, Holl in Enthvsiasmus und
Bussgewalt) have clarified certain .important consequences of it. It is
thus nothing new.

2. The fact that none of these three ideal types, the elucidation of
which will occupy the following pages, is usua1fy to he found in his·
torical cases in "pure" fonn, is naturally not a valid objection to attempt
ing their conceptual formulation in the sharpest possible form. In this
respect the present case IS no different from many others. Later on (sec.
n If.) the transfonnation of pure charisma by the process of routiniza
tion will be discussed and thereby the relevance of the concept to the
understanding of empirical systems of authority considerably increased.
But even so it may be said of every historical phenomenon o£ authority
that it is not likely to be "as an open book." Analysis in tenns of socio
logical types has, after all, as compared with purely empirical historical
investigation, certain advantages which should not be minimized. That
is, it can in the particular case of a concrtte form of authmity determine
what confonns to or approximates such types as "charisma," "hereditary
charisma," "the charisma of office," "patriarchy," f'bureaucracy." the au
thority of status groups, and in dOing SO it can work with relatively unw

ambiguous concepts. But the idea that the whole of concrete historical
reality can be exhausted in the conceptual scheme about to be developed
is as Ear from the author's thoughts as anything could be.
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11

Legal Authority With a Bureaucratic

Administrative Staff

Note: The specifically modern type of administration has intentionally
been taken as a point of departure in order to make it possible later to
contrast the others with it.

3. Legal Authority: The Pure Type

Legal authority rests on the acceptance of the validity of the fonow~

ing mutually inter-dependen~ ideas.
I. That any given legal norm may be established by agreement or by

imposition, on grounds of expediency or value-rationality or both, with
a claim to obedience at least on the part of the members of the organi
zation. This is, however, usually extended to include all persons within
the sphere of power in question-which in the case of territorial bodies
is the territorial area-who stand in certain social relationships or carry
out forms of social action which in the order governing the organization
have been declared to be relevant.

2. That every body of law consists es~tially in a consistent system
of abstract rules which have normally been intentionally established.
Furthermore, administration of law is held to consist in the application
of thesemles to particular cases; the administrative process in the rational
pursuit of the interests which are specified in the order governing the
.organization within the limits laid down hy legal precepts and following

. principles which are capahle of generalized fonnulation and are approved
I in the order governing the group, or at least not disapproved in it.
. 3. That thus the typi~.person in authority, the "superior," is hiJn.

self subject to an impersonal order by orienting his actionS to it in his .
.~ own dispositions and commands. (This-iS true not only for persons exer-

<:ising legal authority who are in the .usual sense "officials," hut, for
instance, for the eleded president of a statij"--

4. That the per.;on who obeys authority does so, as it is usually
stared, only in his capacity .. a "member" of the organization and what
he obeys is only "the law." (He may in this connection be the member
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of an association, of a community, of a church, or a citizen of a state.)
5· In conformity with point 3, it is held that the members of the

organization, insofar as they obey a person in authority, do not owe this
obedience to him as an individual, but to the impersonal order. Hence, it
follows that there is an obligation to obedience only within the sphere
of the rationally delimited jurisdiction which, in term!> of the order, has
been given to him.

The fonowing may thus be said to be the fundamental categories of
rational legal authority;

(I) A continuous rule-Jx.-·md ,:ondu('t of official business.
(2) A specified sphere of C0mpetence (jurisdiction). This involves:

(a) A sphere of obligations to perform functions which has been marked
off as part of a systematic division of labor. (b) The provision of the
incumbent with the necessary powers. (c) That the necessary means of
compulsion are clearly defined and their use is subject to definite condi
tions. A unit exercising authority which is organized in this way will be
calbd an "administrative organ" or "agency" (Behar-de).

There are administrative organs in this sense in large-scale private
enterprises, in parties and annies, as well as in the state and the church.
An elected president, a cabinet of ministers, or a body of elected "Peo
ple's Representatives" also in this sense constitute administrative organs.
This is not, however, the place to discuss these concepts. Not every
administrative organ is provided with compulsory powers. But this dis
tinction is not important for present purposes.

(3) The organization of offices foHows the principle of hierarchy;
that is, each lower office is under the control and supervision of a
higher one. There is a right of.appeal and of statement of grievances from
the lower to the higher. Hierarchies differ in respect to whether and in
what cases complaints can lead to a "correct" ruling from a higher
authority itself, or whether the responsibility for such changes is left to the
lower office, the conduct of which was the subject of the complaint.

(4) The rules which regulate the conduct of an office may be techni
cal rules or norms.2 In both cases, if their application is to be fully ra
tional, specialized training is necessary. It is thus nonnally true that only
a person who has demonstrated an adequate technical training is qualified
to be a member of the 'administrative staff of such an organized group,
and hence only such persons are eligible for appointment to official
positions. The administrative staff of a rational organization thus typically
consists of "officials," whether the organization be devoted to political,
hierocratic, economic-in particular, capitalistic-or other ends,

(5) In the rational type it is a matter of principle that the' members
of the administrative staff should be completely separated from owner-
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ship of the means of productioI} or administration. Officials, employees,
and workers attached to the administrative staff do not themselves own
the non-human means of production and administration. These are
rather provided for their use, in kind or in money, and the officiHI is
obligated to render an accounting of their use. There exists, furthermore,
in principle complete separation of the organization's property (respec
tively, capital), and the personal property (household) of the oHldal.
There is a corresponding separation of the place in which official func
tions are carried out~the "office" in the sense of pfcl'lises-from the living
quarters.

(6) In the rational type case, there is also a complete absence of
appropriation of his official position by the incumbent. \\lhere "rights" to
an office exist, as in the case of judges, <lnd recently of an increasing
proportion of officials and even of w~rkers, they do not normally serve
the purpose of appropriation by the official, but of securing ~he purely
objective and independent character of the conduct of the office so that
it is oriented only to the relevant norms.
, (7) Administrative acts, decisions, and rules are formulated and
recorded in writing, even in cases '.vhere oral discussion is the rule or is
even mandatory. This applies at least to preliminary discussions dnd
proposals, to final decisions, and to all sorts of orders and rules. The
combination of written documents and a continuous operation by
officials constitutes the "office" (Bureau)"' which is the central focus
of all tYpes of modern organized action ..

(8) Legal authority can be exercised in a wide variety of different
forms which will be distinguished and discussed later. The following
ideal-typical analysis will be deliberately confined for the time being to
the administrative staff that is most unambiguously a structure of domi
nation: "officialdom" or "bureaucracy."

In the above outline no mention has been made of the kind of head
appropriate to a system of legal authority. This is a consequence of cer
tain considerations which can only be made entirely understandable at
a later stage in the analysis. There are very important types of rational
domination which, with respect to the ultimate source of authvrity, be
long to other categories. This is true of the hereditary charismatic type,
as illustrated by hereditary monarchy, and of the pure charismatic type
of a president chosen by a plebiscite. Other cases involve rational ele
ments at important points, but are made up of a combination of bureau
cratic and charismatic components, as is true of the cabinet form of
government. Still others are subject to the authority of the chiefs of other
organizations, whether their character be charismatic or bureaucratic;
thus the formal head of a government department under a parliamentary
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regime may be a minister who occupies his position because of his au
thority in a party. The type of rational, legal administrative staff is cap;.
able of application in all kinds of situations and contexts. It is the most
important mechanism for the administration ci. everyday affairs. For in
that sphere, the exercise of authority consists precisely in administration.

4. Legal Authority: The Pure Type (Continued)

The purest type of exercise of legal authority is that which employs
a bureaucratic administrative staff. Only the supreme chief of the organi
zation occupies his position of domimmce (Herrenstellung) by virtue
of appropriation, of election, or of ha'Ving been designated for the suc
cession. But even his authority consists in a sphere of legal "competence."
The whole administrative staff under the supreme authority then con
sists, in the purest type, of individual officials (constituting a "mono
cracy" as opposed to the "coHegiai" type, which wil.l be discussed ~low)

who are appointed and function according to the following criteria:

(I) They are personally free and subject to authority only with
resFt to their impersonal official obligations.

(2) They are organized in a clearly defined hieraxhy of offices.
(3) Each office has a clearly def.ned sphere of competence iI: the

legal sense.
, (4) The office is filled by a free contractual relatioi.lship. 1'l,l'tS, in
principle, there is free selection.

(5) Candidates are selected on the basis of technical qualifica!lons.
In the most rational case, this is tested by examination or guarant&,d by
diplomas certifying technical training, or both. They are appointed, not
elected.

(6) They are remunemt('d leX fixed salaries in Llcney, f<'f the most
part with a right to pensions. Only under certain circumstances does the.
emplOying authority, especially in private organizations,l:lave a right to '
terminate the appointment, hut the official is alwa ys free to resign. 'n!\'. 1
salary scale is graded according to rank in the hierarchy; but in addition '1
to this criterion, the responsibility of the position and the requirements .I
of the incumbent's social stat1s may be taken into a::(,Ouiit (d. ch. IV). 1

(7) The office is treated as the sale, or at least the primary, occupa-
tion of the incumbent.

(8) It constitutes a career. There is a system of "promotion" acconi-l
ing to seniority or to achievement, or both. Promotion j~ dependent on
the judgment of superiors.
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(9) The official 'works entirely separated from ownership of the
means of administration and without appropriation of his position.

(10) He is subject to strict and systematic discipline and control in
the conduct of the office.

This tyPe of organization is in principle applicable with equal facility
to a wide variety of different fields. It may be applied in profit-making
business or in charitable organizations, or in any number of other types ...
of private enterprises serving ideal or material ends. It is equally .lppli~

cable to political and to hierocratic organizations. With the varying
degrees of approximation to a pure type, its hiStorical existence can be
demonstrated in all these fields.

I. For example, bureaucracy is found in private clinks, as well as in
endowed hospitals or the hosritals maintained by religious orders. Bu~

reaucratic organization is weI illustrated by the administrative role of
the priesthoOO: (Kap!:.nokratie) in the modem [Catholic] church, which
h8$. expropriated almost all of the old church benefices, whkh were in

,fonner days to a large extent subject to private appropriation. It is also
illustrated by the notion of a [Papal] universal episcopate, which is
thought of as fonnally constituting a universal legal. competence in reli
gious matters. Similarly, the doctrine of Papal infallibility is thought of
as in fact involving a universal competence, but only one which func
tions "ex cathedra" in the sPhere of the office, thus implying the typical
distinction between the sphere of office and that of the private affairs of
the incumbent. The same phenomena are found in the large-scale capi
talistic enterprise; and the larger it is, the greater their role. And this is
not less true of political parties, which will be discussed separately. Fin
ally, the modem flnny is essentially a bureaucratic organization adminis~

tered by that peculiar type of military functionary, the "officer."
2. Bureaucratic authority is carried out in its purest fonn where it is

most clearly -dominated by tht prinCiple of appointment. There is no
such thing as a hierarchical organization of elected officials. In' the first
place, it is impossible to attain a stringency of diSCipline even approach
ing that in the appointed type, since the subordinate official can stand
on his own election and since his prospects are not dependent on the
superior's judgment. cOn elected officials, see below, sec. 14,)

3. Appointment by free contract, which makes free selection possible,
is essential to modem bureaucracy. Where there is a hierarchical organi
zation with impersonal spheres of competence, but occupied by unfree
officials-like slaves or ministeriales, WhO, however, function in a £or~

mally bureaucratic manner-the tenn "patrimonial bureaucracy" will be
used.

4. The role of technical qualifications in bureaucratic organizations
is continually increasing. Even an official in a party or a trade-union
organization is in need of specialized knowledge, though it is usually
developed by experience rather than by formal training. In the modern

•
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state, the only "offices" for which no technical qualifications are re
'juired are those of ministers and presidents. This only goes to prove that
they are "officials" only in a formal sense, and not substantively, just like
the managing director or president of a large business corporation. There
is nb question but that the "position" of the capitalislic entrepreneur is
as definitely appropriated as is that of a monarch. Th us at the top of a
bureaucratic organization, there is necessarily an element which is at
least not purely bureaucratic, The category of bureaucracy is one ap
plying only to the exercise of control by means of a particular kind of
administrative staff.

;. The blireaucratic official normally receives a fixeq salary. (By
contrast, sources of income which are privately appropriated will he
called "benefices" (Pfrnnden)-on this concept, see below, sec_ 8.)
Bureaucratic sa!arie; are also normally paid in money. Though this is
not essentIal to the con<x'pt of bureaucracy, it is the arrangement which
best fits the pure type. (Payments in kind are apt to have the character
of benefices, and the ren'irt of a benefice normally implies the appropri
ation of opportltnitl('s f<or ('arnings and of positions.) There are, how
ever, gradwil lr,lnsitioll\ in this field with many intermediate types.
AppropriatioJl hy virtue of leasing or sale of offices or the pledge of in
come from (iITIl"{' are pheno!llcna foreign to the pure type of bureauc
racy (d. illfm, ~cc. 7;) :.111: ~).

6. "Orriccs"_whilh do not (onstitute the incumbent's principal occu
pation, in partil'ul,lr "honorary" offices, belong in other categories,
which will be discussed later (sec 19f.). The typical "bureaucratic"
official occupies the office as his principal occupation.

7. With respect to the separation of the official from ownership of
the means of adminbtration, the situation is exactly the same in the
field of public administration and in private bureaucratic organizations,
such as the brge-scalc capitalistic enterprise.

8. Coll"l_;ial bodies will he discussed separately below (section 15).
At the present time they ;ue rapidly decreasing in importance in favor
of types. of organization whkh are in fact. and for the most part formally
as well, subject to the authority of a single head. For instance, the col
legial "gO\ernmcnts" in prussia have long since given way to the monO
cratic "distri<:t president" (Regierungspriisident). The decisive factor in
this development has been the need for rapid. clear decisions, free of the
necessit\' of compromise between different opinions and also free of
shifting- majorities.

9. The modem <!TIDy officer is a type of appointed official who is
clearly marked off by certain status distinctions. This will be discussed
elsewhere (ch. IV). In this respect such officers differ radically from
efe,cted militan' leader.,;, from charismatic condDUieri (sec. IO), from the
type of office~ who recruit and lead mercenary armies as a capitalistic
enterprise, and, finally, from the incumbents of commissions which have
been purchased (sec. 7a). There may be gradual transitions between
these types. The patrimonial "retainer:' who is separated from tbe means
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of carrying out his function, and the proprietor of a mercenary army for
capitalistic purposes have, along with the private capitalistic entrepre
neur, been pioneers in the organjzation of the modern type of bureauc
racy, This will be discussed in detail below.

5. A1onocratic Bureaucracy

Experience tends universally to show that the purely bureaucratic
type of administrative organization-that is, the monocratic variety of
bureaucracy-is, from a purely technical point of view, capable of attain
ing the highest degree of efficiency and is in this sense formally the most
ration3l known means of exercisin.g authority over human beings. It is
superior to any other form in prcl:ision, in stability, in the stringency
of its discipline, and in its rcbbility. It thus makes possible a particularly
high degree of'calculabiJity of results for the heads of the organization
and for those acting in rdation to it. It is finally superior both in in
tensive efficiency and in the scope of its operations, and is formally
capable of application to alilinds of administrative tasks.

The development of modern form;; of organization in all fields is
nothing less than identic<ll ,vith thc development and continual spread
of bureaucratic administration, This is true of church and state, of armies,
political parties, economic enterprises, interest groups, endowments,
dubs, and many others, Its development is, to take the most striking
case, at the root of the modern \Vestern state, However manv forms
there may he which do not appear to fit this pattern, such as ~ollcgiaI
representativc hodies, parliament:lr~' conllllittees, soviets, honorary officers,
lay judges, :md wh:lt not, and IUl\\'l'wr many people may complain about
the "reJ t<lpe," It \\'ould he ~h('er illusion to think for a moment that
continuous 3dmini.,n'llin: \\'C'!"kl':m he carried out in any field except by
me;lns of olncials \\'I,rking in 'l!ilCt's. The whole pJttern of everyday life

,is cut to fit th;" frar:w\\'ork. If l,tIl'caulTatic administr3tion is, other things
being equal, .d\\":lF the mOst Lltiol1;ll type from a technical point of
\'i(:'\\', the needs of ITI<lSS .ldm!tlistratiun make It today completely indis
pensahle, The ,-hlllCC is only thal hl.:twcen burC,llll',lcy and dilettantism
in the field of ;IJmilll\tr..:;t;on.

The primary source of the "iLlperiority of hureaucratic administration
lies in the role of tcchnic:ll knowledge wbich, through the development
of modern technology and husin{'~~ methqds in the production of goods,
has become completely indisp(:nsablc, In this respect, it makes no dif
ference whether the economic system is (,rganizcd on a capituJistic or a
socialistic basis. Indeed, if in the latter C,lse a compnrable level of technical
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efficiency were to be achieved, it would mean a tremendous increase in
the importance of professional bureaucrats.

\\Then those subject to bureaucratic control seek to escape the in
fluence of the existing bureaucratic apparatus, this is nonnally possible
ooIy by creating an organization of their own which is equally subject
to bureaucratization. Similarly the existing bureaucratic apparatUs is
driven to continue functioning by the most powerful interests which are
material and objective, but also ideal in character. Without it, a 'society
like our own-with its separation of officials, employees, and workers
from ownership of the means of administration, and its dependence on
discipline and on technical training-could no longer function. The only
exception would he those groups, such as the peasantry, who are still in
possession of their own means of subsistence. Even in the case cif revolu
tion by force or of occupation by an enemy, the bureaucratic machinery
will normally continue to function just as it has for the previous legal
government.

The question is always who controls the existing bureaucratic ma
chinery~ And such control is possible only in a very limited degree to

persons who are not technical specialists. Generally speaking, the highest
ranking career official is more likely to get his way in the long run than
his nominal superior, the cabinet minister, who is not a specialist.

Though by no means alone, the capitalistic system has undeniably
played a major role in the development of bureaucracy. Indeed, without
it capitalistic production, could not continue and .ny\ I'8tronaI type of
socialism would have Simply to take it over and increase its importance. ,
Its developmeht, largely under capitalistic auspices, has created an urgent
need for stable, strict, intensive, and calculable administration. It is this
need which is so fateful to any kind of Iarge--scale administration. Only
by reversion in every field-political, religious, economic, etC.-to smaII
scale organization would it be posSible to any considerable extent to
escape its influence. On the one hand, capitalism in its modem stages
of development requires the bureaucracy, thouRh both have arisen from
di~nt historical sources-. Conversely, capitafisrn is' the most rational
economic basis for bureaucratic administration and .enables it to develop
in the most rational form, especially because, from a fiscal point of view,
it supplies the necessary money resources.

Along l\>ith th_ere fiscal conditions of efficient bureaucratic administra·
tion, there are certain extremely important conditions in the fields of
communication and transportation. The precision of its functioning re
quires the services of the railway, the telegraph, and the telephone, and
becomes increasingly dependent on them. A sociaiistic form of organiza·
tion would not alter this fact. It would be a question (cf. ch. It sec. 12)
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whether in a socialistic system it would be possible to provide conditions
for carrying out as stringent a h:.Jreauc~tic organization as has been
possible in a capitalistic order. For socialism would, in fact, require a still
higher degree of formal bureaucratization than capitalism. If this should
prove not to be possible, it would demonstrate the existence of another
of those fundamental elements of irrationality-a conflict between
formal and substantive rationality of the sort which sociology SO often
encounters.

Bureaucratic administration means fundamentally domination through
knowledge. This is the feature of it which makes it specifically rational.
This ·:onsists on the one hand in technical knowledge which, by itself, is
sufficient to ensure it a position of extmordinary power. But in addition
to this, bureaucratic organizations, or the holders of power who make use
of them, have the tendency to increase their power stilI further by the
knowledge growing out of experience in the service. For they acquire
through the conduct of office ~ special knowledge of facts and have
available a store of documentary material peculiar to themselves. While
not peculiar to bureaucratic organizations, the concept of "official secrer,s"
is certainly typical of them. It stands in relation to technical knowledge
in somewhat the same position as commercial secrets do to technological
training. It is a product of the striving for power.

Sl"perior to bureaucracy in the knowledge of techniques and facts is
only the capitalist entrepreneur, within his ovm sphere of interest. He is
the 0,.])' type who has been able to maint:'lin at least relative immunity
from :::ubjection to the control of rational bureaucratic knowledge. In
large-scale organizations, aU others are inevitably st:~ject to bureaucratIc
contrd, just as they have fallen under the dominance of precision
mach:nery-in the mass production ofgoods.

1,-, general. bureaucratic domination has the fol'owing social conse-
d

quenc:<:.~.

(I) Tbe tendency to "levelling" in the interest of the broadest pos
sible La-sis of recruitmcllt in terms of technical competence.

(;j.) The tendency to plutocracy growing out of the interest in the
greatest possible length of technical training. Today this often lasts up
to the .age of thirty.

C;') Thl" dominan;.~ of a spirit of formalistic impersonality: "Si.....e
ira €i studio:' without ]-:atred or passion. a'oct hence without affection

. or enthusiasm. The dominant norms are concept" of straightforward duty
without regard to personal considerations. Everyone is subject to formal
equa;;ty of treatment; that is. everyone in the same empirical situation.
This is the spirit in which the ideal official conducts his office.
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The development of bureaucracy greatly favors the levelling of status,
and this can be shown historically to be the normal tendency. Con
versely, every process of social levelling creates a favorable situation for
the development of bureaucracy by eliminating the office-holder who
rules by virtue of status pnvileges and the appropriation of the means
and powers of admiilistration; in the interests of "equality," it also elimi
nates those who can hold office on an honorary basis or as an avocation
by virtue of their wealth. Everywhere bureaucratization foreshadows
mass democracy, which will be discussed in another connection.

The "spirit" of rational bureaucracy has normally the following
general characteristics;

(1) Form3lism, which is promoted by all the interests which are con
cerned with the security of their own personal situation, whatever this
may consist in. Otherwise the door would be open to arbitrariness and
hence formalism is the line of least resistance.

(2) There is another tendency, 'which is apparently, and in part
genuinely, in contradiction to the above. It is the tendency of officials
to treat their official function from what is substantively a utilitarian
point of view in the interest of the welfare of those under their authority.
But this utilitarian tendency is generally expressed in the enactment of
corresponding regulatory measures which themselves have a formal
character and tend to be treated in a formalistic spirit. (This will be
further discussed in the Sociology of Law). This tendency to substantive
rationality is supported by all those subject to <lUthority who are not
included in the group mentioned above as interested -in the protectiQn
of advantages already secured. The problems which open up at this point
helong in the theory of "democracy."

111

Traditional Authority

6. The Pure Type

Authority will be called tr~lditional if legitimacy is claimed for it and
believed in by virtue of the sanctity of age-old rules and powers. The
master~ are designated according to traditional rules and are obeyed be
cause of their traditional ~tatus (Eigenwurde). This type of organized
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rule is, in the simplest case, primarily based on personal loyalty which
results ftOm common upbringing. The person exercising authority is not
a "superior," but a personal master, his administrative staff does not
consist mainly of officials but of personal retainers, and the ruled are
not "members" of an association hut are either his traditional "comrades"
(sec. 7a) or his "subjects." Personal loyalty, not the official's impersonal
duty, determines the relations of the administrative staff to the master.

Obedience is owed not to enacted rules hut to the person who oc
cupies a position of authority by tradition or who has been chosen for it
by the traditional ma~ter. The commands of such a person are legitimized
.n one of two ways:

a) partly in terms of traditions which themselves directly determine
the content of the command and are believed to be valid within certain
limits that cannot be overstepped without endangering the master's
traditional status;

b) partly in terms of the master's discretion in that sphere which
tradition leaves open to him; this traditional prerogative rests primarily
on the fact that the obligations of personal obedience tend to be essen
tially unlimited.

Thus there is a double sphere:

a) that of action which is bound to specific traditions;
b) that of action which is free of specific rules.

In the latter sphere, the master is free to de good turns on the basis
of his personal pleasure and likes, particularly in return for gifts-the
historical sources of dues (Gebiihren). So far as his action follows princi
ples at all, these are governed by considerations of ethical common sense,
of equity or of utilitarian expediency. They are not formal principles, as
in the case of legal authority. The exercise of power is oriented toward the
consideration of how far master and staff can go in view of the subjects'
traditional compliance without arousing their resistance. When resistance
occurs, it is directed against the master or his servant personaIIy, the ac
cusation being that he failed to observe the traditional limits of his power.
Opposition is not directed against the system as· such-it is a case of
"traditionalist revolution."

In the pure type of traditional authority it is impossible for law or
administrative rule to be deliberately created by legislation. Rules which
in fact are innovations can be legitimized only by the claim that they
have been "valid of yore," but have only now been recognized by means
of "Wisdom" [the Weistum of ancient Gennanic law]. Legal decisions
as "finding of the law" (Rechtsfmdung) can refer only to documents.
of tradition, namely to precedents and earlier decisions.
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7. The Pure Type (Continued)

The master rules with or without an administrative staff. On the
latter case, see sec. 7a:1.

The typical administrative staff is recruited from one or more of the
fonowing sources: .

(I) Frompersons who are already related to the chief by traditional
ties of loyalty. This will be called patrimonial recruitment. Such persons
maybe

a) kinsmen,
b) slaves,
c) dependents who are officers of the household, especially

ministeriales,
d) clients,
e) coloni,
£) freedmen;

(II) Recruitment may be extra-patrimonial, including

a) persons in a relation of purely personal loyalty such as all sorts
of "favorites,"

b) persons standing in a relation of fealty to their lord (vassals),
and, finally"

c) free men who voluntarily enter into a relation of personal
loyalty as officials.

On La) Under traditio!,!alist domination it is very common for the
most important posts to be 611ed with members of the ruling family or clan.'

h) In patrimonial administrations it is common for slaves and freed
men to rise even to the highest positions. It has not been rare for Grand
Viziers to have been at one time slaves.

c)The typical household officials have been the follOWing: the sen
echal, the marshal, the chamberlain, the carver (Truchsess), the major.
<:lomo, who was the head of the service personnel and possibly of the
vassals. These are to be found everywhere in Europe. In the Orient, in
addition, the head eunuch, who was in charge of the harem, was partic
ularly important, and in African kingdoms, the executioner. Further.
more, the ruler's. personal physician, the astrologer and similar persons
have been common.

d) In China and in Egypt, the principal source of recruitment for
patrimonial officials lay in the clientele of the king.

e) Armies of coloni have been known throughout the Orient and
were typical of the Roman nobility. (Even in modem times, in the
Mohammedan world, annies of slaves have existed.)

On Il.a) The regime of favorites is characteristic of every patrimo
nial rule and has often been the occasion for traditionalist revolutions.

b) The vassals will be treated separately.
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c) Bureaucracy has first developed in patrimonial states with a body
of officials recruited from extra-patrimonial sources; but, as will be shown
,soon, these officials were at first personal followers of their master.

" In the pure type of traditional rule, the following features of a
ooteaucratic administrative staff are absent;

a) a clearly defined sphere of competence subject to impersonal
rules,

b) a rationally established hierarchy,
c) a regular system of appointment on the basis of free contract, and

orderly promotion,
d) technical training as a regular requirement,
e) (frequently) fixed salaries, in the type case paid in money.

On a): In place of a well-defined functional jurisdiction, there is a
conflicting series of tasks and powers which at first are assigned at the
master's discretion. However, they tend to become permanent and are
often traditionally stereotyped. These competing functions originate
particularly in the competition for sources of income which are at the
disposal of the master himself and of his representatives. 1t is often in
the first instance through these interests that definite functional spheres
are first marked off and genuine administrative organs come into being.

At £rst, persons with permanent functions are household officials.
Their (extra-patrimonial) functions outside the administration of the
househ91d are often in £e1ds of activity which bear a relatively superficial
analogy to their household function, or which originated in a discretion
ary act of the master and later became traditionally stereotyped. In ad
dition to household officials, there have existed primarily only persons
with ad hoc commissions.

The absence of distinct spheres of competence is evident from a
perusal of the list of the titles of officials in any of the ancient Oriental
states. With rare exceptions, it is impossible to associate with these titles
a set of rationally delimited functions which have remained stable over
a considerable perioo.

The process of delimiting pennanent functions as a result of compe
tition among and comprOmise between interests seeking favors, income,
and other forms of advantage is clearly evident in the Middle Ages.
This phenomenon has had very' important consequences. The financial
interests of the powerful royal courts and of the powerful legal profes
sion in England were largely responsible for vitiating or curbing the
inBuence of Roman and Canon law. In all periods the irrational division
of official functions has been stereotyped by the existence of an estab
lished set of rights to f~ and perquisites.

On b); The question of who shall decide a matter or deal with 3?"
peals-whether an agent shall be in charge of this, and which one, or
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whether the master reserves decision for himself-is treated either tradi
tionally, at times by considering the provenience of certain legal norms
and precedeJ:1ts taken over from the outside (Oherhof-System);8a or
entirely on the basis of the master's discretion in such manner that all
agents have to yield to his personal intervention.

Next to the traditionalist system of the [precedent-setting outside]
"superior" court COberhof) we find the principle of Germanic law, de
riving from the ruler's political prerogative, that in his presence the
jurisdiction of any court is suspended. The ius evocandi and its modem
derivative,.chamber justice CKabinettsjustiz), stem from the same source
and the ruler's discretion. Particularly in the Middle Ages the Oherhof
was very often the agency whose writ declared and interpreted the law,
and accordingly the source from which the law of a given locality was
imported.

On c): The householdofficials and favorites are often recruited in
a purely patrimonial fashion: they are slaves or dependents (minis
teriales) of the master. If recruitment has been extra-patrimonial, they
have tended to be bene6ce-holders whom he can freely remove. A funda
mental change in this situation is first brought about by the rise of free
vassals and the 611ing of offices by a contract of fealty. However, since
fiefs are by no means determined by functional considerations, this does
not alter the situation with respect to a) and b) [the lack of definite
spheres of competence and dearly d.etermined hie.rarchical relationships].
Except under certain_ circumstances when the administrative sfuff is organ
ized on a prebendal basis, "promotion" is completely up to the master's
discretion (see sec. 8).

On d): Rational technical training as a basic qualification for office
is scarcely to be found among household officials and favorites. However,
a fundamental change in administrative practice occurs wherever there
is even a beginning of technical training for appointees, regardless of
its content.

For some offices a certain amount of empirical training has been nec
essary from very early times. This is particularly true of the art of read-

. ing and writing which was originally truly a rare "art." This has often,
most strikingly in China, had a decisive inRuence on the whole develop
ment of culture through the mode of life of the literati. It eliminated
the recruiting of officials from intra-patrimonial sources and thus limited
the rul,er's power by confronting him with a status group Cd. sec. 78: nr)1

On e): Household officials and favorites are usually supported ahd
equipped in the master's household. Generally, their dissociation from
the lord's own table means the creation of benefices, at first usually
benefices in kind. It is easy for these to become traditionally stereotyped
in amount and kind. In :tddition, or instead of them, the officjals who
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live outside-the lord's household and the lord himself count ,On various
fees, which are often collected without any regular rate or scale, being
agreed upon from case to case with those seeking favors. (On the concept
of benefices see sec. 8.)

7a. Gerontocracy, Patriarchalism and Patrimonialism

1. Gerontocracy and primary patriarchalism are the most elementary
types of traditional domination where the master has no personal ad-
ministrative staff. . .

The termgerontocracy is applied to a situation where so far as rule
over the group is organized at all it is in the hands of eIders-which
originallyfWS understood literally as the eldest in actual years, who are
the mostA'amiliar with the sacred traditions. This is com",mon in groups
which are not primarily of an economic or kinship character. "Patriar
chalism" is the situation where, within a group (household) which is
usnally organized on both an economic and a kinship basis, a particular
individual governs who is designated by a definite rule of inheritance,
GerohtOCraey and patriarchalism ate frequently found side by side. The
decisive characteristic of both is the belief of the members that domina
tion, even though it is an inherent traditional right oLthe n{asler, must
definitely be exercized as a jOint right in the interest of' all members and
is thus not freely appropriated by the incumbent. In order that this shall
be maintained, it is crucial that in both cases there is a complete ahsence
of a personal (patrimonial) staff. Hence the master is still largely de
pendent upon the willingness of the members to comply with his orders
since he has no machinery to enforce them. Therefore, the members
(Genossen) are not yet really subjects (Untertanen).

Their membership exists by tradition and not by enactment. Obedi
ence is owed to the master, not to any enacted regulati?n. However, it
is, owed to the master only by virtue of his traditional status. He is thus
on his part strictly bound by tradition.

The different types of gerontocracy will be discussed later. Elemen·
tary patriarchalism is related to it in tnat the patriarch's authority car
ries strict obligations to obedience only within his own household.
Apart from this, 'lS in the case of the Arabian Sheik, it has only an ex
emplary effect, in the manner of charismatic authority, or must resort to
advice and similar means of exerting influence. .-

II. Patrimonialism and, in the extreme case, sultanism tend to arise
whenever traditional domination develops an administration and a mili
tary force which are purely personal instruments of the master. Only
then are the group members treated as subjects. Previously the master's
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authority appeared as a pre-en..•lent group right, now it turns into his
personal right, which he appropriates in the same way as he would any
ordinary object of possession. In principle, he can exploit his righ.t like
any economic asser-sell it, pledge it as security, or divide 'it by inherit
ance. The primary external support of patrimonial power is provided by
slaves (who are often branded), colani and conscripted subjects, but also
by mercenary bodyguards and armies (patrimonial troops); the latter
practice is designed to maximize the solidarity of interest between master
and staff. By controlling these instruments the ruler can broaden the
range of his arbitrary power and put himself in a position to grant grace
and favoJ:S at the expense of the traditionallirnitations of patriarchal and
gerontocratic structures. Where domination is primarily traditional, even
though it"is exercised by virtue of the ruler's petsonal autonomy, it will
be Celled patrimonial authority; where it indeed operates primarily on the
basis of discretion, it will be called sultanism. The transition is definitely
continuous. Both forms of domination are distinguished from elementary
patriarchalism by the presense of a personal staff.

Sometimes it appears that sultan ism is completely unrestrained by
tradition, but this is never in fact the case. The non-traditional elemellt
is not, however, rationalized in impersonal terms, but consists only in an
extreme development of the ruler's discretion. It is this which distin
guishes it from every form of rational authority.

III. Estate-type domination (stiindische Herrschaft)' is that fonn of
patrimonial authority under which the administrative staff appropriates
particular powers and the corresponding economic assets. As in all similar
cases (d. ch. II, sec. 19), appropriation may take the following forms:

a) Appropriation may be carried out by an organized group or by a
category of persons distinguished by particular characteristics, or

b) it may be carried out by individuals, for life, on a hereditary basis,
or as free property.

Domination of the estate-type thus involves:

a) always a limitation of the lord's discretion in selecting his adminis
trative staff because positions or seigneurial powers have been appropri

.; ated by
a) an organized group,
13) a status group (see ch. IV), or

b) often-and this will be considered as typical-appropriation by
the individual staff members of

<l) the positions, including in general the economic advantages
associated with them,

13) the material means of administration,
y) the governing power"s.
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Those holding appropriated positions may have originated historically
I) from members of an administrative staff which was not previously an
independent status group, or 2) before the appropriation, they may not
have belonged to the staff.

Where governing powers are appropriated, the costs of administration
are met indiscriminately· from the incumbent's own and his app~priated

means. Holders of military powers and seigneurial members of the "feu~

dal" army (stilndisches Heer) equip themselves and possibly their own
patrimonial or feudal contingents. It is also possible that the provision
of administrative means and of the administrative staff itself is appropri~

ated as the object of a profit~making enterprise, on the basis of fixed
contributions from the ruler's magazines or treasury. This was true in
particular of the mercenary armies in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen~

tury in Europe-examples of "capitalist armies."
~'here appropriation is complete, all the powers of government are

diviJt:d between the ruler and the administrative staff members, each
,on the basis of his personal rights (Eigenrecht); or autonomous powers
are created and regulated hy special decrees of the ruler or special com·
promises with the holders of appropriated rights.

On I): An example are the holders of court offices which have be
come appropriated as fiefs. An example for 2) are seigneurs who ap
propriated powers by virtue of their privileged position or by usurpation,
using the former as a legalization of the latter.

Appropriation by an individual may rest on

I. leasing,
2. pledging as secul'ity,
3. sale,
4. privileges, which may be personal, hereditary or freely appro

priated, unconditional or subject to the performance of certain functions;
such a privilege may be

a) granted in return for services or for the sake of "buying"
compliance, or

b) it may constitute merely' the formal recognition of actual
usurpation of powers;

5. appropriation by an organized group or a status group, usually a
consequence of a compromis~ between the ruler and his administrative
staff or between him and an unorganized status group; this may

..) leave the ruler completely or relatively free in his selection
of individuals, or

fJ) it may lay down rigid rules for the selection of incumbents;
6. fiefs, a case which we must deal with separately.
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l. In the cases of gerontocraey and pure patriaochalism, so far .1S

there arc clear ideas on the subject at aH, the means of auministrutioo
are generally appropriated by the group as a whole or by the participat
ing households. The administrative functions are performed on behalf
of the group as a whole. Appropriation- by the master personally is a
phenomenon of patrirnonialism. It may vary enormously in degree to the
extreme cases of a claim to full proprietorship of the land (Bodenregal)
and to the status of master over subjects treated as negotiable slaves.
Estate-type appropriation generally means the appropriation of at least
part of the means of administration by tile memhers or' the :dministrative
staff, In the case of pure patrimonia'lism, there is l'umplcte separation
of the functionary from the means of l.:arrying out his function. But ex
actly the opposite is true of the esta~type of p<ltrimonialism. The per
son exercising governing powers has personal control of the means of
administration-if not all, at least of an important part of them. In full
possession of these means were the feudal knight, who provided his own
equipment, the count, who hy virtue of holding his Fief took the court
fees and other perquisites for himself and met his feud:'!l obligations
from his own means (including thti--TIppropriatcd OfWS), and the Indian
jagirdar, who provided and ('quipped a militarv unit from the pnx'eeds
of his tax henefice. On the other hand. ,I colonel who recruited <l mer
cenary regiment on his own accOUnt, but rClTived ccrt;lin payments
from the royal exdle<lucr and ('ovcred his deficit either by curt:liling the
service or from booty or rC'luisitions, was only partly in possession of
the means of administration <lnd was subject to certain regulations. By
contrast, the Pharaoh, who organized armies of slaves or c%ni, put his
clients in command of them, and clothed, fed <lnd c<]uippcd them from
his own storehouses. was <lcting "s a patrimonial lord in full personal
control of the means of administration. It is not <llw<lvS the formal mode
of organization which is decisive. The MaJllclukcs ;""ere formally pur
chased slaves. In fact, however, t1!ey monopolized the powers of govern
ment as completely :IS any group of ministeriales has ever monopolized
the service fiefs.

There are examples of service land appropriated by a dosed group
without any individual appropriation. Where this {.Keurs. land may he
freely granted to individuals by the lord as long as th('y are memhers of
the group (case HUt:,,") or tlte grant may be subject to regulations
specifying (jualific<ltions (case w:a:fJ). Thus, military or possihly
ritual 'lualifications have been r~uired of the.candidates, but once they
arc given, dose blood rclation~have had priority. The situation is simi
lar in the case of manorial or gtiild artisans or of peas<lnts whose services
have been attached for military or administrative purposes.

2. Appropriation by lease. especiaHy tax farming, by pldging as
security, or by sale, have been found in the Occident, but also in the
Orient and in India. In A~tiquity; it was not un. ,lmmon for priest
hoods to be sold at auction.;;In the case of leasing, the aim has heen
partly a practical financial one to meet stringencies caused especially by
the costs of war. It has pardy also been a matter of the teclmique of
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I1nancing, to insure a stable money income available for budgetary uses.
Pledging as security and sale have generally arisen from the first aim.
In the Papal States the'-~ was also the cr('.ation of rents for neph.
ews (Nepotenrenten). Appropriation by pledging played a significant
role in France as late as the 'eighteenth century in filling judicial posts
in the parlements. The appropriation of officers' commissions by reg
ulated purchase continued in the British anny well into the nineteenth
century. Privileges, as a sanction of usurpation, as a reward, or as an
incentive for political services, were common in the Middle Ages in Eu
rope as well as elsewhere...~

8. Patrimonial Maintenance; Benepces and Fiefs

The patrimonial retainer may receive his support in any of the fol
lowing ways:

a) by living from the lord's table,
,b) by allowances (usually in kind) from the lord's magazines or

treasury,
c) by rights of land use in return for services ("service-land"),
d) by the appropriation of property income, fees or taxes,
e) by fiefs.
We shall speak of benefrces insofar as the forms.of maintenance

b) through d) are always newly granted in a traditieiial fashion which
determines amount or locality, and insofar as they can be appropriated
bY"the individual, <ilth"ough not hereditarily. \Vhe:n an administrative
staff is, in princJple, supported in this form, we shalf Speak of prebendal
ism. In such a situation there may be a system of promotiOJl.:on a basis of
seniority or of particular objectively determined achievements, and- it may
also happen that a certain social status and hence a sense 01 dUihonor
(Standesehre) are required as a criterion of eligibility. (On the concept
qf the status group: Stand, see ch. IV.)

Appropriated seigneurial powers will be called a fief if they are
granted primarily to particular qualified individuals by a contract and
if the reciprocal rights and duties involved are primarily oriented to
conventional standards of status honor, particularly in a military sense.
If an administrative staff is primarily supported by fiefs, -we will speak
of [Western] feudalism CLehensfeudalismus).

The transition between fiefs and military benefices is so gradual that
at times they are almost indistinguishable. (This will be further dis-
cussed below in oh. IV.) .

In cases d) anq e), sometimes also in c), thtdnmvidual who has ap
propriated governing powers pays the cost of his administration, possibly
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of military equipment, in the manner indicated above, from the proceeds
of his benefice or fief. His own authority may then become patrimonial
(hence, hereditary, alienable, and capable of division by inheritance.)

J. The earliest form of support for royal retainers, household offi
cials, priests and other types Of patrimonial (for example, manorial)
retainers has heen their presence at the lord's table or their support by
discretionary allowances from his stores. The "men's house," which is
the oldest form of professional military organizations-to be dealt with
later-, very often adheres to the consumptive houSehold communism of
a ruling stratum. Separation from the table of the lord (or of the temple
or cathedral) and tile substitution of allowances or service-land has by
no meanS always been rewuded with approval. It has, however, usually
resulted from the establiShment of independent families. Allowances in
kind granted to such temple priests and officials constituted the original
form of support of officials throughout the Near East and also existed
in China, India, and often in the Occident. The use of land in return
for military service is found throughout the Orient since early Antiquity,
and ,also· in medieval Germany, as a means of providing for ministeriales,
manorial officials and other functionaries. The income sources of the
Turkish spahis, the Japanese samurai, and various similar types of Orien
tal'retainers and knights are, in the present terminology, "benefices"
and not "fiefs," as will be pointed out later. In some cases they h~ve been
derived from the rents of certain lands; in others. from the tax income
of certain districts. In the latter case, they have generally been combined
with appropriation of govemmental powers in the same district. The
concept of the fief can be further developed only in relation to that of
the state. Its object may be a manor-a form of patrimonial domination
-or it may he any of various kinds of claims to property income and
fees.

2. The appropriation of property income and rights to fees and the
proceeds of taxes in the form of benefices and fiefs of all sorts is wide
spread. In India, particularly, it became an independent and highly
developed practice. The usual arrangement was the granting of rights
to these sources of income in retum for the provision of military con
tingents and the payment of administrative costs.

9. Estate-Type Domination and Its Division af Powers

In the pure type, patrimonial dominatiOn, especially of the estate
type, regards all governing powers and the corresponding economic rights
as privately appropriated economic advantages. This does not mean that
these powers are qualitatively undifferentiated. Some important ones are
apptOpriated in a fonn subject to special regulations. In particUlar, the
appropriation of judicial and mililary powers tend, to be trea~ as a
legal basis fora privileged ,latus position of those appropriating them, as
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compared to the appropriation of purely economic advantages having to
do with the income from domains, from taxes, or perquisites. Within
the latter category. again, there tends to be a differentiation of those
which are primarily patrimonial from those which are primarily extra·
patrimonial or fiscal in the mode of appropriation. For our terminology
the decisive fact is that, regardless of content, governing powers and the
related emoluments are treated as private rights.

In his Der deutsche Staat des Mittelalters, von Below is quite right
in emphasizing that the appropriation of judicial authority was singled
out and became a source of privileged status, and that it is impossible to
prove that the medieval political organization had either a purely patri
monial or a purely feudal character. Nevertheless. so far as judicial
authority and other rights of a purely political origin are treated as
private rights, it is for present purposes terminologically correct to speak
of patrimonial domination. The concept itself, as is well known, has
been most conSistently developed by Haller in his RestauTation der
Staatswissenschaften. HistOrically there has never been a purely patri
monial state.S

IV. We shall speak of the estate-type division of powers (stiindlsche
Gewaltenteilung) when organized groups of persons privileged by ap
propriated seigneurial powers conclude compromises with their ruler. As ..
the occasion warrants, the subject of such compromises may be political
or administrative regulations, concrete administrative decisions or super
visory measures. At times the members of such groups may participate
directly on their own authority and with their own staffs.

I. Under certain circumstances, groups, such as peasants, which
do not enjoy a privileged social position, may be included. This does
not, however, alter the conceyt. For the decisive point is the fact that
the members of the privileged group have independent rights. If sociaI1y
privileged groups were absent, the case would obviously belong under
another type.

2.. The type case has been fully developed only in the Occident. We
must deal separately and in detail with its characteristics and with the
reasons for its development.

3. As a rule, such a status group did not have an administrative
staff of its own, especially not one with independent governing powers.

9a. Traditional Domination and the &:onomy

The primary effect of traditional domination on economic activities
is usually in a· very general way to strengthen traditional attitudes. This
is most conspicuous under gerontoeratic and purely patriarchal domina
tion, which cannot use an administrative machinery against the members
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of the group and hence is strongly dependent for its own legitimacy
upon the safeguarding of tradition in every respect.

I. Beyond this, the typical mode of financing a traditional structure
of domination affects the economy (cf. ch. II, sec. 38). In this respect,
patrimonial ism may use a wide variety of approaches. The following,
however, are particularly important:

A. An oikos maintained by the ruler where needs are met on a
liturgical basis wholly or primarily in kind (in the fonn of contributions
and compulsory services). In this case, economic relationships tend to
be strictly tradition-bound. The development of markets is obstructed,
the use of money is primarily consumptive, and the development of
capitalism is impossible.

B. Provisioning the services of socially privileged groups has very
similar effects. Though not necessarily to the same extent, the develop
ment of markets is also limited in this case by the fact that the property
and the productive capacity of the individual economic units are largely
pre-empted for the ruler's needs.

C. Furthermore, patrimonialism can resort to monopolistic want satis
faction, which in part may rely on profit-making enterprises, fee-taking
or taxation. In this case, the development of markets is, according to the
type of monopolies involved, more or less seriously limited by irrational
factors. The important openings for profit are in the hands of the ruler
and of his administrative staff. Capitalism is thereby either directly ob
structed, if the ruler maintains his own administration, or is diverted
into political capitalism, if there is tax farming, leasing or sale of offices,
and capitalist provision for armies and administration (see ch. II, sec. 3I).

Even where it is carried out in money terms, the financing of pa
trimonialism and even more of sultanism tends to have irrational con
sequences for the following reasons:

I) The obligations placed on sources of direct taxation tend both in
amount and in kind to remain bound to tradition. At the same time
there is complete freedom-'and hence arbitrariness-in the determina
tion of a) fees and b) of newly imposed obligations, and c) in the
organization of monopolies. This element of arbitrariness is at leas~

claimed as a right. It is historically most effective in case a), because the
lord and his staff must be asked for the "favor" of action, far less effec
tive in case b), and of varying effectiveness in case c).

2) Two bases of the rationalization of economic activity are entirely
lackin~; namely, a basis for the calculability of obligations and of the
extent of freedom which will be allowed to private enterprise.

D. In individual cases, however, patrimonial fiscal policy may have a
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rationalizing effect by systematically cultivating its sources of taxation
and by organizing monopoli.es rationally. This, however, is "accidental"
and dependent on specific historical circumstances, some of which existed.
in the Occident.

If there is estate-type division of powers, ~scal policy tends to~ a
result of compromise. This makes the burdens relatively predictable and
eliminates- or at least sharply limits the mler's powers to impose new
burdens and, above all, to create monopolies. \Vhether the resulting
fiscal policy tends to promote or to limit rational economic activity de
pends largely on the type of ruling group; primarily, it depends on
whether it is a feudal or a patrician stratum. The dominance of the
feudal stratum tends, because the structure of feudalized powers of gov
ernment is normally patrimonial, to set rigid limits to the freedom of
acquisitive activity and the development of markets. It may even involve
deliberate attempts to suppress them to protect the power of the feudal
stratum. The predominance of a patrician [urban] stratum may have the
opposite effect.

, Ii 'What has been said above must suffice for the present. It will be
necessary to return to these questions repeatedly in qffferent connec
tions.

,., Examples for IA): the oilcoui ancient Egypt and in Jndi:a; IB):
large parU at the HelleI'listic world, the.late Roman Empire, China. In
dia, to some extent Russia and the Islamic states; Ie): PtoJemaic Egypt,
to some extent the Byzantine Empire. and in a dHferent way the regime
of the Stuarts in England; ID): the Oeciden~ patrimonial states ,in
the period of "enlighrened de<potisn>," e8jfed.8y Co!bett's policies.

II, It-is not only the financial polley of moo' pot>iin<nUal 'regUpes
which tends to restrict the devel~t of rational ecOnomic activity, hut
above all the general character of their administratiVe practices. This -is"
true in the following respects:

a) Traditionalism places serious obstacles in the way of- formally'
r,ational regulations, which can be depended UpQI1 to remain stable and
hence are calculable in their economic implications and exploitability.

b) Astaff of offici.ls with formal technical training is typically .bsent.

(The fact that it developed in the patrimonial states of the Occident
is, as wi.ll be shown,:accOunted for by unique conditions. This stratum.
developed for the most part out of. sources wholly dU&rent mm the
general structure ofpa~ialism.)

c) The,re is a wide teOpe for actual arbitrariness. and the expression of
purely personal wh'" on the part of the N!e, .nd the memhets of his
administrative staff.' The opening for bribery imd corruption, which is
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simply a matter of the disorganization of an unregulated system of fees,
would be the least serious effect of this if it remained a constant quantity,
because then it would become calculable in practice. But it tends to be
a matter which is settled from. case to case with every individual official
and thus highly variable. If offices are leased, the incumbent is put in a
position where it is to his immediate interest to get back the capital he
has invested by any available means of extortion, however irrational.

d) Patriarchalism and patrimonialism have an inherent tendency to
regulate economic activity in terms of utilitarian, welfare or absolute
values. This tendency stems from the character of the claim to legitimacy
and the inte~~st in the contentment of the subjects. It breaks down the
type of formal rationality which is oriented to a technical legal order.
This type of influence is decisive in the case of hierocratic patrimonialism.
In the case of pure sultanism, on" the other hand, it is fiscal arbitrariness
which is likely to be most important. ;

For all these reasons, under the dominance of a patrimonial regime
only certain types of capitalism are able to develop:

a) capitalist trading,
b) capitalist tax farming, lease and sale of offices,
c) capitalist provision of supplies for the state and the financing of

wars,
d) under certain circumstances, capitalist plantations and other colo

nial enterprises.
All these forms are indigenous to patrimonial regimes and often reach

a very high level of development. This is not, however, true of the type ,
of profit-making enterprise with heavy investments in fixed capital and a
rational organization of free labor which is oriented to the market pur
chases of private consumers. This type of capitalism is altogether too
sensitive to all sorts of irrationalitie.;; in the administration of law, ad
ministration and taxation, for these upset the basis of calculability.

The situation is fundamentally different only in cases where a patri
monial ruler. in the interest of his own power and financial provision.
develops a rational system of administration with technically specialized
officials. For this to happen, it is necessary I) that technical training
should be available; 1.) there must be a sufficiendy powerful incentive
to embark on such a policy-usually the sharp competition between a
plurality of patrimonial powers \Yithin the same cultural area; 3) a very
special factor is necessary. namely, the participation of urban iQmmunes
as a financial supp:>rt in the competition of the patrimonial units.

I. The major forerunners of the modem, specifically Western fonn
of capitalism are to be found in the organized urban communes of Eu-
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rope with their particular type of relatively rational administration. Its
primary development took place from the sixteenth to the eighteenth
centuries within the framework of the class structure and political or
ganization (standischen folitischen Verbande) of Holland and England.
which were distinguished by the unusual power of the bourgeoiS strata
and the preponderance of their economic interests. The fiscal and utili
tarian imitations. which were introduced into the purely patrimonial or
largely feudal (feud4tl-standisch) states of the Continent. have in com
mon with the Stuart system of monopolistic industry the fact that they
do not stand in the main line of continuity with the later autonomous
capitali~tic development. This is true in spite of the fact that particular
measures of agricultural and industrial policy-so far and because they
were oriented to English, Dutch, and later to French. models-played
a very important part in creating some of the essential conditions for this
later development. All this will be discussed further on.

~. In certain fields the patrimonial states of the Middle Ages devel"
oped a type of fonnally rational administrative staff which consisted
especially of persons with legal training both in the civil and the canon
law, and which differed fundamentally from the corresponding admin
istrative staffs in political bodies of any other time or place. It will be
necessary later to inquire more fully into the sources of this develop
ment and into its significance. For the present it is not possible to go
beyond the very general observations introduced above.

IV

Charismatic Authority

•
, 10, Charismatic Authority and Charismatic Community

The tenn "charisma" will be applied to a certain quality of an in
dividual personality by vi$e of which he is considered extraordinary
and treated as endowed with supernatural. superhuman, or at least spe
ci6cally exceptional powers or qualities. These are such. as are not ac
cessible to the ordinary person. but are regarded as of divine origin or
as exemplary. and on the basis of them d.l~ individual concerned is
treated as a "leader." In primitive circumstances this peculiar kind of
quality is thought of as resting on magical powers, whether of prophets,
persons with a reputation for therapeutic or legal wisdom, leaders in the
hunt, or heroes in war. How the quality in question would be ultimately
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judged from any ethical, aesthetic, or other such point of view is naturally
entirely indifferent for purposes of definition. What is alone important 'is
how the individual is actually regarded by those subject to charismatic
authority, by his "followers" or "disciples."

For present purposes it will be necessary to treat a variety of differ
ent types as being endowed with charisma in this sense. It includes the
state of a "berserk" whose spells of maniac passion have, apparently
wrongly, sometimes been attributed to the ,use of drugs. In medieval
Byzantium a group of these men endowed with the charisma of fighting
frenzy was maintained as a kind of weapon. It includes the "shaman,"
the magician who in the pure type has to be subject to epileptOid seizures
as a means of falling into trances. Another type is represented by
Joseph Smith, the founder of Mormonism, who may have been a very
sophisticated swindler (although this cannot be definitely established).
Finally it includes the type of litterateur, such as Kurt Eisner,6 who is
overwhelmed by his own demagogic success. Value-free sociological anal
ysis will treat all these on the same level as it does the charisma of
men who are the "greatest" heroes, prophets, and saviors according to
conventional judgements.

1. It is recognition on the part of those subject to authority which is
decisive for the validity of charisma. This recognition is freely given and
guaranteed by what is held to be a proof, Originally always a miracle, and
consists in devotion to the corresponding revelation, hero worship, or ab
solute trust in the leader. But where charisma is genuine, it is not this
which is the basis of the claim to legitimacy. This basis lies rather in the
conception that it is the duty of those subject to charismatic authority to
recognize its genuineness and to act accordingly. Psychologically this rec- '
ognition is a matter of complete personal devotion to the possessor of the
quality, arising out of enthusiasm, or of despair and hope.

No prophet has ever regarded his quality as dependent on the attitudes .,
of the masses toward him. No elective king or military leader has ever
treated those who have resisted him or tried to ignore him otherwise
than as delinquent in duty. Failure to take part in a military expedition
under such leader, even though the recruitment is formally voluntary,
has universally met with disdain,

II. If proof and success elude the leader for long, if he appears de
serted by his god or his magical or heroic powers, above all, if his leader
ship fails to benefit his followers, it is likely that his charismatic authority
will disappear. This is the genuine meaning of the divine right of kings
(Gottesgnadentum ).

Even the old Germanic kings were sometimes rejected with scorn.
Similar phenomena are very common among so-called primjtive peoples.
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In China the charismatic quality of the monarch, which was transmit"
ted unchanged by heredity, was upheld so rigidly that any misfortune
whatever, not only defeats in war, but drought, Hoods, or astronomical
phenomena which were considered unlucky, forced him to do public
penance and might even force his abdication. If such things occurred,
it was a sign that he did not possess the requisite charismatic virtue and
was thus not a legitimate "Son of Heaven."

III. An organized group subject to charismatic authority will Se
called a charismatic community (Gemeinde). It is based.- on an emo
tional form of communal relationship (Vergemeinschaftung). The ad
ministrative staff of a charismatic leader does not consist of "officials";
least of all are its members technically trained. It is not chosen on the
basis of social privilege nor from the point of view of domestic or personal
dependency. It is rather chosen in terms of the charismatic qualities of
its members. The prophet has his disciples; the warlord his bodyguard;
the leader, generally, his agents (Vertrauensmiinner). There is no such
thing as appointment or dismissal, no career, no promotion. There is only
a' call at the instance of the leader on the basis of the charismatic
qualification of those he summons. There is no hierarchy; the leader
merely intervenes in general or in individual cases when he considers
the members of his staff lacking in charismatic qualification for a given
task. There is no such thing as a bailiwick or definite sphere of com
petence, and no appropriation of official powers on the basis of social
privileges. There may, however, be territorial or functional limits to
charismatic powers and to the individual's mission. There is no such
thing as a salary or a benefice.

Disciples or followers tend to live primarily in a communistic re
lationship with their leader on means which have been provided by
voluntary gift. There are no established administrative organs. In their
pla..:e are agents who have been provided with charismatic authority by

. their chief or who possess charisma of their own. There is no system
of formal rules, of abstract legal principles, and hence no process of
rational judicial decision oriented to them. But equally there is no legal
wisdom oriented to judicial precedent. Formally concrete judgments are
newly created from case to case and are originally regarded as divine
judgments and revelations. From a substantive point of view, every
charismatic authority would have to subscribe to the proposition, "It is
written ... but I say unto you .. ." The genuine prophet, like the
genuine military leader and every true leader in this sense, preaches,
creates, or demands new obligations-most typically, by virtue of revela
tion, oracIe, inspiration, or of his own will, which are recognized by
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the members of the religious, military, or party group because they
come from such a source. Recognition is a duty. When such an authority
comes into conBict with the competing authority of another who also
claims ckuismatic sanction, the only recourse is to some kind of a con
test, by magical means or an actual physical battle of the leaders. In
principle, only one side can be right in such a conRict; the other must he
guilty of a wrong which has to be expiated.

Since it is "extra-ordinary," charismatic authority is sharply opposed
to rational~ and particularly bureaucratic. authority, and to traditional
authority, whether in its patriarchal, patrimonial, or estate variants, all of
which are everyday fonns of domination; while the charismatic type is
the direct antithesis of this. Bureaucratic authority is specincally rational
in the sense of being bound to intellectually analysable rules; while
charismatic authority is specincally irrational in the sense of being foreign
to .all rules. Traditional authority is bound to the precedents handed
down from the past and to this extent is also oriented to rules. Within the
sphere of its claims, charismatic authority repudiates the past, and is in
this sense a specifically revolutionary force. It recognizes no appropriation
of positions of power by virtue of the possession of property, either on
the part of a chief or of socially privileged groups. The only basis of
legitimacy for it is personal charisma so long as it is proved; that is, as
long as it receives recognition and as long as the followers and disciples
prove their usefulness charismatically.

The above is scarcely in need of further discussion. ,What has been
said applies to purely plebiscitary rulers (Napoleon's "rule of genius"
elevated people of humble origin to thrones and high military com·'
mands) just as much as it applies to religious prophets or war heroes.

IV. Pure charistna is specifically foreign to economic considerations.
\N'herever it appears, it constitutes a "caU" in the most emphatic sense
of the word, a "mission" or a "spiritual duty." In the pure type. it disdains
and repudiates economic exploitation of the gifts of grace as a source of
income, though, to be sure, this often remains more an ideal than a fact.
It is not that charisma always demands a renunciation of property or even
of acquisition, as under certain circumstances prophets and their disciples
do. The heroic warrior and his followers actively seek booty; the elective
ruler or the charismatic party leader requires the material means of power.
The former in addition requires a brilliant display of his authority to
bolster his prestige. What is despised, so long as the genuinely charismatic
type is adhered to, is traditional or rational everyday economizing, the
attainment of a regular income by continuous economic activity devoted
to this end. Support by gifts, either on a grand scale involving donation,
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endowment, bribery and honoraria, or by begging, constitute the volun
tary type of support. On the other hand, "booty" and extortion, whether
by force or by other ffieans,is the typical form of charismatic provision
for needs. From the point of view of rational ec"nomic activity, charis~

matie want satisfactioil is a typical anti-economic fOILe. It repudiates any
sort of involvement in the everyday routine world. It can only tolerate,
with an attitude of complete emotional indifference, irregular, unsys
tematic acquisitive acts. In that it relieves the recipient of economic
concerns, dependence on property income can be the economic basis of
a charismatic mode of life for some groups; but that is unusual for the
normal charismatic "revolutionary."

The fact that incumbency of church office has been forbidden to
the Jesuits is a rationalized application of this principle of discipleship.
The fact that all the "virtuosi" of asceticism, the mendicant orders, and
fighters for a faith belong in this category, is quite dear. Almost all
p!ophets have been supported by voluntary gifts. The well-known say
ing of St. Paul, "If a man does not work, neither shall he eat," was

,directed against the parasitic swarm of charismatic missionaries. It obvi
ously has nothing to do with a positive valuation of economic activity
for its own sake, but only lays it down as a du(y of each individual
somehow to provide for his own support. This because he realized that
the purely charisma~jc parable of the lilies of the Beld was not capable
of literal application, but at best "taking no thought for the morrow"
could be hoped for. On the other hand, in a case of a prilll2rily artistic
tyF"~ of charismatic discipleship it is conceivable that insulation from
economic struggle should. mean limitation of those really eligible to the
"economically independent"; that is, to persons living on income from
property. This has been true of the circle of Stefan George, at least in its
primary intentions.

V. In traditionalist periods, charisma is the great revolutionary force.
The likewise revolutionary force of "reason" works from without: by alter·
ing the situations of life and hence its problems, finally in this way
changing men's attitudes toward them; or it intellectualizes the individ
ual. Charisma, on the other hand, may effect a subjective or internal
reorientation born out of suffering, conflicts, or enthusiasm. It may then
result in a radical alteration of the central attitudes and directions of ac
tion with a completely n~w orientation of all attitudes toward the differ
ent problems of the "world."1 In prerationalistic periods, tradition and
charisma between them have almost exhausted the whole of the orienta
tion of action.
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The Routinization of Charisma

I I. The Rise of the Charismatic Community and the
Problem of Succession

In its pure form charismatic authority has a character specifically,
foreign to everyday routine structures. The social rela.tionships dire<:tly
involved are strictly personal, based on the validity and practice of
charismatic personal qualities. If this is not to remain a purely transitory
phenomenon, but to take on the character of a permanent relationship, a
"community" of disciples or followers or a paz:ty organization or any sort
of political or hierocratie organization, it is necessary for the character of
charismatic authority to become radica1Jy changed. Indeed, in its pure
fonn charismatic authority may he said to exist only in statu nascendi.
It cannot remain stable, but becomes either traditionalized or rationalized,
or a combination of both.

The follOWing are the principal motives underlying this transforma
tiorY (a) The ideal and also the material interests of the followers In the,
continuation and the continual reactivatiorl of the community, (b) the
still stronger ideal and also stronger material interests of the members of
the administrative staff, the disciples, the party workers, or others in
continuing their relationship. Not only this, but they have an interest
in continuing it in such a way that both from an ideal and a material
point of view, their own position is put on a stable everyday basis. This
means, above all, making it possible to participate in normal family re
lationships or at least to enjoy a secure social position in place of the kind
of discipleship which is cut off from ordinary worldly connections, nota
bly in the family and in economic relationships.

These interests generaliy become conspicuously evident with the dis
appearance of the personal charismatic leader and with the problem of
succession. The way in which this problem is met-if it is met at all ::md
the charismatic community continues to exist or now begins to emerge
-is of crucial importance for the character of the subsequent social re
lationships. The following are the principal possible types of solution:-

(a) The search for a 'lew charismatic leader on the basis of criteria
of the qualities which will fit him for the position of authority.
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This is to be found in a relatively pure type in the process of choice
of a new Dalai Lama. It consists in the search for a child with charac
teristics which are interpreted to mean that he is a reincarnation of the
Buddha. This is very similar to the choice of the new Bull of Apis.

In this case the legitimacy of the new charismatic leader is bound to

certain distinguishing characteristics; thus, to rules with respect to which
a tradition arises. The result is a process of traditionalization in favor of
which the purely personal character of leadership is reduced.

(b) Revelation manifested-in oracles, lots, divine judgments, or other
techniques of selection. In this case the legitimacy of the new leader is
dependent on the legitimacy of the techniqlle of his selection. This in
volves a form of legalization.

It is said that at times the Sh!Jfe.ti.m Uugges] of Israel had this charac
ter. Saul is said to have been chosen by the o)d war oracle.

(c) Designation on the part of the original charismatic leader of his
own successor and his recognition on the part of the followers.

, This is a very common fonn. Originally, the Roman magistracies
were filled entirely in this way. The system survived most clearly into
later times in the appointment of the dktator and in the institution of
the interrex.'

In this case legitimacy is acquired through the act of designation.
Cd) Designation of a ~'.lCcessor by the charismatically qualified ad

ministrative staff and his recognition by the community. In i.ts typical form
this process should quite definitely not be interpreted as "election" or
"nomination" or anything of the sort. It is not a matter of free selection,
but of One which is strictly bound to objective duty. It is not to be
determined merely by majority vote, but is a question of arriving at the
corren designation, the designation of the right person who is truly
endowed with charisma. It is quite possible that the minority and not
t~e majority should be right in such a case. Unanimity is often required.
It is obligatory to acknowledge a mistake and persistence in error is a
serious oITense. Making a wrong choice is a genuine wrong requiring
expiation. Originally it was a magical offence.

Nevertheless, in such a case it is easy for legitimacy to take on the
character of an acquired right which is justified by standards of the
correctness of the process by which the position was acquired, for the
most pan, by its having been acquired in accordance with certain formali
ties such as coronation.

This was the original meaning of the coronation of bishops and kings
in the Western world by the clergy or the high nobility with the "con-
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sent" of the community. There are numerous analogous phenomena all
over the world. The fact that this is the origin of the modem conception
9f "election" raises problems which will have to be gone into later.1I

(e) The conception that charisma is a quality transmitted by heredity;
thus that it is participated in by the kinsmen of its bearer, particularly by
his dosest relatives. This is the case of hereditary charisma. The oroer
of hereditary succession in such a case need not be the same as that which
is in force for appropriated rights, but may differ from it. It is also some
times necessary to select the proper heir within the kinship group by
some of the methods just spoken of.

Thus in certain African states brothers have had to fight for the suc
cession. In China, Succession had to take place in such a way that the
relation of tb,e living group to the ancestral spirits was not disturbed.
The rule either of seniority or of designation by the followers has been
very common in the Orient. Hence, in the House of Osman, it used to
be obligatory to kill off all other possible aspirants.

Only in Medieval Europe and in Japan, elsewhere sporadically, has
the principle of primogeniture, as governing the inheritance of authority,
become dearly established. This has greatly facilitated the ~onsolidation

of political groups in that it has eliminated struggle between a plurality
of candidates from the same charismatic family.

In the case of hereditary charisma, recognition is no longer paid to
the charismatic qualities of the individual, but to the legitimacy of the
position he has acquired by hereditary succession. This may lead in the
direction either of traditionalization or of legalization. The concept of,
divine right is fundamentally altered and now comes to mean authority
by virtue of a personal right which is not dependent on the recognition
of those subject to authority. Personal charisma may be totally absent.

Hereditary monarchy is a conspicuous illustration:'· In Asia there
have beer: very numerous hereditary priesthoods; also, fre<:Juently, the
hereditary charisma of kinship groups has been treated as a criterion of
social rank-and of eligibili;r for fiefs and benefices.

(£) The concept that· charisma may be transmitted by ritual means
from one bearer to another or may be created in a new person. The
concept was Originally magical. It involves a dissociation of charisma
from a particular individual" making it an objective, transferrable entity.
In particular, it may become the charisma of office. In this case the belief
in legitimacy is no longer directed to the individual, but to the acquired
qualities and to the effectiveness of the ritual acts.

The most important example is the tran·smission of priestly charisma
by anointing, consecration, or the laying on of hands; and 'of royal au-
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thority, b¥ anointing and by coronation. The character indelebilis thus
acquired means that the charismatic qualities and powers of the office
are emancipated from the personal qualities of the priest. FOI precisely
this reason, this has, from the Donatist and the Montanist heresies down
to the Puritan revolution, been the subject of continual conRiets. The
"hireling" of the Quakers is the preacher endowed with the charisma of
office.

12. Types of Appropriation by the Charismatic Staff

Concomitant with the routinization of charisma with a view to insur
ing adequate succession, go the interesr.s in its routinization 011 the part
of the administrative staff. It is only in the initial stages and so long as
the charismatic leader acts in a way which is completely outside everyday
social organization, that it is possible for his followers to live com
munisticaIIy in a community of faith and enthusiasm, on gifts, booty, or
sporadic acquisition. Only the members of the small group of enthusiastic
disciples and followers are prepared to devote their lives purely idealis
tically to their call. The great majority of disciples and followers will in
the long run "make their living" out of their "calling" in a material sense
as well. Indeed, this must be the case if the movement is not to dis
integrate.

Hence, the routimzation of charisma also takes the fonn of the ap
propriation of powers and of economic advantages by the followers or
disciples, and of regulating recruitment. This process of traditionalization
or of legalization, according to whether rational legislation is involved or
not, may take anyone of a number of typical forms.

I. The- original basis of recruitment is personal charisma. However,
with routinization, the followers or disciples may set up norms for re
cruitment, in particular involving training or tests of eligibility. Charisma
can only be "awakened" and "tested"; it cannot be "learned" or "taught."
.All types of magical asceticism, as practiced by magicians and heroes, and
all novitiates, belong in this category. These are means of closing the
administrative staff. (On the charismatic type of education, see ch. IV
below [unfinished].)

Only the proved novice is allowed to exercise authority. A genuine
charismatic leader is in a position to oppose this type of prerequisite for
membership; his successor is not free to do so, at least if he is chosen by
the administrative staff.

This type is illustrated by the magical and warrior asceticism of
the "men's house" with initiation ceremonies and age groups. An indi-
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vidual who has not successfully gone through the initiation, remains a
"woman"; that is, he is excluded from the charismatic group.

2. It is easy for charismatic norms to be transformed into those de
fining a traditional social status (on a hereditary charismatic basis). If
the leader is chosen on a hereditary basis, the same is likely to happen
in the selection and deployment of the staff and even the followers.
The term "dan state" (Geschlechterstaat) will be applied when a
political body is organized strictly and completely in terms of this prin
ciple of hereditary charisma. In such a case, all appropriation of govern
ing powers, of fiefs, benefices, and all sorts of economic advantages fo.1
low the same pattern. The result is that all powers and advantages of
aU sorts become traditionalized, The heads of families, who al\t tradi
tional gerontocrats or patriarchs without personal charismatic~legitimacy,

regulate the exercise of these powers which cannot be taken away from
their family. It is not the type of position he occupies which determines
the rank of a man or of his family, but rather the hereditary charismatic
rank of his family determines the position he will occupy.

Japan, before the development of bureaucracy, was organized in this
way. The same was undoubtedly true of China as well where, before
the rarionalization which took place in the territorial stat,:,s, authority
was in the hands of the "old families." Other types of examples are furn
ished by the caste system in India, and by Russia before the mestni
chestvo was introduced. Indeed, all hereditary social classes with estab
lished privileges belong in the same category.

3. The administrative staff may seek and achieve the creation and
appropriation of individual positions and the corresponding economic
advantages for its members. In that case, according to whether the
tendency is to t:r::aditionalization or legalization, there will develop (a)
benefices, (b) offices, or (c) fiefs. In the first case a prebendal organiza
tion wiII result; in the second, patrimoniaJism or bureaucracy; in the
third, feudalism. These revenue sources become appropriated and replace
provision from gifts or booty without settled relation to the everyday
economic structure.

Case (a), benefices, may consist in rights to the proceeds of begging,
to payments in kind, or to the proceeds of money taxes, or finally, to the
proceeds of fees. The latter may result from the former through the
regulatiorl of the original provision by free gifts or by "booty" in terms
of a rational organization or finance.

Regularized begging is found in Buddhism; benefices in kind, in the
Chinese and Japanese "rice rents"; suppan by money taxation_ has been
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the rule in-all the rationalized conquest states. The last case is common
everywhere, especially on the part of priests and jUdges and, in India,
even the military authorities.

Case (b), the transformation of the charismatic mission into an
office, may have more of a patrimonial or more of a bureaflcratic chat'"
acter. The former is much the more common; the latter is found prin
cipally in Antiquity and in the modem Western world. Elsewhere it is
exceptional.

In case (c), only land may be appropriated as a fief, whereas the
position as such retains its originally charismatic character, or powers
and authority may be fuIIy appropriated as fleEs. It is difficult to dis- ..
tinguish the two cases. However, orientation to the charismatic character
of the position was slow to disappear, also in the Middle Ages.

12a. Slatus Honor and the Legitimation of Authority

For charisma to be transformed into an everyday phenomenon, it is
necessary that its anti-economic character should be altered. It must be
adapted to some form of fiscal organization to provide for the needs of
the group and hence to the economic conditions necessary for raising
taxes and contributions. When a charismatic movement develops in the
direction of prebendal provision, the "laity" becomes differentiated from
the "clergy"---d.erived from KA;'pO<;, meaning a "share"-, that is, the
participating members of the charismatic administrative staff which has
now become routinized. These are the priests of the developing "church."
Correspondingly, in a developing political body-the "slate" in the ra

tional case---vassals, benefice-holders, officials or appointed party officials
(instead of voluntary party workers and functionaries) are differentiated
from the "tax payers."

This process is very conspicuous in Buddhism..and in the Hindu
sects-see the Sociology of Religion below. The same is true in all con
quest States which have become rationalized to fonn permanent struc
tures; also of parties and other originally charismatic structures.

It follows that, in the course of routinization, the charismatically
ruled organization is largely transformed into one of the everyday au
thorities, the patrimonial form, especially in its estate-type or bureaucratic
variant. Its original peculiarities are apt to be retained in the charismatic
status honor acquired by heredity or office-holding. This applies to all
who participate in the appropriation, the chief himself and the members
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of his staff. It is thus a matter of the type of prestige enjoyed by ruling
groups. A hereditary monarch by "divine right" is not a simple patrimo
nial chief, patriarch, or sheik; a vassal is not a mere household retainer
or official. Further details must be deferred to the analysis of status
groups.

As a rule, rourinization is not free of conflict. In the early stages
personal claims on the charisma of the chief are not easily forgotten and
the conflict betw-een the charisma of the office or of hereditary status with
personal charisma is a typical process in many historical situations.

I. The power of absolution~that is, the power to absolve from mor
tal sins--was held originally only by personal charismatic martyrs or
ascetics, hut became transfonned into a power of the office of bishop
or priest. This process was much slower in the Orient than in the Occi
dent because in the latter IS was inRuenced by the Roman conception of
office. Revolutions under a charismati.: leader, directed against heredi
tary charismatic powers or the powers of office, are to be found' in all
types of organizations, from states to trade unions. (This last is particu
larly conspicuous at the present time [1918/20J.) The more highly de-
veloped the interdependence of different economic units in a monetary
economy, the greater the pressure of the everyday needs Of the followers
of the charismatic movement becomes. The effect mthis is to strengthen
the tendency to routinization, which is everywhere operative, and as a
rule has rapidly won out. Charisma is a phenomenon typical of pra.
phetic movements or of expansive political movements in their ·early
stages. But as soon as domination is well established, and above all as
soon as control over large masses of people exists, it gives way to the
forces of everyday routine.

2. One of the decisive motives underlying all cases of the routiniza·
tion of charisma is naturally the striving for security. This means legiti
mization, on the one hand, of positions of authority and social prestige,
on the other han,d, of the economic advantages enjoyed by the followers
and sympathizers of the leader. Another important motive, however, lies
in the ob;~ctive necessity of adapting the order and the staff organiza
tion to the nonnal, everyday needs and conditions of carrying on admin
istration. In this connection, in particular, there are always points at
which traditions of administrative practice and of judicial decision can
take hold as these are needed by the nonnal administrative staff and
those subject to its authority. h i~ further necessary that there should be
some definite order introduced into the organization of the administrative
staff itself. Finally, as will be &;c:.Jssed in detail below, it is necessary
for the administrative staff and .lll its administrative practices to be
adapted to everyday economic conditions. It is not possible for the costs
of pennanen't, routine administ:ation to he met by "hooty," contributions,
gifts, and hospitality. as is typical of the pure type of military and pro
phetic charisma.
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3. The process of routini7..3tion is thus not by any means confined to
the problem of succession arid does not stop when this has been solved.
On the contrary, the most fundamental problem is that of making a

. transition from a charismatic administrative "taff, and the corresponding .,
.' .principles of administration, to one 1Nhich is adapted to everydav modi
'tions. The problem of succession, ho'\\'enrf, is crudal because through it

occurs the routinization of the charismatic focus of the structure. In it,
the character of the leader himself and of his claim;'o legitimacy is al
tered. This process involves peculiar and characteristic conceptions'which
are understandable only in this context and do not apply to the problem
of transitiQrl to traditional or legal patterns of order >lnd types or admin
istrative organization. The most important of the modes of meeting the
p.!Oblem of succession are the charismatic deSignation of a successor and
hereditary charisma. .

4. As has already been noted, the most irriportant historical example
of designation by the charismatic leader of his own successor is Rom~.

For the Tex, this arrangement is attested by tradition; while for the ap
pointment of the dictator and of the co-emperor and successor in the
-l?rincipate, it has existed in historical times. The way in which all the
higher magistrates were invested with the imperium shows deaily that
they also were designated as successors by the military commander, sub
ject to recognitio:l by the citizen army. The fact that candidates were
examined by the magistrate in office and that originally they could be
excluded on \"hat were obviously arbitrary grounds shows clearly what
was the nature of the development.

5. The most important ell:amples of deSignation of a successor by the
charil;matic followers of the leader are to be found in the election of
bishops, and particularly of the Pope, by the original system of designa
tion by the clergy and recognition by the lay community. The investiga
tions of U. Stutz have made it probable that the -election of the Gennan
king was modelled on that of the bishops.ln He was deSignated by a
group of qualified princes and recognized by the "people," that is, those
bearing arms. Similar arrangements are very common.

p. The classical case of the development of hereditary charisma is
. that of caste in India. All occupation"l qualifications, and in particuJar
all the qualifications for positions of authority and power, have there
come to be regarded as strictly bound to the inheritance of charisma.
Eligibility for fiefs, involving governing powers, was limited to mem
bers of the royal kinship group, the fiefs being granted by the eldest of
the group. All types of religiOUS office, including the extraordinarily
important and influential position of guru, the directeur de l'dme, were
treated as bound to hereditary charismatic- qualities. The same is true of
all sorts of relations to traditional cus~omers and of all positions in the
village organization, such as priest, barber, laundryman, watchman, etc.
The foundation of a sect always meant the development of a hereditary
hierarchy, as was true also of Taoism in China. Also in the Japanese
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"feudal" state, before the introduction of a patrimonial officialdom on the
Chinese model, which then led to prebends and a new feudalization,
social organization was based purely on hereditary charisma.

This· kind of hereditary charismatic right to positions of authority
has been developed in similar ways all over the world. Qualification by
virtue of individual achievement has been replaced by qualification bv
birth. This is everywhere the basis of the development of hereditary
aristocracies, in the Roman nobility, in the concept of the stirps regia,
which Tacitus describes among the Gennans, in the rules of eligibility
to tournaments and monasteries in the late Middle Ages, and even in
the genealogical research conducted on behalf of the parvenu aristocracy
of the United States. Indeed, this is to be found everywhere where
hereditary status groups have become established.

Relationship to the economy: The process of routinization of charisma
is in very important respects identical with adaptation to the conditions
of the economy, since this is the principal continually operating force in
everyday life. Economic conditions in this connection playa leading role
and do not constitute merely II dependent variable. To a very large ex
tent the transition to hereditary charisma or the charisma of office serves
as a means of legitimizing existing or recently acquired powers of con
trol over economic goods. Along with the ideology of loyalty, which is
certainly by no means unimportant, allegiance to hereditary monarchy in
particular is very strongly influenced by the consideration that all in
herited and legitimately acquired property would be endangered if
people stopped believing in the sanctity of hereditary succession to th,e
throne. It is hence by no means fortuitous that hereditary monarchy is
more adequate to the propertied strata than to the proletariat.

Beyond this, it is not possible to say anything in general terms, which
would at the same time be substantial and valuable, on the relations of
the various possible modes of adaptation to the economic order. This
must be reserved to the more detailed treatment. The development of
li prebendal structure, of feudalism, and the appropriation of all sorts of
advantages on a hereditary charismatic basis may in all cases have the
same stereotyping effect on the economic order jf they develop from
charismatic starting points as if they developed from early patrimonial
or bureaucratic stages. In economic respects, too, the revolutionary impact
of charisma is usually tremendous; at first, it is often destructive, because
it means new modes of orientation. But routinization leads to the exact
reverse.

The economics or charismatic revolutions will have to be discussed
separately; it is a different matter altogether.
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VI

Feudalism

l2b. Occidental Feudalism and Its Conflict with
Patrimonialism

The case noted above, under sec. 12:3C [the fief], requires separate
discussion. This is because a structure of domination may develop out of
it which is different both from patrimoniaIism and from genuine or
hereditary charisma and which has had a very great historical signifi
cance, namely, feudalism. We will distinguish two types: the one based
on fiefs (Lehensfeudalismus) and 'the other based on benefices (pre
bendal feudalism). All other forms in which the use of land is granted
in exchange for military service really have a patrimonial character and
hence will not be treated here separately. For the different kinds of
benefices will be discussed later in detail.

A. A fief involves the following elements:
(r) The appropriation of powers and rights of exercising authority.

Appropriation as a fief may apply only to powers relevant within a
master's household or it may be extended to include those of a political
association. The latter type may be restricted to economic rights-that is,
fiscal rights-or it may also include political powers proper. Fiefs are
granted in return for specific services. Normally they are primarily of a
military character, but they may also include administrative functions.
The grant of the fief takes a very specific form. It is earned out

(2) on a purely personal basis for the lifetime of the lord and of the
,recipient of the fief, his vassal. .

(3) The relationship is established by a contract, thus it is supposed
that the vassal is a free man. ..

(4) 1£ feudalism is based on fiefs, the recipient adheres to the style
of life of a knightly status group.

(5) The contract of fealty is not an ordinary business contract, but
establishes a solidary, fraternal relationship which involves reciprocal
obligations of loyalty, to be sure, on a legally unequal basis. These obli
gations are upheld by

(a) knightly status honor, and (b) are clearly delimited.
The transition pointed out above at the end of section 12 [i.e., from
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mere appropriation of land to full appropriation at powers] takes place
;,~ when fiefs ale appropr.iated hereditarily, subject only to the condition
that each new vassal have the necessary qualifications and will pledge
fealty to his lord, and the existing vassals will do so to a new lord; fJ)
when the feudal administrative staff compels the lord to fill every
vacancy (Leihezwang), since all fiefs are considered part of the mainte
nance fund for the members of the knightly slatus group.

The 6.r~t step took place relatively early in the,;.Middle l\ges; the
second, latel' on. The struggle of kings and princes' with their vassals
were above all directed, though not usually explicitly, toward the
elimination of this principle, since it prevented the risc of a patrimonial
regime.

B. If an administration is based completely on the granting of fiefs
-alld Lehensfeudalismus has never been his:orica!Jy reaked in the pure
type any more than has pure patrimonialism-. this involves the follow
ing features:

(I) The authority of the lord is reduced to the likelihood that the
va!,sals will remain faithful to their oaths of fealty.

(2) The political association is completely r~placed by a system of
relations of purely personal loyalty between the lord and his vassals and
between these in turn and their own sub-vassals (sub"infeudation) and
so on. Only a lord's own vassals are bound to fealty to him: wherea~ they
in turn can claim the fealty of their own vassals, and so on.

(3} Only in the case of a "felony" does the lord have a right to
deprive his vassal of his fief, and the same in turn applies to the vassal'
in his relation to his own vassal. When such a case, however, arises, in
enforcing his rights against a vassal who has broken the oath of fealty,
the lord is dependent on the help of his other vassals or on the passi\'ity
of the sub-vassals of the guilty party. Either source of support can only
be counted on when the relevant group recognizes that a felony has
actually been committed. However, even then the oVt'rlord cannot count
on the non-interference of sub-vassals unless he has at least been able to

secure recognition on their part of the principle that a struggle against
an overlord is an exceptional state. Overlords have always attempted to
establish this prir,ciple but not always with success.

(4) There is a hierarchy of soci31 rank correspondIng to the hier
archy of fiefs through the process of suh-infeudation-the order of the
Heerschilde in the Mirror of Saxon Law (Sachsenspiegel) Tbis is not,
however, a judicious and J..tministrative hieT<lrchy. For whether an order
or a decision can be challenged and to what authority appeal can be made
is in principle a matter for the respective court of appeals (Oberhof)
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and does -not depend on the hierarchy of feudal relationships. (It is
theoretically possible for the Oberhof authority to be granted to a status
equal of the local judicial lord, but in practice this was not the case.)

(5) The elements in the population who do not hold fiefs involving
patrimonial or political authority are "subjects" (HinteTsas.<;en); that is,
they are patrimonial dependents. They are dependent on the holders of
fiefs to the extent that their traditional status determines or permits it,
or"so far as the coercive power in the hands of the possessors of military
~s compels it, since they are to a large extent defenseless. Just as the
S"upreme lord is under obligation to grant land in fief, those who do not
hold fiefs aTe always under the authOrity of a lord; in both cases the rale
is; nulle terre sans seigneur. The sale survival of the old immediate
political power<; of the ruler is the principle, which is almost always
recognized, that political authority, particularly judicial authority, is
turned over to the ruler whenever he is personally present.

(6) Powers over the household (inluding domains, slaves and serfs),
the fiscal rights of the political group to the receipt of taxes and contri
butions, and specifically political powers of jurisdiction and compulsion
to military service--thus powers over free men-all become objects of
feudal grants in the same way. However, as a rule the strictly political
powers are subject to special regulation.

In ancient China the granting of economic income in fiefs and of
territorial authority wer\.' distinguished in name as well as in fact. The
distinctions in name are not found in the European Middle Ages, but
there were clear distinctions in the holder's status and in numerous
other particular points.

It is not usual for political powers to be fully appropriated in the
same way as property rights in fiefs. Numerous transitional forms and
irregularities remain. One conspicuous difference is the existence of a
status distinction between those enjoying only economic or fiscal right~

and those with strictly political powers, notably judicial and military
, authority. Only the latter arc pr;litical vassals.

It goes without saying that whenever Lehensfeudalismus is highly
developed, the overlord's' authority is precarious. This is because it is
very dependent on the voluntary obt..'<iiencr and hence the purely per
sonalloyalty of the members of the administrative staff, who, by virtue of
the feudal structure, are themselves in possession of the means of ad
ministration. I-Ience, the latent struggle for authority becomes chronic
between the lord and his v:-:ssal, and the ideal extent of feudal authority
has never been effectively ,:arried out in practice or remained effective on
a permanent ha;;is,
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Rather, the feudal lord may attempt to improve his position in one
of the fonowing ways: .

(a) He may not rely on the purely personal loyalty of his vassals,
but may attempt to secure his position by limiting or forbidding sub
infeudation.

This was common in Western feudalism, but often was initiated by
the administrative staff in the interest of their own power. The same
was true of the alliance of princes in China in 630 B.C.

He may attempt to establish the principle that the fealty of a sub
vassal to his immediate lord is void in case of war against the higher lord.

Or, if possible, the attempt is made to obligate the sub-vassal to direct
fealty to him, the liege lord.

(b) The feudal chief may seek to implement his control of the ad
ministration of political powers in a variety of ways. He may grant all
the subjects a right of appeal to him or his courts. He may station super
vising agents at the courts of his political vassals. He may attempt to
enf?rcc a right to collect taxes from the ~ubjects of all his vassals. He
may appoint certain officials of the. political vassals. Finally, he may at~

tempt to enforce the principle that all political authority is forfeited to
him in his personal presence or beyond that to any agent he designates
and that he, as the supreme lord, is entitled to try any case in his own
court at will.

(c) It is possible for a supreme lord to attain and maintain his power
against vassals, as well as against other types of holders -of appropriated;
authority, only if he creates or re-creates an administrative staff under his
personal control and organizes it in an appropriate manner. There are
three main possibilities.

(I) It may be a patrimonial staff. (This was to a large extent what
happened in the European Middle Ages and in Japan in the Bakufu of
the Shogun, who exercised a very effective control over the feudal
Daimyos.)

(2) It may be an extra-patrimonial staff recruited from a status group
with literary education.

The principal examples are clerical offiCials, whether Christian or
Brahman; ktlyasths (Buddhist, Lamaist, or Mohammedan);lo. or ~ u
manists, such as the Confucian scholars in China. On the peculiarities of
such groups and their immense importance for cultural development,
seech, IV [unfinished].

(3) Or it may be a group of technically trained officials, particularly
legal and IIlilitary specialists.
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This was proposed in China in the eleventh century by Wang An
Shi, but by that time it was directed against the classical scholars and
not the feudal magnates. In the Occident, such a bureaucracy was re
cruited for civil administration from university-trained men. In the
Church the primary training was in the Canon Law, in the State, the
Roman Law. In England, it was the Common Law, which had, how
ever, been rationalized under the in9uence of Roman modes of thought.
In this development lie some origins of the modem Western state. The
development of Western military organization took a somewhat different
course. The feudal organization was Erst replaced by capitalistic military
entrepreneurs, the condottieri. These structures were in tum appropri
ated by the territorial princes with the development of a rational ad
ministration of royal nnance from the seventeenth century on. In Eng
land and France, it happened somewhat earlier.

This struggle of the feudal chief with his. feudal administrative staff
in the Western World, though not in Japan, largely coincidcil with his
struggle against the power of corporately organized privileged groups
(Sumde-Korporarionen). In modem times it everywhere issued in the

'ruler's victory, and that meant in bureaucratic administration. This hap
pened first in the Western World; then in Japan; in India, and perhaps
also in China, it happened in the wake of foreign rule. Along with
purely historical power constellations, economic couditions have played
a very important part in this process in the Western World. Above all,
it was in8uenced by the rise of the bourgeoisie in the towns, which had
an organization peculiar to Europe. It was in addition aided by the com
petition for power by means of rational-that is, bureaucratic-adminis
tration among the different states. This led, from fiscal motives, to a
crucially important alliance with capitalistic interests, as will be shown
later.

12C. Prebendal Feudalism and Other Variants

Not every \dod of "feudalism" involves the fief in the Occidental
sense. In addition, there is above all:

A. prebendal feudal;sm, whkh has a fiocaI basis.

This was typical of the Islamic Near East and of India under the
Moguls. On the other -hand, ancien~ Chinese feudalism before the time
of Shi Huang Ti had at least in part a structure of fiefs, though
bene!lces were also involved. Japanese feudalism also involved fiefs,
but. they were subject in the case of the I:Mittsyos to a rather stringent
coo.trol on the part of the supreme lord (.8MsIfw.). arid the !lefs of the
Somunri and the Buke were really '-'kef d~ (although
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they ofte!l came to be appropriated) which were registered according to
their yield in terms of rice rent (kokudaka),

Prebendal feudalism exists when (,) benefices which are valued
and granted according to the income they yield are appropriated and
where (2) appropriation is, in principle, thQugh not always effectively,
carried out anly on a personal basis in accordance with services, thus
involving the possibility of promotion. (This was, at least from the legal
point of view, true of the benefices held by the Turkish sipahi.)

Finally and above all, (3) it does not involve primarily a free rela
tion of personal fealty arising from a contract of personal loyalty with
the lord as the basis of a particular fief. It is rather a matter primarily
of fiscal considerations in the context of a system of financing which is
otherwise patrimonial, often suItanistic. This is for the most part made
evident by the fact that the prebends are assessed according to their tax
value.

It is very common for the Lehensfeudalismus to originate in a system of
wlmt satisfaction of the political group on the basis of a purely natural
economy and in terms of personal obligations (personal services and
mili~ry services). The principal motive is to replace the insufficiently
trained popular levy, whose members can no longer equip themselves
and are needed in the economy, with a well-trained and equipped
army of knights who are bound to their chief by personal honor. Pre
bendal feudalism, on the other hand, usually originates in the re~ion

from monetary financing to 6nanciqg: in kind. The follOWing are the
principal reasons leading to such a pollcy:-

(a) The transfer of the risk involved in Rucmating income to an
entrepreneur; that is, a sort of tax farming.

a) Rights to such income may be transferred in return for under
takinlto supply certain particular army contingents, such as cavalry,
sometimes war chariots, armored troops, supply trains, or artillery, for a
patrimonial army. (This was common in the Chinese Middle Ages.
Quotas for the army in each of the different categories were established
for a particular territorial area.)

Either in addition to this or alone, prebendal feudalism may be estab
.lished as a means of P) meeting the costs of civil administration and of
'() securing tax payments for the royal treasury. (This was common in
India.)

3) In return for these various services, in the first instance to enable
those who undertook them to meet their obligations, an appropriation of
governmental power in varying degrees and respects was permitted. Such
appropriation has usually been £or a limited period and subjec! to re-

•
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purchase. But when means to do this have been lacking, it has often in
fact been definitive. Those who hold such definitively appropriated
powers then become, at the very least, landlords, as opposed to mere land·
owners, and often come into the possession of extensive political powers.

This process has ~n typical above all of India. It is the source of
the powers over land of the Zamindars, the Jagirdars, and the Tuluk
dars. It is also found in a large part of the Near East, as C. H. Becker
has clearly shown-h~ was the first to understand the difference from
the European fief. a The primary basis lies in the leasing of tax~. As
a secondary conse<juence, it developed into a "manorial" system. The
Rumanian Boyars--the descendants of the most heterogeneous society
the world has ever seen, of Jews, Germans, Greeks, and various others
-we~ also tax farmers who on this basis appropriated governing
authority.

(b) Inability to pay the contingents of a patrimonial army may lead
to an usurpation of the sources of taxation on their part, which is subse
quently legalized. The result is that appropriation of the land and of the
subjects is carried out by the officers and members of the army. ~This

was true of the famous Khans of the empire of the Caliphs. It was the
source or the model for all forms of Oriental appropriation, including the
Mameluke army, which was formally composed of slaves.)

It is by no means inevitable that this should lead to systematic regiS
tration as a basis for the granting of benefices. But this is a readily avail
able course and has often actually been followed out. (We shall not yet
discuss how far the "fiefs" of the Turkish sipahi were genuine fiefs or
whether they were closer to benefices. From a legal point of view, pro
motion according to achievement was possible.)

It is dear that the two types of feudalism are connected by gradual
imperceptible transitions and that it is seldom possible to classify cases
with complete definiteness under one category 6r the other. Furthermore,
prebendal feudalism is closely related to a purely prebendal organization,
and there are also gradual transitions in this direction.
. According.4,0 an imprecise tenninology, in addition to the fief resting
on a free contract with the lord and the feudal benefice, there is:

B. so-called "polis" feudalism, resting on a real or fictitious "synoik
ism" of landlords. These enjoy equal rights in the conduct of a purely .
military mode of life with high status honor. The economic aspect of
the lderos is the plot of land which is appropriated by qualified persons
on a personal basis and passed on by individual hereditary succession. It
is cultivated by the services of unfree persons-assigned as the property
of the status grour-:a~ forms the basis of provision of military
equipmen1'" ,"
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, ,

\ This type is found only in Greece, in fully developed fann, only in
Sparta, and originated out of the "men's house." It has been called
"feudalism" because of the set of conventions regulating status honor
and of the element of chivalry in the mode of life of a group of land
lords. This is hardly legitimate usage. In Rome the term fundus cor
responds to the Greek &05. There is, however, no information avail
abfe about the organi7ation of the curia (Co-1,jria eguals the Greek
tmdreion, the "men's house). We do not know how rar it was similar
to the Greek.)

The term "feudal" is often used. in a very broad sense to designate
all military strata, institutions and conventions which involve any sort
of status privileges. This usage will be avoided here as entirely too vague:

C. The second doubtful type is called feudalism for the opposite
reason. The fief is present but, on the other hand, is not acguired by a
free contract (fraternization either with a lord or with equals), but is
bestowed by the order of a patrimonial chief. On the other hand. it may ;
not be administered in the spirit of a knightly mode of life. Finally, both 1
criteria may be absent. Thus there may be service fiefs held by dependent j
knights; or, conversely, fiefs may be freely acquired but their holders are j
not subject to a code of chivalry. Finally, fiefs may be granted to clients, .:,
celoni, or slaves who are employed as fighting forces. All these cases will
be treated here as benefices.

The case of dependent knights is .mustrated by Occidental and
Oriental ministeria1es, in Japan by the Samurai. Freely recruited soldiers
without a chivalrous code are known to the Orient; this was probably
the origin of the Ptolemaic military organization. When the hereditary'
appropriation of service land has led further to the appropriation of the
military function as such, the end result is a typical liturgical Drganiza~

tion of the state. The third type, the use of unfree military forces, is
typical of the so-called warrior caste of ancient Egypt, of the Mame
hikes of medieval Egypt, and of various other unfree Oriental and
Chinese warriors. These have not always been granted rights in land,
but such an arrangement is common.

In :':'-idl cases, it is imprecise to speak of "feudalism," since it involves •
military status groups. which, at least from a formal point of view, occupy
a negatively privileged position, They will be discussed in Chapter IV,

'3' Combinations of the Different Types of Authority

The above discussion' makes it quite .evident that "ruling organiza
tions" which belong only to one or another of these pure types are very
exceptional. Furthennore. in -relation to legal and traditio~l authority

..' "
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especially, certain important types, such as the collegial form and some
aspects of the feudal, have either not beCII discussed at aU or have been
barely suggested. In general, it should be kept dearly in mind that the
basis of every authority, and correspondingly of every kind of willingness
to obey, is a belief, a belief by virtue of which persons exercising author
ity are lent prestige. The composition of this belief is seldom altogether
simple. In the case of "legal authority," it is never purely legal. The
belief in legality comes to be established. and habitual, and this means
it is partly traditional Violation of the tradition may be fatal to it. Fur
thermore, it has a charismatic element, at least in the negative sense that
persistent and striking lack of success may be suffic;:ient to ruin any gov
ernment, to undennine its prestige, and to prepare the way for charis
matic revolution. For monarchies, hence, it is dangerous to lose wars
since that makes it appear that their charisma is no longer genuine. For
republics, on the other hand, striking victories may be dangerous in that
they put the victorious general in a favorable position for making char

'ismatic claims.
Groups approximating the purely traditional type have certainly

existed. But they have never been stable indefinitely and, as is also true
of bureaucratic authority, have seldom been without a head who had a
personally charismatic status by heredity or office. Under certain circum
stances, the charismatic chief can be different from the traditional one.
Everyday economic needs have' been met under the leadership of tradi
tional authorities; whereas certain exceptional ones, like hunting and the
quest of "booty" in war, have had charismatic leadership. The idea of
the possibility of "legislation" is also relatively ancient, though for the
most part it has been legitimized by oracles. Above all, however, when
ever the recruitment of an administrative staff is drawn from extra
patrimonial sources, the result is a type of official which can be di£fer~

entiated from those of legal bureaucracies only in terms of the-ultimate
basis of their authority and not in tenns of formal status.

Similarly, entirely pure charismatic authOrity, including the heredi
tary charismatic type, etc., is rare. It is not impossible, as in the case of
Napoleon, for the strictest type of bureaucracy to issue directly from a
charismatic movement; or, if not that, all sorts of prebendal and feudal
types of organization. Hence, the kind of tenninology and classification
set forth above has in no sense the aim-indeed, it could not have it-to
be exhaustive or to tonfine the whole of historical reality in a rigid
scheme. Its usefulness is derived from the fact that in a given case it is
possible to distinguish what aspects of _a given organized group can
legitimately be identified as falling under or approximating one or
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another of· tbese categories. For certain purposes this is unquestionably
an important advantage.

For aU types or authority the fact of the existence and continual func
tioning of an administrative staff is vital. For the habit of obedience
cannot be rl\aintained without organized activity directed to the applica
tion and enforcement of the order. It is, indeed, the existence of such
activity which is usually meant by the term "organization."12 For this to
exist in tum, it is essential that there should be an adequate degree of
the solidarity of interests, both on the ideal and material levels, of the
members of the administrative staff with their chief. It is fundamental
in understanding the relation of the chief to these members that, so far as -I
this solidarity exists, the chief is stronger than any individual member 1

but is weaker than the members taken together. It is, however, by all 1
means necessaIy for the members of an administrative staff to enter into J

a deliberate agreement in order to obstruct or even consciously oppose
their chief so successfully that the leadership of the chief becomes im-
potent. Similarly, any individual who sets out to destroy a rulership
must, if he is going to take over the position of power, build up an ad
ministrative staff of his own, unless he is in a position to count on the
connivance and co-operation of the existing staff against their previous
leader.

Solidarity of interest with a chief is maximized at the poiht where
both the legitimacy of the status of the .J1.lembers and the provision for
their economic needs is dependent on the chief retaining his position.
For apy given individual, tbe possibility of escaping this solidarity varies
greatly according to the structure. It is most difficult where there is com
plete separation from the means of administration, thus in purely tradi
tional patriarchal structures, undel pure partimonialism and in. bureau
cratic organizations resting on formal rules. It is easiest where fiefs or
benefices have been appropriated by socially privileged groups.

It is most important, finally, to realize that historical reality involves
a continuous, though for the most part latent, conBict beween chiefs and
their administrative staffs for appropriation and expropriation in relation
to one another. For almost all of cultural development, it has been crucial
in what way this struggle has worked out and what has been the charac
ter of the stratum of officials dependent upon the chief which has helped
him win out in his struggle against the feudal classes or other groups en
joying appropriated powers. In different cases it has been ritually trained

... literati, the clergy, purdy secular clients, household officials, legally
trained persons, technically specialized financial officials, or private
honoratiores, (about whom more will be said. later).

One of the reasons why the character of these stnlgglea and ~f their
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outcome has been so important, not only to th~ history of administration
,as such, but to that of culture generally, is t'hat the type of education
has been determined by them and with it the modes of st,ltus group
formation.

t. Both the extent and the way in which the members of an ad
ministrative staff are bound to their chief will vary greatly according to
whether they receive salaries, opportunities for proht, allowances, or
fiefs. It is, however, a factor common to all of these that anything which
endangers the legitimacy of the chief who has granted and who guar
antees them, tends at the same time to endanger the legitimacy of these
forms of income and the positions of power and prestige which go with
membership in the administrative staff. This is one of the reasons why
legitimacy, which is often so much neglected in analysing such phen
omena, plays a crucially important role.

2. The history of the dissolution of the old system of domination
legitimate in Gennany up until 19I8 is instructive in this connection.
The War, on the one hand, went far to break down the authority of
tradition; and the German defeat involved a tremendous loss of prestige
fot theg.overnment. These factors combined with systematic habituation
to illegal behavior, undermined the amenability to discipline both in
the i1rmy and in industry and thus prepared the way for the overthrow
of tIle older authority. At the same time, the way in which the old ad
ministrative staff continued to function and the way in which its order
was simply taken over by the new supreme authorities, is a striking
example of the extent to which, under rationalized bureaucratic coridi
tions, the individual member of such a staff is inescapably bound to his
technical function. As it has been noted above, this fact is by no means
adequately explained by the private economic interests of the members
-their concern for their jobs, salaries, and pensions-although it goes
without saying that these considerations were not unimportant to the great
majority of officials. In addition to this, however, the disinterested ideo
logical factor has been crucial. For the breakdown of administrative or
ganization would, under such conditions, have meant a breakdown of
the provision of the whole population, including, of course, the officials ,
tbemselves, with even the most elementary necessities of life. Hence an
appeal was made to the sense of duty of officials, and this was success-
ful. Indeed the objective necessity of this attitude has been recognized
even by the previous holders of power· and their sympathizers.

3. In the course of the past reyolution in Germany, a new adminis
trative staff came into being in the Soviets of workers and soldiers. In
the first place it was necessary to develop a technique of organizing these
new staffs. Furthermore, their development Wa$,. closely dependent on
the War, notably the possession of weapons by the revolutionary de
ment. Without this factor the revolution would not have been possible
at all. (Thi\.and its historical 'analogies will be discussed below.) It was
only by the rise of charismatic leaders against the legal authorities and
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by the development around lhem of groups of charismatic followers, that
it wa$: possible to take power away from the old authorities. It was
furthennore only through the maintenance of the old bureaucratic or~

ganization that power once achieved could be retained. Previous to this
situation every revolution which has been attempted under modem con
ditions has failed completely because of the indispensability of trained
officials and of the lack of its own organized staff. The conditions under
which previous revolutions have succeeded have been altogether differ
ent. (See below, the chapter on the theory of revolutions. [Unwritten].)

4. The overthrow of authority on the initiative of the administrative
staff has occurred in the past un'det a wide variety of conditions. Some
fonn of association of the members of the staff has always been a
necessary prerequisite. According to the circumstances, it might have
more the character of a limited conspiracy or more that of a general
solidarity. This is peculiarly difficult under the conditions to which the
modem official is subject; but as the Russian case has shown, it is not
altogether impossible. As a general rule, however, such ass0dation does
not go further than the kind which is open to workers through the ordi
nary procedure of the strike.

5. The patrimonial character of a body of officials is above all mani
fested in the fact that admission involves a relation of personal depend
ency. In the Carolingian system, one became a ruer regis, under the
Angevins, a familiaris. Survivals of this have persisted for a very long
time.

Vll

The Transformation of Charisma III a

Democratic Direction

'4. Democratic Legitimacy, Plebiscitary Leadership and
Elected Officialdom"

The basically authoritarian principle of charismatic legitimation may
be subject to an anti-authoritarian interpretation, for the validity of
charismatic authority rests entirely on recognition by the ruled, on
"p~f" before their eyes. To be sure, this recognition of a charismatically
qualified, and hence legitimate, person is treated as a duty. But when
the charismatic organization undergoes progressive rationali~tion, it is
readily possible that, instead of recognition being treated as a conse-
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quence of legitimacy, it is treated as the basis of legitimacy: democratic
legitimacy. Then designation of a successor by an administrative staff
becomes "preselection," by the predecessor himself "nomination," whereas
recognition by the group becomes an "election." The personally legiti~

mated charismatic leader becomes leader by the grace of those who follow
him since the latter are formally free to elect and even to depose him
just as the loss of charisma and its efficacy had involved the lOss of genu
ine legitimacy. Now he is the freely elected leader.

Correspondingly, the recognition of charismatic decrees and judicial
decisions on the part of the community shifts to the belief that the group
has a right to enact, recognize, or appeal laws, according to its own
free will, both in general and for an individual case. Under genuinely
charismatic authority, on the other hand, conRicts over the correct Jaw
may actually be decided by a group vote, but this takes place undet the
pressure of feeling that there can be only one correct decision, and it is
a matter of duty to arrive at this. However, in the new interpretation the
treatment of law approaches the case of-legal authority. The most im
portant transitional type is the legitimation of authority by plebiscite:
plebiscitary leadership. The most common examples are the modern
party leaders. But it is always present in cases where the chief feels him
self to be acting on behalf of the masses and is indeed recognized by
them. Both the Napoleons are classical examples, in spite of the fact that
legitimation by plebiscite took place only after they seized power by
force. The second Napoleon also resorted to the plebiscite after a severe
loss of prestige. Regardless of how its real value as an expression of the
popular will may be regarded, the plebiscite has been the specific means
of deriving the legitimacy of authority from the confidence of the ruled,
even though the voluntary nature of such confidence is only fonnal or
fictitious.

Once the elective principle has been applied to the chief by a re
interpretation of charisma, it may be extended to the administrative staff.
Elective officials whose legitimacy is derived from the confidence of the
ruled and who are therefore subject to recall, are typical of certain de
mocracies, for instance, the United States. They are not "bureaucratic"
types. Because they have an independent source of legitimacy, they are
not strongly integrated into a hierarchical order. To a large extent their
"promotion" and assignment is not influenced by their superiors. (There
~re analogies in other cases' where several charismatic structures, which
are qualitatively heterogeneous, exist side by side, as in the relations of
the Dalai Lama and the Tashi Lama.) Such an administrative structure
is greatly inferior as a precision instrument compared to the bureaucratic
type with its appointed officials.
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1. Plebiscitary democracy-the most important type of Fuhrer
Dempkratie-is a variant of charismatic authority, which hides behind a
legitimacy that is fortn411y derived from the will of the governed. The
leader (demagogue) rules by virtue of the devotion and tIUst which his
political followers have in him personally. In the first instance his power
extends only over those recruited to his following, but jf they can hand
over the government to him he controls the whole polity. The type is
best illustrated by the dictators who emerged in the revolutions of the
ancient world and of modem times: the Hellenic aisymnetai, tyrants
and demagogues; in Rome Gracchus and his successors; in the Italian
city states the capitani del popolo and mayors; and certain types of
political leaders in the German cities such as emerged in the democratic
dictatorship of Zurich. In modem states the best examples are the dic
tatorship of Cromwell, and thz leaders of the French Revolution and of
the First and Second Empire. vVherever attempts have been made to
legitimize this kind of exercise of power, legitimacy has Lten sought in
recognition by the sovereign p<;ople through a plebiscite. The leader's
personal administrative stalfis r('cruited in a charismatic form usually
from able people of humble orjgi:1. In Cromwell's case, religious quali
fications were taken into account. In that of Robespierre along with per
sonal dependability also certain "ethical" qualities. Napoleon was con
cerned only with personal ability and adaptability to the needs of his
imperial "rule of genius."

At the height of revolutionary dictatorship the position of a member
of the administrative staff tends to be that of a perspn entrusted an Iwc
with a specific task, subject to recall. This was true of the role of the
agents of the "Committee of Public Safety." When a certain kind of
municipal "dictators" have been swept into power by the reform m'lI-c
ments in American cities the tennenev has been to grant them frecrlom
to appoint their own staff. Thus both traditional legitimacy and formal
legality tend to be equally ignored by the re\'olutionary dictator. The
tendency of patriarchal authorities, in the administration of justice ar.d
in their other functions, has been to act in accordancl;; with substanuve
ideas of justice, with utilitarian considerations and in ter~'lS of reaSO;lS of
state. These tendencies are par<\lleled by the revolutio'lary tribunals and
by the substantive postulat{os ~.f justice of the radi,:al &'mocracy of
Antiquity and of modern socialism (of which more will he said it: the
Soc. of Law, eh. VIII: vii). The process of routinization of revolution
ary charisma then brings with it changes similar to those brought about
by the corresponding process in other respects.. Thus the developl(,.:nt
of a professional army in England goes back to the voluntary army of
the faithful in the days 01- CromwelL Similarly, the Fr~n('h system of
administration \:.,y p~efects is derived from the charislT,atk aJministration
of the revolutionary dcmofratic Jictatorship.

2. The introduction of electcd' officials always irwoh'cs a radical
alteration in the position of the charismatic leader. He becomes the
"servant" of those under his authority. There is no pla{;e for such a type
in a technically rational bureaucratic organization. Smce he is not ';J.p.
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pointed and r\'Jmct<~d by his superiors nnd his position is derived from
the votes of the lded, he is likely to he little interested in the prompt
<Irid strict ob~crvaTlce of di~cipline wh;>~h would he likely to win the
favor of ~,uprriors. The tendency is rat~a fnr electoral positions to be·
eori1c autoce?halous spheres of authority. It is in general not possible to
attain a high level of technical administrative cfficie;lcy with an elected
staff of officials. (This is illustrated by a comparison of the elected offi·
cials in the individual states i~ the United States with the apFoint~d

officials of the Federal Government. It is similarly shown by comparing
the elected mnnicipal officials with the administration of the refonn
mayors witl: their own appointed staffs.) It is necessary to distinguish
the Type of pJebis<:'itary democracy from that which attempts to dispense
with leadership altogether. The latter type is characterized by the at
tempt to minimize the domination of man over man.

It is ch<lractcristic of the Fuhrerdemokratie that there should in gen
eral be a highly cmotional type of devotion to and trust in the leader.
This accounts fO\" a tendency to favor the type of individual who is most
spectacular, who promises the most, or who employs the most effective
plOpaganda measures in the competition for leadership. This is a natural
b::lsis for the utopian component which is found in all revolutions. It also
didates the limitations on the level of rationality which, in the modern
world, this type of administration can attain. Even in America it has not
always come up tv cApectations.

Relationship to the economy: I. The anti-authoritarian direction of
the transformatioli of charisma normally leads into the path of rationality.
If a ruler is deFendent on recognition by plebiscite he will usually at
tempt to support his regime by an organization of officials which func
tions promptly and efficiently. He will attempt to consolidate the loyalty
of those he governs either by winning glory and honor in war or by pro
moting their material welfare, or under certain circumstances, by attempt
ing to combine be'th. Success in these will be regarded as proof of the
ch,uisma His first aim will be the destruction of traditional, feudal,
patrimonial, and other types of authoritarian powers and priVileges. His
second aim will have to be to create economic interests which are bound
up with his regiMe :IS the source of their legitimacy. So far as, in pursu
ing these policies, he makes use of the formalization and legalization of
law he may contribute greatly to the formal rationalization of economic
activity.

2. On the other hand, plebiscitary regimes can easily act so as to
weaken the formed rationality of economic activity so far as their interests
in legitim<lcy, being dependent on the faith and devotion of the masses,
forces them to impose substantive ideas of ,justice in the economic sphere.
This will result in an administration of justice emancipated from formal
procedures, as it happens under revolutionary tribunals, war-time ration-
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ing and in other cases of limited and controlled production and consump
tion. This tendency. which is by no means confined to the modem social
ist type, win be dominant insofar as the leader is a "social dictator:' The
ca1;Ises and consequences of this type cannot yet be discussed.

3. The presence of elective officials is a source d disturbance to for
mally rational economic life. This is true in the first place because such
officials are primarily eloctt;d according to party affiliations and not tech-.
nical competence. Secondly. the risks of recall or failure of re-election
make it impossible to pursue a strictly objective course of decision and
administration. without regard to such consequences. There is. however.
one case where the unfavorable effects for the rationality of economic .
activity are not evident. This is true where there is a possibility of apply·
ing the economic and technical achievements of an old culture -to new
areas. In this case. the means of production are not yet appropriated and
there is a sufficiently wide margin so that the almost inevitable cormI>""
tion of officials can be taken account of as one of the cost factors. and
Iarge-scale ·profits still be attained [as in the United States].

On I. The classical example of a favorable effect on economic ra
tionality is to be found in the two Napoleonic regimes. Napoleon I
introduced the Code Napoleon. c0mpulsory division of estates by inheri
tance and everywhere destroyed the traditional authorities. It is true that
his regime cre~ted what alr~ost amounted to fiefs for his deserving fol
lowers. and that the soldiers got almost everything, the citizen nothing.
But this was compensated for by la gIoire and. on the whole. the small
bourgeois were tolerably well off. Under Napoleon III there was con
tinued adherence to the motto of the era of Louis Philippe: "enrichissez
vous"; grand-scale building; the Cred~t Mobilier, with its well-known
scandaL

On 2. The tendencies of "social dictatorship" are classically illustrated
by the Greek democracy of the Periclean age and its aftermath. In Rome
the jurors who tried a case were bound by the instructions of the praetor,
and decisions followed the fonnal law. But in the Greek heliaia-court
decisions were made in tenns of "substantive" justice-in effect, on the
basis of sentimentality. Hattery, demagogic invectives and jokes. This can
be dearly seen in the court orations of the Athenian rhetors. Analogous
phenomena are found in Rome only in the case of political trials, such
as Cicero participated in. The consequence was that the development of
formal law and formal jurisprudence in the Roman sense became im
possible. For the heliaia was a "people's court" directly comparable to
the revolutionary tribunals of the French Revolution and of the Soviet
phase of the revolution in Germany. The jurisdiction of these lay tri
bunals was by no' means confined to politically relevant cases. On the
other hand. no revolutionary movement in England has ever interfered
with the administration of justice except in cases of major political sig-
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nincance. However, it is true that there was a considerable arbitrary
element in the decisions of the justices of the peace, but only insofar as
they concerned pure "police" cases not involving interests of the prop
ertied.

On 3. The United States of America is the classical example. As late
as the early 1900'S the author inquired of American workers of English
origin why they allowed themselves to be governed by party henchmen
who were so often open to corruption. The answer was, in_ the first place,
that in such a big country even though millions of dollars were stolen or
embezzled there was still plenty left for everybody, and secondly that
these professional politicians were a group which even workers could
treat with contempt whereas technical officials of the Gennan type would
as a group "lord it over" the workers.

A specialized discussion of relations oE economic activity will have
to be left for the more detailed treatment below [Part Two].

Vll1

Collegiality and the Division of Powers

I 5. Types of Collegiality and of the Division of Powers

On either a traditional or a rational basis authority may be limited
and controlled by certain specific means.

The present concern is not with the limitations of authority as such,
whether it is detennined by tradition or by law. This has already been
discussed (secs. 3££.). Just now it is rather a question of specific social
relationships and groups which have the function of limiting authority.

I. Patrimonial and feudal regimes generally have their authority
. limited by,the privileges of status groups. This type of limitation is most
highly developed when there is an estate-type division of powers. This
situation has already been discussed (sec. 9:IV).

2. A bureaucratic organization may be limited and indeed must be
by agencies which act on their own authority alongside the bureaucratic
hierarchy. This limitation is inherent in the fully developed legality type
so that administrative action can be restricted to what is in conformity
with rules. Such limiting agencies have the following principal functions:

(a) supervision of adherence to the rules, if need be, through an
inquiry;

(b) a monopoly of creation of the rules which govern the action of
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officials completely, or at least of those which denne the limits of their
independent authority;

(c) above all C'. monopoly of the granting of the means which are
necessary for the administrative function. These modes of limitation will
be discussed separately below (sec. r6).

3· It is possible for any type of authority to be deprived of its mono
cratic character by the principle of collegiality. This may, however, occur
in a variety of ways with widely varying significance. The following are
the principal types:

(a) It may be that alongside the monocratic holders of governing
powers there are other monocratic authorities which, by tradition or
legislation, are in a position to delay or to veto acts of the ~rst authority.
This is the c~ of "veto collegiality" (Kassationskollegialitiit).

The most important examples in Antiquity are the [Roman] tribne
and, in its origins, the [Spartan] ephor, in the Middle-Ages the capitano
del popola, and, in the period after November 9, J918 until the regular
administration was again emancipated from this control, the [German
revolutionary] "Councils of Workers and Soldiers" whose delegates (Ver
trauensmiinner) were entitled to "countersign" official acts.

(b) The second type is precisely the opposite of this', namely the
arrangement that the acts of an authOrity which is not monocratic must
be carried out only after previous consultation and a vote. That is, their
acts are subject to the rule that a plurality of individuals milst co-operate
for t1}e act to be valid: the case of "functional·colJegiality." This coopera
tion may follow (c.) the principle of unanim.ity or (/3) of decision by
majority.

(c) In effect closely related to case (a) is that in which, in order to
weaken monocratic power, a plurality of monocratic officials exists, e<lch
of whom has equal authority, without speci6cation of-function. If a con
Riet arises over the same function, there must bea resort either to
mechanical means such as lots, rotation, or oracles, or some controlling
agency (2a) must intervene. In effect the tendency is for each member
of the collegial body to have a power of veto over the others. (ThO" most
important example is the colJegiality of the Roman magistrates, such as
the consuls and the praetors.)

(d) A type which is closely related to case (b) is that in which,
although there is an actually monocratic primus inter pares, his acts are
normally subject to consultation with formally equal members, and dis
agreement in important matters may lead to breaking up of the collegial
body by resignation, thus endangering the position of the monocratic
chief. This may be called "nmctional collegiality with a preeminent
head."

1
j
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The most important example is that of the position of the British

Prime Minister in relation to his cabinet. This organization has, as is
well known, changed greatly in the course of its history. The above
formulation, however, is substantially corrlXt for most cases in the period
of cabinet government.

Advisory collegial bodies do not necessarily involve a weakening of
the power of an autocratic chief but may well lead to a tempering of the
exercises of authority in the direction of rationaIi~ation. It is, however,
also possible that in effect they should gain the upper hand over the
chief. This is particularly true if they are representative of weIl-estab
lished status groups. The following are the more important types:

(e) The case noted above under (d) is closely related to that in
which a body whose functions are formally only advisory is attached to
a monocratic chief. Even though he is not formally bound to follow their
advice but only to listen to it, the failure of his policies if this occurs may
be attributed to neglect of this advice.

The most important case is that of the Roman Senate as a body ad
visory to the magistrates. From this there developed an actual dominance
ovcr the magistrates, chieB.y through the Senate's control of nnance. The
Senate was probably actually only an advisory body in the early days,
but through the actual control of "nance and still more through the fact
that senators and the formally elected magistrates belonged to the same
status group, a situation developed in which the m"f;istrates were in fact
bound by the resolutions of the Senate. The formula "Si eis placeret,"
in which the traditiunal lack of formal obligation was expressed, came
to mean something analogous to "if you please" accompanied by some
thing like a command.

(f) A somewhat difFerent type is found in the case where a collegial
body is made up of individuals with specified functions. In such a case
the preparation and presentation of a subject is assigned to the individual
technical expert who is competent in that field or possibly to SEveral
experts, each in a different aspect of the field. Decisions, however, are
taken by a vote of the body as a whole.

Most councils of state and similar bodies in the past have more or
less closely approximated to this type. This was true of the English Privy
Council in the period before the development of cabinet government.
Though at times their power has been "ery great, they have never sur:
ceeded in expropriating monarchs. On the contrary, under certain cir
cumstances the mon;>~ch has attempted to secure support m his COuncil
of state iIi order to free himself from the control of c"binets. which were
madt lip of party leaders. This attempt W<:5 made in England, but with
out success. This type is also an approximately correct description of the
mi'listries or cabinets made up of specialized officials which hereditary
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monarchs or elective presidents of the American type have appointed
for their own SUppOlt.

(g) A collegial body, the members of which have specified func
tions, may be a purely advisory body. In this case-as in (e)-it is open
to the chief to accept or reject their recommendations, according to his
own free decision.

The only difference is the extreme specialization of functions. This
case was approached by the Prussian organization under Frederick WiI
]jam I [1713-4oJ and is always favorable to consolidating the power of the
chief.

(h) The direct antithesis of rationally specialized collegiality is a
traditional collegial body consisting of "elders." Their collegial function
i~ primarily to guarantee that the law which is applied is really authenti
cally traditional. Sometimes such bodies have a veto power ~ a means of
upholding the genuine tradition against untraditional legislation. (Ex--
amples: gerousia [council of elders] in many cases in Antiquity; for veto J
power, the Areopagus in Athens and the patres in Rome, the latter, how- ~

ever, belong primarily in type (1) below.) 1
(i) One way of weakening domination is by applying the collegial 1

principle to the highest authority whether its supremacy be formal or ~
substantive. Several variations of this type are found, resembling the
types d) through g). The powers of individual members of such bodies
may be assumed in rotation or may be distributed on a permanent basis.
Such bodies are collegial so long as there is a fonnal requirement that
legitimate acts require the participation of all the members.

One of th~ most important examples is the Swiss Federal Council,
the members of which do not have clearly defined specialized functions,
while to some extent the principle of rotation is involved. Another ex
ample is found in the revolutionary councils of "People's Commissars"
in Russia, Hungary, and for a short time in Germany. In the past such
bodies as the "Council of Eleven" in Venice and the colleges of "An
cients" [in other Italian city states] belong in this category.

A great many cases of collegiality in patrimonial or feudal organiza
tions belong in one or another of the following categories:

I) The estate-type division of powers ("estate collegiality").
2) The collegial organization of patrimonial officials which the chief

has organized in order to counterbalance the power of organized privi
leged groups. This is often the position of the councils of state discussed
above under Cf).

3) Advisory bodies or sometimes bodies with executive authority over
which the chief presides or the meetings of which he attends or from
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which at least he receives reports. Such bodies are generally made up
either of technical experts, or of persons of high social prestige .or both,
In view of the increasingly specialized considerations involved in the func
tions of government he may hope, through the advice of such bodies, to
attain a level of information suffiCiently above pure dilettantism so that
an intelligent personal decision is possible (case g) above),

In cases of the third type the chief is naturally interested in having
heterogeneous and even opposed elements represented, whether this het
erogeneity is one of technical opinions or of interest, This is because, on
the one hand, he is concerned with the widest possible range of informa
tion, 'and on the other with being in a position to play the opposing
interests off against each other,

In the second type, on the contrary, the chief is often, though not
always, concerned with uniformity of opinions and attitudes, This is a
main source of the "solidary" ministries and cabinets in so-called Con
stitutional states or others with an effective separation of powers. In the
first case the collegial body which represents the appropriated interests
will naturally lay stress on uniformity of opinion and solidarity, It is
not, however, always possible to attain this, since every kind of appropria
tion through social privilege creates conBicting interests.

The hrst of these types is illustrated by the assemblies of estates
and the assemblies of vassals which preceded them freguently not only
in El,frope but elsewhere-for instance in China.· The second type is
well illustrated by the administrative, mostly collegial organs which ~ere

formed in the early stages of the modem monarchies and which were
primarily composed of legal and hnanda] experts. The third type is
illustrated by the councils of state of the same monarchies and is also
found in other parts of the world. As late as the eighteenth century it
was not unknown for an archbishop to have a seat in the English cab
inet. Typically, these bodies have been composed of dignitaries such as
Rate von Haus aus,H and typically have had a mixture of honoratiores

, and specialized officials.

(k) Where there is a conflict of interests of status groups it may
work out to the advantage of a chief through negotiation and struggle
with the various groups. For organizations which are composed of dele
gated representatives of conflicting interests, whether their· basis b~ in
ideal causes, in power, or in economic advantage, may at least in external
form be collegial bodies. What goes on within the body is then sup
posedly a process of adjustment of these conflicts of interest by compro
mise. (This is the case of "compromise-oriented collegiality," in contrast
to office and parliamentary collegiality.)

This trr,e is present in a crude ~orm wherever there is an estate-type
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division of powers in such a way that decisions can only be arrived at by
a compromise between the privileged groups. A more highly rationalized
form is built up when the delegated members of the collegial bodies are
selected in terms of their permanent status or class position, or in terms
of the speci6c interests they represent. In such a body, unless its chara<:
ter is radically changed, act~0n cannot result from a "vote" in the orcli·
nary sense but is the outcome of a compromise which is either negotiated
among the interests themselves or is imposed by the chief after the case
for each of the groups involved has been .considered.

The peculiar structure of the' Standestaat will be discussed more in
qetaiI below echo XIII). The above formulation applies to such situa
dons as arose through the separation of the bodies representing different
social groups. Thus in England the House of Lords was separated from
the House of Commons, ''')Jilc the Church did not participate in Parli
ament at all but had its separate "Convocations." In France, the division
came to be that of the nobility, the clergy, and the tiers etat, while in
Gennany there were various more complex divisions. These divisions
made it necessary to arrive at decisions by a process of compromise, first
within one estate and then between estates, The decisions were then
generally submitted to the king as recommendations which he was not
necessarily bound to follow, Today the theory of representation by occu
pational groups is very much in vogue. The advocates of this proposal
for the most part fail to see that even under these conditions compro
mises rather than majority decisions would be the only feasible means
(see sec. 22 below) .Insofar as free workers' councils were the bodies
conc~med, the tendency would be for questions to be settled in terms of
the relative economic power of different groups, and not by majority ,
\'o:.·~'

(1) A related case is "voting collegiality," where collegial bodies
which decide things by vote have been formed out of previously auto
cephalous and autonomous groups and a (variously gradated) right to a
voice in decision-making has bet'H appropriated by the leaders or the dele
gates of the component groups (' merger collegiality").

Examples are found in the representation of the phylae, the phratries,
and the dans in the govenlL':',g bOOies of ancient city-states, in the medi
eval dans in the time of the lx'mules, in the mercadanza of the guilds, in
the delegates of the craft, C(:Lhrate) to the executive council of a
federation of trade union:;, i:: tiw federal council or senate in federal
states, and finally in the di~!:,ibtl,ion of appointments to cabinet posts in
coalition ministries. This bt cast! is particularly dear in the case of
Switzerland, where posts ar" distributed in proportion to the number of
votes for each party.

(m) A rather special :':\Sf' is the "voting collegiality" of elected
parliamentary bodies which i~ ~·J<.:r;ce in need of separate tre<ltment. Its
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compositionl'ests on one of two bases. It ;$ either ba~ed on leadership,
in which case the particular members constitute the following of leaders,
or it is composed of collegial party groups without subordination to a
specific leader (fuhrerloser Parlamentarismus). To understand this it is
necessary to discuss the structure of parties (see sec. 18 below).

Except in the,case of the monocratic type of "veto colIegiality," col
legiality almost inevitably involves obstacles to precise, dear, and above
all, rapid decision. In certain irrational Forms it also places obstacles in
the way of technical experts, but in introducing specialized officials
monarchs have often found this consequence not altogether unwelcome.
With the progressive increase in the ncce;;~jty For rapid decision and
action, however, the importance of this type of colIegiality has declined.

General1y speaking, where collegial bodies have had executive au
thority the tendency has been for the position of the leading member to
become substantively and even fonnally pre-eminent. This is true of the
positions of the Bishop and the Pope in the church and of the Prime
Minister in cabinets. Any interest in reviving the principle of collegiality
in, actual executive functions is usually derived from the interest in
weakening the power of persons in authority. This, in tum, is derived
From mistrust and jealousy of monocratic leadership, not so much on.
the part of those subject to authority, who ,ue more likely to demand a
"leader," as on the part of the members of the administrative staff. This is
not only or even primarily true of negatively privileged groups but is,
on the contrary, typical of those enjoying positive privileges. Collegiality
is in no sense specifically "democratic." Where privileged groups have had
to protect their privileges against those who were excluded from them
they have always attempted to prevent the r:se of monocratic power. In~

deed, they have had to do so because such ;) power could base itself on
the support of the underprivileged. Thus, while on the one hand they
have tended to enforce strict equality within the privileged group they
have tended to set up and maintain collegial bodies to supervise or even
to take over power.

Examples are Sparta, Venice, the Roman Senate before: the time (1£
the Gracchi and in Sulla's days, Englanci re1Jeatedly in the eighteenth
century, Berne and other Swiss cantcns, the medieval patrician towns
with their collegial consuls, and the mercm1anza which comprised the
merchant guilds, but not those of the craft workers. The latter very
easily became the prey of nobili and signon.

Collegiality Favors greater thoroughness in the weighing of admin
istrative decisions. Apart from the considerations already discussed, where
this is more important than precision and rapidity, collegiality tends to
be resorted to even to-day, Furthermore, it ,~ivides personal responsibility,
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indeed in the larger bodies this disappears almost entirely, whereas in
monocratic organizations it is perfectly clear without question where
responsibility. lies. Large-scale tasks which require quick and consistent
solutions tend in general, for gocx1 technical reasons, to fall into the hands
of mo,?-ocrapc "dictators," in whom all responsibility is concentrated.

)t is impossible for either the internal or the foreign policy of great
states to be strongly and consistently carried out on a collegial basis. The
dictatorship of the proletariat for the purpose of carrying out the national
ization of industry requires an individual "dictator" with the confidence of
the masses. The "masses" as such are not necessarily adverse to this but
the people holding power in Parliaments, parties, or, what makes very
little difference, in "Soviets," cannot put up with such a dictator. This
type has emerged only i.n Russia through the help of military force and
supported by the interests of the peasants in the solidary maintenance
of their newly acquirech:ontrol of the land.

Finally, a few remarks may be made which partly summarize and
partly supplement what has already been said. From a historical point
of view, collegiality has had_ two principal kinds of significance: ,

a) It has involv~ a plurality of incumbents of the same office, or a
number of persons in offices whose spheres of authority were directly
competing, each with a mutual power of veto. This is primarily a matter
of a technical separation of powers in order to minimize authOrity. The
most conspicuous instance of this type of colIegi3'lity is that of the Roman
magistrates. Their most important significance lay in the fact that every
official act was subject to intercession by a magistrate with equal authority,
thus greatly limiting the power of anyone magistrate. But the magistracy
remained an individual office merely multiplied in several copies.

h) The second main type has been that involving collegial decision.,
In such cases an administrative act is only legitimate when it has been
produced by the cooperation of a plurality of people according to the
principle of unanimity or of majority. This is the type of collegiality
which is dominant in modem times, though it was also known in An
tiguity. It may involve collegiality I) of govemmentalleadership, 2) of
administrative agencies, 3) of advisory bodies.

r) Collegiality in the supreme authority may be derived from the
following considerations:- '

(a) Its basis may lie in the fact that the governing authority (Herr
schaftsverband) has arisen from the Vergemeinschaftung or Vergesell
schaftung of previously autocephalous groups and that each of these de
mands its share"of power. This was true of the "synoikism" of the ancient
city states with their councils organized on the basis of clans, phratries,
and phyJae. It was true of the medieval towns with a council representing
the important noble families, and of the medieval guild federations, in the
Mercadanza with the council qf the "Ancients" or guild deputies. It is also
found in the bodies representing the component states in modern federal
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states and in the collegial structure of the ministries which have been
built up by party coalitions (see again the increasing importance of pro
portion.al division in Switzerland), Collegiality in this case is a particular
case of the representation of $tatus or territorial groups.

(h) It may, secondly, be based on the absence of a leader. This may
in turn result from mutual jealousy among those competing for leader
ship or from the attempt of the subjects to minimize the authority of
any individual. It has appeared in most revolutions from a combination
of these factors, in such forms as a council of officers or even soldiers of
revolutionary troops or the Committee of Public Safety or the Councils
of People's Commissars. In times of peace it has been mostly this last
motive, antipathy to the individual "strong man," which has underlain
the establishment of collegial bodies. Examples are Switzerland and the
new constitution of Baden in 1919. (In the last case it was the socialists
who most strongly manifested this antipathy; for fear of an "elected
monarch" they sacrificed the striCt administrative unificatio~ich was
an absolutely essential condition of successful nationalization;'t~ most
decisive inAuence in this was the attitude of party officials in trade un
ions, local communities, and palty headquarters, all of whom were sus-
picious of the powers of leadership.) .

(c) The third basis may lie in the independent social position of the
status groups primarily available for positions of power and monopoliZing
these positions. In this case collegiality is the product of an aristocratic
regime. Every socially privileged class fears the type of leader who seeks
SUPPOlt in the emotional devotion of the masses just as much as the type
of democracy without leaders fears the rise of "demagogues." The sen
atorial regime in Rome, various attempts to rule through closed councils,
and the Venetian and similar constitutions all belong in this category.

(d) The fourth basis may lie in the attempt of monarchs to counter
act increasing expropriation at the hands of a technically trained bu
reaucracy. In the modem Western state, modem administrative organi
zation was first introduced at the top with the establishment of collegial
bodies. This was similar to what happened to the patrimonial states of
the Orient, in China, Persia, the empire of the Caliphs, and in the
Ottoman Empire, all of which served as models for Europe. A monarch
is not only afraid of the power of particular individuals but hopes above
all to he in a position, in the votes and counter-votes of a collegial body,
to hold the balance himself. Furthermore, since he tends to become more
and more of a dilettante he can also hope in this way to have a better
comprehension of the details of administration than if he abdicated in
favor of individual officials. (Generally speaking the functions of the
highest b<XIies have been a mixture of advisory and executIve elements.
It is only in the field of finance, where arbitrarines~ has particularly
irrational comequences, that, as in the case of the [1495-97] refonn of
Emperor Maximilian, the power of the monarch was immediately dipped
by the professional officialdom. In this case there were powerful factors
forcing the monarch to give way.)
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(e) Another basis lies in the n.eed to reconcile the points of view of
different technical specialists and divergent interests, whether material or
personal, hy collegial discussion, that is, to make compromise possible.
This has been particularly true in the organization of municipal affairs,
which have on the one hand involved highly technical problems which
could ~ appraised in local terms, and on the other hand have tended
to rest heavily on the compromise of material interests. This has been
true at least so long as the masses have put up with control by the strata
privileged through property and education. The collegiality of ministries
rests, from a technical point Of view, on a similar basis. In Russia and to
a less extent in Imperial Gennany, however, it has not been possible to
attain effective solidarity between the different parts of the government.
The. result has been bitter con8iet between the different agencies.

The basis in cases (a), (c), and Cd) j~ purely historical. Bureaucratic
authority.in the modern world has, where:,er it has developed in large
scale associations such lJS states or metropcolit:m dtks, kJ to :>. weakening
of the role of collegiality in effective contml Coll~gi:dil.y uHavoidably
obstructs the promptness of decision, the cOl',,oinency of pelicy, the dC;lr
responsibility of the individual, and ruthlessness '0 GutsidNs in combir.:t
tinn with the maintenance of discipline within the group Hcnce for th~.:~

and certain other economic and technical reasons in ;:Iii larrye stnte$
". which are involved in ....rodd politics, where collegiaHty h:s beer. Ie"

tained at all, it has been weakened in favoi" of the prominent position of
the political leader, such as the Prime Minister. Incidentally a similar
process has taken place in almost all of the large patrimonii1l organiza
tions, particularly those which have been strictly Sultanistic. There has
again and again been the need for a lcding personality such as the
Grand Vizier in additiop. to the monarch. unl"ss a regime of favorites
has provided a substitute. One person must carry the responsibility, but
from a legal point of view the monarch himself could not do this. ,

2) Collegiality as employed in agencies acting under the direction
of higher authorities has been primarily intended to promote objectivity
and integrity and to this end to limit the power of individuals. As in
respect to the highest authority it has almost everywhere.. for the same
reasons, given way to the technical supe'!iority of monocratic organiza·
tions, This prOCess is illustrated by the fate of the Regierungen [provincial
"governments"] in Prussia.

·3) In yurely advisory bodies, collegiality has existed at all times and
Will probably always continue to exist. It has played a very important
part historically. This has been particularly true in cases where the power
structure was such that "advice" submitted to a magistrate or a monarch
was for practical purposes binding. In the present discussion it is not
hecessary to carry the analysis further.

The type of collegiaLty under discussion here is always collegiality
in the exercise of authority. It is thus a matter of bodies which either
are administrative or which directly influence administrative ageocies
(through advice). The behavior of assemblies representing status groups
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and of parliamentary bodies will be taken up later. [See below, sec. oX of
this chapter.]

From a historical point of view it is in terms of collegiality that the
concept of an "administrative agency" first came to be fully developed.
This is because collegiality has always been linked with a separation of
the sphere of office of the members from their private affairs, of public
and private staff, and finally of the means of administration from per
sonal property. It is thus by no means fortuitous that· the history of
modern administration in the \Vestern World begins v ith the develop
ment of collegial bodies composed of technical specialists. Collegial ad
ministration has also been the beginning of every permanent organization
of patrimonial, feudal, or other types of traditional political structures
though in a different way. Only collegial bodies of officials,\ which were
capable of .standing together, could gradually expropriate the Occidental
monarch, who had become a "dilettante." If officials had been merely
individual appointees, the obligation of personal obedience would have

'made it far more difficult to maintain consistent opposition to irrational
decisions of the monarch. When it became evident that a transition to
the rule of technical bureaucracy was inevitable, the monarch regularly
attempted to extend the system of advisory collegial bodies in the fonn of
councils of state, in order to remain the master in spit~ of his lack of
ttxhnical competence by playing off the internal dissensions of these
bodies against each other. It was only after rational technical bureaucracy
had come to be finally and irrevocably supreme that a need has been
felt, particularly in relation to parliaments, for solidarity of the highest
collegial bodies under monocratic direction through a prime minister.
These bodies were intended to cover the ruler, who in tum protected
them. With the latest development the general tendency of monocracy.
and hence bureaucracy, in the organization of administration has become
definitely victorious.

1. The significaI'Jce of collegiality in the early stages of the develop
ment of modem administration is particularly evident in the struggle
which the financial bodies creEted by Emperor Maximilian to meet the
emergencies of the Turkish invasions carried on against his tendency to
go over the heads of his officials and to issue orders and pledge securities
for loans in accordance with every momentary whim. It was in the
sphere of finance that the expropriation of the monarch began, for it
was here in the first place that he lacked technical competence. This
development occurred first in the Italian city states with then commer
cially organized system of accounting, then in the Burgundian and
French Kingdoms, in the German territorial states, and independently
of these in the Norman state of Sicily and in England. In the Near East
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the Divans played a similar role, as did the Yamen· in China and the
Bakufu in Japan. In these cases, however, no rationally trained group of
technically competent officials was available, and it was necessary to re
sort to the empirical knowledge of "experienced" officials. This accounts
for the fact that a rationally bureaucratic system did not result. In Rome
a somewhat similar role was played by the Senate.

2. The role of collegiality in promoting the separation of the private
household from the sphere of office is somewhat similar to that played by
the large-scale voluntary trading companies in the separation of the
household and the profit.making enterprise on the one hand, of personal
property and capital on the other.

16. The Functionally SpeCific Division of Powers

4.16 It is further possible for authoritative powers to be limited by a
functionally specific separation of powers. This means entrusting different
individuals with specifically differentiated "functions" and the corre
sponding powers. In the strictly legal type-as in the constitutional sep
aration of powers-these func'tions are rationally detennined. It follows
that in questions ,,\,hich involve two or more authorities it is only by
means of a compromise between them that legitimate m~asures can be
taken. .

I. Functionally specific separation of powers differs from that bhsed
on status groups in that powers are divided in terms of their functionally
objective character. This involves SO'l1e kind of "constitution," which
need not, however be fonnally enacted or written. The setup is such
either that different types of measures have to be undertaken by differ
ent authorities or that the same type involves the cooperation by infor
mal compromise ¢' a plurality of agencies. It is not merely spheres of
competence whith are separated in this case but also tile ultimate
powers.

2. The functionally specific separation of powers is not wholly a
modem phenomenon. The division of an independent political authOrity
and an equally independent hierocratic authority instead of either

.caesaropapism or theocracy belongs in this category. Similarly, there is a
certain sense in which the specified spheres of competence of the dif
ferent Roman magistracies may be thought of as a kind of "separation of
powers." The same is true of the specialized charismata of Lamaist Bud
dhism. In China the Confucian Hanlin Academy and the "censors" had
a position which, in relation to the Emperor, was largely independent.
In most patrimonial states, but also in the Roman Principate it has been
usual for the administration of justice and the civil aspect of finance to
be separated from the military €S' tblishment, at least in the lower
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reaches~ But in these cases the concept of separation of powers loses all
precision. It is best to restrict its application to the supreme authority
itself.. If this restriction is accepted then the rational, formally enacted
constitutional fonn of the separation of powers is entirely a modem
phenomenon. In a constitutional but non-parliamentary state a budget
can be put through only by a process of compromise between the legal
authorities, ~uch as the crown, and one or more legislative chambers.

Historically, the separation of powers in Europe developed out of
the old system of estates. Its theoretical basis for England was first
worked out by Montesquieu and then by Burke. Further back the divi
sion of powers began in the process of appropriation of governing pow
ers and of the means of administration by privileged groups. Another
important factor lay in the increasing ttnancial needs of the monarchs,
both the recurring needs arising from the social and economic develop
ment and the exceptional ones of war time. They could not be met
without the consent of privileged groups, even though the latter were
often the first to insist that they be met..In this situation it was necessary
for the estates to reach a compromise, which was the historical origin of
compromises over the budget and over legislation. The latter phenomena
do not, however, belong in the context of the separation of powers as
between estates but to the constitutional type.

3. The constitutional separation of powers is a specifically unstable
structure. What detennines the actual power structure is the answer to
the question what would happen if a constitutionally necessary _com
promise, such as that over the budget, were not arrived at. An English
king who attempted to rule without a budget today would risk his
crown, whereas in pre-revolutionary Gennany a Ptussian king would
not, for lmde. the German system the position of the dynasty was
dominant.

'7. The Relations of the Political Separation of Powers
to the Economy

I. Collegiality of legal bex:Iies with rationally defined functions may
be favorable to objectivity and the abSence of personal influences in their
administrative actions. Even if such collegiality has a negative influence
because it functions imprecisely, the general effect may favor the ra
tionality of economic activity. On the oth~r hand, the big capitalistic
interests of the present day, like those of the past, are apt, in political life
-in parties and in all other connections that are important to them-to
prefer monocracy. For monocracy is, from their point of view, more
"discreet." The monocratic chief is more open to personal in8uence and is
mo~ easily swayed, thus making it more readily possible to influence the
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administration of justice and other governmental activity .n favor of such
powerful interests. This is also in accord with German experience.

Conversely, the type of collegiality involving mutual veto powers or
that in which collegial bodies have arisen out of the irrational appropria
tion of power of a traditional administrative staff may have irrational
consequences. The type of collegiality of financial bodies, which origi

~ nated specialized officialdom, has on the whole certainly been favorable
to the formal rationalization of economic activity.

In the United States the monocratic "party boss," rather than the offi·
cial party organs which are often collegial, was preferred by the big
contributors. This accounts for his indispensability. For the same reason,
in Germany large sections of so-called "heavy industry" have favored
bureaucratic domination rather than parliamentary government with its
collegial system.

2. Like every form of appropriation, the separation of powers creates
established spheres of authority which, though they may not yet be ra
tional, still introduce an dement of calculability into the functioning of
the administrative apparaLus. Hence, the separation of powers is gen
erally favorable to the fonnal rationalization of economic activity. Move
ments which, like the Soviet type. the French Convention, and the Com
mittee of Public Safety, aim to abolish the separation of powers, are
de6nitely concerned with a more or less "just" economic distribution.
Accordingly, they work against formal rationalization.

(All details must wait for the extended analyses.)

ix
Parties

,8. Definition and Characteristics"

The term "party" will be employed to designate associations. member-
: ship in which rests on fonnally free recruitment. The end to which its

activity is devoted is to secuxe power within an organization for its
Ieeders in order to attain ideal or material advantages for its active mem
bers. These advantages may consist in the realization of certain objective
po/lcies or the atlllinmen, of pencmal advantages or both. Parties may
haft an ephemml chaxaeter or may be organized with a view 10 penna-
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•
nent activit¥- They may appear in an types of organizations and may
themselves be organized in anyone of a large variety of fonns. They
may consist of the following of a charismatic leader, of traditional re
tainers, or of purpose- or value-rational adherents. They may be oriented.
primarily to personal interests or to objective policies. Qf6cially or merely
in fact, they may be solely concerned with the attainment of power for
their leaders and with securing positions in the adminisnative staff for
their own members. (Then they are "patronage parties".) They may,
on the other hand, predominantly and consciously act in the interests of
a status group or a cless or of certain objective policies or~« abstract
principles. (In the latter case they are caned "ideological parties.") The
attainment of positions in the administrative staff for their members is,
however, at the least a secondary aim and objective programs are often
merely a means of persuading outsiders to pr.rticipate.

By definition a party can exist only within an organization, in order
to influence its policy or gain control of it. Federations of party groups
which cut across several corporate bodies are, hoWever, not uncommon.

, A party may employ anyone of the conceivable means of gaining
power. In cases where the government is determined by a fonnally free
ballot and legislation is enacted QY vote they are primarily organizations
for the attraction pf votes. \Vhere voting takes a 'tourse in accord with
legitimate expectations they are legal parties. The existence of legal
parties, because of the fact that their basis is fundamentally one of vol
untary adherence, always means that the business of politics is the pur
suit of interests. (It should, however, be noted that in this context,
"interests" is by no means necessarily an economic category. In the first
instance, it is a matter of political interests which rest either on=an
ideological basis or on an interest in power as such.)

In this case the political enterprise is in the hands of:
a) party leaders and their staffs. whereas -:
b) active party members have for the most part merely <tile func

tion of acclaiming their leaders. Under certain circumstan~, however,
, they may exercise some forms of control, participate in discuSsio~,'voice

complaints, or even initiate resolutions within the party;
c) the inactive masses 'of electors or voters (Mitliiufer) are merely

objects whose votes are sought at election time. Their attitudes are im
portant only for the agitation of the competing parties; .

d) contributors to party funds usually remain behind the scenes.
Apart from fonnally organized legal parties in a polity, there are the

following principal types,
a) Charismatic parties arising from disagreement. over'the cham.

.j
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marie quality of the leader or over thtl question of who, in charismatic
terms, is to be recognized as the correct leader. They create a schism.

h) Traditionalistic parties arising from controversy over the way in
which the chief exercises his traditional authority in the sphere of his
arbitrary win and grace. They arise in the fonn of movements to obstruct
innovations or in open revolt against them.

e) Parties organized about questions of faith (Glaubensparteien).
These are usually, though not necessarily, identical with a). They arise
out of a disagreement over the content of doctrines or declarations of
faith. They take the fonn of heresies, which are to be found even in
radonal parties such as the socialist.

d) Appropri~tionparties [or spoils-oriented partiesJ arising from con
flict'with the chief and his aaministrative staff over the filling of positions
in the administrative staff. This type is very often, though by no means
necessarily, identical with b).

Structurally, parties may conform to the same types as any other
organizations. They may thus be charismaticaUy oriented by devotion
to the leader, with the plebiscite as an expression of confidence. They
may be traditional with adherence based on the social prestige of the
chief or of an eminent neighbor, or they may be rational with adherence
to a leader and staff set up by a "constitutional process" of election.
These differences may apply both to the basis of obedience of the mem
bers, and of the administrative staff. Further el.boration must be re
served to the Sociology of the State. [The Sta4Woriologie was never
written.]

It is of crucial importance for the economic aspect of the distribution
of power and for the determination of party policy by what method the
party activities are financed. Among the possibilities are small contribu
tions from the masses of members and sympathizers; large contributions
from disinterested sympathizers with its cause; direct or indirect sell-out
to interested parties; or taxation either of ~lements under obligation
to the party, including its members, or of its defeated opponents. These
details, too, belong in the Staatssoziologie.

I. As has been pointed out, parties can exist by dellnition only
within an organization, whether political or other, and only when there
is a struggle for its control., Within a party there may be and very often
are sub-parties; for example, as ephemeral structures they are typical in
the nomination campaigns of presidential candidates of the American
parties. On a pennanent basis an example is the "Young Liberals" in
Cennany. Parties which extend to a number of different polities are
illustrated by the Gut;lphs and Ghibellines in Italy in the thirteenth
eentury.and by the modem socialists. .

I
I
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2, The criterion of fomally voluntary solicitation and adherence in
terms of the rules of the group within which the party exists is treated
here as the crucial point. It involves a distinction of major sociological
significance from all associations which are prescribed and controlled by
the polity. Even whl':re the order of the polity takes notice of the
existence of parties, as in the United States and in the German system
of proportional representation, the voluntarist component remains. It
remains even if an attempt is made to regulate their constitution.•But
when a party becomes a closed group which is incorporated by law into
the administrative staff, as was true of the Guelphs in the Florentine
statutes of the thirteenth century, it cea~es to be a party and becomes a
part of the polity.

3. Under genuinely charismatic domination, parties are necessarily
schismatic sects. Their conflict is essentially over questions of faith and,
as such, is basically irreconcilable. The situation in a strictly patriarchal
body may be somewh'lt similar. Both these types of parties, at least in
the pure form, are radically different from parties in the modem sense.
In the usual kind of hereditary monarchy and estate·type organization,
it is common for groups of retainers, composed of pretenders to fiefs and
offices"; to rally around a pretender to the throne. Personal followings are
also common in organizations of honoratiores such as the aristocratic city
States. They are, however, also prominent in some democracies. The
modern type of party does not arise except in the legal state with a
representative constitution. It will be further analyzed in the Sociology
of the State.

4. The classic example of parties in the modem state organized
primari.ly around patronage are the two great American parties of the
last generation. Parties primarily oriented to issues and ideology have
been the older type of Conservatism and Liberalism, bourgeois Democ
racy, later the Social Democrats and the [Catholic] Center Party. In all,
except the last, there has been a very prominent element of class in
terest. After the Center attained the principal points of its original
program, it became very largely a pure patronage party. In all these
types, even those which are most purely an expression of class interests,
the (ideal and materia!) interests of the party leaders and the staff in
power, office, and remuneration always play an important part. There is
a tendency for the interests of the electorate to be taken into account
only so far as their neglect would endanger electoral prospects. This
fact is one of the sources of public opposition to political parties as such.

5. The different forms which the internal organ~zation of parties
take will be dealt with separately in the proper place. One fact, how
ever, is common to aU" these forms, namely, that there is a central group
of individuals who assume the active direction of party affairs, including
the formulation of programs and the selection of candidates. There is,
secondly, a group of "members" whose role is notably more passive,
and finally, the great mass of citizens whose role is only that of .objects
of solicitation by the various parties. They merely choose between the



various candidates and programs offered by the different parties. Given
the voluntary character of party affiliation this structure is unavoidable.
It is this which is meant by the statement that party activity is a matter
of "p!ay of interests." (As has already been,stated. it is political interests
and not economic interests which are involved.) The role of interests in
this sense is the second principal point of attack for the opposition to
parties as such. In this respect, there is a {01'mal similarity between the
party system and the system of capitalistic ~nterprise which rests on the
recruitment of formally free labor.

6. The role in party finance of large-scale contributors is by no means
confined to the "bourgeois" parties. Thus Paul Singer was a contributor
to the Social Democratic party (and, by the way, IiuV\8:nitarian causes)
of grand style (and purest motives so far as is kn9Wri). His whole posi
tion as chairman of the party rested on this fact. Furthermore, the
parties of the Russian revolution in the Kerensky stage were partIy
nnanced by very large Moscow business interests. Other Gennan parties
on the "right" have been .financed by heavy industry, while the Center
party occasionally had large contributions from Catholic millionaires.

For reasons which are readily understandable, the subject of party
nnances, though one of the most important aspects of the party
system, is the most difficult to secure information about. It seems prob
able that in certain special cases a "machine" has actually been
"bought." Apart hom the role of individual large contributors, there are
two basic alternatives: On the one hand, as in the English system,
the electoral candidate may carry the burden of campaign expenses,
with the result that the candidates are selected on a plutocratic basis.
On the other hand, the costs may be bome by the "machine," in which
case the candidates become dependent on the party organization. Parties
as pennanent organizations have always varied between these two funda
mental types, in the thirteenth century in Italy just as much as today.
These facts should not be covered up by nne phrases. Of course, there
are limits to the power of party nnance. It can only exercise an influence
insofar as a "market" exists, but as in the case of capitalistic enterprise,
the power of the seller as compared with the consumer has been tre
mendously increased by the suggestive appeal of advertising. This is
particularly true of "radical" parties regardress of whether they are on
the right or the left.

288 THE TYPES OF LEGITIMATE DOMINATION I Ch. III
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'9. The Conditions of Direct Democracy and of
Administration by Notables

Though a certain minimum of imper<:itive powers in the execution of
measures is unavoidable, certain organizations may attempt to reduce it
as far as possible. This means that persons in authority are hdd obligated
t6 act solely in accordance with the will of the members and ~in their
serv~t;e by virtue of the authority given by them. In small groups where
all the members can be assembled at a single place, where they know
ead; other and can be treated socially as equals this can be attained in a
high degree. It has, howev~r, been attempted-in large groups, notably the
corporate cities and city states of the past and certain regional groups.

The fonowing are the principal technical means of attaining this. end; I
(a) Short tenns of office, if possible only running between two general
meetings of the members; (b) Liability to recall at any time; (c) The
principle of rotation or of selection by lot in filling offices so that every
member takes a turn at some time. This makes it possible to avoid the
position of power of technically trained persons or of those with long
experience and command of official secrets; (d) A strictly defined man-
date for the conduct of office laid down by the assembly of members.
The sphere of competence is thus concretely defined and not of a general
ch~!acter; (e) A strict obligation to render an accounting to the general
assembly; (f)-The obligation ·to submit every unusual question which
has not been foreseen to the assembly (jrmembers or to a committee
representing them; (g) The ~tributionof powers 'between a' large, nu~·
her of offices each with its own particular function; (h) The treatment of
office as an avocation and not a full time occupation.

If the administrative staff is chosen by ballot, the process of election
takes place in the assembly of members. Administration is primarily oral,
with written records only so far as it is necessary to have a clear record
of certain rights. All important measures are submitted to the assembly.

This and similar types of administration, as long as the assembly of
members is effective, will be called -direct" or ('immediate democracy."
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L The North American "township" and the smaller Swiss Cant'ons
such as Glarus, Schwyz. and Appenze11 are all, on account of their size
alone, on the borderline of applicability of immediatf'_ democracy. The
Athenian democracy actually overstepped this boundary to an impurtant
extent, and the parlamentum of the early medieval Italian cities still
more radically. Voluntary associations, guilds, scientific, academic, and
athletic associations of all sorts often have this form. It is, however, also
applicable to the internal organization of aristocratic groups of masters
who are unwilling to allow any individual to hold authority over them.

2. In addition to the small scale of the group in numbers or terri
torial extent, or still better in both, as essential conditions of immediate
democracy, is the absence of qualitative functions which can only be
adequately handled by professional specialists, Where such a group of,
professional specialists is present, no matter how strongly the attempt is
made to keep them in a dependent posi~ion, the seeds of bureaucratiza
tion are present. Above all, such persons can neither be appointed nor
dismissed according to the procedures appropriate to immediate democ
racy.

3, Closely related to the rational fonns of immediate democracy is
the primitive gerontocratic or patriarchal group, This is because those
holding authority are expected to administer it in the "service" of the
members. However, there are two principal differences: Joveming
powers are normally appropriated and action is strictly boun to tradi
tion. Immediate democracy is either a form of organization of rational
groups or may become a rational fonn. The transitional types will be
discussed presently.

20. Administration by Notables

Notables (honoratiores) are persons (1) whose economic poslbon
permits them to hold continuous poliey.making and administrative posi
tions in an organization -without (more than nomina!) remuneration;
(2) who enjoy social prestige of whatever derivation in such a manner
that they are likely to hold office by virtue of the member's connd€cnce,
which at first is freely given and then traditionally accorded.

Most of all, the notable's position presupposes that the individual is
able to live for politics without living from politics, He must hence be
able to count on a certain level of provision from private sources. This
condition is most likely to be met by receivers of property income of all
sorts, such as landowners, slaveowners, and owners of cattle, real estate,
or securities. Along with these, people with a regular occupation are in
a favorable position if their oc~pation is such as to leave them free for
political activity as an avocation. This is particularly true of persons
whose occupational activity is seasonal, notably agricultu.re, of lawyers,

j
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who have an office staff to depend on, ar.d certain others of the free pro
fessions. It is also to a large extent true of patrician merchants whose
business is not continuously exacting. The most unfavorably situated
are independent industrial entrepreneurs and industrial workers. Every
type of immediate democracy has a tendency to shift to a form of govern
ment by notables. From an ideal point of view this is because they are
held to be especially well-qualified by experience and objectivity. From a
materia! point of view this form of government is especially cheap, in
deed, sometimes completely costless. Such a person is partIy himself in
possession of the means of administration or provides them out of his
own private resources, while in part they are put at his disposal by the
organization.

I. The classification of notables as a status group will be under·
taken later [ch. IV]. The primary basis in all primitive societies is
wealth, which is often sufficient to make a man a "chief." In-- addition to
this, according to diffe..ent circumstances, hereditary charisma or eco
nomic availability may be more prominent.

'2. In the American township the tendency has been to favor actual
rotation on grounds of nfl.tural rights. As opposed to this the immediate
democracy of the Swiss Cantons has been characterized by recurrence of
the same names and, still more, families among the office holders. The
fact th:ilt some pel'Sons were economically more available than others
became also important in the Germanic conlmunes (Dinggemeinden),
and in the initially, at least in some cases, strictly democratic North
German towns this was one of the sources for the rise of the meliores,
and hence of the patriciate, who monopolized the city councils.

3. Administration by notables is found in all kinds of organizations.
It is, for instance, typical of political parties which are not highly
bureaucratized. It always means an extensive rather than intensive type
of administration. When there are very urgent economic or administra
tive needs for precise ac;tion, though it is free to the group as such, it is
hence often very expensive for individual members.

,Both immediate democracy and government by notables are tech
~icaI1y inadequate, on the one hand in organizations beyond a certain
limit of size, constituting more than a few thousand full-Hedged members,
or on the other hand, where 'functions are involved which require tech
nical training or continuity of policy. If, in such a case, permanent
technical officials are appointed alongside of shifting heads, actual power
will normally tend to fall into the hands of the former, who do the rea]
work, while the latter remain essentially dilettantes.

A typical example is to be found in the situation of the annually elected
head (Rektor) of the Cennan university, who administers academic affairs
only as a sideline, vis-a-vis the syndics, or under certain circumstances even
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the permanent officials in the university administration (Kanzlei). Only an
autonomous university president with a long term of office like the Ameri
can type would, apart from very exceptional cases, be in a position to create
a genuinely independent self-government of a university which went be
yond phrase-making and expressions of self-importance. In Germany, how
ever, both the vanity of academic faculties and the interests of the state
bureaucracy in their own power stand in the way of any such develop
ment. Varying according to particular circumstances, similar situations are
to be found everywhere.

. Immediate democracy and government by notable-s exist in their .
genuine forms, free from Herrschaft, only so long as parties which c0I'!
tend with each other and attempt to appropriate office do not develop on
a pennanent basis. If they do, the leadei of the contending and vic
torious party and his staff constitute a structure of domination, regardless
of how they attain power and wh~ther they formaJIy retain the previous
mode of administration.

(Indeed, this is a relatively u>rnmon form of destmyirlg the old ways.)

Xl

Representation

2 I. The Principal Forms and Characterist;cs

The primary fact underlying representation is that the action of cer
tain members of an organization, the "representative~,' is considered
binding on the others or accepted by them as legiti~"te :lnd obligatory
(d. ch. I, sec. 1 r). \Vithin the structures of dominarion, representation
takes a variety of typical forms.

I. Appropriated representa.tion. Jn this case the ch i·,< (lr :1 member of
the administrative staff holds ~'i)propriated rights of representation. In
this fonn it is very :'Indent awl is found in all kimh of patriarch<j and
charismatic groups. The power of repr~ntationhas a tn!(ji:ionally limited
scope.

This category covers the sheiks of dans and d ieh of tribes, the
headmen of castes in India, hereditary priests of seCL, doc patel of ~he

Indian village, the Obermiirke~, hereditary monarchs, and all sort~ of
'similar patriarchal or patrimor.i!ll heads of organiza~irP1s. Authority to

, c(mclude contractual agreemen':",: ,lOci to agree on hh::L,g ru~3 gcv:'m-
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ir,g thei! rebtiol';o with the elders of neighboring tribes exists in what
are otherwise eJ<cr-edingly primitive conditions, as in Australia.

2. Closely related to appropriated representation is estate-type repre
sentatiOn. Th\ ,J:~; not constitute represe"tation so far as it is a matter
primuiiy of H?re:"nting and enforcing appropriated rights or privileges.
It may, howewr, have a representative character and be recognized as
sucb, so far as the ,-'/fect of the decisions of such bodies as estates extends
lxyond the peiS0r:,,1 holders of privil-::ges to the unprivileged groups.
This may not Iw confined to the immediate retainers but may include
cth",rs who are ),ot in the socially priVileged .group. These others are
reguIJdy bOU:1d ;'y the action involved, whether this is merely taken for
gr~meJ or a repref:lltative authority is explicitly claimed.

Thi~ is true of all feudal courts and assemblies of privileged estates,
and included tt,t> Estates of the late Middle Ages in Germany and of
more recent ,im€!; In AntiqUity and in non-European areas this institu
tio'l occurs only sporadically and has not been a universal stage of de
vel')pment.

'3· The radic:-\l antithesis of this is· "instructed" representation. In
UHS case elected r";·Fcsentatives or representatives chosen by rotation or
lot or in any oth'~'r :-.lanner exercise powers of represcntation which are
.itrict11' jimited h~· :on imperative mandate and a right of recall. This type
of "represent.ltiv,-" is, in effect, an agent of those he represents.

The imper<i;ivc mandate has had for a very long time a place in the
most vari<)u~ org:=':l.lations. For instance, the elected representatives of the
communes in hance were almost always bound by the cahiers de do-
;,Jrmces. At the present time this typ~ of representation is particularly
Fomin~!~t in the ~oviet type of republican organization where it serves
3:; a substitute b: immediate democracy, since the latter is impOSSible in
a mass org;)n;·,~ali0n. Instructed mandates are certainly to be found in all
sons of organi;.,ti"ms out~jde the \Vestem 'v\'orld, both in the Middle
Agt's and in mc32m times; but nowher~ else have they been of great

,historical signiilC:ll1ce.

4. Free repfhdltation. The representative, who is generally elected
(and possibly suhject to rotqtion), is not bound by instruction but is in a
pOSition to m'l.ke his own decisions. He is obligat~d only to express his
OWl"! genuine cor,<,ictioI1, and not to promote the interests of those who
have elected him.

F~ee representation in this sense is not uncommonly an unavoidable
comequence of !he incompleteness or absence of instructions, but in
other case~ it is the deliberate object of choi~e. In so far as this is true,
the representative, by virtue of his election, exercises authority over the
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electors and is not merely their agent. The most prominent example of
this type is modem parliame~tary representation. It shares with legal
authority the general tendency to impersonality, the obligation to con
form to abstract norms, political or ethical.

Th~s feature is most pronounced in the case of the parliaments, the
representative bodies of the modern political organizations. Their func
tion is not understandable apart from the voluntaristic intervention of the
parties. It is the parties which present candidates and programs to the
politically passive citizens. They also, by the process of compromise and
balloting within the parliament, create the nonns which govern the ad~

ministrative process. They subject the administration to control, supp?rt
it by their confidence, or overthrow it by withdrawal of confidence when
ever, by virtue of commanding· a majority of votes, they are in a position
to do this.

The party leader and the administrative staff which is appointed by
him, consisting of ministers, secretaries of state, and sometimes under
secretaries, constitute the political administration of the state, that is,
their positi~n is dependent upon the electoral success of their party,
and an electoral defeat forces their resignation. Where party govern
ment is fully developed they are imposed on the formal head of the state,
the monarch, by the party composition of the parliament. The monarch
is expropriated from the actual governing power and his role is limited
to two things.

1.) By negotiation with the parties, he selects the effective head and
formaIIy legitimizes his position by appointment.

2.) He acts as an agency for legalizing the measures of the party
chief who at the time is in power.

The "cabinet" of ministers, a committee of the majority party, may
be organized in a monocratic or a more collegial form. The latter is un
flvoidable in coalition cabinets, whereas the former is more precise in its
functioning. The cabinet protects itself from the attacks of its followers
who seek office and its opponents by the usual means, by monopolizing
official secrets and maintaining solidarity against all outsiders. Unless
there is an effective separation of powers, this system involves the com
plete appropriation of all powers by the party organization in control at
the time; not anIy the top positions but often many of the lower offices
become benefices of the party fonowers. This may be called parliamen
tary cabinet government.

The facts are in many respects best presented in the brilliantly
P9lemical attack on the system by W. Hasbach [Die parlamentarische
Kabinettsregierung, 1919J which has erroneously been called a "political
description." The author in his own essay, Parlament und Regierung im
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neugeoulneten Deutschland, has been careful to emphasize that it is a
polemical work which has arisen out of the particular situation of the
time.

Where the appropriation of power by the party government is not
complete but the monarch or a corresponding elected president enjoys
independent power especially in appointments to office, including mili
tary officers, there is a constitutional government. This is likely to be
found where there is a fonnal separation of powers. A special case is an
elective presidency combined with a 'representative parliament.

The executive authorities or the chief executive of a parliamentary
organization may also be chosen by parliament itself; this is purely repre
sentative government.

The governing powers of representative bodies may be both limited
and legitimized where direct canvassing of the masses of members of the
groups is ~rmitted through the referendum.

I. It is not (epresentation as such but free representation in conjunc
tion with the presence of parliamentary bodies which is peculiar to the
modem Western World. Only relatively small beginnings are to be
found in Antiquity and elsewhere in such fonns as assemblies of dele
gates in the confederation& of city states. But in principle the members
of these bodies were usually bound by instructions.

2. The abolition of imperative mandates has been very strongly in
fluenced by the positions of the monarchs. The French kings regularly
demanded that the delegates to the Estates General should be elected on
a basis which left them free to vote for the recommendations of the
king. If they had been bound by imperative. mandates, the"king's policy
would have been seriously obstructed. In the EngliSh Parliament, as will
be pointed out below, both the composition and the procedure of the
body led to the same result. It is connected with this fact that right up
to the Reform Bill of 1867, the members of Parliament regarded them
selves as a specially privileged group. This is shown clearly by the rig
orous exclusion of publicity. (As late as the middle of the eighteenth
century, heavy penalties were laid upon newspapers which reported the
transactions of Parliament.) The theory came to be that the parliamentary
deputy was a "representative" of the peopte as a whole and that hence
he was not bound by any specific mandates, was not an "agent" but a
person in authority (Herr). This theory was already well developed in
the literature before it received its classical rhetorical form in the French
Revolution.

3. It is not yet possible at this point to analyse in detail the process
by which the English king and certain others following his example came
to be gradually expropriated by the unofficial cabinet system which rep
resented only party groups. This seems at first sight to be a very peculiar
development in spite of the universal importance of its consequences.
But in view of the fact that bureaucracy was relatively undeveloped in
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England, it is by no means so "fortuitous" as has often been claimed. It
is also not yet possible to analyse the partly plebiscitarian and partly
representative American system of functional separation of powers and
the place in it of the refe.rendum (which is essentially an expression of
mistrust of corruvt legislative bodies). Also Swiss democtacy, and the
related forms of purely representative democracy which have rec('ntly
appeared in some of the German states, will have to be left aside for the
present. The purpose of the above discussion was only to outline a· few
of the most important types.

4. So-called constitutional monarchy, which is above all character
ized by appropriation of the power of patronage including the appoint
ment of ministers and of military commanders by the monarch, may
come to be very similar to a purely parliamentary regime of the English
type. Conversely, the latter by nO means necessarily excludes a politi
cally gifted monarch like Edward VII from effective participation in
political affairs. He need not be a mere figurehead. Details will be given
helow.

S". Groups governed by representative bodies are by no means neces
sarily democratic in the sense that all their members have equal rights.
Quite the contrary, it can he shown that the classic soil for the growth
of parliamentary government has tended to be :'10 aristocratic or pluta.
cratk society. This was true of England.

Relations to the economic order: These are highly complex and will
have to be analyzed sepan'ltely. For the present primary purposes only the
following general remarks will be made;

{. One factor -in the development of free representation was the
undermining of the economic basis of the older status groups. This made
it possible for persons with demagogic gifts to pursue their career Ie-gard- ,
less of their social position. Th17 source of this undermining process was
modern capitalism.

2. Calculability and reliability 10 the functioning of the Ie~al order
and the administr;-:tive system is vital to rati<)n:iJ c:1pitalislO. TIll~ need
led the bourgeoisie to atterr;pt to impose chech on patrimonial monarchs
and the feudal r:vbility hy means of a coHf;gJa] body in which the
bourgeois had a decisive voice, which controlled administratlOn and
finance and could ,:xercise an important influence on changes in the
legal order.

3. 'Nhen this transition was taking place, tLe proletariat had not yet
become a political rower and rlid not yer appear dangerous to the bour
geoisie. Furthermore, there was no hesitation in diminating any th-.:eat to
the power of the propertied class by means of prvperty qualificatiop:s for
the franchise.

4. Ibe formal rationalization of the eC(."1nmic order and the state,
which was favorable to capitalistic deveIopme;1L could be strongly pro-

i,
-1.
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moted by parliaments. Furthermore, it seemed relatively easy to secure
influence on party organizations.

5. The development of demagogy in the activities of the existing
parties was a function of the extension of the -franchise. Two main
factors have tended to make monarchs and ministers everywhere favor
able to universal suffrage, namely, the necessity for the support of the
proletariat in foreign conRict and the hope, which has proved to be un
justified, that, as compared to the bourgeoisie, they would be a con-
servative influence. i

6. Parliaments have tended to function smoothly as long as their
composition was drawl1 predominantly from the classes of wealth and
culture, that is, as they were composed of honoratiores. Established social
status rather than class interests as such underlay the party structure.
The conflicts tended to be only those between different forms of wealth,
but with the rise of class parties to power, especially the proletarian
parties, the situation of parliaments has changed radically. Another im
portant factor in the change IpJs been the bureaucratization of party
organizations, with its specifically plebiscitary character. The member of
parliament thereby ceases to be "master" of the eledors and becomes
merely a "servant" of the leaders of the party machine. This will have to
be discussed more in detail elsewhere.

22.. Representation by the Agents of Interest Groups

, A fifth type of repre~entation is that by the agents of interest groups.
This term will be applied to the type of representative body where the
selection of members is not a matter of free choice, but where the bodv
consists of persons who are chosen on the basis of their occupations C:r
their social or class membership, each group being represented by persor,$
of its own sort. At the present time the tendency of this type is to

. representation on an occupational basis.
This kind of representation may, however, h8.ve a very diff,re:-:t

signifi<:clnce, according tocertain possible variations wirllin it. In the first
plaCE:, ,t will differ wieldy according to the specific: 0::cupations, uatus.
groups and classes wbich are involved, and, sec0:.rdiy, according t.:)

whether direct ballotir'K 0r compromise is the means of settling diffc;
ences, in the first conr,ecnon its signille<mce will vary greatly according
to the numerical proportions of the different categori,:,s. It is pos5ible fer
such a system to be radically revolutionary or extremely conservative b
its char::lCter. In every cast: it is a product of the dew;opment of powerful
parties representing class interests.
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As a rule, this kind of representation is propagated with a view
toward disenfranchising certain strata;

(a) either by distributing mandates among the occupations and thus
in fact disenfranchising the numerically superior masses; or·

(b) by openly and formally limiting suffrage to the non-propertied
and thus by disenfranchising those strata whose power rests on their
economic position (the case of a state of Soviets).

It is, at least, the theory that this type of representation weakens the
exclusive sway of party interests, though, if experience so far is con
clusive, it does not eliminate it. 1t is also theoretically possible that the
role of campaign funds can be lessened, but it is doubtful to what degree
tQis is true. Representative bodies of this type tend toward the absence
of effective individual leadership (Fuhrerlosigkeit), for the ~professional

representative of an interest group is likely to be the only person who
can devote his whole time to his function; among the non-propertied
strata this task hence devolves upon the paid secretaries of the organized
interest groups.

I. Representation where compromise has provided the mean:; of set
tling differences is characteristic of all the older historical bodies of
"estates." Today it is dominant in the labor-management committees and
wherever negotiations between the various separate authorities is the
order of the day. It is impossible to assign a numerical value to the
"importance" of an occupational group. Above all the interests of the
masses of workers on the one hand and of the increaSingly smaller
number of entrepreneurs, who are likely both to be particularly well
informed and to have strong personal interests, somehow have to be
taken account of regardless of numbers. These interests are often highly
antagonistic, hence majority voting among elements which in status and
class affiliation are highly heterogeneous, is exceedingly artificial. The
ballot as a basis of final decision is characteristic of settling and express
ing the compromise of parties. It is not, however, characteristic of the
occupational interest groups.

2. The ballot is adequate in social groups where the representation
consists of elements of roughly equal social status. Thus the so-called
Soviets are made up only of workers. The prototype is the mercadanza
of the time of the guilds' struggle [for power]. It was composed of dele·
gates of the individual guilds who decided matters by majority vote. It
was, however, in fact in danger of secession if certain particularly power
ful guilds were out-voted. Even the participation of white-collar workers
in Soviets raises problems. It has been usual to put mechanical limits to
their share of votes. If representatives of peasants and craftsmen are
admitted .. the situation becomes still more complicated, and if the so
called "higher" professions and business interests are brought in, it is
impossible for questions to be decided by ballot. If a labor-management
body is organized in terms of equal representation, the tendency- is for

J
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"yellow" unions to support the employers and certain tyPes of employers
to support the workers. The result is that the elements which are most
lacking in class loyalty (KlassenwUrde) have the most decisive influ
ence.

But even purely proletarian "Soviets" would in settled times be subject
to the development of sharp antagonism between different groups of
workers, which would probably paralyze the Soviets in effect. In any
case, however, it would open the door for adroit politics in playing the
different interests off against each other. This- is the reason why the
bureaucratic elements have been so friendly to the idea. The same thing
would be likely to happen as between representatives of peasants and of
industrial workers. Indeed any attempt to organize such representative
bodies otherwise than on a strictly revolutionary basis comes down in the
last analysis only to another opportunity for electoral manipulation in
different fonns.

3, The probability of the development of representation on an occu
pational basis is by no means low. In times of the stabilization of tech
nical and economical dev~lopment it is particularly high, but in such
situations the importance of parties will be _reduc~ at any rate. Unless
this situation arises, it is obvious that occupational representative boclies
Will fail to eliminate parties. On the contrary, as can be dearly seen at
the'present time, all the way from the 'Works Councils" to the Fede~al

Economic Council, in Germany, a great mass of new benefices for loyal
party henchmen are being created and made use of. Politics is penetrat
ing into the economic order at the same time that economic interests are
entering into politics. There are a number of different possible value
attitudes toward this situation, but this does not alter the facts,

Genuine parliamentary representation with the voluntaristic play of
interests in the political sphere, the resulting plebiscitary party organiza
tion with its consequences, and ~he modem idea of rational representa
tion by interest groups, are all peculiar to the Western World. None of
these is understandable apart from the peculiar Western development of
status groups and classes. Even in the Middle Ages the seeds of these
phenomena were present in the Western World, and only there. It is
qnly in the Western World that "cities" and "estates" (rex et regnum),
''bourgeois'' and "proletarians" have existed.

NOTES

Unless otherwise indicated, all notes are by Parsons.
J. Weber put Autoritiit in quotation marks and parentheses behind Herr

schaft, referring to an alternative colloquial term, but the sentence makes it dear
that this does not yet specify the b~s of compliance. However, the chapter is
devoted to a typ:Jlogy of legitimate domination, which will alternatively be tmns
lated as authority. The chapter begins with a reformulation of ch. X in Part Two,
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and then presents a concise classification of the more descriptive exposition in
chs. XI-XVI. (R)

2. Weber does not explain this distinction. By a "technical rule" he prob
ably means a prescribed course of action which is dictated primarily on grounds
touchin~ efficiency of the performance of the immediate functions, while by
"nonns' he probably means rules which limit conduct on grounds other than
those of efficiency. or course, in one sense all rules are norms in that they are
pres..-rlptions for conduct, conformity with which is problematicaL

3. It has seemed necessary to use the English word "office" in three different
meanings, which a!e distinguished in Weber's discussion by at least two terms.
The first is Amt, which means "office" in the sense of the institutionally defined
status of a person. The second is the "work premises," as in the expression "he
spent the afternoon in his office." For this Weber uses Bureau as also for the
third meaning which he has just defined'", the "organized work process of a
group." In this last sense an office is a particular type of "enterprise," or
Betrieb in Weber's sense. This use is established in English in such expressions
as "the District Attorney's Office has such and such functions." Which of the
three meanings is involved in a given case will generally be dear from the con
text.

3a. Under the Oberhof system, appeal against the local court's decision lay
not to the court of the territorial prince but to that of one of the major inde
pendent cities with whose legal system the locality had Originally been endowed
by its ruler. Important "superior courts" (Oberhofe) of this type for large parts
of Germany and some areas in the Slavic East were the courls of Freiburg, Lu
beck, Magdeburg, and other towns. Cf. H. Mitteis, Deutsdle Rechtsgeschichte
(5"th ed., Munchen 195"8), 15"9, 190. (Wi)

4. As Parsons noted, "the teno Stand with its derivatives is perhaps the most
troublesome single term in Weber's text. It refers to a social group the members
of which occupy a relatively well-defined common status, particularly with ref
erence to social stratification, though this reference is not always important. In
addition to common status, there is the further criterion that the members of a
Stand have a common mode d life and usually more or less well-defined code 'of 1
behavior" (Parsons, ed., Theory, 347). Parsons chose "decentralized authority" '1
for "estate-type domination" because the members of the administrative staff are'
independent of their master. However, since the teno standisch derives from"a
specific historical context, even though Weber uses it often in a generic sense, it 'i
appeared appropriate to use the English equivalent "estate," which can denote
both the medieval Estates and high social rank. Stand alone, however, will usually
be translated as "status group" or "socially privileged group." (R)

5". Cf. Georg v. Below, DeT deutsche Staat des Mitulalters, 1914 (sec. ed.,
1925")~ id., Territorium utld Stadt (sec. ed., J923), 16df; id., Vom Mittelalter
his %UT Neuuit, 1924; for a eriri<jue, see Ernst Kern, Moderner Staat und Staats- ~

begri(f, J949. Karl Ludwig v. Haller, Restauration der Staatswissenschaft (sec.
ed., vols. 1-4, 1820-22, vol. 5",1834, vol. 6, 1825"). (W)

6. Kurt Eisner, a brilliant Social Democratic (not Communist) intellectual
proclaimed the Bavarian Republic in Nov. 1918. He was murdered on Feb. 21,
1919. ,",nen the death sentence of the murderer, Count Arco, was commuted to a
life sentence in Jan. 1920, Weber announced at the beginning of one of his
lectures that he favored Areo's execution on substantive and pragmatic grounds.
In the next lecture this resulted in a packed audience and noisy right-wing
demonstration, which prevented Weber from lecturing. See now the account of
two eyewitnesses in Rene Konig and Johannes Winckelmann, eds., Ma:t Weber



Notes

2um Ged<ichtnis. Special issue 7 of the Kelner Zeitschrift fiir Soziologie, 1963,
24-29. On this period, d. also the references in ch. II, n. 20. (R)

7. Weber here uses Welt in quotation marks, indicating that it refers to its
meaning in what is primarily a religjous context. It .is the sphere of "worldly"
things and interests as distinguished from transcendental religious interests.

8. CE. Theodor Mommsen, Abriss des romischen Staatsrechts. First ed. 1893,
sec. ed., 1907, I02Jf, 162f. (W)

9. Cf. Fritz Rorig, Geblutsrecht und freie Wahl in ihrer Auswirkung auf
die deutsche Geschichte (Abhandlungen der Berliner Akademie, 1945/6, Philo
sophische·Hiscorische Klasse N r. 6). (W)

10. The works of Ulrich Stutz are listed in Brunner-v. Schwerin, Grundzuge
der tIeutschen Rechtsgeschichte. 8th ed. (1930), paragraph 33, 137. (W)

loa. On the karasth, a caste of scribes in Bengal and elsewhere in India, cE.
Weber, Religion of India, 75f., 298. (Wi)

I I. See. C. H. Becker, lslamstudien (Leipzig: QueUe und Meyer, 1924), I,
ch. 9. (R)

12. For the older definition of "organization," see Part Two, ch. X:3. Weber's
definition of Organisation refers to the activities of a staff or apparatus, including
the sharing of executive powers with the "master" (chief, head). This definition
comes close to that of "organized action" (Verbandshandeln) in sec. 12, ch. I. The
term Verband, which I prefer to render as "organization," is more broadly defined,
sinl;e rules may be enforced by a head alone. Usually, however, a Verband has a
staff, and Weber almost always uses the tenn in this sense.' Hence, the terminolog
ical difference between Verband and Organisation can be disregarded most of the
time. This is an additional reason for rendering Verband. which Weber uses much
more fre<J:uently than Organisation, as "organization" in English. (R)

13. Weber titled both headings 'The Anti-Authoritarian (heJTschafts(Temde)
Reinterpretation of Charisma," because recognition by the followers may become
the formal basis of legitimacy, in contrast to the earlier stage in which charisma
claims legitimacy and recognition on its own grounds. Since Weber's meaning of
"anti-authoritarian" is not obvious without explanation, mote descriptive titles
were chosen. (R)

14. Germall territorial princes, since the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
occ~sionally called on feudal and ecclesiastic notables for advice. As these coun
selors were only visiting at court, they were called Rate von Haus aus, or famili
ares domestici, consiliarii, etc.; d. Georg Ludwig von Maurer, Geschichte der
FrcmJwfe, der Bauernhofe und tIer. i-Iofverfassung in Deutschumd (Erlangen,
1862), II, 237, 24off, 312f. (GM)

I). This continues the enumeration at the beginning of sec. 15. CR)
16. For the early formulation, see Part Two, ch. IX:6e. (R)
17. For the early fonnulation, see Part Two, ch. X:2. (R)



CHAPTER IV
STATUS GROUPS
AND CLASSES'

I. Class $ituation and Class Types,
"Class situa'tion" means the typical probability of
r. procuring goods
2. gaining a position in life and
3- 6nding inner satisfactions,

a probability which derives from the relative control over goods and
skills and from their income-producing uses within a given economic
order.

"Class" means all persons in the same class situation.
a) A "property class" is primarily determined by property differences,
b) A "comtnP:Tcial class" by the -marketability of goods and services,
c) A "social class" makes up the totality of those class situations

within which individual and generational mobility is easy and typical.
Associations of class members---class organizations-may arise on the

'.basis of all three types of classes. However, this does net necessarily hap
pen: "Class situation" and "class" refer only to the same (or similar)
interests which an individual shares with others. In principle, the various
controls over consumer goods, means of prcxluction, assets, resources and
skills each constitute a partkular class situation. A uniform class situation
prevails only when completely unskilled and propertyless persons are
dependent on irregular employment. Mobility among, and stability of,
class positions differs, greatly; hence, the unity of a social class is highly
variable. "'"
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Property Classes

2. Property Classes
The primary signi6cance ofa positively privileged property class lies

G) its exclusive acquisition of high-priced consumers goods,
fJ) its sales monopoly and its ability to pursue systematic policies in

this regard, "
y) its monopolization of wealth accumulation out of unconsumed

surpluses.
3) its monopolization of capital formation out of savings, i.e., of the

utilization of wealth in the fann of loan capital, and its resulting control
over executive positions in business,

c) its monopolization of costly (educational) status privileges.
1. Positively privileged property classes are typically rentiers, receiv-

ing income from:
a) men (the case of sIave-owners),
b) land.
e) mines,
d) installations (factories and equipment),
e) ships.
f) creditors (of livestock, grain or money),
g) securities.

II. Negatively privileged property classes are typically
a) the unfree (see under "Status Group"),
b) the declassed (the proletarii of Antiquity), c) debtors,
d) the "paupers".

In between are the various "middle classes" (Mittelstands1classen),
which make a living from their property or their acquired skills. Some
of them may be "commercial classes" (entrepreneurs with mainly posi
tive privileges, proletarians with negative ones). However, not all of
them fan into the latter category (witness peasants, craftsmen, officials).

The mere differentiation of property classes is not "dynamic," that
is, it need not result in class struggles and revolutions. The strongly
privileged class of slave owners may coexist with the much less privileged
peasants or even the declassed, frequently without any.class antagonism
and sometimes in solidarity (against the unfree). However, the juxta
position of property classes may lead to revolutionary conflict between

I. land owners and the declassed or
2. creditor and debtors (often urban patricians versus rural peasants

or small urban craftsmen).
These struggles need not focus on a change of the economic system,
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but may aim primarily at a redistribution of vl'ealth. In this case we can
speak of "property revolutions" (Besitzklassenrevolutionen).

A classic example of the lack of class conRict was the relationship of
the "poor white trash" to the plantation owners in the Southern States.
The "poor white trash" were far mOre anti"Negro than the plantation
owners, who were often imbued with patriarchal sentiments. The major
examples for the struggle of the declassed against the propertied date
back to Antiquity, as does the antagonism between creditors and debtors
and land owners and the declassed.

3. Commercial Classes

The primary significance of a poSitively privileged commercial class
lies in

a) the monopolization of entrepreneurial management for the sake
of its members and their business interests,

fJ) the safeguarding of those interests through influence on the
econo~ic policy of the political and other organizations.

1. Positively privileged commercial classes are typically .entrepre
neurs:

a) merchants.
b) shipowners,
c) industrial and
d) agricultural entrepreneurs,
e) bankers and financiers, sometimes also
f) professionals with sought-after expertise or privileged educa

--tion (such as lawyers, physicians, artists), or
g) workers with monopolistiC qualifications and skills (natural,

or acquired through drill or training).

II." Negatively privileged commercial classes are typically laborers
with varying qualifications:

a) skilled
b) semi-skilled
c) unskilled.

In between again arc "middle classes": the self-employed farmers
_?P_~ craftsmen and frequently:

- a) public and private officials.
b) the last two groups mentioned in the first category [i.e., the "lib

eral professions" and the labor groups with exceptional qualifications].



Social Classes

4. Social Classes

Social classes are
a) the working class as a whole-the more so, the more automated

the work process becomes,
b) the petty bourgeoisie,
c) the propertyless intelligentsia and specialists (technicians, various

kinds of white-collar employees, civil servants-possibly with consider
able social differences depending on the cost of their training),

d) the classes privileged through property and education.

The unfinished last part of Karl Marx's Capital apparently was
intended to deal with the issue of class unity in the face of skill dif·
ferentials. Crucial for this differentiation is the increasing importance of
semi-skilled workers, who can be trained on the job in a relatively short
time, over the apprenticed and sometimes also the unskilled workers.
Semi-skilled qualification too can often become monopolistic (weavers,

,for example, sometimes achieve their greatest efficiency after five years).
It used to be that every worker aspired to be a self-employed small busi
nessman. However, this is less and less feasible. In the generational
sequence, the rise of groups a) and b) into c) (technicians, white-collar
workers) is relatively the easiest. Within class d) money increasingly
buys everything, at least in the sequence of generations. In hanks and
corporations, as well as in the higher ranks of the civil service, class c)
members have a chance to move up into class d).

Class-eonscious organization succeeds most easily
a) against the immediate economic opponents (workers against

entrepreneurs, but not agaimt stockholders, who truly draw "unearned"
incomes, and also not in the case of peasants confronting manorial IONs);

b) if large numbers of persons are in the same class situation,
c) if it is technically easy to organize them, especially if they are

concentrated at their place of work (as in a "workshop community"),
d) if they are led toward readily understood goals, which are im~

posed and interpreted by men outside their class (intelligentsia).

5. Status and Status Group (Stand)

"Status" (stiindische Lage) shall mean an effective claim to social
esteem in terms of positive or negative privileges; it is typically founded
on

a) style of life, hence
b) formal education, which may be



a) empirical training or .
fJ) rational instruction, and the corresponding forms of behavior,

c) hereditary or occupational prestige.
In practice, status expresses itself through

a) connubium,
(J) commensality, possibly
)') monopolistic appropriation of privileged modes of acquisition

or the abhorrence of certain kinds of acquisition,
8) status conventions (traditions) of other kinds.

Status may rest on class position of a distinct or an ambiguous kind.
However, it is not solely determined by it: Money and an entrepreneur
ial position are not· in themselves status qualifications, although they
may lead to them; and the lack of property is not in itself a status dis
qualification, although this may be a reason for it. Conversely, status may
influence, if not completely determine, a class position without being
identical with it. The class position of an officer, a civil selVant or a
student may vary greatly according to their wealth and yet not lead to a
different status since upbringing and education create a common style of
life.

A "status group" means a plurality of persons who, within a larger
group, successfully claim

a) a special social esteem, and possibly also
b) status monopolies.

Status groups may come into being:
a) in the first instance, by virtue of their own style of life, par

ticularly the type of vocation: "self-styled" or occupational status
groups,

b) in the second instance, through hereditary charisma, by virtue
of successful claims to higher-ranking descent: hereditary status
groups, or

c) through monopolistic appropriation of political or hierocratic
powers: political or hierocratic status groups.
The development of hereditary status groups is generally a form of

the (hereditary) appropriation of privileges by an organization or quali
fied individuals. Every definite appropriation of political powers and
the corresponding economic opportunities tends to result in the rise of
status groups, and vice-versa.

Commercial classes arise in a market-oriented economy, but status
groups' arise within the framework of organizations which satisfy their
wants through monopolistic liturgies, or in feudal or in stiindisch
patrimonial fashion. Depending on the prevailing mode of strati6cation,
we shall speak of a "status society" or a "class society." The status group

STATUS GROUPS AND CLASSES [Ch. IV
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comes closest to the social class and is most unlike the commercial class.
Status groups are often created by property classes.

Every status society lives by conventions, which regulate the style
of life, and hence creates economically irrational consumption patterns
and fetters the free market through monopolistic appropriations and by
curbing the individual's earning power. More on that separately.

NOTES

I. For the early formulation of class and status, see Part Two, ch. IX:6. (R)
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CHAPTER I

,."".. -,- -, - ._,._,._----,_._ ..

THE ECONOMY AND
SOCIAL NORMS

I. Legal Order and Economic Order

A. THE SOCIOLOGICAL CONCEPT OF LAW. When we speak of "law,"
"legal oroer," or "legal proposition" (Rechtssatz), dose attention must
be paid to the distinction between the legal and the sociological points
of view. Taking the former, we ask: What is intrinsically valid as law?
That is to say: What significance or, in other words, what normative
meaning ought to be attributed in correct logic to a verbal pattern hav
ing the form of a legal proposition. But if we take the latter point of
view, we ask: What actually happens in a group owing to the probability
that persons engaged in social action (Gemeinschaftshandeln), especially
those exerting a socially relevant amount of power, subjectively consider
certain norms as valid and practically act according to them, in other
words, orient their own conduct towards these norms? This distinction
also detennines, in principle, the relationship between law and economy.

The juridical poinrof view, or, more precisely, that of legal dogmatics1

aims at the correct meaning of propositions the content of which consti
tutes an order supposedly determinative for the conduct of a defined
group of persons: in other words, it tries to define the facts to which this
order applies and tge way in which it bears upon them. Toward this end,
the jUrist, taking for granted the empirical validity -Of the legal proposi
tions, examines each of them and tries to detennine its logically correct
meaning in such a way that all of them can be combined in a system
which is logically coherent, i.e., free from internal contradictions. This
system is the "legal order" in the juridical sense of the word.

Sociological economics ($ozialo1wnomie), On the other hand, con~
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siders actual human activities as they are conditioned by the necessity to
take into acount the facts of economic life. We shall apply the term eco
nomic order to the distribution of the actual control over goods and
services, the distribution arising in each case from the particular mode
of balancing interests consensually; moreover, the term shall apply to the
manner in which goods and services are indeed used by virtue of these
powers of disposition, which are based on de facto recognition (Einver
stiindiiis).

It is obvious that these two approaches deal with entirely different
problems and that their subjects cannot corne directly into contact with
one another. The ideal "legal order" of legal theory has nothing directly
to do with the world of real economic conduct, since both exist on dif
ferent levels, One exists in the realm of the "ought," while the other
deals with the world of the "is," If it is nevertheless said that the eco
nomic and the legal order are intimately related' to one another, the
latter is understood, not in the legal, but in the sociological sense, i,e., as
being empirically valid. In this context "legal order" thus assumes a
totally different meaning. It refers not to a set of norms of logically
demonstrable correctne~, but rather to a complex of actual determinants
(Bestimmungsgrunde) of human conduct. This point requires further
elaboration.

The fact that some persons act in a certain way because they regard
it as prescribed by legal propositions CRechtssiitze) is, of course, an
essential element in the actual emergence and continued operation of a
"legal order." But, as we have seen already in discussing the significance
of the "existence" of rational norms,~ it is by no means necessary that all, '
or even a majority,of those who engage in such conduct, do so from this
motivation. As a matter of fact, such a situation has never occurred. The
broad mass of the part,icipants act in a way corresponding to legal norms,
npt out of obedience regarded as a legal obligation, but either because the
environment approves of the conduct and disapproves of its opposite, or
merely as a result of unreflective habituation to a regularity of life that
has engraved itself as a custom. If the latter attitude were universal, the
law _would no longer "subjectively" be regarded as such, but would be
observed as custom. As long as there is a chance that a coercive apparatus
'":.ilI enforce, in a given situation, compliance with those norms, we
nevert~eIess must consider them as ,"law." Neither is it necessary
accordfng to what was said above-that all those who share a belief in
certain norms of behavior, actually live in accordance with that belief
at all times. Such a situation, likewise, has never obtained, nor need it
obtain, since, according to our general definition, it is the "orientation"
of an action toward ~ nonn, rather than the "success" of that norm that

1,,
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is decisive for its validity. "Law," as understood by us, is simply an "order"
endowed with certain specific guarantees of the probability of its em
pirical validity.

The tenn "guaranteed law" shall be understood to mean that there
exists a "coercive apparatus" (in the sense defined earlier),' that is, that
there are one or more persons whose special task it is to hold themselves
ready to apply specially provided means of coercion (legal coercion) for
the purpose of norm enforcement. The means of coercion may be phys
ical or psychological, they may be direct or indirect in their operation, and
they may be directed, as the case may require, against the participants
in the consensual group (Einverstiindnisgemeinschaft) or the association
(Vergesellschaftung), the organization (Verband) or the institution
(Anstalt), within which the order is (empirically) valid; or they may
be aimed at those outside. These means are the "legal regulations" of the
group in question.

By no means all norms which are consensually valid in a group-as
we shall see later-are "legal norms." Nor are aU official functions of the
persons constituting the coercive apparatus of a community concerned
with legal coercion; we shall rather consider as legal Coercion only those
actions whose intention is the enforcement of conformity to a norm as
such, i.e., because of its being formally accepted as binding. The term will
not be applied, however, wJ1ere conformity of conduct to a norm is sought
because of considerations Of expediency or other material circumstances.
It i.s obvious that the effectuation of the validity of a norm may in fact
be pursued for the most diverse motives. However, we shall designate
it as "guaranteed law" only in those cases where there exists the proba
bility that coercion will he applied for the norm's sake. As we shall have
opportunity to see, not all law is guaranteed law. We shall speak of
law-albeit in the sense of "indirectly guaranteed" or "unguaranteed"
law-also in all those cases where the validity of a norm consists in the
fact that the mgcl~ of orientatiOn of an action toward. it has some "legal
consequences"; i.e., that there are other norms which associate with· the
"observance" or "infringement" of the primary norm certain probabilities
of consensual action guaranteed, in their turn, by legal coerCion. We shaJI
have occasion to illustrate this case which occurs in a large area of legal
life. However, in order to avoid further complication, whenever we shall
use the term "law" without qualification, we shall mean norms which are
directly guaranteed by legal coercion.

Such "guaranteed. law" is by no means in all cases guaranteed by
"violence" (Gewalt) in the sense of the prospect of physical coercion.
In our terminology, law, including "guaranteed. law" is not characterized
by violence or, even less, by that ~cxlem technique of effectuating claims
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of private law through bringing "suit" in a "court," followed by coercive
execution of the judgment obtained. The sphere of "public" law, i.e., the
nonos governing the conduct of the organs of the state and other state
oriented activities, recognizes n1\lilerous rights and legal norms, upon the
infringement of which a coercive apparatus can be set in motion only
through "complaint" or through "remonstance" by members of a limited
group of persons, and often without any means of physical coercion.
Sociologically, the question of whether or not guaranteed law exists in
such a situation depends on the availability of an organized coercive
apparatus for the nonviolent exercise of legal coercion. This apparatus
must also possess such power that there is in fact a significant probability ,
that the norm will be respected because of. the possibility of receGrse to
such legal coercion.

Today legal coercion by violence is the monopoly of the state. All
other groups applying legal coercion by violence are today considered
as heteronomous and mostly also as heterocephalous. This is the outcome,
however, of certain stages of development. We shall speak of "state"
law, i.e., of law guaranteed by the state, only when legal coercion' is
exercised through the specific, i.e., normally directly physical, means of
coercion of the political community. Thus, the existence of a '1egal norm"
in the sense of "state law" means that the following situation obtains:
In the case of certain events occurring there is general agreement that
certain organs of the community can be expected to go into official action,
and the very expectation of such action is apt to induce conformity with
the commands derived from the generally accepted interpretation of that,
legal norm; or, where such conformity has become unattainable, at least
to effect reparation or indemnification. The event inducing this conse
quence, the legal coercion by the state, may consist in certain human
acts, for instance, the conclusion or the breach of a contract, or the com·
mission of a tort. But this type of occurence constitutes only a special
instince, since, upon the basis of someempirica1ly valid legal proposi
tion, the coercive instruments of the political powers against persons and
things may also be applied where, Eor example, a river has risen above
a certain level It is in no way inherent, however, in the validity of a
legal norm as nonnally conceived, that those who obey do so, predomi
nantly or in any way, because of the availibility of such a coercive appara·
tus as defined above. The motives for obedience may rather he of many
different kinds. In the majority of cases, they are predominantly utilitarian
or ethical or subjectively conventional, i.e., consisting oE the fear of dis
approval by the environment. The nature of these motives is ~ighly

relevant in determining the kind and the degree of validity of the law
itself. But in so far as the fotmal sociological concept of$Uaran~ law,

,
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as we intend to use it, is concerned, these psychological facts are irrele
vant. In this connection nothing matters except that there be a suffi
ciently high probability of intervention on the part of a specially desig
Dated group of persons, even in those cases where nothing has occurred
but the sheer fact of a norm infringement. Le., on purely formal grounds.

The empirical validity of a norm as a legal norm affects the interests
of an individual in many respects. In particular, it may convey to an
individual certain calculable chances of having eonornic goods available
or of acquiring them under certain conditions in the future. Obviously,
the creation or protection of such chances is normally one of the aims of
law enactment by those who agree upon a norm or impose it upon others.
There are two ways in which such a "chance" may be attributed. The
attribution may be a mere by·product of the empirical validity or the
nonn; in that case the nonn is not meant to guarantee to an. individual
the chance which happens to fall to hi~. It may also be, however, that
the norm is specifically meant to provide to the individual such a guar
anty, in other words, to grant him a "right." Sociologically, the statement
that someone has a right by virtue of the legal order of the state thus
normally means the following: He has a chance, factually guaranteed to
him by the consensually accepted interpretation of a legal norm, of in
voking in favor of his ideal or material interests the aid of a "coercive
apparatus" which is in special readiness for this purpose. This aid
consists, at least normally, in the readiness of certain persons to come to
his support in the event that they are approached in the proper way,
and that it is shown that the recourse to such aid is actually guaranteed
to him by a "legal norm." Such guaranty is based simply upon the
"validity" of the legal proposition, and does not depend upon' questions
of expediency, discretion, grace, or arbitrary pleasure.

A law, thus, is valid wherever legal heIp in this sense can be obtained
in a relevant measure, even though without recourse to physical or
other drastic coercive means. A law can also be said to be valid, viz.,

, in the case of unguaranteed law, if its violation, as, for instance, that
of an electoral law, induces, on the ground of some empirically valid
nonn, legal consequences, for instance, the invalidation of the election,
for the execution of which an agency with coercive powers has been
established.

For purposes of simplification we shall pass by those "chances" which
ad ed "b rod "A"'h'" th f hare pr uc as mere y.p ucts. ng t, In e context 0 t e

"state,".is guaranteed by the coercive power of the political authorities.
Wherever the means of coercion which constitute the guaranty of a
"right" belong to some authority other than the political, for instance, a
hierocracy; we shan speak of '/extra-state law.l

'
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B. STATE LAW AND EXTRA-STATE LAW. A discussion of the various
categories of such extra-state law would be out of place in the present
context. All we need to recall is that there exist nonviolent means of co
ercion which may have the same or, under certain conditions, even
greater effectiveness than the violent ones. Frequently, and in fairly large
areas even regularly, the threat of such measures as the exclusion from
an organization, or a boycott, or the prospect of magically conditioned
advantages or disadvantages in this world, or of reward and punishment
in the next, are under certain cultural conditions more effective in pro
ducing a certain behavior than a political apparatus whose coercive func
tioning is not always predictable with certainty. Legal forcible coercion ,
exercised by the coercive apparatus of the political community has often
come off badly as compared with the coercive power of other, e.g., reli
gious, authorities. In general, the actual scope of its efficiency depends
on the circumstances of each concrete case. Within the realm of sociolog
icaj reality, legal coercion continues to exist, however, as long as some
socially relevant effects are produced by its power machinery.

The assumption that a state "exists" only if the coercive means of
the political community are superior to all other communities, is not
sociological. "Ecclesiastical law" is still law even where it comes into
conRict with "state" law, as it has happened many times and as it is
bound to happen again in the case of the relations between the mcx1ern
state and certain churches, for instance, the Roman-Catholic. In imperial
Austria, the Slavic Zadruga not only lacked any kind of legal guaranty by
the state, but some of its norms were outright contradictory to the official
law. Since the consensual action constituting a Zadruga has at its disposaf
its own coercive apparatus for the enforcement of its norms, these norms
are to be considered as "law." Only the state, if invoked, would refuse
recognition and proceed, through its coercive power, to break it up.

Outside the sphere of the European-Continental legal system, it is
no rare occurrence at ail that modern state law explicitly treats as "valid"
the nonns of other organizations and reviews their concrete decisions.
American law thus protects labor union labels or regulates the conditions
under which a candidate is to ~ regarded as validly nominated by a
party. English judges intervene, on appeal, in the judicial proceedings
of a dub. Even on the Continent German judges investigate, in defama
tion cases, the propriety of the rejection of a challenge to a duel, even
though duelling is forbidden by law. We shall not enter into a casuistic
inquiry of the extent to which such norms thus become "state law." For
all the reasons given above and, in particular, for the sake of terminolog
ical consistency, we categorically deny that "law" exists only where legal
coercion is guaranteed by the political authority. For us, there is no
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practical reason for sllch a terminology. A "legal order" shall rather he
said to exist wherever coercive means, of a physical or psychological kind,
are available; i.e., wherever they are at the disposal of one or morc per
sons who hold themselves ready to use\fhem for this purpose in the case
of certain events; in other words, wherever we find a consociation speci£i~

cally dedicated to the purpose of "legal coercion." The possession of such
an apparatus for the exercise of physical coercion has not always been
the monopoly of the political community. As far as psychological coercion
is concerned, there is no such monopoly even today, as demonstrated by
the importance of law guaranteed only by the church.

We have also indicated already that direct guaranty of law and of
rights by a coercive apparatus constitutes only one instance of the exist
ence of "law" and of "rights." Even within this limited sphere the coer~

cive apparatus can take on a great variety of fonus. In marginal cases,
it may consist in the consensually valid chance of coercive intervention
by all the members of the community in the event of an jnfringement of
a ,valid norm. However, in that case one cannot properly speak of a
"coercive apparatus" unless the conditions under which participation
in such coercive intervention is to be obligatory, are firmly fixed. In
those cases where the protection of rights is guaranteed by the organs
of the political authority, the coercive apparatus may be reinforced by
pressure groups: the strict regulations of associations of creditors and
landlords, especially their blacklists of unreliable debtors or tenants,
often operate more effectively than the prospect of a lawsuit. It goes
without saying that this kind of coercion may be extended to claims
which the state does not guarantee at all; such claims are nevertheless
based on rights even though they are guaranteed by authorities other
than the state. The law of the state often tries to obstruct the coercive
means of other associations; the English Libel Act thus tries to preclude
blacklisting by excluding the defense of truth. But the state is not always

.successful. There are groups stronger than the state in this respect, for
instance, those status groups which rely on the "honor code" of the duel
as the means of resolving conRicts. With courts of honor and boycott as
the coercive means at their disposal, they usually succeed in compelling
the fulfillment of obligations as "debts of honor," for instance, gambling
debts or the duty to engage in a duel; such debts are intrinsically con
nected with the specific purposes of the group in question', but, as far
as the state is concerned, they are not recognized, or are even proscribed.
But the state has been forced, as least partially, to trim its sails.

It would indeed be distorted legal reasoning to demand that such a
specific delict as duening be punished as "attempted murder" or assault
and battery. Those crimes are of a quite different character. But it re-
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mains a fact that in Germany the readiness to participate in a dud is still
a legal obligation imposed by the state upon its aony officers even though
the duel is expressly forbidden by the Criminal Code, The slate itself
has connected legal consequences with an officer's failure to comply with
the h.onor code. Outside of the status group of army officers the situation
is.different, however. The typical means of statutory coercion applied by
"private" organizations against refractory members is exclusion from
the corporate body and its tangible or intangible advantages. In the pro
fessional organizations of physicians and lawyers as well as in social or
political clubs, it is the ultima ratio. The modern political organization ,
has to a large extent usurped the application of these measures of coer
cion. Thus, recourse to them has been denied to the physicians and
lawyers in Germany; in England the state courts have been given juris
diction to review, on appeal, exclusions from clubs; and in America the
courts have power over political parties as well as the right of reviewing,
on appeal, the legality of the use of a union label.

This conBict between the means of coercion of various organizations
is as old as the law itself. In the past it has not always ended with the
triumph Of the coercive means of the political body, and even today this
has not always been the outcome. A businessman, for instance, who has
violated a cartel agreement, has no remedy against a systematic attempt
to drive him out of business by underselling. Similarly, there is no pro
tection against being blackIisto:Yfor having availed oneself of the plea
of illegality of a contract in futures. In the Middle Ages the prohibitions
of resorting to the ecclesiastical court contained in the statutes of certain'
merchants' guilds were dearly invalid from the point of view of canon
law, but they persisted nonetheless.4

To a considerable extent the state must tolerate the coercive power
of organizations even in cases where it is directed not. only against mem~
hers, but also against outsiders on whom the organization tries to impost
its own norms. Illustrations are afforded by the efforts of cartels to force
outsiders into membership, or by the measures taken by creditors' associa~

rions against debtors and tenants.
An important marginal case of coercively guaranteed law, in the socio

logical sense, is presented by that situation which may he regarded as
the very ?pposite of that which is presented by the modern political
communities as well as by those religious communities which apply their
own "laws." In the modern communities the law is guaranteed by a
"judge" or some other "organ" who is an impartial and disinterested
umpire rather than a person who would he characterized by a special
relationship with one or the other of the parties. In the situation which
we have in mind the means of coercion are provided 9Y those -very per~

'j,.
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. $OilS WhO are linked to the party by close personal relationship,-for ex·
ample, as members of his kinship group. Just as war under modem in-

. alIa d h d"" "d"fd"temabon W, so un er t ese con Ibons vengeance an eu are
the only, or at least, the normal, fonns of law enforcement. In this case,
the "right" of the individual consists, sociologically seen, in the mere
probability that the members of his kinship group will respond to their
obli~tion of supporting his feud and blood vengeance (an obligation
originally guaranteed by fear of the wrath of supernatural authorities)
and that they will possess strength sufficient to support the right claimed
by him even though not necessarily to achieve its final triumph.

The term "legal relationship" will be applied to designate that situa·
tion in which the content of a right is constituted by a relationship, i.e.,
the actual or potential actions of concrete persons or of persons to be
identified by concrete criteria. The rights contained in a legal relation
ship may vary in accordance with the actually occurring actions. In this
sense a state can be designated. as a legal relationship, even in the
pypothetical marginal case in which the ruler alone is regarded. as en
dowed. with rights (the right to give orders) and where, accordingly, the
opportunities of all the other individuals are reduced to reflexes of his
regulatiOns.

2. Law, Convention, and Custom6

A. SIGNIFICANCE OF CUSTOM IN THE FOJUldATION 'OF LAW. Law,
convention, and custom belong to the same continuum with imperceptible
transitio~ leading from one to the other. We shall define custom CSitte)
to mean a typically uniform activity which is kept on the beaten track
simply because men are "accustomed" to it and persist in it by unreRec
tive imitation. It is a collective way of acting (Massenhandeln), the
perpetuation of which by the individual is not "required" in any sens~

. by anyone.
Convention, on the other hand, shall be said to exist wherever a

certain c<mduc't is sought to be induced without, however, any coercion,
physical or psychological, and, at least under normal circumstances, with
out any direct reactiOn other than the expression of approval or disap
proval on the part of those persons who constitute the environment of
the actor. -

"Convention" must be stricdy distinguished from customary law. We
shall abstain here from criticizing this not very useful concept.G Accord
ing to the usual terminology, the validity of a norm as customary law
consists in the very likelihood that a coercive apparatus will go into action
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for its enforcement although it derives from mere consensus rather than
from enactment. Convention, on the contrary, is characterized by the
very absence of any coercive apparatus, Le., of any, at least relatively
clearly delimited, group of persons who would continuously hold them
selves ready fo~ the special.task of legal coercion through physical or
psychological means.

The existence of a mere custom, e'ven unaccompanied by convention,
can be of far-reaching economic signifiance. The level of economic need,
which constitutes the basis of all "economic activity," is comprehensively
conditioned by mere custom. The individual might free himself of it
without arousing the slightest disapproval. In fact, however, he cannot
escape from it except with the greatest difficulty, and it does not change
except where it comes gradually to give way to the imitation of the dif
ferent custom of some other social group.

We shall see? that the uniformity of mere usages can be of importance
in the formation of social groups and in facilitating intermarriage. It
may also give a certain, though rather intangible, impetus toward the for
mation of feelings of "ethnic" identification and, in that way, contribute
to the creation of community. At any rate, adherence to what has as such
become customary is such a strong component of all conduct and, conse
quently, of all social action, that legal coercion, where it transforms a
custom into a legal obligation (by invocation of the "usual") often adds J

1
practically nothing to its effectiveness, and, where it opposes custom, .
frequently fails in the attempt to influence actual conduct. Convention
is equally effective, if not even more. In countless situations the indi-
vidual depends on his environment for a spontaneous response not
guaranteed by any earthly or transcendental authority. The existence of
a "convention" may thus be far more determinative of his conduct than
the existence of legal enforcement machinery.

Obviously, the borderline between custom and convention is fluid.
The further we go back in history, the more we find that conduct, and
particularly social action, is determined in an ever more comprehensive
sphere exclusively by orientation to what is customary. The more this
is so, the more disquieting are the effects of any deviation from the
customary. In this situation, any such deviation seems to act on the
psyche of the average individual like the disturbance of an organic bnc
tion. This, in tum, seems to reinforce custom.

Present ethnological literature does not allow us to determine very
dearly the point of transition from the stage of mere custom to the, at
first vaguely and dimly experienced, "consensual" character of social
action, or, in other words, to the conception of the binding nature of
certain accustomed modes of conduct. Even less can we trace the changes
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of the scope of activities with respect to which this transition took place.
We shall thus by-pass this problem. It is entirely a question of termi
nology and convenience at which point of this continuum one shall
assume the existence of the subjective conception of a '!legal obligation."
Objectively the chance of the factual occurrence of a violent reaction
against certain types of conduct has always been present among human
beings as well as among animals. It would he far-fetched, however, to
assume in every such case the existence of a consensually valid nonn, or
that the action in question would be directed by a clearly conceived
conscious purpose. Perhaps, a rudimentary conception of "duty" may be
detenninative in the behavior of, some domestic animals to a greater
extent than may be found in aboriginal man, if we may use this highly
ambiguous concept in what is in this context a clearly intelligible sense.
We have no access, however, to the '\ubjective" experiences of the first
homo sapiens and such concepts as the allegedly primordial, or even
a priori, character of law or convention are of no use whatsoever to em
pirical sociology. It is not due to the assumed binding force of some rule
or norm that the conduct of primitive man manifests certain external
factual regularities, especially in his relation to his fenows. On the con
trary, those organically conditioned regularities which we have to accept
as psychophysical reality, are primary. It is from them that the concept
of "natural nonns" arises. The inner orientation towards such regularities
contains in itself very tangible inhibitions against "inn.ovations," a fact
which can be observed even today by everyone in his daily experiences,
and it constitutes a strong support for the belief in such binding norms.

B. CHANGE THROUGH INSPIRATION AND EMPATHY. In view of such
observation we must ask how anything new can ever arise in ihis world,
oriented as it is toward the regular as the empirically valid. No doubt
innovations have been induced from the outside, Le., by changes in the
external conditions of life. But the response evoked by external change
may be the extinction of life as· well as its reorientation; there is no way

. of foretelling. Furthermore, external change is by no means a necessary
precondition for innovation: in some of the most significant cases, it has
not even been a contributing factor in the establishment of a new order.
The evidence of ethnology seems rather to show that the most important
source of innovation has been the influence of individuals who have
experienced certain "abnormal" states (which are frequently, but not
always, regarded by present-day psychiatry as pathological) and hence
have been capable of exercising a special inRuence on others. We are
not discussing here the origin of these experiences which appear to be
"new" as a consequence of their "abnormality,'! but rather their effects.
These inRuences which overcome the inertia of the customary may
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originate from a variety of psychological occurrences. To Hellpach3 we
owe the distinction between two categories which, despite the possibility
of intermediate forms, nonetheless appear as polar types. The first,
inspiration, consists in the sudden awakening, through drastic means, of
the awareness that a certain action "ought" to be dqne by him who has
this experience. In the other form, that of empathy or identification, the
influencing person's attitude is emphathically experienced by one or more
others. The types of action which are produced in these ways may vary
greatly. Very often, however, a collective action (massenhaftes Gemein
schaftshandeln) is induced which is oriented toward the influencing
person and his experience and from which, in tum, certain kinds of
con~ensus with corresponding contents may be developed. If they are
"adapted" to the external environment, they will survive. The effects or
"empathy" and, even more so, of "inspiration" (usually lumped together
under the ambiguous term "suggestion") constitu.te the major sources for
the realization of actual innovations whose establishment as regularities
will, in tum, reinforce the sense of "oughtness," by which they may
possibly be accompanied. The feeling of oughtness-as soon as it has
developed any conceptual meaning-may undoubtedly appear as some
thing primary and original even in the case of innovation. Particularly
in the case of "inspiration" it may constitute a psychological component.
It is confusing, however, when imitation of new conduct is regarded as
the basic and primary element in its diffusion. Undoubtedly, imitation
is of extraordinary importance, but as a general rule it is secondary and
constitutes only a special case. If the conduct of a dog, man's oldest
companion, is "inspired" by man, such conduct, obviously, cannot be '
described as "imitation of man by dog." In a very large number of cases,
the relation between the persons influencing and those influenced is
exactly of this kind. In some cases, it may approximate "empathy," in
others, "imitation," conditioned either by rational purpose or in the ways
of "mass psychology." ,

In any case, however, the emerging innovation is most likely to pro
duce consensus_ and ultimately law, when it derives from a strong in
spiration or an intensive identification. In such cases a convention
will result or, under certain circumstances, even consensual coercive
action against deviants. As long as religious faith is strong, convention,
the approval or disapproval by the environment, engenders, as historical
experience shows, the hope and faith tha,t the supernatural powers too
will reward or punish those actions. which are approved or disapproved
in this world. Convention, under appropriate conditions, may also pro
duce the further belief that not only the actor himself but also those
around him may have to suffer from the wrath of those supernatural
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powers, and that, therefore, reaction is incumbent upon all, acting either
individually or through the coercive apparatus of some ·organization. In
consequence of the constant recurrence of a certain pattern of conduct,
the idea may arise in the minds of the guarantors of a particular norm,
that they are confronted no longer with mere custom or convention, but
with a legal obligation requiring enforcement. A norm which has at·
tained such practical validity is called customary law. Eventually, the
interests involved may engender a rationally considered desire to secure
the convention, or the obligation of customary law, against subversion,
and to place it -explicitly under the guarantee of an enforcement ma
chinery, Le., to transform it into enacted law. Particularly in the field
of the internal distribution of power among the organs of an institutional
order experience reveals a continuous scale of transitions from norms of
conduct guaranteed by mere convention to those which are reganled as
binding and guaranteed by law. A striking example is presented hy the
development of the British "constitution."

c. BORDERLINE ZONES BETWEEN CONVENTION, CUSTOM AND LAW.

Fitl~lIy, any rebellion against convention may lead the environment to
make use of its coercively guaranteed rights in a manner detrimental
to the rebel; for instance, the host uses his right as master of the house
against the guest who has merely infringed- upon the conventional rules
of social amenity; or a war lord uses his legal power of dismissal against
the officer who has infringed upon the c04e o~ honor. In such cases the
conventional rule is, in fact, indirectly supported by coercive means,
The situation differs from that of "unguaranteed" law insofar as the
initiation of the coercive measures is a factual, but not a legal, conse
quence of the infringement of the convention, although the legal right
to exclude anyone from his house belongs to the master as such. But a
directly unguaranteed legal proposition draws its validity from the fact
that its violation engenders consequences somehow via a guaranteed legal
nann. Where, on the other hand, a legal norm refers to "good morals"
(die guten Sitten),9 i.e., conventions worthy of approval, the fulfillment
'of the conventional obligations has also become a legal obligation and we
have a case of indirectly guaranteed law.

There are also numerous instances of intermediate types, as, for
example, the courts of love of the Troubadours of Provence which had
"jurisdiction" in matters oflove;10 or the "judge" in his original role as
arbitrator seeking to procure a settlement between feuding antagonists,
perhaps also rendering a verdict, but lacking coercive powers of his own;
or, finally, modem international courts of arbitration. In such cases, the
amorphous approval or disapproval of the environment has crystallized
into a set of commands, prohibitions, and permissions authoritatively



promulgated, i.e., a concretely organized pattern of psychic coercion.
Excepting situations of mere play, as, for instance, the courts of love,
such cases may be classified as "law" provided the judgment is normally
backed not only by the personal, and therefore irrelevant, opinion of the
judge, ,hut by, at least, some boycott as self-help of the kinship group.
the state, or some other group of persons whose right has been violated,
as in the last two of tEe illustrations above.

According to our definition, the fact that some type of conduct is
"approved" or "disapproved" by ever so many persons is insufficient to
constitute it as a "convention"; it is essential that such attitudes are likely
to find expression in a specific environment. This latter term is, of course, '
not meant in any geographical sense. But there must be some test for
defining that group of persons which constitutes the environment of the
person in question. It does not matter in this context whether the test
is constituted by profession, kinship, neighborhood, statu~ group, ethnic
group, religion, political allegiance, or anything else. Nor does it matter
that the membership is changeable or unstable. For the existence of a
convenlion in our sense it is not required that the environment be con
stituted by an organization (as we understand that term). The very
opposite is frequently the case. But the validity of law, presupposing, as
we have seen, the existence of an enforcement machinery, is necessarily
a corollifry of organizational action. (Of course, this does not mean that
only organizational action--{)r even mere social action-is legally regu
lated by organization.) In this sense the organization may be said to be
the "sustainer" of the law.

On the other hand, we are far from asserting that legal rules, in th~
sense here used, would offer the only standard of subjective orientation'
for social, consensual, rationally controlled, organizational or institutional.
action, which, we must remember, is nothing but a segment of sociologi
cally relevant conduct in general. If the order of an organization is under
st<X>d to be characteristic of, or indispensable to, the actual course of
social action, then this order is only to a small extent the result of an
orientation toward legal rules. To the extent that the regularities are
consciously oriented towards rules at all and do not merely spring from
unreflective habituation, they are of the nature of "custom" and "con
vention"; often they are predominantly rational maxims of purposeful
~f-interested action, on the effective operation of which each participant
is counting for his own conduct as well as that of all others. This expecta
tion is, indeed, justified objectively, especially since the maxim, though
lacking legal guaranties, often constitutes the subject matter of some as
sociation or consensus. The chance of legal coercion which, as already
mentioned, motivates even "legal" conduct only to a slight extent, is also

•
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objectively an ultimate guaranty for no more than a fraction of the actual
course of consensually oriented conduct.

It should thus be dear that, from the point of view of sociology, the
'~ransitions from mere usage to convention and from it to law are fluid.

3· Excursus in Response to Rudolf Stammla

Even from a non-sociological point of view it is wrong to distinguish
between law and ethics by asserting that legal norms regulate mere ex
ternal conduct, while moral norms regulate only matters of conscience.
The law, it is true, does not always regard the intention of an action as
relevant, and there have been legal propositions and legal systems in
which legal consequences, including even punishment, are merely deter
mined by external events. But this situation is not the nonnal one. Legal
consequence<; attach to bona or mala fides, or intention, or moral turpi
tude, and a good many other purely subjective factors. Moral command·
~ents, on the other hand, are aiming at overcoming in external conduct
those anti-normative impulses which form part of the "mental attitude."

From the normative point of view we should thus distinguish be
tween the t.wo phenomena not as external and subjective, but as repre
senting different degrees of nonnativeness.

From .the SOCiological point of view, however, ethical validity is
normally identical with validity "on religious grounds" or "by virtue of
convention." Only an abstract standard of conduct subjectively conceived
as derived from ultimate axioms could be regarded as an exclusively
ethical nonn, and this only in so far as this conception would acquire
practical significance in conduct. Such conceptions have in fact often
had real. significance. But wherever this has been the case, they have
been a relatively late product of philosophical reflection. In the past, as
~ell as in the present, "moral commandments" in contrast to legal com
mands are, from a sociological point of view, nonnally either reli
giouslyor conventionally conditioned maxims of conduct. They are not
distinguished from law by hard and fast criteria. There is no socially
important moral commandment wh.ich has not been a legal command
at one time or another.

Stammler's distinction between convention and legal norm according
to whether or not the fulfillment of the norm is dependent upon the free
will of the individualll is of no use whatsoever. It is incorrect to say that
the fulfillment of conventional "obligations," for instance of a rule of
social etiquette, is not "imposed" on the individual, and that its non-
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fulfillment would simply result in, or coincide with, the free and volun
tary separation from a voluntary consociation. It may be admitted that
there are norms of this kind, but they exist not only in the sphere of
convention, but equally in that of law. The clausula rebus sic stantibus
ill fact often lends itself to such use. At any rate, the distinction between
conventional rule and legal norm in Stimmler's own sociology is not
centered on this test. Not only the theoretically constructed anarchical
society, the "theory" and "critique" of which Stammler has elaborated
with the aid of his scholastic concepts, but also a good number of con
sodations existing in the real world have dispensed with the legal char
acter of their conventional norms. They have done so on the assumption
that the mere fact of the social disapproval of norm infringement with
its, often very real, indirect consequences will suffice as a sanction. From
the sociological point of view, legal order and conventional order do thus
not constitute any basic contrast, since, quite apart from obvious cases
of transition, convention, too, is sustained by psychological as well as
(at least indirectly) physical coercion. It is only with regard to the
sociological structure of coercion that they differ: The conventi9nal order
lacks specialized personnel for the implementation of coercive power
(enforcement machinery: priests, judges, police, the military, etc.).

Ai?ove all, Stammler confuses the ideal validity of a norm with the
assumed v.alidity of a norm in its actual influence on empirical action.
The former can be deduced systematically by legal theorists and moral
philosophers; the latter, instead, ought to be the subject of empirical
observation. Furthermore, Stammler confuses the normati~e regulation
of conduct by rules whose "oughtness" is factually accepted -by a sizable
number of persons, with the factual regularities of human conduct.
These two concepts are to be strictly separated, however.

It is by way of conventional rules that merely factual regularities of
action, i.e., usages, are frequently transformed into binding norms, guar
anteed primarily by psychological coercion. Convention thus makes tra
dition. The mere fact of the regular recurrence of certain events some
how confers On them the dignity of oughtness. This is true with regard
to natural events as well as to action conditioned organically or by un
'reflective imitation of, or adaptation to, external conditions of life. It
applies to the accustomed course of the Stars as ordained by the divine
powers, as well as to the seasonal floods of the Nile or the accustomed
way {)f remunerating slave laborers, who by the law are unconditionally
surrendered to the power of their masters.

\Vhenever the regularities of action have become conventionalized,
i.e., whenever a statistically frequent action (Massenhandeln) has be-
come a consensually oriented. action (Einverstiindnishandeln)-this is, in
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our termin-ology, the real meaning of this development-we shaH speak
of "tradition."

It cannot be overstressed that the mere habituation to a mode of. 3C~
tion, the indination to preserve this habituation, and, much more so,
tradition, have a formidable influence in favor of a habituated legal order,
even where such an order originally derives from legal enactment. This
inHuence is more powerful than any reflection on impending means of
coercion or other consequences, considering also the fact that at least
some of those who act according to the "norms" are totally unaware of
them.

The transition from the merely unreHective formation of a habit to
the conscious acceptance of the maxim that action should be in accord
ance with a norm is always fluid. The mere statistical regularity of an
action leads to the emergence of moral and legal convictions with corre
sponding contents. The threat of physical and psychologial coercion, on
the other hand, imposes a certain mode of action and thus produces
habituation and thereby regularity of action.

Law and convention are intertwined as cause and effect in the actions
of men, with, against, and beside, one another. It is grossly misleading
to consider law and convention as the "forms" of conduct in contrast
with its "substance" as Stammler does. The belief in the legal or con
ventional oughtness of a certain action is, from a SOCiological point of
view, merely a superadditum increasing the degree of probability with
which an acting person can calculate certain consequences of his action.
Economic theory therefore properly disregards the character of the norms
to some extent. For the economist the fact that someone "possesses" some
thing simply means that he can count on other persons not to interfere
with his disposition over the object. This mutual respect of the right of
disposition may be based on a variety of considerations. It may derive
from deference to conventional or legal norms, or from considerations
of self-interest on the part of each participant. Whatever the reason, it

.is of no primary concern to economic theory. The fact that a person
"owes' something to another can be translated, sociologically, into the
following terms: a certain commitment (through promise, tort, or other
cause) of one person to another; the expectation, based thereon, that
in due course the former will yield to the latter his right of disposition
over the goods concerned; the existence of a chance that this expecta
tion will be fulfilled. The psychoJogical motives involved are of no
primary interest to the economist.

An exchange of goods means: the transfer of an object, according to
an agreement, from the factual control of one person to that of another,
this transfer being based on the assumption that another object is to be
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transferred from the factual control of the second to that of the first. Of.
those who take part in a debtor-ereditor relationship or in a barter, each
one expects that the other will conform to his own intentions. It is not
necessary. however, to assume conceptually any "order" outside or above
the two _parties to guarantee, command, or enforce compliance by means
of coercive machinery or social disapproval. Nor is it necessary to assume
the subjetive belief of either or both parties in any "binding" nonn. For
the partner to an exchange can depend on the other partner's egoistic
interest in the future continuation of exchange relationships or other
similar motives to offset his inclination to break his promise-a fact
which appears tangibly in the so-calld "silent trade" among primitiv~

peoples as well as in modern business, especially on the st~k exchange.
Assuming purely expediential rationality, each participant can and

does, in fact, depend on the probability that under normal circumstances
the other party wiII act "as if" he accepted as "binding" the norm that
one has to fulfill his promises. Conceptually this is quite sufficient. But
it goes without saying that it makes a difference whether the partner's
expectation in this respect is supported by one or both of the following
guaranties: 1. the factually wide currency, in the environment, of the
subjective belief in the' objective validity of such a nonn (consensus);
2. even more SO, the creation of a conventional guaranty through regard
for social approval or disapproval, or of a legal guaranty through the
existence of enforcement machinery.

Can it be said that a stable private economic system of the modern
type would be "unthinkable" without legal guaranties? As a matter of
fact we see that in most business transactions it never occurs to anyohe
even to think of taking legal action. Agreements on the stock exchange,
for example, take place between profeSSional traders' in such forms as
in the vast majority of cases exclude "proof' in cases of bad faith: the
contracts are oral, or are recorded by marks and notations in the trader's
own notebook. Nevertheless, a dispute practically never occurs. Likewise,
there are organizations pursuing purely economic ends the rules of which
nonetheless dispense entirely, or almost entirely, with legal protection
from the state. Certain types of "cartels" were illustrative of this class of
organization. It often happened also that agreements which had been
concluded and were valid according to private law were rendered in
operative through the dissolution of the organization, as there was no
longer a formally legitimated plaintiff. In these instances, the organiza
tion with its own coercive apparatus had a system of "law" which was
totany lacking in the power of forcible legal coercion. Such coercion, at
any rate, was available only so long as the organization was in existence.
As a result of the peculiar subjective attitude of the participants, cartel
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contracts often had not even any effective conventional guarantee. How
ever, they often functioned nonetheless for a long time and quite effi
ciently in consequence of the convergent interests of all the participants.

Despite all such facts, it is obvious that forcible legal guarantee, espe
cially where exercised by the state, is not a matter of indifference to
such organizations. Today economic exchange is quite overwhelmingly
guaranteed by the threat of legal coercion. The normal intention in an
act of exchange is to acquire certain subjective "rights," i.e., in socio
logical terms, the probability of support of one's power of disposition
by the coercive apparatus of the state. Economic goods tooay are normally
at the same time legitimately acquired rights; they are the very building
material for the universe of the economic order. Nonetheless, even today
they do not constitute the total range of objects of exchange.

Economic opportunities which are not guaranteed by the legal order,
or the guaranty of which is even refused 00 grounds of policy by the
legal order, can aod do constitute objects of exchange transactions which
are oot only not illegitimate but perfectly legitimate. They include, for
iristance, the transfer, against compensation, of the goodwill of a business.
The sale of a goodwill today normally engenders certain private law
claims of the purchaser against the seller, namely, that he will refrain
from certain actions and will perfonn certain others, for instance, "intro
duce" the purchaser to the customers. But the legal order does not en
force the claims against third parties. Yet, there have been and still are
cases in which the coercive apparatus of the political authority is available
for the exercise of direct coercion in favor of the owner or purchaser of a
"market," as for instance in the case of a guild monopoly-or some other
legally protected monopoly. It is well known that Fichte12 considered it as
the essential characteristic of modern legal development that, in contrast
to such cases, the mooem state guarantees only claims on concrete usable
goods or labor services. Besides, so"called "free competition" finds its legal
expression in this very fact. Yet, although such "opportunities" have re
mained objects of economic exchange even without legal protection.
against third parties, the absence of legal guaranties has nevertheless far
reaching economic consequences. But from the point of view of economics
and sociology it remains a fact that, on general prinCiple, at least, the
interference of legal guaranties merely increases the degree of certainty
with which an economically relevant action can be calculated in advance.

The legal regulation of a subject J1].atter has never been carried out
in alI its implications anywhere. This would require the availability of
some human agency which in every case of the kind in question would
be regarded as being capable of determining, in accordance with some
conceived norm, what ought to be done "by law." We shall by-pass here
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the interaction between consociation and legal order: as we have seen
elsewhere, any rational consociation, and therefore, any order of sO'
cial and consensual action is posterior in this respect. Nor shall we
discuss here the proposition that the development of social and consensual
action continually creates entirely new situations and raises problems
which can be solved hy the accepted norms or by the usual logic of
jurisprudence only in appearance or by spurious reasoning (d. in this
respect the thesis of the "free-law" movement).,

We are concerned here with a more basic problem: his a fact that
the most "fundamental" questions often are left unregulated by law
even in legal orders which are otherwise thoroughly rationalized. Let us
illustrate tIoVO specific types of this phenomenon:

(I) A "constitutional" monarch dismisses his responsible minister and
fails to replace him by any new appointee so that there is nO one to
countersign his acts. What is to be done "by law" in such a situation?
This question is not regulated in any constitution anywhere in the
world. What is clear is no more than that certain acts of the government
cannot be "validly" taken.

(2) Most constitutions equally omit consideration of the following
question: What is to be done when those parties whose agreement is neces
sary for the adoption of the budget are unable to reach an agreement?

The first problem is described by ]ellinek as "moot" for all practical
purposes. '3 He is right. What is of interest to us is just to know why it
is "moot." The second type of "constitutional gap," on the other hand,
has become very practical, as is well known.H If we understand "con-'
stitution," in the sociological sense, as the modus of distribution of power
which determines the possibility of regulating social action, we may,
indeed, venture the proposition that any community's constitution in the
sociological sense is determined by the fact of where tlnd how its con
stitution in the juridkal sense contains such "gaps," especially with re
gard to basic questions. At times such gaps of the second type have been
left intentionally where a constitution was rationally enacted by con
sensus or imposition. Thi,s was done simply because the interested party
or parties who exercised the decisive influence on the drafting of the
constitution in question expected that he or they would ultimately have
sufficient power to control, in accordance with their own desires, that
portion of social action which, while lacking a basis in any enacted nonn,
yet had to be carried on somehow. Returning to our illustration: they
expected to govern without a budget.

Gaps of the first type mentioned above, on the other hand, usually
remain open for another reason: Experience seems to teach convincingly
that the self-interest of the party or pi'lrties concewed (in our_example,
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of the monarch) will at all times suffice so to condition his way of acting
that the "absurd" though legally possible situation (in our example, the
lack of a responsible minister) will never occur. Despite the "gap," gen
eral consensus considers it as the unquestionable "duty" of the monarch
to appoint a minister. As there are legal consequences attached to this
duty, it is to be considered as an "indirectly guaranteed. legal obligation."
Such ensuing legal conseguences are: the impossibility of executing cer
tain acts in a valid manner, i.e., of attaining the possibility of having them
guaranteed through the coercive apparatus. But for the rest, it is not estab
lished, either by law or convention, what is to be done to carry on the
administration of the state in case the ruler should not fulfill this duty;
and since this case has never occurred thus far, there is no custom either
which could become the source for a decision. This situation constitute:
a striking illustration of the fact that law, convention, and custom are
by no means the only forces to be counted on as guarantee for such con
duct of another person as is expected of, promised by, or otherwise re
garded as due from, him. Beside and above these, there is another force
,to be reckoned with: the other person's self-interest in the continuation
of a certain consensual action as such. The certainty with which the
monarch's compliance with an assumedly binding duty can be anticipated
is no doubt greater, but only by a matter of degree, than the certainty
if we may return now to our previous example-with which a partner
to an exchange counts, and in the case of continued intercourse, may
continue to count, upon the other party's conduct to confonn with his
own expectations. This certainty exists even though the transaction in
q'.lestion may lack any nonnative regulation or coercive guaranty.

\Vhat is relevant here is merely the observation that the legal as well
as the conventional regulation of consensual or rationally regulated action
may be, as a matter of principle, incomplete and, under certain circum
stances, win be so guitc consciously. While the orientation of social action
to a norm is constitutive of consociation in any and every case, the co
ercive apparatus does not have this function with regard to the totality
of all stable and institutionally organizational action. If the absurd case
of illustration (i) were to occur, it would certainly set legal specula
tion to work immediately and then perhaps,.a conventional, or even legal,
regulation would come into existence. But in the meantime the problem
would already have been actually solved by some social or consensual or
rationally regulated action the details of which would depend upon the
nature of the concrete situation. Nonnative regulation is one important
causal component of consensual action, but it is not, as claimed by
Stamniler, its universal "form."

For a discipline such as sociology, which searches for empirical
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regularities and types, the legal guarantees and their underlying norma·
rive conceptions are of interest both as consequences and as causes or con
comitant causes of certain regularities of human action which are as
such directly relevant to sociology, or of regularities of natural occurrences
engendered by human action which as such are indirectly relevant to
sociology.

Factual regularities of conduct ("customs") can, as we have seen,
become the source of rules for conduct ("conventions," "law"). The
reverse, however, may be equally true. Regularities may be produced by
legal nonns, acting by themselves or in combination with other factors.
This applies not only to those regularities which directly realize the.
content of the legal norm in question, but equally to regularities of a
different kind. The fact that an official, for example, goes to his office
regularly every day is a direct consequence of the order contained in a
legal norm which is accepted as "valid" in practice. On the other hand,
the fact that a traveling salesman of a factory visits the retailers regularly
each year~for the solicitation of orders is only an indirect effect of legal
norms, viz., of those which permit free competition for customers and
thus necessitate that they be wooed. The fact that fewer children die
when nursing mothers abstain from work as a result of a legal or con
ventional "norm" is certainly a consequence of the validity of that norm.
Where it is an enacted legal norm, this result has certainly been one of
the rationally conceived ends of the creators of that norm; but it is ob
vious that they can decree only the abstention from work and not the
lower death rate. Even with regard to directly commanded or prohibited
conduct, the practical effectiveness of the validity of a coercive nonn
is obviously problematic. Observance follows to an "adequate" degree,
but never without exceptions. Powerful interests may indeed induce a
situation in which a legal norm is violated, without ensuing punishment,
not only in isolated instances, but p~evalently and permanently, in spite
of the coercive apparatus on which the "validity" of the norm is founded.
When such a situation has become stabilized and when, accordingly,
prevailing practice rather than the pretense of the written law has become
normative of conduct in the conviction of the participants, the guarantee
ing coercive power will ultimately cease to compel conduct to conform

. to the latter. In such case, the legal theorist speaks of "derogation through
customary law."
. '. "Valid" legal norms, which are guaranteed by the coercive apparatus

of the political authority, and conventional rules may also coexist, how
ever, in a state of chro.lic con8ict. We have observed such a situation
in the case of the duel, where private revenge has been transformed by
convention. And while it is not at all unusual that legal norms are ra-
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tionally enacted with the purpose of changing existing "customs" and
conventions, the normal development is more usually as follows: a legal
order is empirically "valid" owing not so much to the availability of
coercive guaranties as to its habituation as "usage" and its "routinization."
To this should be added the pressure of convention which, in most cases,
disapproves any Hagrant deviation from conduct corresponding to that
oroer.

For the legal theorist the (ideological) validity of a legal norm is
conceptually the prius. Conduct which is not directly regulated by law
is regarded by him as legally "permitted" and thus equally affected. by
the legal order, at least ideologically. For the sociologist, on the other
hand, the legal, and particularly the rationally enacted, regulation of
conduct is empirically only one of the factors motivating social action;
moreover, it is a factor which usually appears late in history and whose
effectiveness varies greatly. The beginnings of actual regularity and
"usage," shrouded in darkness everywhere, are attributed by the soci
ologist, as we have seen, to the instinctive habituation of a pattern of
oo,nduct which was "adapted" to given necessities. At least initially, this
pattern of conduct was neither conditioned nor changed by an enacted
norm. The increasing intervention of enacted. norms is, from our point of
view, only one of the components, however characteristic, of that process
of rationalization and association whose growing penetration into all
spheres of social action we shan have to trace as a most essential dynamic
factor in development.

4· Summary of the Most General Relations Between Law
and Economy

In sum, we can say about the most general relationships between
law and economy, which alone concern us here, the following:

(r) Law (in the sociological sense) guarantees by no means only
economic interests but rather the most diverse interests ranging from the
most elementary one of protection of personal security to such purely
ideal goods as personal honor or the honor of the divine powers. Above
all, it guarantees political, ecclesiastical, familial, and other positions of.
authority as well as positions of social preeminence of any kind which
may indeed be economically conditioned or economically relevant in the
most diverse ways. but which are neither economic in themselves nor
sought for preponderantly economic ends.

(2.) Under certain conditions a "legal order" can remain unchanged
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while economic relations are undergoing a radical transformation. In
theory, a socialist system of production ~ould ·be brought about without
the change of even a single paragraph of our laws, simply by the gradual,
free contractual acquisition of all the means of production by the p0
litical authority. This example is extreme; but, for the purpose of theo
retical speculation, extreme examples are most useful. Should such a
situation ever come about-which is most unlikely, though theoretically
not unthinkable-the legal order would still be bound to apply its co
ercive machinery in case its aid were invoked for the enforcement of
those obligations which are characteristic of a productive system based
on private property. Only, this case would never occur in fact. 15

(3) T} e legal status of a matter may be basically different according
to the point of view of the legal system from which it is considered.
But such differences [of legal classification] need not have any relevant
economic consequences provi&~d only that on those points which gener
ally are relevant economically, the practical effects are the same for the
interested parties. This not only is possible, but it actually happens
Widely, although it must be conceded that any variation of legal classifica
tion may engender some economic consequences somewhere. Thus totally

.. different forms of action would have been applicable in Rome depending
on whether the "lease" of a mine were to be regarded legally as a lease
in the strict sense of the tenn, or as a purc.Q.ase. But the practical effects of
the difference for economic life would certainly have been very slight.l6

(4) Obviously, legal guaranties are directly at the service of economic
interests to a very large extent. E*en where this does not seem to be, or
actually is not, the case, economic interests are among the strongest fac·
tors influencing the creation of law. For, any authority guaranteeing a
legal order depends, in some way, upon the consensual action of the
constitutive social groups, and the formation of social groups depends, to
a large extent, upo:l constellations of material interests.

(5) Onlya limited measure of success can be attained through the
threa-t of coercion supporting the legal order. This applies especially to

the economic sphere, owing to a number of external circumstances as
.well as to its own peculiar nature. It would be quibbling, however, to
assert that law cannot "enforce" any particular economic conduct, on the
ground that we would have to say, with regard to all its means of co
ercion, that coactus tamen voluit ("Although coerced, it was still his
will.") For this is true, without exception, of all coercion which does
not treat the person to be coerced Simply as an inanimate object. Even
the most drastic means of coercion and punishment are bound to fail
where the subjects remain recalcitrant. In many spheres such a situation
would always mean that the participants have not been educated to
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acquiescence. Such education to acquiescence in the law of the time and
place has, as a general rule, incr~ased with growing pacification. Thus it
should seem that the chances of enforcing economic conduct would have
increased, too. Yet, the power of law over economic conduct has in many
respects grown weaker rather than stronger as compared with earlier
conditions. The effectiveness of maximum price regulations, for example,
has always been precarious, but under present-day conditions they have
an even smaller chance of success than ever before.

Thus the measure of possible influence on economic activity is not
simply a function of the general level of acquiescence towards legal co
ercion. The limits of the actual success of legal coercion in the economic
sphere rather arise fro.n two main sources. One is constituted by the
limitations of the economic capacity of the persons affected. There are
limits not only to the stock itself of available goods, but also to the way
in which that stock can possibly be used. For the patterns of use and
of relationship among the various economi~ units are determined by habit
and can be adjusted to heteronomous norms, if at all, only by difficult
reorientations of all economic dispositions, and hardly without losses,
which means, never without frictions. These difficulties increase with the
degree of development and universality of a particular form of consensual
action, namely, the interdependence of the individual economic unirs in
the market, and, consequently, the dependence of everyone upon the
conduct of others. The second source of the limitation of successful legal
coercion in the economic sphere lies in the relative proportion of strength
of private economic interests on the one hand and interests promoting
conformance to the rules of law on the other. The inclination to forego
economic opportunity simply.in order to act legally is obviously slight,
unless circumvention of the formal law is strongly disapproved by a
powerful convention, and such a situation is not likely to arise where the
interests affected by a legal ,innovation are widespread. Besides, it is often
not difficult to disguise the circumvention of a law in the economic
sphere. Quite particularly insensitive to legal influence are, as experience
has shown, those effects which derive directly from the ultimate sources
of economic action, such as the estimates of economic value and the
formation of prices. This applies particularly to those situations where the
determinants in production and consumption do not lie within a com
pletely transparent and directly manageable complex of consensual con
duct. It is obvious, besides, that those who continuously operate in the
market have a far greater rational knowledge of the market and interest
situation than the legislators and enforcement officers whose interest is
only formal. In an economy based on all-embracing interdependence on
the market the possible and unintended repercussions of a legal measure
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must to a large extent escape the foresight of the legislator simply because
they depend upon private interested parties. It is those private interested
parties who are in a position to distort the intended meaning of a legal
norm to the point of turning it into its very opposite, as has often hap
pened in the past. In view of these difficulties, the extent of factual im·
pact of the law on economic qmduct cannot be determined generally,
but must be calculated for each particular case. It belongs thus to the
field of case studies in social economics. In general, no more can be as
serted than that, from a purely theoretical point of view, the complete
monopolization of a market, which entails a far greater perspicuity of the
situation, technically facilitates the control by law of that particular sec
tor of the economy. If it, nevertheless, does not always in fact increase
the opportunities for such control, this result is usually due either to legal
particularism arising from the existence of competing political associa
tions, or to the power of the private interests amenable to the monop
olistic control and thus resisting the enforcement of the law.

(6) From the purely theoretical point of view, legal guaranty by the
state is not indispensable to any basic economic phenomenon. The pro-

, tection of property, for example, can be provided by the mutual aid s~
tern of kinship groups. Creditors' rights have sometimes been protected
more efficiently by a religious community's threat of excommunication
than by political bodies. "Money," too, has existed in almost all of its
forms, without the state's guaranty of its acceptability as a means of pay
ment. Even "chartal" money, i.e., money which derives its character as
means of payment from the marking of pieces rather than from their
substantive content, is conceivable without the guaranty by the state.
Occasionally chartal money of non-state origin appeared even in spite of
the existence of an apparatus of legal coercion by the state; the ancient
Babylonians, for instance, did not have "coins" in the sense of a means
of payment constituting legal tender by proclamation of the political
authority, but contracts were apparently in use under which payment
was to be made in pieces of a fifth of a shekel designated as such by the
stamp of a certain "firm" (as we would say).l1 There was thus lacking
any guaranty "proclaimed" by the state; .the chosen unit of value was
derived, not from the state, but from private contract. Yet the means of
payment was "chartal" in character, and the state guaranteed coercively
the concrete deal.

Conceptually the "state" thus is not indispensable to any economic
activity. But an economic system, especially of the modem type, could
certainly not exist without a legal order with very special features which
could not develop except in the frame of a public legal order. Present-day
economic life rests on opportunities lIcquired through contracts. It is
true, the private interests in the obligations of contract, and the common
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interest otall prop~rty holders in the mutual protection of property are
,still considerable, and individuals are still markedly influenced by con·
venlian and custom even today. Yet, the influence of these factors has
declined due to the disintegration of tradition, i.e., of the tradition·
determined relationships as well as of the belief in their sacredness.
Furthermore, class interests have come to diverge more sharply from
one another than ever before. The tempo of modem business communica
tion requires a promptly and predictably functioning legal system, i.e.,
one which is guaranteed by the strongest coercive power. Finally, modem
economic life by its very nature has destroyed those other associations
which used to be the bearers of law and thus of legal guaranties. This
has been the result of the development of the market. The universal
predominance of the market consociation requires on the one hand a legal
system the functioning of which is calculable in accordance with rational
rules. On the other hand, the constant expansion of the market, which
we shall get to know as an inherent tendency of the market consociation,
has favored the monopolization 'and regulation of all "legitimate" coercive
power by one universalist coercive institutio~ through the disintegration
of all particularist status-determined and other coercive structures which
have been resting mainly on economic monopolies.

NOTES

Unless otherwise indicated, notes are by Rheinstein. For full references of
works mentioned, see Sociology of Law, ch. VIII:i, n. I.

I. Legal dogmatics (dogmatische Rechtswissenschaft)-the tenn frequently
used in German to mean the legal science of the law itself as distinguished from
such ways of looking upon law from the outside as philosophy, history, or soci·
ology of law.

2.. See now Part One, ch. I: 5, but the reference is presumably to "Some Cate-
gories of Interpretive Sociology," GAzW 443. (R)

3. See or. cit., 445, 447f., 466. (R)
4. Cf. below, ch. VIII:v:8.
5. This is an early formulation of the relationship between usage, custom,

interest constellation, law and convention, repeated in Part 1, sec. 4--6. (R)
6. Cf.below,ch.VHl:iii:l.
7. Cf.PartTwo,ch.IV:2..(W)
8. Willy Hellpach (1877-1955), professor of medicine, known by his

highly original investigations on the inBuet1ce of meteorological and geographic
phenomena upon the mind. See his "Die geistigen Epidemien," Die GeseUschaft,
XI,1906...

9. Cf. German Civil Oxie, Sec. 138: "A transaction which is contrary to
good morals is void"; Sec. 826: "One who causes harm to another intentionally
and iri a manner which is against good morals, has to compensate the other for
such harm."

10. The "courts of love" (cours d'amour) belonged to the amusements of p0
lite society at the high period of chivalry and the troubadours (twelfth to thiI-
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teenth century). They are reporred to have consisted of cirtles of ladies who were
organized in the way of courts and rendered judgments and opinions in matters
of courtly love and manners. They flourished in southern France, especially Pro
vence, where they,came to an end with the collapse of Proven~al society in the
"crusade" against the Albigensian heretics. In the late Middle Ages, a brilliant
court of love is reported to have flourished for some years at the Burgundian
court, d. HUIZINGA, WANINC OF THE MIDDLE ACES (1924), C. 8, p. 103. On
the courts of love in general, see CAPEPICUE, LEs COUll.S D'AMOUR (1863);
R."JNA, Li;i CORTI D'AMORE (1890); and the article by F. Bonnardot in 2. LA
GRANDE ENCYCLOPEDIE 805, with further literature.

I I. Rudolf Stammler, Wirtschaft und Recht nach der materialistischen Ce·
schichtsauffassu,!& (1896), 12.

12. Joh. Gottlieb Fichte, DeT geschlossene Handelsstaat (1800), Bk. I, c. 7.
13. GRSETZ UND VERORDNUNG (1887) 295; VERFASSUNCSANDERUNC U~D

VERFASSUNCSWANDEL (1906) 43. .
14. The situation arose in Prussia when the predominantly liberal Diet early

in 1860 refused to pass Bismarck's budget because of its disapproval of his policy
of annaments (so-called Era of Conflict or Konfli1ttsperiode). In Austria, too, Par
liament (Reichsrat) repeatedly was ul)able to reach agreement on a budget during
that period of conflic-t between the several ethnic groups of-the Monarchy which
preceded the outbreak of World War 1.

15. The nonns of the legal order existing before the total socialization took
place could also be applied after its occurrence, if legal title to the various means
of production were to be ascribed not to one single, central public authority but
to formally autonomous public institutions or corporations which are to regulate
their relationships to each other by contractual transactions, subject to the direc
tions of, and conrrol by, the central planning authority. Such a situadon does in
deed exist in the Soviet Union. Cf. H. J. BERMAN, JUSTICE IN RUSSIA (1950),
and review by Rheinstein (1951) 64 H"'RV. L. REV. 1387.

16. Cf. in American law the controversy as to the correct legal classification
of a mining or oil and gas lease: does the transaction create a profit a prendre, or
does it give to the "lessee" the title to the minerals, or does it result in the erea-,
tion of a leasehold interest in the strict sense of the term~ As in Rome, the
"proper" classification may be relevant in some practical respect as, for instance,
with regard to the <juestion of whether, in the case of the death of the lessee--
if he should ever be an individuaI!-his interest descends as real, or is to be dis·
tributed as personal, property. In the fonner case it would, ordinarily, not be
touched for the payment of debts of the deceased until all the personal property
has been exhausted; in the latter, the '1ease" would be immediately available for
the creditors along with the other "personal" assets of the decedent. But, by and
large, the economic situation is one and the same whichever of the various legal
classifications is applied.

17. No reference to a pr9;ctice of the kind mentioned could be located ex
cept the following passage in B. MAISSNER, BABYLONmN UND ASSYRmN (1920)
356; "As one <:auld not generally rely upon the weight and fineness of the silver
and thus had to check (xdtu), one preferred to receive silver bearing a stamp
(1tanku) by which the weight and fineness would be guaranteed. In contracts
from the period of the first Babylonian dynasty we find shekels mentioned 'with
a stamp'(?) of Babylon (Vorderasiatische Bibliothek VI, No. 217, 15) or shekels
'from the city of Zahan' or 'from Grossippar' (Brit. Mus. Cuneiform Tablets IV,
47, 19a)."
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CHAPTER II
THE ECONOMIC

RELATIONSHIPS OF

ORGANIZED GROUPS

I. Economic Action and Economically Active Groups

Most social groups engage in economic activities. Contrary to an un
suitable usage, we shall not consider every instrumental (zweckrationale)
action as economic. Thus, praying for a spiritual good is not an economic
act, even though it may have a definite purpose according to some re
ligious'doctrine. We also shall not include every economizing activity,
neither intellectual. economizing in cQncept formation nor an esthetic
"economy of means"; artistic creations are often the highly unprofitable
outcome of ever-renewed attempts at simplification. Just as little is the
mete adherence to the technical maxim of the "optimum"-the rela
tively greatest result with the least expenditure of means-an economic
act; rather, it is a matter of purpose-rational technique. We shall speak
bf economic action only if the satisfaction of a need depends, in the
actor's judgment, upon relatively scarce resources and a limited number
of possible actions, and if this state of affairs evokes ~pecific reactions.

. Decisive for such rational action is, of course, the fact that this scarcity is
subjectively presumed and that action is oriented to it.

We will not deal here with any detailed "casuistry" and terminology.
However, we will distinguish two types of economic action: (!) The
first is the satisfaction of one's own wants, which may be of any conceiv
able kind, ranging from focxl to religious edification, if there is a scarcity
of goods and services in relation to demand. It is conventional to think
particularly of everyday needs-the so-called material needs-when the
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term "economy" is used, However, prayers and masses too may become
economic objects if the persons qualified to say them are in short supply
and can only be secured for a price, just like the daily bread. Bushmen
drawings, to which a high artistic value is often attributed, are not
eronomic objects, not even products of labor in the economic sense, yet
artistic products that are rated much lower become economic objects if
they are relatively scarce. (2) The second type of economic action con~

('ems profit-making by controlling and disposing of scarce goods.
Social action (soziales Handeln) may be related to the economy in

diverse ways.l
RationaIly controlled action (Gesellschaftshandeln) may be oriented,

in the actor's eyes, to purely economic resuIts~want satisfaction or
profit-making. In this case an "economic group" comes into being. How·
ever, rationally controlled action may use economic operations as a means
fot achieving different goals. In this case we have a "group with second
ary economic interests" (wirtschaftende Gemeinschaft). Social action
may also combine economic and non-economic goals, or none of these
cases may occur. The dividing line between groups with primary and
secondary economic interests is Buid. Strictly speaking, the first state of
affairs prevails only in those groups that strive for profit by taking advan·
tage of scarcity conditions, that is, profit+making enterprises, for all
groups oriented merely toward want satisfaction resort to economic action
only so far as the relation of supply and demand makes it necessary. In
this regard, there is no difference between the economic activities of a
family, a charitable endowment, a military administration, or an associa- ,
tion for joint forest clearing or hunting. To be sure, there seems to be a
difference between sodal action that comes into being essentially for the 1
sake of satisfying economic demands, as in the case of forest dearing,
and action with goals (such as military training) that necessitates eco-
nomic activities merely -because of scarcity conditions. But in reality this
distinction is very tenuous and can be dearly drawn only to the extent
that social action would remain the same in the absence of any scarcity,

Social action that constitutes a group neither with primary nor
secondary economic interests may in various respects he influenced by
scarcity factors and to that extent be economically determined. Con
versely, such action may also determine the nature and course of eco
nomic activities. Most of the time both inBuences are at work. Social
action unrelated to either of the two groups is not unusual. Eyery joint
walk may be an example. Groups that are economically unimportant are
'luite frequent. However, a special case of economically relevant groups
consists of those whose nmms regulate the e~onomic behavior of the
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participants but whose organs do not continuously direct economic activi
ties through immediate participation, concrete instructions or injunc
tions: The',e are" "regulatory groups." lbey include all kinds of political
and many religious groups, and numerous others, among them those
associated specifically for the sake of economic regulation (such as co
operatives of fishermen or peasants).

As we have said, groups that are not somehow economically deter
mined are extremely rare. However, the degree of this influence varies
widely and, above all, the economic determination of social action is
ambiguous--eontrary to the assumption of so-called historical material
ism. Phenomena that mus~ be treated as constants in economic analysis are
very often compatible wfth significant structural variations-from a
sociological viewpoint-among the groups that comprise them or coexist
with them, including groups with primary and secondary economic in
terests. Even the assertion that social structures and the economy are
"fu;;'ctionaIly" related is a biased view, which cannot be justified as an

, historical generalization, if an unambiguous interdependence is assumed,
For the forms of social action follow "laws of their .own," as we shall see
time and again, and even apart from this fact, they.may in a given case
always be co-determined by other than economic causes. However, at
some point economic conditions .tend to become causally important, and
often decisive, for almost all social groups, at least those which have
major cultural significance; conversely, the economy is usually also in
fluenced by the autonomous structure of social action within which it
exists. No significant generalization can be made as to when and how
this will occur. However, we can generalize about the degree of elective
affinity between concrete structures of. social action and concrete fonns
of economic organization,; that means, we can state in general tenns
whether they further or impede or exclude one another-whether they
are "adequate" or "inadequate" in relation to one another, We will have
to deal frequently with such relations of adequacy. Moreover, at least
some generalization can be advanced about the manner in which eco
nomic interests tend to result in social action of a certain type.

2. Open and Closed Economic Relationships

One frequent economic determinant is the competition for a liveli
hood--offices, clients and other remunerative opportunities. When the
number of competitors increases in relation to the profit span, the partic-
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ipants become inteIested in curbing competition. Usually one group of
competitors takes some externally identifiable characteristic of another
group of (actual or potential) competitors-race, language, religion, local
or social origin, descent, residence, etc.-as a pretext for attempting their
exlusion. It does not matter which characteristic is chosen in the indi
vidual case: whatever suggests itself most easily is seized upon. Such
group action may provoke a corresponding reaction on the part of those
against whom it is directed. .

In spite of their continued competition against one another, the
jointly acting competitors now fonn an "interest group" toward outsiders;
there is a growing tendency to set up some kind of association with
rational regulations; if the monopolistic interests persist, the time comes
when the competitors, or another group whom they can influence (for
example, a political community), establish a legal order that limits com~

petition through formal monopolies; from then on, certain persons are
available as "organs" to protect the monopolistic practices, if need be.
with force. 'In such a case, the interest group has developed into a
"legally privileged group" (Rechtsgemeinschaft) and the participants
have become "privileged members" (Rechtsgenossen). Such closure, as
we want to call it, is an ever-recurring process; it is the source of property
in land as well as of all guild and other group monopolies.

The tendency toward the monopolization of specific, usually eco
nomic opportunities is always the driving force in such cases as: "co
operative organization," which always means closed monopolistic groups,
for example, of fishermen taking their name from a certain fishing area;,
the establishment of an association of engineering graduates, which seeks
to secure a legal, or at least factual, monopoly over certain positions;2
the exclusion of outsiders from sharing in the fields and commons of a
Village; "patriotiC" associations of shop clerks;8 the ministeriales, knights,
university graduates and craftsmen of a given region or locality, ex
soldiers entitled to civil service positions-all these groups first engage in
some joint action (Gemeinschaftshcmdeln) and later perhaps an explicit
association. This monopolization is directed against competitors who
share some positive or negative characteristics; its purpose is always the
closure of social and economic opportunities to outsiders, Its extent may
vary Widely, espeCially so far as the group member shares in the appor
tionment of monopolistic advantages, These may remain open to all
monopoly holders, who can therefore freely compete with one another;
witness the holders of occupational patents (graduates entitled to certain
positions or master-craftsmen privileged with regard to customers and
the employment of apprentices). However, such opportunities may also
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be "dosed" to insiders. This can be done in various ways: (a) Positions
may be rotated: the short-run appointment of some holders of office
benefices had this purpose; (b) Grants may be revocable, such as the
individual disposition over fields in a strictly organized rural commune,
for example, the Russian mir;i (c) Grants may be for life, as is the rule
for all prebends, offices, monopolies of master-craftsmen, rights in using
the commons, and originally also for the apportionment of fields in most
village communes; (d) The member and his heirs may get definite
grants with the stipulation that they cannot be given to others or only
to group members: witness the f(A~PO~ (the warriOr prebend of An
tiquity), the service fiefs of the ministeriales, and monopolies on heredi
tary offices and crafts; (e) Finally, only the number of shares may be
limited, but the holder may freely dispose of his own without the
knowledge or permission of the other group members, as in a stock
holding company. These different stages of internal closure will be called
stages in the appropriation of the social and economic opportunities that

, have been monopolized by the group.
If the appropriated monopolistic opportunities are released for ex

change outside the group, thus becoming completely "free" property,
the old monopolistic association is doomed. Its remnants are the ap
propriated powers of disposition which appear on the market as "acquired
rights" of individuals. For all property in natural resources developed
historically out of the gradual appropriation of the monopolistic shares
of group members. In contrast to the present, not only concrete goods
but also social and economic opportunities of all kinds were the object of
appropriation. Of course, manner, degree, and ease of the appropriation
vary widely with the technical nature of the object and of the opportuni
ties, which may lend themselves to appropriation in very different
degrees. For example, a person subsisting by, or gaining an income
from, the cultivation of a given field is bound to a concrete and clearly
delimited material object, but this is not the case with customers. Appro
priation is not motivated by the fact that the object produces a yield
only through amelioration, hence that to some extent it is the product
of the user's labOr, for this is even mOre true of an acquired clientele,
although in a different manner; rather, customers cannot be "registered"
as easily as real estate. It is quite natural that the extent of an appropria
tion depends upon such differences among objects. Here, however, we
want to emphasize that the process is in principle the same in both
cases, even though the pace of appropriation may vary: monopolized
social and economic opportunities are "dosed" even to insiders. Hence,
groups differ in varying degrees with regard to external or internal
"openness" or "closure."
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3. Group Structures and Economic Interests: Monopolist
versus Expansionist Tendencies

This monopolistic tendency takes on specific forms when groups are
formed by persons with shared qualities acquired through upbringing,
apprenticeship and training. These characteristics may be economic
qualifications of some kind, the holding of the same or of similar offices,
a knightly or ascetic way of life, etc. If in such a case an association re
sults from social action, it tends toward the guild. Fun members make a
vocation out of monopolizing the disposition of spiritual, intellectual.
social and economic goods, duties and positions. Only those are admitted
to the unrestricted practice of the vocation who (!) have completed a
novitiate in o;der to aquire the proper training, (2) have proven their
qualification, and (3) sometimes have passed through further waiting
periods and met additional requirements. This development follows a
typical pattern in groups ranging from the juvenile student fraternities,
through knightly associations and craft-guilds, to the qualifications re
quired of the modern officials and employees. It is true that the interest
in guaran'.eeing an efficient performance may everywhere have some
importance; the participants may desire it for idealistic or materialistic
reasons in spite of their possibly continuing competition with one an
other.: local craftsmen may desire it for the sake of their business reputa
tion, ministeriales and knights of a given association for the sake of their
professional reputation and also their own military security, and ascetic
groups for fear that the gods and demons may turn their wrath against,
all members because of faulty manipulations. (For example, in almost
all primitive tribes, persons who sang falsely during a ritual dance were
originally slain in expiation of such an offense.Y But normally this con
cern for efficient performance recedes behind the inter~st in limiting the
supply of candidates for the benefices and honors of a given occupation.
The novitjates, waiting periods, masterpieces and other demands, par
ticularly the expensive entertainment of group members, are more often
economic tnan profeSSional tests of qualification.

Such monopolistic tendencies 'and similar economic considerations
have often played a significant role in impeding the expansion of a
group. For example, Attic democracy increasingly sought to limit the
number of those who could share in the advantages of citizenship, and
thus limited its own political expansion. The Quaker propaganda was
brought to a standstill by an ultimately similar constellation of economic
interests. The Islamic missionary ardor, originally a religious obligation,
found its limits in the conquering warriors' desire to have a non-Islamic,
and hence underprivileged, population that could provide for the rnainte-
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nance of the privileged believers-the type case for many similar phe
nomena.

On the other hand, it is a typical occurrence that individuals live
by representing group interests or, in some other maImer, ideologically
or economically from the existence of a group. Hence social action may
be propagated, perpetuated and transformed into an association in cases
in which this might not have happened otherwise. This "kind of interest
may have the most diverse intellectual roots: In the 19th century the
Romantic ideologists and their epigoni awakened numerous declining
language groups of "interesting" peoples to the purposive cultivation of
their language. German secondary and university teachers helped save
small Slavic language groups, about wham they felt the intellectual need
to write books.

However, such purely ideological group existence is a less effective
lever than economic interest. If a group pays somebody to act as a con
tinuous and deliberate "organ" of their common interests, or if such
interest representation pays in other respects, an association comes into
being that provides a strong guarantee for the continuance of concerted
action under all circumstances. Henceforth, some persons are profes
sionally interested in the retention of the existing, and the recruitment
of new, members. It does not matter here whether they are paid to
represent (hidden or naked) sexual interestsU or other "non-material" or,
finally, economic interests (trade unions, management associations and
similar organizations), whether they are public speakers paid by the
piece or salaried secretaries. The pattern of intermittent and irrational
action is replaced by a systematic rational "enterprise," which continues
to function long after the original entl:msiasm of the participants for their
ideals has vanished.

In various ways capitalist interests proper may have a stake in the
propagation of certain group activities. For example, [in Imperial Ger
manyJ the owners of German "Gothic" type fonts want to preserve this

. "patriotic" kind of lettering [instead of using Latin Antiqua]; similarly,
innkeepers who permit Social Democratic meetings even though their
premises are kept off limits for military personnel have a stake in the
size of the party's membership. Everybody can think of many examples
of this type for every kind of social action.

Whether we deal with employees or capitalist employers, all these
instances of economic interest have one feature in common: The interest
in the substance of the shared ideals necessarily recedes behind the in
terest in the persistence or propaganda of the group, irrespective of the
content of its activities. A most impressive example is the complete dis
appearance of ideological substance in the American parties,. but the
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greatest example, of course, is the age-old connection between capitalist
interests and the expansion of political communities. On the one hand,
these communities can exert an extraordinary influence on the ·economy,
on the other they can extract tremendous revenues, so that the capitalist
interests can profit most from them: directly by rendering paid services
or making advances on expected revenues, and indirectly through the
exploitation of objects within the realm·of the political community. In
Antiquity and at the beginning of modern history the focus of capitalist
acquisition centered on such politically determined "imperialist" profits,
and today again capitalism moves increasingly in this direction. Every
expansion of a country's power sphere increases the profit potential of
the respective capitalist interests.

These economic interests, which favor the expansion of a group,
.may not only be counteracted by the monopolistic tendencies discussed
above, but also by other economic interests that originate, in a group's
closure and exclusiveness, We have already stated in general terms that
voluntary organizations tend to transcend their rational primary purpose
and to create relationships among the participants that may have quite
different goals: As a rule, an overarching communal relationship Cuber
greifende Vergemeinschaftung) attaches itself to the association eVer
gesellschaftung). Of course, this is not always true; it occurs only in cases
in which social action presupposes some personal, not merely business,
contacts. For example, a person can acquire stocks irrespective of his
personal qualities, merely by virtue of an economic transaction, and gen
erally without the knowledge and consent of the other stockholders. A
similar orientation prevails in all those associations that make member
ship dependent upon a purely formal condition or achievement and do
not examine the individual himself. This occurs very often in certain
purely economic groups and also in some voluntary political organiza
tions; in gen~raI, this orientation is everywhere the more likely, the more
rational and specialized the group purpose is, However, there are many
associations in which admission presupposes, expressly or silently, quali
fications and in which those overarching communal relationships arise.
This, of course, happens particularly when the members make admission
dependent upon an investigation and approval of the candidate's personal
qualities. At Iea"st as a rule, the candidate is scrutinized not only with
regard to his usefulness for the organization hut also "existentially," with
regard to personal characteristics esteemed by the members.

We cannot classify here the various mooes of association according
to the degree of their exclusiveness. It suffices w say that such selectness
exists in associations of the most diverse kinds. Not only a religious sect,
but also a social club, for instance, a veterans' association or even a bowl-
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ing club, as a rule admit nobody who is personally objectionable to the
members. This very fact "legitimizes" the new member toward the out·
side, far beyond the qualities that are important to the group's purpose.
Membership provides him with advantageous connections, again far
beyond the specinc goals of the organization. Hence, it is very common
that persons belong to an organization although they are not really in
terested in its purpose, merely for the sake of !.hose economically valuable
legitimations and connections that accrue from membership. Taken by
themselves. these motives may contain a strong incentive for. joining and
hence enlarging the group, but the opposite effect is created by the
members' interest in monopolizing those advantages and in increashg
their economic value through restriction to the smallest possible circle.
The smaller and the more exclusive such a circle is, the higher will be
both the economic value and the social prestige of membership.

Finally, we must briefly deal with another frequent relationship be
tween the economy and group activities: the deliberate offer of economic

, advantages in the interest of preserving and expanding a primarily non
economic group. This happens particularly when several similar groups
compete for membership: witness political parties and religiOUS com
munities. American sects, for instance, arrange artistic, athletic and other
entertainment and lower the conditions for divorced persons remarrying;
the unlimited underbidding of marriage regulations was only recently
curbed by regular cartelization. In addition to arranging excursions and
similar activities. religious and political parties establish youth groups
and women chapters and participate eagerly in purely municipal or other
basically non-political activities, which' enable them to grant economic
favors to Iced private interests. To a very large extent, the invasion of
municipal, co-operative or other agencies by such groups has a direct
economic motivation: it helps them to maintain their functionaries
through office benefices and social status and to shift the operating costs
to these other agencies. Suitable for this purpose are jobs in municipali
ties, producers' and consumers' co-operatives, health insurance funds,
trade' unions and similar organizations; and on a vast scale, of course,
political offices and benefices or other prestigious or remunerative posi
tions that can be secured from the political authorities-professorships
included. If a group is sufficiently large in a system of parliamentary
government, it can procure such support for its leaders and members,
just like the political parties, for which this is essential.

In the present context we want to emphasize only the general fact
that non-economic groups also establish economic organizations, espe
cially for propaganda purposes. Many charitable activities of religious
groups have such a purpose, and this is even more true of the Christian,
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Liberal, Socialist and Patriotic trade unions and mutual benefit funds,
of savings and insurance institutes and, on a massive scale, of the con
sumers' and producers' co-operatives. Some Italian co-operatives, for
instance, demanded,the certification of confession before hinng a worker.
In Germany [before 1918] the Poles organized credit lending, mortgage
payments and farm acguisition in an unusually impressive fashion; dur
ing the Revolution of 1905/6 the various Russian parties immediately
pursued similarly modern policies. Sometimes. commercial enterprises
are established: banks, hotels (like the socialist Hotellerie du Peuple in
Ostende) and even factories «Jlso in Belgium). If this happens. the
dominant groups in a political community, particularly the Civil service,
resort to similar methods in order to stay in power, and organize every
thing from economically advantageous "patriotic" associations and activi
ties to state-controlled loan associations (such as the Preussenkasse). The
technical details of such propagandistic methods do not concern us here.

In this section we merely wanted to state in general terms, and to
illustrate 'with some typical examples, the coexistence and opposition of
expansionist and monopolist economic interests within diverse groups.
We must forego any further details since this would require a special
study of the various kinds of associations. Instead, we must deal brieRy
with the most frequent relationship between group activities and the
economy: the fact that an extraordinarily large number of groups have
secondary economic interests. Nonnally, these groups must have de
veloped some kind of rational association; exceptions are those that
develop out of the household (see ch. IV: 2 below).

4. five Types of Want Satisfaction by Economically
Actire Groups

Social action that has become rational association will have an
established order for want satisfaction if it reguires goods and services
for its operations. In prinCiple, there are five typical ways of securing
these goods :md services-as far as possible, the examples will be taken
from political groups, since they have the most highly developed arrange·
ments

(I) The oikos type with its collective natural economy. The group
members must render fixed personal services, which may he egual for
all or speci<llized (for instance, uniycrsal conscription of all ahle-bodied
men or specialized military duties as craftsmen-(Okonomichand·
werker); moreover, they must meet the material needs by fixed payments
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in kind (for the royal table or the military administration). Thus, these
goocls and services a're not produced for the market but for the group's
collective economy (for instance, <l self-sufficient manorial or royal
household-the pure type of the oikos--or d military administration that
is completely dependent \,Ipon services and payments in kind,as
approximdtely-in ancient Egypt).

(2) Market-oriented assessments that make it possible for a group
to meet its demands by buying equipment and employing workers, of
ficials and mercenaries; these assessments may be compulsory taxes,
regular dues, or fees at certain occasions; they may also' be tributes from
persons who are not otherwise group members, but who (a:) benefit from
cerwin advantages and opportunities (such as a Registry Office for real
estate or some other agency) or physical facilities (such ilS mlds)-tlle
principle involved is that of a compensation for services rendered: fees
in the technical sense; tributes may also be levied on persons who (b)
simply happen to be within the group's power sphere (contributions
from persons who are merely residents, duties from persons and goocls
passing through the group's territory).

(3) Production for the market: an enterprise sells its products and
services and surrenders its profits to the group of which it is a part. The
enterprise may not h;1\'e ;l formal monopoly (witness the PrussiJn See
handlung and the Grande Chartreuse), or it may be of the monopolist
type that has been frequent .in the past and the present (such as the
post office). Obviously, every kind of combination is possible hetween
these three, logically most consistent types. Money may be suhstitutcd
for payments 'in kind, natural products may be sold on the m~Hket,

capital goods may he secured dJrectly by payments in kind or hought
with the help of assessments. As <l rule, the components of these types
arc combined with one ;mother.

(4) The maecenatic t.'"1'c: Voluntary contributions are made by per
sons who em <lfford them and who have m,ltcrial or idcil! intcfesb in the
group, whether or not they are members in other respects. (In the case
of religious and political groups, the typic,Ji forms here arc religious
endowments, political subsidies by big contflGutors, but also the mendi
cant orders <lml the flWho-] valuntnry "gifts" to princes in early
historical times.) There arc no fixed rules and obligutions and no neces
sary connections between contributions and other forms of participation:
the sponsor m,ly n.'mJin completely outside the group.

(5-) Conlrilm/ions and sen,ices linked 10 positive and negatit'c privi
leges. (;,) The positive variant occurs primarily when a cert~lin eco
nomic or social monopoly is guaranteed or, con\'(~rsely, when ('crtlin
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privileged status groups or monopolized groups are completely or partly
exempt. Hence contributions and services are not required according to

general rules from the various property and income strata or the-at least
in pnnciple-freely accessible kinds of property and occupation; rather,
they are required according to the specific economic and political powers
and monopolies that have been granted to an individual or a group by
the larger community. (Examples are Illanorial estates, tax privileges or
special levies for guilds or certain status groups.) The point is that these
demands are rais~d as a correlate of, or compensation for, the guarantee
or appropriation of privileges. Thus, the method of want satisfaction
creates or stabilizes a monopolistic differentiation of the group by virtue
of the closure of the social and economic opportunities granted to its
various strata. An important special case are the many diverse forms of
feudal or patrimonial administration, with their linkage to appropriated
power positions that ·permit the necessary amount of concerted action.
(In the Stiindestaat the prince must meet the costs of government from
his patrimonial possessions, just like the feudal participants in political
or patrimonial power and status, the vassals, ministeriales etc., must use
their own means.) Most of the time, this mooe of want satisfaction in
volves contributions in kind. However, under capitalism analogous phe
nomena may occur: for example, in one way or another, the political
authorities may guarantee a monopoly to a group of entrepreneurs and in
return impose contributions directly or through taxation. This methoo,
which was widespread during the mercantilist era, is presently quite
important again-witness the liquor tax in Germany.7

(b) Want satisfaction through negative privileges is called liturgy:
We speak of class liturgy, if economically costly obligations are tied to a
certain size or amount of property that is not privileged by any monopoly;
at best, those affected can take turns. Examples are the trierarchoi and
choregoi in Athens and the compulsory tax-farmers in the Hellenistic
states. We speak of status liturgy, if the obligations are linked to monop
olistic groups in such a manner that the members cannot withdraw
unilaterally and hence remain collectively liable for satisfying the needs
of the larger political unit. Examples are the compulsory guilds of ancient

.Egypt and late Antiquity; the. hereditary attachment of the Russian
peasant.s to. the vi~l?ge, which i~ collectively liable for taxes; ~he more.or
Ie» smct Immoblhty of colom and peasants throughout hIstory, WIth
their collective liability for paying taxes and, possibly, for providing re
cruits; and the Roman decuriones, who were collectively responsible for
the taxes which they had to levy.

As a rule, the last type (5) of want satisfaction is inherently limited
to compulsory associations, especially the political ones..
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5. Effects of Want Satisfaction and Taxation on
Capitalism and Mercantilism

The various modes of want satisfaction, always the result of struggles
between different interests, often exert a far-reaching influence beyond
their direct purpose. This may lead to a considerable degree of economic
regulation: witness in particular the liturgical modes of want satisfaction.
Even when thh. is not directly the case, these modes may strongly affect
the development and the direction of the economy. For example, status
liturgy greatly contributed to the "closure" of social and economic op
portunities, to the stabilization of status groups, and thus to the elimina
tion of private capital formation. Moreover, if a political community
satisfies its wants by public enterprises or by production for the market,
private capitalism also tends to be eliminated. Monopolistic want satisfac
tion, too, affects private capitalism, but it may stimulate as well as
impede private capital formation. This depends upon the particular
nature of the state-sponsored monopolies. Ancient capitalism was suffo
cated because the Roman empire resorted increasingly to status-liturgy
and partly also to public want satisfaction. Today, capitalist enterprises
run by municipalities or the state in part redirect and in part displace
private capitalism; the fact that the German exchanges have not quoted
rail stocks since the railroads were nationalized is not only important
for their position but also f~r the nature of property formation.~ Private
capitalism is retarded (for example, the growth of private distilleries),
if monopolies ate protected by the state and stabilized with state subsidies
(as in the case of the German liquor tax). Conversely, during the
Middle Ages and in early mooern times, the trade and colonial monop
olies at first facilitated the rise of capitalism, since under the given condi
tions only monopolies provided a sufficient profit span for capitalist
enterprises. But later-in England during the I7th century-these
monopolies impeded capitalist profit interests and provoked so much
hitter opposition that they collapsed. Thus, the effect of tax~based monop

_olies is equivocal. However, clearly favorable to capitalist development
has been want satisfaction through taxation and the market; in the ex
treme case, the open market is used as much as possible for adminis
trative needs, including the recruitment and training of troops by private
entrepreneurs, and all means are secured through tax monies. This
presupposes, of course, a fully developed money economy and also a
strictly rational and efficient administration: a bureaucracy.

This precondition is particularly important with regard to the taxa
tion of personal ("mobile") property, a difficult undertaking everywhere,
especially in a democracy. We must deal brieRy with these difficulties,
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since they have greatly affected the rise of mooem capitalism. Even
where the propertyless strata are dominant, the taxation of personal
property meets certain limits as long as the propertied can freely leave
the com,munity. The degree of mobility depends not only on the relative
importance of membership in this particular community for the proper
tied, but also on the nature of the property. \Vlthin compulsory associa
tions, particularly political communities, all property utilization that is
largely dependent on real estate is stationary, in contrast to personal
property which is either monetary or easily exchangeable. If propertied .".
families leave a community, those staying behind must pay more taxes; !

•in a community dependent on a market economy, and particularly '3

labor market, the have-nots may find their economic opportunities so
much reduced that they will abandon :my feckless Jttempt at tnxing the
h'lves or will even deliberately favor them. Whether this will indeed
happen, depends upon the economic structure of the comn1unity. In
democratic Athens such considerations were outweighed hy the incen
tives for taxing the propertied, since the Atheninn ~tilte lived brgdy
from the tributes of subjects and had an economy in which the bbor
market (in the modern sense of the term) did not yet determine the
class situation of the masses.

Under modem conditions the reverse is usually true. Today com
munities in which the propertyless have seized power are often I'ery
cautious toward the propertied. Municipalities under socialist control,
such as the city of Catania, have attracted factories with substantial tax
benefits, because the socialist rank and rile were more interested in be'tter
job opportunities and in directly ameliorating their class situation, than
in "just" property distribution and "equitable" taxation. Likewise, in
spite of conflicting interests in a given case, landlords, speculators in
building land, retailers and craftsmen tend to think first of their im
mediate dass-determined interests; therefore, all kinds of mercantilism
have been a frequent, though highly varied, phenomenon in all types of
communities. This is all the more so since th'.-se concerned with the
relative power position of a community also have an interest in preserving
the tax base and great fortunes c"pable of granting them loans; hence,
they are forced to treat personal property cautiously. Thus, even where
thellave-nots are in control, personal property may either expect mercan
tilist privileges or at least exemption from liturgics and taxes, prallided a
plurality of communities competes With One another <1mong which the
.property owners can choose their domicile. One example is the United
States, in which the tiepar;uism of the indiVidual statcs led to the failure
of all serious attempts at unifying consumer interests; more limited, but
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still pertinent is the (Jse of the mllnicip<llitic~ of a country, ai1d finally
there are tht' IOdcpcndem countries themselves.

For the rest, the method of ta'\dtion depends, of course, vcry much
on the rebtive pO\".,cr position of the various groups in a community, and
on the nature of the economic ~yqern. Every increase of want satisfaction
in kind fJvnrs the liturgical method. Thus, in Egypt dlC liturgical system
origindted in the Phar:lOllic period, dnd the course of the LHe Roman
liturgic::li state, which was modelled after the EgyptiJO example, was
determined by the brg-ely natur:ll economy of the conquered inland
<lrcas and rill.' rdItH'(' decline of til(' c:lpir:lIJ,t ~tr:Ha; in turn, these strata
lost their former importance h('C;llN' the polilicJl and :dministrative
transformation of the' Lmpirc cllllllJldl,cd the tax-flfmt'r and the exploita·
tion of the subjects through usury.

If personal ("m()bik~') pr\ll;(,rl~' i" Jurnm:mt, the propertied eVl'ry~
wlKrc unburdcJl themsch-es of liturgical wdnt satisbction and shift the
tax burden to the m;bSCS. In nomc milit~lfY sernee used ({) be liturgically
dast;if'ied according to pwperty ;lJld tD involve the self-equipment of the
propertied citizens: then. howc\cr, the kni,ghtly ~traLl were freed from
military sen·ice 3nd repkKcd by the state equipped proletarian army, else
where the mercenary arm\·, the C()st~ of \\·hich were met bv mass taxation.
Instead of sdtisfying extr<l;mlm.lfY public wants through ;he property tax
or compulsory lO;lns without interest, flliIt IS, throul:h the liturgical
liability of the propertied, the :\liddle Ages everywhere resorted to
interest-beanng loans. land mnrtg:lges, Cl1;;(oms and other assessments;
thus, the propertied used pressing public needs as <l source for profit and
rent. Sometimes these practices would almost reduce a city's administra
tion and tax system to ;]n instrument of state creditors, as it happened
for a time in Genoa.

Finally, at the beginning of modern history, the variou" countries
eng3ged in the struggle for power nccded ewr morc capital for political
re~sons and because of the exp.mding llIuney economy. This resulted in
that memorable :llliance bl'f\\"('cn the rising states 3nd the sought-<lftcr
and privileged c'lpitalist po\\'ers thdt was 3 major factor in creating mod
ern capitalism and fully justifies the designation "merc.'lntiIJst" for the
policies of that epot:h. This uS8ge is justified even though, in Antiquity
and modern times, "mercantilism," as the protection of persona! ("mo
bile") property, e'\isted wherever several political communities competed
with one another by enlarging th",ir tax base and by promoting capjtal
formation for the sake of obta}lling private 10~lns. The bet that "mercan
tilism" at the beginning of modern history had a specific character and
specific effects had t\\"o reasons: (I) the political structure of the com
peting states and of their economy-this will be treated later-, and (2)
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the novel structure of emergent modern capitalism, especially industrial
capiwlism, which was unknown to Antiquity and in the long run profited
greatly from state protection. At any rate, from that time dates that Euro
pean {-Jrnpetitive struggle between large, approximately equal and purely
political structures which has had such a global impact. It is well known
that this political competition has remained one of the most important
motives of the capitalist protectionism that emerged then and today con
tinues in different forms. Neither the trade nor the monetary policies
of the modern states-those policies most closely linked to the central _'
interests of the present economic system--ean be understood without th!s
peculiar political competition and "equilibrium" among the European
states during the last -five hundred years-a phenomenon which Ranke
recognized in his nrst work as the world·historical distinctiveness of this
era,9
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NOTES

I. This sentence appt:<Jls to be a later insertion. The term soziales Handeln
does not recur in the chapter; rather, Weber uses the older equivalent Gemein
schaftshandeln.

2. As is his wont, \Veber uses the name of a given association in a generic
sense, but also with an undertone of irony. In this case he refers to the Verband
deT DiplomingenieuTe, the association of engineering graduates from the Tech
nical Colleges (Hochschulen), which ranked lower in prestige than the older uni
versities. Such graduates often took pains to differentiate themselv'Os from the prod
ucts of engineering schools without university status and protected dipfomas. '

3. The Patriotic Association of Business Clerks was a union of white-collar
employees who emphasized their weial distance from the working class by pro-
nounced nationalism. The association remained a prominent right-wing organiza
tion in the W t'imar Republic.

. 4. Cf. \Veber, Economic History, 30f.
~. Weber speaks -later (ch. VI:8) of this as a practice among American In·

mans; Fischoff translates instead "India," but Ralph Linton locates the practice
in Polynesia; see The 'fTee of Culture (New York: Knopf, 1955), 192.

6. Weber may refer here to contemporary events: female lecturers advocat"
ing free love and the right to illegitimatel:hildren, and a Freudian psychiatrist
who proclaimed "sexual Ctlmmunism," appeared in Heidelberg and aroused his
ire. However, Weber was by no means anti-feminist. When his wife organized
a convention of the Bund deutscheT Frauenvereine in Heidelberg in 1910, a fac
ulty member llttacked this meeting in a newspaper article as an assembly of spin
sters, widows, Jewesses and sterile women-the last category obviously meant to
include Marianne Weber. Weber wrote his wife's public defense, but this led to
allegations that he was hiding behind her and refusing to duel in her behalf. The
upshot was one. of Weber's several involved lawsuits. Weher also helped Else
von Richthofen, his first female doctorate candidate, to become the first female
factory inspector in ilie st2te of Baden in J900, (Her sister was the v.-:ife of D.
H. Lawrence.) See Marianne Weber, Max Weher, 263f, 41 Iff and 4'72ff.
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7· The Liquor Tax of 1909 was a major factor in ending the coalition be
tween Liberals and Conservatives in the Reichstag and in precipitating Chancel
lor Bulow's resignation. At issue was a tax refonn which would pay for the mount
ing military expenditures and at the same time distribute more equitably the tax
burden among the various social strata.

8. In J875, about half of the rapidly growing German railroads were still in
private hands. Railshares were a major object of speculation before the great
crash of 1873_ The Prussian state, which had built railro:lds since r847, em
barked on large-scale nationalization after xS,8. However, the interest in pre
venting further stock speculations was less important than were military consid
erations. Cf. Gustav Stolper, German Economy: 1870-194°' (New York: Reynal
& Hitchcock, 1940),71.£.

9· Leopold von Ranke, Histcries of the Latin and Teuton Nations; 1495~'
15 14 (London, 1909). G. R. Dennis, trans. First published in the summer of
1824. Cf. Theodore von Laue, Leopold Ranke: The Formative Yelll's (Princeton:
University Press, I950), 24-p.
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CHAPTER III
HOUSEHOLD,
NEIGHBORHOOD AND
KIN GROUP'

I. The Household: Familial, Capitalistic und
Communistic Solidarity

An examination of the specine, often highly complex effects of the
ways in which social groups satisfy their economic wants does not belong
into this general review, and concrete individual instances will be con
sidered merely as examples.

While abandoning any attempt to systematically classify the various
kinds of groups according to the structure, content and means of social
action-a task which belongs to general sociology-, we turn to a brief
elucidation of those types of groups which :ue of the greatest importance
for our exposition. Only the relationshIp of the economy to "society"-in
our case, the general structures of human groups-will be discussed here
and not the relationship between the economic sphere and specific areas
of culture-literature, art, science, etc. Contents and directions of social
action are discusseq. only insofar as they give rise to specific forms that are
also economically relevant. The resulting boundary is no doubt quite
fluid. At any rate, we shall be concerned only with certain universal types
of groups. What follows is only a general characterization. Concrete his-
toneal forms of these groups will be discussed in greater detail in con~
nection with "authority" [eh. X-XV].

The relationships between father, mother and children, established
by a stable sexual union, appear to us today as particularly, "natural"

£3;6]
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relationships. However, separated from the household as a unit of eco
nomic maintenance, the sexually based relationship between husband
and wife, and the physiolOgically determined relationship between father
and children are wholly unstable and tenuous. The father relationship
cannot exist without a stable economic household unit of father and
mother: even where there is such a unit the father relationship may not
always be of great import. Of all the relationships arising from sexual
intercourse, only the mother-child relationship is "natural," because it is
a biologically based household unit that lasts until the child is able to
search for means of subsistence on his own.

Next comes the sibling group, which the Greeks called homogalaktes
[literally' per,:.ons suckled with the same milk]. Here, too, the decisive
point is not the fact of the common mother but that of common main
tenance. M,mifold group relationships emerge, in addition to sexual •.mJ
physiological relationships, as soon as the family emerges as a specific
social institution. Historically, the concept of the family had several
meanings, and it is useful only if its particular meaning is always clearly
defined. More will be said later on about this.

Although the grouping of mother and children must be regarded as
(in the present sense) the most primitive SOTt of family, it does not mean
-indeed, it is unimaginable-that there ever were societies with ma
ternal groupings only. As far <:IS it is known, wherever the maternal
grouping prev<:Iils as a family type, group relationships, economic and
military, exist among men as well, and so do those of men with women
(both sexual and economic). The pure maternal grouping as a normal,
but obviously secondary, form is often found precisely where men's
everyday life is confined to the stable community of a "men's house," at
first for military purposes, later on for other reasons. Men's houses [Miin
nerhiiuser] can be found in various countries as a speci6c concomitant
and a resultant of militaristic developtnent.

One cannot think of marriage as a mere combination of sexual union
and socialization agency involving father, mother, and children. The
concept of marriage can be defined only with reference to other groups
and relationships besides these. Marriage as a social institution comes into
exjstenceev~rywhere oflly as an antithesis to sexual relationships which
are not regarded< as marriage. The existence of a marriage means that (I)
a reIa.tionffiip .fanned against the will of the wife's or the husband's kin
will not be tolerated and may even be avenged by an organization, such
as in olden times the kinsmen of the husband or of the wife or both.
(2) It means especially that only children born of stable sexual relationo

shiP5 within a more inclusive economic, political, religious, or other com
munity to which one or both parents belong will he treated, by virtue of
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their descent, as equal members of an organization-house, village, kin,
political group, status group, religious group; while descendants who are
a product of other sexual relationships will not be treated in such a man
ner. This and norhing else is the meaning of the distinction between
birth in wedlock and out of wedlock. The prerequisites of a legitimate
marriage, the classes of persons not allowed to enter into stable relation
ships with each other, the kinds of permission and kinds of kinship or
other connections required for their validity, the usages which must be
observed-all these matters are regulated by the "sacred" traditions and
the laws of those groups. Thus, it is the regulations of groups other than
mere sexual groupings' and sibling communities of experience which
endow the marrLlgf' with its specific quality. We do not intend to ex
pound here the anthropologically very significant development of these
regulations, since it is only their most important economic: aspects which
concern us.

Sexual relationships and the relationships between children based
on the fact of their common parent or parents can engender social action
only by becoming the normal, though not the only, bases of a specific
economic organization: the household.

The household cannot be regarded as simply a primitive institution.
Its prereqUlsite is not a "household" in the present-day sense of the word,
but rather :1 certain degree of organized cultivation of soil.

The household does not seem to have existed in a primitive economy
of hunters and nomads. However, even under the conditions of a tech
nically well-advanced agriculture, the household is often secondary with
respect to [I preceding state which accorded more power to the inclusive
kinship ami neighborhood group on the one hand, and more freedom to
the individual vis-a-vis the parents, children, grandchildren, and siblings
on the othl r hand. The almost complete separation of the husband's and
wife's meJOS and belongings, which was very frequent especially where
social differentiation W<1S low", seems to point in this direction, as does
the occasional custom according "to which man and wife were seated
back to back dUring their meals or even took their meals separately, and
the fact that within the political group there existed independent organi·
zations of women with female chieftains alongside the men's organiza
tions. However, one should not infer from such facts the existence of an
individualistic primitive condition. Rather, conditions that are due to

a certain type of military organization, such as the man's absence from
the house for his military service, lead to a "manless" household manage
ment by the wives and mothers. Such conditions were residually pre
served in the family structure of the Spartans, which was based on the
man's a~nce from the home and separation of belongings.

'The size and inclusiveness of the household varies. But. it is the most

j
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widespread €(;(;nomic group and involves continuous and intensive social
action. It is the fundamental b3S1S of loyalty and authority, which in turn
is the basis of many other groups. This "authority" is of two kinds: (r)
the authority derived from superior strength; and (2) the authority
derived from practiul knowledge and experience. It is, thus, the author
ity of men as against women and children; of the able-bodied as against
those of lesser capability; of the adult as against the child; of the old as
against the young. The "loyalty" is one of subjects toward the holders of
authority and toward one another. As reverence for ancestors, it 6nds its
way into religion; as a loyalty of the patrimonial official, retainer, or
vassal, it becomes a pan of the relationships originally having a domestic
character.

In terms of economic and personal relationships, the household in its
"pure," though not necessarily primitive, form implies solidarity in deal
ing with the outside and communism of property and consumption of
everyday gocds within (household communism). The principle of soli
darity in facing the: outside world was still found -in its pure form in the
pe,ricx:licaUy contractually regulated households as entrepreneurial units
in the medieval cities of northern and central Italy, especially those most
advanced in capitalist economy. All members of the household, including
at times even the clerks and apprentices who were members by contract,
were jointly responsible to the creditors. This is the historic source of the
joint liability of the owners of a privatei:ompany for the debts incurred
by the 6rrn. This concept of joint liability was of great importance in
the subseque:ltdevelopment of the legal forms of modern capitalism.2

There was nothing corresponding to our law Of inheritance in the old
household communism. In its place there was, rather, the simple idea
that the household is "immortal." If one of its members dies, or is expelled
(after committing an inexpiable ill deed), or is permitted to join another
household (by adoption), or is dismissed (emancipatio), or leaves out of
his own accord (where this is permitted), he cannot possibly lay claim
to his "share." By leaving the household he has relinquished his share.
If a m~mber of the household dies, the joint economy of the survivors
simply goes on. The Swiss Gemeinderschaften operate in such a way
to the present day.3

The principle of household communism, according to which every·
body contributes what he can and takes what he needs (as far as the
supply of goods suffices), constitutes even today the essential feature
of our family household, but is limited in the main to household
consumption.

Common residence is an essential attribute of the pure type of house
hold. Increase in size brings about a division and creation of separate
households. In order to keep the property and the labor force intact, a
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compromise based on local decentralizlltion without pJrtition can be
adopted. Granting some ~pecial privileges to the individual household
is an inevitaLlc consequence of such a solution. Such a partition can be
carried to a complete legi'll separation and independence in the control
of the business, yet ,It the same time a surprisingly brge measure of
household communism can still be preserved. h happens in Europe,
p;trticularly in the Alpine countries (d. Swiss hotd-keepers' famiTies),
and also in the large family firms of imernrHional trJde that, while the
household ;tnd household authority have OilHvardly completely disap
penred.;l communism of risk and profit, i.e., sharmg of profit and loss of
other\\'i~e Z1ltogether mdependent business managements. continues to
exist. .

1 have been told n!>tlllt ronditions in intermtional houses with earn
ings dlnounting to millions, wh()~:e Clpitll helongs for the most p;Ht, but
no~t exclusively, to rcbtives of v;Hying degree ~nd whose management
is predomin;tntlv, f".ut not sold". in the kllJd~ of the mcmtJers of the
fa;'ily. The ii:Jdi\'idllJl {'st;lhJi~hmcnts 0per,lte in very dh'erse lines of
klsinc~s; they P(lS~("S highly \·:ni:lble amounts of (,;lpital ,'lnd bbor force;
and they ~ChltTe \\"idt'h- \'Jri~lhlc profits. In srite of this. after the deduc
tion of the uSlul inteTcq nn crlpit:>!. til(' :lnmd returns of :111 the branches
arc simpl~' thrown inlo Cine h0l'pcr. di\'idcd into equal portions, and
allotted ,'lccording to;lIl nm:~7jngly simple formula (often by the number
of heJds). The hnusehuld r:nmll1unJ';m on !his le\,eI is being preserved
for the sake of mU(L;JI eCOllom;,· support, which guarantees a b<lIanc
ing of capital requirements and cJpital surplus between the business
establishments and spares them from having to solicit credit from 011t
siders. The- "caJcubtive spirit" thus docs not extend to the distribution
of balance-sheet results, but it duminates all the more within the indi
vidual enterprise: even a close rebtive without capital and \,·orking <IS an
employee will not be paid more than any other employee, because cal
culated costs of operation cannot he arbitrarily altered in favor of one
individual without'creating dissatisfnction in others. Beyond the balance
sheet, those lucky enough to particip;ltc enter the "realm of equality and
brotherhood."

2, The Neighborhood: An Unsentimental Economic
Brotherhoud

The household meets the everyday dem<1nds for goods and labor. In
a self-sufficient agrarian economy a good deal of the extraordinary de
mands at special occasions, during natural calamities and social emer-, .
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gendes Jrc l1lH by ~ncj::J action that tr::msccnds the individual household.
the "hsistance ut ,h(, IlcinhbmhooJ. For cs, the neighborhood is not onlyo ,
the "tHtULl1" ('!l': (,f dlc nl:;l! settlement but every permanent or cphe
mt'~al ("ommUnil\' »1 Interest that dcnvcs hom pbysical proximity; of
CflUfS(\ If nOt ~pl'cillCd tun/wf, we rder most of the time to the nt'ighbor
h(J()cJ of hou-;vhokh 'l'lt!t'll cJme to one another.

The group of nl'i~hhors rony take on dilTerent forms depending on
the t:re of settlement. sClI!.c[cd brms. <l village, a city street or a slum;
nei,~hb,)rly s0t:d actin!] may ll'lvc different degrees of intensity and,
cSl'cci,dl\ in dw JIl\ltkn~ cit\', it rna\, be almost non-existent. To be sure,
th{, c:\T.{'~t cf mutual hlp :md of ~:J('ri~..::es that even today occurs fre
qllCntlv in lhe ;lP:irtITlCl1t !louses of,the pour may be a~lonishing to one
who disn>vcfs it for the first time. Ho~~e\'er, not only the Reeting "to
gethernc<s" in streetcar, railroad or ho:d, but also the enduring one in an
apnrtment home is by and large oriented toward maint3ining the greatest
possihlc distance il'i spite (or because) of the physic.1! proximity, :md
wme <;ucial .lcrion is lih.]y only in cases of common danger. \Ve cannot
discuss here why this ,lttitude has become so conspicuotls under modern
conditions as a result of the specific sense of lIldividua] dignity created hy
them. Suffice it to note that the same ambIvalence has always occurred
in the stable rur<l] neighborhood. the lIldividual pC;lsant d;es not like
,Illy interference with his.affairs. no m<ltter how well-meant it may he.
NeighborlY co-operation is an exception, although it recur<; regularly. It
i,<; JlwJ.ys less intensive <lnd more di~colltinuous than the social action
of the household, and the circle of participants is far more unstable. For
in general. the neighborhooJ group is merely based on the simple fact
thnt people happen to reside dose to one another. In the self-sufficient
nlral economy of early history the typical neighborhood iS'the village,
a group of households bordering upon each other. However, the neigh
borhood m<lY also be effective beyond the hed boundaries of other, in
particular political, structures. In practice, neighborhood meam mutual
dependence in case of distress, especially when the transportation tech
nology is undeveloped. The neighbor is the typical helper in need., and
hence neighborhood is brotherhood, albeit in an unpath"etic, primarily
eConomic sense. If the household is short of means, mutual help may
be requested: the loans of implements and goods free of charge, and
"free labor for the asking" (Bittarbeit) in case of urgent n~. This
mutua] help is guided by the primeval popular ethics which is as un
sentimental as it is universal: "Do unto others as you would have them
do unto you." (This is also nicely indicated by the 'Roman term mutuum
for an interest-free loan.) For everybody may get into a situation in which
he needs the help of others. If a compensation is provided, it consists in
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feasting the heIpers, as in the typical case of neighborly help for house
construction (still practiced in the Gennan Easl). If 8n exchange takes
place, the maxim applies: "Brothers do not bargain \vith one another."
This eliminates the rational market pripciple of price determination. _

Neighborliness is not restricted to social equals. Voluntary labor
(Bittarbeit), which ~as great practical importance, is not only given to
the needy but also to the economic powers-that-be, especially at harvest
time, when the big landowner needs it most. In return, the heIpers expect
that he protect their common interests against other powers, and also
that he grant surplus land free of charge or for the usual labor assistance
-the precarium was land for the asking. The helpers trust that he will
give them food during a famine am~ show charity in other ways, which
he indeed does since he tOO is time and again dependent on them. In
time this purely customary labor may become the basis of manorial
services and thus give rise to patrimonial domination if the lord's power
and the indispensability of his protection increase, and if he succeeds in
turning custom into a right.

Even thol.lgh the neighborhood is the typical locus of brotherhood,
neighbors do not necessarily maintain "brotherly" relations. On the
contrary: Wherever popularly prescribed behavior is vitiated by personal
enmity and conflicting interests, hostility tends to be extreme and lasting,
exact!y becat,lse the opponents are aware of their breach of common
ethics and seek to justify themselves, and also because the personal rela
tions had heen particularly dose and frequent.

The neighborhood may amount to an amorphous social action, with
fluctuating participation, hence be "open" and intermittent. Firm bound
aries tend to arise only when a closed association emerges, and tftis occqI'S
as a rule when the neighborhood becomes an emnomic group proper or
an economically regulatory group. This may happen for a:anall\lc rea
sons, in the typical fashion familiar to tis; for example. when pistures
and forests become scarce, their use may he regulated in a "~p!l'arive"

(genossenschaftlich) manner, that means, monopolistically. However,
the neighborhood is not necessarily an economic, or <l regulatory, group,
and where it is, it is so in greatly varying degrees. The neighborhood
may regulate the behavior of its members either thrQugh an association
of its own: witness the Flurzwang [the compuls.ory regulation of tilling
and crop rotation under the open-field system]; or a regulation may be
imposed by outsiders (individuals or communities), with whom the
neighbors are associated economically or paJitically (for example, the
landlords of tenement houses). But all of this is not essential for neigh
borly social action. Even in the self-sufficient household economy of early
times, there is no necessary identity among neighborhood, the f.crest
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regulations of political communities, especially the village, the territorial
ecOnomic association (for example, the Markgemeinschaft) and the
polity; they may be related in very diverse ways. The size of the territorial
economic associations may vary according to the ohjects they comprise.
Fields, pastures, forests and hunting grounds are often controlled by dif
ferent groups, which overlap with one another and with. the polity.
Wherever peaceful activities are the primary means of making a jiving,
the agent of joint work, the household, is likely to have control, and
wherever maintenance depends upon land seized by force, the polity,
and more $0 for extenSively used land, such as hunting grounds and
forests, than for pastures and fields.

Furthermor/:', the individwal types of possessions tend to become
scarce at different historical stages and hence subject to regu!atory associa
tion; forests may still be free objects when pastures and fields are already
economic ones and their use has beell regulated and appropriated.
Hence, diverse territorial associations may appropriate di fferent kinds

. of land.
The neighborhood is the nat'.lral basis of the local community

(Gemeinde)-a structure which arises only, as we shall see later [d. ch.
XVI, "The City"l, by virtue of poiitical action comprising a multitude
of neighborhoods. Moreover, the neighborhood may itself become the
basis of political action, if it controls a territory such as a village; and in
the course of organizational rationalization, it may engage in activities
of all kinds (from public schools and religious functions to the systematic
settling of necess<:ry crafts), or the polity may impose them as an obliga
tion. But the essence of neighborly social action is merely that sombre
eCOnomic brotherhood practiced in case of need.

3· The Regulation of Sexual Relations in the Household

vVe shall now return to the household, the most "natural" of the
externally dosed types of social action. Typically, the development from
the primeval household communism runs counter to the kind of com
munism described in lhe previous example [in sec. 1], when profits and
losses were shared in spite of the separation of the households; rather,
typical is the internal weakening of household communism, that means,
the progress of internal closure in the face of the continued external
unity of the household.

The earliest substantial inroads into unmitigated communist house
authority proceed not directly from economic motives but apparently
from the development of exclusive sexual claims of the male over women
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subjected to their authority. This may result in a highly C<lsuistir: hut
strictIy enforced regulation of sex relations, especially jf social action is
not much rationalized in other respects. It is true that sexual right\ ~ome

times occur in "communist" form (polyandry), but in all known in
stances such polyandric rights constitute onlyJ. relative. communism:
a limited number of men (brothers or the members of a men's house)
are exclusive co-owners by virtue of the common acquiSition of a woman.

Nowhere do we find unregulated, amorph~us sexual promiscuity
within the house, even if sexual relations between siblings ;He a recog
nized institution; at ]e<lst nowhere on a normative basis. On the contr~HY,

any kind of cummunist sexual freedom is most thoroughly bamshcd from
a house in which there is communist property ownership. The [younger]
members of such a household could <ldjust to thlS because their sexual
attraction to one another wa." minimized by hadng grown up together.
Subsequent normati\'e elaboration was obviously in the interest of s;lfe
guarding solidarity and domestic pence in the face of jealousies. Where
the members of the house belong to different sibs because of sib exogamy
and hence would be free to engage in ."exual relations, they are never
theless forced to avoid one another because house exogamy is older than
sib exogamy and persists next to it. The beginnings of regulated exogamy
can perhaps be found in exchange arrangements of households and of
sibs, which resulted from their division. At any rate, sexual rebtions are
even dis3pprove2 of among dose relatives among whom this would be
permissible according to the sib code (for example, among very dose
paternal relatives under rules of matrilineal e:xog3my). As an institution,
the marriage between siblings "nd relatives is commonly limited to
socially prominent families, espeCially royal houses; its purpose is the
preservmion of economic resources, probably also the avoidance of stmg
gks among pretenders, and fin~d]y the purity of the blood-hence it is
a second:lry phenomenon.

As a rule, then, a man acquires exclusive sexual rights over a woman
when he takes her into his house or enters her house if his means are
insufficient. Of course, this exclusiveness, too, has often enough been
precarious vis-a-vis the autocratic head of the house. Notorious are the
liberties, for example, which the father-in-law of an extended Russian
family could take up until modem times. Nonnally, however, the house
hold differentiates itself into permanent sexual unions with their off
spring. In our times, the household consists of the parents and their
children, together with the personal servants and at most a spinster rela
tive. However, the household of earlier periods was not always very
large; often it was small if finding sustenance re<juired dispe~sion. How
ever, history has known many households ("extended families"l based
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on parent and child relations but comprising grandchildren, brothers,
cousins and out~iders, to a degree which has become very rare in adv<lnced
countries. The extended family prevails where a large number of hands
are required, hence where agriculture is intensive, and also where prop
erty is intended to remain concentrated in the interest of social and ec0

nomic dominance, hence in aristocratic and plutocratic strata.
Apart from the very early closure of sexual relations within the house

hold, the sexual sphere was further narrowed, especially at otherwise low
levels of cuhur<ll differentiation, by structures that overlapped with do
mestic authority. In fact, one can say that these imposed the first decisive
limitations on domestic authority. As blood relationships gain importance,
inl't:~t tr:m<:{:cnds the house to include other rclativ.?s and becomes sub
ject to (,;lsuistic regulation by the kin group (Sippe).

-1-. The Kin Croup and 1ts Economic F fleets on the
Household

The kin group is not as "natural" a group ;]s the househuld or the
nelghhorhood. As a rule, its social action is discontinuous and bcb :I~

sociatlon; in fact, the kin group proves that social action is possible ('\"cn
if the participimts do not know one another ,mel action is merely p;I\\ive

(refrainmg from sexual rclations, for t:.'('lmple). The kin group P~l.'~up·

poses the existence of others within a Luger community. It IS the ll;ill1l.d

v~hide of all fealty (Treue). FriendshIp is origimlly an artificial blood
brotherhood. The vass:1l as well as the modern omcer are not only $ub-
ordinates hut also the lord's brothers, "coffimdes" (that means, "room
mates," originally household members). Suhstantively, the kin grnup
competes with the household in the sphere of sexU<l1 relations and in
group solidarity; it is a protective group, which substitutes for our detec
tive force and vice squad; and it is also a group of expectant heirs made
up of those former household members who left when it was divided or
when they married, and of their descendants. Hence with the kin group
begins inheritance outside the household. Since members arc committrel
to blood revenge, the in-group solidarity of the kin group may become
more import;]nt than loyalty toward partiarchal authority.

We should keep in mind that the kin group is not an extended or
decentralized household or a superordinate structure uniting several
households: that may be the case, but as a rule it is not. Whether a
particular kin group cuts across the households or comprises all members
depends upon its structure, which may assign father and children to
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different groups, as we shall see later. Kin membership may not mean
more than that marriage within the group is prohibited (exogamy); in
this case the members may have common marks of identification and may
believe in common descent from a natural object, most of the time an
animal, which the members are usually not allowed to eat (totemism).

Furthermore, the kin members are forbidden to engage in combt
w'ith one another; they must practice blood revtnge and be collectively
liable to it, at least in the case of dose relatives. Blood revenge in turn
requires the jOint declaration of a feud in case of a homicide and estab
lishes the right and the duty of the kin members to receive and to pay a
compensation (Wergild). The kin group is also open to Divine revenge
in case of perjury, since it provides oath·bound witnesses at a trial, In
this manner the kin group guarantees the security and legal personality
of the individual.

Finally, the neighborhood established by a settlement (a village, a
rural commune of villages-Markgenossenschaft) may coincide with the
kin group; then the household is indeed a unit of the kin group. Even if
this is not the case, the kin members often retain very palpable rights in
relation to domestic authority: a veto against the sale elf property, the
right of participating in the selling of daughters into marriage and of
receiving part of the bridal price, the rights of providing a legal guard·
ian, etc.

Collective selfhelp is for the kin group the most typical means of re
acting to infringements upon its interests. The oldest procedures apprOXi
mating a trial are compulsory arbitration of conflict within the household
or the kin group, either by the household head or the kin elder who best
knows the customs, and mutually agreed arbitration between several
households and kin groups. The kin group competes with political groups
as an independent, overlapping group deriving from common descent,
which may be actual, fictitious or artificially created through blood
brotherhood; it is a complex of obligations and loyalties between persons
who may belong not only to different households but also to different po
litical and even language groups. The kin group may be completely un
organized, a kind of passive counter-image of the authoritarian house
hold. For its normal functioning it does not require a leader with powers
of control; indeed, as a rule, the kin group is merely an amorphous circle
of persons who may be identified positively by forming a religious com
munity and negatively by their refraining from the violation or con
sumption of a joint sacred object (taboo); we shan deal later feh. VI]
with the religious rationale for such behavior. It seems scarcely possible
to assume, as Gierke has done, that kin groups with some kind of con
tinuous government are the older form; rather, the reverse is the rule:
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kin groups become associations only when it seems desirable to erect
economic or social monopolies against outsiders. If the kin group has a
head and functions as a political group, it may serve Originally extraneous
purposes of a political, military or economic nature; in this case it be
comes part of a heterogeneous social structure-----l..,,"itness the gens as a sub
division of the curia or the [Germanic] "sibs" as military units.

• Especially in periods in v,'hich social action is othem'ise scarcely
developed, household, kin group, neighborhood and political community
typically overlap in such a manner that the members of a household and
a village may belong to different kin groups, and the kin members to
different political and even language communities. Hence it is pOSSible
that neighbors or membels of the same political group and even of the
same household are expected to practice blood revenge against one
another. These drastically conHicting obligations were removed only
when the political community gradually monopolized the use of physical
force. However, if political action occurs only intermittently, when there
is an /oxternal threat or booty seekers associate, the kin group's importance
an4 the rationalization of its structure and obligations may approximate
scholastic casuistry (as for example in Australia).

The manner in whic~ the kin groups are organized and regulate sex
ual relations is important because of the repercussions on the composition
and the economic structure of the households. Domestic authority over
a child derives from matrilineal or patrilineal descent, and this in turn
defines the other households in which the child has a property share, in
particular access to economic opportunities which these" households ap
propriated within economic, status, or polItical groups. Hence those other
groups are interested in the manner in which household membership is
established; in any given case the prevailing order is a resultant of the
economic and also the political interests of-all groups involved. It should
be clearly understood from the beginning that as soon as a household be
comes part of other groups that control economic and other opportunities,
it cannot freely attribute membership, the less so the more limited these
opportunities become. Patrilineal or matrilineal descent and their conse

. quences ale de-tennined by the most diverse interests, which cannot be
analyzed here in detaiL In the case of matrilineal descent the child is
protected and disciplined by the mother's brothers, apart from his father,
and also receives his inheritance from them (avunculate); the mother
exercises domestic authority only in rare cases subject to special condi
tions. In a patrilineal system, the child is subject to the power of his
paternal relatives, apart from his father's, and he inherits from them.
Today kinship and succession are as a rule cognate, that means, there is
no difference between the father's and the mother's side, whereas do-
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mestic authority is exercised by the father or, if he is not there, often by a
dose relative who is appointed as a guardian and supervised by the public
authorities; however, in the past patrilineal and matrilineal principles
were often mutually exclusive. This did not necessarily mean that only
one applied in <l" given group to::lll households; one principle might apply
in one household, the other in another onc. In ·he simplest case this
competition of the two principles originated in property differentiation.
Like all children, daughters :HC considered economic assets of the house
hold into which they ::Ire born. The household decides their disposition.
The head might offer them to his guests, just like his O\vn wife, or he
might permit seXUal rebtions tempomrily or permanently in exchange
for goods and services. This "prostitution" of female household members
accounts for many cases that are subsumed under the imprecise collective
name of matriarchy (Muttcrrecht)· Husb.md <lnd wife each remain
members of thcir own household, the children belong to the mother's
household, and the fJther is for them an alien who merely pay~ "ali
mony" (in modern terminology') to the housdwld head. Hence husband,
wife and children do not form 3 household of their own.

However, if there is such a household it may have a p:ltrilineal <If

matrilineal b<lsis. The finn who can afford to pay cash for a woman takes
her out of her household and kin group into his mrn. In this else the
woman and her children are fully owned by the m:m's household. Ho\\"
eyer, a man who Cll1not pay for ::I woman whom he desires l1lW;t Join
her household, if its head permits the union, either temporarily in order
to work off her price ("service marriage") or pcrll1:1nl'ntl~', and tlll'n Ill,c
woman's household retains control over her ;lOci the children. Thus the
hC3d of a well-to-do household buys women from less prospeEms lHlll~e

holds for himself ;md his sons (so-cnJJcd di,~d-m,lTri;lee:; or fm'ccs impe
cunious suitors to join his own household (lJina-m:mi,lgd. Hence patri
lineal and m;ltrilineal descent and the domestic ;lllthoril\' 01' the father's
or the mother's household m.ly G,Xist side hr' side for (Iiffc[cnt p('r~()w,
within the slime household. In this simple G1Se patrilmcal descent is
alw;lYS linkeJ to control by the father's houscbold, ;llld vice \"('f~;l. This
relationship grows more complex when the hu~band takes the \I"ife into
his household <mJ Ihus places her undcr its ,luthlJrity, but when mdtri·
lineal attribution relll<lins, that me;:lllS, \vhen the children belong 10 lhe
mother's kin group as her exogamous sex gruup ,md Me subject to the
rules of hlood revenge and inheritmce of her group. As a technical lerm,
matriarchy ("mother right") should be [('SHilled to this pht'nomcoon.
To be sure, as fdr as we kno\\', m.1lri<lrchv d()c~ nOl occur in Ihis form in
which the father's rcLltion to the c!Jiidw;l is cxtremelv n ':icted IKcause
they are lewdly nlicns in spite of his atlthorit:,. I !o\\"ev~r, tJ n are V:Hl()US
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intermediate stages: The mother's house may yield her to the father's
household and yet retain certain rights in her and her children. Fre
quently matrilineal rules of kin exogamy apply because superstitious fear
of incest persists; moreover, matrilineal rules of succession are often re
ta"ined in varying degrees. This is likely to give rise to many conflicts be
tween the two kin groups, the outcome of which depends very much
on the land holdings, the influence of the village neighborhood and the
role of military associations.

I The ch~pter titles of dlS. III and 1\' and the subheadings wcre chosen by
the English cditor in <in attempt to make dearer tbe COIlIent of tht' various sec
tions and to come closer t(l \Vdx'r·s uriginal outline, which envisaged a chartet
on Household, Qikas and Enterprise." to be followed by "Neighborhood, Kin
Group and Communit.v." However. the te;.;:t reverses some of the chapter se·
<juence, unless the changes were made bv the original editors.

,For another discussion uf marriage and kinship in relation to economic fac
tors, see \Ncber's Economic Historr, 37-53, and Mari:mnc \\'ehn's Elle/rat! i~;!d

Mutter in deT Hechtsenlwicklul1g' (1907); for other ba<;kgrounJ literaturc, see
bc!'lW, Soc. of Law, ch. VIII: ii. nn. IS, 70-74.

2. On this point. sec Weber's disscrtution: ZIIT Geschichte der f-Iandel.\ge~eH

scha/ten im Uitte/nlter (Stuttgart 1889), reprinted in GAzSW, 3n-443, csp. en.
III ("Die Familicn- ..nd Arbeitsgemeinschaften").

3. Cf. Eugen Huber, System and Geschichte d,· Sclnvei::er Prim/rechts
CI89~), \'01. IV, and Max Huber. GemcilJ(lcr,ch(lft~nder Schweiz CBreslau 1897).



CHAPTER IV
HOUSEHOLD, ENTERPRISE
AND OIKOS

1. The Impact of Economic, Military and Political
Groups on foint Property Law and Succession
in the Household

Unfortunately, the relationships between kin group, village, the
"commune" of vilbges (Markgenossenschaft) and political association
belong to the most obscure and least investigated areas of ethnography
and economic history. Not one case has been completely elucidated,
neither the primitive stages of civilized peoples nor the so-called primit~ve

tribes (Naturvolker), not even the Amcric::m Indians, in spite of \'10f
gar:'s research. The neighborhood organization of a village may originate
in a given case in the division of the inheritance of a household \Vhen
nomadic cultivation is replaced by permanent agriculture, land may be
assigned on a kinship hasis, since the btter is usually taken into account
in military organization; thus the territory of a village (Dorfgemarkung)
may be considered kin property. This seems to have happened in ancient
Germanic times, since the sources speak of genealogiae as the owners of
village territory even when it appears that the land was not occupied hy
a noble family with its retainers. However, this was probahly not the rule.
As far as we know, the miliwry bodies of a hundred or :1 thousand men,
which developed from cadres 'inte territorial units, were not ummbigu
ously linked to ,the kin groups, and neither were the latter to the "rural
communes" (Markgemeinschaften).

\Ve can make only three generalizations' (I) Land may be primarily
a place to work on. In this case all land and all yield belong to the
women's kin groups, as long as cultivation is primarily women's work.
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The father does not leave any hnd to his cQildren. since it is handed
down through the mother's house and kin group; the paterna) inheritance
comprises only military equipment, weapons, horses and tools of male
crafts. In pure form this case is rare. (2) Conversely, land may be con·
sidered male property won and defended by force; unanned persons,
especially women, cannot have a share in it. Hence, the father's local
political association may be interested in retaining his sonS as military
manpower; since the sons join the father's military group. they inherit.
the land from him, and only movable property from the mother.. (3) The
neighborhood composed of a village or a "rural commune" (Markgenoso

senschaft) always controls the land gained through joint deforestation,
that means, through men's work, and does not pennit its inheritance by
children who do not continuously fulfill their obligations toward the
association. The dash of these practices, and possibly of even more com
plex ones, may have very diverse results. However, we cannot make a
fourth generalization that might suggest itself in view of these practices:
that the primarily military character of a group points unambiguously to
the predominance of the father's house and of male ("agnatic") family
and property attribution. Rather this depends on the type of military
organization. The able-bodied age-groups may permanently live in bar
racks; typical examples are the "men'S' house" described by Sc.\lurtz or the
Spartan syssitiae.' In thjs case the men's absence frequently establishes
the household as a "maternal grouping" in which children and property
are attributed to the maternal housenold, or the woman achieves at least
a relative domestic independence, as it is reported for Sparta. The
numerous means that were specifically invented to intimidate and rob
women-for example, the periodic predatory e)(}>1oits of the duk-duk_t

are an attempt·by the men who have left the hoUsehold to strengthen
their threatened authoritY.

However, when the members of a military caste were landowners
living dispersed in the countryside, the patriarchal and agnatic stnlcture
of h~usehold.and kin group became usually predominant. As far as our
historical knowledge goes, the empire-building peoples of the Far East
a-nd India, the Near East, the Mediterranean and the European North
developed patrilineal descent and exclusively agnatic attribution of kin
.hip and property, contrary to a frequent assumption, the Egyptians also
nad patrilineal descent even though they did not have agnatic attribution.
The major reason for this phenomenon is that great empires cannot be
naintained in the long ron by small monopolistic, staff-like groups or
warriors who live closely together in the manner of "men's houses"; in
I natural economy empire-building requires as a rule the patrimonial
lnd seigneurial control pf the land, even if this suhjection. proceeds from
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groupS of closely settled warriors, as in Antiquity. The manorial adminis
tration develops quite naturally out of the patriarchal household that is
turned into an apparatus of domination; everywhere the manor originates
in patriarchal authority. Hence, there is no serious evidence for the
assertion that the predominance of patrilineal descent among those
peoples was ever preceded by another order, ever since kinship relations
among,them had been regulated by any law at all. Particularly worthless
is the hypothesis of a on~ ,universal preval~nce of matriarchal marriage.
This construct confuses very heterogeneous phenomena: it blurs the dif
ference between primitive conditions under which parent-ehiId relationS - ~

ar.e not legally regulated at all, hence the mother is indeed closer to the
children whom she, feeds and rears, and a legal arrangement deserving
the name "matriarchy" (Mutterrecht). Equally erroneous is the idea
that marriage by abduction was a universal intermediate stage between
"matriarchy" and "patriarchy." A woman can be legitimately acquired
from another household only through exchange or purchase. Abduction
results in feud and restitution. It is true that for the hero the abducted
woman is a trophy, just like the scalp of the enemy, but we cannot say
that actual abduction was a stage in legal history.

Because of the very predominance of patriarchy, property law de
velops in the great empires in the direction of steadily weakening un
limited i>atriarchal lXlwer. Since legal restraints were originally missing,
no distinction was made between ''legitimate'' and "illegitimate" chil
dren; in the Germanic law of the Middle Ages the master's right to
identify Phis" child was a residue of the once unlimited power of. the
patriarch. This state of affairS was definitely changed only with the inter
vention of political and economic groups, which made membership de-.
pendent upon "legitimate" descent, that means, on ~rmanent relations
with women from their own circle. The most important stage in the
development of this principle, the very distinction between "legitimate"
and "iIIegitimate" children and the protection of the right of succession
for. the former, is usually reached when the propertied or status-priVIleged.:
strata no longer regard women merely as chattel and begin to protect
by contract daughters, and their children, against the Original discretion
of the buyer. From then on his property is supposed to he inherited only
by the chil~ren from this marriage. Hence the motivating force of this
development is not the man's but the woman's interest in ''legitimate''
children. As status aspirations and the corresponding costs of living rise,
the woman, who is now regarded as a luxury possession, receives a
dowry; at the same time this represents the compensation for her share in
the household-a purpose dearly stipulated in. ancient Oriental and
Hellenic law-and provides her with the material means of_destroying the
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husband's un1imited discretion, since he must return the dowry if he
divorces her. In time, this purpose was achieved. in <liferent degrees and
not always through formal law, but often so successfully that only an
endowed marriage was considered a marriage proper (~~ ya"w.. in

. !;gypt). .,
.....,.. We cannot deal here further with the development 01 jo:,nt property
. rights. Decisive changes occur wherever the military impottahce of land
declines as a possession. taken by force or as the basis of maintaining
abJe-bcdied men (capable of equipping themselves); then real estate can
be used primarily for economic purposes, especially in the cities, and
daughters too can succeed to land. The compromise between the interests
of husband and wife and of their kin varies greatly depending on

..... whether the family lives primarily from joint labor earnings or from rent-
produc.ing property. .

In the Occidental Middle Ages the institution of joint property pre
vailed in the former case and that of joint administration (actually the
administration and utilization of the wife's property by the husband) in
the latter; in addition, since the feudal families did not want to release
any land, widows were maintained through a rent attached to family
holdings, as it occurred typically' in England (dower marriage). For the
rest the most diverse determinants .may come into play. The social con
ditions of the Roman and English nobility were similar in some respects,
but very different in others. Whereas in ancient Rome the wife became
economicaIly and personally emancipated by virtue of the freely dis
solvable marriage, yet was completely unprotected as a widow and had no
legal control whatsoever over her children, in England the wife remained
under coverture which prevented any economic and legal independence
and made it almost impossible for her to dissolve the feudal "dower mar
riage," The difference seems to have been owing to the more developed
urban character of the Roman nobility, on the one hand,and the impact
of Christian patriarchalism in the English family on the other. Whereas
feudal marriage law persisted in England and French marriage law was
shaped by petty-bourgeois and militaristic considerations-in the Code

- Napoleon through the personal inHuence of its creator-, bureaucratic
states (such as Austria and Russia) have miniinized sex differences in the
j~int property law; this levelling tends to go furthest where militarism has
rect:ded. most in the ruling classes, \~.iith the advance of the market
economy the marital property structure is also strongly influenced by the
need to protect creditors, The manifold arrangements deriving from
these factors do not belong in the present context,

The "legitimate" marriage that developed out of the wife's interests
does not necessarily lead to a speedy adoption of monogamy, ~e Wife
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whose children are privileged in relation-to succession may be distin
guished 3$ the "chief wife" in a circle of other wives, as it was the case
in the Orie1.lt, in Egypt and in most civilized. Asian areas. This type of
semi-polygamy~ of course everywhere a privilege of the propertied.
strata. The ownership of several wives is lucrative only when women still
do most of the agricultural work, at most when their textile prodUCtiOlf 1;

especially profitable (as js still assumed in the Talmud); for example, the
possession of a large number of women· is considered a profitable capital !
investment by the chieftains in Caffraria; this presupposes, of course, that !
the man has the necessary means to buy women. But polygamy is too' -I
costly for all middle-income groups in an· econpmy in which male work!
predominau;s, and especially in social strata in which women work only ~
as dilettan~ or for luxury n~s in jobs considered beneath the dignity ;
of freemen. Monogamy was institutionalized first among the Hellenes
(even though the royal families did not consistently. adhere to it as late
as the period of the Diadochs) and among the Romans; it fitted into the
household structure of the emergent u.rban patriciate. Subsequently
Christianity raised monogamy to an a~lute norm for ascetic reasons, in
contrast to at least the early stages of all other religions. In the main,
polygamy persiSted. in those cases in which the strictly patriarchal struc
ture of political authority helped to preserve the discretion of the house
hold head.
, The institution of the dowry affects the development of the house

hold in two ways: (I) As against the children of concubines, the
'1egitimate" children achieve special legal status as the sole inherito~, of
the paternal property; (2) the husband's economic position tends to be
differentiated according to the wife's dowry, which in turn depends .on
her family's wealth. It is true that the dowry becomes formally subject to
the husband's discretion (especially in Roman law), but in fact it tends
to be set aside as a "special account," Thus the calculating spirit en(elS

into the relations between the family members.
However, at this stage other economic motives have usually begun

this di~lution of the household. Undifferentiated communism was
economically deflected at such an early stage that it existed historically
perhaps only in marginal cases. In principle, artifacts such as tools,a~
jewelry and clothes may be used by their producer alone or preferentieUr,
and they are inherited not necessarily by the group hut by other qualified
individuals. (Examples are riding horse and sword, in the Middle Ages
the Heergewiite, the Gerade, etc.) These incipient forms of the individ
ual right to succession developed very early even under.authoritarian
house communism; however, their beginnings probably antecede the
household itself and are found wherever tools are produced by individ-
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uals. In the case of anns. the same dev.elopment was'probsbly owing to
the intervention of mili.tary powers interested in equipping the most
able-bodied men.

2. The Disintegration of the Household: TItc Rise of the
Calculative Spirit and of the Modern Capil4llist
Enterprise .

In· the course of cultural development. the internal and external de
t:enninants of the weakening of household authority gain ascendancy.
Operating from within, and correlated with the quantitative growth of
economic means and resources, is the development and differentiation of
abilities and wants. With the multiplication of life chances and oppor
tunities, the individual becomes less and less content with being hound
to rigid and undifferentiated forms of life prescribed by the group. In
deaoingly he desires to shape his life as an individual and to enjoy the
fruits of his own abilities and labor as he himself wishes.

The disintegration of the household authority is.furthered by a num
ber of other_groups. One factor is the fiscal interest in a more intensive
exploitation of the individual taxpayer. These groups may work contrary
to the household's interests in keeping property intact for the sake of mili
tary self-equipment. The usual consequence of these disintegrative tend
encies is, in the first place, the increasing likelih<¥Xl tl division in case
of inheritance or marriage of children. In the early times of relatively
primitive agriculture, employment of mass labor was the only means of
increasing land yields. As a result, the household grew in size. However,
the development of individualized production brought about a decrease
in the size of households, which continued until the family of parentS
and children constitutes the norm today. '

The function of the household has changed so radically that it is be
coming increasingly inopportune for an individual to join a large com
munistic household. An individual no longer gets protection from· the
household and kinship groups but rather from political authority, which
exercises compulsory jurisdiction. Furthermore, household and occupaw
tion become ecologically separated, and the household is no longer a unit
of common production but of commOn co:psumption. Moreover, the inw

dividual receives his entire education increasingly from outside his home
and by means which are supplied by various enterprises: schools, book
stores, theaters, concert halls, clubs, meetings, etc. He can no longer regard
the household as the hearer of those cultural values in whose service he
places himself.
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This decrease in the size of households is not due to a growing "sub
jectivism," understood as a stage of social psychological development, hut
to 'the objective determinants of its growth. It should not be ov:erlooked
that there exist also hindrances to this development, particularly on the
highest levels of the economic scale. In agriculture, the posSibility of
unrestricted splitting up of landed estates is tied in with certain tech
nological conJi6ons. An integrated estate, even a large one, with valuable
buildings on it, can be partitioned only at a loss. The division is tech
nically facilitated by mixed holdings and village settlement. Isolated loca
tion makes such a partition difficult. Separate farms and large estates,
operated with an intensIve expenditure of capital, therefore tend to be
inherited by one individual. A small farm, operated with intensive ex
penditl1re of labor .on scattered holdings, has a tendency to continuous
splintering. In addition, the separate farm and large estate are much
more suitable objects from which to extn.ct payments in favor of movable
property [i.e., money lenders] in the form of permanent ~r long-term
mortgages, and they are thus kept intact for the benefit of the creditors.

Large property-holding, being a detemlinant of position and prestige,
is conducive to the desire to keep it intact in the family. A small farm, on
the other hand,. is merely a place where work is done. There is an ap
positeness between the seigneurial standard of life, with its fixed con
ventions, and the large household. Given the spaciQusness of, say, a
castle and the almost inevitable "inner distance" even between the
closest rdatives, these large households do not restrain the freedom that
the individual demands to such an extent as does the middle-class house
hold, which may consist of an equally large number of persons but
occupies a smaller space and lacks the aristocratic sense of distance, and
whose members, moreover, typically have far more differentiated life
interests than do those of an estate-seated gentry family. Today, the
large household provides an appropriate way of life, aside from the
:.eigneurial one, only for the highly intense ideological community of a
sect, whether religious, social-ethical or artistic---eorresponding to the
monasteries Bnd the cloister-like communities of the past.

Even where the household unit remains outwardly intact, the internal
dissoluqon of household communism by virtue of the growing sense of
calculation (Rechenhaftigkeit) goes on irresistibly in the course of cul~

tural development. Let us look at the Consequences of this factor in
somewhat greater detail.

As early as in the large capitalistic households of medieval cities
for example, in Florence--every person had his own account. He has
pocket money (danari borsinghO at his disposal. Specific limits are set
for certain expenditures-for example, if he invites a visitor fora stay.
The member must settle his account in the same way as do-partners in
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any modern trading company. He has capital shares "in" the house and
[separate "outside"] wealth (fuori del", ccmpognio) which the house con
troIs and for which it pays him interest, but which is not regarded as
working capital proper and therefore does not share in the profit. I Thus,
a rational association takes the place of the "natu"raJ" participation in the - -,
household's social action with its advantages and obligations. The in
dividual is born into the household, hut even as a child he is aIreadJ a
potential business partner of the rationally managed enterprise. It is evi- --
dent that such conduct became possible only within the framework of
a money economy, which therefore plays a crucial role in the internal
dissolution of the household. The money eonomy makes possible an ob
jective calculation both of the productive performances and of the con
sumption of the individuals, and for the first time makes it ,possible for
them to satisfy their wants freely, through the indirect exchange medium
of money.

, The parallelism of money economy and attenuation of household
authority is, of course, far from complete. DomestiC authority and house- _
hold are relatively independent of economic conditions, in spite of the
latters' great importance, and appear "irrational" from an economic point
of view; in fact, they often shape economic relationships because of their
own historic structure. For example, the patria. pot€stas. which the head
of a Roman family retained until the end of his life, had economic and
social as well as political and religious roots (the preservation of a pa~

trician household, military affiliation according to kinship and, probably,
house, and the father's position as house priest). The patria potestas
persisted during the most diverse economic stages before it was finally
attenuated under the Empire, even toward the children. In China, the
same situation was perpetuated by the principle of filial piety, which was ..
earried to an extreme by the code of duties and furthered by the state
and the bureaucratic status ethic of Confucianism, in part for reasons of
political domesticatio~. This principle led not only to economically un·
tenable consequences (as in the mourning regulations) but also to per'
litieally questionable results (for example, large-scale office vacancies,
because piety toward t~e late father-<>riginally, fear of the dead man's
envy-forbade the use of his property and the occupation of his office).

Economic factors originally determined to a large extent whether a
property was inherited by one per.s0n or principal heir or whether it was
divided. This practice varies wit;h economic influences, but it cannot be
explained .solely by economic factors, and especially not by modem ec0

nomic conditions. This was demonstrated particularly in the recent
studies of Sering and others.4 Under identical conditions and in con
tiguous areas, there exist often quite disparate systems, affected especially
by different ethnic composition, e.g., Poles and Gennans. The fal-
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reaching economic consequences of these differing.structures were caused
by factors that could be regarded as economically "irrational" from the
very beginning, or that became irrational as a consequence of changes in
economic conditions.

In spite of all, the economic realities intervene in a compelling
manner. First, there are characteristic differences depending on whether
economic gaiP: is attributed to common work or to common .property. If
the fonner si~tion obtains, th'ehousehold authority is usually basically
unsta~e, no matter how autocratic it may be. Mere separation from the
paren~l household and the establishment of an independent household is
r,ufficient for a person to be s~t free from the household authority. This is
mostly the case in the large households of primitive agricultural peoples.
The emancipatio legis Saxonicae of the Gennan law dearly has its
economic foundation in the importance of personal labor, which pre
vailed at the time.

On the other hand, the household authority is typically stable wher
ever ownership ,of livestock, and property in general, fonns'the prime
economic basis. This is particularly true when land ceases to be abundant
and becomes a scarce commodity. For reasons already alluded to, family
and lineage cohesion is generally an attribute of the landed aristocracy.
The man without any landed property or with only little of it is also
without lineage group. ,

The same differenCe is to be found in the capitalistic stage of de
velopment. The large households of Florence and other parts of northern
Italy practiced the principle of joint responsibility and of maintaining
the property intact. In the trading places of the Mediterranean, especially
in Sicily and southern Italy, the exact opposite was the case: each adult
member of the household could at any time request his share while the
legator was still alive. Nor did joint personal liability to the outsiders
exist.' In the family enterprises of northern Italy, the inherited capit~l

represented. the basis of economic power to a greater degree than did the
personal business activities of the partners. The opposite was true in
southern Italy, wherecommon property was treated as.a product of com·
mon work. With the increasing importance of capital, the former practice
gained ascendancy. In this case, the capitalist economy, a '1ater" stage in
tenns of a theory of development starting with undifferentiated social
action, determines a theoretically "earlier" structure in which the house
hold members are more "tighdy bound to the household 'and subjected
to household authority. _

However, at the same time a far more significant, and 'Uniquely Oc
cidental, transformation of domestic authority and household was under
way -in these Florentine and other business-oriented medieval houses.
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The entire economic aI\3.ngements of such large househ~lds were peri
cxlically regulated by contract. Whereas, originally, the }iersonal funds
and ,the business rirganiktion were regulated by the same set of Dlles,
the situation gradlcilly e&.nged, Continuous capitalist acquisition became
a ,special vocation perforined in an increasingly separate enterprise. An
autonomous rational assoitiation emerged out of the social action of the
household, in such a wafthat the old identity of household, workshop
and office fell apart, whkh had been taken for gmnted in the un
differentiated household as 'weII as the ancient, oUws. to he discussed in
the next section. First, the household ceased to exist .. a necessary basis
of rational business associatio~ Henceforth, the partner was not neces~

sarily-or typically-a house rntynber. Consequendy, business assets had
to be separated from the private property of the partners. Similarly, a
distinction began to he made between the business employees and the
domestic servants. Above all, the commercial debts had to be distin
guished nom the private debts of the partners, and joint responsibility
had to be limited to the .fonner, which were identi6ed as such by being
'contracted under the "finn," the business name.

This whole development is obviously a precise parallel to the separa
tion of the bureaucratic office as a "voeationH from private life, the
''bureau'' from the private household,. the official assets and liabilities
from private property, and the official dealings from pri..tetlealings; this
will be discussed in the analysis of authority [ehapler XI]. The capitalist
enterprise, created by the household which eVent1:Wly retreats from it, .
thus is related from the very beginning to the "bureau" and the now
obvious bureaucratization of the private economy.

But the factor of decisive importance in this·d~ent is not the
spatial differentiation or separation d'the household fnMp. the work-shop
and the store. This is rather typical of the bazaar system of the Islamic
cities in the Orient, which rests throughout on the separation of the castle
(""'bah), bazaar (SDk), and residences. What is crucial is the separation

, of household and business Jor accounting and legal purposes, and the
development of a suitable body of laws, such as the connneIcial register,
efimination of dependence of the association and the finn UJ"'" the

. fanrily, separate property of the private firm or fimjjed partnership, and
appropriate laws on bankruptcy. This fundamentally important develop-
ment is the characteristic feature of the Occident, -and it is worthy of
note that the legal forms of our present rommeocillllaw were almost all
developed as eady as the Middle Ages--whereas they were abnosr en
'tirely fomgn to the law of Antiquity with i" eapitaIism that was quanti
Iatively sometimes much more developed. 'This It' ODe of the IIIIDJ
phenomena chatlll:terizing most clearly the qua!ilative uniqueness~~ , '-;',

',"
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development of modem capitalism, since both the concentration of the
~amily property for the purpose of mutual economic support and the de

~>elopment of a "firm" from a family name existed, for example, in China
,,"'-" a~ :well. There, too, the joint liability of the family stands behind the

debts of the individual. The name used by a company in commercial
"",-ffansactions does not provide information about the actual proprietor:

, " tliere, too, the "firm" is related to the business organization and not to
the household. But the laws on private property and bankruptcy as they
were developed in Europe seem to be absent in China, where two things
are' of special relevance: Association and credit, until the modern era,
were to a large degree dependent on the kinship group. Likewise, the
keeping of the property intact in the well-to-do kinship groups and the 1

Ii mutual granting of credit within the kinship groups served different pur
poses. They were concerned not with capitaliStiC profit but with raising
money to cover the costs of family members' preparation for the examina- !

tions and afterwards for the purchase of an office. The incumbency of
the office' then offered the relatives an opportunity 10 recover their ex
penses with a profit from the legal and illegal revenues that the office
afforded. Furthermore, these relatives could benefit from the protection
of the office-holder. It was the chances of the politically rather than
~onomicany determined gain that were conducive to the "capitalistic"
cohe$ion of the family, especially one that was· well-off economically.

The capitalistic type of association which corresponds to our joint
,stock. company and is completely detached, at least formally, from kin
ship-and personal ties has its antecedents in Antiquity only in the area
of politically oriented. capitalism, Le., in 'lmpanies of tax-farmers. tn
the Middle Ages, such associations were also organized in part for colo
nizins ventures-such as the big partnerships of the maone in Genoa

,.....-and in part for state credit-5\.lch as the Genoese group of creditors
which for all practical purposes held the municipal finances under
sequester. In the realm of private enterprise, a pwdy commercial and
capitalistic type of association initially developed only in the fonn of
lUi hoc groupings in long-distance trade, such as the C01nmetltla ass0

ciation which can be found already in Old Babylonian law and. later
. quite universally: A 6nanger entrusts his capital to a travelling mei

chant £or a concrete voyage, with profit or I~ distribution on this
basis. This is the form typical for the period of "intennittent trade"
(GelegenheitshanJel). Enterprises in the fonn of joint-stock torpor.!
nims which were monopolistically privileged by the political powezs.
especiall'y colonial undertakings, constituted the transition to the applica
tion of such organizational types also in purely private business.
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3. The filternative Development: The Oikos

These kinds of undertakings which, as the basis of a capitalist enter
prise, constimte its most radical separation from the original identity with
the household do not particularly concern us at this point. ~ther, we
shall mm to a radically different way in which a household may evolve.
The disintegration of the household· and of domestic authority because
of exchange with the outside, and the resulting rise of the capitalist
enterprise proceed in juxtaposition to the household's internal evolution
into an oilws, as Rodbertus called it. ~ This is not simply any large house
hold or one which produces on its own various products, agrictiItural or
industrial; rather, it is the authoritarian household of a prince, ~norial
lord. or patrician. Its dominant motive is not capitalistic acquisition but
the lord's organized want satisfaction in kind. For this purpose, he may
resort to any means, including large-scale trade. Decisive for- him is the
utiliution of property, not capital investment. The essence of the oikas
is organized want satisfaction, even if market-oriented. enterprises are
attached to it. Of course, there is a scale of imperceptible transitions be
tween the two modes of economic orientation, and often also a more or
less rapid transformation from one into the other. In reality, if there is a
relatively developed technology. the oikos is rarely a purely collective·
namral economy; for it can exist purely only if it permanently eliminates
all exchange, and practices, or at least aims at, autarky, hence if it is a
self-sufficient economy so far as possible. In this case an apparatus of
house-dependent labor. which often is highly specialized. produces all
the goods and personal services, economic, militaty and sacral, which
the ruler requires. His own land provides. the raw materials, his work·
shops with their personally unfree labor supply all other materials. The
remaining services a:re provided. by servants, officials, house priests and
warriors. Exchange takes place only if surplus is· to be dumped or if
goods simply cannot be procured. in any other way. This state of affairs
was approximated. to a considerable extent by the royal economies of the
Orient. especially of Egypt. and to a lesser degree by the households of
,the Homeric aristocrats and princes; those- of the Persian and Frankish
kings also appear quite similar. In the Roman empire the landed estates
moved increasingly in this direction as they grew in size. the slave supply _
fell off and capitalist acquisition was curbed by bureaucracy and liturgy.
But the medieval manor took the opposite course witbtbe: increasing
importance of trade. the cities and the money economy. However. in all
these cases the oikos was never really self..ufficient. The Pharaoh en
gaged in foreign trade just as did the majority of the early princes and
aristoenlts of the Mediterranean; their treasuries depended heavily upun
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trade proceeds. As early as the Frankish kingaom the seigneurs received.~
substantial amounts of money or various tribllfes which had cash-value. j
The capitularia took for granted that the ro~l fisci were free to sell '
whateyer was not needed by the court :md the' army. In all better known
cases only a part of the unfree work-force of the big owners of land and
people was completely tied to their household. Those most strictly at· .
-~hed to the household were the personal servants and the workers who:
~hored in the master's self-sufficient household and were wholly mam-"
tained by him: the case of autarkic utilirarion of labor. HOwever, an
other group of strictly ~ttached workers consists of those who p~uced~,

for the market; the Carthaginian, ,Si<;ilian and Roman plantationo~ ;
employed their barrack slaves in this fashion, as did the father of ;
Demosthenes with the slaves in his two ergasteria or, in modem times,
the Rus.~ian landlords with the peasants in their factories: these are cases
of the capitalist utilization of tmfree '!4bor. However, many slaves on the
plantations and in the ergasteria were bought on the market, hence they
were not "produced" in the household. Unfree workers born in the
master's household presuppose some kind of unfree "family," and this
implies an attenuation of attaclnnent and nonnally also of the full ex
ploitation of labor poWer. Therefore, the majority of these hereditarily
unfree workers is not employed in centralized enterprises, but surrenders
only part of their work capacity to the master, and pays him more or less
arbitrary and traditionally 6xed taxes in kind or in coin. Whether. the
master prefers to use his unfree workers as a work-force or as a source of
revenue d~ds above an on what yields most to him in a given situa
tion. Barrack slaves without families can be replaced only if thet· are
very cheap and plentiful; this presupposes continuous slavery wars and
low food costs (a Southern climate). Hereditarily attached peasants, more
over, can pay money taxes only if there is a (local) market, and this in

. tum requires a degree of'urban development. Where this was low, and
the harvest yield could be fully used only through export, as in the
German and European East at the beginning of modem times (in con- I

ttast to the West) and in the "Black Earth" regions of Russia in the
nineteenth century, the forced labor of the peasants was the only way of
making money. In this way large-scale market-oriented enterprise de
veloped within the oikas. The owner of an oikas may become almost
indistinguishable, or wholly identical, with a capitalist enttepteneut, if
he ....blishes Ia<ge industrial undertaking with his own unfree labor,
or rented. unfree or even free workers; he may use the latter two groups
either partly or exclusively, and he may run his own or rented e.rgaste:ria.

;;... A major exa~ple £or this transformation are the creators of the Silesian
, -.st [Le., village stewattlJ industries.' .

,
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Ultimately, the oikos is denned only by the rent-producing utilization
of property, but in terms of the owner's primary interest this meaning
may become practically indistinguishable from, or outright identical
with, entr.:preneurial capital proper. The manorial origin of the staroSt
industry is visible only because of the particular combination of enter
prises: large-scale lumbering with brick-yards, distilleries, sugar re
nneries, coal mines, that means, of enterprises that are not integrated,
along technically or economically suggested, horizontal or vertical lines,
like the modem combines and mixed firms. However, a manorial lord
who adds a foundry or a steelmill to his coal mines, _or a lumbermill and
papennilI to his lumbering operations may in practice bring about the
same result. Only the starting point, not the end product are different.
In the ancient ergasteTia, too, we find incipient combinations based On
the possession of raw materials. The father of Demosthenes, who
descended from a family of Attic merchants, was an importer of ivory
which he sold -nIi f3o,,)wjUvIp [i.e., to anyone desiring it, to any comer} and
which was used as inlay for knife handles and furniture. He eventually
trained slaves to manufacture knives in his own workshop and, in addi
tion, had to take over the ergasterion, that means, mosdy the slaves, of a
bankrupt cabinet·maker. He combined these holdings into both a cutlery
and a furniture ergasterion. The ergasterion developed further during
the Hellenistic period, especially in Alexandria, up until early Islamic
times. The use of unfree craftsmen as a source of rent was widely known
throughout Antiquity, both in the Orient and the Occident, during the
early Middle Ages, and in Russia until the emancipation of the serfs.
The master may rent his slaves, as Nikias did with masses of unskilled
slaves for the mine-owners. He may tum them into skilled craftsmen, a
practice found in all Antiquity, from a contract in which [the Persian}
crown prince Kambyses [6th century B.c.} is mentioned as the owner
of the trainer, up to the [late R9man] pandects, but it is also found in
Russia as late as the IBth and 19th century. The master may also leave
it to the slaves, after he arranged for their training, to work for their own
account in exchange for a rent (Greek: apophora, Babylonian: mandaku,
German: Halssreuer, Russian: obrok). The master may also 'provide
them with a workshop and capital equipment (peculium) as well as
working capital (merx peeuliaris). Historically, we find all imaginable
transitions from Jmost total mobility to complete regimentation in bar
racks. A more detailed description- of the "enterprises" emerging within
the oikos and run by either the master or the unfree belongs into a dif·
ferent set of topics. However, the transformation of the oikes into a
patrimonial rulership will be discussed in the analysis of the forms of
domination.
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CHAPTER v
ETHNIC GROUPS

I. "Race" Membership'

A much more problematic source of social action than the sources
analyzed above is "race- identity": common inherited and inheritable
traits that actually derive from common descent. Of course, race creates a
"group" only when it is subjectively perceived as a common trait: this
happens only when a neighborhood. or the mere proximity of racially
different persons is the basis of joint (mostly political) action, or con

-versely. when some common experiences of members of the same race
are linked to some antagonism against members of an obviously different
group..The resulting social action is usually merely negative: those who
are obviously different are avoided and despised or, conversely, viewed
with superstitious awe. Persons who are externally different are simply
despised irrespective of what they accomplish or what theY. are, or they
are venerated superstitiously if they are too powerful in the long run. In
this case antipathy is the primary and normal reaction. However, this
antipathy is shared not just by persons with anthropological similarities,
and its extent is by no means detennined by the degree of anthropolog
ical relatedness; furthennore, this antipathy is linked not only to in
herited traits but just as much to other visible differences.

If the degree of objective racial difference can be detennined, among
, other things. purely physiologically by establishing whether hybrids re

pro:iuce themselves ~t approximately normal rates,the subjective aspects,
the reciprocal racial attraction and repulsion, might be measured by find
ing out whether sexual relati~ are preferred or rare between two
groups, and whether they are carried on permanently or temporarily and
irregularly. In all groups with a developed "ethnic" consciousness the
existence or absence of intennarriage -(Con:nubium) would then be a
normal consequence of racial attraction or segregation. Serious research
on the sexual attraction and repulsion between different ethnic groups
is only incipient, but there is not the slightest doubt that racial factors,
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that means, common descent, influence the incidence of sexual relations
and of marriage, sometimes decisively. However, the existence of several
million mulattoes in the United States speaks clearly against the assump
tion of a "natural" ra~ antipathy, even among qUite different races.
Apart from the laws against biracial marriages in the Southern states,
sexual relations between the two races are now abhorred by both sides,
but this development began only with the Emancipation and resulted
from the Negroes' demand for equal civil rights. Hence this abhorrence
on the part of the Whites is socially determined by th~ previously
sketched tendency toward the monopolization of social power and honor,
a tendency which in this case happens to be linked to race.

The connubium itself, that means, the fact that the offspring from a
permanent sexual relationship can share in the activities and advantages
of the father's political, economic or status group, depends on many cir
cumstanCes. Under undiminished patriarchal powers, which we treat

. elsewhere, the father wa~ free to grant equal rights to his children from
slaves. Moreover, the glorification of abduction by the hero made racial
mixing a normal event within the ruling strata. However, patriarchal
discretion was progressively curtailed with the monopolistic closure, by
now familiar to us, of political, status or other groups and with the
monopolization of marriage opportunities; these ~ndencies restricted the
cannubium to the offspring from a permanent sexual union within the
given political, religious, economic and status group, This also produced
a high incidence of inbreeding. The "endogamy" of a group is probably
everywhere a secondary product of such tendencies, if we define it not
merely as the fact that a permanent sexual wnion occurs primarily on the
basis of joint membership in some association, but as a process of social
action in which only endogamous children are accepted as full members.
(The term "sib endogamy" should not be used; there is no such thing
unless we want to refer to the levirate marriage and arrangements in
which daughters have the right to succession, but these have secondary,
religious and political origins.) "Pure" anthropological types are often a
secondary consequence of such closure;, examples are sects (as in India)
as well as pariah peoples, that means, groups that are socially despised
yet wanted as neighbors because they have monopolized indispensable
skills.

Reasons other than actual racial kinship influence the degree to.
which blood relationship is taken" into account. In the United States the
smallest admixture of Negro blood disqualifies a person unconditionally,
whereas very considerable admixtures of Indian blood do not. Doubt·
lessly, it is important that Negroes appear esthetically even more alien
than Indians, but it remains very signi6cant that Negroes were slaves;
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and hence disquali6ed in the status hierarchy. The conventional con
nubium is far less impeded by anthropological differences than by status
differences, ~hat means, differences due to socialization and upbringing
(Bildung in the widest sense of the word). Mere anthropological differ
ences account for little, except in cases of extreme esthetic antipathy.

2. The Belief in Common Ethnicity: Its Multiple Social
Origins and Theoretical Ambiguities

The question of whether conspicuous "racial" differences are based
on biological heredity or on tradition is usuaHy of no importance as far
as their effect on mutual attraction or repulsion is concerned. This is true
of the development of endogamous conjugal groups, and even more so of
attraction and repulsion in other kinds of social intercourse, i.e., 'whether
all sorts of friendly, companionable, or econbmic relationships between
such groups are established easily and on the footing of mutual trust and
r&.;pee~, or whether such relationships are established with difficulty and
w'ith precautions that betray mistrust.

The more or less easy emergence of social circles in the broadest
sense of the word (soziale Verkehrsgemeinschaft) may be linked to the
most superncial features of historically accidental habits just as much as
to inherited racial characteristics. That the different custom is nOt under
stood in its subjective meaning since the cultural key to it is lacking, is
almost as decisive as the peculiarity of the custom as such. But, as we
shall soon see, not an repulsion is attributable to the absence of a "con
sensual group." Differences in the styles of beard and hairdo, clothes,
food and eating habits, division of labor between the sexes, and an kinds
of other visible differences can, in a given case, give rise to repulsion and
contempt, but the actual extent of these differences is irrelevant for the
emotional impact, as is illustrated by primitive travel descriptions, the
Histories of Herodotus or the older prescientinc ethnography. Seen from
their positive aspect, however, these differences may give rise to con
sciousness of kind, which may become as easily the bearer of group
relationships as groups ranging from the household and neighborhood
to political and religious communities are usually the bearers of shared
customs. All differences of customs can sustain a specific sense of honor
or dignity in their practitioners. The original motives .or reasons for the
inception of different habits of life are forgotten and the contrasts are
then perpetuated as conventions. In this manner, any group can create

. customs, and it can also effect, in certain circumstances very decisively,
the selection of anthropological types. This it can do by providing favor-
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able chances of survival and reproduction for cer~in hereditary 'quagties
and traits. This holds both for internal assimilation and for external
differentiation.

Any cultural trait, no matter how superficial, can serve as a starting
point for the familiar tendency to monopolistic closure. However, the
universaL force of imitation has the general effect of only gradually
changing the traditional customs and usages, just as anthropological types
are changed only gradually by racial mixing.. But if there are sharp
Ix:n.ndaries between areas of observable styles of life, they are due to
conscious monopolistic closure, which started from small differences that
were then cultivated and intensified; or they are due to the peaceful
or warlike migrations of groups that previously lived far from each other
and had accommodated themselves to their heterogeneous conditions of
existence. Similarly, strikingly different racial types, bred in isolation,
may live in sharply segregated proximity to one another either because of
monopolistic closure or ·because of migration. We can conclude then that
similarity and contrast of,physical type and custom, regardless of whether
they are biologically inherited or culturally transmitted, are subject to
the same conditions of group life, in origin as wen as in effectiveness,
and identical in their potential for group fonnation. The difference lies
partly in the differential instability of type and custom, partly in the fixed
(though often unknown) limit to engendering new hereditary qualities.
Compared to this, the scope for assimilation of new customs is incom
parably greater, although there are considerable variations in the trans
missibility of traditions.

Almost any kind of similarity or contrast of physical type and of
habits can induce ,the belief that affinity or .. disaffinity exists between
grollPS that attract or repel each other. Not every belief in tribal affinity,
however, is founded on the resemblance of cust01ll$ or of physical type.
But in spite of great variations in this area, such a belief can exist and
can develop group-forming powers when it is buttressed by a memory of
an actual migration, be it colonization or individual migration. The
peISis~t effect of the old ways and of childhood reminiscences con
tinues as a source of native-country sentiment (Heimatsgefuhl) among
emigrants even when they have 'become so thoroughly adjusted to the
new country that return to their homeland would be intolerable (this
being the case of most German-Americans, for example).

In colonies, the attachment to the coI.onists' homeland survives
despite considerable mixing with the inhabitants of the colonial land
and despite profound changes in tradition and hereditary type as well.
1" case of politi~l colonization, the decisive factor is the need for
political support. In general, the continuation of relationships ~ted by
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marriage is important, and so are the market relationships, provided that
the "customs" remained unchanged. These market relationships between
the homeland and the colony may be very close, as long as the consumer
standards remain similar, and especially when colonies are in an almost
ahsolutely alien environment and within an alien political territory.

The belief in group affinity, regardles~ of whether it has any objec
tive foundation, can have important consequences especially for the
fonnation of a political community. We shall 'can "ethnic groups" those
human groups that entertain a subjective belief in their common descent
because of similarities of physical type or of customs or both, or because
of memories of colonization and migration; this belief must be important

\ for the propagation of group formation; conversely, it does not matter
whether or not an objective blood relationship exists. Ethnic membership
(Gemeinsamkeit) differs from the kinship group precisely by being a
pre;umed identity, Hot a group with concrete social action, like the latter.
In our sense, ethnic membership does not constitute a group; it only
facilitates group formation of any kind, particularly in the political
$phere. On the other hand, it is primarily the political community, no
matter how artifiCially organized, that inspires the belief in common
ethnicity. This belief tends to persist even after 'the -disintegration of
the political community, unless drastic differences in the custom, physical
type, or, above all, language exist among its members.

This artificial origin of the belief in common ethnicity follows the
previously described pattern ref. chapter 11:3] of rational association

. turning into personal relationships. If rationally regulated action is not
widespread, almost any association, even the most rational one, creates
an overarching communal consciousness; this takes the form of a brother
hood on the basis of the belief in common ethnicity. As late as the Greek
city state, even the most arbitrary division of the polis became for the
member an association with at least a common cult and often a common
fictitious ancestor. The twelve tribes of Israel were subdivisions of -'a
political community, and they alternated in performing certain functions

. on a monthly basis. The same holds for the Greek tribes (phylai) and
their subdivisions; the latter, too, were regarded as units of common
ethnic descent. It is true that the original division may have been induced
by political or actual ethnic differences, but the effect was the same when
such a division was made quite rationally and schematically, after the
break-up of old groups and relinquishment of local coh~ion, as it was
done by Cleisthenes. It does not follow, therefore, that the Greek polis
was actually or originally a tribal or lineage state, but th~t ethnic fictions
were a sign of the rather low degree of rationalization of Greek political
life. Conversely, it is a symptom of the greater rationalization of Rome
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that its old schematic subdivisions (curiGe) took on religious importance,
with a pretense to ethnic origin, to only a small degree.

The belief in common ethnicity often delimits "social circles," which
in tum ale not always identical with endogamous 'connubial groups. for
gready varying numbers of persons may be encompassed by both. Their
similarity rests on the belief in a speci6.c ''honor'' of their members, not
shared. by the outsiders, that is, the sense of "ethnic honor" (a phenom~

non closely related to status honolt·which will be discussed later). These
few remarks must suffice at this point. A specialized sociological study of
ethnicity would have to make a nnel distinction between these concepts
than we have done for our limited puJ;P05eS.

Groups, in tum, can engender sentiments of likeness which will
persist even after their demise and will have an "ethnic" connotation.
The political community in particular can produce such an effect. But
most directly, such an effect is created by the langtMlge groUp, which is
the bearer of a specific "cultural possession of the masses" (Massenkultur
gut) and makes mutual understanding (Verstehen) possible or easier.

Wherever the memory of the origin of a community by peaceful
secession or emigration ("colony," ver $Q.CflI.1tI, and the like) from a
mother community remains for some reason alive, there undoubtedly
exists a very speCific and often extremely powerful sense of ethnic
identity, which is determined by several factors: shared political mem
ories or, even more importantly in early times, persistent ties with the
old cult, or the strengthening of kinship and other groups, both in the
old.. and the new community, or other persistent relationships. Wher~

these ties are lacking, or once they cease to exist, the sense of ethnic
group membership is abseI;tt, regardless of how close the kinship may be.

Apart from the community of language, which mayor may not coin
cide with objective, or subjectively believed, consanguinity, and apart
£;Om common religious belief, rhich is also independent of consanguin
ity, the ethnic differences that 'remain are, on the one hand, esthetically
conspicuous differences of the physical appearance (as mentioned be
fore) and, on the other hand and of equal weight, the perceptible dif.
ferences in the conduct of everyday life. Of special importance are

, precisely those items which may otherwise seem to be of small social
relevance, since when ethnic differentiation is concerned it is always
the conspicuous differences that come into play.

Glmmon language and the ritual regulation of life, as determined by
shared religious beliefs, everywhere are conducive to feelings of ethnic
affinity, especially since the intelligibility of the behavior of others is the
most fundamental presupposition of group formation. But since we shall
not consider these two elements in the present context, we ask: what is
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it that remains? It must be admitted that palpable differences in dialect
and differences of religion in themselves do not exclude sentiments of
common ethnicity. Next to pronounced differences in the economic way
of life, the belief in ethnic affinity has at all times been affected by out
ward differences in clothes, in the style of housing, food and eating
habits, the division of labor between the sexes and between the free and
the unfree. That is to say, these things concern one's conception of what
is correct and proper and, above all, of what affects the individual's sense
of honor and dignity. Ail those things we shall find later on as objects
of. specific differences between status groups. The conviction of the ex·
cellence of one's OWn customs and the inferiority of alien ones, a con
viction which sustains the sense of ethnic honor, is actually quite analo
gous to the sense of honor of distinctive status groups.

The sense of ethnic honor is a specific honor of the masses (Mas
senehre), for it is accessible to anybody who belongs to the subjectively
believed community of descent. The "poor white trash," Le., the
propertyless and, in the absence of job opportunities, very ohen destitute
white inhabitants of the southern.states of the United States of America
in the period of slavery, were the actual hearers of racial antipathy,
which was quite foreign to the planters. This was SO because the social
honor of the "poor whiteS.; was dependent upon the social diclassement
of the Negroes. '7

And behind all ethnic diversities there is somehow naturally the
notion of the "chosen people," which is merely a counterpart of status
differentiation translated into the plane of horizontal co-existence. The
idea of a chosen people derives its popularity from the fact that it can be
claimed to an equal degree by any and every member of the mutually
despising groups, in contrast to status differentiation which always rests
on subordination. Consequently, ethnic repulsion may take hold of all
conceivable differences among the notions of propriety and transform
them into "ethnic conventions."

Besides the pr.sViously mentioned elements, which were still more or
less closely related to the economic order, conventionalization (a term
expounded elsewhere) may take hold of such things as a hairdo or style
of beard and the like. The differences thereof have an "ethnically" re
pulsive effect, because they are thought of as symbols of ethnic member
ship. Of course, the repulsion is not always based merely on the "sym
bolic" character of the distinguishing traits. The fact that the Scythian
women oiled their hair with butter, which then gave off a rancid odor,
while Greek women used perfumed oil to achieve the same purpose,
thwarted-according to an ancient report-all attempts at social inter
course between the aristocratic ladies of these two groups. The smell of



butter certainly had a more compelling effect than even the most promi
nent racial differences, or-as far as I could see--the "Negro odor," of
which so many fables are told. In general, racial qualities are effective only
as limiting factors with regard to the belief in common ethnicity, such as
in case of an excessively heterogeneous and esthetically unaccepted
physical type; they are not positivdy grou~fonning.

Pronounced differences of custom, which playa role equal to that
of inherited physical type in the creation of feelings of common ethni
city and notions of kinship. are usually caused. in addition to linguistic
and religious differences, by the diverse economic and political conditions
of various social groups. If we ignore cases of clear-cut linguistic bound
aries and sharply demareated political or religious l."'Ommunities as a
basis of diffetences of custom-and these in fact are lacking in wide areas
of the Mrican and South American continents-then there are only
gradual transitions of custom and no immutable ethnic frontiers, except
those due to gross geographical differences. The sharp demarcations of
areas wherein ethnically relevant customs predominate. which were not
conditioned either by political or economic or religious factors. usually
came into existence by way of migration or expansion. w~en groups of
people that had previously lived in complete or partial isolation from
each other and became accommodated to heterogeneous conditions of
existence came to live side by side. As a result, the obvious contrast
usually evokes, on both sides, the idea of blood disaffinity (Blutsfremd
heit), regardless of the objective state of affairs.

It is understandably difficult to determine in general-and even in a
concrete individual case-what influence speci6c ethnic factors (i.e.•
the belief in a- blood relationship, or its opposite. which rests on similari~

ties. or differences, of a person's physical appearance- and style of life)
have on the formation of a group.

There is no difference between the ethnically relevant customs and
customs in general, as far as their effect is concerned. The belief in
common <lescent, in combination with a similarity ,of customs. is likely
to promote the spread, of the activities of one part of an ethnic group
among the rest, since the awareness of ethnic identity furthers imitation.
This is especially true of the propaganda of religious groups.

It is not feasible to go beyond these vague generalizations. The con
tent of joint activities that are possible on an ethnic basis remains in
de.6nite. There is a corresponding ambiguity of concepts denoting
ethnically determined action. that means, determined by the belief in
blood relationship. Such concepts are Volkerschaft, Stamm (tribe),
Volk (people), each of which is ordinarily used in the sense of an ethnic
subdivision of the following one (although the first two may be used in
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reversed order). Using such terms, one usually implies either the exi~~

ence of a contemporary political community. no matter how loosely
organized, or memories of an extinct political community, such as they
are preserved. in epic tales and legends; or the existence of a linguistic
or dialect group; or, finally, of a religious group. In the past, cults in
particular were the typical concomitant of a tribal or Volk consciousness.
But in. the absence of the political community, contemporary or past, the
external delimitation of the group was usually indistinct. The cult com·
munities of Gennanic tribes, as late as the Burgundian period [6th
century A.D.], were probably rudiments of political communities anq
therefore pretty well defined. By contrast. the Delphian oracle, the un
doubted currie symbol of Hellenism, also revealed information to the
barbarians and accepted their veneration, and it was an organized cult
only among some Greek segments, excluding the most powerful cities.
The cult as an exponent of ethnic identity is thus generally either a
remnant of a largely political community which once existed but was

, destroyed by disunion-and colonization, or it is-as in the case of the
Delphian Apollo-a product ofa Kulturgemeinschaft brought about by
other than purely ethnic conditions, but which in tum gives rise to the
belief in blood relationship. All history shows how eaSily political action
can give rise to the belief in blood relationship, unless gross differences
of anthropological type impede it.

3· Tribe and Political Community: The Disutility of the
Notion of "Ethnic Group"

The tribe is clearly delimited when it is a subdivision of a polity,
which, in fact, often establishes it. In this case, the artificial origin is
revealed. by the round numbers in which tribes usu~lly appear, for
example; the previously mentioned division of the people of Israel into
twelve tri.bes, the three Doric phylai and the various phylai of the other
Hellenes. When a political community wa:; newly established or re
organized, the population was newly divided. Hence the tribe is here.a
political artifact, even though it soor., adopts the whole symbolism of
blood-relationship and particularly a tribal cult. Even today it is not rare
that political artifacts develop a sense of affinity akin to that of blood.
relationship. Very schematic constructs such as those states of the United
States that were made into squares according .to ·their latitude have a
strong sense of identity; it is also not rare that families travel from New
York to Richmond to make an expected child a "Virginian."
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Such artificiality does not preclude the possibility that the Hellenic
phy/ai, for example, were at one time independent and that the polis
used them schematically when they were merged into a political associa
tion. However, tribes that existed before 'the polis were either identical
with the corresponding political groups which were subsequently as
sociated into a polis, and in this case they were called ethnos, not phyle;
or, as it probably happened many times, the politically unorganized tribe,
as a presumed "blood community," lived from the memory that it once
engaged in joint political action, typically a single conquest or defense,
and then such political memories constituted the tribe. Thus, the fact
that tribal consciousness was primarily fanned by common political ex
periences and not by common descent appears to have been a frequent
source of the belief in common ethnicity.

Of course, this was not the only source: Common customs may have
diverse origins. Ultimately, they derive largely from adaptation to natural
conditions and the imitation of neighbors. In practice, however, tribal
consciousness usually has a political meaning: in case of military dal' ger
or opportunity, it easily provides the basis for joint political action on the
part of tribal members or Volksgenossen who consider one another as
blood relatives. The eruption of a drive to political action is thus one of
the major potentialities inherent in the rather ambiguous notions of tribe
and people. Such intermittent political action may easily develop into the
moral duty~ of all members of tribe or people (Volk) to support one
another in case of a military attack, even if there is no corresponding
political association; violators of this solidarity may suffer the fate of the
[Germanic, pro-Roman] sibs of Segestes and Inguiomer-expulsion from
the tribal territory-, even jf the tribe has no organized government. If
the tribe has reached this stage, it has indeed become a continuous J
political community, no matter how inactive in peacetime, and hence
unstable, it may be. However, even under favorable conditions the tran-
sition from the habitual to the customary and therefore obligatory is very
fluid. All in all, the notion of "ethnically" determined social action sub-
sumes phenomena that a rigorous sociological analysis-as we do not
attempt it here-;would have to distinguish carefully: the actual sub-
jective effect of those customs conditioned by· heredity and those deter·
mined by tradition; the differential impact of the varying content of
custom; the inRuence of common language, religion and political action,
past and present, upon the formation of customs; the extent to which
such factors create attraction and repulsion, and especially the belief in
affinity or disaffinity of blood: the consequences of this belief for social
action in general, and speeificaBy for action on the basis of'shared custom
or blood relationship, for diverse sexual relations, etc.-all of this would
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have to be studied in detail. It is certain that in this process the collective
tenn "ethnic" would be abandoned, for it is unsuitable for a really rigor
ous analysis. However, we do not pursue sociology for its own sake and
therefore limit ourselves to showing brieRy the diverse factors that are
hidden behind this seemingly uniform phenomenon.

The concept of the "ethnic" group, which dissolves if we define our
tenns exactly, corresponds in this regard to one of the most vexing, since
emotionally charged concepts,: the nation, as soon as we attempt a socio
logical definition.

4- Nationality and Cultural Prestige'

The concept of "nationality" shares with that of the "people" (Volk)
-in the "ethnic" sense-the vague connotation that whatever is felt to be
distinctively cammon must derive from common descent. In reality, of
course, persons who consider themselves members of the same nationality
are often much less related by common descent than are persons belonging
to different and hostile nationalities. Differences of nationality may exist
even among groups closely related by common descent, merely because
they have different religious persuasions, as in the case of Serbs and C,roats.
The concrete reasons for the belief in joint nationality and for the resulting
social action vary greatly.

Today, in the age of language conflicts, a shared common language
is pre-eminently considered the normal basis of nationality. Whatever
the "nation" means beyond a mere "language group" can be found in
the specific objective of its social action, and this can only be the autono
mous polity. Indeed, "nation state" has become conceptually identical
with "state" based on common language. In reality, however, such mod
ern t:Jation states exist next to many others that comprise several language
groups, even though these others usually have one official language. A
COmmon language is also insufficient in sustaining a sense of national
identity (Nationalgefiihl)-a concept which we will leave undefined
for the present. Aside from the examples of the Serbs and Croats, this
is demonstrated by the Irish, the Swiss and the German-speaking Alsa
tians; these groups do not consider themselves as members, at least not
as full members, of the "nation" associated with their language. Con
versely, language differences do not necessarily preclude a sense of joint
nationality: The German-speaking Alsatians considered themselves-and
most of them still do-as parr. of the French "nation,"even though not
in the same sense as French-speak:ing nationals. Hence there are qualita
tive degrees of the belief in common nationality.
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Many German-speaking Alsatians feel a sense of community with
the French because they share certain customs and some of their "sensual
culture" (Sinnenkultur)-as Wittich in particular has pointed out-and
also because of common political experiences. This can be understood
by any visitor who walks through the museum in Colmar, which is rich
in relk:s such as tricolors, pompier and military helmets, edicts by Louis
Philippe and especially memorabilia from the French Revolution; these
may appear trivial to the outsider, but they have sentimental value for
the Alsatians.8 This sense of community came into being by virtue of·
common political and, indirectly, social experiences which are highly
valued by the masses as symbols of the destruction of feudalism, and the
story of these events takes the place of the heroic legends of primitive
peoples. La grande nation was the liberator from feudal servitude, she
was the bearer of civilization (Kultur), her language was the civilized
language; German appeared as a dialect suitable for everyday communi
cation, Hence the attachment to those who speak the language of civili
zation is an obvious parallel to the sense of community based on common
language, but the two phenomena are not identical; rather, we deal here
with an attitude that derives from a partial sharing of the same culture
and from shared political experiences.

Until a short time ago most Poles in Upper Silesia haa no strongly
developed sense of Polish nationality that was antagonistic to the
Prussian state, which is based essentially on the German language. The
Poles were loyal if passive "Prussians," but they were not "Germans"
interested in the existence of the Reich; the majority did not feel a
conscious or a strong need to segregate themselves from German-speaking
fellow-citizens. Hence, in this case there was no sense of nationality
based on common language, and there was no Kulturgemeinschaft in
view of the lack of cultural development.

Among the Baltic Germans we find neither much of a sense of nation
ality amounting to a high valuation of the language bonds with the
Germans, nor a desire for political union with the Reich; in fact, most
of them would abhor such a unification. However, they segregate them
selves rigorously from the Slavic environment, and especially from the
Russians, primarily because of status considerations and partly because
both sides have different customs and cultural values which are mutually
unintelligible and disdained. This segregation exists in spite of, and
partly because of, the fact that the Baltic Germans are intensely loyal
vassals of the Tsar and have been as interested as any "national" Russian
(Nationalrusse) in the predominance of the Imperial Russian system,
which they provide with officials and which in tum maintains their
descendants. Hence, here too we do not find any sense of-nationality in
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the modem meaning of the tenn (oriented toward a common language
and culture). The case is similar to that of the purely proletarian Poles;
loyalty toward the-state is combined with a sense of group identity that
is limited to a common language group within this larger community
and strongly modified by status factors. Of course, the Baltic Germans
are nO longer a cohesive status group, even though the differences arc not
as extreme as within the white population of the American South.

Finally, there are cases for which the teon nationality does not seem
to be I:luite fitting; witness the sense of identity shared by the Swiss and
the Belgians or the inhabitants of Luxemburg and Liechte"nstein. We
hesitate to call them "nations," not because of their relative smallness

-the Dutch appear to us as a nation-, but because these neutralized
states have purposively forsaken power. The Swiss are not a nation if we
take as criteria common language or common literature and art. Yet they
have a strong sense of community despite some recent disintegrative
tendencies. This sense of identity is not only sustained by loyalty toward
the body politic but also by what are perceived to be common customs
(irrespective of actual differences). These customs are largely shaped
by the differences in social structure between Switzerland and Germany,
but also all other big and hence militaristic powers. Because of the impact
of bigness on the internal power structure, it appears to the Swiss that
their customs can be preserved only by a separate political existence.

The loyalty of the French Canadians toward the English polity is
today detennined above all by the deep antipathy against the economic
and social structure, and the way of life, of the neighboring United
States; hence membership in the Dominion of Canada appears as a
gt!arantee of their own traditions.

. This classification rould easily be enlarged, as every rigorous socio
logical investigation would have to do. It turns out that feelings of
identity subsumed under the tenn "national" are not uniform but may
derive from diverse sourCes: Differences in the economic and social
str.ucture and in the internal power structure, with its impact on the
customs, may playa role, but within the German Reich customs are very
diverse; shared political memories, religion, language and, finally, racial
features may be source of the sense of nationality. Racial factors often
have a peculiar impact. From the viewpoint of the Whites in the United
States, Negroes and Whites are not united by a common sense of nation
ality, but the Negroes have a sense of American nationality at least by
claiming a right to it. On the other hand, the pride of the Swiss in their
own distinctiveness, and their willingness to defend it vigorously, is
neither qualitatively different nor less widespread than the same attitudes
in any "great" and powerful "nation." Time and again we find that the
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concept "nation" directs us to political power/Hence, the concept seems
to refer-if it refers at all to a uniform phenomenon-to a specific kind
of pathos which is linked to the idea of a powerful political community
of people who share a co~mon language, or religion, or common customs,
or political memories; such a state may already exist or it may be desired.
The more power is emphasized, the doser appears to be the link between
nation and state. This pathetic pride in the power of one's own com
munity, or this longing for it, may be much more widespread in relatively
small language groups such as the Hungarians, Czechs or Greeks than
in a similar but much larger community such as the Germans r50 years
ago, when they were essentially a language group without pretensions
to national power.

NOTES

I. On race and civilization, see also Weber's polemical speech against A.
Ploetz at the first meeting of the German Sociological Association, Frankfurt,
1910, in GAzSS, 456-62. Two years later, at the second meeting of the Associa
tion in Berlin, Weber took the Boor again after a presentation by Fra~z Oppen
heimer. Among other things, Weber said (op. cit., 489):
"With race theories you can prove and disprove anything {ou want. It is a
scientific crime to attempt the circumvention, by the uncritica use of completely
undarHied racial hypotheses, of the sociological study of Antiquity, which of course
is much more difficult, but by no means without hope of success; after all, we can
no longer find out to what extent the gualities of the Hellenes and Romans rested
on inherited dispositions. The problem of such relationships has not yet bt;en
solved by the most careful and toilsome investigations of living subjects, en'n if
undertaken in the laboratory and with the means of exact experimentation."

2. Cf. the related section on "The Nation" in ch. IX~ 5.
3. See Werner Wittich, Deutsche und franzosische Kultur im Elsas5 (Strass

burg; Schlesier und Schweikhardt, 190o), 38lf; for a French trans!., see "Le
genie national des races franr;aise ef allemande en Alsace." Revue internationale
de Sociologie, vol. X, 1902, 777-824 and 857~o7, esp. 814lf. Cf. also We
ber, GAzRS, I, 25, n. r; GAzSS, 484. "Outsiders," in contrast to the pre-1914
custodian who showed Weber his greatest treasures, cherish th~ Colmar museum
fnr one of the most powerful works of art of the late i\1iddle Ages, Grunewald's
"Isenheim Altar."
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CHAPTER VI
,

REL~GIOUS GROUPS
(THE SOCIOLOGY
OF RELIGION)'

.
1

Th~ Origins of Religion

1. The Original This-Worldly Orientation of Religious
and Magical Action

To define "religion," to say what it is, is not possible at the start of a
presentation s~ as this. Definition can be attempted, jf at all, only at
the conclusion of the study. The essence of religion is not even our con

- 'cern, as we make it our task to study the conditions and effects of a
particular type of social action.

The external courses of religious behavior are so diverse that an
understanding of this' behavior can only be achieved from the viewpoint
of the subjective experiences, ideas, and purposes of the individuals con
cerned-in short, from the viewpoint of the religious behavior's "mean
ing" (Sinn).

The most elementary fonns of behavior motivated by religious
or magical factors are oriented to this world. "That it may go well with
thee ... and that thou mayest prolong thy days upon the earth" [Dem.

[399) .
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4:40J expresses the. reason for the performance of actions enjoined by
religion or magic. Even human sacri6ces, although uncommon among
urban peoples, were performed in the Phoenician maritime cities with·
out any otherworldly expectations whatsoever. Furthermore, religiously
or magi~ymotivated behavior is relatively rational behavior, especially
in its e.arliest manifestations. It follows rules of experience, though it is
not necessarily action in accordance with a means-end schema. Rubbing
will elicit sparks from pieces of wrxxl, and in like fashion the mimetical
actions of a magician will evoke rain from the heavens. The sparks result
ing from twirling the wooden sticks are as much a "magical" effect as
the rain evoked by the manipu: ,tions of the rainmaker. Thus, religious
or mag.cal behavior or thinking must not be set apart from the range
of everyday purposive conduct, particularly since even the ends of the
religious and magical actions are predominantly e<:onomic.

Only we, judging from the standpoint of our modem views of nature,
can distinguish objectively in such behavior those attributions of causality
which are "correct" from those which are "fallacious," and then designate
the fallacious attributions of causality as irrational, and the corresponding
acts as "magic." Quite a different distinction will be made by the person
performing the magical act, who will instead distinf;uish bet....·een the
greater or lesser ordinariness of the phenomena in question. For example.
not every stone can serve as a fetish, a source of magical power. Nor does
every person have the capacity to achieve the ecstatic states which are
viewed, in accordance with primitive experience, as the pre-conditions
for producing certain effects in meteorology, healing, divination, aqd
telepathy. It is primarily. though not exclusively, these extraordinary
powers that have been designated by such special terms as "mana,"
"orenda," and the Iranian "maga" (the term from which our word
"magic" is derived). We shaH henceforth employ the term "charisma"
for such extraordinary powers.

Charisma may be either of two types. Where ~his appellation is fully
merited, charisma is a gift that inheres in an object or person simply by
virtue of natural endowment. Such primary charisma cannot be acquired
by any means. But charisma of the other type may be produced artificially
in an object or person through some extraordinary means, Even then,
it is assumed that charismatic powers can be developed only in people
or objects in which the germ already existed but would have remained
dormant unless evoked by some ascetic or other regimen. Thus, even at
the earliest stage of religious evolution there are already ,present in nuce
all founs of the doctrine of religious grace, from that of gratia infusa to
the most rigorous tenet of salvation by good works. The strongly natu
ralistic orientation (lately termed "pre-animistic") of the earliest religious
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phenomena is still a feature of folk religion. To this day, no· decision
of church councils, differentiating the "worship" of God from the "adora
tion" of the icons of saints, and defining the icons as merely a devotional
means, has succeeded in deterring a south European peasant from spit
ting in front of the statue of a saint when he holds it responsible for
withholding a favor even though the customary procedures were per
formed.

2. The Belief in Spirits, Demons, and the Soul

A process of abstraction, which only appears to be simple, has usually
already been carried out in the most primitive instances of religious
behavior which we examine. Already crystallized is the notion that cer
tain beings are concealed "behind" and responsible for the activity of the
charismatically endowed natural objects, artifacts, animals, or persons.
TNs is the belief in spirits. At the outset, "spirit" is neither soul, demon,
nor god, but something indetenninate, material yet invisible, nonpersonal
and yet somehow endowed with volition. By entering into a concrete
object, spirit endows the latter with its distinctive power. The spirit may
depart from its host or vessel, leaving the latter inoperative and causing
the magician's charisma to fail. In other cases, the spirit may diminish
into nothingness, or it may enter into another person or thing.

That any particular economic conditions are prerequisites for the
emergence of a belief in spirits does not appear to be demonstrable. But
belief in spirits, like all abstraction, is most advanced in those societies
within which certain persons possess charismatic magical powers that
inhere only in those with special qualifications. Indeed it is this circum
stance that lays the foundation for the oldest of all "vocations," that of
the professional necromancer. In contrast to the ordinary person, the
"layman" in the magical sense, the magician is permanently endowed
with charisma. Furthermore, he has turned into an "enterprise" the dis

·tinctive subjective condition that notably represents or mediates charisma,
namely ecstasy. For the layman, this psychological state is accessible only
in occasional actions. Unlike the merely rational practice of wizardry,
ecstasy occurs in a social form, the orgy, which is the primordial form of
religious associatio~. But the orgy is an occasional activity, whereas the
enterprise of the magician is continuous and he is indispensable for its
operation.

Because of the routine demands of li.ying, the layman can experience
ecstasy only occasionally, as intoxication. 10 induce ecstasy, he may em~

ploy any type of alcoholic beverage, tobacco, or similar narcotics-and
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especially music-all of which originally served orgiastic purposes. In
addition to the rational manipulation of spirits in accordance with eco
nomic interests, the manner in which ecstasy was employed constituted
another important, but historically secondary, concern of the magic.ian's

• art, which, naturally enough, developed almost everywhere into a secret
lore. On the basis of the experience with the conditions of orgies, and
in all likelihood under the influence of his professional practice, there
evolved the concept of "soul" as a separate entity present in, behind or

"near natural objects, even as the human body contains something that
leaves it in dream, syncope, ecstasy, or death.

This is not the place to treat extensively the diversity of possible
relationships between spiritual beings and the objects behind which they
lurk and with which they are somehow connected. These spirits or souls
may "dwell" more or less continuously and exclusively near or within
a concrete object or J?rocess. But on the other hand, they may somehow
"possess" types of events, things, or categories thereof, the behavior and
efficacy of which they will decisively determine. These and similar views
are properly called animistic. The spirits may temporarily "incorporate"
themselves into things, plants, animals, or people; this is a further ~tage

of abstraction, achieved only gradually. At the highest stage of abstrac
tion, which is scarcely ever maintained consistently, spirits may be reo
garded as invisible essences that follow their own law$, and are merely
"symbolized by" concrete objects. In between these extremes of natural
ism and abstraction there are many transitions and combinations. Yet
even at the 6rst stage of the simpler forms of abstraction, there is present
in principle the notion of "supersensual" forces that may intervene in
the destiny of people in the same way that a man may influence the
course of the world about him.

At these earlier stages, not even the gods or demons are yet personal
or enduring, and sometimes they do not even have names of their own.
A god may be thought of as a power controlling the course of one
particular event (Usener's Augenblicksgotter),~ to whom no one gives
a st. od thought until the event in question is repeated. On the other
hand, a god may be the power which somehow emanates from a great
hero after his death. Either personi6cation or depersonalization may be
a later development. Then, too, we find gods without any personal name,
who are designated only by the name of the process they control. At a
later time, when the semantics of this designation is no longer under"
stood, the designation of this process may take on the character of a
proper name for the god. Conversely, the proper names of powerful
chieftains or prophets have become the designations of divine powers, a
procedure employed in reverse by myth to derive the right to transform
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purely divine appellations into personal names of deified heroes, Whether
a given conception of a deity becomes enduring and therefore is always
approached by magical or symbolic means, depends upon many different
circumstances. The most important of these is whether and in. what
manner the magician or the secular chieftain accepts the god in question
on the basis of their own personal experiences:

Here we may simply note that the result of this process is the rise on
one hand of the idea of the "soul," andon the other of ideas of "gods,"
"demons," hence of "supernatural" powers, the ordering of whose. rela
tions to men constitutes the realm of religious behavior. At the outset, the
soul is neither a personal nor yet an impersonal entity. It is frequently
identified-in a naturalistic fashion-with something that disappears
after death, e,g., with the breath or with the beat of the heart in which
it resides and by the ingestion of which one may acquire the courage of
his dead adversary. Far more important is the fact that the soul is fre
quently viewed as a heterogeneous entity. Thus, the soul that leaves man
duting dreams is distinguished from the soul that leaves him in ecstasy
-when his heart beats in his throat and his breath fails, and from the
soul that inhabits his shadow. Different yet is the soul that, after death,
dings to the corpse or stays near it as long as something is left of it, and
the soul that continues to exert influence at the site of the pernen's
former residence, obsemng with envy and anger how the heirs are relish
ing what had belonged to it in its life. Still another soul is that which
appears to the descendants in dreams or visions, threatening or counsel·
ing, or that which enters into some animal or into another person
especially a newbom baby-bringing blessing or curse, as the case may.
be. The conceptioll of the "souY' as an independent entity set OWl /
against the ''body'' is by no means universally accepted, even in the
religions of £alvatiori. Indeed, some of these religions, such as Buddhism,
speci6cally reject this notion.

3. Naturalism and Symbolism

What is prlmarily distinctive in this whole development is not the
personality. impersonality or superpersoneJ;ty of these supernatural
powers, hut the fact that new experiences now playa role in life. Before,
only the things or events that actually exist or take place pJayed a role
in life; now certain experiences, of a diHerent order in that they only
signify something, also play a role. Thus magic is trnnsfonned from a
di~ manipulation of forces into a symbolic activi'y.
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A notion that the soul of the dead must be rendered innocuous de
veloped, beyond the direct fear of the corpse (a fear manifested even
by animals), which direct fear often' determined burial postures and
procedures, e.g., the squatting posture, cremation, etc. After the develop
ment of ideas of the soul, the body had to be removed or restrained in
the grave, provided with a tolerable existence, and prevented from be
coming envious of the possessions enjoyed by the living; or its good will
-had to be secured in other ways, if the survivors were to live in peace.
Of the various magical practices relating to the disposal of the dead, the
notion with the most enduring economic consequences is that the corpse
must be accompanied to the grave by all its personal belongings. This .
notion was gradually attenuated to the requirement that the goods of the
deceased must not be touched for at least a brief period after his death,
and frequently the requirement that the survivors r.mst not even enjoy
their own possessions lest they arouse the envy of the dead. The funerary
prescriptions of the Chinese still fully retain this view, with conse
quences that are equally irrational in both the economic and the political
spheres. (One of 'the interdictions during the mourning period related to"
the occupancy of a benefice; since the usufruct thereof constituted a p0s
session, it had to'be avoided.)

The d~velopmentof a realm of souls, demons, and gods in tum af
fected the meaning of the magical arts. For these beings cannot be
grasped or perceived in any concrete sense but ,possess a kind of tran
scendental existence which is normally accessible only through the media
tion of symools and meanings and which consequently appears to be _I'
shadowy and sometimes outright unreal. Since it is assumed that behind
real things and events there is something else, distinctive and spiritual,
of which real events are only the symptoms or indeed the symbols, an ~

effort must be made to influence the spiritual power that expresses itself in
concrete things. This is done through actioQs that address themselves
to a spirit or soul, hence by instrumentalities that "mean" something.
ie., symbols. Thereafter, naturalism may be swept away by a flood of
symbolic actions. The occurrence of this displacement of naturalism
depends upon the pressure which the professional masters of such
symbolism can put behind their belief and its intellectual elaboration,
hence, on the power which they manage to gain within the community.
The displacement of naturalism will depend upon the importance of
magic for the economy and upon the power of the organization the
necromancers succeed in creating.

The proliferation of symoolic acts and their supplanting of the origi
nal naturalism will have far-reaching consequences. Thus, if the dead
person is accessible only through symoolic actions, and indeed if the
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god expresses himself only through symbols, then the corpse may be
satisfied with symbots instead of real things. As a result, actual sacrifices
may be replaced by shewbreads and puppet-like representations of the
surviving wives and servants of the deceased. It is of interest that the
oldest paper money was used to pay, not the living, but the dead. A
similar substitution occurred in the relationships of men to gods and
demons. More and more, things and events assumed meanings beyond
the potencies that actually or presumably inhered in them, and efforts
were made to achieve real effects by means of symbolically significant
action.

Every purely magical act that had proved successful in a naturalistic
sense was, of course, repeated in the form once established as effective.
Subsequently, this principle extended to the entire domain of symbolic
significances, since the slightest deviation from the ostensibly sud:essful
method might render the procedure inefficacious. Thus, all areas of
human activity were drawn into this circle of magical symbolism. For
this reason the greatest contrasts of purely dogmatic views, even within
rt;ligions that have undergone rationalization, may be tolerated more
easily than innovations in symbolism, which threaten the magical efficacy
of action or even-and this is the new concept supervening upon sym·
bolism--arouse the anger of a god or an ancestral spirit. Thus, the qUe$-

tion whether the sign of the cross should be made with two or three 6ngers
was a basic reason for the schism of the Russian church as late as the seven
teenth century. Again, the fear of giving serious affront to two dozen
saints by omitting the days sacred to them from the calendar year has
hindered the reception of the Gregorian calendar in Russia until today.
Among the magicians of the American Indians, faulty Singing during
ritual dances was immediately punished by the death of the guilty singer,
to remove· the evil magic or to avert the anger of the god.

The religious stereotyping of the products of pictorial art, the oldest
form of· stylization, was directly detennined by magical conceptions and
indirectly determined by the fact that these artifacts came to be produced

'professionally for their magical significance; professional production
tended automatically to favor the creation of art objects based upon
design rather than upon representational reproduction of the natural
object. The full extent of the influence exerted by the religious factor
in art is exemplified in Egypt, wnere the devaluation of the traditional
religion by the monotheistic campaign of Amenhotep IV (Ikhnaton) im
mediately stimulated naturalism. Other examples of the religious styliza
tion of art may be found in the magical uses of alphabetical symbols; the
development of mimicry and dance as homeopathic, apotropaic, exorcistic,
or magically coercive symbolism; and the stereotyping of admissible
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musical scales, or at least admissible musical keynotes (raga in India), in
contrast to the chromatic scale. Another manifestation of such religious
influence is found in the widespread substitutions of therapy based upon
exorcism or upon symbolic homeopathy for the earlier empirical methc.ds
of medical treatment, which frequently were considerably developed but
seemed only a cure of the symptoms, from the point of view of symbolism
and the animistic doctrine of possession by spirits. From the standpoint
of animistic symbolism's own basic assumptions its therapeutic methods
might be regarded as rational, but they bear the same relation to empirical
therapy as astrology. which grew from the same roots, bears to empirical
computation of the calendar.

All these related phenomena had incalculable importance for the
substantive evolution of culture, but we cannot pursue this here. The
first and fundamentaLeffect of religious views upon the conduct of life
and therefore upon economic activity was generally stereotypiug. The
alteration of any practice which is somehow execut.ed under the pr0
tection of srpernatural forces may affect the interests of spirits and gods.
To the natural uncertainties and resistances facing every innovator, reli
gion thus adds powerful impediments of its own. The sacred is the
uniquely unalterable.

The details of the transitions from pre-animistic naturalism to sym
bolism are altogether variable. When the primitive tears out the heart
of a slain foe, or wrenches the sexual organs from the body of his victim,
or extracts the brain from the skull and then mounts the skull in his
home or esteems it as the most precious of bridal presents, or eats parts
of the bodies of slain foes or the bodies of especially fast and powerful
animals-he really believes that he is coming into possession, in a natu
ralistic fashion, of the various powers: attributed to these phYSical organs.
The war dance is in the first instance the product of a mixture of fury
and fear before the hattle, and it directly produces the heroic frenzy;
to this extent it too is naturalistic rather than symbolic. The transition
to symbolism is at hand insofar as the war dance (somewhat in the
manner of our manipulations by "sympathetic" magic) mimetically an
ticipates victory and thereby endeavors to ~nsure it by magical means,
insofar as animals and men are slaughtered in fixed rites, insofar as the'
spirits and gods of the tribe are summoned to participate in the cere
monial repast, and insofar as the consumers of a sacri6cial animal regard
themselves as having a distinctively close kin relationship to one another
because the "soul" of this animal has entered into them.

The term "mythological thinking" has been applied to the pattern
of thought that is the b.Jsis of the fully developed realm of symbolic
concepts, and considerable attention has been given to the detailed elu-

1
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cidation of its character. We cannot occupy ourselves with these prob
lems here. Only one generally important aspect of this way of thinking
is of concern to us: the significance of arialogy, especially in its most
effective form, the parable. Analogy has exerted a lasting influence upon,
indeed has dominated not only forms of religious expression but also
juristic thinking, even the treatment of precedents in purely empirical
forms of law. The syllogistic constructions of concepts through rational
subsumption only gradually replaced analogical thinking, which origi
nated in symbolistically rationalized magic, whose structure is wholly
analogical.

God~, too, were not originally represented in human forms. To be
sure they came to possess the form of enduring beings, which is essential
for them, only after the suppression of the purely naturalistic view still
evident in the Vedas (e.g., that a fire is the god, or is at least the body
of a concrete god of fire) in favor of the view that a god, forever identical
with himself, possesses all fires, produces or controls them, or somehow is
incorporated in each of them. This abstract conception becomes really
'secure only through the continuing activity of a "cult" dedicated to one
and the same god-through the goo's connection with an enduring
association of men, for which he has special significance as the enduring
god. We shall presently consider this process further. Once this persevera
tion of the forms of the gods has been secured, the intellectual activity of
those concerned in a professional way with such problems may be devoted
to the systematization of these ideas.

4- Pantheo~ and Functional Gods

The gods frequently constituted an unordered miscellany of ac
cidental entities, held together fortuitously by the cult, and this condi
tion was by no means confined to periods of low social differentiation.
Thus, even the gOOs of 'the Vedas did not form an orderly common
wealth. But as a rule there is a tendency for a pantheon to evolve once
syst~matic thinking com;:erning religious practice and the rationalization
of life generally, with its increasing demands upon the gods, have reached
a certain level, the details of which may differ greatly from case to case.
The emergence of a pantheon entails the specialization and characteriza
tion of the various gods as well as the allocation of constant attributes
and the differentiation of their jurisdictions. Yet the increasing anthro
pomorphic personification of the gods is in no way identical with or
parallel to the in(:reasing delimitation of jurisdictions. Frequently the
opposite is true. Thus, the scope of the Roman numina is incomparably
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more fixed and unequivocal than that of the Hellenic gods. On the other
hand, the anthropornorphization and plastic representation of the latter
as real personalities went very much further than in the authentic
Roman religion.

Sociologically, the most important basis for this development is to
be found in the fact that the genuine Roman view concerning the
general nature of the supernatural tended to retain the pattern of a
national religion appropriate to a peasantry and a landed gentry. On the
other hand, Greek religion inclined to reflect the general structure of
an interiocal regional knightly culture, such as that of the Homeric age
with its heroic gods. The partial reception of these conceptions and their
indirect influence on Roman soil changed nothing of the national reli
gion, many of these conceptions attaining only an esthetic existence
there. The primary characteristics of the Roman tradition were conserved
virtually unchanged in ritual practices. In contrast to the Greek way,
the Roman attitude also remained pennanently adverse to religions of
the orgiastic or mystery type (for reasons co be discussed later). Quite
naturally, the capacity of magical lXIwers to develop differentiated fonns
i!{ much less elastic than the "jurisdiction" of H god conceived as a person.
Roman religion remained religio (whether the word be derived etymologi
cally from religare [to tiel or from relegere [to reconsider]); it denoted a
tie with tested cultic formulae and a "consideration" for spirits (numina)
of all types which are active everywhere.

The authentic Roman religion contained, besides the trend toward
formalism which resulted from the factors just mentioned, another im
portant characteristic trait that stands in contrast with Greek cultUre,
namely a conception of the impersonal as having an inner relationship
to the objectively rational. The religio of the Roman surrounded his
entire daily life and his every act with the casuistry of a sacred law, a
casuistry which temporally and quantitatively occupied his attention
quite as much as the attention of the Jews and Hindus was occupied by
their ritual laws, quite as much as the attention of the Chinese was
occupied by the sacred laws of Taoism. The Roman priestly lists (in~

digitamentay contained an almost infinite number of gods, particularized
and specialized. Every act and indeed every specinc element of an act

.s.toodunder the influence of special numina. It was therefore a precau
tion for one engaged in an important activity to invoke and honor,
besides the dii cern to whom tradition had already assigned. a fixed.
responsibility and inBuence, various ambiguous gods (incerti) whose
jurisdiction was uncertain and indeed whose sex, effectiveness, and pos
sibly even existence were dubious. As many as a dozen of the dii certi'
might be involved in certain farming activities. While the Romans
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tended to regard the ekstasis (Latin: superstitio) of the Greeks as a men
tal alienation (abalienatio mentis) that was socially reprehensible. the
casuistry of Roman religio (and of the Etruscan, which went even
further) appeared to the Greek as slavish fear (deisidaimonia). The
Roman interest in keeping the numina satisfied had the effect of pro
ducing a conceptual analysis of all individual·actions into their com
ponents, each being aSSigned to the jurisdiction of a particular numen
whose special protection it enjoyed.

Although analogous phenomena occurred in India and elsewhere,
the listed number of spirits (numina) to be derived and formally listed
(indigitieren) on the basis of purely conceptual analysis, and hence intel
lectual abstraction, was nowhere as large as among the Romans, for
whom ritual practice was thoroughly concentrated upon this procedure.
The characteristic, distinction of the Roman way of life which resulted
from this abstraction (and this provides an obvious contrast to the in
Auence of Jewish and Asiatic rituals upon their respective cultures) was
its ceaseless cultivation of a practical, rational casuistry of sacred law, the
development of a sort of cautelary sacred jurisprudence~ and the tend
ency to treat these matters to a certain extent as lawyers' problems. In
this way, sacred law became the mother of rational juristic thinking.
This essentially religious characteristic of Roman culture is still evident
in the histories of Livy. in contrast to the practical orieotation of the
]t'wish tradition, the ~olllan emphasis was always on the demonstration
of the "correctness" of any given institutional innovation, from the point
of view of sacred and national law. In Roman thought questions of juris
tic etiquette were central, not sin, punishment, penitence and salvation.

For the ideas of deity, however, to which we must here first devote
our attention, it was relevant that both of those processes, anthropomor
phization and the delimitation of jurisdictions, which ran partly parallel
and partly in opposition to each other, contained the tendency to propel
ever further the rationalization of the wo~hip of the gods as well as of
the yery idea of god, even though the starting point was the given
variety of deities. For our purposes here, the examination of the variQus.
kinds of gods and demohs would be of only slight inJerest, although or
rather because it is naturally true that they, like the vocabulary of a
language, have been sha~ directly by the economic situation and the
historical destinies of different peoples. Since these developments are
concc"led from us by the mists of time, it is frequently no longer possible
to determine the reasons for the predominance of one over another kind
of deity. These may lie in objects of nature that are important to the
economy, Such as stellar bodies, or in organic processes that the gods
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and demons possess or inBuence, evoke or impede; disease, death, birth,
fire, drought, rainstorm, and- harvest failure, The outstanding economic
importance of certain events may enable a particular god to achieve
primacy within the pantheon, as for example the primacy of the god of
heaven. He may be con.ceived of primarily as the master of light and
warmth, but among groups that raise cattle he is most frequently con
ceived of as the lord of reproduction.

That the worship of chthonic deities such as Mother Earth generally
presupposes a relative importance of agriculture is fairly_ obvious, but
such parallelism is not always direct. Nor can it be maintained that the
heavenly gods, as representatives- of a heroes' paradise beyond the earth,
have everywhere been noble gods rather than chthonic deities of the
peasantry. Even less can it be maintained that the development of
Mother Earth as a goddess parallels the development of matriarchal
organization. Nevertheless, the chthonic deities who controlled the har
vest have customarily borne a more local and popular character than the
other gods. In any case, the inferiority of earth divinities to celestial
personal gods who reside in the douds or on _the mountains is frequently
determined by the development of a knightly culture, and there is a
tendency to permit originally tellurian deities to take their place among
the gods who are resident in the skies. Conversely, the chthonic deities
frequently combine two functions in primarily agrarian cultures; they
control the harvest, thus granting wealth, and they are also the masters
of the dead who have been laid to rest in the earth. This explains why
frequently, as in the Eleusinian mysteries, these two most important
practical interests, namely earthly riches and fate in the hereafter, depend
upon them. On the other hand, the ~eavenly gods are the lords of the
stars in their courses. The fixed laws by which the celestial bodies are
obviously regulated favor a development whereby the rulers of the celes
tial bodies become masters of everything that has or ought to have fixed
laws, particularly of judicial decisions and morality.

Both the increasing objective significance of typical components·and
types of conduct, and subjective reRection about them, lead to functional
specialization among the gods. This may be of a rather abstract type, as in
the case of the gods of "incitation" (Antreibens) and many similar gods
in India.5 Or it may lead to qualitative specialization according to partic
ular lines of activity, e.g., praying, fishing, or plowing. The dassic
paradigm of this fairly abstr2~t form of deity-formation is the highest
conception of the ancient Hindu pantheon, Brahma, as the lord of
prayer. Just as the Brahmin priests monopolized the power of effective
prayer, i.e., of the effective magical coercion of the gods, so pid a god in
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turn nOW monopolize the disposition of this capacity, thereby controlling
what is of primary importance in all religious behavior; as a result, he
£nally came to be the supreme-god, if not the only one. In Rome, Janus,
as the god of the correct "beginning" [of an action} who thus decides
everything. achieved more unpretentiously a position of relatively uni
versal importance.

Yet there is nO concerted action, as there is no individual action,
without its special g<Xi. Indeed, if an association is to be permanently
guaranteed, it must have such a god. Whenever an organization is not
the personal power base of an individual ruler, but genuinely an associa
tion of men, it has need of a god of its own.

5. Ancestor Cult and the Priesthood of the Family Head

To begin with, household and kin group need a god of their own,
and they naturally turn to the spirits of the ancestors, actual or imaginary.
To these are later added the numina and the gcxis of the hearth and the
hearth fire. The importance attributed by the group to its cult, which is
performed by the head of the house or gens, is quite variable and de
pends on the structure and practical importance of the Jamily. A high
degree of development in the domestic cult of ancestors generally runs
parallel to a patriarchal structure of the household, since only in a patri
archal structure is the home of central importance for the men. But as
the example of Israel demonstrates, the connection between these factors
is not a Simple one, for the gcxis of other social groups, especially those
of a religious or political type, may by reason of their priests' power ef
fectively suppress or entirely destroy the domestic cult and the priestly
functioning of the family head.

But where the power and significance of the domestic cult and priest
hood remain unimpaired, they naturally form an extremely strong per
sonal bond, which exercises a profound inHuence on the family and the
gens, unifying the members firmly into a strongly ~ohesive group. This
cohesive force also exerts a strong influence on the internal economic
relationships of the households. It effectively determines and 'stamps all
the legal relationships of the family, the legitimacy of the wife and heirs,
and the relation of sons to their father and of brothers to one another.
From the viewpoint of the family and kin group, the religious repre
hensibility of marital infidelity is that it may bring about a situation
where a stranger, i.e., one not related by blood, might olter sacrifice to
the ancestors of the kin group, which would tend to arouse their indigna-
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tion against the blood relatives. For the gods and numina· of a strictly
persorial association will spurn sacrifices brought by one lacking authori
.zation. Strict observance of the principle of agnate relationship, wherever
it is found, certainly is closely connected with this, as are all questions
relating to the legitimation of the head of the household for his function
ing as priest.

Similar sacral motivations have influenced the testamentary rights of
succession of the eldest son, either as sole or preferred heir, though mili
tary and economic factors have also been involved in this matter. Further
more, it is largely to this religious motivation that the Asiatic (Chinese
and Japanese) family and clan, and that of Rome in the Occident, owe
the maintenance of the patriarchal structure throughout all changes in
economic conditions. Wherever such a religious bond of household and
kin group exists, only two possible types of more inclusive associations,
especially of the political variety, may emerge. One of these is the
religiOUsly dedicated confederation of actual or imaginary kin groups.
The other is the patrimonial rule of a royal household over comparable
households of the subjects, in the manner of an attenuated patriarchal
ism. Wherever the patrimonial rule of the royal household developed,
the ancestors, the numina, genij or personal gods of that most powerful
household took place beside the domestic gods belonging to subject
households and thus lent a religious sanction to the position of the ruler.
This was the case in the Far East, as in China, where the emperor as
high priest monopolized the cult of the supreme spirits of nature. The
sacred role of the genius of the Roman ruler (princeps), which resulted
in the universal reception of the person of the emperor into the lay cult,
was calculated to produce similar results.

6. Political and Local Gods

Where the development was in the direction of a religiously but·
tressed confederation, there developed a special god of the political
organzation as such, as was the case with Yahweh. That he was.a God of
the federation-which according to tradition was an alliance \between
the Jews and the Midianites-Ied to a fateful consequence. His relation
to the people of Israel, who had accepted him under oath, together with
the political confederation and the sacred order of their social relation~

ships, took the form of a covenant (berith), a contractual relationship
imposed by Yahweh and accepted submissively by Israel. From this,
various ritual, canonical, and ethical obligations which were binding
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upon the-'human partner were presumed to Bow. But this contractual
relationship also involved very definite promises by the Divine partner;
it was deemed appropriate for the human partner to remind him of their
inviolability, within the limits enjoined as proper vis-a-vis an omnipotent
god. This is the primary root of the promissory character of Israelite
religion, a character that despite numerous analogues is found nowhere
else in such intensity.

On the other hand, it is a universal phenomenon that the fonnation
of a political association entails subordination to its corresponding god.
The Mediterranean synoikism as was always a reorganization, if not neces
sarily a new creation, of a cultic community under a polis deity. The
classical bearer of the important phenomenon of a political local god was
of course the polis, yet it was by no means the only one. On the contrary,
every permanent political association had a special god who guaranteed
the success of the political action of the group. When fully developed,
this god was altogether exclusive with respect to outsiders, and in prind~

pIe he accepted offerings and prayers only from the members of his
, group, or at least he was expected to act in this fashion. But since one
could not be certain of this, disclosure of the method of effectively in
Suencing the god was usually prohibited strictly. The stranger was thus
not only a political, J:lllt also a religious alien. Even when the god of
another group had the same name and attributes as that of one's own
polity, he was still considered to be different. Thus the Juno of the
Veientines is not that of the Romans, just as for the Neapolitan the
Madonna of each chapel is different from the others; he may adore the
one and berate or dishonor the other if she helps his competitors. An
effort may be made to render the goo disloyal to one's adversaries by
promising him, for example, welcome and adoration in the new territory
if only he will abandon the foes of the group in question (evocare deos).
This invocation to the gods of a rival tribe to reject their group in behalf
of another was practiced by Camillus before VeiV The gods of one group
might be stolen or otherwise acquired by another group, but this does not
always accrue to the benefit of the latter, as in the case of the ark of the
Israelites which brought plagues upon the Philistine conquerors.

In general, political and military conquest also entailed the victory of
the stronger god over the weaker god of the vanquished group. Of course
not every goo of a political group was a local god, spatially anchored to
the group's administrative center. The lares of the Roman family changed
their venue as the fami!, moved; the God of Israel was represented, in
the narrative of the wandering in the wilderness, as journeying with and
at the head of his people. Yet, in contradiction to this account, Yahweh
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was also represented-and this is his decisive hallmark-as a God. from
afar, a God of the nations who resided on Sinai, and who approached
in the stonn with his heavenly hosts (zebaoth) only when the military
need of his people required his presence and participation. It probably
has bee.n assumed correctly that this partiwlar quality of "effective in
fluence from afar," which resulted from the reception of a foreign god
by Israd, was a factor in the evolution of the concept of Yahweh as dJe
universal and omnipotent God. For, as a rule, the fact that a god was
regarded as a local deity, o! that he sometimes demanded of his fol·
lowers exclusive "monolatry" did not lead to monotheism, but rather
tended to strengthen religious particularism. Conversely, the develop
ment of local gods resulted in an uncommon strengthening of political
particularism.

This was true even of the polis, which was as exclusive of other
communities as one church is toward another, and which was absolutely
opposed to the formation of a unified priesthood overarching the various
groupings. In marked contrast to our state, which is conceived as a com
pulsory terri.tonal institution, the polis, as a result of this particularism,
remained essentially a personal a~sociation of cultic adherents of the civic
god. The polis was further organized internally into personal cultic
associations of tribal, clan, and domestic gods, which were exclusive
with respect to their individual cults. Moreover, the polis was also exclusive
internally, with regard to those who stood apart from the particular cults
of kin groups and households. Thus in Athens, a man who had no
household god. (Zeus herkeios) could not hold office, as was the case in
Rome with anyone who did not belong to the association of the patres.
The special plebeian official (tribunusplebis) was covered only by a hu
man oath (sacro sanctus); he had no auspices, and hence no legitimate
imperium, but only a potest.as. 8

The local geographical connection of the association's god reached its
maximum development where the very site of a particular association
came to be regarded as specifically sacred to the god. This was increas
ingly the case of Palestine in relation to Yahweh, with the result that the
tradition depicted him as a god who, living far off but desiring to par
ticipate in, his cultic association and to honor it, required cartloads of
Palestinian soil to be brought to him.

The rise of genuinely local gods is associated not only with perma
nent settlement, but also with certain other conditions that mark the
local association as an agency of political significance. Normally, the god
of a locality and his cuI tic association reach fuIlest development on the
foundation of the city as a separate political association with corporate
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rights, independent of the court and the person of the ruler. Conse
quently, such a full developptent of the local god is not found in India,
the Far East, or Iran, and occurred only in limited measure in northern
Europe, in the form of the tribal god. On the other hand, outside the
sphere of autonomous cities this development occurred in Egypt, as early
as the stage of zoolatric religion, in the interest of apportioning districts.
From the city-states, local deities spread to confederacies such as those of
the Israelites, Aetolians, etc., which were oriented to this model. From
the viewpoint of the history of ideas, this concept of the association as the
local carrier" of the cult is an intermediate link between the strict patri
monial view of political action and the notion of the purely instrumental
association and compulsory organization, such as the [Gierke and Preuss]
view of the modern "territorial corporate organization" (Gebietskarper
schaft).

Not only political associations but also occupational and vocational
associations have their special deities or saints. These were still entirely

'absent in the Vedic par:theon, which was a reflection of that particular
level of economic development. On the other hand, the ancient Egyptian
god of scribes indicates bur.eaucratization, just as the presence all over
the globe of special gods and saints for merchants and all sorts of crafts
reRects increasing occupational differentiation. As late as the '9th cen
tury. the Chinese army carried through the canonization of its war god,
signifYing that the military was regarded as a special vocation among
other~. This is in contrast to the conception of the war'gods of the
ancient Mediterranean littoral and of the Medes, who were always great
national gods.

7. Unirersalism and J\.1onotheism in Relation to Everyday
Religious Needs and Political Organization

JUSt as the forms of the gods vary, depending on natuml and social
conditions. so too there are variations in the potential of a god to achieve
primacy in the pantheon, or to monopolize divinity. Only Judaism and
Islam are strictly monotheistic in their essence. The Hindu and Christian
forms of the sole or supreme deity are theological concealments of the
fact that an important and unique religious interest, namely in salvation
through the incarnation of a divinity, stands in the way of strict rriono
theism. The path to monotheism has been traversed with varying'degrees
of consistency. but nowhere-not even during the Reformation-was the
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existence of spirits and demons permanently eliminated; rath~r, they were
simply subordinated.unconditionally to the one god, at least in theory.

The decisive consideration was and remains; who is deemed to exert
the stronger influence on the interests of the individual in his everyday
life, the theoretically supreme god or the lower spirits and demons? If the
spirits, then the religion of everyday life is decisively determined by
them, regardless of the official god-concept of the ostensibly rationalized
religion. Where a political god of a locality developed, it was natural
enough that he frequently achieved primacy. Whenever a plurality of
settled communities with established local gods expanded the area of .
the political association through conquest, the usual result" was that
various local gods of the newly amalgamated communities were there
upon associated into a religious totality. Within this amalgam, the em·
pirical and functional specializations of the gods, whether original or
subsequently determined by new experiences concerning the special
spheres of the gods' influences, would reappear in a division of labor,
with varying degrees of darity.

The local deities of the most important political and religious centers
(and hence of the rulers and priests in these centers), e.g., Marduk of
Babel or Amon of Thebes, thus advanced to the rank of the highest gods,
only to disappear again with the eventual destruction or removal of the
residence, as happened in the case of Assur after the fall of the Assyrian
empire. Once a political association came under the tutelage of a par
ticular deity, its protection appeared inadequate until the gods of the
individual members were also incorporated, "associated," and adopted
locally in a sort of "synoikism." This practice, so common in Antiquity,
was re-enacted when the great sacred relics of the provincial cathedrals
were transferred to the capital of the uni6ed Russian empire.u

The possible combinations of the various principles involved in the
construction of a pantheon or in the achievement of a position of primacy
by one or another god are almost in6nite in number. Indeed, the juris
dictions of the divine 6gures are as fluid as those of the officials of patri
monial regimes. Moreover, the differentiation among jurisdictions of the
various gods is intersected by the practice of religious attachment to a
particularly reliable god, or courtesy to a particular goo W?O happens to
be invoked. He is then treated as functionally universal; thus all kinds
of functions are attributed to him, even functions which have been
assigned previously to other deities. This is the "henotheism" which Max
Muller erroneously assumed to constitute a special stage of evoiution. lI'
In the attainment of primacy by a particular god, purely rational factors
have often played an important role. Wherever a considerable measure of
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constancy in regard to certain prescriptions became clearly evident-most
often in the case of stereotyped and fixed religious rites-and where this
was recognized by rationalized religious thought, then those deities that
evinced the greatest regularity in their behavior, namely the gods of
heaven and the stars, had a chance to achieve primacy.

Yet in the religion of everyday life, only a comparatively minor role
was played by those gods who, because they exerted a major influence
upon universal natural phenomena, were interpreted by metaphysical
speculation as very important and occasionally even as world creators,
The reason for this is that these natural phenomena vary but little in
their course, and hence it is not necessary to' resort in everyday religious
practice to the devices of sorcerers and priests in order to influence them.
A particular god might be of decisive importance for the entire religion of
a people (e.g., Osiris in Egypt) if he met a pressing religious need, in
this case a soteriological one, yet he might not achieve primacy in the
pantheon. Reason favored the primacy of universal gods; and every con
sistent c'rystallization of a pantheon followed systematic rational principles
to some degree, since it was always influenced by professional sacerdotal
rationalism Or by the rational striving for order on the part of secular
individuals. Above all, it is the aforementioned similarity of the rational
regularity of the stars in their heavenly courses, as regulated by divine
order, to the inviolable sacred social order in terrestrial affairs, that makes
the universal gods the responsible guardians of both these phenomena.
Upon these gods depend both rational economic practice and the secure,
regulated hegemony (Herrschaft) of sacred norms in the community.
The priests are the primary protagonists and representatives of these
sacred norms. Hence the competition of the stellar deities Varona and
Mitra, the guardians of the sacred order, with the storm god Indra,l1 a
formidable warrior and the slayer of the dragon, was a reflection of the
conRict between the priesthood, striving for a firm regulation and control
of life, and the powerful warlike nobility. Among this warrior class, the
appropriate reaction to supernatural powers waz to believe in a heroic god
avid for martial exploits as well as in the disorderly irrationality of fate
and adventuresomeness. We shall find this same contrast significant in
many other Contexts.

The ascension of celestial or astral gods in the pantheon is advanced by
a priesthood's propagation of systematized sacred ordinances, as in India,
Iran, or Babylonia, and is assisted by a rationalized system of regulated sub
ordination of subjects to their overlords, such as we find in the bureaucratic
states of China and Babylonia. In Babylonia, religion plainly evolved
toward a belief in the dominion of the stars, particularly the planets, over
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all things, from the days of the week to the fate of the individual in the
afterworld. Development in this direction culminates in astrological
fatalism. But this development is actually a product of later sacerdotal
lore, and it is still unknown to the national religion of the politically in
dependent state. A god may dominate a pantheon without being an in
ternational or "universal" deity. But his dominance of a pantheon usually
suggests that he is on his way to becoming: that.

As reRection concerning the gods deepened, it was increasingly felt
that the existence and nature of the deity must be established unequivocally
and that the god should be "universal" in this sense. Among the Greeks,
philosophers interpreted whatever gods were found elsewhere as equiva
lent to and so identical with the deities of the moderately organized
Greek pantheon. This tendency toward universalization grew with the
increasing predominance of the primary god of the pantheon, that is, as
he assumed more of a "monotheistic" character. The growth of empire
in China, the extension of the power of the Brahmin caste throughout
all the varied political formations in India, and the development of the
Persian and Roman empir~s favored the rise of both universalism and
monotheism, though not always in the same measure and with quite
different degrees of success.

The growth ofempire (or comparable adjustment processes that tend in
the same direction) has by no means been the sole or indispensable lever
for the accomplishment of this development. In the Yahweh cult, the
most important instance in the history of religion, there evolved at least
a first approach to universalistic monotheism, namely monolatry, as a
result of a concrete historic event-the formation of a confederacy. In this
case, universalism was a product of international politics, of which the
pragmatic interpreters were the prophetic protagoniSts of the cult of
Yahweh and the ethics enjoined by him. As a consequence of their
preaching, the deeds of other nations that were profoundly affecting
Israel's vital interests also came to be regarded as wrought by Yahweh.
At this point one can see clearly the distinctively and eminently historical
character of the theorizing of the Hebrew prophets, which stands in
sharp contrast to the~peculations concerning nature characteristic of the
priesthoods of India and Babylonia. Equally striking is the iileluctable
obligation resulting from Yahweh's promises: the necessity of interpreting
the entire historyof the Hebrew nation as consisting of the deeds of Yah
weh, and hence as conStituting a pattern of "world history" in view of
the maily dire threats to the people's survival, the historical contradictions
to the divine promises, as wen as the inextricable linkage with the
destinies of other nations. Thus, the ancient warrior god of the con-
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federacy, who had become the local god of the city of Jerusalem, took on
the prophetic and universalistic traits of transcendently sacred omni
potence and inscrutability.

In Egypt, the monotheistic, and hence necessarily universalistic,
transition of Amenhotep IV (Ikhnaton) to the solar cult resulted from an
entirely different situation. One factor was again the extensive rationalism
of the priesthood, and in all likelihood of the laity as well, which was of
a purely naturalistic character, in marked contrast to Israelite prophecy.
Another factor was the practical need of a monarch at the head of a
bureaucratic unified state to break the power of the priests by eliminating
the multiplicity of their gods, and to restore the ancient power of the
deified Pharaoh by elevating the monarch to the position of supreme
solar priest. On the other hand, theuniversaIistic monotheism of Chris·
tianity and Islam must be regarded as derivative of Judaism, while the
relative monotheism of Zoroastrianism was in all likelihood detennined at
least in part by Near Eastern rather than intra·Iranian influences. All of
these monotheisms were critically influenced by the distinctive character
of "ethical" prophecy, rather than by the "exemplary" type-a distinction
to be expounded later [iii: 5]. All other relatively monotheistic and uni
versalistic developments are the products of the philosophical speculations
of priests and laymen. They achieved practical religious importance only
when they became associated with the quest for salvation. (We shall re
turn to this matter later.)

Almost everywhere a beginning was made toward some form of con~

sistent monotheism, but practical impediments thwarted this develop·
ment in the workaday mass religion (Alltagsreligion), with the excep
tions of Judaism, Islam, and Protestant Christianity. There are different
reasons for the failure of a consistent monotheism to develop in different
cultures, but the main reason was generally the pressure of the powerful
material and ideological interests vested in the priests, who resided iIi'the

. eultie centers and regulated the cults of the particular gods. StilI another
impediment to the development of monotheism was the religious need of
the laity for an accessible and tangible familiar' religious object which
could be brought into relationship with concrete life situations or with
de£nite groups of people to the exclusion of outsiders, an object which
would above all be accessible to magical influences. The security provided
by a tested magical manipulation is far more reassuring than the experi·
ence of worshipping a god who-precisely because he is omnipotent-is
not subject to magical inRuence. The crystallization of developed con
ceptions of supernatural forces as gods, even as a single transcendent god,
by no means automatically eliminated the ancient magical notions, not
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even in Christianity. It did produce, however, the possibility of a dual
relationship between men and the supernatural. This must now be dis
cussed..

NOTES

I. Since the Fischoft translation did not contain a footnote app;ratus, an at
tempt bad to be made to identify at least Weber's majot references. Unless other
wise indicated, all notes are by Roth.

In this un&nished "chapter" on religious groupings, Weber provides a setting
far his earlier writings on the ''Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism" and
the 1906 version of ''The Protestant Sects and the Spirit of Capitalism" (see
Gerth and Mills, eds., 01. cit., 302-2.1.). The proper place of the present study
within his other studies in the sociology of religion is indicated in the introduc
tion to the three-volume Collected Essays in the Sociology of Religion (see The
Protestant Ethic, trans], T. Parsons, 13-31, esp. 29ff.), where Weber writes: "Some
justification is needed for the fact that ethnographic material has not been
utilized to anything like the extent which the value of its contrihutions natu..-ally
demands in any really thorough investigation, especially in Asiatic religions. This
limitation has not only been imposed because human powers of work are re
stricted. This omission has also seemed to be pennissible because we are here nec
essarily dealing with the religious ethies of the classes which \Yere the culture
bearers of their respective countries. We are concerned with the inB.uence which
their cooc:Iuct bas had. Now it is quite true tbat this can only be completely
known in all its details when the facts of ethnography and folklore have been
compared with it. Hence we must expressly admit and emphasize that this is a
gap to which the ethnographer will legitimately object. I hope to contrihute some
thing to the closing of this gap in a ~tematic study of the Sociology of Religion." .

The present hook-length chapter is part of this systematic study. However, the
ethnographic treatment in the first three subcbapters remains sketchy since Weber.
wants to press on to the core of his analysis. After working on the present chapter,
Weber's next writing in this fieM was his essay on Confucianism (heg-.Jll in J913).

2. See Hermann Usener, Gottetnamen. Versucb einer l.ehre von der religi
()sen BegriHsbildung (Bonn: Cohen, 1896), 2.79ff. (W)

3. Indigamenta: See Chantepie-Bertholet-Lehmann (abbr. Chant.), uhf.
hen der Religionsgeschichte (Tuhingen: Mohr, 192.5), 4th ed., vol. I, 69. (W)
Weber used the earlier editions as one of his sources.

4. Cf. Chant., or. cit., vol. II, 455f. (W)
5· On cauteIary jurisprudence, see below, cb. VIII:iii: I.-Ludwig Deubner

(in Chant., Joe. cit.) emphasizes the magical nature of the Roman insistence on
ritual correctness and rejects the interpretation of this practice as a "speci.&cally
juristic approach." However, this does not necessarily conBict with Weber's
presentation which derives Roman legal rationalism from these magical sources.

6. Cf. Helmuth von Glasenapp, Der Hinduismus (Munich: Wolff, r92.2.).
".(W)

7. According to legend, M. Furius Camillus was appointed dictator at a
critical juncture in the long war with Veii ca. 400 B.C, The legend has certain
parallels with the siege and capture of Troy. Camillus is alleged to have used a
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secret passage to the altar of Juno in Veii in order to offer a samnoe to her. The
goddess changed her allegiance and was taken in triumph to Rome where she re
sided forever after on the Aventine Hill.

.-'. 8. ForafulIerdiscussion,seeTheCity,ch.XVI:i1i':4'
:-:. 9' See alS(, infra, 1174. Weber may have had in mind the ttansfer of impor

<. mfti cult objecrs-such as the icon of the Madonna of Kazan (from Moscow) and
.. die remains 0'£ Alexander Nevskii (from Vlaclimir)-to his newly founded capital

dty on die Neva by Peter the Great; d. Anatole Leroy-Beaulieu, The Empire of
Use Tsars and the Russians (transl. Z. A. Ragozin, London 1898), III, 100f., 197£.
In earlier centuries. similar moves played a role in the gradual ascendance of Moscow
over the orIFr udel principalities or reenforced it. Thus in 1395 the Madonna of
Vladimir, die former seat of the Metropolitan, was transferred to Moscow, and at
various times subjugated competing cities had to hand over their main church bells
(Tver in 1340; Great Novgorod in 1478, Pskov in 151 o-in the latter two cases,
however. this was probably of more directly political 5ignilicance, since these were
the bells for the citizen assembly, the lIeche). At alater date, in the 16405, the
remains of several Russian Patriarchs were transferred for reburial in Moscow. Cf.
Kad Stiihlin, Geschi<:hte Rus.slands (Stuttgart 1923), 1.142,164,2.13.2.38; Alben
M. 4mmann S.J., Osulawische Kirchengeschichte (Vienna 1950), 42, 2.82.

10. See Max MiilIer, Anthropological Religion (London: Longmans, Green,
1892.), 7 MUller's three stages are Henotheism (each god supreme in his own
domain), eism (one god supreme among many), Monotheism (the su
premacy of th[;e and only god); see also id., Con~ to the Science of
Mytholog (Lon on: Longmans, Green. 1897), 138ff.

I I. & Va , Mitra and Indra, cr. Weber, "Hinduismus und Buddhistnus,"
in GAzRS, II, 29, 75 (Religion of India, 27, 170).
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Magic and Religion

I. Magical Coercion Versus Supplication, Prayer and
Sacrifice'

A power conceived by analogy to man endowed with a soul may be
coerced into the service of man, just as the naturalistic power of a spirit
could be coerced. Whoever possesses the requisite charisma for employ
ing the proper means is stronger even than the god, whom he can compel
to do his win. In these cases, religious behavior is not worship of.the god
hut rather coercion of the god/ and invocation is not prayer but rather
the exercise of magical formulae. Such is one ineradicable basis of popu
lar religion, particularly in India. Indeed, such magical coercion is uni
versally diffused, aoo even the Catholic priest continues to practice
something of this magical power in executing the miracle of the mass and
in exercising the power of the keys. By and large this is the original,
though not exclusive, origin of the orgiastic and mimetic components of
the religious eult-especially of song, dance, drama, and the typical fixed
formulae of prayer.

The process of anthropomorphization may also take the form of at
tributing to the gods the human behavior patterns appropriate to a
mighty terrestrial potentate, whose discretionary favor can be obtained
by entreaty, gifts, service, tributes, cajolery, and bribes. On the other
hand, his favor may be earned as a consequence of the devotee's own
faithfulness and good conduct in conformity with his will. In these ways,
the gods are conceived by analogy to earthly rulers: mighty beings whose
power differs only in degree, at least at first. As gods of this type evolve,
worship of divinity comes to be regarded as a necessity.

Of course, the two characteristic elements of divine worship, prayer
and sacrifice, have their origin in magic. In prayer, the boundary between
magical formula and supplication remains fluid. The teChnically ra
tionalized enterprise of prayer (in the form of prayer wheels and similar
devices, or of prayer strips hung in the wind or attached to icons of gods
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or saints, or of carefully measured rosary bead counting--virtually all (
which are produc~ of the methodical compulsion of the gods by th
Hindus) everywhere stands fardoser to magic than to entreaty.Jndividu~

prayer as real supplication is found in religions that are otherwise tir;

differentiated. but in most cases such prayer has a purely husiness-Iikt
rationalized form that sets forth the achievements of the supplicant il
behalf of the god and then claims adequate recompense therefor.

Sacrifice, at its first appearance, is a magical instrumentalfty that ir
part stands at the immediate service of the coercion of the gods. For tht
gods also need the soma juice3 of the sorcerer-priests, the substance which
engenders their ecstasy and enables them to perform their deeds. This is
the ancient notion of the Aryans as to why it is possible to coerce the
gods by sacrifice. It may even be held that a pact can be concluded with
the gods ""hich imposes obligations on both parties; this was dle fateful
conception of the Israelites in particular. Still another view of sacrifice
holds that it is a means of deflecting. through magical media, the wrath
of the god upon another object. a scapegoat or above all a human
sacrifice.

But another motive for sacrifice is of gre~ter importance, and it is
probably older too: the sacrifice. especially of animals, is intended as a
communio, a ceremony of eating together which serves to produce a fra
ternal community between the sacrificers and the god. This represents a
transformation in the significance of the even older notion that to rend
and consume a strong (and later a sacred) animal enables the- eaters to
absorb its potencies. Some such older magical meaning-and there are
various other possibilities-may still provide the act of sacrifice with its
essential form, even after genuine cultic views have come to exert con
siderable influence. Indeed, such a magical significance may ~en regain
dominance over the cultic meaning. The sacrificial rituals of ·the Brah
manas, and even of the Atharva Veda, were almost purely sorcery. in
contrast to the ancient Nordic ones. On the other hand, there. are many
departures from magic; as when sacrifices are interpreted as tribute. First
fruits may be sacrificed in order that the god may not deprive man of the
enjoyment of the remaining fruits; and sacrifice is often interpreted as a
self-imposed punishment or atonement that averts the wrath of the gods
before it fans upon the sacrificer. To be sure, this does not yet involve
any awareness of sin, and it initially takes place in a mood of cool and
calculated trading. as for example in India.

An increasing predominance of non-magical motives is later brought
about by the growing recognition of the power of a god and of his
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character as a personal overlord. The god becomes a great lord who may
fail on occasion. and whom one cannot approach with devices of magical
compulsion, but only with entreaties and gifts. But if these motives add
anything new to mere wizardry, it is initially something as sober and
rational IS the motivation of magic itself. The pervasive and central theme
is: do ut des. This aspect dings to the routine and the mass religious
behavior of all peoples- at aU times and in all religions. The normal
situation is that the burden of all prayers, even 'in the most other-worldly
religions, is the aversion of the external evils of this world and the in
ducement of the external advantages of this world.
E~ aspect-of religious phenomen:> that points beyond evils and

advantages in this world is the work of a special evolutionary process, one
characterized by distinctively dual aspect.s. On the one hand, there is an
ever.b~denin8'rational systematization of the god concept and of the
thinking concerning the possible :relationships of man to the divine. On
the other hand, there enSues a characteristic rccc.ssion of the original,
practical and calculating rationalism. As such primitive rationalism re
cedes, the significance of distinctively religious behavior is sought less and
less in the purely external advantages of everyday economic success.
Thus, the goal of religious behavior is successively "irrationalized" until
finally otherworldly non-economic goals come to represent what is dis
tinctive in religious beha..;or. But for this very reason the extra-economic
evolution just described requires as one of its prerequisites the existence
of specific personal carriers.

The relationships of men to supernatural forces which take the forms
of prayer, sacrifice and worship may be tenned "cult" (Kultus) and
"religion," as distinguished from "sorcery," which is magical coercion.
Correspondingly, those beings that are worshipped and entreated re
ligiously may he tenned "gods," in contrast to "demons," which are
magically coerced and channed. There may be no instance in which it is
possible to apply this differentiation absolutely, since the cults we have
just-called "religious" practically everywhere contain numerous magical
components. The historical development of the aforementioned differen
tiation frequently came about in a very simple fashion when a secular or

r priestly power suppressed a cult in favor of a new religion, with the older
gods continuing to live on as demons.

2. The Differentiation of Priests from Magicians

The sociological aspect of this differentiation [into gods and demons]
is the rise of the "priesthood" as something distinct from "practitioners of
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magic." Applied to reality, this contrast is fluid, as are al~ost all'socio
logical phenomena. Even the theoretical differentiae of these types are
not unequivoeallydeterminable. Following the distinction between "cult"
and "sorcery," one may contrast those professional functionaries who in
fluence_ the gods by means of worship with those magicians who coerce
demons by magical means; but in many great religions, including Chris-
tianity, the concept of the priest includes such a magical qualification.

Or the term "priest" may be applied to the functionaries of a regularly
organized and permanent enterprise concerned with influencing the gods,
in contrast with the individual and occasional efforts of magicians. Even
this contrast is bridged over by a sliding scale of transitions, but as a pure
type the priesthood is unequivocal and can be said to be characterized by
the presence of certain fixed cultic centers associated with some actual
cultic <.pparatus.

Or it may be thought that what is decisive for the concept of priest
hood is that the functionaries, regardless of \'~'hether their office is heredi~

tary or personal, be actively associated with some type of sodal organiza~

tion, of which they are employees or organs operating in the interests
of the organization's members, in contrast with magicians, who are self~

employed. Yet even this distinction, which is clear enough 'Conceptually,
is Buid in actuality. The sorcerer is not infrequently a member of an or~

ganized guild, and is occasionally the member of a hereditary caste which
may hold a monopoly of magic within the particular community. Even
the Catholic priest is Dot always the occupant of an official post. In Rome
he is occasionally a poor mendicant who lives a hand-to-mouth existence
from the proceeds of single masses which he perfonns.

Yet another distinguishing quality of the priest, it is asserted, is his
professional equipment of special knowledge, fixed doctrine, and voca
tional qualifications, which brings him into contrast with either sorcerers
or prophets, who exert their influence by virtue of personal gifts (char
isma) made manifest in miracle and revelation. But this again is no

. simple and absolute distinction, since the sorcerer may sometimes be very.
learned, while deep lea:ning need not always characterize priests. Rather"
the distinction between priest and magician must he established qualita~

tively with reference to the different nature of the learning in the two
cases. As a matter of fact we must later, in our exposition of the fonns of
domination [see ch. XIV:9, and also ch. XV:4], distinguish the rational
training and discipline of priests from the different preparation of charis
matic magicians. The latter preparation proceeds in part as an "awaken~

ing" using irrational means and aiming at rebirth, and proceeds in part
as a training in purely empirical lore. But in this case also, the two
contrasted types flow into one another.
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"Doctrine" has already been advanced. as one of the fundamental
traits of the priesthood. We may assume that the outstanding marks of
doctrine are the development of a rational system ci. religious concepts
and (what is of the utmost imponance for us here) the development of a
systematic and distinctively religious ethic based upon a consistent and
stable doctrine which purports to be a "revelation." An example is found
in Islam, which contrasted scriptural religion with simple paganism. But
this description of priesthood and this assumption about the natme of
doctrine would exclude from the concept of priesthood the Japanese
Shinto priests and such functionaries as the mighty hierocrats of the
Phoenicians, The adoption of such an assumption would have the effect,
of making the decisive characteristic of the priesthood a function which,
while admittedly impertant, is not universal.

It is more correct for our purpose, in order to do justice to the diverse
and mixed manifestations of this phenomenon, to set up as the crucial
feature of the priesthood the specialization of a particular group of per
sons in the continuous operation of a cultic enterprise, permanently ass0

ciated with particular norms, places and times, and related to specific
social groups, There can be nO priesthood without a cult, although there
may well be a cult without a specialized priesthood. The latter was the
case in Ch~na, where state officials and the heads of households ex
clusively: conducted the services of the official gods and the ancestral
spirits. On the other hand, both novitiate and doctrine are to be found
among typical, pure magicians, as in the brotherhood of the Hametze
among the lndians, and elsewhere in the world, These magicians may,
wield considerable power, and their essentially magical celebrations may
play a <;;~tral role in the life of their people. Yet they lack a continuously
operative cult, and sO the term "priests" cannot be applied to them,

A rationalization of metaphysical views and a specincaIIy religious
ethic are usually missing in the case of a cult without priests, as in the
case of a magician without a cult. The full development of both a meta
physical rationalization and a religious ethic requires an independent and
professionaHy trained priesthood, permanently occupied with the cult
and with the practical problems involved in the cure of souls, Con
sequently, ethics developed into something quite different from a meta
physically rationalized religion in classic Chinese thought, by reason of the
absence of an independent priesthood; and this also happened with the
ethics of ancient Buddhism, which lacked both cult and priesthood,

Moreover! as we shall later explicate, the rationalization of religious
life was fragmentary or entirely missing where~er the priesthood failed
to achieve independent status and power, as in classical Antiquity.
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Wherever-a status group of primitive magicians and sacred. musicians did
rationalize magic, but failed to develop a genuinely priestly ,office (as
was the case with the Brahmins in India), the priesthood developed in
a peculiar way. However, not every priesthood developed what is dis
tinctively new as against magic: a rational metaphysic and a religious
ethic. Such developments. generally presupposed the operation of one or
both of two forces outside the priesthood: 'Prophets, the bearers of meta
physical or religious-ethical revelation, and the laity, the non-priestly
devotees of the cult. '

Before we examine the manner in which these factors outside the
priesthood influenced religion sufficiently to enable it to transcend the
stages of magic, which are rather similar the world over, we must discuss
some typical trends of religious evolution which are set in motion by the
existence of vested interests of a priesthood in a cult.

3. Reactions to Success and Failure of Gods and Oemons

Whether one should at all try to influence a particular god or d~mon by
coercion or by entreaty is the most basic question, and the anSwer to it
depends only upon proven effect. As the magician must keep up his
charisma, so too the god must continually demonstrate his prowess.
Should the effort to influence a god prove to be permanently ineffica
cious, then it is concluded that either the god is impotent or the correct
procedure of influencing him is unknown, and he is abandoned. In
China, to this day, a few striking successes suffice to enable a god to
acquire prestige and power (shen, ling), thereby winning a sizeable
circle of devotees. The emperor, as the representative of his subjects
vis-a.-vis the heavens, provides the gods with titles and other distinctions
whenever they have proven their capacity. Yet a few striking disappoint
ments subsequently will suffice to empty a temple forever. Conversely.

,the historical accident that Isaiah's steadfast prophecy actually came to
fulfillment-God would not pennit Jerusalem to fall into the ha,nds of .
the Assyrian hordes, if only the Judean king remained finn-provided
the subsequently unshakeable foundation for the position of this god and
his prophets.

Something of this kind occurred earlier in respect to the pre-animistic
fetish and the charisma of those possessing magical endowment. In the
event of failure, the magician possibly paid with his life. On the other
hand, priests have enjoyed the contrasting advantage of being able to
deflect the blame for failure away from themselves and onto their god.
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Yet even the priests' prestige is in danger of falling with that of their
gods. However. priests may find ways of interpreting failures in such a
manner that the responsibility falls, not upon the god, but upon the
behavior of the god's worshippers. There might even arise from such
interpretation the idea of worshipping the god, as distinct from coercing
'him. The problem of why the god has not hearkened to his devotees
might then he explained by stating that they had not honored their 20d
sufficiently, that they had not satis£.ed his desires for sacri6cial blooJ or
soma juice, or 6nally that they neglected him. in favor of other gods.
Even renewed and increased worship of the goo is of no avail in some
situations, and since the gods of the adversaries remain more powerful.
the end of his reputation is at hand. In such cases, there may be a de- '

I feeDoD to the stronger gods, although there still remain methods of ex
i plaining the wayward conduct of the old god in such a way that his

prestige might not dwindle and might even he enh::mced.. Under certain
circumstances priests succeeded. even in excogitating such methods. The
most striJ5ng example is that of the priests of Yahweh, whose attachment
to his people became, for reasons to be expounded later, ever stronger
as Israel ~became increasingly enmeshed. in the toils of tragedy. But for
this to happen, a new series of divine attributes must evolve.

The qualitative superiority of anthropomorphically conceived gods
and demons over man himself is at 6rst only relative. Their passions and
their avidity for pleasure are believed to be unlimited., like those of strong
men. But they are neither omniscient nor omnipotent (obviously only
'one could possess these attributes), nor necessarily eternal (the gods of
Babylon and of the Gennans were not). However, they often have the
ability to secure theirgIamorous existence by means of magical food and
drink which they have reservE<! for themselves, much as human lives
may be prolonged by the magical potions of the medicine man. The only
qualitative differentiation that is ~de between these anthropomorphic
aods and demons is that between powers useful to man and those hann
luI to man. Naturally, the powers useful to him are usually considered

.. the good and high gods, who are ro be wOIShipped, whtle the poweIS
hannfulro him are usually the lower demons, frequendy endowed with
incredible guile or limitless spice, who are not to be worshipped but

" , magically exorcised.
Yet the dilferentiation did not alWays take place along this particular

line, and certainly not always in the direction of degrading the masters
of the noxious fon:os inro demons. The measure of cultic worship that
gods receive does not depend upon their goodness, nor even upon their
caomic importance. Indeed, some very great and good gods of heaven

•
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frequently lack cults, not because they are too remote from man, but
because their in8uence seems equable, and by its very regularity appears
to be so secure that no special intervention is required. On the other
hand, powers of clearly diabolical character, such as Rudra, the Hindu
god of pestilence, are not always weaker than the good gods, but may
actually be endowed with a tremendous power potential.

4. Ethical Deities and Increasing Demands upon Them

In addition to the important qualitative differentiation between the
gocd and diabolical forces, which assumed considerable importance in
certain cases, there might develop within the pantheon gods of a dis-
tinctively ethical character-and this is particularly important to us at
this point. The possibility that a god may possess ethical qualities is by
no means confined to monotheism. Indeed, this possibility exists at vari
ous stages in the fonnation of a pantheon; but it is at the level of

'monotheism that this development has particularly far-reaching conse
quences. A specialized functional god of legislation and a god who
controls the oracle will naturally he fOl,1nd very frequen'tly among the ~

ethical divinities.
The art of "divining" at first grows out of the magic based. on the '"

belief in spirits, who function in accordance with certain principles of
order, as do living creatures. Once knowing how the spirits operate, one
can predict their behavior from symptoms or omens that make it pos
sible to sunnise their intentions, on the basis of previous experience.
Where one builds houses, graves and roads, and when one undertakes
economic and political activities is decided by reference to that which
experience has established as the favorable place or time. Wherever a
social group, as for example the so-called priests of Taoism in China,
makes its living from the practice of the diviner's art, its craft
(feng shu;) may achieve inemdicable power. When this happens, all
el£orts at economic rationalization founder against the opposition of the
spirits. Thus, no location for a railroad or factory could be suggested
without creating SOme conflict with them. Capitalism was able to cope 4

with this factor only after it had reached its fullest power. As late as the
Russo-Japanese War, the Japanese anny seems to- have missed several
favorable opportunities because the diviners had declared them to be of
ill omen. On the other hand, [the Spartan regent] Pausanias had aheady
adroitly manipulated the omens, favorable and otherwise, at Plataea
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[479 B.C.] to make them fit the requirements of military strategy. When·
ever the political power appropriated judicial or legislative functions
(e.g., transfonning into a mandatory verdict an arbitrator's suggestion in
case of a dan feud, or transforming into an orderly procedure the pri
mordial lynch justice practiced by a threatened group in cases of
religious or political malfeasance), the particular solution was almost
always mediated by a divine revelation (a judgement of the god).
Wherever diviners succeeded in appropriating the preparation and in
terpretation of the orades or the divine judgements, they frequently
achieved a position of enduring dominance.

Quite in keeping with the'realities of actual life, the guardian of
the legal order was nowhere necessarily the strongest god: neither
Varuna in India nor Maat in Egypt, much less Lykos in Attica, Dike,
Themis or even Apollo. What alone characterized these deities was
their ethical quali6cation, which corresponded to the" notion that the
oracle or divine judgment somehow always revealed the truth. It was
not because he was a deity that the ethical god was the guardian of
morality and the legal order, for the anthropomorphic gods originally
had but little to do with ethics, in fact less than human beings. Rather,
the reasor for such a god's ethical preeminence was that he had taken
this particular type of behavior under his aegis.

Increased ethical demands were made upon the gods by men, paranel
with four developments. First, the increasing power of orderly judicial
determination within large and paci6ed polities, and hence increasing
claims upon its quality. Second, the increasing scope of a rational com
prehension of an enduring and orderly cosmos. (The cause of this is to
be sought in the meteorological orientation of economic activity.) Third,
the increasing regulation of ever new types of human relationships by
conventional rules, and the increasing dependence of men'upon the
observance of these rules in their interactions with each other. Fourth,
the growth in social and economic importance of thereIiability of the
given word-whether of friends, vassals, officials, partners in an ex~

change transaction, debtors, or whomever else; what is basically involved
in these four developments is the increased importance of an ethical
attachment of individuals to a cosmos of obligations, making it possible
to calculate what the conduct of a given person may be.

Even the gods to whom one turns for protection are henceforth
regarded as either subject to some moral order or-like the great kings
-as the creators of such an order, which they made the speci6c content
of their divine will. In the first case, a superordinate and impersonal
power makes" its appearance behind the gods, controlling them from
within and measuring the value of their deeds. Of course, this supra4
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divine power may take many different foons. It appears first as "fate,"
Among the Greeks fate (moira) is an irrational and, above all, ethically
neutral predestination of the fundamental aspects of every man's destiny.
Such predetermination is elastic within certain limits, but flagrant inter
ferences with predestined fate may be very dangerous (lnrlp/,-opov) even
to the greatest of the gods. This provides one explanation for the failure of,
so many prayers. This kind of predestinarian view is very congenial to the
normal psychological attitude of a military ca.ste, which is particularly un
receptive to the rationalistic belief in an ethically concerned, yet impartial,
wise and kindly "providence." In this we glimpse once again the deep
sociological distance separating a warnor class from every kind of religious
or purely ethical rationalism. We have already made brief reference to this
cleavage, and we shaH have occasion to observe it in many contexts.

Quite different is the impersonal power contemplated by bureau
cratic or theocratic strata, e.g., the Chinese bureaucracy or the Hindu
Brahmins. Theirs is the providential power of the harmonious and ra
tional order of the world, which may in any given case incline to either
a cosmic or an ethical and social format, although as a rule both aspects
are involved. In Confucianism as in Taoism, this order has both a cosmic
and a characteristic ethical-rational character; it is an impersonal, provi
dential force that guarantees the regularity and felicitous order of world
history. This is the view of a rationalistic bureaucracy. Even more
strongly ethical is the Hindu rita, the impersonal power of the fixed
order of religious ceremonial and the fixed order of the cosmos, and
hence of human activity in general. This is the conception held by the
Vedic priesthood, which practiced an essentially empirical art of in
fluencing the god, more by coercion than by worship. Also to be
included here is the later Hindu notion of a supradivine and cosmic
all-unity, superordinate to the gods and alone independent of the sense
less change and transitoriness of the entire phenomenal world-a con
ception entertained by speculative intellectuals who were indifferent to
worldly concerns.
, Even when the order of nature and of the social conditions which

are normally considered parallel to it, especially law, are not regarded
as superordinate to the gods, but rather as their creations (later we shall
inquire under what circumstances this occurs), it "is naturally postulated
that god will protect against injury the order he has created. The intel
lectual implementation of this postulate has far-reaching consequences
for religious behavior and for the general attitude toward the god. It
stimulated the development of a religious ethic, as wen as the differen
tiation of demands made upon man by god from demands made upon
man by nature, which latter so often proved to be ~nadequate. Hitherto,
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there had been MO primordial methods of influencing supernatural
powers. One was to subject them to human purposes by means of magic.
The other was to win them over by making oneself agreeable t\; them,
not by the exercise of any ethical virtue, hut by gratifying their egotistic
wishes. To these methods was now added obedience to the religious law
as the distinctive way to win the god's favor.

5. Magical Origins of Religious Ethics and the
Rationalization of Taboo

To he sure, religious ethics do not really begin with this view. On
the contrary, there was already another and highly influential system of
religious ethics deriving from purely magical nonos of conduct, the
infraction of which was regarded as a religious abomination. Wherever
there exists a developed belief in spirits, it is held that extraordinary
occurrences in life, and sometimes even routine life processes, are gen
erated by the entrance into a person of a particular. spirit, e.g., in sick~

ness, at birth, at puberty, or at menstruation. This spirit may he regarded
as either sacred or unclean; this is variable and often the product of ac·
cident, hut the practical effect is the same. In either case one must
avoid irritating the spirit, lest it enter into the officious intruder him~

self, or by some magical means hann him or any other persons whom
it might possess. As a result, the individual in question will be shunned
physically and socially and must avoid contact with others and som~

times even with his body. In some instances, e.g., Polynesian charismatic
princes, such a person must be carefully fed lest he magically contami·
nate his own food.

Naturally, once this set of notions has developed, various objects or
persons may he endowed with the quality of taboo by means of magical
manipulations invoked by persons possessing magical charisma; there
upon, contact with the new possessor of taboo will work evil magic, for
his taboo may be transmitted. This charismatic power to transfer taboo
underwent considerable systematic development, especially in Indonesia
and the South Sea area. Numerous economic and social interests stood
under the sanctions of taboos. Among them were the following: the con·
servation of forests and wild life (after the pattern of the prohibited
forests of early 'medieval kings); the protection of scarce commodities
against uneconomic consumption dl:lring periods of economic difficulty;
the provision of protection for private property. especially for the prop
erty oE privileged priests or aristocrats; the safeguarding of common war
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booty agai~st individual plundering (as by Joshua in the case of Achan);
'and the sexual and personal separation of status groups in the interest of
maintaining purity of blood or prestige. This first and most general
instance of the direct harnessing of religion to extra-religious purposes
also reveals the idiosyncratic autonomy of the religious domain, in the
somewhat incredible irrationality of its painfully onerous norms, which
applied even to the beneficiaries of the taboos.

The rationalization of taboos leads ultimately to a system of norms
according to which certain actions are permanently construed as religious
abominations subject to sanctions, and occasionally even entailing the
death of the malefactor in order to prevent evil sorcery from overtaking
the entire group because of the transgression of the guilty individual.
In this manner there arises an ethical system, the ultimate warrant of
which is taboo. This system comprises dietary restrictions, the proscrip
tion of work on taboo or "unlucky" days (the Sabbath was originally
a taboo day of this type), and, certain prohibitions against marriage to
specified individt18ls, es~lly within the circle of one's blood relations.
The usual process here is that something which has become customary,
whether on rational grounds or otherwise, e.g., experiences relative to
illness and other effects of evil sorcery, comes to be regarded as sacred.

In some fas1]ion not clearly understood, there developed for certain
groups a characteristic association between specific norms having the
quality _of taboo and various important in-dwelIing spirits inhabiting
particular objects or animals. Egypt provides the most striking example
of how the incarnation of spirits as sacred animals may give rise to culric
centers of local political associations. Such sacred animals, as well as
other objects and artifacts, may also become the foci of other social
groupings, which in any particular case may be more natural or artificial
in their generation.

6. Taboo Narms: Totemism and Commensalism

The most widespread of the social institutions which developed in
this fashion is that known as totemism...which is a specific relationship of
an object, usually a natural· object and in the purest manifestations of
totemism an animal, with a particular .soci_~L~p. For the latter, the
totemic animal is a symbol of brotherhood; and originally the animal
symbolized the common possession by the group of the spirit of the
animal, after it had been consumed by the entire group. There are, of
course, variations in the scope of this fraternalism, just as there are
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variations in the nature of the relationship of the members to the totemic
object. In the fully developed type of totemism, the brotherliness of the
group comprises all the fraternal responsibilities of an exogamous kin
group, while the totemic relation involves a prohibition of slaying and
consuming the totemic animal, except at the cultic meals of the group.
These developments .culminate in a series of quasi-eultic obligations fol·
lowing from the common, though not universal, belief that the group
is descended from the totem animal.

The controversy concerning the development of these w·idely dif
fused totemic brotherhoods is still unresolved. For us it will suffice to
say that the totems functionally are the animistic counterparts of the
gods found in cultic associations which, as previously mentioned, are '
associated with the most diverse social groups, since non-empirical think·
ing can not do without a functional organization (Zweckverband) based
on personal and religiously guaranteed fraternization, even if the or
ganization is purely artificial. For this reason the regulation of sexual
behavior, which the kin groups undertook w effect, especially attracted
religious sanctions having the nature of taboo, which are best provided
by totemism. But this system was not limited to the purposes of sexual
regulation, nor was it confined to the kin group, and it certainly did
not necessarily arise 6rst in this context. Rather, it is a widely diffused
method of placing fraternal groupings under magical sanctions. The
belief in the universality of totemism, and certai:lly the belief in the
derivation of virtually all social groups and all religions from totemism,
constitutes a tremendous exaggeration that has been rejected completely
by now. Yet totemism has frequently been very influential in producing'
a division of labor between the sexes which is guaranteed and enforced
by magical motivations. Then too, totemism has frequently played a
very important role in the development and regulation of barter as a
regular intra-group phenomenon (as contrasted with trade outside the
limits of the group).

Taboos, especially the dietary restrictions based on magic, show us a
new source of the institution of commensality which has such far
reaching importance. We have already noted one source of this institu
tion, namely the household. Another aspect is the restriction of com
mensality to comrades having equal magical qualifications, which is a
consequence of the doctrine of impurity by taboo. These two facets of
commensality may enter into competition or even conflict. For example,
when a woman is descended from another kin group than that of her
husband, there are frequently restrictions upon her sitting at the same
table with him, and in some cases she is even prohibited from seeing
him eat. Nor is commensality pennitted to the king who is hedged in
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by taboos, or to members of privileged status groups such as castes, or
religious communities, both of which are also under taboo. Furthermore,
highly privileged casteS must be shielded from the glances of "unclean"
strangers during cultic repasts or even everyday meals. Conversely, the
provision of comrnensality is frequently a method of producing religious
fellowship, which may on occasion lead to political and ethnic alliances.
Thus, the first great turning point in the history of Christianity was the
communal feast arranged at Antioch between Peter and the uncir~

cumcised proselytes, to which Paul, in his polemic against Peter, at
tributed such decisive importance.

7. Caste Taboo, Vocational Caste Ethics, and Capitalism

On the other hand, norms of taboo may give rise to extraordinarily
severe impediments to the development of trade and of the market,
~nd other types of social intercourse. The absolute impurity of those
outside one's own religion, as taught by the Shiite sect of Islam, has
created in its adherents crucial impediments to intercourse with others,
even in recent times, though recourse has been made to fictions of all
sorts to ease the situation. The caste taboos of the Hindus restricted
intercourse among people far more forcefully than the feng shui system
of spirit beliefs interfered with trade in China.' Of course, even in these
matters there are natural limits to the power of religion in respect to

the elementary needs of life. Thus, according to the Hindu caste taboo,
"The han.d of the artisan is always clean." Also clean are mines, work
shops, and whatever merchandise is available for sale in stores, as well
as whatever articles of food have been touched by mendicant students
(ascetic disciples of the Brahmins). The only Hindu caste taboo that
was apt to be violated in any considerable measure was the taboo on

.sexual relationships between castes, under the pressure of the wealthy
classses' interest in polygamy. To some extent, it was permissible to take
girls of lower castes as concubines. The caste system of labor in India,
like the feng shui system in China, is being slowly but surely rendered
illusory wherever railroad transportation develops.

In theory, these taboo restrictions of caste need not have rendered
capitalism impossible. Yet it is perfectly obvious that economic ration
alization would never have arisen originally where taboo had achieved
such massive power. Despite all efforts to reduce caste segregation,
certain psychological resistances based on the caste system remained
operative, preventing artisans of different crafts from working together
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in the same factory. The caste system tends to perpetuate a specialization
of labor of the handicraft type, if not by positive prescription, then as a
consequence of its general spirit and presuppositions. The net effect -of
the religious sanction of caste upon the spirit of economic activity
is diametrically opposite to that of rationalism. In the caste system par·
ticular crafts, insofar as they are the indicia of different castes, are as
stgned a religious sanction and the character of a sacred vocation. Even
the most despised of Hindu castes, not excluding that of thieves, regards
its own enterprise as ordained by particular gods or by a specific volition
of a god, assigned to its members as their special mission in life; and
each caste nourishes its feeling of worth by its technically expert execu·
tion of its assigned. vocation.

But this vocational ethic of a caste system is-at least as far as the
crafts are concerned-notably traditionalistic, rather than rational. It
finds its fulfillment and confirmation in the absolutely qualitative per
fection of the product fashioned by the craft. Very alien to its mode of
thinking is the possibility of rationaliZing the method of production,
which is basic to all modern rational technology, or the possibility of
systematically organiZing a commercial enterprise along the lines of a
rational business economy, which is the foundation of modern capital
ism. One must go to the ethics of ascetic Protestantism to find any
ethical sanction for economic rationalism and for the entrepreneur.
Caste ethics glOrifies the spirit of craftsmanship and enjoins pride, not
in economic earnings measured by money, nor in the wonders of rational
technology as applied in the rational use of labor, but rather in the.
personal virtuOSity of the producer as manifested in the beauty and
worth of the product appropriate to his particular caste.

Finally, we should note--in anticipation of our general argument
about these relationships-that what was decisive for the Hindu caste
system in particular was its connection with a belief in transmigration,
and especially its connection with the tenet that any possible improve
ment in one's chances in subsequent incarnations depended on the
faithful execution in the present lifetime of the vocation assigned one
by virtue of his caste status. Any effort to emerge from one's caste, and
especially to intrude into the sphere of activities appropriate to other and
higher castes, was expected to result in evil magic and entailed. the
likelihood of unfavorable incarnation hereafter. This explains why,
according to numerous observations on affairs in India, it is precisely
the lowest classes, who would naturally be most desirous of improving
their status in subsequent incarnations, that ding most steadfastly to
their caste obligations, never thinking of toppling the caste system
through social revolutions or reforms: Among the Hindus, the Biblical
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emphasis echoed in Luther's injunction, "Remain steadfast in your voca
tion," was elevated into a cardinal religio\ls obligation and was fortined
by powerful religious sanctions.

8. From Magical Ethics to Conscience, Sin and Salvatian

Whenever the belief in spirits became rationalized into belief in
gods, that is, whenever the coercion of spirits gave way to the worship
of th(' gods who arc served by a cult, the magical ethic of the spirit belief
underwent a transformation too. This reorientation developed through
the notion that whoever Routed divinely appointed norms would be
overtaken by the ethical displeasure of the god who had these norms
under his special care. This made possible the assumption that when
enemies conquered or other calamities befell one's group, the cause was

'not "the weakness of the god but rather his anger against his fonowers,
caused by his displeasure at their transgression against the laws under
his guardianship. Hence, the sins of the group were to blame if some
unfavorable development overtook it; the god might well be using the
misfortune to express his desire to chastise and educate his favorite
people. Thus, the prophets of Israel were always able to point out to
their people misdeeds in their own generation or in their ancestors', to
which God had reacted with almost inexhaustible wrath, as evidenced
by the fact that he pennitted his own people to become subject to an
other people that did not worship him at all.

This idea, diffused in all conceivable manifestations wherever the
god concept has taken on universalistic lines, fonns a religious ethic out
of the magical prescriptions which operate only with the notion of evil
magic. Henceforth, transgression against the will of god is an ethical sin
which burdens the conscience, quite 2.part from its direct results. Evils
befalling the individual are divinely appointed inflictions and the conse
quences of sin, from which the individual ho~ to be freed by "piety"
(behavior acceptable to god) wnich will bring the individual salvation.
In the Old Testament, the idea of "salvation," pregnant with conse
quences, still has the elementary rational meaning of liberation from
concrete ins.

In its early stages. the religious ethic consistently shares another
characteristic with magic worship in that it is frequently composed of a
complex of heterogeneous prescriptions and prohibitions derived from
the most diverse motives and occasions. Within this complex there is,
from our modem point of view. little differentiation between important
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and unimportant Iequirements; any infraction of the ethic constitutes
sin. Later, a systematization of these ethical concepts may ensue, which
leads frQrn the rational wish to insure personal external pleasures for
oneself by performing acts pleasing to the god, to ;I view of sin as the
unified power of the anti-divine (diabolical) into whose grasp man may
fall. Goodness is then envisaged as an integral capacity for an attitude
of holiness, and for consistent behavior derived from such an attitude.
During this process of transformation, there also develops a hope for .
salvation as an inational yearning to be able to be good for its own sake,
in order to gain the beneficent .awareness of such virtuousness. .

An almost infinite series of the most diverse conceptions, crossed
again and again by purely magical notions, leads to the sublimation of
piety as the enduring basis of a specific conduct of life, by virtue of the
continuous motivation it engenders. Of course such a sublimation is
extremely rare and is attained in its full purity only intermittently by
everyday religion. We are still in the realm of "magic" if sin and piety are
viewed as integral powers, envisaged as rather like material substances; at
this stage, the nature of the "good" or "evil" of the acting person is con
strued after the fashion of a poison, a healing antidote, or a bodily tempera
ture. Thus in India tapas, the power of the sacred which a man achieved
by asceticism and contained within his body, originally denoted the heat
engendered in fowls during their mating season, in the creator of the
world at the cosmogony, and in the magician during his sacred hysteria
induced by mortifications and leading to supernatural powers. '

It is a long way from here to the notion that the person who acts
with goodness has received into himself a special soul of divine prfweni
ence, and to the various forms of inward possession of the d~vine to be
described later. So too, it is a far cry from the conception of sin as a
poison in the body of the malefactor, which must be treated by magical
means, to the conception of an evil demon which emers into possession
of him, and on to the culminating conception of the diabolical power
of the radical evil, with which the evildoer must struggle lest he succumb
to its dangerous power.

By no means every ethic traversed the entire length of the road
culminating in these conceptions. Thus, the ethics of Confucianism
lack the concept .9f radical evil, and in general lack the concept of any
integral diabolical power of sin. Nor was this notion contained in the
ethics of Greece or Rome. In both· those cases, there was lacking not
only an independently organized priesthood, but also prophecy, that
historical phenomenon which normally produced a centralization of
ethics under the aegis of religious salvation. In India, propheCy was not
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absent, but as will be expounded later, it had a very special character
and a very highly sublimated ethic of salvation.

Prophets and priests are the twin bearers of the systematization and
rationalization of religious ethics. But there is a third significant factor
of importance in determining the evolution of religious ethics; the laity,
whom prophets and priests seek to influence in an ethical direction. We
must now devote a brief examination to the interaction of these three
factors.

NOTES

I. The first part of this section belongs to Weber's first section, if indeed
the German pamgI3ph division is that of the original manuscript. The section is
here combined with, the German §z, which has only two pages, and with
§3 (seven pages).

2. Weber contrasts the conventional Gel'man term for attending "services,"
~'Gottesdienst:' with the term "Goueszwang."

3. Cf. Weber, The Religiolj of India, 137f.
4. On the feng shui, see Weber. The Religion of China, 199, z14, 217,

276,297.

III

The Prophet

I. Prophet versus Priest and Magician

What is a prophet, from the perspective of sociology? We shall
forego here any consideration of the general question regarding the
"bringer of salvation" (Heilhringer) as raised by Breysig.' Not every
anthropomorphic god is a deified bringer of salvation, whether external
or internal salvation. And certainly not every provider of salvation be
came a god or even' a savior, although such phenomena were wide
spread.

We shall understand "prophet" to mean a purely individual bearer
of charisma, who by virtue of his mission proclaims a religious doctrine
or divine commandment, No radical distinction will be drawn between
a "renewer of religion" who preaches an older revelation, actual or
supposititious, and a "founder of religion" who claims to bring com-
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pletely new deliverances. The two types merge into one another. In
any case, the fonnation of a n~ religious community need not he the
result of doctrinal preaching by prophets, since it may be produced by
the activities of non-prophetic reformers. Nor shall we be concerned in
this context with the question whether the followers of a prophet are
more attracted to his person, as in the cases of Zoroaster, Jesus, and

_Muhammad, or to his doctrine, as in the cases of Buddha- .and the
prophets of Israel.

For our purposes here, the personal call is the decisive element
distinguishing the prophet from the priest. The latter lays claim tt>

authority by virtue of his service in a sacred tradition, while the
prophet's daimis based on personal revelation and charisma. It is no
accident tha~ almost no prophets have emerged from the priestly class.
As a rule. the Indian reachers of salvation were not Brahmins, nor were
the Israelite prophets priests. Zoroaster's case is exceptional in that there
exists a possibility that he may have descended from the hieratic nobility.
The priest, in dear contrast, dispenses salvation by virtue of his oRlce.
Even in cases in which personal charisma may be involved, it is the
hierarchical Jffice that confers legitimate authority upon the priest as a
member of an organized enterprise of salvation.

But the prophet, like the magician,~xerts his power simply by virtue
of his personal gifts. Unlike the magician, however, the prophet claims
definite revelations, and the core of his mission is doctrine or com
mandment, not magic. Outwardly, at least, the distinction is fluid, {or
the magician is frequently a knowledgeable expert in· divination, and
sometimes in this alone. At this stage, revelation functions continuously
as orade or dream interpretation. Without prior consultation with the
magician, no innovations in social relations could be adopted in primitive
times. To this day, in certain parts of Australia, it is-· the dream revela
tions of magicians that are set before the councils- of dan heads for
adoption,'and it is a mark of secularization that this practice is receding.
. On the other hand, .it was only under very unusual circumstances
that a .prophet succeeded in establishing his authority without charis
matic authentication, which in practice meant" magic. At least the
bearers of new doctrine practically always needed such validation. It must
not he forgotten for an instant that the entire basis of Jesus' own legiti
mation, as well as his claim that he and only he knew the Father and
that the way to God led through faith in him alone, was the magical
charisma he felt within himself. It was doubtless this consciousness of
power, more than anything else, that enabled him to traverse the road
of the prophets. During the apostolic period. of early Christianity and
thereafter the figure of the wandering prophet was a constant phenome-
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non. There was always required of such prophets a proof of their
possession of particular gifts of the spirit, of special magical or ecstatic
abilities.

Prophets very often practiced divina·tion as well as magical healing
and counseling. This was true, for example, of the prophets (nabi,
nebiim)2 so frequently mentioned in the Old Testament, especially
in the prophetic books and Chronicles. But what distinguishes the
prophet, in the sense that we are employing the term, from the types
just described is an economic factor, i.e., that his prophecy is un·
remunerated. Thus, Amos indignantly rejected the appellation of nabi.
This criterion of gratuitous service also distinguishes the prophet from
the priest. The typical prophet propagates ideas for their own sake and
not for fees, at least not in any obvious or regulated form. The provisions
enjoining the non-remunerative character of prophetic propaganda have
taken various forms. Thus developed the carefully cultivated postulate
that the apostle, prophet, or teacher of ancient Christianity must not
"trade on" his religious proclamations. Also, limitltions were set upon
the length of the time he could enjoy the hospitality of his friends.
The Christian prophet was enjoined to live by the labor of his own
hands or, as among the Buddhists, only from alms which he had not
specifically solicited. These injunctions were repeatedly emphasized in
the Pauline epistles, and in another form in the Buddhist monastic
regulations. The dictum "whosoever will not work, shall not eat" applied
to missionaries; however, the prophesying free of charge is, of course, one
of the chief reasons for the success of prophetic propaganda itself.

The period of the older Israelitic prophecy at about the time of
Elijah was an epoch of strong prophetic propaganda throughout the
Near East-and Greece. Perhaps prophecy in all its forms arose, especially
in the Near East, in connection with the reconstitution of the great
world empires in Asia, and the resumption and intensification of inter
national commeTC" after a long interruption. At that time Greece was
exposed to the invasion of the Thracian cult of Dionysos, as well as
to the m.ost diverse types of prophecies. In addition 'to the semiprophetic
social reformers, certain pl,lrely religious movements now broke into the
simple magical and cultic lore of the Homeric priests. Emotional cults,
emotional 'prophecy based on "speaking with tongues," and highly
valued intoxicating ecstasy interrupted the unfolding of theological ra
tionalism (Hesiod), the beginnings of cosmogonic and philosophic specu:
lation, of philosophical mystery doctrines and salc..ation religions. The
growth of these emotional cults paralleled both overseas colonization and,
above all, the formation of cities and the transformation of the polis which
resulted hom the development of a citizen army.
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It is not necessary to detail here these developments of the eighth
and seventh centuries, so brilliantly analyzed by Rohde,~ some of which
reached into the sixth and even the fifth century. They were contempo
rary with Jewish, Persian, and Hindu prophetic movements, and prob
ably also with the achievements of Chinese ethics in the pre-Confucian
period, although we have only scant knowledge of the latter. These
Greek "prophets" differed widely among themselves in regard to the
economic criterion of professionalism, and in regard to the possession
of a "doctrine." The Greeks also made a distinction between professional
teaching and unremunerated propagandizing of ideas, as we see from
the example of Socrates. In Greece, furthermore, there existed a deat
differentiation between the only real congregational type of religion,
namely Orphism with its doctrine of salvation, and every other type of
prophecy and technique of salvation, especially those of the mysteries.

. The basis of this distinction was the presence in Orphism of a genuine
doctrine of salvation. ~

2. Prophet and Lawgiver

Our primary task is to differentiate the various types of prophets
from the sundry purveyors of salvation, religious or otherwise. Even in
historical times the transition from the prophet to the law~giver is fluid,
if one understands the latter to mean a personage who in a concrete case
has been assigned the responsibility of codifying a law systematically or
of reconstituting it, as was the case notably with the Greek aisymnetai

. (e,g., Solon, Charondas, etc.). In no case did such a lawgiver or his
labor fail to receive divine approval, if only subsequently.

A lawgiver is quite different from the Italian podesta, who is sum
moned from outside the group, not for the purpose of creating a new
social order, but to provide a detached, impartial arbitrator, especially
when families of the same social rank feud with one another. On the
other hand, lawgivers were generally, though not always, called to their
office when social tensions were in evidence. This was apt to occur with
special frequency in the one situation which commonly provided the
earliest stimulus to a reform policy: the economic differentiation of the
warrior class as a result of growing monetary wealth of one part and the
debt enslavement of another; an additional factor was the dissatisfaction
arising from the unrealized political aspirations of a rising commercial
class which, having acquired wealth through economic activity, was
now challenging the old warrior nobility. It was the function of the
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aisymnetes-to resolve the conflicts between status groups and to produce
a new sacred law of eternal validity, for which he had to secure divine
approbation.

It is very likely that Moses was a historical figure, in which case he
would be classified functionally as an aisymnetes. For the prescriptions
of the oldest sacred legislation of the Hebrews presuppose a money
economy and hence sharp conflicts of interests, whether impending or
already existing, within the confederacy. It was Moses' great achieve
ment to find a compromise solution of, or prophylactic for, these conflicts
(e.g., the seisachtheia of the Year of Release)4 and to o!':"ganize the Israelite
confederacy with an integral national god. In essence, his work srands
midway between the functioning of an ancient aisymnetes and that of
Muhammad. The reception of the law formulated by Moses stimulated
a period of expansion of the newly unified people in much the same
way that the compromise among status groups stimulated expansion in
so many other cases, particularly in Athens and Rome. The scriptural
dictum that "after Moses there arose not in Israel any prophet like'unto
him" means that the Jews never had another aisymnetes.

Not only were none of the prophets aisymnetai in this sense, but in
general what ncnnally passes for prophecy does not belong to this cate
gory. To be sure, even the later prophets of Israel were concerned with
social reform. They hurled their "woe be unto you" against those who
oppressed and enslaved the pqor, those who joined field to field, and
those who deBected justice by bribes. These were the typical actions
leading to class stratification everywhere in the ancient world, and were
everywhere intensified by the development of the city-state (polis).
Jerusalem too had been organized into a city-state by the time of these
later prophets. A distinctive concern with social reform is characteristic
of Israelite prophets. This concern is all the more notable because such
a trait is lacking in Hindu prophecy of the same period, although the
conditions in India at the time of the Buddha have been described as
relatively similar to those in Greece during the sixth century.

An explanation for Hebrew prophecy's concern for social reform is
to be sought in religious grounds, which we shall set forth subsequently.
But it must not be forgotten that in the motivation of the Israelite
prophets theSe social reforms were only means to an end. Their primary
concern was with foreign politics, chieBy because it constituted the
theater of their god's activity. The Israelite prophets were concerned
with social and other types of injustice as a violation of the Mosaic code
primarily in order to explain god's wrath, and not in order to institute a
program of social reform. It is noteworthy that the sole theoretician of
social reform, Ezekiel, was a priestly theorist who can scarcely be care-
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gorized as a prophet at all. Finally, Jesus was not at all interested
in social reform as such.

Zoroaster shared with his cattle-raising people a hatred of the
despoiling nomads, but the heart of his message was essentially reli
gious. His central concern was his struggle against the magical cult of
ecstasy and for his own divine mission, which of course had incidental
economic consequences. A similar primary focus upon religion appeared
very dearly in th~ case of Muhammad, whose program of social reform,
which Umar carried through consistently, was oriented almost entirely
to the unification of the faithful for the sake of fighting the infidels and
of maintaining the largest possible number of warriors.

It is characteristic of the prophets that they do not receive their
mission from any human agency, but seize it, as i~ were. To be sure,
usurpation also characterized the assumption of power by tyrants in the
Greek polis. These Greek tyrants remind one of the legal aisymnetai in
their general functioning, and they frequently pursued their own char
acteristic religious policies, e.g., supporting the emotional cult of
Dionysos, which was popular with the masses rather than with the
nobility. But the aforementioned assumption of power by the prophets
eame about as a consequence of divine revelation, essentially for religious
purposes. Furthermore, their characteristic religious message and their
struggle against ecstatic cults tended to move in an opposite direction
from that taken by the typical religious policy of the Greek tyrants. The
religion of Muhammad, which is fundamentally political in its orienta
tion, and his position in Medina, which was in between that of an
Italian podesta and that of Calvin at Geneva, grew primarily out of his
purely prophetic mission. A merchant, he was first a leader of pietistic
bourgeois conventicles in Mecca, until he realized more and more clearly
that the ideal external basis for his missionizing would be provided by the
organization of the interests of the warrior dans in the acquisition of booty.

3. Prophet and Teacher of Ethics

On the other hand, there are various transitional phases linking the
prophet to the teacher of ethics, especially the teacher of social ethics.
Such a teacher, fun of new or recovered ancient wisdom, gathers dis
ciples about him, counsels private persons, and advises princes in public
affairs and possibly tries to make them establish a new ethical order. The
bond between the teacher of religious or philosophical wisdom and his
diSCiple is uncommonly strong and regulated in an authoritarian fashion,
particularly in the sacred laws of Asia. Everywhere this bond is one of
the 6rmest relationships of loyalty. Generally, training in _magic and
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heroism is so regulated that the novice is assigned to a ~rticularly

experienced master or is permitted to o:.eek out a master, as. young
"fox" can choose the senior member (LeibbuTsche) in German frater
nities. All the Greek ptletry of pederasty derives from such a relationship
of respect, and similar phenomena are to be found among Buddhists and
Confucianists, indeed in all monastic education.

The most complete expressicn of this disciple-master relationship
is to be found in the position of the gUTU in Hindu sacred law. Every
young man belonging to polite society \'\/a~ unconditionally required to
devote himself fOT many years to the instruction and direction of life
provided by such a Brahminic teacher. The obligation of obedience to
the guru, who had absolute power over his charges, a relationship com
parable to that of the occidental famulus to his magister, took precedence
over loyalty to family, just as the pOSition of the court Brahmin (pura
hita) was officially regulated so as to raise his position far above that of
the most powerful father confessor in the Occident. Yet the guru is,
-after all, only a teacher who transmits acquired, not only revealed,
knowledge, and this by virtue of a commission and not on his own
authority.

The philosophical ethicist and the social refonner are not prophets
in our sense of the word, no matter how closely they may seem to re
semble prophets. Actually, the oldest Greek sages, who like Empedodes
and Pythagoras are wreathed in legend, stand closest to the prophets.
Some of them left behind groups with a distinctive doctrine of salvation
and conduct of life, and they laid some claim to the status of savior.
Such intellectual teachers of salvation have parallels in India, but the
G~eek teachers fell far short of the Hindu teachers in consistently focus
ing both life and doctrine on salvation.

Even less can the founders and heads of the actual "schools of
philosophy" be regarded as prophets in our sense, no matter how closely
,they may approach this category in some respects. From Confucius, in
whose temple even the emperor makes his obeisance, graded transitions
lead to Plato. But both of them were simply academic teaching philoso
phers, who differed chieRy in that Confucius was centrally concerned
with influencing princes in the direction of particular social reforms, and
Plato only occasionally,

'What primarily differentiates such figures from the prophets is their
lack of that vital emotional preaching which is distinctive of prophecy,
regardless of whether this is disseminated by the spoken word, the
pamphlet, or any other type of literary composition' (e.g., the suras of
Muhammad). The enterprise of the prophet is closer to that of the
popular leader (demagogos) or political publicist than to that of the
teacher. On the other hand, the activity of a Socrates, who also felt
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himself opposed to the professional teaching enterprise of the Sophists,
must be distinguished conceptually from the activities of a prophet by
the absence of a directly revealed religious mission. Socrates' "genius"
Cd4imcnion) reacted only to concrete situations, and then only to dis
suade and admonish. For Socrates, this was the outer limit of his ethical
and strongly utilitarian rationalism, which occupied for him the position
that magical divination assumed for Confucius. For this reason, Socrates'
dahnonion cannot be compared at all to the conscience of a genuine reli
gious ethic; much less can it be regarded as the instrument of propheg.

Such a divergence from the characteristic traits of the Hebrew
prophets' holds true of all philosophers and their schools as they were
known in China, India, ancient Hellas, and in the medieval period
among Jews, Arabs, and Christians alike. All such philosophical schools
were rather similar from.a sociological point of view. In their mode .of
life, they may be nearer to the mystagogic-ritual prophecy of salvation,
as in the case of the Pythagoreans, or to the exemplary prophecy of sal
vation (in the sense soon to be explained), as in the case of the Cynics,
who protested against the sacramental grace of the mysteries as well as
against wordly civHization, and who in this regard show certain affinities
to Hindu and Oriental ascetic sects. But the prophet, in our special
sense, is never to be found where the proclamatiQn of a religious truth of
salvation through personal revelation is lacking. In our view, this quali6
cation must be regarded as the decisive hallmark of prophecy.

Finally, the Hindu refonners of religion such as Shankara and
Ramanuja and their Occidental counterparts like Luther, Zwingli, Cal·
vin, and Wesley are to be distinguished from the category of prophets
by virtue of the fact that they do not claim to be offering a substantively
new revelation or to be speaking in the name of a special divine injunc-

. tion. This is what characterized the founder of the Monnon church, who
resembled, even in matters of detail, Muhammad; above all, it charac
terized the Jewish prophets. The prophetic type is also manifest in
Montanus and Novatianus, and in such figures as Mani and Marcion
whose message had a more rational doctrinal content than did that of
George Fox, a prophet type with emotional tendencies.5

4. Mystagogue and Teacher

When we have separated out from the category of prophet all the
aforementioned types, which sometimes abut very closely, various others
still remain. The first is that of the mystagogue. He perfonns sacra-
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ments, i.e., magical actions that contain the boons of salvation. Through
out the entire world there have been saviors of this type whose differertce
from the average magician~s only oile of degree, the extent of which is
determined by the fonnation of a special congregation around him: Very
frequently dynasties of mystagogues developed on the basis of a sacra
mental charisma which was regarded as hereditary. These dynasties
maintained their prestige for centuries, investing their disciples with
great authority and thus developing a kind of hierarchical position. This
was especially true in India, where the title of gum was also u;;OO to
designate distributors of salvation and their plenipotentiaries. It was
likewise the case in China, where the hierarch of the Taoists and the
heads of certain secret sects played just such hereditary roles. Finally,
one type of exemplary prophet to be discussed presently was also gen
erally transformed into a mystagogue in the second generation.

The mystagogues were also very widely distributed throughout the
Near East, and they entered Greece in the prophetic age to which
'reference was made earlier. Yet the far more ancient noble families who
were the hereditary incumbents of the Eleusinian mysteries also repre
sented at least another marginal manifestation of the simple hereditary
priestly families. Ethical doctrine was lacking in the mystagogue, who
distributed magical salvation, or at least doctrine played only a very
subordinate role in his work. Instead, his primary gift waS hereditarily
transmitted magical art. Moreover, he normally made a living from his
art, for which there was a great demand. Consequently we must exclude
him too from the conception of prophet, even though he sometimes
revealed new ways of salvation.

5. Ethical and Exemplary Prophecy

Thus, there remain only two kinds of prophets in our sense, one
represented most clearly by the Buddha, tihe other with especial clarity
by Zoroaster and Muhammad. The prophet may be primarily, as in the
last cases, an instrument for the proclamation of a god and his will, be
this a concrete command or an abstract norm. Preaching as one who has
received a commission from god, he demands obedience as an ethical duty.
This type we shall term the "ethical prophet." On the other hand, the
prophet may be an exemplary man who, by his personal example,
demonstrates to others the way to rdigious salvation, as in.the case of the
Buddha. The preaching of this type of prophet says nothing about a
divine mission or an ethical duty of obedience, but rather directs itself
to the self·interest of those who crave salvation, recommending to them
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the same path as he himself traversed. Our designation for this second
type is that of the "exemplary prophet."
l' The exemplary type is particularly characteristic of prophecy in
India, although there have been a few manifestations of it in China
(e.g., Lao Tzu) and the Near East. On the other hand, the ethical type
is connmid to the Near East, regardless of racial differences there~ For
neither the Vedas nor the classical books of the Chinese-the o~st
portions of which in both cases consist of sqngs of praise and thanks
giving by sacred singers, and of magical rites <lnd ceremonies-makes
it appear at alI probable that prophecy of the ethical type, such as de
:y,eloped in the Near East or Iran, could e\'Cr have arisen in India or'
China. The decisive reason for this is the absence of a personal, tran
scendental, and ethical god. In Indi'" this concept was found only in a
sacramental and magical form, and then only in the latcr and popular
faiths. But in the religions of those social strata within which the decisive
prophetic conceptions of Mahavira and Buddha were developed, ethical
prophecy appeared only intermittently and was constantly subjected to
reinterpretations in the direction of pantheism. In China the notion
of ethical prophecy was altogether lacking in the ethics of the stratum
rJ1at exercised the greatest influence in the society. To what degree this
may presumably be associated with the intellectual distinctiveness of
such strata, which was of course determined by various social factors,
will be discussed later.

As far as purely religious factors are concerned, it was decisive for
both India and China that the conception of a rationally regulated worl~

had its point of origin in the ceremonial order of sacrifices, on the un
alterable sequence of which everything depended: especially the indis
pensable regularity of meteorological processes; in animistic terms, what
was involved here was the normal activity or inactivity of the spirits
and demons. According to both classical and heterodox Chinese views,
these processes were held to be insured by the ethically proper conduct
of government that followed the correct path of virtue, the Tao; with
out ~his everything would fail, even according to Vedic doctrine. Thus,
in India and China, Rita and Tao respectively represented similar super
divine! impersonal forces.

On the other hand, the personal, transcendental and ethical god is
a Near-Eastern concept. It corresponds so closely to that of an all
p@werful mundane king with his rational bureaucratic regime that a
causal connection can scarcely be denied. Throughout the world the
magician is in the first instance a rainmaker, for the harvest depends on
timely and sufficient rain, though not in excessive quantity. Until the
present time the pontifical Chinese emperor has remained a !3inmaker,
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for in northern China, at least, the uncertainty of the weather renders
dubious the operation of irrigation procedures, nO matter how extensive
they are. Of greater significance was the construction of defense walls,
and internal canals, which became the real source of the imperial bu
reaucracy. The emperor sought to avert meteorological disturbances
through sacrifices, public atonement, and various virtuous practices, e.g.,t
the termination of abuses in the administration, or the organizatioll of a
raid on unpunished malefactors. For it was always assumed that the
reason for the excitation of the spirits and the disturbances of the cosmic
order had to be sought either in the personal derelictions of the monarch
or in some manifestation of social disorganization. Again, rain was one
of the rewards promised by Yahweh to his devotees, who were at that
time primarily agriculturalists, as is dearly apparent in the older portions
of the tradition. God promised neither too scanty rain nor yet excessive
precipitation or deluge.

But throughout Mesopotamia and Arabia it was not rain that was
~he creator 9f the harvest, but artificial irrigation alone. In Mesopotamia,
irrigation was the sole source of the absolute power of the monarch, who
derived his income by compelling his conguered subjects to build canals
and cities adjoining them, just as the regulation of the ·Nile was the
source of the Egyptian monarch's strength. In the desert and semiarid
regions of the Near East this control of irrigation waters was probably
one source of the conception of a god who had created the earth and
man out of nothing and not procreated them, as was believed elsewhere.
A riparian economy of this kind actually did produce a harvest out of
nothing, from the desert sands. The monarch even created law by legis
lation and rational codification, a development the world experienced
for the first time in Mesopotamia. It seems quite reasonable, therefore,
that as a result of such experiences the ordering of the world should be
conceived as the law of a freely acting, transcendental and personal god.

Another, and negative, factor accounting for the development in the
. Near East of a world order that reRected the operation of a personal god
was the relative absence of those distinctive strata who were the bearers
of the Hindu and Chinese ethics, and who created the "godless" religious
ethics found in those countries. But even in Egypt, where originally
Pharaoh himself was a god, the attempt of Ikhnaton to produce an astral
monotheism foundered because of the power of the priesthood, which
had by then systematized popular animism and become invincible. In
Mesopotamia the development of monotheism and demagogic prophecy
was opposed by the ancient pantheon, which was politically organized
and had been systematized by the priests; such a development was,
furthermore, limited by the finn order of the state.
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The kingdom of the Pharaohs and of Mesopotamia made an even
more powerful impression upon the Iraelites than the great Persian
monarch, the basileus kat exochen, made upon the Greeks (the strong
impact of Cyrus upon the Greeks is mirrored, for instance, in the fac..t that
a pedagogical treatise [by Xenophon] was formulated as a Cyropaedia,
despite the defeat of this monarch). The Israelites had gained their free
dom from the "house of bondage" of the earthly Pharaoh only because
a divine king had come to their assistance. Indeed, their subsequent
establishment of a worldly monarchy was expressly declared to be a defec
tion from Yahweh, the real ruler of the people, Hebrew prophecy was
completely oriented to a relationship with the great political powers of
the time, the Great Kings, who as the rods of God's wrath first destroy
Israel and then, as a consequence of divine intervention, permit Israelites
to return from the Exile to their own land. In the case of Zoroaster too it
seems that the range of his vision was oriented to the views of the civilized
lands of the West.

Thus, the distinctive character of the earliest prophecy, in both its
dualistic and monotheistic forms, seems to have been determined de
cisively-aside from the operation of certain other concrete historical
inHuences-by the pressure of relatively contiguous great centers of
highly controlled social organization upon less developed neighboring
peoples, The latter tended to see in their own continuous peril from the
pitiless bellicosity of terrible nations the anger and grace of a heavenly
king.

6. The Natureo! Prophetic Revelation: The World As
. a Meaningful Totality

Regardless of whether a particular religious prophet is predominantly
of the ethical or predominantly of the exemplary type, prophetic revela
tion involves for both the prophet himself and for his followers-and
this is the element common to both varieties-a unified view of the
world derived from a consciously integrated meaningful attitude toward
life. To the prophet, both the life of man and the world, both social and
cosmic events, have a certain systematic and coherent meaning, to
which man's conduct must be oriented if it is to bring salvation, and
after which it must be patterned in 'an integrally meaningful manner.
Now the structure of this meaning may take varied forms, and it may
weld toger}1er into a unity motives that are 16gically quite heterogeneous.
The whole conception is dominated, not by logical consistency, but by
pracricfl valuations. Yet it always denotes, regardless of any variations
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in scope and in measure of success, an effort to systematize all the
manifestations of life; that is, to organize practical behavior into a diteC
tion of life, reganlIess of the fonn it may assume in any individual case.
Moreover, this m~ning always contains the important religious concep
tion of the world as a cosmos which is challenged to produce somehow a
"meaningful," ordered totality, the particular manifestations of which ate
to be measured and evaluated according to this postulate,

The conflict between empirical reality and this conception of the
world as a meaningful totality, which is based on the religious postulate.
produces the strongest tensions in man's inner life as well as in his
external relationship to the world. To be sure, this problem is by DO

means dealt with by prophecy alone, Both priestly wisdom and secular
philosophy, the intellectualist as well as the popular varieties, are some
how concerned with it. The ultimate question of all metaphysics has
always been something like this: if the world' as a whole and life in
particular were to have a meaning, what might it be, and how would
'the world have to look in order to correspond to it? The religious pro~

lem of prophets and priests is the womb from which non-sacerdotal
philosophy emanated, where it developed at alL Subsequently, priests
and prophets had to cope with secular philosophy as a very important
component of religious evolution. Hence, we must now examine more
closely the mutufll relationships of priests, prophets, and non-priests.

•
NOTES

I, See Kurt Breysig, Die Entmhung tks GottesgedmJuns und der HeiI
bringer (Berlin: Bondi, 1905'). Breysig, who early used the term "sociology 01
rdigion," dealt with the Jewish prophets and Jesus in Alterthum tmd Mitul4lter
als Vorstufen tIer Neuzeit.. vo1. II of Kultwgeschichu der Neuzeit (Berlin: Bondi.
1901), cbs. I and II. Breysig's ambitious effort can. serve as a contemporary com-

, parison ttl Weber's work; by itS very aescriptiveness and diffuseness it danonsmca
the analytical strength of Weber's approach.

2. On thenebiim, see Weber, Ancient ]tulaism, IV:2..
3, See Erwin Rohde, Psyche. The Cult of Souls and Belief in Immorta.1ity

Among the Greeks (London: Paul, Trench, Trubner, 192.5). ..
4. "Seisachtlfeia of the Year of Release": i.e., the debt release of the ..bbaticiJ

year enjoined by Moses; C!, Deut, 1 S: 1-3. The Cleek term seisachtMitl, "shakma.
ofF' (a burden), designated the debt cancellation "0£ the Solonic refonn in sixdl
century Athens.

s. Montanus and Novatianus were Christian sect founders of the early
church (late 2.nd, early 3d cent,), Mani (A.D. 2.15-2.73) the Babylonian founder
of Manicbaeism. The fourth ligure is given as Manus in the Gem:an~ but the
amtext suggests a misreading of Marcion, the 2.nd-<:entury Bible c;dtic and sect
IoundeI: whose movement later merged with Manichaeism. ' •
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lV

The Congregation Between Prophet and Priest

I. The Congregation: The Permanent Association of
Laymen

If his prophecy is successful, the prophet succeeds in winning perma
nent helpers. These may be SodaIen Cas Bartholomae translates the term
of the Gathas),l disciples (Old Testament and Hindu), comrades
(Hindu and Islamic) or followers (Isaiah and the New Testament).
In all cases they are personal sevotees of the prophet, in contrast to
priests and soothsayers who are organized into guilds or office hierarchies.
We shall devote additional consideration to this relationship in our
analysis of the forms of domination [below, ch. XV]. Moreover, in addi
tion to these permanent helpers, who are active co-workers with the
prophet in his mission and who generally also possess some special charis
matic qualifications, there is a circle of followers comprising those who
support him with lodging, money, and services and who expect to obtain
their salvation through his mission. These may engage in intermittent
social action (Gelegenheitshandeln) or associate themselves continuously
in a congregation (Gemeinde).

A congregation in the specifically religious sense (for this tenn is
[in German} also employed to denote the neighborhood that has been
associated for economic or for fiscal or other political purposes) does not
arise solely in connection with prophecy in the particular sense used
here. Nor does it arise in connection .with every type of prophecy.
Primarily, a religious community arises in connection with a prophetic
movement as a result of routinization (Veralltiiglichung), Le., as a result
of the process whereby either the prophet himself or his disciples secure
the pennanence of his preaching and the congregation's distribution of
grace, hence insurihg also the economic existence of the enterprise and
those who man it, and thereby monopolizing as wen the privileges
reserved for those charged with religious functions.

It follows from this primacy of routinization in the fonnation of
religious congregations that they may also be formed around mystagogues
and priests of nonprophetic religions. For the mystagogue, indeed, the
presence of a congregation is a nonnal phenomenon. The magician, in
contrast, exercises his craft independently or, if a member of a guild,
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serves a particular neighborhood or political group, not a specific reli
gious congregation. The congregations of the mystagogues, like those of
the Eleusinian practitioners of mysteries, generally remained an open
group with changing membership. Whoever was desirous of salvation
would enter into a relationship, generally temporary, with the mysta
gogue and his assistants. However, the Eleusinian mysteries were some
thing like a regional community, independent of particular localities.

The situation was quite different in the case of exemplary prophets
who unconditionally demonstrated the way of salvation by their personal
example, as did, for example, the mendicant monks of Mahavira and
the Buddha, who belonged to a narrower exemplary community. Within
this narrower community the disciples, who might still have been per
sonally associated with the prophet, would exert particular authority.
Outside of the exemplary community, however, there were pious devo
tees (e.g., the Upasakas of India) who 'did not go the whole way of salva
tion for themselves, but sought to achieve a relative optimum of salvation
by. demonstrating their devotion to the exemplary saint. These devotees
either lacked altogether any fixed status in the religious community, as ~

was Originally the case with the Buddhist Upasakas, or they were organ-
ized into some spe<;ial group with fixed rules and obligations. This regu-
larly happened when priests, priest-like counselors, or mystagogues like
the Buddhist bonzes were separated out from the exemplary community
and entrusted with cultic responsibilities (which did not exist in the
earliest stages of Buddhism). But the prevailing Buddhist practice was
the voluntary temporary association, which the majority of mystagogues
and exemplary prophets shared with the temple priesthoo<;l.s of particular
deities from the organized pantheon. The economic existence of these
congregations was secured by endowments and maintained by sacrificial
offerings and other gifts provided by persons with religious needs.

At this stage there was still no trace of a permanent congregation
of laymen. Our present conceptions of membership in a religious de
nomination are not applicable to the situation of that period. As yet the
individual was a devotee of a god, appro~mately in the sense that an
Italian is a devotee of a particular saint. Yet there is an almost ineradi
cable vulgar error that the majority or even all of the Chinese are to be
regarded as Buddhists in religion. Th~ source of this misconception is
the fact that many Chinese, brought up in the Confucian ethic (which
alone enjoys official approbation), consult Taoist divining priests before
buiIdiI'!g a house and mourn deceased relatives according to the Con
fucian rule while also arranging for Buddhist masses to be perfonned in
their memory. Apart from those who continuously participate in the cult
of a god and possibly a narrow circle having a permanent interest in it,
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all that we have at this stage are drifting laymen, or if one is permitted
to use metaphorically a modern political designation, "Boating voters." -

Naturally, this condition does not satisfy the interests of those who
man the cult, if only because of purely economic considerations. Conse
quently, in this kind of situation they endeavor to create a congregation
whereby the personal following of the cult will assume the form of a
permanent organization and become a community with fixed lights and
duties. Such a transformation of a personal fonowing into a permanent
congregation is the normal process by which the doctrine of the prophets
enters into everyday life, as the function of a permanent institution. The
disciples or apostles of the prophets thereupon become mystagogues,·
teachers, priests or pastors (o~ a combination of them all), serving an
association dedicated to exclusively religious purposes, namely the con
gregation of laymen.

But the same result can be reached from other starting points. We
have seen that the priests, whQ!;~ function evolved fro~ that of magicians
to that of generic priesthood, were either scions of landed priestly
families, domestic and court priests of landed magnates and princes, or
trained ,priests of a sacri6cial cult who or[:3nized into a status group.
Individuals or groups applied -to these priests for assistance as the need
arose, but for the rest the priests could be engaged in any occupation
not deemed dishonorable to their status group. One other possibility is
that"priests might become attached to particular organizations, vocational
or otherwise, and especiaUy to a political association. But in all these
eases there is no actual congregation which is separate from all oth~r

associations.
Such a congregation may arise when a clan of sacrificing priests

succeeds in organizing the particular followers of their god into an
exclusive association. Another and more usual way for a religious com
munity to arise is as a consequence of the destruction of a political as
sociation, wherever the religious adherents of tQe association's ~ and
his priests continue asa religious congregation. The first of these types
is to he found in India and the Near East, where it is connected, in
numerous intermediate gradations, with the transition of mystagogic
and exemplary prophecy or of religious. reform movements into a perma
nent organization of congregations. Many small Hindu denominations
developed as a result of such processes.

By contrast, the transition from a priesthood serving a polity into
8 religious congregation was associated primarily with the rise of the
great world empires of the Near East, especially Persia. Political associa·
tions were annihilated ~d the population disarmed; their priesthoods,
however, were assigned certain political powers and were rendered

-~,
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secure in their positions. This was done because the religious congrega~

tion was regarded as a valuable instrument for pacifying the conquered,
just as the neighborhoOO association turned into a compulsory com
munity was found to be useful for the protection of financial interests.
Thus, by virtue of decrees promulgated. by the Persian kings from Cyrus
to Artaxerxes, Judaism evolved into a religious community under royal
protection, with. a theocratic, center ,in Jerusalem. A Persian victory
would have brought similar chances and op~rtunities to the Delphic
A~llo and to the priestly families servicing other gods, and possibly
also to the Orphic prophets. In Egypt, after the decline of ~litical inde
pendence, the national priesthood built a sort of "church" organization,
apparently the first of its kind, with synods. On the other hand, religiOUS
congregations in India arose in the more limited sense as exemplary con~

gregations. There, the status unity of the Brahmins, as well as the unity
of ascetic regulations, survived the multiplicity of ephemeral political

'structures, and as a consequence, the various systems of ethical salvation
, transcended all political boundaries. In Iran, the Zoroastrian priests suc
ceeded during the course of the centuries in propagandizing a closed
religious organization which under the Sassanids became a political .
"denomination" (Konfession). (The Achaemenid,;, as their documents
demonstrate, were not Zoroastrians, but rather, followers of Mazda.)

The relationships between political authority and religious com~

munity, from which the concept of religious denomination derived.,
belong in the analysis of domination [d. below, ch. XV]. At this point
it suffices to note that cof.gregarional religion is a phenomenon of diverse
manifestations and great 8uidity. We want to use the term only when
the laity has been organized permanently in such a manner that they
can actively participate. A mere administrative unit which delimits the
jurisdiction of priests is a parish, but not yet a congregational community.
But even the concept of a parish, as a grouping different from the
secular, political, or economic community, is missing in the religions of
China and ancient India. 'Again, the Greek and other ancient phratries
and similar cultic communities were not parishes, but political or other
types of associations whose collective actions stood under the guardian~

ship of some gOO. As for the paiish of ancient Buddhism, moreover, this
was only a district in which temporarily resident mendicant monks were
required to participate in the semimonthly convocations.

In medieval Christianity in the Occident, in post~Reformation Lu~

tlieranism and Anglicanism, and in both Christianity and Islam in the
Near East, the parish \vas essentially a passive ecclesiastical tax unit and
the jUrisdictional district of a priest. In these religions the laymen
generally lacked completely the ~aracterof a congregation. To be sure,
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small vestiges of congregational rights have been retained in certain
Oriental churches and have also been found in Occidental Catholicism
and Lutheranism. On the other hand, ancient Buddhist monasticism,
like the warriors of ancient Islam, and like Judaism and ancient Chris
tianity, had religious congregations with varying degrees of organiza
tional elaboration (which will not yet be discussed in detail). Further
more, a certain actual influence of the laity may be combined with the
absence of a regular local congregational organization. An example of
this would be Islam, where the laity wields ronsiderable power, par
ticularly in the Shii-te sect, even though this is not legally secure; the
Shah usualIy would not appoint priests without being certain of the
consent of the local laity.

On the other hand, it is the distinctive characteristic of every sect,
in the technical sense of the term (a subject we shall consider later
[see below, ch. XV: 14]), that it is based on a restricted association of
individual local congregations. From this principle, which is represented
in Protestantism by the Baptists and Independents, and later by the
Congregationalists, a gradual transition leads to the typical organization
of the Reformed Church. Even where the latter has become a universal
organization, it nevertheless makes membership conditional upon a
contractual entry into some particular congregation. We shall return
later to some of the problems which arise from these diversities. At the
moment, we are particularly interested in just one consequence of the
generally so very important development of genuine congregational re
ligions: That the relationship between priesthood and laity within the
community becomes of crucial significance for the practical effect of the
religion. As the organization assumes the specific character of a congre
gation, the very powerful position of the priest is increasingly confronted
with the necessity of keeping in mind the needs of the laity, in the
interest of maintaining and enlarging the membership of the community.
Actually, every type of priesthood is to some extent in a similar position.
In order to maintain its own power, the priesthood must frequently meet
the needs of the laity in a very considerable measure. The three forces
operative within the laity with which the priesthood must come to grips
are; (a) prophecy, (b) the traditionalism of the laity, and (c) lay intel

'lectualism. In contrast to these forces, another decisive factor at work
herederives from the necessities and tendencies of the priestly enterprise
as such. A few words need to be said about this last factor in its relation
to the first one.

As a rule, the ethical and exemplary prophet is himself a layman,
and his power position depends on his lay fonowers. Every prophecy by
its very nature devalues the magical elements of the priestly enterprise,
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but in very different degrees. The Buddha and others like him, as well
as the prophets of Israel, rejected and denounced adherence to knowl
edgeable magicians and soothsayers (who are also called "prophets" in
the Israelite sources), and indeed they scorned all magic as inherently
useless. Salvation could be achieved only by ~ distinctively religious and
meaningful relationship to the eternal. Among the Buddhists it was
regarded as a mortal sin to boast vainly of magical capacities; yet the
existence of the latter among the unfaithful was never denied by the
prophets of either India or Israel, nor denied by the Christian apostles
or the ancient Christian tradition. All prophets, by virtue of their rejec
tion of magic, were necessarily skeptical of the priestly enterprise, though
in varying degrees and fashions. The god of the Israelite prophets desired
not burnt offerings, but obedience to his commandments. The Buddhist
will get nowhere in his quest for salvation merely with Vedic knowledge
and ritual; and the ancient sacrifice of soma was represented in the oldest
Gathas as an abomination to Ahura-mazda.

Thus, tensions between the prophets, their lay followers and the
representatives of the priestly tradition existed everywhere. To what
degree the prophet would succeed in fulfilling his mission, or would
become a martyr, depended on the outcome of the struggle for power,
which in some instances, e.g., in Israel, was determined by the inter
national situation. Apart from his own family, Zoroaster depended on
the clans of the nobles and princes for support in his struggle against
the nameless counter-prophet; this was also the case in India and with
Muhammad. On the other hand, the Israelite prophets depended on the
support of the urban and rural middle class. All of them, however, made
use of the prestige which their prophetic charisma, as opposed to the
technicians of the routine cults, had gained for them among the laity.
The sacredness of a new revelation opposed that of tradition; and de
pending on the success of the propaganda by each side, the priesthood
might compromise with the new prophecy, outbid its doctrine, or elimi
nate it, unless it were suhLugated itself.

>

2. Canonical Writings, Dogmas and Scriptural Religion

In any case, the priesthood had to assume the obligation of codifying
either the victorious new doctrine or the old doctrine which had main
tained itself despite an attack by the prophets. The priesthood had to
delimit what rt!ust and must not be regarded as sacred and had to infuse
its views into the religion of the laity, if it was to secure its own position.
Such a development might have causes other than an effort by hostile
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prophets to imperil the position of the priesthood, as for example in
India, where this took place very early. The simple interest of the priest
hood in securing its own position against possible attack, and the neces
sity of insuring the traditional practice against the scepticism of the laity
might produce similar results. Wherever this development took place it
produced two phenomena, viz., canonical writings and dogmas, both of
which might be of very different scope, particularly the latter. Canonical
scriptures contain the revelations and traditions themselves, whereas
dogmas are priestly interpretations of their meaning.

The colleCtion of the prophetic religious revelations or, in the other
case, of the traditionally transmitted sacred lore, may take place in the .
form of oral tradition. Throughout many centuries the sacred knowledge
of the Brahmins was transmitted orally, and setting it down in writing
was actually prohibited. This of course left a permanent mark on the
literary fonn of this knowledge and also acCOUnts for the not inconsider
able discrepancies in the texts of individual schools (Shakhas), the rea
son being that this knowledge was meant to be possessed only by qual
i6ed persons, namely the twice-born. To transmit such knowledge to
anyone who had not experienced the second birth and was excluded
by virtue of his caste position (ShudraY was a heinous sin. Understand
ably, all magical lore originally has this character of secret knowledge,
to protect the professional interest of the guild. But there are also aspects
of this magical knowledge which everywhere ht:come the material for
the systematic instruction of other members of the group-at-Iarge. At
the root of the oldest and most universally diffused magical system of'
education is the animistic assumption that just as the magician himself
requires rebirth and the possession of a new soul for his art, so heroism
rests on a charisma which must be aroused, tested, and instilled into the
hero by magical manipulations, In this way, therefore, the warrior is
reborn into heroism. Charismatic education in this sense, with its
novitiates, trials of courage, tortures, gradations of holines$ and honor,
initiation of youths, and preparation for battle, is an almost universal
institution of all societies which have experienced wanare,

When the guild of magicians finally develops into the priesthood,
this extremely important function of educating the laity does not cease,
and the priesthood always concerns itself with maintaining this function.
More and more, secr:et lore recedes and the priestly doctrine becomes a
scripturally established tradition which the priesthood interprets by means
of dogmas. Such a scriptural religion subsequently becomes the basis of
a system of education, not only for the professional members of the
priestly class, but also for the laity, indeed especially for the laity.

Mos~ though not all, canonical sacred collections 1>ecame-officially
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closed against secular or religiously undesirable additions as a conse
quence of a struggle between various competing groups and prophecies
for the control of the community. Wherever such a struggle failed to
occur or wherever it did not threaten the content of the tradition, the
formal canonization of the scriptures took place very slowly. The canon
of the Jewish scriptures was not fixed until the year 90 A.D., shortly
after the destruction of the theocratic state, when it was fixed by the
synod of Jamnia perhaps as a dam against apostolic prophecies, and even
then the canon was established only in principle. In the case of the
Vedas the scriptuml canon was established in opposition to intellectual
heterodoxy. The Christian canon was fonnalized because of the threat
to the piety of the petty-bourgeois masses from the intellectual salvation
doctrine of the Gnostics. On the other hand, the soteriology of the intel
lectual classes of ancient Buddhism was crystallized in t~e Pali canon
as a result of the danger posed by the missionizing popular salvation
religion of the Mahayana. The classical writings of Confucianism, like
the priestly code of Ezra, were imposed by political force. For this reason,
t,he former never became sacred, and only at a late stage did the latter
take on the quality of authentic sacredness, which is always the result
of priestly activity. Only the Koran underwent immediate editing, by
command of the Caliph, and became sacred at once, because the semi
literate Muhammad held that the existence of a holy book automatically
carries with it the mark of prestige for a religion. This view of prestige
was related to widely diffused. notions concerning the taboo quality and
the magical significance of scriptural documents. Long before the estab
lishment of the biblical canon, it was held that to touch the Pentateuch.
and the authentic prophetic writings "rendered the hands unclean."

The details of this process and the scope of the writings that were
taken into the canonical sacred scriptures do not concern us here. It
was due to the magical status of sacred bards that there were admitted

·into the Vedas not only the heroic epics but also sarcastic poems about
the intoxicated Indra, as well as other poetry of every conceivable con

. tent. Similarly, a love poem and various personal details involved with
the prophetic utterances were received into the Old Testament canon.
Finally, the New Testament included a purely personal letter of Paul,
and the Koran found room in a number of sums for records of all-too- ,
human family vexations in the life of its prophet.

The closing of the canon was generally accounted for by the theory
that only a certain epoch in the past history of' the religion had been
blesSed with prophetic charisma. According to the theory of the rabbis
this was the period from Moses to Alexander, while from the Roman
Catholic point of view the period was the Apostolic Age. On the whole,
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these theories correctly express recognition of the contrast between
prophetic and priestly systematization. Prophets systematized religion
with a view to unifying the relationship of man to the world, by refer
ence to an ultimate and integrated value position. On the other hand,'
priests systematized the content of prophecy or of the sacred traditions
by supplying them with a casuistical, rationalistic framework of analysis,
and by adapting them to the customs of life and thought of their own
stratum and of the laity whom they controIled.

The development of priestly education from the most ancient charis~

matic stage to the period of literary education has considerable practical
importance in the evolution of a faith into a scriptural religion, either,
in the complete sense cf an attachment to a canon regarded as sacred
or in the more moderate sense of the authoritativeness of a scripturally
fixed sacred norm, as in the case of the Egyptian Book of the Dead. As
literacy becomes marc important ror the conduct of purely secular affairs,
which therefore assume the (haracter of bureaucratic administration
and proceed according to regulatiOns and documents, the education of
even secular officials and educated laymen passes into the hands of
literate priests, who may also directly occupy offices the functions of
which involve the use of writing, as in the chancelleries of the Middle
Ages. To what degree one or the. other of these processes takes place
depends also, apart from the degree to which the administration has
become bureaucratized, on the degree to which other strata, prinCipally
the warrior nobles, have developed their own system of education and
have taken it into their own hands. Later on we must discuss the bifurca~

tion of educational systems which may result from this process. We must
also consider the total suppression or nondevelopment of a purely
priestly system of education, which may result from the weakness of the
priests or from the absence of either prophecy or scriptural religion.

The establishment of a religious congregation provides the strongest
stimulus, though not the only one, for the development of the substan
tive content of the priestly doctrine, and it creates the specific imp:>rtance
of dogmas. Once a religious community .has become established it feels
a need to set itself zpart from alien competing doctrines and to maintain
its superiority in propaganda, all of which tends to pbce the emphasis
upon differential doctrines. To be sure, this process of differentiation
may be considerably strengthened by nonreligious motivations. For
example, Charlemagne insisted, for the Frankish church, on the doctrine
of filioque, which created one of the differences betvveen the oriental
and occidental Christian churches. This, and his rejection of the canori
favorable to the icons, had political grounds, being directed against the
supremacy of the Byzantine church.s Adherence to completely incom-
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prehensible dogmas, like the espousal of the Monophysite doctrine, by
great masses of people in the Orient and in Egypt. was the expressIon
of an anti-imperial and-anti-Hellenic separatist nationalism. Similarly,
the monophysitic Coptic church later preferred the Arabs to the [East]
Romans as overlords. Such trends occurred frequently.

But the ~tmggles of priests against indiifereIlce, which they pro
foundly hate, and against the danger that the zeal of the membership
would stagnate generally played the greatest role in pushing distinctive
criteria and differential doctrines to the foreground. Another factor was
emphasis on the importance of membership in a particular denomination
and the priests' desire to make difficulr the transference of membership
to dnother denomination. The historical precedent was provided by the
tattoo markings of fellow mt:mbers of a totemistic or warrior clan, which
had a magical basis. Closest to totemic tattoo, at least externally, was the
differential body painting of the Hindu sects. The Jewish retention of
circumcision and of the Sabbath taboo was also intended, as is repeatedly
,indicated in the Old Testament, to effect separation from other nations,
and it indeed produced such an effect to an extraordinary degree. A
sharp differentiation of Christianity from Judaism was produced by the
Christian choii;:e of the day of the sun god as a day of rest, although
this choice might possibly be accounted for by the Christian reception of
the soteriologi31 my~hos of mystagogic Near Eastern salvation doctrines
of solar religion. Muhammad's choice of Friday for weekly religious
services was probably motivated primarily by his desire to segregate his
followers from the Jews, after his missionary effort among them had
failed. But his absolute prohibition of wine had too many analogies with
comparable ancient and contemporary phenomena, e.g., among the
Rechabites and Nazirites, to have been determined necessarily by his
desire to erect a dam against Christian priests, who are under the obliga
tion to take wine (at Holy Communion).

In India differential dogmas corresponding to exemplary prophecy
had generally a more practical ethical character, while those having an
affinity to mystagogy were more ritualistic. The notorious ten points
which produced the great schism of Buddhism at the Council of Vesali
involved mere questions of monastic regulations, including many public
details which were emphasized only for the purpose of establishing the
separation of the Mahayana organization.

Asiatic religions, on the other hand, knew practically nothing of
dogma as an instrumentality of differentiation. To be sure, the Buddha
enunciated hIS fourfold truth concerning the great illusions as the basis
for the practical salvation doctrine of the noble eightfold path. But the
comprehension of those truths for the sake of their practical conse-
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quences, and not as dogma in the Occidental sense, is the goal of the
work of salvation. This is also the case with the majority of ancient
Hindu prophecies.

In the Christian congregation one of the very first binding dogmas,
charactex:istically, was God's creation of the world out of nothing, and
consequently the establishment of a transcendental god in contradistinc
tion to the gnostic speculation of the intellectuals. In India, on the other
hand, cosmological and other metaphysical speculations remained the
concern of philosophical schooJ.s, which were always pennitted a very wide
range of latitude in regard to orthodoxy, though not without some limitJ-,
tions. In China the Confucian ethic completely rejected all ties to meta
physical dogma, if only for the reason that magic and belief in spirits had
to remain untouched in the interest of maintaining the cult of ancestors,
which was the foundation of patrimonial-bureaucratic obedience (as ex-
pressly stated in the tradition). .

Even within ethical prophecy and the congregational religion it
produced, there was a wide diversity in the scope of proliferation of
genuine dogmas. Ancient Islam contented itself with confessions of
loyalty to god and to the prophet, together with a few practical and
ritual primary commandments, as the basis of membership." But dogmatic
distinctions, both practical and theoretical, became more comprehensive
as priests, congregational teachers, and even the community itself be
came bearers of the religion. This holds for the later Zoroastrians, Jews,
and Christians. But genuinely dogmatic controversy could arise in
ancient Israel or Islam only in exceptional cases, since both these reliC
gions were characterized by a simplicity of doctrinal theology. In both

• religions the main area of dispute centered about the doctrine of grace,
though there were subsidiary disputes about ethical practice and about
ritual and legal questions. This is even truer of Zoroastrianism.

Only among the Christians did there develop a com~rehensive,

bindifig and systematically rationalized dogmatics of a theoretical type
concerning cosmolOgical matters, the soteriological mythos CChristology),
and priestly authOrity (the sacraments). This Christian dogmatics de
veloped first in the Hellenistic portion of the Roman empire, but in the
Middle Ages the major elaborations occurred in the Occident. In general,
theological development was far stronger in the Western than in the
Eastern churches, but in both regions the maximum development of
theology occurred wherever a powerful organization of priests possessed
the greatest measure of independence from political authorities.

This Christian preoccupation with the fonnulation of dogmas was
in Antiquity particularly influenced by the distinctive character of the
intelligentsia which was a product of Greek education; by the special
metaphysical presuppositions and tensions produced by the cult of

,
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Christ; by the necessity of taking issue with the educated stratum which
at first remained outside the Christian community; and by the ancient
Christian church's hostility to pure intellectualism (which stands in such
contrast to the position taken by the Asiatic religions). Socially, Chris
tianity was a congregational religion comprising primarily petty-bourgeois
laymen, w.ho looked with considerable suspicion upon pure intellectual~

ism, a phenomenon which had to be given considerable attention by the
bishops. In the Orient, non-Hellenic petty-bourgeois circles increasingly
supplied Christianity with its monks; this destroyed Hellenic culture in
the Orient and brought to an end the rational construction of dogma
there.

In addition, the mode of organization of the religious congregations
was an important determinant. In ancient Buddhism, the romplete and
purposeful absence of all hierarchical organization would have handi
capped any consensus concerning rational dogmatics, such as was pro
duced. in Christianity, even assuming that the salvation doctrine would

,have needed any such dogmatic consensus. Christianity found it neces~

sary· to postulate some power able to make decisions concerning the
orthodoxy of doctrines, in order to protect the unity of the community
against the intellectual activity of priests and against the competing lay
rationalism which had been aroused by ecclesiastical education. The result
of a long process of evolution, the details of which cannot be expounded
here, was that the Roman church produced the infallible doctrinal office
of its bishop, in the hope that God would not permit the congregation
of the world capital to fall into error. Only in this c'ase do we find a
consistent doctrinal solution, which assumes the inspiration of the in
cumbent of the doctrinal office whenever a decision has to be rendered
concerning doctrine.

On the other hand, Islam and the Eastern church, for various rea~

sons to be explained below, retained as their basis for determining the
validity of dogmatic truths the practice of depending on the consensus
of the official bearers of the ecclesiastical teaching organization, who
were primarily th€?logians or priests, as the-case might be. Islam arrived
at this position by holding fast to the assurance of its prophet that Goo
would never pennit the congregation of the faithful to fall into error.
The Eastern church followed in this regard the model of the earliest
practice of the Christian church. The net effect of this was to slow down
the proliferation of dogma in these religious traditions. By contrast, the
Dalai Lama has political powers and control over the church, but he has
no doctrinal powers proper in view of the magical-ritualist character of
Lamaism. Among the Hindus the power of excommunication entrusted
to the gurus was largely employed for political reasons and only rarely for
the punishment of dogmatic deviations.
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3· Preaching and Pastoral Care as Results of Prophetic
Religion

The work of the priests in systematizing the sacred doctrines was
constantly nourished by the new material that was turned up in their
professional pra<:tice, so different from the practice of magicians. In the
ethical type of congregational religion something altogether new evolved.
namely preaching, and something very different in kind from magical
assistance, namely rational pastoral care.

Preaching, which in the true sense of the word is collective instruc
tion concerning religious and ethical matters, is normally specific to
prophecy and prophetic religion. Indeed, wherever it arises apart from
these, it is an imitation of them. But as a rule, preaching declines in
importance whenever a revealed religion has been transfonned into a
priestly enterprise by routinization, and the importance of preaching
stands in inverse proportion to the magical components of a religion.
Buddhism originally consisted entirely of preaching, so far as the laity
was concerned. In Christianity the importance of preaching has been
proportional to the elimination of the more magical and sacramental
components of the religion. Consequently, preaching achieves the great
est significance in Protestantism, in which the concept of the priest has
been supplanted altogether by that of the preacher.

Pastoral care, the religious cultivation of the individual, is also in its 1
rationalized and systematized form a product of prophetically revealed :
religion; and it has its source in the oracIe and in consultations with the',.
diviner or necromancer. The diviner is consulted when sickness or other ..
blows of fate have led to the suspicion that some magical transgression 1
is responsible, making it necessary to ascertain the means by which the
aggrieved spirit, demon, or god may be pacified. This is also the source
of the confessional, which originally had no connection with ethical
influences on life. The connection between confession and ethical con-
duct was first effected by ethical religion, particularly by prophecy.
Pastoral care may later assume diverse fonns. To the extent that it is a
charismatic distr(bution of grace it stands in a dose inner relationship to
magical manipulations. But the care of souls may also involve the instruc-
tion of individuals regarding C€lncrete religious obligations whenever
certain doubts· have arisen. Finally, pastoral care may in some sense
stand midway between charismatic distribution of grace and instruction,
entailing the distribution of personal religious consolation in times of
inner or external distress.

Preaching and pastoral care differ widely in the strength of their
practical influence on the conduct of life. Preaching unfolds its power
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most strongly in periods of prophetic excitation. In the treadmill of daily
living it declines sharply to an almost complete lack of influence upon
the conduct of life, for the very reason that the charisma of speech is an
individual matter.

Pastoral care in all its forms is the priests' real instrument of power,
particularly over the workaday world, and it in8.uences the conduct of
life most powerfully when religion has achieved an ethical character.
In fact, the power of ethical religion over the masses parallels the de
velopment of pastoral care. Wherever the power of an ethical religion is
intact, the pastor will be consulted in all the situations of life by both
private individuals a"nd the functionaries of groups, just as the profes
sional divining priest would be consulted in the magical religions, e.g.,
the religion of China. Among these religious functionaries whose pas
toral care has influenced the everyday life of the laity and the attitude
of the power-holders in an enduring and often decisive manner have
been the counseling rabbis of Judaism, the father confessors of Catholi
cism, the pietistic pastors of souls in Protestantism, the directors of souls
in Counter-Reformation Catholicism, the Brahminic purohitas at the
court, the gurus and gosains in Hinduism, and the muftis and dervish
sheiks in Islam.

As for the conduct of the individual's private life, the greatest in
fluence of pastoral care was exerted when the priesthood combined
ethical casuistry with a rationalized system of ecclesiastical penances.
This was accomplished in a remarkably skillful way by the occidental
c~urch, which was schooled in the casuistry of Roman law. It is primarily
these practical responsibilities of preaching and pastoral care which stimu
lated the labors of the priesthood in systematizing the casuistical treat
ment of ethical commandments and religious truths, and indeed first
compelled them to take nn attitude toward the numerous problems which
had not been settled in the revelation itself. Consequently, it is these

, same practical responsibilities of preaching and pastoral care which
brought in their wake the substantive routinization of prophetic demands
into specific prescriptions of a casuistical, and hence more rational, char
acter, in contrast to the prophetic ethics. But at the same time this de
velopment resulted in the loss of that unity which the proph~t had intro
duced into the ethics-the derivation of a standard of life out of a distinc·
tive "meaningful" relationship to one's god, such as he himself had pos
sessed and by means of which he assayed not the external appearance of a
single act, but rather its meaningful significance for the total relation·
ship to the god. As for priestly practice, it required bOth positive in
junctions and a casuistry for the laity. For this reason the preoccupation
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of religion with an ethics of ultimate ends had necessarily to undergo
a recession.

It is evident that the positive, substantive injunctions of the prophetic
ethic and the casuistical transformation thereof by the priests ultimately
derived their material from problems which the folkways, conventions,
and factual needs of the laity brought to the priests "for disposition in
their pastoral office. Hence, the more a priesthood aimed to regulate the
behavior pattern of the laity in accordance with the will of the god, and
especially to aggrandize its status and income by so doing, the more it
had to compromise with the traditional views of the laity in formulating
patterns of doctrine and behavior. This was particularly the case when

. no great prophetic preaching had developed which might have wrenched
the faith of the masses from its bondage to traditions base<l upon magic.

As the masses increasingly became the object of the, priests' influence
and the foundation of their power, the priestly labors of systematization
concerned themselves more and more with the most traditional, and
hence magical, forms of religious notions and practices. Thus, as the
Egyptian priesthood pressed towards greater power, the animistic cult
of animals was increasingly pushed into the center of religious interest,
en'n though it is most likely that the systematic intellectual training of
the priests had grown by comparison with earlier times. And so too in
India, there was an increased systematization of the cult after the dis
placement by the Brahmins of the hotar, the sacred charismatic singer,
from first place in the sacrificial ceremonial. The Atharva Veda is much
younger than the Rig Veda as a literary product, and the Brahmanas are _
much younger still. Yet the systematized religious material in the Atharva'
Veda is of much older provenience than the rituals of the noble Vedic
cults and the other components of the older Vedas; indeed, the Atharva
Veda is a purely magical ritual to a far greater degree than the older
Vedas. The process of popularization and transformation into magic of
religion which had been systematized by the priests continued even
further in the Brahmanas. The older Vedic cults are indeed, ~s Olden
berg· has emphasized, cults of the propertied strata, whereas the magical
ritual had been the possession of the masses since ancient times.

A similar process appears to have taken place in regard to prophecy.
In comparison with the intellectual contemplativeness of ancient Bud
dhism, which had achieved the highest peaks of sublimity, the Mahayana
religion was essentially a popularization that increasingly tended to
approach pure wizardry or sacramental ritualism. A similar fate overtook
the doctrines of Zoroaster, Lao Tzu, and the Hindu religious reformers,
and to some extent the doctrines of Muhammad as well, when the re
spective faiths of these founders became religions of laymen. Thus, the
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lend Avesta sanctioned the cult of Haoma, although it had been ex
pressly and strongly combated by Zoroaster, perhaps eliminating merely
a few of the bacchantic elements which he had denounced with special
fervor. Hinduism constantly betrayed a growing tendency to slide over
1:1);to magic, or in any case into a semi-magical sacramental soteriology. The
propaganda of Islam in Africa rested primarily on a massive foundation
of magic, by means of which it has continued to outbid other competing
faiths despite the rejection of magic by earliest Islam.

This process, which is usually interpreted as a decline or petrifaction
of prophecy, is practically unavoidable. The prophet himself is normally
a righteous lay preacher of sovereign independence whose arm is to sup
plant the traditional ritualistic religious grace of the ecclesiastical type
by organizing life on the basis of ultimate ethical principles. The laity'S
acceptance of the prophet, however, is generally based on the fact that
he possesses 2. certain charisma. This usually means that he is a magician,
in fact much greater and more powerful than other magicians, and in
deed that he possesses unsurpassed power over demons and even over
death itself. It usually means that he has the power to raise the dead,
and possibly that he himself may rise from the grave. In short, he is able
to do things which other magicians are unable to accomplish. It does
not matter that the prophet attempts to" deny such imputed powers, for
after his death this development proceeds without and beyond him. If
he is to continue to live on in some manner among large numbers of the
laity, he must himself become the object of a cult, which means he must
become the incarnation of a god. If this does not happen, the needs of
the laity will at least insure that the form of the prophet's teaching which
is most appropriate for them will survive by a process of selection.

Thus, these two types of inRuences, viz., the power of prophetic
charisma and the enduring' habits of the masses, influence the work of
the priests in their systematization, though they tend to oppose one an~

?ther at many points. But even apart from the fact that prophets prac
tically always come out of lay groups or find their support in them, the
laity is not composed of exclusively traditionalistic forces. The rationalism
of lay circles is another social force with which the priesthood. must take
issue. Different social strata may be the bearers of this lay rationalism.

NOTES

I. See Christian Bartholomae, trans. and ed., Die Gatha's des Awesta. lara
fhushtra's Verspredigten (Strassburg: Triibner, 19°5), 130; Sodakn were the
members of the .first rank in Zoroastrianism; the seeond rank was constituted by
the knights, the third by the peasants.
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2. On the Shudtas, cf. Weber, The Religion of India, 5sff.
3. In the Western church, the Nicene Creed was modified in the 9th cen

tury by the phrase "qui ex Patte Filioque procedit." Thus, belief was professed
in the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost proceeding from both of them. This
addition became the subject of a long controversy between the OrthodoJl' and the
Western church.

4. Hermann Oldenberg, Die Religion tier Veda, 1894, 4th ed., I923. (W)

v

The Religious Propensities of Peasantry,

Nobility and Bourgeoisie'

I. Peasant Religion and Its Ideological Glorification

The lot of peasants is so strongly tied to nature, so dependent on
organic processes and natural events, and economically so little oriented
to rational systematization that in general the peasantry will become a
carrier of religion only when it is threatened by enslavement or prole
tarianization, either by domestic forces (financial or seigneurial) or by
some external political power.

Ancient Israelite religiou~ history already manifested both major
threats to the peasant class: first, pressures from foreign powers thai

~ threatened enslavement, and second, conRicts between peasants and.
landed magnates (who in Antiquity resided in the dties). The oldest
documents, particularly the Song of Deborah, reveal the typical elements
of the struggle of a peasant confederacy, comparable to that of the
Aetolians, Samnites, and Swiss. Another point of similarity with the
Swiss situation is that Palestine possessed the -geographical character of
a land bridge, being situated on a great trade route which spanneG. the
terrain from Egypt to the Euphrates. This facilitated early a money econ
omy and culture contacts. The Israelite confederacy directed its efforts
against both the Philistines and the Canaanite land magnates who dwelt
in the Cities. These latter were knights who fought with iron chariots,
"warriors trained from their very youth," as Goliath was described, who
sought to enslave and render tributary the peasantry of the mountain
slopes where milk and honey flowed.

It was a most significant constellation of historical factors that this
struggle, as well as the social unification and the expansion of the
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Mosaic period, was constantly renewed under the leadership of the
Yahweh religion's saviors ("messiahs," from mashiah, "the anointed one,"
as Gideon and others, the so-called "Judges,". were termed). Because
9f. this distinctive leadership, a religious concern that far transcended
tbelevel of the usual agrarian cults entered very early into the ancient
religion of the Palestinian peasantry. But not until the city of Jerusalem
had been conquered did the cult of Yahweh, with its Mosaic social
legislation, become a genuinely ethical religion. Indeed, as the social
admonitions of the prophets demonstrate, ev.:;n here this took place partly
under the influence of agrarian social refo..m movements directed against
the urban landed magnates and financial nabobs, and by reference to the
soci.:ll prescriptions of the Mosaic law reg::lrding the equalization of status
groups.

But prophetic religion has by no mealls been the product of specif
ically agrarian influences. A typical plebeian fate was one of the dynamic
factors in the moralism of the first and only theologian of offidal Greek
literature, HcsioJ. But he was certainly not a typical "peasant."
The more agrarian the essential social pattern of a culture, e.g., Rome,
India, or Egypt, the more likely it is that the agrarian element of the
population will fall into a pattern of tladition2lism and that at least the
religion of the masses will lack ethical rationalization. Thus, in the later
development of Judaism and Christianity, the peasants never appeared
as the C'arriers of rational ethical movements. This statement is com
pletely true of Judaism, while in Christianily the participation of the
peasantry in rational ethical movements took place only in exceptional
cases and then in a communist, revolutionary form. The puritanical
sect of the Donatists in Roman Africa, the Homan province of gre<:test
land accumulation, appears to have beef, vet)' popular among the pe'1S
antry, but this was the sole example of pea~ant concern for a rationdl
ethical movement in Antiquity. The Taborites, insofar as they were de
rived from peasant groups, the peasant prot:;gonists of "divine right" in
the German peasant war [of 1524/5], the English radical communist
smallholders, and above all the Russian peasant sectarians-all these have

. Origins in agrarian communism by virtue of the pre-existing, more
or less developed communal ownership of land.2 All these groups
felt themselves threatened by proletarization, and they turned against the
official church in the first instance because it was the recipient of tithes
and served as a bulwark of the financial and landed magnates. The asso-
dation of the aforementioned peasant groups with religious demands was
possible only on the basis of an already existing ethical religion which
contained s}Jecific promises that might suggest and justify a revolutionary
natural law. More will he said about this in another context.
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Hence, manifestations of a close relationship between peasant reli
gion and agrarian reform movements did not occur in Asia, where the
combination of religious prophecy with revolutionary currents, e.g., as
in China, took a different direction altogether, and did not assume the
form of a real peasant movement. Only rarely does the peasantry serve
as the carrier of any other sort of religion than their original magic.

Yet the prophecy of Zoroaster apparently appealed to the (relative)
rationalism of peasants who, having leamed to work in an orderly fashion
and to raise cattle, were struggling against the orgiastic religion of the
false prophets, which entailed the torture of animals. This, like the
cult of intoxication which Moses combated, was presumably associated.
with the bacchantic rending of live animals. In the religion of the,
Parsees, only the cultivau;d soil was regarded as pure from the magical
point of view, and therefore only agriculture was absolutely pleasing
to god. C,onsequently, even after the pattern of the religion established
by the original prophecy had undergone considerable transformation as
a result of its adaptation to the needs of everyday life, it retained a dis
tinctive agrarian pattem, arid consequently a characteristically anti-urban
tendency in its doctrines of social ethics. But to the degree that the
Zoroastrian prophecy set in motion certain economic interests, these were
probably in the beginning the interests of pri'nces and lords in the
peasants' ability to pay taxes, rather than peasant interests. As a general
rule, the peasantry remained primarily involved with weather magic
and animistic magic or ritualism; insofar as it developed any ethical re
ligion, the focus was On a purely formalistic ethic of do ut des in relation
to both god and priests.

That the peasant has become the distinctive prototype of the pioUs
man who is pleasing to god is a thoroughly moder~ phenomenon, with

. the exception of Zoroastrianism and a few scattered examples of opposi"
tion to urban culture and its consequences on the part of literati repre
senting patriarchal and feudalistic elements, or conversely, of intellectuals
irqbued with Weltschmen. None of the more important religions of
Ea'tem Asia had any such notiOn about the religious merit of the
peasant. Indeed, in the religions of India, and most consistently in the
salvation religion of Buddhism, the peasant is religiously suspect or
actually proscribed because of ahimsd, the absolute prohibition against
taking the life of any living thing.

The Israelite religion of preprophetic times was still very much a
religion of peasants. On the other hand, in exilic times the glorification
of agriculture as pleaSing to· God was largely the expression of opposition
to urban development felt by literary or patriarchal groups. The actual
religion had rather a different appearance, even at that time; and later
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on in the period of the Pharisees it was completely different in this re
gard. To the congregational piety of the chaberim the "rustic" was vir
tually identical with the "godless," the rural dweller being politically
and religiously a Jew of the second class. For it was virtually impossible
for a peasant to live a pious life according to the Jewish ·ritual law,
just as in Buddhism and Hinduism. The practical consequences of
postexiIic theology, and even more so of the Talmudic theology, made it
extremely difficult for a Jew to practice agriculture. Even now, the
Zionist colonization of Palestine has met with an absolute impediment
in the form of the sabbatical year, a product of the theologians of later
Judaism. To overcome this difficulty, the eastern European rabbis, in con
trast to the more doctrinaire leaders of German Jewish orthodoxy, have
had to construe a special dispensation based on the notion that such
colonizing is especially pleasing to God.

In early Christianity, it will be recalled, the rustic was simply re
garded as the heathen Cpaganus). Even the official doctrine of the
medieval churches. as formulated by Thomas Aquinas, treated the
peasant es~ntially as a Christian of lower rank, at any rate accorded him
very little esteem. The religious glorification of the peasant and the belief
in the special worth of his piety is the result of a very modem develope
ment. It was characteristic of Lutheranism in particular-in rather
strongly marked contrast to Calvinism, and also to most of the Prot
estant sects-as well as of modem Russian religiosity manifesting
Slavophile influences. These are ecclesiastical communities which, by
virtue of their type of organization. are very closely tied to the authori
tarian interests of princes and noblemen upon whom they are dependent.
In modem Lutheranism (for this was not the position of Luther himself)
the dominant interest is the struggle against intellectualist rationalism
and against political liberalism. In the Slavophile religious peasant ide
ology, the primary concern was the struggle against capitalism and
modern socia:Iism. Finally, the glorification of the Russian sectarians by

,the narodniki [populists] tries to link the anti-rationalist protest of in
tellectuals with the revolt of a proletarized class of fanners against a
bureaucratic church serving the interests of the ruling classes, thereby
surrounding both intellectual and agrarian pr.otest with a religious aura.
Thus, what was involved in all cases was very largely a reaction against
the development of modem rationalism, of which the cities were re
garded as the carriers.

In striking contrast to all this is the fact that in the past it was the city
which was regarded as the site of piety. As late as the seventeenth
century, Baxter saw in the relationships of the weavers of Kidderminster
to the metropolis of London (made possible by the development of
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domestic industry) a definite enhancement of the weavers' piety. Ac
tuany, early Christianity was an urban religion, and, as Harnack de
cisively d~monstIated, its ;mportance in any particular city was in direct
proportion to the size of the urban community.3 In the Middle Ages too,
fidelity to the church, as well as sectarian movements in religion, charac
teristically developed in the cities. It is highly unlikely that an organized
congregational religion, such 3$ early Christianity became, could have de
veloped as it did apart from the community life of a city (notably in the
sense found m the Occident). For early Christianity presupposed as
already extant certain conceptions, viz., the destruction of all taboo bar
riers between kin groups, the concept of office, and the concept of the
commun)t}' as a compulsory organiz<lt:on C1nstdt) with specific func
tiom>. To be sure, Christianity, on its p;H't stTf.:ngthcned these concep·
tions and greatly f"ci]itated the renet'Ved "~>ct:ption pf thc-m by the
growing European cities during the r-,·1"ldL: Ages. But actually thest:
notions fully developed nowhere else in the w0rJd but Vii! ,hin the Medi
terranean culture, particularly in Hellellistic and deF.nik~Y in Reman
urban law. 'VVhat is more, the speCIfic C]ual!ties of Cllri;;ti:mity as <in
ethical religion of salvation and as pcr~on:J1 piety found Iheir real nurture
in the urban environment; and it is thf'!(; tllJt they created ncw move
ments time and again, in contrast to the ritu:tlistic, magical or formalistic
re-interpretation favored hy the dominant LudaJ powers.

2. Aristocratic Irreligion versus Warring for the Faith

As a rule, the warrior nobles, and inrlee<t feudal powers generally,
have not readily become the carriers of a rational religious ethic. The
life pattern of a warrior has very little affinity with the notion of a bene
ficent providence, or with the systematic ethical demands of a tran
scendental god. Concepts like sin, s8]vation, ,lOd religious humility have
nor only seemed remote from all ruliag strat<l, particularly the warrior
nobles, but have indeed appeared reprehensible to its sense of honor. To
accept a religion that works with such conceptions and to genuflect be
fore the prophet or priest would appear plebeian and dishonorable to any
martial hero or noble person, e.g., the Roman nobility of the age of
Tacitus, or the Confucian mandarins. It is an everyday psychological
event for the warrior to face death and the irrationalities of human
destiny. Indeed, the chances and adventures of mundane existence fill
his life to such an extent that he does not require of his religion (and
accepts only reluctantly) anything beyond protection against evil magic
or ceremonial rites congruent with his sense of status, such._as priestly
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prayers for victory or for a blissful death leading directly into "the hero's
heaven.

As has already been mentivoed in another connection, the educated
Greek always remained a warrior, at least in theory. The simple animistic
belief in the soul which left \'ague the qualities of existence after death
and the entire question of the hereafter (though remaining certain that
the most miserable status here on earth was preferable to ruling over
Hades), remained the pormal faith of the Greeks until the time of the
complete destruction of their political autonomy. The only developments
beyond this were the mystery religions. which provided means for rit
ualistic imprO'>!ement of the human condition in this world and in the
next; the only radical departure was the Orphic congregational religion,
with its doctrine of the transmigration of souls.

Periods of strong prophetic or reformist religious agitation have fre
quently pulled the nobility in particular into the path of prophetic ethical
religion, because this type of religion breaks through all classes and
status groups, and because the nobility has generally been the first
carrier of lay education. But presently the routinization of prophetic
religion had the effect of eliminating the nobility from the circle of
groups characterized by religious enthusiasm. This is already evident at
the time of the religious wars in France in the conRiers of the Huguenot
synods with a leader like Conde over ethical questions. Ultimately, the
Scottish nobility, like the British and the French, was completely ex
truded from the Calvinist religion in which it, or at least some of its
groups, had originally played <l considerable role.

As a rule, prophetic religion is naturaIly compatible with the status
feeling of the nobility when it directs its promises to the warrior in the
cause of religion. This conception assumes the exclusiveness of a uni
versal goo and the moral depravity of unbelievers who are his· adversaries
and whose untroubled existence arouses his righteous indignation.
Hence, such a notion is absent in the Occident of ancient times, as well

, as in all Asiatic religion until Zoroaster. Indeed, even in Parsism a din~<::~

connection between religious promises and war against religious infidelity
is still lacking. It was Islam that first produced this conjunction of ideas.

The precursor and probable model for this was the promise of the
Hebrew god to his people, as understood and reinterpreted by Muham
mad after he had changed from a pietistic leader of a conventicle in
Mecca to the podesta of Yathrib-Medina, and after he bd finally been
rejected as a prophet by the Jews. The ancient wars of the Israelite
conf2deracy, waged under the leadership of various saviors operating
under the authority of Yahweh, were regarded by the tradition as holy
wars. This concept of a holy war, i.e., a war in the name of a god, for
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the special purpose of avenging a sacrilege, which entailed putting the
enemy under the ban and destroying him and all liis belongings com·
pletely, is not unknown in Antiquity, particularly among the Greeks.
But what was distinctive of the Hebraic concept is that the people of
Yahweh, as his special community, demonstrated and exemplified their
god's prestige against their foes. Consequently, when Yahweh became a
universal god, Hebrew prophecy and the religion of the Psalmists
created a new religious interpretation. The possession of the Promised
Land, previously foretold, was supplanted by the farther reaching prom~

ise of the elevation of Israel, as the people of Yahweh, above other.
nations. In the future all nations would be compelled to serve Yahweh
and to lie at the feet of Israel.

Ori this model Muhammad constructed the commandment of the
holy war involving the subjugation of the unbelievers to political au
thority and economic domination of the faithful. If the infidels were
members of "religions with a sacred book," ~their extermination was not
enjoined; indeed, their survival was considered desirable because of the
financial contribution they could make. It was a Christian war of reli
gion that first was waged under the Augustinian formula cage intrare/
by the terms of which unbelievers or heretics had only the choice be
tween conversion and extirpation. It will be recalled that Pope Urban
lost no time in emphasizing to the crusaders the necessity for territorial
expansion in order to acquire new benefices for their descendants. To
an even greater degree than the Crusades, religious war for the Muslim?
was essentially an enterprise directed towards the acquisition of large
holdings of real estate, because it was primarily oriented to securing
feudal revenue. As late as the period of Turkish feudal law [participation
in] the religious war remained an important qualification for preferential
status in the distribution of sipahi prebends. Apart from the anticipated
master status that results from victory in a religious war, even in Islam
the religious promises associated with the propaganda for war-particu
larly the prom'is-.of an Islamic paradise for those killed in such a war
-should not~ronstruedas promises of salvation in the genuine sense
of this term, just as Valhalla, or the paradise promised to the Hindu
kshatriya, or to the warrior hero who has become sated with life once
he has seen his grandson, or indeed any other hero heaven are not
equivalent to salvation. Moreover, those religious elements of ancient
Islam which had the character of an ethical religion of salvation largely
receded. into the background as long as Islam remained essentially a
martial religion.

So, too, the religion of the medieval Christian orders .of celibate

"
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knights, particular the Templars, which were first called into being dur·
ing the Crusades against Islam and which corresponded to the Islamic
warrior orders, had in general only a formal relation to salvation religion.
This was also true of the faith of the Hindu Sikhs, which was at first
strongly pacifist. But a combination of Islamic ideas and persecution
drove the Sikhs to the ideal of uncompromising religious warfare. An
other instance of the relative meagerness of the relationship of a martial
faith to salvation religion is that of the warlike Japanese monks of Bud
dhism, who for a temporary period maintained a position of political
importance. Indeed, even the formal orthodoxy of all these warrior re
ligionists was often of dubious genuineness. .

Although a knighthood practically always had a thoroughly negative
attitude toward salvation and congregational religion, the relationship is
somewhat different in "standing" profeSSional armies, i.e., those having
an essentially bureaucratic organization and "officers." The Chinese
anny plainly had a specialized god as did any other occupation, a hero
who had undergone canonization by the state. Then, too, the passionate
participation of the Byzantine army in behalf of the iconoclasts was not
a result of conscious puritanical principles, but that of the attitude
adopted by the recruiting districts, which were already under Islamic
influence. But in the Roman army of the period of the Principate, from
the time of the second century, the congregational religion of Mithra,
which was a competitor of Christianity and held forth certain promises
concerning the world to corne, played a considerable role, together with
certain other preferred cults, which do not interest us at this point.

Mithraism was especially important (though not exclusively so)
among the centurionS', that is the subaltern officers who had a claim
upon governmental pensions. The genuinely ethical requirements of the
Mithraistic mysteries were, however, very modest and of 'li general
nature only. MJ.thraism was essentially a ritualistic religion of purity; in

,sharp contrast to Christianity, it was entirely masculine, excluding
women completely. In general, it was a religion of salvation, and, as
already noted, one of the most masculine, with a hierarchical gradation
of sacred ceremonies a~d religious ranks. Agai.n in contrast to Chrir
tianity, it did not prohibit participation in other cults and mysteries, which
was not an infrequent occurrence. Mithraism, therefore, came under
the protection of the emperors from the time of Commodus, who first
went through the initiation ceremonies (just as the kings of Prussia
were me~bers of fratemal orders), until its last enthusiastic protagonist,
Julian. Apart from promises of a mundane nature which, to be sure,
were in this case as in alI other religions linked with predictions regard.
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ing the world beyond, the chief attrac~ion of this cult for army officeIs
was undoubtedly the essentially magical and sacramental character of its
distribution of grace and the possibility of hierarchical advancement in
the mystery ceremonies.

3. Bureaucratic Irreligion

It is likely that similar factors recommended Mitbraism to civilian
ofPcials, for it was also very popular am0l1g them. Certainly, among gov
ernment officials there have been found other incipient tendencies,
towards distinctively salvation type religions. One example of this may
be seen in the pietistic German officials, a reRection of the fact that
in Germany middle-class ascetic piety, exemplifying a characteristically
bourgeois pattern of life, found its representation only among the
officials, ip the absence of a stratum of entrepreneurs. Another instance
of the tendency of some government officials to favor the salvation type
of religion appeared occasionally among certain really pious Prussian
generals of the eighteenth ~ahd nineteenth centuries. But as a rule, this
is not the attitude to religion of a dominant bureaucracy, which is always
the carrier of a comprehensive sober rationalism and, at the same time,
of the ideal ofa disciplined "order" and security as absolute standards of
value. A bureaucracy is usually characterized by a profound disesteem of
-an irrational religion, combined, however, with a recognition of its
usefulness as a device for controlling the people. In Antiquity this atti~

tude was held by the Roman officials, while today it is shared by both
the civilian and military bureaucracy.5

The distinctive attitude of a bureaucracy to religious matters has
been classically formulated in Confucianism. Its hallmark is an absolute
lack of feeling of a need for salvation' or for any transcendental anchorage
for ethics. In its place resides what is substantively an opportunistic and
utilitarian (though aestheticaUy refined) doctrine of conventions ap
propriate to a bureaucratic status group. Other factors in the bureaucratic
attitude toward religion include the elimination of all those emotional

. and irrational Ir..anifestations of personal religion which go beyond the
traditional belief in spirits, and the maintenance of the ancestral cult and
of filial piety as the universal basis for social subordination. Still another
ingredient of bureaucratic religions is a certain distance from the spirits,
the magical manipulation of which is scorned by the enlightened official
(but in which the superstitious one may participate, as is the case with
spiritualism among us today). Yet both types of bureaucratic officials will,
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with contemptuous indifference, permit such spiritualistic activity to
flourish as the religion of the masses (Volksreligiositiit). Insofar as this
popular religion comes to expression in recognized state rites, the official
continues to respect them, outwardly at least, as a conventional obliga
tion appropriate to his status, The continuous retention of magic, espe
cially of the ancestral cult, as the guarantee of social obedience, enabled
the Chinese bureaucracy to completely suppress all independent ecdesi·
astical development and all congregational religion. As for the European
bureaucracy, although it generally shares such subjective disesteem for
any serious concern with religion, it finds itself compelled to pay more
official respect to the religiosity of the churches in the interest of mass
domestication.

4. Bourgeois Religiosity and Economic Rationalism

, If certain fairly uniform tendencies are nonnally apparent, in spite of
all differences, in the religious attitude of the nobility and bureaucracy,
the strata with die maximum social privilege, the real "middle" strata
evince striking contrasts. Moreover, this is something quite apart from.
the rather sharp differences of status which these strata manifest within
themselves. Thus, in some instances, merchants may be members of the
most highly privileged stratum, as in the case of the ancient urban pa.
triciate, while in others they may be pariahs, like impecunious wandering
peddlers. Again, they may he possessed of considerable social privilege,
though occupying a lower social status than the nobility or officialdom;
or they may be without privilege, or indeed disprivileged, yet actually
exerting great social power. Examples of the latter would be the-Roman
ordo equester, the Hellenic metoi1c.oi, the medieval cloth merchants and
other merchant groups, the financiers and great merchant princes of

,Babylonia, the Chinese and Hindu traders, and nnally the bourgeoisie of
the early modern period.

Apa'rt from these differences of social position, the attitude. of the
commercial patriciate toward religion shows characteristic contrasts in all
periods of history. In the nature of the case, the strongly mundane'
orientation of their life would make it appear unlikely that they have
much inclination for prophetic or ethical religion. The activity of the
great merchants of ancient and medieval times represented a distinctive
kind of specifically occasional and unprofessional acquisition of money,
e.g., by providing capital for traveling traders who required it. Originally
seigneurial mIers, these merchlthts l-ecame, in historical times, an urban
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nobility which had grown rich from such occasional trade. Others started
as tradesmen who having acquired landed property were seeking to climb

)nto the families of the nobility. To the category of the commercial
patriciate there were added, as the financing of public administration
developed, the political capitalists whose primary business was to meet
the financial needs of the state as purveyors and by supplying govern
mental credit, together with the financiers of colonial capitalism, an en-

- terprise that has existed in all periods of history. None of these strata
has ever been the primary carrier of an ethical or salvation religion. At
any rate, the more privileged the position of the commercial class, the
less it has evinced any inclination to develop an other-worldly religion. ,

The religion of the noble plutocratic class in the Phoenician trading
cities was entirely this-worldly in orientation and, so far as is known, en
tirely non-prophetic. Yet the intensity of their religious mood and their
fear of the gods, who were envisaged as possessing very sinister traits,
were very impressive. On the other hand, the warlike maritime nobility
of ancient Greece, which was partIy piratical and partly commercial, has
left behind in the Odyssey a religious document congruent with its own
interests, which betrays a striking lack of respect for the gods. The god
of wealth in Chinese Taoism, who is universally respected by merchants,
shows no ethical traits; he is of a purely magical character. So, too, the
cult of the Greek gOO. of wealth, PlutQ-indeed primarily of agrarian
character-formed a part of the Eleusinian mysteries, which set up
no ethical demands apart from ritual purity and freedom from blood
guilt. Augustus, in a characteristic political maneuver, sought to tuzv,
the stratum of freedmen, with their strong capital resources, into special
carriers of the cult of Caesar by creating the dignity of the Augustalis.8

But this stratum showed no distinctive religious tendencies otherwise.
In India, that section of the commercial stratum which followed the

Hindu religion, particularly all the banking groups which derived from
the ancient state capitalist 6nanciers and large-scale traders, belonged
for the most part to the sect of the Vallabhdchdris. These were adher·
ents of the Vishnu priesthood of Gokulastha Gosain, as reformed by
Vallabha Svarni. They followed a form of erotically tinged worship of
Krishna and Radha in which the cultic meal in honor of their savior
was transformed into a kind of elegant repast. In medieval Europe, the
great business organizations of the Guelph cities, like the Arte di
Calimala, were of course papist in their politics, but very often they
virtually annulled the ecclesiastical prohibition against usury by fairly
mechanical devices which not infrequently created an effect of mock
ery. In Protestant Holland, the great and distinguished lords of trade,
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being Arminians in religion, were characteristically oriented to Real~

politik, and became the chief foes of Calvinist ethical rigor. Everywhere,
skepticism or indifference to religion are and have been the widely
diffused attitudes of large-scale traders and financiers.

But as against these easily understandable phenomena, the acqui
sition of new capital or, more correctly, capital continuously and ration
ally employed in a productive enterprise for the acquisition of profit,
especially in industry (which is the characteristically modern employ
m~t of capital), has in the past been combined frequently and in a
striking manner with a rational, ethical congregational religion among
the classes in question. In the business life of India there was even a
(geographical) differentiation between the Parsees and the Jain sect.
The former, adherents of the religion of Zoroaster, retained their ethical
rigorism, particularly its unconditional injunction regarding truthfulness,
even after modernization had caused a reinterpretation of the ritualistic
commandments of purity as hygienic prescriptions. The economic
morality of the Parsees originally recognized only agriculture as accept

, able to God, and abominated all urban acquisitive pursuits. On the other
hand, the sect of the Jains, the most ascetic of the religions of India,
along with the aforementioned Vallabhacharis represented a salvation
doctrine that was constituted as congregational religion, despite the anti
rational character of the cults. It is difficult to prove that very frequently
the Islamic merchants adhered to the dervish religion, but it is not
unlikely. As for Judaism, the ethical rational religion of the Jewish com
munity was already in Antiquity largely a religion of traders or finan
ciers.

To a lesser but still notable degree, the religion of the medieval
Christian congregation, particularly of the sectarian type or of the
heretical circles was, if not a religion appropriate to n;aders, nonetheless
"bourgeois" religion, and that in direct proportion to its ethical rational
ism. The closest connection between ethical religion and rational eco
nomic development-particularly capitalism-was effected by all the
forms of ascetic Protestantism and sectarianism in both Western and
Eastern Europe, viz., Zwinglians, Calvinists, Baptists, Mennonites,
Quakers, Methodists, and Pietists (both of the Reformed and, to a lesser
degree, Lutheran varieties); as well as by Russian schismatic, heretical,
and rational pietistic sects, especially the Shtundists and Skoptsy, though
in very different forms.? Indeed, generally speaking, the inclination to
jOin an ethical, rational, congregational religion becomes more strongly
marked the farther away one gets from those strata which have been the
carriers of the type of capitalism which is primarily political in orienta-



tion. Since the time of Hammurabi political capitalism has existed
wherever there has been tax farming, the profitable provisions of the
state's political needs, war, piracy, largecscale usury, and colonization.
The tendency towaId affiliation with an ethical, rational, congregational.
religion is more apt to be found the closer one gets to those strata which
have been the carriers of the modem rational enterprise, i.e., strata with
middle-class economic characteristics in the sense to be expounded later.

Ohviously, t}e mere existence of capitalism of some sort is not
sufficient, by £ony meanS, to produce a uniform ethic, not to speak of an
ethical congregational religion. Indeed, it does not automatically produce
any uniform consequences. For the time being, no analysis will be made
of the kind of causal relationship subsisting between a rational religious
ethic ani a particular type of commercial rationalism, where such a
connection exists at all. At this point, we desire only to establish the
existence of an affinity between economic rationalism and certain types
of rigoristic ethical religion, to be di5qlssed later. This affinity comes to
light only occasionally outside the Occident, which is the distinctive seat
of economic rationalism. In the West, this phenomenon is very clear
and its manifestations are the more impressive as we approach the
classical bearers of economic rationalism.
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NOTES

1. The present and the following two sections constitute a single section
in the German edition entitled "Status Groups, Classes and Religion."

2. a. Nonnan Cohn, The Pursuit of t1u! Millennium (New York: Oxford
University Press, r957), esp. ch. X.

3. See Adolf Harnack, Die Mission und Ausbreitung des' Christentums in
den ersten drei }ahrhunderten (Leipzig: Hinrich, 190:;:), Part IV, esp. 539.

4. Coge intr«re or compe1le intrare, "to force (them) to join": the principle
lhat justifies the use of force against heretics, or deceitful proselytizing; derived
from a misinterpreted passage in Luc. f4:23. Cf. Soc. of Law, ch. VIII:v, n. 26.

5. I could make the observation that at the first appearance of von Egidy
(Lieutenant-Colonel, Ret.) the Officers' Clubs entertained the expectation, inas
much as the right of such criticism of orthodoxy was obViously open to any com
rade, that His Majesty would seize the initiative in demanding that the old fairy
tales, which no honest fellow could manage to believe, would not be served up at
the military services any longer. But, naturally enough, when no such thing hap
pened it was readily rerognized that the church doctrine, just as it was, consti
tuted the best fodder for the recruits. (Weber's note. Lt.-Col. Moritz von Egidv was
cashiered in 1890 after publication of an attack on dogmatic Christianity. d. also
Weber's contemporary observations in Jugendbriefe, 334-37.)

6. On the honor of the seviri Augustales, see below, ch. XVI:v, n. 29.
7, cr. Karl Konrad Grass, Die russischen Sekten (2 vok., Leipzig: Hinrichs,

1907-14), I, 524lf. (on a Shtundo-Baptisrgroup); II, passim (on the Skoptsy).
a. also A. Leroy-Beaulieu, The Empire of the Tsars (London r898), passim.
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The Religion of Non-Privileged Strata

1. The Craftsmen's Inclination Toward Congregational
and Salvation Religion

When we move away from the strata characterized by a high degree
of social and economic privilege, we encounter an apparent increase in
the diversity of religious attitudes.

Within the petty-bourgeoisie, and particularly among the artisans,
the greatest contrasts have existed side by side. These have included
caste taboos and magical or mystagogic religions of both the sacramental
and orgiastic types in India,' animism in China, dervish religi;on in
'Islam, and the pneumatic-enthusiastic congregational religion of early
Christianity, practiced particularly in the eastern half of the Roman
Empire. Still other modes of religious expression among these groups are
deisidaimonia as well as orgiastic worship of Dionysos in ancient Greece,
Pharisaic fidelity to the law in ancient urban Judaism, an essentially
idolatrous Christianity as well as all sorts of sectarian faiths in the Middle
Ages, and various types of Protestantism in early modern times. These
diverse phenomena obviously present the greatest possible contrasts to
one another.

From the time of its inception, ancient Christianity was charac
teristically a religion of artisans. Its savior was a small-town artisan, and
his missionaries were wandering journeymen, the greatest of them a
wandering tent maker so alien to farmwork that in his episdes he actually
employs in a reverse sense a metaphor relating to the process of grafting.
The earliest communities of original Christianity were, as we have
already seen, strongly urban throughout ancient times, and their adher
ents were recruited primarily from artisans, both slave and free. More
over, in the Middle Ages the petty-bourgeoisie remained the most pious,
if not always the most orthodox,- straty.rn of society. But in Christianity
as in other religions, widely different currentS found a warm reception
simultaneously within the petty-bourgeoisie. Thus, there were the
ancient pneumatic prophecies which cast -out demons, the uncondi
tionally orthodox (institutionally ecclesiastical) religiosity of the Middle
Ages, and the monasticism of the mendicant type. In addition, there
were certain types of medieval sectarian religiosity such as that of the
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Humiliati.,t who were long suspected of heterodoxy, there :were Baptist
movements of all kinds, and there was· the piety of the various Refonned
churches, including the Lutheran.

This is indeed a highly checkered diversification, which at least
proves that a uniform determinism of religion by economic forces never
existed among the artisans. Yet there is apparent, in contrast to the
peasantry, a definite tendency towards congregational religion, towards
religion of salvation, and nnaIly towards rational ethical religion. But
this contrast is far from implying any uniform determinism. The absence
of unifonn determinism appears very clearly in the fact that the rural
flatlands of Friesland provided the first localities for the popular dis
semination of the Baptist congregational religion in its fullest form,
while it was the city of Munster which became a primary site for the
expression of its social revolutionary fonn.

In the Occident particularly, the congregational type of religion has
been intimately connected with the urban middle classes of both the upper
and lower levels. This was a natural consequence of the relative reces
sion in the importance of blood groupings, particularly of the clan,
within the occidental city. The urban dweller finds a substitute for blood
groupings in both occupational organizations, which in the Occident as
everywhere had a cultic significance, although no longer associated with
taboos, and in freely created religious associations. But these religious
relationships were not determined exclusively by the distinctive eco
nomic patterns of urban life. On the contrary, the causation might go
the other way, as is readily apparent. Thus, in China the great impor
tance of the ancestral cult and dan exogamy resulted in keP.ping the'
individual city dweller in a close relationship with his clan and native
village. In India the religious caste taboo rendered difficult the rise, or
limited the importance, of any soteriological congregational religion in
quasi-urban settlements, as well as in the cou~try. We have seen that in
both India and China these factors hindered the city froni developing
in the direction of a community much more than they hindered the
village.

Yet it is still true in theory that. the petty~bourgeoisie, by virtue of
its distinctive pattern of economic life, inclines in the direction of a
rational ethical religion; wherever conditions are present for the emer~

gence of a such religion. When one compares the life of a petty
bourgeois, particularly the urban artisan or the small trader, with the
life of the peasant, it is dear that the fonner has far less connection
with nature. Consequently, dependence on magic for influeqcing the
irrational forces of nature cannot play the same role for the urban
dweller as for the fanner. At the same time, it is clear that the economic

1
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foundation of the urban man's life has a far more rational character,
viz., calculability and capacity for purposive manipulation. Furthermore,
the artisan and in certain circumstances even the merchant lead
economic existences which influence them to entettain the view that
honesty is the best policy, that faithful work and the performance of
obligations will End their reward and are "deserving" of their just com
pensation. For these reasons, sman traders and artisans are disposed to
accept a rational world view incorporating an ethic of compensation.
We shall see presently that this is the normal trend of thinking among
all non-privileged classes. The peasants, on the other hand, are 'much
more remote from this notion of compensation and do not acquire it
until the magic in which they are immersed has been eliminated by
other forces. By contrast, the artisan is very frequently active in effecting
the elimination of this very process of magic. It follows that the belief
in ethical compensation is even more alien to warriors and to financial
magnates who have economic interests in war and in the political mani

,festations of power. These groups are the least accessible to the ethical
and rational elements in any religion.

The artisan is deeply immersed in magical encumbrances in the early
stages of occupational differentiation. Every specialized "art" that is un
common and not widely disseminated is regarded as a magical charisma,
either personal or, more generally, hereditary, the acquisition and main
tenance of which is guaranteed by magical means. Other elements of
this early belief are that the bearers of this charisma are set off by taboos,
occasionally of a totemic nature, from the community of ordinary people
(peasants), and frequently that they are to be excluded from the owner
ship of land. One final element of this early belief in the magical
charisma of every specialized art must he mentioned here. Wher.....er
crafts had remained in the hands of ancient groups possessing raw
materials, who had first offered their arts as intruders in the community
and later offered their craftsmanship as individual strangers settled
within the community, the belief in the magical nature of special arts
condemned such groups to pariah status and stereotyped with magic
their manipulations and their technology. But wherever this magical
frame of reference has once been broken through (this happens
most readily in newly settled cities), the effect of the transfonnation may
be that the artisan will learn to think about his labor and the small
trader will learn to think about his enterprise much more rationally than
any peasant thinks. The craftsman in particular will have tirile and
opportunity for reflection during his work in many instances, especially
in occupations which are primarily of the indoOr variety in our climate,
for example, in the textile trades, which therefore are strongly infused
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with sectarian or religious trends. This is true to some extent even for
the workers in modem factories with mechanized weaving, but very
much more true for the weaver of the past.

\iVherever the attachment to purdy magical or ritualistic views has
been broken by prophets or reformers, there has hence been a tend
ency for artisans, craftsmen and petty-bourgeois to incline toward
a (often primitively) rationalistic ethical and religious view of life.
Furthermore, their very occupational specialization makes them the
bearers of an integrated pattern of life of a distincrive kind. Yet there
is certainly no uniform determination of religion by these general condi
tions in the life of artisans and petty-bourgeois gl·CUpS. Thus the small
businessmen of China, though thoroughly calculating, are not the
carriers of a rational religion, nor, so far as we know, are the Chinese
artisans. At best, they follow the Buddhist doctrine of karma, in addi
tion to magical notions. \Vhat is primary in their case is the absence of
an ethically rationalized religion, and indeed this appears to have in
fluenced the liIl1ited rationalism of their technology. This strikes us
again and again. The mere existence of artisans and petty-bourgeois
groups has never sufficed to generate an ethical religiosity, even of the
most general type. We have seen an example of this in India, where the
caste taboo and the belief in metempsychosis influenced and stereotyped
the ethics of the artisan class. Only a congregational religiosity, especiaUy
one of the rational and ethical type, could conceivably win foUI'weTS
easily, particularly among the urban petty-bourgeoisie, and then, given
certain circumstances, exert a lasting influence on the pattern of life
of these groups. This is what actually happened.

2. The Religious Disinclinations of Slaves, Day Laborers
and the Modern Proletariat

Finally, the classes of the greatest economic disability, such as slaves
and free day-Iabore_rs, have hitherto never been the bearers of a dis
tinctive type of religion. In the ancient Christian communities the slaves
belonged to the petty-bourgeoisie in the cities. The Hellenistic slaves and
the retinue of Narcissus mentioned in the Epistle to the Romans (pre
sumably the infamous freedman of Emperor Claudius) were either
relatively well-placed and independent dOmestic officials or service per
sonnel belonging to very wealthy men. But in the majority of instances
they were independent craftsmen who paid tribute to their master and
hoped to save enough from their earnings to effect their liberation,
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which was the case throughout Antiquity and' in Russia in the nine
teenth century. In other cases they were well-situated slaves of the state.

The religion of Mithra also included among its adherents numerous
representat:vcs of this group, according to the inscriptions_ The Delphic
Apolio (and presumably many another god) apparently functioned as a
savings bank for slaves, attractive beca\\se of its sacred inviolability, and
the slaves bought freedom from their masters by the use of these savings.
According to the appealing hypothesis of Deissmann," this was the image
in Paul's mind ill ~pe:1king of the redemption of Christians through the
blood of their savi~ that they might be freed from enslavement by the

. hw and by sin. If this be true (and of course the Old Testament terms
for rcdemptioll, gad and pada, must also be regarded as a possible source
of the Christiol1 concepts), it shows how much the missionizing effort of
earliest Christianity t:OlInted upon the aspiring unfree petty-bourgeois
group which followd an economically rational pattern of life. On the
other.hand, the "t;llking inventory" of the ancient plantation, the lowest
~tratum of the sbve class, was not the bearer of any congregational reli
gion, or for that matter a fertile site for any sort of religious mission.

Handicraft journeymen have at all times tended to share the char
acteristic religion of the petty-bourgeois classes!_since they are normally
distinguished from them only by the fact that they must wait a certain
time before they can set up their own shop. However, they evinced
even more of an inclination toward various forms of unofficial religion
of the sect type, which found particularly fertile soil among the lower
occupational strata of the city, in view of their workaday deprivations,
the fluctuations in the price of their daily bread, their job insecurity, and
their dependence on fraternal assistance. Furthermore, the small artisans
and craft apprentices were generally represented in the numerous secret
or half-tolerated communities of "poor folk" that espoused congrega
tional religions, which were by tum revolutionary, pacifistic-communistic
and ethical-rational, chieHy for the technical reason that wandering
handicraft apprentices are the available missionaries of every mass con
gregational religion. This process is illustrated in the extraordinarily
rapid expansion of Christianity across the tremendous area from the
Orient to Rome in just a few decades.

Insofar as the modern proletariat has a distinctive religious position,
it is characterized by indifference to or rejection of religion, as are broad
str'dta of the modem bourgeoisie. For the modem proletariat, the sense
of dependence on one's own achievements is supplanted by a conscious
ness of dependence on purely social factors, market conditions, and
power relationships guaranteed by law. Any thought of dependence
upon the course of natural or meteorological processes, or upon anything
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that might be regarded as subject to the influence of magic or provi·
dence, has been completely eliminated, as Sombart has already dem
onstrated in fine fashion. ~ Therefore, the rationalism of the proletariat,
like that of the bourgeoisie of developed capitalism when it has come
i(go the full possession of economic power, of which indeed the prole
tahat's rationalism is a complementary phenomenon, cannot in the
nature of the case easily posse.55 a religious -character and certainly can
not easily generate a religion. Hence, in the sphere of proletarian ration
alism, religion is generally supplanted by other ideological surrogates.

The lowest and the most economically unstable strata of the prole
tariat, for whom rational conceptions are the least congenial, and also
the proletaroid or permanently impoverished petty-bourgeois groups who
are in constant danger of sinking into the proletarian class, are never
theless readily susceptible to being influenced by religious missionary
enterprise. But this religious propaganda has in such cases a distinctively
magical form .or, where real magic has been eliminated, it has certain
characteristics which are substitutes for the magical-orgiastic superven
tion of grace. Examples of these are the soteriological orgies of the
Methodist type, such as are engaged in by the Salvation Anny. Un
doubtedly, it is far easier for emotional rather than rational elements of
a religious ethic to flourish in such circumstances. In any case, ethical
religion scarcely ever arises primarily in this group.

Only in a limited sense is there a distinctive class religion of dis
. privileged social groups. Inasmuch as the substantive demands for social
and political reform in any religion are based on god's will, we shall,
have to devote a brief discussion to this problem when we discuss ethics
and natural law. But insofar as our concern is with the character of the
religion as such, it is immediately evident that a need for salvation in
the widest sense of the term has as one of its foci, but not the exclusive
or primary one, as we shall see later, disprivileged classes. Turning to
the "sated" and privileged strata, the need for salvation is remote and
alien to warriors, bureaucrats, and the plutocrncy.

3. The Devolution of Salvation Religion From Privileged
to Non-Privileged Strata

A religion of salvation may very wen have its origin within sociaHy
, privileged groups, For the charisma of the prophet is not confined to

membership in any particular class; and furthennore, it is normally as
sociated with a certain minimum of intellectual cultivation. Proof for
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both of tnese assertions is readily available in the various characteristic
prophecies of intellectuals. But as a rule, salvation religion changes its
character a~ soon as it has reached lay groups who are not particularly
or professionally concerned with the cultivation of intellectualism, and
certainly changes its character after it has reached into the disprivileged
social strata to whom intellectualism is both economically and socially
inaccessible. One characteristic element of this transformation, a product
of the inevitable accommodation to the needs of th.e masses, may be
formulated. generally as the emergence of a personal, divine or human
divine savior as the bearer of salvation, with the additional consequence
that the religious relationship to this personage becomes the precondi-
tion of salvation. .

We have already seen that one form of the adaptation of religion to
the needs of the masses is the transformation of cultic religion into mere
wizardry. A second typical form of adaptation is the shift into savior
religion, which is naturally related to the aforementioned. change into
magic by the most numerous transitional stages. The lower the social

, class, the more radical are th.e forms assumed. by the need for a savior,
once this need has emerged. Hinduism provides an example of this in
the Kartabhajas, a Vishnuite sect that took seriously the breakup of the
caste taboo which in theory it shares with many salvation sects. Mem
bers of this sect arranged for a limited commensality of their members
on private as well as on cultic occasions, but for that reason they were
essentially a sect of common people. They carried the anthropolatric
veneration of their hereditary guru to such a point that the cult became
extremely exclusive. Similar phenomena can be found elsewhere among
religions which recruited followers from the lower social strata or at least
were influenced by them. The transfer of salvation doctrines to the
masses practically always results in the emergence of a savior, or at least
in an increase of emphasis upon the concept of a savior. One instance of
this is the substitution for the Buddha ideal, viz., the ideal of exemplary
intellectualist -salvation into Nirvana by the ideal of a Bodhisattva, i.e.,
a savior who has descehded upon earth and has foregone his own
entrance into Nirvana for the sake of saving his fenow men. Another
example is the rise in Hindu folk religion, particularly in Vishnuism, of
salvation grace mediated.by an incarnate gOO, and the victory of this
soteriology and its magical sacramental grace over both the noble,
atheistic salvation of the Buddhists and the ritualism associated with
Vedic eduction. There are other manifestations of this process, some
what different in form, in various religions.

The religious need of the middle and lower bourgeoisie expresses
itself less in the form of heroic myths than in rather more sentimental
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legend, which h~s a tendency toward inwardness and edification. This
corresponds to tl:::: ?.::.:<lceableness and the greater emphasis upon domes~

tic and family life of the middle classes, in contrast to the ruling strata.
This middle-class transformation of religion in the direction of domes
ticity is illustrated by the emergence of the god-suffused bhakti piett
in all Hindu cults, 10th in the creation of the Bodhisattva figure as well
as in the cults of Krishna; and by the popularity of the edifying myths
of the child Dioriysos, Osiris, the Christ child, and their numerous
parallels. The emergence of the bourgeoisie as a power which helped
shape religion under the influence of mendicant monks resulted in the
supplanting of the aristocratic theotokos of Nicola Pisano's imperialistic
art by his son's genre depiction of the holy family, just as the Krishna
child is the darling of popular art in India.s

The soteriological myth with its god who has assumed human form
or its savior w~o has been deified is, like magic, a characteristic concept
of pOlmIar religion, and hence one ':hat has arisen quite spontaneously
in very different places. On the other hand, the notion of an impersonal
and ethical cosmic order that transcends the deity and the ideal of an
exemplary type of salvation are intellectualistic conceptio~s which are
definitely alien to the masses and possible only for a laity that has been
educated along ethically rational lines. The same holds. true for the
development of a concept of an absolutely transcendant god. With the
exception of Judaism and Protestantism, all religions and religious ethics
have had to reintroduce cults of saints, heroes or functional gods in
order to accommodate themselves to the needs of the masses. Thus
Confucianism permitted such cults, in the fonn of the Taoist pantheon,
to continue their existence 1y its side. Similarly, as popularized Bud~

dhism spread to many lands, it allowed the various gods of these lands to
live on as recipients of the Buddhist cult, subordinated to the Buddha.
Finally, Islam and Catholicism were compelled to accept local, ~unc~

tional, <lnd occupational gods as saints, the veneration of which consti
tuted the re~l! religion of the masses in everyday life.

4. The Religious Equality of Women Among
Disprivileged Strata

The religion of the disprivileged strata, in contrast to the aristocratic
cults of the martial nobles, is characterized by a tendency to allot
equality to women. There is a great diversity in the scope of the religious
participation permitted to women, but the greater or lesser, active or
passive r.articipation (or exclusion) of women from the religious cults is
everywhere a function of the degree of the group's relative pacification
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or militarization (present or past). But the presence of priestesses, the
prestige of female soothsayers or witches, and the most extreme devotion
to individual women to whom supernatural powers and charisma may
be attributed does not by any means imply that women have equal
privileges in the cult. Conversely, equalization of the sexes in principle,
i.e., in relationship to god, as it is found in Christianity and Judaism
and, less consistently, in Islam and official Buddhism, may coexist with
the most complete monopolization by men of the priestly functions and
of the right to active participation in community affairs; men only are
admitted to special professional training or assumed to possess the neces
sary qualifications. This is the actual situation in the religions to which
reference has just been made.

The great receptivity of women to all religious prophecy except that
which is exclusively military or political in orientation comes to very
clear expression in the LOmpletely unbiased relationships with women
maintained by practicdly all prophets, the Buddha as well as Christ and
Pythagoras. But only in very rare cases does this practice continue
kyond the first stage of a religious community's formation, when th~
pneumatic manifestations of charisma are valued as hallmarks of specif
ically religious exaltation. Thereafter, as routinization and regimentation
of community relationships ~et in, a reaction takes place against pneu
matic manifestations among women, which Come ~o be regarded as
irregular and morbid. In Christiar::ity. this appears already with Paul.

It is certainly true that every political and military typt of prophecy
-such as Islam-is directed exclusively to m~n. Indeed, the cult of a
warlike spirit is frequently put into the direct service of controlling
and lawfully plundering the households of women by th~ male inhabi
tants of the warrior house, who are organized into a sort of dub. ('This
happens among the Duk-duk in the Indian archipelago and elsewhere
in many similar periodic epiphanies of a heroic numen). Wherever an
ascetic training of warriors involving the rebirth of the hero is or has
been dominant, woman is regarded as la<:king a higher heroic soul and
is cor.sequently assigned a secondary religious status. This obtains in
most aristocratic or distinctively militaristic cultic communities.

Women are completely excluded from the official Chinese cults as
well as from those of the Romans and Brahmin:;; nor is the religion
of the Buddhist intellectuals feministic. Indeed, even _Christian synods
as late as the period of the Merovingians expressed doubts regarding the
equality of the souls of women. On tlte other hand, in the Orient the
characteristic cults of Hinduism and one segment of the Buddhist
Taoist sects in China, and in the Occident notably pristine Christianity
but aIse later the pneumatic and pacifist sects of Eastern and Western
Europe, derived a great deal of their missionizing power from the cir-
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cumstance that they attracted women and gave them equal status. In
Greece, too, the cult of Dionysos at its first appearance gave to the
women who participated in its orgies an unusual degree of emancipation
from conventions, This freedom subsequently became more and more
stylized and regulated, beth artistically and ceremonially; its scope was
thereby limited, particularly to the processions and other festive activities
of the various cults. Ultimately, therefore, this freedom lost all practical
importance.

What gave Christianity its extraordinary superiority, as it conducted
its missionary enterprises among the petty-bourgeois strata, over its most
important competitor, the religion of Mithra, was that this extremely
masculine cult excluded women. The result during a period of universal
peace was that the adherents of Mithra had to seek out for their Women
a substitute in other mysteries, e.g., those of Cybele. This had the effect
of destroying, even within single families, the unity and. universality of
the religious community, thereby providing a striking contrast to Chris
tianity. A similar result was to be noted in all the genuinely intel
lectualist cults of the Gnostic, Manichean, and comparable types, though
this need not necessarily have been the case in theory.

It is by no means true that all religions teaching brotherly love and
love for one's enemy achieved power through the influence of women
or through the feminist character of the religion; this has certainly not
been true for the Indian ahimsa-religiOsity. The inBuence of women
only tended to intensify those aspects of the religion that were emotional
or hysterical. Such was the case in India. But it is certainly not a matter'
of indifference that salvation religions tended to glorify the non~military

and even anti-military virtues, which must have been quite close to the
interests of disprivileged classes and of women.

5· The Differential Function of Salvation Religion for
Higher and Lower Strata: Legitimation versus
Compensation

The specific importance of salvation religion for politically and
economically disprivileged social groups, in contrast to privileged groups,
may be viewed from an even more comprehensive perspective. In our
discussion of status groups and classes [IX:6] we shall have a good deal
to say about the sense of honor or superiority characteristic of the non
priestly classes that claimed the highest social privileges, particularly the
nobility. Their sense of self-esteem rests on their awareness that the per
fection of their life pattern is an expression of their underived, ultimate,
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and qualitati¥ely distinctive being; indeed, it is in the very na~ture of the
case that this should be the basis of their feeling of worth. On the other
hand, the sense of honor of disprivileged classes rests on some guaran~

teed promise for the future which implies the assignment of some func
tion, mission, or vocation to them. What they cannot claim to be, they
replace by the worth of that which they will one day become, to which
they will be called in some future life here or hereafter; or replace, very
often concomitantly with the motivation just discussed, by their sense
of what they signify -and achieve in the world as seen from the point of
view of providence, Their hunger for a worthiness that has not fallen to
their lot, they and the world being what it is, produces this conception
from which is derived the rationalistic idea of a providence, a signif
icance in the eyes of some divine authority possessing a scale of values
different from the one operating in the world of man.

This psychological condition, when turned outward toward the other
social strata, produces certain characteristic contrasts in what religion
must provide for the various social sttata. Since every need for salvation
is fin expression of some distress, social or economic oppression is an
effective source of salvation beliefs, th9ugh by no means the exclusive
source. Other things being equal, strata with high social and economic
privilege will scarcely be prone to evolve the idea of salvation. Rather,
they assign to religion the primary function of legitimizing their own
life pattern and situation in the world. This universal phenomenon is
rooted irt certain basic psychological patterns. When a man who is
happy compares his position with that of one who is unhappy, he is not
content with the fact of his happiness, but desires something more,
namely the right to this happiness, the consciousness that he has earned
his good fortune, in contrast to the unfortunate One who must equally
have earned his misfortune. Our everyday experience proves that there
exists just such a need for psychic comfort about the legitimacy or de
servedness of one's happiness, whether this involves political success,
superior economic status, bodily health, success in the game of love, or
anything else. What the privileged classes require of religion, if anything
at all, is this legitimation.

To be sure, not every class with high. privilege feels this need in the
same degree. It is noteworthy that martial heroes in particular tend to
regard the gods as beings to whom envy is not unknown. Solon shared
with ancient Jewish wisdom the same belief in the danger of high posi~

tion. The her,! maintains his superior position in spite of the gods and
not because of them, and indeed he often does this against their wishes.
Such an attitude is evinced in the Homeric and some of the Hindu
epics, in contrast to the bureaucnttic chronicles of China and the priestly
chronicles of Israel, which express a far stronger concern for the legiti.
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macy of happiness as the deity's reward for some virtuous human action
pleasing to him.

On the other hand, one finds almost universally that unhappiness
is brought into relation with the wrath or envy of either demons or gods.
Practically every popular religion, including the ancient Hebrew, and
particularly the modern Chinese, regards physical infirmity as a sign of
magico-ritual or ethical sinfulness on the part of the unfortunate one, or
(as in Judaism) of his ancestors. Accordingly, in these traditions a person
visited by adversity is prohibited from appearing at the communal sacri
fices of the political association because he is freighted with the wrath of
the deity and must not enter in the circle of fortunate ones who are
pleaSing to him. In pr<lctically every ethical religion found among
privileged classes and the priests wIlD serve them, the privileged or dis
privileged social position of the individual is regarded as somehow
merited from the religiOUS point of view. What varies is only the form
by which good fortune is legitimized.

Correspondingly different is the situation of the disprivilegcd. Their
particular need is for release from suffcflng. They do not alw!lys ex
perience this need for salvation in a religious form, as shown by the
example of the modern prolet;lriat. Fmthermore, their need for religious
salvation, where it exists. ma\" assume diverse forms. i\lost important, it
may be conjoined with a ~eed for just compensation, envisaged in
various ways but nlways involving rewnrd for one's OWh goocl deeds and
punishment for the unrighteousness of others. This hope fol1' ;md ex
pectation of .iust compensation, a fairly calculating attitude, is, next to
magic (indeed, nOt unconnected with it), the most widely diffused form
of mass religion all over the world Even religious prophecies, which
rejected the more mechanic<lJ forms of this belief, tended as they under
went popularization and routiniwtJon to slip back into these expectations
of comnensation. The type and scope of these hopes for compensation
and salvation varied greatly depending on the expectations aroused by
the religiOUS promises, especially when these hopes were projected from
the earthly existence of the individual into a future life.

6. Pariah People and Ressentiment: Judaism versus
Hinduism

Judaism, in both its exilic and post"exilic forms, provides a particu
larly important illustration of the significance of the content of religiOUS
promises. Since the Exile, as <l matter of actual fact, and formally since
the destruction of the Temple, the Jews became a pariah people in the
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particular sense presently to be defined (The sense in which the Jews
are a "pariah" people has as little to do with the particular situation of
the pariah caste in India as, for example, the concept of "Kadi-justice"
has to do with the actual legal principles \\.'hereby the kadi renders legal
decisions,) In our usage, "p,ariah people" denotes a distinctive hereditary
social group lacking autonomous political organiz,nion and -characterized
by internal/prohibitioys against commcnsality and intermarriage orig
inally founded upon magic;l!, tah()o~tic, and ritual injunctions. Tw6
additional traits of 1:1 pariah people are ;'01itical and social disprivilege
and a far-reaching dis.tinctiveness in economic functioning. To be sure,
the pariah people of India, the disprivilcged and occupationally spe
cialized Hindu castes, resemble the Jews in these respects, since their
pariah status also involves segregation from the outer world as a result
of taboos, hereditary religious ohligations in the conduct of life, and the
association of salvation hopes \vith their pariah status.. These Hindu
castes and Judaism show the same chamcteristic effects of a pariah re
ligion: the more depressed the position in which the members of the
pariah people found themselves, the more closely did the religion cause
them to cling to one another and to their pariah position and the more
powerful became the salvation hopes which were connected with the
divinely ordained fulfillment of their religious obligations. As we have
already mentioned, the lowest Hindu castes in particular clung to their
caste duties with the greatest tenacity as a prerequisite for their rebirth
into abetter position.

The tic between Yahweh and his people became the more indis
soluble as murderous humiliation and per\co:ution pressed down upon
the Jews. III obvious contrast to the oricnul Christians, who under the
tlmaYYClds stre,lmed into the privileged religion of Islam in such num
bers that the political authorities had to make conversion difficult' for
them in the interests of the privileged stratum, ill! the frequent !TIass con
versions of the Jews by force, which might have obtained for them the
privileges of the ruling stratum, rema~JlcJ meffectual. For both the Jews

'and the Hindu castes, the only means for the attainment of salvation
was to fulfill the special religious commandments enjoined upon the
pariah pevplc, from which none might withdraw himself without in~

curring the f<;ar of evil magic or endclngering the chances of rebirth for
himself or his descendants. The difference between Judaism and Hindu
caste religion is based on the type of salvation hopes entertained. From
the full1Jlment of the religious obligations incumbent upon him the
Hindu expected an improvement in his personal chances of rebirth, Le.,
the ascent or reincarnation of his soul mto a higher caste. On the other
hand, the Jew expected the participation of his descendants in a mes-
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sianic kingdom which would redeem the entire pariah community from
its inferior position and in fact raise it to a position of mastery in the
world. For surely Yahweh, by his promise that all the nations of the
world .would borrow from the Jews but that they would borrow from
none, had meant more than that the Jews would become small-time
moneylenders in the ghetto. Yahweh instead intended to place them in
the typical situation of citizens of. a powerful city-state in Antiquity,
who held as debtors and debt-siaves the inhabitants of nearby subject
villages aryf'~towns. The Jew wrought in behalf of his actual descend
ants,:whCJ, 00 the animistic interpretation, would constitute his earthly
immortality. The Hindu also worked for a human being of the future,
to whom. he was bound by a relationship only if the assumptions of the
animistic doctrine of transmigration were accepted, i.e., his future in
carnation. The Hindu's conception left u.nchanged for ali time the caste
stratification obtaining in this world and the position of his own caste
within it; indeed, he sought to fit the future state of his own individual
sou~ into this very gradation of ranks. In striking contrast, the Jew
anticipated his own personal salvation through a revolution of the exist
ing social stratification to the advantage of his pariah people; his people
had heen chosen and called by God, not to a pariah position hut to-one
of prestige.

The factor of resentment (ressentiment), first noticed by Nietzsche,6
thus achieved importance in the Jewish ethical salvation religion, al~

though it had been completely lacking in aU magical and caste religions.
. Resentment is a concomitant of that particular religious ethic of the

disprivilegcd which, in the sense expounded by Nietzsche and in dire<;t
inversion of the ancient belief, teaches that the unequal distribution of
mundane goods is caused by the sinfulness and the illegality of the
privileged. and that sooner or later God's wrath will overtake them. In
this theodicy of the disprivHeged, the moralistic guest serves as a device
for compensating a conscious or unconscious desire for vengeance. This
is connected in its origin with the faith in compensation, since once a
religious conception of compensation has arisen, suffering may take on
the quality of the ~religiously meritorious, in view of the belief that it
brings in its wake great hopes of future compensation.

The development of a religious conception of resentment may be
supported by ascetic doctrines on the one hand, or by characteristic
neurotic predispositions on the other. However, the religion of suffering
acquires the ~pcdfic character of ressentiment only under speCial cir
cumstances. Ressentiment is not found among the Hindus and Budd
hists, for whom personal suffering is individually merited. But the situa
tion is quite different among the Jews.

,
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The religion of the Psalms is full of the need for vengeance, and the
same motif OCCurS in the priestly reworkings of ancient Israelite tradi
tions. The majority of the Psalms are quite obviously replete with the
moralistic legitimation and satisfaction of an 0F~n and hardly concealed
need for vengeance on the part of a pariah people. (Some of th~

passages are' admittedly later interpolation into earlier compositions, i,n
which this sentiment was not originally present.) In the Ps~lms the
Guest for vengeance may take the form of remonstrating with God be
cause misfortune has overtaken the righteous individual, notwithstanding
his obedience to God's commandments, whereas the godless conduct of
the heathen, despite their mockery of God's predictions, commandments
and authority, has brought them happiness and left them proud. The
same quest for vengeance may express itself as a humble confession of
one's own sinfulness, accompanied by a prayer to God to desist from his
anger at long last and to turn his grace once again toward the people
who ultimately are uniquely his own. In both modes of expression, the
hope is entertained that ultimately the wrath of God will finally have
been appeased and will turn itself to punishing the godless foes in double
measure, making of them at some future day the footstool of Israel, just
as the priestly historiography had assigned to the Canaanite enemies a
similar fate. It was also hoped that this exalted condition would endure
so long as Israel did not arouse God's anger by disobedience, thereby
meriting subjugation at the hands of the heathen. It may be true, as
modern -om menta tors would have it, that some of these Psalms express
the personal indignation of pious Pharisees over their persecution at the
hands of Alexander Jannaeus. Nevertheless, a distinctive selection and
preservation is evident; and in any case, other Psalms are quite obviously
reactions to the distinctive pariah status of the Jews as a people.

In no other religion in the world do we find a universal deity possess
ing the unparalleled desire for vengeance manifested by Yahweh. In

.deed, an almost unfailing index of the historical value of the data pro
vided by the priestly reworking of history is .that the event in question,
as for example the battle of Megiddo, does not fit into this theodic)l of
compensation and vengeance. Thus, the Jewish religion became notably
a religion of retribution. The virtues enjOined by God are practiced for
the sake of the hoped for compensation. Moreover, this was originally a
collective hope that the people as a whole would live to see that day of
restoration, and that only in this way would the individual be able to
regain his own worth. There developed concomitantly, intermingled
with the aforementioned collective theooicy, an individual theadicy of
personal destiny which had previously been taken for granted. The prob
lems of individual destiny are explored in the Book of Job, which was
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produced by quite different circles, Le., the upper strata, and which
culminates in a renunciation of any solution of the problem and ~ sub
mission to the absolute sovereignty of God over his creatures. This sub
mission was the precursor of the doctrine of predestination in Puritanism.
The notion of predestination was bound to arise when the emotional
dynamics of divinely ordained eternal punishment in hell was added to
the complex of ideas just discussed, involving compensation and the
absolute sovereignty of God. But the belief in predestination did not
ar:;e among the Hebrews of that time. Among them, the conclusion of
the Book of Job remained almost completely misunderstood in the sense,
intended by its author, mainly, as is well known, because of the un
shakeable strength of the doctrine of collective compensation in the
Jewish ,religion.

In the mind of the pious Jew the mor:llism of the law was inevitably
combin'ed with the aforementioned hope for revenge, which suffused
practically all the exilic and postexilic s,lcred scriptures. !\'loreover,
through two and a half millennia this hupe appeared in virtually every
divine service of the Jewish people-a people indissoluhly chnineJ to
religiously sanctified segregation from the other peorlps of the world and
divine promises relating to this world. From such <l comeeosatury hope
the Jews were bound to derive new strength, consciously or uncon
siously. Yet as the I'v1cssiah delayed his arrival, this hope receded in the
religious thinking of the intellectll<:l!s In bvor of the value of nn inner
awareness of God or a mildly emotiolldl trust in Cod's gowness ,1S such,
combined with a readiness for peace \vith all the world. This h,lppcned
especially in periods during which the social condition of a community
condemned to complete political isolation was tolerable. On the other
hand, in epochs characterized by persecutions, like the period of the
Crusades, the hope for retribution Hamed up anew, either with a pene
trating but vain cry to God for revenge, or with ,I prayer that the soul
of the Jew might become as dust before tbe enemy who h:ld cursed him.
In the latter case there was no recourse to evil words or deeds. but only
a silent waiting for the fulfillment of God's commandments and th~
cultivation of the heart so that it would remain open to God. To interpret
ressentiment as the decisive element in Judaism would be an incredible
aberration, in view of the many signif1ca~t historical changes which
Judaism has undergone. Nevertheless, we must not underestimate the
inHuence of ressentiment upon even the basic characteristics of the
Jewish religion. When one compares Judaism with other salvation reli
gions, one finds that in Judaism the doctrine of religious resentment has
an idiosyncratic quality and plays a unique role not found among the
disprivileged classes of any other religion.
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A theodicy of disprivilege, in some form, is a componeni -of every
salvation religion which draws its adherents primarily from the dis
privileged classes, and the developing priestly ethic accommodated to this
theodicy wherever it was a component of congregational religion based
on such groups.

The absence of resentment, and also of virtually any kind of social
revolutionary ethics among the pious Hindu and the Asiatic Buddhist
can be explained by reference to their theodicy of rebirth, according to
which the caste system itself is eternal and absolutely just. The virtues
or sins of a former life determine birth into a particular caste, and one's
behavior in the prescnt life determines one's chances of improvement in
the next rebirth. ,hose living under this theodicy experienced no trace
of the conflict experienced by the Jews between the social claims based
on God's promises and the actual conditions of dishonor under which
they lived. This conflict precluded any possibility of finding ease in this
life for the Jews, who lived in continuous tension with their actual social
position and in perpetually fruitless expectation and hope. The Jews'
theodicy of disprivilege was greeted by the pitiless mockery of the godless
heathen, but for the Jews the theodicy had the consequence of trans
forming religious criticism of the godless heathen into ever-watchful can
cern over their own fidelity to the law. This preoccupation was fre
quently tinged with bitterness and threatened by secret self-criticism.

The Jew was naturally prone, as a result of his lifelong schooling,
to casuistical meditation upon the religious obligations of his fellow Jews,
on whose punctilious observance of religiolls law the whole people
ultimately depended for Yahweh's favor. There appeared that peculiar
mixture of elements characteristic of post-exilic times which combined
despair at finding any meaning in this world of vanity with submission
to the chastisement of God, anxie~y lest one sin against God through
pride, and finally a fear-ridden punctiliousness in ritual and morals. All
these conflicts forced upon the Jew a desperate struggle, no longer for
'the respect of others, but for self-respect and a sense of personal worth.
The struggle for a sense of personal worth must have become precarious
again and again, threatening to wreck the whole meaning of the indivi
duaL pattern of life, since ultimately the fulfillment of God's promise was
the only criterion of one's value before God at any given time.

Success in his occupation actually became one tangible proof of
God's personal favor for the Jew living in the ghetto. But the conception
of self-fulfillment (Bewahrung) in a calling (Beruf) pleasing to god, in
the sense of inner-worldly asceticism (innerweltliche Askese), is not
applicable to the Jew. God's blessing was far less stron;)y anchored in
a systematic, rational, methodical pattern of life for the Jew than for the
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Puritan, for whom this was the only possible source of the certitudo
salutis. Just as the Jewish sexual ethic remained naturalistic and anti
ascetic, so also did the economic ethic of ancient Judaism remain strongly
traditionalistic in its basic tenets. It was characterized by a frank respect
for wealth, which is of course missing in any system of asceticism. In
addition, the entire system of outward piety had a ritualistic foundation
among the Jews, and what is more, it was considerably interfused with
the distinctive emotional mood of the religion. We must note that the
traditionalistic precepts of the Jewish economic ethics naturally applied
in their full scope only to one's fellow religionists, not to outsiders, which
was the case in every ancient ethical system. All in all, then, the belief
in Yahweh's promises actually produced within the realm of Judaism
itself a strong component of the morality of ressentimcnt.

It would be completely erroneous to portray the need for salvation,
theadiey, or congregational religion as something that developed only
among disprivileged social strata or even only as a product of resentment,
hence merely as the outcome of a "slave revolt in morality." This would
not even be true of ancient Christianity, although it directed its promises
most emphatically to the poor in spirit and in worldly goods. \Vhat
results had to follow from the downgrading and rending asunder of the
fabric of ritual laws (which had been purposefully composed to segregate
the Jews from the outer world) and from the consequent dissolution of
the link between religion and the caste-like position of the faithful as a
pariah people, can be readily observed in the contrast between Jesus'
prophecy and its immediate consequences. To be sure, the early Christian
prophecy contained very definite elements of "retribution" doctrine, in
the sense of the future equalization of human fates (most clearly ex
pressed in the legend of Lazarus) and of vengeance (which is shown to
be God's responsibility). Moreover, here too the Kingdom of God is
interpreted as an earthly kingdom, in the nrst instance apparently a realm
set apart particularly or primarily for the Jews, for they From ancient
times had believed in the true God. Yet, it is precisely the characteristic
and penetrating ressentiment of the pariah people which is neutralized
by the implications of the new religious proclamation.

Not even Jesus' own warnings, according to the tradition, of the
dangers presented by wealth to the attainment of salvation were moti
vated by asceticism. Certainly the motivation of his preaching against
wealth was not resentment, for the tradition has preserved many evi
dences of Jesus' intercourse, not only with publicans (who in the
Palestine of that period were mostly small-time usurers), but also with
other well"to-do people. Furthermore, resentment cannot be regarded as
the primary motivation of Jesus' doctrines regarding wealth,-in view of
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the Gospels' impressive indifference to mundane affairs, an indifference
based upon the power of eschatological expectations. To be sure, the rich
young man was bidden unconditionally to take his leave of the world
if he desired to be a perfect disciple. But it is stated that for God all
things are possible, even the salvation of the wealthy [Matt. 19:21 £fl.
The rich man who is unable to decide to part with his wealth may none
theless achieve salvation, despite the difficulties in the way. There were
no "proletarian instincts" in the doctrine and teaching of Jesus, the
prophet of acosmistic love who brought to the poor in spirit and to the
good people of this world the happy tidings of the immediate coming
of the Kingdom of God and of freedom from the domination of evil
spirits. Similarly, any proletarian denunciation of wealth would have
been equally alien to the Buddha, for whom the absolute precondition
of salvation was unconditional withdrawal from the world.

The limited significance of the factor of ressentiment, and the dubi
ousness of applying the conceptual schema of "repression" almost uni
versally, appear most dearly when Nietzsche mistakenly applies his
scheme to the altogether inappropriate example of Buddhism. Constitut
ing the most radical antithesis to every type of ressentiment morality,
Buddhism clearly arose as the salvation doctrine of an intellectual stra
tum, originally recruited dlmost entirely from the privileged castes,
especiaIIy the warrior cdste, which proudly and aristocratically rejected
the illusions of life, both here and hereafter. Buddhism may be com
pared in social provenience to the salvation doctrines of the Greeks,
particularly the Neo-Platonic, Manichean, and Gnostic manifestations,
cw:n though they are radically different in content. The Buddhist
hhikshH dQe5 not begrudge the entire world, not even a rebirth into
paradise, to the person who does not desire Nirvana.

Precisely this example o[ Buddhism demonstrates that the need for
salvation and ethical religion has yet another source besides the social
condition of the disprivileged and the rationalism of the bourgeoisie,
which is shaped by its way of life This" additional factor is intellectual
ism as such, more particularly the metaphysical needs of the human
mind as it is driven to reflect on ethical' and religious questions, driven
not by material need but by an inner compulsion to understand the
world as a meaningful cosmos and to take up a position toward it.

NOTES

I, The Humiliati were bourgeois lay ascetics who were barely toleratedJrom
their emergence in the I :l.th century to their nna! suppression by the Countet
Refonna~on in the 16th century.
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2. Gustav Adolf Deissmann, Licht vom Osten (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1908),
234£·

3. See Werner Sombart, Das Proletariat (Frankfurt: Rutten und Loening,
I906), 75"Jf. and id., Sorialismm una soziale Bewegung, 1908, 6th ed., 25. (W)

4. cr. Weber, The Religion of India, 3061£.
5· The theotolws is the regal Virgin; the tenn "imperialist" in the German

rext refers to the "proto-renaissance" style of Nicola Pisano (c. 1225-C. 1278).
On this point, and the bourgeois trends, see Alben Brach. Nicola una Giovanni
Pistmo una die P!a5tik des XIV. }ahrhunderts in Siena (Strassburg: Heitz, 1904).
Around 1904 there was a dispute about the origins of Nicola Pisano's style; one
thesis derived it from the Imperial studios of Emperor Frederick II in Southern Italy;
d. Georg Swarzenski, Nicolo Pirono (Frankfurt: Iris, 1916). The embourgeoise
ment can be observed in Pisa in the contrast between Nicola's pulpit in the Baptis
tery (1259) and that made by Giovanni for the Duomo (1311). (Wi)

6. On ressentiment and the "slave revolt in morality," see Friedrich Nietz·
sche, Werke (Leipzig: Kroner, 1930), II, 38 and 98f.

Vll

Intellectualism, Intellectuals, and

Salvation Religion

I. Priests and Monks as Intellectualist Elaboratorsof
Religion

The destiny of religions has been influenced in a most compre
hensive way by intellectualism and its various relationships to the priest
hood and political authorities. These relationships were in tum inRu
enced by the provenience of the stratum which happened to be the
most important carrier of the particular intell~ctualism. At first the priest
hood itself was the most important carrier of intellectualism, particularly
wherever sacred scriptures existed, which would make it necessary for
the priesthood to become a literary guild engaged in interpreting the
scriptures and teal;hing their content, meaning, and proper application.
But no such development took place in the religions of the ancient city~

states, and notably not among the Phoenicians, Greeks, or Romans; nor
was this phenomenon present in the ethics of China. In these instances
the development of all metaphysical and ethical thought fell into the
hands of non-priests, as did the development of theology, which de
veloped to only a very limited extent, e.g., in Hesiod.

By contrast, the development of intellectualism by the priesthood,
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was true to the highest degree in India, in Egypt, in Babylonia, in Zoro
astrianism, in Islam, and in ancient and medieval Christianity. So far as
theology is concerned, the development of intellectualism by the priest
hood has also taken place in modern Christianity. In the religions of
Egypt, in Zoroastrianism, in some phases of ancient Christianity, and in
Brahmanism during the age of the Vedas (i.e., before the rise of lay
asceticism and the philosophy of the Upanishads) the priesthood suc
ceeded in largely monopolizing the development of religious metaphysics
and ethics. Such a priestly monopoly was also present in Judaism and
Islam. But in Judaism it was strongly reduced by the strong impact of
lay prophecy, and in Islam the very impressive power of the priesthood.
w~s limited by the challenge of Sufi, speculation. In all the branches
of Buddhism and Islam, as well as in ancient and medieval Christianity,
it W;JS the monks or groups oriented to monasticism who, besides the
priests or in their stead, concerned themselves with and wrote in all
the areas of theological and ethical thought, as well as in metaphysics
and' considerable segments of science. In addition, they also occupied
themselves with the production of artistic literature. The cuItic impor
tance of the singer played a role in bringing epic, lyrical and satirical
poetry into the Vedas in India and the erotic poetry of Israel into the
Bible; the psychological affinity 'of mystic and spiritual (pneumatisch)
emotion to poetic inspiration shaped the role of the mystic in the poetry
of both the Orient and Occident.

But here we are concerned, not with literary production" but rather
the determination of the religion itself by the particular character of the
intellectual strata who exerted a decisive influence upon it. The intel
lectual influence upon religion of the priesthood, even where it was the
chief carrier of literature, was of quite varied scope, depending on which
non-priestly strata opposed the priesthood and on the power position of
the priesthood itself. The specifically ecclesiastical influence reached
its .strongest expression in late Zoroastrianism and in the religions of
Egypt and Babylonia. Although Judaism of the Deuteronomic and exilic

.periods W<JS prophetic in essence, the priesthood exerted a marked forma
tive influence upon the developing religion. In later Judaism, however,
it was not the priest but the rabbi who exercised the decisive influence.
Christianity was decisively influenced by the priesthood and by monas4

deism at the end of Antiquity and in the High Middle Ages, and then
again in the period of the Counter-Reformation. Pastoral influences
were dominant in Lutheranism and early Calvinism. Hinduism was
fanned and influenced to an extraordinary degree by the Brahmins, at
least in its institutional and social components. This applies particularly
to the caste system that arose wherever the Brahmins arrived, the social

I
I.
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hierarchy of which was ultimately determined by the rank the Brahmins
assigned to each particular caste. Buddhism in all its varieties, but par
ticularly Lamaism, has been thoroughly influenced by monasticism, which
has to a lesser degree influenced large groups in oriental Christianity.

2. High-Status Intellectuals as Religious Innovators

Here we are particularly concerned with the relationship to the,
priesthood of the non-ecclesiastical lay intelligentsia other than the
monks, and in addition, with the relation of the intellectual strata to the
religious enterprise and their position within the religious community.
We must at this point establish as a fact of fundamental importance that
all the great religious doctrines of Asia are creations of intellectuals. The
salvation doctrines of Buddhism and ]ainism, as well as aU related
doctrines, were carried by an intellectual elite that had undergone train
ing in the Vedas. This training, though not always of a strictly scholarly
nature, was appropriate to the education of Hindu aristocrats, particu
larly members of the Kshatriya nobility, who stood in opposition to the
Brahmins. In China the carriers of Confucianism, beginning with the
founder himself and including Lao Tzu, who is officially regarded as
the initiator of Taoism, were either officials who had received a classical
literary education or philosophers with corresponding training.

The religions of China and India display counterparts of practically
all the theoretical variants of Greek philosophy, though frequently
in modified form. Confucianism, as the official ethic of China, was
entirely borne by a group of aspirants to official positions who had re
ceived a classical literary education, but it is true that Taoism became
a popular enterprise of practical magic. The great reforms of Hinduism
were accomplished by aristocratic intellectuals who had received a Brah
minie education, although subsequently the organization of communities
frequently. fell in!Q the hands of members of lower castes. Thus, the
process of reform'iti 1ndia took another direction from that of the Re
formation in Northern Europe, which was also led by educated men
who had received professiona~ clerical training, as well as from that of
the Cathohc Counter-Reformation, which at 6rst found its chief slip"
port from Jesuits trained in dialectic, like Salmeron and Laynez. The
course of the reform movement in India differed also from the recon
struction of Islamic doctrine by al-Ghazali [A.D. 1058-1111J, which
combined mysticism and orthodoxy, with leadership remaining partly
in the hands of the official hierarchy and partly in the hands of a newly
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developed office nobility with the.ological training. So too, Manicheanism
and Gnosticism, the salvation religions of the Near East, are both
specifically religions of intellectuals. This is true of their founders, their
chief carriers, and the character of their salvation doctrines as well.

In all these cases, in spite of various differences among the religions
in question, the intellectual strata were relatively high in the social scale
and possessed philosophical training that <;orresponded to that of the
Greek schools of philosophy or to the most learned types of monastic or
secular humanistic training of the late medieval period. These groups
were the bearers of the ethic or the salvation doctrine in each case. Thus
intellectual strata might, within a given religious situation, constitute
an academic enterprise comparable to that of the Platonic academy and
the related schools of philosophy in Greece. In that case the intellectual
Strata, like those in Greece, would take no official position regarding
existing religious practice. They often ignored or philosophically rein
terpreted the existing religious practice rather than directly withdrawing
themselves from it. On their part, the official representatives of the cult,
like the state officials charged with cultic responsibility in China Or the
Brahmins in India, tended to treat the doctrine of the intellectuals as
either orthodox or heterodox, the latter in the cases of the materialistic
doctrines of China and the dualist Sankhya philosophy of India. We
cannot enter into any additional details here regarding these movements,
which have a primarily academic orientation and are only indirectly
related to practical religior•. Our chief interest is rather in those other
movements, previously mentioned, which are particularly concerned
with the creation of a religious ethic. Our best examples in classical
Antiquity are the Pythagoreans and Neo-Platonists. These movements of
intellectuals have uniformly arisen among socially privileged strata or
have been Jed or decisively influenced by men from these groups.

3- The Political Decline of Privileged Strata and the
Escapism of Intellectuals

The development of a strong salvation religion by socially privileged
groups nonnally has the best chance when demilitarization has set in
for these groups and when they have lost either the possibility of political
aCtivity or the interest in it. Consequently, salvation religions usually
emerge when the ruling strata, noble or middle class, have lost their
political power to a bureaucratic-militaristic unitary state. The with
drawal of the ruling strata from politics, for whatever reason, also favors j.

I
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the development of a salvation religion. In such a case, the fuling strata
come to consider their intellectual training in its ultimate intellectual and
psychological consequences far more important for them than their
practical participation in the external affairs of the mundane world. This
docs not mean that the salvation religions arise only at such times. On
the conirary, the intellectual conceptions in question m3Y sometimes
arise without the stimulus of such anterior conditions, as a result of un
prejudiced reflection in periods of dynamic political or social change.
But in that CdSC such modes of thought tcnd to lead a kind of under
ground existence, normally becoming dominant only when the intel
lectuals have undergone depoliticization.

Confucianism, the ethic of a powerful officialdom, rejected all doc"
trines of salvation, On the other hand, )8ini\ffi and Buddhism, which
provide radical antitheses to Confucianist accommodation to the world,
were tangible expressions of an intellectualist attitude that \V.as utterly
anti-political, pacifistic, and world-rejecting. We do not know, however,
whether the sometimes considerable foJJowing of these two religions in
India was increased by events of the times which tended to reduce pre"
occupation with political matters. The pJurJlism of tiny states headed by
minor Hindu princes before the time of Alexander, stJtes lacking any
sort of political dynamic in the face of the impressive unity of Brahman
ism (which was gradually forging to the front everywhere in India),
\...'as in itself enough to induce those groups of the nobility who had un
dergone intelJectu,d training to sel'k fulJiJIment of their interests outside
of politics. Therefore the scripturally enjoined worJd"renunci<ttion of the
Brahmin (as a vanaprastha-forest dweller-who foregoes his portion
in old age) and the popular veneration accorded to him resulted in the
evolution of non-Brahminic ascetics (slIramanas). It is possible of course
that the actual development went in the othet direction, so that the
recommendation of ,"vorld-renunciation to the Brahmin who "has seen
the son of his son" is the later of the two phenomena, and a borrowing,
In any case, the slzramanas, as the possessors of ascetic charisma, soon
outstripped the offici<:d priesthood in popular esteem. This form of monas
tic apoliticism had been endemic among the nobles of India since very
.early times, i,e" long before apolitical philosophical salvation doctrines
arose,

The Near Eastern salvation religions, whether of a mystagogic or
prophetiC type, as weIl as the oriental and Hellenistic salvation doctrines,
whether of a more religious type or a more philosophical type of which
lay intellectuals were the protagonists, were, insofar as they included the
socially privileged strata at all, virtually without exception the conse-
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quence of the educated strata's enforced or voluntary loss of political
influence and participation. In Babylonia the turn to salvation religion,
intersected by components whose provenience ",..as outside Babylonia,
appeared hrst in Mandaeism. The religion of intellectuals in the Near
East took this turn first through participation in the cult of Mithra and
the cults of other saviors, and then through participation in the cults of
Gnosticism and i\lanicheism, after all politic3l interest had died off in
the educated strata. In Greece there had always been salvation religion
among the intellectual strata, even before the Pythagorean sect arose,
but it did not dominate groups with decisive politic;"!l power. The suc
cess of philosophical salvation doctrines and the propaganda of salvation
cults ::llnong the by elite during late Hellenic <llld noman times parallels
these groups' :;nal turning aside from political participation. Indeed, the
somewhat verbose "religious" interests of our German intellectuals of
the present time :He mtimately connected with political frustrations that
are responsihle for their political indifference.

, Quests for salvation which arise among privileged classes are gen
erally charncterized by a disposition toward an "illummatic.n" mysticism,
to be analyzed later, which is associated with a distinctively intellectual
qualification for salvation. This brings about a strong devaluation of the
natural, sensual, and physical, as constituting, according to their psycho
logical experience, a temptation to deviate from this distinctive road to
salvation. The exaggeration and fastidious refinement of sexuality, along
with the simultaneous suppression of normal sexuality in favor of substi
tute abreactions, were determined by the life patterns of those who might
be termed "nothing-but-intellectuals"; and these exaggerations and sup
pressions of sexuality occasionally played a role for which modern psy
chopathology has not yet formulated uniformly applicable rules. These
phenomena are strongly reminiscent of certain phenomena, especially
in the Gnostic mysteries, which clearly appear to have been sublimated
masturbatory surrogates for the orgies of the peasantry. These purely
psychological preconditions of the process whereby religion is irrarion"al·
ized are intersected by the natural rationalistic need of inteIlectualism
to conceive the world as a'meaningful cosmos. Some typical outcomes
are the Hindu doctrine of karma (of which more will be said presently)
and its Buddhist variant; the Book of Job among the Hebrews, which
presumably originated in aristocratic intellectual groups; and the com·
parable elements in Egyptian literature, in Gnostic speculation, and in
Manichean dualism.

Once a salvation doctrine and an ethic of intellectualist origin has
become a mass religion, an esotericism or aristocratic status ethic arises
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that is adjusted to the needs of the intellectually trained groups. Mean
while, however, the religion has become transformed into a doctrine
of a popular magical savior, thereby meeting the needs of the non
intellectual masses. Thus in China, alongside the Confucianist status
ethic of the bureaucrats, who were completely uninterested in salvation,
Taoist magic and Buddhist sacramental and ritud grace survived in a
petrified form as the faith of the folk, though such beliefs were despised
by those who had received a classical education. Similarly, the Buddhist
salvation ethic of the monastic groups lived on alongside the magic and
idolatry of the laity, the continued existence of tabooistic magic, and the
new development of a savior religion within Hinduism. In Gnosticism
and its related cults the intellectualist religion took the form of mys
tagogy, with a hierarchy of sanctifications which the unilluminated were
excluded from attaining.

The salvation sought by the intellectual is always based on inner
need, and hence it is at once more remote from life, more theoretical
and more systematic than salvation from external distress, the quest for
which is characteristic of nonprivileged strata. The intellectual seeks in
various ways, the casuistry of which extends into infinity, to endow his
life with a pervasive meaning, and thus to find unity with himself, with
his fellow men, and with the cosmos. It is the intellectual who conceives
of the "world" as a problem of meaning. As intellectualism suppresses
belief in magic, the world's processes become disenchanted, lose their
magical significance, and henceforth simply "are" "od "happen" but no
longer signify anything. As a consequence, there is a growing demand
that the world and the total pattern of life be subject to an order tbat
is significant and meaningful.

The conRict -of this requirement of meaningfulness with the em
pirical realities of the world and its institutions, and with the possibilities
of conducting one's life in the empirical world, are responsible for the
intellectual's characteristic Hight from the world. This may be an escape
into absolute loneliness, or in its more modern form, e.g., in the case of
Rousseau, to a nature unspoiled by human institutions. Again, it lllay be
a world-fleeing romanticism like the Hight to the "people," untouched by
social conventions, characteristic of the Russian narodnichestvo. It
may be more contemplative, or more actively ascetic; it may primarily
seek individual salvation or cone~tive revolutionary transformation of the
~orld in the direction of a more ethical status. All these doctrines are
equally appropriHte to apolitical intellectualism and may appear as reli
gious doctrines of salvation, 2S on occasion they have act<-lally appeared.
The distinctive world-Seeing character of intellectualist religion also has
one of its roots here.
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4· The Religious Impact of Proletarian, Petty-Bourgeois
and Pariah 1ntellectualism

Yet the philosophical intellectualism of those classes that are usually
well provided for socially and economically (particularly apolitical nobles
or rentiers, officials, and incumbents of benefices whether of churches,
monastic establishments, institutions of higher learning, or the like) is
by no means the only kind of intellectualism, and frequently it is not the
most important kind of intellectualism for the development of religion.
For there is also a quasi-proletarian (proletaroid) intellectualism that is
everywhere connected with aristocratic intellectualism by transitional
forms and differs from it only in the character of its distinctive attitude.
Members of this class include people at the edge of the minimum stand¥
ard of living; small "officials and incumbents of prebends, who generally
are equipped with what is regarded as an inferior education. scribes,
who were not members of privileged strata in periods when writing was
,a special vocation. elementary school teachers of all sorts; wandering
poets; narrators; reciters; and practitioners of similar free proletaroid
callings. Above all, we must include in this category the self-taught
intelligentsia of the disprivileged ("negatively privileged") strata, of
whom the classic examples are the Russian proletaroid peasant "intelli
gentsia in Eastern Europe, and the socialist-anarchist proletarian intel
ligentsia in the West. To this general category there might also be added
groups of a far different background, such as the Dutch peasantry as
late as the 6rst half of the nineteenth century, who had an impre.~sive

knowledge of the Bible, the petty-bourgeois Puritans of seventeenth
century England, and the religiously interested journeymen of all times
and peoples. Above an, there inust be included the classical m~nifesta

tions of the Jewish laity, including the Pharisees, the Chassidim, and
the mass of the pious Jews who daily studied the law.

It may be noted that pariah intellectualism, appearing among all
proletaroid incumbents of small prebends, the Russian peasantry, and
the mOre or less itinerant folk, derives its intensity from the fact that
the groups which are at the lower end of, or altogether outside of, the
social hierarchy stand to a certain extent on the. point of Archimedes
in relation to social conventions, both in respect to the external order and
in respect to common opinions. Since these groups are not bound by the
social conventions, they are capable of an original attitude toward the
rp;eaning of the cosmos; and since they are not impeded by any material
considerations, they ,are capable of intense ethical and religious emotion.
Insofar as they belonged to the middle classes, like the religiously sel£
taught petty-bourgeois groups, their religious needs tended to assume
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either an ethically rigorous or an occult form. The intellectualism of the
journeyman stands midway between these [pariah and petty-bourgeois
manifestations of intenectualism], and is significant because the itinerant
journeyman is particularly qualified for missionizing.

In Eastern Asia and India, so far as is known, pariah intellectualism
is practically non-existent, as is petty-bourgeois intellectualism. The latter
requires the communal feel 109 of an urb<ln citizenry, but this is <lbsent.
Both <l1so lack the emllncip<ltion from magic, which is a prereqUisite for
them. Indeed, even those forms of religion that emerged out of the lower
C<lstcs take their Gathils from the Brahmins. In China as well, there is
no independent, unofficial intellectualism apart from the Confucian
education. Confucianism is the ethic of the "noble" man (i.e., the "gen
tleman," as Dvorak' has correctly translated the term). Confucianism
is quite explicitly a status ethic, or more correctly, a systematization of
rulc~ of etiquette appropriate to a dignified stratum the members of
which have undergone literary training. The situation was not different
in the ancient Levant and Egypt, so far as is known. There the mte!
lectualism of the scribes, insofar as it lead to ethical and religious re
Rection, belonged cnmely to the type of intellectualism which is some
times apolitical hut always aristocratic and anti-plebeian.

5. The Inteliectualis1Il of II igher- and Lower-Ranking
Strata in Ancient Judaism

In ancient Isrdel. the author of the Book of Job assumed that upper
cbss groups are dmong the GlfTiefs of religious intellectu;lJism. The Book
of Proverbs and related works show traces in their vcry form of h<lvlng
been touched by the internationalization of the educated and apolitical
higher strata resuIting from their mutua! contact with clch other after
Alexander's arrival in the East. Some of the dicta in Proverbs dre directly
attributed to a non-JeWish king, and in general the liturature stamped
with the name of "Solomon" betrays marks of an international culture.
Ben Sira's emphatic stress upon the wisdom of the fathers in oppOSition
to HeJleniz<ltion already demonstrates that there wa~; a trend in this
direction. Moreover, 3S Bousset2 correctly pointed out, the "scribe" or
"scriptural scholar" of that time \\'110 was learned in the hi"" was, accord
ing to the Book of Ben Sira, a widely traveled and cultivated gentleman.
There is throughout this book, as Meinhold has emphasized, a dearly
expressed anti-plebeian line, quite comparable to that found among the
Greeks: How can the peasant, the smith, or the potter have wisdom,
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which only leisure for reflection and dedication to study can produce?>
Ezra is designated as the "first scribe," yet far older was the influential
position of the priests, ideologists with a pure religious interest who had
swarmed about the prophets, and without whom the imposition of the
Book of Deureronomy would never have taken place. On the other hanel,
the dominant position of the scribes, that means, those who know
Hebrew and can interpret the divine commands, and whose position
is almost equivalent to the Islamic mufti, arises much later than that of
Ezra, the official creator of the theocracy, who had received his powers
from the PerSi311 emperor.

The social position of the scribes nevertheless underwent changes.
At the time of the .\1accabean commonwealth, piety-in essence a rather
s(,hcr wisdom of life, as illustrated by the doctrine of xenophilia-was
regarJed as identical with education or "culture" (musur, paideia);
the latter was the key to virtue, which was regarded as teachable in
the same sense as among the Greeks. Yet the pious intellectuals of even

,that period, like the lmljority of the Psalmists, felt themselves to he in
Sh:Hp oppoSition to the wealthy and proud, among \...·hom fidelity to the
law was uncommon, even though these intellectuals were of the same
social cbss as the wealthy and proud. On the other hand, the schools
of scriptural schol;>.--s of the Herodian period, whose frustration and
psycbologIcul tension grew in the face of the obvious inevitability of
subjugation to a foreign power, produced a proletaroid class of mter
prcters of the law. These served as pastoral counselors, preachers and
teachers in the synugogues, and their representatives <lIso sat in the
S'mhedrin. They inHuenced deciSIvely the popular piety of those mem·
bers (chaberim) of the Jewish community who were rigidly faithful to
the law in the sense of the perus!1im Cplwrisaioi). In the Talmudic
period. this function,ll activity developed into the rabbinate, a profession
of congregational functionaries. Through this stratum there now ensued,
in contrast to wh'lt had gone before, a tremendous expansion of petty
bourgeOiS :J.Ild pariah intellectualism, such as we do not find 'lmong any
other people. Philo 3lready regarded "general puhlic schools" for the
diffusion of literacy and of systematiC education in casuistical thinking as
the hallmark of the Jews. It was the infhlCnce of this stratum that first
'supplanted, among urban Jews, the activity of the prophets by the cult
of fidelity to the law and to the study of the sacred scriptures of the law.

This jewish stratum of popular intellectuals, entirely remote from
any connection with rnystery religions, unquestionably occupied a lower
social position than the strata of philosophers and mystagogues in Hel
lenistiC societics of the Ne<1r East. But intellectualism was undoubtcdly
alre:ldy diffused throughout the various social strata of the Hellenistic
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Orient in pre-Christian times, and in fact produced in the various
mysteries and cults of salvation, by allegory and speculation, dogmas
similar to those generated by the Orphics, who generally seem to have
belonged to the middle classes. These mysteries and soteriological specu
lations were certainly well known to a sCriptural scholar of the Diaspora
like Paul, who rejected them vigorously; it will be recalled that the cult
of Mithra was widely diffused in Cilida during the time of Pompey
[ca. 60 B.C.] as a religion of pirates, although the epigraphic evidence for
its existence specifically at Tars.us stems from the Christian era. It is
quite likely that salvation hopes of different kinds and origins existed.
side by side in Judaism for a long period, especially in the provinces. '
Otherwise, it would have been impossible for Judaism to produce even in
the period of the prophets, in addition to the idea of a future monarch
of the Jewish people restored to power, the idea that another king of the
poor folk would enter Jerusalem upon a donkey; and indeed it would
have been difficult for the Jews to evolve their idea of the "son of man,"
an obvious linguistic product of Semitic grammar.

All in all, l?y intellectualism, whether of the noble or the pariah
kind, is involved in every complex soreriology which develops abstrac
tions and opens up cosmic perspectives, going far beyond mythologies
oriented to the mere processes of nature or to the simple prediction of
the appearance at some future time of a good king who is already wait
ing somewhere in concealment.

. 6. The Predominance of Anti-Intellectualist Currents In

Early Christianity

This scriptural scholarship, which is an instance of petty-bourgeois
intellectualism, entered from Judaism into early Christianity. Paul, ap
parently an artisan like many of the late Jewish scriptural scholars (in
sharp contrast to the intellectuals of the period of Ben Sira, who pro
duced anti-plebeian wisdom doctrines), is an outstanding representative
of this class in early Christianity, though of course other traits are also
to be found in Paul. His gnosis, though very remote from that conceived
by the speculative intellectuals of the Hellenistic Orient, could later
provide many points of support for the Marcionite movement. Intel
lectualism rooted in a sense of pride that only those chosen by god under
stand the parables of the master was also strongly marked in Paul, who
boasted that his true knowledge was "to the Jews a stumbling block and
to the Greeks foolishness." Paul's doctrine,Of the dualism of flesh and
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spirit has some relationship to the attitudes toward sensuality typical of
intellectualist salvation doctrines, but it is rooted in other conceptions.
A somewhat superficial acquaintance with Hellenistic philosophy can be
presumed in his thought. Above all, Paul's conversion was not merely a
vision, in the sense of hallucinatory perception. Rather, his conversion
was also recognition of the profound inner relationship between the
personal fate of the resurrected founder of Christianity and the cultic
ideologies of the general Oriental savior doctrines and conceptions of
salvation (with which Paul was well acquainted), in which the promises
of Jewish prophecy now found their place for him.

The argumentation of Paul's Epistles represents the highest type of
dialectic found among petty-bourgeois intellectuals. Paul assumes a
remarkable degree of direct "logical imagination" on the part of the
groups he is a::ldressing in such compoSitions as the Epistle to the Ro
mans. It is most likely that it was not Paul's doctrine of justification
which was taken over at the time, but rather his conception of the
relationship between spirit and the community and his conception of the
manner in which spirit is accommodated to the facts of the everyday
world. The fierce anger directed against him by the Jews of the Diaspora,
for whom his dialectical method must have appeared as a misuse of
education, only shows how thoroughly just such a method corresponded
to the mental attitude of the petty-bourgeois intellectual. This intel
lectualism was continued by the charismatic teachers (didaskaloi) in
pristine Christian communities as late as the Didache; and Harnack
found a specimen of its hermeneutic in the Epistle to the Hebrews: But
this intellectualism disappeared with the slow growth of the bishops' and
presbyters' monopoly of the spiritual leadership of the community. In
replacement of such intellectuals and teachers came first the intellectual
ist apologists, then the patristic church fathers and dogmatists, who had
received a Hellenistic education and were almost all clerics, and then
the emperors, who had a dilettante interest in theology. The culmination
of this development was the emergence into power in the [3st, after vic
tory in the iconoclastic struggle, of monks recruited from the lowest non
Greek social groups. Thenceforth it became impossible to eliminate
completely from the Eastern church the type of fvrmalistic dialectic
common to all these circles and associated with a semi-intellectualistic,
semi-primitive, and magical ideal of self-deification of the church.

Yet one factor was decisive f0r the fate of ancient Christianity. From
its inception Christianity w~s a salvation doctrine in respect to its genesis,
its typical carrier, and the religious way of life that appeared decisive to
this carrier. From its very beginning, Christianity, notwithstanding the
many similarities of its soteriological myth to the general Near Eastern
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pattern of such myths, from which it borrowed elements that it changed,
took a position against intellectualism with the greatest possible aware
ness and consistency. Nor docs it argue aga!'J~st the anti-intellectualism of
Christianity that Paul took over the hermeneutical methodology of the
scribes. Primitive Christianity took stands against both the ritualistic
and legalistic scholarship of Judaism and the soteri01ogy of the Gnostic
intellectual aristocrats, and it most strongly repudiated ancient phi
losophy.

The distinctive characteristics of Christianity were its rejection of
the Gnostic denigration of believers (pistikoi) and its affirmation that
the exemplary Christians were those endowed with pneuma, the poor
in spirit, rather than the scholars. Christianity also taught uniquely that
the wav to salvation is not derived from dCldemic education in the Law. . ,
from wisdom about the cosmic or psychological grounds of life and suf
fering, from knowledge of the conditions of life within the world, from
knowledge of the mysterious significance of sacramental rites, or from
knowledge of the future destiny of the soul in the other world. To these
hallmarks of Christianity must be added the bet that a considerable
portion of the inner history of the early dlllre-h, including the formula
tion of dogma, represented the struggle of Christianity against intd
1 ctualism in all its forms.

If one wishes to characterize succinctly, m a formula so to speak,
the types representative of the various strata that were the primary
CJrriers or propagators of the so-called world religions, they would be
the follOWing: In ConFuci::mism, the world-orgal1lzing bureaucrat; in
Hinduism, the world·ordering magician; in Buddhism, the mendicant'
monk wandering through the world; in Isbm, the warrior seeking to
conquer the worlel; in Judaism, the wandering trader; and in Chris
tianity, the itinerant journeym'll1 To be sure, all these types must not
be taken as exponents of their own occupational or mate~idl "class
interests," hut rather as the ideological carriers of the kind of ethical or
sal"fltion doctrine which wther readily conformed to their social position.

As for Islam, its distinctive religiosity could hflve experienced an
infusion of intellectualism, apart from the official schools of law and
theology and the temporary efflorescence of scientific interests, only after
its penetration by Sufism, but the latter's orientation was not along intel
lectual lines. Indeed, tendencies toward rationalism were completely
lacking in the popular dervish faith. In Islam only a few heterodox
sects, which possessed considerable influence at certain times, displayed
a distinctly intellectualistic character. Otherwise Islam, like medieval
Christianity, produced in its universities tendencies towards scholas
ticism.
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7..Elite and Mass Intellectualism in Medieval
Christianity

It is imposisble to expatiate here on the relationships of intellectualism
to religion in medieval Christianity. In any case this religion, ai least
as far as its sociologically significant effects arc concerned, was not spe
Cifically oriented to intellectual elements. The strong influence of mo
nastic rationalism upon the substantive content of the culture may be
clarified only by a comparison of Occidentn] mon;lsticism with that of
the Near East and Asia, of which a brief sketch will be given later. The
peculiar nature of Occidental monasticism determined the distinctive
cultural influence of the church in the \Vest. During the medicvd
period, Occidental Christianity did not have;) religious by intelleetu,Jlism
of any appreciable extent, whether of a petty-bourgeois or of a pariah
character, although some religious lay intellectualism was occasionally
found among the sects. On the other hand, the role of the educated
classes in the development of the church was not a minor one. The
educated strata of Carolingian, Ottonic, 'Inc;! S,J!ic imperiall",;m worked
towards !In imperial and theocratic cultural org;mizntion, just as did the
Josephite monks in l(}th century Russia." Above all, the Gregorian
reform movement and the struggle for power on the part of the papacy
were carried forward by the ideology of an elite intellectual stratum that
entered in:,) a united front with the rising bourgeoisie against the feudal
powers. V/ith the increasing dissemination of university education and
with the struggle of the papacy to monopolize, for the s3kc of fiscal
~dministration or simple patronage, the enormous m:mber of benefices
which provided the economic support for this educated stratum, the
ever-growing class of these "beneficiaries" turned against the papacy in
what was at first an essentially economic and nationalistic lIltcrest in
monopoly. Then, followmg the Schism, these intellectuals turned against
the papaLy ideologically, becoming tI)e carriers of the conciliar)' reform
movement and later of Humanism.

The sociology of the Humanists, particularly the trnnsformation of
a feudal and clerical education into a courtly culture based on the
largesse of patrons, is not without inherent int~rest, but we are unable
to linger over it at this 'point. The ambivalent <lttitude of the Humanists
tow,nd the Rcform3tion was primarily caused by icleologicJl be tors.
Insofar ;1S I fumanists placed themselves in the service of building the
churches of either the Hcform<ltion or the Countcr-HcformJtion, they
played an extremely important, though not decisive, role in organizing
church schools and in developing doctrine. But insofar as they became
the carriers of particular religiosity (actually a whole series of particular
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types of faith), they remained without permanent inRuence. In keeping
with their entire pattern of life, these Humanist groups of the classically
educated were altogether antipathetic to the masses and to the religious
sects. They remained alien to the turmoil and particularly to the
demagogy of priests and preacherS; on the whole they remained Erastian
or irenic in temper, for which reason alone they were condemned to
suffer progressive loss of influence.

In addition to sophisticated scepticism and rationalistic enlighten
ment, the Humanists displayed a tender religiousness, particularly in the
Anglican group; an earnest and frequently ascetic moralism, as in the
circle of Port Royal; and an individualistic mysticism, as in Germany
during the 6rst period and in Italy. But struggles involving realistic
power and economic interests were waged, if not by outright violence,
then at least with the means of demagogy, to which ~these Humanist
groups were not equal. It is obvious that at least those churches desiring
to win the participation of the ruling classes and particularly of the uni
versities needed claSSically trained theological polemicists as well as
preachers with classical training. Within Lutheranism, as a result of its
alliance with the power of the nobility, the combination of education
and religious activity rapidly devolved exclusively upon professional
theologians.

Hudibras [Samuel Butler's mock-heroic poem, ,663-78] still mocked
the Puritan groups for their ostensible philosophical erudition, but what
gave the Puritans, and above all the Baptist sects, their insuperable
power of resistance was not the intellectualism of the elite but rather
the intellectualism of the plebeian and occasionally even the pariah
classes, for Baptist Protestantism was in its 6rst period a movement
carried by wandering craftsmen or apostles. There was no distinctive
intellectual stratum with a characteristic life pattern among these Protes
tant sects, but after the close of a brief period of missionary activity by
their wandering preachers, it was the middle class that became suffused
with their intellectualism. The unparalleled diffusion of knowledge
about the Bible and interest in extremely abstruse and ethereal dogmatic
controversies which was characteristic of the Puritans of the seventeenth
century, even among peasants, created a popular religious intellectualism
never found since, and comparable only to that found in late Judaism
and to the religious mass intellectualism of the Pauline missionary com
munities. In contrast to the situations in Holland, parts of Scotland, and
the American colonies, this popular religious intellectualism soon dwin
dled in England after the power spheres and the limits for seizing power
had been tested and determined in the religious wars. However, this
period fanned the intellectualism of the educated in the Anglo-Saxon
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realm, marked as it is by a traditional deference toward a deistic
enlightened kind -of religion, of varying degrees of mildness, wttich never
reach the point of anti..dericalism (a phenomenon that we wiIt not
pursue at this point). Since this Anglo-Saxon mentality has been de-
termined by the traditionalist attitudes and the moralistic interests of
the politically powerful middle class, and thus by a. religious plebeian
intellectualism, it provides the sharpest contrast to the transfonnation
of the basically aristocratic and court-eentered education of tie Latin
countries into radical antipathy or indifference to the church.

8. Modem Intellectual Sti';US Groups and Secular
Salvation Ideologies

These Anglo-Saxon and Latin developments, which ultimately had
an anti-metaphysical impact, contrast with the German brand of "non
pOlitical" elite education, which is neither apolitical nor anti-politica1.8

This kind of education resulted from concrete historical events and had
few (and mostly negative) sociological' determinants. It was meta
physically oriented, but had very little to do with specifically religious
needs, least of aU any quest for salvation. On the other hand, the
plebeian and pariah intellectualism of Germany,-like that of the Latin
countries, increasingly took aradica1ly ant~·religious turn, which became
particularly marked after the rise of the economically eschatological
faith of socialism. This development was in marked ,contrast to that in
the Anglo-Saxon areas, where the most serious forms of religion since
Puritan times have had a sectarian rather than an institutional-authori
tarian character.

Only these anti-religious sects had a stratum of declasse<! intellectuals
:who were able to sustain a quasi-religious belief in the socialist eschatol
ogy at least for a while. This particular "academic" element receded to
the extent that the workers took their interests into their own hanJs. It
receded further because of the inevitable disillusionment with an almost
superstitious veneration of science as the possible creator or at least
prophet of social revolution, violent or peaceful, in the sense of salvation
from class rule. So, too, it comes about that the only remaining variant
of socialism in western Europe equivalent to a religious faith, namely
syndicalism, can easily turn into a romantic game played by circles
without direct economic interests.

The last great movement of intellectuals which, though not sus
tained by a uniform faith, shared enough basic elements to approximate
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a religion was the Russian revolutionary intelligentsia, in which pa
trician, academic and aristocratic intellectuals stood next to plebeian ones.
Plebeian intellectualism was represented by th~ proletaroid minor official
dom, which was highly sophisticated' in its sociological thinking and
broad cultural interests; it was composed especially of the zemst'Vo offi
cials (the so-called "third element"). Moreover, this kind of intellectu
alism was advanced by journalists, elementary school teachers, revolu
tionary apostles and a peasant intelligentsia that arose out of the Russian
social conditions. In the eighteen-seventies, this movement culminated
in an appeal to a theory of natural rights, oriented primarily toward
agricultural communism, the so-called narodnichest'Vo (populism). II;
the nineties, this movement dashed sharply with Marxist dogmatics, but
in part also aligned itself with it. Moreover, attempts were made to relate
it, usually in an obscure manner, flISt to Slavophile romantic, then
mystical, religiOSity or, at least, religious emotionalism. Under the in
fluence of Dostoevsky and Tolstoy, an ascetic and acosmistic patterning
of personal life was created among some relatively large groups of these
Rus.'iian intellectuals. We shall leave untouched here tlle question as to
what extent this movement, so strongly infused with the influence of
Jewish proletarian intellectuals who were ready for any sacrifice, can
continue after the catastrophe of the Russian revolution (in 1906).

In Western Europe, ever since the seventeenth century, the view
points of Enlightenment religions produced, in both Anglo-Saxon and,
more recently, Gallic t.'Ulture areas, unitarian and deistic communities
and communities of a syncretistic, atheistic, or free-church variety. Bud
dhistic conceptions, or what passed for such, also played some part in
this development. In Gennany, Enlightenment religious views found
a hearing among the same groups that were interested in Freemasonry,
namely those devoid of direct economic interests, especiaIIy university
professors but also dedassed ideologists and educated groups partly or
wholly belonging to the proletariat. On the other hand, both the Hindu
Enlightenment (Brahma-Samaj) and the Persian Enlightenment were
products-of contact with European culture.

The practical importance of such movements for the sphere of cul
ture was greater in the past than now. Many elements conspire to render
unlikely any serious possibility of a new congregational religion borne
by intellectuals. This constellation of factors includes the interest of the
privileged strata in maintaining the existing religion as an instrument for
controlling the masses, their need for social distance, their abhorrence
of mass enlightenment as tending to destrqy the prestige of elite groups,
and their well-founded rejection of any faith in the possibility that some
new creed acceptable to large segments of the population cQ..uld supplant
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the traditional creeds (from the texts of which everyone interprets some
thing away. orthodoxy ten percent and liberals ninety percent). Finally,
and above all, there is the scornful indifference of the privileged strata
to religious problems and to the church. Performance of some irksome
formalities does not constitute much of a sacrince, inasmuch as everyone
knows they are just that-formalities best performed by the official
guardians of orthodoxy and the social conventions, and acted on in the
interest of -a successful career because the state requires them performed.

The need of literary, academic, or cafe-society intellectuals to include
"religious" feelings in the inventory of their sources of impressions and
sensations, and among their topics for discussion, has never yet given
rise to a new religion. Nor can a religious renascence be generated by the
need of authors to compose books on such interesting topics or by the
far more effective need of clever publishers to sell such books. No matter
how much the appearance of a widespread religiOUS interest may be
simulated, no new religion has ever resulted from such needs· of in
tellectuals or from their chatter. The pendulum of fashion will presently
remove this subject of conversation and journalism. .

NOTES
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man"; cf. alsoGAzRS, I, 449.

2. See Wilhelm Bousset, Die Religion des ]udentums irn neuustamentIichen
Zeimlter (Berlin: Reuther und Reichard, 1906), sec. ed., 187f.

3. Ecclesiasticus (i.e., The Wisdom of Jesus hen Sirach) xxxviii;25-39. The
reference to Johannes Me,inhold's writings could not be identified, but cE. his
Geschichu des jUdischen Volkes (Leipzig: Quelle und Meyer, 1916), 63, which
was probably published too late to be used here.

4. Cf. Adolf von Harnack; Lehrbuch der D.ogmengesehichu (Tiibingen:
Mohr, 1909), vol. I, t04ff; on the Didache and the ancient Christian distinction
between apostles, prophets and charismatic teachers, see id., Die Mission und Am
breitung des Christentums in den ersten drei Jahrhunderten (Leipzig: Hinrich,
1902), 237-51.

5. This refers to the so-called "Church Party" of the period of Ivan II and
Vasilii III, around 1500. Its leader was Iosif Sanin, the abbot of Volokolamsk,
who extolled the Muscovite rulers as the God-ordained secular ann of the church;
it was durir".: this time that the idea of Moscow as the Third (and last) Rome
became established. Iosif and his followers, the "Josephites," fought both the
rationalist heresy of the so-called Judaizers, a widespread and highly-placed anti
Trinitarian and anti-monastic movement, and the radis::al monastic movement of
Nil Sorski who wanted the cloisters to abandon the lands and villages attached
to them. The Josephites pressed for an improvement of monastic mores, but they
defended the monastic landholdings against the secular interest of the Tsar as
well as against otherwordly radicalism. Cf. D. S, Mirsky, Russia: A Social His-
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wry (London: Cresset, 1931), 138; Gdnthet StOckl. RtWisehe GUchichu
(Stuttgart: Kroner. 1962), 218-30'

6. In German ""l'Olitisch (non-political) usually refers to an attitude of
proud di~for any involvement in~ ae:t:ivities and £or the realities ol
parliamentary politics. Thomas 'Mann s nationalist abenaoon during the 6rst
World War, for example, was entitled·Refiections IJf a Non-Political Man ~.
tTacntuftgen emes UnpoJitischen). Weber attacked the "non-pliiticaI" politics of
the Iitetati during the same period in his "Parliament and Government in a Re
constructed Germany" (see Appendix II). Since "the literati tended to p~gate
grand, albeit unrealistic, political schemes, they were not "anti-political.' and
they were also not "apolitical" in an otherworldly religious sense.

VllI

Theodicy, Salvation, and Rebirth

I. Theodicy and Eschatology

Only Judaism and Islam are strictly monotheistic in principle, and
even in the latter there are some deviations from monotheism in the later
cult of saints. Christian trinitarianism appears to have a monotheistic
trend when contrasted with the tritheistic forms of Hinduism, late Bud
dhism, and Taoism. Yet in practice, the Roman Catholic cult of masses
and saints actually comes fairly close to polytheism. It is by no means
the case that every ethical god is necessarily endowed with absolute un
changeableness, omnipotence, and omniscience-that is to say, with an
absolutely transcendental character. VYhat provides him with this quality

. is the speculation and the ethical dynamic of passionate prophets. Only
the God of the Jewish prophets attained this trait in an absolute and
consistent form, and he became also the God of the Christians and
Muslims. Not every ethical conception of god produced this result, nor
did it lead to ethical monotheism as such. Hence, not every approxima
tiori to monotheism is based on an increase in the ethical content of the
god-concept. It is certainly true that not every religious ethic has crystal·
lized a god of transcendental quality who created the universe out of
nothing and directed it himself.

Yet the legitimation of every distinctively ethical prophecy has always
required the notion of a god characterized by attributes that set him
sublimely above the world, and has normally been based on the ra
tionalization of the god-idea along such lines. Of course the manifesta-

.j
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tion and the significance of this sublimity may be quite different, de
pending in part on fixed metaphysical conceptions and in part on the
expression of the concrete ethical interests of the prophets. But the more
the development tends toward the conception of a transcendental unitary
god who is universal, the more there arises the problem of how the ex
traordinary power of such a god may be reconciled with the imperfectioo
of the world that he has created and rules over.

The resultant problem of theodicy is found in ancient Egyptian
literature as well as in Job and in Aeschylus, but in very different forms.
All Hindu religion was inauenced by it in the distinctive way necessi
tated hy. its fundamental presuppositions; even a meaningful world order
that is impersonal and super-theistic must face the problem of the world's
imperfections. In one fonn or another, this problem belongs everywhere
among the factors detennining religious evolution and the need for
salvation. Indeed, a recent questionnaire submitted to thousands of Ger
man workers disclosed the fact that their rejection of the god-idea was
,motivated, not by scientific arguments, but by their difficulty in reCl)O
ciling the idea of providence with the injustice and imperfection of the
social order.'

Now the problem c1 theodicy has been solved. in various ways. These
solutions stand in the closest relationship both to the forms assumed by
the god-concept and to the conceptions c1 sin and salvation crystallized
in particular social groups. Let us separate out the various theoretically
pure types.

One solution is to assure a just equalization by pointing, through
messianic eschatologies, to a future revolution in this world. In this \V3~'

the eschatological process becomes a political and social transformation
of this world. This solution held that sooner or later there would arist:
some tremendous hero or god who would place his followers in the posi
tions they truly deserved in the world. The suffering of the present
gen.eration, it was believed, was the consequence of the sins of the an-

, cestors, for which god holds the descendants responsible, just as someone
carrying out blood revenge may hold an entire tribe accountable, and as
Pope Gregory VII excommunicated descendants down to the seventh
generation. Also, it was held that only the descendants of the pious could
behold the messianic kingdom, as a consequence of their ancestors' piety.
If it perhaps appeared necessary to renounce one's own experience of
salvation, there was nothing strange in this. Concern about one's children
was everywhere a definite fact of organic social life, pointing beyond the
personal interest of an individual and in the direction of another world,
at least a world beyond one's own death. For those who were alive, the
exemplary and strict fulfillment of the positive divine commandments
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~In~ ci~ligatory, in order to obtain for the individual himself the
~fh opportunity for success in life by virtue of god's favor, and in
ider to ebtain for his descendants a share in the realm of salvation. Sin
i a breacli of fidelity toward god and an impious rejection of god's prom
ses. Moreover, the desire to participate personally in the messianic king
10m leads to further consequences: a tremendous religious excitntion is
{enerated when the establishment of the Kingdom of God here on earth
lppears imminent. Prophets repeatedly arose to proclaim the coming of
he kingdom, bu't when such supervention of the messianic kingdom
lppeared to be unduly delayed, it ~s inevitable that consolation should
::Ie sought in genuine otherworldly hopes.

The germ of the conception of a world beyond the present one is
llready present in the development of magic into a belief in spirits. But
it by no means follows that the existence of a belief in the souls of the
dead always develops into a conception of a special realm of the dead.
Thus, a very widespread view is that the souls of the dead may be in
corporated into animals and plants, depending on the souls' different
manners of life and death, and influenced by their clan and caste con
nections. This is the source of all conceptions regarding the transmigra
tion of the soul. Where there exists a belief in a domain of the dece.ased
-at first in some geographically remote place, and later nDove or henenth
the earth-it by no means follows that the existence of the souls there
is conceived as eternal. For the souls mllY be destroyed by violence, may
perish as the result of the cessation of sacrifices, or may simply die, which
is apparently the ancient Chinese view.

In keeping with the law of marginal utility, a certain concern for
one's destiny after death would generally arise when the most essential
earthly needs have been met, and thus this concern is limited primarily
to the circles of the noble and the well-to-do. Only these groups 'lOd
occasionally only the chieftains and priests, but never the poor nnd only
seldom women, can secure for themselves life in the next world, nnd they
do not spare great expenditures irt doing so. It is primarily the example'
of these groups that serves as a strong stimulus for preoccupation with
otherworldly expectations.

At .this point there is as yet no <]uestion of retribution in the world
to tome. Where a doctrine of ~tributions arises, errors in ritual are
deemed to be the principal causes of such unfortunate consequences.
This is seen most extensivdy in the sacred law of the Hindus: whosoever
violates a cask taboo may be certain of punishment in hell. Only after
the god-concept has been ethicized does the god employ moral consid
erations in deciding the fate of human beings in the world to come. The
differentiation of a paradist\ and a hen does not necessarily Jlrise con-
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comitantly with this development, but is a relatively late product o!
evolution. As otherworldly expectations become increasingly important;
the problem of the basic relationship of god to the world and the problem
of the world's imperfections press into the foreground of thought; thi~

happens the more life here on earth comes to be regarded as a merely
provisional form of existence when compared to that beyond, the mo~
the world comes to be viewed as something created by god ex nihilo, an~
therefore subject to decline, the more god himself is conceived as subject
to transcendental goals and values, and the more a person's behavior in
this world becomes oriented to his fate in the next. At times, the hope fot
continued existence in the world beyond produces a direct inversion-in
accordance with the formula, "the last shall be first"--of the primordial
view in which it had held this to be a matter of concern only to the
noble and the wealthy.

But this view has seldom been worked out consistently, even in thllp
religious conceptions of pariah peoples. It did playa great role, howevert

,in the ancient Jewish ethic. The assumption that suffering, particularl~

voluntary suffering, would mollify god and improve one's chances in the
world to come is found sprinkled through and developed in many types;
of expectation regarding continued existence after death. These may'
arise from very diverse religious motivations, and may perhaps derive
to some extent from the ordeals of heroic asceticism and the practice of
magical mortification. As a rule, and especiaIIy in religions under the in
fluence of the ruling strata, the converse view obtained, viz., that tet1
restrial differentiations of status could continue into the next world ~I
well, for the reason that they had been divinely ordained. This belief
is still apparent in the phrase current in Christian nations, "His late
Majesty, the King."

However, the distinctively ethical view was that there would be con
crete retribution of justice and injustice on the basis of a trial of the
dead, generally conceived in the eschatological process as a universi;il day
of judgment. In this wa~', sin assumed the character of a crimen to be
brought into a system of rational casuistry, a crimen for which satisfac
tion must somehow be given in this world or in the next so that one
might ultimately stand vindicated before the judge of the dead. Accord·
ingly, it would have made sense to grade rewards and punishments into
relative degrees of merit and transgression, which was still the case in j

Dante, with the result that they could not really be eternal. But because
of the pale and uncertain character of a person's chances in the next
world, by comparison with the realities of this world, the remission of
eternal punishments was practically always regarded as impossible by
prophets and priests. Eternal punishment, moreover, seemed to be the
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only appropriate ful611ments of the demand for vengeance against un·
believing, renegade, and godless sinners, especially those who had gone
unpunished on earth.

2. Predestination and Providence

Heaven, ~' and the judgment of the dead achieved practically uni·
versa! importance, even in religions for which such concepts were com
pletely alien, such as ancient Buddhism. However, even though inter
mediate realms of existence, such as those depicted in the teachings of '
Zoroaster or in the Roman Catholic conception of purgatory, realms en
compassing punishments which would only be undergone for limited
dur.1tions, weakened the consistency of conceptions of eternal punish·
ment} there always remained the difficulty of reconciling the punishment
of human acts with the conception of an ethical and at the same time
all-powerful creator of the world, who is ultimately responsible for these
human actions himself. As people continued to reflect about the insoluble
problem of the imperfections of the world in the light of god's omni
potence, one result was inevitable: the conception of an unimaginably
great ethical chasm between the transcendental god and the human
being continuously enmeshed in the toils of new sin. And this concep
tion inevitably led to the ultimate conclusion, almost reached in the
Book of Job, that the omnipotent creator God must be envisag"d as be
yond all "the ethical claims of his creatures, his counsels impe' ·')us tQ
human comprehension. Another facet of this emerging view ..IS that
God's absolute power over his creatures is unlimited, and therefore that
the criteria of human justice are utterly inapplicable to his behavior.
With the development of this notion, the problem of theadicy simply
disappeared altogether.

In Islam, Allah was deemed by his most passionate adherents to
possess just such a limitless power over men. In Christianity, the deus
absconditus was so envisaged, especially by the virtuosi of Christian
piety. God's sovereign, completely inexplicable, voluntary, and ante
cedently established (a consequence of his o.mniscience) determination
has decreed not only human fate on earth but also human destiny after
death. The idea of the determinism or predestination from all eternity of
both human life on this earth and human fate in the world beyond comes
·to its strongest possible exp~ion in such views. The damned might well
complain about their sinfulness, imposed. by predestination, in the same
manner as animals might complain because they had not been create9,
human beings, a notion expressly stated in Calvinism. .

j
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In sucn a context, ethical behavior could never bring about the im·
provement of one's own chances in either this world or the next. Yet it
might have another significance, the practical psychological consequences
of which would in certain circumstances be of even greater moment;
it might be considered as a symptom or index of one's own stale of reli~

gious grace as established by god's decree. For the absolute sovereignty
of an omnipotent god compels a practical religious concern to try. at the
very least, to penetrate god's design in individual cases. Above all, the
need. to ascertain one's own personal destiny in the world beyond is
of paramount importance. Hence, concomitant with the tendency to re
gard"god as the unlimited sovereign over his creatures, there was an in
clination to see and interpret god's providence and his personal inter-
position everywhere in the'world's process.

Belief .in providence is the consistent rationalization of magical divi
nation, to which it is related, and which for tflat very reason it seeks
'" devaluate as completely as possible, as a matter of principle. No other
view of the religious relationship could possibly be as radically opposed
to all magic, both in theory and in practice, as this belief in providence
which was dominant in the great theistic religions of Asia Minor and th,
Occident. No other so emphatically affirms the nature of the divine to he
an essentially dynamic activity manifested in god's personal, providential
rule ovet the world. Moreover, there is no view of the religious relation
ship which holds such finn views reganling god's discretionary gtoce and
the human creature's need of it, regarding the tremendous distance be
tween god and all his creatures, and consequently reganling the repre
hensibility of any deification of "things of the Besh" as a sacrilege against
the sovereign god. For the very reason that this religion provides nn
rational solution of the problem of theodicy, it conceals the greatest ten
sions between the world and god, between the actually. existent and the
ideal.

3· Olher Solulion.s of Theodicy: Dualism and lhe
Transmigralion of Ihe Soul

;
Besides predestination, there are two other religious outlooks that'

provide systematically conceptualized treatment of the problem of the
world's imperl'ections. The first is dualism, as expressed more or less con
sistently in the later form of Zoroastri8Qism. in the many forms d reli
gion in Asia Minor inHuenced by Zoroastrianism, above all in the final
form of Babylonian religion (containing some Jewish and Christian in-
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Huences), and in Mandaeism and Gnosticism, down to the great ideas
of Manicheism.

At the turn of the third century, Manicheism seemed to stand on
the threshold of a struggle for world mastery. even in the Mediterranean
area. According to the Manicheans, god is not almighty, nor did he create
the world out of nothingness. Injustice, unrighteousness, and sm-in
short, all the factors that have generated the problem of theodicy-result
from the darkening of the luminous purity of the great arid good gods
through contact with the opposite autonomous pOwers of darkness, which
are identi6ed with impure matter. The dominance of these forceg, which
gives dominion over the world to some satanic power, has arisen through ,
some primordial wickedn~ of men or of angels, or, as in the view of
many Gnostics, through the inferiority of some subordinate creator of
the world, e.g., Jehovah or the Demiurge. The final victory of the god
of light in the ensuing struggle is generally regarded as certain, and this
constitutes a deviation from strict dualism. The world process,although
fun of inevitable suffering, is a continuous purification of the light from
the contamination of darkness. This conception of the final struggle
naturally produces a very powerful eschatological emotional dynamic.

The general result of such views must be the enhancement of an
aristOCJltic feeling of prestige on the part of the pure and elect. The
conception of evil, which, on the assumption of a definitely omnifKltent
god, always tends to take a purely ethical direc.tion, may here assume
a strongly spiritual character. This is because man is not regarded as a
mere creature facing an absolutely omnipotent power, but as a participan~

in the realm of light. Momwer, the identification of light with what is
dearest in man, namely the spiritual, and conversely, the identification
of darkness with the material and corporeal which cany in themselves
an the coarser temptations, is practically unavoidable. This view, then,
connects easily with the doctrine of impurity found in tabooistic ethics.
~~ as soiling. and sin-in a fashion quite -like that of magical

. ppears as a reprehensible and headlong fall to earth from
the le81m of purity and clarity into that of darkness and confusion, lead
ing to a state of contamination and deserved ignominy. In practically all

.tho. religions with an ethical orientation there are unavowed limitations
of divine omnipotence in the fonn of elements of a dualistic motle of
thou~t.

The most complete fonnal solution of the problem of theoclicy is the
special achieYelllent of the Indian doctrine of karma, the so-<alled belief
In the transmigration of souls. This world is viewed as a completely con
Peered and self-conWned cosmos of ethical retribution. GuUt and merit
lrithin this world are unfailingly compensated by fate in the successive
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lives of th.e soul, which may be reincarnated innumerable times in ani~

mal, human, or even divine forms. Ethical merits in this life can make
posSible rebirth into life in heaven, but that life can last only until one's
credit balance of merits has been completely used up. The finiteness of
earthly life is the consequence of the finiteness of good or evil deeds in
the previous life of a particular soul. What may appear from the view
point of retribution as unjust suffering in the present life of a person
should be regarded as atonement for sin in a previous existence. Each
individual forges his own destiny exclusively, and in the strictest sense
of the word.

The belief in the transmigration of souls has certain links with widely
diffused animistic views regarding the passage of the spirits of the dead
into natural objects. It rationalizes these beliefs, and indeed the entire
COSmos, by means of purely ethica"} principles. The naturalistic "causality"
of our habits of thought is thus supplanted by a universal rnechapism of
retribution, for which no act that is ethically relevant can ever be lost.
The consequence .for dogma is the complete dispensability, and indeed
unthinkableness, of an omnipotent god's interference with this mecha~

'nism, for the eternal world process provides f9r ethical obligations
through automatic functioning. The mechanism of retribution is, there
fore, a consistent deduction from the super-divine character of the eternal
order of the world, in contrast to the notion of a god who is set over
the world, rules it personally, and imposes predestination upon it. In "
ancient Buddhism, where this mechanistic notion of the eternal order
of the world has been developed with the greatest consistency, even the
soul is completely eliminated. What alone exists is the sum of indi,vidual
good or evil actions, which are relevant for the mechanisms of karma
and associated with the illusion of the ego.

But on their part, all actions are products of the eternally helpless
struggle of all created life, which by the very fact of its finite creation is
destined for annihilation; they all arise from the thirst for life, which
brings forth all questing for the world to come and all surrender to
pleasures here on earth. This thirst for life is the ineradicable basis of
individuation and creates life and rebirth as long as it exists. Strictly
speaking, there is no sin, but only offenses against 0\le's own clear in
terest in escaping from this endless wheel, or at least in not exposing one
self to a rebirth under even more painful circumstances. The meaning
of ethical behavior may then lie, ;.vhen modestly conceived, either in
improving one's chances in his next incarnation or-if the senseless
struggle for mere existence is ever to be ended-in the elimination of
rehirth as such.

In the doctrine of metempsychosis there is none of the bifurcation
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of the world that is found in the ethical dualistic religions of providence.
The dualism of a sacred, omnipotent, and majestic god confronting the
ethical inadequacy of all his creatures is altogether lackihg. Nor is there.
as in spiritualistic dualism, the bisection of all creation into light and
darkness or into pure and clear spirit on the one side with dark and
sullied matter on the other. Here, rather. is an ontological dualism, one
contrasting the world's transitory events and behavior with the serene
and perduring being of eternal order-immobile divinity. resting in
dreamless sleep. Only Buddhism has deduced from the doctrine or the
transmigration of souls its ultimate consequences. This is the most radical
solution of the problem ~ theodicy, and for that vezy reason it provides
as little satisfaction for ethical claims upon god as does the belief in pre- '
destination.

4. Salvation: This-V-'vrldly and Other-Worldly
Only a few religions of salvation have produced a single pure solution

of the problem of the relation of god to the world and to man from among
the various possible pure types we have just sketched. Wherever sucn a
pure type was prod.ueed it lasted for only a little while. Most religions of
salvation have combined. various theories, as a result of mutual interaction
with each other, and above aU in attempts to satisfy the diverse ethic.!
and intellectual needs of their adherents. Consequendy, the differences
among various religious theories of god's relation to the world and to man
must be measured by their degree of approximation to one or another of·
these pure typeS.

Now the various ethical colorations of the doctrines of Sod and sin
stand in the most intimate relationship to the striving for salvation, the
content of which will be different depending upon what one wants to be
saved from, and what one wants to be saved for. Not every rational. reli
gious ethic is necessarily an ethic of salvation. Thus, Confucianism is a
religious ethic, but it knows nothing at all of a need for salvation. On
the other hand, Buddhism is exclusively a du ..ttine of salvation, but it has
~o god. Many other religions know salvation only as a special concern
cultivated in narrow conventicles, freque!1dy as a secret cult. Ind~,

even in connection with religious activities which are regarded as distinc
tively sacred and which promise their pa~pants some salvation that
may be achieved only through these activities. the crassest utilitarian
e~tions frequently replace anything weare accustomed to term
"salvation." The pantomimic musical mystery festivals of the great
chthonic deities, which controlled both the harvest and the realm of
the dead, l'ornised to the participant in the Eleusinian mysteries who
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was ritWlly pure. 6rst wealth and then improvement in his lot in the
next world. But this was proclaimed without any idea of compensation.
purely as a consequence of ritualistic devotion.

In the catalog of goods in the Shih ching, the highest rewards prom
ised. to the Chinese subjects for their correct performances of the official
cult and their fulfillment of personal religious obligations are wealth and.
long life. while there is a complete absence of expectations in regard to
another world and anr compensation there. Again. it is wealth that
Zo:oaster. by the grace of his god. principally expects for himself and
those faithful to him. apart from rather extensive promises relating to
the world beyond. As rewards £Or the ethical conduct of its laity. Bud
dhism promises wealth and a long and honorable life. in complete con
sonance with the doctrines of all inner-worldly ethics of the Hindu
reli~ons. Finally. wealth is the blessing bestowed by Cod upon the pious
Jew.

But wealth. when acquired in a systematic and legal fashion. is also
one of the indices of the certification of the state of grace among Prot

'tstant ascetic groups. e.g.. Calvinists. Baptists, Mennonites, Quakers.
Refonned Pietists. and Methodists. To be sure, in these cases we are
dealing with a conception ,that decisively rejects wealth (and other mun
dane goods) as a religious goal. But in practice the transition to this
standpoint is gradual and easy. It is difficult to completely separate con
ceptions of salvation from such promises of redemption from ('·.-pression
and suffering as those held forth by the religions of the pariah peoples.
particularly the Jews. and also by the doctrines of Zoroaster and Muham
mad. For the faithful. t!tese promises might include world dominion and
social prestige. which: the true believer in ancient Islam carried in his
knap-;ack' as the reward for holy war against all infidels; or the promises
might ~ndude a distinctive religious prestige, such as that . \ich ·.the
Israelites were taught by their tradition that God had promisoo them as
their future. Particularly for the Israelites, therefore. God was in the
.first instance a redeemer. because he had saved them from the Egyptian
house of bondage and would later redeem them from the ghetto.

In addition to such economic and political salvation, there is the very
important factor of liberation from fear of noxious spirits and bad magic
of any sort. which is held to be responsible for the majority of all the
evils in life. That Christ broke the power of the demons by the force
of his spirit and redeemed his followers from their control was. in the
early period of Christianity. one of the most important and inAuential of
its ·.messages. Moreover. the Kingdom of God proclaimed by Jesus of
Nazareth, which had already come or was held to be close at hand. [Lk.
J I : 10. Mk. I; I 5] was a realm of blessedness upon this earth. purged of
all hate. anxiety. and need; only later did heaven and hell appear in
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the doctrine. Of course, an eschatology oriented to a future in this world
would show a distinct tendency to become a hope for the world beyond,
once the Second Coming (par0usi4) was delayed. Henceforth, emphasis
had to be shifted to the afterlife: those alive at present would not be
able to see salvation during their lifetime, but would see it after death,
when the dead would awaken.

The distinctive content of otherworldly salvation may essentially
mean freedom from the physical, psychological, and social sufferings of
terrestrial life. On the other hand, it may b~ more concerned with a
liberation from the senseless treadmill and transitoriness of life as such.
Finally, it may be focused primarily on the inevitable imperfection of
the individual, whether this be regarded more as chronic contamination,
acute indination to sin, or more spiritually, as entanglement in the
murky confusion of earthly ignorance.

Our concern is essentially with the quest for salvation, whatever its
form, insofar as it produced certain consequences for practical behavior
in the world. It is most likely to acquire such a positive orientation to
mundane affairs as the result of a conduct of life which is distinctively
determined by religion and given coherence by some central meaning or
positive goal. In other words, a quest for salvation in any religious group
has the strongest chance of exerting practical influences when there has
arisen, out of religious motivations, a systematization of practical conduct
resulting from an orientation to certain integral values. The goal and
significance of such a pattern of life may remain altogether oriented to
this world, or it may focus on the world beyond, at least in part. In the
various ):eligions, this has taken place in exceedingly diverse fashions,
and in different degrees, and even within each religion there are corre
sponding differences among its various adherents. Furthermore, the reli
gious systematization of the conduct of life has, in the nature of the
case, certain limits insofar as it seeks to exert influence upon eC0!l0mic
behavior. Finally, religious motivations, especially the hope of salvation,
need not necessarily exert any influence at all llpon the manner of the
conduct of life, particularly the manner of economic conduct. Yet they
may do so to a very considerable extent.

The hope of salvation has the most far-reaching consequences for
~the conduct of life when salvation takes the form of a process that casts
its shadow before it in this life already, or the form of a subjective proc
ess taking place completely in this world; hence, when this hope is
tantamount to "sanctillcation" or leads to it or is a precondition of it.
Sanctification may then occur as either a gradual process of purification
or a sudden transformation of the spirit (metanoia), a rehirth.

The notion of rebirth as such is very ancient, and its most classical
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developm~nt is actually to be found in the spirit belief of magic. The
possession of magical charisma almost always presupposes rebirth. The
distinctive education of the magician himself, his specific pattern of life,
and his distinctive training of the warrior hero are all oriented to rebirth
and the insurance of the possession of magical power. This process is
mediated by "removal" (Entriickung) in the form of ecstasy, and by the
acquisition of a new soul. generally followed by a change of name. A
vestige of these notions is still extant in the monastic consecration cere
mony. Rebirth is at 6rst relevant only to the professional magician, as a
magical precondition for insuring the charisma of the wizard or warrior.
But in the most consistent types of salvation religion it becomes a quality
of devotional mood indispensable for religious salvation, an attitude
which the individual must acquire and which he must make manifest
in his pattern of life.

NOTES

1. See Adolf Levenstein. Die ATbeiterfrage (Munich: Reinhardt, 1912).
Levenstein, a worker and self-taught researcher, who pioneered in the survey
6.eld, was publicly prodded by Weber into making a more detailed analysis of his
results. See Weber, "Zur Methodik sozialpsychologischet Enqueten und ihrer
Bearbeitung," Archiv fUr So~wissenschaft, 29. 19°9, 949-58; d. also Anthony
R. Oberschall, Empirical Social ResellTch in Germany 1848-1914 (The Hague:
Mouton, 1965) 94ft. and Paul Lazarsfeld and id., "Max Weber and Empirical
Social Research," American Sociological Review, 30:2, April 1965, 190£'

2. An allusion to the famous, but ap>cryphal statement attributed to Napo
leon I: "Tout soIdat fran~is porte dans sa gibeme Ie bAton de marechal de
France."

ix

Salvation Through The Believer's Efforts'

I. Salvation Through Ritual

The influence any religion exerts on the conduct of "life, and espe
cially on the conditions of rebirth, varies in accordance with the par
ticular path to salvation which is desired and striven for, and in ac·
cordance with the psychological quality of the salvation in question.
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Salvation may be the accomplishment of the individual himself
without any assistance on the part of supernatural powers, e,g.• in
ancient Buddhism. In this case. one path to salvation leads through the
purely ritual activities and ceremonies of cults, both within religious
worship and in everyday behavior. Pure ritualism as such is not very
different from magic in its effect on the conduct of life, Indeed, ritual·
ism may even lag behind magic. inasmuch as magical religion occasion
ally produced a definite and rathtr thorough methodology of rebirth,
which ritualism did not always succeed in doing, A religion of salvation
may systematize the purely formal and specific activities of ritual into
a" devotion with a distinctive religious mood (Andacht). in which the
rites to be performed are symbols of the divine. Then this religiOUS mood
is the truly redemptory quality. Once It is missing. only the bare and
format magical ritualism remainS. This has happened as a matter d
course again and again in the routinization of all devotional religions,

The consequences of a ritualistic religion of devotion may he quite
diversified. The comprehensive ritualistic regimentation of life among
pious Hindus. which by European standards placed extraordinary daily
demands upon the devout, would have rendered virtuatIy impossible
the coexistence of a life of exemplary piety in the world with any in·
tensive acquisitive economic activity. if these demands had been fol·
lowed exactly. Such extreme ~evotional piety is diametrically opposite
to Puritanism in one respect: such a program of ritualism could be
executed completely only by 'a man ·of means. who is free from the
burden of hard work. But this circumstance limiting the number of,
those whose conduct of life can be inRuenced by ritualism is to some
extent avoidable. whereas another inherent limiting circumstance is
even more basic to the nature of ritualism.

Ritualistic salvation. especially when it limits the layman to a spec
tator role. or confines his participation to simple or essentially passive
manipulations, especially in situations in which the ritual attitude is
sublimated as much as possible into a devotional mood, stresses the mood
of the pious moment that appears to bring the salvation, Consequently,
the possession of an essentially ephemeral subjective state is striven after.
and this subjective state-because of the idiosyncratic irresponsibility
~haracterizing, for example, the hearing of a mass or the witnessing of
a mystical play-has often only a negligible effect on behavior once the
ceremony is over. The meager effect such experiences frequently have
upon everyday ethical living may be compared to the insignificant in·
Buence. in this respect. of a beautiful and inspiring play upon the theater
public nO matter how much it has been moved by it. All salvation deriv
ing from mysteries has such an inconstant character as it .purports to
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produce its eff~ct ex opere operato, by means of an occasional devotional
mood. There is no motivation for the believer's actual proof by deed,
which might guarantee a rebirth. '

On the other hand, when the occasion1-1 devotion induced by'ritual
is escalated into a continuing piety and the effort is made to incorporate
this piety into everyday living, this ritualistic piety mo:;t readily takes
on a mystical character. This transition is facilitated by the requirement
that religious devotion lead to the participant's possession of a subjec
tive state. But the disposition- to mysticism is an individual charisma.
Hence, it is no accident that the great mystical prophecies of salvation,
like the Hindu and others in the Orient, have te.nded to fall into pure
ritualism as they have become routinized. What is of primary concern
to us is that in ritualism the psychological condition striven for ulti
mately leads dIrectly away from rational activity. Virtually all mystery
cults have this effect. Their typical intention is the administration of
sacramental grace: redemption from guilt is achieved by the sheer sacred

,ness of the manipulation. Like every form of magic, this process has a
tendency to become diverted from everyday life, thereby failing to exert
any influence upon it.

But a sacrament might have a very different effect if its distribution
and administration were linked to the presupposition that the sacrament
could bring salvation only to those who have become ethically purified
in the sight of god, and might indeed bring ruin to all others. Even up
to the threshold of the present time, large groups of people have felt a
terrifying fear of the Lord's Supper (the sacrament of the Eucharist)
because of the doctrine that "whoever does not believe and yet eats,
eats and drinks himself to judgment." Such factors could exert a strong
influence upon everyday behavior wherever, as in ascetic Protestantism,
there was no central source for the provision of absolution, and where

. further participation in the sacramental communion occurred frequently,
providing a very important index of piety.

In all Christian denominations, ,participation ill sacramental com
munion is connected with a prescription of confession as the prelude to
partaking of the Lord's Supper. But in assessing the importance of con
fession, everything depends upon what religious rules are prescribed as
determining whether sacramental communion may be taken with profit
to the participant. Only ritual purity was required for this purpose by
the majority of non-Christian ancient mystery cults, though under cer
tain circumstances the devotee was disqualified by grave blood guilt or
other specific sins. Thus, most of these mysteries had nothing resembling
a confessional. But wherever the requirement of ritual purity became
rationalized in the direction of spiritual freedom from sin, the particu-
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lar forms of control and, where it existed, of the confessional became
important for the type and degree of their possible influence upon daily
life. From the pragmatic point of view, ritual as such was in every case
only an instrument for influencing the all-important extra-ritual be
havior. So much is this the case that wherever the Eucharist was most
completely stripped of its magical character, and where further no con~

trol by means of the confessional existed, e.g., in Puritanism, com
munion nevertheless exerted an ethical effect, in some cases precisely
because of the absence of magical and confessional controls.

A ritualistic religion may exeIt an ethical effect in another and
indirect way, by requiring that participants be specially schooled. This
happened where, as in ancient Judaism, the fulfillment of ritual com
mandments required of the laity some active ritual behavior or some
ritual avoidance of behavior, and where the formalistic side of the ritual
had become so systematized into a comprehensive booy of law that
adequate understanding of it required special schooling. Philo empha
sized already in ancient times that the Jews, in contrast to all other
peoples, were trained from their earliest youth (along the lines of our
public school system) and received a continuOUS intellectual training in
systematic casuistry. Indeed, the literary character of Jewish law is
responsible for the fact that even in modem times many Jews, e.g., those
in Eastern Europe, have been the only people in theIr society to enjoy
systematic popular education. Even in Amiquity, pious Jews had been
Jed to equate persons unschooled in the law with the godless. Such
casuistic training of the intellect naturally exerts an effect on everyday
life, especially when it involves not only ritual and cultic obligations, as'
those of Hindu law, but also a systematic regulation of the ethics of
everyday living as welL Then the works of salvation a.rc primarily social
achievements, distinctively different from cultic performances.

2. Salvation Through Good Works
The social achievements which are regarded as conducive to salva

tion may be of very different types. Thus, gods of war welcome into
their paradise only those who have fallen in battle, or at least show them
preference. In the Brahmin ethic the king was explicitly enjoined to
seek death in battle once he had beheld his grandson. On the other
hand, the social achievements in question may be works of "love for
one's fellow men." But in either case systematization may ensue, and,
as we have already seen, it is generally the function of prophecy to
accomplish just this systematization.
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A developing systematization of an ethic of "good works" may assume
either of two very different forms. In the first major form of systematiza
tiOn of an ethic of good works, the particular actions of an individual
in quest of salvation, whether virtuous or wicked actions, can be evalu
ated singly and credited to or subtracted from the individual's account.
Each individual is regarded as the carrier of his own behavior pattern
and as possessing ethical standards only tenuously; he may turn out to
be a weaker or a stronger creature in the face of temptation, according
to the force of the subjective or external situation. Yet it is held that his
religious fate depends upon his actual achievements, in their relationship
to one another.

This first type of systematization is consistently followed in Zoroast
rian,sm, particularly in the oldest Camas by the founder himself, which
depict the judge of all the dead balancing the guilt and merit of indi
vidual actions in a very precise bookkeeping and determining the re
ligious fate of the individual person according to the outcome of this
accounting. This notion appears among the Hindus in an even more
heightened fonn, as a consequence of the doctrine of karma. It is held
that within the ethical mechanism of the world not a single good or evil
action can ever be lost. Each action, being ineradicable, r,lust necessarily
produce, by an ahnost automatic process, inevitable consequences in this
life or in some future rebirth. This essential principle of life-accounting
also remained the basic view of popular Judaism regarding the indi
vidual's relationship to God. Finally, Roman Catholicism and the
oriental Christian churches held views very dose to this, at least in
practice. The intentio, according to the ethical evaluation of behavior
in Catholicism, is not really a uniform quality of personality, of which
conduct is the expression. Rather, it is the concrete intent (somewhat
in the sense of the bona fides, mala fides, culpa, and dolus of the Roman
law) behind a particular action. This view, when consistently main
tained, eschews the yearning for "rebirth" [in this life] in the strict sense
of an ethic of inwurdness. A result is that the conduct of life remains,
from the viewpoint of ethics, an unmethodical and miscellaneous suc
cession of discrete actions.

The second major form of systematization of an ethic of good works
treats individual actions as symptoms and expressions of an underlying
ethical total personality. It is instructive to recall the attitude of the more
rigorous Spartans toward a comrade who had fallen in battle in order to
atOne for an earlier manifestation of cowardice~a kind of "redeeming
duel" [as practiced by German fraternities]. They did not regard him
as having rehabilitated his ethical status, since he had acted bravely for~

a specific reason and not "out of the totality of his personality," as we
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would term it. In the religious sphere too, fonnal sanctification by the
good works shown in external actions is supplanted by the value of the
total personality pattern, which in the Spartan example would be an
habitual temper of heroism. A similar principle applies to social achieve
ments"of all sorts. If they demonstrate "love for one's fellow man," then
ethical systematization of this kind requires that the actor possess the
charisma of "goodness."

It is important that the speci6c action he really symptomatic of the
total character and ~t no signi6cance he attached to it when it is a
result of accident. Thus, this: ethic of inwardness (Gesinnungsethik),
in its most highly systematized for.ms, may make increased demands at
the level of the total personality and yet be more tolera.J?t in regard to
particular transgressions. But this is not always the case, and the ethic
of inwardness is generally the most distinctive form of ethical rigorism.
On the one hand, a total personality pattern with positive religious
qualifications may be regarded as a divine gift, the presence of which
will manifest itself in a general orientation to whatever is demanded by
religion, namely a pattern of life integrally and methodically oriented to
the values of·religion. On the other hand, a religious total personality
pattern may be envisaged as something which may in principle be ac
quired through training in goodness. Of course this training itself will
consist of a rationalized, methodical direction of the entire pattern of
life, and not an accumulation of single, unrelated actions. Although
these two views of the origin of a religious total personality pattern
prpduce very similar_practical results, yet one particular result of the '
methodical training of the total personality pattern is that the social and

. ethical quality of actions falls into secondary importance, while the
religious effort expended upon oneself becomes of primary importance.
Consequently, religious good works with a social orientation become
mere instruments of self-perfection: a methodology of salvation.

J. Salvation Through Self-Perfection

Now ethical religions are by no means the first to produce such a
"methodology" of salvation. On the contrary, highly systematized pro
cedures fr<Xjuently played significant roles in those awakenings to
charismatic rebirth which promised the acquisition of magical powers.
This animistic trend of thinking entailed belief in the incarnation of a
new soul within one's own body, the possession of one's soul by a power
ful demon, or the removal of one's soul to a realm of spirits. In all cases
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the possibility of attaining superhuman actions and powers was involved.
"Other-wClrldly" goals were of course completely lacking in all this.
What is more, this capacity for ecStasy might be used for the most diverse
purposes. Thus. only by acquiring a new soul through rebirth can the
warrior achieve superhuman deeds of heroism. The original sense of
"rebirth" as producing either a hero or a magician remains present in all
vestigial initiation ceremonies, e.g., the reception of youth into the
religious brotherhood of the phratry and their equipment with the
paraphernalia of war, or the ?ecoration of youth with the insignia of
manhood in China and India (where the members of the higher castes
are:tenned the "twice-born"). All these ceremonies were originally as~

sociated with activities which produced or symbolized ecstasy, and the
only purpose of the associated training'is the testing or arousing of the
capacity for ecstasy.

Ecstasy as an instrument of salvation or self-deification, our exclusive
interest here, may have the essential character of an acute mental aberra
tion or possession; or else the character of a chronically heightened
idiosyncratic religious mood, tending either toward greater intensity of
life or toward alienation from life. This escalated, intensified religious
mood can be of either a mpre contemplative or a more active type. It
should go without saying that a methodical approach to sanctification
was not the means used to produce the state of acute ecstasy. Ratlier,
the various methods for breaking down organic inhibitions were of
primary importance in producing ecstasy. Organic inhibitions were
broken down by the production of acute toxic states induced by alcohol,
tobacco, or other drugs which have intoxicating effects; by music and
dance; by sexuality; or by a combination of all three-in short by orgy.
Ecstasy was also produced by the provocation of hysterical or epileptoid
seizures among those with predisposition!: toward such paroxysms, which
in tum produced orgiastic states in others. However, these acute ecstasies
are transitory in their nature and apt to leave but few positive traces
On everyday behavior. Moreover, they lack the meaningful content re
vealed by prophetiC religion.

It would- appear that a much more enduring possession of the
charismatic condition is promised by those milder forms of euphoria
which may be e~erienced as either a dreamlike mystical illumination
or a more active and ethical conversion. Furthennore, they produce a
meaningful relationship to the world, and they correspond in quality to
evaluations of an eternal order or an ethical god such as are proclaimed
by prophecy. We have already seen that magic is acquainted with a
systematic procedure of sanctification for the -purpose of evoking charis
matic qualities, in addition to its last resort to the acute orgy. For pro-
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fessional magicians and warriors need permanent states of charisma as
well as acute ecstasies.

Not only do the prophets of ethical salvation not need orgiastic in
toxication, but it actually stands in the way of the systematic ethical
patterning of life they require. For this reason, the primary target of
Zoroaster's indignant ethical rationalism was orgiastic ecstasy, particu
larly the intoxicating cult of the soma sacrifice, which he deemed un
worthy of man and cruel to beasts. For the same reason, Moses directed
his rationalized ethical attack against the orgy of the dance, just as many
founders or prophets of. ethical religion attacked "whoredom," i,e.,
orgiastic temple prostitution. As the process of rationalization went for
ward, the goal of methodically planned religiOUS sanctification increas·
ingly transformed the acute intoxication induced by orgy into a milder
hut more permanent habitus, and moreover one that was consciously
possessed. This transformation was strongly influenced by, atrlong other
things, the particular concept of the divine that was entertained. The
ultimate purpose to be served by the planned procedure of sanctifica
tion remained everywhere the same purpose which was served in an
acute way by the orgy, namely the incarnation within man of a super
natural being, and therefore presently of a god. Stated differently, the
g?al was self-deification. Only now this incarnation had to become a
continuous personality pattern, so far as possible. Thus, the entire pro
cedure for achieving consecration was directed to attaining this posses
sion of the god himself here,on earth.

But wherever there is belief in a transcendental god, all-powerful in
contrast to his creatures, the goal of methodical sanctification can no
longer be self-deification in this sense and must become the acquisition
of those religious qualities the god demands in men. Hence the goal of
sanctincation becomes oriented to the world beyond and to ethics. The
aim is no longer to possess god, for this cannot be done, but either to
become his instrument or to be spiritually suffused by him. Spiritual
suffusion is obviously closer to self-dei6cation than is instrumentality.
This difference had important consequences for methodic sanctincation
itself, as we shall later explain. But in the beginning of this development
there were important points of agreement between the methods directed
at instrumentality and those directed at spiritual suffusion. In both cases
the average man had to eliminate from his everyday life whatever was
not godlike, so that he himself might become more like gOO. The primary
ungodlike factors were actually the average habitus of the human body
and the everyday world, as those are given by nature.

At this early point in the development of soteriological methodology
of sanctification, it was still directly linked with its magical precursor,
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the methods of which it merely rationalized and accomm<Xlated to its
new views concerning the nature of the superhuman and the signif
icance of religious sanctification. Experience taught that by the hysteroid
"deadening" of the bodies of those with special religious qualifications
it was possible to render such bodies anesthetic or cataleptic and to
produce in them by suggestion sundry actions that nonnal neurological
functioning could never produce. It had also been learned from experi
ence that all sorts of visionary and spiritual phenomena might easily
appear during such states. In different persons, these phenomena might
consist in speaking with strange tongues, manifesting hypnotic and other
suggestive powers, experiencing impulses toward mystical illumination
and ethical conversion, or experiencing profound anguish over one's sins
and joyous emotion deriving from suffusion by the spirit of the god.
These states might even follow each other in rapid succession. It was a
further lesson of experience that all these extraordinary capacities and
manifestations would disappear following a surrender to the natural

, functions and needs of the body, or a surrender to the distracting inter
ests of everyday life. As the yearning for salvation developed, men every
where drew [negative] inferences about the relationship of mental states
to the natural functioning of the body and to the social and economic
requirements of everyday life.

The specific soteriological meth<Xls and procedures for achieving
sanctification are, in their most highly developed forms, practically all of
Indian provenience. In India they were undoubtedly developed in con
nection with procedures for the magical coercion of spitits. Even in
rndia these procedures increasingly tended to become a methodology of
self-deification, and indeed they never lost this tendency. SeIf-deincation
was the prevalent goal of sanctification, from the beginnings of the soma
cult of intoxication in ancient Vedic times up through the development
of sublime methods of intellectualist ecstasy and the elaboration of erotic
orgies (whether in coarser or more renned form, and whether actually
enacted in behavior or only imaginatively enacted within the cult),
which to this day dominate the most popular form of Hindu religion, the
cult of Krishna. This sublimated. type of intellectualist ecstasy and an
attenuated method of orgiastic dervishism were introduced into Islam via
Sunsm. To this day Indians are still their typical carriers even as far
aneld as Bosnia (according to a recent statement by Dr. Frank).2

The two greatest powers of religious rationalism in history, the
Roman church in the Occident and Confucianism in China, consistently
suppressed this type of ~tasy in their domains. Christianity also sub
limated ecstasy into semi-erotic mysticism such as that of Saint Bernard,
fervent Mariolatry, the quietism of the Counter-Reformation, and the
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emotional piety of Zinzendorf. The specifically extraordinary nature of
the experiences charae.teristic of all orgiastic cults, and particularly of
all erotic ones, account\, for their having exerted no inBuence on every
day life, or at least in the direction of rationalization or systematization
as is, seen clearly in the fact" that the Hindu and (in general) the dervish
religiosities produced no methodology that aimed at the control of every
day living.

4. The Certainty of Grace and the Religious Virtuosi

Yet the gap between unusual and routine religious experiences tends
to be eliminated by evolution towards the systematizatioR and ration
alization of the methods for attaining r~igious sanctification. Out of the
unlimited variety of subjective conditions which may be engendered by
methodical procedures of sanctification, certain of them may finally
emerge as of central importance, not only because they represent psycho
physical states of extraordinary quality, but because they also appear to
provide a secure and continuous possession of the distinctive religious
acquirement. This is the assurance of grace (certitudo salutis, perse
verantia gratiae). This certainly may be characterized by a more mystical
or by a more actively ethical coloration, about which more will be said
presently. But in either case, it constitutes the conscious possession of a
lasting, integrated foundation for the conduct of life. To heighten the
conscious awareness of this religious possession, orgiastiC ecstasy and·
irrational, merely irritating emotional methods of deadening sensation
are replaced, principally by planned reductions of bodily functioning,
such as can be achieved by continuous malnutrition, sexual abstinence,
regulation of respiration, and the like. In addition, thinking and other
psychic processes are trained in a systematic concentration of the soul
upon whatever is alone essential in religion. Examples of such psycho
logical training are found in the Hindu techniclues of Yoga, the con
tinuous repetition of sacred syllables (e.g., Om), meditation focused on
circles and other geometrical figures, and various exercises designed to
effect a planned evacuation of the consciousness.

But in order to further secure continuity and uniformity in the
possession of the religious good, the rationalization of the methodology
of sanctification finally evolved even beyond the methods just men
tioned to an apparent inversion, a planned limitation of the exercises to
those devices which tend to insure continuity of the religious mood.
This meant the abandonment of all techniques that are irrationjll from
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the viewpoint of hygiene. For just as every sort of intoxication, whether
it be the orgiastic ~stasy of heroes, erotic orgies' or the ecstasy of
terpsichorean frenzies, inevitably culminates in physical collapse, so
hysterical suffusion with religious emotionalism leads to psychic collapse,
which in th.e religious sphere is experienced as a state of profound aban·
donment by god.

In Greece the -cultivation of disciplined martial heroism finally
attenuated the warrior ecstasy into the perpetual equableness of sophrQ
syne, tolerating only the purely musical, rhythmically engendered forms
of ekstasis, and carefully evaluating the ethos of music for political cor
rectness. In the same way, but in a more thorough manner, Confucian
rationalism permitted only the pentatonic scale in music. Similarly, the
monastic procedural plan for attaining sanctification developed increas
ingly in the direction of rationalization, culminating in India in the
ialvation methodology of ancient Buddhism and in the Occident in the
Jesuit monastic order which exerted the greatest historical influence.
Thus, all these methodologies of sanctification developed a combined
physical and psychic regimen and an equally methodical regulation of
the manner and scope of all thought and action, thus producing in the
individual the most completely alert, voluntary, and anti-instinctual
control over his own physical and psychological processes, and insuring
the systematic regulation of life in subordination to the religious end.
The goals, the specific contents, and the actual results of the planned
procedures were very variable.

That people differ widely in their religious capacities was found to
be true in every religion based on a systematic procedure of sanctifica
tion, regardless of the specific goal of sanctification and the particular
manner in which it was implemented. As it had been recognized that
not everyone possesses the charisma by which he might evoke in himself
the experiences leading to rebirth. as a magician, so it was also recognized
that not everyone possesses the charisma that makes possible the can

'bnuous maintenance in everyday life of the distinctive religious mood
which assures the lasting certainty of grace. Therefore, rebirth seemed
to he accessible only to an aristocracy of !host' possessing religious quali.
fications. Just as magicians had been recognized as possessing distinctive
magical qualities, so also the religious virtuosi who work methodically at
their salvation now became a distinctive religious "status group" within
the community of the faithful, and within this circle they attained what
is specific to every status group, a social honor of their own,

In India all the sacred laws concerned themselves with the ascetic
in this sense, since most of the Hindu religions of salvation were
monastic. The earliest Christian sources represent these religious virtuosi
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as comprising a- particular category, distinguished from their comrades
in the congregation, and they later constituted the monastic orders. In
Protestantism they formed. the ascetic sects or pietistic conventicles. In
Judaism they were the rerushim (Pharisaioi), an aristocracy with respect
to salvation which stood in contrast to am haarez. In Islam they were the
dervishes, and among the dervishes the particular virtuosi were the
authentic Sufis. In the [Russian] Skoptsy sect they constituted the esoteric
community of the castratp:l. We shall later return to the important soci
ological consequences of ~ese groups.

When methodical techniques for attaining sanctification stressed,
ethical conduct based on religious sentiment, one practical result was
the transcendence of particular desires and emotions of raw human
nature which had not hitherto been controlled by religion. We must
determine for each particular religion whether it regarded cowardice,.
brutality, selfishness, sensuality, or some-other natural drive as the one
most prone to divert the individual from his charismatit: character. This
matter belongs among the most important substantive characteristics of
any particular religion. But the methodical religious doctrine of sancti
fication always remains, in this sense of transcending human nature, an
ethic of virti..Iosi. Like magical charisma, it always requires demonstration
by the virtuosi. As we have already-established, religious virtuosi possess
authentic certainty of their sanctification only as long as their own
virtuoso religious temper continues to maintain itself in spite of all
temptations. This holds true whether the religious adept is a brother in
a world-conquering order like that of the Muslims at the time of Uma'r
or whether he is a world-fleeing ascetic like most monks of either the
Christian or the less consistent Jainist type. It is equally true of the"
Buddhist monk, a virtuoso of world-rejecting contemplation, the-ancient
Christian, who was an exponent of passive martyrdom, and the ascetic
Protestant, a virtuoso of the demonstration of religious merit in one's
calling. Finally, this holds true of the formal legalism of the Pharisaic
Jew and of the acosmistic goodness of such persons as St. Francis. This

. maintenance of the certainty of sanctification varied in its specific char
acter, depending on the type of religious salvation involved, but it always
-both in the case of the Buddqist arhat and the case of the early
Christian-required the upholding of religious and ethical standards,
and hence the avoidance of at least the most corrupt sins.

Demonstration of the certainty of grace takes very different fonns,
depending on the concept of religious salvation in the particular religion.
In early_ Christianity, a person of positive religious qualification,
namely one who had been baptized, was bound never again to fall into
a mortal sin. "Mortal sin" designates the type of sin which destroys
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religious qualification. Therefore, it is unpardonable. or at least capable
of remission only at the hands of someone specially qualified. by virtue
of his possession of charisma, to endow the sinner anew with religious
'cliarisma (the loss of which the sio documented), When this virtuoso

.,diVtrine became untenable in practice within the ancient Christian
. communities. the Montanist group clung firmly and consistently to one

virtuoso requirement, that the sin of cowardice remain unpardonable.
quite as the Islamic religioo of heroic warriors unfailingly punished
apostasy with death. Accordingly, the Montanists segregated themselves
from the mass church of the average Christians' when the persecutions
under Decius and Diocletian made even this virtuoso requirement im
practical. in view of the interest of the priests in maintaining the largest
possible membership in the community.

•
I. The present and the following two sections consritulle a ~Ie section in

the German edition, entitled ''The Different Roads to Salvftion and Their In
&u~ OIl Conduct."

2.. Perbapt C. Fnmk. author of SttuUen ZU1 kbyltmisehe1t ReUgimt.. I, 19J1.
(W)

x
Asceticism, Mysticism and Salvatior•

•
•

I. Asceticism: World-Rejecting and InneT-Worldly

As we have already stated at a number of points, the specific char
acter of the certification of salvation and also of the associated practical
conduct is cvmpletely different in. religions which differently represent
the character of the proniised sal.vation. the possession of which assures
blessednest. .aIvation may be viewed as t;he distinctive gift of active
ethical behavior performed in the awareness that god directs this be
havior, i.e, that the actor is an instrument of god. We shall designate""
this type of attitude toward salvation. which is characterized by 'a ¥
methodical procedure for achieving religious salvation, as "ascetic," This
designation is for our purposes here, and we do not in any way deny
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that this tenn may be and has been used in another and wider sense.
The contrast bel1Yeen our usage and die wider usage will become clearer
later on in this work.

Religious virtuosity, in addition to subjecting the natural drives to a
systematic patterning of life, always le~ds to a radical ethico-religious
critique of the relationship to society, the conventional virtues of which
are inevitably unheroic and utilitarian. Not only do the simple, "natural"
virtues within the world not guarantee salvation, but they actually place
salvation in hazard by producing illusions as to that which alone is indis
pensable. The "world" in the religious sense, i.e., the domain of social
relationships, is therefore a realm of temptations. The world is full of
temptations, not only because it is the site of sensual pleasures which are '
ethically irrational and completely diverting from things divine, but even
more because it fosters in the religiously average person complacent self
sufficiency and self-righteousness in the fulfillment of common obliga
tions, at the expense of the uniquely necessary concentration on active
achievements leading to salvation.

Concentration upon the actual pursuit of salvation may entail a
formal withdrawal from the "world": from social and psychological ties
with the family, from the possession of worldly goods, and from political,
economic, artistic, and erotic activities-in short, from all creaturely
interests. One with such an attitude may regard any participation in
these affairs as an acceptance of the world, leading to alienation from
god. This is "world-rejecting asceticism" (weltabkhnende Askese).

On the other hand, the concentration of human behavior on activi
ties leading to salvation may require participation within the world (of
more precisely: within the institutions of the world but in opposition to
them) on the basis of the religious individual's piety and his qualifica
tions as the elect instrument of god. This is "inner-worldly asceticism"
(innerweltliche Askese). In this case the world is presented. to the re
ligious virtuoso as his responsibility. He may have the obligation to

transform the world in accordance with his ascetic ideals, in which case
the ascetic will become a rational reformer or revolutionary on the basis
of a theory of natural rights. Examples of this were seen in the "Parlia
ment of the C)aints" under Cromwell, in the Quaker State of Pennsyl
vania, and in the conventicle communism of radical Pietism.

As a result of the different levels of religious qualification, such a
congery of ascetics always tends to become an aristocratic, exclusive or
ganization within or, more precisely, outside the world of the average
people who surround these ascetics-in principle, it is not different
from a "class". Such a religiously specialized group might be able to
master cile world, but it still could not raise the religioll.s endowment
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of the average person to its own level of virtuosity. Any rational rehgious
associations that ignored this obvious fact were bound sooner or later to.

experience in their own everyday existence the consequences of differ-
ences in religious endowment.

From the point of view of the basic values of asceticism, the world
as a whole continues to constitute a massa perditionis. The only remain
ing alternative is a renunciation of the demand that the world confonn
to religious claims. Consequently, if a demonstration of religious fidelity
is still to be made within the institutional structure of the world, then
the world, for the very reason that it inevitably remains a natural vessel
of sin, becomes a challenge for the demonstration of the ascetic temper
and for the strongest possible attacks against the world's sins. The world
abides in the lowly state of all things of the flesh. Therefore, any
sensuous surrender to the world's goods.may imperiI concentrat!on upon
and possession of the ultimate good of salvation, and may be a symptom
of unholiness of spirit and impossibility of rebirth. Nevertheless, the
world as a creation of god, whose power comes to expression in it despite
,its <:reatureliness, provides the only medium through which one's unique
"eligious charisma may prove itself by means of rational ethical conduct,
so that one may become and remain certain of one's own state of grace:-

Hence, as the field provided for this active certification, the order of
the world in which the ascetic is situated becomes for him a vocation
which he must fulfill rationally. As a consequence, and although the
enjoyment of wealth is forbidden to the ascetic, it becomes his vocation
to engage in economic activity which is faithful to rationalized ethical
requirements and which conforms to strict legality. If success supervenes
upon such acquisitive activity, it is regarded as the manifestation of
god's blessing lipon the labor of the pious man and of 'god's pleasure
with his economic pattern of life.

Any excess of emotional feeling for one's fellow man is prohibited
as being a deification of the creatuiely, which denies the unique value
of the divine gift of grace. Yet it is,man's vocation ~ participate ration-

, ally and soberly in the various rational organizations (Zweckverhande)
of the world and in their objective goals as set by god's creation.
Similarly, any eroticism that tends to deify the human creature is
proscribed. On the other hand, it is a divinely imposed vocation of man
"to soberly produce children" (as the Puritans expressed it) within
marriage. Then, too, there is a prohibition against the exercise of force
by an individual against other human beings for reasons of passion or
revenge, and above all for purely personal motives. However, it ~s

divinely enjOined that the rationally ordered state shall suppress and
punish sins and rebelliousness. Finally, all personal secular enjoyment
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of power ;s4illtbidden as a deification of the creaturely, though it ;s held
that a rational legal order within society is pl~ng. to god. .

·:The person who lives as a worldly ascetic is a rationalist, not only in
the~ that he rationally systematizes his own conduct. but -also in
his rejection of everything that is ethically irrational, esthetic, or depend
ent upon his own emotional reactions to the world and its institutions.
The distinctive goal always remains ~e alert, methodical control of one's
own pattern of life and behavior. This type of inner-worldly asceticism
included, above all, ascetic Protestantism, which taught the prinqple of
loyal fu1611ment of obligations within the framework of the world as the
sole methcxl of proving teligious merit, though its several branches
demonstrated this tecl:t with varying degrees of consiste.ncy.

2. Mysticism versus Asceticism

But the distinctive content of salvation may not be an active quality
of conduct, that is, an awareness of having executed the divine will; it
may instead be a subjective condition of a distinctive kind, the most
notable fonn of which IS mystic illumination. This too is confined to a
minority who ~.ave particular religious qualifications, and am.>ng them
only as the end product of the sys;tematic execution of a distinctive type
of activity, namely contemplation. For the activity of contemplation to
succeed in achieving its goal of mystic illumination, the extrusion of all
everyday mundane interests is always required. According to the experi
ence of the Quakers, God. can speak within one's soul only when the
creaturely element in man is altogether silent. All contemplative mysti
cism from Lao Tzu and the Buddha up to Tauler [c. I30o-I36I]is in
agreement with this notion, if not with these very worOs.

These beliefs may result in absolute Bight from the world. Such a
contemplative flight from the world, characteristic of ancient Buddhism
and to some degree characteristic of all Asiatic and Near Eastern fonns
of salvation, seems to resemble the ascetic world view-but it is neces
sary to make a very clear distinction between the two. In the sense
employed here, "world-rejecting asceticism" is primarily oriented to

( activity within the world. Only aCtivity within the world hdps the
ascetic to attain that for which he strives, a capacity for action by god's
grace. The ascetic derives renewed assurances of his state of grace from
his awareness that his possession of the central religious salvation gives
"him the power to act and his awareness that through his actions he
serves god. He feels himself to be a warrior in behalf of god, regardless
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of who the enemy is and what the means of doing battle are. Further
more, his opposition to the world is felt, not as a Bight, but as a repeated
victory over ever new temptations which he is bound to combat actively,
time and again. The ascetic who rejects the world sustains at least the
negative inner relatbnship with it which is presupposed in the struggle
against it. It is tbe1'!efore more appropriate in his case to speak of a
"rejection of the world" than of a "Bight from the world." Flight is
much more characteristic of the contemplative mystic.

In contr'dSt to asceticism, contemplation is primarily the quest to
achieve rest in god and in him alone. It entails inactivity,. and in its
most consistent fonn it entails the' cessation of thought, of everything
that in any way reminds one of the world, and of course the absolute
minimization of all outer and inner activity. By these paths .the mystic
achieves that subjective condition which may be enjoyed as !!he p0sses
sion of, or mystical union (unio mystica) with, the divine. This is a
distinctive organization of the emotions which seems to promise a certain

'type of knowledge. To be sure, the subjective emphasis may be more
upon the extraordinary content of this knowledge or more upon the
emotional coloration of the possession of this knowledge; objectively, the
latter is decisive.

The unique character of mystical knowledge consists in the fact
that, although it becomes more incommuQicable the more it is specif
ically mystical, it is nevertheless recognized as knowledge. For mystical
knowledge is not new knowledge of any facts or doctrines, but rather the
perception of an overall meaning in the world. This usage of "knowl
edge" is intended wherever the tenn occurs in the numerous formula
tions of mystics; it de:notes a practical fonn of knowledge. Such gnosis is
basically a "possession" at something from which there may be derived'
a new practical orientation to the world, and under certain circumstances
even new and communicable items of knowledge. These items will
constitute knowledge of values and non·values within the world. \Ve
are not interested here in the details of this general problem, but onI);.
in this negative effect upon "action" which can be ascribed to co:p;templa·
tion, in contrast to asceticism in our sense of the tenn.

P8hding a more thorough exposition, we may strongly emphasize
here that the distinction between world-rejecting asceticism and world·
fleeing contemplation is of course Huid. For world-Seeing contemplation
must originally he associated with a considerable degree of systematically
rationalized pat.t.eming of life. Only this, indeed, leads to concentration
upon the boon oJ salvation. Yet, rationalization is only an instrumeJ}.t for
attaining the goal of contemplation and is of an essentially negative
type, consisting in the avoi~nce of ~nterruptions ca~sed by nature and
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the social milieu. Contemplation does not necessarily ~ome a passive
abandonment to dreams or a simple self-hypnosis, though it may ap
proach these states in practice. On the contrary, the distinctive road to
contemplation is a very energetic concentration upon certain truths. The
decisive aspect of this process is not the content of these truths, which
frequently seems very simple to non-mystics, but rather the type- of
emphasis placed upon the truths. The mystical truths come to assume
a central position within, and to exert an integrating influence upon,
the total view of the world. In Buddhism, no one becomes one of the
illuminated by explicitly affirming the 0hviously highly trivial formula·
tions of the central Buddhist dogma, or even by achieving a penetrating
understanding of the central dogma. The concentration of thought,
together with the various other procedures for winning salvation, is
only a means, itot the goaL The illumination consists essentially in a
unique quality of feeling or, more concretely, in the felt emotional unity
of knowledge and volitional mood which provides the mystic with
decisive assurance of his ,eligious state of grace.

For the ascetic too, the perception of the divine through emotion
and intellect is of central importance, only in his case feeling the divine
is of a "motor" type, so to speak. This "feel" arises when he is conscious
that he has succeeded in becoming a tool of his god, through rationalized
ethical action completely oriented to god. But for the contemplative
mystic, who neither desires to he nor can be the god's "instrument," but
desir~s...:only to become the god's "vessel," the ascetic's ethical struggle"
whether of a positive or a negative type, appears to be a perpetual exter
nalization of the divine in the direction of some peripheral function.
For this reason, ancient Buddhism recommended inaction as the pre
condition for the maintenance of the state of grace, and in any ca!';e
Buddhism enjoined the avoidance of every type of. rational, purposive
activity, which it regarded as the most dangerous form of secularization,
On the other hand, the contemplation of the mystic appears to the
ascetic as indolent, religiously sterile, and ascetically reprehensible self·
indulgenee-a waHowing in self-created emotions prompted by the
deification of the creaturely.

From the standpoint of a contemplative mystic, the ascetic appears,
by virtue of his transcendental self-maceration and struggles, and espe
cially by virtue of his ascetically rationalized conduct within the world, to
be forever involved in all the burdens of created things, confronting in
soluble tensions between violence and generosity, between matter-of·
factness and love. The ascetic is thetefore regarded as permanently
alienated from unity with god, and as forced into contradictions and
sompromises. that are alien to salvation. But from the converse stand·
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point oE-the ascetic, the contemplative mystic appears not to be thinking
of god, the enhancement of his kingdom and glory, or the fulBllment of
his will, but rather to be thinking exclusively about himself. Therefore
the mystic lives in everlasting inconsistency, since by reason of the very
fact that he is alive he must inevitably provide for the maintenance of
his own life. This is particularly true when the contemplative mystic lives
within the world and its institutions. There is a sense in which the
mystk who Bees the world is more dependent upon the world than is
the ascetic. The ascetic can maintain himself as an anchorite, winning
the certainty of his state of grace through the labors he expends in an
effon to maintain himself as an anchorite. Not so the. contemplative
mystic. If he is to live consistently accoI(~ing to his theory, he 'oust main
tain his life only by means of what nature or men voluntarily donate to
him. This re'luires that he live on berries in the wOods, which are not
always available, or on alms. This was actually the case among the most
consistent Hindu shramanas (and it accounts also for the very strict
injunction in all hhikshu regulations against receiving anything that has
not been given freely).

In any case, the contemplative mystic lives on whatever gifts the
world may present to him, and he would be unable to stay .alive if the
world were not constantly engaged in that very labor which the mystic
brands as sinful and leading to alienation from god. For the Buddhist
monk, agriculture is the most reprehensible of all occupations, because
it causes violent injury to various forms of life in the soil. Yet the alms'
he collects consist principally of. agricultural products. In circumstances
like these, the mystic's inevitable feeling that he is an aristocrat with
respect to salvation reaches striking expression, culminating in the
mysti::'s ab::mdonment of the world, the unilIuminated, and those inca
pable of complete illumination, to their inevitable and ineluctable fate.
It will be recalled that the central and almost sole lay virtue among the
Buddhists was originally the veneration of the monks, who alone be
longed to the religious community, and whom it was incumbent upon
the laity to sUfpon with alms. f;owever, it is a general rule that every
human being' acts" in some fashion, and even the mystic perforce acts.
Yet he minimizes activity just because it can never give him certainty of
his state of grace, and what is more, because it may divert him from
union with the divine. The ascetic, on the other hand, finds the certi6ca~

tion of his state of grace precisely in his behavior in the world.
The contrast between the ascetic and mystical modes of behavior

is clearest when· the fun implications of worId·rejection and world~Hight

are not drawn. The ascetic, when he wishes to act within the world,
that is, to practice inner-worldly asceticism, must become ~fllicted with a
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sort of happy closure of the mind regarding any question about the
meaning of the world, for he must not worry about such questions.
Hence, it is no accident that inner-worldly asceticism reached its most
consistent development on the foundation of the Calvinist god's absolute
inexplicability, utter remoteness from every human criterion, and un
searchableness as to his motives. Thus, the inner~worldly ascetic is the
recognized "man of a vocat;ion," who neither inquires about nor finds it
necessary to inquire about the meaning of his actual practice of a voca
tion within the whole world, the total framework of which is not his
responsibility but his god's.. For him it suffices that through his rational
actions in this world he is personally executing the will of god. which is
unsearchable in its ultimate signifiCance.

On the other hand, the contemplative mystic is concerned with
perceiving the essential meaning of the world, but he cannot compre
hend it in a rational form,. for the very reason that he has already con·
ceived of the essential meaning of the world as a unity beyond all
empirical reality. Mysili?l contemplation 'has not always resulted in a
flight from the world in the sense of an avoidance or every contact with
the social milieu. On the contrary, the mystic may also require of him·
self the maintenance of his state of grace against every pressure of the
mundane order, as an index or the enduring character of that very state

, of grace. In that case, even the mystic's position within the institutional
\, framework of the world becomes a vocation, but one leading in an al
\ t.oget~~r ,different direction from any vocation produced by inner-worldly

l,aSCetIClsm.
Neith~r asceticism nor contemplation affirms the world as such. The,

ascetic rejects the world's empirical character of creatureIiness and ethical
\irrationaJity, and rejects its ethical temptations. to sensual indulgence, to
epicurean satisfaction, and to reliance upon natural joys and gifts. But
at the same time he affirms individual rational activity within the institu
tional framework or the world, aflinning it to ,be his responsibility as wen
\s his means for securing certification of his state.of grace. On the other
liand, the contemplative mys;tic living within the world regards action,
particularly action perfonned within the world'" institutional framework,
~ in its very nature a temptation against which he must maintain his
·stale of grace. '

The contemplative mystic minimizes his activity by resigning him
self to the institutions of the world as it is, and lives in them incognito•

• so to speak, as ~ose "that are quiet in the land" {Psalms, 35:20] have
always done, since god has ordained once and for all that man must
live in the world. The activity of the contemplative mystic within the
world is characterized by a distinctive brokenness,. colored by humility.

\
\
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He is ~tantly striving to escape from activity in the world back to the
quietness and inwardness of his god. Conversely, the ascetic, whenever
he acts in confonmty with his type. is certain to become god's instru·
ment. For this reason the ascetic's humility. which he considers a neces-
sary obligation incumbent upon a creature of god. is always of dubious
genuineness. The success of the ascetic's action is a success of the god
himself, who has contributed to the action's success, or at the very least
the success is a special sign of divine blessing upon the ascetic and his
activity. But for the genuine mystic, no success which may crown his
activity within the world can have any significance with respect to salva
tion. For him, his maintenance of true humility within the world is his
sole warranty for the conclusion that his soul has not fallen prey-to the
snares of the world. As a rule, the more the genuine mystic remains
within the world, the more broken his attitude toward it becomes, in
contrast to the proud aristocratic feeling with respect to salvation enter
brine<! by the contemplative mystic who lives apart from the world.

For the ascetic, the certainty of salvation always demonstrates itself
in rational action, integrated as. to meaning. end, and means, and
'governed by principles and rules. Conversely, for the mystic who actually
possesses a subjectively appropriated state of salvation the result of this
subjective condition may be anomism. His salvation manifests it-·
self not in any sort of activity but in a subjective condition and its -idio
syncratic quality. He feels himself no longer bound by any rule of con
duct; reganlless of bis behavior, he is cortain of salvation. With this
consequence of mystical contemplation (with the feeling of r4VTG. JIoOt

Ucun..) Paul had to struggle; and. in numerous other contexts the aban
donment of rules for conduct has been an occasional result of the mystical
quest for salvation. '

For the ascetic, moreover, the divine impemtive may require~ of
human creatures an unconditional subjection of the wodd to the norms
of religious virtue, and indeed a revolutiolialy tmnsformation of the
world for this puIJ'O"'. In that even4 the ascetic,.m emesge from his
remote and cloistesed cell to take.!tis place in the world as a prophet
in opposition to the world. But be will always clob>ancI of the wotlcl an
ethically tational otder and disdpline, ootmponding to !tis own method
ical self~pline. Now a mystic may arrife at a similar position in tela-'
tion to the wutlcl. His sense of divine inwatdness, the chrook and quiet
euphoria of his solitary conwmplati... P&..uioo of substantiwely divine
salvation, may become transfonned into an acute feeling of sacred p0s
session by or poosession of the god who is speaking in and through him.
He will then wish to bring eternal salvation to men as soon as they lta~

prepared, as the mystic himsdf has done, a place for god upon earth,
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i.e., in their souls. But in this case the result will be the emergence of
the mystic as a magician who causes his power to be felt among gods
~nd demons; and this may have the practical consequences of the mystic's
becoming a mystagogue, something which has actually happened very
often.

If the mystic does not follow this path towards becoming a mysta
gogue, for a variety of reasons which we hope to discuss later, he may
bear witness to his god by doctrine alone. In that c~ his revolutionary
preaching to the world will be chiliastically irrational, scorning every
thought of a rational order in the world. He will regard the absoluteness
of his own universal acosmist~c feeling of love as completely adequate for
himself, and indeed regard this feeling as the only one acceptable to his,
god as the foundation for a mystically renewed community among men,
because this feeling alone derives from a divine source. The transforma
tion of a mysticism remote from the world into one characterized by
chiIiastic and revolutionary tendencies took place frequently, most im
pressively in the revolutionary mysticism of the sixteenth-eentury Bap
tists. The contrary transformation has also occurred, as in the conversion
0: John Lilburne to Quakerism.

To the extent. that an inner-worldly religion of salvation is deter
mined by contemplative features, the usual result is the acceptance of
the given social structUre, an acceptance that is relatively indifferent to
the world but at least humble before it. A mystic of the type of Tauler
completes his day's work and then seeks contemplative union with his
god in the evening. going forth to his usual work the next morning,
as Tauler mOvingly suggests, in the correct inner state. Similarly, I..a"o
Tzu taught that one recognizes the man who has achieved union with
the Tao by his humility and by his self-depreciation bef,9re other men.
The mystic component in Lutheranism, for which the highest bliss avail
able in this world is the ultimate unio mystica, was responsible (along
with other factors) for the indifference of the Lutheran church towards
the external organization of the preaching of the gospel, and also for
that church's anti-ascetic and traditionalistic character.

In any case, the typical mystic is never a man of conspicuous social
activity, nor is he at ~ll prone to accomplish any rational transfonnation
of the mundane orde. ,the basis of a methodical pattern of life di
rected toward external success. Wherever genuine mysticism did give
-rise to communal action, such action was characterized. by the acosmism
of the mystical feeling of love. Mysticism may exert this kind of psycho
logical effect, thus tending---despite the apparent demands of logic-to
favor the creation of communities (gemeinschaftsbildend).

The core of the mystical concept of the oriental Christian church

,
!
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was a firm conviction that Christian brotherly love, when "6ufficiently
strong and pure, must necessarily lead to unity in all thinr, even in
dogmatiC beliefs. In other words, men who sufficiently love one-another,
in the )ohannine sense of mystical love, will also think alike~-hd, because
of the very irrationality of their common feeling, act in a sofidary fashion
which is pleasing to God. Because of this concept, the Eastern church
could dispense with an infaI1ibly rational authority in matters of doctrine.
The same view is basic to the Slavophile conception of the community,
both within and beyond the church. Some forms of this notion were also
common in ancient Christianity. The same conception is at the -basis of
Muhammad's belief that formal doctrinal authorities can be dispensed
with. Finally, this conception along with other factors accounts for the
minimization of organization in the monastic communities of early
Buddhism.

Conversely, to the extent that an inner-worldly religion of salvation
is determined by distinctively ascetical tendencies, it always demands a
practical rationalism, in the sense of the maximization of rational action
as such, the maximization of a methodical systematization of the external
conduct of life, and the maximization of the rational reorganization of
the worldly arrangements (Ordnungen), whether monastic communities
or theocracies.

3. The Decisive Differences Between Oriental and
Occidental Salvation

The decisive historical difference between the predominantly oriental
and Asiatic types of salvation religion and those found primarily in the
Occident is that the fonner usually culminate in contemplation and the
latter in asceticism. The great importance of this distinction, for our
purely empirical consideration of religions, is in no way diminished by the
fact that the distinction is a fluid one, recurrent combinations of mYstical
and ascetic characteristics demonstrating that these heterogeneous ele
ment may combine, as in the monastic religiosity of the Ocfident. For our
concern is with the consequences for action.

In India, even so ascetical a planned procedure for achieving salva~

tion as that of the Jain monks culminated in a purdy contemplative and
mystical ultimate goal; and in Eastern Asia, Buddhism became the
characteristic religion of salvation. In the Occident, on the other hand,
apart from a few representatives of a distinctive qUietism found only in
modem times, even religions of an explicitly mystical type regularly
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became transfonned. into an active pursuit of virtue, which was naturally
ascetical in the main. Stated more precisely. there occurred along the
wayan inner selection of motivations which placed the primary prefer
ence upon some type of active conduct, generally a type pointing toward
asceticism, and which implemented this motivational preference. Neither
the mystical contemplativeness of St. Bernard and his followers, nor
Franciscan spirituality, nor the contemplative,.Jrends among the Baptists
and the Jesuits, nor even the emotional sulfusions of Zinzendorf were
able to prevent either ilie community or the individual mystic from at
tributing superior importance to conduct and to the demonstration of
grace through conduct, though this was conceptualized very differently
in each case, ranging from pure asceticism to attenuated contemplation.
It will be recalled that Meister Eckehart finally placed Martha above
Mary, notwithstanding the pronouncements of Jesus.1

But to some extent this emphasis upon conduct was characteristic of
Christianity from the very outset. Even in the earliest period, when all,
sorts of irrational charismatic gifts of the spirit were regarded as the
decisiVe hallmark of sanctity, Christian apologetics had already given
a distinctive answer to the question of how one might distinguish the
divine origin of the pneumatic achievements of Christ afid the Christians
from comparable phenomena that were of Satanic or demonic origin:
this answer was that the manifest effect of Christianity upon the morelity
of its adherents certified its divine origin. No Hindu could make this
kind of statement.

There are a number of reasons for this basic different between the
salvation religions, qrient and Occident, but at this point it is only,
necessary to stress the following aspects of the distinction.

I. The concept of a transcendental, absolutely omnipotent god, im
plying the utterly suhonlina", and creaturely charae"" of the world
created by him out of nothing, arose in Asia Minor and was imposed
u)"'U the Occident. One result of this for the Occident was that any
planned procedure for achieving salvation faced a road that was per
manendy closed to any self-deilicatiou and to any genuinely mY'tical
possession of god, at least in the strict sense of the t<tm, because this
appeared to be a blasphemous deification of a mere created thing. The
path to the ultimate pantheistic consequences of the mystical position was
blocked, this path being alwaY' regarded as heterodox. On the conttary,
salvation was alwaY' regatded as having the chamcte, of ao: ethical
justification before god, which ultimately could be attomplished and
main1ained only by some sort of activo conduct within the world. The
certilication of the really divine quality of the mystical possession of
salvation (certilication before the ultima'" judgment of the mY'tic him-
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self) could- be arrived at through the path of activity alone. Activity in
,tum introduced into mysticism paradoxes, tensions, and the loss of the

mystic's ultimate union with god. This was spared to Hindu mysticism.
For the occidental mystic, the world is a "work" which has been created.
and is not simply given for all eternity, not even in its institutions, as
in the view of the Asiatic mystic. Consequently, in the Occident mystical
salvation could not be found simply in the consciousness of an absolute
uniCd with a supreme and wise order of things as the only true being.
Nor, on the other hand, could a work of divine origin ever be regarded
in the Occident as a possible object of absolute rejection, as it was in the
Hight from the world characteristic of the Orient.

2. This decisive contrast between oriental and .occidental religions
is closely related to the character of Asiatic salvation religions as pure
religions of intellectuals who never abandonM the "meaningfulness" of
the empirical world. For the Hindu, there was actually a way leading
directly from insight into the ultimate consequences of the karma chain
of causality, to illumination, and thence to a unity of knowledge and
fction. This way remained- -forever closed 10 every religion. that faced
the absolute paradox of a perfect wxl's creation of a permanently im
perfect world. Indeed, in this latter type of religion, the intellectual
mastery of the world leads away from god, not toWard him. From the
practical point of view, those instances of occidental mysticism :which
have a purely philosophical foundation stand closest to the AMatic type.

3. Further to be considered in accounting for the basic distinction
between occidental and oriental religion are various practical factors.
Particular emphasis must be placed on the fact that the Roman Occident
alone developed and maintained a rational Jaw, for various reasons yet
to be expIa;ned. In the Occident the relationship of man to god became.
in a distinctive fashion, a tort of legally definable relationship of sub
jection. Indeed, the question of salvation can be settled by a sort of legal
process. a metlwd which was later distinctively developed by Anselm
of Canterbury. Such a legalistic procedure of achieving salvation could

. never be adopted hy the oriensal religions which posited an imper><>na1
divine power or which posited, jns~ead of 8 god standing above the
world. a god standing within a world which is seIf-regulated by the

• causal chains of /carma. Nor could the legalistic direction be taken by
religions teaching concepts of T 80, belief in the celestial ancestor gods
of the Chinese emperor. or. above all. beliefj~_the Asiatic popular gods.
In all these cases the highest form of piety lOOk a pantheistic form. and
one whiCh tumed practical motivations toward. contemplation.

4. Another "'J'<C' of the rational character of • methodical procedure
fot achieving salvation was in origin partly Roman. partly Jewish. The
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Greeks, despite all the misgivings 'of the urban patriciate in regard w the
Dionysiac' cult of intoxication, set a positive value upon ecstasy, both
the acute orgiastic type of divine intoxication and the milder form of
euphoria induced primarily by rhythm and music, as engendering an
awareness of the uniquely divine. Indeed, among the Greeks the ruling
stratum especially lived with this mild form of ecstasy from their very
childhood. Since the time when the discipline of the hoplites had be
r:"me dominant, Greece had lacked a stratum possessing the prestige
at the office nobility in Rome. Social relationships in Greece were in
aU respects simpler and less feudal. In Rome the nobles, who constituted
a rational nobility of office of increasing range, and who possessed whole
cities and provinces as client holdings of single families, completely
rejected ecstasy, like the dance, as utterly unseemly and unworthy of a.
nobleman's sense of honor. This is obvious even in the terminology em
ployed by the Romans to render the Greek word for ecstasy (ekstasis)
into Latin: superstitio. Cultic dances were performed only among the
most ancient colleges of priests, and in the speci6c sense of a round of
dances, only among the fratTes arvales, and then only behind closed
doors, after the departure of the congregation. Most Romans regarded
dancing and music as unseemly, and so Rome remained absolutely un
creative in these arts. The Romans experienced the same distaste towards
the naked exercises in the gymnasion, which the Spartans had created
as an arena for planned exercise. The Senate proscribed the Dionysiac
cult of intoxication. The rejection by Rome's world-conquering military
official nobility of every type of ecstasy and of all preoccupation with
individually planned procedures for attaining salvation (which co~

sponds closely to the ~qually strong antipathy of the Confucian bureauc
racy towards all methodologies of salvation) was therefore one of the
sources of a strictly empirical rationalism with a thoroughly practical
politicalorientatiun.

As Christian communities develoPed in the Occident, they found
this contempt for ecstatic proced1!res to be characteristic of all rdigion
possible on essentially Roman territory. The Christian community of
Rome in particular adopted this attitude against ecstasy quite consciously
and consistently, In no instance did this co~munity accept on its own
initiative any irrational element, from charismatic prophecy to the great
est innovations in church music, into the religion or the culture. The
Roman Christian community was in6nitely poorer than the Hellenistic
Orient and the community of Corinth, not only in theological thinkers
but also, as the sources seem to suggest, in every sort of, manifestation
of the spirit (pneuma). Whether despite this lack of theology and
pneuma or because of it, the soberly practical rationalism of Christianity,
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the most important legacy of Rome to the Christian church, almost
everywhere set the tone of a dogmatic and ethical systematiza tion of the
faith, as is well known. The development of the methods for salvation
in the Occident continued along similar lines. The ascetic requirements
of rhe old Benedictine regulations and the reforms of Cluny are, when
measured by Hindu or oriental standards, extremely modest and ob
viously adapted to novices recruited from the higher social circles. Yet,
it is precisely in the Occident that labor emerges as the distinctive mark
of Christian monasticism, and as an instrument of both hygiene and
asceticism. This emphasis came to the strongest expression in the starkly
simple, methodical regulations of the Cistercians. Even the mendicant
monks, in contrast to their monastic counterparts in India, were forced
into the service of the hierarchy and compelled to serve rational pur
poc.~s shortly after their appearance in the Occident. These rational
purposes included preaching, the supervision of heretics, and systematic
charity, which in the Occident was developed into a regular enterprise
{Betrieb). Finally, the Jesuit order expelled all the unhygienic elements
of the older asceticism, becoming the. most completely rational discipline
for the purposes of the church. This development is obviously connected
with the next point we are to consider.

5. The occidental church is a uniformly rational organization with
a monarchical head and a centralized control of piety. That is, it is
headed not only by a personal transcendental god, but also by a ter
restrial ruler of enormous power, who actively controls the lives of his
subjects. Such a figure is lackiug in the religions of Eastern Asia, partly
for historical reasons, partly because of the nature of the religions in
question. Even Lamaism, which has a strong organization, does not have
the rigidity of a bureaucracy, as we shall see later. The Asiatic hierarchs
in Taoism and the other hereditary patriarchs of Chinese and Hindu
sects were always partly mystagogues, partly the objects of anthropolatric
veneration, and partly-as in the cases of the Dalai Lama and Tashi
Lama-the chiefs of a completely monastic religion of magical charac
ter. Only in the Occident, where the monks became the disciplined
army of a rational bureaucracy of office, did other-worldly asceticism
become increasingly systematized into a methodoJogy of active, rational
conduct of life. .

Moreover, onl;: in the Occident was the additional step taken-by
ascetic Protestantisrn--of transferring rational asceticism into the life
of the world. The inner-worldly order of dervishes in Islam cultivated a
planned procedure for achieving salvation, but this procedure, for all its
variations, was oriented ultimately to the mystical quest for salvation of
the Suns. This search of the dervishes for salvation, deriving from
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Indian and Persian sources, might have orgiastic, spiritualistic, or con
templative characteristics in different instances, but in no case die! it
constitute "asceticism" in the special sense of that term which we have
employed. Indians have played a leading role in dervish orgies as far
afield as Bosnia [ef. ix:3 above]. The asceticism of the dervishes is not,
like that of ascetic Protestants, a religious ethic of vocation, for the
religious actions of the dervishes have very little relationship to their
secular occupations, and in their scheme secular vocations have at best
a purely external relationship to the planned procedure of salvation.
Even so, the procedure of salvation might exert direct effects on one's.
occupational behavior. The simple, pious dervish is, other things being
equal, more reliable than a non-religious man, in the same way that the
pi?,us. Pa~ee is prosperol,lS as a businessman because of his strict ad
herence to the rigid injunction to be honest.

• But an unbroken unity integrating in systematic fashion an ethic
of vocation in the world with assurance of religious salvation was the
unique creation of ascetic Protestantism alone. Furthermore, only in the
Protestant ethic of vocation does the world, despite all its creature1y im
perfections, possess unique and religious significance as the object
through which one fulfills his duties by rational behavior according to
the will of an absolutely transcendental god. When success crowns
rational, sober, purposive behavior of the sort not oriented to worldly
acquisition, such success is construed as a sign that god's blessing rests
up:m such behavior. This innerworldly asceticism had a number of
distinctive consequences not found in any other religion. This religion
demanded of the believer, not celibacy, as in case ,!f the monk, but the
avoidance of all erotic pleasure; not poverty, but the elimination of all
idle and exploitative enjoyment of unearned wealth and income, and
the avoidance of all feudalistic, sensuous ostentation of wealth; not the

~ ascetic death·in-life of the cloister, but an alert, rationally controlled
patterning of life, and the avoidance of all surrender to the beauty of
the world, to art, or to one's own moods and emotions. The dear and
uniform goal of this asceticism was the disciplining and methodical
organization of conduct. Its typical representative was the "man of a
vocation" or "professional" (Berufsmensch), and its unique result was
the rational organization of social relationships.

NOTES

I. See Meister Eckebart (b. c. 1260, d. 1327), Schriften (Dusseldorf:
Diederichs, 1959), -Hermann Biittner, trans.: and ed., p. 259ff.; this is his sennon
on Luke rO:38.
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xi

Soteriology or Salvation from Outside

I. Salvation Through the Savior's Incarnation and
Through Institutional Grace

\ Another view regarding the attainment of salvation rejects the indi~

vidual's own labors as completely inadequate for: the purpose of salva·
non. From this point of view, salvatiOn is accessible only as a conse
quence of the achievement d. some greatly endowed hero, or even the
achievement of a god who has become incarnate for this ve+ purpose
and.~hose grace win redound to the credit of his devotees, ex opere
operato. Grace might become available as a- direct effect of magical
activities, or it might be distributed to men- out of the excess of grace
which had accumulated as a result of the human or divine savior's
achievements.

Beliefs in salvation through the "abundant grace accumulated by a
hero's or incarnate goo's achievement was aided by the evolution of
soterioJogical myth~, above all myths of the struggling or suffering god,
who in his various possible manifestations had become incarnate and

.descended upon earth or even traveled into the realm of the dead. In
stead of a god of nature, particularly a sun god who struggles with other
powers of nature, especially with darkness and cold,' and having won
a victory over them ushers in the spring, there now arises on the basis
of the salvation myths a savior who, like Christ, liberates men from the
power',ot;he demons. The savior type is further exemplified in the
Gnostics' seven archons, who save men from enslavement to the astro
logical detenninism of fate;l and in Gnosticism's savior, who at the com
mand of the concealed and gracious god rescues the world from the
corruption brought upon it by an inferior creator god CDemiurge or
Jehovah). The savior, as in the case of Jesus, may save men from the
hard-hearted hypocrisy of the world and its reliance on good works. Or
again, the salvation may be from the oppressive consciOUSness of sin,
arising from man's awareness of the impos$ihiIity of filling certain re
quirements of the law, as was the case with Paul and, somewhat dif
ferently, with Augustine and Luther. Finally, the "salvation may be from
the abysmal corruption of the individual's own sinful nature, as in
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Augustine. In all these cases the savior led man upward toward a secure
haven in the grace and love of a good god.

To accomplish these purposes the savior must fight with dragons or
e~I demons, depending on the character of the salvation in question.
In some cases he is not able to engage in such battle right away-he is
often a child completely pure of sin-and so he must grow up in
concealment or must be slaughtered by his enemies and journey to the
realm of the dead in order to rise again and return victorious. From this
particular belief may develop the view that the death of the savior is a
tributary atonement for the power achieved o~er the souls of men by
the devil as a result of men's· sins. This is the view of earliest Christian~

ity. Or the death of the savior may be viewed as a means of Dlollifying ,
the wrath of god, before whom the savior appears as an intercessor for
men, as in the cases of Christ, Muhammad, and other prophets and
saviors_ Again, the savior may, like the ancient bearer of salvation in
magical religions, bring man forbidden knowledge of fire, technical arts,
writing, or possibly the lore requisite for subjugating demons in this
world or on the way towani heaven, as in Gnosticism. Finally, the de
cisive achievement of the savior may he contained, n9t in his concrete
struggles and sufferings, but in the ultimate metaphysical root of the
entire process. This ultimate metaphysical- basis would of course be the
incarnation of a god as the only device for bridging the gap between god
and his creatures. This metaphysical conception constituted the culmi
nation of Greek speculation about salvation, in Athanasius. The incarna
tion of god presented men with the opportunity to participate signifi
cantly in god, or as Irenaeus had already phrased it, "enabled men to,
become gods." The post-Athanasian philosophical formula for this was
that god, by becoming incarnate, had assumed the es:ence (in the
Platonic sense) of humanity. This formula points up the metaphysical
significance of the concept of homoousios [i.e., of the Son who is "of the
same substance" as the Father, the formulation of the Nicaean Creed].

According to another ,view, the god might not be content with one
single act of incarnation, but as a result of the permanence of the world,
which is practically axiomatic in Asiatic thought, he might become in
carnate at various intervals or even continuously. Belief in continuous
incarnatiOn is the principal force of the Mahayana Buddhist idea of the
Bodhisattva, though this idea is related to occasional utterances of the
Buddha himself, in which he apparently expressed a belief in the limited
duration of his doctrine on earth. Furthennore, the Bodhisattva was oc
casionally represented as a higher ideal than the Buddha, because the
Bodhisattva forgoes his own entrance into Nirvana, which has only
exemplary significance, to prolong his universal function in the service

•
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of mankind. Here again, the savior "sacrifices" himself. But just as}esus
was superior in his own time to the saviors of other competing soterio
logical cults, by virtue of the fact that he had been an actual person
whose resurrection had been observed by his apostles, so the continu
ously corporeal and living incarnation of god in the Dalai Lama is the
logical conclusion of every incarnation soteriology. But even when the
divine distributor of grace lives on as an incarnation, and especially
when he does not linger continuously on earth, certain more tangible
means are required to maintain the adherence of the mass of the faith
ful, who wish to participate personally in the gifts of grace made avail
able by their god. It is these more tangible instruments of grace, ex
hibiting a wide variety, which exert a decisive influence on the character
of the religion.

Of an essentially magical nature is the view that one may incorporate
divine power into himself by the physical ingestion of some divine sub
stance, some sacred totemic animal in which a mighty spirit is incar~

nated, or some host that has been magically transformed into the body
,of a god. Equally magical is the notion that through participation in
certain mysteries one may direcdy share the nature of the god and there
fore be protected against evil powers. This is the case of sacramental
grace.

Now the means of acquiring these divine blessings may take either
a magical or a ritualistic form, and in either case they l!ntail, not only
belief in the savior Or the incarnate living god, but also the existence of
human priests or mystagogues. Moreover, the manner in which this
divine grace is distributed depends in considerable measure on whether
certifying proofs of the personal possession of charismatic gifts of grace
are required of thf4Se earthly intermediaries between man and the
savior. If certifying proofs are required, a religious functionary who
no longer shares in such a state of grace, as for example a priest living
in mortal sin, cannot legitimately mediate this grace by officiating at
the sacraments. Such a strict consistency in the principle of charismatic
distribution of grace was maintained by the Montanists, Donatists, and
in general all those religious communities of Antiquity that based the
orgaJ;lizarion of their church on the principle of prophetic-charismatic
leadership. The outcome of this view was that not every bishup who
occupied an office or possessed other credentials, but only those bishops
who manifested the verification of prophecy or other witnesses of the
spirit, could effectively distribute divine grace. This was at least the
case when what was required was the distribution of grace to a penitent
who had fallen into mortal sin.

When we leave this requirement, we are dealing with an altogether
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different notion of the distribution of grace. Now salvation supervenes
by virtue cl the grace which is distributed on a continuous basis by
some institutional organization that has either divine or prophetic cre
dentials for its establishment. For this type of operation we shall reseive
the appellation of "instinttl:mal grace" (Anstaltsgnade). The institution
may exert its power ditoetly through purely map ..cramen'; or
through its control over the accumulation of supernumerary achieve
ments performed by officials or devotees, achievements which produce
divine blessing or grace.

Wherever institutional grace operates consistendy, three basic prin
ciples are involved. The first is extra ecclesiam 1Wlla salus: salvation
cannot he obtained apart from membership in a particular institution
vested. with the control of grace. The second principle is that it is not
the personal charismatic quali6cation of the priest which determines the
effectiveness of his distribution of divine grace. Thild. the personal reli
gious qualification of the individual in need of salvation is altogether a
matter of indifference to the institution which has the power to d.i$..
tribute religious ~ce. That is; salwtion is universal; it is accessible to
other than the religious virtuosi. Indeed the religious virtu~ may e<lSily
faU into spiritual danger with .respect to chances of salvation and the
genuineness of his religious profession-and actually cannot faikto fall
into this danger-if instead of relying ultimately on institutional grace
he seeks to attain grace by hig own unaided power, treading his own
pathway to God. In this theory. all human beings are capable of finding
salvation if they but obey god's requirements enough for the accession
of grace distributed hy the church to suffice for their attainment of -sal
vation. The level of personal ethical accomplisliment must therefore be
made compatible with average human quali6.cations, and this in practice
means that it will be set quite low. Whoever can achieve more in the
ethical sphAre, i.e., the religious ~rtuoso, may thereby,- in addition to
insuring his own salvation, accumulate good works for the credit of the
institution, .which will th_en distribute them to th~ in need cl good
works.

The viewpoint we have just described is the specific attitude of the
Catholic church and detennines· its character as an institution of grace,
which developed throughout many centuries but has ,been fixed since
the time of Gregory the Great rca. 600]. In practice, however, the
~int of the Catholic church has oscillated between a relatively
magical and a relatively ethical and soteriological orientation.

The manner in which the dispensation of charismatic or of institu
tional grace influences the actual conduct of life of the adherents depends
upon the preconditions which are attached to the granting of the ·means
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of grace. Thus there are similarities here to ritualism, to which sacra
mental and institutional grace dispensation accordingly show close af
finity. Ethical religiosity is affected in the same direction in yet another
respect, which may be of considerable significance: Every type of actual
dispensation of grace by a person, regardless of whether his authority
derives from personal charismatic gifts or his official status within an
institution, has the net effect of weakening the demands of morality
upon the individual, just as does ritualism. The vouchsafing of grace
always entails an inner release of the person in need of salvation; it
consequently facilitates his capacity to bear gullt and, other things being
equal, it largely spares him the necessity of developing an individual
pattern of life based on ethical foundations. The sinner· kno~s that he
may always receive absolution by engaging in some occasional religious

.practice- or by perfonning some religious rite. It is particularly important
that sins remain discrete actions, against which other discrete deeds may
be set up as compensations or penances. Hence, value is attached to con~

, crete individual acts rather than to a total personality pattern produced
by asceticism, contemplation, or eternally vigilant self-control, a patteQl
that must constantly be demonstrated and determined anew. A furt}let
consequence is that no need is felt to attain the cemttulo salutis by one's
own powers, and so this category, which may in other circumstan~ have
such signi6.cant ethical consequences, recedes in importance.

For the reasons just discussed, the perpetual control of an individ~

ual's life pattern by the official-whether father confessor or spiritual di·
rector---empowered to distribute grace, a control that in certain respects
is very effective, is in practice very often cancelled by the circumstance
that there is always grace remaining to be distributed anew. Certainly the
institution_of the confessional, -especially when associated with penances,
is ambivalent in its effects, depending upon the manner in which it is
implemented. The poorly developed and rather general method of con
fession which was particularly characteristic of the Russian church,
frequently taking the form of a collective admission of iniquity, was Cel'-'

tainly nq :way to effect any pennanent in8uence over conduct. Also, the
confessional practice of the early Lutheran church was undoubtedly
ineffective. The catalog of sins and penances -in the Hindu sacred sct:ir
tures makes no distinction between ritual and ethical sins, and enjoins
ritual obedience (or other fauns of compliance which are in line with
the status interests of the Brahmins) as virtually the sole method of
atonement. As a consequence, the pattern of everyday life could be in·
Huenced by these reliwons only in the di.rection of traditionalism. In
deed, the sacramental grace of the Hindu gNT'US even further weakened.
any possibility_of ethical influence.
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The Catholic church in the Occident carried through the Chris
tianizatioh of Western Europe with unparalleled force, by virtue of an
unexampled system of confessionals and penances, which combined the
techniques of Roman law with the Teutonic conception of fiscal expia
tion (Wergeld). But the effectiveness of this system in developing a
rational plan of life was quite limited, even apart from the inevitable
hazards of a loose system of dispensations. Even so, the influence of
the confessional upon conduct is apparent "statistically," as one might
say, in the impressive resistance to the two-chiIdren-per-family system
among pious Catholics, though the limitations upon the power of the
Catholic church in France are evident even in this respect.

A tremendous historical influence was actually exerted by the ab
sence in Judaism and ascetic Protestantism of anything like the CO>l

f~sional, the dispensation of grace by a human being, or magical sacra
mental grace. This historical influence favored the evolu.tion of an
ethically rationalized pattern of life (ethisch rationalen Lebensgestal~

tung) in both Judaism and ascetic Protestantism, despite their differ
ences in other respects. These religions provide no opportunity, such as
the confessional or the purveyance of institutional grace, for obtaining
release from sins. Only the Methodists maintained at' certain of their
meetings, the so-called "assemblages of the dozens," a system of con
fessions which had even comparable effects, and in that case the effects
were in an a1 ,Jgether different direction. From such public confessions
of sinfulness there developed the semi-orgiastic penitential practices of
the Salvation Army.

Institutional grace, by its very nature, ultimately and notably tends
to make obedience a cardinal virtue and a decisive precondition of salva
tion. This of course entails subjection to authority, either of the institu
tion or of the charismatic personality who distributes grace. In India,
for example, the guru may on occasion exercise unlimited authority. In
such cases the resulting pattern of conduct L not a systematization from
within) radiating out from a center which the individual himself has
achieved, but rather is nurtured from some center outside the self. The
content of the pattern of life is not apt to be pushed in the direction of
ethical systematization, but rather in the reverse direction.

Such external authority, however, increases the elasticity of concrete
sacred commandments and thus makes it easier to adjust them in prac
tice to changed external circumstances, though in a direction different
from that of a Gesinnungsethik. An example of this elasticity is provided
by, th.e Catholic church of the nineteenth century in its non-enforcement
(in practice) of the prohibition against usury, despite the prohibition's
ostensibly eternal validity on the basis of biblical authority a~d papal
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decretals. To be sure, this was not accomplished openly by outright in
validation, which would have been impossible, but by an innocuous
directive from the Vatican office to the confessional priests that thence
forth they should refrain from inquiring during confession concerning
infractions of the prohibition against usury, and that they should grant
absolution for this infraction as long as it could be taken for granted
that if the Holy See should ever return to the older position the con·
fessants would obediently accept such a reversal. There was a period in
France when the clergy agitated for a similar treatment of the problem
presented by families- having only two children. Thus, the ultimate re
ligious value is pure obedience to the institution, which is regarded as
inherently meritorious, and not concrete, substantive ethical obligation,
nor even the qualification of superior moral capacity achieved through
one's own methodical ethical actions. Wherever the pattern of institu
tionalgrace is carried through consistently, the sole principle integrating
the life pattern is a formal humility of obedience, which like mysticism
ptoduces a characteristic quality of brokenness or humility in the pious.
In this respect, the remark of Mallinckrodt that the freedom of the
Catholic consists in being free to obey the Pope appears to leave universal
validity for systems of institutional grace. Ia -

2. Salvation Through Faith Alone and Its Anti
Intellectual Consequences

Salvation, however, may be linked with faith. Insofar as this concept
is not defined as identical with subjection to practical norms, it always
presupposes some attribution of truth to certain metaphysical data and
some development of dogmas, the acceptance of which becomes ,the
distinctive haIImark of membership in the particular faith. We have
already seen that dogmas develop in very different degrees within the
various religions. However, some measure of doctrine is the distinctive
differential of prophecy and priestly religion, in contrast to pure magic..
Of course even pure magic presupposes faith in the magical power of
the magician, and, for that matter, the magician's own faith in himself
and his ability. This holds true of every religion, including early Chris
tianity. Thus, Jesus taught his disciples that since they doubted their
own power they would be unable to cure victims of demonic possession.
Mosoever is completely persuaded of his own powers possesses a faith
that can move mountains. On ·the other hand, the faith of those who
demand magical miracles exercises a compulsive influence upon magic,
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to this very day. So Jesus found himself unable to perform miracles in
his birthplace and occasionally in other cities, and "wondered at their
disbelief." He repeatedly declared that he was able to heal the crippled
and those possessed by demons only through their belief in him and his
power [Mk. 10:51-52]. To some degree this faith was sublimated in an
ethical direction. Thus, because the adulterous woman believed in his
power to pardon sins, Jesus was able to forgive her iniquities.

On the other hand, religious faith developed into an assertion of in
tellectual propositions which were products of ratiocination, and this is
what primarily concerns us here. Accordingly, Confucianism, which
knows nothing of dogma, is not an ethic of salvation. In ancient Ishm.
and ancient Judaism, religion made no real _demands with respect to
dogma, requiring only, as primeval religion does everywhere, belief in
the power (and hence also in the existence) of its own god, now re
garded by it as the only god, and in the mission of this god's prophets.
But since both these religions were scriptural (in Islam the Koran
was believed to have been divinely created), they also insisted upon
belief in the substantive truth of the scriptures. Yet, apart from their
cosmogonic, mythologic, and historical narratives, the biblical books of
the law and the prophets and the Koran contain primarily practical
commandments and do not inherently require intellectual views of a
definite kind.

Only in the non-prophetic religions is belief equivalent to sacred
lore. In these religions the priests are still, like the magicians, guardians
of mythological and cosmogonic knowledge; and as sacred bards th~y

are also custodians of the heroic sagas. The Vedic and Confucian ethics
attributed full moral efficacy to the traditional literary educations obtained
through schooling which, by and large, was identical with mere mem
orized knowledge. In religions that maintain the requirement of in
tellectual understanding there is an easy transition to the philosophical
or gnostic form of salvation. This transition tends to produce a tre
mendous gap between the fully qualified intellectuals and the masses.
But even at this point there is still no real, official dogmatics-only
philosophical opinions regarded as more or less orthodox, e.g., the ortho
dox Vedanta or the heterodox Sankhya in Hinduism.

But the Christian churches, as a consequence of the increasing in
trusion of intellectualism and the growing opposition to it, produced an
unexampled mass of official and .binding rational dogmas, a theological
faith. In practice it is impossible to require both belief in dogma and the
universal understanding of it. It is difficult for us today to imagine that
a religious community composed principa.lly of petty-bourgeois members
could have thoroughly mastered and really assimilated the complicated
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contents of the Epistle to the Romans, for example, yet apparently this
must have been the case. This type of faith embodied certain dominant
soteriologica:I views current among the group of urban proselytes who
were accustomed to meditating on the conditions of salvation and who
were to some degree conversant with Jewish and Greek casuistry. Simi
larly, it is. well known that in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
broad petty-bourgeois strata achieved intellectual mastery over the dog
mas of the Synods of Dort and Westminster, and over the many com
plicated compromise formulae of the Reformation churches. Still, under
normal conditions it would be imposSible for such intellectual penetra~

tion to take place in congregational religions without producing one of
the following results for all those not beionging to the class of the
philosophically knowledgeable (Gnostics). These less knowledgeable
people, including the "hylics" and the mystically unilIuminat.ed "psychics,"
would either be excluded from salvation or limited to a lesser-order
salvation re.served for the non-intellectual pIOUS (pistikoi). These results
occurred in Gnosticism and in t~e intellectual religions of India.

A controversy raged in early Christianity throughout its first cen
turies, sometimes openly and sometimes beneath the surface, as to
whether theological gnosis or Simple faith (pistis) is the higher religious
quality, explicitly or implicitly providing the sale guarantee of religiOUS
salvation. In Islam, the Mu'tazilites held that a person who is "religious"
in the average sense, and not schooled in dogma, is not actually a mem
ber of the real community of the faithful. A decisive influence was every
where exerted on the character of religion by the relationships between
the theological inteHectuals, who were the virtuosi of religious knowl
edge, and the piOUS non-intellectuals, especially the virtuosi of religiOUS
asceticism and the virtuosi of religiolls contemplation) who equally re
garded "dead knowledge" as of negligible value in the quest for salvation.

Even in the Gospels themselves, the paraboliC form of Jesus' message
is rqresented as being purposefully esoteric. To avoid the appearance

,of an esotericism propagated by an inteIlectualist aristocracy, religious
faith must base itself upon something other than a real understanding
and affirmation of a theological system of dogma. As a matter of fact,
every prophetic religion has based religi0us faith upon something other
than real understanding of theology, either at the very outset or at a later
stage when it has become a congregational religion and has generated
dogmas. Of course the acceptance of dogmas is always relevant to reli
gious faith, except in the views of ascetics and more especially mystical
virtuosi. But the explicit, personal recognition of dogmas, for which the
technical tenn in Christianity is fides explicita, was required only with
reference to those articles of faith which were regarded as absolutely
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essential, greater latitude being permitted in regard to other dogmas.
Protestantism made particulaIly strict demands upon belief in dogma,
because of its doctrine of justification by faith. This was especially,
though not exclusively, true of ascetjc Protestantism, which regarded the
Bible as a cOdification of divine law. This religious requirement was
largely responsible for the intensive training of the youth of the Prot
estant sects and for the establishment of universal public schools like
those of the Jewish tradition. This same religious requirement was the
underlying reason for the familiarity with the, Bible on the part of the
Dutch and Anglo-Saxon Pietists and Methodists (in contrast to the
conditions prevalent in the English public schools, for example), which
aroused the amazement of travelers as late as the middle of the nine-'
tecnth century. Here, the people's conviction about the unequivocally
dogmatic character of the Bible was responsible for the far-reaching
demand that each man know the tenets of his own faith. In a church
rich in dogmas, all that may be legitimately required in respect to the
mass of dogmas is {Ides implidta, viz., a general readiness to subject one's
own convictions to religious authority. The Catholic church has required
this to the greatest possible degree, and indeed continues to do so. But
a {Ides implidta is no longer an actual personal acceptance of aogmas;
rather, it is a declaration of confidence in and dePication to a prophet or
to the authority of an institution. In this way, faith loses its intellectual
character.

Religion retains only a secondary interest in intellectual matters once
religious ethics has become predominandy rational. This happens be
cause the mere assertion of intellectual propositions falls to the lowest
level of faith before a Gesinnungsethik, as Augustine among others
maintained. Faith must also take on a quality of inwardness. Personal
attachment to a particular god is more than knowledge and is therefore
designated as "faith," This is the case in both the Old and New Testa
ments. The faith which was "accounted to Abraham to righteousness" was
no intellectual assertion of dogmas, but a reliance upon the promises of
God. For both Jesus and Paul, faith continued to hold the same central
significance. Knowledge and familiarity with dogmas receded far into
the background.

In a church organized as an institution, it works out in practice that
the requirement of fides explicita is limited to priests, preachers, and
theologians, all of whom have been trained in dogmatics. Such an aris
tocracy of those trained and knowledgeable in dogmatics arises within
every religion that has been systematized into a theology. These persons
presently claim, in different degrees and with varying measures of suc
cess, that they are the real carriers of the rdigion. The view that the
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priest must demonstrate his capacity to understand more and believe
more than is possible for the average human mind is still widely diffused
today, particularly among the peasantry. This is only one of the forms in
which there comes to expression in :eligion the status qualification re
sulting from special education that is found in every type of bureaucracy•.
be it political, military, ecclesiastical, or commercial. But even more.
fundamental is the aforementioned doctrine, found also in the New .
Testament, of faith ~ the specific charisma of an extraordinary and
purely personal reliance upon god's providence, such as the shepherds of
souls and the heroes of faith must possess. By virtue of this charismatic
confidence in god's support, the spiritual representa.tive and leader of
the congregation, as a virtuoso of faith, may act differently from the
layman in practical situations and hring about different results, far
su~ normal human capacity. In the context of practical action,
faith can pronie a substitute for magical powers.

This antH&aiooal inner attitude chamcteristic of religions of un
limited trust In-pi may occasionally pcoduce an acasmistic indifference
'to obvious practi<aI and rational CODiiderations. It frequencly produces
an un<r>oditional reliance on god's~, attributing to god alone
th~ consequences of one's own aeti~wtPch are interpreted as pleasing
to god. In Christianity and in Islam. as well as elsew.h.ere, this anti
rational attitude is sharply opposed, to knowledge and po-.Jarly to
theological knowkdge. Anti-rationaliry may be manif""",, iD a proud
virtuosity of faith, or, when it avoids this danger of arrogant deification
of the creaturely, it may be manifested in an unmnditional ~gfous
surrender,and a spititual burnility that""'l'tires, above an ..... tIJ, death
of intellectual pride. This attitude of unconditional trust played a major
role in ancient Christianity, particulaUyiD the case Of Jesus and Paul
and in the srrullllles against Greek pIWosopby, and in modem Chris
tianiry. particulUIy in the antipath;es to theology, on the part of the
mystical spiritualist sects of the ....,,-..11 century in Western Europe

, and of lbe eigh-.th and nine-.th <:eIJlUries in Eastern Europe.
. At some poiat in its development, every genuinely devout religious

faith brings about, directly or indirectly, that "sacrifice of the intellect"
in the interests of a trans-intellectual, distinctive religious quality of
absolute surrender and utter trust which is expressed. in the formula
credo 1Imt quod sed quia absurdum est. The salvation religions teaching
belief in a transcendental god stress, here as everywhere,. the inadequacy
of the individ.ual's intellectual powers when he confronts the exalted
state of the divinity. Such a turning away from knowledge, based on
faith in a transcendental god's power to save, is altogether different
from the Buddhist's renunciation of knowledge concerning the world
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beyond, which is grounded simply in his belief that such knowledge
cannot advance contemplation that alone brings salvation. It is also
altogether different in essence from skeptical renunciation of the possi
bility of understanding the meaning of the world, which indeed it is
inclined to combat much more harshly than it combats the Buddhist
form of renunciation of knowledge. The skeptical point of view has
been common to the intellectual strata of every period. It is evident in
the Greek epitaphs and in the highest artistic productions of the Renais
sance, such as the works of Shakespeare; it has found expression in the
philosophies of Europe, China, and India, as well as in modern intel
lectualism.

Deliberate belief in the absurd, as well as in tnumphant joy ex
pressed in .the sermonS of Jesus over the r3C't that 'he r:harisma of faith
has been granted by God to children and minors 8tht" than to scholars,
typifies the great tension between this type of sa\v;:ltioo ~djgion ~nd in
tellectualism. Nevertheless, this type of religiofl comt1T!tly <;eeks to ;luapt
intellectualism to its own purposes. As Christia>1ity became incTcasi~gly

penetrated by Greek forms of thought, even in Artiquity but fM !TIure
strongly after the rise of universities in the Middle Ages, it came to

foster intellectualism. The medieval universities were actually centers for
the cultivation of dialectics, created to counterbalance the achievements
of the Roman jurists on bchalf of the competing power of the Empire.

Every religion of belief assumes the ex;st",nce of a personal god, ;]s
well as his intermediaries and prophets, in whose favor there must bc a
renunciation of self-righteousness and individual knowledge at som~

point or other. Consequently, religiOSity based on this form of faith is
characteristically absent in the Asiatic religions. We have already seen
that faith may assume very different forms, depending on the direction
in which it develops. To be sure, despite all diversities, a striking simi
larity to contemplative mysticism characrerizes all religions of faith
oriented to salvation which are found among peaceful groups, though
it does not characterize ancient Islam and the religion of Yahweh, in
both of which the primordial tnist of the warrior in the tremendous
power of his own god was still dominant. This Similarity to contempla'
rive mysticism derives from the fact that when the substantive content
of salvation is envisaged and striven after -as redemption, there is always
at least a tendency for salvation to evolve into a primarily emotional re
lationship to the divine, a unio mystica. Indeed, the more systematically
the "attitudinal" character of the faith is developed, the more easily
may outright antinomian results ensue, as occurs in every type of mysti
cism.

The great difficulty of establishing an unequivocal relati~nship be-
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tween ethical demands and a religion based on faith, i.e., a" genuine
salvation. religion based on an attitude of utter trust, was already clem" ,
strated by the Pauline Epistles, and even by certain contradictions in the
utterances of Jesus, as those utterances are recorded in the tradition. Paul
struggled continually with the immediate consequences of his own views,
and with their vary complicated implications. The consistent develop
ment of the Pauline doctrine of salvation by faith achieved in the Mar·
cionite doctrines definitively demonstrated the antinomian consequences
of Paul's teaching.2 As increasing stress was placed upon salvation by
faith, there was generally but little tendency for an active ethical ra
tionali7.ation of the pattern of life to take place within everyday religion,
although the opposite was the case for the prophet of such a religion.
Under certain circumstances, salvation by faith can have directly anti
rational effects in concrete cases as well as in principle. A minor illustra~

tion of this is found in the resistance of many religious Lutherans to

entering into insurance contracts, on the ground that such action would
,manifest an irreligious distrust of God's providence. The wider im
portance of this problem lies in the fact that every rational and planned
procedure for achieving salvation, every reliance on good works, and
above alI every effort to surpass normal ethical behavior by ascetic
achievement, is regarded by religion based on faith as a wicked. preoccu~

pation with purely human powers,
Wherever the conception of salvation by faith has been developed

consistently, as in ancient Islam, trans-worldly asceticism and especially
monasticism have been rejected. As a result, the development of belief
in salvation by faith may directly augment the religious emphasis placed
upon vocational activity within the world, as actually happened in the
case of Lutheran Protestantism. Moreover, religion based. on faith may
also strengthen the motivations for a religiously positive evaluation of
vocations within the world, particularly .when such religion also devalues
the priestly grace of penance and sacrament in favor of the exclusive
importance of the personal religious relationship to god. Lutheranism
took this stand in principle from its very outset, and strengthened the
stand subsequently, after the complete elimination of the confessional.
The same effect of the belief in faith upon vocational motivations was
particularly evident in the various forms of Pietism, which were given an
ascetic cast by Spener and Francke, but which had also been exposed to

Quaker and other influences of which they themselves were not too well
aware.

Moreover, the Gennan word for "vocation" (Bernf) is derived from
the Lutheran translation of the Bible. The positive evaluation of ethical
conduct within one's worldly calling, as the only mode of life acceptable
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to god, \'~"as central in Lutheranism from the very beginning. But in
Lutheranism, good works did not enter into consideration as the real
basis for the salvation of the soul, as in Catholicism, nor did good works
provide the intellectual basis for the recognition that one had~ re
born, as in ascetic Protestantism, Instead, certainty of salvation was de
rived in Lutheranism from the habitual feeling of having found refuge
in God's goodness and grace. Hence, Lutheranism taught, as its attitude
toward the world, a patient resignation toward the world's institutional
structures. In this regard, Lutheranism prese'nts a striking contrast to
those religions--espeeially those fonns of ProU'..5tantism-which r~uired

for the assurance of one's salvation either a distinctive methodical pat-,
tern of life or a demonstration of good works, such as was known as
fides efficax among the Pietists and as amal among the Muslim Kharijis,
and an equally striking contrast to the virtuosi religions of ascetic sects.S

Lutheranism lacks any motivation toward revolutionary attitudes in
social or political relationships and any indination toward rational re
formist activity. Its teaching requires one to maintain, both within the
world and against it, the substance of the salvation promised by ene's
faith, but does not require one to attempt a transformation of rhe world
in any rationalized ethical direction. The Lutheran Christian has all
that is needful for him. if only the word of God i:; proclaimed pure and
clear; the remaking of the eternal order of the world and even the
remaking 1)£ the churcn is a matter of bdifference, an adiaphoron. To
be sure, this emotionalist quality of the faith, which is. relatively in
different to the world, but in contrast to asceticism also '-'open" to it;,
was the product of a gradual devdopment. It is diffiGUlt for such an
emotionalist faith to generate anti-traditionalist, rational patterns of con
duct, and it lacks any drive toward the rational control and transforma
tion of the world.

"Faith," in the fornl known to the warrior religions of ancient Islam
and of Yahwism, took the form of simple allegiance to the god or to
the prophet, along the lines th.at originally characterize all relationships
to anthropomorphic gods. Faithfulness is rewarded and disloyalty pun
ished by the god. This p~rsona] relationship to the god takes on other
qualities when the carners of salvation religion become peaceful groups,
and more particularly when they become members of the middle classes.
Only then can faith as an instrument of salvation takc on the emo
tionally tinged character and assume ·the lineaments of love for the god
or the savior. This transformation is already apparent in exilic and post
exilic Jud~ism, and is even more strongly apparent in early Christianity,
especially in the teachings of Jesus and John. God nOw appears' as a
gracious master or father of a household. But it is of course .l vulgar
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error to see in the paternal quality of the god proclaimed by Jesus an
intrusion of non-Semitic religion, on the argument that the gods of the
(generally Semitic) desert peoples "create" mankind whereas the Greek
deities ''beget'' it. For the Christian god never Ihought of begetting men
-the phrase "begotten and not CIf'..ated (yut"c,Of.flra J.I~ 1f"oITjei.·ra) is pre
cisely the distinctive predicate of the trinitarian, deified, Christ which
sets hir& off from humankiild; moreover, even though the Christian god
surrounds mankind with superhuman love, he is hy no means a tender
modern "daddr'" but rather a primarily benevolent, yet also wrathful
and strict, rega patriarch, such as was also the Jewish god.

In any case, the emotional content of religions of faith may be
deepened whenever the followers of these religions substitute the view
that they are children of god for the ascetic view that they are merely
his i:ustruments. The result may be a strong tendency to seek the integra
tion of one's pattern of life in subjeCtive states and in an inner reliance
upon god, rather than in the consciousness of one's continued ethical
probation. This tendency may even further weaken the practical, rational
character of the religion. Such an emotional emphasis is suggested by
the "language of Canaan" which came to expression with the renaissance
c£ Pietism, that whining cadence of typical Lutheran sennons in Ger
m~ny which has so often drIven strong men out of the church.

A c'Jmpletely anti-rational effect upon the conduct of life is generally
e:-:erted by rAiglOns of faith when the relationship to the god or the
saviol exhiLiti; t;1(; trait of passionate devotion, and-consequently when
ever the {elig;on has a latent or manifest tinge of elOtidsm. This is ap
p~;;ent in the ma)~y varieties of love of god in Sufism, in the Canticles
tyr Qf mystidsm of ~t_ Bernard and his followers, in the cult of Mary
ami d;~ Sac:red Heart lit }-2SUS, in other comparable forms of devo
tiolialism, ami fill.<lBy iu tliC characteristic manifestations of emotionally
suffused Pi~'t?iHl W,;thi'l LUl;'};;::ranism, such as the movement of Zinzen·
dorf. However, its most miking manifestation -occurs in the charac

'teristically Hindu religiosity of love (bhak#) which from the fifth
and sixth centuries on suppla:J.ted. the pmud and noble ·intellectualistic
religion of Buddhism, becoming the popular form of salvation re
ligion amang _the masses of India, particularly in the soteriologi<;a1
forms of Vishnuism. In this Hindu relWosity of love. devotion to
Krishna, who had been apotheosi'*!! lrom tlie Mahoh&ar... to the status
of a sa"", and more "J"Cially~ '" the Krishna child, is raised·
'0 a state of erotieally tinged devotion. 'This process takes place through
the four 1eYeb of contemplation' _ 10><, frientihip 1""" filial or
parental love, and, at the highest level, a piety tinged with definite
eroticism, aI'tet the fashion of the love of the gopl< (the Iooe of Krishna's
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mistresses for him). Since the procedure enjoined by this religion as
necessary for salvation is essentially hostile to the concerns of everyday
life, it has always presupposed some degree of sacramental intermedia
tion in the achievement of grace, by priests, gurus, or gQsains. In its
practical effects, this religion is a sublimated counterpart of the Shakti
religion, which is popular among the lowest social strata in India. The
religion of Shakti is a worship of the wives of gods, always very close to the
orgiastic type of religion and not infrequently involving a cult of ereric
orgies, which of course makes it utterly remote from a religion of pure
faith, such as Christianity, with its continuous and umhakeable trust
in God's providence. The erotic dement in the personal relationship to
the savior in Hindu salvation religion may be regarded as largely the
technical result of the practices of devotion; whereas, in marked contrast,
the Christian belief in providence is a charisma that must be maintained
by the exercise of the will of the believer.

3. Salvation Through Belief in Predestination

Finally, salvation may be regarded as a completely free, inexplicable
gift of grace from a goo absolutely unsearchable as to his decisions, who
is necessarily unchanging because of his omniscience, and utterly beyond
the inBuence of any human behavior. This is the grace of predestination.
This conception unconditionally presupposes a transcendental creator
god, and is therefore lacking in an ancient and Asiatic religions. It is
also lacking in warrior and heroic religions, since they posit a super
divine fate, whereas the doctrine of predestinarion posits a world order
or regime which is rational from god's point of view even though it may
appear irrational to human beings. On the other hand, a religion of
predestination obliterates the goodness of god, for he becomes a hard,
majestic king. Yet it shares with religions of fate the capacity for inducing
nob:1:ty and rigor in its devotees. It has this effect in spite of the fact,
or rather because of the fact, that only in respect to this kind of god is
the complete devaluation of all the powers of an individll<!l " prerequisite
for his salvation by·free grace alone.

Dispassionate and sober ethical men like Pebgius might believe in
the adequacy of their own good works. B1.~t 2.tnong the prophets ond
founders of religions, predestinarion has been the ~lief of men animated
by a drive to establish rationally organized religiou<; power, as in the
case of Calvin and Muhammad, each of whor,.l, felt that the certainty
of JUs, own mission in the world derived le<:...s from ?'ny ~rsonal perfec
tion than from his situation in the world and from god's will.... In other
cases, e.g., Augustine .nd also Mulwnmad, the belief in predestination
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may anse as a result of recognizing the necessity for controlling tre
mendous passions and feeling that this can be accomplished only, if at
all, through a power acting upon the individual from without and above.
Luther, too, knew this feeling during the terribly excited period after
his difficult struggle with sin, but it receded. in importance for him after
he had achieved a better adjustment to the world.

Predestination provides the individual who has found religious grace
with the highest possible degr~ of certainty of salvation, once he has
attained. assurance that he belongs to the very limited aristocracy of
salvation who are the elect. But the individual must find certain indices
(Symptome) by which he may detennine whether he possesses this in·
comparable charisma, inasmuch as it is impossible for him to live on
in'· absolute uncertainty regarding his salvation. Since god has deigned
to reveal at least some positive injunctions for the type of conduct pleas
ing to him, the aforementioned indices must reside, in this instance as
in the case of every religiously active charisma, in the decisive demon
stration of the capacity to serve as one of god's instruments in ful6.lIing
his injunctions, and that in a persevering and methodical fashion, for
either one poi'ieSSCS predestined grace or one does not. Moreover, the
assurance of this grace is not affected by any particular transgressions of
the individual in question. The ultimate certainty of one's salvation and
one's continuance in a state of grace, notwithstanding disparate trans
gressions which the man predestined to salvation commits in the same
way that all other sinful creatures commit transgressions, is provided
by one's knowledge that, despite these particular errors, one's behavior
is acceptable to god and 80ws out of an inner relationship based on the
mysterious quality of grace-in short, salvation is based on a central and
cOnstant quality of personality.

Hence, the belief in predestination, although it might logically be
expected. to result in fatalism, produced in its most consistent followers
the strongest possible motives for acting in accordance with god's pattern.
Of course this action assumed different fonns, depending upon the
primary content of the religious prophecy. In the case of the Muslim
warriors of the first generation of Islam, the belief in predestination often
produced a complete obliviousness to self, in the interest Of fuI5llment
of the religious commandment of a holy war for the conquest of the
world. In the case of the Puritans governed by the Christian ethic, the
same belief in predestinarion often produced ethical rigorism, legalism,
and rationally planned procedures for the patterning of life. Discipline
acquired during wars of religion was the source of the unconquerable
ness of both the Islamic and Cromwellian cavalries. Similarly, inner
worldly asceticism and the disciplined quest for salvation in a vocation
pleasing to God were the sources of the virtuosity in acquisitiveness
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characteristic of the Puritans. Every consistent doctrine of predestined
grace inevitably implied a radical and ultimate devaluation of an magical,
sacramental, and institutional distributions of grace, in view of god's
sovereign will, a devaluation that actually occurred wherever the doc
trine of p:redestination appeared in its full purity and maintained its
strength. By far the strongest such devaluation of magical and institu
tional grace occurred in Puritanism.

Islamic predestination knew nothing of the "double decree";' it did
not dare attribu,:e to Allah the predestination of-some,people to hell, but
only attributed to him the withdrawal of his grace from some people, a
belief which admitted man's inadequacy and inevitable transgression.
Moreover, as a warrior religion, Islam had some of the characteristics '
of the Greek moira in that it developed far less the specifically ra
tional elements of a world order and the speci6c determination of the
individual's fate in the world beyond. The ruling conception was that
predestination determined, not the fate of the individual in the world
beyond, but rather the uncommon events of this world, and above all
such questions as whether or not the warrior for the faith would fall in
battle. The religious fate of the individual in the next world was hdd,
at least according to the older view, to be adequatdy secured by the
individual's belief in Allah and the prophets, so that no demonstration of
salvation in the conduct of life is needed. Any rational system of ascetic
control of everyday life was alien to this warrior religion from the outset,
so that in Islam the doctrine of predestination manifested its power
especially during the wars of faith and the wars of the Mahdi. The
doctrine of predestination tended to lose its importance whenever Islam'
became more civilianized, because the doctrine produced no planned
procedure for the control of the workaday wodd, as dId the Puritan
doctrine of predestination.

In Puritanism, predestination definitdy did affect the fate of the
individual in the world beyond, and therefore his assurance of salvation
was determined primarily by his maintenance of ethical integrity in the
affairs of everyday life. For this reason, the belief in predestination
assumed greater importance in Calvinism as this religion became more
bourgeois than it had been at the outset. It is significant that the
Puritan belief in predestination was regarded by 'authorities everywhere
as dangerous to the state and as hostile to authority, because it made
Puritans skeptical of the legitimacy of all secular power. It is interesting
to note by way of contrast that in Islam the family and following of
Uma'r, who were denou!1ced for their alleged secularism, were followers
of the belief in predestination, since they hoped to see their dominion,
which had been established by illegitimate means, legitimized by the pre
destine<! will of Allah.
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Clearty. every use of predestination to determine concrete events in
history. rather than to secure one's orientation to one's place in the world
beyond, immediately causes predestination to lose its ethical, rational
character. The belief in pr(..Jestinanon practically always had an ascetic
effect among the simple warriors of the early Islamic faith, which in the
realm of ethics exerted largely external and ritual demands, but the
ascetic effects of the Islamic belief in predestination were not rational,
and for this reason they were repressed in everyday life. _The Islamic
belief in predestination easily assumed fatalistic characteristics in the
beliefs of the masses, viz., kismet, and fOf this reason predestination did
not eliminate magic from the popular religion.

Finally, the Chinese patrimonial bureaucracy, in keeping with the
character of its Confucian ethic, considered knowledge concerning des
tiny or fate to be indissolubly associated with sophistication. On the
other hand, Confucianism permitted destiny to assume certain fatalistic
attributes in the magical religion of the masses, though in the religion
of the educated it assumed approximately a middle position between

'providence and moira. For just as the -onoiTa, together with the courage
to enuure it, nurtured the heroic pride of warriors. so also did pre
destination feed the "pharisaical" pride of the heroes of middle-class
asceticism.

But in no other religion was the pride of the pred~tined aristocracy
of salvation so closely associated with the man of a ....ocation and with the
idea that success in rationalized activity demonstrates god's blessing as
in Puritanism (and hence in no other religion was the influence of
ascetic motivation upon the attitude tClwaro economic activity so strong).
Predestination too is a belief of virtuosi, - who alone can accept. the
thought of the everlasting "double decree." But as this doctrine COn
tinued to How into the routine of everyday liVing and into the religion
of the masses, its dour bleakness became mare and more intolerable.
Finally, all that remained of it in occidental ascetic Protestantism was a
vestige, a caput mortuum: the contribution which this doctrine of grace
made to the rational capitalistic temperament, the idea of the methodical
demonstration of vocation in one's economic behavior.

The neo-Calvinism of Kuyper no longer dared to maintain the pure
doctrine of predestined grace.4 Nevertheless, the doctrine was never com·
pletely eliminated frOID Calvinism; it only altered its form. Under all
circumstances, the detenninism of predestination remained an instru·
ment for the greatest possible systematization and centralization of the
Gesinnungsethik. The "total personality," as we would say today, has
been provided with the accent of eternal value by "God's election:' and
not by any individual action of the person in question.

There is a non·religious counterpart of this religious evaluation, one
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based on a mundane determinism. It is that distinctive type of "guilt"
and, so to speak, godless feeling of sin which characterizes modem
secular man precisely because of his own Gesinnungsethik, regardless
of its metaphysical basis. Not that he has done a particular deed, but
that by virtue of his unalteIable qualities, acquired without his coopera~

tion, he "is" such that he could commit the deed-this is the secret
anguish borne by modem man, and this is also what the others, in their
"pbarisaism" (now turned determinism), blame him for. It is a "merciless"
attitude because there is no significant possibility of "forgiveness," "con
trition," or "restitution"-in much the same way that the religious belief
in predestination was merciless, but at least it couId conceive of some
impenetrable divine rationality.

NOTES

I. Cf. Wilhelm Bousset, Hauptprobleme der Gnosis (GOttingen: Vanden~

hoeck, 19(17), ch. I. Since Weber used Bousset's work on Die Religion des]uden
tums (1906), it appears likely that Bousset was also one of his major sourCes on
gnosticism.

tao Hemann Mallinckrodt (1821-74) Wll$ one of the founders of the
Catholic Center Party and one of its most vociferous spokesmen;.he was a member
of the Reichstag from 1867 until 1871. His sister Pauline founded the congrega
tion of the "Sisters of Christian Love."

2. Cf. Adolf von Harnack, Lehrbw:h der Dogmengeschichte (Tilbingen:
Mohr, (931), vol. I, 292-3°9. This is the fourth edition of the J909 publication,
and another of Weber's major sources.

3. On the Kharijis, see Chantepie et al., or cit., vol. I, 682fF.; on amal, see
C. H. Beeker, Islamstudien, vol. I, 165, 167. (W)

4. On Abraham Kuyper, Dutch theologian and Minister of the Interior
(1901-05), see Weber, ''The Protestant Sects....," i.n Gerth and Mills. 01. en.,
452f.

XII

Religious Ethics and the World: Economics

1. Worldly Virtues and the Ethics of Ultimate Ends
The more a religion of salvation has been systematized and internal

ized in the direction of an ethic of ultimate ends (Gesinnungsethilt).
the.greater becomes its tension in relation to the world. This tension be
tween religion and the world appears in a less consistent fashion .and less
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,

as a matter of principle, so long as the religion has a ritualistic or le
galistic form. In these earlier stages, religions of salvation generally
assume the same forms and exert the same effects as those of magical
ethics. That is to say, a salvation religion generally begins by assigning
inviolable sanctity to those conventions received by it, since all the fol
lowers of -'I p.ntkuhr god are interested in avoiding the wrath of the
deity, and henct~ in punishing any transgression of the norms enjoined
by him. Conse<:;Lently, once an injunction has achieved the status of a
divine commandment, it rises out of the circle of alterable conventions
into the rank of sanctity. Henceforth, the regulations enjoined by the
religion are regarded, like the arrangements of the cosmos as a whole, as
eternally valid-susceptible of interpreta6on, but not of alteration, unless
the god himself reveals a new commandment.

In this stage, the religion exercises a stereotyping effect on the entire
realm of legal institutions and social conventions, in the same way that
symbolism stereotypes certain substantive elements of a culture and pre
scription of magical taboos stereotypes concrete types of relationships to
human beings and to goods. The sacred books of the-Hindus, Muslims,
Parsees and Jews, and the classical books of the Chinese treat legal
prescriptions in exactly the same manner that they treat ceremonial and
ritual norms. The law is sacred. law. The dominance of Jaw that has
been stereotyped. by religion constitutes one of the most significant limita
tions on the rationalizatioi of the legal order and hence also on the
rationalization of the economy.

Conversely, when ethical prophecies have broken through the stereo
typed magical or ritual norms, a sudden or a gradual revolution may take
place, even in the daily order of human living, and particularly in the
realm of economics. It must be admitted. of course, that there are limits
to the power of religion in both spheres. It is by no means true that reli
gion is always the decisive element when it appears in connection with
th~ _aforementioned transformation. Furthennore, religion nowhere cre
ates certain ecoMmic conditions unless there are also present in the
existing relatiunships and constellations of" 'interests certain possibilities
of, or even powerful drives toward, such an economic ttansformation.
It is not possible to enunciate any general fonnula that will summarize
the comparative substantive powers of the various factors in~lved in
such a transformation or will summarize the manner of their aceom
mooation to one another.

The needs of economic life make themselves manifest either through
a reinterpretation of the sacred commandments or through their casuistic
by-passing. !.:>crasionally we also cbme upon a simple. practical elimina
tion of religiOUS injunctions in the course of the ecclesiastical dispensa
tion of penance and grace. One example of this is the elimination
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within the Catholic church of so important a provision as the prohibi~

tion against usury even in foro conscientiae (concerning which we shall
have more to say presently), but without any express abrogation, which
would have been impossible. Probably the same proc~s will take place
in the case of another forbidden practice, onanismus 1tlJltrimonialis, viz.,
the limitation of offspring to tW0 childI'f'..n per family.

The frequent ambivalence or silence of religious norm.i with respect
to new problems and practices like the aforementioned results in the
unmediated juxtaposition of the stereotypes' absolute unalterableness
with the extraordinary capriciousness and utter unpredictability of the
same stereotypes' validity in any particular application. Thus, in dealing
with the Islamic shar'iah it is virtually impossible to assert what is the
practice today in regard to any particular matter. Tilt same confusion
obtains with regard to all sacred laws and ethical injunctions mat have
a formal ritualis[ic and casuistical character, above aU the Jewish law.

But the systematization of religiOUS obligations in the duection of an
ethic based on inner religious faith (Gesinnu'tLgsethik) produces a situa
tion that is fundamentally different in essence. Such systematization
breaks through the stereotypizarion of individual norms in order to bring
about a meaningful total relationship of the pattern of life to the goal of
religious salvation. Moreover, an inner religiOUS faitll does not recognize
any sacred law, but only a "sacred inner religiou;; state" that may sanc
tion different maxims of conduct in different sirua;:ions, and which is
thus elastic and susceptible of accommodation. fi may, depending on
the pattern of lif~ it engenders, produce revolutionary consequences
from within, instead of exerting a.stereotyping effect. But it acquires '
this ability to revolutionize at the price of also acquiring a whole complex
of problems which becomes greatly intensified and infernaJized. The in
herent conflict between the religiOUS postulat{' and the reality of the
world does not diminish, but rather increases. With the increasing
systematization and rationalization of social relationships 211d of their
substantive contents, the external compensariom provided hy the t('deh
ings of theadicy are replaced by the struggles of particular autonomous
spheres of life against the requirements of religion. The more intense
the religiOUS need is, the more the world presents a problem. Let us
now clarify this matter by analyzing some of the principal conflicts.

Religious ethics penetrate into social institutions in very different
ways. The decis!'.'e aspect of the religiow ethic is not the intensity of its
attachment to magic and ritual or the distinctive character of the religion
generally, but is rather its tLeoretical attitude toward the world. To the
extent that a religious ethic organizes ~ world from a religious perspec
tive into a systematic, rational cosmos, its ethical tensions \;'lith the social
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institutions of the world are likely to b-.=come sharper and more prin~

dpled; this is the more true the more the secular institutions (Ordnun
gen) are systematjzed autonomously. A religious ethic evolves that is
oriented to the rejection of the world, and which by its very nature com
pletely lacks any of that stereotyping character which has been asso
ciated with sacred laws. Indeed, the very tension which this religious
ethic introdu.::es into the human relationships toward the '''orld becomes
a strongly dynamic factor in social evolution.

2. Familial Piety, Neighborly Help, and Compensation

Those cases jp which a rehgioU!> ethk simply appropriate~ the gen
eral virtues of life within the world require no exposition her.e. These gen
eral virtues natmally include relationships within the family, truthful
ness, reliability, and respect for another person's life and property, indud
ling wives. But the acce_ntuation of the various virtues is characteristically
different in different religions. Confucianism placed a tr€:mendous stress
on familial piety, ;l stress which was motivated by belief in magic, in
view of the importance of the family spirits. This familial piety was
cultiva:ed in practice hy .'1 patriarchal and patrimonial-bureaucratic po
litica! .-:lrganiziHion. Confucius, dccording to a dictum attributed to bim,
regarded "insubordination as more reprehensible than brutality," which
indicates that he expressly interpreted obedience to family authorities
very literally as the distinctive mark of all :;ocial and political qualities.
The directly opposite accentuation of general virtues of life is found in
those more radical types of congregational religion which advocate the
dissoludon of all family ties. "\\O'bosoever cannot hate his father cannot
become a disciple of Jesus."

Another example of the different accentuations of virtues is the
stress placed on truthfulness in the Hind~ and Zoroastrian ethics,
whereas the Decalogue- of the JudroChristian tradition confines this
virtue 10 judicial testimony. Even further from the Hindu and Zoroas
trian requirements of truthfulness is the compl-zte recession of the obliga
tion of "eracity in favor of the varied injunctions of ceremonious pro
priety found in the status ethic of the Confucian Chinese bureaucracy.
Zoroastrianism fo-:bids the torture of animals, as a consequence of the
founder's campaign against orgiastic religion. Hindu religion goes far
beyond any other in ahsolutely prohibiting the slaying of any living
thing, a position that is based on conceptions of animism and metem
psychosis.

The cOntent of every religious ethic which goes beyond particular
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magical prescriptions and familial piety is primarily detennined by two
simple motives that condition all everyday behavior beyond the limits of
the family, namely, just retaliation against offenders and fraternal assist
ance to friendly neighbors. Both are in a sense compensations: the
offender deserves punishment, the execution of which moIlifies anger;
and conversely, the neighbor is entitled to assistance. There could be no
guestion in Chinese, Vedic, or Zoroastrian ethics, or in that of the Jews
until postexile times, but that an enemy must be compensated with evil
for the evil he has done. Indeed, the entire social order of these societies
appears to have rested on just compensation. For this reason and because
of its accommodation with the world, the Confucian ethic rejected the,
idea of love for one's enemy, which in China was partly mystical and
partIy based on notions of social utility, as being contrary to the interests
of the state. The notion of love for one's enemy was accepted by the
Jews in their postexile ethic, according to the interpretation of Meinhold,
but only in the particular sense of cau!>ing their enemies all the greater
humiliation by the benevoknt attitude exhibited by the Jews. The post
exile Jews added another proviso, which Christianity retained, that
vengeance is the proper prerogative of God, who will the more certainly
execute it the more man refrains from doing so himself.

Congrega~ional religion added the fellow worshipper ;llld the (Dm
l'ade in faith to the roster of those to whom the religiously founded
obligation of assistance applied, which already h.cluded the blood
brother and the feHow member of dan or tribe. Stated more correctly,
congregational religion set the co-religionist in the place of the fellow,
clansman. "Whoever does not leave his own father and mother cannot
become a follower of Je5us." This is also the general sense and context
of Jesus' remark that he came n0t to bring peace, hut the sword. Out of
all this grows the injunction of brotherly love, which is especially
characteristic of congregational religion, in most cases· because it con
tributes very effectively to the emancipation from politicli organization.
Even in early Christianity, for example in the doctrines of Clement of
Alexandria, brotherly love in its fullest extent was enjoir>ed only within
the circle of fellow believers, and not beyond.

The obligation to bring assistance to one's fellow was derived-as
we saw [Part Two, ch~ III; 2 ]-from the neighborhood group. The
nearest person helps the neighbor because he may one day require the
neighbor's help in turn. The emergence of the notion of universal love
is possible only after political and ethnic communities have become con
siderably intermingled, and after the gods have been liberated from
connection with polit:cal organizations to become universal powers. The
extension of the sentiment of love to ;ndude the followers of alien reli-
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gions is more difficult when the other religious communities have become
competitors, each proclaiming the uniqueness of its own god. Thus,
Buddhist tradition relate<; that the Jaini~t monks expressed amazement
that the Buddha had commanded his disciples to give food to them as
well as to Buddhist monks.

3. Alms·Giving, Charity, and the Protection of the Weak

As economic differentiation proceeded, customs of mutual neighborly
assistance in work and in meeting immediate needs were transformed
into customs of mutual 'lid among various social strata. This process is
reflected in religious ethics at a very early time. Sacred bards and magi
cians, the professi,mJI groups which first lost their contact with the soil,
lived from the h<)unl~y of the rich. Consequently, the wealthy who share
their plenty with religious functionaries receive the praises of the latter
at all times, while the greedy and miserly have curses hurled at them.
Under the economic conditions of early, 113tural agricultural economies,
noble status is conferred, not just by wealth, but also by a hospitable
and charitable munne: of living, as we shall see later on. Hence, the
giving of Hlms is :l universal and primary component of every ethical
religion, thrmgh new motivations for such giving may come to the fore.
Jesus occasiollillly made use of the aforementioned principle of com
pensation as a source of motivation for giving to the poor. The gist of
this notion was that god would all the more certainly render compensa
tion to the giver of alms in the world beyond, since it was impossible
for the poor to return the generosity. To this notion was added the
principle of the solidarity of the brothers in the faith, which under cer
tain <.:ircumst<1nc~'s might bring the hrotherliness dose to a communism
of love.

In Islam, the giving of alms was one of the five commandments in-
. cumbent upon members of the faith. Giving of alms was the "good

work" enjoined in ancient Hinduism, in Confucianism, and in early
Judaism. In ancient Buddhism,. the g!ving of alms was originally the
only activity of the pious layman that really mattered. Finally, in ancient
Christianity, the giving of alms attained almost -the dignity of a sacra
ment, and even in the time of Augustine faith without alms was not
regarded as genuine.

The impecunious Muslim warrior for the faith, the Buddhist monk,
and the impoverished fellow believers of ancient Christianity, especially
those of the Christian community in Jerusalem, were all dependent on
alms, as were the prophets, apostles, and frequently even the priests of
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salvation religions. In ancient Christianity. and among Christian sects as
late as the Quaker community, charitable assistance 'was regarded as a
sort of religious welfare insurance, .and was one of the most important
factors in the maintenance of the religious community and in missionaI)'
enterprise:s. Hence, when congregational religion lost its initial sectarian
drive, ,charity lost its significance to a greater or lesser degree and
assumed the character of a mechanical ritual. Still, charity continued to
survive in principle. In Christianity, even after its expansion, the giving
of alms remained so unconditionally necessary for the achievement of
salvation by the wealthy that' the poor were actually regarded as a dis·
tinctive and indispensable "status group" within the church. The render
ing of assistance naturally developed far beyond the giving of alms, and'
so the sick, widows, and orphans were again and again described as
possessing particular religious value.

The relationships among brothers in the faith came to be charac
terized by the same expectations whic.L were felt between friends and
neighbors, such as the expectations~ credit would be extended with
out interest and that one's children would be taken care of in time of
need without' any compensation. Many of the 5eCularized organizations
which have replaced the sects in the Uniwd States still make such claims
upon their members. Above all, the pooi" brother in the faith expects
this kind of assistance and generosity bom the powerful and from his
Own master. Indeed, within certain limitations, the powerful personage's
own interests dictated that he protect his own subordinates and show
them generosity, since the security.cf his.own income depended ul
timately on the good will and coopemtion of his underlings, as long as
no rational methods of control existed., On the other hand, the possibility
of obtaining help or protection from plwetful individuals provided every
pauper, and notably the sacred bazds" wii1 a motive to seek out such
individuals and praise them for their generosity. Wherever patriarchal
relationships of power and coercion ~tJ.muined the social stratincation.
but especially in the Orient, the propbeDc religions were able, in con
nection with the afore-mentioned puldy practical situation, to create
some kind of protectorate of the weak; i.e.. women, children, slaves, etc.
This is especially true of the Mosaic and Islamic prophetic religion.

This protection can also be extelJded to relationships between
classes. To exploit unscrupulously one's particular class position in rela
tion to less powerful neighbors in the manner typical of precapitalist
times-through the merciless enslavement of debtors and the aggrand
izement of land holdings, processes that are practically identical-meets
with considerable social condemnation and religious censure, as being
an offense against group solidarity. Similar objections apply to the
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maximum utilization of one's purchasing power in acquiring consumer
goods for the speculative exploitation of the critical condition of those in
less favorable positions. On the other,hand, the members of the ancient
warrior nobility tend to regard as a parvenu. any person who has risen
in the social scale as a result of the acquisition of money. Therefore,
the kind. of avarice JUSt described is everywhere regarded as abomi
nable from the religious point of view. It was so regarded in the Hindu
legal books. as well as in ancient Christianity and in Islam. In Judaism,
the reaction against such avarice led to the creation of the characteristic
institution of a jubilee year in which debts were cancelled and slaves
liberated, to ameliorate the conditions of one's fellow believers. This
institution was subsequently construed as the "sabbatical year," a re
sult of theological casuistry and of a misunderstanding on the part of
those pious people whose provenience was purely urban. Every systema
tization in the direction of a Gesinnungsethik crystallized from all these
particular dem~nds. the distinctive religious mood or state known as
"charity" (carltas).

.
4. Religious Ethics, Economic Rationality and the

Issue of Usury

The rejection of usury appears as an emanation of this central
religious mood in almost all ethical systems purporting to ~gulate life.
Such a prohibition against usury is completely lacking, outside of
Protestantism, only in the religious ethics which have become a mere
accommodation to the world, e.g., Confucianism; and in the religious
ethics of ancient Babylonia and the Mediterranean littoral in which the
urban citizenry (more particularly the nobility residing in the cities and
maintaining economic interests in trade) hindered the development of a
COnsistent caritative ethics. The Hindu books of canonical law prohibit
the taking of usury, at least for the two highest castes. Among the Jews,
collecting usury from "members of the tribe" (Volksgenossen) was pro
hibited. In Islam and in ancient Christianity, the prohibition against
usury at first applied only to brothers in faith, but subsequently became
unconditional. It seems probable that the prOSCription of usury in Chris
tianity is not primary in that religion. Jesus justified the biblical injunc
tiOn to lend to the impecunious on the ground that God will not reward
the lender in transactions which present no risk. This verse was then
misread and mistranslated in a fashion that.resulted in the prohibition
of usury: p.:r~(va d.lI't'\lI't'OVTt~ was mistranslated as p-7j8h, which in the
Vulgate became nihil inde sperantes.1
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The original basis for the thoroughgoing rejection of usury was
generally the primitive custom of economic assistance to one's fellows,
in accordance with which the taking of usury "among hrothers" was
undoubtedly regarded as a serious _hreach against the ohligation to 'pro
vide assistance. The fact that the prohibition against usury became in~

creasingly severe in Christianity, under quite different conditions, was
due in part to various other motives and factors. The prohihition of
usury was not, as the materialist conception of history would represent it,
a reflection of the absence of interest on capital under the general cond.i~

tions of a natural economy. On the contrary, the Christian church and
its servants, including the Pope. took interest without any scruples even
in the early Middle Ages, i.e., in the very pericxI of a natural economy;
even more so, of course, they condoned the taking of interest by others.
It is striking that the ecclesiastical persecution of usurious lending arose
and became ever more intense virtually as a concomitant of the incipient
development of actual capitalist instruments and particularly of acquisi~

rive capital in overseas tr<lde. ""hat is involved, therefore, is a struggle
in principle between ethical rationalization and the process of ration~

alization in the domain of economics. As we have seen, only in the
nineteenth century was the church obliged, under the pressure of certain
unalterable facts, to remove the prohibition in the manner we have
described previously.

~Ibe real reason for religious hostility toward usury lies deeper and
is connected with the attitude of religious ethics toward the imperatives
of rational profitmaking. In early religions, even those which otherwise
placed a high positive value on the possession of w~alth, purely com~

merdal enterprises were practically always the objects of adverse judg·
ment. Nor is this attitude confined to predominantly agrarian economies
under the influence of warrior nobilities. This criticism is usually found
when commerciai transactions are already relatively advanced, and
indeed it arose in cons.:'ious protest against them.

We may first note that every economic rationalization of a barter
economy has a weakening effect on the traditions which support the
authority of the sacred law. For this reason alone the pursuit of money,
the typical goal of the rational acquisitive quest, is religiously suspect.
Consequently, the priesthood favored the maintenance of a natural
economy (as was apparently the case in Egypt) wherever the particular
economic interests of the temple as a bank for deposit and loans under
divine protection did not militate too much ag3inst a natural economy.

But it is above all the impersonal and economically rationalized (but
for this very reason ethically irrational) character of purely commercial
relationships that evokes the suspicion, never dearly expressed but all
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the more strongly felt, of ethical religions. For every purely personal
relationship of man to man, of whatever sort and even including com~

plete enslavement, may be subjected to ethical requirements and ethi
cally regulated. This is true because the structures of these relationships
depend upon the individual wills of the participants, leaving room in
such relationships for manifestations of the_virtue of charity. But this is
not the situation in the realm of economically rationalized relationships,
where personal control is exercised in inverse ratio to the degree of
rational differentiation of the economic structure. There is no possibility,
in practice or even in principle, of any caritative regulation of relation
ships arising between the holder of a savings and loan bank mortgage
and the mortgagee who has obtained a loan from the bank, or between
a holder of a federal bond and a citizen taxpayer. Nor can any caritative
regulation arise in the relationships between stockholders and factory
workers, between tobacco importers and foreign plantation workers,
or between industrialists and the miners who have dug from the earth

, the raw materials used in the plants owned by the industrialists. The
growing impersonality of the economy on the basis of association in the
market place follows its own rules, disobedience to which entails eco
nomic failure and, in the long run, economic ruin.

Rational economic association always brings about depersonalization,
and it is impossible to control a universe of instrumentally rational
activities by charitable appeals to particular individuals. The functional
ized world of capitalism certainly offers no support for any such chari
table orientation. In it the claims of religious charity are vitiated not
merely because of the refractoriness and weakness of particular indi~

viduals, as it happens everywhere, hut because they lose their meaning
altogether. Rdigious ethics is confronted by a world of depersonalized.
relationships which for fundamental reasons cannot submit to its
primeval nonns. C-Onsequently, in a peo;:uliar duality, priesthoods have
time and again protected patriarchalism against impersonal dependency
relations, also in the interest of traditionalism, whereas prophetic re
ligion has "broken up patriarchal organi7.ations. However, the more a
religious commitment becomes conscious of its opposition to economic
rationalization as such, the more apt are the religion's virtuosi to end up
with an anti-economic rejection of the world.

Of course, the various religious ethics have experienced diverse
fates, because in the world of facts the inevitable compromises had to
be made. From of old, religious ethics has been dire~tly employed for
rational economic purposes, especially the purposes of creditors. This
was especially true wherever the state of indebtedness legally involved
only the person of the debtor, so that the creditor had to appeal to the
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filial piety of the heirs. An example of this practice is the impounding of
the mummy of the deceased in Egypt [to shame his descendants into pay
ing his debts}. Another example is the belief in some Asiatic religions that
whoever fails to keep a promise, including a promise to repay a loan and
especially a promise guaranteed. by an oath, would be tortured in the next
world and consequently might disturb the quiet of his descendants by evil
magic. In the Middle Ages, as Schulte has pointed out/ the credit stand
ing of bishops was particularly high because any breach of obligation on
their part, especially 6f an obligation assumed under oath, might result
in their excommunication, which would have ruined a bi~hop's whole
existence. This reminds one of the credit-worthiness of our lieutenants'
and fraternity students [which was similarly upheld by the efficacy of
threats to the future career}.

By a peculiar paradox, asceticism actuany resulted in ~e contradic
tory situation already mentioned on several previous occasions, namely
that it was precisely its rationally ascetic character that led to the ac
cumulation of wealth. The cheap labor of ascetic celibates, who underbid
the indispensable minimum wage r~quired by married·male workers,
was primarily responsible for the expansion of monastic businesses in the
late Middle Ages. TIle reaction of the middle classes against the mon-.
asteries during this period was based on the "coolie" economic competi
tion offered by the brethren. In the same way, the secular education
offered by the cloister was able to underbid the education offered by
married teachers.

The attitudes of a religion can often be explained on grounds of.
economic interest. The Byzantine monks were economically chained to

the worship of icons, and the Chinese monks had an economic interest
in the products of their workshops and printing establishments. An
extreme example of this kind is provided by the manufacture of alco
holic liquors in modem monasteries, which defies the religious campaign
against alcohol. Factors such as these- have tended to work against any
consistent religious opposition to worldly economic activities. Every
organization, and part!cularly every institutional religion. requires
sources of economic power. Indeed, scarcely any doctrine has been
belabored with such terrible papal curses, especially at the hands of the
greatest financial organizer of the church, John XXII, as the doctrine that
Christ requires poverty of his true followers, a doctrine which enjoys
scriptural authOrity and was consistently espoused by the Franciscan
Spirituah (Franziskanerohservanten).3 From the time of Arnold of
Brescia and down through the centuries, a whole train of martyrs died
for this doctrine.

It is difficult to estimate the practical effect of Christianity'~ prohibi-
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tion of usury, and even more difficult to estimate the practical effect of
Christianity's doctrine with respect to economic acquisition in business,
viz., deo placere non potest.f The prohibitions against usury generate:!
legalistic circumventions of all sorts. After a hard struggle, the church
itself was virtually compelled to permit undisguised usury in the chari
table establishments of the montes pietatis when the loans were in the
interests of the poor; this became definitively established after Leo X
[I5I3-2I]. Furthermore, emergency loans for businesses at fixed rates of
interest were provided during the Middle Ages by allocating thiS func
tion to the Jews.

We must note, however, that in the Middle Ages fixed interest
charges were rare in the entrepreneurial contracts extending business
credit to enterprises subject to great risk, especially overseas com
merce (credit contracts which in Italy also used the property of wards).
The mure usual procedure was actual partiCipation in the risk and profit
of an enterprise (commenda, dare ad proficuum de maTi), with various
limitations and occasionally with a graduated scale such as that provided
in the Pisan Constitutum Usus. 5 Yet the great merchant guilds never
theless protected themselves against the protest of usuraria pravitas
by expulsion from the guild, boycott, or blacklist-punitive measures
comparable to those taken under our stock exchange regulations against
protests of contract. The guilds also watched over the personal salvation
of the souls of their members by providing them with indulgences (as
did the Florentine Arte di Calimala) and by innumerable testamentary
gifts of conscience money or endowments.

The wide chasm separating the inevitabilities of economic life from
the Christian ideal was still frequently felt deeply. In any case this
ethical separation kept the most devout groups and all those with the
:n:ost conSistently developed ethics far from the life of trade. Above all,
time and again it tended to attach an ethical stigma to the business
spirit, and to impede its growth. The rise .of a consistent, systematic, and
ethically regulated mode of life in the economic domain was completely
prevented by the medieval institutional church's expedient of grading
religious obligations according to religious charisma and ethical vocation
and by the church's other expedient of granting dispensations. (The fact
that people with rigorous ethical standards simply could not take up a
business career was not altered by the dispensation of indulgences, nor
by the extremely lax principles of the Jesuit probabilistic ethics after
the Counter-Reformation.) A business career was only possible for those
who were lax in their ethical thinking.

The inner-worldly asceticism of Protestantism first produced a capi
talistic ethics, although unintentionally, for it opened the way to a career
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in business, especially for the most devout and ethically rigorous people.
Above all, Protestantism interpreted success in busines~: as the fruit of a
rational mode of life. Indeed, Protestantism, and especially ascetic
Protestantism, confined the prohibition against usury to dear cases of
complete selfishness. But by this principle it now denounced interest as
uncharitable usury in situations which the Roman church itself had, as
a matter of practice, tolerated, e.g., in the montes pietatis, the exten
sion of credit to the poor. It is worthy of note that Christian business.
men and the Jews had long since felt to be irksome the competition
of these institutions which lent to the poor. Very different was the
Protestant justification of interest as a legitimate fonn of participation
by the provider of capital in the business profits accruing from the
money he had lent, especially wherever credit had heen extended to
the wealthy and powerful-e.g., as political credit to the prince. The
theoretical justification of this attitude was the achievement of Salrnasius
[de usuris, r638J.

One of the most notable economic effects of Calvinism was its
destruction of the traditional forms of charity. First it eliminated un
systematic almsgiving. To be sure, the first steps toward the systema
tization of charity had been taken with the introduction of fixed rules
for the distribution of the bishop's fund in the later medieval church,
and with the institution of the medieval hospital-in the same way that
the poor tax in Islam had rationalized and centralized almsgiving. Yet
random almsgiving had still retained its qualification in Christianity as
a "good work." The innumerable charitable institutions of ethical re-'
Iigions have always led in practice to the creation and direct cultivation
of mendicancy, and in any case charitable institutions tended to make of
charity a purely ritual gesture, as the fixed number of daily meals in the
Byzantine monastic establishment or the official soup days of the
Chinese. Calvinism put an end to all this, and especially to any
benevolent attitude toward the beggar. For Calvinism held that the
inscrutable God possessed good reasons for having distributed the gifts
of fortune unequally. It never ceased to stress the notion that a man
proved himself exclusively in his vocational work. Consequendy, beg
ging was explicitly stigmatized as a violation of the injunction to love
one's neighbor, in this case the person from whom the beggar solicits.

What is more, all Puritan preachers proceeded from the assumption
that the idleness of a person capable of work was inevitably his own
fault. But it was felt necessary to organize ;::haritf systematically for
those incapable of work, such as orphans and cripples, for the greater
glory of God. This notion often resulted in such striking phenomena as
dressing institutionalized orphans in uniforms reminiscent of f~l's attire
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and parading them thr(,ugh the streets of Amsterdam to divine services
with the greatest possible fanfare. Care for the poor was oriented to the
goal of discouraging the slothful. This goal was quite apparent in the
social welfare program of the English Puritans, in contrast to the
Anglican program, 50 well described by H. Levy.s In any case, charity
itself b€came a rationalized "enterprise," and its religious significance
was therefore eliminated or even transformed into the oppOSite signif
icance. This was the situation in consistent ascetic and rationaiized
religiom.

Mystical religions had necessarily to take a diametrically oppoSite
path with regard to the rationalization of economics, The foundering of
the pos __tllate of brotherly love in its collision with the loveless realities
of the economic domain Once it became rationalized led to the expansion
of love for om"s fellow man until it came to require a completely un
selectj\·~ generosity. ::;i1ch unsdective generosity did not inquire into the
reason and outcome of absolute self-surrender, into the worth of the
person soliciting help, or into his capacity to help himself. It asked no
questions, and quickly gave the shirt when the cloak had been asked for.
In mystical religions, the individual for whom the sacrifice is made is
regarded in the final analysis as unimportant and exchangeable; his
individual value is negated. One's "neighbor" is simply a person whom
one happens to encounter along the way; he has significance only be
cause af his need and his solicitation. This results in a distinctively
mystical Right from the world which takes the form of a non-specific
and loving self-surrender, not for the sake of the man but for the sake
of the surrender itself-what Baudelaire has termed "the sacred prosti
tution of the souL"

NOTES

I. "Do not expect anything from it" instead of "Do not deprive anybody of
'hope." Weber relied on the painstaking analysis of Luke 6:35 by Adalbert Merx,
Die Evanfielien des Markus und Lukas (Berlin; Reimer, 1905), 2.23ff. Weber
mentions Men: below, ch. XV: 10:D; cf. also Economic History, ch. :u and p. 274.

2. See Aloys Schulte, Geschichte des mittelalteTlichen Handels und Ver
kehrs zwischen Westdeutsehland und ltalien (Leipzig: Dunker & Humblot,
1900), I, 263ff.

3. In the 15th century the Franciscans of the Strict Observance developed
into a congregation that was privileged over the Conventuals. On these Franm
kanerobservanten see Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart (Tiibingen 1910),
IV. Cf. also Benjamin Nelson, "Max Weber's Sociology of Religion," American
Sociological Review, 3°:4, Aug. 1965, 596f. On the issue of usury in general,
see Nelson's follow-up of Weber, The Idea of Usury (New York 1949).

4. The complete formulation reads: "Home mercator vix aut nun~uam deo
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potest placcre"-"A merchant can hardly or never please God." The passage be
came important through the Decretum Gratiani (about I I 50 A,D.). Cf. Weber,
Wirtschaftsgeschichte, sec. ed., J. Winckelmann, ed. (I958), 305. and Nelson's
article, lac. cit.

5. Cf. Weber, Handelsgesellschaften, ch. IV, "Pisa. Das Sozietiitsre<:ht des
Constitutum Usus," reprinted in GAzSW, 386-410.

6. See Hermann Levy, Economic Liberalism (London: Macmillan, I9I3),
ch. VI; nrst published in German in 1902.

xiii
Religious Ethics and the World: Politics

I. From Political Subordination to the Anti-Political
Rejection of the IVorld

Every religiously gro.mded unworldly love and indeed every ethical
religion must, in similar measure and for similar reasons, experience
tensions with the sphere of political behavior. This tension appears as
soon as religion has progressed to anything like a status of equality with
the sphere of political associations. To be sure, the ancient political god.
of the locality, even where he was an ethical and universally powerful
god, existed merely for the protection of the political interests of his
followers' associations.

Even the Christian God is still invoked as a god of war and as a
god of our fathers, in much the same way that local gods were invoked
in the ancient polis. One is reminded of the fact that for centuries
Christian ministers have prayed along tne beaches of the North Sea
for a "blessing upon the strand" (i.e., for numerous shipwrecks). On
its part the priesthood generally depended upon the political association,
either directly or indirectly. This dependence is especially strong in
those contemporary churches which derive support from governmental
subvention. It was particularly noteworthy where the priests were court
or patnmonial officials of rulers or landed magnates, e,g., the purohita
of India or the Byzantine court bishops since Constantine. The same
dependence also arose wherever the priests themselves were either en
feoffed feudal lords exercising secular power (e.g., as during the
medieval period in the Occident), or scions of noble priestly families.
Among the Chinese and Hindus as well as the Jews, the sacred bards,
whose compositions were practically everywhere incorporated into the
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scriptures, sang the praises of heroic death.\,According to the cano~ical

books of the Brahmins, a heroic death was a~ much an ideal obligation
of the Kshatriya caste member at the age whe:Q he had "seen the son
of his son" as withdrawal from the world into theJorests for meditation
was an obligation of members of the Brahmin caste. Of course, magical
religion had nO conception of a religious war. But for magical religion,
and even for the ancient religion of Yahweh, political victory and espe
cially vengeance against the enemy constituted. the real re\~rd granted
by god. . ..

The more the priesthood attempted to organize itself as a""p?wer
independent of the polit~cal authorities, and the '·~e. rationalize'd--its
ethic became, the more this position shifted. The c?n.~diction within
the priestly preaching, between brotherliness t~rd fellOw reJigionists
and the glOrification of war against o~~iders, did"not as,,,: ge.peral-rule
decisively stigmatize martial virtues an'd..~eroic q~ities, ~"'was.so
because a distinction could be drawn betw~ just ~~d urtjust,,~,

However, this distinction was a produc~ of, pha'rn.~icalth9~t, wh1cl:l"
was unknown to the old and genuine warriOr~t~ics., '

Of far greater importance was the rise o4ol'!gregati.onal religtons
among politically demilitarized peoples under the~trol o..'>;.pri,ests,'.~ch
as the Jews, and also the rise of larg~ and increasingly important grQ<Ws
of people who, though comparatively unwarlike, becam~ncreasingly

important for the priests' maintenance of their power positio~herevtr

they had developed into an independent organization. The ptlest~

unquestioningly welcomed the characteristic virtues of these cl~,
viz., simplicity, patient resignation to trouble, humble acceptanc~"'of ""
existing authority, and friendly forgiveness and passivity in the face of
injustice, especially since ,these virtues were useful in establishing th~

ascendancy of an ethical god and of the priests themselves. These vir
tues were also complementary to the special religious virtue of the
powerful, namely magnanimous charity (caritas), since the patriarchal
donors desired these virtues of resignation and humble acceptance in
those who benefited from their assistance.

The mOre a religion became congregational, the more did political
circumstances contribute to the religious transfiguration of the ethics of
the subjugated. Thus, Jewish prophecy, in a realistic recognition of the
external political situation, preached resignation to the domination by
the great powers, as a fate apparently desired by God. The domestica
tion of the masses was assigned to priests by foreign rulers (for the first
time systematically by the Persians), and later indigenous rulers fol
lowed suit. As religion became more popularized, this domestication
provided ever stronger grounds for assigning religious value to the
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essentially feminine- virtues of the ruled; moreover, the a( ·vities of the
priests themselves were distinctively unwarlike and women had every
where shown a particular susceptibility to religious stimuli. However,
this "slave revolt" in the realm of morality, a revolt organized by priests,
was not the only internal force of pacification. In addition, by its own
logic, every ascetic, and especially every mystic, quest for individual
salvation, took this line. Certain typical external situations also con
tributed to this development, e.g., the apparently senseless changes of
limited and ephemeral small political power structures in contrast to
universalistic religions and relatively unitaty social culture~ such as
that of India. Two other historical processes operating in the opposite'
direction also contributed to the same development: universal pacifica
tion and the elimination of all struggles for power in the great world
empires, and particularly the bureaucratization of all political dominion,
as in the Roman Empire.

All these factors removed the ground from under the political and
social interests involved in a warlike struggle for power and involved
in a social class conRict, thus tending to generate an antipolitical rejec
tion of the world and to favor the development of a religious ethic of
brotherly love that renounced all violence. The power of the apolitical
Christian religion of love was not derived from interests in social reform,
nor fro~ any such thing as "proletarian instincts," but rather from the
complete loss of such secular concerns. The same mmivJtion acC'Otlnt~

for the increasing importance of all salvation religions and congrega
tional religions from the first and second century of the [Roman] Imperial
period. This transformation was carried out, not only or even primarily
by the subjugated classes with their slave revolt in ethicis, but by edu
cated strata \\'hich had lost interest in politics because they had lost
inRuence or had, become disgusled by polities. .

The altogether universal experience that violence breeds violence,
that social or economic power interests may combine with idealistic re
forms and even with revolutionary movements, and that the employ
ment of violence agamst some particular injustice produces as its ulti
mate result the victory, not of the greater justice, but of the greater
power or cleverness, did not remain concealed, at least not from the
intellectuals who lacked political interests. This recognition continued
to evoke the most radical demands for the ethic of brotherly love, i.e.,
that evil should not be resisted -by force, an injunction that is common
to Buddhism and to the preaching of Jesus. But the ethic of brotherly
love is also characteristic of mystical religions, because their peculiar
quest for salvation fosters an attitude of humility and self-surrender as a
re:-ult of its minimization of activity in the world and its affirmation
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of the nec€ssity of passing through the world incognito, so to speak, as
the only proven method for demonstrating salvation. Indeed, from the
purely psychological point of view, mystical religion must necessarily
CaPle to this conclusion by virtue of its characteristicplly acosmistic and
o?n-speci6c experience of love. Every pure intellectualism bears within
itrolf the possibility of such a mystical development.

On the other hand,inner-worldly asceticism can compromise with
the facts of the political power structures by interpreting them as instru
ments for the rationalized ethical transfonnation of the world and for
the control of sin. It must be noted, however, that the coexistence is by
no means as easy in this case as in the case where economic acquisitive
intere~ts are concerned. For public political activity leacle;to a far greater
surrender of rigorous ethical requirements chan is produced by private
business activity, since political activity is oriented to average human
qualities, to compromises, to craft, and to the employment of other
ethically suspect devices and people, and thereby oriented to the rela
tivization of all goals, Thus, it IS very striking that under the glorious
~egime of the Maccabees, aftf't the first intoxication of the war of libera
tion had been dissipated, there arose among the most pious Jews a
party which preferred alien hegemony to rule by the national kingdom.
This may be compared to the preference found among some Puritan
denominations for the subjection of the churches to the dominion of
unbelievers, because genuineness of religion can be regarded as proven
only in such churches. In both these cases two distinct motives were
operative. Ont' was that a genuine <..'Ommitment in religion could be
truly demonstrated only in martyrdom; the other was the theoretical
insight that the political apparatus of force could not possibly provide a
place for purely religious virtues, whether uncompromising rational
ethics or acosmistic fraternalism. This is one source of the affinity be·
tween inner-worldly asceticism and the advocacy of the minimization
of state control such as was represented by the laissez·faire doctrine of
the "Manchester school."

2, Tensions and Compromises Between Ethics
and Politics

The conRict of ascetic ethics, as well 3S of the mystically oriented
temper of brotherly love, with the app:uatus of domination which is
basic to all political institutions has produced the most varied types of
tension and compromise, Naturally, the polarity between religion and
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politics is l~a;~rever,- as in Confucianism~ ~igion1s equivalent to a
belief in spirits or simply a belief in magic, and ethics is no more than a
prudent accommodation to the world on the part of the educated man.
Nor does any conflict between religion and politi.cs exist wherever, as in
Islam, religion makes obligatory the violent propagation of the true
prophecy which consciously eschews universal converSio:r: and enjoins
the subjugation of unbelievers under the dominion of a ruling order
dedicated to the religious war as one of the basic J?OStulates of its 'faith,
without recognizing the salvation of the subjugated. For this is obviously
no universalistic salva~on religion. The practice of coercion poses no
problem, as god is pleased by !he forcible dominion of the faithful over
the in6dels, who are tolerated once they have been subjugated.

Inner-worldly asceticism reached 3- similar solution to the probl~

of the relation between religion and polities wherever, as in radici1
Calvinism, it represented as God's will the domination over the sinful
world, for the purpose of controlling it, by religious virtuosi belonging
to the "pure" church. This view was fundamental in the theocracy of
New England, in practice if not explicitly, though naturally it became
involved with co:mpromises of various kinds. Another instance of the
absence of any conflict between religion and pol;tics is to be found in
the intellectualistic salvation doctrines of India, such as Buddhism and
]ainism, in which every relationship to the world and to action within
the world is broken off, and in which the personal exercise of violence
as well as resistance to violence is absolutely prohibited and is indeed
without any object. Mere conflict between concrete demands of a state
and concrete religious injunctions arises when a religion is the pariah,
faith of a group that is excluded from political equality but still believes
in the religious prophecies of a divinely appointed restoration of its
social level. This was the case in Judaism, w;:ich never in theory re
jected the state and its coercion but, on the contrary, expected in the
Messiah their own masterful political ruler, an expectation that was
sustained at lea<;t until the time of the destruction of the Temple by
Hadrian.

Wherever congregational religions have rejected all employment of
force as an abomination to god and .have sought to require their mem
bers' avoidance of all violence, without however reaching the consistent
conclusion of absolute flight from the world, the conflict between re
ligion and politics has led either to martyrdom or to passive anti-political
sufferance of the coercive regime. History shows that religious anarchism
has hitherto been only a short-lived phenomenon, because the intensity
of faith which makes it possible is in only an ephemeral charisma. Yet
there have been independent political organizations which were based,
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not on a purely anarchistic foundation. but on a foundation of consistent
pacifism. The most important of these was the Quaker community in
Pennsylvania, which for two genera"tions actually succeeded, in contrast
to all the neighboring colonies, in existing side by !>ide with the Indians,
and indeed- prospering, without recourse to violence. Such situations
continued unt'l:l the conRicts of the great colonial powers made a fiction
of pacifism. Finally, the American War of Independence, which was
waged in the name of basic principles of Quakerism (though the
orthodox Quakers did not participate because of their principle of non
resistance), led to the discrediting of this principle even inwardly. More
over, the corresponding policy of the tolerant admission of religious
dissidents into Pennsylvania brought even the Quakers there to a policy
of gerrymandering political wards, which caused them increasing un
easiness and ultimately led. them to withdraw from co-responsibility for
the government.

Typical examples of comp1etely passive indifference to the politic;}
dimension of society, from a variety of motives, are found in such groupt
as the genuine Mennonites, in m~ Baptist communities, and in nu
merous other sects in various places} especially Russia. The absolute
renunciation of the use of force by these groups led' them into acute
conRicts with the political authorities only where military service was
demanded of the individuals concerned. Indeed, atti»Ide's toward war~'

even of religious denominations thaL did not teach ~\t absorutely anti
political, attitude, have varied in particular cases, depending upoo
whether' the wars in question were fought to protect the religion's f~ee

dom of worship from"attack by political authority or fought for purely
political purposes. For these'two tytes, of war, two diametrically oppo
site slogans prevailed. On the one ?land. t~ere, was the purely passive
sufferance of alien power and the withdraw~l from any personal partic~.....
pation in the exercise of violence, culminating ultimatelY'ln personal.,
martyrdom. This was cf course the position of mystical apoliticism, wit~
its absolute indifference to the world, as well as the position of thos&
types of inner-worldly asceticism which were paCifistic in principle. But
even ~a purely personal religion of faith frequently generated political
indifference and religiOUS martyrdom, inasmuch as it recognized neither
a rational order of the outer world pleasing to God, nor a rational
domination of the world desired by GOt!.' Thus, Luther completely re
jected religious revolutions as wen as religious wars.

The other possible standpoint was that of violent resistance, at least
to the employment of force against religion. The concept of a religious
revolution was consistent most with a rationalism oriented to an ascetic
mastery of mundane affairs which taught that sacred institutions and
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institutions pleasing to Gcx:l exist within this world. Within Christianity,
'this was true in Calvinism, which made it a reIiaious obligation to
defend the faith against tyranny by the use of force. It should be
added, however, that Calvin taught that this defense might be under
taken only at the mitiative of the proper authorities, in keeping with the

'character of an institutional church. The obligation to bring about a
revolution in behalf of the faith was naturally taught by the religions
that engaged in wars of missionary enterprise and by their derivative

">sects, like the Mahdists and other sects in Islam, including the Sikhs
a Hindu sect that was originally pacifist but passed under the influence
of Islam and became eclectic.

.The representatives of the two opposed viewpoints just described
O'sometimes took virtually reverse positions toward a political war that had

no religious motivation. Religions that applied ethically rationalized
demands to the political realm had n2cessarily to take a more funda-

• mentally negative attitude toward purely political war:,: than those re
ligions that accepted the institutions of the world dS "given" and
,datively indifferent in value. The unvanl..juished Cromwellian army
petitioned Parliament for the abolition of forcible conscription, nn the
ground that a Christian should participate only in those wars the ju~tice

of which could be affirmed by his own conscience. From ,his standpoint,
the mercenary army might be regarded as a relatively ethical institution,
inasmuch as the mercenary would have to settle with God and his
conscience as to whether he would take up this calling. The employ-

,~:nent of force by the state can have moral sanction only when the force
is used for the control of sins, for the glory of God, and for combating
religious evils-in short, only fOI religious purposes. On the other hand,
the view of-Luther, .who absolutely rejected reIigious \·...ars and revolu
tions as well as any active resistance, was that only the secular authority,

- 'whQSe domain is untouched by the rational postulates of religion, has
the responsibility of determining whether political wa~s are just or un-

. just Hence, the individual subject has no reason to burden his own
conscience with this matter if only he gives active obedience to the
-pelitical authority in this and in all other matters which do not destroy
his relationship to God.

-- The position of ancient and medieval Christianity in relation to the
::-::state «s a whole oscillated or, more correctly, shifted its center of gravity

from one to another of several distinct points of view. At !lrst chere was
a complete abomination of the existing Roman empire, whosc existence
~untH the very end of time was taken for granted in Antiquity by cvery
one; even Christians. The empire was regarded as the dominion of
Anti-Christ. A second view \\r3S complete indifference to the state, and

-. -.
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hence passive sufferance of the use of force, which was deemed to be
unrighteous in every case. This entailed active compliance with all~e

coercive obligations imposed by the state, e.g., the payment of ta~s

which did not directly imperil religious salvation. For the true intent
of the New Testament verse about "rendering unto Caesar the things
which aTC Caesar's" is not the meaning deduced by modern harmonizing
interpretations, namely a positive recognition of the obligation to pay
taxes, but rather the reverse: an absolute indifference to all the affairs
of the mundane world.

Twa other viewpoints were possible. One entailed withdrawal from
concrete activities of the political community, such as the cult of the
emperors, because and insofar as such participation necessarily led to
sin. Nevertheless, the state's authority was accorded positive recognition
as being somehow desired by God, even when exercised by unbelievers
and even though inherently sinful. It was taught that the state's au---
thority, like all the institutions of this world, is an ordained punishment
for the sin brought upon man by Adam's fall, which the Christian must
obediently take upon himself. Finally, the authority of the state, even .,
when exercised by unbelievers, might be evaluated positively, due to

our condition of sin, as an indispensable instrument, based upon the
divinely implanted natural knowledge of religiously unillumin~ted

heathens, for the social control of reprehensible sins and a" a general
condition for all mundane existence pleasing to God.

3. Natural Law and Vocational Ethics

Of these four points of view, the first two mentioned belong.,
primarily to the period of eschatological expectation, but occasionally
they came to the fore even ina later period. As far as the last of the
four is concerned, ancient Christianity did not really go beyond it_ in
principle, even after it had been recognized as the state religion. Rather;
the great change in the attitude of Christianity toward the state took
place in the medieval church, as the investigations of Troeltsch have
brilliantly demonstrated. 1 But the problem in which Christianity found'
itself involved asa result, while not limited to this religion, nevertheless ..
generated a whole complex of difficulties peculiar to Christianity alone,
partly from internal religious causes and partly from the operation of
non-religious factors. This critical complex of difficulties concerned the
relationship of so-called "natural law" to religious revelation on the
one hand, and to positive political institutions and their activities on

.1._.
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We shall advert again to this matter briefly, both i~ connection with
our exposition of the forms of religious communities and in our analysis
of the forms of domination [below, ch. XV:I4]' But the following point
JP3y be made here regarding the theoretical solution of these problems as
it affects personal ethics: the general schema according to which religion
customarily solves the problem of the tension between religious ethics
and the non-ethical or unethical requirements of life in the political and
economic structures of power within the world is to relativize and
differentiate ethics into "organic" (as contrasted to "ascetic") ethics of
vocation. This holds true whenever a religion is dominant within a
political organizatiun o~ occupies a privileged status, and particularly
when it is a religion of institutional grace.

Christian doctrine, as formulated by Aquinas for example, to some
degree assumed the view, already common in animistic beliefs regarding
souls and the world beyond, that there are purely natural differences
among men, completely independent of any effects of sin, and that these
natural differences c~etermine the diversity of status destinies in this
world and beyond. rroeItsch has correctly stressed the point that this
formulation of Christian doctrine differs from the view found in
Stoicism and earliest Christianity of an original golden age and a blissful
state of anarchic equality of all human beings. 2

At the same time, however, religion interprets the power rela
tionships of the mundane world in a metaphysical way. Human beings
are condemned-whether as a result of original sin, of an individual

, causality of karma, or of the corruption of the world deriving from a
basic dualism-to suffer violence, toil, pain, hate, and above all differ
ences in class and status position within the world. The various callings
or castes have been providentially ordained, and each of them has been
assigned some specific, indispensable function desired by god or deter
mined by the impersonal world order, so·'that different ethical obliga
tions devolve upon each. The diverse occupations and castes are com"
pared to the constituent portions of an organism in this type of theory.
The various relationships of power which emerge in this manner must
therefore be regarded as divinely ordained relationships of authority.
Accordingly, any revolt or rebellion against them, or even the raising
of vital claims other than those corresponding to one's status in society,
is reprehensible to god because they are expressions of creatureIy self
aggrandizement and pride which are destructive of sacred tradition.
The virtuosi of religion, be they of an ascetic or contemplative type, are
also assigned their specific responsibility within such an organic order,
just as specific functions have been allocated to princes, warriors, judges,
artisans, and peasants. This allocation Qf res:rJnsibilities to religious
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virtuosi is intended to produce a treasure of supernumerary good works
which the institution of grace may thereupon distribute. By subjecting
himself to the revealed truth and to the correct sentiment of love, the
individual win achieve, and that within the established institutions of
the world, happiness in this world and reward in the life to come.

For Islam, this organic conception and its entire complex of related
problems was much more remote, since Islam rejected universalism, re
garding the ideal status order as consisting of believers and unbelievers
or pariah peoples, with the former dominating the latter. Accordingly..__
Islam left the pariah peoples entirely to themselves in all matters wpich
were of indifference to religion. It is true that the mystical quest for
salvation and ascetic virtuoso religion did conRict with institutional
orthodoxy in the Muslim religion. It is also true that Islam did experi
ence conRicts between sacred and profane law, which always arise
when positive sacred nonns of the law have developed. Finally, Islam
did have to face certain questions of orthodoxy in the theocratic I;:onsti-

, tution. But Islam did not confront the ultimate problem of the relation
ship between religious ethics and secular institutions, which is a problem
of religion and natural law. ,

On the other hand, the Hindu books of law promulgated an organic,
traditionalistic ethic of vocation, similar in structure to medieval Cath
olicism, only more consistent, and certainly more consistent th~m the
rather thin Lutheran doctrine regarding the status ecclesiasticus, politi
eus, and oeconomicus. As we have already seen, the status system in
India actually combined a caste ethic with a distinctive doctrine of
sah'ation. That is, ii held that an individual's chances of an ever higher
a~t'nt infcture incarnations upon earth der:end on his having fulfilled
the obligations or his own caste, be they ever so disesteemed sociaIIy.
This belief had thot:: effect of inducing a radical acceptance of the social
order, especiaHy "mong the '1ery lowest castes, which would have most
to gain in any transmigration of souls.

On the other hand, the Hindu the<X!icy would have regarded as
absurd the medieval Christian doctrine, as set forth for example by
Beatrice in the Paradjso of Dante, that the class differences which
obtain during one's brief span of life upon earth wilJ be perpetuated
into some "permanent" existence in the world beyond. Indeed, such a
view would have deprived the strict traditionalism of the Hindu organic
ethic of vocation of all the in6nite hopes for the future entertained by
the pious Hindu who believed in the transmigration of souls and the
posSibility of an ever more elevated fonn of life upon this earth. Hence,
even from the purely religious point of view, the Christian doctrine of
the perpetuation of class distinctions.~~ next world had the effect

•



_~. of providing a much less secure foundation for the traditional stratifica
tion of vocations than did the steel-like anchorage of caste to the al
together different religious promises contained in the doctrine of metem

- psychosis.
The medieval and the Lutheran traditionalistic ethics of vocation

actually rested on a general presupposition, one that is increasingly rare,
_which both share with the, Confucian ethic: that power relationships in

both, the economic and political spheres have a purely personal char
-acrer. In these spheres of the execution of justice and particularly in

__ politic_aI administration, a whole organized structure of personal relations
-_ouubordination exists which is dominated by caprice and grace, in-

dignation and love, and most of all by the mutual piety and devotion
" __ of masters and subalterns, after the fashion of the family. Thus, these

-relationships of domination have a character to which one may apply
ethical requirements in the same way that one applies them to every

--other purely personal relationship.
.. _.Yet as we shall see later, it is quite certain that the "masterless
-slzvery" (Wagner) of the modern proletariat, and above all the whole
realm of the rational institution of the state---that "rascal, the state"
~Racker von Staat) so heartily abominated by romanticism-no longer
possess this personalistic character.s In a personalistic status order it is,
quife dear that one must act differently toward persons of different
status. The only problem that may arise on occasion, even for Thomas

~quinas, is how this is to be construed. Today, however, the homo
--;cUneus, as well as the homo oeconomicus, performs his duty best when

he acts without regard to the person in question, sine ~ra et studio, with
- ..,ouLhate and without love, without personal predilection and therefore

:Wifhout grace, ~ut sheedy in accordance with the impersonal duty im
---pOse(I by his c.aning, and not as a result of any concrete personal rela

tion,ship. He discharges his responsibility best if he acts as closely as
possible in accordance with the rational regulations of the modern power

_system. MexIafn procedures of justice impose capital punishment upon
the malefactor, not out of personal indignation or the need for venge-

--ance, but with complete detachment and for the sake of objective nonns
and ends, simply for the working out of the rational autonomous lawfuI~

.ness inherent in justice. This is comparable to the impersonal retribu
tion of karma, in contrast to Yahweh's fervent quest for vengeance.

The use of force within the political community increasingly as
sumes the fonn of the Rechtsstaat. But from the point of view of re
ligion, this is merely the most effective mimicry of brutality. All politics
it: oriented to raison d'etat, to realism, and to the autonomous end of
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maintaining the external and internal distribution of power. These
goals, again, must necessarily seem completely senseless from the reli
gious point of view. Yet only in this way does the realm of politics
acquire a peculiarly rational mystique of its own, once brilliantly fonnu
lated by Napoleon, which appears as thoroughly alien to every ethic
of brotherliness as do the rationalized economic institutions.

The accommodation that contemporary ecclesiastical ethics is making
to this situation need not be discussed in detail here. In general the
compromise takes fonn through reaction to each concrete situation as it
arises. Above all, and particularly in the case of Catholicism, the 3IXom
modation involves the salvaging of ecclesiastical power interests, which
have increasingly become objectified into a raison d'eglise, by the em
ployment of the same modem instruments of power employed by secular
institutions.

The objectification of the power structure, with the complex of
problems produced by its rationalized ethical provisos, has but one
psychological equivalent: the vocational ethic taught by asceticism.

'An increased tendency toward Hight into the irrationalities of apolitical
emotionalism in different degrees and foms, is one of the actual conse
quences of the rationalization of coercion, manifesting itself wherever
the exercise of power has developed away from the personalistic orienta-'
tion of heroes and wherever the entire society in question has developed
in the direction of a national "state," -Such apolitical emotionalism may
take the fonn of a Hight into mysticism and an acosmistic ethic of
absolute' goodness or into the irrationalities of non-religious emotionalism,
aoove all eroticism. Indeed, the power of the sphere of eroticism enters
into particular tensions with religions of salvation. This is particularly
true of the most powerful component of eroticism, namely sexual love.
For sexual love, along with the "true" or economic interest, and the
social drives toward power and prestige, is among the most fundamental
and universal components oJ the actual course of interpersonal behavior.

NOTES

1. See Ernst Troe:Itseh, "Das Itoisch..i:hri...tliche Naturrecht and du mo'
deme profane Natuneeht" (J911), ia. A-ufsiitzs Z'W Geisf.esgescnicnte -una Reli
gionssO%io/.ogie (Tiibingen: Mohr, 191.4), 179. (W)

,. Id., "Epocl>cn uDd TYI"" de< SomlphUooophie deo Chri_""","
(191 J), or. cit., 133·

3· The term .'henenloee SJUaWJei" is attributed to the economist Adolf
Wagner (1835-J911). a pnpoatIlt of the Christian~ slate. "Racker von
Staat" had in Weber'. time become a hwnorous expression; it was a favorite
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phrase of the romantic king Frederick William IV of Prussia (-1'840-61). The
words were allegedly spoken by a peasant whose personal petition the king had
turned down in the name of state and order; the peasant is supposed to have
said: "I knew in advance that it would not be my beloved King who would
confront me b\'lt that RackeT von Staat,"

XIV

Religious Ethics and the World:

Sexuality and Art

1. Orgy versus Chastity

The relationship of religion to sexuality is extraordinarily intimate,
though it is partly conscious and partly unconscious, and though it may
be indirect as well as direCt. We shall focus on a few traits of this rela
tionship that have sociological relevance, leaving out of account as being
rather unimportant for our purposes the innumer3.ble relationships of
sexuality to magical notions, animistic notions" and symbols. -In the first
place, sexual intoxication is a typicai component of the orgy, the reli
gious behavior of the laity at a primitive level. The function of sexual
intoxieation may be retained even in relatively systematized religions, in ,
some cases quite directly and by calculation. This is the case in the Shakti
religion of India, after the pattern of the ancient phallic cults and rites
of ~e various functional gods who control reproduction, whether of
man, beast, cattle, o~ ~rains of seed. More frequently, however, the
erotic orgy appears in rtligion as an undesired consequence of ecstasy
produced by ofber orgiastic means, particularly the dance. Among mod·
em sects, this was still the case in the terpsichorean orgy of the Khlysty.
This provided the stimulus for the fonnation of the Skoptsy sect, which,
as we have seen, then sought to eliminate this erotic by-product so
inimical to asceticism.1 Various institutions which have often been mis
interpreted, as for example temple prostitution, are· related to orgiastic
cults. In practice, temple prostitution frequently fulfilled the function
of a brothel for traveling traders who enjoyed the protection of the
sanctuary. (In the nature of the case, the typical client of brothels to this
very day remains the traveli.ng salesman.) To attribute extraordinary
sexual orgies to a primordial and endegamous promiscuity obtaining in
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the everyaay life of the dan or tribe as a generic primitive institution is
sim'ple nonsense.

1be. intoxication of the sexual orgy can, as we have seen, ~ subli·
mated eXplicitly or implicitly into erotic lov~ for a god or SaviQI. But
there may also emerge from the sexual orgy, from temple prostitution,
or from other magical practices the notion that sexual surrender has a
religious meritoriousness. This aspect of the matter need not interest us
here. Yet there can be no doubt that a considerable portion of the
specifically anti-erotic religiosity, both mystical and ascetic, representS
substitute satisfactions of sexually conditioned physiological needs. What
concerns us in this religious hostility to sexuality is not the neurological
relationships, important aspects of which are still controversial, but
rather the meaning which i~,attributed to sex. For this meaning which
underlies religious antipathy to sex in a given case may produce quite
diverse results in actual conduct, even if the neurological factor remains
Constant. Even these consequences for action are of only partial interest
here. The most limited manifestations of the religiously grounded anti

'pathy to sexuality is cultic chastity, a temporary abstinence from sexual
activity by the priests or participants in the cult prior to the administra
tion of sacraments. A primary reason for such temporary abstinence is
usually regard for the norms of taboo ·which for various magical and
spiritualistiC reasons control the sexual sphere. The details of this matter
do not concern us here.

On the other hand, the permanent abstinence of charisJ!latic priests
and religious virtuosi derives primarily from the view that chastity, as a
highly extraordinary type of behavior, is a symptom of charismatic qu.al
ities and a source of valuable ecstatic abilities, which qualities and abil
ities are necess.ary instruments for the magical control of the god. Later
On, especially in Occidental Christianity, a major reason for priestly
celibacy was the necessity that the ethical achievement of the priestly
incumbents of ecclesiastical 'office not lag behind that of the ascetic
virruosi, the monks. Another major reason for the emphasis upon the
celibacy of the clergy was the church's interest in preventing the inherit
ance of its benefices by the heirs of priests.

At the level of ethical religion, two other significant attitudes of
antipathy to sexuality developed in plat!e of the various types of magical
motivation. One was the conception of mystical Right from the world;
this conception interpreted sexual abstinence as the central and in
dispensable instrument of the mystical quest for salvafton through con
templative withdrawal from the world, in which sexuality, the drive
that most firmly binds man to the animal level; constitutes the most
powerful temptation. The other basic position was that of asceticism.

•
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Rational ascetic alertness, self-control, and methodical planning of life
are threatened the most by the peculiar irrationaiity of the sexual act,
which is ultimately and uniquely unsusceptible to rational organization.
These two motivations have fre<juently operated together to produce
hostility toward sexuality in particular religions. All genuine religious
prophecies and all non-prophetic priestly systematizations of religion
without exception concern themselves with sexuality from such motives
as we have just discussed, generally terminating in hostility toward
sexuality.

2. The Religious Status of Marriage and of Women

Religion primarily desires to eliminate the sexual orgy (the "whore
dom" denounced by the Jewish priests), in keeping with prophetic reli
gion's general attitude toward orgies, which we have described already.

. But an additional effort is made by religion to eliminate all free sexual
rebtionships in the interest of the religious regulation and legitimation
of marriage. Such an effort was even made by Muhammad, although in
his personal life and in his religiOUS preachments regarding the world
beyond he permitted unlimited sexual freedom to the warrior of the
faith. It will be recalled that in one of his suras he ordained a speCial
dispensation regarding the maximum number of wives permitted for
himself. The various forms of extra-marital love a.nd prostitution, which
were legal before the establishment of orthodox Islam, have been pro
scribed in that religion with a success scarcely duplicated elsewhere.

World-fleeing asceticism of the Christian and Hindu types would
Obviously have been expected to evince an antipathetic attitude toward
sex. The mystical Hindu prophecies of absolute and contemplative
world-flight naturally made the rejection of all sexual relations a pre
requisite for complete salvation. But even the Confucian ethic of abso
lute accommodation to the world viewed irregular sexual expression as
an inferior irrationality, since irregular behavior in this sphere disturbed
the inner equilibrium of a gentleman and since woman was viewed as
an irrational creature difficult to control. Adultery was prohibited in the
Mosaic Decalogue, in the Hindu sacred law, and even in the relativistic
lay ethics of the Hindu monastic prophecies. The religious preaching
of Jesus, with its demand of absolute and indissolubJe monogamy, went
beyond all other religions in the limitations imposed upon permiSSible
and legitimate sexuality. In the earliest period of Christianity, adultery
and whoredom were almost regarded as the only absolute mortal sins.
The univira was regarded as the hallmark of the Christian community
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in the Meciiterranean littoral area, which had been educated by the
Grecks and the Romans to accept monogamy, but with free divorce.

Naturally, the various prophets differed widely in their personal atti
tudes toward woman and her place in the community, depending on
the char2cter of their prophecy, especi211y on the extent to which it
.::orresponds to the distinctively feminine emotionality. The fact th2t a
prophet such 2$ the Buddha W2S glad to see bright women sitting at
his feet and the fact that he employed them 2S propagandists and mis
sionari~s, as did Pythagoras, did not necessarily carryover into an evalu
ation of the whole female sex. A particular woman might be regarded
as sacred, yet the entire female sex would still be considered vessels of
sin. Yet practically all orgiastic and mystagogic religious propagandizing,
including that of the cult of Dionysos, called for at least a temporary
and relatiH~ emancipation of women, unless such preachment was
blocked by other religious tendencies or by specinc resistance to hys
terical preaching by women', as occurred among the disciples of the
Buddha and in anciez'tt Christianity as early as Paul. The admission
of women to an equality of religious Status was also resisted due to
monastic misogyny, which assumed extreme forms in such sexual neu
rasthenics as Alfonsus Liguori [1696--1787]. Women are accorded the
greatest importance in sectarian spiritualist cults, be they hysterical or
sacramental, of which there are numerous instances in China. Where
women played no role in the missionary expansion of a religion, as was
the case in Zoroastrianism and Judaism, the situation was different from
the very start.

Legally regulated marriage itself was regarded by both prophetic and
priestly ethics, not as an erotic value, but in keeping with the sober view
of the so-called "primitive peoples," simply as an economic institution
for the production and rearing of children as a labor force and subse
quently as carriers of the cult of the dead. This was also the view of
the Greek and Roman ethical systems, and indeed of all ethical systems

, the world over which have given thought to the matter. The view ex
pressed in the ancient Hebrew scriptures that the young bridegroom
was to be free of political and military obligations for a while so that
he might have the joy of his young love was a very rare view. Indeed,
not even Judaism made any concessions to sophisticated erotic expression
divorced from sexuality'S natural consequence of reproduction, as we
see in the Old Testamentcurse upon the sin of Qnan (coitus interrup
tus). Roman Catholicism adopted the same·-rigorous attitude toward.
sexuality by rejecting birth control as a mortal sin. Of course every type
of religious asceticism which is oriented toward the control of this
world, and above all Puritanism, limits the legitimation of sexual expres-
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sian to th~ aforementioned rational goal of reproduction. The anomistic
and semi-orgiastic types of mysticism were led by their universalistic
feeling of love into only occasional deviations from the central hostility
of religion toward sexuality.

-Finally, the evaluation of normal and legitimate sexual intercourse,
and thus the ultimate relationship between religion and biological
phenomena, by prophetic ethics and e.ven ecclesiastical rational ethics
is still not uniform. Ancient Judaism and Confucianism generally taught
that offspring were important. This view, also found in Vedic and
Hindu ethics, was based in part on animistic notions and in part on
later ideas. All such notions culminated in the direct religious obligation,
to beget children. In Talmudic Judaism and in Islam, on the other hand,
the motivation of the comparable injunction to marry seems to have
been based, in part at least, like the exclusion of unmarried ordained
clergy from the lower ecclesiastical benefices in the Eastern churches,
on the conception that sexual drives are absolutel.y irresistible for the
average man, for whom it is better that a legally regulated channel of
expression be made available.

These beliefs in the inevitability of sexual expression correspond
to the attitude of Paul and to the relativity of lay ethics in the Hindu
contemplative religions of salvation, which proscribe adultery for the
upasakas. Paul, from mystical motivations which we need not describe
here, esteemed absolute abstinence as the purely personal charisma of
religious virtuosi. The lay ethic of Catholicism al~o followed this point
of view. Further, this was the attitude of Luther, who regarded sexual
expression within marriage simply as a lesser evil enjoined for the'
avoidance of whoredom. Luther construed marriage as a legitimate sin
which God was constrained not to notice, so to speak, and which of
course was a consequence of the ineluctable concupiscence r,~sulting

from original sin. This notioi1, similar to Muhammad's notion, partly
accounts for Luther's relatively weak opposition to monasticism at first.
There was to be no sexuality in Jesus' kingdom to come, that is, in some
future terrestrial regime, and all official Christian theory strongly re
jected the inner emotional side of sexuality as consUuting concupis
cence, the resuIt of original sin.

Despite the widespread belief that hostility toward sexuality is an
idiosyncracy of Christianity, it must be emphasized that no authentic
religion of salvation had in prina;ple any other point of view. There are
a number of reasons for this. The first is based on the nature of the
evolution that sexuality itself increasingly underwent in actual life, as
a result of the rationalization of the conditions of life. At the level of the
peasant, the sexual act is an everyday occurrence; primitive people do
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not regard this act as containing anything unusual, and they may indeed
enact it before the eyes of onlooking travelers' without the slightest feel
ing of shame. They do not regard this act as having any significance
beyond the routine of living. The decisive development, from the point
of view of the problems which concern us, is the sublimation of sexual
expression into an eroticism that becomes the basis of idiosyncratic sen
sations, hence generates its own unique values and transcends everyday
life. The impediment;s to sexual intercourse that are increasingly pro
duced by the economic interests of clans and by status conventions are
the most important factors favoring this sublimation of sexuality into
eroticism. To be sure, sexual relations were never free of religious or
economic regulations at any known point in the evolutionary sequence,
hut originally they were far less surrounded by bonds of convention,
which gradually attach themselves to the original economic restrictions
until they subsequently become major restrictions on sexuality.

The influence of modem ethical limitations upon sexual relations,
which is alleged to be the source of prostitution, is almost always in
terpreted erroneously. Professional prostitution of both the heterosexual
and homosexual types (note the training of tribades) is found even at
the most primitive levels of culture, and everywhere there is some reli
gious, military, or economic limitation upon prostitution. However, the
absolute proscription of prostitution dates only from the end of the
fifteenth century. As culture becomes more complex, there is a constant
growth in the requirements imposed by the dan in regard to providing
security for the children of a female member, and also in the living
standards of young married couples. Thereby another evolutionary factor
becomes necessarily important. In the fonnation of ethical attitudes the
emergence of a new and progressively rationalized total life pattern,
changing from the organic cycle of simple peasant existence, has a far
stronger inRuence but one less likely to be noticed.

3- The Tensions Between Ethical Religion and Art

Just as ethical religion, especially if it preaches brotherly love, enters
into the deepest inner tensions with the strongest irrational power of
personal life, namely sexuality, so also does ethical religion enter into
a strong polarity with the spKere of art. Religion and art are intimately
related in the beginning. That religion has been an inexhaustible spring
for artistic expressions is evident from the existence of idols and icons
of every variety, and from the existence of music as a device for arousing
ecstasy or for accompanying exorcism and apotropaic cuItic actions.
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Religion has stimulated the artistic activities of magicians and sacred
bards, as well as the creation of temples and churches (the greatest of
artistic productions), together with the creation of religious paraments
and church vessels of all sorts, the chief objects of the arts and crafts.
But the more art becomes an autonomous sphere, which happ~ns as a
result of lay education, the more art tends to acquire its own set of
constitutive values, which are qUite different from those obtaining in
the religious and ethical domain.

Every unreflectiveIy receptive approach to art starts from the sig
nificance of the content, and that may induce formation of a com
munity. But the conscious discovery of uniquely esthetic values is re-'
served for an intellectualist civilization. This development causes the
disappearance of those elements in art which are conducive to com
munity formation and conducive to the compatibility of art with the
religious will to salvation. Indeed, religion violently r~jects as sinful the
type of salvation within the world which art qua art claims to provide.
Ethical religions as well as true mysticisms regard with hostility any such
salvation from the ethical irrrationahties of the world. The climax of
this conRict between art and religion is reached in authentic asceticism,
which views any surrender to esthetic values as a serious breach in the
rational systematization of the conduct of life. This tension increases
with the advance of intellectualism, which may be described as quasi
esthetic. The rejection of responsibility for ethical judgment and the
fear of appearing bound by tradition, which come to the fore in intel
lectualist periods, shift judgments whose intention was originally ethical
into an esthetic key. Typical i~ the shift from the judgment "reprehensi
ble" to the judgment "in poor taste." But this unappealable subjec
tivity of all judgments about human relationships that actually comes
to the fore in the cult of estheticism, rnay well be regarded by reli
gion as one of the profoundest forms of idiosyncratic lovelessness
conjoined with co\\,'ardice. Clearly there is a sharp contrast behveen the
esthetic attitude and religio·ethical norms, since even when the indi
vidual rejects ethical norms he nevertheless experiences them humanly
in his knowledge of his own creature/iness. He assumes some such norm
to be basic for his own conduct as well as a,nother's conduct in the
particular case which he is judging. Moreover, it is assumed in principle
that the justification and conseqnences of a religio-ethical norm remain
subject to discussion. At all events, the esthetic attitude offers no sup
port to a consistent ethic of fraternalism, which in its turn has a clearly
anti-esthetic orientation.

The religious devaluation of art, which mually parallels tbe reli
gious devaluation of magical, orgiastic, ecstatic, and ritualistic elements
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in favor of ascetic, spiritualistic, and. mystical virtues, is intensified by the
rational and literary character of both priestly and lay education in
scriptural religions. But it is above all authentic prophecy that exerts an
influence hostile to art, and that in two directions. First, prophecy obvi
ously rejects orgiastic practices and usually rejects magic i~ general.
Thus, the primal Jewish fear of images and likenesses, which originally
had a magical basis, was given a spiritualistic interpretation by Hebrew
prophecy and transformed in relation to a concept of an absolute and

.. transcendental god. Second, somewhere along the line there arose the
opposition of prophetic faith, which is centrally oriented to ethics and

, religion, to the work of human hands, which in the view of the prophets
could promise only illusory salvation. The more the goo proclaimed by
the prophets was conceived as transcendental and sacred, the more
insoluble and irreconcilable became this opposition between religion
and art.

, On the other hand, religion is continually brought to recognize the
undeniable "divinity" of artistic achievement. Mass religion in particular
is frequently and directly dependent on artistic devices for the required
potency of its effects, and it is inclined to make con~essions to the needs
of the masses, which everywhere tend toward magic and idolatry. Apart
from this, organized mass religions have frequently had connections
with art resulting from economic interests, as, for instance, in the case of
the traffic in icons by :he Byzantine )TIonb, the most decisive opponents
of the caesarop<lpist Imperial power which was supported by an army·
that was iconoclastic because it was recruited from the marginal provinces
of Islam, still strongly spiritualistic at that time. The imperial power, in
turn', attempted to cut off the monks from this source of income, hoping
thu.s to destroy the economic strength of this most dangerous opponent
to its plans for domination over the church.

Subjectively too, there is an easy way back to art from every orgiastic
'or ritualistic religion of emotionalism, as wen as from every mystic reli
gion of love that culminates in a transcendence of individuality----despite
the heterogeneity of the ultimate meanings involved. Orgiastic religion
leads most readily to song and music; ritualistic religion inclines toward
the pictorIal arts; religions enjoining love favor the development of
poetry and music. This relationship is demonstrated by .all our experi
ence of Hindu literature and art; the joyous lyricism of the Sufis, so
utterly receptive to the world; the canticles of St. Francis; and the
immeasurable influences of religious symbolism, particularly in mysti
cally formed attitudes. Yet particular empirical religions hold basically
different attitudes toward art, and even within anyone religion diverse
attitudes toward art are manifested by different strata, carriers, and
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structural forms. In their attitudes toward art, prophets differ from mys
tagogues and priests, monks from pious laymen, and mass religions from
sects of ~rtuosi. Sects of ascetic virtuosi are naturally more hostile to art
on principle than are sects of mystical vinuosi. But these matters are not
our m~jor concern he:re. At all events, any real inner compromise be
tween the religious and the esthetic attitudes in respect to their ultimate
(subjectively intended) meaning is rendered increasingly difficult once
the stages of magic and pure ritualism have been left behmd.

In all this, the one important fact for us is the significance of the
marked rejection of all distinctively esthetic devices by those religions
which are rational, in our special sense. These are Judaism, ancient,
Christianity, and-later on-ascetic Protestantism. Their rejection of

~e$~eEcs is either a symptom or an instrument of religion's increasingly
rational influence.upon the conduct of life. It is perhaps going too far
to assert that the second commandment of the Decalogue is the decisive
foundation of actual Jewish rationalism, as some representatives of in"
Huential jewish reform movements have assumed. But there can be no
question at aU that the systematic prohibition in devout Jewish and
Puritan circles of uninhibited surrender to the distinctive form-produc
ing values of art has effectively controlled the degree and scope of ar
tistic productivity in these circles, and has tended to favor the develop
ment of intellectualist dnd rational controls over life.

NOTE

I. The Khlysty ("Bagellants" or, in another explanation, a derisory distortion
of their. self-designation as Kristy, "Christs" or "People of God") were a clan
destine Russian sect in existence at least since the 17th century. The.r services,
involving ecstatic dance, were claimed by their persecutors to have culminated
in sexual orgies Csvalnii grech, a ritual of "Christian loving"); cf. K. K. Grass,
Die russischen Sekten, I (1907), 434ff., who discounts the accusations. The
Sltoptsy ("castrators"), an offshoot of the above group founded in the I 77os,
aspired to puri.6cation through various degrees of self-emasculation. See also A.
Leroy-Beaulieu, The Empire of the Tsars (London r896), III.
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xv

The Great Religions and the World

I. Judaism and Capitalism

Judaism, in its postexilic and particularly its Talmudic form, belongs
among those religions that are in some sense accommodated to the world.
Judaism is at least oriented to the world in the sense that it does not
reject the world as such but only rejects the prevailing social rank order
in the world.

We have already made some observations concerning the total so- .
ciological structure and attitude of Judaism. Its religious promises, in

,the customary meaning of the word, apply to this world, and any
notions of contemplative or ascetic world-Hight are as rare in judaism as
in Chinese religion and in Protestantism. Judaism differs from Puritan
ism only in the relative (as always) absence 'of systematic asceticism.
The ascetic elements of the early Christian religio.n did not derive from
Judaism, but emerged primarily in the heathen Christian communities
of the Pauline mission. The observance' '~f the Jewish law bas as little
to do with asceticism as the fulfillment of any ritual or tabooistic norms.

Moreover, the relationship of the Jewish religion to both wealth and
sexual indulgence is not in the least ascetic, but rather highly natuytl
istic. For wealth was regarded as a gift of God, and the satisfaction of
the sexual impulse-naturally in the prescribed legal form-was thought
to be so imperative that the Talmud actually regarded a person who had
remained unmarried after a certain age as morally suspect. The interpre
tation of marriage as an economic institution for the production' and
rearing of chil9ren}s universal and has nothing specifically Jewish about
it. Judaism's strict prohibition of illegitimate sexual intercourse, a prohi~

bition that was highly effective among the pious, was also found in Islam
and all other prophetic religions, as well as in Hinduism. Moreover, the
majority of ritualistic religions shared with Judaism the institution of
periods of abstention from sexual relations for purposes of purification.
For these reasons, it is not possible to speak of an idiosyncratic empha~

sis upon sexual asceticism in Judaism. The sexual regulations cited by
Sombart do not ~ as far as the Catholic casuistry of the seventeenth
century and in any case have analogies in many other casuistical systems
of taboo. l
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Nor did Judaism forbid the uninhibited enjoyment of life or even
of luxury as such, provided that the positive prohibitions and taboos of
the law were observed. The denunciation of wealth in the prophetic
books, the Psalms, the Wisdom literature, and subsequent writings was
evoked by the social injustices which were so frequently perpetrated
against fellow Jews in connectiOn with- the acquisition of wealth and
in violation of the spirit of the Mosaic law. Wealth was also condemned
in response to arrogant disregard of the commandments and promises of
God and in response to the rise of temptations to laxity in religious ob
servance. To escape the temptations of wealth is not easy, but is for this
reason all the more meritorious. "Hail to the man of wealth who has
been found to be blameless." Moreover, since Judaism possessed no
doctrine of predestination and nO comparable idea producing the same
ethical effects, incessant labor and success in business life could not be
regarded or interpreted in the sense of certification, which appears most
strongly among the Calvinist Puritans and which is found to some ex
tent in all ascetic Protestant religions, as shown in John Wesley's remark
on this point.2 Of course a certain tendency to regard success in one's
economic activity as a sign of God's gracious direction existed in the reli
gion of the Jews, as in the religions of the Chinese and the lay Bud
dhists and generally in every religion that has not turned its back upon
the world. This view was espe('ially likely to be manifested by a religion
like Judaism, which had before it very specific promises of a transcen
dental God together with very visible signs of this God's indignation
against the people he had chosen. It is clear that any success achieved in

'one's economic activities while keeping the commandments of God'
could be, and indeed had to be, inteqJreted as a sign that one was per
sonally acceptable to God. This actuaIIy occurred again and again.

But the situation of the pious Jew engaged in business was altogether
different from that of the Puritan, and this differenc~ remained of prac
tical significance for the role of Judaism in the history of the economy. Let
us now consider what this role has been. In the polemic against Som
bart's book, one fact should not have been seriously questioned, namely
that Judaism played a conspicuous role in the evolution of the modern
capitalistic system. However, this thesis of Sombart's book needs to be
made more precise. What were the distinctive economic achievements
of Judaism in the Middle Ages and in modern times? We can easily
list: moneylending, from pawnbroking to the financing of great states;
certain types of comm~ity busmess, particularly retailing, peddling,
and ~produce trade of a distinctively rural type; certain branches of
wholesale business: and trading in securities, above all the brokerage
of stocks. To this list of Jewish economic achievements should be added:
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money-changing; money-forwarding or check-eashing, which normally
accompanies money-changing; the financing of state agencies, wars, and
the establishment of colonial enterprises; tax-farming (naturally exclud
ing the collection of probibited taxes such as those directed to the
Romans); banking: credit; and the Hoating of bond issues. But of all
these businesses only a Fe",,', though some very important ones, dispiay
the forms, both legal and economic, characteristic of modern Ocd
dental capitalism (as contrasted to the capitalism of ancient times, the
Middle Ages, and the earlier period in Eastern Asia). The distinctively
modern legal forms include securities and capitalist associations, but
these are not of specifically Jewish provenience. The Jews introduced
some of these forms into the Occident; but the forms themselves have
perh<1ps a common Oriental (probably Babylonian) origin, and their in
fl.uence on the Occident was mediated through Hellenistic and Byzan
tine sources. In any event they were common to both the Jews and the
Arabs. It is even tme that the specifically modern forms of these insti

, tutions were in part Occidental and medieval creatIOns, with some spe
cifically Germanic infusions of influence. To adduce detailed proof of
this here would take us too far afield. However, it can be said by way
of example that the Exchange, as a "market of tradesmen," was created
not by Jews but by Christian merchants. Again, the particular manner
in which medieval legal concepts were adapted to the purposes of ra
tionalized eC'JIlomic enterprise, I.e., the way in which partnerships en
commandite, maone, privileged companies of all kinds and finally joint
stock corporations were created," was not at all dependent on specifically
Jewish influences, no matter how large a part Jews later played in the
formation of such rationalized economic enterprises. Finally, it must
be nl)ted that the characteristically modern principles of satisfying public
and private' credit needs first arose in nuce on the soil of the medieval
city. These medieval legal forms of finance, which were-quite uncJewish
in certain respects, were later adapted to the economic needs of modern
states and other modem recipients of credit.

Above all, one element particularly characteristic of modern capital
ism WdS strikingly-though not completely-missing from the extensive
list of Jewish economic activities. This was the organiz:.ltion of industrial
production (gewerhliche Arbeit) in domestic industry and ;n the factory
system. How does one explain the fact that no pious Jew thought of
establishing an industry emplOying pious Jewish workers of the ghetto
(as so many pious Puritan entrepreneurs had done with devout Chris
tian workers and artisans) at times when numerous proletarians were
present in the ghettos, princely patents and privileges for the establish
ment of any sort of industry were available for a financial remuneration,
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and areas of industrial activity uncontrolled by guild monopoly were
open? Again, how does one explain the fact that nO modern and distinc
tively industrial bourgeoisie of any significance emerged among the Jews
to employ the jewish workers available for home industry, despite the
presence of numerous impecunious artisan groups at almost the thresh·
old of the modern period?

All over the world, for several millennia, the characteristic forms
of the capitalist employment of wealth have been state-provisio_ning,
tax-farming, the nnancing of colonies, the establishment of great planta
tions, trade, and moneylending. One finds Jews involved in just these
activities, found at aU times and places but especially characteristic of .
Antiquity, just as Jews are involved in those legal and entrepreneurial
forms evolved by the Middle Ages but not by them. On the other hand,
the Jews were relatively or altogether absent from the new and distinc
tive forms of modern capitalism, the rational organization of labor,
especially production in an industri31 enterprise of the factory type. The
Jews evinced the ancient and medieval business temper which had been
and remained typical of all genuine traders, whether small businessmen
or large-scale moneylenders, in Antiquity, the Far East, India, the Medi
terranean littoral area, and the Occident of the Middle Ages: the will
and the wit to employ mercilessly every chance of profit, "for the sake
of profit to ride through Hen even if it singes the sails." But this temper
is far from distinctive of modern capitalism, as distinguished frDm the
capitalism of other eras. Precisely the reverse is true. Hence, neither that
which is new in the modem economic system nor that which is distinc-,
tive of the modern economic temper is specifically Jewish in origin.

The ultimate theoretical reasons for this fact, that the distinctive ele
ments of modern capitalism originated and developed quite apart from
the Jews, are to be found in the peculiar character of the Jews as a pariah
people and in the idiosyncracy of their religion. Their pariah status
presented purely external difficulties impeding their participation in the
organization of industrial labor. The legally and factually precarious
position of the Jews hardly permitted continuous and rationalized indus
trial enterprise with fixed capital, but only trade and above all dealing
in money. Also of fundamental importance was the subjective ethical
situation of the Jews. As a pariah people, they retained the double
standard of morals which is characteristic of primordial economic prac
tice in aU communities: what is prohibited in relation to one's brothers
is permitted in relation to strangers. It is unquestionable that the Jewish
ethic was thoroughly traditionalistic in demanding of Jews an attitude
of sustenance toward fellow Jews. Although the rabbis made concessions
in these matters, as Sombart correctly points out, even in regard to
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business transactions with fellow Jews, this amounted merely to con
cessions to laxity, whereby those who took advantage of them remained
far behind the highest standards of Jewish business ethics. In any case,
it is certain that such behavior was not the realm in which a Jew could
demonstrate his religious merit.

However, for the Jews the realm of economic relations with
strangers, particularly economic relations prohibited in regard to fellow
Jews, was an area of ethical indifference. This is of course the primor
dial economic ethic of all peoples everywhere. That this should have
remained the Jewish economic ethic was a foregone conclusion, for even
in Antiquity the stranger confronted the Jew almost always as an enemy.
All the well-known admonitions of the rabbis enjoining fairness espe
cially toward Gentiles could not change the fact that the religious law
prohibited taking usury from fellow Jews but permitted it in tra~sactions
with non-Jews. Nor could the rabbinical counsels alter the fact, which._
again Sombart has righdy stressed, that a lesser degree of exemplary
legality was required by the law in dealing with a stranger, i.e., an
enemy, than in dealing with another Jew, in such a matter as taking
advantage of an error made by the other party. In fine, no proof is
required to establish that the pariah condition of the Jews, which we
have seen resulted from the promises of Yahweh, and the resulting
incessant humiliation of the Jews by Gentiles necessarily led to the
Jewish people's retaining a different economic morality for its relations
with stra.ngers than with fellow Jews.

2. Jewish Rationalism versus Puritan Asceticism

Let us summarize the mutual relatedness in which Catholics, Jews,
and Protestants found themselves in regard to economic acquisition. The
devout Catholic, as he went about his economic affairs, found himself
continually behaving---or on the verge of behaving-in a manner that
transgressed papal injunctions. His economic behavior could be ignored
in the confessional only on the principle of rebus sic stantibus, and it
could be vermissible only On the basis of a lax, probabilistic morality.
To a certain extent, therefore, the life of business itself had to be re
garded as reprehensible or, at best, as not positively favorable to God.
The inevitable result of this Catholic situation was that pious Jews were
encouraged to perform economic activities :lmong Christians which if
performed among Jews would have been regarded by the Jewish com
munity as unequivocally contrary to the law or at least as suspect from
the poin, of view of Jewish tradition. At beSt these transactions were
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permissible on the basis of a lax interpretation of the Judaic religious
code, and then only in economic relations with strangers. Never were
they infused with positive ethical value. Thus, the Jew's economic con
duct appeared to be permitted by God, in the absence of any formal
contradiction with the religious law of the Jews, but ethically indifferent,
in view of such conduct's corre~pondence with the average evils in the
society's economy. This is the basis of whatever factual truth there was
in the observations concerning the inferior standard of economic legality
among Jews. That God crowned such economic activity with success
could be a sign to the JeWish businessman that he had done nothing
clearly objectionable or prohibited in this area and that indeed he had
held fast to God's commandments in other areas. But it would still have
been difficult for the Jew to demonstrate his ethical merit by means of
characteristically modern business behavior.

But this was precisely the case with the pious Puritan. He could
demonstrate his religious merit through his ecol}ornic activity because
he did nothing ethically reprehensible, he did not resort to any lax
interpretations of religious codes or to systems of double moralities, and
he did not act in a manner that could be indifferent or even repre
hensible in the general realm of ethical validity. On the contrary, the
Puritan could demonstrate his religiOUS merit precisely in his economic
activity. He acted in business with the best possible conscience. since
through his rationalistic and legal behavior in his business activity he
was factually objectifying the rational methodology of his total life pat
tern. He legitimated his ethical pattern in his own eyes, and indeed
within the dzcle of his community, by the extent to which the absolute
-not relativized-unassaiIability of his economic conduct remained
be"ond question. No really pious Puritan---.;and this is the crucial point
----rould have regarded as pleasing to God. any profit derived from usury.
exploitation of another's mistake (which was permissible to the Jew),
haggling and sharp dealing, or participation in political or colonial ex~

ploitation. Quakers and Baptists believed their religious merit to be
certified before all mankind by such practices as their fixed prices and
their absolutely reliable business relationships 'with everyone. uncondi~

tionally legal and devoid of cupidity. They believed that precisely such
practices promoted the irreligious to trade with them rather than with
their own kind, and to entrust their money to the trust companies or
limited liability enterprises of the religiOUS sectarians rather than those
of their own people-all of which made the religious sectarians wealthy,
even as their business practices certified them before their God.

By contrast, the Jewish law applying to strangers, which in practice
was the pariah law of the Jews, enabled them, nothwithstanding in-

•
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numerable reservations, to engage in dealings with non-Jews which th~
Puritans rejected violently as showing the cupidity of the trader. Yet th~~

pious Jew could combine such an attitude with strict legality, with com
plete fulfillment of the law, with all the inwardness of his religion, with
the most sacrificial love for his family and community. and indeed with
pity and mercy toward all God's creatures. For in view of the operation
of the laws regarding strangers, Jewish piety never in actual praetice
regarded the realm of pennitted economic behavior as one in which ~e

genuineness of a person's obedience to God's commandments cOl1ld 'be
demonstrated. The pious Jew never gauged his inner ethical standards
by what he regarded as permissible if' the economic context. Just as' the
Confucian's authentic ideal of life was the gentleman who had under"
gone a comprehensive education in ceremonial esthetics and literature
and who devoted lifelong study to the classics, so the Jew set up as his
ethical ideal the scholar learned in law and casuistry, the intellectual
\'{hocontinuously immersed. himself in the sacred writings and c;om-
mentaries at the expense of his business, which he very frequently left
to the management of his wife.

It was this int...Uectualist trait of authentic late Judaism, with its
concern with literary scholarship, that Jesus revolted against. His criti
cism was not motivated by "proletarian" instincts, which some have
attributed to him, but rather by his type of piety and his type of
obedience to the law, both of which were appropriate to the rural artisan
or the inhabitant of a small town, and constituted his basic opposition
to the virtuosi of legalistic lore who had grown up on the soil of the
polis of Jerusalem. Members of such urban legalistic circles asked 'What
goOO can come out of Nazareth?"-the kind of question that might
have been posed by any dweller of a metropolis in the classical world.
Jesus' knowledge of the law and his observance of it was teple~eutative

of that average lawfulness which was actually demonsnated"by men
.engaged in practical work, who could not afford to let theft ~eep lie
in wells, even on the Sabbath. 07' the "other han"d';' the bow-ledge of the
law obligatory for the really pious Jews, as well as their legalistic educa
tion of the young, surpassed both quantitatively and qualitatively the
preoccupation with the Bible characteristic of the Puritans. The scope
of religious law of which knowledge was obligatory for the pious Jew
may be compared only with the scope of ritual laws_ among the Hindu$
and Persians, but the Jewish law far exceeded these in its inclusion of
ethical prescriptions beyond merely ritual and tabooistic norms.

The economic behavior of the Jews simply moved in- the direction of
least resistance which was permitted them by these legalistic ethical
norms. This meant in practice that the "acquisitive drive," which is
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found in varying degrees in all groups and nations, was here directed
primarily to trade with strangers, who were. usually regarded as enemies.
Even at the time of josiah and certainly in the post-exilic period, the
pious Jew was an urban dweller, and the entire Jewish law was oriented
to this urban status. Since the orthodox Jew required the services of
a ritual slaughterer, he had necessarily to live in a community rather
than in isolation. Even today residential c~ustering is characteristic of
orthodox Jews when they are contrasted with Jews of the Reform
group, as for example in the United States. Similarly, the Sabbatical
year, which in its present form is probably a product of post-exilic urban
sc~olats learned in the law, made it impossible for Jews to carry on
sySte~atic intensive cultivation of the land. Even at the present time,
GetlJlan rabbis endeavor to apply the prescription of the Sabbatical year
to Zionist colonization in Palestine, which would be ruined thereby.
In the age of the Pharisees a rustic Jew was of second rank, since he
did not and could not observe the law strictly. Jewish law also prohibited
the participation of Jews in the banquets of the guilds, in fact, all com
mensality with non-Jews; in Antiquity as wen as in the- Middle Ages
commensality was the indispensable foundation for any kind of civic
integration i!l the surrounding world. On the other hand, the Jewish
institution of the dowry, common to the Orient and based originally on
the exclusion of daughters from inheritance, favored the establishing
of the Jewish groom at marriage as a small shopkeeper. Traces of this
phenomenon are sriU apparent in the relatively undeveloped class con
sciousness of Jewish shop clerks.

In all his other dealings, as well as those we have just discussed, the
Jew:':"'-like the pious Hindu-was controlled by scruples concerning his
Law. As Guttmann has correctly emphasized, genuine study of the Law
Could be combined most easily with the occupation of moneylending,
which requires relatively little continuous labor.~ The outcome of Jewish
legalism and intellectualist education was the Jew's methodical pattern
ing of life and his rationalism. It is a prescription of the Talmud that
"A man must never change a practice." Only in the realm of economic
relationships with strangers, and in no other area of life, did tradition
leave a ~phere of behavior that was relatively indifferent ethically. In
deed, the entire domain of things relevant before God was determined
by tradition and the systematic casuistry concerned with its interpreta
,tion, rather than determined by rational purposes derived from natural
law and oriented without further presupposition to methodical plans of
aftion. The "rationalizing" effect cl the Jewish fear of GOO's Law is
thoroughly pervasive hut entirely indirect.
. - Self-eontrol-usually accompanied by alertness, equableness, and
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serenity-was found among Confucians, Puritans, Buddhist and other
types of monks, Arab sheiks, and Roman senators, as well as among
Jews. But the basis and significance of self-control were different in
each case. The alert self-control of the Puritan 80wed from the necessity
of his subjugating all creaturely impulses to a rational and methodical
plan of conduct, so that he might secure his certainty of his own salva
tion. Self-control appeared to the Confucian as a personal necessity
which followed from his disesteem for plebeian irrationality, the dises
teem' of an educated gentleman who had received classical training and
had been bred along lines of propriety and dignity. On the other hand,
the self-control of the devout Jew of ancient times was a consequence
of the preoccupation with the Law in which his mind had been trained,
and of the necessity of his continuous concern with the Law's precise
fulfillment. The pious Jews self-control received a characteristic coloring
and effect from the situation of being piously engaged in fulfilling the
Law. The Jew felt that only he and his people possessed this law, for
which reason the world persecuted them and imposed degradation upon
them. Yei this law was binding; and one day, by an act that might come
suddenly at any time but that no one~ could accelerate, God would
transform the social structure of the world, creating a messianic realm
for those who had remained faithful to His law. The pious Jew knew
that innumerable generations had awaited this messianic event, despite
all mockery, and were continuing to await it. This.produced in the pious
Jew a certain anxious wakefulness. But since it remained necessary for
him to continue waiting in vain, he nurtured his feelings of self-esteem
by a meticulous observance of the law for its own sake. Last hut not
least, the...pious Jew had always to stay on guard, never permitting him~

self the free expression of his passions against powerful ind merciless
enemies. This represSion was inevitably combined with the aforemenw

. tioned inevitable effect of the feeling of ressenriment which derived from
Yahweh's promises and the resulting unparalleled suffering$ of this people.

These circumstances basically determined. the rationalism of Juda
ism, but this is not "asceticism" in our sense. To be sure, there are
ascetic traits in Judaism, but they are not central. Rather, they ate hyw
products of the law or products of the peculiar tensions of Jewish piety.
In any case, ascetic traits are of secondary importance in Judaism, as are
any mystical traits developed within this religion. We need say nothing
more here about Jewish mysticism, since neither cabalism, Chassidism
nor any of its other fonns-whatever symptomatic importance they held
for Jews-produced any significant motivations toward practical he--
havior in the economic sphere. .

The ascetic aversion of pious Jews toward everything esthetic was
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originally based on the .second commandment of the Decalogue, which
actually prevented the once well-developed angelology of the Jews from
assuming artistic fonn. But another important cause of aversion to things
esthetic is the purely pedagogic and jussive character of the divine sery..

ice in the ,synagOgue; even as it was practiced in the Di~ra,long

before the disrupfion of the Temple cult.. Even ,at that time. Hebrew
prophecy had virtually removed. plastic elemenlS from the cult; effec
tively extirpating ergiastic, orchestral, and terpsichorean activities. It is
of interesttbat Roman religion and Puritanism l'UISued similar paths
in regard to esthetic elements, though for reasons quite different from
the Jewish reasons. Thus. among the Jews the plastic arts, painting, and
drama lacked those'points'of contact with religion which w~re elsewhere
quite nonna!. This is the reason for the marked diminution Qf secular
lyricism and especially of the erotic, sublimation of sexuality, when con
trasted with the marked ,ensuality of the earlier. Song of Solomon. The
basis of all this is to be found in the naturalism of the Jewish- etl:rical:
treatment of sexuality.

All these traits of Judaism are characterized by one overall theme:
that the mute, faithful, and questioning expectation of a redemption
from the hellish character of the life enforced UPOfl the people who had
been chosen by God (and definitely chosen, despite their present status)
was ultimately refocused upon, the ancient promises and laws of the reli·
gion. COnversely, it was held-there are corresponding utterances of
the rabbis. on this point-,-that any uninhibit~ surr~er,.to .. the,artistic
or poeticglorincation of this world is completely vain and apt to divert'
the Jews from the ways and purposes. of God. Mter all, even the pur~

pose of the creation of this world had already on occasion been prob
lema.tical to the Jews of the later Maccabean-peri~.

Above all, what was lacking in Judaism was th~ decisive h;illmark
of the innercworldly type of asceticism: an integrated relationship to the
world from the point of view of the individual's conviction of salvation
(certit1J.do salutis), which nurtures all else. Again in this important
matter, "Vhat was ultimately decisive for Judaism was the pariah charac~

ter of the religion and the promises of Yahweh. An. ascetic management
of this world, such· as that characteristic of Calvinism, was the very
last thing ofwhich a traditionally pious Jew would have thought. He
could not think of methodically controlling the present world, which
was so topsy-turvy because of Israel's sins, and which could not beset right
by any human action but only by some free miracle of God that could
not he hastened. He could not take as his "mission,"·as the sphere of his
religious "vocation," the bringing of this world and its very sins under
the rational norms of the revealed divine will, for the glory of.-.:God and
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as an identifying mark.« his own s:ilvation. The pious Jew had a far
more difficult, destiny to overcome than did the Puritan, who could he
certain of his election to the world beyond. It was ,inCU1P~~t: upon the
individual Jew: to make peace with' the fact th3t the wond would remain
recalcitrant to me promises of God 3S long as God permitted th~ world
to s~nd as it is. The, Jew's responsibility. was to make peace with this
recalcitrancy of the world, while finding contentment if, God sent him
grace and success in his deJllings with the enemies of his people. towa~
whom he must act soberly and legalistically, in fulfillment of the in
jWlcaons- of ,~e :rabbis. This meant acting toward non~Jew$ in an objec
tive or impersonal manner, without love and without hate, solely, in
accordance with what was permissible. .

The frequent assertion,that Judaism required only an external oh
serv~ce gfthe Law is incorrect Natu~~lly, this is. the average tendency;
but the requirements for real reUgious piety stood on a much higher
~ne. In,apy ,~.JudaicJ\lWfostered in its adherents a tendency ~o

compare,.individual actions with each other and to compute the net
result of ,them all. This conception of man's relationship to God as a
bookkeeping operation of Single good an,d evil acts with, an uncertai'n
'total (a conception which may occasionitlly be found among the ..Puri
tans a,S, well) maY,not have been the dominant offici",l' view of Judaisrn.
Yet it was sufficient, together with th~ double-standard morality of
Judaism, to prevent the dev'elopment within Judaism of a methodical
and ,ascetic orientation to the conduct of life on the scale that such an
orientation dev:elopedih Pwit¥iism.,.It is al,so iIllportant that in Juda~
ism,as in Catholicism, the individual's activities in' fu161lingparticular
religious inj:unctions wffIe tantamount to his 'assuring his own ,chances
of salvation. However, in both Judaism and Catholicism, God's grace
was needed to supplement human inadequacy,. although this depend
eU,~,upon God's grace was not as universally 'recognized in Judaism as
·in C..:hoHcism.

1JJ,e ecd~iastical provision of grace, was, much less -'developed in
Judaism, after the decline of the older Palestinian confessional (teshw
bah), than in Catholicism'. In. pra.ctice, this resul~edin the Jew's having
a greater religious ~ponsjbility for himself. This responsibility for one
self and the absence of any mediating religious agency necessarily made
the Jewish pattern of life more systematic and personally responsible
th,al1 the corresponding. Catholic pattern of life. Stin, the methooical
control of life was limited in Judaism by the absence of the distinctively
3$Cetic motivation characteristic of Puritans and by the continued
presence of Jem.sb internal morality's traditionalism, which in principle
remained unbroken. To be sure, there were present in Judaism numer'
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ous single stimuli toward practices that might be called ascetic, but the
unifying force of a basically ascetic religious motivation was lacking.
The highest form of Jewish piety is found in the religious mood (Sri."...
mung) and not in active behavior. How could it be possible for the Jew
to feel that by imposing a new rational oroer.upon the world he would
become the human executor of God's will, when for the Jew this world
was thoroughly contradictory. hostile, and-as he had known since the
time of Hadrian~impossible to change by human action? This might
have been possible for the Jewish freethinker, but not for the pious Jew.

Puritanism always felt its inner similarity to Judaism, but also felt
the limits of this similarity. The similarity in principle between Chris
tianity and Judaism, despite all their differences, remained the same fot'
the Puritans as it had been for the Christian followers of Paul. Both the
Puritans and the early Christians always looked upon the Jews as the
people who had once been chosen by God. But the unexampled activ
ities of Paul had the following significant effects for early Christianity.
On the one hand, Paul made the sacred book of the Jews into one of
the sacred books of the Christians, and at the beginning the only one.
He thereby erected a stoUt fence against all intrusions of Greek, espe
cially Gnostic, intellectualism, as Wemle in particular has pointed out.s

But on the other hand, by the aid of a dialectic that only a rabbi could
possess, Paul here and there broke through what was most distinctive
and effective in the Jewish law, namely the tabooistic norms and the
overpowering messianic promises. Since these taboos and promises linked
the whole religious worth of the Jews to their pariah position, Paul's
breakthrough was fateful in its effect. Paul accomplished this break
through by interpreting these promises as having been partly fulfilled
and partly abrogated by the birth of Christ. He triumphantly employed
the highly impressive proof that the patriarchs of Israel had lived in ac
cordance with God's will long before the issuance of the Jewish taOOos
and messianic promises, showing that they found blessedness through
faith, which was the surety of God's election.

,.. The dynamic power behind the incomparable missionary labors of
Paul was his offer to the Jews of a tremendous release, the release pro
vid~ _by- the consciousness of having escaped the fate of pariah status.
A Jew could henceforth be a Greek among Greeks as well as a Jew
among Jews, and could achieve this within the paradox of faith rather
than through an enlightened hostility to religion. This was the passion
ate feeli~g of liberation brought by Paul. The Jew could actually free
.himself from the ancient promises of his God, by placing his faith in the
new savior who had believed himself abandoned upon the cross by that
very God.
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Various consequences Bowed from this rending of the sturdy chains

that had hound the Jews firmly to their pariah position. One was the
intense hatred of this one man Paul by the Jews of the Diaspora, suf~

6ciently authenticated as fact. Among the other consequences may be
mentioned the oscillations and utter uncertainty of the early Christian
community; the attempt of James and the "pillar apostles" to establish
an ethical minimum of law which would be valid and binding for all,
in harmony with Jesus' own layman's understanding of the law; and
finally, the open hostility of the Jewish Christians. In every line that Paul
wrote we can feel h}s overpowering joy at having emerged from the hope
less "slave law" into freedom, through the blood of the Messiah. The
overall consequence was the possibility of a Christian world misison.

The Puritans, like Paul, rejected the Talmudic law and even the
cha~stic ritual laws of ~e Old Testament, while taking over and
considering as binding-for all their elasticity-various other expressions
of God's will witnessed in the Old Testament. As the Puritans took
these over. they always conjoined nonns derived from the New Testa
ment, even in matters of detail. The Jews who were actually welcomed
by Puritan nations, especially the Americans. were not pious orthodox
Jews but rather Refonned Jews who had abandoned orthodoxy, Jews
such as those of the present time who have been trained in the Educa
tional Alliance, and finally baptized Jews. These groups of Jews were
at first welcomed without any ado whatsoever and are· even now wel·
corned fairly readily, so that they have been absorbed to the point of the
absolute loss. of any trace, of difference. This situation in Puritan coun
tries contrasts with the situation in Gennany, where the Jews remain
even after long generations--"assimiJated Jews." These phenomena
clearly manifest the actual kinship cL Puritanism to Judaism. Yet pre
cisely the non-Je~h element in Puritanism enabled Puritanism to play
its special role in the creation of the modem economic temper, and also
to cany through the aforementioned absorption of Jewish proseIytes,
which was not accomplished by nations with other than Puritan arien·
tations.

3. The This-Worldliness of Islam and Its Economic
Ethics .

Islam, a comparatively late product of Near Eastern monotheism, in
which Old Testament and Jewish-Christian elements played a very im.1
portant role, "accommodated" itself to the world in a sense very different
from Judaism. In the fi"t Meccan period of Islam, the eschatological, ., .

";
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'religron()f 'MtiliartlInaidetel~' in' pietistic urbancon-venticles which
'displayed a~ndencyto withdrawfrom 'the World. But in the subsequent
developments in Medina and' liltne evolution of the early 'Islamic- com
munities,the :religion w3sti'ansformed from itspristirie form into a
national Arabic warrior ,religion, and even -later into a religion With very
strong status cl1'lphasis:Those fonowers whose conversion to Islam made
possible the deciSive success of the Prophet were consistently members
of'powerful families.

The reHgiotiscommandments'of the holY war were not directed in
the first instance to the ~rpose ofcortvel'Sion. Rather,the primary pur
pose was war "until they (the followers of alien religions of the book)
will, humbly pay the tribute (jizyah),"Le., until Islam should rise to
the top of this world's social scale,br exacting tribute from other reli
gions. This is 'not the orily factor th;tt st1mps Wam 35 ~he ,religion of
masters. M'iJitarybooty' is important in the ordinances. in the ptomises,
and above all 'in the expeetationscharac,erizirigi~mtularlythe most

.'ancient period' of the religfun'. Even. the ultimate elements of its ....eco
nomic ethic were purelY- feudaL lbe most pious adherents of the reli·
gian in its 'first 'generation became the wealthiest, or more cOrrectly,

'enriched themselves: with mHitary booty-in the widest 'sense-more
,than did other members of the faii-h.

The role played by' wealth accruing from Spoils of war -and from
pOlitical aggrandizement- in Islam is diametrically opposed to the role
played hy wealth in the Puritan religion. The Muslim tradition depicts
with pleasure the Iurorious raim'erii{' perfuIl'i.e;~iarld"nietiCttlo!'is~ liei!i'd- ,
coiffure of the piOUs. The saying' that' "when god blesses a man with
prosperity he likes.to see the sigrrs thereof visible upon"him"--.inade'hy
Muhammad,. according 'to' tradition" to' welkircurnstanced people who
aPPeared before him 'in ragged attire.....stands in exti'tme opposition to
any PuritaneCOnomk ethiC)nd thoroughly corresponds with feudal
conceptions of status. ,This saying'would mean, in our language, that' a
weahhY'man is 6bIi~ted "to Jive in keeping with his'status." In the
Koran, Muhammad is represented as completely rejecting every type
of monasticism (rahbaniya), though not all asceticism, for he did accord
res~t to fasting, begging, and penitential mortification. Muhammad's
attitude in opposition to, chastity may have sprung from personal motiva·
tiol]S similar to those apparent in Luther's famous remaIks which are
~? expressive of his strongly sensual nature; i.e., in the conviction, also
foond j'n the 'Talmud, that whoeVer lias not married by a certain age
must bea sinner. But'we wciti:Jd'have to-regard as unique in the hagiology

_'of ah ethical religion 'of sal~don Muhammad's dictum expressing doubt
about the ethical character'fof a"person who has abstained~ eating
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meat for forty days; as well as the reply of a renowned pillar-of ancient
Islam~ce]ehrated by some as a Mahdi, to the question. why he, unlike
his father Ali, had used cosmetics for his hair: «In order to be more
successful with women."

But Islam was never really a religion of salvation; the ethical ron
cept of salvation was actually alien to Islam. The god it taught was a
lord of unlimited power, although merciful, the ful6Ument' of whose
commandments was not beyond human power. An essentially political
character marked all the chief ordinaIl'ces of Islam: the elimination oE
private feuds in the interest of increasing the group's striking power
against external foes; the proscription of illegitimate forms o'f sexual
behavior and the regulation of legitimate sexual relations along strongly
patriarchal lines" (actually creating sexual priviJegesonly for the wealthy,
in view of the facility of divorce and the maintenance of concubinage
with f~male slaves); the prohibition of usury; the' pr~ription ofmx:es
for war; and the injunction to support the poor. Equally political, in
character is the'distinctive religious obligation in Islam,its o~ly required
dogma; the recognition of Allah as the one god and of Muhammad as
his prophet. In addition, there were .the obligations to journey to Mecca
once dtiringa lifetime, to fast by day during the month of fast;ing, to
attend services once a week, and to observe the obligation of daily
prayers. FinalIy, Islam imposed such requirements for everyday living as
the wearing of distinctive clothing (a requirement that even today has
important economic consequences whenever savage tribes are converted
to' Islam) and the avoidance of certain unclean foods, of wine, and of
gambling. The restriction against gambHng obviously h~d import~nt' 'con
sequences for the religion's attitude toward speculative business enter
pnses.

There was nothing in ancient Islam like an individual quest for
salvation, nor was there any mysticism. The religiouS promises In' the
earliest' period of Islam pertained, to this world. Wealth" power, aoo
glory were all martial promises' ,and',even, the world beyond is picrutM
in Islam as a soldier's sensual paradise. Moreover; the original Islamic
concertion of sin has a similar feudal orientation. The d~iction' ~f the
prophet of Islam as devoid of sin is: a late theological' constructi6ri,
scarCely consistent with the actual nature 'of Muhammad's strong sensual
passions and his explosions of wrath Over very small provocations. In·
deed, such a picture is strahgeeven'to the Koran, just as after Muham
mad's transfer to Medina he Jacked' any sOrt of tragiC sense of siii..The
original feudal conception of sin remained dominant in orthodox Islam,
for whiCh sin is a composite 'of ritUal 'impurity, rltuals'acrilegt (shirk,
i.e., polytheism), disobedience to theposjtive injunctiOris:of the 'prophet;
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and the violation of status prescriptions by infractions of convention or
etiquette. Islam displays other characteristics of a distinctively feudal
spirit: the obviously unquestioned acceptance of slavery, serfdom, and
polygamy; the disesteem for and subjection of women; the essentially
ritualistic character of religious obligations; and finally, the great sim':
plicity of religious requirements and the even greater simplicity of the
modest ethical requirements.

Islam was not brought any closer to Judaism- and to Christianity in
decisive matters by such Islamic developments as the achievement of
great scope through the rise of theologica:l and juristic casuistry, the ap
pearance of both pietistic and enlightenment schools of philosophy (fol·
lowing the intrusion of Persian Sufism, derived from India), and the
formation of the order of dervishes (still today strongly under Indian
influence). Judaism and Christianity were specifically bourgeois-urban
religions, whereas for Islam the city had only political importance. A
certain sobriety in the conduct of life might also be produced by the
nature of the official cult in Islam and by its sexual and ritual command
ments. The petty-bourgeois stratum was largely the carrier of the
dervish religion. which was disseminated practically everywhere and
gradually grew in power, finally surpassing the official ecclesiastical re
ligion. This type of religion, with its orgiastic and mystical elements.
with its essentially irrational and extraordinary character. and with its
official and thoroughly traditionalistic ethic of everyday Jife, became
influential in Islam's missionary enterprise because of its great simpliCity.
It directed the conduct of life into paths whose effect was plainly opposite
to the methodical control of life found among Puritans. and indeed,
found in every type of asceticism oriented toward the control of the world.

Islam, in contrast to Judaism. lacked the requirement of a compre
pensive knowledge of the law and lacked that intellectual training in
casuistry which nurtured the rationalism of Judaism. The ideal per
sonality type in the religion of Islam was not the scholarly scribe
(Literat), but the warrior. Moreover. Islam lacked all those promises of
a messianic realm upon earth which in Israel were linked with me
ticulous fidelity to the law. and which-together with the priestly
doctrine of the history, election. sin and dispersion of the Jews-deter
mined the fateful pariah character of the Jewish religion.

To be sure, there were ascetic sects among the Muslims. Large
groups of ancient Islamic warriors were characterized by a trend toward
simplicity; this prompted them from the outset to oppose the rule of the
Umayyads. The latter's merry enjoyment of the world presented the
strongest contrast to the rigid discipline of the encampment fortresses in
which Umar had concentrated Islamic warriors in the conquered d.o-
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mains; in their stead there now arose a feudal aristocracy. But this was
the asceticism of a military caste, of a martial order of knights. not of
monks. Certainly it was not a middle-class ascetic systematization of the
conduct of life. Moreover, it was effective only periodjcaUy, and even
then it tended to merge into fatalism. We have already spoken of the
quite different effect which is engendered in such' circumstances by a
belief" in providence. Islam was diverted completely' from any really
methodical control of life by the advent of the cult of saints, and finally
by magic.

4· The Other-Worldliness of Buddhism and Its Economic
Consequences

At the opposite extreme from systems of religions ethics preoccupied
with the control of economic affairs within the world stands the ultimate
ethic of world-rejection, the mystical illuminative concentration of au~

thentic ancient Buddhism (naturally not the completely altered mani
festations Buddhism assumed in Tibetan, Chinese, and Japanese popular
religions). Even this most world-rejecting ethic is "rational," in the sense
that it produces a constantly alert control of all natural instinctive drives,
though for purposes entirely different from th~ of inner-worldly
asceticism. S.alvation is sought, not from sin and suffering alone, but
also from ,ephemeralness as such; escape from the wheel of karma-cau
sality into eternal rest is the goal pursued. This search is, and can
Gulf Le, the highly individualized task of a particular person. There
is no predestination, but neither is there any divine grace, any prayer,
or a~y religious sen!"ic~, Rewards and punishments for every good and
every evil deed are automatically established by the karma-eausality of
the cosmic mechanism of compensation. This retribution is always pro
portional, and hence always lim;ted in time. So long as the individual is
driven to action by the thirst for life, he must experience in full measure
the fruits of his behavior in ever--new human existences. Whether his
momentary situation is animal, heavenly, or hellish, he necessarily creates
new chances for himself in the future. The most noble enthusiasm and
the most sordid sensuality lead equally into new existence in this chain
of individuation (it is quite incorrect to term thi~ process transmigration
of souls, since Buddhist metaphysics knows nothing of a soul). This

.process of individuation continues on as long as the thirst for life, in
this world or in the world beyond, is not absolutely extinguished. The
~ is but perpetuated by the individual's impotent struggle for his

•
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~nal.exis~ce with all its illusions, above all the illusion of a disti.nc
tive soul or persona.llty.

All rational purposive activity isregaIded as leading away from sal·
vation. except of course the subjective activity of .concentrated contem
plation, which empties the soul of _the passion for life amI every connec
tion with worldly jnte~ts. The achievement of salvation is possible for

~-only a few, even.of those who have resolved to live in poverty, chastity,
-and unemployment (for labor is purposive action), and hence in men·
meaney. These chosen.Jew are required to wander ceaselessly---except
at the time of the heavr-rains-freed from all personal ties to family
and world. pursuing the goal of mystical illumination by fulfilling the
injunctions relating to the correct path (dharma). When such salvation
is gained, the deep joy and tender, undifferentiated lov~ characterizing
such illumination provides the highest blessing possible in this existence,
sholt of absorption into the etemal dreamless Sleep of Nirvana, the only
state in which no change occurs. 'All other human oongs'rnaybnprove
~tuations in future existences by i3.pptoximating the prescriptiOns
of the role of life and by avoidingmaior sins in this existence. Such
furoR existences: are inevitable, accord'ng to the karma doctrine of
causality, because the ethical acCount ~ not been straightened out,
the thirst fOr life bas not been "abreacted"" so to speak. For most people.
therefore. some ~nt!!lfmdividuation is inevitable when the present life
has ended, and truly eternal salvation ren$:ins inaccessible.

-There is-no path leading from· this o~y really consistent position
of world-Bight to any econoillic ethic:orto ~ny rational social ethic. The ,
universal mood of pity. extending to allc~tures. cannot be the carrier
of'any rational behavior and in fact leads ~ay from it. This mood of
pity is the logical consequence of contemplative- mysticism's position
1e8"rWng the solidarity of 'all living. and hence transitory. beings. This
solidarity. follows from theeommon karma-causality,which overarches
all living beings. In Bnddhisrn, the psychological basis for this universal
pity- is,the religion'&-mys;tical-, ,euphoric, ,universal, and acosmistic love.

Buddhism is the most consistent of ,the salvation doctrines, produced
befo.. anI! after by the intel1e<tqaJ;sm of e<lucated Indian strata. Its cool
!Ind .p<OUd emanciparion of !he individual [rom life as such. which in
eftl>" stood the individual on his own feer, «>ujd never become a popular

.~n faith. Buddhism's jn~uence beyond the circle of the e<lucatt>d
,was due to the tremendous prestige tra~ti()nallyenjoyed by the. ShT~
matIG, i.e., the ascetic. whiclt -possessed, magical and, anilll'opola~, traits.
~: soon 8$-lll.l~ism,~me -a miss~Qni~ng popular religion, it duly
tra~ lc:self into a savio.: religion' based 'ot} karma compensati9Il'wit.' hopes for the world beyond guaranteed by devotional le<hniques.

',,'''f'
'-/

•
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cultic and sacramental grace. and 4eeds of mercy. Naturally,Buddhism
also tended to welcome purely magical notionS.

In India itself. Buddhism succumbed, among: the upper classes, to a
renascent philosophy of salvation based on the Vedas; .and it met CQm~

petition from Hinduistic salvation religions, especially',the various forms
of Vishnuisrn, from Tantristic magic, and from orgiastic mystery religions,
notably the bhakri piety (love of god). In Lamaism, Buddhism became
the ~rely monastic religion of a theocracy which controlled the laity by
ecclesiastical powers of a thoroughly magical nature. Wherever-Buddhism
was~in the Orient, its idiosyncratic character underwent striking
transformation as it competed and entered into ,diverse combinations
with Chinese Taoism, tlulsbecoming the region's typical mass religion,
which pointed beyond this world and the ancestral cult and which
distributed grace and salVation.. , .

'At all events, no motivation toWard a rational system for the methodi
cal control <?f life -Hawed ~m Buddhist, Taoist, or Hindu piety. Hindu

, pietyinpaitieular, as we have already suggested, maintained the strong~

est poSsible power of tradition, since the presuppositions of Hinduism
constituted the moSt corisistent l"digious e1Cpression of the organic view
of society. The existing order of the world was provided absolutely
un~tional justification, in terrils of the mechanical oFuon of a'
proportkmal retri~utiori i~i:he distribu.tion' Qf power and'happinesS to
individuals on the basis of their 'mericiand failures in'- their earlier
existences.

All these popular rdig#ins of .Asia IOtt room for the acquisitiVe drive
of the tradesman, the inte'restof the artisan in stistenance CNahrungs·'
In.".""e), and thetraditionalisnt of the peasant. These popular religions
also Je£tundisturbed both phtlosophical speculation and the conventional
status-oriented life patterns or privileged groups. These status-oriented
patterns of the privileged evinced feudal characteristics in Japan;'patri
monia1bureaucratic, and hence' Sfi'ongly utilitarian featu(e$ in ,China;
and a mixture of knightly, patrimonial, and"ln~ect.uaUstic_ traits in "
India. None "fthese ,~ass religions of Asia, 'ho,W'ever, pf9vided,'the
motives or orientations for 'a rationalized ethical ttariSEorm:atitm OE a
creaturely wo~ld in accordance with dIvine comniandmehtS. 'Rather, they
all accepted this world as eternally given, and so the best of all possible
worlds. The only choice open to the sages. who possessed the highest
type of piety, was whether to accommodate themse!vesto the Tao, the
impersonal order of the world .&nP. the oniythlng speci6",lIydi~ne, or
to save theinrdYes front the ine;xorahle chain or causality I,y passirig into
the only etem'aI being. the d~mIess sleel'of Nimna...'.. ., .

"Capitiillsm" existed among all theSe leIigions,dF thi: siirlle kind· ..
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in Occidental 'Antiquity and the medieval period. But there was no de
velopment toward mooem capitalism, nor even any stirrings in that
direction. Above all, there evolved no "capitalist spirit," in the sense that
is distinctive of ascetic Protestantism. But to assume that the Hindu,
Chinese, or Muslim merchant, trader, artisan, or coolie was animated
by a weaker "acquisitive drive" than the ascetic Protestant is to fiy in
the face of the facts. Indeed, the reverse would seem to be true, ror what
is distinctive of Puritanism is the rational and ethicai limitation of the
quest for profit. There is no proof whatever ,that a weaker natural
"endowment" for technical economic rationalism was responsible for
the actual difference in this respect. At the present time, all these people
import this "commodity" as the most important Occidental product. and
whatever impediments exist result From rigid traditions, such as existed
among us in the Middle Ages, not from any lad of ability or will. Such
impediments to rational economic development must be sought primarily
in the domain of religion, insofar as they must not be located in the
purely political conditions, the structures of domination, with which we
shall dealla..r.

Only ascetic Protestantism completely eliminated magic and the
supernatural quest for salvation, of which the highest form was .in
tellectualist, contemplative illumination. It alone created the religious
motivations for seeking salvation primarily through immersion in one's
worldly vocation (Beruf). This Protestant stress upon the methodically
rationalized fulfillment of one's vocational responsibility was diamet
ricallyopposite to Hinduism's strongly trad~ti~a1i~ti_c _~cept_ of. voca·
tions. For the various popular religions 'of Asia, in contrast to ascetic'
Protestantism, the world .remained a great enchanted garden, in which
die practical way to orient oneseH, or to nnd secu.nty in this world or
the next, was to revere or coerce the spirits and seek salvation through
ritualistic, idolatrous, or sacramental procedures. No path led from the
magical religiosity of the non-intellectual strata of Asia to a rational,
methoclical control of fife. Nor did any path lead to that methodical
control from the world accommodation of Confucianism, from the world·
rejection of Buddhism, from the world~nquest of Islam, or from the
messianic expectations and economic pariah law of Judaism.

5. Jesus' Indifference Taward the World

The second great religion of world-rejection, in our special sense
of the tenn, was early Christianity, at the cradle of which magic and
belief in demons were also present. Its Savior was primarily a magician
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whose magical charisma was an ineluctable source of his unique feeling
of individuality. But the absolutely unique religious promises of Judaism
contributed to the determination of the distinctive character of early
Christianity. It will be recalled that Jesus appeared during the period
of the most intensive messianic expectations. Still another factor con~

tributing to the distinctive message of Christianity was its reaction to
the unique concern for erudition in the Law characteristic of Jewish
piety. The Christian evangel arose in opposition to this legalistic enldi~

tion, as a non·intellectual's proclamation directed to non-intellectuals,
to the "poor in spirit." Jesus understood and interpreted the "law," from
which he desired to remove not even a letter, in a fashion common to
the lowly and the unlearned, the pious folk of the countryside and the
sman towns who understood the Law in their own way and in ac
cordance with the needs of their own occupations, in contrast to the
Hellenized, wealthy and upper-class people and to the erudite scholars
and Pharisees trained in casuistry. Jesus' interpretation of the Jewish
law was milder than theirs in regard to ritual prescriptions, particularly
in regard to the keeping of the Sabbath, but stricter than theirs in other
respects, e.g., in regard to the grounds for divorce. There already ap
pears to have ·been an anticipation of the Pauline view that the require
ments of the Mosaic law were conditioned by the sinfulness of the super
ficially pious. There were, in any case, instances in which Jesus squarely
opposed specific injunctions of the ancient tradition. .

Jesus' distinctive self-esteem did not come from anything like a "pro
letarian instinct" but from the knowledge that the way to God neces
sarily led through him, because of his oneness with the Godly patriarch.
His self-esteem was grounded in the knowledge that he, the non-scholar,
possessed both the charisma requisite for the control of demons and a
tremendous preaching ability, far surpassing that of any scholar or
Pharisee. This self-esteem involved the conviction that his power to
exorcise demons was ope~tive only among the people who believed in
him, even if they be heathens, not in his home town and his own family
and among the wealthy and high~bom of the land, the scholars, and the
legaliStic virtuosi-among none of these did he find the faith that gave
him his magical power to work miracles. He did find such a faith among
the poor and the oppressed, among publicans and sinners, and even
among Roman soldiers. It should never be forgotten that these charis
matic powers were the absolutely decisive components in Jesus' feelings
concerning his messiahship. These powers were the fundamental iSSue
in his denundation of the Galilean cities and in his angry curse upon
the recalcitrant fig tree. His feeling about his own powers also explains
why the election of Israel became ever more problematical to him and
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the irnportanceof the- Temple'ever more dubious, while the rejection of
the Pharisees and the scholars became increasingly certain to him.

Jesus recognized two absolutely mortal sins. One was the "sin against
the spirit" committed by the scriptural scholar who disesteemed charisllla
and its bearers. The other was unbrotherly arrogance, su,ch as the arro
gance of the intellectual toward the poor in' spirit, when the intellectual
hurlS at his brother the exclamation "Thou foo!!" This anti-intellectualist
rejection of scholarly arrogance and of Hcllenic and rabbinic wisdoII}
is theanIy "status element" of Jesus' message, though it is very distinc
tive. In general, Jesus' message is far from being a simple proclamation
for every Tom, Dick, and Harry, for all the weak. of the world. Trqe.,
the yoke is light, but only for those who can once again become as little
children. In truth, Jesus set up the -most tremendous requirements for
salvation; his doctrine has real aristocratic qualities.

Nothing was further from Jesus' mind than the notion of the utli~

versalism of divine grace. On the contrary, hedire<;ted his whole preach
ing against this norion. Few are ch~ to pass through the narrow gate,
to repent and to believe in Jesus. God himself impedes the salvation of
the others: and hardens.theirhearts, and naturally it is the proud and the
rich who are most overtaken by this fate. Of course this element is nOt
new, since it can he found in the older prophecies., The older Jewish
.prophets had taught that, in view of the arrogant ~havior of the highly
placed. the Messiah.would he a.· king who would enter Jerusalem upon
the beast of burden used by the poor. This implies no "social equali
tarianiom." Jesus lodged with the wealthy, ,which: Was, ri\wU\y repre
hensible in the eyes of t1)e. virtuosi of the law, ~nd when he bade the'
rich young man give away ,his wealth, Jesus.expressly enjoined.. this act
only if the .young .man wished to he "perfect," i.e., a.disciple. Complete
emancipation from all ties of the world, from fazpiIy as well as posses
sions, such as we find in the .teachings, of the Buddha and similar
prophets, Was required Only of diociples. Yet, although all things are
possible for God, continued attachment to Mammon constitutes one of
the rnostdifficuIt· im~iments to salvation into the Kingdom of God
-for attachment to MaIrimon diverts the individual from religious sal·

. vatiQn, the mClSt important thing in the w<>rld.
, Jesus nowhere explicitly states that preoccupation with wealth leads
tQ unbrotherliness, hut this notion is at the heart of the matter, for the
prescribed.i!ljunctions .deJiniteIy. contain the primordial ethic Qf mutual
help which·1$ characteristic of neighborhood auociationsof,poorerpeo
pIe. The. chief,difference is that in Jesus', message acts Qf ~utua1 help
have been systematized into G~nnungsethi1t involving a fra~aUstic

sentiment of love. The injunction of mutual help was also construed.
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universalistically, extended to everyone. The "neighbor" is the one
nearest at hand. Indeed, the notion of mutual help was enlargedipto
an acosmistic panu:l.ox, based on the axiom that God alone can and will
reward. Unconditional forgiveness, unconditional charity, unconditional
love even of enemies, unconditional suffering of injustice without re
quiting evil by force--these demands for religious heroism could have
been products of a mystic311y conditioned atosmism of love. But it must
not be overlooked, as it so often has been, that Jesus combined acosmistic
love with the Jewish notion of retribution. God alone will one day
compensate, avenge, and reward. Man must not boast of his virtue in
having ~ormed any of the aforementioned deeds of love, since his
boasting would preempt his subsequent reward..To amass treasures in
heaven one must in this world lend money to those from whom no
repayment can be expected; otherwise,there is ·no merit -in the deed. A
strong emphasis upon the just equalization of destinies was expressed by
Jesus in the legend of·Lazarus and elsewhere. From this perspective
alone, wealth is already a dangerous gifL

But Jesus held in genetal that what is most decisive for 'salvation
is an absolute indifference to. the world _and its concerns. The kingdom
of heaven, a realm of joy upon earth, utterly without suffering and sin,
is at hand; indeed, this generation will not die before seeing it. It will
come like a thief at night; it is already in the process of appearing among
mankind. Let man be free with the wealth of Mammon, instead of
clutching it fast; let man render unto Caesar that which is Caesar's
for what profit is there in such matters? Let man pray to God for daily
bread and remain unconcerned for the morrow. No human action can
accelerate the coming of the kingdom, but man should prepare himself
for its coming. Although this message did not formally abrogate the
Jaw, It did place the emphasis throughout upon religious 'sentiment. The
entire content of the law and the prophets was condensed into the

. simple commandment to love God and one's fellow man, to which was
added the one far-reaching conception that the true reli~ous mood is to •
be judged by its fruits, by its faithful demonstration (Bewiihruvg).

The visions of the resurrection, doubtless under the inRuence of the
widely diffused soterlological myths, generated a tremendous growth in
pneumatic manifestations of charisma; in the formatioii- of communities,
beginning with Je,sus' own family, which originally had not shared
Jesus' faith; and in missionary activity among the heathens. Nascent
Christianity maintained continuity with the older Jewish prophecies
even after the fateful conversion of Paul had resulted in a breaking
away from the pariah religion. As a result of these developments, two
new attitudes toward the world became decisive in the Christian mis-
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sionary communities. One was the expectation of the Second Coming,
and the other was the recognition of the tremendous importance of
charismatic gifts of the spirit. The world would remain as it was until
the master would come. So too the individual was required to abide in
his position and in his calling (/{A1jcn~), subordinate to the authorities,
save where they demanded of him that he perpetrate a sinful deed.6

NOTES

I, See Werner Sombart, The Jews and Modern Gapitalism (London:
Fischer Unwin, 1913),23olf.

2. Cf. Weber, F'Totestant Ethic, 175.
3. On the commenda and the comnutfUlite, see Weber, HandelsgeseU

schaften (1889), 1924 reprint in GAzSW, 3390:, and Economic History, ch. 17,
"Forms of Commercial Enterprise." The maona comprised various types of associa
tions employed in Italian cities for the running of a Beet or the expfoitation of an
overseas colony.

4. See Julius Guttmann, "Die Juden and das WirtschaEtsIeben," AfS, vol.
36, 1913, 149ff. This is a critique of Sombart's book.. (W)

5'. Paul Wemle, The Beginnings of Christianity (New York: Putnam,
1904), vol. II, ch. IX, esp. 192f. ,

6. According to notes in the manuscript, this section was to have been ex
panded further. (W)



CHAPTER VII

I
(Fragment)

THE MARKET: ITS
IMPERSONALITY AND

ETHIC

Up to this point we have discussed group formations that rationalized.
their social action only in part, but for the rest had the most diverse
structures-more amorphous or more rationally organized. more con
tinuous or more intermittent, more open or I!l0re closed. In contrast to

all of them stands, as the archetype of all rational social action (rationales
Gesellschaftshandeln), consociation (Vergesellschaftung) through ex
change in the market.

A market may be said to exist wherever there is competition, even
if only unilateral, for opportunities of exchange among a plurality of
,potential parties. Their physical assemblage in one place, as in the local
"market square, the fair (the "long distance market"), or the exchange
(the merchants' roarke't), only constitutes the most consistent kind of
market fonnation. It is, however, only this physical assemblage which
allows the full emergence of the market's most distinctive feature, viz"
dickering. Since the discussion of the market phenomena constitutes
essentially the content of economics (Sozialokonomik), it will not be
presented here. From a sociological point of view, the market represents
a coexistence and sequence of rational consociations, each of which is
specifically ephemeral insofar as it ceases to exist with the act of exchang
ing the goods, unless a norm has been promulgated which imposes upon
the transferors of the exchangeable goods the guaranty of their lawful
acquisition as warranty of title.or of quiet enjoyment. The completed
barter constitutes a consociation only with the immediate 'partner. The
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preparatory dickering, however, is always a social action (Gemeinschafts
handeln) insofar as the potential partners are guided in their offers by
the potential action of an indeterminately large group of real or im
aginary competitors rather than by their own actions alone. The more
this is true, the more does the market constitute social action. Further
more, any act of exchange involving the use of money (sale) is a social
action simply because the money used derives its value from its relation
to the potential action of others. Its acceptability rests exclusively on the
expectation that it will continue to be desirable and can be further used
as a means of payment. Group formation (Vergemeinschaftung) through
the use of money is the exact counterpart to any consociation through
rationally agreed or imposed norms.

Money creates a group by virtue of material. interest relations be
tween actual and potential participants in the· market and' its payments.
At the fully developed stage, the so-called money economy, the resulting
situation looks as if it had been created by a set of norms established
for the very purpose of bringing it into being. The explanation lies in
this: Within the market community every act of exchange, especially
monetary exchange, is not directed, in isolation, by the action of the
individual partner to the particular transaction, but the more rationally
it is considered, the more it is directed by the actions of all parties p0

tentially interested in the exchange. The market community as such is
the most impersonal relationship of practicaJ life 1nto which humans
can enter with one another. This is not due to that potentiality of
struggle among the interested panies which is inherent in the tnark~t

relationship. Any human relationship, even the most intimate, and even"
though it be marked by the most unqualified personal devotion, is in
some sense relative and may involve a struggle with the parmer, for in
stance, over the salvation of his soul. The reason for the impersonality
of the market. is its. matter-of-factness, its orientation to the commodity
and only to that. Where the market is allowed to follow its own autono
mous tendencies, its participants do not look toward the persons of each
other hut only toward the commodity; there are no obligations of
brotherliness or reverence, and none of those spontaneous human rela
tions that are sustained by personal unions. They all would just obstruct
the free development of the bare market relationship, and its specific
iriterests serve, in their turn, to weaken the sentiments on which these
obstructions rest. Market behavior is influenced by rational,purposeful
pursuit of interests. The ·partner to a transaction is expected to behave
according to rational legality "and, qUite particularly, to "respect the
formal inviolabilityofa promise once given. These are the qualities
1!Vhich form the content of market ethics. In this latter respect the
market inculcates, indeed, particularly rigorous conceptions.-Violations
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of agreements, even though they may be concluded by mere signs, en
tirely unrecOrded, and devoid 'of 'evidence, are almost unheard 'of in the
annals' of 'the stock exchange. Such absolute depersonalization is con
trarj to an the elementary forms erf human relationship. Sombart has
pointed out this coritrast repeatedly-and brilliantly."

The "free" market, that is, the' market which is not bound by ethical
norms, with its exploitation of constellations of interests arid monopoly
positions and iN dickering, is an abomination to every system of rra
tema} ethics. In sharp contrast to aU other groups which always pre
suppose some mca~:.lre of personal fr3ternization or even blood kinShip.
the In:Jrket is Fundamentally alien to any type of frarernal relationship.

_'\t fil'st, fl'elC exchange does not oc<.:ur but with the world outside
.1[ the neighborh\.xxl Or the personal association. The market is a rela
tionship which transcends the boundaries of neighborhood, kinship
group..or. tribe. Originally, itis indee~ the only pe~ceful relationship .of
su.::h kma. At !lrst, fellow"members dId not trade with one another with
'the intention df obtaining profit. 'There was, indeed, no need for such
transactions hi an age of self-sufficient agrarian units. ,One of the most
characteristic forms of primitive trade, the "silent" trade [cf. ch. VIII :ib],
dramatically represents the contrast benvee'n the market tommun'ity and
the fraternal comIn.unity. The silent trade is a form of exchange which
a\;oidsal1 face-to.Jace'contact and in which, the supply, takes the form
of a deposit of the commOdity 'at a'customaryplace; the counteroffer
takes the same form, and dfekeringis effected through the increase in

, the number of objects being offered from bOth sides", un,til one party
either withdraws dissatisfied or, satisfied, takes rlicgoods left by the
other party and deprirts,;

It is 'nonnany'assuf!ied by both partners to an exchange that each
wiD be interested in the future continuation .. of the exchange relation
ship, be it with this particular partneJ or with some other, and that he

>,will adhere to his prOll1ises for this :rcasonand avoid at least striking
infringements of the rules of good faith and fair dealing. It is only this
assumption which guarantees the law-abidingness of the exchange part
nets. Insofai .as that interest exists,' "honesty is the best policy." This
proposition, howe....er. is by no means unIverSally applicable, and its
empirical validity is irre~ar;naturany.' itishighest in the case of
rational enterprises with a stable clientele. For, on the basis of such a
s~bJe relationship, which generates the, possibility of mutual personal
appraisal with regard i:o market ethics, 'trading may free itself most

.success.fuUy from iIlimited dickenngand return, in .the interest of the
parties, toa relative limitation of fluctuation in prices and exploitation
of momentary intere,st constellations., The consequences, though they
are important for price formation, are not relevant here in detail. The
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fixed. price, without preference for any particular buyer, and strict busi
ness honesty are highly peculiar features of the regulated local neigh
borhood markets of the medieval Occide~ in contrast to the Near and
Far East. They are, moreover, a Condition as well as a product of that
particulaJ:" stage of capitalistic economy which is known as Early Capital·
ism. They are a~nt where this stage np longer exists. Nor are they
practiced by those status and other groups which "are not engaged in
exchange except occasionally and passively rather than regularly and
actively. The maxim of cav~t emptor obtains, as experience shows,
mostly in ·transactions involving feudal strata or, as every cavalry officer
knows, in horse trading among comrades. The speci6c ethics of the
market place is alien to them. Once and for all they conceive of com:'
merce, as does any rural community of neighbors, as an activity in
which the sale question is: who will cheat whom.

The freedom of the market is typically limited by sacred taboos or
through monopolistic consociations of status groups which render ex·
change with outsiders impossible. Directed again~t these limitations we
find the con~inuous onslaught of the market community, whose very
existence constitutes a temptation to share in the opportunities for gain.
The process of appropriation in a monopolistic group may advance to
the point at which it becomes dosed toward outsiders, i.e., the land, or
the right to share in the commons, may Have become vested definitively
and hereditarily. As the money economy expands and, with it, both the
growing differentiation of needs capable of being satisfied by indirect
barter, and- the independence from land ownership, such a situation of
fixed, hereditary appropriation nonnally creates a ~teadily increasing
interest of individual parties in the possibility of using their vested
property rights for exchange with the highest bidder, even though he
be an outsider. This development is quite analogous to that which causes
the co-heirs of an industrial enterprise in the long run to establish a
corporation so as to be able to sen their shareio more freely. In turn, an
emerging capitalistic economy, the stronger it becomes, the greater will
be its efforts to obtain the means of production and labor services in the
market without limitations by sacred or status bonds, and to emancipate
the opportunities to sell its products from the restrictions imposed by the
sales monopolies of status groups. Capitalistic interests thus favor the
continuous extension of the free market, hut only up t<? the point at
which some of them succeed, through the purchase of privileges from
the political authority or simply through ·the power of capital, in obtain
ing for themselves a monopoly for the sale of their products or the
acquisition of their means of production, and in thus dosing the market
on their own part.

The breakup of the monopolies of status groups is thu~ the typical
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immediate ,sequence to the full appropriation of all the material means
of production. It occurs where those having a stake in the capitalistic
system are in a position to influence, for their own advantage, those
communities by which the ownership of goods and the mode of their
use are regulated; .Or where, within a monopolistic status group, the
upper hand is gained by those who are interested in the use of their
vested property interests in the market. Another consequence is that the
scope of those rights which are guaranteed as acquired or acquirable by
the coercive apparatus of the property-regulating community becomes
limited to rights in material goods and to contractual claims, including
claims to contractual labor. All other appropriations, especially those of
customers or those of monopolies by status groups, are destroyed. This
state of affairs, which we call free competition, lasts until it is replaced
by new, this time capitalistic, monopolies which are acquired in the
market through the power of property. These capitalistic monopolies
differ from monopolies of status groups! by their purely economic and
,rational character. By restricting either the scope of possible sales or the
permissible terms, the monopolies of status groups excluded from their
field of action the mechanism of the market with its dickering and rational
calculation. Those monopoliest on the other hand, which are based solely
upon the power of property, rest, on the contrary, upon an entirely ra
tionally calculated mastery of market conditions which may, however,
remain formally as free as ever. The sacred, status, and merely traditional
bonds, which have gradually come to be eliminated, constituted restric
tions on the formation of rational market prices; the purely economically
conditioned monopolies are, on the other hand, their ultimate conse
quence. The beneficiary of a monopoly by a status group restricts, and
maintains his power against, the market, while the rational-economic
monopolist rules through the market. We shall designate those interest
groups which are enabled by formal market freedom to achieve power, as
market~interest groups.

A particular market may be subject to a body of norms autonomously
agreed upon by_ the participants or imposed by anyone of a great variety
of different gr6ups; especially political or religious organizations. Such
norms may involve limitations of market freedom, restrictions of dicker
ing or of competition, or they may establish guaranties for the observ
ance of market legality, especially the modes or means of payment or,
in periods of interlocal insecurity, the norms may be aimed at guarantee
ing the market peace. Since the market was originally a consociation of
persons who are not members of the same group and who are, therefore,
"enemies," the guaranty of peace, like that of restrictions of permissible
modes of warfare, was ordinarily left to divine powers.' Very often
the peace of the market was placed under the protection of a temple;
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later ~m it tended to be made,into a souoce of revenue for the chief or
prince. However, while exchange is the speci6cally peaceful form of
acquiring ecpnomic,power, it can, obviously, be associated wit~ the
use of force. TIle seafarerof,Antiquity and the Middle ~ges was pleased
to t<lke without pay whatever he could acqQ.ire by force and had recourse
to peaceful dickering only where he was,conf':O"tedwitba power equal
to his own or where he regarded it as shrewd to do so for the sake of
future exchange opportunities' which might be endangered otherwise.
But the intensive expansion of, exchange relations has always gone to

gether with a process of relative pacification. AIl of, the "public peace"
arrangements of the Middle Ages were mean. to serve the interests of
exchange.5 The appropriatio:p,of goods through free, purely economi
callyrati9nal exchange, as Opper-heimer has said time and again, is the
conceptual. opposite of appropriation of goods by coercion of any kina.
but especially physical coercion, the regulated exercise of which is the
very constitutive element of the political community.

NOTES

I. The title is by the present editor,all notes are by Rheinstein. (R)
2. Du; JUDEN UND DAS WtaTSCHAPTSLSBEN (I9Ir, Epstein ft. 1913; 195'1,

s.t. THEJIIWS AND MODEItN CAPITAL.1I:1M); D:aR BoURCEOIS (1913); HANDLEB.
UNDH.ELDEN (1915); DER ,MODl"RNF. KAPtTALISMUS, vol. III, Part I, p. 6; ,see
also DEUTSCHEB, SozrAusMus (1934) (Geiser tr. s.t. A NEW SOCIAL PHILOSO
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CHAPTER' V I I I
ECONOMY AND LAW

I , .

(SOCIOLOGY OF LAW)'

1

Fields of Substantive Law

I. Public Law and Private Law
,

One a. the most important distinctioDs--:'~odem legal theory and 0"- .'< ..

practice is th8:t berwee:a "publtict and ~"law.z But the exact .
criteria of this diitiDCtioD _~ I!r__ersy.

(a)~. _ Jlli8ht~ public law as the total body of
those norms wDich regu1Iat state-orientrd adbt. that is, those activities

, which serve the mainteQance. development. and the direct pursuit of
the objedi_. of the ...'" CStaa"",""",). objectives which must them
seI_ be valid by Wtue of en._ 0< """"""",. Conespondingly•
..-Iaw .....,)d be ddined as the~d' those noons which, whHe

. "'ri08 from the~ regulate c:oDdatt clllber man state-oriented con
duct. This kind of ddinition is rather non-technical and, therefore,
difficult to apply. But it seems nevertheless to constitute the basis of
almost aD other attempted distinctions of the two great branches of the
law.

(b) 11le distinction jwt stated is often intertwined.with another
one. Public law might be regarded as identical with the total body of the

[64xl
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f'reglementations:' i.e., those norms which only embody instructions to
state officials as regards their duties, but, in contradistinction to what
may- be called "claim norms," do not establish any "rights" of indi·
viduals. This distinction, however, must be correctly understood. For the
norms of public law can establish rights of individuals, for instance, the
right to vote as established in a law on presidential elections. Such a law
nonetheless falls within the domain of public law.

But today such a "public right" belonging to an individual is not
regarded as a vested right in the same sense as a property right, which
the legislator himself views as in principle inviolable. From a legal point
of view, the public rights of individuals are but those spheres of activity
in which he acts as an agent of the state for specifically delimited pur- .
poses. Thus, in spite of the fact that they fonnally appear as rights,
they may still be regarded as but another aspect, a "reBex:' Qf a· "regIe
mentation" rather than as the result of a "claim-nonn." Furthermore,
by no means all claims which exist in a legal system and which belong
to private-law, as previously de&nea, are vested rights!

Indeed, even those incidents of ownership which are fully recog·
nized at any given time, may be looked upon as being but reflexes of
the legal order. As a matter of fact, the question as to whether a given
right is "vested" means frequently no more than whether or not it is
liable to expropriation -without compensation. Thus one might assert
that all public law is in the legal sense no more than a body of regIe
mentations, without asserting that reglementations belong exclusively to

the sphere of public law. But not even such a definition would be cor
rect. For in some legal systems the govemmental power itself may be
regarded [', a patrimonial right belonging to the monarch, and in some
others certain constitutional rights belonging to the citizen may be re-
garded as inalienable and, therefore, as vested rights.

(c) Finally, private law might be contrastoo with public law as the
law vf coordination as distinguished" from that of subordination. Private
law would then be concerned with those legal affairs in which several
parties are confronting each other so "that the law treats them as being
coordinated and that their legal spheres are to be "properly" defined
against each other by the legislamre, the judiciary or, by means of legal
transactions, by the parties themselves. In the domain of public law,
however, a holder of preeminent power, having authoritative power of
command, is confronting those persons who are his subjects by virtue

.\ of the legal meaning of the norms. Yet not every functionary of the state
has authority to command and not all those activities of the organs of
the state which are regulated by public law are commands. Further
more, the regulation of the relations among the various public organs,
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i.e., among power holders of equal status, belongs to the proper sphere
of "public law." Besides, one must include within the field of public
law not only the relations between the organs of the state and those
,subject to them but also those activities of the subjects by which they
create and control those organs. Once this is admitted, the definition
here discussed leads us back to the one previously presented. i.e" the
definition that does not regan! as falling within the field of public law
every regulation of the pOwer to exercise authority or of the relations
between those who exercise authority and those who are subject to it.
For example, an employe['~ exercise of power would obviously be ex
cluded because it originates in a contract between parties of equal legal
status. Again, the authority of the head of a famUy will be reganled as
falling within the sphere of private law-for no other reason than the
fact that public law is only concemed with those activities within a
given legal system which are directed toward the maintenance of the
state .as well as toward the realization of those objectives of the state
which' are its prime concern. Of course, the question as to what these
particular objectives should be is answered in varying ways even today.
Lastly, certain public activities may be intentionally regulated in such a
way that, with respect to the same subject matter, rights vested in indi·
viduals and powers conferred upon state agencies coexist and compete"
with each other.

As we have seen. the delimitation of the spheres of public and
private law is even tooay not entirely free from difficulty. It was even
less dear in the past, and there was once a situation in which such a
distinction was not made at all. Such was the case when all law, all
jurisdictions. and particularly all powers of exercising authority were
personal privileges, such as. especially. the "prerogatives" of the head of
the state. In that case the authority to judge. or to call a peJ""')n into
military service, or to require obedience in some other respect was
vested right in exactly the same way as the authority to use a piece of

, land; and just like the latter. it could constitute the subject matter of a
conveyance or of inheritance. Under this condition of "patrimonialism."
political authority was not. organized as a compulsory association
(Ans..l,), hut was represented hy the concrete con$lciation (Vergesell
schaftung) and compromises of individual power-holders. or personS'
claiming powers, and by the concrete arrangements made between
them. It was a kind of political authority which was not essentially dif
ferent from that of the head of a household. or a landlord. or a master
of serfs. Such a state of affairs has never existed as a complete system,
but, in so far as it did exist, everything which we legally characterize
as falling within the sphere of "public Iaw" constituted the subject mat-
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tel' of the private rights of individual power·holders and was in this
respect in no way different from a "right" in private law.

2. Righl-Granling Law and Reglementalion

. A leg3J system may also assume a character exactly opposite to the
one just described, that is to say, "private law," of the kind defined
above, may be completely absent in' wide areas of social life which
would today fall within its sphere. This Occurs where there exist no
norms having the characrer of right-granting laws. In such a situation,
the entire body of norms consists exclusively of "reglementations." In other
words, all private interests enjoy protection, not as guaranteed rights,
bUi: only as the obverse ~pect of the effectiveness of these n~gulations.

This sihJ.ation, too, has never prevailed anywhere in ilS pure form, but
in so far as it obtains, aU Fonns of law become absorbed within "ad
ministration" and become p,lrt and parcel of "government.'"

3.'fGovernment" and tlAdministrationl>

"Ad~tion" is not a concept of public law exclusively. For we
must recognize the existence of private administration, as in the case of
a household or a business enterprise, alongside the kind of administra
tion tarried on either by the state or by other public institutions (i.e.,'
eitheJ'-~tional organs of the state itself, or heteronomous institutions
deri,.;"g" powets from the state).

Iii itllI1dest sense, the expression "public administration" includes
not only iegisIation an4 adjudication but also those ~thcr residuary ac
tivities which here we want to call "government." "Government" tan be
bound hy legal nonns and limited by vested rights. In these respects it
resemhles legislation and adjudication. But there are two aspects to be
distinguished. First, and in a positive sense, government mUit haw •
legitimate basis for its own jurisdiction; a modem government exetcisa
its functions as a "legitimate" jurisdiction, which means legally that it
is regarde<' as resting on authorization by the constitutional norms of
the state. Secondly, and in a negative sense, the limitations on the power
of the state by law and vested rights create those restraints upon its
freedom of action to which it must adjust itself. One speci6c character·
istic of government, however, resides in the fact that it aims not only
at acknowledging and enforci~g the law simply because the law exists
and constitutes the basis of Vested rights, but also in that ir pursues
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other concrete objectives of a political, ethical, utilitarian, or some other
leiI'd. To the government, the individual and his interests are in the
legal sense objects rather than bearers of rights.

In the modern state, it is true, there exists a trend fonnally to assimi
late adjudication to "administration" (in the sense of "government").
A judge is frequently instructed, either by the positive law or by legal
theory, to render his decision on the basis of\etbics, equity, or expedi
ency. In the administrative field, on the other hand, the modem state
has provided for the citizen, who, on principle, is only its object, a
possibility of protecting his intdrests by granting remedies which are
formaIIy identical with those existing in the field of the administration
of justice, namely, the right to resort to administrative tribunals. ~ But
none of these guaranties can eliminate the basic contradiction between
adjudication and "government." Law creation, too, is approxjma~ by
government wherever government pJ;omulgates general rules dealing
with tyrical situ2tions rather,than merely intervening in specific cases
-and, to a certain: extent, even when it does not feel bound by them.
,After all, observance by ~he government of the rules is regarded as the
nOrrT;cd thing and a teed disregard of them would ordinarily be dis-
approved as "arbitrary" conduct.

The primeval fonn of "administration" is represented by patriarchal
power, i.e., the rule of the household. In its pri~tive form, the authority
of the master of the household is unlimited. Those subordinated to his
power have no rights as against him, and norms regulating his behavior
toward them iO'-Xist only as indirect effects of heteronomous religious
checks on his conduct. Originally, we are confronted with the coexist
ence of the theoretically unrestrained administrative power of the
master and arbitration proceedings which originate in arrangements made
between kinship groups and relate to the proof and composition of al
leged injury. Ody in the latter are "claims," i.e., rights, at issue and are
verdicts rendered; and only in 'relations between kinship groups do we

. find established formalities, limitations as to time, rules of evidence,
etc., that is, the beginnings of "judicial" procedure. None of these exist
within the sphere of patriarchal power, which represents the primitive
form of ~govemment," in the same way as the inter-group arrangements
represeni: the primitive form of "adjudication. The two are distinct from
one another also with regard to the spheres in which they operate. Even
such a relatively late phenomenon as the ancient Roman administration
of justice stopped at the threshold of the household.' We shaUlater see
how domestic authority came to he diffused. beyond its original sphere
and was carried over into certain f~ of political power, viz., patri
monial motlllIChy, thereby also entering into the administration of
justice.
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Whenever this happened, the distinctions between legislation,
adjudication, and government were broken down. The consequences
have been one or the other of the following:

In the &rst place, adjudication assumed the character of "adrnilrlstra
tion," both formally and materially, and was operated simply through
decrees or commands issued by the lord to his subjects according to
considerations of mere expediency or equity, and without fixed fonns
and at arbitrary times. This situation, however, never obtained with full
force except in extreme cases; but approximations to it have occurred
in "inquisitorial" procedures as well as in all those systems of proce
dure in which the conduct of trial and proof is dominated by the judge.1

The other, rather different, possible consequence of the diffusion of the
pattern of domestic authority into extra~household spheres consists in
"administration" assuming the fonn of judicial procedure, as happened
to a large ~t, and in some sense still happens today, to be the case
in England. Parliament deals with "private bills," Le., with such purely
administrative acts as licensing, etc., in exactly the same way that it
treats public bills. The failure "to distinguish between the two types of
legislation has been a genera! feature of older parliamentary procedure;
for the English Parliament it was, indeed, a decisive factur in the estab
lishment of its posirion.8 Parliament arose originally as a judicial body,
and, in France, it became such to the exclusion of all other activities.
This confusion between legislative and judicial functions was condi
tioned by political circumstances. In Germany, too, the budget, which
is a purely administrative matter,lI is treated as a legislative act, in ad·
herence to the English pattern as well as for political reasons.

The distinction between "administration" and "private law" becomes
fluid where the official actions of the organs of official bodies assume the
same form as agreements between individuals. This is the ease when
officials in the course of their official duties make contractual arrange
ments for exchange of goods or services either with members of the
org-.:lnizatiol1 vr with other individuals. Frequently such relationships are
withdtawn from the norms of private law, are arranged in some way
different from the general legal norms as to substance or as to the mode
of enforcement, and are thus declared. to belong to the sphere of "ad
ministration.""'! As long as claims treated in this way are guaranteed by
some possibility of enforcement, they do not cease to be "rights," and
the distinction is no more than a technical one. However, even as such,
the distinction may be of considerable practical signi6.cance. But the
total structure of (ancient) Roman "private law" is completely misunder
stood if one regards as belonging to its sphere only those claims which
were enforced. in a regular jury trial and on the basis of a lex, and ex~

dudes from it all those rights which were enforced solely thJOUgh the
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magistnne's cognmo and which, at times, were of preponderant eco
nomic significance.ll

4. Criminal Law and Private Law

The authority of magi and prophets and, under certain conditions,
the powers of the priesthood, can, to the extent that they have their
source in concrete revelation. be as unrestrained by rights and norms
as the primitive power of the master of a household. Belief in -magic is
also one of the original sources of criminal law, as distinguished from
"private law."l2 The modern view of criminal justice. broadly, is that
public concern with morality or expediency decrees expiation for the
violation of a norm; this concern finds expression in the infliction of
punishment upon the evil doer by agents of the state, the evil doer,
however, enjoying the protection of a regular procedure. The redress
of the violation of private righ~. on the other hand, is left to the injured.

, party, and action by the latter leads not to punishment, but to the
restoration of a situation which the law has guaranteed. But even today
this distinction is not always applied in clear-cut fashion. It was cer
tainly unknown in primitive administration of justice. Even in the late
stages of otherwise complex legal developments, every action was simply
looked upon as sounding in tort and the notions of "contract" and
obligatio were completely unknown. 13 Indeed, Chinese law still mani
fests some traces of this situation," which in the history of civilization
has been of such great importance in legal development. Every infringe
ment by an outsider upon a member of il. kinship group or his property
calls for either revenge (1;: compositiun, thf: pl1rsu;~ of whir.h is left to
the injured party, supported by his kin.

The procedure fer obt:::'-_;ng composilhifi either ~;hows no trace at all
or at most the mere beginnings of the disthdion betwef'n felony that
calls for vengeance, and tort that merely requires restitution. further~

more, the absence of a distinction betw(~en actions fOI what we call
"civil" redress and criminal prosecution aiming at punishment, and the
subsumption of bod. under the single C:h~;jory of atonement for wrong
imparted, is connected with two peculiarities of primitive law and
procedure. There is a complete unconcern with a n...ltion of guilt,
and, consequently, with the idea of degrees of guilt reSecting inner
motivations and psycholOgical attitudes. He who thirsts for vengeance
is not interested in motives; he is concerned only with the objective
happening of the event by which his desire for vengeance has been
aroused. His anger expresses itself ~uany against inanimate objects,
by which he has been unexpectedly hurt, against animals by which he
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has been unexpectedly injured, and against human beings who have
harmed him' unknowingly, negligently, or intentionally. This, for ex
ample, was ,the original sense of the Roman actio de PQUpejie, i.e., that
an animal had behaved in a way other than it should have, as well as
of the noxae dario, i.e., the surrender of the animal for vengeance.l~

Every wrong is, therefore, a "tort" that ~uires expiation, and no tort
is more than a wrong that requires expiation.

The primitive indistinctivcne5s of crime and tort also found expres
sion in. the ways in which "judgments" were "enforced." Procedure
did not vary. whether the suit was about a piece of land or about
homicide. But even when that stage "''as reached whim fairl! well
establishedicompositions began to be imposed, there was still a lad: of
"official" machinery for the enforcement of these judgments. It was
rather believed that a judgment which h~d been arrived at by the inter
pretaton of orades or ether mag~('al devices, or the invocation of m"gicaJ
or divin(j powers, crmed with it sufficient magical authority to enforce
itself, since disobe.:lie~ce CO'lS~::tuted a kind of SCrtDUS hlasphemy.
\\There, as a resuh of ~ertain d.~,velopments connecteJ with military or
ganization (to be dealt vI:ith shortly),!' the trial took elace beroe.' an
assembly of the whole oommunity, with all members participating in tbe
making of the judgment (as was the case, for instance, in early Ger
manic recorded history), it might be expected. that, as a consequence of
such cooperation in the rendering of a judgment, none of its members
would obstruct its enforcement, provided it had not lieen pUblicly chal
lenged in the assembly. Nevertheless, the victonr;us litigant could not
depend on anything more than mere passivity on the part of those out- .
side of his own kinship. group. It was entirely incumbent upon him, by
way of self-help, to enforce the judgment with the assistance of his kin
folk unless, of course, ~he un~uccessful party obeyed the judgment. Both
in Rome and among the Ge.rmanic tribes, this self-help usually consisted
in the capture of the condemned to remain as hostage for the payment
of the 'compdSition, the amount of which was either fixed by th," judg
'merit itself or was to be agreed on by the litigants thems?lves. Nor did
this self~help vary for different types of litigation: self-hdp was resorted
to whether the suit had been about a piece of land or whether it had
been about horrUcide. An.official machinery £or the enforCement of judg
ments did not become available until priDc:e& or magistrates saw the
necessity, for political reasons and in theiaCtust of public order•. to use
their imperium against persons interf"e:dn&With the enfmcement of a
judgment and to thre~ten such persons With legal sanctionst ~ally
outlawry.l1 All this, however, toole. place without-any distinction between
civil and criminal proceedin~. In those legal Sj'51aIIS in which under
the influence of certain legal honoratforesU there remained some con·
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tinuity with the ancient fOIlD$ of expiatory justice, and in which there
was a lesser degree of "bureaucratization," Le., those of Rome and
England, thi$4 original state of complete nondifferentiation continued.
to show itself in the rejection of specific performance for the restoration
of concrete objects. Even in an action concerning title to land, the
judgment was ordinarily tendered in terms of money.1i This was not
due at all to a highly deYeloped market economy which would evaluate
everything in tenns of !DOlleY' Rather was it a consequence of the
primitive principle that every wrong, including the wrongful possession
of property, demanded sati&faetion 8Ild nothing hut satisfaction, and that
this liability attached to lhe culprit's own person. On the Continent,
specific performance emetgolI relatively early in the early Middle Ages,
owing to the rapidly growing power of the imperium of the princes.2O

English procedure, on the ether hand, even down to recent times, had·
to :resort to peculiar 6.ctioas in order to introduce the possibility of
specific per£onnance in actions Concerning real prope~.JI In Rome the

, persistence of condenmation to money damages instead of specific per
formance was the result of the general tendency to keep official,activities
to a minimum, which, in turn, ,was due to the system or'rule by
honorariores.

5. Tort and Crime

Substantive law too Yfils deeply influenced. by the notion that litiga·
tion implied a wrong committed. by the accused. and not just the exist
ence of a state of affairs objectively regarded as unlawful. Originally,
all 'Iobligattons" were. without exception, obligations ex delicto; hence,
contractual obligations were, as we shall see/! at first conceived as afis.
ing out of tort. In England. as late as the Middle Ages, a contractual
action was fonnally~ with a fictitious tort.1S The abatement of
the debts upon the deaih <l the debtor was <is much because of this
concept as of thea3'rI. any notion of a "law of succession!'U The
heirs'liability for con debts was, as we shall see,!B developed with
varying results by mcaus "the joint liability for wrongful acts, fiISt of
the kindn:d and Ia"" of tbi! fellow members of the household or of
the participants in a power ~9on as either. suboIdinates or superiors.
Even the principle of ptotec:tioB oE bona fide purchasers, a principle'
allegedly indispensable £or moderit commerce,!t haS its origin in the
ancient idea that no lawsuit aaUd be anything but one ex delicto against
"a thief or his accessory. Only later, in consequence of the develo~t
of actions ex contractu aDd the distinction between "real" and 'fpersonal"
actions, did the old rule uncIetgo divergent developments in different
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legal systems. Thus its place came to he occupied by the owner's action
against every possessor (rei vindicatio)21 in ancient Romanu and in
English law2& as wen as in Hindu law,'G which, in contrast to Chinese
law, was relatively highly rationalized. Still later the protection of the
bona 6de purchaser was revived again in the case of purchasers in
market overt in Englishll and Hindu Jaw'2 on the rational grounds of
providing security for business dealings. The absence of general protec
tion of bona fide purchasers i8 English and Roman law, as contrasted
with Gennan law, is yet another instance of the adaptability of com
mercial interest to the most diverse systems of substantive law. It iUus-
trates, moreover, the high degree of independence which characterizes
the development of law. Perhaps another example of this delictual
conception of legal obligation can be found in the expression mala
ordjne tenesU that occurs in the Frankish action for the restitution of
land, although the correct interpretation of these words is a debatable

.matter.
It is quite possible, however, that entirely different ideas may have

been at work in such legal institutions as the bilateral Roman vindicatio,
the Hellenic diadikasia,'~ or the Gennanic actions for land.u In all these
cases one may conclude that they were originally regarded as actiones
de recursu, i.e., actions tending to ascertain a person's full membership
in a certain community as based upon his tide to a certain piece of
land.36 After all, fundus involves "membership," and KAijpQ~ the "mem
ber's share." Again, originally, the regular ex officio prosecution for a
delict was as nonexistent as the official enforcement of a judgment.
Within the household, chastise..nent derived from the patriarch's au
thority over his household. Disputes among members of a kinship group
were settled by the eIders. However, in all these situations, the decision
whether punishment was to be meted out or not, and, if it was, in what
fonn and to what degree, was an entirely discretionary matter, for
"criminal law" was nonexistent. A primitive form of criminal law did
develop outside the boundaries of the household, particularly in situa
tions in which the conduct of an individual endangered all the members
of his neighborhood, kinship, or political association. Such situations
could be brought about by two types of misconduct: religious blasphemy
or military disobedience. The whole group was endangered when a
magical norm, e.g., a taboo, was infringed and, in consequence, the
wrath of magical forces, spirits or deities, threatened to descend with
evil consequences not merely upon the blasphemer (or criminal) him
self but upon the whole community which suffered him to exist within
their midst. Stimulated by magi or priests, the members of the com
munity would outlaw the culprit or lynch him, as for instance through
stoning among the Jews. Or else they might conduct an expiatory reli-
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gious trial. Blasphemous acts were thus the main source of what may be
called "intra-group punishment" as distinguished from "inter-group
vengeance." The second source for such punishment was political or,
originally, military. Anyone endangering by treachery or cowaroic{; the
security of the coJlective fighting forces or, aft.cr disciplined combat had
come into being, by disobedience, had to reckon with the punitive re
actions of the war lord or the army.~T And although, of course, a person's
military misbehavior had first. to be established as a fact, the procedure
for the finding of this fact was very summary indeed,

6. Imperium

From the predominance of venge~nce to the fOfJT?-ation of a firmly
fixed and formalized criminal procedure a direct line of development
can" be traced; the reasons will become clear below. The punitive re
actions of the master of a domestic group, or of the religiOUS or military
authorities, were at first free from procedural formality or rule. It is true
that the punitive powers of the master of a hou.~ehold became to some
extent restricted by the intervention of the elders of his own kinship
group or the religiOUS or military ~uthorities in charge of certain intra
group relations, but by and large the master remained a law unto him
self within his sphere and he was bound by legal rules only in very
special cases.

A slow, and in its resuIt varying, ~mbjection to rules occurred, how
e....er, as to the primitive nondomestic powers, Le.., the householdIike
power exercised by patrimonial monarchy in relations quite different
from those of a household, or, in other words, as to those powers which
are contained in the concept of imperium. We shall not discuss here the
origin of the process by which defmite rules became established. Nor
shaH we discuss at present" whether the holder of imperium imposed
them on himself in his own interest, or whether he had to do so in
view of the factual limits within which he would find obedience, or.
whether they were imposed upon him by other powers. All these ques
tions will be dealt with in our analysis of domination. Imperium has
always included, however-and in the past to an even greater extent
than today-the power to punish and, in particular, the power to crush
disobedience not merely through the direct application of force hut
through the threat of detriment as well. The power to punish could be
directed against certain subordinate "officials" who exercised imperium
or against those who were suhjected to its poweL In the former case, we
speak of disciplinary pawer, and in the latter, of the power to in~ict

punishment. In this context, "public law" is directly connected with
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t

criminal law; at any rate, public law, criminal law, criminal procedure
and sacred law do not begin to be systematically treated unless there
are at. least. some rules which are recognized as factually binding., .

7. limitation of Power and Separation of Powers

Such nouns as those just mentioned always aetas restraints upon the
imperium within the sphere in which they obtain. On the other hand,
not every restraint possesses "liO;'l;Ei~ive" character. Now tnere are two
kinds of restraints, viz., (I) limitations of power, and (2) separation of
powers. Limitation of power c"i~t'; where, due to sacred tradition or
enactment, a particular in.pe,-ium is restrained by the rights of its sub
jects. The pbwer-holder may issue only commE"'~s of a certain type, or
he may issue all SOrts of commands except in cerbin cases or subject to
certain conditions. \Vhether these limitations possess "legal," "conven
ti~al:' br merely "customary" $tatus, is to be answered in each case by
asC!ertaining whether the maintenance of the limitations is guaranteed
by a coercive organization (whose coercive means may be more or less
effective) or whether they are maintained only by conventional dis·
approval or whethe~ in the last analysis there is no agreed limitation at
all. The other kind of restraint ("separation of powers") exists where
one imperium conflicts with another imperium, either equal or in cer
~in respects superior to it, but the legitimate validity of which is fully
recognized as limiting the extent of its authority. Both limitation of
power and separation of powers may exist together, and it is this co
existence which so distinctively characterizes the modern state with its
distribution of competence among its various organs. Indeed, this
modern state is essentially characterized by the following criteria: It is a
consociation (anstaltsmiissige VergeseUschaftung) of bearers of certain
defined imperia; these bearers are selected according to established rules;
their imperia are delimitated from each other by general rules of separa
tion of powers; and internally each of them nnds the legitimacy of its
power of command defined by set rules of limitation of power.

Both separ~ti~ of powers and limitation of power may assume struc~

b1raI forms quite' different from th~ in which they appear in the
modem state. ESpecially is this true of the separation of powers. Its
structure was different in the ancient Roman' law of intercession of
par majorve P0festasu as well as in the patrimonial, the estate-type, the
feudal and the political organization. Nonetheless, there is truth in
Montesquieu's assertion that it was only through the separation of
powers that the very concept of ,public law was made possibl~.3D But
this proposition must be understbod correctly in the sense that the
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separation of powers need not necessarily be of the sort that he thought
he had, found in England. On the other hand, not every kind of separa·
tion of powers leads to the idea of a public law, but only that type
which is peculiar to the idea of the state as a rationally organized insti
tution. The leason why a systematic theory of public law was developed
only in the Occident is simply that only in these countries had the
political organization assumed the fann of an institution with rationally
dovetailed jurisdictions and a separation of powers. As ;"r as Antiquity
is concerned, it had a systematic theory of "the state precisely to the
extent that there existed a rational separation of powe~'the dodrine of
the imperia of the several Roman magistrates was daborated. in a system
atic manner.'o Everything else was essentially political philosophy rall"ier
thap c')Dstimtional law. In the Middle Ages. separation of powers ap
peared only in the competition among privileges, 'feudal claims. and
other rights; consequently, there was no separate treatment of constitu~

tional law. Whatever there was of it was contained in feudal and
manorial law. The decisive legal conceptions of modern public law owe
their· origin to a peculiar combination of several factors, As a matter of
historical fact, they owe it to tte consociation of privileged persons in
public ~rations of, 0e ,Stiintksklat, whi~h i.ncr~si~g!y combined
both: separabon and hmltabon of powers WIth mstItutlonal structure.
As a matter of lcwU theory, they owe it to the, Roman concept of the
corporation, the iaeflS of natural law, and, finally, French legal theory.
We shall deal with this development of modern public law in our
analysis of domination, In the following sections we shall deal mainly
with lawmaking and lawfinding, but only in connection with those
economically relevant spheres which today are left to private law and
civil procedure.

8. Substanlive Law and Procedure
" #" •., .

According to....Qur contemporary modes of legal thought, the activities
of political organizations. fall, as rep "law," into two categories, viz.,
lawmakiJ:1g and lawfinding, the latter involving "execution" as a tech
nical matter. T.oday we understand by lawmaking the establishment of
general nonDS which in the lawyers' thought assume the character of
rational rules of law.. Lawfinding, as we understand it, is the "applica
tion" of such estab~shed noons and the legal propositions deduced
therefrom" by legal thinking, to concrete "facts" which are "subsumed"
under these n~. However; this mode of thought has hy no means
been common to allperiods of history. The distinction between lawmak·
ing as creation of general noons and lawfinding as app~"'tion of .these
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norms to particular cases does not exist where adjudication is "adminis
tration" in the sense of free decision from case to case. In such a situa
tion, it is not only the legal norm that is lacking, but also the idea of a
party's right to have it applied to his case. The same is true where law
appears as "privilege" and where, accordingly, the jdea of an "applica
tion" of legal normS as the foundation of a legal claim could not have
arisen. Again, the distinction between lawmaking and lawfinding is
absent wherever lawfinding is not conceived as an application of general
nonns to concrete cases. In other words, the distinction is absent in aU
cases of :rrational adjudication, which has been not only the primitive
form of adjudication but which, as we shall see [in sec. iii, below],
has also prevailed, either in its pure or in some modified form, through
out all hist0tY in all parts of the world except those in which Roman
law came to obtain. Similarly, the distinction between rules of law to
be applied in the process of lawfinding, and rules regarding that process
itself, has not always been drawn as clearly as that which is drawn today
between substantive and procedural law. Where legal procedure rested
upon the imperium's influence upon the pleadings, as, for instance, in
early Roman law, or, in a technically quite different way, in English
law, it is easy to hold the notion that substantive legal claims are iden
tical with the right to make use of procedural forms of action such as
the Roman actio" or the English writ.U In older Roman legal doctrine
the line of demarcation between procedural and private law was thus
not drawn in the way it is drawn by us. For quite different reasons, a
similar mixture of problems which we would respectively calI procedural
and substantive was apt to arise where adjudication was based on ir-'
rational modes of proof, such as the oath or wager of law in their
original magical significance, or upon ordeals. The right or duty to resort,
or submit, to such significant acts of magic was then a compo~ent of a
substantive legal claim or even identical with it. Nevertheless, the dis·
tinction between rules of procedural and of substantive law was inherent
in th·e distinction made in the Middle Ages between Richtsteige, on the
one hand, and "mirrors of law,"'s on the other. This distinction was no
less clear than that which was made irt the Romans' early efforts at
systematization:' although it was made in a somewhat different way.

9. The Categories of Legal Thought

As we have already pointed out, the mode in which the current basic
conceptions of the various fields of law have been differentiated from
each other has depended largely upon factors of legal technique and of
political organization. Economic factors can therefore be said.- to have
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had an indirect influence only. To be sure, economic influences have
played their part, but only to this extent: that certain rationalizations'
of economic behavior, based upon such phenomena as a market economy
ot.freedom of contract, and th~ resulting awareness of underlying, and
increasingly complex conHict5 of interests to be resolved by legal
machinery, have' influenced the systematization of the law or have
intensified the institutionalization of the polity. We shall have occasion
to observe .this time and again. All other purely economic influences
merely occur as concrete instances and cannot be formulated in general
rules. On the other "hand, we shall frequently see that those aspects
of law which are conditioned by political factors and by the internal
sttucture of legal thought have exercised- a strong in8uence on economic
organization. In the following paragraphs, we shall deal briefly with
the most important conditions by which the formal characteristics of
law, i.e., lawmaking and lawfinding, have been inHuenced. We shaH be
especially interested in observing the extent and the nature of the ration~

,Iity of the law and, quite particularly, of that branch of it which is
relevant to economic life, viz., private law.

A body of law can be "rational" in several different senses, depend
ing on which of several possible courses legal thinking takes toward
rationalization-. Let- us begin with the seemingly most elementary
thought proces~, viz., generalization, i.e., in our case, th~ reduction of
the reasons relevant in the decision of concrete individual cases to one
or more "principles," Le., legal propositions. This process of reduction
is normally conditional upon a prior or concurrent analysis of the facts
of the case as to those ultimate components which are regarded as
relevant in the juristic valuation. Conversely, the elaboration of ever
more '1egal" propositions" reacts upon the specification and delimitation
of the potentially relevant characteristics of the facts. The process both
depends upon, and promotes, casuistry. However, not every weH-devel·
oped methoo. of casuistry has resulted in, or run parallel to, the develop

'ment of legal propositions of high logical sublimation. Highly com
prehensiveschemes of legal casuistry have grown up upon the basis of a
merely paratactic association, that is, of the analogy of extrinsic elements.
In our legal. system the analytical derivation of "legal propositions" from
specific cases goes hand in hand with the synthetic work of "construc
tion" of "legal relations" and '1egal institutiops," i.e., the determination
of which aspects of a typical kind of social or consensual action are .
to be regarded as legally relevant, and in which logically consistent way
these relevant components are to be regarded as legally coordinated, i.e.,
as being in '1egal relationships." Although this latter process is closely
related to the one previously described, it is nonetheless possible for a
very high degree of sublimation in analysis to be correlated with a very
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lo:w degree of constructional conceptualization of the legally relevant
SOcial relations. Conversely, the synthesis of a "legal relationship" may
be achieved in a relatively satisfactory way despite a low degree of anal~

ysis, or occasionally just because of its limited cultivation. This contra
diction is a result of the fact that analysis gives:- rise to a further logical
task which, while it is compatible with synthetic construction, often
turns out to be incompatible with it in" fact. We refer to "system
atization," which has never appeared. but in late stages of legal modes
of thought. To a youthful law, it is unknown: According to present
modes of thought it represents an integration of all analytically derived
legal .propositions in such a way that they constitute a logically clear,
internally consistent, and, at least in theory, gapless system of rules,
under which, it ~s implied, all con<;eivable fact situations must he ca~
hIe of being logically subsumed lest their order lack an effective guar
anty. Even today not every body of law (e.g., English' law) claims that
it possesses the features of a system as defined above and, of course, the
claim was even less frequently made by the legal systems of the past;
where it was put forward at all, the degree of logical abstraction was
often extremely low. In the main, the "system" has predominandy been
an external scheme for the ordering.._of legal data and has been of only
minor significance in the analytical derivation of legal propositions and
in the construction of legal relationships. The specifically modern form
of systematization, which developed out of Roman law, has its point of
departure in the logical analysis of the meaning of the legal propositions
as well as of the social actions.46 The "legal relationships" and casuistry, ,
on the other hand, often resist this kind of manipulation, as they have
grown out of concrete factual characteristics.

In addition to the diversities discussed so far. we must also consider
the differences existing as to the technical apparatus of legal practice;
these differences to some extent associate with, but to some extent also
overlap, those discussed so far. The following are th~ simplest possible
type situations:

Both lawmaking and lawfinding may be either rational or irrational.
They are fQNnQUy irrational when Qne applies in lawmaking or law·
finding means which cannot be controlled by the intellect, for instance
when recourse is had to oracles or substitutes therefor. Lawmaking and
lawfinding are substantively irrational on the other hand ·to the extent
that decis;on is influenced by~ fadXlto « the patticulat case as
evaluated upon an ethical, emotional, ot political basis ",titer than by
general norms. "Rational" 13~king and law6nding ,may ~,rational in
a fannal or a substantive way. All formalIaw is. £on:naIlyat least, rela
tively rational. Law, however, is "formal" to the-extent that, in both
substantive and procedutal manen, only unambiguous genetal char-
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acteristicsof the facts of the case are taken into account. This formalism
can, again, be of two different kinds. It is possible that the legally rele
vant characteristics are of a tangible nature, i.e., that they are perceptible
as sense data. This adherence to external characteristics of the facts, for
instance, the utterance of certain words, the execution of a signature,
or the performance of a certain symbolic act with a fixed meaning, repre
sents the most rigorous type of legal formalism. The othet type of for
malistic law is found where the legally relevant characteristics of the
facts are disclosed through the logical analysis of meaning and where,
accordingly, definitely fixed legal concepts in the form of highly abstract
rules are formulated and applied. This process of "logical rationality"
diminishes the significance of extrinsic elements and thus softens the
rigidity of concrete formalism. But the contrast to "substantive (3

tiO?alitf :,is,sharpened, because the latter means- that the decision·
of]~-~,~in8uenced by nonns different from those obtained
{hrougti_~ generalization of abstract interpretations of meaning;
The nonns to which substantive rationality accords predominance in~

dude ethical'imperatives, utilitarian and other expediential rules, an4 _,~~

political maxims, all of which diverge from, the _fO~$.JIl of the, "ext~:-::
ternal charaeterist:4:s" variety as well as from that which ,uses logical .
ahstIaction. Howe~,-the peculiarly professional, legalistic, anda~
approach to la", iIi 'the modern sense is ;eossible only in the _~_.:
that the law is lonnaJ in character. In so far as the> absoluteforinaJim{
of classification according to "sense-data characteristics" prev3ils" it:> ex
hausts itself in ~istxy. Only that abstract method which ~p]oys the
logical -interpretation"of meanIng allows the execution of the specifically
systematic task, i.e., the collection and rationalization by logical means
of all the several ~es recognized as legally valid into an internally con
sistent Complex ,9f~hstract legal propositions.

Our t3$k isn6W to find out how the various influences which have
, participated in the formation of the law have influenced the develop
ment of its fannal q~ities. Present~ay legal science, at least in those
fonus whi~ have achieved the. highest measure of methodological and
logical rationality, i.e., those which have been produced through the
legal science of the Pandecti:sts' Civil Law, proceeds from t~1e following
five postulates: viz., first, that every concrete legal decision be the"ap
plication" of an ~bstract legal proposition to a concrete "fact situation";
second, that itJDUstbe possible in ev.ery concrete case to derive the
decision ~a"'!ra'" 1"ll"1 ~~om hy ~eans ~~ legal ~~gic; thit<!.
that~e:~~u~t~y or Ylrtually_constltute .a . gapless system of
~gakp~ons,..-,pr must, at least. be'treated as If it were such a gap-
less~:_~ that whatever cannot be "construed" rationally in
legal tennsi$,;~ legally irrelevant; and fifth, that every social action"•..
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of human beings must always be visualized as either an "application"
or "execution" of legal propositions, or as an "infringement" thereof,
since the "gaplessness" of the legal system must result in a gapless
11egal ordering" of all social conduct. (This conclusion has been drawn
particularly by Stammler, although not explicitIy.)411

However, for the moment we shall not concern oursdves with these
theoretical postulates, but shall rather investigate certain general formal
qualities of the law which are important for its functioning.

NOTES

I. ':!fe Sociology of Law, edited by Max Rheinstein, is the most thoroughly
annotated part of the manuscript. Much of the literature used by Weber in other
chapteIl>, too, is cited here. The English edition of the Sociology of Law was a
group effort. In addition to Shils and Rheinstein, MIl>. Elizabeth Mann Borgese
and Mr. Samuel Stoljar participated in the translation; the latter also worked on
the annotations, together with Dr. Alise Vagelis and Dr. Stoyan Bayiteh. Unless
otherwise indicated, all notes in this chapter are by this group.

On the following pages we reproduce Rheinstein's list of books cited in ab
breviated form in the annotation. Books marked by an asterisk appear to have
been used extensively by Weber. For further guidance to the contemporary
literature u~ by Weber or closely related to the thoughts developed in this
chapter, see Part 2 of the bibliography compiled by Johannes Winckelmann for
his latest German edition, RECHTSSOZIOLOCIE (2nd rev. ed.; Neuwied: Luchter
hand, 1967), 4°4-423.
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ALLEN

"AMIRA

"BLACKSTONE

BONNER AND SMtT1I

"BRUNNER, ABH.

"BRUNNER, RECHTS
GESCHICHTE

BUCKLAND

ALABASTER, E., NOTES AND CoMMENTARIES
ON CHINESE CRIMINAL LAW. 1899.

ALLEN, C. K., LAW IN nIB MAltING, 3rd ed.
1939·

CRUNDRISS DES GERMANlSCHBN REcHTI,
31d ed. 1913.
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vols. 1905.
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1910, 1920, 1930.

HOLDSWORTH, SIR W., HISTORY 01" ENGLISH

LAW, 13 vols.; vols. 1-3, 3M ed. 1922-~3;
vols. 4-12, 1924-38; Tables and Index by
E. Potton, 1932.; va!. 13, ed. by Goodhart,
1952·

HUSBNBR, R., HISTORY OF GERMANIC PJu
VATIl LAw, Transl. by Philbrick, 1918.
Weber used the ('.>ertnan original s.t.
GRUNDZUGB DES DBUTSCHBN PRIVAT

RECHTS. 1913.
]BLLlNEK, G., ALLGEMEINE STAATSLEHRE,

3rd ed. 1914.
]BLLINBK, G., SYSTEM DEll. SUBjBKTIVEN OF
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ANOJ.o-A~·RBCBT.193:1.
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HISTOIl.Y OF THE ROMAN E),I:PIRE. J936.

UITSCHRIPT DEB SAVJOJn' SnnuNG .JlU1l
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SAV. Z. ROM.

·SCHRODER

SCHULZ, HISTORY

SCHULZ, PRINCIPLBS

SEAGLE

SMITH

·SOHM

"STOIlBE

STONE

THUl\SWALl>

VINQCRADOFF

WENGER

Z. F. HANDELSn.

Z. F. veL. Rw.

ZEITSCHRIFT DER SAVIGNY SnFTUNC FUR

RECHT9GESCHIClITE, BOMANISTISCHE An
TEILUNC.

LEHRBUCH DER DEUTSCHEN BECHTSGE"

SCHICHTE, 16th ed. 1922.

ScHULZ, F., HISTORY OF ROMAN LEGAL SCI

ENCE.1946 •

SCHULZ, F., PRINCIPLES OF ROMAN LAw.

1936.
SEAGLE, W" THE QUEST FOR LAW. 1941.

SMITH, NI., DEVELOPMENT OF EUROPEAN

LAw. 192.2..

SOHM, R., INSTITUTES OF ROMAN LAw,

TramJ. bv LedHe, 3rd ed: 1907. Weber
used tb(; - German original s.t. INSTITU

TlONE!'; DES nO"'USCHEN RecHTs, 15th ed,
19 17.

STORDF., 0., GE'>CHjCl-{l"F DEn. DEUTS'-.Hf.:"

BECHT$QUELLEN. 1864 .
STOI'E, j., THE PI\QVII'CE AND FUNCTION OF

LAW, 1946,

TnURl'.'WALD, B., \VERDE!'i, \VANDEL UNO

GESTALTUNC DES RECRTS, 1934

-VINOGRADoFP, P., OUTLISEI1 OF HISTORICAl

JURISPRUDENCE, 2. "ok 1922..

\VENGER, L.. I':"STITUTES OF THE ROMAN

LAw OF CIVIL PROCEDU1l.E, Trans!. by
O. H. Fisk. 1940.

ZEiTSCHRIFT PUR DAS CESJ\MTE HANDELS

RECHT,

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR VIHICJ.EICIlJ!NDE RECHTS

WISSENSCHAFT.

1.. WeDer refers here to Continental, and especially German, legal theory,
where the distinction between public law and private law is given particular
emphasis. The distinction was familiar to the Roman jurists and well known
especially in Ulpian's delinition (DICEST 1.1'4.) of public law as that which "is
a:mcemed with the Roman state" (quod ad statum rei Romanae spectat) and of
private law as that which "is concerned with the interest of individuals" (quod
at sillgsdorum .tilitmem, perthtet). The disrincti~ has been of practical signi6
cance where a government, although being prepared to guarantee a firm legal
order witb regard 10 the private relations among the citizens themselves, yet re
mained unwilling 10 6x those relation9 between them in hard and fast rules. This
situation was typical of the late Roman Empire as well as of the absolute mon
archies of the modem age. To the degree to which the organs of the state became
subject to rules of law, the distinction between public and private law lost im
portance, ultimately to become no more than a convenient dassificarion of certain
1egll1 rules,especiaIly for the purposes Of legal writing and education'.

3. a.mfra,sec.n:!. ....
4. ThiS de!lcription of the "ideal 'type" of the' totalitarian state was written

befOre it emerged in. its inodern form.-Weber's term "government" bas been Ie-
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tained here, although the term "executive" might better correspond to American
parlance.

5. An Anglo-American lawyer would regard this right as an ordinary instance
of the "right" of access to the courts. But as a continental lawyer, Weber thinks
of the protection of this right as that entIUSted to the specially established ad
ministrative tribunals of either the French ,or the Gennan type. This kind of pro
tection of the citizen against abuses of governmental powers is organized on lines
different from those known in the countries of the Common Law, but it should
not be regarded as less effective. Cf. E. Freund, Admillim'ative Law, I ENCYC'.

Soc. SCI. (1930) 452. and Garner, Anglo-Amenc- and Continental European
Administrative law (1929),7 N.Y.U.L.Q. REv. 387.

6. M. Kaser, Zur altriimischen Hausgewah: (1950), 67 S.w, Z. ROM. 474.
7. German, and generally continental, theory of procedure distingui5hes be

tween two types of trial: (I) the trial according to the OfliziaImaxime, and (2)
the trial according to the Verhandlu"gS'm4:Cittre'. Under (I), the trial is domi
nated by the presiding judge whose function it is to ascertain what has really
happened and who is. therefore, alone or primarily entitled to call and examine
the witnesses and to require such proof IS he thinks necessary. Under (:1), the
judge only assumes the role of umpire in a trial mainly cooducted by the parties;
each patty decides upon the witnesses he wishes to call, the questions be wishes
to ask in examination and cross-examination, and the kind of evidence he wishes
to submit. Actually, neither type of trial has in practice ever e~sted in a pure
form. Continental procedure, both civil and criminal, ~llows today mainly the
VerJumdlungS1tl4rltJM, although the latter is modilied, ~ly in criminal pro
cedure, by certain concessions to the Offizi41maxime. Cf. ENCELlIUNN AND MIL
LAR, I I; Millar, Formative Principles of Civil PrOcedure (192.3) t8 ILL. L. REv.
1,94, 1';0; and his article on Procedure in I::t £Ncyc. Soc. ScI. 439 (with list
of further literature). Concemin~ modem continental procedure see also SeRLES

:!NCER, CoMPARATIVE LAW (1950) 197, 510, 52.3; and Hamson, Ciwl Proced~
in Frana and EngLmd (1950), 10 CAMB. L.J. 411.

8. a. JELLlNEtt, SYSTEM 3; R. GNlllST, HISTORY 01' THE ENCLISH CoNsn

TUTION (Ashworth's fr. (891) 338; HATSCHEtt, 503; J. E. A. JOLlF...., Corum
TUTIONAL HISTORY 01' MEDIAIlV.u. ENGLANn (1937) 337; also ANtoN, LAw
AND CUSTOM AND THE CoNSTITUTION (1691.) 2.6::.; on the ~nt practice, see
WADE AND PHILLIPS, CoNSTITUTIONAL LAw (1950) III.

9· Weber's c1assillcation of private bills and the budget 8$ "purely adminis
trative matters" derives from Gennan legal and constitutional theory. which dis
rin~ishes 'between laws in the fontral and the substaftriw sense. A law in the
substantive sense means an enactment authorizing interference by the stale with
the life. liberty, or property of the citiozens. A law in the ftmnal sense is si~,.
an act issuing from the legislature., ~ve of its contents. One of the postu
lates of the "rule cllaw" as undentood on the Continent is that the state is not
allowed to interfere with life, liberty, or property without the consent of· the
people or their duty elected lepresentatives. Hence, any law in the sdbstantive
sense must be, or at least have its basis in, an act or the legislature. i.e., a law in
the formal sease. It is this political theory of. the rule of law which ClllIlStitutes the
basis of the principle so Gnnly held in the coati:ftental" countries, which requires
that III law be expussed in a rode 01' statute, and which thus excludes the teCOg

nition as legitimate of any "common taw" which would not be M.d on statute
but solely on judicial precedent. The notion that taw could be made.or applied by
courts without approval of the legislature exwnesdy given in a stablte,...JQ that there
could be a government by the judiciary rather than. by the people's duty elected
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representatives. appears repugnant to the traditional continental nodo,s of the
rule of law and democracy. '

On the other- band. measures which do not CODStitute public interf~nc:e with
the life. h"bmy, or property of the subjects are classi1ied as "administrative aeu"
which generally do Dot ~uire for their validity a Jaw in the formal sense. But
modem constitutional Jaw often requires that even an "administrative act" be
embodied in a fonnallaw, that is, be properly passed by the legislature. As regards
the budget. it is, in theoretical analysis. only a program of public revenue and
expenditure. and thus an administrative act. This analysis does not, of COUISe,

apply to the tax and customs provisions which constitute in~ces with
property. But even for the budget as such, positive constitutiDnaJ. law ~uires

that it be embodied in an act of the legislature. The budget. therefore. albeit an
administrative act. constitutes also a law in the formal sensc.Cf. }ELt.INBI:, SYS
TEM n6; also KBUIiN U3. I31; JBLl-INIlK, VUWALTUNOSIUICRT (1949) 8,
385; FUINER, 1N8TITUnONBN DES DEUT8CJISN VSR,WALTUNOIIlIICRTS (J9u)

17; U.IlAND, DEUTSCHBS RBICHSSTAAT81U1CH'1' (1912) 130.

10. a. the special rules ayplying in this country to government contracts and
the enforcement of contractu. claims against ttJ,e government. The special status
of government contrae:ts is. even more pronounetd in FIance, where they are sub
ject to a body of special rules to a large extent judicially elaborated. not by the
ordinary courts, but by the Council of State and the administrative bibunals sub
ordinate to it. Cf. GooDNOW, CoMPARATIVE ADMINISTRATIVE LAw (1893) I, 86,
107; II, 217; WALlNE, LA NOTION JUDICIADlE DE L'EXCBS DU POUVODI. (1926)
7-10, 76 et seq.; F. A. 000, EuROPEAN GoVSRNKllNTS AND POLmcS, (2nd ed.
1943)'571, 768. On the other hand, under the &e- theory, which prevails in
Germany and the other countries fol1owinL~German system, government con
tracts are treated like contracts concluded private parties and are subject
to the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts. The same treatment applies to torts
committed by public officials in the course of their ofticiai duties. ct. 'E. Borchard,
SUIte Liability; 14 ENCYC, Soo. SCI. 338, with bibliography; also 2 GooDNOW,

op. cit. 240, 258-261; as to government con¥aets i,n England, see Wade an;!
Phillips, 01" cit. supra n. 8 at p. 309. . .

II, Following GAlUS IV, 103, 105, it has ::aecome ,customary to distinguish
between ivdicium legitimum and the iudicia quae imperio continentur, The
fonner is the regular civil procedure in which the issue is de6.nedbefote the
praetor, formally stated in the formula, and. then tried Wore and decided by the
lay judge Ciudex). The latter term covers a variety of special proceedings in
whic:h, as a common feature, the issue is not only formulated by the magistrate
hut also tried before and decided by him or, under his authority, by a substitute
(JUbrogatus, surrogau;). One of these procedures was,the so-called bureaucratic
cogmtio, which applied to the litigation concerning the lands owned by the state
as ager publicus. This procedure differed hom the Qrdinary civil ~ure not
only through the absence of a iudex, but also through the fact that judgment
could be rendered not only for money damages but also for speci6c perfonnance.
As Weber indicates, its significance has been commonly neglected in the literature
on Roman law. For further information on the legal aspects of the bureaucratic
cognitio, see WENGER, 28,62 et seq., 239, 250, 2S5 et seq.; as to its significance
in connection with the ager publicus, see WEBBR, ROMIliCHB AOIlARGESCHICHTE

(1891), 167 etseq.; cf, also MOMMSJl:N, 290'
12. On the role of magic in legal development, see G. Gu~tch, Magic and

Law (1942), 9 SOCIAL RESBARCH 104, and same, ESSAYS J)Il. SooIOLOOJE (1939)
204. For a general account of the role of magic in ptimitive societies as regards
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the criminal law and the peculiar.natuIe of private or civil1a.w, see MAuNowSD,
ClUME AND CUSTOM IN -SAVAGE SOCIEn (192.6) 50-59, 67--68, 98-99. 119
1.2.1. See also HOOBm, LAw AND 0BDu. IN POI.YNBSIA (1934) and Malinowski's
introduction thereto, ~y pp. xvii-lxxii; Lowm, PluMrrlVE RELIGION
(192.5); TYLOR. PluMrrrvBCULTUJU!, (6thed. 192.0); R.wcLIPu-BllOWN, Tu
ANDAMAN ISLANDJU\s (19:J.2.); WBB'l'JlJlloUllCI, RITuAL ANn BBLIBF IN MOROCCO
(192.6). Usually re2Uded as tbcbuicwork is Sm JAMIlS FIlAZIlR, Tn GoumN
BoUCH, vols. I and1!; THE MAcro AJrr (3rd ed. 1911, abridged ';d. 192.5). For
a short introduction to the problem, see ROBSON, CIVILISATION AND"''':nIa GROWTH

OP LAw (1935) 74 et seq.
13. See on all this in geneml: ENGELMANN AND Mq.LAR. lIS, u.9. 2.11,

652.; R. DE LA GRASSERlE, THE EVOLUTION OJ' CIVIL Ltipi (1918) 609; DIA
MOND 301, 307; LoWlB, P1muTIvll SO(llBTY (1920) 3~. 42.5. See also as,
regards: :";,

'(a) Roman law: NOYES 2.01-2.07; A IDCBRSTROM. DB~:\)\O CaLIGA-
TlONSBP.CRIFF (1927) 600; l.<A.sJul308-3I6, 322-336. r.,t i.~.. \

(b) Greek law: P. Vinogndolf, Greek Law. in Cou.BCTJU)~lJ ' ~ QuJUS-
PRUDENCE, 1928) 43, 44· ",:, ., . ~

(c) Oriental-law: Articles ''law'' in 9 ENcyc. Soc. Sm. (a:'3) ~re
there cited, especially the articles by Seidl on Egypti . w,\<p:., " '-Ko-
schaker on Cuneironn Law, p. 211; and Gulak on Jewishi w, P4*g.,,·

(d) Slavic law:L. J. S'l'RA~ovSJtY, A HANI>BOOX 011 SLA~~T~ • .i.1~9);
R. DARESTE, -£.TU~!3S DHlSTOIll.E DU DROIT (188g) 1?t-2~. J#""ANCIEN
DRorr SLAVE). >_ ....t 1

Ce) Germanic law: AMlRA 280-282; 2 BB.UNNBR, RBCKTSGETCRTB':328.·,

In English law the distinction between tort and cuntmct ~oped: at a rather
late stage. a. MArrLANtl, FORMS 8. 48. 53 et seq.; HOLDswoa$. II; 43 Elf seq.,
III, 375 et seq., 412 et seq.; rLUexNB'l"I'. ':

14. The reference is to Chinese law as it existed before the refonns following
the revolution of Igu; see J. H. WIGMOIUI, WORLD'S LBoAL SYSTEMS (1928)
141; W. S. H. HUNG, OU'I'LINllS 011 MOD:Bl\N CmNsu LAw (1934) 5. 249;
ALABASTJl.l\.

15. On the actio de pauperis and~ dam see SoaM 280. 331 (actio tk
pauperie); and 191. 194. 280. 331 (noxaedatio); WBNGER 153> where further
literature is cited.

16. See infra. sec.. iii:6, under (c).
17. As to Rome, see WENGER 8 et seq.; as to Germanic law. see HUEBNBR,

42.7. 477, 478. CE. also the smm::e materials collected in STONE AND SIMPSON,
LAw AND SocntTY (1948) 132 et seq., 2.84 et seq.

18. HonorDtiores (Lat. "those of higher honor"). In German the word
H~ is used. often with 11 slight implication of friendly ridicule, to mean
the more respectable citizens of a town. In the present context Weber means by
"legal honoratiores" (Rechts~» those classes of persons who have (I)
in some way made the occupation with legal problems a kind of speeiaHmJ expert
knowledge, and (il.) enjoy among their group such a prestige that they~ able to
impress some peculiar characteristic::s upon the legal system of their respective
societies. The context makes it clear. however. that persons of this kind can be
horwratiores even 'though they receive a more than nominal remuneration for
their activities; As to the role of legal Jwnoratiores in general. see infra, sec. ito.

19. As 'to the Roman rule that om~ condem:natio estr pecuniaria. see
WENGER I.43 et seq.
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:10. Cf. ENGELMANN AND MILLAR 166-168; also, M. Esmein, L'origiM et la
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II

Forms of Creation of Rights

10 Logical Categories of "Legal Propositions"-Liberties
and Powers--Freedom of Contract

The fus~on of all those organizations which had respectively en~

gendered their own bodies of law into the one compulsory association
of the state, now claiming to be the sole source .of all ''legitimate'' law,
is characteristically reflected in the fonnal mode in which the law serves
the interests, especially the economic interests, of the parties concerned.
We have previously defined the existence of a right as being no more
than an increase of the probability that a certain expectation of the one
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to whom the law grants the right will not be disappointed. We shall
continue to consider the creation of a right as the normal method of
increasing such probability, but we must recognize that, in a sociological
analysis, there is but a gradual transition from this normal case to the
situation where the legally secured interest of a party is but the "reflex"
of a "regulation" and where the party does not possess a "right" in the
strict sense.!

To the person who finds himself actually in possession of the power
to control an object or a person the legal guaranty gives a specific cer·
tainty of the durability of such power. To the person to whom some
thing has been promised the legal guaranty gives a higher degree of
~nty that the promise will be kept. These are indeed the most ele
mentary relationships between law and economic life. But they are not
the only possible ones. Law can also function in such a manner that,
in sociological terms, the prevailing nonns controlling the operation of
the coercive appa~tus have such a structure as to induce, in their tum,
the emergence of certain economic relations which may be either a cer·
tain order of economic control or a certain agreement based on economic
expectations. This occurs when law is expressly created for a particular
purpose. Such a situation presupposes, of course, a Specific stage of legal
development about which it will be appropriate to' make some observa·
tions.

From the juridical point of view, modem law consists of "legal propo
sitions," i.e., abstract norms the content of which asserts that a certain
factual situation is to have certain legal consequences. The most usual
classification of legal propositions distinguishes, as in the case of all
norms, between prescriptive, prohibitory, and permissive ones; they
respectively give rise to the rights of individuals to prescribe, or pro
hibit, or allow, an action vis·a~vis another person.2 Sociologically, such
legally guaranteed and limited power over the action of others CJrre

sponds to the expectation_ that other persons will either engage in, or
refrain from, certain conduct or that one may himself epgage, or fail
to engage, in certain conduct without interference from a third party.
The first two expectations constitute claims, the latter cons'titutes a rrivi·
lege.' Every right is thus a source of power of which even a hitherto
entirely powerless person may become possessed. In this way he becomes
the source of completely novel situations within the community. Never~

theless, we are not at present. concerned with this phenomenon, but
rather wish to deal with the qualitative effect of legal propositions of a
certain type inasmuch as they expand an individual right-holder's power
of control. This type with which we shall deal is constituted. by the third
kind of legally guaranteed expectations previously mentioned, i.e., the
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privileges. In the development of the present economic order they are
of partiCularly great importance. Privileges are of two main kinds: The
first is constituted by the so-called freedoms, i.e., situations of simple
protection against certain types of interference by third parties, especially
state ofIidak, within the sphere of legally pennitted conduct; instances
are freedom of movement, freedom of conscience or freedom of disposi·
tion over property. The second type of privilege is that which grants
to an individual autonomy to regulate his relations with Qthers by his
own transactions. Freedom of contract, for example, exists exactly to
the extent to which such autonomy is recognized by the legal order.
There exists, of course, an intimate connection between the expansion
of the market and the expanding measure of contractual freedom or,
in other: words, the scope of attangements which are guaranteed as
valid· by the legal order or, in again different tenns, the relative signi6·
canee within the totfll legal order of those rules which authorize such
transactional dispositions. 'Ih an economy where· self-sufficiency pre
vails and exchange is lacking. the function of the law will natu·
rally be otherwise: it will mainly define and delimit a person's non
economic relations and privileges with regard to other persons in accord·
anee,- not with economic considerations, but with the person's origin,
education, or social status.

2. Development of Freedom ofContraet-"Status
Contracts'l and "Purposive Contracts"-The
H istoneal Origin of the Purposive Contracts

I. "Freedom" in the legal sense means the possession of rights,
actual and potential, which, however, in a marketless community natu
rally do nOt rest predominantly upon legal transactions but rather
directly upon the prescriptive and prohibitory propositions of the law
itself. Exchange, on the other hand, is, within the framework of a legal
order, a "legal transaction," viz., the acquisition, the 'r<.n~fe" the re
linquishment, or the fulfillment of a legal claim. With every extension
of the market, these legal transactions become more numerous and
more c'Omplex. However, in no legal order is freedom of contract un
limited ill the sense that the law would place its guaranty of coercion
at the disposal of all and every agreement regardless of its terms. A legal
order can indeed be charac.terized by the agreements which it does or
does not enforce. In this respect a decisive influence is exercised by
Jiv:rse interest groups, which varies in accordance with differences in
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the economic structure. In an increasingly expanding market, those who
have market interests constitute the most important group. Their in· 
Huence predominates in determining which legal transactions the law
should regulate by means of power-granting nonns.

That extensive contractual freedom which generally obtains today
has, of course, not always existed; and even where freedom of contract
did exist, it did not always prevail in the spheres in which it prevails
today. Freedom of contract once existed indeed in spheres in which it is
no longer prevalent or in which it is far less prevalent than it used to
be. We shall survey the main stages of development in the following
brief sketch.

In contrast to the older law, the most essential feature of modem
substantive law, especially private law, is the greatly increased significance
of legal trar.: .,:"!rms, particularly contracts, as a source of claims guar
anteed by Ie,';;' ,~-.;ercion. So very characteristic is this feature of private
law that C'O!c C'm a pOtiON designate the contemporary type of society,
to the extent that private law obtains, as a "contractual" one.

, a. From the legal point of view, the juridicO'-eCOnomic position of the
individual, i.e., the totality of his legitimately acquired rights and valid
obligations, is determined on the one hand by inheritance based upon
a legally recognized family relationship, and, on the other hand, 9Y
contracts concluded by him or for him in his name. The law of inherit~

ance constitutes in contemporary society the most important survival of
that m<XIe of acquisition of legitimate rights which was once, especially
in the economic sphere, the exclusive or almost exclusive one. In the
case of inheritance the operative facts generally occur independently
of the interested individual's own conduct. These facts constitute the
starting-point for his further legally relevant activities; a person's mem
bership in such a group as a given family is based upon natural relation
ship, which is socially and economically regarded as a special.and in
trinsic quality and is a~tributed to him by the law independently of his
own acts of consociation.
. Obviously the contrast is only relative, for claims of inheritance may

also be based on contract;' and in testate succession the legal basis of
.acquisition is not the membership in the kinship circle but rather the
unilateral disposition of the testator. However, contracts to devise or
bequeath are infrequent nowadays. The normal and, in many systems
of law, for example, the Austrian, the only possible case is that of the
marriage setclement.~ Mostly such a settlement is made before marriage
in order simultaneously to regulate succession upon death and marital
property rights inter vivos. In other words, the contract regulates the
property incidents of a family relationship about to be created. As re-
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gards wills, the great majority of them nowadays aim. in addition to
munificence regarded as an obligation of decency, at the balancing of
interests among family members in view of special economic needs
created either by the peculiar nature of the assets of the estate or by
peculiar circumstances of the persons concerned, Besides, at least out
side of the area of Angl~Amerian law, freedom of testation is narrowly
limited by the rights of certain near relatives to indefeasible portions.a .
The significance of the wider freedom of testation in certain ancient and
modern systems of law and the greater significance of contractual family
agreements in the past, as well as the causes of their decline, are dis
cussed in another place.1 At the present time, legal transactions wi~h

freely chosen COntent and freely concluded. according to the free choice '
of the parties are of but limited importance in the sphere of family and
inheritance law. •

b. In public law the role of contractual transactions is, quantitatively
at any rate, by no means slight. Every appointment of an official is made
by contract and some important pheno~ena of constitutional govern
ment, especially the determinations of the bud~et, presuppose in sub
stance, if not formally, a free agreement among a number of independ
ent organs of the state, none of which can legally coerce the other.
Yet, in the legal sense, the public' official's legally fixed obligations are
not regarded as Howing from a contract of appointment, as would
happen in the case of a freely made contract of private law, but from
his act of submission to the authority of the state as a public servant,a
Similarly a freely arrived. at agreement preceding the budget is not
treated as a "contract"; nor is the agreement as such treated as a legally
essential event. The reason is that, for good juristic reasons, "sover
eignty" is accepted as the essential attribute of the modem state, con
ceived as a "unity," while the acts of its organs are looked upon as
instances of the exercise of public duties. Thus, in the sphere of public
law the domain of free contract is essentially found in international law.
This conception, however, has historically not always been the prevail
ing one and it would not accurately describe political organizations in
the past. Formerly the position of a public official was less based. upon a
free ..:ontract than it is today; indeed, as we shall see, it rested rather
upon his entire submission to the personal, quasi-familial, authority of
a lord.~ But other political acts, for instance those intended to provide
means for public purposes as well as many other administrative acts,
were, under the conditions of the corporately organized political struc
ture, nothing but contracts between the prince and the estates, who, as
the owners of their powers and prerogatives, constituted the political
community. Legally, their joint acts were looked ,upon in precisely this
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manner. to The feudal bond, too, was in its innermost essence based.
upon contract, and the expression "pactus" was applied with aU serious
ness to such a collection of existing laws as the leges barbarorum, which
at the present time we would call statutory codifications: t1 Real "innova
tions" in the law could at that time indeed by brought about only by
freely made agreement between the official authorities and the whole com·
munity assembled in the "thing."

The last example we may give of the use of the contract concept is
the primitive political associations which, at any rate as far as their legal
form was concerned, were based on freely concluded agreements be
tween autonomous groups. such as, e.g., the "houses" of the Iroquois.u

The so-called "men's houses," too, were in the first place voluntary asso
ciations which were intended, however, to be of pennanent duration,
and differed in this respect from those earlier voluntary associations
established for the purpose of adventure and entirely based upon free
agreement.u The phenomenon of free agreement also appears at quite
primitive levels in the field of adjudication. Indeed, it marks its very be
ginnings. The arbitration agreement which developed out of the agree
ment for composition between kinship groups, i.e., the voluntary submis
sion to a verdict or an ordeal, is not only the source of all procedural law
but also the point of departure to which even the oldest contracts of
private law can, very b~y speaking, be traced.lf Furthennore, most
of the important technical advances of procedure have, at least fonnally,
been products of voluntary agreement among the parties. 'Thus the inter
vention of the sovereign authorities, e.g., the Lord Chancellor or praetor,
took the very characteristic form of compelling the parties to make certain
agreements designed to facilitate the progress of t.lte cause. 15 They there
fore are hut instan-=es of the "compillsory contract" CRechtsxwang zum
Kontrahieren); the co".JUlSOry feoffment, too, played a considerable role
in the sphere of feudal, i.e., political, law.

2. The "contract," in the sense of a voluntary agreement constitut
ing the legal foundation of claims and obligations, has thus been widely
diffused even i.n the t".arJiest ~riod~ r-~ ~tages of .legal history \\That is
more, it can also be found in spheres of law in which the significance of
voluntary agreement has either disappeared altogether or has greatly
diminished, i.e., in public law, procMural Jaw, family law, and the law
of decedents' estates. On the other hand, however, the farther we go
back in legal history, the less significant becomes contract as a device
of economic acquisition in fldds other than the law of the family and
inheritance. The situation is vastly different tod~y_ The present-day
signi6cance of contract is primarily the result of the high degree to
which our economic system is market-oriented and of the role played
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by money. The increased importance of the private law contract in
general is thus the legal reflex of the market orientation of our society.
But contracts propagated by the market society are completely different
from those contracts which in the spheres of public and family law once
played a greater role' than they do today. In accordance with this funda
mental transfonnation of the general character of the voluntary agree
ment we shall call the more primitive type "status contract" and that
which is peculiar to the exchange or market economy "purposive con
tract" (Zweck-Kontrakt).

The distinction is based on the fact that all those primitive contract<;
by which political or other personal associations, 'permanent or tempo
rary. or family relations are created involve a change in what may be
called the total legal situation (the universal position) and the social
status of the persons involved. To have this effect these contracts were
originally either straightforward magical acts or at least acts having a
magical significance. For a long time their symbolism retained traces
of that character, and the majority of these contracts are "fraternization
contracts." By means of such a contract a person was to become somelxx:l.y's
child, father, wife, brother, master, slave, kin, comrade-in-arms, pro
tector, client, follower, vassal, subject, friend, or, quite generally, com
rade (Genosse). To "fraternize" with another person did not, however,
mean that a certain perfonnance of the contract, contributing to the
attainment of some specific object, was reciprocally guaranteed or ex
pected. Nor did it mean merely that the making of a promise to another
would, as we might put it, have ushered. in a new orientation in the
relationship between the parties. The contract rather meant that the
person would "become" something different in quality (or status) from
the quality he possessed before. For unless a person voluntarily assumed
that new quality, his future conduct in his new role could hardly be
believed. to be possible at all. Each party must thus make a new "soul"
enter his body. At a rather late stage the symbolism required the mixing
and imbibing of blood or spittle or the creation of a new soul by some
animistic process or by some other magical rite.16

One whose thinking is embedded in magic cannot imagine any other
than a magical guaranty for the parties to conform, in their total behav
ior, to the intention of the "fraternization" they contracted. But as the
notion of the divinity gradually replaces animism, it is found necessary
to place each party under the dominion of a super?atural power, which
power constitutes not only their collective protection but also jointly
and severally threatens them in case of antifratemal conduct. The oath,
which originally appears as a person's conditional self-surrender to evil
magical forces, subsequently assumes the character of a Gonditional self-
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curse, caning for the divine wrath to strike?7 Thus the oath remains
even in later times one of the most universal forms of all fraternization
pacts. But its use is not so limited.

3. In contrast to the true magical fonns of fraternization, the oath is
also technically suited to serve as a guaranty for "purposive" contracts,
i.e., contracts neither affecting the status of the parties nor giving rise
to new qualities of comradeship but aiming solely, as, for instance, bar
ter, at some specific (especially economic) perfonnance or result. This
type of contract, however, does not appear in the most primitive society.
In earliest times, barter, the archetype of all merely instrumental con
tracts, would seem to have been a general phenomenon among the com
rades of an economic or political community only in the noneconomic
sphere, particularly as barter of women between exogamous sibs whose
members seem to confront each other in the strange dual role of being
partly comrades and partly strangers. In the state of exogamy barter ap
pears also as an act of fraternization; however much the women may be
regarded as a mere object, there will rarely be missing the concurrent
idea of a change of status to be brought about by magical means.1B The
peculiar duality in the relations between the exogamously cartelized
sibs, created by the rise of regulated exogamy, may perhaps help to ex
plain a much discusse:::' phenomenon, namely, the phenomenon that
certain fonnalities were sometimes required for the marriage with
secondary wives while the marriage with the chief wife might be entered
into without any formalities. It may be that the latter remained fonnless
because it was f1..e original and pre-exogamous type of marriage, and
barter in pre-exogamous times did not yet have anything to do with
fraternization. It is more plausible, however, that fixed contractual for
malities were necessitated by the need for special arrangements regard
ing the economic security of the secondary wives who lacked the generally
fixed economic status of the chief wife.

_Economic barter was always confined to transactions with persons
who were not members of one's own "house," eSpecially with outsiders
in the sense of non-kinsmen, non-"brothers"; in short, non-comrades. For
precisely this reason barter also lacked in the form of "silent" trade any
trace of magical fonnalism. Only gradually did it acquire religious pro
tection through the law of the market. Such protection, however, would
not arise as a set of settled forms until a belief in gOOs had taken its
place alongside those magical conceptions which had provided. appropri
ate means of direct guaranty only for status contracts.1V Occasionally it
would'also happen that a barter transaction might be placed under the
guaranty of the status-contract'through some special act of fratemiza~

tion or some equivalent. This would not generally happen, however,
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unless land were involved. Normally, barter enjoyed. practically no guar
anty, and the conception was nonexistent that barter could mean the
assumption of an "obligation" which would not be the product of a
natural or artificial all-inclusive fraternal relationship. As a result, barter
at first took effect exclusively as a set of two simultaneous and reciprocal
acts of immediate delivery of possession. Possession, however, is pro
tected by the claim for vengeance on, and expiation by, the thief. Thus,
the kind of "legal protection" accordeq to harter was not the protection
of an obligation, but of possession. Where, at a later time, the obligation
of warranty of title came to develop at all, it was protected only in~

directly in the fonn of an action for theft against the seller who lacked.
title. 2Q

Formal legal construction of barter does not begin Ul'ltll certain
goods, especially metals, have acquired a monetary function, r.e., where
sale has arisen. This development does not depend upon the existence
of chartal or even state money,n but, as shown especially in Rom;in
law, on mere pensatory means of payment. The transactions per aes et
libram constitute one of the two original forms of legal transaction in
ancient Roman ius civile. Under Roman city law this form of cash
purchase acquired an almost universal function for the most diverse
classes of private legal transactions, regardless of whether they involved
questions of family or inheritance law or of exchange proper.22 The
agreements of fraternization as well as other forms of status contract
were oriented toward the total social status of the individual and his
integration into an association comprehending his total personality. This
form 'of contract with its all-inclusive rights and duties and the special
attitudinal qualities based thereon thus appears in contrast to the money
contract, which, as a specific, quantitatively del;mited, qualityless, ab
stract, and usually economicaUy conditioned agreement, represents .>the
archetype of the purposive contract. 23 As a non-ethical purposive contract
the money contract was the appropriate means for the elimination of the
magical and sacramental elements from legal transactions and for the
secularization of the law. In Roman law, for example, the civil marriage
form of coemptio thus came to confront the sacred marriage form of
canfarreatio.U The money contract was, it is true, not the only suitable
means, but it was the most suitable. Indeed, as a specific cash transae

. tion it was of a rather conservative nature since, originally at least, it
was completely devoid of any promissory elements oriented towards the
future. For the effect of this transaction, roo, was solely to provide secure
possession as well as a guaranty that the goods were properly acquired;
however, at any r~te originally, the transaction did not constitute a guar
anty that the promises involved in it would be fulfilled.
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4. The concept of obligation26 through contract was entirely" alien to
primitive law; it knew but one form of obligation and claim. vii.: that
arising ex delicto. The amount of the claim of an injured party was
rigoroi1sIy 6xed by the practice of composition and its attendant con
ventions. The wergilt debt as set by the judge was the most ancient true
debt and all other forms of obligation have derived from it.U Conversely
it can be said that only such actions were cognizable by the courts as
arose from an obligation. As regards disputes between members of dif
ferent kinship groups. no formal procedure existed for the restitution of
chattels or the surrender of immovables. Every complaint was necessarily
based upon the argument that the defendant had personally done the
plaintiff a personal wrong which would have '" be expiated. Hence
there was no place for an action ex contractu or for the recovery of a
chattel or a piece of land or for actions to determine personal status.

a. The problem of whether a person was properly a member of a
household, a kinship group. or a political association could, as an·inremal
alfair, be decided solely by the group itself. But things underwent a
change in this very respect. It was the basic norm of every type of
brotherhood or loyalty-hound relationship that a brother should neither
summon into court, nor bear witness against, his brother, nor kinsman
agotinst kinsman, nor guild brother against guild brother, nor patron
against client, and vice versa, in the same way as there was no possihility
of blood vengeance in any of these relationships. Vengeance for felony
amongst them was a matter for the spirits or gods, the prie5tly power
of excommunication, the master of the household. or the lynching pro-
cedu"" of the group. But when political associa_ had came '" <=Sli
tu'" the military community, and when military duty and political tights
had become intertwined with birth in' legitimate wedlock, so that unfree
persons or those bom' in inferior station were to have no military rights

. and thus no rights '" share in booty, there had", be a legal procedure for
the'detennination of a person's disputed status.

The emergence of actions concerning land was closely connected
with this situation. Power over certain areas of usable land became, as
scarcity increased, an increasingly important element in the life of every
corpora'" body, both polltical associations and house communities. The
right of full memhetship in the group provided a claim '" a share in
the land and, conversely, only the landholder was a full member of the
group. Dispu... J>et-en the groups about land thus always meant til.,
the victorious group wouIcI receive the disputed land. A.. the individual
appropriation of the land developed, the role of pLjintilf c!ew>lved from
the grou~:nindividualmember who would sue another, both pI8in
tiff and t claiming the land by vinue of their tight of """",,",-
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ship. In any such dispute concerning membership right in land the sub
ject matter had of necessity to be found to belong to one party or the
other, as it constituted the very basis of his entire political and social
existence. Only one of the two could as a group member be legitimately
entitled thereto, just as a person could only be a member or a non-mem
ber, a freeman or unfree. Especially in militarist associations, like the
ancient polis, the litigation about the fundus or kleros had to assume the
fonn of a bilateral dispute. Instead of one party's being charged. by an
allegedly injured person as a wrongdoer, who would then have to
seek to establish his innocence, each of the parties had to claim to he
in the right at the risk of being in default. Thus, where the dispute
turned about a membership right as such, the pattern of the tort action
was inapplicable. Nobody could steal a fundus, not just because of
natural obstacles, but because one could not steal from a person his
status as a member of- the group. Hence, there developed for disputes
about status or land, alongside the unilateral tort action, the bilateral
action, such as the Hellenic diadikasia, or the Roman vindicatio with
necessary cross-action of the defendant against the claim of the plaintiff."
In this litigation involving status, which included the conflict over a
group member's right to his share in the land, we have to find the root
of the distinction between rights in rem and rights in personam. This
distinction was the product of a development and appeared only with
the disintegration of the old personal groups, especially the decline of
the strict dominion of the kinship group over property. One might locate,
it approXimately at the developmental stage of the Mark association~8

and the "hide" system or a corresponding stage of property organjza~

con. Primitive legal thought was characterized not by the distinction
between rights in rem and rights in personam but by two types of funda
menta) facts. The first was that an individual would say: By virtue of
having been born or brought up in the house of X, by marriage, adop
tion, fraternization, military consociation, or initiation I am a member
of the Y group and am entitled thereby to claim the use of the piece of
property called Z. Or, secondly, one would say X; a member of Group
Y, has committed against me, A, or my fdIow group member, B, a wrong
of the type of C. and for this reason he and his comrades owe expiation
to us, the fellow members of A. (In Arabic legal parlance one does not
say' "the blood of A has been shed," but "OUT blood has beeu shed.")
With the increasing individual appropriation of property the fonner
connguration developed into the claim of a right in rem against everyone,
especially actions of the type of the ~tis pttitiou and the rei vin~

dkatio; The latter fact-situation developed into the- light inye:rs(mtlJtS
a~nst a --particular person, viz., that one is held to- be bound to perform
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a certain auty toward the obligee; and the duty exists only toward the
obligee. The clarity of the original situation and the directness of the
I.ine of development are blurred by the dualism of legal relations within
the kinship group and between different kinship groups. Among kin
ship members. we have seen, there could be neither vengeance nor
litigation but only arbitration by the group elders; against those who
resisted, only the sanction of boycott or ostracism could be applied. All
the magical formalities of procedure were la,eking; arbitration of disputes
within the kinship group was an administrative matter. Legal procedure
and law in the sense of claims guaranteed by judicial decision and the
coercive power attached thereto existed only between those different
kinship groups and their members who belonged to the same political
community.
_ When the kinship group disintegrated and gave place to a comhina

bon of house communities, neighborhood bootes, and the political asso
ciation, the qu~tion arose as to how far the legal procedure of the
political association would intrude into the relations among members
of the same kinship group or even the same community. To the extent
that this was the case, individual claims to land also became the object
of litigation before the judge even between group members, at first, in
the above-mentioned form of the bilateral vindication. On the other

. hand, the political power could assume patriarchal forth, and the method
01' dispute settlement would then more or less generally become a case
of "administration," a procedure formerly applicable oilly to internal
disputes. Then this type could also influence the characteristics of the
legal procedure of the political association. As a result, the dearcut
classification of the old as wen as the newer conception of the dis
tinction between the two categories of claims was blurred. The technical
form of the distinction shall not concern us here, however. We shall
rather return to the question of how the personal responsibility for de
Bets produced the contractual obligation, and how _~e delictual fault
as a cause of actiOn gave rise to the obligation ex contrktu. The connect

'ing link cgnsis~ in the liability for composition as determined by, or
acknowledged in, the legal procedure. "

. h. One of the earliest type situations in which the acknowledgment
of an obligation from a purposive contract had to become an economic
need is the debt arising out of a loan. It is in this very situation, more
over, that we can perceive the gradualness of the process ofemancipa
tion from the original stage of exclusive liability of ~e debtor's person.
The loan originally was an interest-free form of emergency aid among
brothers, as we have seen. Hence it could not be actionable, as no action
at all would be admissible among brothers, Le., between members of a
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kinship group or a guild, or as between patron and client, or within any
other type of relationship of personal loyalty. A loan made to someone'
outside the fraternal group, if it occurred at all, was in itself not legally
subject to the prohibition of taking interest. But within the scheme of
personal liability it was at first not actionable. As means of enforcement
the disappointed creditor had only available to him magical procedures,
sometimes of a rather grotesque char~cter, remnants of which have sur
vived for long periods. In China the creditor would threaten suicide and
sometimes even commit it in the expectation of pursuing his debtor after
death. 30 In India the creditor would seat himself in front of the debtor's
house and there either starve or hang himself; in this way he could.
compel his sib to revenge him against'the debtor; and where the creditor
was a Brahmin, the debtor, as the murderer of 3 Brahmin, would even
become subject to the intervention of the judge.31 In Rome, the improhitas
of the XII Tables and the later infamia, incurred in cases of severe
breaches of the fides, were probably survivals of the social boycott which
had served as a substitute for the lacking actionability in case of disrespect
for the rules of good faith and fair dealing.

c. The development of a unified law of obligations was certainly de
rived from the action of tort. The delictual liability of the entire kinship
group was, for instance. the source of the widespread joint liability of
all kin or house community members for the performance of the con
tract made by one of them.32 ,However, the development of the various
actionable contracts largely proceeded along its own ways. The entry of
money into economic life often played the decisive role. Both primitive
forms of contract in Roman ius civile, viz., nexum, the debt contracte'd
per aes et lihram, and stipulatio, the debt contracted by symbolic
pledge,33 were money contracts. This fact, which is clear for the nexum,
seems also to be certain for the stipulatio. As to both, the connections
with the precontractual stage are clear. They were rigorously formal
oral transactions and they required that the necessary acts be performed
by the parties themselves. Both have the same origin. As to the stipulatio
we may agree with Mitteis33• who, on the basis of analogies in Germanic
law, regards it as having originated in procedure, outside of which it
originally played only a very modest role, essentially in connection with
agreements on such collateral tenns as interest and similar matters. In
addition to barter, the composition agreement, which formed the basis
of the trial, also constituted a step on the way to the purposive con
tract in the senS;e t~at, being a contract among enemies rather than one
of fraternization, it required a precise formulation of the issue arid,
quite particularly, of the point or points to be proved. As the trial
formalities became more and more fixed, increasingly numerous occasions
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occurred for incidental transactions creating contractual obligations.
The giving of security-by one party to the other is one of the most im
portant of these transactions. In many legal systems the very procedure
which was intended to eliminate self-help had to ~ initiated by some
act of self-help. The plaintiff would drag the defendant into court and
would not release him unless he receiv~ security that the defendant,
if found guilty, would not evade the payment of the composition. Such
self~help 'was always directed against the body of the adversary) as the
action was based upon the allegation that a felony had been committed
by the defendant against the plaintiff•. for which the defendant had
to answer with his person, rather than on a complaint that the de
fendant's conduct constituted an objective wrong. The security which
the defendant had to give in order to remain unmolested until the time
of judgment was provided through sureties or by way of pledge.3

'

It is thus in the course of procedure that these two legal institutions
appear for the first time as compulsorily enforceable transactions. Later
on, in the place of a third party surety, the defendant himself was al
lowed to warrant the fulfillment of the judgment. The legal view was
that the defendant was his own surety, just as the oldest juridical form
of the free labor contract was everywhere the sale of oneself into tem
porary slavery ?king the place of the formerly normal sale by father
or master. The most ancient contractual obligations consisted in the
transposition of certain procedural arrangements into the common legal
life. In Germanic law the giving of a pledge or a hostage was the most
ancient means of contracting debts, not only economically but also as
far as legal formalities are concerned. However, suretyship, from which
the pledging of oneself was derived in both Roman and German law,
was in the latter undoubtedly connected in legal thought with the soli
dary personal liability of the mem~rs of the kinship group and the
house community. The second form of security for future obligation,
i,e., the pledge, was both in Roman and in Germanic law3~ at first either

, . taken as a distress or given to avoid the personal liability of being sued
and taken in execution; hence it was not, as it is today, a security for a
claim existing separately. The giving of the pledge rather constituted
a transfer of possession of goods which, as long as the debt remained
unpaid, were to be in the creditor's possession lawfully, while upon
timq, payment of the debt his possession was to become unlawful and
thus to constitute a wrong towards the former debtor. It thus easily fitted
in with the usual pattern of the most ancient causes of action, viz., actual
injury to the person or to his possessions. The very Widespread legal
transaction of the conditional self-saIe into slavery for debt also attached
itself in part directly to the possible modes of execution and partly to
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the giving of a hostage, which, as we have seen, was also connected
with procedure. The body of the debtor was to constitute the creditor's
pledge and was to be forfeited into his lawful possession if the debt was
not properly paid. Originally the liability for contracted debt, like Iia·
bility for vengeance and composition, from which it derived, was nota
personal liability with one's assets but a' liability of the debtor's physical
body and of it alone. Originally there was no execution upon the
debtor's assets at all. In the event of nonpayment, the creditor's only
resort was execution upon the person, whom he could kill or imprison
as a hostage or hold as a oond-servant or sell as a slave; where there ,
were several creditors, they could, as the Twelve Tables show, cut' him
into pieces.a" The creditor could also establish himself in the home of
the debtor, and the latter would have to serve and provide for him
(Einleger );31 hut this already marks the transition to liability of the
debtor's assets. Yet, the transition proceeded but slowly, and· liability of
the person for nonpayment of debt disappeared in Rome' only in the
course ofthe status conflicts,38 while in Gennany it did notdisappear until
the nineteenth century.3D The most ancient purely obligatory contracts,
Le., nexum and stipulatio, and, among the Gennans, vadiatio,'" obviously
signified the voluntary submission tv a [conditional liability of the person
as security for the] delivery of goods promised for the future.4

' 1m·
mediate liability of the person was thus avoided. But if the promise
remained unfulfilled, the only recourse possible was again that of resort·
ing to the debtor's person.

Originally all contracts were contracts relating to a change in the pos~

session of goods. Hence, all those legal transactions which really repre
sented old forms of contractual liability, especially those partiCUlarly
rigid and formal ones which were universally required for the creation
of a money debt, were symbOlically connected with the legal fonns of
transfer of possession.42 Some of these symbolic forms undoubtedly
rested upon magical conceptions. Of permanent influence, however, was
the fact that legal thought did not at first recognize as relevant any such
intangible phenomena as simple promises but was interested only in
wrong, i.e., a misdeed against the gods or a violation of life or limb or
visible possession. A contract, to be legally relevant, had thus to contain
a disposition over tangible goods, or had at least to be susceptible of such
an interpretation.48 If this was the case, it could, in the course of devWop
ment, come to incorporate the most diverse contents. A transaction, on
the other hand, which could not be fannulated in this way could not
become legally effective except as a transaction against cash or, at least,
against, the deposit of a part payment which would preclude a change
of mind on the part of the promisor. Thus arose thl principle which is
basic in many legal systems, namely, that only purposive contracts in-
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volving payments can be binding. This attitude was so effective that
even at the end of the Middle Ages the English doctrine of "considera
tion" was derived from it: where a consideration, even though it be
only a nominal one, was actually paid the contract could assume any
content which was not legally frowned upon; it would be valid even
where, without that fact, there would be no legal pigeonhole into which
it would fit. The provision in the Twelve Tables on mancipario, the
meaning of which has been much disput"Xl,H probahly constituted a
more primitive method of sanctioning a kind of freedom of disposition;
while its possibilities of development were more limited, the underlying
formal concept was essentially similar.

In addition to the patterns developed from the formalistic monetary
tran~c~ons on the one hand, and prol:::eduraI suretyship on the other,
~~, lat._h~ evol~edll thirdpossi.biHty f~r-E.J~.l:ci!1-K.£1:1~iv_~_~.~~_ ..
legally: enforceable: the arti£i.cialcreation of new contractual actions out
of actions ex delicto. This method was resorted to even in a legal system
so highly devdoped technically as the English of the late Middle Ages.
,The economic rationalization of the law favored the rise of the con
ception that the liability for composition was not so much, as ~.t had
been conceived originally, a buying off of vengeance but rather a com
pensation for the harm suffered. Thus nonperformance of a contract:
could now be characterized as a harm requiring compensation. Since the
thirteenth century the lawyers and judges of the royal courts of England
declared in an ever increasing number of contractual situations that non
performance constituted a "trespass" and thus provided legal protection,
especially by means of the writ of assumpsit,45 just as in a technically
quite different manner the praetorian practice of the Romans extended
the sphere· of legal protection first through the extensive application of
delictual actions and then through the concept of dolus.46

3. Institutions Auxiliary to Actionable Contract: Age"cy;
Assignment; Negotiable Instruments

Even after the creation of actionable contractual claims capable of
assuming any content we are still far from that legal state of affairs
which is re'luired by advanced and completely commercial social inter
coorse.

Every rational business organization needs the possibility of acquiring
contractual rights and of assuming obligations through temporary or
permanent agents. Advanced trade, moreover, needs not only the possi
bility of uansferring legal claims but also, and quite particularly, a
method I!t which ""nsfen can be made legally secure and which eJimi-
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nates the need. of constandy testing the tide of the transferor. The de
velopment of those legal institutions, indispensable for a modem capi
talistic society, will be discussed elsewhere.41 In the present connection
we shall do no more than brie8y touch upon the developments of early
times. In contrast to Greek law, ~here direct representation was well
known in the creation of obligations, "agency" was almost impossible in
Roman laW.41 It seems that this legal situation, which was related to
the fonnalism of the civil actions, made possible the use of slaves in those
really capitalistic enterprises for which representation was widely ac
knowledged in practice. Again, as a result of the highly personal charac~

ter of the debt-relationship, assignment of chases in action was unknown
in both ancient Roman and Genhanic law.49 At a rather late time Roman
law created a substitute by means of indirect representation and also
ultimately arrived at a law of assignment, the utility of which for busi
ness transactions was impaired, however, by the substantive ethical
tendencies of the later Imperial legislation.5(l As a matter of fact, up to
the beginning of modem times, no strong practical demand existed for
the assignability of choses in action, except for those which were the
subject matter of regular trade or which direcdy served the purpose of
transferring claims to third parties. To meet these needs commercializa
tion wa§ achieved through instruments payable to the order of the payee
or to the bearer, which served for the transfer both of claims, especially
monetary claims,· and of powers of disposition over commercial goods
and membership rights in commercial enterprises. They had been utterly
unknown in Roman law, and it is still uncertain whether, as Cold-,
schmidt believed, the Hellenistic, or, as Kohler thinks, the Babylonian,
instruments which go back as far as Hammurabi and were payable to the
beart:.;~, were really genuine negotiable instruments.5< At any rate, how
ever, ,!;ey facilitated. payment to and through third parties in a way
which ,'':;OS possible only indirectly under official Roman law. True right
creative instruments are completely unknown to Roman law, unless one
considers as such the contractus literalis, i.e., the book entry by a
banker.52 In Hellenistic :1nd late Roman law the use of instruments in
Writing, which had been so highly developed in the Orient even in the
most ancient times, was developed into the compulsory documentation
of certain transactions and the use of certain quasi-negotiable instru
ments, perhaps through the state's insistence upon recordation, which at
first had been meant essentially to serve fiscal purposes.5~ In the Hellenic.
and Hellenistic cities the technique of documentation was carried on,
for the sake of publicity, by two officials who had been unknown to the
Romans, viz., the courlC;' remembrancer and the notary.54 The institution
of the notary was taken over from the Eastern part of the :gmpire by
the West. But in the Occident the late Roman practice of using instru-
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recnts in writing was not T",.ally p;vmo;cd boJel';;: the seventh century and
in connection with post-Roman pnctic,~s. possibly through the strong
in8ux of Oriental, especially Syrian, traders. Then, however, the instru
~t in writing, both as the instrument payable to the oroer of the payee

.and, to the beater, developed very rapidly,~" a fact which is surprising in

. ~ period whose' intensity of commerce we have to visualize as extremely
limited in comparison to classical Antiquitv. As has been the case so
often, the particular legal techniques adopted seem also in this connec
tiooto have followed their own paths. Probably the decisive factor was
that, after the disappearance of legal unity, developments were de
termined by t'h~ centers of commerce and their merely technically trained
notaries and that the notariat constituted the only remaining bearer of
the commercial traditions of Antiquity and thus was the only creative
force. However, with respect to the very use of instruments, the develop
ment was favored also by the irrational modes of thought of Gennanic
law. In popular ideas the instrument appeared as a sort of fetish, ~y 'the

1t.Irmai delivery of which, at first made before witnesses, specific' legal
e'lfects were produced, just as by other, originally quasi-magical symbols
such as the throwing of the spear or the festuka of C~rmanic, or the cor·,
responding bukannu of BahyJonian law.M Originally one did not deliver,
as the symbol, the instrument with the writing upon it but the parth
ment without writing, and only afterwards was the record entered upon
it.'· But while in Italian law, owing to the concomitance of German
legal sy.mbolism and the practices of the notaries, the development of
documentary evidence was greatly favored even in the early Middle
Ages,'S it remained unknown for a long time in English law, where the
decisive legally constitutive role was played by the seaI.'9 The develop
ment of the types of commercial paper characteristic of modem. 'earn
merce took place in the Middle Ages to a large extent, however, under
Arabic inRuence, as a result of partly administrative and partly com
mercial needs.eo Ancient Roman commerce apparently could and had

, to get along without these technical devices, which today seem to us to
be indispensable.

4- Limitations of Freedom of Contract

I. IN GENERAL. Today it is fundamentally established that any con
tent whatsoever of a contract, in so far as it is not excluded by limitations
on the freedom of contract, creates law among the parties and that par
ticular fonns are necessary only toth~ extent that they are prescribed
for reasons of expediency, especially for the sake of the unambiguous
demonstrability of rights, and thus of legal security. This stage was



reached only quite late: in Rome, by means of the gradual interna
tionalization of the law and in wodem times under the influence of the
Civil Law doctrine anrl the needs of trade. Yet, despite this generally
existing freedom of contract, modern legislation does not content itself
with the general rule that parties to a contrac.t may agree to whatever
they please, provided they do not violate certain specially established re
strictions. Instead, it ·rather regulates various types of agreements by
certain special rules of ius dispositivum, i.e., rules which are to be opera
tive only where the parties have not provided otherwise.G1 However, this
phenomenon is, in gen~ral, due to considerations of mere expediency.
As a rule, the parties do not think of really taking care of all the possibly
relevant points, and it is also convenient to be able to stick to tried. and
well-known types. Without these, modem commercial intercourse would
scarcely be possible. But the significance of the enabling norms and of •
freedom of contract are by no means exhausted in this respect. They
can have an even more fundamental signHiance. •

In certain situations the normative control through enabling rules
necessarily extends beyond the task of the mere delimitation of the range
of the parties' individual spheres of freedom. As a general rul~, the per·
mitted legal transactions include a power of the parties to the transaction
to affect even third parties. In some sense and to some degree almost
every legal transaction between two persons, inasmuch as it modifies the
mode of the distribution of disposition over legally guaranteed powers
of control, affects relations with an indeterminately large body of out
siders. This effect takes place in many different ways. To the extent that, '
from a purely formalistic point of view, the agreement creates claims and
obligations only between the immediate parties, no external effecl5 at all
seem to result, as in that case nothing appears legally guaranteed except
the prospect that the promise will be fulfilled.. Again, to ,the extent that
the transaction only concerns legal transfer of possession from one hand
10 another, as is usually the case, the in.terest of third parties seems to be
hardly affected. 1 'he goods remain as inacressible to them as they were
before'1md all they have to do is to recognize a new person as the pro
prietor, In truth, however, this lack of effect on third parties' interests
is never more than relative. The interests of every creditor of a person
contracting a debt are affected by the latter's increased liabilities, and
the interests of the neigh~rs are affected by every sale of land, for
instance, through the changes in its use which the new owner may, or
may not, be economically able to introduce. These are empirically possi
ble repercussions of rights that are generally admitted and guaranteed by
law. These repercussions are by no means always ignored by a legal
system; for an illustration we may refer to the prohibition of~e assign-
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ment of -claims to "a more powerful creditor" as existed in late Roman
1a"",.82· .'

There are, moreover, cases in which the interests of third parties caq
, ,he affected ih still ~nother way through the utilization of fret::dom of

contract. When, for example, someone sells himself into slavery, or a
worn 1. through contracting marriAge, submits to the marital power of
her husband, or when a parcel of land is subjected to a family sdde
ment (fidei commissum), or when a corporation is formed by a number
of individuals, interests of third persons are thereby affected i.n a way
which, is qualitatively different from that in which they are affected in

. the cases stated earlier, although the actual degree of affectedness may
be quantitativdy lesser and its actual manner may greatly vary from
case to case. In the secona group of cases there is created for the benefit
of the contracting parties an entirely new special law which binds every
tllird person's claims and expec::ations to the extent to 'which legal
validity and coercive guaranty are ascribed to the arrangements 'of the
contracting parties. This situation is thus different from the former, since
the rules of the new special law take the place of the hitherto prevail~

ing general rules--e.g~, on matters such as the validity of agreements,
or a creditor's power to seize assets of property. The entirely new rules
of a special law now apply not only to all new but often also to the
already existing contracts of the person who has become a slave, a
married woman, or an estate owner under a family entailment, and, in
the case of the persons who have become stockholders of a corporation, a
new speeiallaw applies to at least some of their contracts. The peculiar
technique of juridical expression may frequently obscure the meaning of
the sitUation and the way in which the interests of third parties are
afhried by.it. A coq>Oration, for example, must legally possess a certai,n
declared capital) which may be reduced, under certain precautions, by'a
~ecisidn oE a ~olders' meeting. In practice this means that the
petSons who ba~e ~bined to form a corporation are compelled by the
law l;O declare a certain surplus of the common property in goods and
claims over and above the "dehts" to be permanently available fOr
creditors and members acquiring stock at a later date. When they COI1l

pute the profitS annually to be distributed, the managers and members of
the corporation are bound to this declaration by the threat of cr;iminal
prosecution for the infringement of the rule which provides that no
profits may be distributed unless the fund, which has been declared as
"capital," remains covered by the value of tangillle goods or claims com-\'.
puted under the rules of proper evaluation and accounting. Provided
th~t certain ~utions are observed, the members of the corporation
are aDowed, hewever, to withdraw their declaration and thus to reduce
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th..;: curresponding guacanty for the credito!s und later stockholders. In
other words, they may h..nceforth distribute rro6ts despite the fact that
the originaHy declared amount' is not covered. It is obviouf that the
possibility of creating a corporation as it is provided: by such enabling
special rules of law affects the interests of third parties who are not at
the moment members of the corporation, viz., creditors and later pur
chasers of stock. The same is true of the significance for third parties of
the limitatiolls of contl'actual freedom which arise from a person's volun
tary entry into slavery, or of the creation of the mortgage in favor of the
wife on all the assets of the husband as it arises under several legal
¥tems.. where, upon marriage. the wife becomes a mortgagee even with ,
priority over older mortgages. III It is dear that tllis mode of inHuencing
the lega1 situation of third parties, which deviates from the otherwise
valid legal rules, goes beyond those "reperr:u...~ions" which can arise
outside the circle of .the immediate participa1its from almost any legal
transaqion. We shall not discuss here the various transitional stages by
which these two classes of phenomena are conn~ with one another,
In the sense in whi.ch we discuss it now, "freedom at contract" means the
power to "participate effectively in such legal transactions as extend be
yond the immediate circle of the participants not only by indirect reper
cussions but by the creation of special law. Even where this power is
subj~t to some :estrictions protecting interests of third parties, it meam
more than the mere concession of a "right of freedom" in the sense of a
simple empowerment to perform, or to abstain from the performance of,
certain concrete acts.

On the other hand, the law can refuse legal validity to agreementS
which do not appear at all directly to affect the interests of outsiders,
or which at least do not involveany sort of special law apart from the
generally valid law, and which even seem to confer upon third parties
advantages rathet ·than harm. The reasons for such limitations of con
tractual freedom may be very diverse. Thus classical Roman law did not
admit the creation of a corporation or resort to any other device which
would amount to affectiq.g the interests of third parties through the
~tablishment of special law, it refused to admit that in the establish
ment of a partnership the general law could be modified through the
creation of a special partnership fund or the assumption of joint and
several liability by the partners. It also refused validity to the creation of
permanent rent charges thTOllgh rent purchase or emphyteusis even
though they would affect third parties only indirectly. The use of the
last named institution was denied, at least to private persons, as the
institution of the ager vectigalis was originally available only to the mu
nicipalities and only later became available to the owners of landed
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estates." Classical Roman law also did not know negotiable instruments
and originally did D9't even allow the assignment of chases in action.
Modem law not only prevents the creation of special law through a
contract by which an individual would suhject himself to a relationship
of Slavery but, like Roman law, also for a long time excluded the en
cumbering of landed property with perpetual rent charges; only quite
teeently and under strictly limited conditions did the latter become per.
missihle in Germany.8lI Modem law, furthermore, regards many agree
mentS which were regarded as quite normal in Antiquity as violating
good morals and thus invalid, even though they affect third parties
neither through the creation of speeiallaw nor by indirect repercussion.
Excluded are, in particular, individual agreements as to sexual relations
for which full freedom of contract existed in ancient Egypt," since
legitimate marriage is the only fonn today. The same observation obtains
for other family arrangements, such as the major part of those agree
ments on paternal and domestic authority which were common in
Antiquity.1T

, The reasons for these differences in the ways of limiting freedom of
contract are of many different kinds. Certain empowerments may be
lacking simply because the legal recognition of the particular commer
cial institutions was not felt at the time as a real need. This would
probably explain the absence of negotiable instruments in ancient law, or,
more exactly, in the official law of the Roman empire; instruments of
an at least externally similar sort were not altogether unknown in An
tiquity; they occur, for instance, as early <:IS in Old Babylonian times.A

The same explanation may hold true of th~' absence 'Of modem capi-
talistic forms of association, for which ·Antiqtii,y had no parallels other
than the various forms of state capitalist as~()ciations, as ancient capi
talism was essentially living off the state. But th{: absence of an economic
need is by no means the only explanation of the lack of certain legal
institutions in the past. Like the technological methodS: of industry, the
,rational patterns of legal technique to whirll the law is to give its
guaranty must first be "invented" before they ':an serve an existing eo·
nomic interest. Hence the specific type of {echniques used in. a legal
system or, in other words,'its modes of thought are of far greater signifi
cance for the likelihood that a certain legal institution will be "invented
in its context than is ordinarily believed.

Economic situations do not automatically give ·birth to new legal
forms; they merely provide the opportunity for the acma} spread of a
legal technique if it is invented. Many of our specifically capitalistic
legal institutions are of medieval rather than Roman origin, although
Roman law was much more rationalized in a logical sense than medieval



law. While this fact has certain economic reasons, it is also due to a
variety of reasons deriving entirely from differences of legal technique.
The modes of thought of western medieval law were in many respects
"backward." Thus: it was not logic but a sort of legal animism or magic
when the instrument in writing was conceived as a tangible embodi
ment of "rights" rather than as a rational mode of proof. Not logical
either was the customary practice, derived from legal particularism, of
imposing upon all sorts of groups solidary responsibility towards outsiders
For all their members; or the readiness to recognize separate funds in
the most diversespheres,69 a phenomenon which, like the one mentioned
jus~,before, is explicable only in the light of purely political conditions.
These very elements of "backwardness" in the logical and governmental '
aspects of legal development enabled business to produce a far greater
wealth of practically useful legal devices than had been available unde~

the more logical and technically more highly rationalized Roman law,
Quite generally one may observe that those _special institutions which,
like those of medieval commercial law, were particularly well suited for
the emerging modem capitalism, _could arise more easily in the context
of a society which, for political reasons, produced a variety of bodies of
law corresponding to the needs of different concrete interest groups,
However, it was also important that the "scientinc" treatment of law
could not then exist, that is, that for a principle to have legal validity
it had to be "construed" out of a system of given concepts, and that
nothing outside such logical construction could juristically even be "con
ceived," Under certain circumstances, legal rationalism may indeed im
ply an impairment of creative ability, although this point should not be

_.so exaggerated as it has occasionally ·been done in recent times [~

sec. viii]. Predominantly ethical or political interests and s:onsiderations
are responsible for such other limitations on the freedom of contract as
its exclusion or restriction in family matters, such as is characteristic of
most modern legal systems, or the prohibition of contractual submission
to slavery,

2. CONTRACT AND THE ORIGIN OF MARRIAGE. fo Freedom of contract
in sexual affairs is not primitive. Those tribes which are most backward
teeftnologically and are least differentiated economically and socially
live in de facto lifelong patrian:halpolygamy. The disgustful rejec
tion of endogamy obviously began in the narrowest circle, within tne.
hOllsehold community, in connection with the relative diminution of the
sexual urge through common upbringing. The exchange of one's own
sister for the sister of anothfr is probably the oldest kind of sexual COtt
tract. From this then developed the barter of the woman by her kimhip
group 'in retum for commodities and ultimately the normal form of
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marriage, namely, wife purchase,71 which both in India and in Rome
continued to exist as the specifically plebeian fonn of marriage to~the[

with the aristocratic fonns of marriage. i.e., abduction or sacramental
ceremony." However, both marriage by alxluction and by sacramental
ceremony are products of the formation of certain social organizations.
The fonner arose as a result of the fannatian of military consociations,
which not only tore the young men from their families hut also con·
solidated the women and their children into maternal groups. In the
men's house, abduction was the heroic way of obtaining a wife, but the
men who lived in ~uch a community might also purchase wives from
outside. Combined with the custom of abduction, these practices led to
the formation of cartels for the exchange of women and thus apparendy
to the emergence of exogamy. It came to be regulated totemistically
where animistic conceptions of a certain sort became established, espe
ially and originally among peoples whose phratries were also hunting
groups and subsequently became magical cult-eommunities with sacra*
mental rites. The less developed the phratries were, or the more they
disintegrated, the more prominent became patriarchal marriage, espe
cially among the chiefs and honoratiores. In their case it easily resulted
in polygyny with full control of the master of the household over its
members, whom he could use at will for his own purposes; or, where
the kinship groups remained strong, the chief could at least use them
for barter, but he had to give a share of the yield to the members of
the kin group. Limits to this use of the members of the household were
6rst imposed upon the headman by the sib of his wife. A family of high
status would not sell its daughters as beasts of burden or for unlimited
exploitation; they would be given to outsiders only upon reassurances -as
to their personal status and as to a preferred status for their children
vis-a*vis the children of other wives or female slaves. In consideration of
such assurances, the daughter would be endowed, upon being given
away, with a dowry. It was -in these ways that there arose the notion of
the legitimate principal wife and legitimate children, i.e., the legal char
acteristics of legitimate marriage. Dowry and agreement in writing con
cerning continuous support for the wife, her dower, the payment to he
made to her upon abandonment, and the legal pqsition of her children
became the test by which full marriage was to be distinguished from
all other sexual relationships.

Simultaneously, however, the freedom of the sexual contract un~

folded in many different forms and degrees. Service marriage (Dienst
ehe)/J trial marriage, and temporary companionate marriageu. can be
found, ~nd daughters of noble families in phrticular were anxious to
avoid the subjection to the p3triarchal power of the husband. Con-
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cunently there existed all the fonns of prostitution, i.e., the rendering
of sexual services for a tangible retum as distinguished from the con
tinuous support specifically provided by marriage.U Prostitution, both
heterosexual and homosexual, is as old as the possibility of obtaining a
return for it On the other hand, there has hardly ever existed any com·
munity in which this way of earning a living would not have been ref::ned as dishonorable. This discrimination was not so much created as

. ed by the specifically ethi~ and political evaluation of formal
marriage for the sake of the militarily and religiously important purpose
of ptocreating legitimate children. Halfway between marriage and prosti
tution there was, especially among the nobility, the institution of con- ,
cubinage, i.e., a permanent sexual relation with a maid servant, a co-wife,
a hetaera, a bayaaere18 or some other kind of woman living outside of
marria~ or in "free" marriage of the common or the refined type. The
status of the children of such a union was mostly left to the discretion
of the father, limited only by the monopoly rights of the children of the
principal wife. Greater restrictions were established, however, by those
who wielded the monopoly of citizenship, the politico-economic privi
leges of citizenship being reserved to the solis of male and female
citizens. This principle was observed with pe...~ar ~orce by the democ-
.racies of AntiquitY. Other limitations were imposed by prophetic reli
gion, for reasons previously discussed [ch. VI:xiv]. In contrast to the
freedom of the sexual contract of ancient Egypt, which had its cause in
the absence of all political rights of the populace, the oldest Roman law
disapproved as causae turpes of all sexual contracts except marriage and
concubinage, which was recognized as a kind of marriage of lower lega'l
status for certain specia1situations.1T But the lauer was finally proscribed in
the Occident by the Lateran Council [I2I5/16} and the Refonnation.
The father's right of disposition over the children was seriously limited
lirst by sacred law, then subjected .~ additional limitations, and finally
abolished fOr military, political, and ethical reasons. '

Today the chances of a return to freedom of sexual contract are
more remote than ever. The great mass of women would be opposed to
sexual competition for the n:u-1es which, as we can conclude from the
Egyptian sources, stroLgly increases the economic opportunities of the

. women of superior sex appeal at the expense of the less attractive; it
would also be opposed by all traditional ethical powers, especially the
churches. Yet, while such absolute freedom seems impossible,a similar
state of affairs may be produced within the framework of legitimate mar~

riage by a system of easy or completely free divorce combined with a
system whereby the position of the wife remains both free and secure
with respect to property rights. Such relati"-e freedom has obtained, in



varying degrees, in late Roman, Islamic, Jewish, as well as modem
American law; it also obtained, though· only for a' limited period, in
those legislations of the eighteenth century which were in8uenced not
only by the contract theory of the rationalist Natural Law but also by
considerations of population policy,18 The results have varied greatly.
Only in Rome and in the United States has the legal freedom of divorce
been actually accompanied, for a time, by a high divorce rate. T8 As once
in Rome, both economic freedom and freedom of divorce are strongly
desired by the women in the United States where their position in the
home as well as in society has come to be secure The majority of Italian
women, on the other hand, who are strongly bound by tradition, have
rejected freedom of divorce even in recent times, probably because they
are afraid that female competition for the male would become more
acute and certainly because they do not wish to jeopardize their eco
nomic security, especially in old age, just as an aging worker would be
afraid of losing his daily bread. Generally both men and women seem
to favor a formally rigid or even indissoluble type of marriage where

, loose sexual behavior is regarded as permissible for the members of one's
own sex; men may also be content with such kind of marriage where,
because of weakness or opportunism, they are apt to condone a certain
female license. But the decisive reason for the repudiation of freedom ~

of divorce by bourgeois public opinion is the real or imagined. danger to
the children's educational chances;'besides, authoritarian instincts on the
part of the men have also played their part, especially where women
have become economically emancipated to such a degree that the men are
concerned about their position in the family and their male vanity is
thus arousal. There are, furthermore, the authoritarian interests of the
political and hierocratic powers, strengthened by the idea which has be- .
come powerful through the very rationalization of life in the contractual
society, that is to say, the idea that the fonnal integrity of the family is
a source of certain vaguely specified irrational values or is the supporting
supra-individual bond for needful and weak individuals. In the last gen
eration' all these heterogenous motives have resulted in a backward mcwe
ment away from freedom of divorce and in some respects even from
economic freedom within marriage. ".•.

3. PRBEDOM OF TESTATION, i.e., freedom of economic and normally
intra-familial disposition, has also met in modem times with restrictige
tendencies. But we shall not try to trace here the formal course of legal
history of testamentary disposition. Evidence of complete or almost com
plete substantive freedom of testation can be found only twice in history,
viz., in Republican Rome and in England, i.e., among two peoples both
of which were strongly expansive 'and governed by a stratum of land~

ii] Forms of C,eation of mghts
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owning honoratiores. Today its principal area of application is the
United States, i.e., the area of optimal economic opportunities. In Rome
freedom of testation increased with the policy of military expansion
which offered to disinherited sons the prospect of material well-being
in the conquered territories, while it was cut down through the practice
of breaking "unnatural" wills taken over from Hellenic law as the age
9£ colonization was coming to an end.80 In English law freedom of testa~

tion aimed at the stabilization of the fortunes of the great families, which
was also served by the very opposite institutions of feudal succession to
real estate, primogeniture, and entailed estate (fidei commissum).81 In
modern democratic legislations the l'estriction or elimination of freedom
of testation by means of generous indefeasible shares, or the prevention
of primogeniture in the French Code through compulsory physical par
tit.ion has been and still is largely politically detennined. In the case of
Napoleon, the intention of destroying the old aristocracy by compulsory
partition of their estates was accompanied by the desire to establish fiefs
as bearers of the new aristocracy which he was trying to create; this
latter institution was referred to in his famous assertion that the intro
duction of the Code would place in the hands of the government the
distribution of. social power.82

•

4. CONTRACTUAL CONSTITUTION OF SLAVERY. The suppression of
slavery83 by the prohibition of even a voluntary submission to formally
slaveIike relations was the product of the shift of the center of gravity
of world economic rule into areas where several elements happened to
coincide: slave labor was l.\nprofitable because of high maintenance costs;
the wage system with itS' threat of dismissal and unemployment had
come to provide indirect coercion to work; and direct coercion was Ie

gude,!' as less effeCtive than indirect pressure to obtain work of high
quality and to extort labor from the dependent strata without the great
risks involved in large investments in slave labor. The reJ.igiouscommu
nities, especially Christianity, played a very slight role in the suppre:ssion
of slavery in Antiquity, less, for example, than the Stoa; in the Middle
Ages and in modern times, its role was somewhat greater but by no
means decisive. In Antiquity, it was rather with the patification of the
foreign relations of the Empire, which left peaceful slave trade as the
only major source of slave import for the West,that capitalistiC slavery
came to decline. The capitalistic slavery of the Southern United States
was doomed once the supply of free land was exhausted and the cessa
tion of the impnrtation of slaves had raised. slave prices to monopolistic
levels. Its elimination through the Civil War was' accelerated by the
purely political and social antagonism of the democratic farmers and the
Northern plutocratic bourgeoisie against the Southern planter ~ristoc-
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racy. In Europe it was the purely economic evolution of the medieval
organization of work and labor, especially the growth of the guild system,
which resulted in keeping the crafts free of slave labor even though
slavery never completely disappeared from southern Europe during the
Middle Ages. As far as agriculture was concerned, more intensive pro
duction for export led even in modern times at first to greater servitl.!de
in the status of the agricultural laborer; but unfree labor was finally
found to be unprofitable with the emergence of modern techniques of
production. However, for the final and complete elimination of personal
servitude, strong ideological conceptions of natural law were ultimately
decisive everywhere. The patriarchal slavery of the Near East, the an
cient seat of this institution which was much less intensively spread in
East Asia and India, is on the verge of extinction as a result of the sup
pression of the African slave trade. Once its military significance, which
was great in ancient Egypt as well as in the late Middle Ages, was
rendered. obsolete by the military technique of the mercenary armies, its
a;onomic significance, which had never been very great, also began to
decline rapidly. As a matter of fact, in the Orient slavery never enjoyed
a role corresponding to that played by the plantation slaver;' on the
estates of Carthage and of late Republican Rome. In the Orient most of
the slaves were domestic servants just as they had been in the Hellenic
and Hellenistic regions. Some, on the other hand, constituted a sort of
interest-bearing capital investment in industrial workers, as ~ad also been
the case in Babylonia, Persia, or Athens. In the Near East, and still
more in Central Africa, this patriarchal slavery approximated a free labor
relationship more closely than the legal form would lead one to suppose.
Yet, Snouck Hurgronje's observation in Mecca that a slave would not be
bought in the market unless he approved of the personal qualities of
the master, and that the master would resell the slave if the latter should
tum out to be grossly dissatisfied with tlle former,U seems to be the
exception rather than the rule and to be brought about by the great de
pendence of the master on the good will especially of his domestic slaves.
In Central Africa, even today, a slave who is dissatisfied with his master
knows how to compel the master to give him, by way of noxae
datio/6 to another master for whom he has a greater preference.ae But
this, too, is certainly not universally true. Yet the nature of orienuJ theo
cratic or patrimonial authority and its inclination toward the ethical
daboration of the patriarchal side of all dependence relationships have
created at least in the Near East a highly conventionalized security for
the slave vis-a.-vis his master. Consequently, unrestrained exploitation in
the manner of late Roman slavery is practically excluded. The begin
nings of this trend can be found already in ancient Jewish law, and the
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decisive motivation for this conduct was provided by the very circum
stance that the ancient institutions of levying execution upon the debtor's
person and of debt slavery entailed the probability of enslavement of
one's fellow citizens.

5. OTHER LIMITATIONS OP FRBBDOM: OF CONTRACT. Finally, the s0

cial and economic interests of the influential, especially ''bourgeois,''
strata of society also constitute the cause of such limitations on the free
dom of contract as the prohibition to put feudal or other permanent
encumbrances upon land for the benefit of private parties. Such transac
tions were excluded in the law of Republican Rome just as they were
again prohibited in the Prussian Land Redemption Laws.S

? In both in
stances the operative factors were bourgeois class interests and the ec0

nomic conceptions associated with them. Roman legislation, which dur·
ing the Republic did not recognize the emphyteusis except as ager vee
tigalis on public lands, like the present de facto limitation in Germany of
the creation of similar tenures in bnds owned by the s::ate or by state
approved colonization corporations,88 was a product of the concern of
the bourgeois landed interest!,- for legal marketability of land and for the
prevention of the cevelopme>,t of seigneurial rights or similar obligations
tied to the land.

5. Extlnsion of the Effect of a Contract beyond Its
Parties-"Special Law"

Just as in Roman law, so in the modem rationalized law that type
of regimentation of freedom of contract which results from the combina
tion of all the factors just mentioned is generally achieved not by
prohibiting the proscribed agreements but simply by the failure of the
legal order to provide. the particular type-eontract or, in Rome, the par
ticular actio, and by so regulating the available type-eontracts that their
nC!TllS are incompatjble with the disapproved types of agreement. On the
other hand, the technical fonn in which the law provides the power in a
legally valid way to engage in those transactions which, like the forma
tion of <t' btlsiness corporation, affect the interests of third parties, con
sists in the official establishment of certain standard tenns which must
be incorporated in every such arrangement by individual parties if it is
to be legally effective not only between these parties but also against
outsiders; for if there are no other reasons for denying its validity, the
arrangement itself can have legal effects upon the participants, even
if third parties are not bound by them. This modem technique of leay.-
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ing it to the interested parties thus to create law not onl'f for themselves
,but also with operative effects as regards third parties gives those in

terested parties the advantages of a legal institution of special law, pro
vided they comply with the substantive requirements as expressed in
those terms which they have to incorporate in their arrangement. This
modem type of special law differs from that type of special law which
was allowed to develop in the past. The modem technique is a product
of the unification and rationalization of the law; it is based on the official
monopoly of law creation by, and the compulsion of membership in, the
modem p~Jitical organization.

In the past, special law arose normally as "volitive law" (gewillkurtes
Recht), that is, from tradition, or as the agreed enactment of consen
sual status groups (Einverstiindnisgemcinschaften) or of rational as·
sociations, It arose, in other words, in the fonn of autonomously
created nonns. The ma~m that "particularistic law" (i.e" volitive
law in the above sense) "breaks" (Le" takes precedence over) the

, "law of the land" (i,e" the generally valid common law) was recog·
nized almost universally, arid it obtains even today in almost all legal
systems outside the Occident, and in Europe, for example, to some extent
for the Russian peasantry. But the state insisted almost everywhere, and
usually with success, that the validity of these special laws, as well as
the extent of their application, should be subject to its consent; a~d the
state did this in just the same manner in which it also transformed the
towns and cities into heteronomous organization<: endowed by the
state with powers defined by it. In bot."l C;j~es, however, this was not
the Original state of affairs. For the bod.y of laws by which a given lo
cality or a group were gO'Jemed was largely the autonomously arrogated
creation of mutually independent communities between which the con
tinuously necessitated adll..I'·"ment was either 2chicved by mutual com·
promise or by imposiriolJ throughtho,se political or ecclesiastical authori
ties which would happen at the given time to ha'?e preponderant
power, With this observadoJn we return to phenomena which have
already been touched upon, in a different context, earlier in this section,

Prior to the emergence and triUfll?i1 d the purposive contract and
of freedom of contract in the modern sense, and prior to the emergence
of the modem state, eI<"ely consensual group O{ rational a!>Sociation which
represented a special legal order and which therefore might prop<rIy
he named a '1aw community" (Rechtsgemeinschaft) was either con
stituted in its membership by such objective chemcteristics as birth,
political, ethnic, or religiOUS denomination, mode of life or occupation,
or. arose through the process of explicit fretemization. The primitive
situation, as we have seen above, was t.'l:1at any lawsuit that would
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correspond to our procedure couId take place only in the form of com·
position-proceedings between different groups (sibs) or members of dif
ferent groups. '~;ithin the group, i.e., among the members of the group.
patriarchal arbitration prevailed. At the very origin of all legal history
there thus prevailed, if viewed from the standpoint of the political
power and its continuously' growing strength, an important dualism,
i.e., a dualism of the autonomously created law between groups, and
the norms determinative. of disputes among group members. At the
same time, however, another fact intruded into this apparently simple
.situation: namely, that even at the earliest stages of development known
to us the individual often belonged to several groups rather than to just
one. But nevertheless, the subjection to the special law was initially a
strictly personal quality, a "privilege" acquired by usurpation or grant,
and thus a monopoly of its possessors who, by virtue of this fact, became
"comrades in law" (Rechtsgenossen). Hence, in those groups which
were politically integrated by a common supreme authority, like the
Persian empire, the Roman empire, the kingdom of the Franks, or
the Islamic states, the body of laws to be applied by the judicial officers
differed in accordance with the ethnic, religious, or political charac
teristics of the component groups, for instance, legally or politically
autonomous cities or clans. Even in the Roman empire, Roman law
was at first the law for Roman citizens only, and it did not entirely
apply in the relations between citizens and noncitizen subjects. The
non-Moslem subjects of the Islamic states and even the adherents of
the four orthodox schools of Islamic law live in accordance v..'ith their
own laws; but when the former resort to the' Islamic judge rather than
to their own authorities, he applies Islamic law, as he is not obliged 'to
know any other, and as in the Islamic state the non-Mosiems are mere
" b' IS"su Jee .

On the other hand, in the medieval Imperium, every man was entitled
everywhere to be judged by that tribal law by which he "professed" to
live.B9 The individual carried his professio iuris with him wherever he
went. Law was not a lex terrae, as the English law of the King's court
became soon after the Norman Conquest, but rather the privilege of the
person as a member of a particular group. Yet this principle of "personal
law" was no more consistently applied at that time than its opposite
principle is today.

Unde, any such syster.is it was inevitable that difficulties were to
arise in conflicts between p..,rsous subject to different bodies of law, and
with _tI-,em the need ror a certam measure of common legal pril~ciples,

which increased rap£dly with the growing intensity of intercourse. There
either emerges, then, as it did b Rome, a "jn<; gemium," which co-,

\
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exists together with the "ius civile" of each &t?up; or, as occurred in
England. the political or hierocratic ruler will by virtue of his imperium,
impose upon his courts an "official law" which is to be the only binding
one; or it may happen that a new political group, usually a local one,
will fuse the substance of different legal rules into one new body of
law. The oldest Italian city statutes were well aware that the citizens
had "declared" that they were living under Lombard law, but in a
characteristic divergence from older legal notions, itwas the civitas, the
personification of the total body of the citizens, which was said to have
accepted as its confessio iuris either the Lombard law or, as its supple
mentary source, the Roman law; or it, the civitas, may have adopted the
Roman law, and the Lombard law as its secondary system.eo However,
all volitionally formed associations always strove for the application of
the principle of peTSonallaw on behalf of the law created by them, but
the extent to which they were successful in this respect varied greatly
from case to case. At any rate, the result was the coexistence of numerous
"law communities," the autonomOus jurisdictions of which overlapped,

, the compulsory, political association being only one such autonomous
jurisdiction in so far as it existed at all. By virtue of their membership.
"comrades in law" could monopolize the control of certain tangible
things or objects, for example, land of a certain type such as copyholds
or fiefs; however, when these "law communities" ceased to be closed
shops under the pressure of certain interests, and when these commu
nities increased so that anyone individual member was simultaneously
belonging to several groups, then the special law of any "lalP com
munity" became almost identi6ed with the ownership of the particular
object so that now, in the reverse sense, such ownership became the
test for membership in the particular special law community.91 This was
also a step towards the situation which prevails today, namely that those
relations which are subject to a special law are formally and generally
accessible to any person. Nevertheless, it was only one step in the transi·
tion to the modem situation. For all special law of the older type con
rerred enduring legal privileges either directly on certain persons be
longing to a group or on certain objects the possession of which provided
this membership. In modem society special legal regulation may also .
be occasioned by the existence of certain purely te<'hnical·or economic
conditions such as ownership of a factory or a farm, or the exercise of
the profession of attorney, pharmacist, craftSman of a Certain kind, etc.

Naturally every legal system has certain special nonns that are bound
up with technical and economic facts. But the special bodies of laws

.which we are discussing at this point were of a different character. The
applicability of this type of special law was founded not on economic
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or technical qualities but on status, i.e., qualities derived from birth,
mode of life, or group membership ("nobleman," "knight," or "guJld
fellow") or certain social relationships with respect to material objects
such as a copyhold or a manor. It has therefore always been the case
that the applicability of a special law was conditional upon a particular
quality of the person or upon his relationship to some material object.&2
In marginal cases, the "privilege" could even adhere to a single individ
ual or object and it did so in fact quite frequently. Iu that case, the
right caincided with the law; the privileged individual could claim as
his right that he be treated in accordance with the special law. But
even where it was Significant that one belonged to a group of special
corporate status or that one stood in a special relationship to a group of
objects, it was natural to regard the application of the special legal norms
as the personal right of the interested parties. The idea of generally
applicable norms was not, it is true, completely lacking, but it inevitably
remained in an unck..'Veloped state; all law appeared as the privilege of
particular individuals or objects or of particular constellations of individ·
uals or objects. Such a point of v::ew had, of course, to be opposed by
that in which·the state appears as the all-embraCing coercive institution.
At times, especially during the' first period of the rising "bourgeois" strata
in ancient Rome and in the modern world, the opposition was so strong
that the very possibility of "privileges" was repudiated. The creation of
privileges by vote of the popular assembly was regarded as impossible in
Rome,as and the revolutionary period of the eighteenth century pro
duced a type of legislation which sought to extirpate every form of
associational autonomy and legal particularism. a~ This end :was never
achieved completely, however an~ we shall soon see how modem law
has created ,mew a great mass of legal particularisms. But it has done
so upon a basis which differs in many important respects from that of
the privileges of the older corporate status groups.

The ever-increasing integr<ltion of all individuals and all fact-situa
tions into one compulsory {llstitution which today, at least, rests in
principle on formal "legal eqL!ality" has been achieved by two great ra
tionaliZing forces, i.e., first, by the extension of the market economy and,
second, by the bureaucratization of the· attivities of the organs of the
consensual groups. They replaced that particularist mode of creating law
which was based upon the private power or the granted privileges of
monopolistically closed organizations; that means, they reduced the au
tonomy of what were essentially organized status groups in two ways:
The first is the formal, universally accessible, but closely regulated
autonomy of voluntary associations which may be created by anyone
wishing to do so; the other consists in the grant to everyone of the power
to create law of his own by means of engaging in private legal- transac-



tions of ,ertai:l k!'~d:;: lne decisive f3Ctc~ b this tra:nsfo1"mation of the
I:eChilical fomlS of autonomous legislati;m wen;;, poEtically, the power
neods of the rulers and officials of the state as it was growing in strength
and. economically, the interests of those segments of society t.hat were
oriented towards power in the market, i.e., those persons who were
economically ptivileged in the fonnally "free" comp<::titive struggle or
tilt· market by virtue of their position as property owners-an instance
of "class position." If, by virtue of the principle of fonnallegal egJ.ality,
everyone "without respect of person" may establish a business corpora
tion or entail a landed estate, the propertied classes as such obtain a sort
of fad'..lal '\lUtnnomy," since they alone are able to utilize or take ad-

" YflYltage of these powers.
However, this amorphous autonomy merits the designation of "auton

omy" only in a metaphorical sense; for, unless the word "autonomy" is
to lack all precision, its de£nition presupposes the existence of a group
of J?!!rsons which, though membership may fluctuate, is determinable, and
whoSe members are all, by consent or enactment, under a special law de
'pending on them for its modi6cation. The particular character of the
group is irrelevant for the definition; it can be a c:luh just as well as a
business corporation, a municipality, an "estate," a guild, a"Jabor union,
or a circle of vassals. The phenomenon itself always denotes the begin
ning of the state's legal supremacy. It always entails the idea that the
state either tolerates or directly guarantees the creation of law by organs
other than its own. Qualitatively, too, the autonomy enjoyed by a group

. through consensus ,or by enacted norms differs from mere freedom of
contract. The line between the two coincides with the limits of the con
cept of "nonn"; in other words, it lies where the order whose validity
depends upon the consensus or the rational agreement of the partiCipants
is no longer conceived as the objectively valid rule imposed upon a group
but as the establishment of reciprocal subjective claims, such as occurs,
for instance, in the agreement of two business partners concerning the
division of work and profits between them and their legal position
within and outside the finn. The abs~nce of a dear dividing line be
tween objective law and subjective right becomes apparent at this point.
From the standpoint of our modes of thought, which have developed in
regard to enacted law,95 a distinction can be found, even theoretically,
only in the proposition that/in'the sphere of private law, which alone
concerns us here, a111:onomy i,s exercised where the enacted rule has its
normal source in a resolution, while we have a special case of regulation
by virtue of freedom of contract where the rule is supplied by an agree
ment between concrete 'indiViduals. This distinction was not insignificant
in the past, but neither was it exclusively decisive.

As long as the distinction 'between objective norm and subjective
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claim was hut incompletely developed and as long as law was an at
tribute of a person determined by. his membership in a group, one could
speak of only tWO kinds of rules. The first were those which were' valid
in a group or organization because of the speri~ statUs qualities of its
members'; the others were valid and binding because one had created
them for oneself by directly partiCipating in a purposiveco'ntract. All
special law was indeed orig;nally the law of a group i.n which member
ship was determined by status qu·aliti~. But this state of affairs changed,
as we have already indicated, with the: increasing dilh:rentiation f\.od
economic scarcity of those goods which were monopolisti~aily appro
priated by the several groups. The ·changes were indeed so pronounced
that in the end an almost opp05ite rule came to obtain: namely,. that
special law was almost exclus:vely that which applied in a social or eco
nomic special relationship. To this cOnCepL.0H certain approximations
can already be found in the Middle Ages. We agree with Heusler on
this score, but he went too far when he compkely denied the existence
of all state law ~StaatsTech~).ge But feudal law was indeed the law for
th.reladon between lord .:Iud vassal and not the law of a "vassalic
state" simply pecause such kind of state never existed. In the same s~nse

manorial law was the law applicable to the relationships of manorial
service; service law applied to service nefs; the law merchant was the
law for merchandise and mercantile transactions; and crafts law~l is
the law relating to the transactions and the establishments,of craftsmen.
Yet, outsid.;': of these special relationships, the vassals, 'merchants, the
copyholders, the ministeriales, and freemen were subject to the general
law of the land. An individual could own freehold and copyhold lands
at one and the same time; as regards the 'onner, he was under the
jurisdiction of the common law of the land, and as regards thf' latter,
under the law of the manor. Likewise, a DQD-merchant who had lent
money in a commenda or foenus nau-UcuM was subject to commercial law
in this, but only this, regard. However, this objective mode of treatment
was by no means universal. Almost all those relationships to which a
special law applied had to some degree consequences implying corporate
status, i.e., touching upon the total legal status of the person. This was
the case with the possession of copyholds or other "unfree" lands. Many
of them were regarded as mutually incompatible in one person and the
tendency to break through such corporate-status restrictions was opposed
time and again by the counter-tendency towards the closure of group
membership. W?ich of the ljWO tendencies would be stronger was en
tirely determined by the concrete constellation of interests in each spe
cl6c instance. In Germany, as even Heusler acknowledges, borough law
(Stadtrecht) was a corporate-status right of the citizens rather th~n a law

",,
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of tenure of urban land or other material relationship.os In England,
how~ver, the municipalities became almost entirely private corporations.

In general it is correct to say that there prevailed the tendency of
treating special law as law for certain objects and situations. As a result,
the integration of the special laws into the common law of the land, the
lex terrae, as substantive special rules was greatly facilitated. The actual
and final integration, however, depended predominantly on politi-::al con
ditions. Yet in those fields where this integration was not fully realized
the problem of the relationship of the various "!'peciallaws and their cor
responding special courts to the common law of the land and its ceuriS
was resolved in a great variety of ways. Under the common law vf the
land seisin in copyhold land (Gewere) was vested in .the lord rather
than the copyholder. But as to land held in fee th~ situation was not
so simple; in the MirrOT of Saxon Law, for instance, the problem of
seisin was in dispute between the author and the. glossators.Dg

This particular problem has left traces in the Roman law, too. The
Roman ius civile was the law of the Roman citizens insofar as a person
who was neither a citizen nor IJn assimilated person by virtue of treaty
could not appear as a party before a Roman court, engage in the specific
transactions of the quiritarian law/oo or be judged accordin~ to its rules.
No Roman lex had any validity outside the circle of the Citizenry. Its
inapplicability to non--citizens was politically of considerable importance
because it established the sovereign power of the officials and the Senate
over the entire subjugated area which was not incorporated into the law.
But on the other hand, the Roman citizen was never judged exclusively
by ius civile, and he was never exclusively subject to the courts of the
ius civile. The ius civile of historical times must rather be defined as

,that special law which was relevant foJ;' a. person exclusively in his char
acter as·a citizen, Le., as a member .ofUlat particular status group.
Simultanepusly with it we find i;ome law spheres which covered either
,both citizens and non--citizens, or only a part of the citizens, and the law
of which presentS itself as special law either of status groups or of objec
tive demarcation. In this context belong above all those numerous and
important situations which were regulated by adniinistrative law. Down
to the time of the Gracchi, tide by virtue of ius civile did not exist 'in
any lands other than those which had been subjected to ius civile by
express assignation,IOl Tenures in public lands (ager publicus) were
neit.her regulated by ius civile nor protected by actions of ius civile, as
they were accessible to· both citUens and non-citizens, When, in the
period of the Gracchi, it looked as if the citizenry would subject these
lands to regulation by lex, i.e;, by enactment of ius civile, the allies im
mediately demanded that they be made citizens. These tenures were
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I <1110, subject <':xdusiveJ) to the cognition of the mal..<!str:>tes, '-;!'o pro-'
·.'h::~ded ir. this rt:spec~ <lc!.:ording to rules different from those llf the: ius
(;ivile. The latter knew neither emphyteusis not' covenants nmning
with the land nor copyholds. But all these institutions existed under the
administrative law applicable to public lands. FurthemlOre, that law
which applied in the relation between the public treasury and private
individuals contained institutions which did not OCCUr in the ius civile;
e\'en where the institutions of the former were the same as those of the
latter, they were referred to by different names,' as, for instance, praes
and praedium, [rather than fide-iUSSOT and,hypQtheca].102 This objectively
defined special law was thus determined by the scope of the jurisdiction
cf the administrative official. There did not exist any body of particular
persons membership in which would have been the test of participation;
if one would like to speak of any group one could only say that its
membership consisted of all those who at a given moment would happen
to be concerned with some matter subject to administrative jurisdiction.
Another sphere of special law was constituted by the jurisdiction of that
praetor who was to decide disputes between citizens and aliens. He
might resort to some rule of ius civile, but not by virtue of a "law" of
the ius civile, a lex, but simply by virtue of his magisterial power. He
:1rher applied the ius gentium, a law which was derived from a different
sourCe and the validity of which rested upon different foundations. Yet,
this kind of law must not be visualized as having arisen ~ith the very
establishment of the office of the praetor reregrinus. It rather was that
mtemational law of commerce according to which the disputes of the
market had been settled frlim time immemorial and which probably ,
had at first been protected only sacrally by means of the oath. Nor
were the substantially feudal relations between patron and client,108
which were of great practical importance in the early period, possible
objects of litigation at ius civile. Just as in the Germanic law of seisin,
the spheres of the ius civile and feudal law touched upon each other in
the field of possession, viz., with respect to the praecarium [tenancy at
will]; the ius civile took notice of the relationship also in other respects
and dealt with it in crirninallaw. But it was not regulated by ius civile.
Genuine spheres of special law within 'the ius civile were, on the other
hand, formed by certain legal institutions accessible solely to -merchants
and certain persons engaged in industry, viz., the actio exercitoria,104 the
i"cceptum,'0~ and the special law of the argentarii [bankers].

A concept of great importance for future legal development, viz.,
that of fides,106 was (uBtained in both the general law of commerce
and the law of patron ,md client. It included in a peculiar way not
only the obligations following from relations of loyalty but also the
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fides bOnti, -the good faith and fair dealing of the pure commercial trans
actions. To the ius civile as such it was uJ?known. Yet even though tech
nically unknown, there were elements of it in practice from the very
beginning; for as regards certain fraudulent acts, the Twelve Tables
already threatened with the status of improbus intestabilisque.lOT Nu
merous laws expressly decreed infamia, the general consequences of
which were in private law exclusion from giving testimony, i.e., the
incapacity to bear witness or to have one's actions witnessed, which in
practice amounted to a commercial boycott. It led to a limitation of
aquiring property by. way of testatt;, succession; it involved, furthermore,
the denegation of certain actions by' the praetor. In spite of their in
fQnnal character, the principles of fides were by no means the products
of a vague sentimentalism either in the field of the law of patron and client
or in that of commercial transactions. The entire series of sharply de
fined contrasts on which the Roman law of commerce so essentially
rested was developed on the basis of the principles of fides. Such ancient
institutions as the fiducia 1Q

& as well as the fidei-commissum of the
imperial epocht09 depended entirely upon fides. The fact: that the fidei
commissum developed because legacies in fa\'or of non-citizens and
"prohibit(;d persons"110 were not actionable in the ius civile and guarall
teed only by convention does not prove that fide __ was never more than
a stopgap device for the ius civile and that it ~,wsc only at a compara··
tively late stage. The legal institution of clienfela is certainly as old Z~

the legal conception of the ius civile itself, and yet it remained outside.
Thus the coverage of ius civile was never coterminous with the "civil"
law. But fides was not a uniform principle for the regulation of legal
relations. What one owed to another according to fide; depended on the
peculiar nature of the concrete relationship, and even in this spedaliza·
tion the fides did not, in the event of infringemcllt, ::ilways procluce the
same legal consequences. Infamia was the con~.equence of certair,
specific acts rather than of all infringements against fide,; Of the variOll~

-reactions against offensive conduct, e.g., cemC',.id reproof, or consular
refusal to Jist one as a candidate for office, I.':j~h i'ad its own partieuL,
preconditions, which were identical neither t\·i;:(l cases of infamia 11"'1'

with the principle of fides, and which, morte01.:,-:: fLlctuated; they were
never bound up with infringements of fides purdy and as such. hi"
fringements of the obligations of clientship were originally subject to
the sanctions of the patron in the household court. Later these obliga~

tions were guaranteed sacrally or conventionally and finally also by
ius civile in the case of the purely commercial clientage of freedmen.

Of the original role of {Ides in commerce \\'e have no knowledge.
We do not know the means by which the bOJtae fidei contracts were
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guaranteed before they were! :"Jgnized in the praetorian forms of action
by virtue of the magistrate's authority like other institutions of the ius
gentium. Probably there were individual or general arbitration agree
ments under oath, which, if broken, produced infamia in the same way
in which in later times infamia was the sanction for the breach of a
sworn contract of compromise. But the creation of the fonns of action
for the institutions of the ius gentium did not mean that its distinction
from the ius civile became eliminated; the ius civile remained the pure
corporate status group law of the citizens. Occasionally the praetor,
through the fonnula si civis Romanus esset, [let him be treated "as if he
were a Roman citize.t] made a civil form of action available to non
citizens. Other institutions were imperceptibly received into the ius,
gentium. It was only during the Empire that the distinction disappeared
entirely, together with other privileges of citizenship.

None of the groups of persons interested-in HW l'des-ronstituteda
dosed organization, although Mommsen incorrectly, as we shan subse
quently see, identified the clients with the organization of the plebs.111

Certainly those persons whose interests were involved in bbnae pdei con
tracts or in ius gentium, which were quite indifferent with respect to
personal stants, did not form ·such an organization. The praetorian
law as such was naturally quite far from being identical with the
ius gentium, and the reception of the ius gentium was by no means
brought about only by praetorian law; indeed it was to a great extent
brought about by the integration of its fundamental principles into the
ius civile through the jurists. Both during the Republic as well as during
the Empire even the genuine status groups, i.e., the slaves, the freedmen,
the knights, and the senatorial families, lacked any associationaI organ~
ization which could have been the bearer of a genuine autonomy. For
reasons of politics and police, the Republic had repeatedly found itself
compelled to intervene sharply against private organizations. Periods of
repression alternated with periods of toleration. The period of the
monarchy was naturally unfavorable to private associations. The de
mocracy had reasons to be afraid of the associations of the socially and
economically powerfUl; the monarchy had reasons to fear the political
consequences of any sort of uncontrolled organization. The Roman law
of both the Republican and the~mperiaI periods admitted, in effect,
associational autonomy only as a la. of voluntary associations (Vereine)
or corporations in the ~ern sense. Autonomy existed to the very degree
to which such associations and co~tions were tolerated or privileged.
Just.to what extent they existed i~ to .~.examined in connection with the
general discussion of another problelll'lJQRlely, that of the legal person
ality oforganizations.m '
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6. Associa~l Contracts-Juristic Personality

The general trinsformation and mediatization of the legally autono
mous organizatioDs<of the age of persomil law into the state's mono
poly of law creation', found its expression in the change of the fonns in
which such organizations were legally treated as the bearers of rights.
Such treatment cannot be dispensed with when the autonomous organi
zations have become subject to a common body of law peacefully
applied through an orderly system of adjudication within acompulsoty
political association, when there furthermore exist, on the one hand,
monopolistically appropriated goods to be used solely by the members of
the group (Rechtgenossen) as such and by them only for some comnlqrt
purpose, and when also, On tlte other hand, legal transactions involving
these objects have become economicaUy"necessary. Where, however, this
development had not yet occurred, the problem was settled in a sim~e

way: the members of one organization held aU the members of anoth'er
soIidarily responsible for the acts of anyone of its members, including
its organs. Alongside the primitive blood feud we thus find the reprisal
as a universal phenomenon, Le., the repris~ in the sen,se of the deten
tion of the person or goods of a member of a group for the obligations
of one or all of his fellows. U8 In the Middle Ages, negotiations about
reprisals and their' avoidance by reciprocal grant of access to the courts
and mutual legal assistance were a constant object of discussion between
the cities. Composition, too, is of the same primitive origin as the blood
feud. The question of what person or persons could validly conclude a
composition and represent the members of a group in dealings with
outsiders was detennined simply by the experiences of the- outsider with
respect to whose orders are in fact obeyed. The original conception, even
in early medieval law, still was that a member of the group who had
not rarticipated in a particular resolution of the village, the gt '.ild, the
ruta commune or other collectivity, could not be bound by it, that the

, organization's transactions with the outside had to be based upon .tn
agreement of the members as expressed in a general resolution in order
to have any effect. One may thus agree with HeuslerlH that the neces~

sity of a resolution and its binding force were characteristic elements in
the development of the law of organizations. But, obviously, the distinc
tion between ~]urion and contract remained as fluid as that between
objective norms of law and subjective rights in general; normations ar
rived at through resolutions were often designated as pactus. But vir
tually the distinction was always present, quite particularly in the once
universal idea that a resolution would not hind anyone except those
persons who had participated in and associated themselves with it, and
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that it had consequently to be unanimous. In appearance, at least, the
idea is implied that a resolution could come into effect only as a con
tract. Actually, however, that conception was rather inBuenced by the
element of revelation implied in all law, according to which only one
law could be right. Once the magical and charismatic means for the
discovery of the light law had disappeared, there could and did arise the
idea that the right law was the one acknowledged by the majority and
that, therefore, tAe minority had the duty to associate itself with it. But
before the minority did so, occasionally under drastic compulsion, the
majority resolution was not law and no one was hound by it.115 Such was
the practical signi6cance of that outlook.

On the other hand, no one, of course, was considered to be obliged:
to conclude a contract with another. Hence, even under these modes of
thought, including the eonceptions of the earliest times, the distinction
between enactment as the means of creating objective law and contract
as the means of creating subjective rights was a familiar one, despite
the great vagueness and Buidity of the transition between them. As its
complement, the resolution required an or~an for its execution. The
mode of its selection, e.g., election from case to case or for a longer
period or hereditary appropriation of the executive functions, etc., could
assume many different fonns. As the process of differentiation and ap
propriation among and within the various. organizations advanced, as
individuals came to he simultaneously members of several organizations,
as in the internal relations among group memhers the relative degrees of
power of officers and members came to he subject to 6xed and increas·
ingly rational rules, and as, 6nally, purposive contracts both of indi
viduals and betweeri the organization as a whole and outsiders became
more frequent in consequence of a growing exchange economy, an
unambiguous detennination of the significance of every action of every
m~mber and every official of an organization became necessary, and the
Cjuestion of the position of the organization and of the legitimation of
its organs in both contractual transactions and in procedure had to arise
in one way or another. .

The technical legal solution of this problem was found in the con
cept of the jUristic person. From a legal standpoint the term is a tauto
logy, since the very concept of pem>n is necessarily a juristic one. When
a child en ventre de sa mere is regarded as a bearer of rights and obligations
just as a full citizen while a slave is not, both these rules are technical
means of 'achieving certain effects. In this sense the determination of
legal personality is just as artificial as the legal definition of "thing"
i.e., it is decided exclusively in accordance with expedientiaHy selected
juristic criteria. However, the more numerous alternatives available for
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the determination of: the legal position of organizations and associations
were then to create a special problem.

The most ",tiona! aet11alization of the idea of the legal personality of
oiganizations consists in the complete separation of the legal spheres of
the memberS from the separately constituted legal sphere of the organ·
ization; while certain persons designated according to rules are regarded
from the legal point of view as alone authorized. to assume obligations
and acquire rights for the organization, the legal relations thus created
do not at all affect the individual members and their property and are
not regarded as their contracts, hut all these relations are imputed to

a separate and distinct body of assets. Similarly, what the members"as
such may claim from or owe to the organization under its: roles, belongs
w or affects their own private assets, which are legally entirely separate
from those of the organization. An individual member as such can ae-
quire neither a right,nor a duty for the organization. Legally this is pas
~hle only for the officers acting in the name of the organization, and
only the assembly of quali6edmembers called together and acting in
accordance with fixed rules can, but need not, have the authority to
make binding decisions. The concept of juristic personality can be ex·
tended even further to contain the control over economic gocxis the
benefit of which is to accrue to a plumlity of penon' who, whtle they
are detennined in accordance with rules, are not to be associationally
organized. When thus established as an endowment,l1$ a separate hearer
of rights, to he detennined in accordance with fixed rules, becomes
recognized as legitimated to represent the interests of those individuals.
Where a consociation of persons is to be endowed with juristic person·
ality, it can thus be COpStIucted in two possible ways. It can be organ·
jzed a8 a corporation. In that case the body of members is constituted
as a fixed group of persons. The composition of that body can be
changed in two ways, viz., either by succession to a position of mem
hersnip in accordance with the general rules of private law, or by viI""
rue, of a resolution of a designated corporate organ. The persons desig
nated in one of these two ways are the only ones who are entitled to
any rights, and the administration is juristically carried on by virtue of
their mandate. The, other possible form in which a consociation of per
sons can be established as a jUristic person is that of the institution
(Anstalt), which is basically similar to the endowment. (When used
as a juristic term of art, the concept of institution overlaps only in part
with the one used in the field of social welfare.) The institution has no
organized body of members hut only an organ or organs by which it ~
represented. Membership is frequently based. upon obligation, and the
accession of new members is not dependent upon the will of the older
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ones but rather upon objective criteria or upon the discretion of the
organs of the institution. Furthermore, the "members'-'.i:tf t~ jnstitution.
such as, for instance, the pupils at a school, have no"fnHuence upon its
management.llT

The three forms of organization..,..o..endowment, institution, and
corporation-are not separated from each other by absolutely clear-cut
legal tests. The transitions between them' are rather gradual and fluid.
It can certainly not be a decisive test, as Gierke assumed, whether the
organization is autocephalous?~ heterocephalous. lt8 A church is an
institution, although it can be autocephalous.

From the technical legal point of view, the conceyt of juristic person
ality can be dispensed with where 'an organization has no property con
cerning which contracts in the name of the organization would t.
necessary. Juristic personality is inappropriate for those societies which
by their very nature comprehend only a narrowly limited number of
partners and which are also limited in their duratJon, such as a certain
business associations, For them the absolute separation of the legal
spheres of the members from that of the collectivity would he injurious
to credit since the specific credit-rating, while influenced by the exist
ence of a separate fund, is based prim~rily upon the fact that all the
partners are to answer for the debts of the collectivity. Likewise the
establishment of separate organs for the rep'resentation of the latter
would not always be expedient. For such organizations and associations
the form most adequate to capitalistic credit interests is the principle of
"joined hands" (Gesamthand),nlt which has been knoWJi, at least in an'
incipient state, to most legal systems of the past. It involved, first, that
authority to represent the collectivity be vested in either all the p3rPci
pants acting jointly, or in everyone, or some, or one particular partici
pant acting in the name of all; the principle of joined hands involved,
second, the liability of all with both their persons and their property.
The configuration arose from the solidary responsibility of the house
hold community, It acquired its specific character when in a community
<# heirs the legal separation of the <;:ollective property nom the imu
vidual property of the participants made it necessary that a distinction
be made between collective and individual debts.no This process oc
curred in that course of disruption of fraternal relationships by com
mercial inHuences of which we have earlier spoken [ch. IV:2.].

From the community of heirs the institution spread and became the
basiS of numerous deM:>erately constituted communities for which the
in- and out-group relations arising from' the fraternal character of the
household community were either basic or adopted out of considerations
of legal-technical convenience.121 The present-day law of the- partner-

, .
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ship is, as we have seen, a direct rational development of the relations of
the household community for purpnses of the capitalistic enterprise.
The various forms of the "societe en nom commandite"122 are combina~

tians of this principle with the law of the com-rr.enda and the societas
maris as they were found everywhere. The German "limited liability
company"123 is a rational invention to serve as a substitute for the
regular joint-stock corporation (Aktiengesellschaft) which is legally in~

adequate for the purpose of smaller family-like enterprises, especially
among co-heirs, and particularly inconvenient because of the many pub
lications required by modern legislation.

The fraternity (agermanament in Spanish law) of merchants, ship
owners, and seamen was, by the very nature of the matter, intrinsic to
the joint enterprise of a sea voyage. Corresponding to the rise of the
business 6rm from the hou~ehold community, it developed in the field
of shipping into an association of joint hands (GesamthandvergeseU
schaftung) of the enterprisers, whereas, on the other side, in bottomry
and in the rules of general average it resulted. in a single community of
risk among all those interested in the voyage. In all those cases, the
typical element was the replacement of a fraternal by a business rela
tionship, i.e., of a statuS contract by a purposive contract, saving, how
ever, the legally technically expedient treatment of the total group as a
separate and distinct legal subject and as the separate owner of joint
assets. On the other hand, the formal bureaucratization of the apparatus
that would have become technically necessary in the case of a corpora
tion was avoided. In no other legal system were the rationally trans
formed relationships of joint hands developed sO specifically as they
were in that of the Occident of the Middle Ages and later. Their ab
sence from Roman law was due more to certain elements of legal tech
nique inherent to the natr.ue of the national ius civile than to economic
causes; we do not know details of the development of Hellenic com
mercial law, from which, especially its Rhodian species, certain special
Institutions of the commercial law of Antiquity were· borrowed. The
relative ease with which Roman Law could dispense with any develop
ment of such a rich variety of legal fonns was connected with the
peculiar character of ancient capitalism, which was both a slave capital
ism and a predominandy political capitalism based up:>n the state. Slaves
were used as business instruments through whose contracts the master
could acquire unrestricted rights but only limited liabilities. The treat
ment of the peculium in the fashion of a separate fund made it possible
to obtain at least part of the results which today are brought about by
the various forms of limited liability.I14 Of course, the fact remains that
this restriction, in connection with the complete exclusion of all fonns
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of jo,mt hand from tile law of the socktas and the requirement of all
solidary daims and obligations being created by express sponsio cor
/t.'aJis,m is one of the'legal symptoms of that absence of stable capitaI
i:,tic industrial enterprises with continuous credit needs which is
characteristic vf the Roman economic system. The signi6cance of the
asentially politkal basis of ancient capitalism is indicated by the fact
L~at those very legal institutions which were lacking for private business
were recognized already in the private law of the early Empire with
respect to publicans (socii vectigalium publicprum),U6 i.e., groups of

. private businessmen to whom the state fanned. out the levying of taxes
- and' the exploitation of the state-owned mines and salt works. The legal,
and economic structure of these associations was similar to the syndicates
as th~y Jlre customarily established today by banks coOperating in the
issuanc;e of bonds and other securities: one or more "leading" banks
undertake toward the issuer the obligation of providing the full capital
in question; other hanks join the syndicate with internal liability for the
full aPl.:mnt, while still others participate with only limited ,subscrip-'
tions. In Rome, the socii of the consortialleader (manceps), as they are
mentioned in the interdictum de loco publico fruendc and in other
~rces,1I7 were members of the consortium, while the affines subscribed'

-. only 'with limited liability in the manner of a modern commanditista;,n
botbmtemally and externally the legal situation -was thus quite similar
to that of the modem phenomenon. ,

Whether the institution of the state itself should be treated as a
juristic person of private law, would depend in each Ca6e upon both,
legal-technical and political considerations. If it 'is done, it means in

.practice primarily that the legal spheres of the organs.of state authority
are to be divided into a sphere of personal rights, with claims and
obligations ascribed to them as individuals, and an official sphere in
which property relations are regarded as separate institutiooal assets;
it means, furthennore, that the sphere of official activity of the organs
of the state is divided into a sphere of public and one of private legal
relations and that in the latter sphere, which is exclusively concerned
willi property matters, the general principles of the law of private

. transactior.s are applicable.lie It is a nonna! consequence of the juristic
personality of the state that it has capacity to sue and to be sued in
ordinary civil procedure, and on an equal footing with private parties,
and that-claims may be freely prosecuted against it. From a strictly legal
point· of view, it is true that the juristic personality of the state has
nothing to do with this latter ·question. The populus Romanus had,
without any dou~t,' the. capacity to acquire private rights, for instance
by way of testate 51,lceession, but it could not be sued. The two problems

•
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are also different from a practical point of view. There seemS'to be no
doubt that all compulsory institutional, and thus political, state stme- .
tures have a juristic personality in the sense of being capable of acquir~

ing rights. even where they avoid being subject to the ordinary process
of law. Likewise the juristic personality of the state and its amenability
to the process of law may be recognized while different principles my
obtain for government and priwte contracts. But the latter phenomenon
has usually been associated, as for instance in Rome. with the exclusim:.
of the ordinary courts and the decision by administrative officials of
disputes arising out of government contracts. The capacity to sue and
to be sued has been recognized not only for juristic persons but also
for numerous groupings of joint hands. Nonetheless, the problem of
juristic personality has usually appeaJd in legal history in close associa
~on with the problem of the capacity of organizations, especially public
ones, to sue and be sued.

All the problems just discussed \\rere bound to arise wherever the
, political authority could not deal with private persons as a master deals
with his subjects but where it was compelled to obtain their services by
free contracts. The problem had to be particulady acute where the
political authority had to resort to transactions with capitalists whose
credit or whose entrepreneurial organization it needed., and where, in
consequence of the free movement of capital among severa! competing
Organizations, it could not coerce these services liturgically. The prob
lems were finally bound to arise where the state had to deal with free
craftsmen and workers, against whom it either could 'not, or did not
wish to, apply liturgical coercion. The security of private interests was
generally increased wherever the juristic personality of the state and the
jurisdiction of the ordinary courts came to be recognizeQ. But the denial
of either one did not necessarily entail an impainnent of this Security,
as the observance of the state's contractual obligations may he ade·
quately guaranteed by other means. The fact that the king of Engl'nd
could always be sued in court did not protect the Florentin(! ban~.er.;

against the repudiation of his enormous debt in the fourteenth century.t~

The lack of any means, of procedural ~rcion against the Roman state'
treasury did not in general endanger its creditors, and when -such g

danger nonethdess arose during the' Second Punic War, the creditors
were able to obtain pledges for their loans which no one attempted to
disturb. The French SIaIe has remained exempt from the compulsory
jurisdiction of the courts even after the l\evolution but without impair·
rnent of its credit.tat To some extent the exemption of the puhlic treas
ury from ,ordinary legal- process has been connected with that princ~ple

of setting apart the state from otha- organ!Utions which developed

,
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in connection with the modem concept of sovereignty. This was cer·
tainly the case in France, and in Prussia too. Frederick William I,
conscious of his sovereignty, tried by all sorts of chicanery to discourage
his "obstinate nobles" from invoking the Imperial Chamber Court
(Reichskammergericht).I82 The availability of the ordinary process of
law was, on the other hand, beyond doubt wherever the corporate status
structure of the political organization resulted in the treatment of all
administrative grievances as disputes between the holders of privileges
or vested rights and therefore as the subject matter of ordinary litiga
tion, in which the prince appeared not as sovereign but as the possessor
of a limited prerogative or as one bearer of privileges among others in
the political organization. This was the situation in England and in the
Holy Roman (Gennan) Empire.

The denegation of actions against the state could, however, also be
the result of essentially technical legal factors. Thus in Rome the censor

was the authority for deciding all claims of individuals against the stale
or vice versa which, according to our modes of thought, would be claims
of private' law. But the censor was also the authority for disputes be
tween private persons in so far as they turned on questions of law
arising from relations touching state property.ln All tenures in the
ager publicus and all disputes between the capitalist owners of inter
ests in the public lands and the state contractors (publicans), or be
tween them and the subjects, were thus withdrawn from the high juris·
diction of, the juries and referred to simple administrative cognition.
This was in effect a positive rather than a negative privilege of the tre
mendously powerful state capitalists. The lack of jury trial and the'
dual quality of. the magistrate as judge and party representative per·
sisted and was transferred in effect to the fisc of the imperial adminis
tration when, since Claudius, fonowing a brief fluctuation under Ti·
berius, the fisc increasingly acquired the character of state property and
ceased to be looked upon as the personal property of the emperor.'H
The distinction, it is true, was not complete and residues remained both
terminologically (although such old terms of administrative law as
manceps, or praes135 came gradually to be replaced by the terms of
private law) and in the maxim that the fisc was capable of suing and
being sued. Fluctuations betWeen the patrimonial and the institutional
conceptions of the imperial property,. i.e., of the conceptions of it as
belonging to the emperor personally or to the state as an institution, to

gether with considerations of administrative technique and the ec<r

nomic interests of the dynasty, also influenced the various transfonna
tions of and differentiations between the several kinds of imperial assets·
which in theory were all,{egarded as having a regular standing in court.
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Actually the distinction between the emperor as a private peISOD and
as a magistrate (roler) was carried out only under the first emperors.
Finally all the property of the emperor was regarded as property of the
crown and hence it became customary for the emperor, when he acceded
to the' throne, to transfer his orivate fortune to his children. The treat
ment of acquisitions by way of' confiscation and of the numerous legacies
which were left to the emperor as a means of reinforcing the validity of
testaments, was not clearly elaborated from the standpoint of either
private or constitutional law.

Within the structure of Medieval estate corporatism, which we shall
discuss later, it was out of the question that the prince as a ruler
would be differentiated from the prince as a private individual or that
those of his assets which served political ends would be differentiated
from those which were to serve his private ends. As we have see~, this
lack of differentiation resulted in the acknowledgment of the posflbility
of suing the British king. or the Gennan emperor. Quite the opposite
.effect occurred, however, when the claims to sovereignty led to the
withdrawal of the state from the jurisdictiOft' of its own organs, although
in this connection, too, legal technicalities were used for rather effective
resistance to the political aspirations of the princes. The Roman concept
of the fisc, which was received in Germany, was used there to serve as
the instrument of legal technique which made it possible to sue the
state. Consequently, and as a result of the traditional corporate estate
concept of the state, it also had to serve as a first' basis for a genuine
administrative justice far beyond the scope of private law disputes. The
concept of the fisc should have produced the concept of the state as an
institution already in Antiquity. However, this conceptual step was never
taken by the classical jurists because it would have been alien to the
existing categories of ancient private law. Not even the "Auflage:' as
it is understood in modem law, was developed so that it could have
served as a substitute. 138

Likewise the concept of endowment thus remained entirely alien to
Roman law. The only way avaibble was that of establishing a 'corpora~

tive fund, the actual use of which is demonstrated by inscriptions. The
true concept of endowment both in its substantive and technical ~ts
was almost everywhere developed under religious influences. The great
mass of endowments have been dedicated from times immemorial to the
cult of the dead or to works of religiously ~eritorious charity. The main
interest in the definition of the legal status of such endowments was
tllU~. found among those priests to whom the supervision of the endow
mUlts' activities was entrusted. Hence a "law of endowments" arose
only where the priesthood was sufficiently independent of the lay au-
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thority to develop a special body of sacred law. In Egyp~ for this reason,
endowments have existed from times immemorial.m Purely secular en
dowments, and particularly family endowments, however, were practi.
cally unknoWn everywhere, not only because of technical legal reasons
hu~ without doub~ also for political reasons, unless they used the form
of feoffment or similar founs and thus created a dependence of the privi
leged families on the prince. In the polis they were thus completely ab
sent., Achange occurred. for the first time in Byzantine law, where sacral
nonns were used as a technical means, after late Roman law had already
made the first limi~' steps in this direction by means of the fidei com+
missv.m. For reasons 'which we shall discuss later, in Byzantium the
aeation of perpetUal rents took the form of monastic foundations in
which the, management and rights to revenue, were reserved for the
family of the founder. The next phase in the development of this type
of endowment was the waltf of Islamic law, which has played there a
::ole of immense importance economically as well as in other respects.
!n the West, the sai~t was at firSt' treated, from the legaI·technica1 view·
/oint, as the oWner of the en<lowment fund.1$8 The concept of the seen·
l:lr endowme,nt of the Middle Ages began to develop once the canon law
had prepared it for ecclesiastical purposes.1U

-. 'l"he concept of the institution (Anstalt) was not fully developed in
the pUrely legal sense. until the period of modem theory. In substance it,
too, is of ecclesiastical origin, derived from late Roman ecclesiastical
law. The concept of institution was bOund to arise there in some manner
as soon as both the charismatic conception of the bearer of religious
authority and the purely voluntary organization of the CQngregation had
.6nally yidded 'to the official bureaucracy of the bishops and the latter
had begun to seek for a legal-technical legitimation for the exercise of
the ecclesiastical rights of property.

No concept of ecclesiastical institution at all had existed in Antiquity.
Ever since the secularization of the cult by the polis, the temple assets
were legaIIy regarded as its, the poUs', property. Ancient legal technique
aided the Christi~ chuJ'('h by means of its corporative concept; the -early
Middle Ages, in: so far as church funds were not reganied as the prop
erty of the private owner of the chuoch, resorted '" the idea of the
saint's being the owner and the church's officers his agents. ~. the
declaration of war on the private ownership of chUrches in the Investi
ture Conllict,'~ canOll law elaborated a peculiar ecclesiastical corpora
tion law, which, in consequence of the authoritarian and institutional
elements of Chuoch structure, had '" differ from the corporation law of
both voluntary associations and OOrporate status organizations.141 But
this very ecclesiaotical corporation law, in tum, markedly inQuenoed
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the development of the secular corporation concept of the Middle
Age>. It was the essentially technical needs of adminisISation in the
modem institutionalized state which led to the estah1isbment as separate--...

, jurinic persons of innumerable public enterprises such as schools. p0or
houses, stare banks, insurance funds, savings banks. ~.; having neither
members nor membership rights hut only· heteronomous and hetero
cephalous organs. they ~ld not be construed as corporations. and thus
there was developed for them the legal concept of the "institution."

The rational concept of the corporation in the more developed form
of Roman law was a product of the Imperial period, quite particularly
of the law of municipal cotpOrations.Ut Municipalities distinct from
the state appeared in large numbers only.after the Latin War, when
hitherto sovereign cities were received. into the community of Roman
citizens, without impairment, however.. of autonomy. In a definitive
way these relllqOns. were regulated by laws of the 6rst empero~. In
consequence of their mediatization the municipalities were deprived of
their status as political institutions; civitates privatorum loco habentur
["Cities are'deemed to be private persons"] was said already in the sec
ond century and Mitteis properly points out that the adjective commune
began at that time to replace publicum with reference to municipal
property.us Of their litigations, some were treated as administrative, e.g.,
the controversia tU territorio. and others as private; especially those aris
ing out of contracts, for which ordinary civil procedure was apparently
available. The typical form of the municipal officialdom spread over the
Empire; indeed, the titles of municipal magistrates appear also in the
private corpotlftions of the Imperial period. This is probably the origin
of the bureauCratization of the concept of the corporation according to
the pattern of the once political institution of the municipality, for
which the absolute separation of the municipal property from that of the
individuals was as self-evident as the maxim: quod unive:rsitati debetur
sjngulis non debetur ["That which is owed to the collective is not owed
to its memhers."-Ulpian in D. 3.4.7.1.}. At the same time, the estalr
lishment of voluntary associations in the Julian monarchy was condi~

tional upon a license, undoubtedly for political reasons. Whether at that
time the license conferred, as- it did in the later period. full, or only
partial. juristic personality, • doubtful. It ;, probable, although,not cer
tain, that the expression ""7'" colkgii habere refened 10 full legal
capacity. The term typbIly used in later theory was universitas.U4I H
it is correct, as Mittels plausibly asserts, that the internal relations of
private cmporations wete subject only to administrative cognition,Uf
it would well lit in with lhat~tizationof the corporations which
run, througb the entire law cl tho ""perlal period, ami it would at the
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same ti~ constitute one of those secularizing adaptations of the pre
viously prevailing situation which are characteristic of this entire de
velopment. In the Republican period the situation was obviously differ~

ent. While it is not certain -it is also not improbable that the Twelve
Tables, just like the laws of ~olon, recognized the autonomy of exist
ing corporations. A common purse was, as shown by later prohibitive
laws, a matter of course. On the other hand, there was no legal technical
possibility of a civil action. It is not even certain that it was available
in the Edict before the Imperial peIiod. There was no form of action
for disputes between members concerning membeIship rights. The rea
son apparently lay in the fact that the private corporations were at that
time subject in part to sacral law and in part to administrative law,
priestly or magisterial cognition; this fact, in tum, was related to the
status structure of the ancient polis, which tolerated slaves and metics in
the CQllegia [voluntary associationSJ but not in the political body of the
citizenry. I

Like the Hellenic phratries,us the voluntary organizations of the
earlier period, and most other pennanent associations of all legal systems
as far back as the totemic clans, the oldest knoWn Roman voluntary
associations were fraternities (soda1icia, sod4litates)141 and, ~ such, cult
communities. One -- brother could no more summon another brother into
court than he could summon anyone else to whom he was boti"nd by ties
of loyalty. Traces of this state of affairs are retained even in the law of
the Pandects, where criminal actions are prohibited between such breth
ren. In private law, these fraternal relations were Significant primarily in'
their negative consequences, i.e., as situations excluding actionability."u
For the same reasons, the guilds and trade associations, the existence of
which in early Republican Rome is definitely established, were consti
tuted as collegia cultorum.Hll Like the Chinese and medieval organiza
tions of the kind, they were fraternities under the protection of their spe
cial patron god, who was then acknowledged as legitimate in Rome by
the recognition of the collegium by the state; thus it was, for instance,
with Mercury and the collegium mercatorum, which tradition marks as
having been very old. tW The obligation of mutual aid in emergencies
and the cult meals, which are as characteristic of them as of the_ Gen
manic guilds or all other organizations based on fraternity, were later
transformed into rationally organized assistance and burial funds. Quite
a few of these collegia are known to have been organized during the
Empire as funds of this kind.1&1 They had nothing to do with the law of
the citizens. As long as the sacral organizati~m was more than a mere
fonn, it'; property was p~bably protected sacrally; disputes among mem
hers were _settled by arbitration and conflicts with outsiders ---probably
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by cognition of the magistrate. The magistrate's right of interference was
obvious as to those occupational organizations which were important,
for state liturgies (munera). This fact explains the easy transition to
the bureaucratization of the Imperial period. It is also probable that the
relationships of those agricultural organizations, the persistence of which
may only he surmised from our sources, remained outside of the regular
jury procedure. The ager compascuus was a rudimentary commons, and
the armtria, which are mentioned by the agricultural writers,m were the
residue of a statcXegulated hut nonetheless autonomous arbitration of
disputes among neighbors. Once the m'Unicipium had arisen as a type
that was to be increasingly influential for'the entire law of corporations,
the law applicab~ to those corporations which were still pennitted grew
increasingly uniform during the Imperial period. The remnants of the
rights of sodality membership, as far as one could nnd them at all,
disappeared; they remained possihle only outside the area of Roman
imperial law, e.g., in the craftsmen's phylae of Hellenistic small towns.US

lhe latter are not mentioned, it is true, in the Imperial Law. This omis
sion does not prove, however, that there had not existed certain forms
of organizations which it did not pretend to regulate. To draw such a
conclusion would be as unjustified as it would be to conclude from the
absence in the ancient ius civile of any regulation of emphyteusis or
other tenures that they actually did not exist in lands other than those
which made up the ager optima iure privatus and which were thus the
only ones to be listed in the census rolls.

Medieval continental law stood under the threefold influence of the
Germanic forms of sodality, the Canon Law, and Roman Law as re
ceived in legal practice. The Germanic fonns of sodality were redis
covered by Gierke and are described in all their richness and develop
ment in his magni6cent work, but we shall not deal with their details,
which belong into the context of agrarian history and the history of the
enterprise. In the present context a few remarks must suffice to expla~J]

, those formal principles o~ treatment with which we are exclusively con
cerned here. We find there a continuous series of structures ranging
from the simple relationships of joint hands to the purely political com
munity, and that meant in the Middle Ages, the municipality. From
the point of view of legal technology they all have in common the
capacities to sue and to be sued and to own property; the relationships
between the entity and. the individuals were worked out, however, in
the most manifold ways conceivable. The individual might be denied
any share in the common fund or he might be regarded as the private
owner of a share as his free property, transferable, perhaps, by some
form of C'Ommerdal paper, but representing a share in the total fund
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rather than in anyone of its particular assets; or, on the very contrary,
every member might be regarded as owner of a share in every particular
asset. To an ever varying extent the rights of the individuals might be
limited and determined as to their content by the community or, on the
contrary, disposition by the community might be limited by the rights
of the individuals. In varying ways, too, the community could externally
be represented and internaIIy managed by one of its officers or a particu
lilr member as such or, perhaps to a certain extent at least, by all mem
bers. Contributions might have to be made by the members in kind or
through personal services. Membership might be open or closed so that
it could be acquired only through a resolution of the members. The
administration approximated, in varying degrees, those fonns which were
found in the political organizations, often to such an extent that the co
ercive powers within the organization or toward outsiders were distinguish
able from the coercive power of the political organization only by the
nature of the coercive means or by its heteronomy as to the political

. organization. On the other hand, the coIIectivity was also treated as the
bearer of personal rights and obligations. Like any private person it
co¥1d have the right to a name, rights of status (Standesrechte), or the
monopoly of the exclusive use of certain inventions; it could be held
liable for certain unlawful acts, especially certain acts and omissions of
its agents. The latter situation was so far from being exceptional that
there were entire epochs, especially in England, when collective per
sonalities were regarded as the bearers of certain duties and in the event
of failure of perfonnance were regarded as the debtor of the fine im
posed by the king.m The collectiVities could assume almost every one
of the forms which we shall encounter in the course of our examina
tion of political organizations: e.g., direct administration or representa·
tive management in the name of the participants, resting on either
equality or inequality; with office holders selected by rotation or eJection;
or management could be a lord's right, possibly limited by norms or tra
dition but otherwise autocratic, pertaining either to a single individual
or to a firmly delimited group of ~rsons, and acquired through periodic
election or some other type of appointment or through inheritance or
through other acquisition as a transferable right, title to which could be
connected with that to some piece of property. The position of the
organs of the collectivity could tend toward constituting a prerogative
composed of clearly de6ned rights,i.e., a bundle of concrete hut strictly
limited privileges to exercise certain particular authoritative powers as
subjective rights; or it could be more like a governmental power limited
by objective norms but free within its scope in the choice of means, and
in that case the organization could' approximate either the type of the as--
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sociation or- that of the institution. As to its powers, management could
be strictly bound to t.he particular ends of the organization or it could
enjoy a greater or lesser freedom of choice. The latter factor was also
important for the degree of autonomy enjoyed by the organization as
sUch; it could he lacking entirely, and-the acquisition of rights and obli
gations could he regulated automatically according to fixed rules, as,
e.g., in the case of certain liturgical organizations in England; or the
organizatioIJ could possesi broad powers of autonomous enactment,
limited by elastic norms of a conventional, statutory or otherwise hetero
nomous character.

Which of these numerous alternatives was realized in any particular
instance was, and under a system of freedom of association still is, de
tennined by the concrete ends and, quite particularly, by the economic
means of the particular organization. The organization may be a pre
dominantly economic community. In that event the structure is essen
tially determined by economic factors, especially the exte.nt and the role
of "capital" and of its inner structure, on the one hand, and the basis
of credit and risk, on the other.

In an organization aiming at capitalistic pront, such as a business
corporation, a mining or a shipowners' company, or a company for
6nancing state needs or colonial enterprise, capital is' of predominant
signi6cancefor the efficiency of the whole, and the prospect of a share
in the pronts for the inter4Us of the members. Such an organization thus
requires that, at least as a general rule, membership be dosed and that
the purposes be fixed in a relatively stable way; also, that the member
ship rights be formally inviolable and transferable' upon death and, at
least usually, inter vivos: that the managemer,t be carried on bureau
cratically; that the members participate e:ther themselves cr through
proxies in an assembly that. is de iure organized democratically but in
fact plutocratically, and tha.t adopts its resdutions, after discussion, by
a vote proportionate to c2f'ital shares. The special aim of such organiza
tions, furthermore, does r'.~)r require pers,::n:! liablity of the members
externally, since it is irrelevant for the credit standing of the enterprise.
It can also be dispensed ~th internally, except, however, in the mining
company, in consequence of thtj pe:."Uliar structure of mining capital.168

All this IS different in the case of ;i, :::; :ganization aiming at self
sufficiency without the use of money; the more comprehensive its pur·
poses are, tlie JIlore i~' requires the preponderant authority of the coHee
tivity;.... the-abseMe' of fixed membership ·rights, and an approximation
~ ('()rnmitn~st· economy upon either a directly democratic or a patn·
an"nI basi.s; such as is found in the household community, the Gemein
dirschaft,'UG.a or a system of strict communal tillage (Feldgemeinschaft).
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As membership in the organization becomes increasingly closed ·and in- .
temally connected with fixed appropriation, as is the case in the village
and commons community, the membership rights will come more to
the foreground; whereas the land remaining under communal control
becomes part of the individually appropriated rights; it will be admin
istered by members in rotation, by hereditary bodies, or by lordly
authority. Finally, in voluntary organizations established for the com
munal supplementation of individual production or consumption, as,
for instance, in the modem cooperatives, membership is usually closed
since membership rights, although firmly appropriated and, like mem
bet'Ship duties, firmly delimited, are ordinarily not freely ,alienable;
although personal liability tends to become more significant for the
credit standing of the organization, it is usually limited, unless the risk
can be clearly determined, in which case it may be unlimited; adminis
tration is formally bureaucratic but in practice is conducted quite fre
quently by honoratiores."Sf Individual membership rights in the collec
tive fund increasingly lose their structurally determinative significance
the more the orglJ-nization comes to serve an inde6nite plurality of inter
ests and, particularly, of privileged persons, while the contribution of
capital becomes less signi6cant relative to periodical contributions or
payments by the interested parties for the services rendered by the
collectivity. Such a situation has arisen in the case of the purely eco
nomically o;riented insurance mutuals, but even more so, in the case of
institutions serving en<k of social security or charity.151 Where, finally,
the organization appears as an economic unit mer:.nt to serve primarily,
noneconomic ends, the guaranteed property rights of the members be
come insigni6cant and economic considerations lose their importance in
the determination of the structure of the organization.

Generally it appears, however, that the-development of the legal struc
ture of organizations has by no means been predominantly detennined
by economic factors. This fact is proved primarily by the sharp contrast
between medieval and also modern English developments, on the one
hand, and the Continental, especially the German, development on the
other. In English law the sodality, as defined by Gierke, did not exist
after the Norman invasion, and no concept of corporation of the Conti
nental type was developed until modern times. 158 Apart from rudimen
tary beginnings, there was no group autonomy in the sense and scope
in which it was taken for granted in medieval Germany, and there was
no normatively and generally regulated juristic personality of associa-
tions. Sodalities of the kind of Gierke's theory, have, as shown by Mait
land, and later by Hatschek.'ti9 found almost no pl<l.ce in Er glish legal
life, except in that form which Gierke designated (lS authorita:ian asso-
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clations {Herrschaftsverbiinde);18ll significantly, however, these latter
can be, and in England have been. subsumed under juristic categories
different from those formulated by Gierke. This absence in England of
the allegedly Germanic form of the law of organizations (Verbands
recht) occurs not only in spite of the non-reception of Roman law
but was caused, at least in part, by this very fact. The absence of the
Roman corporation concept facilitated the devdopment of a situation
in England in which, through the canon law, at first only ecclesiastical
institutions possessed effective corporate rights, while later on all Eng
lish organizations tended to be ascribed a similar character, The theory
of the "corporation sole;' i.e., the dignitas represented by the succession
of officers,'6' gave in English legal,doctrine the possibility of treating
state and communal administration as juristic persons in the same way
in which ecclesiastical authorities were treated in canon law. Until the
seventeenth century the king was regarded as a "corporation sole,"'62 and
if even today it is neither the state nor the exchequer (Fiskus) but the

, crown which is regarded as the bearer of all the rights and obligations
,of the political orgaz:tization,1U it is a consequence of the canon law
influence as well as of the earlier absence of the German corporation
concept as influenced by Roman law, which absence, in tum, was
brought about by the political structure of the estate corporative state
(Stiindestaat). In, modem times the English corporation, once it had
come to exist at all, essentially retained its character as an institution
rather than a voluntary association; it never, at any rate, became a
sodality of the German type. These facts make us suspect~that on the
Continent Roman law was less responsible for the decline of the medie
val law of sodalities than has frequently been believed. The medieval
organizations were, it is true, quite· alien to the law of Justinian. But
the Romanist jurists, by whom it was interpreted, were compelled to

accommodate the existing needs. Their theories had thus to use con
ceptual tools of frequently questionable character, but even so they were
hardly sufficient to undennine the existence of the medieval organiza
tions. At any rate, that the concept of the corporation came to take the
place of the vague German forms of thougnt was not entirely due to
their efforts, although they contributed a good deal. The real reasons
for the developments both in England on the one side and on the Con
tinent, specifically Gennany, on the other, were primarily political ones.
This statement applies to the Middle Ages as well as to the early mod
ern period. The essential difference was this: In England royal power
was strong and centralized and, under the Plantagenets and their suc
cessors, disposed of highly developed technical means of administration.
In Gennany, on the other hand, no political center was in existence.
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Another factor was constituted. by the continued effectiveness of certain
feudal notions in the English law of real property.

This extremely institutional and autocratic structure of the corpora
tion was, however, not the dnly relevant form in England. As substitute
for the Continental corporation, we find the technique of treating cer
tain persons or bearers of office as "trustees," Le., persons to whom certain
rights are entrusted for the benefit of either some certain bend1ciary or
of the-}'I'blic ~t .large. Since the end of the seventeenth century not
only the king but also certain municipal and parish officers have every
now and then been regarded as trustees. Indeed, wherever we are pres
ently using the concept of "special purpose fund" (Zwec1tvermOgen),t8'
English law resorts to trusteeship as the most adequate technical device.
The characteristic element in this institutional approach is that the
trustee not only may but must do what is in his jurisdiction; it is, thus,
a substitute for the concept of public office (Amtsbegriff). The origin
of the trust in this sense lay, just as in similar cases that of the Roman
fidei commissum, primarily in the need to circumvent certain prohibitory
Jaws, especially the laws of mortmain and certain other limitations im
posed by the legal system.1U A second cause was the absence in the
earlier Middle Ages of any concept of corporation. When English law
did finally develop such a concept, the trust continued to apply to those
institutions which could not be construed as corponttions; but a similar
institutional trend has continued persistently to play an important role
in the entire English law of corporations.

It was the last mentioned situation which accounts for the fact that
the structure of the village community (Markgenossenschaft) was much
more authoritarian in English than in German law and that the land
lord was usually regarded as the owner of the commons, while the
peasants were looked upon as mere grantees of iura in re aliena ["rights
in another person's land (or chattel)"]. In view of this consistently held
theory their right of access to the king's courts was of little use. The final
result was the recognition of the fee simple as the fundamental form of
English real property in a far more extreme form than that in which
the ager optimo iure privatus of Roman law ref. sec. iv, n. 64] ever
prevailed in practice. Undivided communities of heirs and·all the other
forms which were derived from it in German law were excluded already
through the feudal principle-of primogeniture. The principle of tracing
all land titles ultimately to a royal grant necessarily resulted in the view

-- that the dispositive powers of all organizations were but special titles of
cernin persons and their legal successors which could be ac,!uired only
by way of privilege. Maitland's studies1u have shown that, as a result of
the purely automatic distribution 6£ rights and duties to each individual
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in accordance with his share, which was derived from the old hide sys
tem arid tramferred to all similar organizations, English practice had
little need to de.aI ;,s an independent legal subject ',lith the totality of
the individuals p:Hticiparing in a ccmmunity. The sitll.~tion was inten
sified beeau~e the state was in part feudal and in part specifically
stii.ndisch. It w<!s brought about first by the laws of mortm3in which
prohibited, in the interests of the king and the nobilll}', all-alienation
of land to the "dead hand" including the municipalities. ld1 Exemptions
from this prohibition cxn.Ud he obtainedorly through special privilege,
and in fact, the city privileges of the fifteenth century which, beginning
with the privilege of Kingston of 1439, granted corporation rights with
positive content to the cities in question, were striven for by the cities
as the very means of t\Scape from these prohibitions. But the law of cor·
porations thus remained.. a laYI of privileges and subject to the general
influences of a legal-de~opment peculiar to a society of estates. From
the king and Parliament downward all authority was regarded as a coni

,plex of specific privileges and prerogatives. Whoever claimed to exercise
a right acquired otherwise than through private contract had to derive
it legally from a valid grant and could thus have it only within ce$in
definitely established limits. Positive proof of grant could be dispensed
with only in the case of immemorial custom. Even after the emergence
of the concept of the corporation there persisted into modem times the
doctrine, in an its rigor, according to which every organization, if it
were to transcend in its legal actions the range of the privileges explicitly
granted to it, would be acting -ultra vires, hence be guilty of an abuse of
privilege and thus subject to dissolution as it was actually exercised. on
a large scale by the Tudors and Stuarts.'68

The results were that neither a public nor a private corporation could
be established. in any way other than th~t of special grant; that no such
grant would be given except for a limited. purpose and upon grounds of
public utility, and that all corporations were political, or politically
authorized, limited purpose corporations, which were to remain under
constant control and supervision. In the last analysis, the origin of this
legal situation can be traced to the liturgical character of the Norman
administration. The king assured himself of the contributions needed
for the government and the administration of justice by forming com
pulsory organizations with collective duties similar to those of the
Chinese, the Hellenistic, the late Roman, the Russian, or other legal
systems. A comm-unaltie e~ted exclusively as an organization with
liturgical duties toward the royal administration, and it had its rights
only by virtue of royal grant or indulgence. Otherwise all such com
munities legally remained bodies non caporale, even into modem times.
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In consequence of the rigorous patrimonial central administration
this integration of all associations in the state was at its maximum at
the beginning of English legal history and had to undergo a gradual
weakening from then. In Continental legal history, on the other hand,
it was the bureaucratic princely state of modem times which broke the
bonds cif the traditi00al corporative ••utonomy; subjected to its own
supe~sjon the municipalides, guilds, village eommunities, churches,
dubs, and other associations of all kinds; issued patents; regulated and
controlled them; canceled ali rights which were not officiallv granted in
the patents; and thus for the first time introduced into actual practice
the theory of the "legists,"'69 whu r,ad n.~;ntained that no organizational
structure could have juristic personaiity or any rights of its own except
by virtue of a grant by the princeps. IT(j •

Within those territories where it had lasting effects the French Revo
lution destroyed not only every formation of c...porations but also every
type of voluntary association 'which could not be expressly licensed for
narrowly defined special ends, as well as aU a~sociational autonomy in
general. This destruction was motivated. primarily by those political
reasons which are characteristIC of every radical democracy, but some
part'was also played by doctrinaire conceptions of natural l~w as well
as considerations of bourgeois·economic orientation which in their doc·
trinairism also tended towards ruthlessness. The Code exludes the very
concept of juristic person by si!Jlply saying nothing about it. The trend
was reversed, however, by the economic needs of capitalism and, for
the noncapitalistic classes, the needs of the market economy on the one
hand, the agitational needs of the political parties on the other, and,
finally, the growing substantive differentiation of the cultural aspirations
in connection with the perwnal differentiation of cultural interests
among individuals.ll1

Such a sharp break with the past was never experienced in the Eng
lish corporation law. English legal theory began in the sixteenth century
to elaborate. at first for the cities, the concept of "organ" and of "acting
as an organ" as legally distinct from the private sphere, alld in doing
so it used. the concept of the body politic, i.e., the Roman concept of
corpuS,l'12 It brought the guilds into the .domain of corporation types,
conferred upon the municipalities the possibility of procedural and
contractual autonomy, provided they had a seal, and gave the licensed
corporations a limited autonomy hy allowing them to have their own by
laws on the basis of the majority principle rather than unanimity. In
the seventeenth century it came to deny the delictual capaCity of corpo
rations but, until the eighteenth century, corporations were treated in
matt~rs of property merely as trustees for the individual membe~, whose
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claims against the corporation were enforced only in'equity. It was not
until the end of the eighteenth century that English law pennitted, and
even then only reluctantly, the termination of a stockholder's liability
for the debts of the' corporation after he had transferred his shares, and
even then the law still excepted the case of the company's insolvency.
Blackstone at last was the first to make the real distinction between
corporate and private assets, referring to Roman law in doing so.

The gradually increasing influence of the needs of capitalistic enter
prisers played an important role in this developme.i1t. The great Com
panies of the mercantilist Tudor and Stuart periods were legally still
state institutions, as was also the Bank of England. In The medieval
requirements of the use of the seal for every insRument to be iS,Hed
by the corporation, the treatment of the shares of stock as real prop<:rty
whenever some part of the corporate assets consisted of land, and the
limitation of corporate purposes to public tasks or tasks of public uttlity
were completely impracticable for business corPorations and had thes
to be dropped in .the course of the eighteenth century. But it was only
in the nineteenth century that limited liability was generally introduced
for business corporations and that a system of general normative regu
lation was established for all joint-stock companies, together with certain
special nonns for friendly and benevolent societies, learned societies,
insurance companies, savings banks, and, finally, labor unions. In all
these cases the norms are by and large similar to tft'e corresponding
norms of the Continent.m The old forms, however, were not entirely
discarded. Even today the appointment of trustees is still· required for
the appearance in court for a whole range of recognized voluntary asso
ciations, for instance a friendly society,m while for an unincorporated
voluntary association (dub) a unanimously granted power of attorney
is necessary for every legal transaction.' 16 The doctrine of ultra vires
is still alive, and an individual charter is still required for every corpora
tion which cannot be fitted in with anyone of the statutory patterns.

.In practice, however, the situation is not much differentlirom that which
has existed in Germany ever since the Civil Code took effect.

Not only this brief comparative sketch but every glan~e at the great
legal systems shows that none of the great variations in legal" develop
ment can be explained by the all too frequently invoked slogan of the
individualistic character of the Roman law as contrasted with the social
character of Germanic lawyr

The great wealth of forms of Gennan medieval sodalities was con
ditioned by quite particular, predominantly political, factors, and it
was and still is unique. Russian and Oriental law, including Hindu
law, have recognized liturgical collective liability and the corresponQing
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collective rights of the compulsory organizations, especially of village
communities, but also of craftsmen.118 They also have, although not
everywhere, the solidary liability of the family community and quite fre
quently of family1ike work fraternities like the Rus~ian artel. But
they never found a place for such a richly differentiated law of
sodalities as that of the medieval Occident or for the rational concept
of the corporation as it was produced in the confluence of Roman and
medieval law. The Islamic law of endowII)ents was, as we have seen,
prefigured by the ancient Oriental, particuliuly Egyptian, and above all
Byzantine, legal developments, but it contained no genns of a theory
of corporations. Finally, Chinese law shows in a typical way the
concomitance of the authority of patrimonial princes and the mainte
nance of the family and jdnship groups in their significance as guaran
tors of the individual's social status. A conception of the state as inde
pendent of the private person of the emperor did not exist any more
than a law of private corporations or voluntary associations, apart from
the politically motivated police prohibitions against all organizations
which would be neither familial, fiscal, nor specially licensed. Munici
palities were recognized in official law only as organizations for carrying
the family liability for taxes and charges. On the basis of the ~nship

group membership, they still exercise the strongest conceivable authority
over their members, organize common institutions of all sorts of eco
nomic activity, and manifest a degree of cohesion towards outsiders
with which the officials of the imperial authority had to re.-.::kon as with
the strongest local authority. These phenomena, which are no more
recognized in the legal concepts of official Chinese law than they were
elsewhere, have often enough impeded its effectiveness. For no clearly
defined content could be acquired by an autonomy which expressed
itself externally in blood feuds of kinship groups and towns but was
never recognized by the official law. The situation of the private organi
zations other than the kinship groups and families, especially of the
highly developed mutual loan and burial societies and the occupational
organizations, corresponds in part to the situation of the Roman imperial
period and in part to that of Russian law of the nineteenth century.
Despite that, the concept of juristic pen;onality in the sense of the law
of Antiquity is completely absent and the liturgical function has dis-
appeared, if it ever existed at all, which is by no means certain. The
capitalistic property communities (VeT1tUigensgemeinschaften) have come
to be emancipated from formal dependence on the household just as
they did in medieval southern Europe, but in spite of the de facto use
of such institutions as the finn name, they never reached the point of
beco!Ding definite legal types as they did in Europe in the thirteenth
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century.-eollective liability, corresponding to the general state of the
law of obligations, took as its origin the delictual liability of the kinship
groups, which still persists in fragmentary fonn. But contractual liability,
which is still a purely personal liability, has not assumed the form of
solidarity but is limited to the duty of group members to bring forward
an absconding fellow member; in 3H other respects co-debtors are liable
only pro rata rather than solidarily. Only fiscal law recognized the soli
dary liability of the family and its property, while collective property
did not legally exist for private associations any more than it did in
Roman Antiquity. Like the ancient companies of publicans, the modern
Chinese business associations are legally treated as consortia or as sociitis
en commandite with personally liable directors. Just as in Antiquity and
in the Orient, this underdeveloped state of the Chinese law of private
associations and business organizations was caused by the continuing
significance of the kinship group, within which all economic association
is taking place, also by the obstruction of autonomous corporations by
political patrimonialism, and nnally by the general reluctance to invest

, capital in anything other than fiscal enterprises and trade.
The different course of medieval Occidental development was caused

primarily by the fact that here patrimonialism was of a corporate status
rather than a patriarchal character, which, in tum, was caused essen
tially by political and, particularly, military and fiscal reasons. In addi
tion there was the development and maintenance of the form of ad
ministration of justice associated with the folk community. Wherever
it was lacking as, for example, in India ever since the rise to predominance
of the Brahmins, the actual variety of corporate and ~ality forms of
associations was never accompanied by a correspondingly rich legal
development. The long and persistent absence of rational and strong
central authorities, as it constantly recurred after temporary intervals,
did indeed produce an autonomy of mercantile, occupational, and agri
cultural communities, which is explicitly recognized by the, law. But
no legal development of the German type arose therefrom. The practical
consequence of the folk community type of the administration of justice
was that pressure came to be exercised upon the lord, both the political
and the landlord, to render judgment or pronounce customals not in
person or through friends but through members of the popular assembly
or at least under their decisive influence, lest they be regarded as not
really binding. No such determination could be made without the par
ticipation of the groups affected by the particular body of law. Copy
holders, serfs, and retainers (Dienstmannen) had to be called in when
ever the rights and obligations arising from their economic and personal
dependence relations were involved; and vassals or townsmen, whenever
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rights and obligations concerning their political and contractual de
pendence were in issue.UP This situation derived o~ginally from the
military character of the public court community, but with the decay
of the central authority it was taken over by all organizations with
granted or usurped. administrations of justice. It is clear that this system
constituted the strongest possible guaranty of both autonomous law
making and corporate or sodaIian organization. The origin of this guar
anty and of that tk facto autonomy of the groups of legally affected
parties in the formation of their own laws, which was necessary to make
possible the development of the Occidental law of corporations and so
dalities as wen as of the specifically capitalistic fonus of association, was
cpnditioned by essentially political and technical administrative con
siderations. Quite generally the lord was preoccupied with~ military ac
tivities and he hardly had at his disposal a rational administrative
apparatus which would have been dependent on him and which he
could have used to supervise his subordinates; thus he had to depend on
their good will and on their coOperation in meeting his claims and thus
had to meet the traditional or usurped counterclaims of his dependents
against him. The typification and appropriation of the rights of these
dependent strata as sodality rights had their source in this situation.
The guaranty of the associational norms was increased through a cus~

tom which stemmed from the form of lawfinding by the popular assem
bly, namely, that of periodically ascertaining the prevailing law of the
consociation by oral testimony and recording it in customals, combined
with the tendency of the dependents at propitious moments to ask the
lord for the confirmation of this law as their privilege.tall Such occur-.
rences within seigneurial, political and economic organizations nat~

urally increased the probability of maintaining corporate autonomy also
for the free and voluntary associations. No such situation could prevail
in England, because the royal courts of the strong patrimonial power
suppressed the old administration of justice by the popular assemblies
of the counties, municipalities, etc. Hence the devdopment of a law of
sodalities was inhibited; customals and privileges of autonomy were·rare,
and those few which existed lacked the peculiar character of their Con
tinental counterparts. In Germany, too, soclaIian autonomy, and with
it, the law ?f the soo.alities, declined rapidly as soon as the political and
seigneurial authorities had become able to create the administrative ap
paratus that allowed them to dispense with the folk type of administra~

lion of justice.1Sl

It was, of course, no accident that this development coincided with
the intrusion of Romanist traits into the system of government, -but
Roman law as such did not play the decisive role. In England the rise
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of a law of-sodalities was prevented by devices of ~rmanist legal tech
nique. Besides, those associations which could not be fitted into the
categories of the corporation sole or the trust or the patented forms of
organization were regarded as purely contractual relations of their mem·
bers, with the statutes being accorded validity only in the sense of a
contractual offer to be accepted by joining membership. Such a view
closely corresponds to a construction of the Romanist type. The political
structure of the lawmaking organi74ions and the peculiar characteristics
of the professional bearers of the legal structure, whom we shall discuss
later [infrn, sec. iv], were the decisive factors.

7. Freedom and Coercion

The development of legally regulated relationships toward con
tractual association and of the law itself toward freedom of contract,
especially toward a system of free disposition within stipulated forms of
transaction, is usually regarded as signifying a decrease of constraint
and an increase of individual freedom. It is clear from what we have
been sayin~, in how relative a sense this opinion is fonnally correct. The
possibility of entering with others into contractual relations the content
of which is entirely determined by individual agreement, and likewise
the possibility of making use in accordance with one's desires of an in
creasingly large number of type fonns tendered available by the law
for purposes of consociation in the widest sense of the word, has been
immensely extended in modem law, at least in the spheres of exchange
of goods and of personal work and services. However.. the extent to
which this trend has brought about an actual increase of thl;! individual's'
freedom to shape the conditions of his own life Or the extent to which,
on the contrary, life has become more stereotyped in spite, or, perhaps,
just because of this trend, cannot be determined simply by studying the

,development of formal legal institutions. The great variety of permitted
contractual schemata and the formal empowerment to set the content
of contracts in accordance with one's desires aild independently of all
official form patterns, in and of itself by no means makes sure that these
fonnal possibilities win in fact be available to all and everyone. Such
availability is prevented above all by the differences in the distribution
of property as guaranteed. by law. The formal right of a worker to enter
into any contract whatsoever with any employer whatsoever does not in
practice represent ror the employment seeker even the slightest freedom
in the determination of his own conditions of work, and it does not
guarantee him any inRuence on this process. It rather means, at least
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primarily, that the more powerful party in the market, Le., normally the
employer, has the possibility to set the terms, to offer the job "take it or
leave it," and, given the ncrmally more pressing economic need of the
worker, to impose his terms upon him. The result of contractual freedom,
then, is in the first place the opening of the opportunity to use, by the
clever utilization of property ownership in th~ market, these resources
without legal restraints as a means for the ach:evement of power over
others. The parties interested in ~{-;r in the :/Eket thus Gre :lIso in
terested in such a legal order. Their interest i:.; Sf'i:~'ro particularly by the
est<lblishment of "legal empowem)e'~~ rule~;." ;-:.i" type of r..:!cs does
no more than create the framework fur .,<.1;<: ::;~ ,.;cmeats which, '..illder
conditions of formal freedom, Re' ofFcJ,:n:· :~,Lhk to aIL A'..:.tually.
however, they are accessibl(' nn!", ,/~ the C"",'"\'.;j'~ of property and thus
in effect support their vert ilutN::'P"::;' ";,(; 1" JV })Ositions.

It is necess2tv to emDhasiz,~ stror,gl" this ~sF':~(~t of the state of aff;jirs
in ord~r not to fall into< the. widdy (:',;rrent error that that type of "de·
centralization of the lawm2king f',~vcess"-,-a quite suitable phrase of
Andreas Voigt'sm-which is embodb~ in this modern form of the
schematically delimited autonomy of. the parties' legal transactions is
identical with a decrease of the degree of coercion exercised within a
legal communi~y 3S compared with other communities-for instance, one
organized aJons "socialist" lines. The increasing significance of freedom
of contract cmd, -P>1rticllJarly, of ~ni"lbling laws which leave everything
to "free" agreement, imrlie,,; .'"\ rdatine reduction of that kind of coercion
which results from tlw tb';'<:, ~,f n~:lfJdatory and prohibitc:r}' norms.
Formally it renresents, of (:·.:'l'·,f., 2. dcnease of coercion. But it IS also'
ohvious'how ddvant3g:>c,-;S ':,i." :;,ate of affairs is to those who are ceo-"
nomic::Jlly in the po~iti::TI ~c "laL:~ use of the empowerments. The e'xact
extent to which the total ::,mount of 'lfreedom" within a given legal
community is actually incrf"ased depends entirely upon the concrete
economic order and especially upon the property distribution. In no
case can it be simply deduced from the content of the law. Enabling
laws of the sort discussed h~re would certainly playa slight role in a
"socialist" community; JikeT.'v'ise, ~he positions from which coercion is
exercised, the type of coercion, and those against whom it is directed,
will also be different from what tbey are in a private economy. In the
latter, coercion is exercised to a considerable extent by the private owners
of the means of production and acquisition, to whom the law guamntees
their property and whose pewer can thus manifest itself in the competi
tiv~ struggle of the market. In this type of coercion the statement "co
actus voluit"'S' applies with peculiar force just because of the careful
av6idance of the use of ai.i.~T.,.:;::ifarhr. form". In the labor market, it is
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left tG the "free" discretion of th.,. 1'''(;-', t.o accerA t~.; conditions im-. .
posed by those who are economically stronger by ":rt,ilC (,f tL~ legal
guaranty of their property. In a socialist commur.ity, Jireu'ldnd3tory
and prohibitory decrees of a central economic control <iu:hority, in
·whi.chever way it may be conceived, would playa much greater role
.than such ordinations are playing tuday. In the event of disobedience,
observance will be produced by means of some sort of "cuercion" but not
through struggle in the market. Which system would possess more real
coercion and which one more real personal freedom cannot be decided,
however, by the mere analysis of the actually existing or conceivahle
formal legal system. So far sociology can only perceive the qualitative
differences among the various types of coercion and tht:ir incidence
among the participants in the legal community.

A (democratically) socialist order (in the sense current in present
day ideologies) rejects coercion not only in the form in which it i~

exercised in the market through the possession of private property, but
also the direct coercion exercised on the basis of purely personal claims
to authority. It would recognize only the validity of agreed abstract
laws, regardless of whether they are called by this name. Formally, the
market community does not recognize direct coercion un the basis of
personal authOrity. It produces in its ste~d a special-kind of coercive
situation which, as a general principle, applies without any discrimina
tion to workers, enterprisers, producers and consumers, viz., in the im"
persona! form of <he inevitil;bility of adaptation to the pundy economic
"laws" c·f the :narku. Thf s8Pctions consist in the !oss or decrea~e of
economic pmvcr 2nd, under certain ('onJitilj;:'s, in tl,,-~ WT" Io"s of on~'s

economic existence. The pri;'dte cn[(:rplj'i~ :.;);~tem t.:,;r>fr:.;ms into (.;1
. f '" b k .", I' l'Jeets 0 la or mar.et transaction., even UJVSt F,,:r';'ll.l dilt! ;,LoL:c-,'-

tarian-hicrarchical relations which actually t'xi"t in th,~ cdpit:llistlC enter
prise. While the authoritarian relationships art~ thus drained ct all
normal sentimental content, ;lUthoritarian ("()tlstmint ~lot adr ccnt;nues
but, at least under certain circumstances, e\'en increa~es. The mere com
prehensive the realm of structures whose existence depends in a specific
way on "discipline"-that of capit::dist commercial establishments-the
more relentlessly can auth;Qtitarianconstraint be exercised within them, and
the smaller will be the circle of those in whose hands the power to use
this type of constraint is concentrated and who also hold the power to

have such authority guaranteed to them by the legal order. A legal order
which contains ever so few mandatory and prohibitory norms and ever
so many "freedoms" and "empowennents" can nonetheless in its practical
effects facilitate a quantitative and gualitative increase not only of coercion
in general but guite specifically of authoiitilrian coercion.
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NOTES

[Ch. VlII

1. See sec. i:J(a). As to the distinction between claim norms and regIe-
menrations, cE. ]ELLINllX, SYSTJl¥, esp. 63-76 (Reflexrecht und subjelui'ves
Recht); W. JELLINEK, VsaWALTUNGSlUlCHT (1948) ],00, 305. The validity oE
the distinction is denied by UBAND. STAATSRECHT (J91I) It 331; Ill. 207. A
synthesis is tried by H. KaLSEN, REINE RBlO:HT8LEHRB (1934) 39; THEORY 77.
78, 84- The inHuence on Weber of Georg JelIinek, his Heidelberg colleague and
personal Friend, was considerable, not only in matters of detail but in giving sup
port to Weber's sociological approach to law in general. It was applied by }ellinek
especially in his ALLGBM:5INB STAATSLEHlI.Il, 3rd ed. 1914.

2. For a typical presentation of this trichotomy see ENNBCCBRUS 56; 1

AUSTIN, L:IlCTUlUls ON JUlUSPRUDENCB (1885) 39. 92, 684, 710 et seq. As to
the third kind of right the text is not entirely clear, What is' meant is not the'
situation in which A can allow B to engage in certain conduct but, as the fo"·
mg sentences show, the situation in which A can engage in certain conduct with·
out being subject to legally justilied int~rference ?,y one, Ot more, or all, others.

3". Weber is using the tenn Freiheitsrecht (' privilege") in the sense in which
it had been developed by G. JBLLINBK in SYSTBM 89. It mi~ht be noted that
Jellinek's and Weber's use of the tenns "claim" and "privilege' resembles HOO·
feld's tenninology; cE. HOHPBLD, FUNDAMENTAL LEGAL (',QNCEPTlONS (t923).

4, Weber is thinking here of the contract to devise or bequeath. In American
law such a contract binds the promisor to make a certain will which; in tum, cre
ates the right of the devisee or legatee. In German law the "contra,'t of inherit
a~ce:' if properly concluded, is as such the basi,: {or the beneficiary's right upon
the death of the promisorj it does not thus need to be implemented 'by a will. See
German Civil Code, Sees. 2278-23°2.

;. See Austrian Civil Code, Sec. 1249.
6. Cf, McMurray, Succession, Laws of, 14 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 435, 440;

Nussbaum, Liberty of Testation (1937) 23 A.B.A.). 183; RHEINSTBIN, DECE
DENTS' ESTATB:S 403, 406.

7. Cf.in{ra,sec.ii:4:2-3·
8. All this iscuttent German theory of administrative law. Cf. especially W.

JIlLLINEX, 352 et seq. and further literature there cited; A. LoTz. GIlSCHiCHTJl
DJ!S DEUTSCHBN BIlAMTENTUMS (1914); W. SOMBART, BEAMTBNSCHAPT UND
WIRTSCRAPT (1927); F. WINTERS, ABmss DER GBSCHICHTE DBS BBAMTBN
TUMS (1929); 1.ABAND, DAS STAATSRBCHT DES DEUTSCHEN" RIlICHBS (19II)
433 et seq.

9. The matter discussed in Lon. op. cit. 28 (Be4mte a1s Hofbeamte)j LA·
.. BAND, 0,. cit~ 433·
,:; 10. O. GIEll.ltS, 91; same author, GJ!NOSSBNSCHAPT8RBCHT I, S'3Sj CARLYLE,

HJSTORY o}t MBDIEVAL POLJT1C.AL THBORY (1903), vol iii, part J; SPANGBN
BERG, VOM LEHENS8TAAT ZUM STANDBSTAAT (I9I2); Luschin v. Ebengreuth,
Die Anfiinge deT L.t:mdstiinck (1897) 78 HIST. Z. 427.

JJ. The leges barbarorum were those "codifications" of the CU$toInary laws
which were undertakeu"by the Gennanic peoples after their conquest of the west~

em parts of the Rom]! Empire, as, for example, the Lex Salica of the Salk
Franks or the Lex Visigothorum of the Visigothic conqueIOIS of Spain; cf. AMmA
JS, 16; Jenks, Development of Teutonic Law (J907) J SELECTED ESSAYS IN
ANCLo-AMERICAN LEGAL HISTORY 3S; HUEBNER 2.

J2. Cf. LEWIS H. MORGAN, LEAGUE OF THE IROQUOJS (1922); same author,
ANCIIlNT SOCIIlTY (1878) 399. 446.
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13. On men's houses, see Lowm, PlUNlTIVll SocIBn (1925; !97, 299. 306,
315. 368; H. SCHORTZ, ALTERSltLASSEN UNO MANNI!RBU!'"'D'g (J90:'); W.
ScHMIDT nnd W KOPPERS, GBSELLSCIlAFT UNO WmTSCHAPT DEll. VOUElI.
(I924) 22+ CE. also infra, ch. IX:1-.

14. This view of the origin of procedural law was also maintained by MAINE,
at 385. The opposite view that the law of procedure originated in the power of
rulers to command their subjects to submit to arbitration has been advanced espe
cially by F. OPPBNHBIMl3R, THE STArn (1914) 78-81, and L. GUMPLOWIC'Z,
OUTLINES OF SOCIOLOQY (1899),179; cf. SEAGLE 62. It is an oversimplification
to say that all procedural law had its origirj either in voluntary or in commanded
submission, for many other factors must have been involved. \iVhere the disputes
between primitive kinship groups were mediated or arbitrated, some additional
circumstance must have occurred to change voluntary submission into compul
soty submission to adjudication. It is, therefore, perhaps more correct to say that
different rules of procedure had different origins; that this was so in Roman law
has been argued by so careful a scholar as WENGER (at 1I); but see, for another
differentiating view, EHRuCH J37 et seq. As to the controversy in general, see
THURNWALD 145 et seq.; DIAMOND, tt. XXX, xxxi.

15. One example for many: The 1925 edition had ''lord mayor" instead of
Lord Chancellor, which :resulted in a lengthy footnote in the English edition on
the, Mayor's Court. (R)-With respect to the Roman praetor Weber seems to be
thinking primarily of the litis contestatio of the formulary procedure. Through
the threat of property sequestration (missio in bona) the praetor" could compel
the parties to agree upon the formula proposed by him or worked out, with his
coOperation, before him. Once the formula has been settled "the praetor gives the
document to the plaintiff... And now follows the formal contract between the
parties: the one who has now come out ... as actor hands the document to the
aefendant, who accepts it." WENGER 139. As to the numerous controversies con
cerning the litis contestatio and its character as a compulsory contract, see WEN
GER 17, 139. Other compulsory contracts may be found in those various cases in
which the praetor could compel one party to promise to give security to the other
(cautiones; stipulationes in iure); d. WENGER 102.

16. See THURNWALD 51; R. SCHROOn 66; BRUNNIlR I, 132. SCHMIDT lIND
KOPPERS, op. cit. (in val1ter und Kulturen) III, 167, 234; MAINIl, EARLY LAw
69 et seq.

17. On the oath, see THURNWALD 176; WENGER I25, 336; POLLOCK AND
MAITLAND I, 39; II, 600; DIAMOND 52, III, 336--339, 350-390.

18. SCHMIDT UND KOPPBRS, op. cit. I, 497; I WESTBll.MARCK, HISTORY OP
HUMAN MARIUAGE (1925) 233.

19. See M. EBBRT, RUL-LEXIKON DBR VORGESCHJCHTB (1926) VI, sub tit.
. ''Kauf,'' 246--248; VIII, sub tit. "Markt," 34. .

20. In Roman law, at least with respect to the sale of res mancipi by way of
mancipatic (see infra, n. 22) the original source of the seller's obligation arising
in the case of a defect of title or quality is predominantly said to have con
sisted in a wrong committed by him (see E. RABEL, DIE HAFTUNG DES VER
IA,UPERS WBGBN MANGELS IN RECHT [1902] 8/9). Jhering, whose opinion seems
to have influenced Weber, believed that the wrong consisted in a furtum ("theft")
which would be committed by the seller when he accepted the buyer's money as
the price for goods which did not belong to him (GBIST DES ROMISCHEN RBCHTS,
I, 157; III; Part i, 138). It is more probable, however, that the seller's wrong
consisted in his failure to come to the buyer's defense when the latter's right to
quiet possession and enjoyment was questioned by a third party's claim ot $Ope-
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i"iQr title. A dnty of dIe seller to defend the Luyer against such attacks has been
found to have exbred in the archaic stages of Grcek, Germanic, Slavic, and num
erous od,er laws; ct. RABBL, loco cit. 6; DAUlSTB. op. cit. 166, 184, 202, 232,
26.f; but compare now H. Coing, Die clausuia Joli im klassischen Recht (I951)
F:aSTSCHlUPT FlU'rz SCHULZ 97.

21. CQartdl money: all types of money which i~ either stamped or coined, in
contrast with the natural means of exchange or pay/nent.

22. In transactions per aes lOt !ibram (''by c<lpper and scales") the money was
weighed for the recipient in the presence of five witnesses and a weigher (libri
pem); certain ritual words had to be spoken. This institution was principally
used in the mancipatio, by which title to goods was transferred, i.e., goods which
were the mainstay of a Roman farm household (land, slaves, and cattle), the
so-called res mancipi (supra n. 20). Title to other goods could be transferred, at
least in ,classical times, in the less formal way of simple traditio. Transaction pet
aes et libtam was also used in connection with the nexum, the archaic way of
creating "3 debt for a loan, and also for purposes of adoption, malting wills, and
marriage. See infra n. 2.4. CE. BUCKLAND 2.36; )OLOWICZ, 151. As Weber states,
the transactions per aes et libTam were, or better seem to have been, one of the
two principal methods by which legally binding transactions could be made in
the arehaic stage of Roman law. The other method was the in iure cessio, which,
similar to the common law nne, seems essentially to have been a mock trial
before the magistrate intended to result in an authoritative authentication of the
fact that a grantor had yielded his tide to his grantee.

2.3. The r92.5, and still the 1956, edition read "ZwangskontTAAt," which in
English was rendered "coercing contract." However, tbis tumed out to be a sim
ple misreading of "Zweckkontrakt." The error obscured several passages in the
old translation. (R).

"Z4. Coemptio and confarreatio are usually stated as the two forms of marriage
of early Roman law. The latter was an elaborate religious ceremony; which seems
t(1 have been impractical for anyone but the members of the patrician aristocracy.
Coemptio was a transaction per aes et lihram which seems (0 have been essential
not so much for Ihe creation of the marriage relation as such as for the acquisition
by tht: husband of the old-style marital power (manus) over his wife. In later
republican times both kinds of formality became obsolete. The marriage was re
garded as vaiidly concluded by the infonnal consent of the parries, usually evi
denced by the celebration of the bride's entry into the groom's house (in domum
deductio). In the old-st~lle coemptio the head of the household to which the bride
belonged seems to have transferred for a nominal price his power over her to the
groom. In so far as coemptio was at all used in classical times, the manC'ipatio
with the groom seems to have been perfonneJ by the bride herself. O. 1 BoN
FANTE, CORSO DI DIRITTO ROMANO (1925) 39 et seq.; Kunkel, 14 PAULy-WIS
SOWA, REALENZYKLOPADIE DER KLASSISCHEN ALTERTuMswrssENSCHAF'I' 2.2.59; F,
SCHULZ, CLASSICAL ROMAN LAw (1951) t03; CORBETT, ROMAN LAW OF MAR
IUAGE (1930); [or further literature, see JORS AND KUNKEL 2.7r et seq., 416.

2.5. The term obligation is more commonly used in the civil law than in the
common law jurisdictions. In civil law terminology obligation (Lat. obligatio)
means personal duty of any kind, such as duty to pay money, to deliver goods, to
convey a piece of land, to render services, to refrain from engaging in certain
conduct, etc. The obligation can arise out of a contract (ex contractu), out'of a
tort (ex delicta), or directly out of a command of the legal order (ex lege); sub
divisions of the latter category are the obligations quasi ex contractu and quasi ex
delicto.
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2-6. Wergilt (wngeld)--expiatory payment for wrong. especially as Sxed by

tradition. The word is Germanic, but the institution seems to have been almost
universal. Weber follows here the

f
theory primarily expressed by AMIll, NORD

GHRMANISCHES OsLlGATIONENlUtCHT (1882-).
2-7. The rei vindicatio was the action for the specific recovery of a chattel or a

piece of land. It was brought against the possessor by the person who claimed to
be the legal owner. It has been described by Gaius (iv, 16, 17) as follows:
[trans!. by L Mears (1882), 5 I 8]:
"§ 16: If if was a real action in respect of movables or moving lhings, which
could be brought or led into ('ourt, they were claimed before the praetor thus:
The claimant. holding a staff, took hold of the thing, for example, a slave, and
spoke as follows: 'I say this slave is mine, according to the law of th'. quirites. by
the title which I have shown. T'lUS, upon him 1 place my lance,' at the same
time pJacin.g the staff on the slave. His adversary then said and did tile same, and
when both had thus laid claim to the slave, the praetor said: 'Both claimants quit
hold of the sla\·e.' 1Jpon this, they both let go. The first claimant then Said: 'I
demand of you the ~rollnd of your claim.' The other replied: 'I declared my
right when 1 placed n'\' lance '~pon him.' Then the first daimant said: 'Since you
claim hi!n in defiance of right. I challenge you to stake five hundred pounds of
copper upon the issue of a trial.' His adversary replied hy a similar challenge. but
if t,b.e subject matter of the suit was of less value than one thousand pounds of
copper, then they named fifty pounds of copPer as the sum reciprocally staked.
Then the same proceedings were gone through as in a personal action, after
which the praetor temporarily assigned to one of the parties the subje<:t matter of
the suit, that is, appointed one of them to he interim possessor and ordered him to
give security to his opponent for the subject maner of the suit ane the interim
possession, that is, for the thing in dispute, and the produce, whilst the praetor
himself took security from both parties in respect of the penal sum for costs as
that would be forfeited to the pu',}!ic treasury. A staff was used, as it were. in
the place of the spear, which was the symbol of lawful ownership; since that was
especially looked uport a$ a man'_~ own property which had been tah'n from the
enemy, and for this reason a sreaI is placed before the centumviral tribunal,
"§ J 7: If the thing was of such a nature that it could not be conveniently hrought
or led into court, as for example, if it were a column, or a ship, Dr a herd of cattle
of any sort, some part of it only was taken, and the claim was made inrespeet of
that part as if the whole were before the court,. . Similarly, when the dispute
was about a piece of land, or a building, or an inheritance, some part was taken
a.nd brought into court. and the claim was made in respect of this porrion. as if
in the presence of the whole. , ."

WENGER, p. J27, adds the following observation: ''That i1> a symbolic re-'
minder of the manual struggie for the thing, of self-help, before the state estab
lished the order of peace. This last is represented by the PISeHlr: cum uterque
vindicas5et, praetor dicebllt: Mittite IlmbO hominem ('since both of you claimed
[him], leave both the man'). That is still clearer in the symbolic fibht for a
fundus (tract of -land) from which the parries bring a clod, in order to enact
with it the afotemcntioned reciprocal vindicatio-proceeding before the Praetor,"
As to the Greek dndikasia (o,dm,.../,,). see 2 BONNEE AND SMITH 79, 101, 163,
260, 265; LEIST 490. See also mpra. sec. i, notes 27 and 28.

.28. Markgemeinschaft or, more frequently Marltgenossensc1ul.ft is the com
munity of those who are entitled to share in the use of the commons,' especially
the common pasture and woodland. On the various forms of a&l-arian communities,
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see Weber, EcoNOMIC H1STOl!.Y (trsl. F. Knight, 19~7) 3; cf, POLLOCK AND

MAITLAND I, 560.
29· Hcredi.t4ris petitio: action for the recovery of the total estate of a decedent,

brought hy the person claiming heirship against one who is alleged to have no
right to the estate.

30. Sternberg, Der Geist des chinesischen Vermagensrechts (19IJ) 26 Z.F.
VOL. RW. 142/3; d. ALABASTER 317.

31. On this institution of "si~ dharma" see MAINB, INsTrruTIONS 38 e~

seq.; 297-305; E. S. HARTLAND, P1uMrnvJl LAw (1924) 186. A similar custom
is reported foI ancient Iri.~b law by MAINE, op. cit. 280, 296, 303: If the debtor
was of chieftain grade, the creditor had "to fast upon him," i.e., to go to his IeSi
dence and wait a certain time without food.

32. A. Kocourek and }. Wigmore, Sources of Ancient and Primitive Law
(1915) in 1 EVOLUTION 011 LAw ,,:tB, on Fanti Customary Law; MAINB, mSTI-'

TUTIONS IB7, on Irish law.
33. The nexIlm seems to have been the money loan contract which was for

mally created -per aes et libTam, i.e., by weighing the copper amount in the pres
ence of ttve wimesses and a weigher (libripens); see supra, n. 22. It had disap
peared in historical times, and the references in the sources are so fragmentary
that its origin and nature are still obscure. The theory accepted by Weber is that
of Mitteis (25 S,Av. Z. ROM. 2.82), who believed that the nexum was a transac
tion by which the debtor symbolically sold bPnself to· the creditor. This theory
hn, however. been attacked from various quarters. The extensive literature is
listed at JORS AND KUNXEL 219; to this should be added Koschaker, Eheschliess
ung una Kauf nach alten Rechten [1951], ABCHIV ORIENTALNY 2.10, 288; and v.
Liihtow, Zum Nexumproblem (1950) 67 SAV. z. ROM. In. Sripulatio was the
contract which was bindingly concluded by the exchange of certain ritualistic
words. Upon the creditor's question: SestertWs mille dare spondesne ("do you
promise to pay 1,000 sestertiiY' the debtor would answer, "spondeo" ("I prom
ise"). Later it became permissible to use other tenns instead of the words
"spmuksne7 spt:J1Uho," especially, "promittisne7 promitto:' or "d4bisne? dabo::
Whether, as Weber believes, such a promise or stipulation could only relate to
the payment of money, is controversial. The literature is listed at }QlI.S AND
KtINU?'. 97. See also ibid. 218.

338. "Aus rOmischem und bii.rgcrlidum Recht" (FEllTSCHR. P. BBCKER) 109
et seq. Mitteis' theory of the origin of the sripulatio has been doubted by Segre,
108 ABCHIVIo GIU1UOJCO 179; Luzzatto, Per una ipotesi suUe origini e Ia natuTa
delle Qbbligazioni romane, 8 FOND. CASTELLI 2.53; and Weiss, P,AULy-WISSOWA,

RBALBN%YXLOP.\J)IIl DER ltLASS. ALTERTUMSWISSllNSCHAPT, 2.. RBIHE, III,2540;
JOBS AND KUNKEL 96. These authors declare the origin of the stipuIatio has
as yet not been. cleared up.

34. Weber is thinking here of the in ius VOC4tiO, by which an action was
initiated in archaic: Roman law and which is described by WENGBR. 96. as fol
lows: "In ius'llOClario. In the Twelve Tables it is placed at the head of the whole
statute, and it is handed down to us in its crude archaic primitiveness: I. (I) Si
in iu.s 11OC4t, ito. Ni it, antestamino: igUur em capito. (2) Si calvitur petkmve
stTuit, manum endo iacito. (3) Si morbus aevita:sve virium escit, iumentum dato.
Si nolet, tlre8ram ne stemito [translation by }: WIGMORE, SOtIJl.CBS 01' ANCIENT

AND PluMrnvB l..Aw (1915). vol. I. of EVOLUTION OF LAw, by Kocourek and
Wigmore, po 465J. "If [a man] calI [another] to law. 1u shall go. If he go t1Qt,
they s1uJl 'WitneSs it; then he shall be seiud. If he flu or evade, lay hands 011 him
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as he goes. If illness or age hinder, an ~team shall be ghren him. but not a
CO"lJneJ. carriage, if he does not wish."

"In these provisions, probably handed down with later additions, appear al·
ready fundamental legal principles, special regulations which we today would
leave to an enforcing ordinance. Further, such enforcing ordinances were indeed
issued by the Praetor in great numbers.-The defendant may not personally offer
resistance to the in ius 'VooariO, but it is possible for him to find an appropriate
\'index, who frees him from the bands of the plaintiff who is applying foree, and
guarantees-in some manner no longer surely recognizable-the appearance of
the defendant in court. If no appropriate vindex is found, then the defendant is,
according to the Twelve Tables, dragged by force before the judicial magistrate.
The calling of witnesses by the plaintiff means for the defendant at least a certain
guaranty against the unlawful use of force."

3S. As to Roman law, Weber obviously has in mind the archaic legis /iCtw
per pignoris c:apUmem, which seems not to have been generally available, bow
ever, but only for certain claims of sacred law and public law, especially taxes, cf.
WENGBR 228. In the Germanic law distress seems to have been more generally
available. As to both Roman and Germanic law, Weber seems to follow the ex~

position of MAINE, INSTlTUTIONs 257 et seq.
36. The famous passage is related by Cellius XX, 48 (Brons, Fontes juris

IO,mani antiqui; Tab. II. 6) to have read as follows: "Tertiis nundinis parris !le

canto. Si plus minusve sectierint, se mude esto." ("After sixty days [60 days after
the seizure of the defaulting debtor by one of his several creditors} let them cut
parts. If they cut more or less, it shall be without prejudice.") The ttanslation of
the archaic Latin is not too certain and the meaning of the passage has been con·
troversial. Weber follows the opinion which regards the passage as permitting the
creditors bodily to cut the debtor in pieces. Ja;eph Kohler has used the same in
terpretation in his famous essay On Shylock's claim to his debtor's "pound of '
B.esh," in which he sees a survival of a once general idea into a rime when it came
to clash with changed moral ideas. (SHAXIlSPEAlUI VOR OBM FORUM DER JURIS

PRUDBNZ [2nd ed. r919J 50.) An entirely different view has been expressed by
Max Radin ("Secare l'artls: The Early Roman Law of Execution against a Deb
tor" [1922] 43 AMBR. J. 01' PHILOSOPHY 32), who applies the secare to the
piecemeal alienation of the debtor's property. For further references to the exren
sive literature, see WIlNGBR, § 21, n. 8.

37. The German text is as follows: "oder del Glaubiger setzre sich in das
Haus des Schuldners, und dieser musste ihn bewirten (Binleger)."-There exists
a German word ''Einleger,'' but none of its meanings fits the passage of the text • .

.(ste 2 PRBUSS1SCHE Ax.AnEMm DBR W1SSENSCRAFTBN, DEUTSCHE!; P.ilCIITS

WORTERBUCH [1934] 1422). Probably there "has occurred an error of transc1ip-
tion or typography, and the word meant is Einlager. However, this term refe1S
to the exactly opposite method of <k'ht collectioo, viz., the exertion of pressUre
upon the debtor by exacting that he or his surety live away from home at some
agreed place until the debt is paid (see the references in 2 DBUTSCHBS

RECHTSWORTllRBUCH 1414). Ordinarily the duty to submit to such "quartering"
had, in Gennan law, to be assumed by special agreement (HUEBNER 48'10).
Von Schwerin (op. cit.) describes the institution as follows: "Hostageship h8s
survived tenninologically in the institution of Binlager (gisewhaft, ob&glum)
which was taken over (sc. in Germany) from FIance in the 12.th century. It
was.common, especially among knights; usually it was undertaken by contract,
but there were also cases where it was provided by stature. It was a kind ot
captivity into which the surety surrendered himself by riding up to an inn and
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remammg there together with a &xed number of retainers until the debt was
paid, The institution was abolished by imperial legislation in the 16th century,
but in certain regions, for instance, of Switzerland, it survived into the modem
age."

The only instance of a situation in which, in the territory of German law,
the creditor would have submitted to "quartering" is referred to in the following
statement of R. His (Gelobter und gebotener Friede im deutschen Mittelalter
[1912] 33 SAY. Z. GERM••69): "To prevent an abuse of force, of the two
parties, the Dutch and West-Frisian cities of the 15th century ordered both
litiganlS--the creditor and the debtor-to submit themselves to 'quartering.''' Fat
further references see M. Rintelen, Schuldhaft und Einlager im Vollstreckungs
verfahren des alt-niederliindischen und siichsischen Rochtes (1908); 1 AMUIA,
or· cit. (1882) 362, 392 et seq.

While no reference could thus he found which would indicate a connection'
of the German Einlager with the mode of exacting a debt by the creditor's
installing himself in the house of a debtor, the latter custom has, indeed, 0c

curred as indicated by a remark of Kohler's about China (KOHLER AND

WENGER 143).
38. Traditionally, a lex Poetelia, dated at 326 B.C., is cited as an important

milepost of this development. It is reported to have prohibited the chaining and
,jlling of the debtor and to have compelled the creditor to accept the debtor's
willingnesr. to work off the debt. The reports, which are all by historians who
wrote centuries later (Livy, Dionysius, Cicero, etc.), are suspect as to the dttails
of the development but probably accurate in so far as they represent the transi
tion nom liability of the person to liability of the property as an aspect of the

-struggle between patricians and plebeians. As to literature on the problem, see
WENGER, § 2I. n. 10.

39. In the United States imprisonment for debt was generally abolished in
the nineteenth century, when its prohibition was expressly stated in numerouS
state constitutions. It has nevertheless survived in the fonn of punishment for
contempt of court for nonobedience of equity decrees. liS well as, in (;ertain states.
judgments ror damages rendered at law upon a verdict whiCh finds the debtor
guilty of malice or of reckless or wanton negligence. For obligations to pay family
support the threat of imprisonment in alimony row still constitutes one of the
principal guaranties of enforcemer,t.

In Germany, by Bundesgesetz of 29 May 1868, as in probably all conntries
of Western and Central Europe (e.g., Bundesverfassung der Schweizerischen
Eidgenossenschaft of 29 May I874, Art" 59). imprisonment for debt has been
radically and completely abolished by nineteenth-et:ntury legislation. Public
opinion would not tolerate it even as a means of enforcement of duties of family
support. Theoreticany, hut hardly ever used, imprisonment is still possible as a
means to induce a person to comply with certain judgments ordering him to do,
or to refrain from doing, an act other than that of the payment of money. See
German Code oE Civil Procedure, § § 888, 890; d. A. ScHONXll. ZWANGSVOLL·

.STRBCKUJfCSRllOHT (1948)168-r89' On the abolition of imprisonmenr for
money debt, see HEDEMANN. I; L. ROSSNBElI.G, LIlHRBUCH DBS DIlUTSCHEN
ZIVILPR02BSSRECHTS (1949) 806-807.

40. Vadiatio (Wadiation}-Cennanic transaction establishing suretyship: a
~ staff is handed by the debtor to the creditor, who hands it on to the surety, ask

ing him ttl assume the suretyship for the debtor's debt. There exists a voluminous
literature which is particularly concerned with the symbolism of the transaction.
According to AMIRA (Die Wadiation, SlTZtTNGSBBRlCHTB DBR BAYERISCIUlN
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AxADBMIli "DBa WI88SNSCHAFTBN, PHILOs.-PHILOL. KLASSE [J91 l)), the staff
constitutes an instance of the magically spelled messenger's staff, which is found
to playa considerable role in the symbolism of the Germanic laws; see AMIRA,
DEa STAB IN DEa GBaMANISCHBN RECHTSSYMBOLlK (1909)' For a different
view about the vadiatio see O. GIERKE, SCHULD UND HAFTUNG (1910); see also
HUEBNER 497.

41. Text in square brackets supplied by the translator. The interpolation
seems to be the one called for by the context.

42. Cf. supra, sec. i'5.
43. As to the effects of this feature in the common law, where it remained

inBuential into the very present, see STREBT, THE FOUNDATIONS OE' LEGAL
Lu.BlLITY (1916) II, 75; 111; 11.9; RHBINSTBIN, STRUKTUJ\ 55 et seq. 61.

44. Tab. VI.t: "Cum nexum facit mancipiumque, uti lingua nuncupassit,
ita ius esto."-''\Vhen he makes a nexum and a nwncipium, as the tongue has
spoken, so it shall be the Jaw." For attempts to explain this passage and the
numerous controversies around it, see. JORS AND KUNKEL 90 et seq.;' BUCKLAND
426; }OLOWICZ 139, 145-150, 164; for a new and apparently well-founded
theury, see K08CHAKBR, 01" cit. S10Ipra n. 33, at 210, 288.

45. Of the extensive literature, see .especially MAITLAND, FORMS, 2 POLLOCK
AND MAITLAND 196, 214, 220, 348; HOLDSWORTH, I, 456; II, 379, 440, 442;
Ill, 281, 323, 455, 457, 422, 430 et seq.
, 46. Weber is apparently following here the famous description given of the
development by MITTEIS, I, 315 et seq., who finds <r.le of the principal sources
of what later came to be regarded as liability for breach of contract in the idea
that a man who fails to live up to certain duties which he has assumed is not act
ing '1ike a gentleman," that he is guilty of dolus, and if so found officially, has .
incurred forfeiture of civil ,rights (infamia). For discussions of this theory, see
SOllM 4;:3; R. SOHM AND L. MITTBIS, !NSTITUTIONEN (1949) 190, 460 ("in-
famia"); }ORS AND KUNKEL 170, 222. .

47· Viz., by A. Leist in GRUNDRISS DEli. SOZIALOKONOMIK. IV Abt. "Spezi
fische Elernente der modemen kapitalistischen Wirtschaft." I. Teil (1925), p. ~7,

Sot. Die. mo~ Privatrechtsordnung und deT Kapitalismus (ed. by Hans Nip
perdey).

48. In a general sense continental legal theory distinguishes between two
types of representation or (broldly) agency, i.e., between .(j) direct representa
tion where the agent makes a contract or creates an obligation expressly in the
name and on behalf of his principal, and (ij) indirect representation, in which
the principal is neither mentioned nor disclosed. In the technical sense only the
former is called agency. Roman law had, apart from mandatum, no term of art
for "agency" in the technical sense. Indeed, according to Paulus, DIG. 45, I, 126,
2, "per liberam personam obligationem nullam adquirere possumus"-the making
of contracts through free persons (or agents) is impossible. Gaius is to the same
effect: 1.2, 95. But in practice Boman law diverged from this negative .position
by creating exceptions which the Roman lawyers handled in their customary
subtle manner. See WBNGER, D1II STELLVERTRBTUNG 1M RBCHTE DBR PAPYRI .
(1906), esp. pp. 157-166 and p. 219 for the selling of a slave through an agent;
d. also SOuM, § 45 "Representation"; BUCKLAND 276 et seq., 529. In Greek law,
on the other hand, direct representation was well mown not only because of the
role which the slaves played in commerce but also because the concept of agency
was used in the tutela and in other institutior.s; see WENGER 166--172; BlOAU·
CHllT, HlSTOIRB DU ORon' PJUri: Ds LA RBpUBLIQUE AmNIBNNB (1897).

49. As to Roman law, see SOHM, § 87; BUCKLAND 5~8, 550; }6RS AND
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KUNUL 205. In practice the effect of substituting a new creditor for an old one
could be achieved by means of novation: by agreement with the debtor the old
obligation toward the original creditor was extinguished, and a new one with a
new creditor was substituted for it.

As to Germanic Law, see HUEBNER, §§ 78, 79.
As to the slow development of assignment in the Common Law, see 2

WILLISTON ON CoNTRACTS I I 64 ef seq. and literature cited there.
50. By the Lex Anastasiana of A.D. 506 an assignee who bad purchased the

assignor's claim could recover from the debtor no more than the purchase price
which he, the assignee, had paid the assignor; as to the surplus, the debt was
discharged. Under a law of A.D. 422, which was restated in Codex 2, 13, 2, a
creditor was prohibited to assign his claim to a socially more powerful (porentior)
person. Cf. Mitteis, ObeT den A~45d'uck "potentiores" in den Digesten,
2 MELANGES Gm...RD- (191 r). On the role which the fear of maintenance and
champerty played in the reluctance of the Common Law to recognize the assign
ability of chases in action, see WILLISTON, op. cit.

51. L. GoLDSCHMIDT 80,82, 387, 390; see also his VEl\MISCIn'B SCHRIFTEN
(1901) II, 172; KOHLER AND PEISllR, HAMMURABI'S GllSETZ (1904) III, 237;
compare this with the doubts in 'GoLDSCHMIDT, loco cit. 167, as well as those of
Koschaker, 9 ENcyc. Soc. SCI. 21 I, 217/8.

5'2. The contractus liteTalis (Roman law) was the contractual obligation Cre
ated Or, more probably, re-created, by the ledger entry by a banker or some such
person; cf. BUCKLAND 459; see also Goldschmidt, Inhaber-, Order- und execu
torisdu Urkunden im Classischen Altertum (1889) 10 SAY. z. ROM. 373, at 393.
Many problems are as yet unsolved; cr. the literature listed by JaRS AND KUNKEL
188, .po.

53. For the insistence of the state upon registration of tide to land see
Zachariae v. Lingenthal, Zur Geschichte des rOmischen GNtuleigenthums
(1888), 9 SAY. Z. ROM. 263 et seq., 270 et seq.; H. LllWALD, BllITRAGE ZUR

KsNNTNIS DBS ROMISCII-4cYPTlSCHEN GntP'lDBUCHWESIlNS IN ROMllICHER ZIllT

(1909). See the review of these last two books by Mitteis (1909), 30 SAY. z.
ROM. 457; see also MJTTEIS, REICHSRECHT 465, 480, 493, 514-517, 532.

54. On the origin of the notary and his role in later Antiquity, see MI'ITBIS,
RIlICHSJU!,CHT 5'2, 95, 171; DRUFFIlL, PAPYROLOGISCHE STUDIEN ZUM BYVoNTI
NlSCHEN URXUNDBNWESEN(1915); STEINWIlNTER, BBITRAGIl ZUM OPPBNT
LICHEN URKUNDENWESEN DER ROMER (1915).

55· GoU)8CHMJDT 39°._
56. Festulta (Frankish)-"stalf.H See supra n. 38:On the Babyloniat'. bukannu

see KOHLER AND WENOER 60.
57. See Brunner, Carta und" Notitia, Commentationes philologae in honown

Theodori. Mommseni (1877) 570, 577, repro I Abh. 458, 469.
58. GoLDSCHMIDT lSI; BRUNNBR,loc. cit. 458, 466 et seq.
59. POLLOCK AND M.uTt.AND n, 2.2.3 et seq.; on the seal see the articles by

Hazeltine, Pollock, and Crane in Ass. 01' AMaR. LAw ScaooLS, SEL. READINO'
ON THE LAw Oll CoNr:rtACTtJ (I93I) I, 10, 5"98.

60. GoLDS-CJlMIXl'T 97, 99; n. 14a, 390.
61. The distinction between ius dispositiwm-"perinissive rulesH-and ius

cogens-"mandatory rules," i.e., rules which cannot be contracted out by the
parties, is common in civilian legal theory. Ius mspesinwm (stopgap law) will be
applied when the parties have failed to provide for a contingency which has
arisen and fO"~' which they should have provided and probably would have pr0

vided had they ever thought of it. It is thus constituted by those ~es of law
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which apply only where they have not been "contracted out" by the parties. A
large number of the rules of the law of contracts and of the law of wills are of
Nch character. The provisions, for instance, of the law of sales concerning the
seller's "implied" warranty for defects of quality apply only where the parties
have not made their own provisions for the case; in the law of wills the rures on
lapse or abatement of legacies apply only where the testator has failed to provide
for the contingency by dispositions-of his own.

Since the time of the Roman jurists it has been characteristic for the Civil
Law that elaborate rules of stopgap have been established for the various types of
contract of daily life, Nch as sale, donation, lease, contract for services, surety
ship, partnership, mandate, etc. All the mod~ Codes thus contain chapters re
spectively dealing with these various types of contract, giving for each those rules
of stopgap law which apply in default of. different arrangement by the parties,
As the statutory rules correspond to the intentions of typical parties, few terms of
a contract need to be spelled OUt expressly. Contractuaf instruments can thus be
shorter and simpler than in this country where COntTaetual terms are not so
easily assumed to be "implied."

62, Supra, n. 50.
63: Following the model of the Code of Justinian (c. 8. lB. 12) a legal

mortgage is given to the wife in the assets of the husband by the French Civil
Code (art. 2ur) and numerous other codes patterned upon it, e.g., those of

, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Mexico, Brazil, and Quebec. It is meant to protect those
claims for damages which may arise for the wife against the husband, especially
out of the management by him of the community fund and certain assets of the
wife. The mortgage arises automatically upon the marriage, without need of re
cordation, and with ,Priority OVeI certain others of the husband's creditors. CE.
2 PLAN10L, TRAITE JlLEMl.!NTAIRE DJl DROIT CIVIL (3M ed. J949) I237 et. seq.;
T. Rohl£.ng, Hypothek, 4 RBCHTSVERCLB1CHIlNDSS HANOWORTIORBUCH (1933)
274·

64. The ordinary lease (locatiQ conductio rei) of Roman law was a personal
contract. Hence, if the lessor sold the land, the lessee had no right of continued
use as against the purchaser but only a claim for damages against his lessor. In
contrast, emphytheusis was the special kind of inheritable lease of land which
gave the lessee a property interest in the land which he could enforce against
everybody. It originated in Greece and, in the fourth century, became fused in a
practical and modem manner, with the ager vectigaJis, i.e., the Roman long-term
lease (ius perpetuum) in public lands. Cf. KOHLER AND WJlNGER 228; BUCK
LAND 275; WSBJlR, AGRAR9BSCH1CH'l"Jl J70 et seq.; MrrrB1S, ZUR GEscmCHTJl
DBR ERBPACHT 1M ALTBRTUM (1901).

65. Perpetual rents were a cOmmon institution of medieval law. While canon
law prohibited the lending of money upon interest, it did not prevent a person
having capital to invest from "purchasing" a perpetual rent, secured by the possi
bility of leyying execution upon a piece of. mostly urban, land in the case of
nonpayment, and subject to termipation upon repayment of the capital to .,the
purchaser. Other perpetual rent charges came into being when ancient feudal and
manorial claims to services or deliveries in kind were transformed into money
rents. In France all these ancient charges were sWept away by the Revolution of
1789. In Germany and the other countries of central and western Europe they
were made S"".lbject to speedy amortization in the course of tae so-called ''liberation
of the soil" C''Bodenbefreiuhg,'' see infra n. 87), which had been one of the
principal postulates of Liberalism as it had become dominant in the nineteenth
century. (Cf. HBDllMANN tI, part ii, 9, 27_) The law of real property was re-
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organized in a way which excluded the creation of new perpetual rents. To a
strictly circumscribed and narrowly limited extent their creation was pe:rmitted
again for certain special purposes by the German Civil Code of 1896 (§§ 1105

J 112, I 199'""I20~) and a few special statutes of later date (see M. WOLPF, SACH~

IlNRI!CHT, 8th ed. 1929, 3°7).
66. On the freedom of sexual contract in Ptolemaic-Roman Egypt, see J.

NITZOLD, DIE EBB IN i'iGYPTEN ZUR PTOLEMAISCH-ROMISCHBN ZaIT (1903).
67. Roman institutions of this kind were aTTogatio (transaction to establish

paternal power over an adult man not previously subject to the paternal power of
any other pfUeTjamilias), adaptio (transaction to transfer parental power over a
filiusfamilias by one paterfamilWs to another), and emancipatio (remission of a
person from parental power). Similar institutions were common in Antiquity; d.
Robert H. Lowie, Adoption, in I ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 459, 463 (literature). On
Cennanic laws, see HUEBNER 660; L. Talheim, Adoption in I PAULY-WISSOWA
396.

68. Cf. supra n. 51.
69. As to these "special funds" see HUEBNE:;!, nlI.
70. Weber's principal sources for the following presentation of the role ot

contract in sex relationships seem to have neen J. Kohler, Zur Urgeschichte tier
Ehe (1897), 12 ZP. VGL. Rw. 186; W. WUNDT, VOLKBRPSYCHOLOGUl (1917),
vol. vii; and, above all, the book by his wife, MARIANNE WEBER, EHEFRAU UND
MUTTER IN OBit RECHTSENTWrCKLUNG (1907). The bibliography in WEBBR'S
WIR'l'SCHAPTSCESCHICHTE (1923) 42, n. I, does not list WESTBRMARCK'S HIS
TORY Oll HUMAN MARRIAGE, 3 vols. (5th ed. 1921). The more recent literature
is listed in the bibliography following Robert H. Lowie's article on Marriage in
10 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 146, 154, to which should he added C C. ZIMMERMAN,
FAMILY AND CIVILJ7.ATION (1944); ROBERT BRlPPAULT, THE MOTHBRS (1927);
W. GooDSELL. HISTORY OF MARRIAGil AND THil FAMILY (1934); and P. Ko
schaker, Die Eheformen der Indogermanen, I I Z.P. AUSL. U. INTl!RNAT. PRIVAT
RBCHT (1937), Sonderheft 121.

71. The questiOn of whether wife purchase has really been the "normal fonn
of marriage" in primitive or archaic civilizations cannot be regarded as delinitely'
settled. The results of the most recent research have been summarized by Ko
schaker (loc. cU. ARcHlv ORIBNTA.LNY 210, 211) as follows: "Many ancient laws
know a duality of marriage forms. It has long been known to have existed in
Roman Law .::nd more recently it has been found to have existed also in several
other laws. One of these forms is characterized by the fact that no price is paid
for. the bride. This kind of marriage for which no special formalities are pre
s.:ribed, is based in the last resort upon the consent of the spouses. On the other
hallo, how:;ver, the husband does not acquire marital power ovcr the wife, and
the children succeed to the mother to whose family they belong.... The normal
form, however, is that kind of marriage in which the husband pays a 'bride price'
and acquires marital power over ber. The 6rst-named type of marriage is the
exception which occurs only in certain special type-situations, as, for instance,
marriage between the abductor and the woman abdUcted by him, or the marriage
with the woman who is the sole heir of her ancestor and through whom the husband
enters the wife's family; in other words, situations in which, for one reason or
another, the marriage with marital power is not suited for the particular purpose.
An ekCeptional position is occupied by mature Roman law where marriage with
out marital power appears as the normal type. That in earlier times the situation
may have been dilterent and that in Rome the marriage without marital power
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was to serve similar functions as in other laws, is possible, but impossibl~ to prove
from the fragmentary source I)l3terial. . . .

"[As to marriage by purchase] we nnd in the literature an almost hopeless
confusion. I could mention scholan of several nations of whom everyone main
tains that marriage by putcbase may certainly have existed among other peoples,
but that it is absolutely impossible as to his own nation that it should ever have
been so barbaric as to purchase women like merchandise."

Cf. also the recent articles by R. Kostler, Die Raub- u. Kaufehe bei den Ger
manen (1943), 63 SAY. z. GUM. 61.; The Raub- u. Kaufehe hei den Hellenen
(1944),64 SAv. Z RoM. 1,00; Die Raub- u. Kaufehe bei den R6mern (1947),
65 SAY. Z. ROM. 43.

71,. As to Hindu fonns of marriage, see JOLLY, OSER DIE RBCHTLlCHE STEL

LUNG DEll. FRAUEN EBI DEN ALTEN INDBRN (1876); also, by the same author,
RECHT UND Sl'I'TB (I896, cransl. by G. Losh, 1928) 49. As to Roman marriage
forms, see supra n. 24. The statement by Jolly (RECHT U1'o"O SITTB 5 I) and
Westennarck (op. cit. 404) notwithstanding, it cannot be regarded as proved that
marriage by purchase was the speciocally plebeian form of marriage; cf. supra n.
71; also I HOWARD, HISTORY OF MATRIMONIAL INSTITUTIONS (1904) cc. 4 and
6, esp. p. 264.

73. Service marriage; see WBSTBRMAll,CK, 01" cit. 491.
74. On trial and companionate marriage in Hellenistic Egypt, see MITTEI5,

REICHSRECHT 223.
75. On prostitution see, in addition [Q the literature stated supra, n. 70,

WEBER, GENERAL ECONOMIC HISTORY C. 4 § 2, and May's article q.v. in 12
ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 553, with literature cited there.

76. Hetaera (Greek): girl companion, ranging from the common harlot to the
geisha-like woman companion of reonement and education, often contrasted with
the commonly low status of the legitimately married wife. The hetaerae gave the
Creek men that intellectual stimulus which they did not ond in the family. Greek
life would have been unthinkable without thto"l. Conta<.:i with them was not re
garded as sociaJJy disreputable (LAMER, W6,ITEPbUCH !lER /lNTIKE [3rd ed.
1950) q.v., where one can also ond a list of hisl,)\"jcally famous hetaerae, such as
Aspasia, the companion of Pericles); see alsc H. LICHT, LIEBE UND EHE IN

GRIECHENLAND (1933). Bayuiere-Hindu Jali":;ilg girl.
77. CE. BUCKLAND 128 et. seq.; ]ORS AI\").) .KUNKEL :<.82 an(1 literature cited

there and p. 417.
78. Under the Prussian C_J~ of 1794'
79. On divorce in Rome, see 1 FRIEDLANDER UND WISS0WA, SITTENGE

SCHICHTE RoMS C9thed. 1919) 283.
80. See JOLOWICZ, 125 et seq., Z48 et seq.; BUCKLAND 324; for fwther litera·

ture, see JORS AND KUNKEL 3°7, 327, 419, 42.1.
81. Cf. BUNTANO, EnBRBCHT31..'Lr--IK r 18(9) 198 et seq.; RHEINSTEIN,

DECEDENTS' ESTATES I I et seq. and lireratur<: ",jed there and at p. 412. Signio
cantly, freedom of testation has now been limited in favor of needy dependents
even in England by the Inheritance (Family Pro,>bj.::m) Act, 1~38, I & 2 GEO.
6c.45·

82. Letters of Napoleon to his brother Joseph, King of Napl~, dated 8 March
and 5 June 1806, 12 Comu!Sl'ONDENCB DIl NAPOLBON 1"' 167, 432; RUBiN
STEIN, DECBDBNTS' ESTATBS 17, n. 30.

83. On the following, see the literature cited in WIlnEn'!'; V!IRTSCHAFTS·
<lBSCHICHTE 85, n. I: CAIRNES, THE SLAVB PowEn (1862); E. VON HALLE,
BAUMWOLLPRODUKTION UNO PFLANZUNGSWIRTSCHAFT IN DEN NORDAMEJUKAN-
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ISCHBN SUDSTAATEN (2 vak 1897. 1906); H. J. NIBBOIlR, SLAVERY AS AN IN
DUSTIlIAL SYn'!>M (1900); B. DU BOIs, TBB SUPl'J\E8S1ON OJ! THE AFRICAN

SLAVE TRADE (1904); G. KNAPP, Dul LumAltBBIT2R IN KNBCHTSCHAl'T UN»
Funmrr (2nd ed. 1909); see also the articles in 14 EReTe. Soc. SCI. 73 and
literature cited there at p. 90.

84. MEXIA IN TIll! Un'ER PART OF T:RB 19TH CJ>NTURY (1888; transl.
1931), p. 14·

85. Noxae tUmo (Latin)-the surrender of a person, animal, or inanimate
thing by which the father, master, or owner frees himscl£ from the liability cre
ated by the child's, slave's, or animal's misdeed or the "act" of his spear, ax, or
other thing. It existed in Rome and was widespread in archaic laws.

86. Cf. G~, L., ACTW", NOXAL" (,888) 6" ,nd tho =i<w of tim
book by Kippin Io SAY. '7-. ROM. 398.

87. As to Rome, see WEBER, ACRARGBSCHICHTl! 114-117; in Prussia, legis
lation aiming at the abolition of land encumbrances standing in the way of in
tensive cultivation started in 1717. with an Edict of King Frederick William I.
It was continued by the Prussian Cooe ("Allgemeines Landrecht," abbrev. ALR)
of 1794 and was vigorously promoted after the- defeat of the Prussian Army in
1806 during the administration of Baron yom Stein. Final regulation was initi
ated after the revolution of 1848 by the Regulation Law of 2 March 1850' See
F. Gutmann, Bauernhefreiung in 2 HANDWORTERBUCH DRR STAATSWISSBN
SCHAFTBN (4th ed. 1924) 378, 544; G. F. KNAPP, DIE BAUBRNBBFRBIUNG UND
DEli. URSPRUNG DEli. LANDARBEITER IN DBN ALTEREN TBILEN PREUSSENS (1887);
A. ME1TZEN, DBR BODEN UNO DER PRBUSSISCHB STAAT (1868); Skalweit, Guts
hemchaft una Landarbeiter in Deutschland (I9II), 35 SCHMOLLBRS}. B. 1339;
HEDEMANN II, 34, and literature cited there.

88. That is, organizations to promote the settlement of German fanners in
the predominantly Polish regions of the eastern provinces cf Prussia as constituted
before 1918.

89. This statement is correct as to the Carolingian empire but mwt be qual·
ffied for the later period. The "tnba}" laws had lost their significance throughout
the empire at the latest in the thirteenth century, if not earlier; cf. C. Calisse,
History of Italian Law, 8 CoNTtNBN'IAL LECAL HISTORY SERIES (J928) IS, 24,
57, 97, 100; HUEBNER 2-4; K. Neumeyer, Om GEMEINRECHTLICHI> :IINT
WICKLUNC DES INTERNATIONALEN PRIVAT- UND SraAPRECHTS BIS BAlI.TOLUS
(1901) I, 94, 15): E. Meijers, L'WSTOllUl DES PlUNCIFES PON'DAMENTAUX DU
DROIT lNT:IIRNATIONAL PRIVB }, PAlI.TIR DU MOYBN AGE! (RerueiI des C<lUlS,

[19341 III, 558); BRUNNER I, part ii, 382, 399·
90. Cf. CALISSE, ap. cit., 127-132, z65, 177; NBUMEY£R, 01. cit., I, 159;

ENGELMANN, 01. cit. (J938) 97; MElJERs, loco ci~, 547, .)60.
91. On the "law communities" and their development, see PUNtTZ 176, and

literature stared there.
92. On this characteristic feature of medieval law ~ POLLOCK AND MArt·

LAND I, 234-240; n, lij2; HOLDSWOR'IH II, 35-40, :U 1, 379, 417. 464-466.
562; HUEBNER 4, 88-92, 96, 98, 102, 189, 334-341; A. ESMEtN, CoUR8 :B:LiI·
MENTAJR.E D'HISTOIRB DU DRorr FaANqAIS ('925) 20, 159, 174, 22], 262-263,
280-282, 344.

93. See MOMMSBN 318, 322; JOLOWICZ 2).
94. Cf. BarSSAUD, HISTORY OF FIUtNCH PRIVATE LAW (Howell's tr. 1912.)

900, BmSSAUD, HISTORY OF ~;~l:lNCH PuBLIC LAw (Gamer's tr. ';915) 548.
HliDEMANN 1,39,41.
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95. Weber means the point of view of the modem continental jurist, for
whom, in theory, all law is contained in the codes and statutes.

96. A HEUSLER, DEUTSCHE VERFASSUNCSGBSCHICHTE (r905) 138.
97. Recht der Handwerker. In Germany and other countries it has become

customary to refer to the sum total of those rules of law which relate to the
crafts and industries as Gewerberecht, droit industriel, diritto industriale. In Ger
many a part of these rules has been combined in a special ,code, the GEWERBE
ORDNUNC of J 869.

98. lnstitutionen des deutschen Privatrecht5 (r885/86).
99. MumOR OF SAXON LAw (SACHSENsFmcEL), treatise On the law of Lower

Saxony, by Eike von Repgow, written between 1215 and 1235. cr. infra, sec.
iV;3. Glosses have been added since the early fourteenth century. The extensive
literature on the SACHsENspmCEL is listed in PLAN1TZ 181.

100. Quiritarian law (ius quiritium), the law of the quirites, i.e., those who
were members of the sibs (gentes) of which the Roman community seems to have
heen composed in its oldest period; in later times the term ius quiritium is fre
quently used as a synonym of ius civile as contrasted to ius honorarium and ius
gentium.

101. On the following see WEEJiR'S AGaARGESCHICHTE and his article on
Agrargeschichte, Altertum, in I HANDWORTEFlEUCH DER STAATSW1SS.ENSCHAFTEN
(3rd ed. 1909) 51,; also ROSTOVTZEV.

102. Fideiussar-surety. hypotheca-mortgage. On the rlles see literature
. stated by JORS AND KUNKEL 213, n. 4.

103. On the relationship between patron and client, see BUCKLAND, 89 et
seq., 375.

104. Action against the shipowner upon obligations contracted by the master.
105. Reeeptum nautarum, cauponum et stabulariorum-bailment by water

carriers, innkeepers, and stable owners.
106. On fides see Kunkel, Fides als schapferisches Element im romischen

SchuldTecht (1939) 2 FESTSCHRIFT PUR KOSCHAKER I. _

107. Loss of certain civil rights, including the right to make a will.
108. Roughly corresponding to the trust .without, however, implying a right

on the beneficiary's part to pursue the res into the hands of third purchasers.
109. A future interest created by imposing upon a testamentary devisee or

legatee a personal obligation upon a certain tenn or condition to mnsfer the res
to a third beneficiary.

I 10. These were primarily those unmarried and childless persons whom Au
gustus; for reasons of population policy, had declared to be either totally or par
tially incapable of receiving property by wilL-Lex Julia de maritandi.5 ordinibus..
of 18 B.C., and Lex Papia Poppaea of A:O. 9.

. I I I. MOMMSEN 15.
112. On the following, see GIERXB, GENOSSENSCIUFTSRECHT, the classical

work on the history of associations and juristic personality. The most significant
English contribution is Maitland's Introduction to his translation of portions of
Gierke's work, published as the POLITICAL THEORY OF THE MIDDLE AGES
(1900) and his essays in 3 PAPERS 210 et seq. (repr. s.t. SELECTED ESSAYS,
1936). The leading discussion of the development of juristic persons in Rome is
MITTEls, I, 339. The most recent comprehensive presentations,-are given in
SCHNORll v. CAROLSPELD. GESCHICHTE DBa JUlUSTISCHEN PERSON (1933) arid
H. J. WOLp, ORGANSCHAPT UND JURISTISCHB PEFlSON (1933/34). For Rome,
see DUFF, PBFlSONALITY IN l!OMAN LAw (as to which, see DAUBE, 1943, 33
JOURN~ OF ROMAN STUDIES 86, and vol, 34, p. uS); for further literature on
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Roman law, see )6R8 AND KUNKEL 73 et seq., 400/401; and on medieval law,
PLANITZ 151. As to Gierke's theories see also LEWIS, THE GENOSSENSCHAFT
THEORY OF Ono VON GIBRXE (1935); On "theories" of juristic personality 'See
F. HALUS, CORPOItATE PERSONALITY (1930)' For a survey, see C. S. Lobingier,
The Natural History of the Private Artificial Person (1939) 13 TULANE L. REV.
4 ..

II" On reprisah ·d. Jessup and Deoik, 13 ENCYC. Soc, SCI. 15 and literature
irdicat,J :herv.

I:.:; I1;:uS),E", 0p, c;t. (1885/86).
~ l'~ 0" .th,c origiJ~s and devek'pment of the ~rinciplc .of ~ajority decision,

sec J..w':<<:ynso::'., l~ L1>CYC. Soc. SCI. )5 and the literature mdlcated there.
I J The ::nd(;Wl'lC~IJ:' (Stjft~mg) ha;i been recognized as a special form of

,;uristi{-:I( rson e~pcckdly it' modlen' German law (cf. Civil C..ode of 1896, §§ 80-
88). \".',,~e it h~, been defined a~ follows; "Stifmng is an organization for the
pursn,! j ceruin dc!Jned purpv:;es, which does not constitute an associatio!'"; of
?,"rsor,: ;;;; is endowed VI"ith justice personality." C£' ENNECCERUS 274; see alSG
3 M.~':" ';'-]) PA"l'E!tS 280, 356, where he compares "Institution" or "Foundation"
'wid: "t:,> <i:llt," saying (p. 357). "I believe that the English tenn which most
<:10,-<:,: c"rrc,sponds to th" 'Anstalt' or the 'Stifnmg' of Gcnnan legal literature is
'a t;h3J';~" iry the sense of 'charitable nus!.'"

I I:, ~ This legal concept of "AnstaIr" is being used particularly in modern
Ger'll:'I' administrativE' law. C£, VI. lJlLLINl'.K, VERWALTUNGSR.BCHT (1928)
174·

I18. Cf. GIERKE, PRIVATRECHT L 458.
119· Cf. HlTEBNER 139-146, '15°,235; 3 MAITLAND, rAPERS 336, 36" 371·
120. At the time Weber wrote the general statement of the text, it was doubt-

ful whether a community of heirs had ever existed in Rome. The insufficient evi
dence has now been strongly forti£ed, however, through the discovery, in 1933,
of a hitherto unknown p,Ht of the Institutes of Gaius. See )ORS AND KUNKEL 34,
240; SCHULZ, Hl:STORY 105/10G.

12,. A~ to the following, see \iVEBER'S CBSCHICHTE DER HANDELSG2SilLL'
SCHAFTEN 1M Mn-r:ELALTER (189'); Schmoller, Die geschichtliche Elltwid:/ullg
der Unternehmung in SCHMOLLER'S JAHRBUCH, voL 14 (1890), p. 1C35, vol. 15
(l89J), P' 963, _voL I6 (1892), p. 731, and vol. 17 (1893), p. 359. HOLDS
WORTH viii, i92. C. T. CAR.R, CENER.AL PRINCIPLES OP THE LAw OP CO;RPOM
TIOl'lS (J<)05), c. ix, repr, s.t Early Forms of Corporateness in (1909) 2 SH,
Ess, A..""GLo-AMER. LEGAL HIST, 160; W. MITCHELL, ESSAY ON THE EAlUT
HISTORY OF THE LAW MERCHIU'<T (1904) e. v, repr. S.t. Early Forms of Partner
ship 3 SEL. Ess, 182; S. Williston, History of the Law of Business CorpoTiltions
before 1800 (1888),2 I-IARV. L REv. 105, 149, repro 3 SEL, Ess_ 19~; aho A.
B. Du BOIS, THE ENGLISH BUSINESS CoMPANY AFTER THE BunELE ACT, 172:;;

1800 (1938); S, LIVERMORE, EARLY AMERICAN LAND COMPANIES (1939);
GOLDSCHMIDT; P. REHME, GESCHJ:CHTE DES HANDELSRECHTS (1914); K. LEU·
MANN, DIE GESCHICHTLICHE ENTWICKLUNG DES AK.TIENRECHTS BIS zu:~- C.-H)E
DE COMMERCE (1895).

122. Societe en nom mmmandit8 (French)-that fonn of business assod~tion

in which one or more partners with unlimited person"lliability combine with one
or more partners of iimited liability; as to modem !r.w, see French C.ommercial
Code, art. 23-28 (Code de CommeTce, 1807); Gennan Commercial Code
§§ ,61-177 (Hullddsgesetzbueh)

123, "Limited liability company" (Gese!lschaft mit beschriinkter Haf!ung,
G.m.b.H.)-a business corporation which does not appeal for its capit:?'! t() thc
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pubHc and which doe" not have shares suimbk: for being bought and soid ~: the
swk mar.ket. Ir.H·mea in Gemlany (Law 01 ;';'0 Marleh l898, RoC. BL.• 8S.-3,
370), the Gm.bH. ha'0 been adopte<:i in nUlii~;O'-lS other countries. Cf \V. l-b.::
steiu, Die G~sdLd'",!ft mit beschriinkter Hu[o.!rg in den Auslandsrechten (1939),
n arrSCHB,Il'T L MISL. U. lNTERN. PRJVATIlECHT 34; on the Gennan G.m.b.H.
see MANUAL OF GllB.MI\.N LAw (Great Britain, Foreign Office 1950) 247.

12+ Peeulium-a fund legally belonging to thO;': head of a house (pater
familias), but left by bim for separate maMgement to a member of the house
hold, such as a SOn or slave. For debts incurred by tbe member of the house the
paterfamilias was liable in the praetorian actio de peculW, but he was allowed. to
limit his liability to an amount corresponding to the value of the peculium (dum
taxat de peculia). See MICOLDlR, PiCOLl! BT cAPAcrrii PATRIMONlALB (193'.)'

uS. INSTITUTBS 3.16 pro and Papinian in DIGBST 4S.2. 11.1-2. This rule
applied only to the promise of a divisible perfonnance. The obligation of several
debtors to make an indivisible performance seems in classical law to have been
one of joint and several liability even without having been created by one joint
promise. Our infonnation of details is incomplete, however. See KERR WYLIE,
SOLIDARITY AND COJIRBALITY (191.S); Thayer, Correality in Roman Law (1943)
I SEMINAR I I.

t26. Cf. A. Arias Bonet, Societas publicanorum (1949), 19 ANUARIO DE HIS
TORIO DBL DBRBCHO BSPANOL 218.

u7. DIGEST 43. 9.1.-injunction issued by the pr-aewr to protect the lessee
of the public lands and his aswciares in his possession.

128. The partner in a societe en nom commandite (supra n. 122), who, in
contrast to the "personally liable partner or partners" is not liable for the debts
of the company beyond the amount of his share.

11.9. Thi~ kind of establishment of the state as a jurislic person of privale law,
in which the state as fiSC is regarded as separate from the state a~ sovereign, hets
been worked out particularly in German thl'ory and practice. It srands in contrast
to the French and the Anglo-American systems in which Ihe state is regarded as
the <;"vereign even where it enters upon contractual celationships with private
persons or is engaged as the owner of property. In conscgucnc(; of this latter ap
proach in the Frerlch system, the legal relations of the ~tat( as contracting party
or as property owner are subject to a body of rules which, at !",asl in Iheory, are
different from those of oIdinary ptivate law. Also, in both the French and the
Anglo-American systems, the state cannot he sued in the ordinary courts in the
same way as a private person. In France actions against the state must be brought
in the administrative tribunals, which are separate from the oIdinary courts, have
the Council of State (Conseil d'E:tat) as their own supreme court, and are not
subject to conlrol by the Court of Cassation, the suprem~ court in the adminis
tration of civil and criminal justice. Cf. A. UHLER, REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE
ACTS ('942); GOODNOW, op. cit.; F. BLACHLY AND M. OATMAN, ADMINISTRA
TIVE LEGISLATION (1934), and INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT
(1938); R. D. WATKINS, THB STATE AS PARTY LmCANT (1927).

On the historical deTelopment of the theory and practice of the state as nsc
see OTTo MAYER, DBUTSCHE! VERWALTllNCSEECHT (1896), I, 47; FLEINER,
VERWALTllNCSRBCHT (2nd ed. 1912) 34; HATSCHEK, DIE RECHTLXCHE STEL
LUNG DES FISCUS 1M BURGERLICHEN GESETZBllCHE (1899) 24; see also S.
BOLLA, ThE ENTWICKLUNG DES FISXUS ZUM PRIVATRECHTSSUBJEKT (1938); G.
JELLINEK 383; KELSEN, ALLEGEMEINE STAATSLEHRE (1925) 240.

The basic investigations into the history of the juristic construction of the
state in general are the following works of OTTO V. GIERKE: POLITICAL THEORIES
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OF THE MIDDLE AGES (Maitland's tr. 1900), esp. c. viii; NATURAL LAw AND
THE THEORY OF SOCIETY (Barber's tr. 1934); also THE DEVELOPMENT 01'
POLlTlCf.L THEORY (Freyd's tI'. 1939), passim. (The former tWO books are parts
of GI!>RKB'S DEUTSCHE!> GENOSSENSCHAPTSRECHT [1881 et seq.J; the latter is a
translation of his JOHANNES ALTHUSlUS UN» DIE EN'7'WICKLUNG DE'!\ NATUR-
RBCHTLlCHEN STAATSTHEORIEN [1880J.) ...

130. This statement needs qualification. In the first place, there was never a
rime in English medieval law \,...hen a writ could lie against the king. This fol~

lowed from the fundamental ,theory, fully stated by Bracton, that the king could
not very well issue a writ ag<lins~ himsrlf or be summoned as defendant in his
own court. In tho::' serond pla..:e, however, it came to be r<~cognized in the thir
teenth century that the king, being subject to the law as well as being the foun
tain of justice and equity, shoul<: lVJ[ (or rather, ought not "to) refuse to redress
wrongs or 1>3tisfy claims ag<:insl ,ii!'. Suc~ redress or satisfaction was sought
through petitions addressed to the king or his counciL but a petition, if given
effect to, was substantially a remedy of grace and not one of right. Nevertheless,
during the fourt~nth cenlur/; ~tiliOl\s began to be distinguished between -de
mands for some bonuses 01 s(-~)c: new remedy on the one hand, and claims
embodying a definite legal nght, enforceable bv ":rit against anyone but the
king. W'hen this distinction was drawn, the "petiti0" of right" grew into an
effective remedy against the Crown, though perhaps not completely so before the
fifteenth century. In the fOUT(e,~n[h century. the pesition was rather vague: al
though the petition of right had as yet not become, at any rate technically,.a
complete legal remedy, the king s~ems in practice almost always to have repaid
his debts in one way or another. Such is the only conclusion that can be drawn
from an examination of the fourteenth-eentury cases. See EHRLICH, PROCEEDINGS
AGAINST THE CROWN, Oxford Studies in Soc;jal and Legal History VI, 120; POL
LOCK AND MAITLAND 5I5; HOLDSWORTH IX, II. As regards foreign merchants,
their position was in this respect the same as that of the king's subjects. Indeed,
it may actually have been better because of the close and friendly business rela·
tionship between the foreign merchants and the king. It is true that later some
doubts arose whether aliens could, or could not, sue at common law; this, how
ever, did not affect their right in the fourteenth century to address themselves to
the king, to the council, or to the chancery either to recover a debt from the
Crown or, indeed, for the redress of any other wrong. See HOLD:IWORTH lac.cit.,
94'""'"95; POLLOCK AND MAITLAND 464-467; Brodhurst, The Merchants of the
Staple, SELECT ESSAYS IN ANGLO-AMERICAN l..i!GAL HISTORY 16 et seq. The
repudiation of the king's debt to the Florentine bankers took place in January
1345. Edward III owed the leading Florentine houses, the Bardi and the Peruzzi,
1,;00,000 gold Rorins ((.5°0,000) so that they were now reduced to bankruptcy
-"a catastrophe which plunged all Florence in distress." See SCHANZ, ENGLlSCHB
HANDBLSPOLITIK (t881) I, 113, and authorities there cited; RAMSAY, A HIS
TORY OF THI! REVENUI!S OP THE KINGS OF ENGLAND (1925) II, 189.

I31. In this connection it must be kept in mind, however, that the guarnnties
of legal security and redress obtainable against the state in the administrative
tribunals are in no way less effective than those obtainable against private persons
in the civil courts. The former are as truly courts as the latter, and the Council of
State is looking upon its functions as judicial ones no less than the Court of Cassa
tion, Cf. 000 AND Zmx, MODRRN FOlUlIGN GovERNMENTS (1949) 583.

132, W'hile no such incident could be verined for the reign of King Frederick
William I (I713-I740), Margrave Johann is reported to have stated, in a "~"
concluded with the estates in 1552, that "in contravention to existing usage, some
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have heen so impudent against our judgments as to appeal to the Imperial Cham
ber Court and thus to tie our bands with the result-that ~uite often one family
completely squeezes out the other with such chicaneries.' Hence, anyone who
should he~cefotth dare to make such an appeal should be nned 2.00 B. and lose
his cause. CSTOLZllL, BRANDENBURO-PUUSSEN8 RJ!CXTSVEIl.WALTUNG (1888)
1,214.) On the Imperial Chamber Court, see infTa, sec. vi, n. sr.

133. See 2. MOMMSEN 461 et seq.; also WENGER 56.
r34. Fiscus Caesaris was, in the Principate, the public treasury in so fur as it

was managed by the emperor; as such it was distinguished from the emperor's
private assets (res privata) and the special crown domains (patrimonium
CtreSaris); cf. 2 MOMMSBN 998; MrrrBIs 347, VASSALLI, CoNcBno E NATURA
DEL PISCO (Z908); ROSTOVTZllV, 55. 172., 179. 186, 3:ta4, 326, 343. 357. On the
fisc in the modem German system, see supra n. 129_

135. Seesupra,n. I02.
136. Aufiage CGerrn.)-Institution of Gennan law practically amounting to a

trust without a beneficiary; it can be used to charge the beneficiary of a teS(;!

mentary disposition with a burden to be discharged for a charitable pt:rpose; cf.
German Civil Code, § 1940.

137. In accordance with the great concern for the care of the soul after death,
it was a widespread practice to insUre by contract the performance of sacrinces
after death. "If for this purpose [a person] made over paIt of his alienable estate
to a priest, the law allowed him to attach to the grant a condition of forfeiture
valid in perpetuity. Thus as"soon as the priest or his successor in office ceased to
offer up the stipulated sacrifices he was to be deprived by the public authorities of
the property which should then be given to another." To ~s description of the
Egyptian transaction, E. Seidl (Law, Egyptian, 9 ENcyc. Soc. Scr. 209, 210)
adds: "Whether there can be seen in such and similar trusts of property begin·
nings of the incorporated foundation is, however, still doubtful." •

138. 2 GIBRKB, GBNOSSBNSCHAPTSRBCHT 526,962.
139. On the following, see POLLOCK AND MAITLAND I, 480; R. SOHM,

KmcHBNRBcHT (1892) 75; U. STUTZ, DIB EICBNKUlCHB (1895); GSSCHICHTE
DBS KIRCHLICHEN 8BNBPJZIALWBSIlNS (1895); art. Eigenkirche in RI!ALBNZ\'X
LOPADIB PUR PROTEST. THBoLocIB, and art. Kirchenrecht in 3 HOLTZENDORFP
KOHLBR, ENZYJCLOPAnlB DEll. RECHTSWISSENSCHAPT (1914) 301; WBRMlNGHOPP,
VBRPASSUNCSGBSCH1CHTB DBR DBUTSCHBN IURCHE 1M MrrrELALTBR (1913);
also Torres, M., EI6rigen del sistema de iglesias proprias (1928), 5 ANulllUO DE
HISTORL\ DEL DERECHO BSPANOL 83; also LBSNE, HJSTonU! DB LA PROPRIETB
.BCCLESIASnQUE EN FRANCE (1910/28/36).

140. Cf;: v. $cHWBRlN, GRUNDZUOE DEll. DBU'I'SCHBN HECJITSGESCHICJITE
(2nd ed. 1941), §§ 3°,54, and literature stated there.

141. See 2 GIBRKE, GENOSSENSCHAPT~RBCHT 958.
142. See supra n. 112; also }ORS AND KUNXllL 74 and lite1ature stated there

and at p. 400.
143. MrrrEIs 1,348, n. 2.
144. Acco1ding to Mitteis (loc. cit. supra n. I 12), juristic personality could

not be acquired hy private o1ganizations in any way other than hy grant through
imperial charter. This notion is generally rejected in the recent lite1ature, where
it is maintained that it was entirely left to the discretion of the organization itself
whether or not it wished to have rights and obligations of its own and distinct
from those of its members. "The notion of an express grant of juristic personality
was totally alien to Roman law." The tenn corpus h4bere is said to mean no more,
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than '\0 fo;·m a .::juL." KUNKEL ii, !OiiS AND KU!''',1i~, /)' Sl.(' aL.., ;,·JW bl~:;skd

L.l I STU))) IhccolloNO 317.
145. MnTE.iS 347, II. 21.
146. About ~hc Hellenic "phratrics" :lJ'd simihr VOll'llwry (,r~anizations see

E. LErsT, 1°3-175; BONNSR AND SMITH 118 n. 3; p. 160; an ..1 R. i'OrmE>i., As
PECTS OF ATHENIAN DEMOCRACY (1933) 91, 134. I57. These last twO works
were !Jot yet accessible to W~ber. 'TIle extensive literature on totemism and
totemistk dans. is stated in 14 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 660. Weber seems to h<1ve relied
primarily on W. WUNDT'S EU;MENTE DER VOLKERPSYCHOLOGIE (1912) tr. by
Schaub, 1916), c. II.

147. See Mommsen, Zur Lehre von tkn romischen KorpOf'utionen (1904),
25 SAY. Z. ROM. 45; also his On COLLEeus E1' SOD.\.LITIBUS ROMANORUM

(J843); Ueo COLl, CoLLEGIA E SODo\LITATES (1913); KARLOWA II, 59.
148. See MITTEIS 391; KARLOWA II, 62.
149. FOI a survey of the numerous kinds of guilds, cult societies, funeral soci

eties, social clubs, etc., in Rome, see KORNEMANN, 4 PAULy·WISSOWA 381. See
also MITTEIS 1,-'390, whose attempted distinction between organizations of public
and of purely private character is being questioned by KUNKEL (JORS AND KUNKEL
75, n. 4).

150. On the coUegium mercatorum (later called mercuriales) see MITTEIS
392. The legendary date of foundation is 495 B.C.

151. Cf. MITTEIS 393.
152. Ager compascuus and arbitria-----see WBBER, AGRARGBSCHICHTE 56, 120.
153· MITTEIS 393; also E. Szanto, Die griechischen Phylen, (1906) Aus"

GEWAULTE AIlHANOLUNGEN 216. -
154· See J. HATSCIEK, ENcLIscHE VERFASSUNGSGESCHICHTE (1913) 87/88.
i55. \liEBER, r,ENERAL ECONOMIC HISTORY 178. -
1552. See supr.l, Part Two, ch. III, n. 3.
156. The dil!"rent needs as to liability are neatly accommodated by the

Gennan Law on Co-operatives (Genossenschaftsgesetz) of May I, 1889 (RGBI.
55), under which a coiiperative may be established either with limited or un
limited liability of the members, and in the latter case either with or without a .
direct right of action of the creditors against the individual member~.

157- \Vhat is meant arc such state institutions as public insurance funds and,
'Illite particularly, the institutions of the German system of social security (public
funds for sickness, old age, unemployment, and industrial accident insurar.ce).

158. r\'laitland, "ln~roduetion" to GIERKE, POLITICAL T ~EORY OF THE MID
DLE AGES (1900).

Basic for the history of juristic personality in England are MAITLANO'S
STUDIES, referred to supra n. 112, and POLLOCK AND MAITLAND, Bk. II. ch. 2,
§§ 12, 13; for additional recent literature, see the note on 'f.' 239 of the 1936 ed.
of MAITLAND'S SELECTED ESSAYS (ed. by Hazeltine, Laps ey, and Win6.eld).

159. MAITLAND, loco cit. Sllpra; also HATSCHEK, op. cit. (1913); HATSCHEK
\·a1. I. '

160. GIERKE, CENOSSENSCHAFTSRECHT II, 43-46, 557.
161. On the "corporation sole" see 3 MAITLAND, PAPERS (1911) ~IO.

162. See BLACKSTONE I, 469; HOLDSWORTH IV, 202 et seq.
163. HATSCHEK 1,75.
r64. On "Zweckvermagen" see MAITLAND, PAPERS III, 359, repro in SB

LBCTBD ESSAYS 179, and GenTIan literature cited in the latter at p. 180, n. 2.
165. For the validity of a testamentary disposition it was essential in Rome

that the testator should appoint one or more persons as heir (heres) or heirs, i.e.,
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persons to whom the estate would pass in its entirety and who would become per
sonally liable for the debts of the testator. Provided there was a valid appointment
of an heir or heirs, the testator could also make special provision for legatees. He
could either provide that a specific asset of the estate should pass directly to the
legatee (legatum per vindicationem) or that the legatee should be entitled to
claim from the heir or heirs the delivery of a specific object or the payment of a
sum of money or some other act of performance (legatum per damnationem). In
both cases it was necessary for the testator to comply with certain rigidly fixed
formalities (presence of five witnesses and a libripens) and the validity of the
legacy was hedged in by a variety of highly formalistic rules. In the later repuhli
can period it thus became usual to request the heir or some other person by
formless precatory words (verbis precativis) to make a payment to a third persor:
or to give him some specific object. Such' a request, which would frequently be
stated in a formless letter (codicillum), could only be charged upon the con
science ((lIlei commissum) of the person concerned, hut would be unenforceable
legally. For certain special kinds of fidei commissa Augustus provided enforce'
ment, although not in the regular procedure of the praetor but in the administl1l
rive cognitio of the consuls. Under his successors this way of enforcement \vas
broadened until finally in the law of Justinian legatum· and fidei commissum were
fused into one institution of regular law. Cf. BUCKLAND; SOlIM, bSTITllTIC:<ES
(ed. 1949) 634·

166. POLLOCK AND MAITLAND, Bk. II, c. III, § 7, ~sr. p. (n_o.
167. On the laws of mortmain, see Hazeltine in II E::cyc. Soc. SCI. 40 and

RHBINSTEIN, DECEDENTS' ESTATES 399.
168. On the history of ultra vires, see HOLDSW01G'H IX, 59,
169. Legists-the late medieval scholars of temporal (Rorilan) law as distin-

guished from the scholars of the ecclesiastical law, the canonists. -
170. On the development of the corporation III the periods of mercantilism

and early liberalism, see LEHMANN, op. cit. supra n. 1Z1: vV. R. SCOTT. CO:'i'STJ
'I'UTlON AND FINANCE OF ENGLISH, SCOIT1SB, AND IR.IS» Jonn-·STOCK Co:.~

PANIES TO 17~0 (1910-191 ~); J. COHN, DIE AKTlENGESELLscH,H'T ('9:>";; J, S.
Davis, ESSAYS IN THE EARLIER H,STORY OF AMEIUCl\N C"r:poR"T1oNS (1917).

r71. On the juristic person (peTsonne morale) in modern French Lw, see
MAITLAND, 'PAPERS III, 31:>., repr. in SEL. Ess. 230, and Jiteratme listed there at
p.237·

On juristic persons in present laws generally, see Kunkel, JlIristische PeTsoflen

(1933),4 RliCHTSVERGLEICHENDES HANDWORTERBUCI-l 5G<J.
17:>'. Cf. BLACKSTONE I, U3. "Persons also are divic:d b\' the law into either

• natural persons, or artificial. Natural persons are such as' the God of nature
formed us; artificial are such as created and devised by human laws for the pur
poses of society and government, which are called corporations or boaies politic."
Cf. also Bk. I, c. XVIII, where Blackstone says of corpordtic..ns, 0n p. 468: "The
honour of originally inventing these political constitutions entirely belongs to the
Romans."

173. On the history of the Bank of England, see ANDREAn£s, HtSTORY OF
THIl BANK OP ENGLAND (tr. by Meredith, 1909).

174. On modern law of business corporations, see tbe world-wide critical sur
vey by W. HALLSTIlIN, DIE AKTIENRECHTE DRR GEGRNWl\I1.T (1931).

175· The trustees whom a "friendly socieIY" is required to have by the
Friendly Societies Act, 1896, s. 25 (I), and who are the pcr5011S to sue or be
sued, ibid. s. 94 (I), are, in f~et, regular offi',:ers of the society.
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176. The authorization may be made generally by the roles of the club; cf. 3
MCYC, LAws OF ENGL.C:~,rd ed.) 221.

177. In ninet~nth-centuryGermany the division of labor between the Wi
tanaos of Roman and German law developed into an emotionally affected con~
""f of political significance. To the Germanists the Roman law. by which the"
lega system of Germany had been deeply affected since its reception in the llf
teenth century, appeared as the expression of a rigid, cold-hearted, and egoistic
individualism, while Gennanic law, of which English law was regarded as just one
branch among others, was extolIed as .the embodiment of a wann-hearted spirit of
folk community. Among the principal representatives of this attitude was as great a
scholar as Gierke, to whom the richness of forms of the German Genossenschaft
(sodality) appeared as one of the most beautiful expressions of the peculiar spirit
of Germanic neighborliness, comradeship, and creativeness. In presenting the to,..]
body of medieval German private law in his DBUTSCHSS PRrvATRBCHT, he hoped
to help re-Germanize the law of the country at the time when the new German
Civil Code was just to take effect. The draft of this Code, Gierke had passionately
att,acked be<:ause of its alleged Romanism. The alleged contrast between the warm
hearted, "social" German and the cold and egoistic Roman law ~e a stock
argument of those political.groups which tried to stem the tide of modem capital
ism and to preserve other, more patriarchic patterns of social structure, or to
create a "new," romantically conceived community of socialist or racist pattern or
of the kind vaguely felt by the enthusiasts of the German Youth movement. The
National-Socialist party, in which all these streams converged. increased the odi
ousness of the Roman law by labeling it as being in some unspecified way a
product of the Jewish mind. The substitution of a new, truly German law for
Roman law was thus established as a basic postulate in Article 19 of the Party
Platform (see HITLER, MEm KAMPF, New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1940,
pp. 686, 690). Under the NationaI-Socialist government, the newly established
Academy of Gennan Law initiated efforts to draft a new German Folk Code
(Deutsches Volksgesetzbuch). The few parts which could be prepared before
energies were diverted into other channels by the war indicate that the new law, .
if it could have been completed, might have constituted a well-drafted code likely
to serve well the needs of modem life. It is difficult to see, however, in what
respects it could have been of any peculiarly "German" character.

178. These ideas of Weber's are developed in his GEN£RAL EcoNoMrc HIS
TORY. About the Russian MiT, cf. pp. 17-:U; about Oriental laws, cf. p. 57; and
about Hindu villages, cf. pp. :22-23: literature is stated on pp. 371/372. About
compulsory organizations of craftsmen, see p. 136 and literature stated on p. 375.

179· See GIERKE, GENOSSENSCHAFTSRBCHT II, 300ff, 457ff, 1%4, 93·
180. Cf. AMIRA 27; PLANITZ 188, with further literature.
18I. See GIERKE, GENOSSENSCHAPTSRECHT II, 456.
I82. Cf. A. Voigt, Winschaft und Recht, 2 z. P. SOZJALWISS:BNSCHAPT

(1911), 9-12, 99-108, 177-J82, 238-249, 3IJ-322. 387-397, 438-456; the
same, Die wiTtschaftlichen CuteT als Rechte, 4 ARcHlv P. R:BCHTS- U. WJll.T
SCHAFTSPHILOSOPHIE (1913), 304-3J6.

183. "Coactus voluit" (it is his wish, although coerced)-Romanist.pbrase to
describe the situation of an individual who has engaged in a legal· transaction
under the influence of coercion, in contrast to the situation in which a person is
usee! as the mere physical tool of another, for instance, where the latter fOIcibly·

. grabs the fonner's hand and moves it so as to go through the physical motion of
writing a signature. Cf. supra, Part Two, ch. 1:4:(5)'
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111

Emergence and Creation of Legal Norms

I. The Emergence of New Legal Norms-Theories of
Custoniary Law Insuflicient as Explanations

How do new legal rules arise? At the present time, they usually arise
by way of legislation, i.e., conscious human lawmaking in conformity
with the formal constitutional requirements, be they customary or
"made," of a given political society. Obviously, this kind of lawmaking
is not aboriginal; it is not the normal one even in economically or s0

cially complex and advanced societies. In England, the "Cflmmon law"
is regarded as the very opposite of "made" law. In Germany, non.-enacted
Jaw is usually called "customary law." But the concept of "customary
law" is relatively modern; in Rome it did not emerge before the very
late period; in Germany it resulted from Civilian doctirne. Of such
academic origin was especially that theory according to w"<\ich custom,
in order to be law, must be actually observed, commonly believed to be
binding, and amenable to- rational treatment.1 All the modem de6ni
tions, too, are hut theoretical constructs. For purposes of legal dogmadcs,
the concept of customary law is still indispensable, however, provided it
is used in such re6ned ways as those formulated by Zitelrnann or
Gierke.Z Otherwise we would have to confine our concept of law to
statute law' on the one side and judge-made law on the other. In my
judgment, the violent struggle against the concept of customary law
which the legal sociologists have carried on, especially Lambert and
Ehrlich, is not only devoid of any foundation but also represents a

, confusion between the legal and sociological methods of analysis.'
However, matters are completely different with regard to our problem,

viz., that of discovering empirical processes in which nonstatutory nonos
arise as valid customary law..On that problem the traditional doctrines
tell us indeed little if anything. As a matter of fact, they are even in
correct where they purport to explain the actual development of Jaw in
the past, particularly in periods in which there was little or no enacted
law. It is, of course, true that these doctrines find some support in late
Roman as well as medieval conceptions, both continental and English,
about the meaning and the presuppositions of consuetudo as a source of
law! There, however, the problem was that of .6nding an adjusbnent
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between a body of rational law claiming universal validity and a multi
tude of actually prevailing systems of la~s of locally or personally limited
application. In the late Roman Empire the conffict was between the im·
perial law and the laws of the peoples of the provinces;! in England,
between the law of the land- (lex terrae), i.e., the Common Law, and the
local laws;~ on the Continent it was between the "received" Roman
law and the indigenous bodies of law.' Only the various particularistic
bodies of law weJe classi6ed by the jurists as "customary law," and in
order to give legal recognition to customary law the jurists devised cer
tain tests of validity which customary law had to fuI611. This was a
necessary step in view of the fact that the universal law claimed an
exclusive applicability. But it would not have occurred to anyone to·
classify as customary law the English Common Law, which certainly
was not statute law. Similarly, the definition of the Islamic ijma' as
the tacitus consensus omnium8 is completely unconnected with "cus
tomary law" precisely because the ijma' purports to he "sacred" law.

2. The Role of Party Practices in the Emergence and
Development of Legal Norms

Theoretically, the origin of legal norms might, as we have already
seen, be thought of most simply in the following way: The psychological
"adjustment" arising from habituation to an action causes conduct
that in the beginning constituted plain habit later to be experienced
as binding; then, with the awareness of the diffusion of such conduct
among a plurality of individuals, it comes to be incorporated as "con
sensus" into people's semi- or wholly conscious "expectations" as to
the meaningfully corresponding conduct of others. Finally these "con
sensual understandings" acquire the guaranty of coercive enforcement
by which they are distinguished from mere "conventions." Even on this
purely hypothetical construction there -arises the question of how any
thing could ever change in this inert mass of canonized custom which,
just because it is considered as binding, seems as though it could never
give birth to anything new. The Historical School of Jurisprudence
tended to accept the hypothesis that evolutionary impulses of a "folk
spirit" are produced by a hypostatized supra-individual organic entity.'
Karl Knies; e.g., inclined. toward this view. 1o Scienti6cally, however, this
conception leads nowhere. Of course, empirically valid rules of conduct,
including legal rules, have at all times emerged., and still emerge today,
unconsciously, i.e., without being regarded. by the participants as newly
created. Such unconscious emergence has occurred primarily in the fonn
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of unperceived changes in meaning; it takes place through the belief that
a factually new situation actually pres~nts no new elements of any
relevance fo! legal evaluation. Another foml of "unconscious" emergence
is represented by the application of what actually is new law to old or
somewhat different new situations with the conviction that the law so
applied has always obtained and has always been applied in that manner.
Nonetheless, there also exists a large class of cases in which both the
situation as well as the rule applied are felt to be "new," although in
different degrees and senses.

What is the source of such in:lovation? One may answer that it is
caused by changes in the external conditions of social life which carry
in their wake modifications of the empitically prevailing "consensual
understandings." But the mere change of external conditions is neither
sufficient nor necessary to explain the changes in the "consensual under·
standings." The really decisive element has always been a new line of
conduct which then results either in a change of the meaning of the
existing rules of law or in the creation of new rules of law. Seve'(31 kinds
of persons participate in these transformations. First we should mention
those individuals who are interested in some concrete action. Such an
individual may change his behavior, especially his social actions, either
to protect his interests under new external <::onditions or simply to pro
mote them more effectively under existing conditions. As a :esult, theze
arise "new" consensual understandings .and sometimes new fonns oE
rational association with substantively new meanings; these, in tum,
generate the rise of new types of customary behavior.

It may also be, however, that, without any such reorientation of be
havior by individuals, the total structure of social action changes in
response to changes in external conditions. Of several kinds of action,
all may have been well suited to existing conditions; but, when the
conditions change one may tum out to be better suited to serve t.lte

. economic or social interests of the parties involved; in the process of
selection it alone survives and ultimately becomes the one used by all so
that one cannot wen point out any single individual who would have
"changed" his conduct. In its pure fonn, such a situation may be a
theoretical construct, but something of the kind does actually occur in
the selective process which operates between ethnic or religious groups
which cling tenaciously to their own respective usages. More frequent,
however, is the injection of a new content into social actions and rational
associations as a result of individual invention and its subsequent spread
through imitation and selection. Not merely in modern times has this
latter situation been of greatest significance as a source of economic ~
orientation, hut in all systems in which the mode of life has reached at
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least a measure of rationalization. The partie!; to the new arrangements
are frequently unconcerned about the fact that their respective positions
are insecure in the. sense of being legally unenforceable. They regard
legal enforceabiIityby the state as either unnecessary or as self-evident;
even more frequendy do they simply rely upon the self-interest or the
loyalty of their partners combined with the weight of convention. Prior
to the existence of any coercive machinery, and prior even to the
regulated enforcement of norms through the sib members' duty to
participate in vengeance, the Junction later ful611e2 by the "legal"
guarantee of a norm was undoubtedly performed by the general con
vention that the person who was' admittedly "in the right" could find
others who would help him against an offender; and, where. some spe
cial guaranty appeared desirable to the interested parties, magical self
malediction, i.e., the oath, largely superseded even at an advanced his~

torical stage all other forms of guaranty, including an existing guaranty
of legal coercion. In most periods, the preponderant part of the con
sensual order, including that of economic matters, has operated in this
way and without concern for the availability of the legal coercive power
of the state or of any coercive enforcement at all. Such an institution,
however, as the Yugoslav zadrugall (household community), which is
so often cited as evidence of the dispensability of legal coercion, actually
dispensed only with the coercive legal power of the state, while during
the period of its universal diffusion it undoubtedly enjoyed effective
protection through the coercive power of the village authorities. Such
forms of consensual action, once they have become finnIy embedded in.
usage, may continue to exist for centuries without any recourse to the
coercive power of the state. Although the zadruga was not recognized
by, and was even contrary to many of the rules of, official Austrian
law, it stilI dominated the life of the peasantry. But such instances
should not be regarded as normal and should not be used as a basis for
general conclusions.

Where several religiously legitimated legal systems coexist side by
side on a completely equal footing, and with freedom of choice between
them. for the individuals, the fact that one of them is supported not
only by the religiOUS sanction but also by the coercive power of the
state may well decide the rivalry between them, even if state and eco
nomic life are dominated by traditionalism. Thus, in Islam the same
status is officially enjoyed by all the four orthodox schools of law.12 Their
application to the indivlGuals is determined by the principle of per
sonality in much the same way in which the application of the several
tribal laws was determined in the Frankish empire.'3 At the University
of Cairoa all four schools are represented. Nevertheless, the fact that
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the Hanente system was adopted by the Osmanic sultans and that, in
coIlSe<juence, its rules were enjoying the sanction of coercive enforce
ment by the secular officialdom and the courts,15 condemned to a slow
death the Malekite system, by which that support was once enjoyed in
the past, as well as the other two law sects; and this development has
taken its course despite the complete absence of- any other negative
factors. In business affairs proper, that is, in the contracts of the market,
the interested parties' concern for the availability of the coercive power
of the state is considerable. In this field, the development of new forms
of association has taken place, and still does so through exact estimates
of the probability of enforcement by the courts as organs of the political
authority. The contracts to be concluded are being adapted to this
estimate and the invention of new contractual fonns proceeds by taking
these estimates into account.

While changes in the meaning of the prevailing law are thus ini~

tiated by the parties or their professional counselors, they are consciously
anq rationally adapted to the expected reaction of the judiciary. As a
matter of fact, this kind of activity, the cavere of the Romans, 'u cor.sti
tutes the very oldest type of activity performed by "profeSSional," ra
tionally working lawyers. In a developing market economy, the calcula
bility of the functioning of the coercive machinery constitutes the
technical prerequisite as well as one of the incentives for the inventive
genius of the cautelary jurists (Kautelarjuristen), whom we find as an
autonomous element in legal innovation resulting from private initiative
everywhere, but most highly developed and most clearly perceptible in
Roman and English law.1T

On the other hand, the spread of consensual and rational agreements
of a certain type naturally exercises a marked inHuence upon the proba
bility of their coercive enforcement by the law. V'Vhile under normal
circumstances only the unique case lacks the guaranty of enforcement,
established custom and type agreement, once they enjoy l;lniversal dif
fUsion, cannot be persistently ignored except under the compelling
'necessity of certain formal considerations or because of the intervention
of authoritarian powers, or where the agencies of legal coercion have no
contact with the life of business as is the case where they are imposed
by an ethnically or politically alien authority, or where, in consequence
of extreme vocational specialization, the organs of legal coercion have
become far removed from private business as occasionally happens under
conditions of sharp social differentiation. The intended meaning of an
agreement may be in dispute or its use may be an as yet unstabilized
innovation. In such situations the judge, as we shaH call the agency of
legal coercion a pOtiori, is a second autonomous authOrity. But" even in
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more nonnal cases the judge is doing more than merely placing his seal
upon nonns which would already have been binding by consensual
understanding or agreement. His decision of individual cases always
produces consequences which, acting beyond the scope of the case, in·
Huenee the selection of those rules which arc to survive as law. We
shall see that the sources of "judicial" decision are not at first con
stituted by general "norms of decision" that would simply be "applied"
to concrete cases, except where the decision relates to certain formal
questions preliminary to the decision of the case itself: The situation is
the very opposite: in so far as the"judge allows the coe~ive guaranty to
enter in 3 p_nticular case for ever so concrete reasons, he creates, at least
under certain circumstances, the empirical validity of a general norm
as "law,!' .simply because his maXIIIl aC~l;'lii'es signinc<lIlCe beyond the
particular case.

3. From Irrational Adjudication to the Emergence
of Judge-Made Law

The phenomenon just described is in nO way aboriginal or universal.
It certainly does not exist at all in a primitive decision arrived at through
the magical means of legal revelation. Indeed in all other adjudication
which is not yet fonnaliy rationalized in <I juristic way, even where it
has passed beyond the stage of the ordeal, the irrationality of the in
dividual case is still significant. No general "legal norm" is applied, n~;rr

does the maxim of the concrete decision, provided it exists and is pei·
ceived at all, obtain as a nonn of decision in future cases. In the "suras"
of the Koran, Mohammed repeatedly rejects earlier directives of his
own, irrespective of their divine origin, and even Jehovah "regrets"
some of his decisions. including some of a legal character. Through an
oracle, Jehovah ordained the daughters' right of inheritance (Num. 27),
hut upon remonstration by the interested parties, the oracular pro
nOuncement was corrected (Nwn. 36). Thus even a Weistum 18 of a
general character is unstable, a~d where the individual case is decided
by drawing lots (as. among the Jews. by the Urim and Thummim),
combat, or some other ordeal, or by concrete oracular pronouncement,
we cannot, of course, find any "rule-orientation". In a decision either in
the sense of rule application or of rule creation. The decisions of lay
judges, too, require a long development and much travail to reach the
idea that they represent "norms" going beyond the individual case; this
has been shown, for instance, by the investigations of \r1adimirski
Budanov.1

' As a matter of fact, the greater the degree to which the
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decision is a concern of '1aymen," the less it proceeds upon -Purely o~
jective lines and the more it takes into account the persons involved
and the concrete situation. A certain measure of stabilization and stereo
typing in the direction of the foonation of norms emerges inevitably,
however, as soon as the decision becomes the subject matter of discus
sion, or whenever rational grounds for the decision are being sought or
presupposed. In other words, nonn-formation occurs wherever there is
a weakening of the originally purely oracular character of the decision.
But, within certain limits, it was just the magical character of the primi
tive law of evidence which tended to more rational nonn-fonnation, be
cause it required that the question to be asked had to be p~y
fonnulared.

There also exists another intrinsic element. Ohviously, it is difficult,
and often impossible, for a judge who wishes to avoid the charge of
bias to disregard in a later case a nonn which he has consciously used.
as his maxim in an earlier similar decisiop, and to deny his power of
enforcement when he has once granted it before. The same considerations
hold true for the judges who succeed him. The more stable the tradi
tion, the more the judges will depend on those maxims which guided
their predecessors, because it is just then that every decision, regardless
of how it came into existence, appears as being derived from the ex
clusively and persistently correct tradition. as part of it or as its mani
festation. It thus becomes a pattern which has, or at least lays claim to,
permanent validity. In that sense, the subjective conviction that one is
applying only norms already valid is in fact characteristic of every type
of adjudication which has outgrown the age of prophecy, and it is in no
way peculiarly modern.

New legal nouns thus have two primary sources, viz., first, the
standardization of certain consensual understandings, especially pur
posive agreements, which are made with increasing deliberateness by
individuals who, aided by professional "counsel," thereby demarcate their
-respective spheres of interest; and, second, judicial precedent In this
way. for example, most of English common law developed." The ex
tensive participation in the process of juridically experienced and trained
experts, who to ~n ever increasing degree devoted themselves "prtr
fessionally" to the tasks of "counsel" or judge, has placed the stamp of
"lawyers' law" upon the type of law thus created.

There is not excluded, of course, the role played in the de.velopment
of the law by purely "emotional" faetots, such as the so-calle! "sense of
justice." Experience shows, however, that the "sense of justice" is very
unstable unless it is firmly guided by the pragma of objective or sub
jective interests. It is, as one can still easily see today, capable of sudden
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fluctuations and it cannot be expressed except in: a few very general and
purely fonnal maxims.21 No national legal peculiarities, in particular, can
be derived from any differences in the operation of the "sense of justice,"
at least not as far as present knowledge goes.2Z Being mainly emotional,
that "sense" is hardly adequate for the maintenance of a body of stable
norms; it rather constitutes one of the diverse sources of irrational ad
judication. Only upon this basis can one ask to what extent "popular'
attitudes, i.e., attitudes widely diffused among the legal clientele, can
prevail against the "lawyers' law" of the professionals (attorneys and
judges) who are continuoui.1y engaged in the invention of new contracts
and in adjudication. The answer to this question depends, as we shall
see, upon the type of adjudicative procedure prevailing in a given situa:
tion.

4- Development of New Law Through Imposition from
Above •

But aside from the influence and, mostly, the confluence of these
factors, innovation in the body of legal rules may also occur through
their deliberate imposition from above.23 Of course, this took place at first
in ways very different from those we know in our present society.
Originally there was a complete absence of the notion that rules of con
duct possessing the character of "law," Le., rules which are guaranteed
by "legal coercion," could be intentionally created as "norms." As we
have seen, legal decisions did not originally have any normative element
at all. Today, we take it for granted that legal decisions constitute the
"application" of fixed and stable roles.u But where there had emerged
the conception that norms were "valid" for behavior and binding in the
resolution of disputes, they were at first not conceived as the products, or
as even the possible subject matter, of human enactment. Their "legiti~

macy" rather rested upon the absolute sacredness of certain usages as
such, deviation from which would produce either evil magical effects,
the restlessness of the spirits, or the wrath of the gods. As "tradition"
they were, in theory at least. immutable. They had to he correctly
known and interpreted in accordance with established usage. but they
could not be created. Their interpretation was the task of those who
had known them longest, i.e.• the physically oldest persons or the elders
of the kinship group, quite frequently the magicians and priests, who, as
a result .of their specialized knowledge of the l.i.lagicaI forces. knew the
techniques of intercourse with the supernatural powers.

Nevertheless, new norms have also emerged through explicit imposi~
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cion. But this could happen in one way only, viz., through a new charis
matic revelation which could assume two forms. In the older it would
indicate what was right in an individual case; in the other, the revela
tion might also point to a general norm for all future similar cases. Such
revelation of law constitutes the primeval revolutionary element which
undermines the stability of tradition and is the parent of all types of
legal "enactment," The revelation could, and indeed often was, revela
tion in the literal sense; the new nonns found their source in the
inspiration or impulses, either actual or apparent, of the charismatically
qualified person, and without being in any way required by new external
conditions. But usually revelation was an artificial process. Various
magical devices were used to obtain new rules when a change in eco
nomic or social conditions had created novel and unsolved problems.
The men who nonnally used these primitive methods of adapting old
rules to new situations were the magicians, the prophets, or the priests
of an oracular deity. Of course, the line where interpretation of old
tradition slides into the revelation of new norms is unprecise. But the
transition must take place once the interpretative wisdom of the priests
or elders proves inadequate. A similar need may also arise for the deter
mination of disputed facts.

What is now of interest are the ways in which these modes of in
venting, 6nding, or creating law affect its formal characteristics. The
presence of the magic element in the settlement of disputes and in the
creation of new nonns results in the rigorous formalism so peculiar to
aU primitive legal procedure. For, unless the relevant question has been
stated in the fonnalty correct manner, the magical technique cannot
provide the right answer. Furthennore, questions of right or wrong can
not be settled by any magical method indiscriminately or arbitrarily se
lected; each legal problem has its own technique appropriate to it. We
can now understand the fundamental principle characteristic of all
primitive procedure once it has become regulated by 6xed rules, viz., that
even the slightest error by one of the parties in his statement of the
ceremonial formula will result in the loss of the remedy or even the
entire case, as, for instance, in the Roman procedure by legis actio or
in early medieval law.2& The lawsuit, however, was, as we have seen, .
the oldest type of "legal transaction," because it was based upon a
contract, i.e., the contract of composition.ls Accordingly, we find the
corresponding principle in the solemn private transactions ~f the early
Middle Ages as well as in the Roman negotia stricti juris.If Even the
slightest deviation from the magically effective' fonnula renders the
whole transaction void. Above all, however, a formalistic ''law ('f evi~

dence" .constitutes the beginning of legal formalism in the lawsuit;
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such law was not at all to regulate procedural proof in the modern sense.
No proof was offered to show the allegation of a particular fact to be
either "true" or "false." The issue was rather which party should be
allowed or required to addretS to the magical powers the question of
whether he was right and in which of the several ways this might or
ought to be done.28 The fonnal character of procedure thus stands in
sharp contrast to the thoroughly irrational character of the technique of
decision. Hence, the '1aw" that found expression in these decisions was
entirely fluid and Rexible, unless rigorously traditional norms had cornea
to be generally acknowledged. Logical or rational grounds for a concrete
decision were entirely lacking not only where the decision was given by
a divine power or found through magical means of proof, but also where
it consisted in the verdict of a charismatically qualified sage or, later, by
an elder steeped in tradition, or an elder of the kinship group, or an
arbitrator selected ad hoc, or a permanently elected expounder of the
law (lag saga),~t or a judge appointed by a political ruler. The verdict
had to state that the particular problem had always been dealt with in
the particular way; or it had to state that a divine power had decreed
that the problem should be dealt with in that way in the specific case
in hand or in an future cases, too. Such also was the nature of that
great innovation of King Henry II, which was to become the origin of
all civil trial by jury. The assisa novae disseisinae,80 which was granted
to the petitioning party by royal writ, replaced in real actions31 the older
magical-irrational modes of proof, "i.e., wager of law and combat, by the
interrogation of twelve neighbors sworn to teU whatever they knew
about the seisin in question. The "jury" emerged when the parties
voluntarily or, shordy afterwards, under the pressure of compulsion,82
agreed in all types of litigation33 to accept the verdict of twelve jurors
rather than to derive the finding of guilt from the extraction of the
assize and the old irrational modes of triaJ.3f The jury, as it were, thus
took the place of the oracle, and indeed it resembles it inasmuch as it
does not indicate rational grounds for its decision. There was to be a
distribution of functions between presiding "judge" and jury. The pop
ular view which assumes that questions of fact are decided by the jury
and questions of law by the judge is dearly wrong. Lawyers esteem the
jury system, and particularly the civil jury, precisely because it decides
certain concrete issues of "law" without creating "precedents" which
might he binding in the future, in other words, because of the very "ina
tiondlity" in which a jury decides questions of law.

Indeed, it is this aspect of the civil jury's function which explains
the very slow development in English law of certain rules of long-time
practical validity to the status of fully recognized rules of law,- As the
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verdicts intermingled issues of law with questions of fact, it was only
to the extent that the judges freed th,. p"'Operly l~gal from the factual
portions of a verdict and articulated the fonner as legal principles. that
these verdicts could become part of the growing body of law. It was in
this manner that a major part of English commercial law was fonnulated
by Lord Mansfield in the course of his judicial career. He endowed with
the dignity"of legal propositions what had hitherto been but the "feeling
for law _.JJld j\istice" of the juries when they settled legal problems "
without distinguishing between law and fact. 35 Incidentally, the jury
performed this task quite well, at least when it included experienced
bUsinessmen. Similarly, in Roman law the creative function of the
"~ding jurists" emerged from their giving advice to civil jurors; but
in this case the legal problems were analyzed outside the court by an
independent and legally competent agency.a6 This in due course pro
duced a tendency to shift the work of the jurors onto the responding
jurists and promoted in Rome the extraction of rational propositions of
law from vaguely felt ethical maxims, just as in England the temptation
to shift the work from the judge to the jury could, and probably often
did, produce the opposite effect. Because of the jury, some primitive
irrationality of the technique of decision and, therefore, of the law
itself, has thus continued to survive in English procedure even up to
the present time.Sf

Again, in so far as settled ways of judging typical fact situations have
developed from the interaction of private business practices and judicial
precedents, they do not possess the rational character of "legal proposi
tions" as evolved by modem legal science. The legally relevant fact situ
ations were distinguished from each other in a thoroughly empirical way
in accordance with their objective characteristics rather than in ac
cordance with their meanings as disclosed by fonnal legal logic. Certlin
distinctions were made, but only in the context of detennining in a

. particular case wbicb question should be addressed to the god or the
charismatic authority, how this question should be put, and upon which
of the parties it should be incumbent to apply the appropriate means of
proof. As primitive legal coercion had for this purpose become rigor·
ously formal and consistent, it always led to the "conditional judg
ment."n One of the parties was declared to have the right or the duty
to furnish proof in a certain way, and success or failure in the case was,.
explicitly or by implication, declared to depend upon the result of his
proof. Although different in many technical respects, the procedural
dichotomy of both the praetorian fonnulary procedureJII of Rome and
the English procedure by writ and jury trial were connected.with this
basic phenomenon.
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The problem of just what question was to be addressed to the
magical powers constituted the first stage in the development of
technical~legal concepts. But there is as yet no distinction between ques
tions of fact and questions of law; or between objective norms and
subjective "claims" of individuals which they guarantee; or between the
claim for performance of an obligation and the demand for vengeam.'e
for a wrong-since origil}aHy everything which could constitute the

.' basis of a suit was a wrong-; or between public and private rights; or
between the making and the application of the law. Nor, in spite of what
we have said earlier [sec. i:2-3], is a distinction always made between
"law," in the sense of norms which allot "claims" to the individual inter
ested party, and "administration," in the sense of purely technical disposi
tions which "hy reRection" benefit the individual by giving him access
to certain opportunities.

Of course, all these distinctions exist in a latent and primitively
inarticulate f0Il!l' For, when seen from our point of view, the different
kinds of coercion or of coercive authorities to some extent correspond to
these distinctions. Thus the distinction between the religious lynch
justice (employed hy a community which feels threatened by magical
dangers because of the conduct of one of its members) and the composi
tion proceedings between kinship groups corresponds in a certain sense
to the present-day distinction between criminal prosecution ex officio
and civil proceedings initiated by private parties. Likewise we have
come to see the original seed bed of "administration" in the arbitration
of disputes by the master of the household, unbound by formal re
straints or principles; and we distinguished this type of "administration"
from the first steps toward an organized "administration of justice"
which evolved in disputes between kinship groups by way of the rigor
ous!y formal composition procedure and its strict tendency to apply only
existing rules. Furthermore, wherever there arose an imperium (Le., an
authority whose functions are specifically particularized as distinguished
from the unlimited domestic authority)' we find the beginnings of the
distinction between "legitimate" command and the nonns by which it
is "legitimated." Both sacred tradition and charisma bestowed upon an
individual command either an impersonal or a personal legitimacy, as
the case may be, and thus also indicated the limits of their "lawful
ness."40 But since imperium conferred upon its holder a specific "legal
quality" rather than impersonal jurisdiction, there was for a long time
no clear-cut distinction between the legitimate command, the legitimate
claim. and the nonn by which both are legitimated. Again, what
separated immutable tradition from imperium was also rather vague.
The reason is that the imperium-holder made no important de9sion,
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however great the power he might claim, without resorting as nearly as
possible to the method of obtaining a revelation 'of the law.

5. Approaches to Legislation

(a) Even within the framework of tradition, the law that is actually
applied does not remain stable. As long, at least, as the tradition has not
yet fallen into the domain of a group of specially tra;ned "preservers,"
who are at first usually the magicians and prjests developing empirically
fixed rules of operation, it will be relatively unstable in wide areas of
social life. Valid "law" is what is "applied" as such. The decisions of the
African "palavers" have been transmitted over generations and been
treated as "valid law."i! Munzinger reports the same phenomenon as to
the Northeast African dooms (huthas).u "Case law" is the oldest form
of changing "customary law." As far as subject matter is concerned, we
have seen that, at first, this kind of legal development is limited to the
tested devices of the art of magical inquiry. Only as the importance of
the magicians declined did tradition acquire that character which it
possessed, for example, in the Middle Ages and under which the exist
ence of a legally valid usage could, j'lst like a fact, become the subject
matter of proof by the interested party.

(b) The most direct path of development led from the charismatic
revelation of new commandments over the imperium to the conscious
creation of law by compact or imposed enactment. The heads of kinship
groups or local chieftains are the earliest parties to such compacts.
Where in addition to villages and kinship groups, territorially more in
clusive political or other associations come into existence for some politi
calor economic reason, their affairs were managed through the regular
or ad hoc meetings of the authorities just referred to. The compacts at
which they arrived were of a purely technical or economic nature, that

.is, they concerned themselves, according to our notions, with mere "ad
ministration" or strictly private settlements. These compacts expanded,
however, into the most diverse spheres. The assembled authorities
might, in particular, incline toward imputing to their common d~dara

tions a particularly high authority for the interpretation of the sacred
tradition. Under certain circumstances they might even-dare to interfere,
through their interpretation, with magically sanctioned nonns, for
instance, those ordering kinship exogamy. At first this process would be
initiated mostly by the charismatically qualified magician or sage pre~

senring the assembly with the revelation of the new principle with
which he had been inspired in a state of ecstasy or in a dream; then the
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members, acknowledging the charismatic qualification, would accept
this revelation and would communicate it to their own groups as a new
principle to be observed. However, the boundaries between technical
decree, interpretation of tradition by individual decision, and revelation
of new rules were vague and the magicians' prestige was unstable.
Hence, the creation of law could, as for instance in Australia, be in
creasingly secularized4

' and revelation could be eith~ completely ex
cluded or applid only as an ex post (adO legalization of the compacts.
As a result, wide areas in which -lawmaking was once possible only
through revelation become subject to regulation by the simple consensus
of the assembled authorities. This notion of "enactment" of law is thus
frequently found to be fully developed even among African tribes, al
though the elders and other honoratiores may not always be able to
impose upon their fellow tribesmen the new laws upon which they
have agreed. Monradu has found, for instance, that on the Guinea
Coast the agreements of the honoratiores are imposed upon the economi·
cally weak by means of fines, hut that the new norms are disregarded by
the wealthy and the .eminent unless they had assented to them
an exact analogy to the behavior of the "great of the realm" in the
Middle Ages. On the other hand, the Ahanta and the Dahomey
Negroes would, ~ther periodically or incidentally, revise their enacted
statutes and decide upon new ones.4S Such a situation, however, can
no longei- be called primitive.

(c) As a general rule, enactment of statutes was either entirely non·
existent, or, where it existed, the absence of any distinction between'
finding and making law usually prevented the emergence of any idea of
the legislative act as a general rule to be "applied" by the judge. The
doom simply carried the authority of precedent. This type of intermedi·
ate stage between the interpretation of an already prevailing law and
the creation of new law is stiU to be found in the German "eustomals"
OVeisfumer), which are pronouncements regarding either concrete or
abstra::::t legal problems, issued by an authority legitimated by either
personal charisma or age, knowledge, honorific family status, or official
position. It is also exemplified by the pronouncements of the Nordic
lag saga. These Gennanic sources did not distinguish between laws and
rights, fa or between statutory enactment and judicial decision, or be
tween private and public law, or even between administrative decree
and normative rule. Depending on the Case at hand, they Buctuated
from one to the other. Even English parliamentary resolutions retained
such an ambiguous character almost up to the threshold of the present.
As indicated by the term assisa, not only in the Plantagenet era hut, at
least basically, even well into the seventeenth century, a parliBmentary
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resolution had the same character as any other doom.41 Even the king
did not regard himself as unconditionally bound hy his own assisae. By
various means Parliament sought to counteract that tendency. The keep
ing of records and "rolls" 'of various kinds was meant to serve the pur~

pose of conferring the status of precedent upon those Parliamentary
resolutions which had met with royal assent. Consequently, the resolu
tions of Parliament have always retained, even until today, the charac
ter of mere amendments to the existing law, in contrast to the codifying
character of the modem continental legislative enactment, which, unless
otherwise indicated, always purports to constitute a complete regulation
of the subject matter in question. Hence, the principle that old law is
completely repealed by new law has not yet been fully accepted in
England even today.48

Cd) That concept of statute which in England was favored by the
rationalism of the Puritans and later of the Whigs derives from Roman
law, where it had its source in the ius honorarium, i.e., in the originally
military imperium of the magistrate. Lex rogata was that decree of the
magistrate which hp.d been rendered. binding for the citizens by the con
sent of the citizens in anns and which was thus binding also for the
magistrate's successor in office.4' The original source of the modem
concept of statute was, accordingly, Roman military discipline and the
peculiar nature of the Roman military community. In medieval conti
nental Europe, Frederick :t of Hohenstaufen was the first to utilize the
Roman conception of statute,s° apart from the Carlovingians, to whom.
it had heen of a merely incipient significance.~l But even the early
medieval, particularly English, conception of the statute as an enacted
amendment to the law was by no means reached quickly.

Ce) Characteristics of .he charismatic epoch of lawmaking and law
finding have persisted to a considerahle extent in mallY of the institu
tions of the period of tatkmJ enactment and application of the law.
Remnants still survive even at the present day. As late a writer as
Blackstone calIed the English judge a sort of living oracle;u and as
a matter of fact, the role played by decision as the indispensable and
specific fann in which the commfji) law j", embodied- corresponds to the
role of the crade in ancient law; What was hitherto uncertain, viz., the
existence of the particular legal principle, has now, through the decision,
become a pennanent rule. The decision cannot be disregarded with im~

punity unless it is obviously "absurd" or "contrary to God's will" and
therefore lacking charismatic quality. The' only distinction between the
genuine oracle and the English precedent is that the orade does not
state rational grounds, but it shares this very feature with the verdict
of the jury. Historically, of course, the jurors are not the successors of
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the charismatic legal prophets; quite to the contrary, the jury represents a
displace~ent of the irrational means of proof used in adjudication before
the folk assembly by the testimony of the neighbors, especially in matters
concerning property. In the King's court it is thus a product of princely
rationalism. True cases of descent from charismatic declaration of law we
can see, on the other hand, in the relationship between the Germanic
aldermen (SchoffenYs and the "judge," and in th{; institution of the lag
saga of Nordic law. .

6. The Role of the Law Prophets and of the Folk Justice
of the Germanic Assembly

Of striking importance is a fundamental principle which has had
an extraordinary inHuence upon the development of corporative (genos
senschaftlieh) and estate autonomy in the medieval West.

(a) This principle, which was consistently observed for the politi
cal reasons already ,mentioned, required that the lord of the court or
his deputy would not participate in the decision of the case but would
only occupy the chair and keep order in the court; the decision was to
be arrived at by charismatic "declarers" of the law or, later, by aldermen
appointed from the community within which the decision was tf) stand
as law. In certain respects, this principle partakes of the nature of
charismatic adjudication. The judge, by whom the court is convoked
and held in his official capacity, cannot participate in the law6nding .
simply because in .he charismatic view his office as such does not confer

. upon him the charismatic quality of legal wisdom. His task is done
when he has brought the parties to the point where they choose com
position in preference to vengeance and the peace of the court in
preference to self-help, and where they are ready to perform those
formalities which both force them to adhere to the trial agreement and,
at the same time, constitute the correct and effective way of putting the
question to the deity or to the charismatically qualified sages. Originally,
these legal sages were men of some general magical qualifications who
were called upon in individual cases because of their very charisma; or
they were priests, as the Brehons in IrelandG4 or the Druids among the
Gauls,66 or special juridical honOTatiores ackriowledged as such by elec
tion as lag sagas among the Nordic tribes or as rachimburgi among
the Franks.68 The charismatic lag saga later became a functionary whose
position was legitimated as such by periodic election and eventually by
appointment; the rachimburgi gave way to the aldermen legitimated as
juridical honoratiores by royal patent. Yet, the principle sti~ ~urvived
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that the taw could not be disclosed by the lfJrd himself but· only by
persons qualified ,by the possession of charisma. Thanks to his charis
matic status, many a Nordic lag saga or German alderman was a
politically influential spokesman for his district with the sovereign,
especially in Sweden.~; Always, these men were descended from emi
nent families and quite naturally the office was often hereditary in a
family regarded to be charismatically qualified. The lag saga, for whom
we have historical evidence from the tenth century on, never was a
judge. He had nothing to do with the enforcement of any judgment;
originally he had no coercive powers at all and only later did he acquire
a limited coercive power in Norway. Coercive power, to the extent that
it existed in legal matters at all, lay rather in the hands of political
officials. From one called upon from case to case to nnd the law, the lag
saga developed into a permanent official; and with the g:owing need for
a rational calculability and regularity of the law, he became responsible
for stating annually before the assembled community all those rules in
accordance with which he would declare or "find" the law from case to

.case. The purpose was to make thes~ rules known to the whole com
munity but also to keep them alive in the memory of the lag saga him
self. In spite of certain differences, the similarity with the annual pub
lication of the praetorian edict is considerable. The succeeding lag saga
was not bound by the saga of his predecessor, since, by virtue of his
charisma, every lag saga could "create" new law. He could, of ,course,
take into account suggestions and resolutions of the popular assembly,
hut he was not required to do so, and such resolutions were not law
until they were received into the lag saga. Law could only be revealed;
this fundamental principle as well as its implications in regard to the
creation and declaration of law mus't '-now have become quite obvious.
As in the Lex ThuTingorum, traces of similar institutions can be found in
most Germanic legal systems, especially in Frisia (the asega).~s The
"editors" mentioned in the Preamble to the Lex Sa1ica~9 probably were
such prophets of the law, and we may also reasonably assume that the
specific origin of the Frankish Capitula legibus addenda60 is connected
with the "nationalization" ofsuch legal prophecy.

(b) Similar developments, or traces of them, can be found every
where. The primitive method of deciding legal disputes by resorting to
an oracle was frequent in civilizations of otherwise highly rationalized
political and economic structure as, for instance, Egypt (the oracle of
Ammon) or Baqylonia.&l Certainly the practice also contributed to the
power of the Hellenic oracles.&2 Similar functions were perfonned by
the legal oracles of the Israelites.DB Indeed, legal prophecy seems to
have been universaL Everywhere the power of the priests rested largely
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upon their activities as dispensers of oracles or as the "directors" of the
procedure in ordeals. Their powers thus increased considerably with the
growing pacification of society due to the increased replacement of
vengeance, at first by compulsion and eventually by complaint and
trial. In Africa. the significance of irrational means of proof has heen
greatly reduced by the "chieftain's trial"; nevertheless, the terrifying
power of the fetish-priest still rests upon the partial survival of the older

" practice of the sacred magical trial and ordeal. which was not only held
under his supervision but which also allowed him to bring charges of
sorcery and thus to deprive of life and"property anyone who had. in·
curred his displeasure or that of one who knew how to win him to his
side. Even purely secular forms of the administration of justice have
under certain conditions retained important traces of the old charismatic
methods of adjudica·tion. It is probably correct to regard the Athenian
thesmothetai"~ as a body of persons who, through a process of formal~

ization, changed from a group of charismatic legal prophets into an
elective council of officials. But we cannot say with any certainty to
what extent the participation of the Roman pontifices in legal matters
was Originally organized in a way similar to that of other forms of legal
prophecy. The principle of separating the formal direction of the law
suit from the finding of law applied in Rome as well, although the teeh~

nical details were different from those of Germanic law. As regards the
edict of the praetor and the aedilis. their similarity with the lag saga is
also evident from the fact that its binding effect upon the individual
official himself was preceded by a stage in which the official enjoyed
wide discretionary powers. The principle that the praetor should be .
hound bylbis own edict did not evolve into a rule of law until the impe
rial period; _1nd we must assume that both the pontifical disclosure of the
law as resting upon an esoteric body of technical rules and the praetor's
instruction to the iudex were at first rather irrational. It is customary to
explain the demand of the plebs for the codification and publication of
the law as a result of their opposition to/both an esoteric law and the
power of the magistrate. ,

(c) The separation of lawfinding frpm law enforcement has often
been claimed to be a peculiar trait of Ginnan law as well as the source
of the special power of the German sodalities (Genossenschaften).
Actually, however, it is anything but a German peculiarity. The Ger
man board of aldermen simply took the place of the old charismatic
prophets. The 'unique feature of German legal development can rather
be found in the maintenance of that separation, the way in which it"
was rechnicaJ1y worked out, and its connection with certain other
important peculiarities of German law. Of these, one must mention
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particularly the continuous importance of the so-called Umstand.u

This was the participation in the process of adjudication by members of
the legal community who were not juridical hcmoratiores; whose con
currence by acclamation was indispensable for ratification of the veruict
as found by the "lawfindcrs:' and every one of whom could, by way
of Urteilsschelte, challenge the verdicts proposed."" Tne phenomenon
of participating in adjudication by way of concurring acclamation can
be found outside the area of Germanic procedure. One is justified in
assuming, for instance, that elements of this practice are contained in
Homer's description of a trial as depicted upon the shield of Achillcs;~l

or in the trial of Jeremiah [Jer. 26:/24J, and elsewhere. The right of
every freeman to chaUengt~ the decision of the lawnnders, i.e., the 50

called Urteilsschelte, is a peculiar feature of Gennan law, however.
Yet it is by no means necessary to regard it as rooted in immemorial,
aboriginal Germanic tradition. It seems rather to be a product of special
developments, largely military in nature.

(r) Among the most important factors which secularized the think
ing about what should be valid as a norm and furthered its emancipa
tion from magically guaranteed traditions, were war and its uprooting
effects. Although the conquering warrior chief could not exercise the
imperium in important cases without the free consent of the army, it
was inevitably very wide. It was in the very nature of the situation that
this imperium was in the vast majority of cases oriented towards the
regulation of conditions which in times of peace could have bEen
regulated onIy by revealed norms, but which in times of war required
that new norms be created by agreed or imposed enactment. The war
lord and the army disposed of prisoners, booty, and particularly of con¥
quered lan~. They ~hus created. new individual rights and, under cer
tain circumstances, new law. On the other hand, the war lord, both
in the int~rest of common security and to prevent breaches of discipline
and the i,itstigation of domestic disorder, had to have more comprehen
sive powers than a "judge" possessed in times of peace. These cir
cumstances would alone have been sufficient to increase the imperium at
the~se of tradition .. But war also disrupts the existing economic and
social order, so that it becomes dear to everyone that the things one has
been accustomed to are not absolutely sacred. It follows that war and
warlike expansion have at all stages of historical development often
been connected with a systematic fixation of the law both old and new.
Again, the pressing need for security against internal and foreign
enemies induces a growing rationalization of lawmaking and lawfind·
ing. Above all, those various social elements by whom legal procedure
is guided and presided over, enter into new relationships with each
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other. If the political association assumes a pennanently military charac·
ter because of war and preparation for war, the military as such in
creases its decisive influence over the settlement of disputes between
its members and, consequently, upon the development of the law. The
prestige of age and, to a certain extent, the prestige of magic tend to
decreas~. But many different solutions can be found for the problem
of how to adjust the various claims for a share in... the making of new
law of the war lord, of the secular and spiritual guardians of sacred
tradition, and of a military community likely to be comparatively free from
the restraints of tradition. .

From this point of view, the tipe d i.~i1itary organization is a highly
important factor. The Cermar!ic thi.ng of the district and also the gemot
(Landesgemeillde) of the total political community were assemblies of
the men who were able to bear arms and, consequently, were owners of
land. Similarly, the Roman populus consist~ iif the property~holders

assembled in their tactical units. During the gr~t upheavals of the
migration of the Germanic tribes, the assemblies of the Germanic p0

litical communities seem to have assumed, as against the war lord,
the rig~t to paiticipate in the creation of new law. Sohm's contention
tINt all enacted law was the King's law is quite improbable.6B In fact,
the bearer of the imperium does not seem to have played a pre
dominant role in this kind of lawmaking. Among more sedentary peo
ples, the power of the charismatic legal sage continued unbroken;
among those who were faced with new situations in the course of their
warlike wanderings, especially the Franks and the Langobards, the sense
of power of the warrior class increased. They claimed and exercised
-the right of active and decisive participation in the enactment of laws
and the formation of judgments.

In early medieval Europe, on the other hand, the Christian Church,
by its example of episcopal power, everywhere strongly ercouraged
the interference of the princes in the administration and enactment of
the law. Indeed, the church often instigated this intervention for its
own interests as well as in the interests of the ethics it taught. The
capitularies of the Frankish kings developed in the same way as the
semi-theocratic courts of the itinerant justices.f9 In Russia, very shortly
after the introduction of Christianity, the_ second version of the Russ
kaya Pravda is evidence of the prince's intervention in adjudication and
enactment which had been lacking in the 6rst version; the result was
the development of a considerable body of new substantive law having
its source in the prince.TO In the Occident, this tendency of the im
perium clashed with the finn structure of charismatic and corporative
.adjudication within the military cornmWlity. By contrast, the Roman
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populus could, in accordance with the development of discipline in the
hoplite anny,71 only accept or reject what was proposed. by the holder
of the imperium, i.e., apart from legal enactments, nothing but deci
sions in capital cases brought before it by provocatio.12 In the German
thing a valid judgment necessarily required the acclamation of the
audience (Umstand).13 The Roman populus, on the other hand, was
at first notconcemed with any judgment save its power to rescind, by
way of grace, a death sentence rendered by a magistrate. The right
of every member of the Gennan thing assembly to challenge the de
cision proposed (Urteilsschelte) was due to jts lesser degree of military
discipline. The charismatic quality of adjudication 'twas not the ex
clusive possession of a special occupational group, but every member
of the thing community could at all times express his superior howl
edge and attempt to have it prevail over the judgment proposed.. Orig
inally,a decision betw.een them could only be arrived at by an ordeal;
frequendy with penal sanctions for the one whose "false" judgment
cotJ,stituted blasphemy against the divine guardians of the law. In fact,
of course, the munnur of approval or disapproval by the community,
whose voice was, in this sense, the "voice of God," would always carry
considerable weight. The strict discipline of the Romans found expres
sion in the magistrate's exclusive right of guiding the course of the
lawsuit as well as in the exclusive right of initiative (ager¥um populo)
of the several magistrates who were competing with each other.

The Gennanic dichotomy between lawfinding and law enforcement
constitutes one type of separation of powers in the administration of
justice; another is represented by the Roman system of concurrent
powers of several magistrates entitled to "intercede" against each other
and of division of functions in a law suit between magistrate and
iudex. Separation of powers in the administration of justice was also
guaranteed by the necessity of collaboration in various fonDS among
magistrates, juridical honoratiores, and the military or political assembly
of the community. It was on this basis that the formalistiC character of

. the law and its admipistration was preseIVed.
(2) Where;' however, '.'official" authorities, that is, the imperium of

the prince, and' his officials or the power of the priests as the official
guardians of the law, succeeded in eliminating the independent bearers
of charismatic legal knowledge on the one side, and the participation of
the popular assembly or its representatives on the other, the develop
ment of law acquired quite early that theocratic-patrimonialistic charac
ter which, as we shall see, produced peculiar consequences for the
fonnal aspects of the law. Although a different course developed. where,
as for instance in the Hellenic democracies, a politically omnipotent
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popular assembly completely displaced the old magisterial and charis
matic agents of adjudication and set itself up as the sole and supreme
authority in the creation and the finding of the law, the effects upon
the £annal qua.lities of the law were similar. We shall speak of "law
finding by the folk assembly" Cdinggenossenschaftliche Recht<~ndung)

whenever the folk assembly, while- it participates in adjudication. does
not have supreme authority over it but can accept or reject the deci
sion recommended by the charismatic or official possessor of legal
knowledge and can influence the decision in some particular way, for
instance, through the challenge of the judgment proposed. Illustra
tions of this situation are the Germanic military community as well as, '
although in a highly rationally modified way, the military community
of Rome. The type is not characterized, however, by the mere fact
of the IXlpular assembly participating in adjudication, examples of
which occur frequently, e.g., among the Negroes of TogolandH or
among the Russians of the period of the first pre-Christian version
of the Russkaya Pravda. 75 In both these situations we can find a small
body of "judgment 6nders"-twelve among the Russian!>----<.'Orrespond~

ing to the Germanic council of aldermen. Among the inhabitants of
Togoland the members of this body are taken from among the elders
of the kinship or neighborhood groups, and we may assume a similar
basis more generally for the origin of the council of judgment· finders.
In the Russkaya Pravda, the prince did at first not participate at all;
among the Togoland Negroes, however, he presides over the delibera·
tions, and the judgment is arrived at by the joint and secret consulta~

tion between him and the elders. In neither case, however, does the
participation of the people iwpart any charismatic character to the
process of decision finding. Cases where popular participation does have
that d'..aracter seem ro be rare in Africa and elsewhere.

(3) Where the community participates in the form of the Umstand,
the formal character of the law and of lawfinding is largdy preserved be
cause the lawfinding is the product of revelation of the legal sage rather
than the whimsical or emotional enunciation of those for whom the law is
effective, i.e., those whom it purports to dominate rather than to serve.
On the other hand, the sage's charisma, like every other genuine char
isma, must "prove" itself by its own persuasive and convincing power.
Indirectly, the sotlse of fairness and the everyday experience of the
members of the legal community can .thus make themselves felt
strongly. Formally, the law remains here; too, "lawyers' law," for without
specific expert knowledge and skill it cannot assume the fonn of a
rational rule. However, as far as its content is concerned, it is at the
same time also "popular law."
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It is most probable that the origin of the institution of the "legal
proverbs" may be ascribed to the epoch of administration of justice
by the folk assembly. It sholl1d be realized, however, that the folk
assembly was not a universal phenomenon, if we use the term in the
precise sense of a peculiar variety of several possible ways of dividing
power between the authority of legal charisma and ratification by the
popular and military community. The specific feature of such legal
proverbs is usually a combination of the formal legal norms with a
concrete and popular reason, as, for example, in ,such sayings as these:
"Where you have left your faith, there you must seek it again," or
"Hand must warrant hand" [ef. sec. i:5, n. 26]. They originate, on the
one hand, in the popular character of the law which arises both from
the participation of the community and the relatively considerable
knowledge which it has of the law. On the other hand, legal proverbs
also originated in certain. maxims formulated by individuals, who, either
as experts or as interested observers, gave thought to the common fea
tures of frequently recurring decisions. It is certain that legal prophets
must have coined many a maxim in this fashion. In short, legal proverbs
are fragmentary legal propositions expressed as slogans.

7. The Role of the Law Specialists
Yet, formally elaborated Jaw constituting a complex of maxims

consciously applied in decisions has never come into existence without
the decisive coOperation of trained specialists.. We have already become
acquainted with their different categories. The stratum of "practitioners
of the law'to concerned with adjudication comprises, in addition to the
official administrators of justice, the legal honoratiores, i.e., the lag
sagas, rachimburgi, Schoffen, and, occasionally, priests. As the a~-; .
ministration of justice requires more and more experience and, ;ufti

,mate1y, specialized knowledge, we find as a further category private
counselors and attorneys, whose influence in the formation of the law
through "legal invention" has often been considerable. The conditions
under which this group has developed will be.discussed further below
(in the next section]. The increased need for specialized legal knowl
edge created the professional lawyer. This growing demand for ex
perience and specialized knowledge and the consequent stimulus for
increasing rationalization of the law have almost always come from in
creasing significance of commerce and those participating in it. For
the solution of the new problems thus created, specialized, Le., rational,
training is an ineluctable requirement. Our interest is centered upon,
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the ways and consequences of the "rationalization" of the law, that is
the development of those juristic qualities which are characteristic of~

it today. We shall see that a body of law can be rationalized in various
ways and by no means necessarily in the direction of the development
of its "juristic" gualities. The direction in which these fonnal qualities
develop is, however, conditioned directly by "intrajuristic" conditions:
the particular character of the individuals who are in a position to in
fluence by virtue of their profession the ways in which the law is
shaped. Only indirectly is this development influenced, however, by
general economic and social conditions. The prevailing type of legal
education, i.e., the mode of training of the practitioners of the law,
has been more important than any other factor.

NOTES

1. The classical formulation of the German Pandectist doctrine of customary
law is that by PUCHTA, DAS GBWOHNRBITSRBCRT, 2 vots. (1828/37); for a con
cise modem treatment, see 1 ENNECCBims, ALLCEMElNER TElL (1928) 31, 64,
79; see also MArnE (1861), c. i; J. C. GRAY, NATURE AND SOURCES OF LAW
(2nd ed. 1927), c. XII; Vinogradoif, The Problem of Custom, COLLBC'I'J!D
PAPERS, II, 410; furthermore, ALLEN (;th ed. 19;1), cc. i and ii, where the
rather different tests of the legal validity of customs in the common law are fully
discussed.

2. E. Zitelmann, Cewohnheitsrtxht und ITTtu~ (1883), 66 ARCHfV FUR
DIE CIVILISTXSCHB PRAXIS, 323; O. GIERXE, PRlVATRECHT, I, 1569.

3. E. LAMBERT, LA FONCTION DU DROIT CIVIL COMPAU (1903), 172,216;
EHRLICH, 436; see also GRAY, op. cit. supra n. 1, at 297. Both Lambert and Eh~

lich argued that the origin <If custom was not to be found in VOLXSRECHT but'
predominantly in JtlRISTBNRECHT. More particularly, their argument (especially
Lambert's) was that custom becomes only then established when those who use
the custom have become dearly convinced that the courts will not depart from
the line of conduct which the judges have laid down and that it is better to adapt
oneself to these rules in the same way as one has to adapt himself to the rules laid
down by the legislature. This view of custom was meant to drive another nail into
the coffin of the Historical School, whose arguments were that custom derived
first and foremost from the consensus utentium before receiving judicial and legal
recognition. Ehrlich was less radical than Lambert, although be too insisted
strongly on the creative agency of judge-made law. He distinguished between
Rechtssiitze, i.e., rules for decision, and Rechtsverhaltnisse, i.e., the legal arrange
ments actually existing in society, such as property, family, etc. In dealing with
Rechtsverh4ltnisse the judge's function might be less original and more restricted,
for the judge must always give due attention to the private arrangements or con
ventions existing in society: but ac:rording to Ehrlich, the process of judicial law
making was still clearly discernible.

4. On the medieval doctrines about consuet1Ulo as a source oE law, see B:R1B,
I..EHlUl YOM GEWOHNHErrSRllCHT (1899), §§ ]2 et seq.; ENGELMANN (1938)
8Ii for England, see POLLOCK AND MAITLAND 183: ALLEN; HOLDSWORTH, III,
I67":'I7°'
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5. For a disctilsion of this conflict, see MrfTBIS, REICHSRECHT (IS91);
JOLOWICZ, 66---71. '

6. Cf. 1 POLLOCK AND MAITLAND t07. 184, 186, 220. 222; HOLDSWORTH
1,1-20; 11,3-21; 206-207; ALLEN, 86-S8,

,. Cf. SWF4 n. 4. see also SAVICNY. GBSCHICHTB DIIS ROMISCHJ1.N RscHTS
IM MITI'BLALTBR (2nd ed. 1850) esp. I. 115. 178.

8. ljma-in Mohammedan law that consent of the scholars which has been
held necessary to establish law supplementary to the word of the Prophet as ex·
pressed in the Koran and his other alleged sayings (hadith).

9. On the Historical School, see the full treatment by STONB, 421.
10. K. KNIES. Om POLI'IUCHIl OEKQNOMlll VOM GESCHICHTLICHEN STAND

PUNkT£ (1883). Cf. also WEBBR'S RoscheT und Knies und die logischen Probleme
der historischen National61wnomie, SCHMOLLERS JAHRBiicHIIR (1903, 1905.
1906), teprinted in GAzW, 1-145.

1I. Zadruga (accent on the lint syllable) is the south-Slavic variety of the
very widely spread phenomenon of the house community (d. PBAKll, Village
Community, 15 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 253, 256). According to TROYANOVITCH,
MANNERS AND CUSTOMS IN SBRBIA. ed. Stead, London. 1909, c. xii, it was a
large family or clan, organized on a patrilineal basis, dwelling in one large house
and holding all its land. livestock. and money in cllmmon. These zndrugas con·
tinued for several generations without division, often including as many as 100
inqividuals. They were ruled by an elder (stareshina), usually the oldest member
of the household capable of exerting authority, who apportioned the work among
the different members. When a zadruga broke up, the stOles were divided equally
among all the members, but the land among the males only.

The zadruga has been regarded as evidence for the Marxist theory of "aborig
inal" communal property or as a model for the communist society of the future
(S. Marcovic. 10 Err.•.:yc. Soc. Sci. 144). Quite particularly has the uuUv6'l been
used as the prime illustration for the superfluousness or ineffectiveness of state
law as a means of social regulation. This notion seems to derive from the use
which Ehrlich made of the investigation of South Slavic law by BogiSic (see
Demelic, Le droit coutumier des Slaves mbidionaux d'apres les recherches de v.
BagiSiC. 6 REV. LiIGISL. ItNCIENNE ET MODElI.NE (1876) 2B). The famous pas
sage in Ehrlich (at 371) is as follows:

"BogBic's investigation revealed. that among all the Southern Slavs within the
territory within which the Austrian Civil Code is in effect th~ _well-known South
Slavic family community, the Sadruga, is in existence; this is altogether unknown
to the Civil Code and absolutely irreconcilable with its principles."

This proposition, which has been taken over by Weber, is Dot tenable, how·
ever.

In the fonner Austro-Hungarian Monarchy the kingdom of Croatia-Slavonia,
. a semi-autonomous part of Hungary, constituted the area of principal occurrence of

the zadruga. The Austrian Civil Code of ISII was introduced there in 1852
(Law of November 29, 1852, Austrian REICHs-GESETZ·BLATT 1852, No. 246).
In the course of the implementation of the Code as the law of Croatia·Slavonia,
the Decree of the Austrian Minister of Justice of April IS. I8B (R.G. Bl. 18B,
No. 65) provided for the introduction of the Austrian system of registration of
land titles. Section 29 of this decree provided expressly that in the case of lands
owned by a "house communion" the family as such was to be entered as the
owner rather than any single individual. This decree constituted a clear recog
nition of the zmlruga by the official law. It continued a tradition which had been
established by official Austrian legislation from the beginning of the Austrian rule
<Wet the regions of the so-called Militifr-Grenu ("Military Border Regi~." i.e.•
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the region adjacent to the Turkish border). The zadruga is expres5ly mentioned
in the very statute of 1754 by which the MilitiiT-Grenze was established (MiUtiir
Guntz-Recht fur lias Carlstiidter und Varasdiner Generalat, Part IV, § 37; see also
Grenz-Gnmdgesetz of 1807; cf. M. STOPPBR, ERLA.UTBRUNGBN Dllll, GlI.~

GBSIlT2.B PUR DUl CARLSTADTBR I, VAlL\SDIHBR, BANAT, SLAVONlIClDl UND

CROATISCHB MILITARGRENZIl {Vienna, I830J; see also VANICIlX. CESCHICK'l'Il DEli.
MU,1TA.RcRBNZIl, 4 vols. [1875]; HOSTINEX, DIE K.K. MILrrkAGII.BNZIl, 2 vols.
(186I}).

The Basic Law of 1850 (Kaiserl. Patent v. 7. Mai, 18so, R.G. B1. 1850, No.
243) stated expressly that "The Ftriarehallife of the border population is placed
under the protection of the law' ('31); in accordance with this maxim an ex
tensive set of ,provisions was established to clarify the internal structure of the
"family houses and theiI relation to outsiders (§§ 16, n, 27, 33-45). Bya later
Croatian Statute of 1870, the disciplinary powers of the family head and the vil
lage authorities over zadruga members were again expressly recognized and regu·
lared (cf. Bidennann, Ugislation autonome de La CroMie [1876J, 8 REV. DR.
INTL. itT LEC1SL. COMPo 215, 266). In Austria proper the zadruga existed only in
the small district of White Carniola. There, too, judicial ,practice regarded zadru~a

lands as owned, not by individuals, but by the family. 0fficial Austrian, including
Croatian-Slavonian, law was thus faI from hostile to the zadruga. It would also be
difficult to see in what respects the zadruga would have been incompatible with
any of the provisions of the Austrian Civil Code. Like all modern codifications,
the Austrian code leaves wide room for private parties to regulate their affain ac
cording to their own wi.~hes. The majority of its rules on contracts are stopgap law
(ius dispositivum) to be applied only in SO far as the parties have failed to make
their own arrangements. Its rules on real pIopeny and decedents' estates are so
fonnulate<l rhat they can e'asily be adapted to various forms of joint tenancy. It is
thus difficult to see how the uulruga can be used as an illustration fOI the inef
fectiveness of legal regulation.

For further infonnation on the zadruga see MAINE, EARLY LAw 232-282;
WEBER, HISTORY (1950: 12, 47: Y. PERlTCH, Opposition between communism
and bourgeois democracy as typified in the Serbian Zadruga Family (1922) 16'
ILL. L. REV. 423; S. H. CROSS, Primitive Civilization of the Eastern Slavs (1946).
5 AMBRICAN SLAVIC AND EAST-EUROPEAN RBv, 50; P. E, MOSELEY, t\dQ;p~tian

for S1"villal: The Varzic Zadruga (1942/43) 2 SLAVONIC AND EAST-EUROPEAN
REV. 147-170; for recent developments concerning the zadruga see M. ISIC, LIlS
PROBLEMES ACRAIRES ioN YOUCOSLAVIE (1926) 32, 48, 319.

12. The four orthodox schools of Islamic jurisprudence are the Hanefite,
Shafiite, Malekite, and Hanbalite; see Schacht 8 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 344, and lit
erature there cited.

13. For the system of "personal laws" in the Frankish empire, see Maitland,
Prologue to a History of English Law (1907) SELECTED ESSAYS IN ANGLO
AMBRICAN LECAL HJSTORY 20; see also I BRUNNER, 259; SMITH, 115 et seq.;
K. ScHRODER, DIE FRANKEN 1JND IHR RECHT (1881) 36.

14· The re~ce is to the school of EI-AzhaI, Islam's most celebrated centet
of learning, founded in CaiIO in A.D. 988. .

15· Weber's reference is to the old Turkey of the time before the Kemalist
refonns of the 19Z0'S; d. VESEy-FrrZCERALD, MUHAMMEDAN LAW (1931) 36!f.

16. Traditionally one enumelates three main types of lawyers' activity in an
cient Rome: respondere, agere and cavere. Respondere was the exposition of a
point of law, especially in the answer to a (juestion addressed to the jurist (re·
spansa prudentium); ague was the activity on behalf of a client in a court of law;
cavere meant the drafting of con~acts, wills, and other tranSflctions. A distinction
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was m~(k~ between tl.e "jurisconsult" and the "advocate" (orator, rhewr). The
latter would act in lhose COUIts, especrially crimin::!], in which omtory would bf'
,counted on to be helpful. Legal training was neither necessary nor usual for an
ontor. Cicero's knowledge of the Jaw, for instance, does not seem to have sur
p,I~SI'd that of the lVell·educated citizen and statesman in general. Cf. SCHULTZ,
'HISTORY; see also the popular account of "how the Roman law factory worked"
.l'y WORMSER, THE LAw (New York, (949), c. ix; for further discussion by
\-\':eber, sec infra. sec. iV:3.

17. Kautelarj'uTisten-those lawyus who, like the English conveyancer or the
modem American corporation lawyer, are using their skilf in drafting instruments
and especially in inventing new clauses for the purpose of safeguarding their
clients' interests and of preventing future litigation. The tenn has been used wirh
special reference to the German seventeenth- and eighteenth-century specialists in
that art, and also to characterize the early period of Roman legal development
(d. infra. ch. XI. n. 5"),

18. \.\teistum (pI. Weistumer), similar to the costumals or customaries of
England, is a collection of legal customs of a particular locality, especially a manor.
"As far back llS into the Carlovingian period we can trace the rractice of an i1Ufuisitio
into existing customs to be made annually by an officer 0 the manor. The ma
terials so collected were recited every year or, later, reduced to writing and an
nually read in public. From the manorial communities this custom spread to
communities of free peaSants and to free villages." (VON SCHWERIN, DEUTSCHE
RECHTSGESCH1CHTe [2nd.ed. 1915], with bibliography).

19. Vllldimirski-Budanov. Mikhail Flegontovich. 1838--1916, Russian legal
historian; d. {he biographical article on him in 15 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 271; see his
Russian Legal History (OIlZOR ,STORII RUSSKACO'PRAVA, 1907) 59, 88.

20. For the btest and most comprehensive presentation of the development of
the principle of stare decisis in English law, see ALLEN 43, 150ft, 525ft.

21. For recent discussions of the "sense of justice," see E. N. CAHN, THE
SENSE Of' INJUSTrCF. (1949); E R1EZLER, DAs RECHTSCllFUHL (2nd ed. 1946)~

HOCHE, ])AS RECHTSGEFUHL IN JUSTIZ UND POLlTIK (1932); H. CorNO, GRUND
ZUCE DEli Rf,CHTSI"HlLOSOPHIE (1950) 48.

22. Weber's remark is directed against those scholars of the historical school of
jUrisprudence who regarded all law as the emanation of every nation's peculiar
"national spirit" (Volksgeist), see especially SAVIGNY, YOM BERUF UNSERER ZEIT
Flh GESETZGEBUNG UND RECHTSWISSENSCHAFT (1814), translated by HAYWARD
(ON THE VOCATION OF OUR AGE FOR LEGISLATION AND JURISPRUDENCE, 183 I);
d. STONE 421. The theory of the national peculiarity of the sense of justice was
taken up by the National-Socialists and used by them as one of the foundations of
their legal theory.

23. On the slow i1evelopment of conscious creation of new law by legislation
in England, see ALLEN 354, 365" et seq.; S. THORNE, INTRODUCTION TO A DIS
COURSB UPON THF. EXPOSITION AND UNDERSTANDING OP STATUTBS, WITH SIP.
THOMAS EGERTON'~ ADDITIONS (J 942).

24. The view eKpICssea here by Weber is typically that of continental legal
thinking; for the radically different view or the American realists, see especially
JEROME FRANK, LAW AND THE MODERN MIND (1930); for a more realistic de
scription of the American approach, see EDWARD LEVI, INTRODUCTION TO LECAL
REASONJNG (1949); d. also STONE 192; and see inf1'a, sec. viii:2~

25· FO! the formalistic fe:llures of the ie,t;is actio, see JOLOWICZ 87, 181;
WENGER 123; ENGELMANN AND MILLAR 269, 281; 2 JHERIN"G, 496-695. As to
fonnalism in medieval procedure, see Brunner, Wort und Form im altfranlosi
schen' Proless in SITZUNGSBER. DER hAD. DER WISS. zu WrBN, PHIL-HIST.
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CLAISB LVII (1867), 655; ENGELMANN AND MILLAR I74, 386, 649; O. V.
ZALLINGBR, WBSBN UND URSPRUNG DBS FORMALlSMUS 1M ALTDIlUTSCHBN PRI·
VATRBCHT (I898); SCHROEDER, §§ 13,25.37,63. See also infra, sec. iV:1 and
n. 4 (fautes volent exploits).

26. See' supra, sec. i:5.
27· In classical Roman law a distinction was made between negotia stncu

1uris and negotia bonae fidei. In the former t:lie debtor has to perfcrm exactly as
he has promised, no more and no less. The principal example is the formalized
promise of the solemn stipulatio. In the latter, which are a pIoduct of later devel
opment, the debtor has to do whatever is required by good faith and fair dealing,
especially in view of local or meIcantile custom. Cf. SOHM, 367; JORS AND KUN
KEL 165 (with bibliogr::.phy); see also SCHULZ, PRINCIPLES 223 et seq.

28. Among the historians of the Germanic laws it has become customary to .
speak of the "right" to offer proof and to contrast it with the modem "burde~'

of proof. Cf. 2 BRUNNER, RECHTSGESCHICHTE §105; SCHROBDBR 84; AMlRA,
I30, ,61; MAURER, GESCHICHTE DES ALTCERMANlSCHEN GERICHTSVERPAHRBNS
(1824); see also I POLLOCK AND MAITLAND 39; 2 HOLDSWORTH 107, t12. In
England the right of the defendant in the more archaic forms of action to prove
his case by wager of law survived, at least formally. until its official abolition by
the statute 3 and 4 William 4 c. 42, Sec. I3 (l833). On proof in archaic proce
dure in general, see Declareuil, Preuves judiciaires dans Ie droit franc (1898) 22
NOUVELLE REVUE HIS'TORlQUI1 011 DROIT 220.

29. "Lag saga" was the recitation of the laws, occasionally in poetic form, at
the periodically held popular assemblies of Scandinavia and Iceland. The same
word applies to the person by whom the law is thus' recited. See BRYCE, 327; see
infra n. 57.

30. For the Assize of Novel Disseisin, established at the Assize of Clarendon
in rr66. see POI,J.OCK AND MAITLAND 145-147; PLUCKNllTT 339-342; d. also
JOfrON DES LoNGRAIS, LA SAISINE (I925), and by the same author, La portee
politique des reformes d'Henri II (1936) REVUE HlSTORlQUI! DE DROIT 540.

31. The "real actions" were those common law actions which were brought
for the recovery of land. They were cumbersome and subject to numerous delays
(essoim) and became obsolete in the sixteenth century, when the action of eject
ment largely took their place. Cf, MAITLAND, FORMS 7; PLUCXNETT 336-337.
354·

32. The form of compulsion referred to is the peine forte et dure. This was
first imposed by the Statute of Westminster (l275) upon felons who refused to
submit to trial by jury. In the sixteenth century, the peine became a form of tor
ture: the accused was placed between two boards and weights were piled upon
him until he accepted trial by jury or finally succumbed•
.' 33· Q.mpulsion was only used in the case of felonies. Jury trial soon became
the normal made of trial in civil cases. See especially PLUCXNI!TT I25; BRUNNER,
SCHWURGBRlCHTB (1876); HOLTZENDORPYS RECHTSLBXICON 559, repr. lAB
HANDLUNGEN ZUR RECHTSGESCHICHTE (I93 r) 82.

34. The classical work on the origins of the jury is BRUNNBR, ENTS'TBHUNG
DBR SCHWURGERICHTE '-'.872); for a comprehensive presentation see I POLLOCX
AND MAITLAND 138; 1 Fl>LDSWORTH 298; THAYER, THE! JURY AND ITs DEVBL
OPMENT-cl892) 5 HARv. L. Rllv. 249; see also RADIN, 204.

35. On Lord Mansneld, see 12 HOLDSWORTH 464-560; alsoC. H. S. FIFOOT,
LORD MANSFIELD (I936), esp. 82-1 I7.

36.•Infra sec. 111:3 and n. 39.
37. cr. in this respect the opinion of Jerome Frank as expressed ~ LAw AND

THE MODERN MIND, c. xvi and App. 5; also in CoURTS ON TRIAL (1949), c. viii.
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38. The conditional or proof-judgment of early German procedure (i.e., before
the reception of Roman law) merely decided which allegations were decisive of
the cause, which allegations had therefore to be pro'l~, and which of the parries
was to make the proof. Failing proof, judgment went automatically to the other
party. In other words. "the legal consequences of such success or failure in the
proof needed no express statement: the nature of the proof-judgment was such as
to leave not the slightest doubt on this score" (ENGELMANN AND MILLAR 143
144). This type of judgment differed from Roman procedure, where the plaintiff
sought to establish conclusively his claim and thus to secure authority to have his
claim enforced in case judgment was given in his favC'r. In the Germanic system,
the claim and its enforcement were, as it were, left open, and the defendant, in
case he was unsuccessful as again:;t. the plaintiffs proof, was bound to give satis
faction not by virtue of the judgment itself hut by ~·i.rtue of his undertaking to
accept the results of the proof:; which were directed by tht: COUtt. ENGELMANN
AND MILLAR, ibid.

In his text, Weber continues as follows: "in close correrndence to our pres
ent practice in those cases where one party is charged wit swearing a decisory
oath." The reference is to Sections 445-463 of the German Code of Civil Proce
dure in its original version of 1877. Under these provisions the party who has
the burden of proof and would otherwise be unable to prove a material fact within
the knowledge of the other, could challenge the latter to swear that the fonner's
factual allegation is not true. In such cases the court would render a conditional
nnal judgment to the effect that decision would go to the party challenged if he
would swear the oath, but to the challenger if the oath were not sworn. One or
the other alternative would take effect immediately depending on whether or not
the oath would be sworn. This kind of pro::edute was abolished by the Law of
October 27,1933 (R.G. Bl. 1933 I 779, 781).

39· The parallel drawn by Weber is lint that between the Roman litis con
testatio on the one hand and the Gennanic UrteilserfUllungsgeliibnis on the other.
The similarity between them is that both constituted, as it were, agreements be
tween the parties to submit to the decision that would be rendered. The second
paralld seems to be that between the Roman litis contesuuro and the Germanic
conditional or proof judgment (see n. 38 supra), which also existed in England
until trial by jury replaced the other modes of proof such as the ordeal and trial
by combat.

40' Cf.infra,ch.IX:Iandch.X:3·
41. Palaver-"A talk, parley, conference, discussion; chiefly applied to con

ferences, with much talk, between African or other uncivilized natives, and
traders or travellers," 7 OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY (1933) 390; cf. LE
TOURNEAU, L'BVOLUTION JUIUDIQUE (1891) 78, 89.

42. W. MUNZ1NGER, OSTAPRIXANISCBE STUDEN (1864) 478.
43. See A. ELKIN, THli AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINliS (1938) 28-31, 36-·37,

102; and literature there cited; SPENCllR, THE AaUN'rA Cr92.7) I, 11-13·
44. Hans Christian Monrad, Gemiiuu de Kii.ste von Guinea und der Ei.n

wohneT derselben. Trans. from the Danish by H. E. Wolf, 1824 (describes a
journey in 1805-1809)' (W)

45· M. J. HERsKovrrs, DAHOMEY, AN ANcmNT WEST AFRICAN KINGDOM
(1938) II, 5~I6; R. RATTRAY, AsxANTI LAW AND CoNSTITUTION (Oxford,
1929); D. WESTERMANN, THE AFRICAN TO-DAY AND To-M01Ulow (3rd ed.
J949) 72.; E. C. MECK, LAW AND AUTHOIIITT IN A NIGERIAN TIUBE (1937) 247
et seq.

46. In the German language this distinction is obscured by the fact that the
same word '~t" means both '1aw" and "right,"
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47. On the sIcl.., development of the English "statute" from a specific royal
grant or command into an act of legislation in the modern sense, see ALLEN 357;
PLUCKNETT, STATUTBS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION IN THE FIRST HALF Of'

THE 14TH CBNTURY (1922); THORNE, op. cit. supra II. 2~; Richardson and
Sayles, The Early Statutes (l~n.J.) 50 L.Q. REV. 201. 540; see also the concise
survey in RADIN 3?7 et seq.

48. "Statutes in derogation of the common law are to be interpreted nar
rowly!"

49. The' decree of a Roman magistrate was not binding upon his successor;
the PTlletor's edict had th!ls to be repromulgated whenever a ne'w praetor took
office. The sirunion was different, however, whele the magistr:lte had asked for
(rogare) and obtained the assent of the popular assembly (camitia). In that case
his act was formally ele..,llted to the rank of a lex or, more specifically, a lex 1'0

gaM. It was distinguished from the lex IUlta, which was a decree issued by the
magistrate alone and without the assent of the popular Cissembly. It was used
mostly fOr purposes of provincial and local governlnent and of emergency lep,isk
tion. It was characteristic of the Roman legislative p«X:ess that the popular as·
semblies could neither initiate legislation nor discuss it. The draft law was placed
before the assembly by the moving magistrate (rogatio) and Ihe assembly \\,'Ould
only expre$S its assent (uti ragas) or irs refusal. Cf. 3 MOMMSllN, 310 et seq.

50. Frederick I (Rarbaros.~a), Emperor I I 52-1190. Whether it can really be
said that he was "the first" 10 utilize the Roman conception of Slatute is open w
douht. The idea that the Ger;nanic emperors were the successors of the Homan
C:lesars can be found ever since the renewal of the Empire by Charlemagne in
1'•.D. 800; cr. C. D"WSON. THF. MAJONC OF EUROPF. (1l,35) :/.14 1't seq.: P.
KOSCHAKER, EUROPA UNO OI\S nOMISCHE RECIIT (1947) Q'-'i4. and the vast
literature cited there.

Frederick I was pa~ticularly outspoken in Ihis idea nnd in his insistence l!i',m
Roman law constiluting the continuing law of the Empin>, in which his .OWIl

constitutione.~were to occupy the same position as those of his prt"dcce%ors o! An
tiquity. Cf. I STOBBE 617.

5T. For a concise account of the "written law" in the Frankish Empire "I:'

S~ ITn '1.4 et seq.
5:.'.· BLACXSTONE I, 172, 173.
53. As to the Schoffen see BRUNNER I, 209; II, 296-303; ENGELMANN Al"D

;"/hLLAFl 98 et seq., 144 et seq.; SMITH 135, 247, et seq.
)4. As to the ancient laws of Ireland and the so·called Byehon laws, sec

-'\I{A;NR. IN!>TITUTION!> 9, 24, 279 et seq.; ]. H. WIGMORE, PANORAMA Of THE
\Vonu,'s LEGAL SYSTEMS (1936, 669-713, and liwrature cited at 730: E. Mac·
Neill, Law-Celtic S' ENCYC. Soc. SCJ. 246, 266 (bibliography).

55. :-'1AINE 662-669; MACNEILL, loc cit.
56. BRUNNER, RECHTSCESCHICHTIl I, 204, 209; II, 295-300, 302. 472;

Sl'ollTH. 134; see also Haff, Der germanische Rechtsprecher (1948) 66 SAV. Z.
GERM. 364.

57. The "law speaker" in Sweden was the laghmather; see E. Kiinssberg,
Gerntanic Law 9 ENcyc. Soc. SCI. 237; v. AM1RA; NORDGERMANISCHES OBLl
GATIONENRECHT (1882) 5, 15,20, 143; see also WIGMORB, op. cit. supra n. 54,
at 818; BRYCE 328, 329, 332; MAURER, VORLESUNGEN frBER ALTNORDISCHE
RECHTSGESCHICfrI'E (1907/10) IV, 263 et seq., 280; 'V. AMIRA, op. cit.; R.
Schroder, Gesetzsprecheramt und Priestertum bei den Germanen (1883) 4 SAV.
Z. GERM. 2 I 5, and literature there cited; K. Half, Der germanische Recht
sprecher als Trager der Kontinuitiit (1948) 66 SAV. Z. GERM. 364.
. 58. The elected iudex---asega-had to find the appropriate law and to submit
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it to the community for approval. BRUNNER I, 1.05; SMITH 37; see also SCHRODER
:2.1.1. (On the &!ega in Frisia and "law speakers" in other German territories of
the Carolingian period, d. also P. Heck, DIll. ALTFRIESISCHIl GERICHTSVERFASSUNG
(Weimar r'894); id., "Die friesische Gerichtsverfassung u. die mittelfrieslschen
Richtereide," MITr. D. INSTITUTS P. OSTERR. CESCHrCHTSFORSCHUNG, Supp!. VII
(19°7), 741 If.; id., OSERSETZUNGSPROBLRME 1M FRUHEN MITTELALTER (Tlibin o

gen 1931), 36-43 and passim.-{WiD
59. Weber speaks of the Introduction to the "Lex Salica." The older version

of the Salic Laws, which alone is prefaced by the Introduction mentioned in the
text, is more correctly referred to as the "Pactus legis Salicae." Its text is as
follows:

"Between the Franks and thei'r great ones it was agreed and resolved that one
should cut down all causes of quarrels in order to preserve the zeal for peace
among them. As they surpass all neighboring tribes by the strength of their arms,
so they should also surpass them by the authority of their laws. Claims for
amends ~culd thus be terminated according to the kinds of dispute. Hence there
were chosen from among several men those called Visogast, Salegast, Arogast, and

. Vldogast, from places on the other side of the Rhine, to wit, Bodoheim, Sale,·
heim, and Vidoheim. They assembled at three gemot~ carefully discussed all
cause's of disputes, and decreed the decisions for every one of them." (Prologue
to the "Lex Salica," translated from the Latin text in K. A. ECKHMIDT, DIE
,GESETZE DES MEROWINGE1UI,EICHES (1935) 481.

60. Capitula lej;ibw adden@-royal acts (capitula) amending those popular
law, which had been officially compiled. such as the lex Salica or the lex Ribua
ria: d. BRUNNER I, 54~-'550; on the Frankish capitularies in general, see POL
LOCK AND MAITLAND I, 16.

61. P. CARUS, ORACLE OF YAHVEH (1911) 21.-26, 32; S. A. STRONG, ON
SOMr, OR,~CLES TO ESARHADDON AND ASURBANll'AL (t893).

62. F. W; H. Myers, Greek Oracles (in E, ARDOTT, HELLENICA, 188e) 41.),

453'-465; W. HALLlD"", GREEK DIVINATION (191,D, cc. iv, x; BOUCHt-LECLER.;;>,
HISTOIRE 010 LA DIVINATION DANS L'ANTIQUITE (1879), 4 vols; see esp. III, 147,

149-152,156 - 16 !.

63. Sec CARUS, or cit. l-21, 33, 35· For a comparison of Israel and Egypt,
ibid., pp. 11-11..

64. The college of thesmothetai seems tQ have been a judicial blxly in Athcn~,

created br the purpose of relieving the executive magistrates (aTchomes) of son,c
of the burden of their judicial duties. See I BONNER AND SMITH, 85·

65. The Umstand are the members of the popular assembly (thinj;, ,gemot)
who surround the judgment place and give or refuse their assent to the judgment
proposed.

66. On Urteihschelte see BRUNNER II, 471.
67. This is Homer's famous des<;ription in the 1!iad (!49"~508); d. i\-'IAll>:E,

385, and note "S" (by F. POLLOCK) at 405-407; and espccinlly, H. J. Wolff,
The Origin of Judicial Litigation among the Grab 4 TRADITIO (19.1-6) 34-49,
with bibliography on p. 82.

68. Sllhm, Fr,~tlkisches Reellt 111111 riimischcs Bcdlt (IfHkJ) I S"v. Z. GERM.

1,9·
(,9. Annual visitation of the diocese by the bishop seems to have been an

ancient Ctlstom in the church In the Frankish empire tms custom seems to have
been neglected during the later l\1erovingian period, It was reVived llndn th~

Carlovingians in the seventh century, and th~'re was scparnted from the geru:fdl
visitation a special institution for the discQvcry and punishment of e.::clesiastical
crimes, the so-called itinerant ccurt CSendgericht). It was held as an inquest at
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which in each parish a group of "mature, honest, and truthful.men" (iuratores)
were required under oath to inform the bishop's itinerant judge of all crimes of
which they had knowledge. CE. 5 HINSCHlUS, SYSTEM DES KATHOLISCHEN Km
CHENIUlCHT8 (1895) 425. On the role of the ecclesiastical Sendgericht as a model
for the royal inquest and thus for ih~ development of the jury system, see BRUN·
NER, SCXWURGERICHTJ3 (1876).

70. Weber's 8$$Umption of the existence of successive versions of the Russ
KAYA PRAVDA seems to be based upon the writings of Goetz (Das russische. Recht
[1910) 24 Z.P, VOL. Rw. 241; [1914] 31 Z.P. VGL. Rw. I) and Kohler (Die
Russkaja Prawda und das altskrwische Recht [1916] 33 Z.F. veL. Rw. 289).
Upon these studies doubt has been thrown by the latest investigation (Academy
of the U.S.S.R., PRAVDA RUSSXAYA 1940, I, 29, 55), where it is pointed out that
the oldest existing manuscript dates from 1282 and that all earlier dates ascribed
to later editions have been purely conjectura1. Controversy also exists with refer
ence to the nature of the RUSSKAYA PRAVDA. According to KLUCHIlVSKY (HIS

TORY OP RUSSIA, trans. Hogarth [r911], ce. ix and x) the book is neither a
princely enactment nor a private law book but a collection of secular customs
which was made by the Church to be applied in its courts when they had to
exercise general ;urisdicrion over its nonclerical subjects. For an English trans
lation of the RUSllL\YA PRAVDA see VSRNADSKY, MEDIEVAL RUSSIAN LAWS
(1947)·

71. HopIite army (Greek): an army comp:>sed of heavily anned soldiers. The
term is used by Weber as a term of art.

72· Provocatio-the right of a Roman citizen convicted of a capital crime to
appeal to Ihe people assembled in the comitia centuriata. See ]OLOWICZ 320 et
~q.

73. See BRUNNER I, 204; SMITH 38; ENG8LMANN ....ND MILLAR 96.
74. CE. L. Asmis, ~ Stammesrechte ikr Bezirke Misahohe, Anecho und

Lomeland (Schutzgebiet Togo) (191 I) 26 Z.F. VLG. Rw. I.

75. See supra n. 70; d. ]. Kohler, Die Russkttja Pravdd und das altslawische
Recht (1916) 33 ZaITSCHlUFl' FUR OFFENTLICHES RECHT 289; but see infra
sec. vi: 1 and n. 8.

IV

The Legal Honoratiores and

the Types of Legal Thought'

For the development of a professional legal training and, through
it, of specifically legal modes of thinking two different lines are pos
sible. The first consists in the empirical training in the law as a craft;
the apprentices learn from practitioners more or less in the course of
actual legal" practice: Under the second possibilIty law is taught in
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special schools, where the emphasis is placed on legal theory and
"science:' that is, where legal phenomena are given rational and sys
tematic treatment.

I. Empirical Legal Training: Law as a "Craft"

A fairly pure illustration of the first type is represented by the
guildlike English method of having law taught by the lawyers. During
the medieval period a sharp distinction was made between advocate
and attorney.2 The need for an advocate was due to the peculiarities
of procedure before the popular assemblies; the attorney emerged when
procedure began to be rationalized in the royal courts with their jury
trial and the increasing evidentiary importance of the record.3 In the
French procedure, the verbal formalism which grew out of the strict ap
plication of the accusatorial principle before the popular assembly, gave
rise to the need of an avant-rulier (avant-parlier). The legal maxim
fautes volent exploits' and the formalistic effect of the words spoken
compelled the layman to seek the assistance of an avant-rulier or pro
locutor who, upon the party's request, would be assigned to. him by
the judge from among the judgment-6nders,5 and who would publicly
"speak for," and in the name of, the party the words required for the
progress of the case. Among other advantages there was thus conferred
upon the litigant, since the formalistic words had not been pronounced
by the litigant himself, the advantage that he could "amend" the ver
bal mistakes that might have been committed.6 Originally, the advocate
stood before the court next to the party litigating. His position was thus
quite aiiferent from that of the attorney (avoui, Anwalt, procurator,
solicitor), who assumed the technical tasks of preparing the case and
obtaining the evidence. But the attorney could not assume these func
tions until procedure had undergone a considerable degree of rationali
zation. Originally an attorney in the modem sense was not possib~e

at all. He could not function as the "representative" of the party until
procedural representation had been made }?OSsible, as in England and
France, by the development of the royal law; as a general role, an
attorney's appointment to such a representative function rested upon
special privilege.? The advocate was not prevented by his acting for
the party from participating in the actual finding of the judgments;
indeed, he would not have been able to propose a judgment unless
he was one of the judgment-finders. The attorney, however, became
exclusively tile representative of the party and nothing else. In the

•
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royal col1~ "of England, 'attorneys were oIiginaIIy recruited, almost
without exceptiOn, 'from among those persons who could write, i.e.,
t.he clergy, for whom this activity constituted a major source of income,'
But the preoccupations of ecclesiastical service on the one hand, and the
expansion of legal training among the upper classes on the other,
resulted not only in the progxessive ~~clusi~m of the clergy from the
legal profession, but also in the organization of the lay lawyers in the
four Inns of Co~rt, .and in the pronounced movement on their part to
monopolize the j~icial positions- as well as ,those other official jobs
which required legal knowledge; the lawyers indeed ,succeeded in the
course of the 15th and 16th centuries. With the coming to the fore of
rational modes "6£ procedure, the old prolocutoTes disappeared; But a
new aristocracy of legal honoratiores came into being;' consisting of
counsels, serj~tS, and barristers, Le., of those admitted to represent,
and plead for;'litigants before the royal courts.i Indeed, th~ .hew type
of lawyer took over many of thecharacteristics of the old "prolocutors."
He was subject to a strict professional etiquette. He refused to have
anything to do with the technical services reqUired in the case, and
ultimately he lost all personal contact with the party whom he would
not even see face -to face. III The,handling of the case Iayin the,hands
of "attorneys" or "solicitors/' a ·stn'ltum of business people, neither
organized in guilds nor possessing the legal educationpro:v;ideQ, ,~y the
guilds; they were the intermediaries between the panyand the "barris
ter" to prepare: the "brief" or status causae so that the barrister could
f'resent it before -the rourt. The 'practicing barristers lived -together in
communal fashion in the corporate and cIosedguildhouses. The judges
were exclusively-·chosen from among them and continued. to share the
communal life, with them. "Bar" and "bench" were two functions of
the corporate and later highlY'exclqsive legal profession; in the Middle
,;A~ jts members came largely from. ,the nobility. ~mdad,mission to the

..~jJdwasregulated with an eve:r; increasing me;isure of autonomy.
; There was, a four"year novitiate, ,connected with instructi(~m at the guild

school; the call to the bar conferred the right to plead; for the rest,
training- :was :purely practical. The profession insisted on the main
tenance ,of, the cooe of etiquette, eSpecially with regard to the observ

.ance of mir:-irou.m fees, all fees. however, to he paid voluntarily and
not to be actionable. The lecture courses in the Inns were only intro
duced as the. fCS1:1lt of the competitive struggle with the universities."

~ As' soon as ~e monopoly was achieved, the lectures began to decline,
to be ultimately discontinued altogether. Thereafter, training was purely
empirical and practical and led., as in the craft guilds, to pronounced
specialization.
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This-kind of legal training naturally produced a formalistic treat~

ment of the law, bound by precedent and analogies drawn nom prece
dent. Not only was systematic and comprehensive treatment of the
whole body of the law prevented by the craftlike specialization of the
lav.ryers, hut legal practice did not aim at all at a rational system but
rather at a practically useful scheme of contracts and actions, oriented
towards the interests of clients in typically recurrent situations. The
upshot was the emergence of what had been called in Roman law
"cautelary jurisprudence," as well as of such practical devices as pro
cedural fictions which facilitated the disposition of new situations upon
the pattern of previous instances.n From such practices and attitudes
no rational system of law could emerge, nor even a rationalization of
the law as such, because the concepts thus formed. are constructed in
relation to;"Concrete events of everyday life, are distinguished from each
other by external criteria, and extended in their scope, as new needs
ariSe, by means of the techniques just mentioned. They are not "gen~

era! concepts" which would be formed by abstraction from concrete-
., ness or by logical interpretation of meaning or by generalization and

subsumption; nor were these concepts apt to be used in syllogistically
applicable norms. In the purely empirical conduct ,of legal practice and.
legal training one always moves from the particular to the particular
but never tries to move from the particular to general propositions in
order to be able subsequently to deduce from them the norms for new
particular cases. This reasoning is tied to the word, the word which is
turned around and around, interpreted, and stretched in order to adapt
it to varying needs, and, to the extent that one has to go .beyond, re
course is had to "analogies" or technical fictions. ls

Once the patterns of contracts and action,s, required by the practical
needs of interested parties, had been established with sufficient dastie
ity, the official law could preserve a highly archaic character and sur-
vive the greatest economic transformations without formal change. The
archaic case analysis of the law of seisin, for example, which originally
corresponded to the conditions of peasant tenure and manorial lord
ship of the Norman period, persisted to the very threshold of the present
epoch with, what were from a theoretical point of view,often grotesque
results in the American Middle West.H No rational legal training or
theory can ever arise in such· a situation. Wherever legal education has
been in the hands of practitioners, especially attorneys, who have
made admission to practice a guild monopoly, an economic factor,
namely, their. pecuniary interest, brings to hear a strong inHuence upon
the process not only of stabilizing the official law and of adapting it to
changing needs in an exclusively empirical way but also of preventing
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its rationalization through legislation or legal science. The lawyers'
material interests are threatened by every interference with the tra
ditional fonns of procedure. and every interference m~aces that situa
tion in which the adaptation of the scheme of contracts and actions to

both the fannal norms and the needs of the interested parties is left
exclusively to the legal practitioners. The English lawyers, for example,
were largely successful in preventing both a systematic and rational
type of lawmaking and a rational legal education, such as exists in the
Continental universities;u the relationship ~tween "bar" and "bench"
is still fundamentally different in the English-speaking countries from
what it is on the Continent. -In particular, the interpretation of newly'
made laws lay, and still lies, in the hands of judges who have come
from the bar. The English legislator must, therefore, take special pains
with every new act .to exclude all sorts of possible "constructions" by
the lawyers which, as has so freCjuendy happened, 'would be directly
contradictory to his intentions.14 This tendency, partly immanent, partly
caused by economic considerations, and partly the result of the tra
ditionalism of the legal profession, has had the most faNeaching
practical conseCjuences. For example, the absence of a system of regis
tration of title, and con5eCjuently the absence of a rationally organized
system of real estate credit, has been largely due to the lawyers' ec0

nomic interest with regard to the fees for that title examination which
must in every transaction be made because of the uncertainty of all
land titles. It has also had a deep influence upon the distribution of
land ownership in England and, quite, particularly, upon the peeuJiac.
form of the land lease as a "joint business."1'T ~

In Gertn3ny this type of legal profession with a clearly ddined
status or guild organization did not exist; for a long time it was not
even necessary for a litigant to be represented by a lawyer. In France
the situation was similar. It is true that the formalism of the procedure
before the popular tribunals had necessitated the use of a prolocutor,
and the regulation of their duties had become universally necessary;
the earliest such regulation was promulgated in Bavaria in 1330. But
the separation of the counsel from the attorney was achieved in Ger
many quite early, as the result essentially of the spread of Roman law.18

The requirement of special legal training established itself relatively
late and was usually caused by complaints of the Estates at a time
when the Roman-law oriented university education already detennined
the standard of the upper-class legal practitioners.a A powerful guild
organization was prevented from arising because of the decentraliza
tion of the administration of justice. Thus the status of the lawyers
was detennined by governmental regulation rather than ]>y profes
sional autonomy.t,°
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2. Academic Legal Training: Law as a IIScience"-Origins
in Sacred Law

Modem legal education in the universities represents the purest
type of the second way of legal training. Where only law-school gradu·
ares are admitted to legal practice, the universities enjoy a monopoly of
legal education.21 At the present time it is supplemented by apprentice
ship in legal practice and another examination; it is in this manner
that legal education is nowadays everywhere combined with empirical
training. The Hanseatic cities were the only places in Germany where
the academic degree alone was sufficient for admission to the bar, but
even there the requirement of apprenticeship has recently been intro
duced. n

The legal concepts produced by academic law-teaching bear the
character of abstract norms, which, at least in principle, are formed and
distinguished from one another by a rigorously fonnal and rational

. logical interpretation of meaning. Their rational, ~ystematic character
as well as their relatively small degree of concreteness of content easily
result in a far-reaching emancipation of legal thinking from the every
day needs of the public. The force of the purely logical legal doctrines
let loose, and a legal practice dominated by it, can considerably reduce
the role played by considerations of practical needs in the formation of
the law. It took some effort, for instance, to prevent the incorporation
into the German Civil Code of the principle that a lease is terminated
by the sale of the land. 23 That principle had originated in the distribu
tion of social power in Antiquity. However, the plan of taking it over
into the new Code was entirely due to a blind desire for logical
consistency.

A peculiar special type of rational, though not juristically formal,
legal education is presentM in its purest form in the legal teaching in
seminaries for the priesthood or in law schools connected with such
seminaries. Some of its peculiarities are due to the fact that the priestly
approach to the law aims at a material, rather than formal, rationaliza
tion of the law. This point will he discussed at a later stage [see see
tion v]; at this place w~ shall only deal with those results which are
produced by certain general characteristics of this type of legal educa
tion. The legal teaching in such schools, which generally rests on either
a sacred book or a sacred law fixed by a stable oral or literary tradition,
possesses a rational character in a very special sense. Its rational char·
acter consists in its predilection for the construction of a purely theo
retical casuistly oriented less to the practical needs of the groups con
cerned than to the needs of the uninhibited intellectualism of scholars
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Where the "dialectical" method is applied it may also create abstract
concepts and thus approximate rational, systematic legal doctrine. But
like all priestly wisdom, this type of legal education is bound by tradi
tion. Its casuistry, inasmuch as it serves at all practical rather than
intellectual needs, is formalistic in the special sense that it must main
tain, through Ie-interpretation, the practical applicability of the tradi
tional, unchangeable norms to changing needs. But it is not formalistic
in the sense that it would create a rational system of law. As a rule
it also carries with it element!> which represent only idealistic religious
or ethical demands on human beings or on the legal order, but which
involve no logical systematization of an achlaBy obtaining legal order. ,

The situation is similar in the case of law schools which, while not,
or not entirely, under immediate priestly control, are yet bound to a
sacred law.

In their purely external form, 3.11 "sacred" laws tend to approximate
a type which is shown most purely in Hindu law.24 Insofar as com
mandments are not 6xed, as in scriptural religion, by revelation in
writing or by an inspired recording of revelations, sacred law must be
transmitted "authentically," i.e., by a dosed chain of witnesses. But in
the scriptural religion, the authentic interpretation of the sacred norm,
as well as its supplementation by other traditions, must also be guar
anteed in written form. This is one of the most important reasons
why Hindu law, in common with Islamic law/~ has rejected the purely
scriptural tradition. The tradition must have passed by word of mouth
directly from One reliable holy man to the next. Reliance on the written
word would mean that one believed more strongly in parchment ana
ink than in the prophets and the teacher, i.e., those persons who are
charismatically qualified. The fact that the Koran itself was a written
work, whose chapters (suras) were believed to be promulgated by
Mohammed, after consultation with Allah, in carefully written form,
was explained in Islamic teaching by the dogma of the physical crea
tion by Allah himself of the individual copies of the Koran. For the
hadifhs 2

" orality was a condition of validity. It norptally is only at a late
stage that a scriptural text will come to be preferred, viz., when the
unity of traditional interpretation is endangered by purely oral trans
mission. At this stage new revelations are then rejected, typically with
the argument that the charismatic age has long since come to an end.
In such situations great emphasis is laid upon the proposition which is
basic to the "institutional" character of a religious community and which
has well been formulated recently by Freiherr von Hertling,21 namely,
that it is not the holy writ which guarantees the truth of the tradition
and of ecclesiastical doctrine but rather the holiness of the church and
its tradition, to which God has given the truth in trust and-which thus
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guarantees the genuineness of the holy writ. This position is consistent
and practical: the opposite principle, as it was held by the early Protes
tants, exposes the sacred writ to philological and historical criticism.

The Vedas are the sacred books of Hinduism. They contain little
"law:' even less than the Koran or the Torah. The Vedas were consid
ered as shruti ("revelations"), while all derived sacred sources were
viewed as smriti ("recollection" or tradition). The most important
categories of secondary literature, the prose Dharma-Sutras and the
versified Dharma-ShastrasiB (the last ranking entirely as smriti, while
the former occupy a middle position), are, on the contrary, compendia
of dogmatics, ethics, and legal teaching s4lnding alongside the tradi
tion of the exemplary lives and teachings of holy men. The Islamic
hadiths correspond exactly to this latter source; they are traditions con
cerning the exemplary deeds of the prophet and his companions, aqd
those sayings of the former which have not been incorporated into
the Koran. The difference is that in Islam the prophetic age is regarded
as having ended with the prophet.

For the Hindu Dharma books one can nnd a counterpart neither
in Islam or Christianity, which are b:ook religions with only one holy
writ. The Dharma books, and especially one of the latest, viz, that of
Manu, were important for a long time in the courts as "books of au-

'. thority," i.e., private works of legal scholars, until they were displaced
in legal practice by the systematic compilations and commentaries of
the schools. This displacement was so complete that by the time of the
British conquest legal practice was dominated by one such tertiary
source, the Mitakshara, dating from the eleventh century. A similar
fate" befell the Islamic Bunna through those systematic compendia
and commenblries which achieved canonical status. The same is also
true, though to a sornewtlat lesser extent, of the Torah in relationship
to the rabbinical wOlks of Antiquity (the Talmud) and the Middle Ages.

,Rabbinical' IaWlM'kinWin Antiquity, and, to a certain extent, even up
to the present, arid' Islamic lawmaking in a great measure even today,
have reSted in the hands·of th~ th~olngian jurists responding to con~

crete questions. This feature was unknown both to Hinduism and to
the Christian church, at least after the extinction of charismatic
prophecy and the Didaskalia, which were, however, of an ethical rather
than a legal character,te

The reasons why Christianity and Hinduism did not have this type
or lawmaking were quite different. In Hindu law, the house priest of
the king is a member of his law court, and he atones for wrong judg
ments by fasting. All important cases have to come before the ling's
court. The unity of the secular and the religious administration of
justice is thus guaranteed, and there is, therefore, no place for -any
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licensed class of responding legal honoratiores. The Occidental Chris
tian church, on the other hand, had created for itself organs of ra~

tionallawmaking in the Councils, the bureaucracies of the dioceses, and
the Curia, and, quite particularly, in the papal powers of jurisdiction
and infallible exposition of doctrine. No other of the great religions
has ever possessed such institutions. Thus in Occidental Christianity,
the legal opinions and decrees of the ecclesiastical authorities, together
with the Conciliar Canons and the papal decretals, have played the
role which is played in Islam by the fetwa of the mufti, and in Juda
ism by the opinions of the rabbis.30 Hindu legal erudition was to a
great extent purely scholastic, theoretical, and systematizing; it was the
work of philosophers and theorists and strikingly possessed those features
of a sacrally bound, theoretical, and systematizing legal thinking which
has little contact with legal practice. In all these respects it differs from
Canon law. All typically "holy" laws, and thus quite particularly that
of India, are products of the schools. The tre,atises always present an
abundance of casuistry about completely obsolete institutions. F :amples
are provided by Manu's treatment of the four castes, or the presentation
of all the obsolete parts of the shari'ah81 in the works of the Islamic
schools.~2 But because of an overriding dogmatic objective and the
rational nature of priestly thinking, the systematic structure of such law
books frequently tends to be more rational than that of similar crea
tions unconnected with priesthood. The Hindu law books, for example,
are more systematic than the Mirror of Saxon Law. But the systematiza
tion is not a legal one but one concerned with the position of status
groups and the practical problems of life. Since the law is to serve holy
ends, these law. books are therefore compendia not of law alone but
also of J;itual, ethics, and, occasionally, of social convention and-etiquette.
The consequence is a casuistic treatment of the legal data that lacks
definiteness and concreteness, thus remaining juridically informal and
but moderately rational in its systematization. For in all these cases,
the driving force is neither the practicing lawyer's businesslike concern
with concrete data and needs, nor the logical ambitions of the juris
prudential doctrinaire only interested in the demands of dogmatic logic,
but is rather a set of those substantive ends and aims which are foreign
to the law as such.

3. Legal Honoratiores and the Influence of Roman Law

The effects of legal training are bound to be different again where
it is in the hands of honoratiores whose relations wi~ legal prac
tice are profession8l but not, like those of English lawyers, specifically
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guild-like or-income-oriented.. The existence of such a special class of
honoratiores is, generally speaking, possible only .where legal practice
is not sacredly dominated and legal practice has not yet become tOO

involved with the needs of urban commerce. The medieval empirical
jurists of the Northern European continent fall into this class. It is, of
course, true that where commercial activity is intense the function of
the legal honoratiores is merely shifted from the consultants to the
cautelary jurists; and even this shift occurs under special conditions
only. After the decline of the Roman Empire, the notaries were the only
remaining group in Italy by whom the traditions of a developed com~

mercial law could be perpetuated and transfonned.38 They were, for a
long time, the specific and dominant class of legal honoratiores. In the
rapidly growipg cities they formed themselves into guilds and con
stituted an important segment of the papaw grasso, that is, they were
also a politically important class of honoratiores. Indeed, mercantile rela
tions operated here from the very beginning through notarial docu
ments. The procedural codes of the cities, such as Venice, preferred the
rationality of documentary evidence to the irrational means of evidence
of the ancient procedure of the popular courts. We have already spoken
of the notaries' influence upon the development of commercial paper
[sec. ii:3J, but the notaries were one of the most decisive strata in
the development of the law in general, and until the emergence of the
class of legally trained judges in Italy they were probably the most
decisive stratum. Like their forerunners in the ancient Hellenistic East,
they took a decisive part in the interlocal assimilation of the law and,
above all, in the reception of Roman law, which, here as there, was
first br9Ught about in the documentary practice. Their own traditions,
their long-lasting connection with the imperial courts, the necessity
of quickly having on hand a rational law to meet the needs of the
rapidly groWing requirements of trade, and the social power of the great
universities caused the Italian notaries to' receive Roman law as the
vt:;ry law of commerce, especiaHy since, :',1 contrast to England, no cor
porate or fee interests were standing in the way, Thus the Italian

. 'notaries were not only the oldest but also one of the most important of
the classes of legal honoratiores who were interested and direcdy par
ticipated in the creation of the usus modernus of Roman law, Unlike
the English Iawyezs, they did no' act as the hearers of a national body
of law. Again, they could not compete with the universities through
a guild sys_ of legal education of thoi' own ,;mply because, unlike
the English lawyers, they did not enjoy that nation·wide organization
which was made possible in England by the concentration of the admin
istration oE justice in the ro,al courts. But thanks to the universities,
Roman law in Italy continued as a world force, influencing the formal
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structure of law and legal education even after its original political
sponsor and interested protector, the Emperor, had become politically
unimportant. The podesta of the Italian cities were often chosen from
among the honoratiores who had been trained in the universities; the
signorie were based completely on political doctrines derived from Roman
law.a~ In the cities -of the French and Eastern Spanish coaSts the
notaries' position was quite the same,Jll Essentially different, however,
was the status vf the honoratiores in Germany and Northern France.
They were, at least at first, involved less in urban legal relations than
as aldermen (Schoffen) or officials in the legal affairs and the adminis
tration of justice of rural manors.ac, Their most influential types, such as for
example, Eike von Repgow or Beaumanoir:' created a systematization
of the law which was based on the concrete problems of everyday prac
tice and their essentially empirical concepts, slightly refined by abstrac
tion. The "law books" which they compiled aimed at the restatement
of the existing tradition; although they contained some occasional argu
mentation, they had little specifically juridical ratio. Indeed, the most
important of these works, the Mirror of Sa.-xon Law, contained a good
many constructions of legal institutions which were not parts of the
existing law at all but rather constituted fanciful attempts, inspired by
the author's desire for completeness or his predilection for sacred num
bers, to fill in gaps or complement other inadequacies.38 Formally, their
systematic records were private works just like those of the Hindu,
Roman, and Islamic jurists. Like these, they have influenced legal
practice considerably as convenient compendia and some of them even
came to be recognized by the Courts as authoritative source books. Their.
creators were representatives of a system of administration of justice by
honoratiores but, unlike the English lawyers and the Italian notaries,
they did not constitute a strong organized guild which, by corporate
and economic interests, through a monopoly of the bench and a central
position at the seat of the central courts, could have given them a
measure of power which neither King nor Parliament could have easily
brushed aside. Hence thl;y could not, like the English lawyers, become
the hearers of a corporate legal education and were thus unable to
produce a fixed empirical tradition and a legal development that could
have provided an enduring resistance against the subsequent encroach
ment of the jurists trained by rational university education. FormalJy,
the law of the empirical law books of the Middle Ages was fairly well
organized; systematically and casuistically, however, it was less rational,
and oriented more towards concrete techniques of distinction than
towards the abstract interpretation of meaning or legal logic.

The particular inHuence of the ancient Roman jurists39 rested on
the fact that the Roman system of administration of justice 1>y honora-
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tiores, which CCOO',l1liJ:t:d on publi:.: officials, accordingly also minimized
their instructional role in th-:- concrete conduct of ? lawsuit. But this
spe,cific fact which distingUIshed Rome from, for inst~nce, the Hellenic
democracy also excluded the "kadi justice"'" as pr<lcticed in the Attic
people's courts. The official presidency over the course of the l<lwsuit
was preserved together with the separation of power between the magis
trate <lnd the judgment finders. The combinntion of these factors created
[he specifically Homan practice of trial instruction (Pruzessinstruktion)
through a strictly formal order of the magistrate to the citizen judge (the
ittdex), giving him directions with regard to those issues of law and fact
according to which he should grant or deny the plaintiff's claim."

The magistrate, especially the aedilis and praetor, eventually re
corded the schemata of these trial instructions in his "edict"'" ::It the
beginning of his yC::Ir of office. It was, however, only relatively late that,
in contrast with the Nordic lag saga he was regarded as being bound
by the content of these "edicts." Naturally, in composing his edict the
rnligistrate was advised by legal practitioners, and the edicts were thus
continuously adapted to newly emerging needs. In the main, however,
each magistrate simply took over the edict of his· predecessor in office.
Hence, the great majority of the recognized causes of 8.ction h;ld nat
urally to be defined not in terms of concrete facts, but by the legal con
cepts of everyday language. The use of a juridically inappropriate for
mula hy the party having to choosc the appropriate action thus resulted
in the loss of the case. This wntrasts with our principle of fact plead
ing, under which a presentation of facts will support an action if the
Facts justify the claim from some legal point of view. 9bviously under
the "principle" of "fact pleading'· no such sharp legal definition of
concerts is required as was the case under Roman law where the prac
titioner was forced to denne the legal terins of common usage with
juristic rigor and to elaborate sharp distinctions between them.H Even
where the instructing magistrate confined his trial instruction to purely

. factual matters, as he did in the actiones in factum conceptae, H the
interpretation assumed a strictly formal character, as a result of the
then accepted methods of legal thinking. In this state of affairs, the
practic?' development of legal technique was at first largely left to
"cautelary jurispruden(:e," i.e., to the 3ctivities of legal counselors who
not only drafted the form of contracts for the parties but were also
expert advisors to the magistrate in his consilium, J consultation that
was typical For all Roman officials in the preparation of their edicts
and formulae. Finally, they were legal advisers of the citizen judge
when he had to decide the questions put to him by the magistrate and
to interpret his trial instructions.

Ac-cording to historical tradition, the consultative activities of the
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jurisconsults seem first to have been carried out by the pontifices, of
whom one was chosen annually for this purpose. Under this priestly
influence the administration of justice, in spite of the axlification of
the· Twelve Tables, might easily have assumesl 'I sacrally bound and
irrational character, similar to that produced in Mohammedan law by
the consultative activity of the mufti. It is tIUe that religious influences
seem to have played only a sewndary role in the sl~bstantive content
of carly Rom2r: Irlw , ba~ in it~ p'..\rely formal aspects, which are also
its most import3Ilt aspects from a g'?neral historical puint of view, the
inAuence of sRcred law W2'" ,",llViou..ly considerable, as Demelius has
made plausible for at least certain important inst:inccs.·5 For example,'
such important legal techniques as procedural fictions seem to have
arisen under the influence of the principle of ~a~red law that simulata
pro vms acdpiuntur.·6 "Ve may recan the role played in the cult of
the dead of many peoples by the simuk..";:1 transaction and also th,e
role which ,the simulated trcmsaction had to play in situations in whi~h

certain ritual oblig:>tions \.'I'ere formally fixe'} in an absolute fashion.
It was the repugnance to an essentiillly bourgeois society of such obli
gations, which were also o<:conomically highly burdensome, which led
to their replacement by a mere pro forma performance. The substantive
secularization of Roman life, combined with the political impotence
of the priesthood, turned the latter into an instrument for the purely
formalistic and legalistic treatment of religious matters. Furthermore,
the early development of the technique of cautelary jurisprudence in
temporal matters resulted in an obvious furtherance of the use of this
technique in the sphere of the cult. But we may assume with con
fidence that the earliest techniques of cautelary jurisprudence were
at first largely concerned with sacred law.

One of the most important characteristics of early Roman law was
its highly analytical nature; this at least is still valid among von Jhering's
views, of whiCh so many have become obsolete. A lawsuit would be re
duced to the basic issues involved and legal transactions were cut down
to the most elementary logical constituents: one lawsuit for just one
issue; one legal transaction for just one object; one promise for just one
performance." The breaking up of the complex situations of life into
speeificaIIy determined elements has been the main achievement of
the early ius civile, the methodological effects, of which have also been
the most far-reaching. On the other hand, there has resulted from it a
certain neglect of -the constructive synthetic capacity in the. perception
of concrete legal institutions, as it arises in the case of a legal imagina
tion unconfined by logical analysis. This analytical -tendency, howeJlltt,
corresponds closely to the treatment of ritual obligations iIl--tbe Roman
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national religion. We may recall that the peculiarity of .the genuine
Roman religio, namely, the conceptual, abstract, and thoroughly ana
lytical distinction of the jurisdictions of the sacred numina [deities],
resulted in a large measure in a rational juridical treatment of religious
problems. According to tradition, already the pontifices had invented
fixed schemata of admissible actions. Thi~ pontifical legal technique
seems to have remained a professionally monopolized secret knowledge.
The emancipation from sacrallawfinding came only in the third century.
\Vhen the censor Appius Claudius was trying to establish hltllself as a
tyrant, one of his freedmen is said to have published the pOntifical
formulary of actions. iS The first plebeian Pontifex maximus, Tiberius
Coruncanius, is reported to have been the first to render responsa in
public.i9 It was only·from that stage that the edicts of tht: officials could
develop to their later significance and that lay' honoratiores came to fill
the gap as legal ,consultants and attorneys. The opinion of counsel was
communicated orally to private parties and in writing to the official who
.had requested it. Until the period of the Empire the opinion did not
include any statement of.reasons, resembling in this respect the oracle
of the charismatic lag saga or the fetwa of the mufti. The expansion of
professional juristic activity in step with increasin~ demand brought
about a formal legal education as early as during the Republic, when
students (auditores) were admitted to the consultations of the legal prac
titioners.

Another cause of the assumption by early Roman law of a highly
formal and rational character, both regarding the substantive rules and
their procedural treatment, was the growing involvement of the law in
urbun business activities as carried on through contracts. In this re
spect, medieval German law px;esents a rather different picture, for its
main concern related to rural matters such as social rank, property in land,
or family law and inheritance.

But in spite of its formalism, Roman legal life, until well into the
time of the Caesars, lacked not only a synthetic-eonstructive but also a
rational-systematic character, and it did so much more than has at times
been assumed. It was the Byzantine bureaucracy which finally systema
tized the existing law; but as far as the formal rigor of juridical thought
was concerned, it stood far behind the achievements of the jurisconsults
of the Republic and the Principate. It is striking that the systematically
most useful among all the literary products of the jurisconsults, namely
the Institutes of Gaius, which was an introductory compendium to the
study of law, was the work of an unknown person who was certainly
not an authority in his own lifetime and who stood outside the circl~ .
of the legal honoratiores; one may say that Gaius' relation to them waS \ 1'\
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analogous to the relation of the modern Cram book to the learned
treatises of the scholars. But the difference was that the liter<Jry products
of the practicing Roman jurists of that time, to whose circle Cilius did
not belong, did not possess the quality of a rational system, such as
university teaching tends to produce; they were mainly moderately
rationally organized collections of individual opinions.'o,

The jurisconsults remained a very specific class of honoratiores. To
the property-owning strata of Rome they were the universal "fathers
confessor"" in all economic matters. It is uncertain whether a formal
license to render responsa was necessary in earlier times, as a passage in
Cicero might lead us to suppose.,'2 Certainly, it was required at a later
date. The responsa-rendering jurists emancipated themselves from the
methods of the older cautelary jurisprudence, as well as the actual prac
tice of draftsmanship, as their legal refinement increased. By the end of
the Republic they formed themselves into schools. It is true that during
the Republic ,the orators, such as Cicero, showed the tendency, familiar
from Athens, to argue emotionally and "ad hominem" rather than
rationally, insofar as the specifically political assize courts (quaestio repe
tundarum) came close to assuming the character of popular justice. In this
way, the orators contributed to the weakening of precise legal con
ceptualization; but in Rome this happened almost exclusively in political
cases. Unclcr the Empire, the administration of justice became entirely a
specialized profession;'Jl matter. A part of the jurisconsults were placed
in an official status vis-~-vis the administration of justice by Augustus'
grant of the privilege making their responsa binding on the judges.~3

The jurisconsults ceased to be attorneys (causidici); even less could they
form a lawyers' guild whose interests and intellectual training would
have been directed to daily practice and the needs of clients. The juris
consults had nothing to do with the technical or bllsines!> aspects of
attorneyship but were concerned exclusively with the rendering of legal
opinions about statements of fact which had been prepared by an at
torney or a judge.~· They were thus in the best possible position to
elaborate a rigorously abstract scheme of juristic concepts. In this way
the responding jurisconsults were sufficiently remote from the actual
contact of leg'll business to allow them to reduce individual details to
general principles by employing scientific techniques. This remoteness
was greater in Rome than it was in England, where the lawyer was
always the representative of a client. It was, however, the controversies
between the schools which forced these principles into even greater ab
straction. ~~ Because of the binding character of their opinions, juriscon
sults dominated the administration of justice; however, the responsa
continued, at least for a time, to be rendered without a statement of
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reasons, liKe the sage's oracle oOr the mufti's fetwa. But they began to
be collected by the jurists and then to be published with comments
indicating the legal reasons. 56 School discussions and disputations about
legal cases among and with the auditores grew out of the lauers' presence
in the exercise of -the consultative practice, but only by the end of the
Republic did there develop a fixed course of training."T Jint. ,as the
steadily increasing formal study of Hellenic philosophy took on a certain
significance for juristic thought, so the Hellenic philosophical schools
served, in many respects, as models for the external organization of the
schools for lawyers. It was from this pedagogical and .publishing activity
of the law schools that the technique of Roman law developed from a
stage when it was strongly empirical, de~pite the precision of its concepts,
to increasing rationality of operation and scientific sublimation. But
theoretical legal training remained secondary to legal-practice and this
fact explains how a slight degree of development of abstract legal con
ceptscould go hand in hand with a high degree of- abstraction in legal
thinking, wherever the abstract legal concepts would have served essen
tially theoretical interests rather than practical requirements. The treat
ment of numerous, and apparently heterogeneous, fact situations under
the one category of locatio, for instance, had important prdctical con
sequences."8 But no direct practical. consequences can arise from the
elaboration of the concept of "legal transaction," which is intended to

serve a mere desire for intellectual" orgi-nization. Thus neither this con
cept nor similal ones, like "claim" or "disposition," existed in Roman law
of Antiquity, and even in the time of Justinian its general systematiza
tion was not rationalized beyond a relatively modest degree. The sub
limation of concepts took place almost exclusively in connection with
some concrete type of contract or form of action.~\l

Two reasons are responSible for the fact that this sublimation never
theless 100 to those results which we have before us now. Decisive was,
first, the complete secularization of the administration of justice, in
duding the office of jurisconsult. The binding respomum of thl..> Roman
jurist cle::rly has a parallel in the fetwa of the Islamic mufti. He too
is an offiCially licensed legal consultant. But he receives his training in
an Islamic school. These schools, to be sure, developed upon the pattern
of the officially recognized law schools of the late Roman empire. Under
the inBuence of the formal tmining through ancient philosophy, they
also developed, for certain times at least, methods similar to those of.
Antiquity. But their instruction remained predominantly theological, and
the trends just mentioned were thwarted by religious ties and traditional
observance, by the vagueness and precariousness of sacred law, which
can neither be eliminated nor be enforced, and by thoseotber features
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which are characteristic of all theocratic justice bound to a sacred. writ.
Legal education thus remained limited there to empirical and mechani
cal memorization and theoretical casuistry without contact with life.

The second reaSOn for the difference between Roman and Islamic
law lies in the kind of judicial organization and in the politically condi
tioned limits which were set to .rationalization in the economic field. The
theological element was completely absent from Roman legal develop
ment. The purely secular and increasingly bureaucratic late Roman state
culled that unique collection of the Pandects from the products of the
responding jurisconsults and their disciples, whose .legal thinking was of
the utmost precision, however imperfect their "system" may have been.
Supplemented by autonomous Byzantine ideas, the Roman materials
thus collected in the Pandects provided. the stuff for the legal
thought of the medieval universities for centuries to come. As early as
during the imperial period, an increasingly abstroct charact~r trait had
been added as a new element to the age-old indigenous analytical quality
of the Roman legal concepts. To some extent this abstract character had
been anticipated by the nature of the Roman fonns of action. In every
one of them the state of the operative facts was expressed.' in the form
of a legal concept. Some of these concepts were so formulated, however,
that they afforded the practitioners, be they cautelary jurists, attorneys,
or jurisconsults, the opportunity to subsume an extraordi!larily diverse
range of economic situations under one single concept. The adaptation
to new economic needs thus took place in large JIleasure through the
rational interpretation and extension of old concepts. It was in this way
that legal-logical and constructive thinking was raised to the highest
level to which it can be raised within the range of the purely analytical
method. Goldschmidt60 has properly pointed out the extraordinary elas
ticity of such legal concepts as locatio-conductio, emptio"'fJenditio, man
datum (and especially w::tio quod iussu), depositum, and above all, the
unlimited capacity of stipulatio as the one constitutum for most of those
obligations to pay a sum certain for which we have today the bill of
exchange and other formal contracts.61

The specific character of Roman legal logic, as it developed from the
given conditions, becomes especially clear when One compares it with
the modes of operation of English cautelary jurisprudence. It, too,
utilized and manipulated numerous individual concepts with the greatest
boldness in order to achieve actionability in the most diverse situations.
But we can easily see the difference between the way in which, on the
one hand, the Roman jurists used the concept of iussum to achieve both
the drawee's authority to pay for the drawer and the latter's warrant12
and, on the other hand, the ways in which the English lawyers derived
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the actionability of numerous heterogeneous contracts from the tort con
cept of "trespass.""3 In the latter case, legally heterogeneous phenomena
are thrown together in order to obtain actionability by indirection. In the
Roman instance, by contrast, situations which are new and diverse eco

nomically, i.e., externally, are subsumed under a single and appropriate
legal concept.

One must note, however, that the abstract character of many legal
concepts which today are regarded as being particularly "Roman" in
their origi-'<, is not to be found originally, and in some cases did
not even origi'nate, in Antiquity. Th~ much discussed Roman concept
of dominium, f(.r example, is a product of the denationalization of
Raman law and its transformation into world law. Property, in national
Roman law, was by no means a particularly absrracdy ordered institu
tion, and it was not even a unitary one in general.°4 It was Justinian
who first abolished the fundamental differences and reduced them to

the few forms which were observable in land law; and it was only after
the ,old procedural and social conditions of the praetorian interdicts had
died out that medieval analysis could concerr. itself with the conceptual
content of the two Pandectian institutions. of dominium and possessio as
wholly abstract concepts. Nor was the position essentially different with
many other institutions. In their earlier form, in particular, most of the
genuine Roman legal institutions were not essentially more abstract than
those of German law. The peculiar form of the Pandects arose out of the
peculiar transformations of the Roman state. The sublimation of juristic
thinking was in itself, as far as its direction was concerned, influenced
by politica! conditions which operated. in different ways in the Re
publican and the late Imperial period. The important technical traits of
the earlier administration of justice and the jurisconsults were, as we
have seen, essentially the products of rule by the Republican hon
oratiores. But this very rule was not entirely favorable to a professional
juristic training of the political upper-class magistrates with their short
tenns of office. While the Twelve Tables had always been taught in
the schools, knowledge of the leges, however, was acquired by the
Roman republican magistrate mostly by practical experience. His juris~

consults looked after the rest for him. .In contrast, the necessity of
systematic juristic studies was greatly increased by the imperial system
of legal administration through appointed officials and its rationalization
and bureaucratization, especially in the provincial service. The general
effect of all bureaucratization of authority will be seen later in a wider
context. The systematic rationalization of the law in England, for exam
ple, was retarded because nO bureaucratization occurred there. k long
as the jurisconsults dominated the Roman legal administration of justice

----
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as the legal honoratiores, the striving for systematization was feeble, and
no codifying and systematizing intervention by the political authority
occurred. The downfall of the Roman aristocracy under the Severi was
correlated with the decline of the role of the responding jurisconsults and
parallels a rapidly increasing significance of the imperial rescripts in
the practice of the courts. Legal education, carried on in the later
period in state-approved schools, assumed the fOlm of textbook instruc
tion from the works of the jurists. The courts, too, used them as
authoritative sources and, in case of dissent among these books, the
Emperors. by the so-called "Law cf Citations," established both a certain
order of priority among them and the principle that the majority of the
approved authors should prevaiLo" The collections of Tesponsa thus
came to occupy the position held in the Common Law 'by the colle<:tion
of precedents. This situation conditioned the peculiar form of the
Pandects and the conservation of that part of classical juristic literature
which had been incorporated in tho em.

NOTES

I. On "legal honomtiores"--see supra, sec. i, n. 18. In effect the present
section is concerned with the legal profession, its variOl..ls types, and their influence
on the formal characteristics of the law.

A concise suryey of the history of the legal profession in ancient and modern
Western civilization will be found, with bibliography, in the article by Hazeltine,
Radin, and Berle in 9 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 324. To the bibliography should now,be
added F. SCHULZ, HISTORY, and R. POUND, THE LAWYER FROM ANTJ:QUlTY TO
MODERN TIMES (1953).

2. The most authoritative expositions on the development of the legal pro
fes.."ion in the Middle Ages are those by 'H. Brunner: (I) Die Zuliissigkeit der
Anwaltschaft im franzijsischen, normannischen und englischen Rechte des Mittel·
alters (1878) t Z.F. veL. R. 321 et seq., and the partial translation of it in 3
In. L. REV. 257; ('2.) Wort und Form im altfranzosischen Process in 57 SITZ

UNGSB,ElUCHTE DEll, PHILOS.-HxST. CLASSE DEll, KAISERLICHEN AKADEMIE DEll,
WISSENSCH. ZU WISN (r868) 655; see also WEBER, GENERAL ECONOMIC HIS
TORY 340; ENGELMANN AND MILLAR, op. cit.

3. On the development of jury trial in general see literature cited supra sec.
m, nn. 33,. 34. For the connection between attornatio and the "records" in the
royal courts, see Brunner, Die Zuliiss. der Anwlt., loco cit. 362: both the attorna
tio and the Iecords were allowed only in the curia regis, and their relationship is
clearly shown in earlier English sources-ihid. 373; GLANvrLLE, VIII, 8, § 7;
Brunner, cp. cit. 197.

4. Fautes volent exploits means "errors destroy the acts" (one mistake nulli·
fies the whole procedure); concerning this maxim and the old French procedure
in general, see Brunner, Wort und Form im altfranzosischen Process, loc. cit., esp.
at p. 670.

5. Cf. supra, sec. jij;6:c.
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6. See POLLOCK ANO MAITLAND I, 21 Z; "t. Jr'.an is allowed. to put fmward
som~ 0ne else to spe.Jo( fllr him, not in ordet tbat he may be bound by that other
pel50n's words, but in or~r that he ffi<ly have I< chance of CQrt«ting formal blun
ders and supplying omissiuns" (Leg. Henr. 46, § 3). This was the so-called
"droit d'amt:ndement" ex,)lained by Brunner, W, cit. 754-780, and also i.ll his
Zu~s. der A,:w. 322. -

7. TIle appointment of an attorney rested at first upon special privilege, but
this was no longer 50 in the time of Glanville, ZUL. D. AmYL.. loco cit. 363;
HOLDSWORTH II, 31", 316.

8. By the Lateran Council, J215, the c1"'rgy were, hov.'ever, prohibited from
acting as attorneys in secular court$, except in causes concerning themselves Of

concerning poor persons.
9. The eatfie~t time for which it is certain that in the royal courts of Eng

land litigants could appear by representation, is that Of Henry II. Professional
legal representation seems to begin with the thirteenth rather than with the
twelfth cenhtry. For Bracton tells much abo<1t the "attorney" who can fully act
for and indeed also fully commit his client. The attorney's job was, however,
mainly procedural; and as the legal system became more and more complex, liti·
gants re'1.uired not only to be represented procedurally but also felt the need fOr
lawyers who w<'uld narrare as well as argue their case in court. The lawyers were
the narrators (and were later called the serjeants) hut there is still too little known
about their early history. As Pluclmett has remarked, "In the present state of our
knowledge it thcrefore seems safe to say that there certainly were professional
narrator! and attorneys during the reign of Edward I, and that possibly these pro
fessions already existed under Henry III" (204, 206).

In the following l1.ccount of the methods of the Common Law as well as in
his general ideas about it, ","'eber relied to an apparently large extent upon the
writings of ]. Hatschek, especially the third chapter of his ENGUSCHES STAATS-
RECHT I. 95 et seq. Webers general ideas of legal thought as expressed through
out this work seem 10 have been influenced strongly by Hatschek, especially his
article entitled Kon"entionalregeln, od/!f" uber die Grenzen der naturwissenschaft
lichen [legriff~bi1dung ion offentlichen Recht (1909), 3 JAHRBUCH DBg OFFENT
LICHEN RECHTS 1-67.

10. For a short account of the course of this complicated development, cov
ering several centuries, see PLUCKNE'IT 212-:2.1 5, and literature there cited. The
standard work is HERMAN' COHEN, HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH BAR (J929).

II. The two universities, Oxford and Cambridge, taught only civil and canon
law whereas the Inns of Court concentrated on "English" law as developed in
the royal courts. Cf. PLUCKNElT 208-209.

. 12. On the fictions which were used by the several courts of the king to ex
tend their jurisdiction, see PLUCKNETT 152-155; HOLDSWORTH I, 235. More
generally, see Morris S. Cohen, Fictions, 6 ENcyc. Soc. Scr. 225; Fuller, Legal
Fictions (1930-31), 25 ILL. L. REV. 363, 513, 877; MAIN.E, c. II.

13· Cf. the recent analysis of the methods of Common Law reasoning by
EDWARO H. L£VI, INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL RBASONING; see also LLBWELLYN,
PRAjUDIZI£NRECHT UNn RECHTSPRECHUNG IN AMBRDtA (1933)'

14. Weber is obviously :hinking of the continuance in modem American reat
property law of such concepts as tenure:, estate, and fee, and of such relics as the
doctrine of destructibility of contingent remainders, the doctrine of worthier tide,
or the Rule in Shelley's Case. The concept of tenure has practically disappeared,
the meaning and functions of the others have been radically transfonned; cE. R.
R. POWBLL, LAw OP REAL PROPERTY (195'0) I, c. iv. On seisin, see Maitland,
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The Mystery of Seisin (1886), 2 L.Q, REv. 481; Bordwell, Seisin and Disseisin
(1920/21), 34 HABv, L. REv. 592; Sweet, Seisin (1896), 12. L.Q. REV. 239.

An Dlinois case on "seisin reviving most of the old features of the English law
is Fort Dearborn v. Kline (1885), 115 Ill. 177, 3 N.E. 271..

R. POWELL, 01" cit. 236, n. 70, characterizes Illinois decisions as "anachro
nistic," "re-incarnating" old English law (with the help of A. Kales's great
knowledge). Powell continues (p. 237): "In general, it can be said that English
law [concerning real propertyJ is a more consrantly.signilicant factor in the think
ing of the. Illinois judiciary than in most of our other states. The ghosts of the
past have freer exit from their closets, without much scrutiny to determine their
real utility as a part of a modem scheme of life."

15. For evidence of efforts by the English bar to prevent codification ·and law
reform, see, among others, the biography of Lord Birkenhead in DICTIONARY OP
NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY (1922~1930) 782. For Bentham's despair at the hostility'
shown toward law reform and codification by the English bar, see J. DILLON,
LAws AND JURISPRUDENCE OF ENOLAND AND AMERICA (1894) 271, 316-347,
180 et seq. See also Sunderland, The English Struggle for Procedural RefOTm
(1926), 39 HARv. L. REV. 725. The American lawyers' ave~ion against codifi
cation and law reform found dramatic expression in the light of the New York
bar led by J. C. CarteI, against David Dudley Field's efforts to codify the law.
Cf. Dillon, op. cit. 225; see also REPOR1S OP AMERICAN BAil ASSOCIATION
(1890) 217 for Carter, and 1885, l886 for D. D. Field; on D. D. Field, d.
CBNTBNARY ESSAYS of the New York University School of Law, ed. by A. Reppy
(1949), UeweJlyn, 3 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 243, also CLARK, CoDE PLEADINp (:l.nd
ed. 1947) 17-21.

16. For illustrations of, and literature on, "the deep rooted common law tradi
tion of judicial hostility to legislation" see J. STONE, 198..

17. The source of this statement could not be located. The English term
"joint business" is used in the Gennan text.

18. Cf. Brunner, Die ZuUissigkeit der Anwaltschaft 324.
19. Concerning Roman-law oriented legal education, see P. KOSCHAJCER, Eu

ROPA UND nAs ROMISCHE RBCHT (1947) 45 et. seq., 55"""'99, and literature there'
cited.

20. See KOSCHAXilll, loco cit. 94 et seq. and literature there cited; for the
social position of lawyerS in Rome, France, EnRland, Gennany, and the difference
between them, see pp. 164-I80, 21.7-234. 1nere never was a lawyers' guild
'Organization in Germany, ibid. pp. 230, 247.

21. Night schools or other law schools outside of universities and of the
atmosphere of the universitas literarum are unknown in continental Europe and
are thus not considered by Weber.

;1.1.. Legal education, as it has become established in the nineteenth century
in ~nnany and Austria (-Hungary) and as it still exists there, consists of two
partS;' viz., theoretical study of three to four years at a university, and a practical
in-service training of usually another three years in various courts and administra
tive agencies, the office of the public prosecutor and an attorney's office. eE.
Rheinstein, Law Faculties and Law Schools, [1938J WIS. L. RBV. 5; d. also E.
ScHwEINBURG, LAw T1lAn'aNG IN CoN~IlNTAL EUROPE (I945) 31., 80.

23, See now Sees. 571,"'8I, 2 of the Civil Code; as to the rule of Roman
law, under which a lease is a purely personal contract between lessor and lessee
and where, consequently. the lessee has no right to remain on the land as against
the purchaser from the lessor, see SOHM, !NSTITUTlONE.N 434; but see also BUCJ;
LAND 499,
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2.4. On Hindu law see S. Vesey Fitzgerald, Hindu Law, 9 MOTe. Soc. SCI.
261, and litelature stated there; see furthennore infra, sec. v, n. 19. For an lie
count of early "legal" education in India, see MAINll. EARLY LAw 13.

25. In his ESSAYS ON SOCIOLOGY OF RELICION Weber has not included one
on Islam; he has consid"red it, however, in his chapter on Sociology of Religion.
As the principal sources on Isla'mic law he seems to have used GoLDZ1HER,'S VOR
LBSUNGEN UBER DEN ISLAM (1911), 2nd ed. 1925), the pertinent chapter in
KOHLER AND WENGER, 82 P-t seq., and the further literature listed there on p.
152, especially the several articles of Josef Kohler's in his aITscHRIFT PUR Vall.
GLEICHENDB RBCHTSWISSENSCHAFT. For additional literature on Islamic law see
the following works by J. Schacht: his articles in the EN{"'YCLOPAEDIA OF ISLAM
(1927); his edition of G. BERc!.'TRABSSBR'S GRUNl>t.UGB DJlS ISLAMISCHBN
RacHTs (1935); lslam;r; Law, 8 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 344, with bibliography at p.
349; and ORIGIN OF MOHAMMEDAN LAW (195I). Books and articles on Moham
medan law in the English language are listed in Stem's bibliography (1950) 43
LAw LmlWl.Y J. I6; d. also G. v. GRUNEBAUM, MEDIEVAL ISLAM GI946).

26. Hadiths-traditions concerning the exemplary deeds of the Prophet and
his companions, and those sayings of the former which have not been incorpo
rated in' the Koran. They make up the sunna, which is regarded as authoritative
by the Sunnite branch of Mohammedanism, but rejected by the Shiites. When
the hadiths were assembled in collections, only those were &ccel>ted as authorita
tive which could he traced through the "golden chain" of men regarded as com
pletely reliable. On the role played in the fonnation and <kvelopment of Islamic
law by the "invention" of appropriate "traditions," see J. SCHACHT, ORIGINS OF
MOHAMMEDAN LAW (1951). .

27. Georg Freiherr v. Herding, 1843-1919, Catholic philosopher and Ger
man statesman. See his Recht, Staat und GeseUschaft, 1907.

28. Dhanna-Sutras "are the oldest manifestation of definite schools of law,
or rather they e~body (in the fOl:,n of mnemonic aphorisms) the law leaching
given in particular Vedic schools. With one exception, which~ to emanate
Erom a god, each of them bears the name of some great sage of the [Vedic]
period."-VBSEY-FIT2<lERALD, Gp. cit. n. ~. They probably date from the period
between 600 and 300 B.C.

The statement that according to Jft"IiIiag Hindu theory all law is contained
in the ~utrM is tenable only wLat the tenn is used in so broad a sense
as to iDClude Itie~and thee • books of the institute-type which are
known uaa.t ...~ of M... and Y~a. The latter occupy a prominent
position ..~ wads cl those later com! '-tors which hew: become important
lor the~It cJ modem Hindu law. .
'29. : : (Greek: Teaching, Doctrine}--the unfolding of the teaching

of Jesus iI:I tbl! pneumatilX'harismatic 1naD!IeI" of the earliest Christian communi
ties, i.e., belon its fiation in authoritative writings, such as the Didache of the
Apostles and the channelization of Christilm life in organized congregations. Cf.
SoHM, KmCKEI'iJUlCHT 38, 4I.

30. Fetwo--<lpinion of the theologian-legal scholar, the mufti.
31. Sharl'aJs-the totality of Allah's rules £or the conduct of man.
32. On the Islamic schools, see supra, sec. ii:5 and sec. iii, n. 12.
33. In ooutrast to the notary public of the American type, whose primary

.function is that of authenticating signatures and thus creating official evidence of
genuineness, ,the continental notary is also a specialist in legal drafting, especially
of real estate conwyances, but also of important commercial documents. He is
thus not only a lawyer but a lawyer of special training and competence. See
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Dd.k, Notaries P...bli,,;, 1I ENCYC. SOC. SCI. _~99, and Iite~ature cited there; also
CALASSO, STQRIA II SIST1>MA DELLE FONT! DEL D1R~TI'Q COMUNS (193'8) I, 212,

and (1934) III AktHIVlO GlURlDlCO 64. Savigny ha; fixed the collegium of the
)1Oi.:>ries in Bokgn:; ') the m:lidle of the thirteenth centvry; d. GesCHlcHTE DES
?OMISC~"SN R£..::rrs iM MnTELALl'ER 540; see also GOLDSCHMIDT 15!-153·

3+ On the podesta, ltaHan city magistrates brought in from other towns to
allay inttamural strife, sec infr<1, ('h. XV[:jii: 3; d. also ENGELMANN 59; CALISSll,
01" cit. 143, 169, 180. On the signoria, the iate medieval Italian city tyranny
and mor,archy, St:e infra, ch. XVI:iv;8----l).

35- Cf. Stouff (1887) II NOUVELLE REVU.E HlSTOlUQUE 269; GOLD
SCHMIDT, 200 and literature there cited; also p. 230 (n. 159); p. 153 (n. 32).
On the notaries in Fl"olnce compare the dissertation of A. CoPPIN, LiiS ORIGINES
DU NOTARIAT FRAN'iAIS (,884, Academie de Douai).

36. See: for France, KOSCHAKER, EURCP.'" ll. DAS nOM. RECHT :l.21 and litera
ture there cited; for Gennany, BRUNNER L 2('9, n, :l.96 et scq; see also the re
cent article of G. Schubart-Kikemscher, Romisches Recht im Brurmer SchO!ferl
buch (1947), 65 SAY. Z. GERM. 86; see in general ENGELMANN AND MILLAlI 98
et seq., I 14 et seq., 114 et seq., 199, 519.

37. EntE VON REPGOW (c. t 18~. 1250) is the author of SACHSENSPIEC£L
(MIRROR OF SAXON LAW, I:224-1230); d. v. Kiinssberg, 13 ENCYC. Soc. SCI.
,08; E. WOLP, GROSSE RECHTSDENXER (1939) I; PHILII?PB DII BEAUMANOlIl
(c, 1146-1296) is the author of CoUTUMES DE BEAUVOISlS (1283). the most
inaulC'ntial of the medieval law treatises of France; d. Meynial, 2 ENCYC. Soc.
SCI. 486.

38. See the intr,,aucrion to the S"CHSENSPIEGEL by Homeyer in his 'i~d ed.
(1861) 20, 1.05: E. Molitor, Der Gedankengang des Sachsenspiegels (1947), 65
SAV. Z, GERM. 15, and ,he most recent literature there cil,~d.

39. On the Roman jurists see }OLOWICZ. 88, 380; H. J. WOLF!', ROMAl'"
tAW (19'P) 91; and particularly, F. SCHULZ, HISTORY, and W. KUNKEL, HER
KUNFT UNO SOZIALE STilLLUNO DER ROMISCHBN JURISTEN (1952).

40. Kadi-judge of the Mohammedan shari'ah court (see surra, n. 'il), Iwdi
jllStice (Kadifustiz)-used by Weber as a term of art to describe the adminisrra'
tion of justice which is oriented not at fixed rules of a formally rational law but
at the ethical. religions, political, or otherwise expediential postulates of a sub
stantively rational law.

41. See Millar, Procedure, Legal. IZ EN(;YC. Soc. SCI. 439, 440.
42. On the edict, see JOLOWICZ 95, 362; H. J. WOLFF, 01" cit. 81.
43. The contrast corresponds to that between Common Law pleading and

Code pleading, as it is known in American...law. Cf. CLARK, 01', cit. 5; Millar.
Procedure, Le~al, 12 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 439, 446/447.

:44. The fO'Nlfula used is one in fGctum concepta, when there is no reference
to a dvil law concept but the judge is simply told to condemn, if he finds certain
facts described. in the intentio to be true or, if tNt true, to absolve. Cf. JOLOWICZ
212-213; \V:HNGER 162, 164.

45. Gustav Demelius, Professor in Bonn. (SCHIEDSEID UND BSWEISEID 1M
ROMISCHEN CIVILPROZESS [I887]); see review in 8 SAV. Z. ROM. 269, by O.
Gradenwitz. On the problem of the extent to which sacred law was of inBuence
in the development of (secular) Roman law, see infra, sec. v: 1-2.

46. Simulata pro vern- acdpiuntur ("the simulated transaction is regarded as
the real [true) one"; SERVIUS AD ASNEAM II, 116). This meant that instead of
animals only their fonns, modeled in bread or wax, had to be sacrificed. For other
examples see JHER1NG It 326.
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47- JHERING III, 27ft'·
48. C. 300 B.C. cf. F. SCHULZ, HISTORY 9.

49. Ti. Coruncanius was consul in 280 B.C. and is reported to have been the
first to render Tesponsa in public by Pomponius, in D. t, 2, 2, 35: Primfu yublice
pro~teTi coepit; d. SCHULZ 10.

50. See BUCKLAND 22. On Gaius ibid. 29 and SCHULZ, HISTORY 159; J6RS
AND KUNKEL 33; De Zulueta, Reflexions on Gmus [1947], TULAN!, L. Rev. 173.

5 I. JHERING II, 440.
p. CICERO, IN VBRREM 4.9.20.

53. "No juristic text suggesb that Augustus made responsa binding. It is
dear that a change in the position of the jurists did OCCUI under Hadrian." BUCK·

LAND, TEXTBOOK 23. For recent liteI~ture on this famous controv~ (Xln('~rl<illg

the nature and origin of the ius responden4i see KOSCHAKER, EUROPA U. DAS

ROM. RECHT 962; Siber, Del Ausgangspunltt des ius respolldendi (1941). 61
SAV. Z. ROM. 397; Kunkel, Dw; Wesen des ius respondendi (1948). 66 S..w. Z.
ROM. 42+

54. On the distinction between the jurisconsults and the auomey, see }JiERING
11,436; BUCKLAND 22.

55. On the two "schools" of Proculians and Sabinians, their significance, and
alleged controversies. see BUCKLAND ·27; SCHULZ. HISTORY 119; JORS AND

K,UNKEL 32, 394.
56. On this literature. see now esp. SCHULZ, HISTORY 91.173,223,
57. See KoaUlR AND WENGER 172; JOLOWICZ 469; ScHULZ, HISTORY 119·
58. The one concept of lacatio-<:onductio ("lease"). as duived from the

actiones locati and conducti, covered (J) the loceItio-conductio rei, i.e., the lease
of a piece of land or a chattel; (2) the loct.tio-c07lductio operarum, i.e., the con
tract for services, in which the worker was said to let his working power; and
(3) the locatio-canductio operis, in which the opportunity to construct a building
or to complete some other work, e.g., to make a suit of cloth. is let to an inde
pendent contractor.

59. Weber here follows JHERING II. See also now SCHULZ. PRmCIPLES 43;
WnlAcKER, YOM ROMISCHEN RECHT 7; EaRLICH 195. 312.

60. UNIVERSALGESCHICHTE 78, 93; in genelal, 7 J-89, 33 I.
61. LocaPo-<:onductio-Iease; see supr.a n. 58; em[pltio-venditio---sale; man

dah.lm-mandate, i.e., contract for unpaid services; if the services are to be paid
for, the contract is one of locatio-eonductio operarum.

Actio quod iussu [depositum]--originally, action against one who has given to
his son or slave authority to make a contract with another; stipulatio--prornise
asked for and given in certain fonnalized words.

Constitumm-the teno is used here in an untechnical sense apparently mean
ing the legal basis- (causa) of an actionable promise; technically constitumm debiti
means the formless promise to pay an already existing debt of the promisor or a
third patty; it became actionable in praetorian la:w by the actio de pecunia con
stituta, an actio in factum. See JORS AND KmaEL 189.

62. Cf. GoLDSCHMJDT 78, 93. It must be remembered, however, that the
actio quod iussu was not generally available, but only where the person by whom
the contract had been made was a filius familias, a slave. or otherwise a dependent
of the defendant. Cf. BUCKLAND 53t, acrording to whom the actio quod iussu
was only of small importance. Weber's statement is based upon GOLDSCHMIDT
78, n. 93, who speaks of the "astonishingly broad category of the mandatum or
iussus" (as exemplilled by D. 17.1.2), of which he says that it sufficed for those
modem transactions of which Weber speaks in the text. For the present state of
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learning concerning mandatum and iussus, see }ORS AND KUNKEL 213. 267, 41 I,
4 1 5.

63. Cf. PLUCKNETI 601, and the literature there cited.
6+ The comprehensive Roman concept of ownership, dominium, stands in

contrast with the Germanic laws, in which there has been lacking not only a com
mon legal term covering full ownership in both land and chattels., but also a term
indicating the fullness of rights to possession. utilization, and disposition of land.
The various ways in which a person may derive benefits from land have been
traditionally expressed in the complex set of tenures, estates, and future interests
which has been characteristic of the Common Law. Only in w;ent times have the
terms "fee" .and, more recently, "title" assumed a meaning which comes near to
that of the Roman dominium, which indicates the sum total of all rights and
benefits which may be derived from a piece of land (as well as from a chattel).
AU rights of an objectively or temporally limited character are either, as the lease, '
regarded as mere personal claims against the owner or as rights in the thing of
another (jure in re aliena), i.e., encumbrances, such as an estate for life (usufruc
tIIs), a right of way or other easement (servitus), or a mortgage (hypotheca). As
long as a particular thing is encumbered with such a right of another, the owner's
dominium is accordingly limited, immediately to expand, however, to its fullness
of unlimited freedom of possession, enjoyment, use, and disposal, as soon as the
encumbrance is lifted. This concept of dominium must not be understood, how·
ever, in the sense that a Roman property owner would have been completely un
limited in his freedom to use or abuse his thing. At all times was he limited, espe
cially as landowner, by police power regulations established in the public interest.
The concept of dominium is only a mental tool to facilitate mental operations
concerning property rights. Indirecdy, it also tends, of course, to facilitate land •
transactions and thus to increase the security of land titles.

As Weber observes, the highly abstract concept of dominium has been the
product of a long process of juridical elaboration. Similar to the Germanic and
other laws, older Roman law, too, operated with a variety of concepts indicating
the various kinds of a person's legally recognized relationship to a thing, especially
a piece of land. In the ius civile, res mancipi (citizen's land in the proper sense,
slaves, cattle, and certain agricultuml implements) were treated i.:Wlerently from
the res nee mandpi. Ownership ex fure Quiritium was not the same as the in
banis habere of'the praetorian law or the various tenures in the adminimatively
managed public lands (see sec. ii:5).The elaboration of the comprehensive
concept of dominium was the work of the jurists. According to the presently pre
vailing opinion, this mental process was essentially completed by the classical
jurists. On the development see JORS and KUNJl:EL 120, and the extensive litera
ture stated there and at p. 405; also BUCKLAND 188, and Nons I3I.

6,.. Law of Citations-There were several; the earliest Wll& issued by Con
stantine in A.D. 321; the best known is that of 426, issued by Valentinian III and
Theodosius II (CoDn: THEOD08tANUI 1+3.). The courts were ordered to con
sider the works of a certain number of jurists; where the jurists differed, the
judge was to follow the opinion of the majority or, in the case oE a tie, that of
Papinian. .
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v
Formal and Substantive Rationalization

-Theocratic and Secular Law

!. The General Conditions of Legal Formalism

The considerations of the last section raise the important problem,
already touched upon in various places, of the inHuence of the form
of political authority on the formal aspects of the law. A definitive anal
ysis of this problem requires an analysis of the various types of authority
which we shall not undertake until later. However, a few general re
marks may be made at this point. The older forms of popular justice
had originated in conciliatory proceedings between kinship-groups. The
primitive fannalistic irrationality of these older forms of justice was
everywhere cast off under the impact of the authority of princes or
magistrates (imperium, ban) or, in certain situations, of an organized
priesthood. With this impact, the substance of the law, too, was lastingly
inRuenced, although the character of this inHuence varied with the
various types of authOrity. The more rational the administrative ma
chinery of the princes or hierarchs became, that is, the greater the extent
to which administrative "officials" were used in the exercise of the
power, the greater was the likelihood that the legai procedure would
also become "rational" both in form and substance. To the extent to
which the r:!tionality of the organization of authority increased, irra
tional forms of procedure were eliminated and the substantive law was
systematized, i.t., the law as a whole was rationalized. This process
·occurred, for instance, in Antiquity in the ius honorarium and the prae-
torian remedies, I in the capitularies of the Frankish Kings, in the pro- ..
cedural innovations of the Snglish Kings and Lords Chancellc ,2 or in
the inquisitorial procedure of the Catholic Church.3 However, these.
rationalizing tendencies were not part of an articulate and unanbiguous
policy on the part of the wielders of power; t~ey were rather (' riven in
this direction by the needs of their own rational administratior, as, for
instance, in the case of the administrative machinery of the P .pacy, vI
by powerful interest-groups with whom they were allied and _0 whom
rationality in suhstantive law and procedure constituted an a Jvantage,
as, for instance, to the bourgeois classes of Rome, of the late Middle
Ages, or of modern times. "'-'here these interests were absent the secu-
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larization of the law and the growth of a strictly formal mode of juridical
thought either remained in an incipient stage or was even positively
counteracted. In general terms, this may be attributed to the fact that
the rationality of ecclesiastical hierarchies as well as of patrimonial sov
ereigns is substantive in character, so that their aim is not that of
achieving that highest degree of formal juridical pr~ision which would
maximize the chances for the correct prediction of legal con~quences

and for the rational systematiz.ation of law and procedure. The aim is
t'dther to nnd a type of law which is most appropriate to the expediential
and ethical goals of the .authorities in question. To these carriers of legal
development the self-contained and specialized "juridical" treatment of,
legal questions is an alien idea, and they are not at all interested in any
separation of law from ethics. This is particularly true, generally speak
ing, of theocratically influenced legal systems, which are characterized
by a combination of legal rules and ethical demands. Yet in the course
of this kind of rationalization of legal thinking on the one hand and
of the forms of social relationships on the other, the most diverse con
sequences could emerge from the nonjuridical components of a legal doc'
trine of priestly make. One of these possible consequences was the
separation of fas, the religious command, from ius, the established law
for the settlement of such human conflicts which had no religious rel
evance. t In this situation, it was possible for iu_~ to pass through an inde
pendent course of development into a rational and formal legal system,
in which emphasis might be either upon logical or upon empirical ele
ments. This actuany happened both in Rome and in the Middle Ag~.

We shall discuss later [V:2, v:8] the ways in which the relationship
between the religiously fixed and the freely established components of
the law were detennined in these cases. As we shall see hereafter, [sec.
~i] it was quite possible, as thinking became increasing secular, for
the sacred law to encounter as a rival, Ot to be replaced by, a "natural
Jaw" which would operate beside the positive law partly as an ideal
postulate and partly as a doctrine with varying actual influence upon
legislation or legal practice. It was also possible, however, that the reli
gious prescriptions were never differentiated from secular rules and that
the characteristically theocratic combination of religious and ritualistiC
prescriptions with legal rules remained unchanged. In this case, there
arose a featureless conglomeration of ethical and legal duties, moral
exhortations and legal commandments withQut formalized explicitness,
and the result was a specifically non-formal type of law. Just which of
these two possibilities actually occurred .depended upon the already men
tioned characteristics of the religion in question and the principles that
govem~d its relation to the legal system and the state; in part it de-
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pended upon the power position of the priesthood vis-a-vis the state; and
finally, upon the structure of the state. It was because of their special
structure of authority that in almost all the Asiatic civilizations the last

, mentioned. of these courses of development came to emerge and persist.
But although certain features in the logical structure of different

legal systems may be similar, they may nevertheless be the result of
diverse types of domination. Authoritarian powers resting on personal
loyalty, such as theocracy and patrimonial monarchy, have usually
created a nonfarmal type of law. But a nonfarm'a! type of law may also
be produced by certain types of democracy. The explanation lies in the
fact that not only such power-wielders as hierarchs and despots. and
particularly enlightened despots, but also democratic demagogues may re
fuse to be bound by formal rules, even by those they have made them
selves, excepting, however, those norms which they regard as religiously
sacred and hence as absolutely binding. They all are confronted by the
inevitable conBict between an abstract formalism of legal certainty and
their desire to realiZe substantive goals. Juridical formalism enables the
legal system to operate like a technically rational machine. Thus it
guarantees to individuals and groups within the system a relative maxi·
mum of freedom, and greatly increases for them the possibility of .pre
dicting the legal consequences of their actions. Procedure becomes a
specific type of pacified contest, bound to fixed and inviolable "rules of
the game."

Primitive procedures for adjusting conflicts of interest between kin
ship groups are characterized by rigorously fonnalistic rules of evidence.
The same is true of judicial procedure in Dinggenossenschaften. As we
have seen, these rules were at first influenced by magical beliefs which
required that the questions of evidence should be asked in the proper
way and by the proper party. Even afterwards it took a long time for
the law to develop the idea that a fact, as understood today, could be
"established" by a rational procedure, particularly by the examination oE
witnesses, which is the most important method now, not to speak at all,
of circumstantial evidence. The compurgators of earlier epochs did not
swear that a statement of fact was true but confirmed the rightness of
their side by exposing themselves to the divine wrath. We may observe
that this practice was not much less realistic than that of our days when
a great many people, perhaps a majority, believe their party task as
witnesses tc be simply that of "swearing" as to which party is "in the
right." In ancient law, proof was therefore not regarded as a "burden"
but at least in large part as a "right" of the party to which it was
attributed. The judge, however, was strictly bound by these rules and
the traditional methods of proof. The modem theory of as late a period
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~ that of "common Jaw" procedures is different from ancient procedure
only in that it would treat proof as burden. It, too, binds the judge to
the motions of, and the evidence offered by, the parties and, indeed, the
.same principle applies to the entire conduct of the suit: in accordance
with the principle of adversary procedure the judge has to wait for the
motions of the parties. Whatever is not introduced or put into a motion
does not exist as far as the judge is concerned; the same is true of facts
which remain undisclosed by the recognized methods of proof, be they
rational or irrational. Thus, the judge aims at establishing only that
relative truth which is attainable within the limits set by the procedural
acts ofthe parties.

This exactly was the character of adjudication in its oldest known,
most clear-cut fonn: arbitration and composition between contending
kinship groups, with oracle or ordeal constituting the trial procedure.
This ancient legal procedure was rigorously fonnal like all activities
oriented towards the invocation of magical or divine powers; but, by
means of the irrational supernatural character of the decisive acts of
procedure,.it tried to obtain the substantively "right" decision. When,
however, the authority of, and the belief in, these irrational powers
came to be lost and when they were replaced by rational proof and the
logical derivation of decisions, the fonnalistic adjudication had to become
a mere contest between litigan~, regulated so as to aim at the relatively
optimal.chance of finding the truth. The promotion ef the progress of
the suit is the concern of the parties rather than th"at of the state. They
are not compelled by the judge to do anything they do not wish to-do at
their own initiative. It is for this very reason that the. judge cannot
co~ply With the quest for the optimal realization of substantive demands
of a political, ethical or affective character by means of an adjudication
which could give effect to considerations of concrete expediency or
equity in individua: cases. Formal justice guarantees the maximum
freedom for the interested parties to represent thei~ fonnal legal interests.
But -because ot the unequal distribution of economic power, which the
system of fonnal justice legalizes, this very freedom must time and again
produce consequences which are contrary to the substantive postulates of
religious ethics or of political expediency. Fonnal justice is thus repug
nant to all authoritarian powers, theocratic as well as patriarchic, because
it diminishes the dependency of the individual upon the grace and
power of the authorities.8 To democracy, however, it has been repugnant
because it decreases the dependency of the legal practice and therewith
of the individuals upon the decisions of their fellow cirizem.7 Further
more, the development of t)le trial into a peaceful contest of conflicting
interests can .contribute to the further concentration of economic and
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social power. In all these cases formal justice, due to its necessarily
abstract character, infringes upon the ideals of substantive justice. It is
precise1y this abstract character which constitutes the decisive merit of
formal justice to those who wield the economic power at any given time
and who are therefore interested in its unhampered operation, but
also to those who on ideological grounds attempt to break down au
thoritarian control or to restrain irrational mass emotions for the purpose
of opening up individual opportunities and liberating capacities. To all
these groups nonforrnal justice simply represents the likelihood of ab
solute arbitrariness and subjectivistic instability. Among those groups
who favor formal justice we must include all those political and eco
nomic interest groups to whom the stability and predictability of legal
procedure are of very great importance, i.e., particularly rational, eco
nomic, and political organizations intended-to have a rermanent charac
ter. Above all, those in possession of economic power look upon a formal
rational administration of justice as a guarantee of "freedom," a value
which is repudiated not only by theocratic or patriarchal-authoritarian

, groups but, under certain conditions, also by democratic groups. Formal
justice and the "freedom" which it guarantees are indeed rejected by all
groups ideologically interested in substantive justice. Such groups are
better served by khadi-justice than by the formal type. The popular
justice of the direct Attic democracy, for example, was decidedly a
form of khadi-justice. Modem trial by jury, too, is frequently khadi
justice in actual practice although not according to formal law; even
in this highly formalized type of a limited popular adjudication one
can observe a tendency to be bound by formal legal rules only to the
extent directly required by procedural technique. Quite generally, in
all forms of popular justice decisions are reached. on the basis of con
crete, ethical, or political considerations or of feelings oriented toward
social justice. Political justice prevailed particularly in Athens, but it
can be found even today. In this respect, there are similar tendencies
displayed by popular demoeracy on the one hand and the authoritarian
power of theocracy or of patriarchal monarchs on the other. When, for
exampl~, French jurors, contrary to formal law, regularly acquit a
husband 'who has killed his wife's paramour caught in the act, they
are doing exactly what Frederick the Great did when he dispensed
"royal justice" for the benefit of Arnold, the miller.s Even more so does
the distinctive characteristic of a theocratic administration of justice
consist entirely in the primacy of (.'Oncrete ethical considerations; its
indifference or aversion to formalism is limited only in so far as the
rules of the sacred law are explicitly formulated. But in so far as norms
of the latter apply, the theocratic type of law results jn the exact
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opposite, viz., a law which, in order to be adaptable to changing circum
stances, develops an extremelyformalistic casuistry. Secular, patrimonial
authoritarian administration of justice is much freer than theocratic
justice, even where it has to conform with tradition, which usually
allows quite a degree of £l.exibility.

Finally, the administration of justice by honoratiores presents two
aspects dependir.g on what legal interests therc are involved, those of
the honoratiores' own class or those of the class dominated by them.
In England, for instance, all cases coming before ,the central courts were
adjudicated in a strictly formalistic way. But the courts of justices of
the peace, which dealt with the daily troubles and misdemeanors of the
masses, were informal and representative of khadi-justice to an extent
completely unknown On the Continent. Furthermore, the high cost of
litigation and legal services amounted for those who could not afford
to purchase them to a denial of justice, which was rather similar to that
which existed, for other reasons, in the judicial system of the Roman
republic.s This denial of justice was in close conformity with the in
terests of the propertied, especially the capitalistic, classes. But such a
dual judicial policy of formai adjudication of disputes within the upper
class, combined with arbitrariness or de facto denegation of justice for
the economically weak, is not always possible. If it cannot be had, capi
talistic interests will fare best under a rigorously formal system of ad
judication, which applies in an cases and operates uncler the adversary
system of procedure. In any case adjudication by honoratiores inclines
to be essen~any empirical, and its procedure is complicated and expen
sive. It may thus well stand in the way of the interests of the bourgeois,
classes and it may indeed be said that England achieved capitalistic
supremacy among the nations not because but rather in spite of its
judicial system. For these very reasons the bourgeois strata have gen
erally tended to be intensely interested in a rational procedural system
':Ind therefore in a systematized, unambiguous, and specialized formal
law which eliminates both obsolete traditions and arbitrariness and in
which rights can have their SOurce exclusively in general objective
norms. Such a systematically codified law was thus demanded by the
English l2'uritans,10 the Roman Plebeh,ms,11 and the German bourgeoisie
of the nineteenth century. But in all these cases such a system was still a
long way off.

In the administration of justice of theocratic type, in adjudication
by secular honoratiores (as judges or private or officially patented juris
consults), as wen as in that development of law and procedure which is
based upon the imperium and the contempt powers of magistrates,
princes, or officials holding in their hands the direction of the lawsuit,U
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the view is at fitst strictly adhered to that fundamentally the law has
always been what it is and that no more is needed than an interpretation
of its ambiguities and its application to particular cases. Nonetheless, as
we have seen [in sec. iii], the emergence of rationally compacted nonns
is in itself possible even under rather primitive economic conditions,
once the hold of magical stereotypization has been broken. The exist
ence of irrational techniques of revelation as the sole means of in
novation has often implied a high degree of Aexibility in the norms;
their absence, on the other hand, has resulted in a higher degree of
stereotypization, because in that event the sacred tradition as such
remained the sole holy element and would thus be sublimated by the
priests into a system of sacred law.

2. The Substantive Rationalization of Sacred Law

, Sacred law and sacred lawmaking have emerged in rather different
ways in different geographical areas and in different branches of the
law; their persistence has likewise varied. We shall completely disre
gard at this point of our analysis the special attention which sacred law
pays to all problems of punishment and atonement, a concern orig
inally caused by purely magical norms; nor shall we here consider its
interest in political law! or the originally magically conditioned norms
which regulated the times and places at \vhich trials were allowed to

take place, or the modes of proof. In the main, we shaH d~al only with
"private law" as commonly understoud. In this branch of law, the
fundamental principles regarding the permissibility And the incidents of
marriage, the law of the family, and, closely related to it, that of in
heritance, have constitutt,ci a major branch of sacred law in China and
India as well as in the Roman fas, the Islamic shariah, and the medieval
canon law. The and~nt magical ptohibitions of incest were early form'>
of religious regulation of marriage.13 In addition there was the impor
tance of appropli;lte s8crinces to th~ anc.:.stDfS and other hmiIial sacra,
which caused the intrusiDn of sacred bw ~n~o the Ja'w of the family and
inheritance. In the areas of Christianity. wh~re the latter interest" lost
part of their significance, the 1isca1 intetests of the Chllrch in th~ validity
of wilIs operated to maintain its control in the field of the law of inher
itance.H

Secular trade law was liable to come into conflict with the re
ligious nonus relating to objects and places dedicated to religious pur
poses or consecrated for other rea ....m or magically tabooed. In the
Spht'H~ of contract, sacred law intervened on purely formal grounds
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whenever a religious fonn of promise, especially an oath, had been
used, a situation which occurred frequently and in the beginning, we
may surmise, regularly.u On substantive grounds, sacred law became
involved whenever important norms of a religious-ethical charact,er, for
instance, the prohibition of usury, entered the picture.

The relations between temporal and sacred law in general can vary
considerably, depending upon the particular principles underlying the
religious ethics in question. As long as religious ethics remains at the
stage of magkal or ritualistic formalism, it can, under certain circum
stances, become paralyzed and completely ineffective through its own
inherent means of renned rationalization of magical casuis~ry. In the
course of the history of the Roman republic the fas met with just this
fate. There was scarcely a single sacred norm for the circumvention of
which one could not have invented some appropriate sacred device or
form of evasion. ,6 The College of Augurs' power of intervention in cases
of defective religious form and evil amina, which meant, practically
speaking, a power to rescind the resolutions of the popular assemblies,
was never formally abolished in Rome as it had been by Pericles and
Ephialtes in the case of the equally sacredly conditioned power of the
Athenian Areiopagus.l1 But under the absolute domination of the priest
hood by the secular magisterial nobility, this power served political
purposes exclusively, and its application, like that of the substantive
fas, was rendered practically innocuous by peculiar sacred techniques.
Thus, like the Hellenic law of the late period, the thoroughly secular
ized ius was guaranteed against intrusions from this direction, despite
the extraordinarily large role played in Roman life by considerations of
ritual obligation. The subordination of the priesthood to the profane
power in the ancient polis and certain peculiar characteristics of the
Roman Olympus and of its treatment of which we have spoken, were the
factors by which this line of development was determined in Rome.Is

3. Indian Law

The situation was the reverse where a dominant priesthood was able
to regulate the whole range of life ritualistically and thus to a con
siderable extent to control the entire legal system, as was the case in
India.'s Accv:ding to prevailing Hindu theory, all law is contained in
the Dharma-Sutras. TI:: purely secular development of law was con
fined to the establishment of particular systems of law for the various
vocl:tional groups of the :m.e~'c.bnts, artisans, and so forth. No one
doubted the right of the vocational groups and castes to cSla.h~sh their
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own laws, so that the prevailing state of affairs could be summarized in
the maxim: "Special law prevails over general Iaw."~o Almost all of
the actually obtaining secular law came from these sources. This type
of law, which covered almost the entire field of matters of daily life,
was, however, disregarded in priestly doctrine and in the philosophical
schools. Since no Que thus specialized in its study and administration,
it escaped not only all rationalization, but also lacked a reliable guar
anty of validity in cases of divergence from the sacred law, which latter
was in theory absolutely binding, even though it was widely disre
garded in practice.

Law6nding in India represented that same characteristic inter
mixture of magical and rational elements which corresponds to both
the peculiar kind of the religion and the theocratic-patriarchal regula
tion of life. The formalism of procedure was on the whole rather slight.
The courts were not of the type of popular justice. The rules that the
king is bound by the decision of the chief justice and that lay members
(viz., merchants and scribes in the older sourceS and guild masters and

'scribes in the later ones) must be among the members of the court are
both expressive of rational tendencies. The great significance of private
arbitration corresponded to the autonomous law creation by the consoci
ations. However, appeals from the organized tribunals of the consocia
tions to the public courts were permitted as a general rule. The law of
evidence is today primarily rational in character; resort is primarily
had to instruments in writing and to the testimony of witnesses. Ordeals
were reserved for cases in which the results of the rational means of
evidence were not sufficiently clear. In those situations, however, they
preserved their unbroken magical significance. This was especially true
of the oath, which was to be followed by a period of waiting to deter
mine the consequences of the self-eurse. Similarly the magical means of
execution, especially the crediror's starving himself to death before the

. door of the debtor,21 existed along with the official enforcement of judg
ments and legalized self-help. A practically complete parallelism of
sacred and secular law existed in criminal procedure. But there was
also a tendency towards the fusion of both these types of law, and on
the whole sacred and secular law constituted an undifferentiated body,
which obscured the remnants of the ancient Aryan law. This body of
law was, in turn, largely superseded by the autonomous administration
of justice of the consociations, especially the castes, which possessed the
mO;St effective of all means of compulsion, viz., expulsion.

Within the territory WMre Buddhism prevailed as the religion of the
state, i.e., in Ceylon, Siam, Malaya, Indo-China, and especially Cam·
bodia and Burma, the legislative in8~ce of the :Suddhist ethics was
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far from slight." 'Ibe Buddhist ethics was responsible for the equal
status of husband and wife as expressed, for instance, in the rule of
cognatic inheritance or the system of community property, or in the
duty of filial piety, established in the interest of the parents' fate in the
beyond, and requiring, among other things, the heir's liability for the
debts of the deceased. The whole law came to be permeated with ethical
elements which found e'lpression in the protection of slaves, the leniency
of the penal law (except the often extremely cruel punishment for p0
litical crimes), and in the admissibility of giving' bond for keeping the
peace. Yet even the relatively worldly ethics of Buddhism was so pre
occupied with conscience on the one hand and ritual formalism on the
other that a system of sacred '1aw" could scarcely develop as the sub
ject matter of a specialized learning. Nonetheless, a legal literature,
Hindu in tone, did develop and made possible the proclamation in
Burma in 1875 of the "Buddhist law" as the official law, meaning by
Buddhist law a law of Hindu origin, modified in the direction of Bud
dhism.

4. Chinese Law

In China, is on the other hand, the magical and animistic duties were
restricted by the power-monopoly of the bureaucracy to the purely
ritual sphere. Thus, as we have seen and shall see further, it exercised
profound influences on economic activity. The irrationalities of Chinese
administration of justice were caused by patrimonial rather than theo
cratic factors. Legal prophecy, like prophecy in general, has been un
known in China, at least in historical times; there also was no stratum
of responding jurisconsults and no specialized legal, training. All this
corresponded to the patriarchal charader of the political association,
which was opposed to any development of formal law. The "Wu" and
the "Wei" (Taoist magicians) were the counselors in matters of magical
ritual. Those of their members who had passed the examinations and
had, accordingly, a literary education, were advisors to families, kinship
groups, and villages in ceremonial and legal matters.

5, Islamic Law

In Islam there was, at least in theory, not a single sphere of life
in which secular law could have developed independently of the claims
of sacred nOrms. In fact, there occurred a rather far-reaching reception
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of iIeneni~ <H)(:; Homan law.c
, OtflCiJily: !,oJoiever, the entire ,:orpus of

priv:.He bw W'l$ claiml.'<l. to he a:· i:Her~(station of the Korar, or its
danOraJ.lOll through ,~ustomary law. 1'10,,; ,c~)k plaCi~ WhUl, after the
;':111 of the OmHyy<ld Caliphatt" and tht; ,;~::;b1ish;~lU;'~ of rJ'e of the
Abbassids, the caes;ucrpapist principles or til:: ZUl'oJstrian S"5ssnid,,
were transplanted into Islam ill the name of a rdum ~D th" sacred tradi
tion.n The stJtus of sacred law in Islam is an ideal example of the
way in which sacred law operates in a genuinely propheticaliy cea:ed
sCriptural religion. The Koran itself contains quite a few rules of posi
tive hm,' (such as, for instance, the abolition of the prohibition of mar
riage !-let\\,'ten a man and his adoptive daughter-in-law, the very liberty
of wiJich fVlohammed £J\liiiled himself). But the bulk of the legal pres-
.::riptivns are of <I Jitterent origin, Formally, they usually appear as
hadith, i,e., exemplary deeds and sayings of the ptophet, the authenticity
of \",hich was attested to by a successive line of recognized transmitters
extending back by oral transmission to the contemporaries of the
prophet, which originally meant :'ack to the specially qualified com
panions of Mohammed. Due to this unbroken chain of personal trans
mitters the DrescriFti~llS are, or are said to he, ~xdusively orally
transmitted, and constitute the Surma, which is not an interprelation
of the Koran itself, but a tradition alongside the Koran. Its oldest com
ponent parts derive mainly from the pre-Islamic period, particularly
from the customary law of Medina, the compilation and editing of
which as Sunna has been attributed to Malik-ibn·Anas. But neither the
Koran nor the Sunna were by themselves dIe sources of the law used
by the judges. These sources were rather the fikh, i.e., the product of
the speculative labors of the law schools, which are collections of hadiths
arranged either according to authors (mumad) or to subject matter
(musannaf, of which six constitute the traoition,J! canon). The fikh
comprises ethical as well as legal commands and has contained, ever
since the law became crystallized, an increasingly large section of a

. completely obsolete character. The crystallization was officially achieved
through the belief that the charismatic, juridical-proptIetic power of
legal intelpretation (ijtihad) had been extinguished: since the seventh
or eighth century, that is, the thirteenth or four~enth century of the
·Christian era, a belief similar to that of the Christian Church and to
that of Judaism regarding their assumption that the prophetic age had
come to an end. The prophets of the law, the mujtahidun of the charis·
matic epoch, were still thought of as the agents of juridical revelation,
although only the founders of the four law schools (madhah), acknowl
edged as orthodox, were given complete recognition. After the extinction
of the ijihad ortly commentators (muqallidin) remained and the law
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became absolutely fixed. The struggle among the four orthodox law
schools wa!> primarily a conflict about the components of the orthoJox
Sunna, but it was also a conflict over methods of interpretation, and
even these differences were increasingly stereotyped once the law was
fixed. Only the small Hanbalite School rejects all bida, i.e" all new law,
all new, hadith, and all rational schemes of interpretation. Thus, as well
2.S because of its postulate of cage :ntrare,16 it has C'Ut itself off from the
other sch(¥)ls waich, in principle, arc tolerant of each other. The schools
differ by the different roles ascribed to legal science in the creation of
new law. The Malekite SclK.~,f '\?'i duminant for a long time in Africa
and Arabia. Since it' originated in the oldest political center of Islam,
Medina, it was especially uninhibited, perhaps as might 1)ave been ex
pected, in incorporating pre-Islamic In-,v. But it was bound to a greater
extent by tradition than the HaneRte School, 'wtlich er.lerged from Iraq
and was, 8ccordingly, deeply affecttd by i.iyzantine inAuences.:1 Its
role was particularly important in the Court of the Caliph, and it is
still the official school in Turkey28 and the dominant one in Egypt.
The main contribution of thl": Hanefite jurisprudence, which was in
close ~ontact with the idea5 of the palace, seems to have been the
dtvelopment of the empirical techniques of Islamic jurists, i.e., the use
of analogy (qiyds). It also proclaimed the :a'r, i.e., the idea that learned
doctriI!e was an independent source of law, together with the received
interpretation of the Koran. The Shafiite school, which originated in
Baghdad and spread into Southern Arabia, Egypt, and Indonesia, is
regarded as opposed not only to both these Hanefite characteristics,
that is, the role ascribed to learned opinion and borrowings from foreign

-1aw, but also to the Malekites' elastic attitude toward tradition. It is thus
regarded as more traditionalistic, although it has nevertheless achieved
similar results through its large-scale reception of hadiths of ·que~tion

able genuineness. The conflict between the Ashab-al-hadith i.e., the
conservative traditionalists, and the Ashab-al-pkh, i.e., the rationalistic
jurists, has persisted through the entire history of Islamic law.

The sacred law of Islam is throughout specifically a "jurists' law."
Its validity rests on idshmd (idshmd-al-ammah-tacitus consensus
omnium) which is defined in practice as the agreement of the prophets
of the law, Le., the great jurists (fuqaha). Besides the infallible prophet,
only the idshmd are officially infallible. Koran and Sunna are merely
the historical sources of the idshmd. The judges do not consult the
Koran or the Sunna, but the compilations of the idshma, and they are
not allowed. independently to interpret the sacred writings or traditions.
The Islamic jurists were in a position similar to that of the Roman

_ jurists, and especially the organization of their schools is reminiscent
of that in Rome. The jurist's activities involved both legal conmltatioJ:1.
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and the teaching of students. He was therefore in conta~t with the prac
tical requirements of his ciients as well as the practical pedagogical
demands, which necessitated systematic classification. But the subordi~

nation both to the fixed interpretative methods laid down by the heads
of the schools and to the authoritative commentaries excluded, ever
since the dose of the ijtihad period, all freedom of interpretation. In
the official universities, like AI-AzhaT of Cairo, which includes among
its faculty representatives of all four orthodox schools, teaching: became.
the routinized recitation of fixed sentiments. 211 "Certain essential charae·
teristics of Islamic organization, viz., the ab5ence of [Church] Councils
as well as of doctrinal infallibility [like that ascribed to the papal
office], influenced the development of the sacred law in the direction
of a stereotyped "jurists' law." Actually, however, the direct applicability
of sacred law was limited to certain fundamental institutions within a
range of substantive legal domain only slightly more inclusive than that of
medieval canon law. However, the universalism which was claimed by
the sacred tradition' resulted in the fact that inevitable innovations had to
be supported either by a fetwa,30 which could almost always be obtained
in a particular case, sometimes in good faith and sometimes through
trickery, or by the disputatio!J.s casuistry of the several competing ortho
dox schools. As a consequence of these factors, together with the already
mentioned inadequacy of the formal rationality of jUilidical thought,
systematic lawmaking, aiming at legal uniformity or consistency, was
impossible. The sacred law could not be disregarded; DC?r could it,
despite many adaptations, be really carried out in practice. As in the
Roman system, officially licensed jurists (muftis, with the Sheikh-ul
Islam at their head) can be called on for opinions by the khadis or
the parties as the occasion arises. Their opinions are authoritative, but
they also vary from person to person; like the opinions of oracles, they
are given without any statement of rational reasons. Thus they actually
increase the irrationality of the sacred law rather than contribute, how
ever slightly, to its rationalization.

As a status gr~p law, the sacred law applies only to the Muslim but
not to the subject- population of unbelievers_ As a consequence, legal
particularism continued to exist not only for the several tolerated de
nominations, which were privileged. partly positively and partly nega
tively, but also as local or vocational custom. The scope of the maxim
that "special law prevails over the general law of the land," although
it claimed an absolute validity, was of doubtful application whenever
particular laws happened to conflict with sacred nonns, which, them·
selves, were subject to thoroughly unstable interpretations. The com·
mercial law of Islam developed from the legal techniques of late Antiq
uity a variety of norms, quite a few of which were directly taken over
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hy tilt' WeSt." In Islam itself, however, the validity of these commercial
norms did not derive from enactment or from stable prirKlpies of a
rational legal system. Their g'.laranty consisted in nothing but the mer
chants' sense of honesty and economic influence. The sacred traditions
rather threatened than promoted most of these particularistic institu
tions.. Tht'y existed praeter legem.

This impediment to legal unification and consistency always existed
as a natural consequence wherever the validity of sacred law or im
mutable tradition has been taken seriously, in China and India just as
in the territories of Islam. Even in Islam the system of personal laws
applied to the purely orthodox schools, in the same way in which it
once applied as part of the folk laws in the empire of the Carlovin
gians."'! It would have been 'quite impossible to create a lex terrae such
as the Common Law had become since the Norman Conquest and,
officially, since Henry II. We actually find in all the great Islamic
f'..rnpires of the present time a dualism of religious and secular adminis
tration of justice: the temporal official stands beside the khadi, and the
secular law beside the shari'ah, Similarly to the capitularies of the
Carlovingians, this ~.ecular Jaw Cqdmln) began to expand from the very
beginning, i.e, since the times of the Omayyad Khalifs, and to assume
increasing importance in relation to the sacred law, the more the latter
hecf1me qereotyped. It became binding for the secular courts whose·
jurisdiction came to prevail in all matters except those concerning
tutelage, marriage, inheritance. Jivorce, and, to some extent, settled
lands and certain other aspects of land law. These courts [lre not con
cerned at all with the prohibitions of the sacred law but decide accord
ing to local custom, since every systematization of even the secular law
was prevented by the continuous intervention of spiritual norms. Thus
the Turkish Codex, which began to be promulgated in 1869, is not a
Code in the true sense, but simply a compilation of Hanefite norms.33

We shall see that this state of affairs has had important consequences as
regards economic organization.

6. Persian Law

In. Persia, where the Shiite form of Islam is the established religion,
the irrationality of the sacred law is even greater, since there it does
not even possess the relatively finn bases given by the Sunna. The
belief in the invisible teacher (Imam) who, at any rate in official theory,
is regarded as infallible, is only a poor substitute. H The members of the
judiciary afe "admitted" by the Shah, who, as a religiously illegitimate
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ruler, is compelled to pay the greatest regard to the wishes of the local
honoratiores. This "admission" is no "appointment," but rather the
agregation of candidates graduated from the theological schools. There
are judicial districts, but the jurisdictions of the individual judges do
not seem to be dearly fixed, as the parties may choose from among a
number of competing judges. The charismatic character of these jurid
ical prophets is thus dearly indicated. The rigorous sectarianism of the
Shi'ah, which is accentuated by Zoroastrian influences, would have
prevented as unclean all economic intercourse with unbelievers if not
through many "fictions" this seclusionism demanded by sacred law had
ultimately been almost completely renunciated. There was thus brought
about an extensive withdrawal of sacred legal influences from al
most all spheres of activity that are of any economic and political
consequence. The same retreat of sacred law took fIace in the po
litical sphere when constitutionalism was justified,· through fetwas,
by quotations from the Koran. Nevertheless, the theocracy is even

, today far from being a negligible factor in economic life. Despite the in
creasing shrinkage of its range of influence, the theocra~c element in
adjudication was and still is-together with the peculiar features of
Oriental patrimonialism which will be treated later-of great significance
for economic activity. Here, as elsewhere, this fact is due less to the
positive content of the norms of the sacred law than to the attftudes
prevailing in judicial administration, 'which is aiming at "material"
justice rather than at a formal regulation of con8icting interests. It
arrives at decisions in accord with considerations of equity even in
those cases concerning real property which belong to its jurisdiction.
Such considerations are all the more likelv where the law is uncodified.
Predictability of decisions of kadi justic~ is thus at a minimum. As
long as religious Courts had jurisdiction over land cases, capitalistic
exploitation of the land was thus impossible, as, for instance, in Tu
nisia.8" However, capitalist" interests succeeded in eliminating this juris
diction. The whole situation is typical of the way in which theocratic
judicial administration has interfered and must necessarily interfere
with the operation of a rational economic system: It is only the precise
extent of this interference which varies from place to place.

7. Jewish Law

Jewish sacred law has certain fonnal similarities with- Islamic sacred
Jaw, although its context was quite the reverse of that in which Islamic
sacred law existed.as AmQng the Jews, too, the Torah and the interpre-
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tative and supplementary sacred tradition purported to obtain as a
" nonn of universal validity in all areas of life; similarly, the sacred law

obtained only for the coreligionists. But unlike Islam, the bearers of
this legal system were not a ruling stratum but rather a pariah people.
Hence commerce with outsiders was juridically foreign commerce, and
it was to be governed in part by different ethical norms. To the legal
norms obtaining in their environment the Jews tried to adapt them
selves to the extent permitted by that environment and to the extent
that it did not run counter to their own ritualistic scruples. As early
as in the period of the kings, the old local oracle, the Urim and
Thummim,3T had already been supplanted. by juridical prophets, who
contested the king's competence to issue legal orders with much greater
effectiveness than their counterparts in Germanic law. _

In the post-Exilic age the Nehiim, i.e., the soothsayers and quite
probably law prophets of the period of the kings,'8 were replaced, as we
have seen, by the Pharisees who were originally a stratum of intellectuals
of upper-class origin with marked Hellenistic traits; later they also in
cluded small middle-class people who engaged in scriptural jnterpreta~

tion as a pastime.39 Thus there developed, at the latest in the last pre
Christian century, the scholastic treatment of ritual and legal questions
and thereby the legal technique of the expositors of the Torah and the
consulting jurists of the two Eastern centers of Judaism: Jerusalem and
Babylon. fo Like the Islamic and Hindu lawyers, they were the bearers
of a- tradition which in part rested on the interpretation of the Torah
but was also in part independent of it. God had given that tradition to
Moses during their forty-day encounter on Sinai. By means of this tradi- '
tion the official institutions, for instance, l€:virate marriage," were as
markedly transfonned as was the case in Islam or in India. Furthennore,
like that of Islam and India, it was at first a strictly oral tradition. Its
written fixation by the Tannaimu began with the increasing fragmenta
tion of the diaspora and the development of a scholastic treatment in
the schools of Hillel [ca. 30 :B.C.-....D. 10J and Shammai after the begin~

ning of the Christian era. This 'was undoubtedly done to guarantee
unity and consistency once the judge had become hound to the re
sponses of the consulting legal scholars and therefore to precedents. As
in Rome and England, the authorities for the particular legal sayings
were cited, and vocational training, examinations, and licensing finally
replaced the formerly free legal prophecy. The Mishnah6

& is stilI the
prodUl.:t of the activities of the respondents themselves, collected by
Rabbi Judah the Patriarch [ca. 135-220]. The Gemara, its official com~

mentary, is, on the other hand, the product of the activities of the teach
ing lawyers, the Amoraim, who had succeeded the first interpreters and
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who translated into Aramaic and interpreted for the audience the
Hebraic passages recited by the reader. In Palestine they bore the title
rabbi. and a corresponding one in Babylon (mar). A "dialectical"
treatment along the lines of occi~ntal theology could be found in the
Pumbeditha "academy" of Babylon. But this method became funda
mentally suspect during the later period of orthodoxy anr{ it is con·
Q.emned today. Since then a speculative theological treatment of the
Tarah has been impossible. More explicitly than in India and in ..Islam
the dogmatie-edifying and the legal elements in the tradition, the
haggat4zh and the halakhah, were separated from one another both in
literature and in division of labor. In its external aspects the center of
learned activity and organization shifted increasingly toward Babylon,
The Exilarch (Resh galutha) lived in Babylon from the time of Hadrian
on and into the eleventh century. His office, which was hereditarily
transmitted in the Davidic family, was officially recognized by the
Parthian and Persian, and later by the Islamic, rulers; he was provided
with a pontifical retinue, his jurisdiction was acknowledged fOT a long
time, even in criminal.matters, and under the Arabs he had the power
of excommunication. The bearers of the legal development were the
two competing academies at Sura and P·umbeditha, of which the fonner
was the more distinguished. Their preSidents, the GeOnim, combined
judicial activity as members of the Sanhedrin with consultative practice
for the entire Diaspora and with academic teaching of law. The Ge'onim
were partly elected by the recognized reachers and partly designated
by the Exilarch. The external academic organization resembled that of
the medieval and oriental schools. The regular students resided at the
school; in the month of the Kalla44 they were joined from abroad by
large numbers of more matu.re candidates for rabbinical "Office, who came
to participate in the academic discussions of the Talmud. The Gaon
issued his responses either spontaneously or after discussion during
Kalla or with the students.

The literary works of the Geonim, which began roughly with the
sixth century, were, in fonn, no more than commentaries. Theirs was
thus a more modest task than that of their predecessors, the Amoraim,
who creatively expounded the Mishnah, or that of the successors of
the latter, the Saborairn, who commented on it in a relatively free
manner, not to speak at all of the Tannaim. But, in practice, and as a
remit of their daborate and strong organization, they succeeded in
having the authority of the Babylonian T a1mud triumph over that of
the Palestinian. It is true that this supremacy applied mainly to the
Islamic countries, hut up until the tenth century it was accepted also
by the Jews of the Occident. It was only after that and following
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the extinction of the office of the EXilarchu that the West freed itself
from the Eastern in8uence. The Frankish rabbis of the Carlovingian
epoch, for iristance, brought about the transition to monogamy. AfteI
the learned treatises of MaimonidesH and Asher," although they were
rejected by the Orthodox as ratiollalistic, it was ultimately possible for
the Spanish Jew Joseph Karo, in his Shulchan Aroch," to create a
compendium. which, as compared with the Islamic canonic treatises, was
very manageable and brief. In practice this work then replaced the
authority of the Talmudic responses, and in' Algiers, for example, as
well as in Continental Europe, it came in many instanCes to guide prac
tice like a veritable code.

Talmudic jurisprudence originated in a highly scholastic atmosphere
and, during the very period of the emergence of the commentary on the
Mishnah, it had much looser relations with legal practice than in both
earlier and later periods. In consequence of these two factors, its fonnal
appearance demonstrated: with great clarity the typical characteristics
of sacred law, i.e., its marked predominance of purely theoretically
constructed, but lifeless, casuistry, which within the narrow limits of a
purely rationalistic interpretatiOn could not be elaborated into a genu
ine system. The casuistic sublima~on of law was by no means slight.
However, living and dead law were thoroughly intermixed, and no
distinction was made between legal and ethical nonns.

In matters of substance innumerable receptions had occurred already
in Talmudic times, from Near Eastern, especially the Babylonian, and
later from the Hellenistic and Byzantine, environments. But not every-

.. thing in Jewish law which corresponds to the common Near Eastern law,
is borrowed. On the other hand, it is intrinsically improbable that,
as a modem theory holds, some of the most important legal institu·
tions of capitalistic commerce, for instance, the instrument payable to
bearer, were inv:ented by the Jews in their own law and then imported
by them into the Occident." Instruments containing a hearer clause
had heen known already in Babylonian law of the age of Hammurahi,
and the only question is whether they were instruments simply allow
ing the debtor to discharge his debt by making payment to the holder or
whether they were genuine negotiable instruments payable to bearer.64

The fonner type [of instrument can also be found in Hellenistic law.1t

But the legal construction i; different from what it is in the occidental
negotiable instrument payable to bearer (Inhaberurkunden), which was
influenced by the Germanic conception of the paper as the "embodi
ment" of rights and was therefore much- mote effective for purposes of
commercialization." The Jewish origin of the modem types of securities
is rendered im?robable by an additional fact, viz., the fact that the
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Occidental precursors of these securities originated in the peculiar needs
of the various forms of early medieval procedure which were clearly
rational. Indeed the clauses which prepared the way for negotiahility
originally did not serve commercial ends at all hut rather those of

. pmcedure, above all that of providing a means for substituting a rep
~ntative for the true party in interest.s~ So far not a single importa~

tion of a legal institution has been dearly demonstrated as attributable
to the Jews,'"

It was not in the Occident but rather in the Orient that Jewish
law played a real role as an influence in the legal systems of other
peoples. Important elements of the Mosaic law were incorporated with
Christianization into Armenian law as one of the components of its
further development. s.~ In the kingdom of the Khazars. Judaism was the
official religion and thus Jewish law applied there even formany.~B

Finally, the legal history of the Russians makes it seem probable that
through the Khazars certain elements of the most ancient Russian law
developed under the influence of Jewish~Talmudic law,S? TheTe was
nothing similar in the Occident, Although it is not impossible that
through the mediation of the Jews certain forms of business enterprise
may have been imported into the Occident, it is improbable that these
forms would have been of national Jewish origin. They are much more
likely to have been Syrian-Byzantine institutions or, through these,
Hellenistic, or ultimately perhaps, institutions of common Oriental law
deriving from Babylon, We must remember that in the importation of
Eastern'comm~reial t~chniques into the West the Jews were in competi
tion with the Syrians, at least in late Antiquity,B8 As far as its formal
character is concerned, ger.uine Jewish law as such and, particularly,
the Jewish law of obligations, were nO appropriate context at all for
the development of such institutions as are reql!ired by modern capital¥
ism. Its relatively unhampered development of the contractual type of
transaction in no way changes this situation.
. Naturally the influence of Jewish sacred law W3S all the more

powerful in the internal -life of the family and the synagogue. It was
especially significant there. in so far as it was ritual. The strictly eco
nomic nonns were either, like the sahbatical year," connned to the.
Holy Land-even there it has, through rabbinical dispensation. now
been abolished-or rendered obsolete by changes in the economic
system, or, like everywhere else, were made innocuous by formalistic
practices of circumvention. Even before the emancipation of the Jews
the extent to, and sense in, which the sacred law was still valid varied
greatly from place to place. Formally, Jewish sacred law manifested no
peculiar characteristics, As a special body of law and as one w~ich was
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only imperfectly systematized and rationalized and which, while elabo
rated casuistically, was still not logically consistent, Jewish sacred law
possessed the general features of a product which had developed under
the control of sacred norms and their elaboration by priests and theo
logical lawyers. However interesting the theme may be in itself, we
have in this place no reason to give it special attention.

8. Canon Law

The Canon Law of Christendom 9Ccupies a relatively special posi
tion with reference to all other systems of sacred law.so In many of its,
parts it was much more rational and mOre highly developed on the
fonnal side than the other cases of sacred law. Furthermore, from the
very beginning its relation to the secular law was one of a relatively
clear dualism, with the respective jurisdictions fairly definitely marked
in a manner not to be found elsewhere. This situation was, first of all,
due to the fact that the early church had refused for centt;ries to
have anything whatsoever to do with ,state and law. Its relatively
rational character, however, was the product of s~veral causes. When the
Church saw itself compelled to seek relations with the secular author
ities, it arranged them, as we saw echo VI:xv), with the aid of the Stoic
conception of "natural law," that is, a rational body of ideas. More
over, the rational traditions of the Roman law lived on in its own ad
ministration. At the beginning of the Middle Ages the Western
church took for i~ model the most formal components of Germanjc
law in its attempt to create its first systematic body of law, the peni
tentials. 81 Furthermore, the structure of the occidental medieval uni
versity separated the teaching of both theology and secular law from
that of canon law and dius prevented the growth of such theocratic
hybrid structures as developed elsewhere. The rigorously logical and
professional legal technique which was developed through both ancient
philosophy and jurisprudence was also bound to ~inBuence the treat
ment of Canon law. The collecting activity of the jurists of the church
had to concern itself not, as almost everywhere else, with responsa and
precedents but with conciliar resolutions, official rescripts and decretals,
and ultimately it even began to ~'create" such sources by deliberate
forgery-a phenomeno;?' that did not occur in any other church.u

Finally, and above all, after the end of the charismatic epoch of the
early church, the character of ecclesiastical lawmaking was influenced
by the fact that the church's functionaries were holders of rationally
defined bureaucratic offices. This conception, which was peculiarly
characteristic of the church's organization and which, too, was a conse-
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quence or the connection with classical Antiquity, was temporarily
interrupted by the feudal interlude of the early Middle Ages but re
vived and became aU-powerful with the Gregorian period [i.e., the late
IIth cent.]. Thus the occidental church traveled the path of legisla
tion by rational enactment much more pronouncedly than any other
religious community. The rigorously rational hierarchical organization
of the church also made it possible that it could issue general decrees
by which economically burdensome and hence impractical prescriptions,
for ,instance, the prohibition of usury, could be treated as permanently
or temporarily obsolete (as we' saw in ch. VI :xii). In numerous re
spects, it is true, Canon law can hardly conceal the general pattern so
characteristic of all theocratic law, viz., the mixture of substantive legis
lative and moral ends with the formally relevant elements of norma
tion and the consequent loss of precision. But it has nonetheless been
more strongly oriented towards a strictly formal legal technique than
any other body of sacred law. Unlike the Islamic and Jewish legal
systems, it did not grow through the activities of responding jurists.
Rurthermore, in consequence of the New Testament's eschatological
withdrawal from the world, the basic writ of Christianity contains only
such a minimum of formally binding norms of a ritual or legal charac
ter that the way was left entirely free for purely rational enactment.
The muftis, rabbis and geonim found parallels only in the fathers
confessor and directeurs de fatneSS of the Counter-Refonnation, and in
certain divines of the old Protc.stant churches. Such casuistic ministry
was then promptly preJuctive of certain remote similarities to the Tal
mudic preJUCts, especially within the Catholic realm.6

' But everything
was under the supervision of the central offices of the Holy See, and
binding norms of social ethics were currently elaborated exclusively
through their highly elastic decrees. In this way, there ar~ that unique
relationship between sacred and secular law in which Canon law be
came indeed one of the guides for secular law on the road to rationality.
The relatively decisive factor was the unique organization of the Catho
lic Church as a rational institution (Anstalt). As to the content of
the law, apart from such details as the actio spolii85 and the possessorium
summariissimum,ss the most signi6cant contributions of Canon law were
the recognition of informal contracts,87 the promotion in the interest
of pious endowments of freedom of testation,68 and the canonist con
ception of the corporation. The churches were, indeed, the 6rst "insti
tutions" in the legal sense, and it was here that the legal construction
of public organizations as corporations had its point of departure, as
we have seen [sec. ii:6]. The direct practical significance of Canon
law for secular law, as far as substantive private, and especially c&m
mercial, law was concerned, varied a great deal in the course of time;
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....in·-the main, however, it was.relatively slight even in the Middle Ages.
In Antiquity Canon law had not been able to bring about the legal
abolition of free divorce even as late as Justinian,ee and the submission
of' any cases to the spiritual courts had remained entirely a matter of
discretion: The theoretical claim to an all-embracing substantive regula
tion of the entire conduct of life, which Canon law shared with all
other systems of theocratic law, had in the Occident relatively hann
less 'effects upon legal technique. The reason was that Canon law had
found in the Roman law a secular competitor which had achieved an
extraordinary formal perfection and which, in the course of history, had
become. the universal law of the w0rld. The early Church had re-,
garded the Roman Empire and its laws as definitive and eternal. And
where tbe Canon 'law tried to extend its dominion it met with the
vigorous and successful opposition of the economic interests of the
bourgeoisie, including that of the Italian cities, with which the Papacy
had. to ailt itself. In the municipal statutes of both Germany and
Italy, and in Italian guild statutes, we find severe penalties for citizens
bringing suit in an ecclesiastical court, and we can also find regulations
that allow with an almost astonishing cynicism the discharge of spiritual
penalties that might be incurred for "usury" by lump sum payments
by the gvUds. 70 Furthermore, in the rationally organized guilds of the
lawyers as well as in the assemblies of the Estates the same material
and ideal class interests, especially of the lawyers, turned against ec
desiasticallaw just as they did (in part) against Roman law. Ap:.l.rt from
a few institutions, the main influence of the Canon law lay in th~

field of procedure. In contrast with the formalistic proof of a secular
procedure based upon the adversary principle, the striving of all theo
cratic justice for substantive rather than merely Connal truth produced
quite early a rational but specifically substantive technique of inquisi~

tonal procedun;. 11 A theocratic administration of justice can no mote
leave the discovery of the truth to the arbitrary discretion of the litigants
than the expiation of a wrong. It has to operate ex officio and to create
a system of evidence which appears to offer the optimal posSibilities
of establishing the true facts, Canon law thus developed in the Western

;- world the procedure by inquisition, which was subsequendy taken
over by secular criminal justice.,2 The conflicts about substantive Canon
law became later an essentially political matter. Its still existing claims
no longer lie in fields which are of practical economic relevance.

After the end of the early Byzantine period, the situation of the
Eastern churches began to resemble that of Islam as a result of the
absence of both an infallible agency for the exposition of doctrine and
of conciliar legislation. The difference lay only in essentially stronger
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caesaIO-papistic claims of the Byzantine monarchs, as compared with
those which could be voiced by the Sultans of the East after the separa~

tion of the Sultanate from the Abhassid Caliphate.n .or even as com
pared with those which the Turkish Sultans could make effective after
the transfer of the Caliphate from Mutawakkil to Sultan Se1im,7' to
say nothing of the precarious legitimacy of the Persian Shahs vis-a-vis
their Shiitic subjects.15 Still, neither the late Byzantine nor the Russ,ian
and other caesaro-papistic rulers have ever claimed to be able to create
new sacred law. There were, therefore, no organs at all for this purpose,
not even Jaw schools of the Islamic sort. As a result, therefore, Eastern
Canon law, thus con6ned to its original sphere, remained entirely stable
but also without any influence on economic life.

-,

NOTES

I. Ius honorarium--The law created by the praetor in addition to, or in
modification of, the ius civile as contained in the formal leges or in ancient tra
dition.

2. Cf. PLUCKNBTI, 82 et seq.; 2 ASSOCIATION OP AMERICAN LA.w ScHOOLS,

SELECT EsSAYS rN ANGLo-AMl!B.ICAN LEGAL HISTORY (1908) 36,.
3. Legal procedure, civil or criminal, is said to he inquisitorial when the

ascertainment of the facts is regarded primarily as the task of the judge, while in
the so-called adversary procedure the true facts are expected to emerge from the
allegations and proof of the parties without the active coOperation of the judge. A
shift from the predominantly adversary procedure of the Germanic laws was initi
ated in the later ¥iddle Ages by the Church. whose model became inBuential for
procedural develo~ent throughout Western Europe.

4. On the Roman distinction between ius and fas see JOLOWICZ, op. cit. 86
et seq.; MrrrBIS 22-30 and literature there listed. For a baroque use of the terms,
see BucxS'I'ONE III, 2.

j. Namely, of continental Europe, i.e.• the procedure which was COmmon on
the Continent before the reforms introduced by the oodmcation of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. In this and the following sentences Weber speaks also,
however, of the continental procedure of the present day, which, as will appear,
is,not basically different from Anglo-American rrocedure.

6. Weber has anticipated the procedura reforms of the modem totalitarian
states which have shown marked tendencies to strengthen the inquisitorial at the
expense of the adversary principle. Cf. Ploscowe, Purging Italian Criminal Justice
of Fascism (r94j), 4j CoL. L. REV. 240; BERMAN, JUBTICB IN RUSSIA 207.
EBBRHAJU) SCHMIDT, EINFiiHRUNG IN DIE GBSCHICHTB DER I)l!UTSCHEN STRAP

B,ECHTSPPLEGE (r947) 406; also SCHOENXE, ZrvrLPROZIl58RECHT (6th ed. 1949)
25; H. Schroeder, Di£ HerrscM.ft der Parteiett im Zivilprozen (r943), 16 AN
NUARIO Dr DIRITTO COMPARATO 168.

7. Apparently. Weber is thinking here of the democracy of the Athenian
rather than of the modern Western type.

8. Famous case in which Frederick tried to intervene in a private lawsuit.
In 1779, upon suit by his landlord, a baron, Arnold, a humble miller, was

ejected because of nonpayment of rent. Arnold turned to the king who ordered
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the court to vacate its judgment and restore Arnold to the pGSSeSSion of the mill.
The judges refused to render a decision "which would be against the law." When
they contin~ in their "obstinate" refusal to obey the Icing's angn1y repeated com
mand, he ordered the supreme court to sentence them to jail. When the supreme
court j".ldges declaIed that the law would not pennit mch a step, they, together
with the judges of the lower court, were ordered to be arrested by the king and
were sentenced by him to one year's imprisonment, loss of office. and payment of
damages to Amofd. It was one of the first acts of government of Frederick's suc
cessor, Frederick WUliam II, to comply with the demand of the public to reha
bilitate tbe judges and to indemnify them out of the public treasury. See W.
}ELLINU, VERWALTUNG8Rl1CHT 85 and literature cited there; for an account in
English, see the translation by 1. Husik of R. STAMMLER, THE THEORY OF
JUSTICE (192.5) 243 et seq.

9. CE. A. MaNDELSSOHN-BAR'I'ROLDY, IMPERIUM DES RICHTERS (Ig08). The
allusion points to the early period when Rome was dominated by the patricians,
who entirely dominated the administration of justice, until their power was broken
in the long sttuggle of the plebeians. O. MOMMs:EN, HISTORY OF ROME (Dick-
son's tr. 1900) 341-369; }OLOWICZ 7-u. _

10. Cf. I. SANFOJU), STUDDlS AND 4LUSTRATIONS OF THE GREAT REBELLION
(185"8); P. A. GoocH, ENCLISH DBMOCRATIC IDEAS IN THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTUlI.Y (:md ed. 1927) 308; HOLDSWORTH 412.

I r. In their struggle against patrician domination the plebeians achieved one
of their most important successes when they compelled the patricians to consent
to. the appointment of a commission to write down the laws and thus to make
their knowledge generally accessible. ne product of the commission's work was
the law of the Twelve Tables, which is' reported by Livy (III, 9 et S€'l.) to have
been promulgated in 450/449 B.C. and which for centuries was taken as the
basis of the Roman ius civile.

12. Proussinst1'Vktion is a term of art of Gennan theory of procedure. It
means the role and activity of those persons who keep a lawsuit, civil or criminal,
going and direct the course which it has to follow. In the type of procedure men
tioned in the text, the Prozessinstrulttion is vested in a public officer or potentate
who presides over the trial or at least that part of it in which the issues· are
formulated, but does not himself render the £inal judgment. The principal illustra
tion is constituted by the role of the Roman praetor who presided over the pro
ceedings in iure, in which there were fonnulated, with his active participation,
those issues of law or fact or both which had to be decided, in iu4icw, by the
iudex, whom the praetor would appoint. '

Another variety is represented by popular assemblies, especially of the Ger
manic type, which would be presided over by a prince or his representative or by
some other person of authority, while the decision would be made by all, or some,
of the members of the assembly (see sec. iii:6). Both the Roman pmetoT and
the Gennanic prince, etc., had the &nngewalt, i.e., the power to subpoena at
tendance upon penalty of outlawry or forfeiture of property.

1.3. See WESTERKARCK, HISTORY 01' HUMAN MARRlAGE C. XIX; FIUluD,
T~M AND TAlloo (Brill transl. 1927) c. I; Fortune, R., Incest, 7 ENcyc. Soc.
ScI;620 and further literature cired there.

r4. On the role of the Church in tpaintaining or reestablishing the principle
of freedom of testation, see POLLOCll: AND MAITLAND II, 349; HOLDSWORTH Ill,
n6, 541 et seq.

15. Here Weber apparently follows }mnUNG 263 In contrast MtTrBIS 23, n.
2, points to the "well-known" fact "that in Roman private life the promissory oath
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was hardly-used in any situations other than those in which legal coercion was
lacking." Explicitly referring to Jbering. Mittei5 states that "the idea of a religious
component in the secular law of Rome bas at one time been badly abused" (01" cit.
24, n. 4)· More recently such ideas have been resuscitated, however, even more
radically by HAGERSTROM, DBR ROMISCHE OBLIQATIONSBEGlU!'P (1927), and
D.o\S MAGISTRATISCHB Ius 1M. ZUSAMMBNHANG MIT DBM ROM. SAKRALRBCHT

(1929).
16. See ]HElUNG I, et seq. Recent research has thrown doubt on the conect·

ness of applying the word fas to the Sl\cred law of Rome. CE. the following state
ment in JORS AND KUNKBL 19, n. 2: "In modem literature the distinction be
tween ius and fas is .commonly regarded as equivalent to that between temporal
and sacred law. Such use of the tenns does not, however, correspond to Roman
usage. At £irst, fas meant that sphere which was left free by the Gods. It included
quite particularly those aspects of life for which the temporal law could be
effective. In an ethically deepened usage. which came to be frequent with the
Ciceronian period, fas means that which is religiously permitted in contrast to ius,
which means that which is commanded. Even in this sense, fas does not mean,
however, a religiously moral order in contrnst to ius as a man-made order. Such
an idea did not arise before Christianity. Even less does fas mean the comple"
of rules concerning religious rites and similar problems. These rules belong to the
ius, as ius sacrum or ius pontificium. The deve!of!ment of the meaning of fas is
Jargely paralleled by that of the Greek word OUIOV; cf. WILAMowrrz, PLATON 1.
61; LATIE, HEILIGES RECHT 55 n. 16." Cf. also supra n. 4.

17. On the College of Augurs and its inte1"ventio, see JHERING I, :P9 et seq.
On 1he abolition of the Areiopagos, "by a decree which was carried. about B.C. 458
and hy which, as Aristotle says, the Areiopagos was 'mutilated' and many of its
hereditary rights abolished" (ARIST., POL. ii 9; CIC., lli NAT. DilOR. it 1.9; Dil
REP. i 1.7), see the article in W. SMITH, DICTIONARY OF GI\EEIl: AND ROMAN
ANTIQUITIE.S (1848) 11.8.

18. Weber's treatment of the relations between religion and law corresponds
to the prevailing opinion, as expressed especially by Mitteis. A much clo:;er rela
tionship and a Il"l<xe far-reaching influenCe of magico-religiou~ ideas upon the
development of Rom.m law has mote recently been maintained hy HAGERSTR6M,
Dp. cit. supra n. I)"; as to fllIther literature on the problem see JORS AND KUNKBL
4, ':1. 3, 393·

19· On Hindu !(lW St'C the article by Vesey-Fitzgerald in 9 ENcYC. Soc. SCI. i.
257, and litet:\~lHe dtt'd there; We'bt>r seems to have used primarily Jolly's article
in BUHLEr:s GIHI!"IDRISS DER u..--nOARISCHEN l'RILOLOGTB (r886; Engl. trans!. by
Ghosh. Calcutta, 1928) and the DIGEST OF HINDU LAW h}' West and Buhler
(Bombay, r867/69). Cf. the footnote in WEBER'S GIlSAMMELTE AUFSA:nE ZUR
RBLIGIONSSQZIOLOGTB (2nd ed. 1923), HINDUISMUS UND BUDDlHSMUS II, 2. He
alSo') seems to have been acquainted with the pertinent passages in KOHLER .AND •

WENGER 10:1-130, and with the works of Sm HENRY MAINE: ANCIF.f\·T LAw;
VILLAGE CoMMUNITI1!S; EARLY HrSTORY OP INSTITUTIONS; EARLY LAW AND
CUSTOM.

1.0. Weber uses here the old German ma:--im, 'Willkiir bricht Landrecht,"
which, as shown above, sec. ii: 5, meant that in the later Middle Ages and the
early centuries of the modern age the customary or specially created law of some
group prevailed over the general law of the land. The parallel with this Gennan
state of ,afFain is admissible only when one considers that Hindu law could not
strictly be called the. law of any particular territory in the sense of the German
Landrecnt but rat~er the law of the believers, whish was simply regarded as the

•
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law as long as it did not have to compete with any other legal system, i.e., in the
period before the Mohammedan invasion.

:101. See supra. sec. ii:2.:(4b).
2.2.. As to the law in the countrilll « Buddhist in8uence, see VESBy-Frrz

CIlIlALD,loc. cit. in sec. iv, n. 2.4; also BOllGJis CoMMBNTARIBS ON CoLONIAL AND

FOUIGN LAw (ed. 1908--1914). 6 vols. The following articles in 1 SCHLECBL
.1IJlCJibl, RsCHTSVJUl.GL. RumWORTJlUUmr (1929) deal with these countries'
lDOdem·legal systems, in which the Buddhist traditions are still in8uential, al
though in various degrees: W. Trittel, Siam 470; H. Mundell, Malaiische St4aten
417. H. Solos, IN fr~ha Be.sitz:tmgen und Y..olonien 5'35. 553 (Cam
bodia); F. Grobbs. Britisch India 319-328; 324-32.5 (Burma). In Ceylon,
Buddhist Jaw was largely superseded in the eighteenth century by Roman-Dutch
law, See LEB. INTIlODUCTION TO RoMAN-DuTcH LAw (192.5); PaREm4. LAws
()11 CanoN (1913); J. Kom:sa, RaCll'l'SVJUl.(;LBICHBNDll STUX>mN (1889) 211
ef seq., 2.SI.

2.3. The principallirerature em 0Dna which was used by W.eber is .liaed in
the introductory note to his essay .. die ethics of Confuci.ian mel T8Oism. (I
G-.u.lMBLTlt AUPSoiTZB ZOll Rn··.88CtUtJLOCIB. (3M'" 19:J.4) ~?6; fr. by
H. Gerth, Sot. THE Rm.tGION OP e.- [lgSI}). Chinese law is dhc:s"..f by him
eerpBciaDyon pp. 391 ef seq. and 436 a seq. of the work jUIt mmtiomd. Weber
apparendy Ysed the chapter on ChiDae Law (pp. 138 et seq.) in Kcm.a AND

WaNGBB. and the literature m.ted tbe!Ie at p. 153. For further orientation on
Chinese law see &carra, Chinese Lnv, 9 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 2.49 and literature
listed there at p. 266; Betz and LautmschIa2er, Chi"", in 1 ScxLBGIILIIilRGBa'S
IbICH'I'SVBB.GL. HANDWORTIlRIlUCB 328. andliterature listed at pp. 389-391; see
also BmmOIlIl,.QuIILLIlN ZUR RBarrsosSCHICJITJI DBR TANO' Z:arr (1949);
C. H. FRAu, RBCilNT STUDIilS ON Cmm!8J1 LAw (1937). Weber's observations
S1e limited, of course. to the !awol the pre-revolutionary China.

~4. The theory of a major teee:p1ion of Roman or Hellenistic ideas or insti
tutions in Islamic law has recendy encountered well-stated opposition. See R.
V.esey-FitezgetaId, Alleged Debt of !su-ic to Roman Law (1951) in 67 L.Q. RBv. ,
81; cf. Schacht. 0rigi1u of Islamic ]wisprucknce (I9SI) and Foreign Elements
in Ancient Islamic Law (1950), 32. CoMP. LEo. 9.

25. Omayyads (661-75o)..:-Arab dynasty fonowing in the caliphate the im
mediate associates of Mohammed (abu-Bekr, Omar. Osman. and AlD. leading in
the Arab-Islamic expansiOD. into Annenia, Iran, Af.lthanistan. the Indus area.
North Africa, and Spain; the revolutionary succession of the Ahbassids (750-1258)
residing in Baghdad marks the rise of the P.ersian element and the amalgamation of
the Arah conquerors with their Oriental suhjects. Cf. H. C. DilCUR, in 2 CAM·
lUUDGIl MIlDIBVAL HISTORY (lgI3) 355-364. Sassanids (226-641)-Jast Penian
dynasty befoJe the Arabconquest.

26. Post, late of ClJge inlrare-claim of rightful compulsion against heretics,
especiallY.Jilllde against the Donatists by Augustine (Epist. 185. ad Bonifacium•
.U~. 417),.0 ascribes to the Chulch the right and duty to compel membership
lU1d obedierice even on the part of the unwilling. As authority he refen to the
pemble at the great supper (Luke 14:23). in which the host bids the servant that
he "compel to enter" (ct)ge'intrm'e) all those whom be will encounter.-8cHAPJil•

• fhnoay OP nil! Cfw:rnAN CHURCH (! 886) 144' The argument was also used,
ii!liSnt it leCUlS,in 1009 by Bnmo von Querfurt, in the agitation tor the Crusades

and the oompulsory conversion to Christianity of Moslems and other in6dels; cf.
ERDMANlf. DIB ENTB'nUIUNO DIIS ICREUnUGSCllDANKE.....S (1935) 97.

27. Doubtful; see supra, n. 24.
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:18. Written belore the separation of church and state by Kemal Atatilrk; see
DOW the Constitutioo ~Z~: :10, 192.4. and the Civil Code of October 4. 192.6,
which is in the main a cion of the Swiss Civil Code of 1907.

29. This statement oE Weber's is no longer coaect. On recent, Mfo:ms of It
lamic !ega! education see A. sekaly. La reorganisation de l'U.iva'siU .'El-Azha,
(1936), 10 RiVUB DB' Snmllll IsLAMIQtJ:B8 I.

30. FetwG--e jurist'. opinion on a concrete case, similar to the t'~ oE ,the
Roman jurists; cEo $II"', sec. w:3.

31. This statement of Weber's, as also that in his HISTORY 258, seems to be
hued upon the works of Josef Kohler, especially Kmu.IIR AND W:BNCSa 97' Die
Is14mJehre 110m Rechts1ltissbnruch :1.9 Z.Jl.v.R. 432-444. and MODBIUQ RECHT8
nACP BBI 18LAMl'm(:B:Qf }OJIHTIlN. BIN BBlTJlAG ZU nnlIIR I...&tnro (188S).

But compare the cautious sauements by GoLD8OHMIDT 98, 99. :1.46, 2.$0; and. U,...
sprii1age au Miik1nrechts, inshescmdere SftSIIl (1882.), 28 ZJ. OBI. HAl'DBL•
.aBCBT-l I S.

Strictly denying my.iD8uena: is P. Rehme. Gac:h.icJaM Us Hmsa.l.irechb: in
I- EauMuBcH~ DIIS OB&o\MTSN lhNDn_ (1913) 95. ("Was
.. Vahiltnis des.•-U'il"1en JV,chu:s zu deb rom.nidwm ealangt. to ist £est
_, biohet ... ""'" "" biDeD Punk! do. Nacl>__ EmwhkuDg jeaeo
auf die!eI erbracht wonl/m,") See also. pp. 98, 99. 10:1, 108. In addition to the
ptbOnties above mentioned, compare also about the c.mdNctrIS ftI01udnre (Arabic
ihatar), Cohn; Die K~gescJuifte in 3 _END:SMANN, H.umBuca nBIi DJltJTSl?IIBN
HANDBLS-; SEB- UND WECHtBLJUlCHT8 (J88,) 846; 2 WINPICBEID, LaauUCH

PBa PANDBKTENRBCHTa (1900) 73; about negotiable instruments. cf. GRAIUIO....,
DAB WECRSBLUCHT on Aaun (1699); RBRME. Joe. cit. 9,; Kohler, hIam-..
ucht in 17 Z....v.R. 20;.

32.· See supra, se<:. ii:5 and iii::1.
33. Weber's main sources seem to have been Kohler in KORL'S. AND WBN

GEIl. 130, and literature cited there at p. I j3. On modem Pe~ian law see the
article by Gr~nlield in 1 SCHLEGBLBEIl.GEIl., 01" cit., 427.

34. The word imdm, which in general simply means teacher, has in the Shiite
tradition assumed the special meaning of spiritual and temporal head of all ls
lam. The lirst Imim is Ali, Mohammed's son·in-law. None but Ali', descendants
can be his successors. The Omayads, who after Ali's emssinltion asumed the
khalifate, are regarded as usurpers by the Shiites, among whom distension also
broke out, however, as to whicb of the several 1Ules of Ali's desomdantl were to
be regarded as tbe charismltkally true. All I~ that that imhn, whom they

. tespeetively regard as the last legitimate cme, tr8nsc:ended &om earth, bas since
been living concealed from man as the "invisible imim,H aDd will at the end 01
time reappear as maJuIi to save the WOrld from all evil and to establilb his king
dom of peace and justice. Qertain eminent sageS are believed to have had personal
contacts with the invisible imAm and to have reoeived. revelations &om him. a.
GoLDZlHBIl.. 01" cit. 2J3 et self.

35. CE. Salus in J Smn.Boat.e-oBIl., 01" cit. 545'.
36. In his own book on }UDAIfM Weber does not deal with rabbinical law.

The literature on Jewish law which Webet is likely to have known is listed in
KOHLEJl AND WBNon JPft"S2; for further information Bee Gulak, Jewish Lnu,
9 ENcYC. Soc. SCI. :119. a%yi literatuft there at p. ~6.t; alto D. Daube, 1M CiYl1
Law of tM Mischnah (1944), J8 TULANIl L. Ray. 3ft.

37. The Urim and T'hummim~ to haft: been objects attached to the
breastplates of the High Priest (EXod. 28:30) and used by him to ucettain the
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will of God on questions of national importance (Num. 27;21) They disap
peared in the period of the later kings (fura 2;63)'

38. On divination and prophecy in Israel, see AJ 112 et seq., 179 et seq.,
281 et seq.

39· On the sociological place and role of the Pharisees, Weber has expressed
himself at AJ 401 et seq.

40. Both the Palestinian and the Babylonian Talmud were conclutled in the
later part of the lifth century B.C.

41. Deut. 25;5-10; Where a man dies without a male descendant, the widow
must not marry a stranger, but the surviving brother of the deceased must take
her to wife, and the lint son born of them succeeds to the name and property of
the deceased, cE, Cohon, Levirate Marriage in FERM'S ENCYC. OF RELIGION
(%945) 441, and literature stated there.

42. Tannaim (Aramaic)-Jewish scholars of the first two centuries A.D.
43. Older layer of talmudic canon.
44· Convention of scholars, held tvvicc annually at [h(' Babylonian academies;

see 2. Lsvy, T"'LMUD WORTERBUCH 331.
45· ....D. 942, after an internal (I'rarrel between the Exilarch David ben Zak

kai and the philosopher Saadia ben Joseph al~Fayyumi, David's two successors
were assassinated by Moslems. 3 GRAETZ. HiSTORY OF THE JEWS (3rd ed,) 201.

46.II3S(1139?)-U04, fO.(Cffiost Jewish Philosopher of the Middle Ages,
lived in Spain and North Africa; see Guttmann in 10 ENCYC. Soc. S<.:I. 48. Mal'
monides' treatise on the law, MilX.:hnah torah or Yad-hachaUikah, was completed
in I 180; for an English transi., see RABINOWITZ, THll CoDE OF MAIMONlllBS,
Book 13, THE Hoax OF CIVIL W:WS (1949).

47. Jacob ben Asher, born in Germany, died In Toledo, Spain; his legal trea
tise. Turim. was written between -327 and 1340. Cf. i GRAETZ. loco cit. (3rd
ed.) 298.

48. 1488-1575. see Ginzberg in 3 JEW. ENCYC. 583; also B. CoHEN, THE
SHULH"'N AltUK AS GUIDB FOR R£LIGIOUS PRA,<.:TICE TO-DAY (194r).

49. The author referred to if! the text seems to be Werner Sombart, who, in
his THE JEWS AND MODERN CAPITALISM ascribes to the Jews a decisive role in,
giving the capitalistic organization its peculiar features, hy inventing a good many
~tails of the commercial machinery which moves the business life of today, and
by cooperatin in the perfecting of others (p. II). However, in his detailed dis
cussion of this alleged Jewlsh achievement, Sombart states expressly that "it would
he difficult, perhaps impossible, to show what that share was by reference to doc
umentary evidence" (p. 63): Sombart's extensive hypotheses were readily accepted
in National-Socialist literature. On the problem of the influen<.-e of Jewish law,
see also Kuntze, Dni LEHRE VO!" DEN INHABllRPAl'lRREN (1857) 48, who dis
cusses some institutions of ancient and later Jewish law but leaves it expressly
open whether or not they had any influence on Western developments.

50. cr. KOHLER, PRBISER, AND UNCNAD, HAMMURABr'S GBSETZ I, 117, III,
237; ScHORR, ALTBAEYLONI$CHE RECHTSURXUNDEN (1913) 88.

51. Cf. FIUIUNDT, WERTPAPLBRB IM ANTIKBN UND MlTTIlLALTllRLICHBN
RECaT (z91o) and extensive c:itical discussion of this hook by Joseph Partseh
(191 r) 70 z.P. HANDIlLSR. 437.

52. cr. Brunner, Carta ,ma Notifia, Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der gennan-
ischen U,.kun4e, in CoMM£NTAnoNlls PIULOLOGAB IN HONOJlEM TIUlODOBI
MOMMSBNI (J877) S70, repro J ·ABa. 4S8.

53. Weber' here follows Brunner, BBITRAClE ZUll GE8CHICHTB UND Doc:;..
MA'I'tt DER WBJlTPAPIDE (1877/78), Z.F. HANDIlLSR. XXII, 87, 5I8; XXIII,
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225; repro .FORSCHUNGEN ZUR GSSCHICHTE DES DEUTSCHEN U. FRANZOSISCHEN

RI<CHTS (r894); and Das franzosisc~ Inhaberpapier des Mittelillrers, in FBST
SCHRIFT PUR THOL (1879) 7: repro I ABH. 487.

54. CE. GoLDSCHMIDT III. ,

55· Cf. Kohler, Das Recht der Armenier (1887), 7 Z.F. VGL. RECHTSW. 385,
396; but without any evidence.

" 56. The Khazars, one of the peoples of the North-Caucasian steppes, estab
liUled an empire between the Black Sea and the Caspian. They reached the
zenith of their power ;n the eighth and ninth centuries. Refusing to yield to
pressure from Cnri~tian Byzantium and the Mohammedan khalifs, the dynasty,
about A.D. 740, adopted the religion of the Jews, who had been expelled from
Byzantium and found refuge with the Khazars. JeWish law ~id not become, how
ever. the general law of the Khazar empire but only of those who profes-;ed the
Jewish faith. With the arrival of the Viking rulers (Varangians) in Kiev in the
late ninth cenl;->.\ry, the Khazar empire was steadily reduced in size and finally
destroyed by Svj~loslav of Kiev (964--972). KADLl!C in 4 CA~,fBRIDGE MEDIEVAL

HISTORY 187.

57· Weber's source ~eems to be S. Eisenstadt, Ober altrussische Rechts
denkmiller (1911),26 Z.F. VGL. R. 157, who does not state more, however, than
a brief "'()lljecture.

58. On the role of the Syrians in late Antiquity, see Scheffer-Boychorsl, Zur
Geschicntc de Syrer im Abendlande, 6 Ml"ITEILUNGEN ptin OSTERREIClJISClJJ'.

GESCIUCHTSFORS(,H~'NG52': MOMMSEN, FlOMISCHE GESCHlCf/':>."E 467-

'>9· Sabbatic<ll year: Every seventh year Ihe Bible (Lev. 25: 1-25; Deut. 15:2)
ordair,eci that loans be cancded, serfs be freed, pledged property restored, and land
left fa!JClw, wilh nll uncultivated growth left to the poor .1nd the stranger. To
whal c::tent these rules were ever practiced is uncertain. They became definitely
meaningless with the invention of the Prosbol, which ttadition has ascribed to
Hillel (30 B,C,·-A.D. 10). The debtor pretended to enter upon his obligation to
ward the comt rather than the creditor himself. Upon the basis of spurious bibli
cal autt,ority :J debt ~hus c[::-atcd was held not to be alfecled by the bihHcal com"
mand. C'f GRFEl'I~T0NE, Ie JEWISII ENCYCL. 2.9 ..

6("-. There i$ no compr('hensive history of the Canrm Law; for a concise sur
vey, sec Hazeltine, 3 ENCYC. Soc. SCI. 179, with bibHography at 185.

61. Cf. J. T. McNmLL AND H. M. GAMER, MEDIEVAL HAl""DBOOKS 01' PEN

ANCE (1938).
62. The most famous cases were those of the Donation of Constantine and

the False (or Pseudo-Isidorean) Qecretals. The 6.rst·named instrument, which was
fabricated, probably, in Rome between the middle and the end of the eighth cen
tury, pUrp:;>rted to be a grant by the Emperor Constantine, in gratitude for his

. converskn by Pope Silvester, to that pope and his success'~'rs forever, of spiritual
supremflcy over all other patriarchs as well as of temporal dominion over Rome,
Italy, anil the entire Western region. This Constitutum Constantini, which was
used by the medieval papacY as one of the bases for its claims of general spiritual
supremacy and of temporal power of the city of Rome, was included in the ninth
century in the extensive collection of spurious decretals, which purported to be the
work of lsidor of Seville, the legendary author of a seventh-century Spanish col
lection of decretaIs. The principal aim of the forger was the strengthening of the
power of the bishops within the church and as against the state. Both the Dona
tion of Constantine and the False DecretaIs were recognized as forgeries by the
humanist scholars of the sixteenth century. Cf. 7 ENevc. BRIT. 127, 51-4, with
extensive bibliographies.
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63. Spiritual adviseR, especially of French royalty and nohility of the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries,

64. The allusion is to the casuistic handbooks of confessional practi~ and
moral theology of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, mostly of Jesuit or
Redemptorist provenience. The most celebrated is the Homo Apostolicus of St.
Alfonso dei Liguori, published 1753/5.

65- Actio spolii~riginally. as stated in the False Decretals (see 'supra n.
62.), the action by which a bishop ousted from his see can claim restoration
without having to prove his right; later, on the basis of a canon of Innocent III,
oE n 15. action aiming at the speedy restoration to possession pertaining to the
possessor who has been forcibly ejected as well as tOJlIly other person whose in
terest has been affected by the ejection. a. ENG:ELMANN AND MILLAR S8 I.

66. Summariissimum: summary proceeding of utmost speed and excluding de
fenses not susceptible of immediate proor. The judgment to be rendered in the ,
summariissimum is provisional and subject to review in the'summarium or the
ordinarium; cE. ENGELMANN AND MILLAll.. The summariissimum of canon law
procedure in8uenced the development of summary procedures in the temporal

""''''.67· Ames, History of PlIl'tll COfttr4Ct$ Prior to .Assumpsit (1895) 8 H.uv. L.
RBV. 2.5'2.; repro Ass. of Amer. Law- Schools, SBLBCTBD Esu:... ON MCll.O-AMElU

CAN L:BGAL RIST. (1909) III, 304; POLLOCK: AND M.un.AND II, 184.

68. POLLOCK AND MAITLAND II, 331; HOLDSWORTH III, 534; R. Caillemer,
TIw Executor in England and on tM Continent, Ass. of Amer. Law Schools, SB
LECTED EsSAYS ON ANGLO-AM£RICAN L:B<M.L HISTORY nI, 746.

69. A.D. 52.7-j65. In Justinian's Corpus Iuris divorce is treated primarily in DI
GEST 2.4.2..

70. The source of this statement of Weber's could not be located. The only
references that could be found are to a statute of Brescia of up, mentioned in
KOHLER, OAS STR....FRECHT DBR ITALlBNlSCHBN ST....TUTl!N (1897) I, 592. and a
statute of Trieste, of 1420, mentioned by Del Giudice in 6 PERTILE, STOlUA DBL
DmITTO rr....LlANO (1900) Part I, p. 82, n. 35. The former threatens with punish
ment anyone who invokes the ecclesiastical court against the taking of interest 8$

dec1aredpermissible by the city. The second prohibits a debtor to invoke the eccle
siastical court before he has paid the full debt as agreed and, apparently, includ
ing interest. Cf. L....ST1G, ENTWICJILUNGSWlIGE UND QuELLBN DES H....NDEL8
RECHTS (1877) §§ 14-17; 34-37; same, Beitriige zur Geschichte des Handels·
rcents (1848) 23 Z.F. HANDBLSR. 138, 142.·

7 .. See S'Upra, sec. 1.': 1.

72.. See A. ESMBIN, HISTORY OF CoNTINBNTAL ClUMlNAL P1I.OCIlDURlI
(trans!. by Simpson, 1913) 78.

73. In l2.j8 Musta'sim, the last kaliph of Baghdad, was defeated and deposed
by Hulagu, the grandson of Jenghiz Khan.

74. After their defeat by the Mongols, the Abbassids continued a shadow
sovereignty in Egypt until that country was conquered by the Turkish Sultan
Selim I;n Ij17.

7j. Following the fall of the Sassanian dynasty and the Arab conquest in 637,
Persia was under alien rulers until its reconstitution as a national state under the
Shiite dynasty of the Safavi in 140j. According to the official doctrine established
at that time, the Shah is the representative of the "invisible lm4m."
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Imperium and the Codipcations

VI

Imperium and Patrimonial Enactment:

The Codifications

l. Imperium

The second authoritarian power which has intervened in the fonnal
ism and irrationalism of the old folk administration of justice is the
imperium of the princes, ""3" l:Iates, and officials. We shall not con
sider hete that special L. wIIich a prince may _create for his personal
retinue, _ own su~o8iciaIs--especially_his army-and of
which higbJy signi60mi _t~WltI still persist today.l These legal
creations have led in the past to very important structures of special
law, e.g., the law of patron and client, master and servan't, and of lord
and vassal, which in Antiquity as well as in the Middle Ages escaped
the control of the general or common law and the jurisdiction of the
regular courts, and differed from the general law in various complicated
ways. Although these phenomena are of political importance, they have
in themselves no formal structure of their own. In accordance With the
general character of the legal system, these structures of special law
were governed, as for instance in Antiquity the law of patron and
client, by a mixture of sacred. norms on the one hand ahd conventional
rules on the other; or tJ;ey had, like the medieval laws of master and
serf, or lord and vassal, a status group character; or they are regulated,
like the present-day law c!" ;:uhlic and military service, by certain special.
norms of administrativ~ and other public Jaw, 0:' are simply subjected

, to special substantive rules and procftiural authorities.
What we are concerned with are rather the effects of the imperium

on the general (common) law, its mooiflcation, and the emergence of
a new law of general validity alongside, in place of, or in contrast to,
the common law. Quite particularly shall we be concerned with the
effects of this situation upon the formal structure of the Jaw in gen·
eral. Only one general poict should be made here: the degree of de-
veloPJl!ent of structures of soec'.al laws cf this kind is a measure of
the mJ'tual power relationship of the imperium to the strata with which
it must reckon as supports of its power. The English kings were SU~

cessful in preventing a special feudal law from emerging as a particu-
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laristic system, as it did in Germany, so that it was rather absorbed
into the unified lex terrae, the Common Law.2 However, the entire land
law, family law and inheriwnce law acquired a strong feudal Ravor.~

The Roman state's law took note of the dienteIa in certain isolated
norms, mostly in curse formulae, but in the main it intentionally re·
fr;:lined from drawing this institution, important though it was for the
social status of the Roman nobility, into the regulatory sphere of private
law! Like the English law, the Italian statuta of the Middle Ages
created a uniform lex terrae." In Central Europe no such achievement
occurred until the advent of the absolutist princely state, which, how·
ever, was car~ful to preservc the substantive remnants of the various
s~cial laws until they were fully absorbed by the modern institutional
state."

The conditions under whH:.:h the prince, magistrate, or official ap-
peared legitimated to cre,Ht: vr influence the common law and under
which he had the actual pawer to do so, the scope to which this power
extended in different geogmphic areas or legal spheres, as well as the
motives which underlay this il1t.t:rvention, will be discussed later in our
trf'3tment of the forms of domination. In reality, that power assumed
many forms' and correspondingly produced many different resullS. Gen·
erally, one of the earliest creat;,ms of the princely power to protect the
peace (Banngewalt) was a rational penal law.' Military considerations
as well as general interest in "law and order" demanded regulation in
this particular sphere. Next to religious lynch-law, the power of the
princely office has indeed becn ;:he second main SfAtICC of a separate
"criminal procedure." Often priestly influences, too, were direcdy oper....
ative in this development, as, in Christendom, because Qf irs interest in
the extirpation of blood-vellgeance and the duel. In Russia, the knyaz
(prince), who in earlier times had presumed only to a mere arbitrator's
function, was immediately after Christianization indueeJ by the bishops
to ueate a casuistic penal law; the very concept of "penaity" Cprodazha)
makes its appear.:mce only at that time.S Similarly in the Occident,
in Islam, ::md certainly in india, the rational tendenCies of the priest
hood have played a part.

It appears plausible, that the establishment of those detailed tariffs
of wergilt and fines which appear in all the old legal enaetmenfS was
decisively due to the influence of the princes. Once typical conditions
of composition had been devdoped, it seems that tk.t system which
Binding has sho\o\'Il to have existed in Gennan law,9 was a universal
pnenomenon: in it we find two sets of wergilt, viz" one of considerable
magnitude for acts of manslaughter and other vengeance-reqniring in
juries, and a much smaller onc indiscriminately applicable <:0 aU other
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kinds of injury. It was probably under princely influence that there
developed those almost grotesque tariffs covering every conceivable type
of misdeed, which enabled everyone to reHect in advance whether the
commission of a certain crime or the institution of a lawsuit would
"pay."h1 The marked preponderance of a purely economic attitude to
ward crime and punishment has, as a matter of fact, been common to
peasant strata in all ages. However, the formalism expressed in the fixed
measurement of all amends is a result of the reiusalto submit to the
lord's arbitrariness. Not until the administration of justice had become
thoroughly patriarchal did this rigorous formalism yield to a more elastic
and sometimes completely arbitrary determination of punishment.

In the sphere of private law, which could never be as accessible to
the peace power (Banngewalt) of the prince in the 'same way as crimi~

nal justice-regarded as a means of guaranteeing a formal-,order and
security-the intervention of the imperium occurred ev~rywhere; much
later and with varying results and in varying fonns. In some places
3' princely or magisterial law arose, .which, in distinction to the com·
mon la:w, made explicit reference to its particular source of origin,
as, for instance, the Roman ius honorarium of the praetorian edict, the
"writ" law of the English kings, or the "equity" of the English chan
cenors. This law was created by the special "magisterial power" (Ge
rkhtsbann) of the official charged with the administration of justice;
he fQund complacent cooperation on the part of the legal honoratiores,
who, as lawyers, such as the Roman jurisconsults or the English bar
risters, were eager to comply with the requests of their clients. By virtue
of this power the official might be entitled, as the praetor was, to issue
binding instructions to the judges or, as it was finaIIy decided in Eng-.
land by James I himself in the conflict between the Lord Chancellor,
Francis Bacon, and the common law courts, to issue injunctions to the
parties;ll or to see to it that, by voluntary submission or through com
.pulsion, a case be brought into the magistrate's own court, as, for in
stance, in England into the Royal Courts or later into the Chancery.u

In this way ilie officials created new remedies, which in the long
run came to a large extent to supersede the general law (ius civile,
common law.) Tile common element in these bureaucratic innovations
in substantive law is that they all had their start in the desire for a
mOre rational procedure, which emanated from groups engaging in
rational economic activity, i.e., lxlurgeois strata. The very ancient inter
dicta trial (lnterdiktionsprozess)18 and the actiones in factum would
seem to prove that the Roman praetor had acquired his predominant
pooition in procedure, i.e., his power of instructing the jurors, quite
some time before the lex Aebutia.14 But as a glance at the substantive
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content of the Edict shows, the fonnulary procedure was created by
the commercial needs of the bourgeoisie as the intensity of commerce
increased. The same needs resulted in the elimination of certain orig
inally magically conditioned formalities. In England and France, the
greatest attraction of the royal courts was, as it had heen in Rome, the
emancipation from verbal fonnalism. In many parts of the West, the
adverse party could he compelled to testify under oath. In England,
the cumbersome formalities of the summons were also dispensed with;
the king would issue his summons "sub poena"; also the king's court
used the jury rather than judicial combat and other irrational methcxls
of proof which were intolerable to the bourgeoisie.

In English "Equity," innovations of substantive law did not, to any
considerable extent, occur before the seventeenth century.l~ Louis IX,Ie
lik~ Henry II and his 1>uccessors, especially Edward III, created above
everything else a relatively rational system of evidence and eliminated
the remnants of the formalism of magical or folk justice origin.11 The
"Equity" of the English Chancellor in tum eliminated from its sphere
what had been the great achievement of the Royal Courts-the jury.
In the dualism of "Law" and "Equity" which still obtains today in Eng
land and in the United States and frequently allows the plaintiff to
choose between competing remedies, the formal distinction still consists
in the fact that at Law cases are tried with, and in Equity without, a
JUry.

The technical instruments of magisterial law are on the whole
purely empirical and fonnalistic in character; partitularly frequent, for
instance, is the l!se of fictions, which can be found already in the Frank- '
ish capitularies.IS This feature is, of course, to be expected in the case
of a legal system which grows directly out of legal practice. In conse
quence, the technical character of the law remains unchanged. Indeed,
its formalism has often been intensified, although, as the term "Equity"
indicates, ideological postulates could also provide the stimulus to inter
vention. Indeed, the case is one in which the imperium had to compete
with a system of law the legitimacy of which it had to accept as invio
lable and the general basi~ of which it could not eliminate. To greater
lengths it could go only where, as in the case. of verbal formalism and
irrationality of proof, the imperium was accommodating urgent de
mands of strong pressure groups.

The power of the imperium is heightened where the existing law
can be changed directly by means of princely decrees of equal validity
with that of the common law, as we find it, for instance, in the case of
the Frankish capitula legihus addenda, the ordinances and decrees of the
signories of the Italian cities, or the decrees of the late Roman princi-
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pate, which had the same validity as leges. In the early Empire, it will
be remembered, imperial decrees were binding only upon the emperor's
officials.Ii On the whole, orders of this kind were, of course, not issued
without the assent of the honoratiores (Senate, assembly of imperial
officials) or even of the representatives of the moot community. 'The
attitude also persisted for a long time, at least among the Franks,
that such decrees could not create real "law," and it constituted a
considerable obstacle t? princely legislation.20 Between this case and
the factually omnipotent manipulation of the law by Western military
dictators or the manipulation of the law by Oriental patrimonial princes
we can find numerous intennediate situations. Legislation by patri
monial monarchs, too, would nonnaHy respect tradition to a considerable
extent. But the more it succeeded in eliminating the administration of
justice by the moot community, as it generally tended to do, the more
frequently it developed its own specifically fonnal qualities and the
better it was able to impress them upon the legal system. These qualit~s

could be of one or the other of two quite different types, corresponding
to the different political conditions of existence of the power of the
patrimonial monarch.

One of the forms in which princely lawmaking took place was for
the prince. whose own political power was regarded as a legitimately ac
quired right just as any other property right, to give up some parcel of
this fullness of power by granting to some one or more of his officials or
subjects, or to foreign merchan~, or any other person or persons some
speCial rights (privileges), which w('re then to be respected by the
princely administration of ju~tice. To the extent that this was the case,
law and right, "norms" and "claims," coincided in such a way that,
if thought out consistently, the entire legal order would appear as a
mere bundle of assorted privileges. The other form of princely law
making occurred in just the opposite form: the prince would not grant
to anyone any claims which would be binding upon him or his judi~iary.

'In that case, there are again two pOSSibilities. The prince gives com
mands from case to case according to his entirely free discretion; to
that extent there is no place for the concepts of either "law" or "right."
Or the prince would issue "regulations" containing general directives
for his officials. Such regulations mean that the officials <lre directed,
until the receipt of further directives, to order the concerns of the sub
lects and to settle their conflicts in the manner indicated. In that situa
tion the prospect of an individual to obtain a certain decision in his
favor is not a ';right" of his but rather a factual "reflex," a by-product
of the regulation, which is not legally guaranteed to him. It is the same
as in the case whEre a father complies with some wishes of his child
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without thinking, howeve;'j that he thus binds himself to any formal
juristic principles or fixed pro;::edural forms. As a matter of fact, the
extreme consequence of a "patriarchal" administration of justice by the
parens patriae is but a transposition of the intrafamilial mode of set
tling conflicts into the politic;:;] body. The whole legal system would
be dissolved into "administration" if this system were ever carried to its
logical consequences."'

We shall designate the first of these two fonr,s as the "estate" (stdnd
ische) type of patrimon!al princely justice aDd t,he second as the "patri
archal." In the estate type of judici"l administration ar:d lawmaking,
the legal order is rigorously £0"1""'1] hut thoroughly concrete and in this
sense irrationaL Oilly an "empirical" type of legd intt:rprelation can
develop. All "administration" is negotiation, bargdinir.g, and contracting
about "privileges," the content of which mnst then be fixed. It thus
operates like judicial procedure and is not fornaUy distinct from the
administration of justice. This was the way of the administrative pro
ceedings of the English Parliament and of the great old Royal Councils,
-which' were all originally administrative and juJieial bodies at the same
time. The most impcrtant awl the only fully developed instance of
"estate" patrimonial ism is the p'>!itical bOOy of the medieval Occident.

In the purely "patriarchal" administration of the law, the law is, on
the contrary, thoroughly informal, as far as one may speak of "law" at
all under such a system of pure "regulations." Judicial administration
aims at the substantive truth and thus sweeps away formal rules of evi-

• dence. Hence it would come into conflict quite frequently with the old
magical procedures, but the reIfition between the secular and sacred pro-.
cedures could assume various forms. In Africa the plaintiff might have
a chance to appeal from the prince's judgment to the ordeal or to the
ecstatic judgment vision of the fetish-priests (oghanghas), the agents
of the old sacral trial. On the other hand, the rigorously patriarchal
princely justice negates the formal guaranty of rights and the principle
of strict adversary procedure in favor of the attempt to settle an interest
conRict objectively "right" and equitably.

Although the patriarchal system of justice can well be rational in the
sense of adherence to fixed principles, it is not so in the sense of a logi
cal rationality of its modes of thought but rather in the sense of the
pursuit of substanti"e principles of social justice of political, welfare
utilitarian, or ethical content. Again law and administration are identi
cal, but not in the sense that all administration would assume the form
of adjudication but rather in the reverse sense that all adjudication takes

. the character of administration. The prince's administrative officials are
at the same time judges, and the prince himself, intervening at will int6'
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the administration of justice in the form of "cabinet justice," decides
according to his free discretion in the light of considerations of equity,
expediency, or politics, He treats the grant of legal remedies to a large
extent as a free gift of grace or a privilege to be accorded from case to
case, determines its conditions and forms, and eliminates the irrational
forms and m~ans of proof in favor of a free official search for the truth.
The ideal example of this type of rational administration of justice is
the "kadi-justice" of the "Salamonian" judgment as it was practiced
by the hero of that legend-and by Sancho Panza when he h~ppened

to be governor.22 All patrimonial princely justice hOi!; an inherent tend
ency to move in this direction. The "writs" of the English kings WE're
obtained by applying to the king's boundless grace. The actiones in
factum allow us to guess how far even the Roman magistrates originally
were allowed to go in the free grant or denial' of actions (dcneglltio
actionis). English. magisterial justice of the post·medieval type, too,
makes its appearance as "equity." The reforms of Louis IX in France were
of a thoroughly patriarchal character. Oriental, like Indian, justice,
,in so far as it is not theocratic, is essential patriarchal. Chinese admin
istration of justice constitutes a type of patriarchal obliteration of the
line between justice and administration. Decrees of the emperor, both
educative and commanding in content, intervene generally or in con
crete cases. The finding of the judgment, to the extent that it is not
magically conditioned, is oriented towards substantive rather than
formal standards. \iVhen measured by formal or economic "expecta~

tions," it is thus a strongly irrational and ~oncrete type of fireside
equity. This type of intervention of the imperium into the formation
of law and the administration of justice occurs on quite different "cul
tural levels"; it is the result not .of economic but, primarily, political
conditions. Thus in Africa, wherever the power of the chief has grown
strong because of either its combination with the magical priesthood
or the significance of war or through a trade monopoly, the old formal
istic and magical procedures and the exclusive rule of tradition have
often completely disappeared. In their place has arisen a procedure with
public summons in the name of the prince (often through Anschwor
ung"3 of the defendant), public enforcement of the judgment and
rational proof by witnesses in place of the ordeal; there have also de.
veloped practices of law enactment either exclusively by the prince
alone, as among the Ashantis or, as in South Guinea, by him with the
acclamation of the community.24, But often the prince or chief or his
judge decide entirely according to their own discretion and sense of
equity, without any formally binding rules whatsoever. This situation
can be found in culture areas so different from each other as those
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of the Basuto, the Baralong, of Dahomey, the realm of Muata Cazembe,
or MoroccO.25 The only restraint consists in the apprehension of losing
the throne because of an excesSively Bagrant breach of the law, and
especially a breach of those traditional norms which are regarded as
sacred and on which the rulers' own Iegitima,y rests. This antiformal
substantive chara.eter of patriarchal administration reaches its high
point when the (secular or priestly) prince places himself at the service
of positive religious interests and, more particularly, when he propa
gates a religiosity which postulates certain ethical attitudes rather than
the mere performance of rituals. All the antifonnal tendencie~ of L~e

ocracy, which in this case are freed eveh from the otherwise effective
restraints of ritualistic and, on that account, formal sacred norms, com
bine with formlessness of a patriarchal welfare po.licy, which aims
at the nurturing of right attitudes,' and the administration of which ap·
proximates the character of pastoral care of souls. The boundaries be
tween law and ethiCS are then torn down just as those between legal
coercion and paternal monitio"A, and between legislative motives and
legal techni<jUes. The closest approach to this "patriarchal" type is
presented by the edicts of the Buddhist King Asoka. 26 As a rule, how
ever, a combination of estate and patriarchal elements, together with
the formal procedures of folk justice, prevails in the patrimonial princely
sy~tem of justice. The extent to which one or the other of these factors
preponderates depe'lds---as we shall see in our discussion of "domina
tion"--essent'dUy on political conditions and power relation~_ In the
\Vest, in addition to these, the (originally politically conditioned) tra
dition of moot justice, which, as a matter of principle, denied the king the
pOSition of judgment finder, was of significance for the preponderance of
"estate" forms in the administration of justice.

The growth to preeminence of rational-formalistic elements at the
expense of the typical features of patrimonial law, as jt occurred in the
modem Western world, arose from the immanent needs of patrimonial
monarchical administration, especially with respect to the elimination
of the supremacy of estate priVileges and the "estate" character of the
legal and administrative system in general. In this respect the needs
of those interested in increased rationality, which mews in this case,
in growing predominance of fonnal legal equality and objective fonnal
norms, coincide with the power interests of the prince as against the
holders of privilege. Both interests are served simultaneously by the
substitution of "reglementation" for "privilege."

No such coincidence existed, however, where the demand was, first,
for limitations of the arbitrary patriarchal discretion by fixed rules and,
second, for the recognition of definite claims of the subjects against
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the administration of justice or, in other words, for guaranteed "rights."
As we know, these two elements are not identical. A method of settling
disputes which proceeds by means of fixed administrative regulations
by no means signifies the existence of guaranteed "rights"; but the
latter, i.e., the existence not only of objective and fixed norms but of
''law'' in the strict sense is, at least in the sphere of private law, the
one sure guaranty of adherence to objective nonnS: J'his guaranty was
sought after by economic interest groups which the princes wished to
favor and tie to themselves because they served their fiscal and political
power interests. Most prom!nent among these were the bourgeois inter
ests, which had to demand an unambiguous and clear legal system,
that would be free of irrational administrative arbitrariness as well as
of irrational disturbance by concrete privileges, that would also offer
nrm guaranties of the legally binding character of contracts, and that,
in consequence of all these features, would function in a calculable
way. The alliance of monarchical and bourgeois interests was, therefore,
one of the major factors' which led towards formal legal rationalization.
Alliance must not be understood, however, in the sense that a direct
"cooperation" of these two powers would always have been necessary.
The utilitarian rationalism characteristic of every sort of bureaucratic
administration tended already by itself in the direction of the private
economic rationalism of the bourgeois strata. The fiscal interests of the
prince also drove him to prepare the way for capitalistic interests to a
far greater extent than was actually demanded at the time by those
interests themselves. On the other hand, the guaranty of rights which
would be independent of the discretion of the prince and his officials
was by nQ means a product of the tendencies genuinely immaneI1t
in bureaucracy. Moreover, it was not within the unqualified interest
of the capitalist groups either. The very contrary was the case with
respect to those essentially politically oriented fonns of capitalism which
we shall have occasion to contrast, as a special type of capitalism, with

'its specifi.cally modem "bourgeois" type. Even early bourgeois capitalism
itself showed this interest in guaranteed rights either not at all or to a
slight extent only, and sOJ.l1etimes it pursued even the very opposite end.
The position not only of the great colonial and commercial monopolists
but also of the monopolistic large-scale entrepreneurs of the mercantilist
manufacturing period regularly rested upon princely privileges which
often enough infringed upon the prevailing common law, Le., in this
instance, the guild law. This latter fact called forth the violent op
position of the bourgeois middle class and thus induced the capitalists
to pay for thei,r privileged business opportunities by the precariousness
of their legal position vis-a+vis the prince. The politically and monopo-
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listicalfy oriented capitalism, and even the early mercantilistic capitalism,
thus came to have an interest in the creation and maintenance of the
patriarchal princely power as against the estates and against the bour
geois craftsmen, as happened in the time of the Stuarts, as has been
happening today, and as is likely to happen even more often in broad
areas of econorI)ic life.2

? In spite of all this, the intrusion of imperium,
especially of iKe. monarch, into the legal system, has contributed
to the unification and systematization of the law and thus to "codinca*
tion." The sfronger and more stable the monarch's power was, the more
it tended in that direction. The prince desired "order" as well as "unity"
and cohesion of his realm. These aims emerged not only from t~hnical

requirements of administration but also from the personal interests of
his officials: legal uniformity renders possible employment of every offi
cial throughout the entire area of the realm, in which case career
chances are, of course, better than where every official ~ bound to the
area of his origin by his ignorance of the laws of any other part of
the realm. While thus the bourgeois classes seek after "certainty" in the
administration of justice, officialdom is generally interested in "clarity"
and "orderliness" of the law.

2. The Driving Forces Behind Codification

Although the interests of officials, bourgeois business interests, and
monarchical interests in fiscal and administrative ends have been the.
usual factors promoting codincation, they have not been the only ones.
Politically dominated strata other than the bourgeoisie can be interested
in the unambigqous nxation of the law, and those ruling powers to
whom their demands are directed and which yield to them, voluntarily
or under pressure, have not always been monarchs.

Systematic codincation of the law can be the product of a conscious
and universal reorientation of legal life, such as becomes necessary as a
result of external political innovations, or of a compromise between
status groups or classes aiming at the internal social unincation of the
political body, or it may result from a combination of both these cir·
cumstances. The codincation may thus be occasioned by the planful
establishment of a community (Verband) in a new area, as, for instance,
in the case of the leges datae of the colonies of Antiquity;2t or by the
formation of a new political community which in certain respects wishes
to subject itself to a unified legal system, as, for instance, the Israelite
confederation;29 or by the conclusion of revolution through the compro
mise of status groups or classes, as the Twelve Tables are sai4 to have
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been.so The systematic recording of the law may also occur in the in
terest of legal security following a social conRict. In such situations the
parties interested in the reconling of the law are naturally those which
had hitherto suffered most from the lack of an unambiguotlsly fixed
and generally accessible set of norms, i.e., of normS which v:0ulu allow
checking up on the administration of justice. In Antiquity these groups
were typically the peasantry and the bourgeoisie as against a system
of administration of justice carried on, or dominated hy, aristocratic
notables or priests. In such cases, the systematic "recording" of the
law was apt to contain a large dose of new law and it was thus quite
regularly imposed as lex data through prophets or prophet-like fiduciaries
(AiSymnetai) on the basis of revelation or oracle.lIt TIle interests to be
secured were likely to be understood quite clearly by the participant~.

The possible modes of setdement, too, were likely so to have been clari
fied hyprevious discussion and agitation that they were ripe for the
prophet's or the aisymnete's 6at. For the rest, the interested parties were
more concerned with a formal artd clear settlement of the points actually
in issue than with a systematic law. The legal normation thus used to
he expressed in the epigrammatic and provt;.rb-like brevity which is
characterisl'1c of oracles, customals, or responsa of jurisconsults. The
very fact that we find this style in the Twelve Tables should suffice to
dispel the doubts as to their origin in one single act of legislation. Of
the same kind is the style of the Decalogue and the Book of the Cove
nant. In both complexes of commands and prohibitions, the Roman and
the Jewish, this style is indicative of their truly law-prophetic and
aisymnetic origin. Both also equally present the characteristic feature
of combining civil and religious commandments. The Twelve" Tables
anathematize (sacer esto) the son who strikes his father and the patron
who does not keep faith with his client. No legal consequences were pr0
vided in either case. Obviously the commandments had become neces~

sary because domestic discipline and piety had fallen into decay. The
Jewish and Roman codifications differ, however, in so far as in the
Decalogue and the Book of the Covenant the religious content is sys
tematized while the Roman lex contained but single prescriptions; the
bases of religious law were fixed and there was no new religious reve
lation.1t is a quite different and a 5e<.'Ondary question whether the twelve
"tables," on which the law of the city of .Rome, as given by the legal
prophets, was said to have been recorded and which are reported to

have been destroyed in the conflagration of the Gallic conquest, were
any more "historical" than the two tables of the Mosaic law. But the
rejection of the tradition as to the age and unity of the Roman legisla
tion is required neither hy substantive nor linguistic considerations;
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indeed.. .the latter are particularly irrelevant in view of the pur.ely oral
nature of .the transmission of the ~dition. The opinion that the Twelve
Tables were but a collection of legal proverbs or of responsa of juris
consults is contradicted by internal evidence. The nonns are general
ones and of a fairly abstract character; a good many of them are clearly
and consciously aiming in a definite direction and a goOO many athers
clearly appear as compromises between different status groups. It is
quite improbahle .that a mere record of the practice of jurisconsults or
the literary product of a Sex,tus Aelius Paetus Catusa2 or some other
collector of cases could have attained such an authority in a city and in
an age penneated with con8icts between rationally conceived interests.
Also the analogy with other aisymnetic laws is too obvious, A "sys
tematic" codification, to he true, is produced by that situation which
is typical for aisymnetic legislation and the needs to be satisfied by it
only in a purely fonnal sense. A "systema~c" codification was consti~

tuted neither for ethics by the Decalogue nor for the regulation of busi
ness activities by the Twelve Tables or the Book of the Covenant. It
was only through the work of the practicing lawyers that system and
legal "ratio" were introduced, and even then but to a limikd extent.
ereater in this respect were the effects of the needs of legal education,
hut the full extent of systematization and rationalization resulted from
the work of monarchictl officials, They are the true systematic codi6ers,
since they have a special interest in a "comprehensive" system as such.
For this reason monarchical codifications commonly are so much more
rational with respect to systematics than even the most comprehensive,
aisymnetic or prophetic promulgations.

Monarchical codification has thus been one way to systema~ a
law. The only other one has been didactic literary activity, especially
the creation of so-called ''books of law," which every now and then
have acquired. canonical prestige and have thus come to dominate
legal practice almost with statutory force.u In both cases, however, the
systematic recordation of the law is hardly ever more than.a compilation
of the existing law meant to eliminate doubts and controversies. A
good many collections of laws and regulations created at the behest of
patrimonial monarchs and appearing externally as codes. as, for in~

stance, the official Chinese compilation,34 have, in spite of a certain
element of "systematic" classification, little to do with real codification;
they are nodting but mechanical aqangements. Other "codifications"
have sought no more than to arrange the prevailing law in an orderly
and systematic fashion. The Lex Salica and most of the other leges
bRrbarorum were such compilations for the practice of the moot com
munities,3& The highly influential Assize of jerusalemu em~ied the
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precedents on commercial usages: the Siete Partidas and similar "cooi
.6cations" as far back as the leges Romanae collected those parts of the
Roman law which had; remained alive.H But even this kind of compila
tion necessarily implied a certain measure of systematization and, in
this sense, rationali7:2tion of the legal data, and the groups that are
interested in bringing about such a compilation are the same as those
interested in a genuine codi6cation, i.e., in a systematic revision of the
substantive content of the eJCisting law. The tWo cannot be sharply
distinguished from one another. In that '1egal security" which results
from codification a strong political interest commonly exists even apart
from all other considerations. Codification has thus always heen near
at hand in cases of creation of a new political entity. We thus find it
at the establishment of the Mongolian Empire by Genghis Khanu

where the collection of the Yasa constituted an incipient codification,
as well as in many similar cases down to the foundation of the Napole
onic Empire. Apparently against all historical order, an epoch of cadi·
fiption thus occurred in the West at the very beginning of its history
in the leges of the Germanic kingdoms newly created on Roman soil.
The need to pacify these ethnically heterogeneous political structures
necessarily required the determination of the law actually existing and
the upheaval of the military conquest facilitated the formal radicalism
with which the task was carried out.

The interest in the precise functioning of the administrative ma
chine through the establishment of legal security, alongside the prestige
needs of the monarch, especially in the -:ase of Justinian, were the
motives for the compilations of the late Roman empire down to the
Gxie of Jusuanian, as well as of the monarchical Roman-law codifica·
tions of the Middle Ages of the kind of the Spanish Siete Partidas. In
all these cases it is unlikely that private economic interests played any
direct role. On the other hand, the oldest and relatively completely
known code, which is in this respect the most unique of all those which
have come down to us, te., the Code of Hammurahi"- allows us to
infer with SOItle, reasonable degree of certainty that there existed rela
tively strong commerical interests and that the king wished to strengthen
the legal security of commerce for his own political and nscal purposes.
The situation is typically that of a city kingdom. The surviving rem
nants of earlier enactments allow us to infer that the status and class
conflicts which were t)7ical of the ancient city were at work then too,
exept that,. due to the·difference in political structure, they led to a
different result. It may he said of Hammutabi's Code that, insofar 'as
the E;vidence of older records is available, it did not· establish any reaDy
new law hut rather codified the existing law and that it was not the first
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of its kind. '0 As in most other monarchical codifications, the political
interest in the unification of the legal system as such within the entire
realm played a dominant role, in addition to the economic and religious
interests which are so clearly apparent in the intensive regulation of
familial obligations, especially, the obligation of filial piety, which there
as everywhere else were lying close to the heart of the patriarchal
monarch. For the same reasons which -we have already come to know,
most of the other monarchical codifications, too, were aimed at overcom
ing the old priJ?ciple under which special laws were to prevail over the
general law of the land. These same motives were even more influential
in bringing about the increasing frequency of monarchical codifications
in the era of the rise of the bureaucratic state.'t They, too, brought
innovations only to a limited extent. At least in Central and Westtm
Europe, they presupposed the validity of the Roman and Canon law as
a universal law. Roman law, as subsidiary law, recognized the prior
claims of the local and special laws, and for Canon law the actual situa
tion was not much different although it claimed for itself absolute and
universal effect.

None of the monarchical codifications can match the. significance
of the revolution in. legal thought and in the actual substantive law
which was brought about by the reception of Roman law.u This is not
the place to trace the history; all we can do is to present a few observa
tions.

3. The Reception of Roman Law and the Development
of Modern Legal Logic

In so far as the emperors, especially Frederick I [I 152-1 190], and
later the-territorial princes participated in it, the reception was stimulated
essentially by the sovereign position of the monarch as it appears in
Justinian's codifica.tion. For the rest, the question is still unresolved and

'. perhaps not fuiIy resolvable whether and how far economic interests
were behind the reception and to what extent they were promoted by
it; it is an equally open question as to what was the cause of the pre
eminence of the learned, i.e., university-trained, judges who were the
bearers'of Romanism as well as of the patrimonial-princely procedures.
It is above all unsaled ",,:,hether it was essentially the interested parties
(RechtsinteTe5senten) who, through arbitration agreements, resorted to

the legally trained admin'istrative officials of the princes instead of the
courts, thus establishing decision "ex officio" instead of decision "ex
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lege," and starving out the ancient courts (d. StolzeD, or whether, as
Rosenthal has attempted to show in detail,f3 the courts themselves were,
as a resutt of the initiative of the princes, increasing!y staffed with legally
trained "assessors" rather than with lay honoratiores.

Whatever the answers may be to these questions, this much seems to
be dear: since, as the sources indicate, even those status groups which
viewed Roman law with distrust, in general did not object to the pres
ence on the bench of some "doctors," hut only opposed their preponder
ance and especially the appointment of foreigners, it is obvious that
the advance of the trained jUrists was caused by intrinsic needs of the
administration of justice, especially by the need to rationalize legal
procedure, and by the fact that the jurists possessed that special capacity
which results from specialized professional training, viz., the capacity to
state clearly and unambiguously the legal issue involved in a complicated
situation. To this extent the professional interests of the legal practi
~oners coincided with those of the private groups interested in the law,
00th bourgeois and noh)e. Yet, in the reception of substantive Roman
law the "most modem," i.e., the bourgeois groups, were not interested
at all; their needs were served much better by the institutions of the
medieval law merchant and the urban real estate law. It was only the
general fannal qualities of Roman Jaw which, with the inevitable growth
of ~e character of the practice of law as a profession, brought it 10

supremacy, except where there existed already, as in England, a na
tional system of legal training ProI:ected by powerful interests. These
formal qualities account also for the fact that the patrimonial monarchi
cal justice of the West did not take the path, as it did elsewhere, of
turning into a patriarchal administration of justice in accordance with
standards of substantive welfa£e aftd equity. A very important factor in
this respect was the formalistic training of the lawyers, on whom the
princes were dependent as their officials, and which. was largely respon
sible for the fact that in the West the administration of justice acquired
that juristically formal character which is peculiar to it in cQntrast to
most other systems of patrimonial administration of justice. The respect
for Roman law and Romanist law training also dominated aU the monar
chical codifications of the early modern age, which were all the products
of the rationalism of university-trained lawyers.

The reception of the Roman law created a new stratum of legal
honoratiores, the legal scholars who, on the basis of an education in
legal UteratNre, had graduated from a university with a doctor's diploma.
Indeed, this new stratum was the very basis of the strength of the Roman
law. Its significance for the fonna! qualities of the law was far-reaching.
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Already during the Roman Empire, Roman law had begun to be the
object of a purely literary activity, which represented something quite
different from the production of "law books" by the medieval legal
honoratiores of Germany or France or of elementary treatises by English
lawyers, however important those books may have been in their own
ways. Under the inHuenee of the philosophical training, superficial
though it may have been, of the ancient lawyers, the significance of the
purely logical elements in legal thinking began to increase. Indeed, it
came to be especially important for the actual legal practiee as there was
no sacred law with any binding force and as the mind was unencum·
bered by any theological or substantive ethical concerns which might
have pushed it in the direction of a purely speculative casuistry. As a
matter of. fact, incipient tendencies toward the view that what the
lawyer cannot "think" or "construe" cannot be admitted as having legal
reality could be already found among the Roman jurists. In this context
also belong those numerous purely logical propositions as: quod unwer
sHari debetu1' singulis non debetuf'4 or quod ab initio vitiosum est, non.

potest tractu temporis convalescere.is Only, these maxims were but un
systematic occasional productions of abstract legal logic, added to sup
port some concretely motivated individual decisions and totally dis-
regarded in others, even by the same jurist. The essentially inductive,
empirical character of legal thought was barely affected, or not at alL
The situation was quite different in the [medieval] reception of Ro
man law. First of all, it strengthened that tendency of the legal jnstitu-,
tions themselves to become more and more abstract, which had begun
already with the transformation of the Roman ius civile into the law
of the Empire. As Ehrlich has properly emphasized,uin order for them
to be received at all, the Roman legal institutions had to be cleansed of
all remnants of national contextual association- and to be elevated into
the sphere of the logically abstract; and Roman law itself had to be ab
solutized as the very embodiment of right reason. The six centuries of
Civil Law jurisprudence have produced exactly this result. At the same
time, the modes of legal thought were turned more and more in the
direction of fonnal logic. The occasional brilliant ape~s of the Roman
junsts of the kind just noted were tom out of the context of the concrete
cases of the Pandects and were rnised to the level of ultimate legal prin.
ciples from which deductive arguments were to' be derived. Now there
was created what the Roman jurists had so obviously lacked, viz., the
purely systematic categories, such as "legal transaction" or "declaration
of intention,"61 for which ancient jurisprudence did not even have uni
form names. Above all" the proposition that what the jurist cannot con-
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ceive has no legal existence now acquired practical significance. A;:,
the ancient jurists. as a result of the historically conditioned anal .
nature of Roman legal though~ properly ..constructi.... ability. even
though it was not entirely absent. was only of small significance. Now
when this law was transposed into entirely strange fact situations, un-:
known in Antiquity, the task of "construing" the situation in a 10gically
impeccable way became almost the exclusive task. In this way that con
ception of law which -still prevails today and which sees in law a lOgically
consistent and gapless complex of "norms" waiting to be "applied" be:
came the decisive conception for legal thought.fI Practi~ needs, like
those-of the bourgeoisie, for a "calculable" law, which were d~sive in
the tendency towards a fonnal law as such, did not play any consider
able role in this particular process. As experience shows, this need may
be gzatified quite as well. and often better. by a formal, empirical
case law. The consequences of the pwdy logical construction often bear
very irrational or even unforeseen relations to the expectations of the
commercial interests. It is this very fact which has given rise to the
frequendy made charge thar the purely logical law ;s "remote from ~fe'

(W,ensfremd). This lOgical systematization of the law has been the
consequence of the intrinsic intellectual needs of the legal theorists and
their disciples. the doctOIS. i.••• of a typical aristoczacy of legal ~terati.

In rroublesome cases. opinions rendered by law school faculties were the
ultimate authority on the Continent!' The university-trained. judge and
notary, together with the university-trained ad\'OO!te, were the typical'
legal honoratiores.

Roman law triumphed wherever there did not exist a legal profession
with a nation-wide otganization. With the exception of England, north
ern France. and ScandinaVia, it conquered all of Europe froin Spain to
Scotland and Russia. In Italy, at least at the beginning,. the notaries
were the chief agents of the movement. while in the North its maiD.
agents were the learned judges, with the monarchs standing behind
.themahnost everywhere. No Western· legal system, not even that of
England, has kept itself entirely free of these influences. Their traces
show up in the systematic structure of English law, -in many of its in
stitutions.,andin the very definitions of the sources of the Common Law:
judicial precedent and "legal principle." nO matter what the diH'eten<e of
inner structure.50 The true home of the Roman law remained, of
course. in Italy. especially under the inIIuence of the Genoese and other
learned courts (ro~), whose elegant and constructive decisions were
collected and printed in Germany in the sixteenth century and thus
helped to bring Germany uncIer the inlluence of the Reicks"""'.....
gerichtJ1 and -the leamed courts of the territories.
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4· Types of Patrimonial Codification

It was not until the en> of fully developed "enlightened despotism"
that, beginning with the eighteenth century, conscious efforts were made
to transcend the specifically formal legal logic of the Civil Law and its
academic legal honorariores. which indeed constituted a Unique phe
nomenon in the world. The decisive role was played. first of aD, by the
general rationalism developed by bureaucracy in line with its growing
self-confidence and its naive belief of "knowing better." Political au
thority with its patriarchal core assumed the fonn of the welfare state
and proceeded without regard for the concrete desires of the groups in·
terested in the law and the fonnalism of the trained legal mind. It
would indeed have liked nothing better than to suppress completely
this kind of thought. The ideal was to deprive the law of its specialist
character and to fonnulate it in a way that would not only instruct
the officials but, above all, WOuld enlighten the subjects about their
rights and duties exhaustively and without outside aid. This desire for
an administration of justice which would strive for substantive justice
unaffected by juristic hairsplitting and fonnalism is, as we have seen,
characteristic of every monarchi~l pa~IChalism. But it has not always
been able to proceed in this direction without encountering obstacles.
The Justinian codiners could not·consider "laymen'" as'the'studefits and~

interpreters of their work when they systematized the sublimated law
of the jurists. They simply""could not eliminate the need for specialiw
legal training in the face of the achievements of the classical jurists and
their authority as it was officially acknowledged. by the Citation Law!"
They could do no more than put forward their work as the sole authori
tative collection of citations to serve the educational needs of. the students
and they h:u:l thus to provide for such instruction a textbook presented.
in the fonn ofa law, i,e., the Institutes.B'

Patriarchalism could act more freely in that classical monument of
the modern "welfare state," the Prussian AUgemeine Landrecht." In
marked contrast to the universe of "rights" of the "'Estate" polity, iIi this
Code the '1aw" is primarily a universe of duties. The universality
of one's "damdest debt t'l:nd duty" (verdammte Pflicht una SchuWgkeit)
is the ma;in characteristic of the legal order, and its most notable
feature is a systematic rationalism, not of a formal but of that sub
stantive kind which always is typical of such cases. Where "reason
wants to reign" all law which has for its existence no reason other than
the fact that it~sts, such as, especially, customary law, must disappear.
All modern codifications, down to the fitst dnlft of the Getman Civil
Code,55 have thus been at war with it. Those legal pI3Ctic:es which do
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not rest upon the explicit provisions of the legislator, just as every
traditional mode of legal interpretation, are regarded by the rationalistic
legislator as inferior sources of law to be tolerated only so long as the
statute has not yet spoken. Codification was thus intended ~ be "ex
haustive" and was believed able to be so. Hence, in order to prevent
all creation ~ new law by the hated jurists, the Prussian judge was
'directed, in cases of doubt, to tum to a commission specially created
for the purpose. The effects of these general tendencies were apparent
in the fo~l qualities of the law so created. In view of the fixed habits
of the practitioners, who had to be reckoned with even in the Pmssian
Latulrecht and who were oriented towards the concepts of the Roman
law, the attempt to emancipate the law from the professional lawyers
by the direct enlightenment of the public through the legislator himself
of necessity resulted in a highly detailed casuistry, which, due to the
striv;ing for material justice, tended to be unprecise rather than fonnally
clear. Yet, dependency on the categories and methodology of Roman
Jaw remained ineScapable, despite numerous individual divergences and
the vigorous attempt, for the first time undertaken in a German legal
enactment, to use a Gennan terminology. The occurrence of numerous
provisions of a merely didactic or ethically admonitory character gave
rise to many doubts as to whether or not a particular provision was
really meant to constitute a legally binding nonn. Despite the striving
for explicitness, clarity was, furthermore, obscut;ed by the fact that the
Code's system took as its point of departure nOt fannal legal co'ncepts
but the practical relations of life and thus frequently had to take up
one and the same legal institution piecemeal in different pbces.

'The aim of eliminating the elaboration of his law by professional
jurists was, indeed, achieved by the legislator to a considentble exteDt,
although in not exaccly the way intended. A real knowledge of the law
by the public could sca=ly he achieved by a many-volumed wotk with
tens of thousands of sections, and if the aim was that of bringing about

, an emancipation from the inHuence of attorneys and other legal practi
tioners, the very nature of things p.-:evented its realization under mode~
conditions. As soon as the Supreme Court (Obertribunal) began to
publish a series of semi-official reports of its decisions, the cult of, stare
decisis developed as strongly in Prussia as anywhere oo!side England.
On the other hand, nobody could feel stilnulated to undertake a scholarly
treatment of a law which created neither formally precise norms nor
clearly intelligible institutions, as neither of these was intended by this
utilitarian legislation'" As a matter fl £act, patrimonial substantive ra
tionalism has nowhere, been able to proVide much stimulation for fonnal
legal thought
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The codification thus contributed to a situation in which the scholarly
juristic activity was directed. either even more to Roman law or, under
the inHuence of nationalism, to the legal institutions of older Gennen
law, with the aim <tJ ptesent both of them, by means of the Irlstorical
method, in their original "pure" form. For Roman law the result was
that. under the hands of jurists trained as professional hfstorians. it had
to shed those tIansformations which it had undergone, since the recep
tion, to become adapted to the needs of the times. The USlU Modemus
P...iec......""" the product of the reworking of the Justinian law
through the Civil Law jurists, fell into oblivion and was condemned by
scientific Irlstorical purists just as much as medieval Latin had been by .
the humanistic philologists. And just as the latter had tesulled in the
elimination of Latin as the univer.;a1language of the leamed, so Roman
law lost its suitability to the needs of modem Ufe. Not Wltil then was
the way completely open ro. ahstract legal logic. I...amed mtionalism
was thus merely shifted from one domain to another m<her than over
come, as 'so many of the historians seem to believe.

A purely logical re>ystemati2ation of the old law was, of COO"", not
acbieftd by the historical jurists in any convincing way.u It is well
known, and it is indeed no accident, that down to Windscheid's com
pendium,. ahnost all the pandectist treatises remained unfinished. The
Getmanist wing of the historical school of law was no more successfuJ in
producing a rigorously formal sublimation of those institutions which
were not derived from Roman law. What attnlCt.ed the historians in that
field were indeed those irrational and antifonnalistic elements which
derived from the legal orderof the old polity of Estates.

Systemati2ation and codffication without loss of practicdl adaptability
could thus be schieved only ro. those special fields which bourgeois in
terests had autonomously adapted to their needs and which had been
empirically rationalized in the practice of special courts, i.e., commercial
law aJild the law of negotiable instnunents.~ This achievement was p0s
sible because compelling and clearly defined economic needs were 0p
erative. But when, after seven decades of supremacy of historians, and
at the high point of a development of legal historiogmphy never achieved

, in any other country, the creation of the German Reich dramatically
demanded the unification of the'private law as a national task, the Ger·

/*" jurists were split in the two campS of Romanists and Germanists
,. an4'ilppioacl>ed theundertaking reluctandy and not fnlJy prepaled."

The type of patritnoniiil inonatchical codification is rept<SeD1ed by
otberi:odes, too, especially the AustrianD and the Russian." The latter,
it is troe, essentially constitUted merely the status law of the small privi·
legal strata and left untouched the special institutions of_the other
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estates, especially the peasantry, i.e., the great majolity of the suhjects.
It even left them their own special administration of justice to a prlIdi
cally very far-reaching extent. 'The greater comprehensiveness of the-·
Russian and Austrian codes, as contrasted. with the Pmssian, was put'"
chased at the expeme of precision and, in the Austrian code, by a greater
dependency upon Roman law. It, too, did not attract sCholarly thought
for all the decades preceding Unger's work,~ and even then its treat
ment was carried on almost entirely within the framework of the Ro
manistic categories."

NOTES

J. Writing before the First World War. Weber is here alluding to certain
institutions of monan:hical Germany and Austria-Hungary, especiaUy the regula
tions fex the frirn::ely courts and the officers' oxp& of the amay. Where, as in the
United Kingdom, monareby still exists, similar phenomena still obtain, although
only in the same forinallellll! in which a man-OE·war is Ieferred to as "His (or
'Her) Majesty's" ship or an army regiment as the "R~l" DraRoons.

2.. On: this achievement of the Englisb kings, see MArrLAND. CoNSTITU
TIONAL HISTORY 01' ENGLAND (1931) 23. lSI; PLUCKNBn 10. On the relation
between feudal taw and common law in Germany and in Medieval Europe in
general, see MrrnlI8, DB. STAAT £lB8 HOHBN MrrnLALT:BRI (1944); further
literature isstated by PLAl'an 10 I •

3. CE. PLUCDO!'IT 487.
4. Cf. sec. ii:5. For a full discussion of the status of the dientela and

their ori~, see Mrrnus 42; MOJrlUlSBN, ROMISCHS Fouca.UNGBN I, 355 et
seq., and his STAATSJl.BCHT III, 1, 57,64, 76.

5· ENGBLMANN AND MILLAR 452, 492.
6. a. supra, sec. ii:6. For. a recent concise account of me history oE these

special laws in France and Germany, see KOSCHAUR, EIIllOP.i. mm DAS R6MISCSB
RECHT 234-245. where: also the fulllite:rature on the subject is referred to.

7· Cf. VON B.ut, HUTOBT Oil Cotn1Nmn',u,CJuJ.aN.u. LAw (1927) 73.
For a similar development of the "King's Peace" in BngI,nd, see POLI.OCI .urn
MArrL.um II, 462-464; also Pollock, 1M Kfteg't PUOI i", JM MidJU ,Ages
(1900),13 HAlI.v. L. REv. 177. repro 2 SJ;lLSCTBD£,unm:.AKoLG-.AKBtuc.u<r
LBGAL HIsTORY 403; GoBBllL, FELONY AND MJ!!DJlva"Hfa t'937). For Fmac:e.
see ENCJlLMANN AND Mn.LAR 66 I. For Germany, see BRUNNIlll, lbIctmlGB
.lJCIIICHTB n, 47·
. 8.~ in modefn R\l$Sian means "sale," the,"giviDg for'" money, but Ibe
original meaning was "penalty" or "&De"; d. A. G. "Puou.hHMNADf ETOMOI.OClJ
CHBICl8LOVAll' Ruumoo t.\J;YIA (1910-1914; reissued 1959) U. 129. (Wi)

0pinI0as .wru as to whetbe< the r..y.. ("pri•••," !tom Gmnan _g
.("IOng"] tIuough I,;thuonlan lnmmga,o) .... m=Jy functioob>g .. on asbi_
'" thathl> .wud oooId be +Ieil by the .1"""" .ndthey would be ""'to pn>
eetd with dUel or &ud, or Whether he 'dcftdsedrnore eh::dwe, judidalpower.
ct. L It GoetZ, 'l)a~RechJ(1910),24 z.P. VOL. Rw. 2.41. 417- seq.;
G. VIlIlIWlStt. MllinBv.u; RUIIIAH UWJ('i. The feud, wJch the pcability of
its compoottioo by the poymau of -g& (R""'....... .,... dmring !tom the
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same Cemwric .root; d. PUOBRAZHBNSXII, op. cit., I, 8S), was still common when
Christianity was imposed upon the Kiev realm hy Vladimir I (97:1 [¢O]-IOIS).

The opinion that a casuistic criminal law was introduced by the prince imme
diately after Christianization and upon the behest of the bishops finds some sup
~ in the Russian Chronicles, which are too indefinite, however, to allow a £inal
Judgment.

Public punishment by death or Corporeal castigation is sti1l exceptional in the
so-called "oldest version" of the Russkaya Pravda, which was fOlmerly ascribed In
the age of Yaroslav I (roI9-I054), but upon which doubt bas been thrown by
recent research. See sec. ijj:6. One who has killed, injured. or otherwise of
fended another is ordered not only to pay wergilt to the person injured or his kin,
hut also a money nne to the prince. This combination eonesponds to that of the
Gennanic laws where, in the period of growing royal power, an offender had to
pay ''peace money" (tredus) to the king in addition to the Busse (wergilO pay
able to the injured. In Russia this nile is called prodazh4. The word nakaz.mie as
a. general term for punishment seems not to occur before the time of firmly es
tablished government.

9. KARL BINDING, DIE NQlI.MEN UNDJHRB OBERTRSTUNC (1890) 415.
10. All the VoLbrechte (leges barbarorum, cf. sec. "::2.) contain extensive

catalogues of misdeeds and the corresponding amounts of payment. The basis
of computation is the wergi!.t payable for the killing of a freeman. The amends
(bot, Busse) for other acts are computed as fractions of the wergilt. For speci
mens oE typical catalogues of this kind, see SIMPSON AND STONB, LAW AND SocI

ETY (1949) I, 97. See also POLLOCK AND MAITLAND II, 45I.
11. CE. PLUCItNllT1' 183; MAITLAND, EQUITY 9.
12. On the successful extension of the jurisdiction of the royal as against the

ancient popular and feudal courts, see RADIN, ANGLo-AMBlUCAN LECAL HISTORY

(1936) 14f; PLUCKNBTr 337, and literature stated there.
13. SpecW "OCRdings to protect possession.
14. Second half of second century B.C.

15. CE. HOLDSWORTH VI, 640.
16. Undel L01.I1S IX (the Saint, I226-I270), trial by ordeal was abolished

tlnd the jurisdiction of the feudal lords· was subjecled to the supervision of the
counsof r'- king,' the Pdrfements, whose procedure disvensed with many of the
formalitieS oE the older courts. Cf. Brunner, W071'fmi 'Form im alt{ranzi.js-jschen
Prozes~ 57 SITZuNGUIl1UCIITB DaR PHIL. HIST. CUSSII DEll. K.UsBRL. AxADB

MIll D, WISSBNSC8. IN WIlIN (1868).
I'. Of the measures taken by Henry II (1154-1189), the most important is

the substitution of inquisition by jury for trial by battle in the assize of novel dis
seisin.

Under Edward ill (1327-1377) the possibility of challenging a coon record
by battle was abolished (EDw. 3, STAT. I, c. 4) as well as that of bringing in the
ecclesiasl.ical COUI1 a pr:osecution for defamation against members of a grand jury
who had indicted a persoII who was subsequendy acquitted (1 EDW. 3, STAT. :2,
C, 1 J), Judicial independmce as against the Crown was strengthened by the Sta
ture of Northamptou (:2 EDw. 3, c. 8); the police and judicial functions of the
"keepers," "commiss:-lDcs,: or "justices of the peace" were enlarged and o:moli
dated by a nurnb.« st8tUtes (see PLUCINETr 159); the scope of compelling a
defendant to submit to trial by meanS of outlawry was extended (:25 EDw. 3.
STAT. 5. c. '17); aDd lISe of the English language was allowed in pleadings (36
EDW. 3,C.IS)' .

18. Capitularia-Iegislative acts of the Frankish kings; see supra, --SeC. v: J,

On the use of Setions in them, see BRtrNN1IR, RECllTSGB8CHICH'IE 1, 377, 379,
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who. among others, reports the following illustration from a capitu1are of Charles
the Bald, of 864 ~ Uncler the Lex Salica, service of summons had to be perfonned
ad domum, i.e., in the house of the defendant. At that time many houses had
been destroyed, however, by the Nannan invaders. The king thus ordained that
in such a case the process servers might undertake a sham-service on the spot
where the'house Fonnerly had stood.

19· CE. }OLOWICZ 37~-374'
2.0. The legislative power of the Frankim kings was strictly limited. Laws, For

example, which pUrported to alter the custom of the people could nOt be enacted
without their consent. The principle was, le" fit oonsensu populi ac constitutione
regis (Edict of Pistoia, 864, c. 6). CE. BRISSAUD, HISTORY OF FRBNCH PUBLIC

LAW 81.
21. Compare this with Weber's discussion of "public" and "private" law

supra,sec.i:l. ,
22~ CEIl.VANTllS, DON QUIJOTE, c. 45; cf. also the story of the Ameer of Af

ghanistan in MAX RADIN'S LAw AS LooIC AND AS EXPERIENCE (r940) 65.

23. AnschwOrung is invocation for harm, curse, execrate, to swear at; see, e.g.,
rhe article by J. Kohler and M. Schmidt, Zur Recht$geschichw Afri1u;s (19r3),
30 Z.E'. VCL_ Rw. 33. On the monopoly of trade in Africa by the chieftains see
WE8ER, HISTORY 197.

• 24. For Africa see the recent literature referred to in sec. iii, n. 45. In gen
eral compare (19r3) 30 2.1'. VGL. Rw. 12 et seq., 25 et seq., 32, 66-68, 75, etc.

25· Basuto-Bantu native of Basuto Land Protectorate; Baralong-Bantu
group in Central Bechuanaland; Muata Cazembe-hereditary chief whose terri
tory stretched from the south of Lake Mweru to north of Bangweulu, between
9 0 and 11 0 S. In the late eighteenth century the authority of the Cazembe was
widely recognized; it diminished in powe.r until, toward the end of the nineteenth
century, the Cazembe Sank to the lank of a petty chief. Lately the territory was
divided between Northern Rhodesia and Belgian Congo. Cf. Royal Geographical
Soc., THE L..ums OF TJlB CAZEM8B (r873); M. Schmidt, Zur Rechtsgeschichtil
Afrikas, 31 2.1'. VGL. Rw. (1914) HO, and 34 Z.F. VOL. Rw. 441. As to Mo
rocco, see QueUen zur eth1JQlogischen Rechtsforschung (J923) 40 Z.F. VOL. Rw.
(Erganzungsband) 125.

26. 264-e. 227 :s.c.; see VlNCBNT SMITH, ASOXA ~rev. ed. 1920); V. A.
SMfrH, EOIO!S OF AsoXA (1909) and especially Weber's discussion in GAzRS
(md <d. '9~, 'S3 [R,Ugkm of I"'"", >,,t.J.

27. Weber seems to think of the support of the ConseIVative party by certain
groups of heavy industry and high hnance, which often found itself in contrast
to the demands of the Center party and other groups representing the political
interests of the craftsmen~andother middle-class strata in Germany.

28. JOLOWICI% 69.
29. The rodes reEened to are the Book of the Covenant (Exod. 21-23) and

the~ ill Exod. ~o:I-J7 and 34:10":'27, Dent. 27:15-26. See WBBERS
GAzRS III. 2St [J\acient /vd.:dsm, 235£']. There should be added the more
recent Deuteroocil::rrlC Cede in Deut. 4:44-26: 19. On the Hebrew "codification"
cEo J. M. POWII S¥mr, THE 0i0cI!'f aM) HISTORY OP HUREw LAw (1931).

30:.~ to t1aditi~ the Law of the T~dve ~~ is th~ Wor~ of a
CommtSSion «'Ten (D&:emviri Legiks ScrlbwuUs) wb8"'were appomted m 451
B.C. to satisf'y the Plebeian demand for a tixation of the laws. The historicity of
the tradition has been doubted. Recent reseuchers are inclined, however, to ac
cept it as substantially correct. a. JOLOWIC2: I I. and JORs AND KUNXBL 3, 392,
both with litezature; d. also~ sec. 'V, n. I I. For a discussion. of both the
Hebrew and Roman Codification, see D1AM:OND 102, 134.
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3'.~ (G,. "odjusloi')-wnponuynda. endow<d,.;th lullll"'....
mental powers, elected to adjust the tdationship between COIltI!:Sting classes within
a city sta1le,. as, ffn instance, Solon inAtbens; or charondas in Catania.

3:1. Sex. Aelius Pae.tus Catus. who beid the censorate and other~
at the beginning of the second oeutury B.c., was hequendy quoted by latir writers
(Cicero) as one of the early authorities on the civiC law. He is; said to have pu~
lished a Tripertit4, ath~ collation containing the XII Tables, interpretations
cum:nt in his day, and a formulary of writs (legis: ccnonu), which was known as
the ius klianum (Pompon. Digest 1, ~ 2., 38). a. the art. by KJebs in PAULY
WX8IOWA. I\&u.BNZTnOPADm Dn. n.A88. ALTEIlTUMSWl88•• I (189'4), 52.7.
(Wi) .

33· The most famous examples are the SACB88NSPJlIGBL and BBAUlUNODl; .
. 'iIee supra, sec. ii:;. n. 99 and sec. w:2., n.37.

34. The Chinese compilation. which was in force in the Empire until its end, ,
was the TA CH'ma LU LI of J646, promulRated by the Manchu dynasty. few
years after its seizure of power. On this anl the other Chinese compilations, see
WIlBJllt, ReZigiots of China, 101. a. also Escana. Law, Chinese. 9 ~cYC. Soc.
Sa. 249. ,66 (bibliognophy).

35. For the L«tc &dia:I and Leges~.see sec. ii, n. 11; also SEAGLE
166.'The most recent reli41ble edition of the teXtS is that of the series entitled
GemumenTechte. published byt~ AkaJemie £iir Deutsches Recht (1935 et seq.).

36. The Assizes of Jenualem were the code cllaws for the kingdom of Jeru
salem as established by the Crusaders in 1099; see K. ROmucHT, CaSCBJCBTJl
DES KOOQRIUCHS JBRUSALll.M (1898).

37. Side Partidas (Span. Law of the Seven Parts). It was compiled between
1256 and 1265 by Alfonso X. king of Le6n and Castile. Among its sources were
bath the Fvero Juzgo, i.e., the Spanish translation of the Gennanic Ln Visj·
gothorum"(cf. see. ii, n. II), made in U44, and the Roman tradition, especially
as rudely compiled in the Visigothic "Code" for the Roman population, the Lex
Romana Visigothorum or Brtviariu-m Alarici of 506. Similar rudimentary compila
tions of the Roman law as applicable to the Roman population were made in ~e

Ostrogothic kingdom of Theodoric, the Edictvm TModorici (about 500), and in:
the Burgundian kingdom, the Lu Romana Burgundionum (also known as
pap;an).

38. cr. H. I...uf:B. CIlI'l'OlUZ KILui (1927) c. VII; Krause, Cingis Han. HEI
DELBERGER AnEN DBR VQN-PORTKElM STIl'TUNG (192.2.); C. Vemadsky. TM
Scope and Contem of Ching" K1urJt's Yasa (1938), 3 HABv. J. 01' AsIATIC STu
DISS 33.

39. S«! TBJI CoDa oP H.u.o4UIlABI, ed. andtt. by R. E. Harper (1904);
KOI:LBll ST AL., HAMMURoUlIS CBSBTZ; C. R. DJuvER ANI> JOHN C. MILES, Tn
"BABYLONlAN' LAws (J9P), 6 vots. (1904-2.3); for concise discussions and litera
ture see DIAMOND .2.2., and W. SUGLB, MBN 01' THE LAw (1947) 13.

40. As. to code!: earlier than that of Hammurabi and related It!28l DlOIluments,
see Koschaker, Forschutagen und Ergebnisse in J.n UiIsckriftlichen Reda~
len (1929),49 SAY. Z. RoM. 188; P. Iancisl'nger, Ok baJryloniscMt& Termbri
fUr Gesesz find Recht (1935) SnoOL&. JCoscv4 u_ On the Sumerian Code,
which bas. been dated 400 years ea:dier then dteCode of Hammurabi, see the
Note. UrcNannu, [I9S...} Orientalia, Ease. I. On a Sumerim code dated ~o

re'" ead"" than .be Code .Qf Hamm>U8bi, ... P. R. SIot1e. TM Code of L;p;..
Ishtot', [1948} AKaruc.uf ]OIJBN.U. OP AaCllASoLOGY. No. 5~; oame Accadian
Code, da~ 80 yean before the Code of Hammurabi, see Note. Sumer II948}
-4 AMEBrotH JOUaNAL 01' Aac:R.u!OLOGY 1N.1BAo. No. 2..

41. Codifications oE this kind were thole of Denmark (KiDg CbriItian V'I
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Danish Law, of 1683), Sweden (1be Law of The Realm of Sweden, of 1736),
and Bavaria (1751, 1753. 1756), the Ptussian Code of 1794 (see infra. nn. 54
56), the preparation of which was begun in 1738, the Austrian Code of taU

with its pcwson of 1766, 1786, and 1797; also the various Ordinances suc
cessivelyenacted in France since 1539 and dealing with certain special topics. ct.
Continental Legal History Series I (General Survey), 263.

42. Among the vast literature on the resuscitation and reception ol :be Ro
man law in medieval and Renaissance law, the sources most suitable for a gen
eral orientation are: Vinogrado£f. ROMAN LAw IN MEDIEVAL EUR.OPE (2nd ed.
19:19); SMJTH; E. Jam:5, LAw AND POLmas IN TIm MWDU ACES (1905);
WIEACUR, VOM aOMISCHBN RECHT (1944) 195; and, above all. KOSCKAXER,
EUROPA UND DAS ROMISCHB lUCHT (1947); G. v. BELOW, Om URSACHBN DBR
R&ZBPTION DES -.OMlSCHRN RsCHTS (1905). CE. also MArrLAND, ENGLISH LAw
ANtI THB RzN.uSSANCB (1901) and the articles in Continentlll Legal History
Series, vol. I ( GEMiRAL SUftVIIY, 19U). For an instructive case study of the
reception of Roman law in a particular city, see CoING, DIE RBZEnwN DES fto
MISCHBN RBCHTESIN FRANXPURT A. M. (1939)'

43. The views stated are expressed in A,. Stolzel, Die Entwicklung der gil£hr
ten Rechtsprecht&ng (1910), in E. Rosenthal's extensive review of this book in
3J SAV. Z. GERM. 51.2, esp. 538; and in Rosenthal's own GSSCH1CHTI! DES GE
l\ICHTSWESENS UND DBa VSaWALTUNGSORGANISJl.TION IN BAYERN (1889/1906).

44. "That which is owea to the collective is not owed to its members."
:Jlpian, Drc. 3+7.1-

45. "What is void from the beginning, cannot be cured by the passage of
time." DIG. 5°.17.29.

46. EHRLICli 253, 1.97, 348, 479.
47. These concepts are of fundamental importance in the present law of Ger

many and those related to f~especial1y Switzerland and Austria. A '1egal trans
action" (Rechtsgeschiift) is every transaction of a person which is intended to
produce legal ~uences, such as an offer. or its acceptance, the contract itself,
a will, or the abandonment of the title to a chattel; jt is ti) be distinguished from
natural events creating legal oonsc"quences, SUf:h as, for instance, the avulsion of
a piece of land by a torrent, and also from R...chtshandltmgen, i.e., human activi
ties which create legal con~«enres without, or even against, the will of the ac
tors, as, for instance, the ~t~t causation by one person of bodily injury to
another. It is one of the pt",: • features at t.~e Gertnan Chril Code that it treats
:iII one place those legal pro}.l"...~ which 8rf' common to aU legal transactions of
any kind, be it a contnct, II conveyance, a nUl1tiage, a will, or the :issuance of a
.negotiable mstIument. There aze thus treated in the Third Pan of the· First Book
of the Code (Sees. 1Q4-185): capacity, declaration of intention, etlntract, condi
tion and time tenn, authority, and ratification.

''Declaration of intention" (Will~ttSerltUirullg) is that particular kina of legal
transaction which requires tbat a perso.1 make nnnifest his intention:. An offer or
an acceptance are declarations of intention; a contract, however, is a '1egal trans
action" consisting of the declarations of Intention of offeror and offeree. The rules
applicable to declarations of intention of 'DAy kind are all treated together in Sees.
1}6-J441 which thus.,deal ~th such problems is fraud, mistake, coercion, formal-

. ities, in~tadon, OT,.~vaUdity, For further explan,ation see ScauttBB., PmN
CIPt.B801l GBIWAN CIvIL LAw (1907) 78; (Brit:) Foreign 0fIire, MANUAL 011

GBRMJI.N LAw (1950) 42.
48. In the terminology of its aitics, both American and German, the method

here sketched is that of "conceptual jurisprudence." As to Germany, it is described
in detail, llDaIyz.ed, and aiticized by the various authors of the essays collected in
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20th Century Legal Philosophy Series: Vol. 11, Tn JUlUSPRUDBNCB OP INTER
BSTS (1948).

49. On this- function of law school faculties as appellate courts. see ENCBL
MANN; STINTZING. GBSCHICHTI! DER DEUTSCHSN RsCBTSWISSJlNSCHAPT (1880)
I. 65; STOLUL, op. cit. I. 187; Rheinstein. Law Faculties and Law Schools
[1938] WIS. L REv. 5, 7.

50. For a discussion of the Roman law influences on the O::mmon Law, see
MAITLAND, ENcLISH LAw AND THE RENAISSANCE (1901); SCBunoN, THlI IN·

FLUENCE ali' ROMAN LAw ON THE LAWOP ENCLAND (1885).
51. The Reichskammergericht (Imperial Chamber Court) was established in

1495, as a common supreme court for all parts of the Holy Empire. in the course
of the-in the long run-futile attempts to rejuvenate its moribund central gov
ernment. It was to render its decisions according to "The Empire's Common.
Law:' which meant, the Roman law. Cf. ENGBLMANN AND MILLAlI. 52.0; R.
SMEND. DAs REICHSKAMMERGBIUCHT (19I I). ...

52.· Seesupra,sec.iv:3.atn.6s.
53. Upon the promulgation of the completed work, the use of any juristic

writings outside of the Code and especially of those which had been collected in
the DICEST, was forbidden. Prohibited also, under penalty of deportation and
confiscation of PJ?PCrty. was the writing of new commentaries. The Corpus Iuris
was to be the exclusive source of the law. ~ateVer doubts wOuld arise in its ap
plication were to be submitted to the Emperor for his own authoritative intetpre
tation. The Institutes were to be the oniy treatise to be used in legal education.

54· Prussian General Code, of June 1794· Cf. supran. 41.
55. The Draft provided in Sec. 2 that "rules of customary law are valid only

in so far as they are referred to by the [statutoryJ law." This provision was not
taken over into the Code.

56. A scholarly, systematic exposition of the Code was successfully under
taken, nevertheless, by Demburg in his PRBUSSISCHSS PJUVATRIICHT. 3 vols.
(1894). Significantly, the author was a Romanist and the treatise did not appear
until shortly before the Prussian Code was replaced by the new German Civil
Code of 1896.

57· See EHRLICH 319-34°.
58. On the historical school. see STONE 42.1.
59. WINDSCRBID, UB1UIUCH DES PANDIlKTIlNRBCHTS, 3 vols. 1862-I870.

O. ed. by Kipp, 1906; on Windscheid see the article by JolowiC2. 15 ENCYc. Sco.
Sci. 42.9. t

60. The law of bills of exchange and promissory DOtes was codioed as early
as 1848 in a law which was adopted by all member states of the Genoan Con
federation, including Austria. The codification of the general commercial law fol·
lowed in 1861.

6r. Supra, sec. ii:6.atn. 177.
62. General Civil Code (Allgemeines biiTgetfidw GesetWuch), of lSI I.
63. SVQD ZAxONOV. begun in 1809; revised ed. 1857> covering, in 40,000

articles, the entire 6eld of law. including publit '*'!~

64. Sys~m des QstefTeichiscnen aUgemeinen ~n..mttAts. 2 vols., 1856.
65. On codi6cation in general and in the United States in pBttk:ular. see now

H. E. Yn...., n.J~ of CoJific4"<m ('949), DAW> DunLBT Fm.n
CENT!tNARY ESSAYS 2.5 I.
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VIl

The Formal Qualities of Revolutionary Law

-' Natural Law

r. The French Civil Code

If we compare the pro;lucts of the pre-revolutionary period with that
child of the Revolution, the Civil Code,t and its imitations all over
Western and Southern Europe.r we can see how considerable the fonnal
differences between them are. The Code is completely free from the
intrusion of, and intermixture with, nonjuristic elements and all didactic,
as well as all merely ethical admonitions; casuistry, too, is completely
absent. Numerous sentences of the Code sound as epigrammatic and
as monumental as the sentences of the Twelve Tables, and mal\Y of
them have become parts of common parlance in the manner of ancient
legal 'proverbs.- Certainly none of the precepts of the AUgemei..
Landrech~ or any other German code has achieved such fame. As a
product of rational legislation. the Code Civil has become the third of
the·WorM's great systems of law, alongside Anglo·Saxon law, a- product
of juristic practice. and the Roman common-law, a product of theoreticaI
literary juristic doctrine. It has also become the foundation of the vast
majority ofeastem and central European codifications. The attainment
of this position can be explained by its fonnal qualities; for the code
possesses, or tttleast gives the impression of possessing, an extraordinary
measure of lucidity as wen as a precise intelligibility in its provisions.
Thts tangible clarity of many of its precepts the Code owes to the
,orientation of a large number of its legal institutions to the law of the
coutumes.' To this clarity and simplicity much -has been sacrificed in
fonnal juristic qualities and in the depth and thoroughness of substan
tive consideration.8 However, both as a result of the abstract total struc
ture of the legal system and the axiomatic nature of many provisions, legal
thinking has not been stimulated. to a truly constructive elaboration of legal
institutions in their pragmatic int:errela:tions. It has rather found itself
impelled to accept as mere mles those frequent fonnulations of the Code
which are just JUles rather than'3rticulations of broader principles, and
to adapt them to the needs of practice from case to case. Quite probably,
peculiar formal qualities of modern French jurisprudence are perhaps to
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some extent to be ascribed to these somewhat contradictory character·
istics of the Code. But these characteristics are eXpressions of a particular
kind of rationalism, namely the sovereign conviction that here for the
first time was being created a purely rational law, in accordance with
Bentham's ideals, free from all historical "prejudites" and deriving its
substantive content exclusively from sublimated common sense in ass0

ciation with the particular raison d'etat of the great nation that owes
its power to genius rather than to legitimacy. In certain cases the Code
sacrifices juristic sublimation to vivid form. This' attitude towanJs legal
logic stems directly from the personal intervention of Napoleon, while
the epigrammatically dramatized character of some of its provisions
corresponds to the type of formulation of the "oghts of man and citizen"
in the American and French constitutions. Certain axioms concerning
the substantive content of legal norms are not presented in the form of
matter-of·fact rules, but as postulate-like maxims, with the claim that a
legal system is legitimate only when it does not contradict those postu
lates. With this particular method of forming abstract legal propositions
we s4aII now deal briefly.

2. Natural Law as the Normative Standard of
Positive Law ,

Conceptions of the "rightness of the law" are sociologically relevant
within a rational, positive legal order only in so far as they give rise to
practical consequences for the behavior of law makers, legal practitioners,
and social groups interested in the law. In other words~ they become
sociologically relevant only when practical legal life is materially affected
by the conviction of the particular "legitimacy" of certain legal maxims,
and of the directly binding force of certain principles which are not to
be disrupted by any concessions to positive law imposed by mere power.
Such a situation has repeatedly existed in the course of history, but quite
particularly at the beginning of modern times and during the Revolu
tionary period, and in America it still exists. The substantive content of
such maxims is usually designated as "Natural LaW."f

We encountered the lex naturae earIierSas an essentially Stoic crea
tion which was taken over by Christianity for the purpose of constructing
a hridge between its own ethics and the norms of the.world.a It was the
law legitimated ")y God's will for all men of this world of sin and vio
lence, and thus stood in contrast to those of God's .commands which
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were revealed direcdy to the faithful and are evident only to the elect.
But here we must look at the kx ~turae from another angle. Nattlral
law is the sum total of all thqsc; nonns which are valid independently
of, and superIor to, any positive law and which owe their dignity not to
arbitrary enactment but, on the contrary, provide the very legitimation
for the binding force of positive law. Natural Jaw has thus been the col
lective term for those norms which owe their legitimacy. not to their
origin from a legitimate lawgiver, but to their immanent and teleological
qualities. It is the specific and only consistent t}"pt:: of legitimacy c1 a
legal order which can remain once religious revelation and the au
thoritarian sacredness of a tradition and its bearers have lost their force.
Natural law has thus been the specific form of legitimacy of a revalu·
tionarily created order. The invocation of natural law has repeatedly
been the method by which~ in revolt against the existing order
have legitimated their aspirations, in so far as they did not, or could not,
ba,se their claims upon positive religious nonns or revelation. Not every
natural law, however, has heen "revolutionary" in its intentions in the
sense that it would provide the justification for the realization of certain
norms by violence or by passive disObedience against an existing order.
Indeed, natural law has also served to legitimate authoritarian powers
of the most diverse types. A "natural law of the historicaIIy real" has
been quite influential in opposition to the type of natural law which is
based upon or produces abstract norms. A natural law axiom of this
provenience can be found, for instance, as the basis of the theory of the
historical school concerning the preeminence of "customary law," a
concept clearly formulated by this school for the 6rs~ time. til It became
quite explicit in the assertion that a legislator could not in any legally
effective way restrict the sphere of validity of customary law by any en
actment or exclude the derogation of the enacted law by custom. It was
~id to be impossible to forbid historical development to take its course.
The same assumption by which enacted law is reduced to the rank of

. "mere" positive law is contained also in all those half historicaIand half
naturalistic theories of Romanticism which regard the Volksgtist as the
only natural, and thus the only legitimate, source from which law and
'culture can emanate, and aCCording to which an "genuine" law must
have grown up "organically" and must be based directly upon the sense
of justice, in contrast to "artincial," i.e., purposefully enacted, law,u The
irrationalism of such axioms stands in sharp contrast to the natural law
axioms of legal rationalism which alone were able to create norms of a
formal type and to ·which the tenn "natural law" has'4 potioribeen re
serVed for that reason.
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The elaboration of natural law in modern times was in part ba# on
the religious motivation provided by tM rationalistic sects; it was also
partly derived from the concept of nature of the Renaissance, which
t;verywhere strove to grasp the canon of the ends of "Nature's" will. To
some extent, it is derived, too, from the idea;- particularly indigenous to
England, that every member of the community has certain inherent
natural rights. This specifically English concept of '~irthright". arose
essentially under the influence of the popular conception that certain
rights, which had been con6rma.. in Magna Charta as the special status
rights of the barons, were national liberties of an gnglishmen as such
and that they were thus immune against any interference by the King
or any o~er political authority.12 But the transition to the conception
that every human being as such has certain ri'.::}.:.s was mainly completed
throQgh the rationalistic Enlightenment of the seventeenth and eight
eenth centuries with the aid, at certain periods, of powerful religious, par
ticularly ~nabaptist, influences.

4· Transformation of Formal into Substantive
Natural Law

The axioms of natural law fall into very different groups, of which
we shall consider only those which bear some especially close relation to'
the economic order. The natural-law legitimacy of positive law can be
connected either with formal or with substantive conditions. The distinc
tion is not a clear-cut one, because there simply cannot exist a com·
pletely formal natural law; the reason is that such a natural law would
consist entirely of general legal concepts devoid of any cO?tent, None
theless, the distinction has great significance. The purest type of the
first category is that "natural law" concept which arose in the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries as a result of the already mentioned
influences, especially in the form of the "contract theory," and more
particularly the individualistic aspects of that theory. All legitimate law
rests upon enacunent, and all enactment, in turn, rests upon rational
agreement. This agreement is either, ,first, real, i.e., derived from an
actual original contract of free individuals, which also regulates the form
in which new law is to be enacted in the f-&1ture; or, second, ideal, in
the sense that only that law is legitimate whose content does not con·
tradict the conception of a reasonable order enacted by free agreement.
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The essential elements in such a natural law a~ the "freedoms," and
above all, "freedom of contract." The voluntary rational contract became
one of the universal fonnal principles of natural law construction, either
as the assumed real historical basis of all rational consociations including
the state, or, at least, as the regulative standard of evaluation. Like every
formal natural law, this type is conceived as a system of rights legiti~

mately acquired by purposive contract, and, as far as economic goods
are concerned, it rests upon the basis of a community of economic agree
ment (Einverstiindnisgemeinschaft) created by the full development of
property. Its essential components are property and the freedom to dis
pose of property, i.e., property legitimately acqlolired by free contractual
transaction made either as "primeval contract" with the whole wcrld, or
with certain other persons. Freedom of competition is implied as a con
stituent element. FFeedom of contract has formal limits only to the extent
that contracts, and social conduct in general,·must neither infringe upon
the natural la,w by which they are legitimated nor impair inalienable
freedoms. This basic principle applies to both private arrangements of
individuals and the official actions of the organs of society meant to be
obeyed by its members. Nobody may validly surrender himself into
political or private slav~ry. For the rest, no enactment can validly limit
the free disposition of the individual over his property and his working
power. Thus, for example, every act of social weifare legislation pro
hibiting certain contents of the free labor contract, is on that account an
infringement of freedom of contract. Until quite recel?-tIy the Supreme
Court of the United States has held that any such legislation is invalid
on the purely formal ground that it is incompatible with the natural-law
preambles to the constitutions.a .

"Nature" and "Reason" are the substantive criteria of what is legiti
mate from the standpoint of natural law. Both are regarded as the same,
and so are the rules that are derived from them, so that general proposi
tions about regularities of factual occurrences and g~eral norms of con
duct are held to coincide. The knowledge gained by human "reason" is
regarde4. as i~entical wi~ the "nature of things" or, ~ one would say
nowadays, the ''logic of things." The "ought" is ideI}tical with the "is,"
i.e., that which exists in the universal average. Those nanos, which are
arrived at by the logical analysis of the concepts of the law and ethics,
belong, just as the ''laws of nature," to those generally binding mles
which "not even God Himself could change," and with which a legal
order must not come into conHict. Thus, for instance, the only kind of
money which meets the requirements of the "nature of things" and the
principle of the legitimacy of vested. rights is that which has achieved
the position of money through the free exchange of goods, in other
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words, metallic money.H Some nineteenth-eentury fanatics therefore
argued that, according to natural law, the state should rather go to
pieces than that the legitimate stability of the law be sullied by the
illegitimacy of "artificially" created paper money. For an infringement of
the legitimate law, it was claimed, would in itself be a negation of the
very "idea" of the State.

ThiS formalism of natural law, however, was softened in several
ways. First of all, in ord~ to establish relations with the existing order,
natural law had to accept legitimate grounds for the acquisition of rights
which could not be derived from freedom of contract, especially acquisi
tion through inheritance. There were numerous attempts to base the
law of inheritance on naturallaw.l~ They were mainly of philosophical
rather than positively juristic origin, and so we shall disregard them
here. In the last analysiS, of course, substantive motives almost always
enter the picture, and highly artificial constructions are thus frequent.
Many other institutions of the prevailing system, too, could not be
legitimated except on practical utilitarian grounds. By "justifying" them,
natural law "reason" easily slipped into utilitarian thinking, and thiS
shift expresses itself in the change of meaning of the concept of "reason
ableness." In purely fonnal natural law, the reasonable is that which is
derivable from the eternal order of nature and logic, both being readily
blended with one another. But from the very beginning, the English
concept of "reasonable" contained by implication the meaning of "ra
tional" in the sense of "practically appropriate." From this it could be
concluded that what would lead in practice to absurd consequences,
cannot constitute the law desired. by nature and reason. This signified
the express introduction of substantive presuppositions into the concept
of reason which had in fact always been implicit in it.Ie As a matter of
fact, it was with the aid of this shift in the meaning .of the term that
the Supreme Court of the United States \\I3S able to free itself from
formal natural law so as to be able to recognize the validity of certain
acts of social legislation.11

In principle, however, the formal natural law was transformed into a
substantive natural law as soon as the legitimacy of an acquired right
came to be tied up with the substantive economic rather than with the
formal modes of its acquisition. Lasalle, in his System of Vested Rights
[I86d. still sought to solve a particular problem in natural law fashion
by formal means, in his case by those derived from Hegel's theory of
evolution. The inviolability of a. right fonnally and legitimately acquired
on the basis of a positive enactment is presupposed. but the natural law
limitation of this type of legal positivism becomes evident in connection
with the problem of the so-ca~ed- retroactivity of laws and ~e related
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question of the state's duty to pay compensation where a privilege is
abolished. The attempted solution, which is of no interest to us here, is

,of a thoroughly formal and natural law character.
The decisive turn towards substantive natural law is connected

primarily with socialist theories of the exclusive legitimacy of the acquisi
tion of wealth by one's own labor. For this view rejects not only all
uneamed income acquired through the channds of in~eritance or by
means of a guaranteed monopoly, hut also the formal principle of free
dom of contract and general recognition of the legitimacy of all rights
acquired through the instrumentality of contracting. According to these
theories, all appropriations of goods must be tested substantively by the
extent to which they rest on labor as their ground of acquisition.

5.' Class Relations in Natural Law Ideology

• Naturally both the formal rationalistic na~l law of freedom of
contract and the substantive natural law of the exclusive legitimacy of
the product of labor have definite class implications. Freedom of contract
and all the propositions regarding as Jegitimate the property derived
therefrom obviously belong to the natural Jaw of the groups interested in
market transactions, i.e., those interested in the ultimate appropriation of
the means of production. Conversely, the doctrine that land is not pro
duced by anyhody's labor and that it is thus incapable of being
appropriated at all, constitutes a protest against the dosedness of the
circle of landowners, and thus corresponds With the class situation of
a proletarianized peasantry whose restricted opportunities for self
maintenance force them under the yoke of the land monopolists.18 It is
equally clear that such slogans must acquire a particularly dramatic
power where the product of agricultural exploitation stilI depends pri
marily upon the natural condition of the soil and where the appropri
ation of the land is not, at least internally, completed; where, further

.more, agriculture is not carried. on in rationally organized large-scaIe
enterprises, and where the income of the landlord is either derived
entirely from the tenants' rent or is produced. through the ore of peasant
equipment and peasant labor. All these conditions exist in large measure
in the area of the "Black Earth" [Ukraine and Southern Russia]. As
regards its positive meaning, this natural law of the small peasantry is
ambiguous. It can mean in the pTst place the right to a share in the
land to the extent oEone's own labor power (trUdovaya norma); or,
secondly, a right to the ownership of land' to the extent of the tradi
tional standard of living (potrebityelnaya norma). In conventional
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terminology the postulate thus means either the "right to work" or the
"right to a minimum standard of living"; thirdly, however, the two may
be combined with the demand for the "right to the full product of one's
labor."

The Russian revolution of the last decade [Le., of 1905-06], in all
probability the last of the world's natural-law oriented agrarian revolu
tions/ 9 has been bled to death also by the irresolvable contradictions be
tween its various ideologies. Those first tWO natural-law positions were
incompatihle not only with one another, but aIS(! with the various peasant
programs, whether they were motivated by historical, realistically political,
practically economical, or 6nally-and in hopeless confusion because of
interpal contradictions between the inherent basic dogmas-by Marxist- '
evolutionist considerations.

Those three "socialist" rights of the individual have also played a
role in the ideologies of the industrial proletariat. The 6rst and the
second are theoretically possible under handicraft as well as under capi
talistic conditions of the working class; the third, however, is possible
only under handicraft c'tnditions. Under capitalism the third right of
natural law is possible either not at all or only where cost prices are
strictly and universally maintained in all exchange transactions. In agri
culture, it can be applied only where prod~ction is not capitalistic, since
capitalism shifts the imputation of the yield of agricultural land from
the place of direct agricultural production to the workshops where the
agricultural implements, arti6cial fertilizers, etc., are produced; and the
same holds true for industry. Quite generally, where the return is deter
mined by the sale of the prex:Iuct in a freely competitive market, the
content of the rigPt of the individual to the full value of his product
inevitably loses its meaning. There simply is no longer an individual
''labor yidd," and if the claim is to make any sense it can be only as the
collective claim of all those who 6nd themselves in a common class
situation. In practice, this comes down to the demand for a "living
wage," i.e., to a special variant of the "right to the standard of living as
detennined by traditional need." It thus resembles the medieval "just
price" as demanded by ecclesiastical ethics which, in case of doubt,
was determined by the test (and occasionally eXperimentally) of
whether or not at the given price the craftsmen in question could main
tain the standard of living appropriate to their social status.

The "just price" itself, which was the most important natural law
element in canonist economic doctrine, fell prey to the same fate. In the
canonistic discussions of the determinants of the "just price" one can
observe how this labor value price corresponding to the "subsistence
principle" is gradually replaced by the competitive price which becomes
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the new "natural" price in the same measure as the'market community
progresses. In the writings of Antonin of Florence [1389-1459] the
latter had already corne to prevail. In the outlook of the Puntans it was,
of course, completely dominant. The price which was to be rejected as
"unnatural" was now one which did not rest on the competition of the
free market, i,e., the price which was influenced by monopolies or other
arbitrary human intervention. Throughout the whole puritanically in
Buenced Anglo-Saxon world this principle has had a great influence up
to the very present. Because of the fact that the principle derived its
dignity from natutal law, it remained a far stronger sUpPOJ1: for the
ideal of "free competition" than those purely utilitarian economic the
ories which were produced on the Continent in the manner of Bastiat
[180I-50J.

6. Practical Significance and Disintegration of
Natura/Law

All natural law dogmas have influenced more or less considerably
both lawmaking and Iawfinding. Some of !hem survived the economic
conditions of the time of their origin and have come, to constitute an
independent factor in legal development. Formally, they have strength·
ened the tendency towards logically abstract law, especially the power
of logic in legal thinking. Substantively, their influence has varied, hut
it has been significant everywhere. This is not the place to trace in detail
these influences and the changes and compromises of the various natural
law axioms. The codifications of the pre-revolutionary_ rationalistic
modem state, as well as the revolutionary codifications, were influenced by
the dogmas of natural law, and they ultimately derived the legitimacy of
the law which they created from its "reasonableness;"JD We have already
seen how easily on the basis of such a concept the shift from the ethical
'and juristically formal to the utilitarian and technically substantive
could, and did, take place. 'This transformation, for reasons which we
have already discussed, was very favorable to the pre-revolutionary patri
archal powers, while the codifications of the Revolution, which took
place under the inRuence of the bourgeoisie, stressed and strengthened
the fonnal natural law, which guaranteed to the individual his rights
vis-a-vis the political authorities.

The rise of Socialism at 6rst meant the growing dominance of sub-.
stantive narurallaw doctrines in the minds of the masses and even more
in the minds of their theorists from among the intelligentsia. These sub-
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stantive natural law doctrines could not, however, achieve practical in
fluence over the administration of justice, simply because, before they
had achieved a position to do so, they were already being disintegrated
by the rapidly growing positivistic and relativistic-evolutionistic skep
ticism of the very same intellectual stnlta. Under the influence of this
anti-metaphysical radicalism, the eschatological expectations of the
masses sought support in prophecies rather than in postulates. Hence in
the domain of the revolutionary theories of law, natural law doctrine was
destroyed by the evolutionary dogmatism of Marxism, while from the
side of "official" learning it was annihilated partly by the Comtean
evolutionary scheme and partly by the historicist theories of organic
growth. A final contribution in the same direction was made by Real
politik which, under the impact of modem power politics, had come to
affect the treatment of public law.21

The method of the public law theorists has been, and still is to a
great extent, to point to certain apparent practical-political absurdhies
as the consequence of the juristic th'eory which they happen to oppose;
and then to treat the theory as effectively disposed of forever after. This
methoo is not only directly opposed to that of formal law, but it also
contains nothing of substantive natural law. In the main, Continental
jurispn;dence, even up to the most recent times, proceeds on the basis
of. the largely unchallenged axiom of the logical "closedness" of the
positive law.22 It seems for the nrst time to have been expressly stated
by Bentham as a protest against the case law rut and the irrationality
of the common laW.

23 It is indirectly supported by all those tendencies
which reject all transcendental law, especially natural law, including, tq
this extent, the historical school. While it would hardly seem possible
to eradicate completely from legal practice all the latent inAuence of
unacknowledged axioms of natural law, for a variety of reasons the
axioms of natural law have been deeply discredited. The conRict be
tween the axioms of substantive .and formal natural law is insoluble.
Evolutionist theories have been at work in various forms. All metajuristic
axioms in general have been subject to ever continuing disintegration
and relativization. In consequence of both juridical rationalism and
modem intellectual skepticism in general, the axioms of natural law
have lost an capacity to provide the fundamental basis of a legal system,
Compared with nrm beliefs in the positive religiously revealed character
of a legal nonn or in the inviolable sacredness of an age-old tradition,
even the most convincing norms arrived at by abstraction seem to be too
subtle to serve as the bases of a legal system. Consequently, legal posi
tivism has, at least for the time being. advanced irresistibly. The dis
appearance of the old natural law conceptions has destroyed all possi-
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bility of providing the law with a metaphysical dignity by virtue of its
immanent qualities. In the great majority of its most important provi
sio~s, it has been unmasked all too visibly, indeed, as the product or
the technical means of a compromise between conflicting interests.

. But this extinction of the metajuristic implications of the law is one
of those ideological developments which, while they have increased
skepticism towards the dignity of the particular rules of a concrete legal
order, have also effectively promoted the actual obedience to the power,
now viewed solely from an instrumentalist standpoint, of the authorities
who claim legitimacy at the moment. Among the practitioners of the hw
this attitude has been particularly pronounced.u

7. Legal Positivism and the Legal Profession

The vocational responsibility of maintaining the existing legal system
seems to place the practitioners of the law in general among the "con
servative" forces. This is true in the twofold sense that legal practi
tioners are inclined to remain cool not only toward the pressure of
substantive postulates put forward from "below" in the name of "social"
ideals but also towards those from"above" which are put forward in the
name of patriarchal power or welfare policies. Of course, this statement
should not be taken as representing the whole truth wii.hout qualifica
tions. The role of the representative of the underprivileged, and of the
advocate of formal equality before the law is particularly suited to the
attorney by reason of his direct relationship with his clients, as well as
by reasofol of his character as a private person working for a living and
his Ructuating social status. This is why attorneys, and lawyers in gen
eral, have played such a leading role in the movements of the popolani
of the Italian communes and, later, in all the bourgeois revolutions of
modern times as well as in the socialist parties. It also explains why in

- purely democratic countries, such as in France, Italy, or the United
States, the lawyers, as the professionally expert technicians of the legal
crafts, as honoratiores, and as the fiduciaries of their clients, are the
natural aspirants to political careers.

Under certain circumstances, judges, too, have maintained strong
opposition to patriarchal powers, either for ideological reasons or out of
considerations of status group solidarity or, occasionally, because of
economic reasons. To them, the fixed and regular determinateness of all
external rights and duties is apt to appear as a worth-while value to be
pursued for its own sake; this specifically ''bourgeois'' element in their
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thought has determined their attitudes in the political conflicts which
were fought for the purpose of limiting authoritarian patrimonial arbi
trariness and favoritism.

Whether the legal profession would take the side either of the au
thoritarian or the anti-authoritarian powers, once the "rule-ooundedness"
of the social order had been achieved", depended upon whether !.be
emphasis was more upon mere "order," or upon "liberty," in the sense
of guaranty and security of the individual. The choice depended, in the
terminology of Radbruch, on whether law was viewed more as "regula
tion" or as the source of "rights."20 But quite apart from this antinomy,
it was also the previously mentioned alternative between the formal and
substantive legal ideals and the vigorous, economically conditioned le
vival of the latter, both in the upper and lower strata of the social
hierarchy, that weakened the oppositionist tendencies of the lawyers as
such. We shall discuss later just what technical devices authoritative
powers have used to overcome resistance from within the judidary.2"
Among the general ideological factors which account for the change
in the lawyers' attitude, the disappearance of the belief in natural law
has played a major role. If the legal profession of the present day mani
fests at all typical ideological affinities to vari~us power groups, its mem
bers are inclined to stand on the side of "order," which in practice means
that they will take the side of the "legitimate" authoritarian political
power that happens to predominate ,at the given moment. In this respect,
they differ from the lawyers of the English and French revolutionary
periods and of the period of enlightenment in general. They differ also
&om those who' had to act within the framework of patrimonial despot
ism or had been Sitting in [German nineteenth-eentury] parliamentary
bodies and municipal councils down to Prussia's "circuit judges' parlia
ment" of the 1860's.27

NOTES

1. The French Civil Code was proclaimed on :u March 1804, under the
title of CoDE CIVIL DES FRANl";,us. In 1807 this title was chanJZed, to Coos NA
POLEON, and in 1816 the original ritle was restored with the fall of the Napole
onic regime. During the reign of Napoleon III the reference to-Napoleon was re
instated in the title (I~:z.-I870). While Napoleon was the main driving force
and an active participant in the making of the Code, the demand for, and the
beginning of, codincation in France preceded the Napoleonic era. Even before the
Revolution of 1789 the diversity of local laws had come to be regarded as cum
bersome and th,eir incompleteness as a source of legal uncertainty, and the Estates
General had thus petitioned for a unifonn national law. Also the judges of the
French parlements had become unpopular. The Constituent Assembly of 1790
noted that a code should be proposed, but it was left to the Convention of 1793
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to create a special draf?rig commission, heade? by. Cambcer~ w~ch. was to f>tart
the actual work and lDdeed was charged Wlth us complenon wlthlD a month.
This commission a, tually succeeded in completing a draft of seven hundred ar
ticles within six weeks, which, however, was rejected on the ground that it was
too elaborate and detailed and might restrict the freedom of the individual! An
other, much shorter, draft was presented one year later (in September 1794), but
was only little debated. Of the two further drafts-<l(l~ in 1796 consisting of five
hundred articles and another in 1799-fqually little resulted, as the Convention
was engaged in waglng a war with virtually the whole of Europe; yet, as Viollet
has remarked (Cambridge Modern History VIII, 710 lit 74I-742), ''The Con
vention amidst disorders at home lind war abrOad pp.acefully deliberaced on ques
tions of inheritance, alluviai lands, illegitimate children, and the whole body of
civil law..." The Consulate, with Napoleon as First Consul, resumed the work,
and much of Cambaceres' labor was embodied in the nnai Code.

In the Code much of the customary law of Northern France was presetved,
combined with the conceptual technique of the eighteenth-eentury Roman law.
Extensive use was made of the work of Domat (:625-1696) and, especially,
Pothier (I699-j722), who htld laid, in their extensive writings, the bases of a
common law of France. TIle whole work was permeated, however, with a strong
spirit of liberalism and indjvidualism. .

• The Code was [in 1954J still in effect in France, although modill("d by a large
number of amendments. A Commission had been charged with the preparation of
a total revision of the Code in 1946.

On the Code, see VioUet, lac. cit.; Lobingier, Code civile and Codification in
3 ENCYc. Soc. SCI. 6°4, 606, with further literature; on the current work of
revision, see J. de la Morandiere, Reform of the French Civil Code (1948), 97
U. OF PA. L REV. I. '

2. Through the Napoleonic conquests the CODE CIVIL was spread outside
France; but permanently it was retained only in Belgium, Luxembourg, and that
part of (Russian) Poland which had teen constituted by Napoleon as the Grand·
Duchy of Warsaw. Until the German Civil Code of 1896 took effect in 1900,
the French Code remained in effect in those parts 'of Germany which are situ
ated on the left bank of the Rhine, in the Grand-Duchy of Baden, and in a
small sector of the Rhine Province east of the Rhine.

During the nineteenth century the CoDE CIVIL, in translation and with in
considerable modifications, became the law of the Netherla"nds, Italy (now re
placed by a new (',ode of 1942), Rumania, Egypt, Quebec, Louisiana, Portugal,
and Spain. The Spanish Code, with slight amendments, is still in effect in Puerto
RiCO, Cuba, and the Philippine Republic, and has constituted the model fOr most
of the codes of Latin America.

New types of codification Were started with the German Civil Code of I896
and the Swiss Civil Code of 1912. The former was taken over, with slight
changes, in Japan, the latter in Turkey. In the modem codes of pre-communist
China, Thailand, Brazil, Mexico (federal law), and a few other Latin American
countries, the models of the French, German, and Swiss codes are combined.
partly also with indigenous ideas. Cf. Fisher, The Codes, 9 CAMBlUDGE MODERN

HISTORY 148: Amos, The Code Napoleon and the Modern World (1928), 10 J.
COMPo LEGISL. :./.2; A. REPPY (ed.), DAVID DUDLEY FIELD CENTr~ARY EsSAYS
(1949)·

3. Cf., for instance:
ART. 2. La loi ne dispose que pour l'avenit; eUe n'a point d'effet rttroactif (The
law disposes only for the future; it has no retroactive effect).
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~T. I J34· Les cunventions Iegalernent fonnees tiennent lieu de loi aceux qui les
ont Faires (A contract properly concluded holds the place of law for those who
have made it).
ARt. 1382. Tout fait que!conque de l'homme, qui a cause a autrui un dommage,
oblige celui par la Faure duquel i1 est arrive, a Ie reparer (Every act of man which
causes harm to ~morher binds the one ilirough whose fault it has occurred to make
reparation).
ART. 2279. para. I. En fait de meubles, la possession vaut titre ("As to chattels,
possession amounts to title"-meaning: a bona 6de purchaser from the possessor
acquires a good title).

So great a French writer as Stendhal is said to have had such a high opinion
of the Code's literary style that he made it a habit to read a chapter of it before
sitting down to write. Cf. SEAGLE 286. ,

4· CE. .~..tpra, sec. vi;4, at nn. 54ft
5, Cout1.lmes---eusromary law of Nor,-hem France. Apart from the law of

property -and contract, which was primarily derived from Roman law, almost
everything else in the cod.e was based on customary law. Thus it was the custom
ary law as systematized by Pothier to which, as has been said, three·quarters of
the code (:all be traced hack: see EHRUCH 415-416. .

6. An instance of this kind is provided by the tv.·o article~ of the ,--ode (arts,
1382 and 1383) which purport to formulate the gener:!.l prindplr:s of almost the
whole 'French law of delicts (torts). For an analysis sec Walton, Delictu«i He·
spmnibility i" the Modern Civil Law (/933), 49 LQ. REV. 70. Compare with
the two laconic articles of the French C'.o.1e the 95 I sections (J the REST~TEMEN7

01' THE LAW OF TORTS by the American Law In;titute (4 vok 1939).
. 7· For concise surveys of, and bibliographies on, the various fonns of Nat

ural Law concepts and their role and significance, see G. Gurvitch, Natural Law,
II ENCYc. Soc. SCI. 284; STONE 215; I. W. JONES, HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
TO THE THEORY Or LAw (1947); see also C. G. HAfNES, REVIVAL OF NATURAL
LAw CoNCEPTS IN AMERiCA (1930) and ROMMEN, NATURAL L~W (1947).

8. Seech. Vb:iii:3.
9. See E. TROELTSCH, THE SOCIAL TEACHINGS OF THE CHRIS'tIAN

CHURCHES (2 vols., 0". byO. Wyon, London, 1931) and Weber's remarks on
Troeltseh'~ paper on TM Stoie-Christian Natural Law in VERHANDLIINGEN DES
DEilTSCHllN SOZJOLQGllNTACS (1910) I, 196, 210, repro in GAzSS 462.

10. Cf.supra,sec.jii:2,atn'9'
I I. This attitude is represented by the Historical School, especially the Ger

manists, among whom Gierke has been particularly prominent. An American
representative was James c. Carter, the chief opponent of David Dudley Field's
codification plans (see the article on him by Llewellyn in 3 ENCYc. Soc. SCI. 243).

12. The so-called \¥big conception of English history: d. H. BUTIllRFlELD,
THE ENGLISHMAN AND HIS HISTORY (1944). On the real and the imaginary
Magna Carta see W. S. McKechnie, Magna Carta 1215-1915, MAGNA CARTA
CoMMEMORATION ESSAYS (1917) I, 18; M. Radin, The Myth of Magna Cal14
(1947) 60 HARV. L. Rnv. 1060.

13· Sic. What is meal'lt is obviously the due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment of the Constitution of the United States.

14· See WEBER, ECONOMIC HISTORY 236 and literature cited at p. 377; also
supra, Part One, ch. 11:6 and II'32-36.

15. See, for instance, Leibniz, who derives inheritance from the immortality
of the soul (NOVA MBTHODUS DOCIINDI DISCENDIQUB JURIS, Part II, Sec. 20,
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17); his argumentation is also followed by Ahrens (CoURS DE DROIT NATUREL
[1838]. Part U. Sec. 102.). Grotius finds the basis of testate succession in natural
freedom and that of intestate succession in its implied agreement with the will of
'the decedent (DE lURE PACIS AC BBLLI [16251. II, c. vii; cf. on his theory MAINB
190).

The natural law theories were attacked by Pufendorf, who declared inheri:
ranee to be an institution of positive law (DE IUll.E NATURAE ET GENTIUM [1672],
4.10.2-6). This opinion was followed by Blackstone (Book II, c. xiv).

16. What Weber has in mind is the shift from natural law thinking to utili
tarianism, as expressed by Bentham. John Stuart Mill, and SpenceI.

17· See Knoxville Iron Co. v. Harbison (1901) 183 U.S. 13; McLean v.
Arkansas (1908) 2.11 U.S. 539; Erie R.R. v. Williams (1914) 2.33 U.S. 685:
statutes prescribing the clraracter, methods, and time for p'ayment of wages.

Holden v. Hardy (1898) 169 U.S. 366; Bunting v. Oregon (1917) 2.43 U.s.
426; Muller v. Oregon (1908) 2.08 U.S. 412; Riley v. Massachusetts (1914)
232 U.S. 671; Miller v. Wilson (1915) 236 U.S. 373; Bosley v. McLaughlin
(I9 I 5) 2.36 U.s. 385 :-statutes fixing hours of labor.

N.Y. Central RR. Co. v. White (1917) 243 U.S. I 88:-workmen's compen
sation laws.

Later decisions, such as Adkins v. Children's Hospital (192.3) 261 U.S. 5~5,
in which the rule of reason was temporarily nullified, or the New Deal cases,
coUld, of course, not be considered by Weber.

For a penetrating survey and analysis, from the continental point of view, of
the attitudes of the American judiciary toward social legislation, see ED. LAM
BERT, LB COUVl!RNEMENT DES JOGl!S IlT LA LUTTE JUDICIARE CONTRE LA L1'::GIS
LATION SOCIALB AUX ETATS-UNIS (1921),

18. On this and the fonowing, see Weber's discussion of the Russia'n revolu
tion of 1905 in ARcHIV F. SOZIALWISSENSCHAI'T (1906), XXII, 234 and XXIII,
l65; see also his article on Russlands Obergang zur Scheindemokratie (1917) 23
OrB HILFE 2.72.. repro in CPS, 192.££.

19· In the second of the two articles mentioned in n. 18 supra Weber, at p. 314,
predicted the coming of a new revolution in Russia, which would be oriented
toward communism rather than natural law and which would create a state or
affairs different from anything that had ever existed before.

20. For a monogr-aphic inquiry into the influence of natural law ideologies
upon one particular code, viz., that of Austria. see SWOBODA, DAS ALLGEMl!!Nl!
BURGERLICHB GESETZBUCH 1M LICHTE KANTs (1924).

2 I. The mode of a completely "positivist" treatment of public law was repre
~nted in Germany particularly by Paul Laband (1838-1918) and his disciples..
On Laband, see the article by E. von Hippel in 8 ENCYc. Soc. SCI. 614.

2.2. See supra, sec. i:9.
2.3· Weber here states a:p: opinion expressed by Hatschek (ENGLISCHES

STAATSRBCHT 153). hut opposed by J. Lucas (Zur uhre von dem WiDen des
Cesetzgebers, FBSTCABE FUR LABAND r1905D, who traced the dogma of the gap
lessness of the legal order to the natural law tendencies of absolute monarchy and
denied any possible influence in this respect of Bentham. The controversy was
carried on in a selies of articles by Hatsehek (19°9), 24 ARCHIV 1'. OPFENT
LICHIIS RECHT 442.; (1910) 26 ibid. 458; and Lukas (1910) 2.6 ibid. 67 and
465.

24· On positivism in Germany see G. RADBRUCH, RBCHTSPHILOSOPHIB
(1950) I I 5. This lalest book of Radbruch's (as to his ,,",lier views, see the 20th
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C<ntury Lego] PhU_hy Sen"', Vol. IV, The Legal Philowph;" of LaoI<, Rad
'In-uch, and Dahin [1950]) is also typical of the revival of natural law thinking in
post-World-War-II Germany; cf. in this respect also H. CoINC, Om OBEIlSTJ!N
G:aUNDSATZli DES RECHTS (1947), and GRUNDZUCB DER RECHTSPHILOSOPHIB

(1950); on the transformations of Radbruch's thought, see F. v. HIPPEL, GUSTAV

HADBr.UCH ALS RECHTSPIULQ80PHISCHER DENltBR (I951).
25. CE. RECBTSPHILOSOPHlE (191400.); the renninology is no longer used,

however, in the venions of 1932 and 1950.
26. This intended investigation was not carried out by Weber.
2/'. Kreisrichterparlament--so called because a considerable number of its

members were Kreisrichter (circuit judges), who, at the time, were predominantly
Liberals and opposed to the policies of Bismarck.

viii
The Formal Qualities of Modern Law

1. Particularism in Modern Law

As we have seen, the specifically modem occidental type of admin·
istration of justice has arisen on the basis of rational and' systematic
legislation. However, its basic formal qualities are by no means un
ambiguously definable. Indeed, this ambiguity is a direct result of more
recent developments.

The ancient principles which were decisive for the interlocking of
"right" and "law" have disappeared, especially the idea that one's right
has a "valid" quality only by virtue of one's membership in a group of
persons by whom this quality is monopolized. To the past now also be
longs the tribal or status-group quality of the sum total of a person's
rights and, with it! their "particularity" as it once existed on the basis
of free association or of usurped or l<:galized privilege. Equally gone are
the status and other special courts and procedures. Yet neither all
special and personal law nor all special jurisdictions have disappeared
completely. On the contrary, very recent legal developments have
brought an increasing particularism within the legal system. Only the
principle of demarcation of the various spheres has been characteristi
cally changed. A typical case is that of cqmmerciallaw, which is, indeed,
one of the most important instances of modern particularism. Under the
Gennan Commercial Code this special law applies to certain types of
C&Ifi:racts/ th~ most important of which is the contract for acquisition
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of goods with the intention of profitable resale. This definition of com·
mercial contra~t is entirely in accordance with a rationalized legal sys
tem; the definition does not refer to fonnal qualities, but to the intended
functional meaning of the concrete transaction. On the other hand, com
mercial law also applies to certain categories of persons whose decisive
characteristic consists in the fact that contracts are made by them in the
course of their husiness.2 What is thus really decisive for the demarca
tion of the sphere of this type of law is the concept of "enterprise." An
enterprise is a commercial enterprise when transactions of such peculiar
kind are its constitutive elements. Thus every contract which "belongs"
substantively, i.e., in its intention, to a commercial enterprise is un~r

the Commercial Code, even though, when regarded alone and by itself,
it does not belong to that category of transactions which are ·generically
defined as commercial and even though, in a particular case, such a
corttract may happen to be made by a nonmerchant. The application of
this body of special law is thus determined either by substantive quali
ties of an individual transaction, especially its intended meaning, or by
the objective asso:::iation of a transaction with the rational organization
of an enterprise. It is not determined, however. by a person's member
ship in a status group leg::lHy constituted by free agreement or privilege,
which was in the past the operative factor for the application of a special
law.

Commercial law, then, inasmuch as its application is personally de
limited, is a das5 law radler than a status-g:oup law. However, this
Ctlnrrast with tbe pa<;t is but a relative one. Indeed, so far as the law of
corr.mt'tce and d,e Ja\.\.' of other purely economic "occupations" are con
cemed, the prin:::iple of jurisdictional delimitation has always had a
purely subst.antive character, which, while often varying in externals,
has essentially bef"n the same throughout. But those particularities in
the legal system which constituted a definite status law were more sig
ni6~nt boih quantitatively and qualitatively. Besides, e~'en the voca
_tipnal special jurisdictions, so far as their jurisdictions did not depend
upon the litigants' membership in a certain corporate body, have usually
depended upon' mere formal criteria such as acquisition of a license or a
privilege. For example, under the new Germa!1 Commercial OxIe, a per
son is characterized as a merch.mt by the mere fact that he is listed in,
the register of commercial firms. 3 The personal scope of application of
the commerciall~w is thuS detennined by a purdy fonnal test, while in
other respects its sphere is delimited by the economic purpose which a
given transaction purports to achieve. The spheres of the special laws
appliCable to other occupational groups are also predominantly defined
along substantive or functional criteria, and it is only under certain cir-

t'
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CUlDStances that applicability is governed by formal tests. Many of these
modem special laws are also combined with special courts and proce
dures of their own.4

Mainly two causes are responsible for the emergence of these par
ticularistic laws. In the first place, they have been a result of the occupa
tional differentation and the increasing attention which commercial and
industrial pressure groups have obtained for themselves. What they ex~

peet from these particularistic arrangements is that their legal affairs will
be handled by specialized experts.~ The second cause, which has played
an increasingly important role in most recent times, has been the desire
to ¥minate the formalities of normal legal procedure for the sake of a'
settlement that would be both expeditious and better adapted to the
concrete case.S In practice, this trend signifies a weakening of legal for
malism out of considerations of substantive expediency and thus con
stitutes but one instance among a whole series of similar contemporary
phenomena.

2. The Anti-Formalistic Tendencies of Modern Legal
Development

From a theoretical point of view, the general development of law
and procedure may be viewed as passing through the follOWing stages:
first, chansmatic legal revelation through "law prcphets"; second, em
pirical creation and finding of law by legal honoratiores, Le., law crea,
tion through cautelary jurisprudence and adherence to precedent; third,
imposition of law by secular or theocratic powers; fourth and nnally,
systematic elaboration of law and professionalized administration of
justice by persons who have received their legal training in a learned
and formally logical manner. From this perspective, the formal qualities
of the Jaw emerge as follows: arising :in primitive legal procedure from
a combination of magically conditioned formalism and irratiojlality con
ditioned by revelation, they proceed to increasingly specialized juridical
and logical rationality and systematization, sometimes passing through
the detour of theocratically or patrimonially conditioned substantive and

. informal expediency. Finally, they assume, at least from an external
viewpoint, an increasingly logical sublimation and deductive rigor and
develop an increasingly rational technique in procedure.

.:. Since we are here only concerned with the most general lines of de-
velopment, we shaH ignore the fact that in historical reality the theoreti
cally constructed stages of rationalization have not everywhere followed
in the sequence which we have just outlined, even if we_ ignore the
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world outside the Occident. We shall not be troubled either by the
multiplicity of causes for the p;rticuIar type and degree of rationalization
that a given law has actually assumed, which even our brief sketch has
shown. We shall only recall that the great differences in the line of de
velopment have heen essentially influenced, first, by the diversity of
political power relationships, which, for reasons to be discussed later,
have resulted in very different degrees of power for the imperium vis-a.-vis
the powers of the kinship groups, the folk community, and the statUs
group; second, by the relations between the theocratic and the secular
powers; and, third, by the differences in the structure of the [strata of]
"legal notables" significant for the development of a given !aw, differences
which also were largely dependent upon political factors.

Only the Occident has witnessed the fully developed administration
of justice of the folk-eommunity (Dinggenossenschaft) and the sta"tus

stereotyped form of patrimonialism; and only the Occident has witnessed
the rise of the national economic system, whose agents first allied them
selves with the princely powers to overcome the estates and then turned
against them III revolution; and only the West has known "Natural
Law," and with it the complete elimination of the system of personal
laws and of the ancient maxim that special law prevails over general_
law. Nowhere else, finally, has there occurred any phenomenon re
sembling Roman law and anything like its reception. All these evtmts
have to a very large extent been caused by concrete political factors,
which have only the remotest analogies elsewhere in the world. For
this reason, the stage of law decisively shaped by trained legal special
ists has not been fully reached anywhere outside of the Occident.
Economic conditions have, as we have seen, everywhere played an im
portant role, but they have nowhere been decisive alone and by them
selves. To the extent that they contributed to the formation of the
specifically modern featUres of present-day occidental law, the direction
in which they worked has been by and larg~ the following; To those

.who had interests in. the commodity market, the rationalization and
systematization of the law in general and, with certain reservations to
be stated later, the incr~asing calculability of the functioning of the
legal process in particular, constituted one of the most important con
ditions for the existence of economic enterprise intended to function'
with stability and, especIally, of capitalistic enterprise, which' cannot do
without legal security. S~ial forms of transactions and special proce
dures, like the bill of exchange and the special procedure for its speedy
collection, serve this need for the purely fonnal certainty of the guar
anty of legal enforcement.

On the other hand, the modem and, to a certain extent, the ancient
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Roman, le£a1 developments have contained tendencies favorable to the
dJution ofIegal formalism. At a fint glance; the displacement of the
formally bound law of evidence by the "free evaluation of proor' ap
pears to be of a merdy technical character.r We have seen that the
primitive system of magically bound proof was exploded through the
rationalism of either the theocratic or the patrimonial kind, both of
which postulated procedures for the disclosure of the real truth. Thus
the new system clearly appears as a product of su~tantiv<: rationaliza
tion. Today, however, the scope and limits of the free evaluation of
proof are determined primarily by commercial interests, i.e., by economic
factors. It is dear that, through the system of &ee evaluation of proof. a
very considerable domain which was once subject to fonnal juristic
thought is being increasing:y withdrawn therefrom.$ But we are here
more concerned with the .:on-esponding trends in the sphere of sub
stantive law. One such trend. lies in the intrinsic necessities of legal
thought. Its growing logical sublimation has meant everywhere the
displacement of dependence on externally tangible formal charac~

teri~tics by an increasingly I'Jgicai interpretation of meaning in relation
to the legal norms themsel.,~, :>s well as in relation to lega! transactions.
In the doctrine of the contillental "common law" this interpretation
claimed that it would. give effect to the "real" intentions of the parties;
in preci:>ely this manner it !f'otHxluced an individualizing and relatively
s~lbstantive factor into legal formalism. This kind of interpretation seeks
t(l construct the relations of the parties to one another from the point of
view of the "inner" kernel :..f their behavior, from the point of view of
their mental "attitudes" (sl.:..:h a~ good 'Faith or malice).\' Thus it relates
legal consequences to inforIrwl elements of the situation anq: this treat
ment provides a telling parallel to that systematization of religious ethics
whicn we have already CQnsid~red previously. Much of the system of
co·nmodity exchange, in primitive as well as in ·technically differentiated
patterns of trade, is possible only on the basis <Jf far-reaching personal
coilfidence and trust in the loyalty of others. Moreover, as commodity
exchange increases in importance, the need in legal plactice to guarantee
or secure such trustworthy conduct becomes prqxmionaIly grea~er. But
in the very nature of the case, we cannot, of course, define with formal
certainty the legal tests according to which the new relations of trust
and cOTlfidence are to be governed. Hence, through such ei:hical (gesin~

nungsethisch) rationalization the courts have been helpful to powerful
interests. Also, outside of the sphere of commodity exchange, the ra·
tionaJization of the law has substituted attitude-evaluation as the signif~

kant element for asse.sment of events according to external criteria. In
criminal law; legal rationalization has replaced the purely mechanistic
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remedy ofvengeance by ratiqnal "ends of punishment" of an either
ethical or utilitarian charactet and has thereby intrOOuced increasingly
nonformal dements into legSl practice. In the sphere of private Jaw the
COncern for a party's mental attitude has quite generally entailed evalua
tion by the judge. "Good faith and fair de.1ling" or the "good" usage of
trade or, in other words, ethical categories have become the test of what
the parties are entitled to mean by their "intention."]\> Yet, the reference
to the "good" usage of trade implies in substance the recognition of such
attitudes wllich are held by the average party concerned with the case,
i.e., a general and purely business criterion of an essentially factual
nature, such as the average expectation of the parties in a given tlans
action. It is this standard which the law has consequently to accept.ll

Now we have already seen that the expectations of parties will often
be disappointed by the results of a strictly professional legal logic.u

Such disappointments are inevitable indeed where the facts of life are
juridically "construed" in order to make them fit the abstract proposi
tions of law and in accordance with the maxim that nothing can exist in
the realm of law unless it can be "conceived" by the jurist in conformity
with tbose "prinCiples" which are revealed to him by juristic science.
The expectations of the parties are oriented towards the economic or
the almost utilitarian meaning of a legal proposition. However, from the
point of view of legal logic, this meaning is an "inational" one. F<.'f
exampk, the layman will never understand why it should be impossible
under th", traditional definition of larceny to commit a h:rceny of electric
power.'~ It is by no means the peculiar foolishness of modem juris
prudc,1ce wlJich leads to such conflicts. To a large e;.;.'"tent su.,ch conflicts
rather are the inevitable consequence of the incompatibility that exists
between the intrinsic necessities of logically consistent fmmal legal
thinking and the fact that the legally relevant agreements and activities
of private parties are ai~ed at economic results and oriented towards
economically determined expectations. It is for this reason that we find
the ever-recurrent protests against the professional legal method of
.thought as such, which are finding support even in the lawyers' own
re8ections on their work. But a "lawyers' law" has never been and never
will he brought into confOrmity with lay ~tion unless it totally
lenounce that formal character which is immanent in it. This is just
as true of the English law which we glorify SO much today/' as it has
been of the ancient Roman jurists or of the methods of modern conti
ne.tall.gal ~,ought. Any attempt. file that or Erich ]ung," to ,eplace
the antiqwued "Jaw of nature" by a new :natuzal law" aiming at "dis
pute settlt:-ment" (Streitschlkhlung) in aceon:lance with the average
expectations of average parties would thus come up against certain im-
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manent limitations. But, nevertheless, this idea does have some validity
in relation to the realities of legal history. The Roman law of tQe later
Republic and the Empire developed a type of commercial ethics that
was in fact oriented towards that which is to be expected on the average.
Such a view means, of course, that only a small group of clearly corrupt
or fraudulent practices would be outlawed, and the law would not go
beyond what is regarded as the "ethical minimum,"t6 In spite of the
bona pdes (which a selle, had to display), the maxim of caveat emptor
remained valid.

New demands for a "social law" to be based upon such emotionally
colored ethical postulates as "justice" or "human dignity," and directed
against t,he very dominance of a mere business morality, have arisen
with the emergence of the modern class problem. They are advocated
not only by labor and other interested groups but also by legal id(·olo
gists. 17 By these demands legal formalism itself has been challenged.
Such a concept as economic duress,'B or the attempt to treat as imm;::'Lal,
and thus as invalid, a contract because of a gross disproportion betwL'Cn
promise and consideration,'9 arc derived from norms which, from the
legal standpoint, are entirely amorphous and which are neithcr juristic
nor conventional nor traditional in character but ethical and which
claim as their legitimation substantive justice rather than formal legality.

Status ideologies of the lawyers themselves have been operative in
legal theory and practice along with those influences which have been
engendered by both the social demands of democracy and the welfare
ideology of monarchical bureaucracy. Being confined to the interpreta
tion of statutes and contracts, like a slot machine into which one just'
drops the facts (plus the fee) in order to have it spew out the decision
Cpius opinion), appears to the modem lawyer as beneath his dignity;
and the more universal the codified formal statute law has become, the
more unattractive has this notion come to be. The present demand is for
"judici21 creativeness," at least where the statute is silent. The school
of "free Lnv" has undertaken to prove that such silence is the inevitable
fate Dr l.V'~\)' statute in view of the irrationality of the facts of life; that
in countless instances the application of the statutes as "interpreted" is a
delusion, 3nd that the decision is, and ought to be, made in the light
of concrete evaluations rather than in accordance with formal norms.20

For the case where the statute fails to provide a clear rule, the well
knO\·vr. Article I of the Swiss Civil Code orders the judge to decide ac
cording to that rule which he himself would promulgate if he were the
legislator.2I This provision, the practical import of which should not be
overestimated, however," corresponds formally with the Kantian for
mula. But in reality a judicial system which would practice such ideals
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would, in view of the inevitability of value-compromises, very often have
to forget about abstract nonns and, at least in cases of conRict, would
have to admit concrete evaluations, i.e., not only nonformal but irra·
tionallawfinding. Indeed, the doctrine of the inevitability of gaps in the
legal order as well as the campaign to. recognize as fiction the systematic
coherence of the law has been given further impetus by the assertions'
that the judicial process never consisted, or, at any rate never should
consist, in the "application" of general norms to a concrete case, just as
no utterance in language should be regarded as an application of the
rules of grammar.2

' In this view, the "legal propositions" are regarded
as secondary and as being derived by abstraction from the concrete de
cisions which, as the products of judicial practice, are said to be the real
embodiment of the law. Going still farther, one has pointed out the
quantitative infrequency of those cases which ever come to trial and
judicial decision as against the tremendous mass of rules by which hu
man behavior is act~l<llly determined; from this observation one has com,>

. derogatively to call "mere rules of decision" those norms which appea':'
in the judicial process, to contrast them with those norms which are fac
tually valid in the course of everyday life and independently of their
reaffirmation or declaration in legal procedure, and, ultimately, to estab
lish the postulate that the true foundation of the lal,v is entirely "so
ciological."H

Use has also been made of the historical facr that for long periods,
including our own, private parties have to a large ext~nt been advised
by professional lawyers and judges vvho llHw had technical legal train
ing or that, in other words, all customary Jaw is in reality lawyers' law.
This fact t.as been associated with til.:: incontrovertible observation
that entirely new legal principles are hei:lg established not only praeter
legem hut also contra: 1l'gem2

" by judicd p~actit:e, for ir::<;.t.dnce, that of
the German Supreme (£Lt dfter the entry into force of the Civil Code.
From flU these facts rhe idea was dnived tlwr case law is superior to the
rational establishment of objective rl\!m,~ ~lr.d that the expediential bal·
ancing of concrete interests is superior to tile .creation and recognition
of "norms" in generaUG The ml...1er:l J ":"'y of legal sources has thus
disintegrated both the half"mystica1 concepr of "customary hw," as it
had been created by historicism, :1$ 'vell a~: i;< equally hist0ti<:iSt ccm:ept
of the "will of the legislator" that ccdri t:>-2 ~!iscovered through the study
of the legislative history of an enactment '-1S revealed in committee re
ports and similar sources. Tbe statute r:nher t!l.an the !egisigtor has been
thus proclaimed to be the jurists' main c\.':Jccm. Tnus isolated from its
background, the "l<1w" is then turned owr for ehbor:uion and applica
tion to the Jurists, 3mong whom the predomin3nt influence i~ assigned
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at one time to the practitioners and at others, for instance, in the reports
accompanying certain of the modem codes, to the scholars.2T In this
manner the significance of the legislative detennination of a legd com
mand is, under certain circumstances, degraded to the role of a mere
"symptom" of either the validity of a legal proposition or even of the
mere desire of such validi~y which, however, until it has been accepted
in legal practice, is to remain uncertain. But the preference for a case
Jaw which remains in contact with legal reality-which means with the
reality of the lawyers-to statute law is in tum sub.verted by the argu
ment that no precedent should be regarded as binding beyond its con
crete facts. The way is thus left open to the free halan2ing of values in
each individual case.

In opposition to all such vdue.-irrationalism, thue have also arisen
attempts to reestAblish an objective st.andard of values. The more the
impression grows that legal orders as such are no more than "technical
tools," the more violently will :ilIch degradation be rejected by the law
yers. For to place on the same level such merely "technical rules" as a
Customs tariff and legal norms concerning marriage, parental power, or
the incidents of ownership, olTends the sentiment of the legal pmctj·
tioners, and there emerges the nostalgic notion of a metapositive law
above that merely technical posit-ive law which i:; acknowledged to be
subject to change. The old nalU!:l1 law, it is true, looks dlscredited by
the criticisms leveled <It it from. the historical and ;:Jo<;itivlst points of
view, As a substitute there arc now advanced dw rcJigiously insp!red
natural law of the Catholic. scholars,2$ and certain efbrts to deduce
objective standards from the "nalure" of the law itc(·jf. 'The ,latter effort
has taken rv,lo. fonns. In the t<-prioristic, Neo-K:",tian doctrines, the
"right law," as the nonnative system of a "society of free '1lf'n,"' is to be
both a legislative standard for mtionaI legislatioIl aNI n source for judi
cial decisions where the law refers the judgto to apparently nonforrnal
criteria.29 In the empiricist, Comtean, way those "f':cpe~tntiOtl5" which
private parties are justified to have in view of the average ('"n.~epticn

existing with regard to the abhgations of others, are to sene .'l.S the
ult;mate standard, which is to be superior even to the statute and which
is to replace such concepts as equity, etc., which arc felt to be too
vague.so

At this place we cannot undertake a detailed diSl,:ussion or a full
criticism of these tendencies which, as our brief sketch has shown, have
produced quite contraJictory answers. All these movements are inter~

national in scope. hut they have been most pronounced in Gennany and
France.a• They are agreed. on!)' in their rejecti<)n of the o,:!ce universally
aCct:pted and until recently prevslent petitio principii of the consistency
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and "gaplessness" of the legal order. Moreover, they have directed them
selves against very diverse opponents. for instance, in France against
the school of the Code-interpreters and in Germany against the method·
ology of the Pandectists. Depending upon who are the leaders of a par
ticular movement. the results favor either the prestige of "science," i.e.,
of the legal scholars. or that of the practitioners. As a result of the con
tinuous growth of formal statute law and, espt>cially, of systematic codi
fication, the academic scholars feel themseh'es to be painfully threatened
both in their importance and in their opportunities for unencumbered
intellectual activity. The rapid growth of anti-logical as well as the anti
historical movements in Germany can be historically explained by the
fear that. follOWing codification. German legal science might have to
undergo the same decline which befell French jurisprudence after the
enactment of the Napoleonic Code or Prussian jurisprudence after the
enactment of the Allgemeine Landrecht. Up to this point these fears
are thus the result of an internal constellation of intellectual interests.
However. an variants of the developments which have led to the rejec

,tion of that purely logical systematization of the law as it had been de
veloped by Pandectist learning, including even the irrational variants,
are in their tum products of a self-defeating scientific rationalization of
legal thought as weIl as of its relentless self-criticism. To the extent
that they do not themselves have a rationalistic character. they are a
flight into the irrational and as such a consequence of the increasing
rationalization of legal technique. In that respect they are a parallel to
the irrationalization of religion. One must not overlook. however, that
the same trends have also been inspired by the desire of the modem
lawyers, through the pressure groups in which they are so effectively or
ganized. to heighten their feeling of self-importance and to increase their
sense of power. This is undoubtedly one of the reasons why in Gennany
such continuous reference is made to the "distinguished" position of the
English judge who is said not to be bound to any rational law. Yet, the

,differences in the attribution of honorific status On the Continent and
in" England are rather rooted in circumstances which are connected with
differences in the general structure of authority. We have dealt with
this before. and shaH do so again in a different context.

3· Contemporary Anglo-American Law

The differences between Continental and Common Law methods of
legal thought have been produced mostly by factors which are respec
tively connected with the internal structure and the modes of existence
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of the legal profession as well as by factors related to differences in
political development. The economic elements, however, have been
determinative only in connection with these elements. What we are
concerned with here is the fact that, once everything i" said and done
about these differences in historical developments, modern capitalism
prospers equally and manifests essentially identical economic traits
under legal systems C0ntaining rules and institutions which considerably
differ from each other at least from the jUridical point of view. Even
what is on the face of it so fundamental a concept of Continental law
as dominium still does not exist in Anglo-American law." Indeed, we
may say that the legal systems under which modem capitalism has been
prospering differ profoundly from each other even in their ultimate
principles of formal structure.

Even today, and in spite of all in8uences by the ever more rigorous
demands for academic training, English legal though is essentially an
empirical art. Precedent still fully retains its old significance, except that
it is regarded as unfair to invoke a case from too remote a past, which
means older than about a century. One can also still observe the charis
matic character of lawfinding, especially, although not exclusively, in
the new countries, and quite particularly the United States. In practice,
varying significance is given to a dec.ided case not only, as happens
everywhere, in accordance with the hierarchal position of the COurt by
which it was decided but also in accordance with the very personal
autllOrityof an individual judge. This is true for the entire common-law
sphere, as illustrated, for instance, by the prestige of Lord Mansfield.
But in the American view, the judgment is the very personal creation of .
the concrete individual judge, to whom one is accustomed to refer by
name, in COntrast to the impersonal "District Court" of Continental
European officialese. The English judge, too, lays claim to such a posi
tion. All iliese circumstances are tied up with the fact that the degree
of legal rationality is essentially lower than, and of a type different from,
that of continental Europe. lip to the recent past, and at any rate up to
the time of Austin, th.ere was practically no English legal science which
would have merited the name of "learning" in the Continental sense.
This fact alone would have sufficed to render any such codification as
was desired by Bentham practically impossihle: But it is also this feature
which has bef,n responsible for the "practical" adaptability of English
law and its "practical" character from the standpoint of the public.

The legal thinking of the layman is, on the one hand, literalistic. He
tends to be a definition-monger when he believes he is arguing "legally."
Closely connected with this trait is the tendency to draw conclusions
from individual case to individual case; the abstractionism of the "pro-
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.

fessional" lawyer is far from' the layman's mind. In both respects, how
ever, the art of empirical jUrisprudence is cognate to him, although he
may not like it. No country, indeed, has produced more bitter com
plaints and satires about the legal profession than England. The formu
laries of the conveyancers, too, may be quite unintelligible to the lay
man, as again is the case in England. Yet, he can understand the basic
character of the English way of legal thinking, he can identify himsdf
with it and, above all, he can make his peace with it by retaining om.'e
and for all a solicitor as his legal father confessor for all contingencies
of life, as is indeed done by practically every English businessman. He
simply neither demands nor expects of the law anything which could be
fn13trated by "logical" legal construction.

Safety valves arc also provided against legal formalism. As a matter
of fact, in the sphere of private law, both Common Law and Equity are
"formalistic" to a considerable extent in their practical treatment. It
could hardly be otherwise under the traditionalist spirit of the legal
profession. But the institution of the civil jury imposes on rationality
limit~ which are not merely accepted as inevitable but are actuaBy prized
because of the binding force of pnxedent and the Jear that a precedent
inight thus creaf.e "bfd Jaw" in a sphere which one wishes to keep open
for a concrete balancing of interests. We must forego the analysis of the
way in 'vvhich this division of the two spheres of stare decisis and con
crete balancing of interests is :lctually functioning in practice. It does
in any case repre~ent a softening of rationality in the administration of
justice. Alongside all this we find the still quite patriarchal, summary
and highly irrational jurisdiction of the justices of the peace. They deal
with the petty causeS of everyday life and, as can be readily seen in
Mendelssohn's description, they represent a kind of kadi justice which
is quite unknown in Germany.33 All in all, the Common Law thus
presents a picture of an administration of justice which in the most

. fundamental formal features of both substantive law and procedure
differs from the structure of Continental law as much as is possible
within a secular system of justice, that is, il system that is free from
theocratic and patrimonial powers. Quite definitely, English law-finding
is not, like that of the. Continent, "application" of "legal propositions"
logically derived from statutory texts.

These differences have had some tangible consequences both eco
nomically and socially; but these consequences have all been isolated
single phenomena rather than differences touching upon the total struc
ture of the economic system. For the development of capitalism two
features of Common Law have been relevant and both have helped to
support the capitalistic system. Legal training has primarily been in the
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hands of the lawyers from amrmg whom also the judges are recruited,
i.e., in the hands of a grou:) which is active in the service of propertied,
and particularly capitalistic, pnv3te interests and which has to gain its
livelihood from them. Funhermore and in close connection with this,
th~ concentration of the administration of jU~ice at the cp-ntral courts
in London and its extreme wstliness have amounted almost to a denial
of access to the COurts for tho$~ \\;th inadequate means. At any rate, the
essential similarity of the' c<lpitali!>tic development on the Continent
and in England has not been" able to eliminate the sharp contrasts be
tween the two types of leg"! ~' ·I"-':ns. Nor is there an~' visible tendency
towards a transformstion of the English legal system in the direction
of the Continental under the impetus of the capit.,list economy. On the
contrary, wherever the two kinds of administration of justice and of
legal training have had the opportunity to (.u-lpete with one another,
as for instance in Canada, the Common Law way has come out on
top and h<ls cvercome the Ccntiner.tal alternative rather quickly. ~Te

may thus conclude that cavird]ism has not be~n a decisive factor in the
promotion of that form at r~dc:1ajization of the lnw which has been
peculiar to the cominent<ll \"/e~t ever since the rise of Romanist studies
in the medieval universities. .

+ Lay Justice and Corporative Tendencies in the
Modern Legal Profession

, Modem social development, aside from the already mentioned p0

litical and internal professional motives, has given rise to certain other
factors by which formal legal rationalism is being weaker ed. Irrational
kadi justice is exercised today in criminal cases clearly and extensively
in the "popular" justice of the jury.S4 It appeals to the sentiments of
the layman, who feels annoyed whenever he meets with formalism in
a concrete case, al'ld it satisfies the emotional demands of those under
privileged classes which clamor for substantive justice.

Against this "popular justice" element of the jury system, attacks
have been directed from two quarters. The jury has been attacked be
cause of the strong interest orientation of the jurors as against the tech
nical matter-of-factness of the specialist. Just as in ancient Rome the
jurors' list was the object of class conflict, so today the selection of
jurors is attacked, especially by the working class, as favoring class
justice, upon the ground that the jurors, even though they may be
"plebeians," are picked predominantly from among those who can ailrd
the loss of time. Although such a test of selection can ha;dly be.-avolded
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entirely, it also depends, in part at least, on political considerations.
Where, on the other hand,. the jurors' bench is occupied by working~

class people, it is attacked by the propertied class. Moreover, not only
"classes" as such are the interested parties. In Germany, for instance,
male jurors can practically never be moved to find a fellow male guilty
of rape, especially where they are not absolutely convinced of the girl's
chaste character. But in this connection we must consider that in Ger
many female virtue is not held in great respect anyway.

From the standpoint of professional legal trainir:g lay justice has
been criticized on the ground that the laymen's verdict is delivered as
an irrational or3de without any statement of reasons and without the
possibility of any substantive criticism. Thus' one has come to dem;;u1d
that the lay judges.be subjected to the control of t~ legal experts.
In answer to this demand there was created 'the system of the mixed
bench, which, however, experience has shown to be a system in which
the laymen's influence is inferior to that of the experts. Thus their

,presence has practical!y no more significance than that of giving some
compulsory publicity to £he deliberation of professional judges in a
way similar to that of Switzerland, where the judges must hold their
deliberation in fun view of the public. The professional judges, in
tum, are threatened, in the sphere of criminal law, by the overshadow-·
ing power of the professional psychiatrist, onto whom more and more
responsibility is passed, especially in the most serious ~ases, and on
whom rationalism is thus imposing a task which can by no means be
solved by means of pure science.

• Obviously all of these conflicts are caused by the course of technical
and economic development only indirectly, namely in so far as it has
favored intellectualism, PrimariJy the}' are rather consequences of the
insoluble conflict between the formal and the substantive principles of
justice, which may clash with one another even where their respective
protagonists belong to one and the same social class. Moreover, it is by

. no means ..certain that those classes which are negatively privileged
today, especially' the working class, may safely expect from an informal
administration of justice those results which are claimed for it by the
ideology of the jurists. A bureauc:J:atized judiciary, which is being
planfuUy recruited in the higher ranks from among the personnel of
the career service of the prosecutor's office and which is completely
dependent on the politically ruling powers for advancement, cannot
be set alongside the Swiss or English judiciary, and even less the.
(Federal) judges in the United States. If one takes away from such
judges their belief in the sacredness of the purely objective legal formal~

ism and directs them simply to balance interests, the result will be.
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very different from those legal systems to which we have just referred.
However, the problem does not belong to this discussion. There re
mains only the task of correcting a few historical errors.

Prophets are the only ones who have taken a really consciously
"creative" attitude toward existing law; only through them has new
law been consciously created. For the rest, as must he stressed again
and again, even those jurists who, from the objective point of view,
have been the most creative ones, have always and not only in modern
times, regarded themselves to be but the mouthpiece of norms already
existing, though, perhaps, only latently, and to be their interpreters or
applicrs rather than their creators. This subjective belief is held by even
the most eminent jurists. It is _due to the disillusionment of the intel
lectuals that today this belief is being confronted with objectively dif
ferent facts and that one is trying to elevate this state of facts to the
status of a norm for subjective judicial behavior. As the burea.ucratiza
tion of formal legislation progresses, the traditiomll position of the Eng
lish judge is also likely to be transformed permanently and profoundly.
On the other hand, it may be doubted whether, in a code country, the
bestowal of the "creator's" crown upon bureaucratic judges will re:llly
turn them into law prophets. In any case, the juristic precision of ju
-dicial opinions will he seriously impaired if sociological, eConomic. or
ethical argument were to take the place of legal concepts.

All in all the movement is one of those characteristic reactions
against the dominance of "specialization" and rationalism, which latter
has in the last analysis been its very parent. The development of the
formal qualities of the law certainly shows some peculiarly antinomial'
traits. Rigorously formalistic and dependent on what is tangihly per
ceivable as far as it is required for security to do business, the law has at
the same time become informal for the sake of bus-incss goexl-will whcre
this is required by the logical interpretation of the intention or the p<Htie.s
or by the "good usage" of business intercourse, interpreted as some "ethical
minimum."

The law is drawn into antiformal directions, moreover, bv 311 those
powers which demand that it be more than a mere means of pacifying
conflicts of interest. These forces -include the demand for substantive
justice by certain social class interests and ideologies; they also include
the tendencies inherent in certain forms of political authority of either
authoritarian or democratic character concerning the ends of law which
are respectively appropriate to them; and also the demand of the "laity"
for a system of justice which would be intelligible to them; finany, as
we have seen, anti-formal tendencies are being promoted by the ideo
logically rooted power aspirations of the legal profession itself.

----------------------------- - ---
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Whatever form law and legal practice may come to assume under
the impact of these vafious influences, it will be inevitable that, as a
result of technical and economic developments, the legal ignorance of
the layman will increase. The use of jurors and similar lay judges will
not suffice to stop the continuous growth of the technical elements in
the law and hence of its character as a specialists' domain. Inevitably
the notion must expand that the law is a rational technical apparatus,
which is continually transformable in the light of expediential considera
tions and devoid of all sacredness of content. This fate may be obscured
by the tendency of acquiescence in the existing law, which is growing
in many ways for several reasons, but it cannot really be stayed. All of
the modern sociological and philosophical analyses, many of which are
of a high scholarly value, can only contribute to strengthen this im
pression, regardless of the content of their theories concerning the
nature of law and the judicial process.

NOTES

I. Th~se transactions, which are enumerated in Sec. 1" of the German Com
mercial Code of 1861/97, are the following:

(a) purchase and resale of commodities or se<:urities such as bonds; (b) entet~

prise by an independent contractor to do work on materials or goods supplied by
the other party; (c) underwriting of insurance; (d) banking; (e) transportation
of goods Ot passengers, on land, at sea, and on inland waterways; (f) transactions
of factors, brokers, forwarding agents. and warehousemen; (g) transactions of
commercial brokers, jobbers, and agents; (h) transactions of publishers, book and
art dealers; (i) transactions of printers.

:I.. The German Commercial Code, in Sec. :I., has the following definition:
"Any enterprise which requires an established business b.ecause of its size or be
cause of the manner in which it is carried on, is a commercial enterprise, even
though it does not fall within any of the categories stated in Sec. I." Similarly,
the French Commercial Code of r807 states in At~. I: "Merchants are all those
who carryon commercial transactions and m~ke this activity their habit and pro

. fession."
3· Handelsregister (registet of firms): d. Comme~cial Code, Secs. 2, 5, 8,

et seq.
4. The most important speCial law of thIS kind IS the labor law With its

special hierarchy of labor courts There are, furthermore, the admimstrallve
tribunals of general administrative jurisdiction and a set of special tribunals deal
ing respectively with claims arising under the social security laws or the war pen
sions laws, with tax matters, with cettain matters of agricultur<il administration,
etc.

5". Both the commercial and the labor courts are usually mganized in panels
chosen from thost' lines of business or industry whose affairs are dealt with by the
particular division of the court. Cf. ARBEITSGERICHTSGESETZ of 23 December,
1926 (R.G. BL. ,r., 5°7), Sec. 17.

6. In the labor courts representation by attorneys is, as a general ruk not
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~itted at the trial stage (ARBBITSCEIUCHTSCESETZ of 23 December, 1926
[R.G. BL. I, 507], Sec. II).

7· Roman-canonical procedure, as it had come to be adopted generally in the
continental courts, was char~_cterized by its system of "formal proof," which was in
many respects similiar to the law of evidence of Anglo--American procedure. There
were rules about exclusion of certain kinds of evidence and, quite particlllarly,
detailed rules about cOrroooration anl about the mechanical ways in which the
judge had to evaluate confficting evidence. The testimony of two credible wit
nesses constituted full proof (pOgano plena); one credihle witness made half
proof (probatio semiplena), but one dOUbtful witness (ktstis suspectus) made less
than half proof (probatic semiplena minor), etc.

This entire system of formal proof was swept away by the procedural reforms
of the nineteenth century and replaced by the system of free or rational proof,
which did away with most of the exclusionary niles, released the judge from his
arithmetieal shackles, and authorized him to evaluate the evidence in the light of
experience and reason. Cf. ENGliLMANN·MILLAl\ 39.

. 8. Together with the rule of stare decisis and, to some extent, the jury system,
the fact that the Common Law bas preserved a much more forinalisJ:!e law of evi
dence is the principal cause ~hy in such lields as torts, damages, interpretation and
construction of legal instrUments. English and American law have develo~ so
much more numerous and detailed rules of law than the systems of the Civil
Law. The comparison, for instance, of the 9; 1 sections of the Restatement of
Torts and the 31 sections dealing with torts in the German Civil Code (Sees.
8:13-853) or the ; sections of the French Code (Arts. 138:1-86) is revealing in
this respect, just as is the comparison of the few sections of the German Code
dealing with the interpretation of wills (Sees. :1087 et seq.) with the elaborate
treatment of the topic in American law.

As to the law of evidence itself, compare the ten volumes of Wigmore's
treatise (3rd ed. 1940) with the complete absence of books on evidence in
Germany or the brief treatment of a few evidentiary problems in the French
treatises on private law, for instance, in JOSSEQAND'S CoURS DB DROIT CIVIL
POSITIP FRANCAIS (1939) where the chapter on "preuves" covers 43 pages.

9· Cf. HBOEMANN I, 117.
10. For illustrations of this judicial attitude see the case surveys given in

connection with Sec, 242 of the German Civil Code (good faith and fair dealing)
or Sec. 346 of the Commercial Code ("good" custom of ttade) in the annotated
editions of these Codes. The dangers of excessive judicial resort to legal provisions
referring the judge to such indefinite standards have been pointed out by HEOB
MANN, DIE FLUCHT IN OlE GBNBRALKLAUSllLN, ErnE GEPAHR FUR RECHT UND
STAAT (1933).

I I. The German Supreme Court has consistently maintained, however, that a
usage is not to be considered when it is unfair, and especially when it constitutes
a gross abuse of a position of economic power; see, for instance, I14 ENTSCHEID
UNGEN DES RBICHSGERICHTS IN ZtvILSACHEN 97; r192:1J JURISTISCHB WOCH
ENSCJIRIPT 488; [1932.] o.c, ;86.

n. The possibilities of such discrepancies have been JXlinted out especially in
the writings of Heck and other advocates of the "jurisprudence of interests." See
in this respect THE JURISPRUDENCE OFINTEIl,ESTS, vol. II of this :1oth Century
legal Philosophy Series.

13. Su(.h was the decision of the German Supreme Court in 29 ENTSCHIlI
DUNCEN DES RsICHSCERICHTS IN STRAFSACHBN 11 I and 32. O.C. 16;. In Sec. 242.
of the German Criminal Code larceny is defined as the unlawful ta~ing of a
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chattel. Electric power is not a chattel; hence it cannr"t be the subject matter of
larceny. The gap in the law was filled by the enactment of a Special Law Con
cerning the Unlawful Taking of Electric Power, of 9 April 1900 (R.G. BL,
1900, 228). The decisions just mentioned have become the stock ''horrible'' in
modem German excoriations of conceptual jurisprudence.

14· In the years preceding the First World War the English administration of
justice anrl., particularly, the creative role and prominent position of the English
"judicial kings" (Richter-konige) were highly praised and advocated for adoption,
particularly by A. MENDELSSOHN B.\RTHOLDY, IMPERIUM DES RICHTERs (1908),
and F. AnICKBS, GnUNDLINIBN BINBR DURCHGREIFBNDEN JUSTIZREPORM (1906).

15. DM PROBLEM DBS NATURLICHEN R~cHTS (1912).
16. Expression of G. JELLINEK, in DIE SOZIAL-ETHISCHB BEDBUTUNC VON

RECHT, UNRECHT UNO STRAPE (2nd ed. 1908).
17. On Gierke as the leading legal scholar in the movement for law as an ex

pression of "social justice," see G. BOHMER, GRUNDLACEN DEll, 8URGERLICHEN
RBCHTSORDNUNC (1951) 11,155; see, especially, Gierke's lecture on THE SOCIAL
TAB: oir PRIVATE LAW (DIB SOZIALE AUPCAJlE DES PRlVATRECHTS, 1899), repro
E. WOLP, DBUTSCHES RECHTSDENKEN (1948).

18. On the development of the doctrine of economic duress in positive Ger
man law, see J. Dawson, Economic Duress and the Fair Exchange in French and

. Ger7mm lAw (1937), 12 TULANE L. REV. 42,
• 19. In Sec. 138 the German Civil Code provides as follows:

"A legal transaction which violates good morals is void,
"Void, in particular, is any transaction in which-one party, by· exploiting the

elllergency situation, the imprudence, or the inexperience of another causes such
other person to promise or to give to him or to a third person a pecuniary benefit
which so transcends the value of his own performance that under the circum
stances of the case the relationship between them appears as manifestly dispro
portionate."

20. The School of Free Law (Freirecht) constitutes the German counterpart
of AMerican and Scandinavian "realism." The basic theoretical idea of these three
schools, viz., that law is not "found" by the judges hut "made" by them. was
anticipated in 1885 by Oshr Billow in his GESETZ UND RICHTERA,MT. The first
attack upon the Pandectist "Konsrmktionsjurisprudenz" (conceptual jurispru
dence) or, in Weber's terminology, rational fonnalism, was made in 1848 by V.
Kirchmann in his sensational pamphlet OSER DIE WERTLOSIGKBIT DEll, JUR1S
PI!;UDEN2 AU WISSENSCHAFT. The attack was later joined by no less a scholar
than )hering, who until then had been one of the most prominent expounders of
the traditional method, but who now came to emphasize the role of the law as a
means to obtein utilitarian ends in a way which would now be called "social
engineering" or, in Weber's terms, "substantive rationality" (DER ZwaCK 1M

'RECHT, 1877/83; Husik's tr. s.t. LAw AS A MBAN9 TO AN Erro, 1913) and to
ridicule legal conceptualism in his SCHERZ UND ERNST IN DER }URISPRUDENZ
(1855; on Jhering see STONl! 299). At the tum of the century the attack was
intensified and comhined with the postulates that the courts should shake off the
technique of conceptual jurisprudence (i.e., in Weber's terminology, the tech
nique of rational formalism), should give up the fiction of the gaplessness of the
legal order, should thus treat statutes and codes as ordaining nothing beyond the
narrowest meaning of the words of the text, and should fill in the gaps thus
created, i.e., in the great mass of problems, in a process of free, "kingly" aeative
ness. The leaders of this movement were E. Fuchs, a practicing attorney (princi
pal works; DIE GEMEINSCHADLICHKE:IT DEll, ItONSTRUItTJVBN JURISPII;UDENZ

•
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["The Dangers of the Conceptual Jurisprudence to the Common Weal," 1909];
WAS WILL DIB FBBDl.ECHTSSCHULE? [''What Are the Aims of the School of Free
Law?" 1929])' Professor H. Kanrorowicz (writing under the pen name of Gnaeus
Flavius: DEa KAMPF UM DIB RBCHTSWISSENSCHAPT [I908J; Aus DER VOR
GBSCHICJITII DBB FaEDl.ECH'tSLEHRE [1925]; see also the article by him and E.
Patterson, Legal Science-a Summary of its Metno@logy [1928], 28 CoL. L.
RIlV. 679, and Some Rationalizations about Realism [1934], 43 YALE LJ" n40,
where Kantorowicz recedes from some of his eallier theses), and the judge J. G.
Gmelin (QuOUSQUE? BEITRAG ::tUR SOZlOLOOISCHllN RBCHTSFINDUNG [1910,
Bruneken's trans!' in Modem Legal Philosophy Serie.s, lX, SCIENCB OP LEGAL
MSTIIOD (1917]). These passionate radicals were joined by E, Ehrlich, who pro
vided for the new movement a broad historical and sociological basis (FREIB
RECHTSPINDUNG UND PUIIl RBCHTSWISSBNSCHAPT [1903. Bruncken's trans!. in
Modem Legal Philosophy Series, IX. ScIBNCE OF LBGAL METHOD (1917), 47];
Die jurisNsche Logik [1918], 115 AaCHIV PUR DIB CIVILlSTISCHB PRAXIS, nos. ::.
and 3, repro as a book in 1925; and his GRUNDLEGUNG UER SOZIOLOGIB DES
REcHTS [19131, Moll's transl. s.t. FUNDAMBNTAL PRINCIPLBS OF THE SOCIOLOGY
OF LAw [1936]).

The movement stined up violent discussion (see especially H. RBICHEL,
GESBTZ UND RICHTERSPRUCH [1915J; G. BOHMER, GRUNDLAGBN DER BURGBR
LtCHEN RECHTSORDNUNG [195r}, II, 158) and also found some attention in the
United States. (See the translations listed above in this note.) Its exaggerations
were generally repudiated, however, and actual developments came to be more
elfectively influenced by the ideas of the so-called school of jurisprudence of inter
ests, whose principal writings are collected in vol. II of this :toth CentuI}' Legal
Philosophy Series, entitled THE JURISPRUDENCE OF INTERESTS (1948). The
method was elaborated primarily by M. Rilmelin, P. Heck, and their companions
at TiibinRen, and R. MiiIler-Erzbach, who has been working at the elaboration of
social and concrete bases for that ''balancing of interests" which the method re
quires (see especially DAs PRIVATE RECHT DER MITGLlEDSCHAPT ALS PRUFSTEIN
:BINES KAUSALEN RBCHTSDENKENS [1948J and DIE RSCHTSWISSENSCHAPT I~

UMBAU [1950J). The Jurisprudence of Interests is close to Roscoe Pound's socio
logical jurisprudence. It aims at replacing the system of formally rational with
one of substantively rational concepts, and it has come to establish: itself 6.rmly in
German legal practice (for a concise survey and evaluation see BOHMER, op. cit.
190, and, very brief, W. FRIEDMANN, LBCAL THBORY [2nd ed. 19491 225; no
complete survey is as yet available in English).

The follOWing passages in Weber's text are concemed with the School of Free
Law.

21. ''The law must be applied in all cases which come within the lettel 01 the
spirit of its provisions.

'Wh~ no provision is applicable, the judge shaII decide according to the
existing ~stomary law and, in default thereof, according to the rule which he
would lay down if he had himself to act as legislator.

"Herein he must be guided by tested doctrine and tradition."
2:t. Cf. 1. WILLIAMS, THE SOURCES OF LAw IN THE SWISS CIVIL CoDE

(1923) 34; see also the discussion of this' provision and the similarly worded
Sec. I of the Civil Code of the Russian Federal Soviet Socialist Republic by V. E.
Greaves, Social-economic Purpose of Private Rights (1934/5, I2 N.Y.U.L.Q.
REv. 165, 439).

23. Cf. H. IsAY, RBCHTSNOJIM DND ENTSCHEIDDNG (1929).
24. Cf. EHRLICH, esp. chapters 5 and 6.

•
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25· Praeter i.egem---alongside the (statute) law; contra legem-in contradic
tion to the (statute) law.

26. So especially L-loMIHlRT, or. dt. (1903); EHRLICH.
27. In the last two sentences of the text three different phenomena are

brought together in a way which indicates the possibility that some connecting
link has been omitted The postulate that in statutory i~terpretation the judge
has to look upon the text "objecriv<'ly" as a self-sufficient entity and that he should
not, or that he is not even allowed to, inquire into the j::ttentions of the legisla
ture has not been confined to Germany. It has kng been the estahlished method
of statutory interpretation in England and for a considerable time it was dominant
in the United States. In Germany its principal representatives were A. Wach
(HANDBUCil DES ZIVILI'ROZESSES [:8851> and K. Binding (HANDBtJCH DES
STRAFRECHTS [188<;]); set" also J. Koh!er, ObeT die Interpretation von Gesetu'/f
(1886), 13 GRj'N"HliT'S Zl!rrSC~U\lFT I. The theory has had some influence on
the C,erman l:eurts but 'X)u\d not prevent them in the long run from paying care
ful atlemion to p;diament~ry hearings and other legislative materials.

The idea that st..~utes ought to be interFeted narrowly so as to leave f"ree
reign to free judicial ldw creation in the interstices constituted one of the postu
lates. of the Schoo! of Free Law (see supra n. 20).

The ph"rase that the solution of certain problems be left to "legal science and
doctrine" recurs const:mtly in the report (,'\1o!;l'e) 4ccompanying the Draft of the
German Civil C',Qr!e. The draftsmen used it whenever they felt that too much
detail would be J.:trimtl~taJ to the purprn;es of the t"odification. It is difficult to see
who'll it might hav,~ to do wirh the Free Law tenet stated in th.e following sentence
of the text.

28. Especially VICTOR CATHltElN, fiECHT, NATUIlRECHT UND POSITIVEs
RECHT (2nd ed. 1909); v. HERTLING, RECHT, STAAT UNO GESELLSCHAFT (4th
ed. 1917); MAUSllACH, NATURRECH1" UNO VOLKERRECHT (1918); more rec~ndy

H. ROMMEN, D~E EWIGF. WlEDElU(I'.HR. DES NATUI!.I!.ECHTS (1936; Hanley's
trans!' s.t THE NATUI!.AL LAW, 1948), and the survey of the latest Catholic lit
eratule by f. Zeiger in (1952) 149 STIMMEN DEll ZEIT 468.

29. On Ne(}-Kantianism, see FRIEDMA."N, op. cit., 91; the principal representa
tive is R. Stammlcr, whose LEHRE \'ON OEM 1UCHTlGEN RECHT (1902) has been
translated by Husik s.t. ThE THEORY OF JUSTICE (1925). For a trenchant criti
cism, see E. KJ..UFMANN, KRITIK DER NEOKANTISCHEN RECHTSPHILOSOPHIE
(19 21 ).

30. The reference is to the continuation and elaboration of Jhering's ideas
through the school of jUrisprudence of interests; see supra, n. 20.

31. On French legal theory, see vol. VII of the Modern Legal Philosophy
Series: MODERN FRENCH LEGAL PHILOSOPHY (1916) containing writings by A.
Fouillee, J. Charmont, L. Duguit, and R. Demogue. A comprehensive, critical
history is presented by J. Bo...'<NECASE, LA PENSEE JURlDIQUE FRANI;AISE DE 1804
A L'HEURE PRESENTE (1933)' CE. also in the 20th Century Legal Philosophy
Series, vol. IV, THE LEGAL PHrLOSOPHIES OF LASK, RADBRUCH, AND DABIN
(1950) 227; and, for latest trends, B. Horvath, Social Value and Reality in Cur
rent French Legal Thought (1952), I AM. J. OF CaMPAR. LAw 243.

The principal representatives of the trends mentioned by Weber are Fran~is

C~ny, the founder of the French counterpart to the jUrisprudence of interests
(METHODB D'INTERPRETATION [1899J; cf. his article in Modem Legal Philosophy
Series, vol. IX, SCIENCB OF LBGAL METHOD [l917J 498); the sociological jurists
Edouard Lambert (op. cit.), Leon Duguit (LE DRorr SOCIAL, LB DROIT INDI
VIDUEL, BT LA TRANSFORMATION DE L'BTAT [1910]; L'ETAT, LB DRorr OBJEcnp
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BT LA LOI POSITIVIl [190t): LES TJl.ANSFORMATION8 GBNERALES DU DROIT PRlVE

[r9U], transI. in Continental Legal History Series, vol. XI, S.t. THE PROGRESS
OF CoNTINENTAL l..Aw IN THE 19TH CEn..'URY [1918J; LBS 'tRANSFORMATIONS

OU DROIT PUBLIC [t9'I3], trans!' by Laski s.t. LAW IN THE MODERN STATE

(19191), and RAYMOND SALBILLB$ (METHODE BT CODIFICATION [1903]; I.e rode
civil et la-methode hisforique in LIV:il.I! DU CBNTlINAIRB DU CoDB CIVIL [19°4]).

3:'. Apparently Weber was not conversant with recent common law use of the
concep' of title. In the classical fonn of the law of real property, it is true, the
various ways in which one might be entitled to the use and disposition of a piece
of land were de£.ned by_ the various tenures, estates, and other rights in land
which had come to be recognized in the royal courts of law and equity. There
did not exist, however. any term which comprehensively covered, like the Roman,
tenn dominium, the fullness of all rights. privileges. powers, and immunities,
which can possibly exist in a piece of land. But in modem usage the terms of
t5tle. fee. or fee title. are generally used in exactly this sense. especially in the
United States.

33. Das Imperium des Richters (1908).
34. Written before the abolition of the jury in Gennany by ,the Law of

1924; see infra, ch. XI:6.
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CHAPTER IX
POLITICAL COMMUNITIES

I. Nature and "Legitimacy" of Temtorial Political
Organizations

The term "political community" shall apply to a community whose
social action is aimed at subordinating to orderly domination by the
participants a "territory" and the conduct of the persons ~thin it,
through readiness to resort to physical force, including normally force
of arms. The territory must at any time be in some way detenninable,
hut it need not be constant or definitely limited. The peISOns are those
who are in the territory either permanently or temporarily. Also, the
aim of the participants may be to acquire additional territory for them·
se1ves. I

"Political" community in this sense has existed neither everywhere
nor always. As a separate community it does not exist wherever the
task of armed defense against enemies has been assigned to the house
hold, the neighborhood association, or some association of a different
kind and essentially oriented toward economic interests. Nor has po

. !ideal community existed everywhere and at all times in the sense that
its conceptual. minimum, viz., "forcible maintenance of orderly dominion
over a territory and its inhabitants," be conceived necessarily as the func
tion of one and the same community. The tasks implied in this fUnction
have often been distributed among several communities whose actions
partly complement and partly overlap each other. For example, "ex
ternal" violence and defense have often been in the hands partly of
kinship group'. partly of neighhorhood essociations. and partly of war
rior consociations established ad hoc. "In1lemal" domination of the "ter
ritory" and the control of intragroup relations have likewise been dis
tributed among various powers, including religious ones; and even in so

[go.J
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far as \1.olencf:: h:'l5 been used it has not necessarily been monopolized
by ::my one community. Under certain circumstances, "external" vio
lence can even be rejected in principle, as it was, for a while, by the
community of the Pennsylvania Quakers; at any rate, organized prepa
ration for its use may be entirely lacking. As a rule, however, readiness
to apply violence is associated. with domination over a territory.

As aseparate structure, a political community can be said to exist
only if, and In so far as, a community constitutes more than an "eco
nomic group"; or, in other words, in so far as it possesses value systems
ordering matters other than the directly economic disposition of goods
and services. The particular content of social action, twyond the forcible
domination of territory and inhabitants, is C''1!lceptually irrelevant. It
may vBry greatly accurding to whether v.'(~ deal with a "r0bber .'>tate,"

" If' "" .. I" ."" '-" 1a we nre slate, a <:onStltutlOna, or a Ctll(t,re st<ltc. UWlOg to t.1f.:

drastic nature of its meam of control, the p,,!iti'::;;] a;>~()(;;ilrian is ~."r

'lcuhrly capable of arrogating to itself all the possible values toward
which associ;ltional conduct might be oriented, there is probably nmhmg
in the \'\wld which at or,e time or another has not bee:! ~;n objco.:t of
social action on the P:irt of some politic31 association.

On the other hand, 2 political c0mmunity may restrict its s(Kiaj
action exclusively to the b~re maintenance of its dominion oyer a
territory, and it 'has in iact done so frequently enough. Even in the
exercise or this function, the action of a political community is. in many
..::ases, intermittent, no matter what it!; general level of development
may be in other respects. Such action flares lip in response to external
threat or to ;In internal sudden impulse to violence, however motivated;
it dies down, yielding factually to a state of "anarchy" during "normai"
peaceful times:, when coexistence and social action on the part of the
inhabitant" of the territory take the form of J;11crely factual mutual re
spect for the accustomed economic spheres, without the availability of
any kind of coercion either for external or for internal use.

In our terminology, a separate "political" community is constituted
where we find (I) a "territory"; (2) the availability of physical force
for its domination; and (3) social action which is not restricted exclu
sively to the satisfaction of common economic needs in the frame of a
communal economy, but regulates more generally the interrelations of
the inhabitants of the territory.

The opponents against whom the possibly violent social action is
directed may be located outside or inside the boundaries of the territory
in question. Since the political power has become the monopoly of organ
ized, today "institutional," action, the objects of coercion are to be
found primarily among the compulsory members of the organization.
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For the political community, even more than other institutionally
organized communities, is so constituted that it imposes obligations on
the individual members which many of them fulfill only because they
are aware of the probability of physical coercion backing up such obli
gations. The political community, furthermore, is one of those com
munities whose action includes, at least under normal circumstances,
coercion through jeopardy and destruction of life and freedom of move
ment applying to outsiders as wen as to the members themselves. The
individual is expected ultimately to face death in the group interest.
This gives to the political community its particular pathos and raises
its enduring emotional foundations. The community of political destiny,
Le., above all, of common political struggle of life and death, has given
rise to groups with joint memories which often have had a deeper im
pact than the ties of merely cultural, linguistic, or ethnic community.
It is this "community of memories" which, as we shan see [see sec. 5
below], constitutes the ultimately decisive element of "national con-

. "sclOusness.
The political community never has been, nor is it today, the only

community in which the renunciation of life is an essential part of the
shared obligations. The obligations of other groups may lead to the same
extreme,cqnsequences. To name but a few: blood vengeance on the
part of kinship groups; martyrdom in religious communities; the "code
of honor" of status groups; or the demands of a good many athletic
associations; of groups like the Camorra2 or, especially, of all groups
created for the purpose of violent appropriation of the economic goods
of others.

From such groups the political community differs, sociologically,
in only one respect, viz., its particularly enduring and manifest existence
as a well-estabIished power over a considerable territory of land and
possibly also sea expanse. Accordingly, the differentiation between the
political community on the one hand and, on the other, the groups
enumerated above, becomes less dearly perceptible the further we go
back in history. In the minds of the participants the notion that the
political community is just one among others turns into the recognition
of its qualitatively different character in step with the change of its
activities from.. merely intermittent reaction to active threats into a
permanent and institutionalized consociation whose coercive means are
both drastic and effective but which also create the possibility of a
rationally casuistic order for their application.

The modem position of political associations rests on the prestige
bestowed upon them by the belief, held by their members, in a specific
consecration:' the "legitimacy" of that social action which is ordered
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and Iegula~ by them. This prestige is particularly powerful where,
and in so far as, social action comprises physical coercion, including
the power to dispose over life and death. It is on this prestige that the
consensus on the specific legitimacy of action is founded.

The belief in the specific legitimacy of political action can, and
under modem conditions actually does, increase to a point where only
certain political communities, viz., the "States," are considered to be
capable of "legitimizing," by virtue of mimdate or permission, the exer
cise of physical coercion by any other community. For the purpose of
threatening and exercising such coercion, the fully matured political
community has developed a system of casuistic rules to which that par
ticular "legitimacy" is imputed. This system of rules constitutes' the,
"legal order," and the political community is regarded as its sole nonnal
creator, since that community has, in modern times, normally usurped
the monopoly of the power to compel by physical coercion respect for
those rules.

This preeminence of the '1egal order" guaranteed by the political
power has arisen only in the course of a very gradual development. It was
due to the fact that those other groups which once had exercised their own
coercive powers lost their grip on the individual. Under the pressure
of economic and structural displacements they either disintegrated or
subjected themselves to the political community which would then
delegate to them their coercive powers, but would simultaneously also
reduce them.

The rise to preeminence of the politically guaranteed legal order was
also due to the simultaneous development of constantly arising n~
interests requiring a protection which could not be provided 'Nithin the
earlier autonomous communities. Consequently, a steadily 'Nidening
sphere of interests, especially economic ones, could find adequate pro
tection only in those rationally regulated guaranties which.none but
the political community was able to create. The process by which this
"nationalization" cf all "legal norms" took place, and is still taking place,
has been discussed elsewhere.5

2. Stages in the Formation of Political Association

Violent social action is obviously something absolutely primordiaL
Every group. from the household to the political party. has always
resorted to phJlSical violence when it had to protect the interests of its
members and was capable of doing so. However, the monopolization
of legitimate violence by the political~territorial association and its
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rational consociation into an institutional order is nothing primordial,
hut a product of evolution.

'Where economic conditions are undifferentiated, it is hardly possible
to discern a special politiGal community. As we consider them today,
the basic functions of the "state" are; the enactment of law (legislativ.e
function); the protection of personal safety and public order (police);
the protection of vested rights (administration of justice); the eultiva~

tion of hygienic, edt:cational, social-welfare, and other cultural interests
(the various branches of administration); and, last but not least, the
organized armed protection against outside attack (military adminis
tration). The$e basic functions are either totany lacking under primitive
conditions, or they lack any form of rational order. They are per
formed, instead, by amorphous ad hoc groups, or they are distributed
among a variety of groups such as the household, the kinship group,
the neighborhood association, the rural conunune, and completely
voluntary associations formed for some speei£c pu~. Furthermore,
private association enters domains of action which we are used to regard
exclusively as the sphere of political associations. Police functions are
thus perfoi"Ined in We<;t Africa by private secret societies.~ Hence one
cannot even include the maimenance of internal peace as a necessary
component of the general concept pf political action.

If the idea of a speciflc legitimacy of violence is'ronnected with any
p~rticular type of consensual action, it is: with that of the kinship group
.in the fu)f,Ilme,t of the oblig"tio.n of blood vengeance. This connection
is weak, on the other hand. with regard to organizational action of a
military type, directed against an external enemy, or of a police type,
directed. against the disturbers of mternal order. It becomes more
dt".drly perceptible where a territorial association i$. attllcked by an
external enemy in its traditional domain, and anns are taken up by the
members in the manner of a home guard. Increasing rational precau~

dons again -t such eventualities may engender a political organization
regarded as enjoying a particular legitimacy. Such an organization can
emerge as soon· as there exists a ·certain stability of usages as well as 8'1:

least a rudimentary corporate apparatus. ready to take precautions
against violent attack from without. This; how~r. represents a.fairly
advanced stage. -

The fact that "legitimaCy" origirnUl'y had little bearing upon via
1ence-in the senR that it was not bouDd .by norrns--can be observed
CYell more dearly in situatiODS where the most warlike members of
a group on their own initiative CODSOciate- through personal fratemiza~

tion to organize marauding raids. This bas been. at all stages of~
nomic development up to the fonnation of the rational state. the typical
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way in which aggressive ':lars were initiated in sedentary societies. The
freely selected leader is then normally legitimated by his personal qual
ities (charisma), and we have discussed elsewhere the kind of structure
of domination which "then emerges. Violence acquires legitimacy only
in those cases, however-at least" initially-in which it is directed
against members of the fraternity who have acted treasonably or who
have harmed it by disobedience or cowardice. This state is transcended
gradually, as this ad hoc consociation develops into a permanent struc
ture. Through the cultivation of military prowess and war as a vocation
such a structure develops into a coercive apparatus able· to lay effective
and comprehensive claims to obedience. These claims will be directed

"against the inhabitants of conquered territories as well as against the
militarily unfit members of the territorial community from which the
warriors' fraternity has emerged. The bearer of arms acknowledges only
t.llOse capable of bearing arms as political equals. All others, those un
trained in arms and those incapable of bearing arms, are regarded as
women and are explicitly designated as such in many primitiv~ lan
guages. Within these consociations of warriors freedom is identical with
the right to bear arms. The men's house, which has been studied by
Schurtz with so mudl sympathetic care, and which, in various forms,
recurs in aU parts of the world, is one of those structures resulting
eventually from such a consociation of warriors, or, in Schurtz's termi
nology, a "men's league." In the sphere of political actiDn-assuming
a highly developed profeSSion of warriors-it is the almost exact coun
terpart to the oonsociation of monks in the monastery in the religio~s

sphere. Only those are members who have demonstrated prowess in
the use of anus and have been taken into the warriors' brotherhood after
a novitiate, while he who has not passed the test remains outside as a
IJwomari," -among the womeri and children, who are also jo,ined by
those no longer capable of hearing anns. The man enters a family
household only when he has reached a certain age, a change ill status
acalogous to the present-day transfer to the reserves after service as a
draftee. Until that moment the man belongs to the warriors' fraternity
with every fiber of his existence. The members of the fraternity live,
as a communistic association, apart from wives and households. They
live on war booty and on the contributions they levy on non-members,
especially on the women by whom the agn<.:ultural work is done. The
only work, in addition to the conduct of war, regarded as worthy of
them is the production and upkeep of the implements of war, which
they frequently reserve for themselves as their exclusive privilege.

Depending on the social regulations in question, the warriors steal
or purchase girls in common, or demand as their right the prostitution
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of all the - girls of the territory dominated. The numerous traces of
SlXalled premarital promiscuity, which so often are taken for residues
of primitive, undifferentiated, endogamous sexual habits, would rather
seem to be connected with this political i~stitution of the men's house.
In other cases, as in Sparta, each member of the warrior fraternity had his
wife and children living outside as maternal groups. In mbst cases, the two
forms appear in combination with one another.

In order to secure their economic position, which is based on the
continuous plundering of outsiders. especially women, the consociated
warriors resort under certain circumstances to the use of religiously
colored means of intimidation. The spirit manifestations which they
stage with masked processions very oFten are nothing but plundering
campaigns which require for their undisrupted execution that, on the
first sound of the tom-tom, the women and all outsiders flee, on pain of
instant death, from the villages into the woods and thus allow the
"spirits" conveniently and without danger of being unmasked to take
from the houses whatever may please them. The well-known procession
df the Duk-Duks in Indonesia is an example in point.

Obviously, the warriors do not believe at all in the legitimacy of
their conduct. The crude and Simple swindle is recognized by them as
such and is protected by the magical prohibition against entry into the
men's house by outsiders and by the draconic obligations of ..,silence
which are imposed upon the members. The prestige of the men's league
comes to an end, as far as the women are concerned, when the secret
is hroken by indiscretion or, as has happened occasionally; when it is
intentionally unveiled by missionaries. It goes without saying that such
activities, like all uses of religion for black police purposes, are linked
to popular cults. But despite its own disposition towards magical super
stition, the warrior society remains specifically earthly and oriented
towards robbery and booty, and thus it functions as an agent of skepti
cism vis-a.-vis popular piety. At all stages of evolution it treats the gods

'and spirits with that disrespect with which the Homeric warrior society
treated Olympus.

Only when the warrior group, consociated freely beyond and above
the everyday round of life, is, so to speak, fitted into a permanent
territorial community, and when thereby a political organization is
fonned, do both obtain a specific legitimation for the use of violence.
This process, where it takes place at all, is gradual. The larger com
munity, among whose members are the warriors who had so far been
organized as marauders or as a permanent warriors' league, may acquire
the power to subject the freely consociated warriors' raids 10 its control.
It may achieve this success through either of two processes: the warriors'
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organization may disintegrate owing to a long period of paci6cation;
or a comprehensive political consociation may be imposed either auton
omously or heteronomously. The larger community will be interested
in obtaining such control because aU of its members may have to suffer
from the reprisals against the warriors' raids. An illustration of success
ful acquisition of such control is presented by the suppression by the
Swiss of the practice of their young men to hire out as soldiers to for
eign powers. 5

Such control over the booty campaigns was already exercised in
early Germanic history by the political community of the districts
(Landsgemeinde). If the caercive apparatus is strong enough, it will
suppress private violence ,in any form. The effectiveness of this suppres
sion rises with the developwcnr. of the coercive apparatus into a perma~

nent structure, and with the growing interest in solidarity against out
siders. Initially it is directecl oniy against those forms of private violence
which would injure direct! j the military interes~ of the political com~

munity itself. Thus in dIe thirteenth century the French monarchy
suppressed the feuds of t.h" royal vassals for the duraticn of a foreign
war conducted by the king himself. Subsequently, it engenders, more
generally, a form of permanent public peace, with the compulsory sub
mission of all disputes to the arbitration of the judge, \j!ho transforms
blood vengeance into rationally ordered punishment, and feuds and
expiatory actions into rationally ordered legal procedures.

Whereas in early times even actions which were openly recognized
as felonious were not proceeded against by the organized community'
except upon pressure on the part of religious or military interests, now
the prosecution of ,an ever widening sphere of injuries to persons and
property is being placed under the guaranty of the political coercive
apparatus. Thus the political community monopolizes the legitimate
application of violence for i~ coercive apparatus and is gradually trans
formed into an institution for the protection of rights. In so doing it
obtains a powerful and decisive support from all those groups which
have a direct or indirect economic interest in the expansion of the
market community, as wen as from the religious authorities. These
latter are best able to control the masses under conditions of increasing
pacification. Economically, however, the groups most interested in paci
fication are those guided by market interests, especially the burghers
of the towns, as well as all those who are interested in river, road, or
briq:ge tolls and ~n the tax·paying capacity of their tenants and subjects.
These interest groups expand with an expanding money economy. Even
before the political authority imposed public peace in its own interest,
it was they who, in the Middle Ages, attempted, in cooperation with

,,
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the church, to limit feuds and to establish temporary, periodical, or
pennanent leagues for the maintenance of public peace (Landfriedens~

bunde). And as the expansion of the market disrupted the monopolistic
organizati0l'ls and led their members to the awareness of their interests
in the market, it cut out from under them the basis of that community
of interests on which the legitimacy of their violence had developed.
The spread of pacification and the expansion of the market thus consti
tute a development which is accompanied. along parallel lines,_by (I),
that monopolization of legitimate violence by the political organization
which finds its culmination in the modem concept of the state as the
ultimate source of every kind of legitiinacy of the me of physical force;
and (::t) that rationalization of the rules of its application which hag
comf. t'J culminate in the concept of the legitimate legal order.

[EXCURSUS;] We cannot deal with the inteRSting. but hitherto
imperfectly developed, typology of the various stages in the developn;e,~t

of primitive political organization.6 Even under conditions of a relatively
<ldvanct"Xl property system, a separate political orgailizqtion and an its
organs can be compltotdy lacking. Such, for instancc:, was, according
to \Vdlhausen,' the situation among the Arab!; during their "pagan"
age. Beyond the kinship groups with their elders (sheiks), they d~d not
recognize any extra-familial permanent authority. The frt;e community
of nomads, tenting, wandering, and herding together, wllich arose out
of th~ need tor security, lacked any special org~ns nnd was esserAtiaUy
unstable. and \,,rhatever :wthority it accepted in the event of a conflict
with outside enemies was only of an intermittent ch<lractcr.

Such a situation can continue fDr very long periods of time and
under any type of economic organization. The only regular, permanent
authc,rities arc the family heads, the elders of the kinship groups, and,
besides them, the magicians and diviners. \~lhatever disputes arise be
tween kinship groups "'re arbitrated by the elders with the aid of the
magicians. This situation corresponds to the form of economic life of the
Bedouins. But, like the latter, it is nothing primordial. Wherever the
type of settlement creates economic needs which rt:quire permanent and
contidUous provision beyond that which the kinship group and house
hold can prOvide, the institution of village chieftain arises. The vinage
chieftain frequently emerges from among the magicians, especially the
rainmakers, or he is an especially successful leader of marauding raids.
Where the appropriation of property has reached an advanced stage.
the position of chieftain becomes easily accessible to any man distin
guished by his wealth and the corresponding standard of living. But
he cannot exercise real authOrity except in situations of emergency and
even tloen exclt'sively upon the basis of some purely personal qualities
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of some magical or similar kind. Otherwise, especially under conditions
of continuous peace, he is no more than a popular arbitrator and his
directions are fonowed as statements of good advice. The total absence
of any such chieftain is by no means a rare occurrence in peaceful
periods. The consensual action of neighbors is then regulated merely by
the respect for tradition, the fear of blood vengeance and the wrath
of magical powers. In any case, however, the functions of the peacetime
chieftain are in substance largely economic, such as the regulation of
tillage, and, occasionally, magico-therapeutic or arbitrational. But, in
general, there is no fixed type. Violence is legitimate only when it is
applied by the chieftain, and only in those manners and cases in which
it is sanctioned by fixed tradition. For its application the chieftain has '
to rely upon the voluntary aid of the members of the group. The more
magical charisma and economic eminence he possesses, the more he is
in a position to obtain that aid.

3. Power Prestige and the "Great Powers"

AIl political structures use force, but they differ in the manner in
which they use or threaten to use it against other political organizations.
These differences play a specific role in determining the fonn and
destiny of political communities. Not all political structures are equally
"expanSive." They do not all strive for an outward expansion of their
power, or keep rheir force in readiness for acquiring political power
over other territories and communities by incorporating them or making
them dependent. Hence, as structures of power, political organizations
vary in the extent to which they are turned outward.

The political structure of Switzerland is "neutralized" through a col
lective guarantee of the Great Powers. For various reasons, Switzerland
is not \'ery strongly desired as an object for incorporation. Mutual jeal
ousi6 €x:i:;ting among neighboring communities of equal strength pro
tect it from this fate. Switzerland, as well as Norway, is less threatened
than is the Netherlands, which possesses colonies; and the Netherlands
is less threatened than Belgium, which has precarious colonial poses
sions and is herself threatened. in case of war between her powerful
neighbors. Sweden too is quite exposed. Thus, the attitude of political
structures towards the outside may be more "isolationist" or more "ex
pansive." And such attitudes change. The power of political structures
has a specific internal dynamic. On the basis of this power, the mem
bers may pretend to a special "prestige," and their pretensions may
influence the external conduct of the power structures. Experience
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teaches that claims to prestige have always played into the origin of
wars. Their part is difficult to gauge; it cannot be determined in gen
eral, but it is very obvious. The realm of "honor," which is comparable
to the "status order" within a social structure, pertains also to the
interrelations of political structures.

Feudal lords, like modern officers or bureaucrats, are the natural and
primary exponents of this desire for power-oriented prestige for one's
own political structure. Power for their political community means
power for themselves, as well as the prestige based on this power. For
the bureaucrat and the officer, an expansion of power means more
office positions, more sinecures, and better opportunities for promotion.
(For the officer, this last may be the case even in a lost war.) For the
feudal vassal, expansion of power means the acquisition of new objects
for infeudation and more provisions for his progeny. In his speech
promoting the crusades, Pope Urban focused attention on these op
portunities and not, as has been said, on overpopulation.

Besides and beyond these direct economic interests, which naturally
'exist everywhere among strata living off the exercise of political power,
the striving for prestige pertains to all speCific power structures and hence
to all political structures. This striving is not identical simply with "na
tional pride"--of this, more later-and it is not identical with the mere
pride in the excellent qualities, actual or presumed, of one's own po
litical community or in the mere possession of such a polity. Such pride
can be highly developed, as is the ca~e ,:rPnng the Swis<: and the Nor
wegians, yet it may actually be strictly I;;vl<ld"""'li~t and free fr'Jrn preten
sion to political prestige.

The prestige of powey means in pr;:;etiu~ r)le glory of power Qver
othel communities; it means the c.<pans;';;; of power, lhough n0t al
ways by way of incorpor::::"'n or suhjeCll()Jl. The big political com
munities are the natural "'Ji.p0nents of such preknS!Om to prestige.

Every political struct'Ure naturally pr~fers to I.. 3ve weak rather than
strong neighbors. Funhermore, as every big political community is :l

potential aspirant to prestige, it is also a p·)tential threat to all its neigh
bors; hence, the big polirical comr:mnicy, ~'!'l1ply because it is big and
strong, is latently dnd constantly endangered. Finally, by virtue of an
unavoidable "dynamic of power," whe,ever claims to prestige flame
u~and this normally results from an Jcute political danger to peace
-they challenge and call forth the competition of ail other possible
bearers of prestige. The history of the last decade [19°0-1910], espe
cially the relations between Germany and France, shows the prominent
effect of this irrational element in all political foreign relations. The
sentiment of prestige is able to strengthen the ardent belief in the actual
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existence of one's own might. and this is important for positive self
assurance in case of conflict. Therefore, all those having vested interests
in the political structure tend systematically to cultivate this prestige
sentiment.

Nowadays one· usually refers to those polities that appear to be the
bearers of power prestige as the "Great Powers." Among a plurality
of co-existing polities, some, the Grea~ ,Powers, usually ascribe to them- .
selves and usurp an interest in political and economic processes over a
",,'ide orhit. Today such orbits encompass the whole surface of the planet.
During Hellenic Antiquity, the "King," that is, the Persian king, de
spite his defeat, was the most widely recognized Great Power. Sparta
turned to him in orde~ to impose, with his sanction, the King's Peace
(Peace of Antalcidas) upon the Hellenic world [;$87 B.C.]. Later on,
before the establishment of an empire, the Roman polity assumed such
<1 role. Howe,'er, for general 1"";8S0ns of "power dynamics," the Great
Powers are very often expan:;; ve powers; that is, tlHoy are associations
aiming at expanding the territories of their respective politic:l1 com-
munitie!, by the u:;e or th tfJrcat of force. Yet Great Powers [lrl' not
necessarily and not always oriented towards expansion. llleir attitude
in this respect often chanQ;es, :md in these changes economic factors
phya weighty part.

For a time British policy, f0r instance, quite df>Iiberate1y rem1llciated
f\lIther political expansion. It y:>.nounced even the retention of colonies
by means of force in favor of :'l "little England" poll':>,! resting upon ~n

isolationist limitation and Ci r·,,!i;mce on an economic primacy held to be '
unshakable. InAuential representatives of the Roman rule hy notables
"(.\'"ould have liked to carry thro>:lgh a similar program of a "little Rome"
nfter the Punic \Vars, to restrict Roman political subj~tion to Italy
and the neighboring islands. The Spartan aristocrats, so far as they
"lvere able, qUite deliberately limited their political expansion for the
sake of isolation. They restricted themselves to the smashing of all
other political structures that endangered their power and prestige. They
favored the particularism of city states. Usually, in such cases, and in
many similar ones, the ru!ing groups of notables (the Roman nobility
of office, the English and other liberal notables. the Spartan overlords)
harbor more or less distinct fears lest a perpetual "imperialism" prcduce
an "imperater," that is, a charismatiC' warlord, who might gain the
ascendancy at their expense. However. like the Romans. the British,
after a short time, were forced. out of their policy of self~restraint and
pressed into political e.xpansion. This occ:uned, in part, through capital-
ist interests in expansion. -
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4. The Economic Foundations of "Imperialism"

One might be inclined to believe that the formation as well as the
expansion of Great Power structures is always and primarily determined
economically. The assumption that trade, especially if it is intensive and
if it already exists in an area, is the normal prerequisite and the reason
for its political unification might readily be generalized. In "individual
cases this assumption does actually hold. The example of the Zollverein8

lies dose at hand, and there are numerous others. Closer attention, how
ever, very often reveals that this coincidence is not a n€cessary one, and
that the causal nexus by no means always points in a single direction.

Germany, for instance, has been made into a unified economic ter
ritory, that is one whose inhabitants seek to sell their prcxlucts primarily
in their own market, only through custom frontiers at her borders,
which were determined in a purely political manner. Were all custom
barriers eliminated, the economically determined market for the Eastern
German cered] surplus, poor in gluten, would not be Western Germany
but rather England. The economically determined market of the min
ing products and the heavy iron goods of Western Germany is by no
means Eastern Gennany; and Western Germany is not, in the main, the
economically determined supplier of the industrial prcxlucts for East
ern Germany. Above all, the interior lines of communications (rail
roads) of Germany would not be-and, in part, ~re not now-eco
nomically determined routes for transporting heavy goods between east
and west. Eastern Germany, however, 'would be the economic location
for strong industries. the economically determined market and hinter
land for which would be the whole of \Vestem Russia. Such industries
are now cut off by Russian custom barriers and have been moved to

Poland, directly behind the Russian custom frontier. Through this de
velopment, as is known, the political Anschluss of the Russian Poles to
the Russian imperial idea, which seemed to be politically out of the
question, has been brought into the realm of pOSSibility. Thus, in this
case, purely economically determined market relations ha've a politically
unifying effect.

Germany, however, has been politically united against the economic
determinants as such. It is not unusual for the fWTltiers of a polity to
conHict with the mere geographically given conditions of economic loca
tion; the political frontiers may encompass areas that, in terms of eco
nomic fa.ctors, strive to separate. In such situations, tensions among
economic interests nearly always arise. However, if the political bond is
once created, it is very often, so incomparably stronger that under other
wise favorable conditions (e.g. the existence of a common language)
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nobody would even think of political separation because of such eco
nomic tensions. This applies, for instance, to Germany.

[EXCURSUS:] Empire formation does not always follow the routes of
export trade, although nowadays we are inclined to see things in this
imperialist way. As a rule, the "continental" imperialism-Hussian, and
American-just like the "overseas imperialism" of the British and of
those modeled after it, follow the tracks of previously existing capitalist
interests, especially in foreign areas that are politically weak. And of
course, at least for the formation of great overseas dominions of the
past-in the overseas empires of Athens, Carthage, .and Rome-export
trade played its decisive part.

Yet, even in these ancient polities other economic interests were at
least of equal and often of far greater importance than were commercial
profits; ground rents, farmed-out taxes, office fees, and similar gains
were especially desired. In foreign trade, in turn, the interest in selling
definitely receded into the background as a motive for expansion. In the
age of modern capitalism the interest in exporting to foreign territories
is dominant, but in the ancient states the interest was rather in the pos
session of territories from which goods (raw materials) could be im
ported.

Among the great states that have fanned on the inland plains, the
exchange of goods played no regular or decisive part. The trading of
goods are most relevant for the river-border states of the Orient, espe
cially for Egypt; that is, for states that in this respect were similar to
overseas states. The "empire"· of the Mongols, however, certainly did
not rest on any intensive trade in goods. There, the mobility of the ruling
stratum of horsemen made up for the lack of material means of com
munication and made centralized administration possible. Neither the
empires of China, Persia, or Imperial Rome after its transfonnation
from a coastal to a continental empire, were originated or maintained
On the basis of a pre-existing and a particularly intensive inland traffic
in goods or highly developed means of communication. The continental
expansion of Rome was undoubtedly very strongly determined by
capitalist interests; and these interests were above all the interests of
tax-fanners, office hunters, and land speculators. ~They were not, in the
first place, the interests of groups pursuing a particularly intensive trade
in goods.

The expansion of Persia was not in any way served by capitalist
interest groups. Such groups did not exist there as motivating forces or
as pace-makers, a~d just as little did they serve the founders of the Chi"
nese empire or the founders of the Carolingian monarchy.

Of course, even in these cases, the economic importance of trade was
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not a!tog-ether abs::nt; yet ot.~er motives have played their part in every
political ....yerland expansion of the past, including the Crusades, 111(::;e
motives h<tve included the interest in highee roya! incomes, in prebends,
fiefs, offices, ,md sC":ial honors for the vassals, knights, officers, officds,
the younger sons of hereditary officeholders, and so on. The interests of
trading seaports have not, of course, been so decisive, although they were
important as secondary factors: the first Crusade was mainly an overland
cnmpnign.

By no means has trade always pointcd the way for political expan
~ion. The causal nexus has very often beep the reversc. Among the em
pires r.:uned abcw, those iNhich had an admini~tration technically able
to er.iah!is~ at le2.st overknd means of communication did so for ad~

minist!3tivc purposes. In principle, this h~s often been the exdusivc pur
pose, regardles'> uf whether or not tb~ means of ccmmullication \",ere
advantageous f0r existing or future trading need~,

Under present-day conditions, Rl'5s1n may wen be considered a COUtl

, try whose means of communication Cnlilroads today) have been pri
marily determ:ncJ poJiticaHy. Th.~ Austrian s0uthern railroad is another
e"aml,ie. (Its share' are still caned "hmbards," a term loaded with
political reminiscences.) And there is hrmily a polity without "strategic:
railwads." Nevertheless, many prcjec:ts of thi5 kind have be"'n undEr
taken with the concomitant expectation of a traffic guaranteeing long
run profitablencss It was no diffe,:ent i"l. the past·. On the one hand, it
cannot be proved that the andent Roman military highroads servec a
commercial pnrp')s(": and it certr!<1l1y W:'S not the case for the Persian
and Roman mail posts, which served exclusively pV!ltic<l1 purpo'ieS; on
the other, the development :>1" tr:K!e in ~r,e pst has of course been the
norma! result of i101itical unification. Political unific<Jtion first placed
trade upon an assured and guaranteed legal basis. Even this ru!e, how~

ever, is not without exceptions. For, be~ides depending on pacification
and formal guarantees of law enforcement, the development of trade has
been bound to certain economic conditions (especially the development
of capitalism). Moreover, the evolution cf capitalism may be strangled
by the manner in which a unified political structure is administered.
This was the case, for inst"nce, in the b.re Roman Empire. Here a uni~

-ned structure took the place of a league of city states; it was based
upon a strong subsisterce agrarian -economy. This increasingly made for
liturgies as the way of raising the means for the army and the administra~

tioo; and these directly suffocated capitalism.s [END OF EXCURSUS.]

If trade in itself is by no means the decisive factor in political ex·
pansion, the e_conomic structure in general does co-determine the extent
and manner of political expansion. Besides women, cattle, and slaves,
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scarce land is one of the original and foremost objects of forcefd ac
quisition. For conquering Feasant communities, the natural way is to
take the land directly and to wipe out its settled population. The
Teutonic Migration has, cr: the: whole, taken this course only to a
mod.erate degree. As a cornp;lo:t mas.-", this moverr.ent probably '.vent
somewhat !>tyond the present linguistic frontiers, but only i:l scattered
ZQnes. How far a land sca,c;ty, rau~ed by overpopulation, contributed,
how far th£ F·!itical pr(;.,:spr", ::f oUWi: tribes, or simply good opportuni
tie~, must be left open. 11) any case, for a long time. some of the individ
ual groups who went out for. '::'1:1.t'cst reserved theIr claims to the arable
bnd back home, in case they shouic. retum.

In other thfln pp.asant w;1Jtntmitics, too, the more or less violently
taken lands are important for the way in v..-hich the victor will exploit
his rights. As Franz Oppcnt.c;,.-leI has rightly emphasized, ground rent
is frequently the product nf ..101mt politic:! subjection.'" Given a sub·
sistencc economy and? felda! stmcture this subjection means, of course,
that the pensantry of the inco':lOrared aIf'.a v ill nnt be wiped out but
rather will be spared and mnde ~rihutary to the conqueror, who becomes
the landlord. 111is has happened wherever the army was no longer a
levy composed of self-eqUipped freemen, or yet a mercenary or bureau
cratic mass army, but rather an army of self-equipped knights, as was
the case with the Persians, the Arabs, the Turks, the Normans, and
the Occidental feudal vassals in general.

The interest in ground re~1t has also meant a great deal for pluto
cratic trading communities engaged in conquest. As commercial profits '
were preferably invested in land and indebted bondsmen, the nonnal
aim of warfare, even in Antiquity, was to gain fertile land fit to yield
ground rent. TIe Lelantine War Ic. 590 B.C.], which marked a sort of
epoch in early Hellenic' history, was almost wholly carried on at sea
and among trading cities. But the original object of (lispute between
the leading patricians of Chabs and Eretria was the fertile Lelantine
plain. Besides tributes of various sorts, one of the most important privi
leges that the Attic Maritime league evidently offered to the demos of
the ruling city was to break up the land monopoly of the subject cities.
The Athenians were to receive the right to acquire and mortgage land
anywhere.

The establishment of commercium among cities allied to Rome meant
in practice the same thing. Also, the overseas interests of the mass of
Italics settled throughout the Roman sphere of influence certainly repre
sented, at least in part, land interests of an essentially capitalist nature,
as we know them from [Cicero's] speeches against Gaius Verres.ll

During its expansion, the capitalist interest in land may oome into
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conflict with the land interest of the peasantry. Such a conRict has
played its part in the status struggles in the long epoch ending with the
Gracchi. The big holders of money, cattle, and men naturally wished
the newly gained iand to !'e dealt with as public land for lease (ager"";
publicus). As long as the regions were not too remote, the peas,mts
demanded that the land be partitioned in order to provide f.x their
progeny. The compromises between these two interests are distinctly reo
Rected in tr3dition, although the details are certainly not velY reliab!e.

Rome's overseas expansion, as far as it was economically detennined,
shows features that have since recurred in basic outline again and again
and which still recur today. These features occuned in Rome in pro
nounced fashion and in gigantic dimensions, for the first time il; history.
However fluid the transitions to other types may be, these "Boman"
features are peculiar to what we wish to call imperialist capitalism, or
rather, they provide the conditions for the existence of this specif.c type.
These features are rooted in the capitalist interests of tax-farmers, of
state creditors; of supplierS to the state, of overseas traders privileged
by the state, and of colonial capitalists. The profit opportunities of all
these groups rest upon the direct exploitation of political power directed
towards expansion.

By forcibly enslaving the inhabitants, or at least tying them to the
soil (glebae adscriptio) and exploiting them as plantation labor, the
aOjuisition of overseas colonies brings tremendous opportunities for
profit for capitalist interest-groups. The Carthaginians seem to have
been the 6rs~ to have arranged such an organization on a large scale;
the Spaniards in South America, the English in the Southern States of
the Union, and the Dutch in Indonesia were the last to do it in the grand
manner. The acquisition of overseas colonies also facilitates the compul
sory monopolization of trade with these colonies and possibly with other
areas. Wherever the administrative apparatus of the polity is not suited

,for the collection of taxes from the newly occupied territories--of this,
later-the taxes give opportunities for profit to capitalist tax-fanners.

The material implements of war may be part of the equipment pro
vided by- the 'army itself, as is the case in pure feudaIisn•. But if these
implements are furnished by the polity, rather than by the army, then
expansion through war and the procurement of armaments to prepare
for war represent by far the most profitable occasion for loan operations
on the largest scale. The profit opportunities of capitalist state creditors
then increase. Even during the Second Punic War capitalist state credi
tors prescribed their own conditions to the Roman polity.

Where the ultimate state creditors are a mass stratum of state rentiers
(bondholders) such credits provide profit opportunities for bond-issuing
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banks, as is characteristic of our day, The interests of those who supply
the materials of war point in the same direction. In all this, economic
forces interested in the emergence of military conflagrations pel se, no
matter \\i'hat be the outcome for their own community, are called into
life.

Aristophanes distinguished betweell industries interested in war and
industries interested in peace, although as is evident from his enumera
tion, the center of gravity in his time was stilI the self-equipped army.
The individual citizen gave orders t.o artisans sitch as the sword-maker
and the armorer.'~ But even then the large private commerci'll store
houses, often designated as "factories," were above all stores of 'I.rma
ments. Today the polity as such is almost the sale <lgent to 0rder war
mate:-ial and the engines of war. This enhances the capitalist nature of
the process. Banks, which finance war loans, and today large se<::tions of
heavy industry are quand meme economically. interested in warfare; the
direct suppliers of anno; plates <lnd guns are not the only ones w in
terested. A lost war, as well as a successful war, brings increased nusi
ness to these banks Rnd industries. Moreover, the powers-that-be in a
polity are politically and economically interested in the existence of
large home factories for war engines. This interest compels d:<:m to
allow these factories to pr0vidc: [he whole world with their prOCh.lClS,

political opponents included.
The extent to wbich the interests of imperialist capitalism are (OUO

ter-balanct'.d depends above all on the profitableness of imperiBI;~m as
compared with the capitalist interests of pacif1~t orientation, inscfar 3S

purely capitalist motives here playa direct part. And this in tum is'
closely connected with the extent to which economic needs are saflsned
by a private or a public economy. The relation between the two is highly
important for the nature of exp~nsive eonomic tendencies backed up by
politicai communities.

In general and at all times, imperialist capitalism, especially colonial
booty capitalism based on direct force and compuhory labor, has offered
by far the greatest opportunities for profit. They have been greater hy
far than those normally open to industrial enterprises which worked for
exports and which oriented themselves to peaceful trade with members
of other polities. Therefore, imperialist capitalism has always existed
wherever to any rJevant degree the polity per se, or its subdivisions
(municipalities), satisfied its wants through a public economy. The
stronger such an economy has been, the more important imperialist
capitalism has been.

Increasing opportunities for profit abroad emerge again today, espe
cially in territories that are opened up politically and economically, that
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is, brought into the specifically modem forms of public and private
enterprise. These opportunities spring from public arms contracts; from
railroad and other construction tasks carried out by the polity or by
builders endowed with monopoly rights; from monopolist orgarnzations
for the collection of levies for trade and industry; from monopolist con
cessions; and from government loans.

The preponderance of such profit opportunities increases, at the
expense of profits from the usual private trade, the more that public
enterprises gain in economic importance as a general form of supply·
ing needs. This tendency is directly paralleled by politically backed
economic expansion and competition among individual polities, whose
members can afford to invest capital. These members aim at securing
for themselves such monopolies and shares in public commissions. And
the importance of the mere "open door" for the private importation of
goods recedes into the background.

The safest way of monopolizing for the members of one's own polity
pro6t opportunities which are linked to the public economy of the
foreign territory is to occupy it or at least to subject the foreign political
power in the form of a "protectorate" or some such arrangement. There
fore, this "imperialist" tendency increasingly displaces the "paci6st"
tendency of expansion, which aims merely at freedom of trade. The
latter gained the upper hand only so long as the organization of supply
by private capitalism shifted the optimum of capitalist pr06t opportuni
ties towards paci6st trade and not towards monopolist trade, or at least
trade not monopolized by political power.

The universal revival of "imperialist" capitalism, which has always
been the nonnal form in which capitalist interests have influenced
politics, and the revival of political drives for expansion are thus not ac
cidental. For the predictable future, the prognosis will have to be made
in its favor.

This situation would hardly change fundamentally if for a moment
we were to make the mental experiment of assuming the individual
polities to be somehow "state-socialist" communities, that is, organizations
supplying a maximum amount of their needs through a collective econ
omy. They would seek to buy as cheaply as possible indispensable goods
not produced on their own territory (cotton in Gennany, for instance)
from others that have patural monopolies and would seek to exploit
them. It is probable that force would be used where it W Juld lead easily
to favorable conditions of exchange; the weaker party would thereby be
obliged to pay tribute, if not formally then at least actually. For the rest,
one cannot see why the strong state-socialist communities should disdain
to squeeze tribute out of the weaker communities for their own partners

•
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where they could do so, just as happened everywhere during early
history. Even in a polity without state-socialism the mass of citizens need
be as little interested in pacifism as is any single stratum. The Attic'
demos-and not it alone-lived economically off war. War brought
soldiers' pay and, in case of a victory, tribute from the subjects. This
tribut~ was actually distributed among the full citizens in the hardly
veiled form of attendance-kes at popular assemblies, court hearings, and
public festivities. Here, every full citizen could directly grasp the in
terest in imperialist polky and power. Nowadays, the yields Rowing
from abroad to the members of a polity, including those of imperialist
origin and those actuaIly reprf:Senting "tribute," do not result in a
con~tellation of interests so comprehemible to the masses. For under '
the present economic order, the tribute to "creditor nations" assumes the
forms of interest payments on debtS or of capital profitS transferred from
abroad to the properqed strata of the "creditor nation." Were one to
imagine these tributes abolished, it would mean for countries like England,
France, and Germany a very palpable decline of purchasing power
for home products. This would influence the labor market in an un
favorable manner.

In spite of this, labor in creditor nations is of strongly pacifist mind
and on the whole shows no interest whatsoever in the continuation and
compulsory collection of such tributes from foreign debtor communities
that are in arrears. Nor does labor show an interest in forcibly participat
ing in the exploitation of foreign colonial territories and public com
missions. This is a natural outcome of the im-mediate class situation, on
the one hand, and, on the other, of the internal social and political
situatiOn of communities in a capitalist era. Those entitled to tribute
belong to the opponent class, who dominate the community. Every
successful imperialist policy of coercing the outside normally----or at
least at first-also strengthens the domestic prestige and therewith the
power and influence of those classes, status groups, and parties, under
whose leadership the success has been attained.

In addition to the pacinst sympathies determined by the social and
political constellation, there are economic sources of pacifist sympathy
among the masses, especially among the proletariat. Every investment of
capital in the production of war engines and war material creates job
and income opportunities; every" defense contract may become a factor
directly contributing to prosperity by increasing demand and fostering
the intensity of business enterprise. Even mor.e so, this may indirectly
become a source of enhanced confidence in the economic opportunities
of the participating industries and lead to a speculative boom. Such in
vestment, however, withdraws capital from alternate uses and makes it

•
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more difficult to satisfy demands in other fields. Above al~ the means of
war are raised by way of levies, which the ruling strata, hy virtue of.
their social and political power, usually know how to transfer to the
masses, quite apart from the limits set to the regimeAtation of property
for "mercantilist" considerations.

Countries little burdened by military expenses (the United States)
and especially the small countries (Switzerland, for example) often
experience a stronger economic expansion than do some of the Great
Powers and sometimes are more readily admitted to the economic ex
ploitation of foreign countries because they do not arouse the fear that
political intervention might foHow economic intrusion.

Experience shows that the pacifist interests of petty bourgeois and
proletarian strata very often and very easily fail. This is partly because
of the easier accessibility of all unorganized "masses" to emotional in
Buences and partIy because of the definite notion (which they enter
tain) of some unexpected opportunity somehow arising throngh war.
Specific interests, like the hope entertained in overpopulated countries of
acquiring territories for emigration, are, of course, also important in this
connection. Another contributing cause is the fact that the "masses," in
contrast to other interest-groups, subjectively risk a smaller st;ake in the
game. In case of a lost war, the monarch has to"fear for his throne; re
publican power-holders and groups having vested interests in a republi~

can constitution have to fear their own victorious general. The majority
of the propertied bourgeoisie have to fear economic loss from the brakes
being placed upon business as usual. Under certain circumstances,
should disorganization follow defeat, the ruling stratum of notables has
to fear a violent shift in power in favor of the propertyless. The "masses"
as such, at least in their subjective c.onception and in the extreme case,
have nothing concrete to lose but their lives. The valuation and effect
of this danger strongly fluctuates in their own .minds. On the whole, it
caneasily be reduced to zero through emotional inBuence.

5. TheNatum

The fervor of this emotional influence does not, in the main, have
an economic origin. It is based upon sentiments of prestige, which often
extend deep down to the petty-bourgeois masses of states rich in the
historical attainment of power-positions. The attachment to all this
political prestige may fuse with a specific belief in responsibility towards
succeeding generations. The great power structures per se are then
held to have a responsibility of their own for the way in which power.
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, .

and prestige are distributed between their own and foreign polities.
It goes without saying that all those groups who hold the power to
steer common conduct within a polity will most strongly instill them·
selves with this idealist fervor of power prestige. They remain the
specific and most reliable bearers of tPe idea of the state as an imperialist
power structure demanding unquali6ed devotion.

In addition to the direct and material imperialist interests, discussed
above, there are the indirectly material as well as the ideological in
terests of strata that are in various ways privileged within a polity and,
indeed, privileged by its very existence. They comprise especially all
those who think of themselves as being the speci6c "partners" of a·
specific "culture" diffused among the members of the polity. Under the
inAuence of these circles, the naked prestige of "power" is unavoidably
transformed into other special forms of prestige and especially into the
idea of the "nation."

If the concept of "nation" can in any way he defined unambiguously,
it certainly cannot be stated in terms of empirical qualities common to

those who count as members of the nation. In the sense of those using
the term at a given time, the concept undoubtedly means, above all, that
it is proper to expect from certain groups a specific sentiment of soli
darity in the face of other groups. Thus, the concept belongs in the
sphere of values. Yet, there is no agreement on how these groups should
be delimited or about what concerted action should result from such
solidarity.

In ordinary language, "nation" is, first of an, not identical with the
"people of a state," that is, with the membership of a given polity.
Numerous polities comprise groups who emphatically assert the independ- •
ence of their "nation" in the face of other groups; or they comprise merely
parts of a group whose members declare themselves to be one homoge
nous "nation" (Austria is an example for both). Furthermore, a
"nation" is not identical with a community speaking the same langtrage;
that this by no means always suffices is' indicated by the Serbs and

. Croats, the North Americans, the Irish, and the English. On the con
trary, a common language does not seem to be absolutely necessary to a
"nation." In official documents, besides "Swiss People" one also 6nds
the phrase "Swiss Nation." And some language groups do not think
of them~lyes as a separate "nation," for example, at least until recently,
the Whit~Russians. As a rule, however, the pretension to be considered
a special "nation" is associated with a common language as a culture
value of the masses; this is predominantly the case in the classic country
of language conAicts, Austria, and equally so in Russia and in eastern
Prussia. But this linkage of the common language and "r:ation" is of
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varying intensity; for instance, it is very low in the United States as well
as in Canada.

. "National" solidarity among men speaking the same language may be .
~~t as well rejected as accepted. Solidarity, instead, may be linked with

"dilferences in the other great culture value of the masses, namely, a
>religious creed, as is the case with ~e Serbs and Croats. National soli·
clarity may be connected with differing social structure and mores. and
hence with "ethnic" elements, as is the case with the German Swiss
and the Alsatians in the face of the Germans of the Reich, or with the
Irish facing the British. Yet above all, national solidarity may be linked
to memories of a common political destiny with other nations, among
the Alsatians with the French since the Revolutionary War which
represents their common heroic age. just as among the Baltic Barons
with the Russians whose political destiny they helped to steer.

It goes without saying that "national" affiliation need not be based
upon common blood, Indeed, especially radical "nationalists" are often
of. foreign descent. Furthermore, although a Specific common anthro
pological type is not irrelevant to nationality, it is neither sufficient nor
prerequisite to nation founding. Nevertheless, the idea of the "nation"
is apt to include the notions of common descent and of an essential,
though freq'uendy indefinite, homogeneity. The "nation" has these no
tions in common with the sentiment of solidarity of ethnic communities,
which is also nourished from various sources, as we have seen before
[eh. v':4]. But the sentiment of ethnic solidarity does not by itself
make a "nation." Undoubtedly, even the White Russians in the face of
the Great Russians have always had a sentiment of ethnic solidarity, yet
even at the present time they would hardly claim to qualify as a separ::tte
"nation." The Poles of Upper Silesia, until recently, had hardly any
feeling of solidarity with the "Polish Nation." They felt themselves to
be a separate ethnic group in the face of the Germans, but for the rest
they were Prussian subjects and nothing e!se.

, Whether the Jews may be called a nation" is an old problem. Most
'of the time, the answer will be negative. At any rate, the answers of
the Russian JeWS', of the assimilating West-European and American Jews,
and of the Zionists would vary in nature and extent. In particular, the
question would be answered very differently by the peoples of their en
vironment, for example, by the Russians on the one side and the Amer
icans on the other--or at least by those Americans who at the present time
still maintain American and Jewish nature to be essentially similar, as an
American President [T.R.] has asserted in an official document.

Those German-speaking Alsatians who refuse to belong to the Ger
man "nation" and who cultivate the memory of political union with
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France do not thereby consider themselves simply as members of the
French "nation." The Negroes of the United States, at least at present,
consider themselves members of the American "nation," but they will
hardly ever be so considered by the Southern Whites.

Only fifteen years ago, men knowiilg'the' Far East still denied that
the Chinese qualified as a "nation"; they held them to be only" "race."
Yet today, not only the Chinese political leaders but also the very same
observers would judge differently. Thus it seems that a group of people
under certain conditions may attain the quality of a nation through spe
cific behavior, or they may claim this guality as an "attainment"-and
within short spans of time at that.

There are, on the other hand, social groups that profess indifference
to, and even directly relinquish, any evaluational adherence toa single
nation. At the present time, certain leading strata of the class movement
of the modern proletariat consider such indifference and relinquishment
to be an accomplishment. Their argument meets with varying success,
depending upon political and linguistic affiliations and also upon dif
ferent strata of the proletariat; on the whole, their success is rather
diminishing at the present time.

An unbroken scale of quite varied and highly changeable attitudes
toward the idea of the "nation" is to be found among social strata within
single groups to whom language usage ascribes the quality of "nations,"
The scale extends from emphatic affirmation to emphatic negation and
finally complete indifference, as may be characteristic of the citizens of
Luxembourg and of nationally "unawakened" peoples. Feudal strata,
strata of officials, bourgeois strata of various occupational categories, strata
of "intellectuals" do not have homogeneous or historically constant atti
tudes towards the idea.

The reasons for the belief that one represents a nation vary greatly,
just as does the empirical conduct that actually results from affiliation or
lack of it with a nation. The "national sentiments" of the German, the
Englishman, the North American, the Spaniard, the Frenchman, or the
Russian do not function in an identical manner-to take only the
simplest illustration-in relation to the polity, with the geographical
boundaries of which the "idea" of the nation may come into confl.ict.
This antagonism may lead to quite different results. Certainly the
Italians in the Austrian state would fight Italian troops only if coerced'
into doing so. Large portions of the Cerman Austrians would today fight
against Germany only with the greatest reluctance; they could not be
relied upon. The German-Americans, however, even those valuing their
[former] "nationality" most highly, would fight against Germany, not
gladly, yet, given the occasion, unconditionally. The Poles in the Ger-
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man State would fight readily against a Russian Polish army hut hardly
against an autonomOUs Polish army. The Austrian Serbs would fight
against Serbja with very mixed feelings and only in the hope of attaining
common autonomy. The Russian Poles would 6ght more reliably
against a German than against an Austrian army.

It is a well-known historical fact that within the same nation the
intensity of solidarity felt toward the outside is changeable and varies
greatly in strength. On the whole, this sentiment has grown even where
internal conflicts of interest have not diminished. Only sixty years ago
the [Prussian conservativeJ Kreuzzeitung still appealed for the interven
tion of the emperor of Russia in internal German affairs; t<Xlay, in spite
of increased class antagonism, this would be difficult to imagine.

In any case, the differences in national sentiment are both significant
and fluid and, as is the case in all other fields, fundamentally different
answers are given to the question: What conclusions are a group of
people willing to draw from the "national sentiment" found among
thrm? No matter how emphatic and subjectively sincere a pathos may
be formed among them, what sort of specific joint action are they ready
to develop? The extent to which in the diaspora a custom, more cor
rectly, a convention is adhered to as a "national" trait varies just as much
as does the importance of common conventions for the belief in the
existence of a separate "nation." In the face of this value concept of
the "idea of the nation:' which empirically is entirely ambiguous, a
sociological typology would have to analyze all the individual kinds of
sentiments of group membership and solidarity in their genetic condi
tions and in their consequences for the social action of the participants.
This cannot be attempted here.

Instead, we shall have to look a little doser into the fact that the
idea of the nation for its advocates stands in very intimate relation to
"prestige" interests. The earliest and most energetic -.!anifestations of the
idea, in some form, even though it may have been veiled, have con
tained the legend of a providential "mission." Those to whom the repre

. sentatives of the idea zealously turned were expected to shoulder this
mission. Another element of the early idea was the notion that this
mission was facilitated solely through the very cultivation of the pe
culiarity of the group set off as a nation. Therewith, in so far as its self
justification is sought in the value of its content, this mission can con
sistendy be thought of only as a speci6c "culture" mission. The sig
ni6cance of the "nation" is usUally anchored in the superiority, or at
least the irreplaceability, of the culture values that are to be preserved
and developed only through the cnltivation of the pecnliarity of the
group. It therefore goes without saying that, just as those who wield
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power in the p:>lity invoke the idea of the state, the intellectuals, as we
shall tentatively call those who usurp leadership in a Kulturgemein
sch4t (that is, within a group of people who by virtue of their pe
culiarity have access to certain products that are considered "culture
goods"), are specifically predestined to propagate the "national" idea.
This hapPens when those culture agents....

[The presentation breaks off here. Notes on the margin ci the manu
sc;ript indicate that Weber intended to deal with the idea and develop
ment of the nation state throughout history. The following observations
were found on the margin of the sheet: Cultural prestige and power
prestige are closely asSociated. Every victorious war enhances the cultural
prestige (Germany It87J], Japan [19051, etc.). Whether war furthers
the "development of culture" is anothe.." question, one which cannot be
solved' in a "value neutral" way. It certainly does not do it in an un
ambiguous way (see Germany after 1871!). Even on the basis of purely
empirical criteria it would not seem to do so: Pure art and literature of
a specifically German character did not develop in the political center of
Gennany.]

6. The Distribution of Power Within the Political
Community: Class, Status, Party"

A. ECONOMICALLY DETERMINED POWER AKD THE STATUS ORDER. The
structure of every legal order directly influences the distribution of power,
economic or otherwise, within its respective community. This is true
of all legal orders and not only that of the state. In general, we undd
stand by "power" the chance of a man or a number of men to realize
their own will in a social action even against the resistance of other.;
who are participating in the action.

"Economically conditioned" power is not, of course, identical with
"power" as such. On the contrary, the emergence of economic power
may be the consequence of power existing on other grounds. Man does
not strive for power only in order to enrich himself economically. Power,
including economic power, may be valued for its own sake. Very fre
quently the striving for power is also conditioned by the social honor
it entails. Not all power, however, entails social honor: The typical
American Boss, as well as the typical big speculator, deliberately re
linquishes social honor. Quite generally, "mere~economic" power, and
especially "naked" money power, is by no means a recognized basis of
social honor. Nor is power the only basis of social honor. Indeed, social
honor, or prestige, may even be the basis of economic power, and very
frequently has been. Power, as well as honor, may be guaranteed by
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the legal order, but, at least normally, it is not their primary source.
The legal order is rather an additional factor that enhances the chance
to hold power or honor; but it can not always secure them.

The way in which social honor is distributed in a community be
tween typical groups participating in this distribution we call the
"status order." The social order and the economic order are related. in a
similar manner to the legal order. However, the economic order merely
defines the way in which eConomic goods and services are distributed
and ~. Of COUl,;e, the status order is strongly influenced by it, and
in turn reacts upon it.

Now: "classes," "status groups," and "parties" are phenomena of the
distribution vf power within a community.

B. DBTElU\HNATION OF CLASS SITUATION BY MARKET SITUATION. In
our terminology, "classes" are not communities; they merely represent
possible, and frequent, bases for social action. We may speak of a
"class" when (I) a number of people have in common a specific causal
co~ponent of their life chances, insofar as (2) this component is repre
sented exclusively by economic interests in the possession of goods and
opportunities for income, and (3) is represented under the conditions of
the commodity or labor markets. This is "class situation."

It is the most elemental economic fact that the way in which 'the
disposition over material property is distributed among a plurality of
people, meeting competitively in the market for the purpose of exchange,
in itself creates specific life chances. The mode of distribution, in accord
with the law of marginal utility, excludes the non-wealthy from com
peting for highly valued goods; it favors the owners and, in fact, gives
to them a monopoly to acquire such gocxls. Other things being equal,
the mode of distribution monopolizes the opportunities for pro6table
deals for all those who, provided with goods, do not necessarily have
to exchange them. It increases, at least generally, their power in the price
struggle with those who, being property~s, have nothing to offer hut
their labor or the resulting products, and who are compelled to get rid of·

. these products in order to subsist at all. The mode of distribution gives to
the propertied a monopoly on the posSibility of transferring property
from the sphere of use as "wealth" to the sphere of "capital," that is,
it gives them the entrepreneurial function and ali chances to share
directly or indirectly in returns on capital. All this holds true within the
area in which pure market conditions prevail. "Property" and "lack of
property" are, therefore, the basic categories of all class situations. It
does not matter whether these two categories become effective in the
competitive struggles of the consumers or of the producers.

Within these categories, however, class situations are further dif-
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ferentiated: on the one hand, according to the kind of property that is
usable for returns; and, on the other hand, according to the kind of
services that can he offered in the market. Ownership of dwellings;
worksliops; wareh<?uses; stores; agriculturally usable land in large or
m.all holdings-a quantitative difference with possibly qualitative con
se-quences; owqership of mines; cattle; men (slaves); disposition over
mobile instruments of production, or capital goods offall sorts, especially
money or objects that can easily be exchanged for money; disposition
over products of one's own labor or of others' labor differing according
to their vilrious distances from consumahiIity; disposition over trans
ferable monopolies of any kind-all these distinctions differentiate the,
class situations of the propertied juSt as does the "meaning" which they
can give to the use of property, especially to property which ha~ money
equivalence. Accordingly, the propertied, for instance, may belong to
the class of rentiers or to the class of entrepreneurs.

Those who have no property hut who offer services are differentiated
just as much according to their kinds of services as according to the way
in which they make use of these services, in a continuous or discon
tinuous relation to a recipient. But always this is the generic connota·
tion of the concept of cl<JSS; that the' kind of chance in the market is
the decisive moment which presents. a 'common condition for the in·
dividual's fate. Class situation is, in this sense, ultimately market situa
tion. The effect ofn~ possession per se, which among cattle breeders
gives the non-owning slave or serf into the power of the cattle owner, is
only a fore-runner of real "class".foi:mation. However, in the cattle loan
and in the naked severity of the law of debts in such communities for
the first time mere "poseession" as such emerges as decisive for the fate
of the individual; this is much in contrast to crop-raising communities,
which are based on labor. The creditor-d.ebtor relation becomes the basis
of "class situations" first in the cities, where a "credit market," however
primitive, with rates of intelleSt increasing according to the extent of
dearth and factual monopolization of lending in the hands of a plutocracy
could develop. Therewith "class struggles" begin. ,

Those men whose fate is not detennined by the chance of using
_goods or services for themselves on the market, e.g., slaves, are not, how
ever, a class in the technical sense of the term. They are, rather, a
status group.

C. SOCIAL ACTION PLOWINC PROM CLASS INTBRBST._ According to our
tenninology, the factor that creates "class" ~ unambiguously economic
interest, and indeed, only those interests involved in the existence of
the market. Nevertheless, the concept of class-interest is an ambiguous
one: even as an empirical concept it is ambiguous as soon as one under-
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stands by ft something other than the factual direction of interests follow
ing with a certain probability from the class situation for a certain aver·
age' of those people subjected to the class situation. The class situation
and other circumstances remaining the same, the direction in which
the individual worker, for instance, is likely to pUISue his interests may
vary widely. according to whether he is constitutionally qualified for the
task at hand to a high, to an average, or to a low degree. In the same
way, the direction of interests may vary according to whether or not
social action of a larger or smaller portion of those commonly affected
by the class situation, or even an association among them, e.g., a trade
union, has grown out of the class situation, from which the individual
may expect promising results for himself. The emergence of an associa
tion or even of mere social action from a common class situation is by
no means a universal phenomenon.

The class situation may be restricted in its efforts to the generation of
essentially similar reactions, that is to say, within our terminology, of
"~ass behavior." However. it may not even have this result. Further
more, often merely amorphous social action emerges. For example, the
"grumbling" of workers known in ancient Oriental ethics: The moral
disapproval of the work-roaster's conduct, which in its practical sig
nificance was probably equivalent to an increasingly typical phenomenon
of precisely the latest industrial development, namely, the slowdown of
laborers by virtue of tacit agreement. The degree in which "social action"
and possibly a~sociations emerge from the mass behavior of the members
of a class is linked to general cultural conditions, especially to those of
an intellectual sort. It is also linked to the extent of the contrasts that
have already evolved, and is especially linked. to the transparency of the
connections between the causes and the consequences of the class situa
tion. For however different life chances may be, this fact in itself,
according to all experience, by nO means gives birth to "class action"
(social action by the members of a class). For that, the real conditions
and the results of the class situation must he distinctly recognizable. For
·only then the contrast of life chances can be felt not as an a~lutely

given fact to he accepted, but as a resultant from either (I) the given
distribution of property, or (2) the structure of the concrete economic
order. It is only then that people may react against the class structure
not only through acts of intermittent and irrational protest, but in the
form of rational association. There have been "class situations" ,of the
first category (I), of a speci6cally naked and transparent sort, in the
urban centers of Antiquity and during the Middle Ages; especially then

.when great fortunes were accumulated by factually monopolized trading
in local industrial products or in foodstuffs; furthermore, under certain
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conditions, in the rural economy of the most diverse periods. when
agriculture was increasingly exploited in a proht-making manner. The
most important historical example of the second category (2) is the
class situation of the m<Xlem proletariat. -

D. TYPES OF CLASS STRUGGLE. Thus every class may be the carrier
of any_one of the innumerable possible forms of class action, hut this is
not necessarily so. In any case, a class does not in itself constitute a
group (Gemeinscha{t). To treat "class" conceptually as being equivalent
to "group" leads to distortion. That men in the same class situation reg
ularly react in mass actions to such tangible situations as economic ones
in the direction of those interests that are most adequate to their average ,
number is an important and after all simple fact for the understanding
of historical events. However, this fact must not lead to that kind of
pseudo-scientific operation with the concepts of class and class interests
which is so frequent these days and which has found its most classic
expression in the statement of a talented author, that the individual may
be in error concerning his h,1terests but that the class is infallible about
its interests.

If classes as such are not groups, nevertheless class situations emerge
o_lly 'On the basis of social action. However, social action that brings
forth class situations is not basically action among memhets of the
identical class; it is an action among members of different classes. Social
actions that directly determine the class situation of the worker and the
entrepreneur are: the labor market, the commodities market, and the
eapitalistic enterprise. But, in its turn, the existence of a capitalistic en
terprise presupposes that a very specific kind of social action exists to
protect the pos-~sion of goods per se, and especially the power of in
dividuals to dispose, in principle freely, over the means of production: a
certain kind of legal order. Each kind of class situation, and above all
when it Wits uPO!1 the power of property peT se, will become most
clearly efficacious when all other determinants of reciprocal relations
are, as far as possible, eliminated in their significance. It is in this way
that the use of the power of property in the market obtains its most
sovereign importance.

Now status groups hinder the strict carrying through of the sheer
_market principle. In the present context they are of interest only from
this one point of view. Before we briefly consider them, note that not
much of a general nature can be said about the more specific kinds of
antagonism between classes (in our meaning of the term). The great
shift, which has been going on continuously in the past, and up to our
times, may he summarized, although at a cost of some precision: the
struggle in which class situations are effective has progressivdy shifted
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from consumption credit toward, nrst, competitive struggles in the com
modity market and then toward wage disputes on the labor market. The
class struggles of Antiquity-to the extent that they were genuine class
struggles and not struggles between status groups-were initially carried
on by peasants and perhaps also artisans threatened by debt bondage
and struggling against urban creditors. For debt bondage is the normal
result of the differentiation of wealth in commercial cities, especially
in seaport cities. A similar situation has existed among cattle breeders. "
Debt relationships as such produced class action up to the days of
Catilina. Along with this, and with an increase in provision of grain for.,
the city by transporting it from the outside, the struggle over the means .?:

of sustenance emeIged. It centered in the first place around the pro
vision of bread and determination of the price of bread. It lasted through
out Antiquity and the entire Middle Ages. The propertyless Hocked
together against those who actually and supposedly were interested in
the dearth of bread. This 6ght spread until it involved all those com
modities essential to the way of life and to handicraft production. There
w~ only incipient discussions of wage disputes in Antiquity and in
the Middle Ages. But they have been slowly increasing up into modern'%'
times. In the earlier periods they were completely secondary to slave·
rebellions as wen as to conflicts in the commodity market.

The propertyless of Antiquity and of the Middle Ages protested
against rq.onopoIies, preemption, forestalling, and the withholding of
goods from the market in order to raise prices. Today the central issue
is the determination of the price of labor. The transition is represented
by the 6ght for access to the market and for the determination of the
price of products. Such 6ghts went on between merchants and workers
in the putting-out system of domestic handicraft during the transition
to modern times. Since it is quite a general phenomenon we must men
tion here that the class antagonisms that are conditioned through the
market situations are usually most bitter between those who actually and
directly participate as opponents in price wars. It is not the rentier, the
share-holder, and the banker who suffer the ill will of the worker, but
almost exclusively the manufacturer and the bUSiness executives who
are the direct opponents of workers in wage conflicts. This is so in spite
of the fact that it is precisely the cash boxes of the rentier, the share- .
holder, and the banker into which the more or less unearned gains flow,
rather than into the pockets of the manufacturers or of the business
executives. This simple state of affairs has very frequently been decisive
for the role the class situation has played in the formation of political
parties. For example, it has made possible the varieties of patriarchal
socialism and the frequent attempts-formerly, at least--of threatened
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status groUps to form alliances with the proletariat again~t the bour·
geoisie.

E. STATUS HONOR. In contrast to classes, Stiinde (status groups) are
normally groups. They are, however, often of an amorphous kind. In
contrast to the purely economically determined "class situation," we wish
to designate as status situation every typical component of the life of
men that is determined by a specific, positive or negative, social estima
tion of honor. This honor may be -connected with any quality shared by
a plurality, and, of course, it can be knit to a class situation: class dis
tinctions are linked in the most varied ways with status distinctions.
Property as such is not, always recognized as a status qualification, but
in the long run it is, and with extraordinary regularity. In the sub
sistence economy of neighborhood associations, it is often simply the
richest who is the "chieftain." However, this often is only an honorific
preference. For example, in the so-called pure modern democracy, that is,
one devoid of any expressly ordered status privileges for individuals, it
may be that only the families coming under approximately the same tax
class dance with one another. This example is reported of certain smaller
Swiss cities. But status honor need not necessarily be linked with a class
situation. On the contrary, it normally stands in sharp opposition to the
pretensions of sheer property.

Both propertied and propertyless people can belong to the same
status group, and frequently they do with very tangible consequences.
This equality of social esteem may, however, in the long run become
quite precarious. The equality of status among American gentlemen, for
instance, is expressed by the fact that outside the subordination de-'
termined by the different functions of business, it would be considered
strictly repugnant-wherever the old tradition still prevails-if even the
richest boss, while playing billiards or cards in his club would not treat
his clerk as in every sense fully his equal ill birthright, but would bestow
upon him the condescending status-conscious "benevolence" which the
German boss can never dissever from his attitude. This is one of the
most important reaSOns why in America the German clubs have never
been able to attain the attraction that the American clubs have.

In content, status honor is normally expressed by the fact that above
all else a specific style of life ~ expected from all those who wish to
belong to the circle. Linked with this expectation are restrictions on
social intercourse (that is, intercourse which is not subservient to eco
nomic or any other purposes). These restrictions may confine normal
marriages to within the starus circle and may lead to complete ep
dogamous closure. Whenever this is not a mere individual and socially
irrelevant imitation of another style of life, but consensual action of this
dosing character, the status development is under way.
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In its ~haracteIistic fotIn, stratification by status groups on the basis
of conventional styles of life evolves at the present time in the United
States out of the traditional democracy. For example, only the resident
of a certain street ("the Street") is considered as belonging to "society,"
is qualified for social intercourse, and is visited and invited. Above all,
this differentiation evolves in such a way as to make for strict submission
to the fashion that is dominant at a given rime in society. This sub
mission to fashion also exists among men in America to a degree un"
known in Germany; it appears as an indication of the fact that a given
maIl puts forward a claim to qualify as a gentleman. This submissi,on
decides, at least prima facie, that he win be treated as such. And this
recognition becomes just as important for his employment chances in
swank establishments, and above all, for social intercourse and marriage
with "esteemed" families, as the qualification for dueling among Ger
mans. As for the rest, status honor is usurped by certain families resident
for a 10ng time, and, of course, correspondingly wealthy (e.g. F.F.V.,
the First Families of Virginia), or by the actual or alleged descendants
of the "Indian Princess" Pocahontas, of the Pilgrim fathers, or of the
Knickerbockers, the members of almost inaccessible sects and all sorts of
circles setting themselves apart by means of any other characteristics
and badges. In this case stratific.ation is purely conventional and rests
largely on usurpation (as does almost all status honor in its beginning).
But the road to legal privilege, positive or negative, is easily traveled
as soon as a certain stratification of the social order has in fact been
"lived in" and has achieved stability by virtue of a stable distribution of
economic power.

F. ETHNIC SEGREGATION AND CASTE. Where the consequences have
been realized to their full extent, the status group evolves into a dosed
caste. Status distinctions are then guaranteed not merely by conventions'
and laws, but also by religious sanctions. This occurs in such a way that
every physical canMct with a member of any caste that is considered to
.be lower by the members of a higher caste is considered as making for a
ritualistic impurity and a stigma which -must be expiated by a religious
act. In addition, individual castes develop quite distinct cults and gods.

In general, however, the status structure reaches such extreme con·
sequences only w~ere there are underlying differences which are held
to be "ethnic." The caste is, indeed, the nonnal fonn in which ethnic
communitiffl that believe in blood relationship and exclude exogamous
marriage and social intercourse usually associate with one another. As
mentioned before Echo VI:vi:6J, such a caste situation is part of the phe
nomenon of pariah peoples and is found all over the world. These pe0
ple fonn communities, acquire speci6c occupational traditions of handi
crafts or of other arts, and cultivate a belief in their ethnic community.
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They live in a diaspora strictly segregated from all personal inte1COUrse,
except that of an unavoidable sort, and their situation is legally pre
carious. Yet, by virtue of their economic indispensability, they are tol~

etated-, indeed frequently privileged, and they live interspersed in the
political communities. The Jews are the most impressive historical
example.

A status segregation grown into a caste differs in its structure from a
mere ethnic segregation: the caste structure transfonns the horizontal
and unconnected coexistences of ethnically segregated groups into a ver
tical social system of super- and subordination. Correctly fonnulate<!: a
comprehensive association integrates the ethnically divided communities
into one political unit. They di£f~r precisely in this way: ethnic cO'"
existence, based on mutual repulsion and disdain, allows each ethnic
community to consider its own honor as the highest one; the caste struc
ture brings about a soci~ I, subordination and an acknowledgement of
"more honor" in favor of the privileged caste and status groups. This is
due to the fact that in the caste structure ethnic distinctions as such
have· become "functional" distinctions within the political association
(warriors, priests, artisans that are politically important for war and
for building, and so on). But even pariah peoples who are most despised
(for example, the Jews) ace usually apt to continue cultivating the be
lief in their own specific "honor," a belief that is equally peculiar to
ethnic and to status groups.

However, with the negatively privileged status groups the sense of
dignity takes a specinc deviation. A sense of dignity is the precipitation
in individuals of social honor and of conventional demands which a,
positively privileged status group raises for the deportment of its mem
hers. The sense of dignity that characterizes positively privileged status
groups is naturally related to their "being" which does not transcend
itself, that is, it is related to their "beauty and excellence" (.ocw.ocayatUa).
Their kingdom is "of this world." They live for the present and by ex
ploiting their great past. The sense of dignity of the negatively privileged
strat:l naturally refers to a future lying beyond the present, whether it is
of this life or of another. In other words, it must be nurtured by the
belief in a providential mission and by a belief in a specific honor before
God. The chosen people's dignity is nurtured by a belief either that in
the beyoltd "the last win be the .6rst," or that in this life a Messiah will
appear to bring forth into the light of the world which has cast them
out the hidden honor of the pariah people. This simple state of affairs,
and not the resentment which is so strongly emphasized. fn Nietzsche's
much-admired construction in the Genealogy of Morals, is the source of
the religiosity cultivated by pariah status groups (see above, ch. VI:vi:5);
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moreover, resentment applies only to a limited extent; for one o£
, Nietzsche's main examples. Buddhism, it is not at all applicable.

For the rest, the development of status groups from ethnic segrega
tions is by no means the normal phenomenon. On the contrary. Since
objective "racial differences" are by no means behind every subjective
sentiment of an ethnic community, the question of an ultimately racial
foundation of status structure is rightly a question of the concrete in
dividual ca'ie. Very frequently a status group is instrumental in the
production of a thoroughbred anthropological type. Certainly status
groups are to a high degree effective in producing extreme types, for they
select peI'$onally qualified individuals (e.g. the knighthood selects those
who are fit for warfare, physically and psychically). But individual selec
tion is far from being the only, or the predominant, way in which status
groups are formed: political membership or class situation has at all
times been at least as frequendy decisive. And today the class situation
is by far the predominant factor. After all, the possibility of a style of
~fe expected for members of a status group is usually conditioned
economically.

G. STATUS PIUVIL.;>GES. For all practical purposes, stratification by
status goes hand in hand with a monopolization of ideal and material
goods or opportunities, in a manner we have come to know as typical.
Besides the specific status honor, which always rests upon distance and
exclusiveness, honorific preferences may consist of the privilege of wear
ing special costumes, of eating special dishes taboo to others, of carrying
arms-which is most obvious in its consequences-, the right to be a
dilettante, for example, to play certain musical instruments. However,
material monopolies provide the most effective motives for the exclusive
ness of a status group; althC'.l.gh, in themselves, they are rarely sufficient,
almost always they come into play to some extent. Within a status circle
there is the question of inteT'l: :!rriage; the interest of the families in the
monopolization of potential bridegrooms is at least of equal importance
and is parallel to the interest in the monopolization of daughters. The
daughters of the members must be provided for, With an increased
closure of the Status group, the C'0nventional preferential opportunities
for special employmer,t grow into a leg;!] mO'iOpoly of special offices for
the members, Certain goods become objects for monopolization by status
groups, typically, entailed estates, and frequendy al~ the possession of
serfs or bondsmen and, finally, special trades. This monopolization oc
curs positively when the status group is exclusively entitled to own and
to manage them; and negatively when, in order to maintain its specific
way of life, the status group must not own and manage them. For the
decisive tole of a style of life in status honor means that status groups
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are the specific bearers of all conventions. In whatever way it may be
manifest, all stylization of life either originates in status groups or is at
least conserved by them. Even if the principles of status conventions
differ greatly, they reveal ccrtain typical traits, especially among the
most privileged strata. Quite generally, among privileged status groups
there is a status disqualification that operates against the performance of
common physical labor. Thi~ disqualification is now "setting in" in
America against the old tradition of esteem for labor. Very frequently
every rational economic pursuit, and especially entrepreneurial activity,
is looked upon as a disqualification of status. Artistic and literary activity
is also considered degrading work as soon as it is exploited for income, or
at least when it is connected with hard physical exertion. An example
is the sculptor working like a mason in his dusty smock as over against
the painter in his salon-like studio and those forins of musical practice
that are acceptable to the status group.

H. ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND EFFEcrs OF STATUS STRATIFICATION.

The frequent disqualification of the gainfully employed as such is a
direct result of the principle of status stratification, and of course, of
this principle's opposition to a distribution of power which is regulated
exclusively through the market. These two factors operate along with
various individual ones, which will be touched upon balow.

We have seen above that the market and its processes knows no
personal distinctions; "functional" interests dominatc it. It knows noth
ing of honor. The status order means precisely the reverse; stratification
in terms of honor and styles of life peculiar to status groups a~ such.
The status order would be threatened at its very root if mere economic
acquisition and naked economic power still bearing the stigma of its
extra-status origin could bestow upon anyone who has won them the
same or even greater honor as the vested interests claim for themselves.
After all, given equality of status honor, property per se represents an
addition even if it is not ovenly acknowledged to be such. Therefore all
groups having interest in the status order react with special sharpness
precisely against the pretensions of purely economic acquisition. In most
cases they react the more vigorously the more they feel themselves
threatened. Calderon's respectful treatment of the peasant, for instance,
as opposed to Shakespeare's simultaneous ostensible disdain of the
canaille illustrates the different way in which a firmly structured status
ouk ': ~cacts as compared with a status order that has become eeonomi·
cally precarious. This is an example of a state of affairs that recurs every
where. Precisely because of the rigorous reactions against the claims of
property per se, the "parvenu" is never accepted, personally and without
reservation, by the privileged "tatus groups, no matter how cO.!fJpleteIy
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his style -of life has been adjusted to theirs. They will only accept his
descendants who have been educated in the conventions of their status
group and who have never besmirched its honor by their own economic
labor.

As to the general effect of the status order, only one consequence
can be stated, but it is a very important one: the hindrance of the free
development of the market. This occurs first for those goods that status
groups directly withhold from free exchange by monopolization, which
may be effected either legally or conventionally. For example, in many
Hellenic dties during the "status era" and also originally in Rome, the
inherited estate (as shown by the old £ormula for placing spendthrifts
under a guardian)H was monopolized, as were the estates of knights,
peasants, priests, and especially the clientele of the craft and merchant
guilds. The market is restric~ed, and the power of naked property per se,
which gives its stamp to class fonnation, is pushed into the background.
The results of this process can be most varied. Of course, they do not
necessarily weaken the contra~ts. in the economic situation. Frequently

,they strengthen these contrasts, and in any case, where stratification by
status permeates a community as strongly as was the case in all political
communities of Antiquity and of the Middle Ages, one can never speak
of a genuinely free market competition as we understand it today. There
are wider effects than this direct exclusion of special goods from the
market. From the conflict between the status order and the purely
economic order mentioned above, it follows that in most instances the
notion of honor peculiar to status absolutely abhors th3t which is essen
tial to the market: hard bargaining. HonQr abhors hard, bargaining
among peers and occasionally it taboos it for the members of a status
group in general. Therefore, everywhere some status groups, and usually
the Illost influential, consider almost any kind of overt participation in
economic acquisition as absolutely stigmatizing.

With some over~simplification, one might thus say that classes are
stratifie.d according to tb~r relations to the production and acquisition of
goods; whereas status groups are stratified according to the principles of
the~r consumption of goods as represented by ,special styles of life.

. An "occupational status group," too, is a status group proper. For
normally, it successfully claims social honor only by virtue of the special
style of life which may be determined by it. The differences between
classes and status groups frequently overlap. It is preciselYj those status
communities most strictly segregated jn terms of honor (vii. the Indian
castes) who today show, although within very rigid limits, a relatively
high degree of indifference to pecuniary income. However, the Brah
mins seek such income in many different ways. ..
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As to the general economic conditions making for the predominance
of stratification by status, only the following can be said. When the
bases of the acquisition and distribution of goods are relatively stable,
stratification by Status is favored. Every technological repercussion and
economic transformation threatens stratification by status and pushes the
class situation into the foreground. E~ and countries in which the
naked class situation is of predominant significance are regularly the
periods of technical and economic transformations, And every slowing
down of the change in economic stratification leads, in due course, to
the growth of status structures and makes for a resuscitation of the
important role of social honor,

1. PARTIES. Whereas the genuine place of classes is within the ec0

nomic order, the place of status groups is within the social order, that
is.. within the sphere of the distribution of honor. From within these
spheres, classes and status groups inHuence,one another and the legal
order and are in tum influenced by it. "Parties" reside in the sphere of
power. Their action is oriented toward the acquisition of social power,
that is to say, toward influencing social action "no matter what its content
may be. In principle, parties may exist in a social club as well as in a
state. As over against the actions of classes and status groups, for which
this is not necessarily the case, party-oriented social action always in
volves association. For it is always directed toward a goal which is
striven for in a planned manner. This goal may be a cause (the party
may aim at realizing a program for ideal or material purposes), or the
goal may be personal (sinecures, power, and from these, honor for the
leader and the followers of the party). Usually the party aims at all <

these simultaneously. Pa.rties are, therefore, only possible within groups
that have an associational character, that is, some rational order arid a
staff of persons available who are ready to enforce it. For parties aim
precisely at influencing this staff, and if possible, to recruit from it party

'members.
In any individual case, parties tna¥ reprqent interests determined

through class situation or status situation, and they may recruit their
following respectively from one or the other. But they need be neither
purely class nor purely status parties; in fact, they are more likely to be
mixed types, and sometimes they are neither. They may represent
ephemeral or endUring structures. Their means of attaining power may
be quite varied, ranging from naked violence of any sort to canvassing
for votes with coarse or subtle means: money, social influence, the force
of speech, suggestion, clumsy hoax, and so On to the rougher or more
artful tactics of obstruction in parliamentary bodies.

The sociological structure of parties differs in a basic way according
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to the kind of social aCtion which they struggle to influence; that means,
they differ according to whether or not the community is stratified by
status or by classes. Above aU else, they vary according to the structure
of domination. For their leaders normally deal with its conquest. In our
general terminology, parties are not only products of modem forms of
domination. We shall also designate as parties the ancient and medieval
ones, despite the fact that they differ basically from modern parties.
Since a party always struggles for political control (Herrschaft), its
organization too is frequently strict and "authOtitarian." Because of these
variations between the forms of domination, it is impossible to say any
thing about the structure of parties without discussing them first. There-

, fore, we shall now tum to this central phenomenon of all social organi
zation.

Before we do this, we should add one more general observation
about classes, status groups and parties; The fact that they presuppose a
lar&.er association, especially the framework of a polity. does not mean
trat they are confined to it. On the contrary, at all times it has been the
order of the day that such association (even when it aims at the use of
military force in common) reaches beyond the st;3te boundaries. This
can be seen in the [interJocalJ solidarity of interests of oligarchs and
democrats in Hellas, of Guelphs and Ghibellines in the Middle Ages.
and within the Calvinist party during the age of religious struggles;
and all the way up to the solidarity of landlords (hternational Con
gresses of Agriculture), princes (Holy Alliance, Karlsbad Decrees
[of 18191), socialist workers, conservatives (the longing of PrusSia'n con
servatives for Russian intervention in 18S0). But their aim is not neces
sarily the establishment of a new territorial dominion. In the main they
aim to influence the existing polity.

NOTES

I. This is the early formulation of territorial political organization and of the
state, which Weber later summarized in sec. 17 of Part One, ch. I. (R)

2. CamQTTa~well·or.s:anizedlarge-scale criminal gang operating in Southem
Italy, especially Naples; first appearance c. r820; achieved effective power over
Naples municipal goverllment in the 1890'S, was defeated in the elections of 1901

through the -effort of the Honest Govemment League, but Bared up repeatedly in
later times, especially about 191 I. (Rh)

3. Cf. Soc. of Law. above, ch. VIILii; I and 5, and vi: I. (W)
4. Cf. in this respect the role of the "military societies" as police organs

among the Plains Indians, as described by K. N. Llewellyn and E. A. Hoebel,
The Cheyenne Way (1941), esp. c. 5. (Bh)

5. Cf. E. Fischer, Schweizergeschichre (3rd cd. 1947) J 50. (Rh)
6. For a recent survey and synthesis of such studies, see R. Thumwald,
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Werden, Wandel und GesUlltung von Staat und KultuT (1934); for illustrati.)ns
of the type of society mentioned in the following sentences, see R. F. Barton,
lfugao Law (1919) and The Kalingas (1948). (Rh)

7· See Reste rr.abischen Heidentums (sec. ed., r897; also Medina vor dem
Islam (Skiz;;:en.und Vorarbeiten, vol. IV, I, 1889). (W)" ,

8. The German Customs Union (Zollverdn) was gradually established
under Prussian leadership in the 1820'S and 1830'S. After January I, 18J4, it
comprised all German states with the exception of Austria and two smaller states,
i.e., practically' that part of Germany which under Bismarck's j('.adersh.ip
emerged in 1871 as th~ new Geml1n Heich. In this development of German
unity under Prussian hegemony, but also toward the exclusion of Austria, which
became final through the Prussi:m-AuHrian war of r 866, the Zollverein consti
tuted an important step. (Rh)

9· Cf. Weber, Agrarverhiiltnisse, in GAzSW, 271, 273f, 295f. (W)
IO. On Franz Oppenheimer, see supra, Part One, ch. II, nn. 3 and Z2. (Wi)
1r. Gaius Verres (c. 120-43 B.C.), Roman magisll:<Ite who as governor of

Sicily ruthlessly exploited the local population. On thei~ behalf he was in 70 B.C.
prosecuted in the RCpclu11dae (extortion) Court bv ricero, whcse ''Verrine'' ora
tions contain much valuGible information on agr.. ,;.Il1 ('onditions--specifically, on
the decline of peasant fanning in favor of capitalistic, slave-ope,ated lati{undia
in the' Roman provinces. CE. aho V;/cber, Agrarverhlllt."isse, in GAzSW, 252£. (Wi)

12. Cf. now Victor Ehrenberg, The People ,-,t Aristaphanes (New York:
Schockcn paperback, 1962), chs_ V (esp. 123f.) and XI (esp. 307££.). (Wi)

13· All subheadings by Gerd:J. dud Mills. The major terminological change in
this section is the elimination of \he dichotomy of "cOmm'.mal" versus "societal"
action and the substitution of "group" far "community." (R)

r4. On the bona paterna avitaque of the Roman disemancip3tion formula, d.
also infra, ch. XVI:v, at n. 33- (Wi)

•
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CHAPTER x
DOMINATION AND

LEGITIMACY

1. Domination by Economic Power and by Authority'

Domination in the mostgeneral sense is one of the most important
elements of social action. Of course, not every form of social action re
veals a structure of dominancy. But in most of the varieties of social
action domination plays a considerable role, even where it is not obvious
at first sight. Thus, for example, in linguistic comm~nities the elevation
by authoritative fiat of a dialect to the status of an official language of a
political entity has very often had a decisive influence on the develop
ment of a large community with a common literary language, as, for
instance, Gennany.' On the other hand, political separation has de
termined the final form of a corresponding linguistic differentiation, as,
for instance, in the case of Holland as against Germany." Furthermore,
the domination exercised in the schools stereotypes the form and the
predominance of the official school language most eJ:lduringly and

, deciSively. Without exception every sphere of social action is profoundly
influenced by structures of dominancy. In a great number of cases the
emergence of rational association from amorphous social action has been
due to domination and the way in which it has been exercised. Even
where this is not the case, the structure of dominancy and its unfolding
is decisive in determining the form of social action and its orientation
toward a "goal." Indeed, domination has played the decisive role par
ticularly in the economicaIIy most important social structures of the past
and present, viz., the manor on the one hand, and the large-scale capi
talistic enterprise on the other.

Domination constitutes a special case of power, as we shall see

[94'J
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presently. As in the case of other forms of power, those who exercise
domination do not apply it exclusively, or even usually, to the pursuit
of purely economic ends, such as, for example, a plentiful supply of
economic goods. It is true, however, that the control over economic
goods, Le., economic power, is a frequent, often purposively willed, con
sequence of domination as wen as one of its most important instruments.
Not every position of economic power, however, represents domination
in our sense of the word. Nor does domination utilize in every case
economic power for its foundation and maintenance. But in the vast
majority of cases, and indeed in the most important ones, this is just
what happens in one way or another and often to such an extent that
the mode of applying economic means for the pUrp:lse of maintaining
domination, in tum, exercises a determining influence on the structure
of domination, Furthermore, the great majority of all economic organiza
tions, among them the most important and the most mod~rn ones, r~veal

a structure of dominancy. The crucial characteristics of any form of
domination may, it is true, not be correlated in any clearcut fashion with
any particular form of economic organization. Yet, the structure of
dominancy is in many cases both a factor of great economic importance
and, at least to some extent, a result of economic conditions.

Our first aim here is that of stating merely general propositions re
garding the relationship between fonns of economic organization and
of domination. Because of this very general character, these propositions
will inevitably be abstract and sometimes also somewhat indefinite. For
our purpose we need, first of all, a more exact definition of what we
mean by "domination" and its relationship to the general term "power."
Domination in the quite general sense of power, i.e., of the possibility
of imposing one's own will upon the behavior of other persons, can
emerge in the most diverse forms. If, as has occasionally been done, one
looks upon the claims which the law accords to one person against one
or more o.thers as a power to issue commands to debtors or to those to
whom no such claim is accorded, one may thereby conceive of the whole
system of modern private law as the decentralization of domination in
the hands of those to whom the legal rights are accorded. From this
angle, the worker would have the power to command, i.e., "domination,"
over the entrepreneur to the extent of his wage claim, and the civil
servant over the king to the extent of his salary- claim. Such a termi
nology would be rather forced and, in any case, it would not be of more
than provisional value since a distinction in kind must be made between
"commands" directed by the judicial authority to an adjudged debtor
and "commands" directed by the claimant himself to a debtor prior to
judgment. However, a position ordinarily designated as "dominating"

•
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can emerge from the social relations in a drawing room as well as in the
market, from the rostrum of a lecture-hall as well as from the command
post of a regiment, from an erotic or charitable relationship as well as
from scholarly discussion or athletics. Such a broad definition would,
however, render the term "domination" scientifically useless. A compre
hensive classification of all forms, conditions, and concrete contents of
"domination" in that widest sense is impossible here. We will only call
to mind that, in addition to numerous other possible types, there are
two diametrically contrasting types of domination, viz., domination by
virtue of a constellation of interests (in particular: by virtue of a posi
tion of monopoly), and domination by virtue of authority, i,e" power
to command and duty to obey. .

The purest type of the former is monopolistic domination in the
market; of the lauer, patriarchal, magisterial, or princely power. In its
purest fonn, the first is based upon influence derived exclusively from
the possession of goods or marketable skills guaranteed in some way
and acting upon the conduct of those dominated, who remain, however,
founally free and are motivated simply by the pursuit of their own
interests. The latter kind of domination rests upon alleged absolute duty
to obey, regardless of personal motives or interests. The borderline be
tween these two types of domination is fluid, Any large central bank or
credit institution, for instance, exercises a "dominating" influence on
the capital market by virtue of its monopolistic position, It can impose
upon its potential debtors conditions for the granting of credit, thus
influencing to a marked degree their economic behavior for the sake of
the liquidity of it~ own resources: The potential debtors, if they really
need the credit, must in their own interest submit to these conditions
and must even guarantee this submission by supplying collateral security,
The credit banks do not, however, pretend thatfthey exercise "authority,"
i,e" that they claim "submission" on the part of the dominated without
regard to the latters' own. interests; they simply pursue their own in
terests and realize _them best when the dominated persons, acting with
formal freedom, rationally pursue their own interests as they <Ire forced
upon them by objective circumstances,

Even the owner of an incomplete monopoly finds himself in that
same position if, despite existing competition, he is able by and large
to "prescribe" prices to both exchange partners and competitors; in other
words, if by his own conduct he can impose upon them a way of conduct
according to his own interest, without, however, imposing on them the
slightest "obligation" to submit to this domination. Any type of domina~

tion by virtue of constellation of interests may, however, be transformed
gradually into' domination by authority, This applies particularly to
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domination originally founded on a position of monopoly. A bank, for
instance, in order to control more effectively a debtor corporation, may
demand as a condition for credit that some member of its board be made
a member of the board of the debtor corporation. That board, in tum,
can give decisive orders to the management by virtue of the latter's ob
ligation to obey.

Or a central bank of issue causes the credit institutions to agree on
uniform terms of credit and in this way tries, by virtue of its position of
power, to secure to itself a continuous control and supervision of the
relationships between the credit institutions and' their customers. It may
then utilize its control for ends of currency management or for the
purpose of influencing the business cycle or for political ends such as,
for instance, the preparation of financial readiness for war. The latter
kind o~ use will be made in particular where the· central bank itself is
expC?sed to influence from the political power. Theoretically, it is con
cei-Jible that such controls can actually be established, that the ends for
and the wa ys of its exercise become articulated in reglementations, that
special agencies are created for its exercise and special appellate agencies
for the resolution of questions of doubt, and that, finally, the controls
are constantly made more strict. In such a case this kind of domination
might become quite like the authoritative domination of a bureaucratic
state agency over its subordinates, and the subordination would assume
the character of a relationship of obedience to authority.

The same observation can be made with respect to the domination
by the breweries over the tavern owners whom they supply with their
equipment, or the domination to which book dealers would have to sub- ,
mit if there should some day be a German publishers~ cartel with power
to issue and withhold retailers' licenses, or the domination of the gaso
line dealers by the Standard Oil Company, or the domination exercised
through their common sales office by the German coal producers over
the coal dealers. All. these retailers may well be reduced to employed
sales agents, little different from linemen working outside th~ employer's
plant or other private employees but subject to the authOrity of a de
partment chief. The transitions are gradual from the ancient debtor's
faeroa} dependency on his creditor to formal servitude for debt; or, in
the Middle Ages and in modem times, from the craftsman's dependence
on the market-wise exporter over the various forms of dependency of
the home industry to the completely authoritarian labor regulation of
the sweatshop worker. And from there other gradations lead to the
position of the secretary, the engineer, or the worker in the office or
plant, who is subject to a discipline no longer different in its nature from
that of the civil service or the army. although it has been created by a
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COIltr8et eOududed1D the labor ma~ket by fonnally "equaJ" parties
through the "voluntary" acceptance of the terms offered by the em
ployer. More important than the difference between private and public
t:rnployment is certainly that between the military_service and the other
sitUations. The latter are concluded and terminated YOluhtan1y, while
the former is imposed by compulsion, at least in those countries where,
as in ours, the ancient system·of mercenary service has heen replaced by
the draft. Yet, even the relationship of political allegiance can be en
tered into and, to some extent, be dissolved voluntarily; the same holds
true of the feudal and, under certain circumstances, even of the patri
monial dependency relationships of the paSt. Thus even in these cases
the transitions are hut gradual to those relationships of authority, for
instance slavery, which are completely involuntary and, for the subjel;t,
normally nontenninable. Obviously, a certain minimum interest of the
subordinate in his own obeying will normally constitute one of the in
dispensable motives of obedience even in the completely authoritarian
du·ty~relationship. ThroUghout, transitions are thus vague and changing.
And yet, if we wish at all to obtain fruitful distinctions within the con
tinuousstream of actual phenomena, we must not overlook the clear-cut
antithesis between factual power which arises completely out of posses
sion and by way of interest compromises in the market, and, on- the other
hand, the authoritarian power of a patriarch or monarch with its appeal
to the duty of obedience simply as such. The varieties of power are in
no way exhausted by the examples just given. Even mere possession

-4:an be a basis of power in forms other than that of the market. As we
pointed out before,-even in socially undifferentiated situations wealth,
accompanied by a corresponding way of life, creates prestige, correspond
ing to the position in present society of one who "keeps an open house"
or the lady who has her "salon." Under certain circumstances, every
one of these relationships may assume authoritarian traits. Domination
in' the broader sense ean be produced not only by the exchange rela~

Jionships of the market but also by those of "society"; such pheJ;lOmena
may range aU the way from the "drawing room lion" to the patented
arbiter elegantiarum' of imperial Rome or the courts of love of the
ladies of Provence.S Indeed, such situations of domination can be found
also outside the sphere of private markets and relationships. Even with
out any fonnal power of command an "empire state" or, more correctly,
those individuals who are the decisive ones within it either through au~

thority or through the market, can exercise a,.JaNeaching and acea-
----siOnally even a despotic hegemony. A typical ltfustration is afforded by

Prussia's position within the German Customs Union or, later, in the
Gennan Reich, To some, although much lesser· extent, New, York's posi-
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don within the United States affords another illustration. In the German
Customs Union the Prussian officials were dominant, because their
state's territory constituted the largest and thus the decisive market; in
the Gennan Reich they are paramount because they dispose of the
largest net of railroads, the greatest number of university positions, etc.,
and can thus cripple the corresponding administrative departments of
the other, formally equal, states. New York can exercise political power
because it is the _seat of the great financial powers. All such forms of
power are based upon constellations of interests. They thus resemble
those which occur in .the market, and in the course of development they
can easily be transformed into formally regulated relationships of au
thority or, more correctly, into associations with heterocephaIous power'
of command and coercive apparatus. Indeed, because of the very absence
of rules, domination which originates in the market or other- interest
constellations may be felt to be much more oppressive than an authority
in which the ditties of obedience are set ('·ut clearly and expressly. That
aspect must not affect, however, the terminology of the sociologist.

In the following discussion we shall use the term domination ex~

clusively in that narrower sense which excludes from its scope those
-situations in which ppwer has its source· in a formally free interplay of
interested parties such as occurs especially in the market. In other words,
in our terminology domination shan be identical with authoritarian
power of command.

To be more specific, domination will thus mean the situation in
which the manifested 'rill (command) of the ruler or rulers is meant
to inAuence the conduct of one or more others (the ruled) and actually
does inAuence it in such a way that their conduct to a socially relevant
degree occurs as if the ruled had made the content of the command the
maxim of their conduct for its very own sake. Looked upon from the
other end, this situation will be called obedience.

FURTHER NOTES: 1. The definition sounds awkward, especially due
to rhe use of the "as if" formula. This cannot be avoided, however. The
merely external fact of the order being obeyed is not sufficient to signify
domination in our sense; we cannot overlook the meaning of the fact that
the command is accepted as a "valid" norm. On the other hand, how
ever, the causal chain extending from the command to the actual fact of
compliance can be quite varied. Psychologically, the command may have
achieved. its effect upon the ruled. either through empathy or through
inspiration or through persuasion by rational argument or through some
combination of these three principal types of influence of one person
over another.s In a concrete case the performance of the command may
have been motivated by the ruled's own conviction of its propriety, or
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by his sense of duty, or by fear, or by "dull" custom, or by a desire to
obtain some benefit for himself. Sociologically, those differences are not
necessarily relevant. On the other hand, the sociological character of
domination will differ according to the basic differences in the major
modes of legitimation.

2. Many transitions exist, as we have seen, between that narrower con
cept of domination as we have defined it now and those situations of
setting the tone in the market, the drawing room, in a discussion, etc.,
which we have discussed earlier. We shaH briefly revert to some of these
latter cases so as to elucidate more dearly the former.

It is obvious that relationships of domination may exist reciprocally.
In modem bureaucracy, among officials of different departm.ents,.each is
subject to the others' powers of command insofar as the lauer have juris
diction. There are no conceptual difficulties involved, but where a
customer places with a shoemaker an order for a pair of shoes, can it
then be said that either one has control over the other? The answer
MIl depend upon the circumstances of each individual case, but almost
always will it be found that in some limited respect the will of the one
has inBuenced that of the other even against that other's reluctance and
that, consequently, to that extent one has dominated over the other. No
precise concept of domination could be built up, however, upon the
basis of such considerations; and this statement holds true for aU rela
tionships of exchange, including those of intangibles. Or what shall we
say of the vinage craftsman who, as is often the case in Asia, is employed
at fixed terms by the village? Is he, within his vocational jUrisdiction, a
ruler, or is he the ruled, and, if so, by whom? One will be inclined
rather not to apply the concept. of domination to such relationships,
except with respect to the powers which he, the craftsman, exercises
over his assistants or which are exercised over him by those persons who
are to control him by virtue of their official position. As soon -as we do
this, we narrow the concept of domination to that technical one which

, we have defined. above. Yet, the position of a village chief, that is, a
person of official authOrity,may be exactly like th,at of the village crafts
man. The distinction between private business and public dffice, as we
know it, is the result of development and it is not at aU so firmly rooted
elsewhere as it is with us in Germany. In the popular American view,
a judge's job is a business just as a banker's. He, the judge, simply is a
man who has been granted. the monopoly to give a person a decision
with the help of which the latter may enforce some perfonnance against
another or, as the case may be, may shield himself against the claims of
others. By virtue of this monopoly the judge enjoys directly or indirectly
a number of bene6ts, legitimate or illegitimate, and for their enjoyment
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he pays a portion of his fees to the party boss to whom he owes his job.
To all of these, the village chief, the judge, the banker, the crafts

man, we shall ascribe domination, wherever they claim, and to a socially
relevant degree find obt.xlience 10, commands given and received as
such. No usable concept uf domination can be defined in any way other
than by rdercn;,;t to power of command; but we must never forget that
here, as everywhere elst?: in life, everything is "in transition." It should
he self.-evident that the sociologist is guided exclusively by the factual
existence of such a power of command, in contrast to the lawyer's in
terest in the theoretical content of a legal norm. As far as sociology is
concerned power of command does nof exist unless the authority which,
is claimed by somebody is actually heeded to a socially relevant degree.
Yet, the sociologist will normally start from the observation that "factual"
powers of command usually claim to exist "by virtue of law." It is exactly
for this reason that the sociologist cannot help operating with the con
ceptual apparatus of the law.

2. Direct Democracy and Rule by Notables'.

We are primarily interested in "domination" insofar as it is com
bined with "administration." Every domination both expresses itself and
functions through administration. Every administration, on the other
hand, needs domination, because it is always necessary that some powers
of command be in the hands of somebody. Possibly the power of COIll

mand may appear in a rather innocent garb; the roler may be regarded
as their "servant" by the ruled, and he may look upon himself in that
way. This phenomenon occurs in its purest fonn in the so-called, "im
mediately democratic" administration ["direct democracy"}. <

This kind of administration is called democratic for two reasons
which need not necessarily coincide. The first reason is that it is based
upon the amfmption that everybody is equally qualified to conduct the
public affairs. The second: that in this kind of administration the scope
of power of command is kept at a minimum. Administrative functions
are rotated, or determined by drawing lots, or assigned for short periods
by election. An important decisions are reserved. to the common resolu~

tion of all; the administrative functionaries have only_to prepare and
carry out the resolutions and to conduct "current business" in accordance
with the directives of the general assembly. This type of administra~on

can be found in many private associations, in certain political communi
ties such as the Swiss Landesgemeinden or certain townships in the
United States, or in universities (insofar as the administration lies in
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the hands of the rector and the deans),s as well as in numerous other
organizations of a similar kind. However mocl.est the administrative func
tion may be, some functionary must have some power of command, and
his position is thus always in suspense between that of a mere servant
and that of master. It is against the very development of the latter that
the "democratic" limits of his position are directed. However, "equality"
and "minimization" of the dominant powers of functionaries ~ also
found in many aristocratic groups as against the members of their own
ruling layer. Illustrations are afforded by the aristocracy of Venice,
Sparta or that of the fun professors of a German university. They all
have been using those same "democratic" forms of rotation of office,
drawing lots, or short-term election.

Normally this kind of administration ou::uJ in organizations which
fulfill the following conditions:

I) the organization must be local or otherwise limited in the num
ber of members; 2) the social positions of the members must not greatly
diffei' from each other; 3) the administrative functions must be relatively
simple and stable; 4) however, there must be a certain minimum devel·
opment of training in objectively determining ways and means. This
latter requirement exists, for instance, in the direct democratic adminis
trations in Switzerland and the United States just as it existed in the
Russian miT within the confines of its traditional scope of business. We
do not look, however, upon this kind of administration as the historical
starting point of any typical course of development but rather as a
marginal type case, which lends itself well as the starting point of in·
vestigation. Neither taking turns nor drawing lots nor election are
"primitive" fonns of picking the functionaries qf an organization.

Wherever it exists, direct democratic administration is unstable,
With every development of ecopomic differentiation arises the proba
bility that administration will fall into the hands of the wealthy. The
reason is not that they would have superior personal qualities or more
~J!lprehensive knowledge, but simply that they can afford to take the
time to carry on the administrative functions cheaply or without any
pay and as part-time jobs. Those, however, who are forced to work for
I living would have to sacrifice time, which means income, and the more
:ntense labor grows, the more intolerable does this sacrifice become. The
>earets of that superiority are thus not simply those who enjoy high in
:omes but rather those who have an income without personal labor or
lerive it from intermittent labor. Under otherwise equal conditions a
nadem manufacturer can thus get away from his work less eaSily and is
:orrespondingly less available for administrative functions than a land
lWIler or a medieval merchant patrician, both of whom have not had
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to work uninterruptedly. For the same reason the directors of the great
university clinics and institutes are the least suited to be rectors; al
though they have ple~ty of administrative experience, their time is too
much occupied with their regular work. Hence in the measure in which
those who have to work are becoming unable to get away from it, direct
democratic administration will tend to turn into rule by notables
(honoTatifITes).

We have already met the type as that of the bearer of a special social
honor connected with the mode of living.g Here we now encounter
another indispensable requirement, viz., that capacity to take ca~ of
social administration and rule as an honorific duty which derives from
economic lX'Sition. Hence we shall tentatively define hanoratiores as
fonows:

Persons who, first, are enjoying an income earned without, or with..s comparatively little, labor, or at least of such a kind that they can afford
~. to assume administrative functions in addition to whatever business ac
.oz. tivities they may be carrying on; and who, second, by virtue of such

;ncome, have a mode of life which attributes to them the social "pres
tige" of a status honor and thus renders them fit for being called to rule.

Fre~uently such rule by honoratiores has developed in the form of
drliberating bIXlies in which the affairs to be brought before the cOm

munity are discussed in advance; such bodies easily come to anticipate
the resolutions of the community or to eliminate them and thus to
establish, by virtue of their prestige, a monopoly of the honoratiares.
The development of the rule by honoratiores in this way has existed a
long time in local communities and thus particularly in the neighbor
hood association. Those honaratioTes of olden times had a character quite
different, however, from those who emerge in the rationalized direct
democracy of the present. The original qualification was old age. In all
communities which orient their social conduct toward tradition, i.e.,
toward convention, customary law or sacred law,. the elders are, so to
speak, the natural honoratiores not only because of their prestige of
wider experience, but also because they know the traditions. Their con
sent, advance approval ('1fpo{30-UA.wp.e), or ratification (auctoritas)lO guar
antees the properness of a resolution as against the supernatural powers
just as it is the most effective decision in a case of dispute. Where all
members of a community are in about the same economic position, the
"elders" are simply those oldest in the household, the dan, or the
neighborhood.

However, the relative prestige of age within a community is subject
to much change. Wherever the food resources are scarce, he who can
no longer work is just a burden. Also where war is a -ehronic state of
affairs, the prestige of the older men is liable to sink below that of the
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warriors and there often develops a democratic bias of the' younger
groups against the prestige of old age (sexagenarios de ponte)," The
same development occurs in periods of economic or political revolution,
whether violent or peaceful, and also where the practical power of reli~

gious ideas and thus the veneration of a sacred tradition is little de
veloped or on the decline. The prestige of old age is preserved, on .the
other hand, wherever the objective usefulness of experience or the
subjective power of tradition are estimated highly.

Where the elders are deposed. power normally accrues not to youth
but to the bearers of some other kind of social pre~tige. In the case of
economic or status differentiation the councils of elders (¥tpovula., sen
atus) may retain its name, but de facto it will be composed of honora
tiores in the sense discussed above, i.e., "economic" hQnoratiores, or
hearers of status honor whose power ultimately is also based upon
their wealth.

On the other hand, the battle cry that a "democratic" administra
tion must be obtained or preserved may become a powerful tool of the
poor ih their 6ght against the honoratiores. but also of economically
powerful groups which are not admi~ted to status honor, In that case
democratic administration becomes a matter of struggle between political
parties. especially since the honoratiQres. by virtue of their status pres
tige and the dependency on them of certain groups, can create for
themselves "security troops"t2 from among the poor. As soon as it is
thus made the object of a struggle for power, direct democratic adminis
tration loses its specific feature, the undeveloped state of domination.
A political party. after all, exists for the very purpose of fighting for
domination in the specific sense, and it thus necessarily tends toward
a strict hierarchical structure, however carefully it may be trying to
hide this Fact.

Something similar to this social alienation of the members, who
lived in substantially the same manner in the marginal case of "pure"
democracy, occurs where the group grows beyond a certain size or
where the administrative function becomes too difficult to be satisfac
torily 'taken care of by anyone whom rotation. the lot, or election may
nappen to designate. The conditions of administration of mass structures
ne radically different from those obtaining in small associations resting
lipan neighborly or personal relationships. As soon as mass administra
tion is involved, the meaning of democracy changes so radically that it
[to longer makes sense for the sociologist to ascribe to the' term the
iame meaning as in the case discussed so far.

The growing complexity of the administrative tasks and the sheer
~nsion of their scope increasingly result in the technical superiority
)f those who have had training and experience, and will thus inevitably
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favor the continuity of at least some of the functionaries. Hence, there
always exists the probability of the rise .of a special, perennial structure
for administrative purposes, which of necessity means for the exercise
of rule. As mentioned before, this structure may be one of honorauore5,
acting as equal "colleagues," or it may tum out to be "monocratic," SO

that all functionaries are integrated into a hierarchy culminating in
one single head.

3. Organizational Structure ana the Bases of Legitimate
Authority

The predominance of the members of such a structure of domination
rests upon the so-called "law of the small number." The ruling minority
can quickly reach understanding among its members; it is thus able at
any time quickly to initiate that rationally organized action which is
necessary to preserve its position of power. Consequently it can easily
squelch any action of the masses (Massen- oder Gemeinschaftshandeln)
threatening its power as long as the opponents have not created. the same
kind of organization for the planned direction of their own struggle
for domination. Another benefit of the small number is the ease of
secrecy as to the intentions and resolutions of the rulers and the state
of their information; the larger the circle grows, the more difficult or
improbable it becomes to guard such secrets. Wherever increasing stress
is placed upon "official secrecy," we take it as a symptom of either an
intention of the rulers to tighten the reins of their rule 'or of a feeling
on their part that their rule is being threatened. But every domination
established as a continuing one must in some decisive point be secret
rule.

Generally speaking, however, the specific arrangements for domina
tion, as they are established by association, show the following char
acteristics:
. A circle of people who are accustomed to obedience to the orders
of leaders and who also have a personal interest in the COntinuance of
the domination by virtue of their own participation and the resulting
benefits, have divided among themselves the exercise of those functions
which will serve the continuation of the domination and are holding
themselves continuously ready for their exercise. (This is what is meant
by "organization.")U Those leaders who do not derive from grant by
others the powers of command claimed and exercised by :.hem, we shall
call masters; while the term apparatus shall mean the circle of those
persons who are holding themselvZ5 at the disposal of the master or
,masters in the manner just defined.

"
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The sociological character of the structure of any particular case
of domination is determined by the kind of relationship between the
master or masters and the apparatus, the kind of relationship of both
ro the ruled, and by its specific organizational structure, i.e., its specific
way of distributing the powers of command. There can also be con
sidered, of course, a good many other elements, which may then be
lIsed to establish a great number of varying sociological classifications.
For our limited purposes, we shaH emphasize those basic types of domi
nation which result when we search for the ultimate grounds of the
validity of a domination, in other words, when we inquire into those
grounds upon which there are based the claims of obedience made by
the master against the "officials" and of both against the ruled.

We have encountered the problem of legitimacy already in our dis
cussion of the legal order. Now we shall have to indicate its broader
significance. For a domination, this kind of justification of its legitimacy
is much more than.. a matter of theoretical or phiiosophical speculation;
it rather constitutes the basis of very rf:<ll differenCes in the empirical
structure of domination. The reasen for this fact lies in the generally
observable need of any power, or even of any advantage of life, to
jmtify itself.

The fates of human beings are not equal. Men differ in their
states of health or wealth or social status or what not. Simple observa
tion shows that in every such situation he who is more favored feels
the never ceasing ned to look upon his position as in some way
"legitimate," upon his advantage as "deserved," and the other's disaQvan
tage as being brought about by the latter's "fault." That the purely
accidental causes of the difference may be ever so obvious makes no
a;fference.

This same need makes itself felt in the relation between positively
and negatively privileged groups of human beings. Every highly privi·
leged group develops tbe myth of its natural, especially its blood,
superiority. Under conditions of stable distribution of power and, con
sequently, of 'status order, that myth is accepted by the negativelr"privi
leged strata. Such a situation exists as long as the masses continue in
that natural state of theirs in which thought about the order: of domi
nation remains but little developed, which means, as long as no urgent
needs render the state of affairs "pr:oblematical." But -in times in which
the class situation has become unambiguously and openly visible to
everyone as the factor determining every man's individual fate, that
very myth of the highly privileged about everyone having deserved
his particular lot has often. become one of the most passionately hated
objects of attack; one ought only to think of certain struggles of late
Antiquity and of the Middle Ages, and quite particularly of the class
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struggle of our own time in which such myths and the claim of legiti.
mate domination based upon it have been the target of the most power·
ful and most effective attacks.

Indeed, the continued exercise of every domination (in our techni
cal sense of the word) always has the strongest need of self-justifica
tion through appealing to the principles of its legitimation. Of such
ultimate principles, there are only three:

The "validity" of a power of command may he expressed, first, in a
system of consciously made rational rules (which may be either agreed
upon or imposed from above), which meet with obedience as generally
binding norms whenever such obedience is claimed by him whom ~e

rule designates. In that case every single bearer of powers of command
is legitimated by that system of rational noms, and his power is legiti
mate insofar as it corresponds with the norm. Obedience is thus given
to the norms rather than to the penon.

The validity of a power of command can also rest, however, upon
personal authority.

Such personal authority can, in turn, be founded upon the sacred
ness of tradition, i.e., of that which is customary and has always been
so and prescribes obedience to some particular person.

Or, personal authority can have its source in the very opposite,
viz., the surrender to the extraordinary, the belief in charisma, i.e.,
actual revelation or grace resting in such a person as a savior, a
prophet, or a hero.

The "pure" types of domination correspond to these three possible
types of legitimation. The forms of domination occurring in histoncal
reality constitute comhinations, mixtures, adaptations, or modifications
f h " "o t ese pure types.

Rationally regulated association within a structure of domination
finds its typical expression in bureaucracy. Tradititmally prescribed
social action is typically represented by patriarchalism. The charismatic
structure of domination rests upon individual authority which is based
neither upon rational rules nor upon tradition. Here too we shall proceed
from the type that is the most rational and the one most familiar to
us: modern bureaucratic administration.

NOTES

I. Unl~otherwise indicated, all notes are by Rheinstein.
~. Among numerous German dialects and ways in which the language was

used in poetry, literature, and polite parlance, acceptance as the standard was
achieved by that fonn wbkh was used in the late fourteenth lind Jifteenth ceD-
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turies by the imperial <;hancery, tirst in Prague and then in Vienna, espectally
when a style close to it was used by Luther in his translation of the Bible.

3. The low-German dialect spoken in the ,resent Netherlands achieved, in
the form in which it is used in the Province 0 South Holland, the status of a
separate language when the United Provinces separated from Germany and the
Dutch dialect became the language of officialdom and of the Bible translation
(Statenbijbel, 1626-1635). Signilicantly no such status as a separate language
was achieved by any one of the Swiss German dialects; as there was no central
chancery in the loose Swiss Confederation, High German remained the official
language in spite of the political separation from Germany, which took place a
century earlier than that of the Netherlands.

4. ATbiter eleglmt"""m-According to Tacitus (Ann. XVI 18), Gaius Pe
tronius, who is probably identical with the satirist Petronius Arbiter, was called
by Nero the "arbiter of elegance" to whose judgment he bowed in matters of
taste. Petronius and his title have been popularized through Henry Sienkiewicz'
novel Quo Vadis.

5. On cOurts of love, tee Part Two, ch. I,n. 10.

6. On empaIhy and inspiration as factors influencing the attitude of other
per3ClnS, see Part Two, ch. I:,:•.

7· Cf, above, Part One, clt..lll: 19£. (R)
8. At the German universities both the p~esident (Rektor) and the deans

aIle elected by the full professors for one-year terms; together with the senate they
administer the affairs of the university and represent it, especially as against the
ministry of education, by which the universities are supervised.

9. Seech.lX: 6:8 and "Soc. of Law:' ch. VIlI:iv. (R) .
lO. Auctcrltas [sc. patrumJ CIat.)-the approval of the Roman Senate as

required for the validity of certain resolutions of the popular assemblies (comitia);
on the varying phrases of political signilicance of the requirement, see JOLOWIC2,

Historical Introduction to Roman Law (1931-),3°,
11. "Men of sixty, off the bridgel"-a Roman proverb of uncertain origin,

which was generally associated by ancient authors with an imputed old practice of
human sacrifice under which useless old men were thrown olt a bridge into the
Tiber. A less generally held interpretation, which Weber has in mind here, is re
ported in a fragment of Varra's de vita pop. Rom. lib. W (II. 1I); this derives the
saying £rom the exclusion of men over military age from the voting assembly of
the people in its military aIlay on the campus Martius, access to which was over a
bridge. Cf. art. "sexagenarios" in Pauly-Wissowa, RE, :Iond ser., II (1923), :Io05f.
(Rh/Wi)

u. Weber uses the word Schutztruppe, a tenn primarily known a:t the.time
'as the designation for the colonial troops in the Gennan oveneas holdings; par·
Dcularly prominent was the Schutztruppe in Southwest Africa, which repressed
the Hereto uprising between 1904 and 1908. (R)

13. Cf. Part One, ch, Ill:13. (R)



CHAPTER XI
BUREAUCRACY

I. Characteristics of A10dern Bureaucracy

Modern officialdom fUndiQos in the following manner:
.1. TIlere is the principk ,)f official jurisdictional ar-eas, which arc

generally ordered by rules, that is, by bws or administrative regulations.
This means:

(I) The regular activities requi;:cd for the purposes or the bureau
cratically governed structure all' assigned as official duties.

(2) The authority to give the commands reguired for the discharge
of th('~(' dlltie~ is distributed in a stable way and is strictly delimited by
rules concerning the coercive means, physical, sacerdotal, or othelY\'ise,
which may be pbced at the disFosal of officials.

(3) f\1ethodic<l1 provision is made for the regular and continUOl''>

fuifiIJment of these duties and for the exercise of the corresponding
rights; only persons who qualify under general rules are employed.

In the sphere of the state these three elements constitute a bureau
em Lie agency, in the sphere of the private economy they constitute a
bw(';)ucratic enterprise. Bureaucracy, thus understood, is fully developed
Ifl political and ecclesiastical cOll.1munities only in the modern state, and
in the private economy only in the most advanced institutions of capital
ism. Permanent agencies, with fixed jurisdiction, are not the historical
rule but rather the exception. Tbis is even true of large political struc
tures such as those of the ancient Orient, the Gennanic and Mongolian
empires of conquest, and of many feudal states. In all these cases,the
ruler executes the most important measures through personal trustees,
table-eompanions, or court-servants. Their commissions and powers are
not precisely deIi.mited and are temporarily called into being for each
case.
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II. Th~' principles of offtee hierarchy and of channels of appeal
(lnstanzenzug) stipulate a clearly established system of super- and sub
ordinatIon In which there IS a supervision of the lower offices by the
higher ones. Such a system offers the governed the possibility of appeal
ing, in a precisely regulated manner, the decision of a lower office to

the corresponding superior authority. With the full development of the
bureaucratic type, t1-: office hierarchy is monocratically organized. The
principle of hierarchical office authority is found in all bureaucratic
structures: in state and ecclesiastical structures as well as in large party
organizations and private enterp~ses. It does not matter for the char
acter of bureaucracy whether its authority is called "private" or "public."

When the principle of jurisdictional "competency" is fully carried
through, hierarchical subordination-at least in public office---does not
mean that the "higher" authority is authorized Silllply to take over the
business of the "lower." Indeed, the opposite is the rule; once an office
has been set up, a new incumbent will always be appointed if a
vacancy occurs.
, m. The management of the modern office is based upon wriu<;;o

documents (the "files"), which are preserved in their original or draft
form, and upon a staff of subaltern officials and scribes of all sorts. The
body of officials working in an agency along with the respective ap
paratus of material implements and the files makes up a bureau (in
private enterprises often called the "counting house," Kantor)'

In principle, the modem organization of the civil service separates
the bureau from the private domicile of the official and, in general,
segregates official activity from the sphere of private life. Public monies
and equipment are divorc~d from the private property of the official.
This condition is everywhere the product of a long development. Nowa
days, i~ is found in public as well as in private enterprises; in the latter,
the principle extends even to the entrepreneur at the top. In princi~

,pie, the Kontor (~)ffice) is separated from the household. business from
private correspondence, and business assets from private ...vealth. The
more consistently the modem type of business management has been
carried through, the more are these separations the case. The beginnings
of this process are to be found as early as the Middle Ages.

It is the peculiarity of the modern entfepreneur that he conducts
himself as the '!6rst official" of his enterprise, in the very same way
in which the ruler of a specifically mooern bureaucratic state [Frederick.
II of Prussia} spoke of himself as "the first servant" of the state. The
idea that the bureau activities of the state are intrinsicaHy different in
character from the management of private offic((S is a continental Euro-
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pean notion and, by way of contrast, is totally foreign to the American
way.

IV. Office management, at least all s~alized office management
~, -and _suc~"~anagement is d.istinctly It1;ooem-usually presupposes

thorough training in a field of specialization. ~is, too, holds increasingly
f9r the modem executive and employee of a, private enterprise, just as it
dCles for the state offici'als. '

V. [When the office/is fully developed, official activity demands the
full working capacity of the official, irrespective of the fact,. that the
length of his obligatory working hours in the bureau may he limited.
In the no~l c.ase, this too is only the product of a long development,
in the public a~ well as in the private office. Formerly the normal state
of affairs was the reverse: Official business -was discharged as a secondary
activity.

VI. The management of the office foHows general rules, which are
more or less stable, more or less exhaustive, and which can be learned.
Knowledge of these rules represents a special technical expertise which
the officials possess. It involves jurisprudence, administrative or busi
ness management.

The reduction of modern office management to rules is deeply
embedded in its very nature. The theory of modern public administra
tion, for instance, assumes that the authOrity to order certain matters by
decree-which has been legally granted to an ageney-does not entitle
the agency to regulate the matter by individual commands given for
each case, hut only to regulate the matter abstractly. This stands in .
extreme contrast to the regulation of all relationships through individual
privileges and bestowals of favor, which, as we shaH see, is absolutely
dominant in patrimonialism, at least in so far as such relationships are
not fixed by sacred tradition,

2. The Position of the Official Within and Outside of
Bureaucracy

An this results in the following for the internal and external posi
tion of the ~ffi.cial:

I. OFFICE HOLDING AS A VOC'.AnON .

That the office is a "vacation" (Bemf) finds expression, 6rst, in the
requirement of a prescribed course of training, which demands the
entire working capacity for a long period of time, and in generally
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prescribed special examinations as prerequisites of employment. Further~

more, it finds expression in that the position of the official is in the
nature of a "duty" (P~icht). This determines the character of his rela
tions in the following manner: Legally and actually, office holding is
not considered ownership of a source of income, to be exploited for
rents or emoluments in exchange for the rendering of certain services,
as was normally the case during the Middle Ages and frequently up
to the threshold of recent times, nor is office holding considered a
common exchange of services, as in the case of free employment con
tracts. Rather, entrance into an office, including one in the private
economy, is considered an acceptance of a specific duty of fealty to the
purpose of the office (Amtstreue) in return for the grant of a secure
existence. It is decisive for the modem loyalty to an office th,at, in the
pure type, it does not establish a relationship to a person, like the
vassal's or disciple's faith under Mudal or patrimonial authority, hut
rather is devoted to impersmsal ..d fxxctional purposes. These pur
poses, of course, fre'luently gain an ideological halo from cultural
values, such as state, church, community, party or enterprise, which
appear as surrogates for a this·worldly or other-worldly personal mas·
ter and which are embodied by a given group.

The political official-at least in the fully developed modern state
-is not considered the personal servant of a ruler. Likewise, the bishop,
the priest and the preacher are in fact no longer, as in early Christian
times, carriers of a purely personal charisma, which offers other-worldly
sacred values under the personal mandate of a master, and in prinCiple
responsible only to him, to everybody who Rppears worthy of them and
asks for them. In spite of the partial survival of the old theory, they
have become officials in the service of a functional purpose, a purpose
which in the present-day "church" appe3fS at onCt; impersonalized and
ideologically sanctified.

II. THE SOCIAL POSITION OF THE OFFIClAL

A. SOCIAL ESTEEM AND STATU:. cO<"V:rVTION. Whether he is in a
private office or a public bureau, the modem o~cial, too, always strives
for and usually attains a distinctly elevated social esteem vis-a-vis the
governed. His social position is protected by prescription about rank
order and, for the political official, by special prohibitions of the crimi
nal code against "insults to the office" and "contempt'; of state· and
church authorities.

The social position of the official is normally highest where, as in
old civilized countries, the following conditions prev<lil; a strong de-
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mand for administration by trained experts; a strong and stable social
differentiation, where the official predominantly comes from socially
and tconomically privileged strata because of the social distribution
of power or the costliness of the required training and of status con
ventions. The possession of educational certificates or patents--discussed
helov.r (sec. 13 A)-is usually linked with qualification for office; naturally,
this enhances the "status element" in the social position of the official.
Sometimes the status factor is explicitly acknowledged: for example,
in the prescription that the acceptance of an aspirant to an office career
depends upon the consent ("election") by the members of the official
body. This is the case in the offICer corps of the German army. Similar
phenomena, which promote a guild-like closure of officialdom, are
typically found in the patrimomal and, particularly, in prebendal official
dom of the past. The desire tc resurrect such policit:s in changed forms
is by no means infrequent among modem bureaucrat~; it played a role,
for instance, in the demands of the largely proletarianized [zemstvo-]
officials (the tretij element) dUfing the Russian revolution (of 1905]'

Usually the social esteem of the officials is especially low where the
demand for expert administration and the hold of status conventions
are weak. Thb is often the case in new settlements by virtue of the
great economic opportunities ,md the great instability of their social
stratification; witness the United States.

B. APPOINTMENT VERSUS ELECTION; CONSEQUENCES FOR EX

PERTISE. T ypicaJly, the bureat.lcratic official is appointed by a superior
• authority. An official elected by the governed i~ no longer a purely

bureaucratic figure. Of course, a formal election may hide an appoint
ment-in politics especially by party bosses. This does not depend upon
legal statutes, but upon the w"y in which the party mechanism func
tions. Once firmly organized, the parties can tutn a rorm:IUy free elec
tion into the mere acclamatIOn of a candidate designated by the paTty
chief, or at b1st into a ·contest, conducted according to ce!.t'.lln rules,
for the election of one of two designated candidates.

In all circumstances, the designation of officials by meam of an
election modifies the rigidity of hierarchical subordination. In princi
ple, an official who is elected has an autonomous position vis-a.-vis his
superiors, for he does not derive his position "from above" but "from
below," or at least'not from a superior authority of the official hier
archy but from powerful party men ("bosses"), who also determine
his further career. The career of the dected official is not primarily
dependent upon his chief in the administration. TIle official who is·
not elected, but appointe4 by a master, normally functions, from a
technical point of view, morc accurately because i! is more likely that
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purely functional points of consideration and qualities will detennine
his selection and career. As laymen, the governed can evalute the
expert qualifications of a candidate for office only in terms of experi
ence, and hence only after his service. Mor~ver, if political parties
are involved in any sort of selection of officials by election, they quite
naturally tend to give decisive weight not to technical competence but
to the services a follower renders to the party boss. This holds lor the
designation of otherwise freely elected offiCials by party bosses when
they determine the slate of candidates as well as for the free appoint
ment of officials by a chief who has himSelf been elected. The contrast,
however, is relative: substantially similar conditions hold where legiti
mate monarchs and their subordinates appoint officials, except that
partisan influences are then Jess controllable.

Where the demand for administration by trained experts is con
siderable, and the party faithful have to take into accour.t an intel
lectually developed, educated, and free "public opinion," the use of
unqualified officials redounds upon the party in power at the next elec
tion. Naturally, this is more likely to happen when the officials are
appointed by the chief. The demand for a trained administration now
exists in the United States, but wherever, as in the large cities, immi
grant votes are "corralled," there is, of course, no effective public
opinion. Therefore, popular election not only of the administrative
chief but also of his subordinate officials usually endangers, at least in'
very large administrative bodies which are difficult to supervise, the
expert qualincation of the officials as well as the precise functioning
of the bureaucratic mechanism, besides weakening the dependence of
the officials upon the hierarchy. The superior qualification and integrity
of Federal judges appointed by the president, as over and against
elected judges, in the United States is well known, although both types
of officials are ~elected primarily in terms of party considerations. The
great changes in American metropolitan administrations demanded by
reformers have been effected essentially by elected mayors working
with an apparatus of officials who were appointed by them. These
reforms have thus come about in a "caesarist" fashion. Viewed tech
nically, as an organized fonn of domination, the efficiency of "caesar
ism," which often grows out of democracy, rests in general upon the
p:>sition of the "caesar" as a free trustee of the masses (of the army
or of the ci~nry), who is unfettered by tradition. The "caesar" is
thus the unrestrained master of a lxxly of highly qualified military
officers and officials whom he selects freely and personally without
regard to tradition or to any other impediments. Such "rule of the per-
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sonal geniUS," however, stands in conflict with the formally "demo
cratic" principle of a generally elected officialdom.

c. TENURE AND THE INVERSE REUTIONSW:P BETWEEN JUDICIAL

/" ~EPENDENCE AND SOCIAL PRESTIGE. Nonnally, the position of the
",' official is held for life, at least in public bureaucracies, and this is in

creasingly the case for all similar structures. As a factual rule, tenure for
life is presupposed even where notice can be given or periodic reap
pointment occurs. In a private enterprise, the fact >()f such tenure
normally differentiates the official from the worker. Such legal or actual
life-tenure, however, is not viewed as a proprietary right of the official to the
possession of office as was the case in many structures of authority of the
past. Wherever legal guarantees against discretionary dismissal or trans
fer are developed, as in Germany for all judicial and increasingly also
for administrative officials, they merely serve the purpose of guarantee
ing a strictly impersonal discharge of specific office duties.

Within the bureaucracy. therefore, the measure of "independence"
legally guaranteed in this manner by tenUre is not always a source
of increzsed status for the official whose position is thus secured. In
deed, often the reverse holds, especially in communities with an old
culture and a high degree of differentiation. For the subordination
under the arbitrary rule of the master also guarantees the maintenance
of the conventional seigneurial style of living for the official, and it does
this the better, the stricter it is. Therefore the conventional esteem for
the official may rise precisely because of the absence of such legal
guarantees, in the same way as, during the Middle Ages, the esteem
of the ministeriales rose at the expense of the freeman and that of the
king's judge at the expense of the folk judge. In Germany, the mili
tary officer or the administrative official can he removed from office at
any time, or at least far more readily than the "independent" judge,
who never pays with loss of his office for even the grossest offense
against the "code of honor" or against the conventions of the salon. -For
this very reason the judge is, if other things are equal, considered less
socially acceptable by "high society" than are officers and administrative
officials whose greater dependence on the master is a better guarantee
for the conformity of their life style with status conventions. Of course,
the average official strives for a civil-service law which in addition to
materially securing his old age would also provide increased guarantees
against his arbitrary removal from office. This striving, however, has
its limits. A very strong development of the "right to the office" naturally
makes it more difficult to staff offices with an eye to technical efficiency
and decreases the career opportunities of ambitious candidates. This,
as well as the preference of officials to be dependent upon their equals
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rather than upon the socially inferior governed strata, makes for the
fact that officialdom on the whole does not "suffer" much under its
dependency from the "higher-up." The present conservative movement
among the Baden clergy, occasioned by the anxiety of a threatening
separation of church and state, was admittedly determined by the desire
not to be turned "from a master into a servant of the parish."t

D. RANK AS THE BASIS OF REGULAR SALARY. The official as a
rule receives a monetary compensation in the form of a salary, normally
6xed, and the old age security provided by a pension. The salary is not
measured like a wage in terms of work done, but according to "status,"
that is, according to the kind of function (the "rank") and, possibly,
according to the length of service. The relatively great security of the
official's income, as well as the rewards of social esteem, make the
office a sought-after position, especially in countries which no longer
provide opportunities for colonial pro6ts. In such countries, this situa
tion permits relatively low salaries for officials.

E. FIXED CAREER UNES AND STATUS RIGIDITY. The official is set
for a "career" within the hierarchical order of the public service. He
expects to move from the lower, less important and less well paid, to
the higher positions. The average official naturally desires a mechanical
6xing of the conditions of promotipn; if not of the offices, at least of
the salary levels. He wants these conditions fixed in terms of "seniority,"
or possibly according to grades achieved in a system of examinations.
Here and there, such grades actually form a chaTat;ter indelebilis of the
official and have lifelong effects on his career. To this is joined the de
sire to reinforce the right to office and to increase status group closure
and economic security. All of this makes for a tendency to consider
the offices as "prebends" of those qualified by educational certificates.
The necessity of weighing general personal and intellectual quali6cations
without concern for the often subaltern character of such patents of
specialized education, has brought it about that the highest political
offices, especially the "ministerial" positions, are as a rule filled without
reference to such certificates.

3. Moneiary and Financial Presuppositions of
Bureaucracy

The development of the money economy is a presupposition of a
modem bureaucracy insofar as the compensation of officials today takes
the form of money salaries. The money economy'is of very great impor·
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tanee for the whole bearing of;. bureaucracy, yet by itself it is by no
means decisive for the exis(ence of bureaucracy.

Historical examples of !:datively clearly developed and quantita~

tively liTgt;: bureaucracies 3re: (a,.Egypt. during the period of the New
Kingdom, although with strong patrimonial elemE\nts; (b) ~e later
Roman. Principate, and espedJ.ny the Diocletiaq monarchy and the
Byzantine polity which devdoped out of it; these, tOp, contained strong
feudal and patrimonial admixt'.1n?s; (c) the Roman, Catholic Chu!Cq,
increasingly so since ;he end ~f the t;hirteenth century; Cd) China, from
the time of Shi Hwangti Ul ,til the present, but with strong patrimonial
and prebendal elemmts; ({'J i .::.,'~r purer forms, the modern European
states and, increasingly, an public bodies since the 'time of:, princely
absolutism; (f) the large modern capitalist fntcrprjse, proportional to
its size and complexity. , ,

To a very great extent or predominantly, """ses (a) to (d) rested upon
compensation of the officials in kind.. They nev~rthele~ displayed many
of the traits and effects characteristiC of bl1reaucracy. The historical
model of a* later bureaucracies-the New K;ngdom in Egypt- -is at the
same time one of the most gc-andiose examples of a1' organized natural
ec~momy. This coincideD,x: of bureaucracy and natural economy is
understandable ofly in view of the quite unique cQnditions that existed.
in Egypt, for the reservations-they ·are quite considerable-which one
must make in claSSifying these structures as bureaucracies are based
precisely on the prevaI€jlC€ of a natural economy. A certain measure
of a developed money economy is the normal precondition at least for
the unchanged survival, if not for the esrablishment, of pure bureau
cratic administrations.

According to historical experience, without a money economy the
bureaucratic structure can hardly avoid undef@:oing substantial internal
changes, or indeed transformation into another struc' ure, The allocation
of fixed income in kind from the magaZines of the lord or from his
current intake-which has bee~ the rule in Egypt and China for mil
lennia and played an important part in the later Roman monarchy as
well as elsewhere--easily means a first step toward appropriation of
the sources of taxation by the official and their explOitation as private
property. Income tn kind has protected the official against the often
sharp fluctuations in the purchasing power of money. But whenever the
lord's power suhsides, payments in kind, which are based on taxes in
kind, tend to become irregular, In this case, the official will have direct
recourse to the tributaries of his bailiwick, whether or not he is author
ized. The idea 'of protecting the official against such oscillations by
mortgaging or transferring the levies and therewith the power to !ax,

"
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or by transferriDg the use of profitable lands of the lord to the official,
is dose at hand, and every central authority which is not tightly organ
ized is tempted to take this course, either voluntarily or because the
officials compel it to do so. The official may satisfy hi~f with the use
of these resources up to the level of his salary daim and then hand
over the surplus. But this solution contains strong temptations and
therefore usually yields results unsatisfactory to the lord. Hence the
alternative process involves fixing the official's monetary obligations.
This often occurred in the early history of German officialdo:tl, and it
happened on the largest scale in all Eastern satrap administrations: the
official hands over a stipulated amount and retains the surplus.,

A. EXCURSUS ON TAX~FARMING

In such cases the official is economically in a position rather similar
to that of the entrepreneurial tax-farmer. Indeed, office-farming, includ
ing even the leasing of office to the highest hidder, is regularly found.
In the private economy, the transformation of the [Carolingian] mano
rial or villicatio structure into a system of tenancy relations is one of
the most important·among numerous examples. By tenancy arrange
ments the lord can transfer the trouble of transforming his income~in~

kind into money-income to the office-farmer or to the official who must
render a fixed sum. This seems to have been the case with some Oriental
governors in Antiquity. And above all, the farming out of public tax
collection in lieu of the lord's own management of tax-gathering served
this purp:>se. One consequence is the possibility of the advance, so very
important in the history of public finances, towards regular budgeting:
A firm estimate of revenues, and correspondingly of expenditures, can
take the place of the hand-to-mouth living from the immediate but un·
predictable inflows which is so typical of all early stages of public
,finances. On the other hand, however, the control and full exploita-.
tion of the fiscal resources for the lord's own use is surrendered and
perhaps, depending upon the measure of freedom left to the official or
the office- or tax-farmer, the long-run yield capacity even endangered
by ruthless exploitation, since a capitalist will not have the same long
run interest in preservation of the subjects' ability to pay as the political
10m.

The lord seeks to safeguard himself against this loss of control by
regulations. The mode of tax-farming or the transfer of taxes can thus
vary widely; depending upon the distribution of power between the
lord and the farmer, the latter's interest in the full exploitation of the
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paying capacity of the subjects or the lord's interest in the conservation
of this capacity may predominate. The nature of the tax-farming system
in the Ptolemaic empire, for instance, was clearly deter:nined by the
balance of the joint or the opposing influence of these motives: the
elimination of oscillations in the yields, the possibility of budgeting, the
safeguarding of the subjects' capacity to. pay by protecting them against
uneconomical exploitation, and state control of the tax·fanner's yields
for the sake of appropriating the maximum possible. As in Hellas and
in Rome, the tax-farmer was still a private capitalist. The collection
of the taxes, however, was bureaucratically executed and controlled by
the Ptolemaic state. The farmer's profit consisted only in a share of the
potential surplus over and above his fee which, in fact, constituted a
minimum guarantee [to the state}; his risk consisted in the possibility
of yields that were lower than this sum.

B. OFFICE PURCHASE, PREBENDAL AND FEUDAL ADMINISTRATION

The purely economic conception of the office as a private source of
income for the official can also lead to the direct purchase of offices.
This occurs when the lord -finds himself in a position in which he re·
quires not only a current income but money capital-for instance, for
warfare or For debt payments. The purchase of office as a regular insti·
tution has existed especially in modem states-in the Papal State as
well as in France and England, in the cases of sinecures as well as of.
more important offices (for example, officers' commissions) well into
the nineteenth century. In individual cases, the economic meaning of
such a purchase of office can be altered so that the purchasing sum is
partly or wholly in the nature of bail deposited ,to assure faithful serv
ice, but this has not been the rule.

Every sort of assignment of usufructs, tributes and services claimed
by the lord to the official for personal exploitation always means an
abandonment of typical bureaucratic organization. The official in such
positions has a property right to his office. This is the case to a still
higher degree when official duty and compensation are interrelated
in such a way that the official does not transfer to the lord any of the
yields gained from the objects left to him, but handles these ohjects
for his private ends and in tum renders to the lord services of a per·
sonal or a military, political, or ecclesiastical. character.

We sha:: speak of prebends and of a prebendal organization of
offices in all cases of life-long assignment to officials of rent payments
deriving- from material goods, or of the essentially economic usufruct of
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land or other sources of rent, in compensation for the fulfillment of real
or fictitious duties of office, for the economic support of which the goods
in question have been permanently allocated by the lord.

The transition [from such prebendal organization of office] to
salaried officialdom is quite Suid. Very often the economic endowment
of priesthoods has been "prebendal," as in Antiquity and the Middle
Ages, and even up to the modem period. But in almost all periods the
same fonn has been found also in other areas. In Chinese sacerdotal
law, the prebendal character of all offices forced the mourning official
to resign his office, for during the ritual mourning period for the father
or other household authorities abstention from the enjoyment of pas.
sessions was prescribed-and the office was considered purely a source
for rent. (Originally this prescription was aimed at avoiding the iII-will
of the deceased master of the house, to whom the possessions had
belonged.)

When not only economic but also lordly [political] rights are
bestowed [upon the official] to exercise on his own, and when this is
Qssociated·with the stipulation of personal services to the lord to be ren
dered in retUrn, a further step away from salaried .bureaucracy has
been taken. The nature of the prerogatiVes conferred can vary; for
instance, in the case of a political official they may tend more toward
sei~eurial or more toward office authority. In both instances, but most
definitely in the latter case, the specific nature of bureaucratic organiza
tion is completely destroyed and we enter into _the realm of feudal
organization of domination.

All assignments of services and usufructs in kind as endowments
for officials tend to loosen the bureaucr~tic mechanism, arid especially
to weaken hierarchic subordination, which ·is most strictly developed
in the discipline of modem officialdom. A precision similar to that of the
contractually employed official of the modern Occident can only be
attained-under very energetic leadership-where the subjection of

, the officials to the lord is also personally absolute, Le., where slaves or
employees treated like slaves are used for administration.

C. EXCURSUS ON THE SUPERIORITY OF STATUS INCENTIVES OVER

PHYSICAL COERCION

In the natural economies of the ancient world, the Egyptian officials
were slaves of the Pharaoh, if not legally, then in fact. The Roman
latifundia owners preferred to commission slaves with the direct man
agement of money matters, because of the possibility of subjecting them
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to torture. In China, similar results have been sought by the prodigious
use of the bamboo as a disciplinary instrument. The chances, however,
for such direct means of coercion to function with steadiness are ex
tremely unfavorable. According to experience, the relative optimum for
the success and' maintenance of a rigorous mechanization of the bureau
cratic apparatus is offered by an assured salary connected with the op
portunIty of a career that is not dependent upon mere accident and
arbitrariness. T a~t diSCipline and control which at the same time have
consideration for the official's sense of honor, 'and the development of
prestige sentiments of the status group as well as. the possibility of public
criticism, also work in the same direction. With all this, the bureau
cratic ap'paratus functions more assuredly than does legal enslavement
of the functionaries. A strong status sentiment among officials not only
is compatible with the official's readiness to subordinate himself to his
superior without any will of his own, but-as in the case with the of
ficer-status sen'timents are the compensatory consequence of such
subordination, serving to maintain the official's self-respect. The purely
impersonal character of the office, with its separation of the private
sphere from that of the official activities, facilitates the official's integra
tion into the given functional conditions of the disciplined mechanism.

D. SUMMARY

Even though the full development of a money economy is thus not
an indispensable precondition for bureaucratization, bureaucracy as a
permanent structure is knit to the one presupposition of the availability
of continuous revenues to maintain it. Where such income cannot be
derived from private profits, as it is in the bureau:ratic organization of
modem enterprises, or from land rents, as in the manor, a stable system
of taxation is the precondition for the permanent existence of bureau
cratic administration. For well-known general reasons only a fully
developed money economy offers a secure basis for such a taxation system.
Hence the degree of administrative bureaucratization has in urban com
munities with fully developed money economies not infrequently been
relatively greater than in the contemP9Ianeous and much larger terri
torial states. As soon, however, as these states have been able to develop
orderly systems of taxation, bureaucracy has there developed far more
comprehensively than in the city states where, whenever their size re
mained confined to moderate limits, the tendency for a plutocratic and
collegial administration by notables has corresponded most adequately to
the requirements. For the basis of bureaucratization has always been

"
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a certain development of administrative tasks, both quantitative and
qualitative.

4. The Quantitative Development of Administrative
Tasks

The first such basis of bureaucratization has been the quantitative
extension of administrative tasks. In IXllitics, the big state and the mass
party are the classic 6eld of bureaucratization.

BXCURSUS ON TH1i DEGREB OP BUREAUCRATIZATION IN fDSTOlUCAL

EMPIRE FORMATIONS

Our statement is not meant to imply that every historically known
and genuine formation of big states has brought about a bureaucratic
achltinistration. For one, the secular survival of an existing great state
or the homogeneity of a culture borne by it has not always been tied
to a bureaucratic structure. Both of these linkages, however, occur
to a great extent in the Chinese empire, to give an example. The nu
merous large African kirtgdpInS, and similar formations, have had an
ephemeral existence -primarily -because they..have lacked an apparatus
of officials. The Carolingian empire disintegrated when its administra
tive organization fell apart, which, however, was predominantly patri
monial rather than bureaucratic. On the other hand, the empire of the
Caliphs and its predecessors on Asiatic soil have lasted for considerable
periods of time, and their administrative organization was essentially
patrimonial and prebendal. The same is true of the [Gennan medieval]
Holy Roman Empire, in spite of the almost complete absence of
bureaucracy. All these realms have represented a cultural unity of at
least approximately the same strength as is usually created by bureau
cratic polities. By contrast, the ancient Roman Empire disintegrated
intemal1y in spite of increasing bureaucratization, or rather precisely
during its introduction, because the mode of allocation of public bur
dens, which was associated with it, favored a ntturaI economy. But it
sllould be noted that from the point of view of their purely politkal
unity and its degree of intensity, the cohesiveness of the first·named
formations was essentially unstable and nominal, of the nature of a
conglomerate, with a steadily diminishing capacity for political action.
Their relatively great cultural unity Rowed in part from ecclesiastic
structures that were strongly unified and, in the Occidental Middle
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Ages, increasingly bureaucratic in character; the cultural unity also
resulted from the far-going homogeneity of their social structures, which
in tum was the after-effect and transfonnation of their funner political
unity. Both are phenomena of the traditional stereotyping of culture
which favors survival of unstable equilibria. Both factors proved so
strong a foundation that even grandiose expansionary attempts, such
as the Crusades, could.be undertaken in spite of the lack of political
unity; they were, one might say, perfonned as "private undertakings."
The failure of the Crusades and their often irrational political course,
however, is associated with the absence of a unified state power to back
them up. And there is no doubt that the nuclei of intensive, "modem"
state formation in the Middle Ages develpped concomitantly with
bureaucratic structures, and that in the end the bureaucratically most
advanced states shattered. the conglomerates which rested essentially
upon unstable equilibria.

The disintegration of the ancient Roman Empire was partly oondi~

tioned by the very bureaucratization of -its army and official apparatus.
This bureaucratization could be realized only by putting into effect at
the same time a method of distribution of public buroens which was
bound to lead to an increase in the relative importance of the natural
economy. Individual factors of this sort always- enter the picture.
Furthermore, we cannot assume a direct relationship between bureau
cratization and the intensity of the state's external (expansionary) and
internal (cultural) inRuenc~. Certainly a direct proportionality between
the degree of bureaucratization and the state's expansionary force,can
only be stated as the "normal," but not as the inevitable rule. For two of

. the most expansive political fonnations, the Roman empire and the
British world empire, rested upon bureaucratic foundations only to the
smallest extent during their most expansive periods. The Norman
state in England introduced a taut organization on the basis of the feudal
hierarchy. It is true that to a large extent it received its unity and its push
through the bureaucratization of the royal exchequer which, in com~

parison to other political structures of the feudal period, was extremely
advanced. The fact that later on the English state did not participate in
the Continental development towards bureaucratization, but remained
an administration of notables, can be attributed-just like parallels in
the republican administration of Rome-to the relative absence of a
continental geography, as well as to some unique preconditions which at
the present time are disappearing. The dispensability of the large stand~

ing armies, which a continental state with equally expansive tendencies
requires for its land frontiers, is among these special preconditions. In
Rome, bureaucratization advanced with 'the transition from a coastal to
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a continental empire. For the rest, the strictly military character of the
magistrates' powers-:--a characteristic of the Roman polity unknown to
any other people-made up for the lack of a bureaucratic apparatus with
its ~echnicaI efficiency. its precision and unity of administrative fune-
~. especially outside the city limits. The continuity of administration
waI"safeguarded by the unique position of the Senate. In Rome, as in

", ingland, one presupposition for this dispensability of bureaucracy, which
should not be forgotten, was that the state apthorities increasingly
"minimized" the scope of their functions .at home, restricting them to
what was absolutely demanded for direct "reasons of state."

In the continental states, however, power at the beginning of the
modem perioo as a rule accumulated in the hands of those princes who
most relentlessly took th~ course of administrative bureaucratization. It
is obvious that technically the l?rge modem state is absolutely dependent
upon a bureaucratic basis. The larger the state, and the more it is a
great power, the more unconditionally is this the case.

The United States still bears the character of a polity which, at
least'in the technical sense, is not fully bureaucratized. But the greater
the zones of friction with the outside and the more urgent the needs
for administrative unity at home become, the more this character is
inevitably and gradually giving way formally to the bureaucratic struc
ture. Moreover, the partly unhureaucratic form of the state structure of
the United States is materially balanced by the more strictly bureau·
cratic structures of those fonnations which, in truth, dominate politically,
namely, the parties under the leadership of "professionals" or experts in
organization and election tactics. The increasingly bureaucratic organi
zation of all genuine mass parties offers the most striking example of the
role of sheer quantity as a leverage for the bureaucratization of a social
structure; in Germany, above all the Social Democratic party, and
abroad both of the American parties are prime examples.

5. Qualitative Changes of Administrative Tasks: The
Impact ofCultural, Economic and Technological
Developments

Bureaucratization is stimulated more strongly, however, by intensiye
and qualitative expansion of the administrative tasks than by their exten
sive and quantitative increase. But the direction bUre3ucratizatiQn takes,
and the reasons that occasion it, can vary widely. In Egypt, the Oldest coun·
try of bureaucratic state administration, it was the technical necessity of a
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public regulation of the water economy for the whole country and from
the top which created the apparatus of scribes and officials; very early
it found its second. realm of operation in the extraordinary, militarily or·
ganjzed construction activities. In most cases, as mentioned. before, the
bu~ucratic tendency has been promoted. by needs arising from the
creation of stanqing armies, deteJIIrlned by power politics, and from
the relate<! development of public finances. But in the modem state, the
increasing demands for administration also rest on the increasing com
plexity of civilization.

Great power expansions, especially overseas, have, of .course, been
managed by states ruled by notables (Rome, England, Venice). Yet,
the "intensity" of the administration, that is, the assumption of. as many
tasks as possible by the state apparatus for continuous management and
discharge in its own establishment was only slightly deve1Q~ in the
great states ruled by notables, especially in Rome and England, 'by com
parison with the bureaucratic polities; this will become evident in the
3nJlNpriate context. To be sure, the structure of state power has in
lIuenced culture very strongly both in England and in Rome. But it has
done so tQ a very' small extent in the form of management and control
by the state. This holds from justice to education. The growing demands
on culture, in tum, are determined, though to a varying exteIit; by the
growing wealth of the most inHuential strata in the state. To this extent
increasing 'bureaucratization is a function of the increasing possession of
consumptioIi goods, and of an increasingly sophisticated technique E)f
fashioning external life-a technique which corresponds to the' oppor
tunities provided by such wealth. This reacts upon the standard of living
and makes for an increasing subjective indispensability of public, inter
local, and thus bureaucratic, provision for the most varied wants which
previously were either unknown or were satisfied locally or by the private
economy. .

Among purely political factors, the increasing demand of a society
accustomed to absolute pacification for order and protection ("police") in
all fields exerts an especially persevering influence in the direction of
bureaucratization. A direct road leads from mere modifications of the
blood. feud, sacerdotally or by means of arQitration, to the present posi·
tion of the policeman as the "representative of God on earth." The
former means still placed the guarantees for the individual's rights and
security squarely upon the members of his sib who were obligated to
assist him with oath and vengeance. Other factors operating in the
direction of bureaucratization are' the manifold tasks of social welfare
policies which are either saddled upon the modem state by interest
groups or which the state usurps for reasons of power or for ideological

"
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motives. Of course, these tasks are to a large extent economically de-
tennined. .

Among essentially technical factors, the specifically modern means
of communication enter the picture as pacemakers of bureaucra~tion.

In part, public roads and water-ways, railroads, the telegraph, etc., can
only be administered publicly; in part, such administration is technically
expeQient. In this respect, the contemporary means of communication
frequently playa role similar to that of the canals of Mesopotamia and
the regulation of the Nile in the;, ancient Orient. A certain degree of
development of the means of communication in turn is one of the most
important ·prerequisites for the possibility of l)'.ueaucratic administration,
th~gh it alone is not decish·e. Certainly in Egypt hureaucratic centraliza
tion could, against the backdrop of an almost purely "natural" econ
omy. never have reached the degree of perfection which it did without
the natural route of the Nile. In order to promote bureaucratic cen
tralization in modem Persia, the telegraph officials were officially com- .
mi~ioned with reporting to the Shah, over the heads of the local au
thorities. all occurrences in the provinces; in addition, everyone received
the right to remonstrate directly by telegraph. The modem Occidental
state can be administered the way it actually is only because the state
controls the telegraph network and has the mails and railroads at its
disposal. (These means of communication, in turn, are intimately con
nected with the development of an inter-local traffic of mass gocxls,
which therefore is one of the causal factors in the formation of the
modem state. As we have already seen, this does not hold uncondi
tionally for the past.)

6. Tise Technical Superiority of Bureaucratic Organiza,
tiot< <WeT Administration by Notables ..

.The decisive reason for the advance of bureaucratic organization
has always been its purely technical superiority over any other form of,,;
organization. The fully developed bureaucratic apparatus compares with
other organizations exactly as does the machine with the non-mechanical
modes of production. Precision, speed, unambiguity, knowledge of the
files, continuity, discretion. unity, strict subordination, reduction of fric
tion and of material and personal cos~ese are raised to the optimum
poInt in the strictly bureaucratic administration, and especially in its .'
monocratic form. As compared with all collegiate, honorific, and avoca
ti~al forms of administration, trained bureaucracy is superior on all
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the;se points. And as far as complicated tasks are concerned, paid bureau
cratic work is not only more precise but, in the last analysis, it is often
cheaper than even fonnally unremunerated honorific service.

Honorific anangements make administrative work a subsidiary ac
tivity: an lIvocation and, for this reason alone, honorific service normally

. functions more slowly. Being less bound to schemata and more formless.
it is less precise and less unified than bureaucratic administration, also
because it is less dependent upon superiors. ~use th. establishment
and exploitation of the apparatus .of subordinate officials and clerical
services are almost unavoidably less economical, honorific service is less
continuous than bureaucratic and frequently quite expensive. This is '
especiaIry the case if one thinks not only of the money costs t<; the public.
treasury....o.....costs which bureaucratic administration, in comparison with
administration bY notables, usmlIy increases-but also of the frequent
economic losses of the governed caused by delays and lack of precision.
Permanent administration by notables is normally feasible only where
official business can be satisfactOrily transacted as an avocation. With
the qualitative increase of tasks the administration has to face, admini
stration by notables reaches its limits-today even in England. \Vork
organized by collegiate bodies, on the other hand, causes friction dnd
delay and requires compromises between colliding interests :md views.
The administration, therefore, runs less precisely and is more independ
ent of superiors; hence, it is less unified and slower. All advances of
the Prussian administrative organization, for example, have been and
will in the future be advances of the bureaucratic, and especially of
the monocratic, principle.

Today, it is primarily the capitalist market economy which demands
that the official business of public administration be discharged pre
cisely, unambiguously, continuously, and with as much speed as possi
ble. Normally, the very large modern capitalist enterprises are them
selves unequalled models of strict bureaucratic organization. Business
management throughout rests on increasing precision, steadiness, and,
above all; speed of operations. This, in tum, is determined by the
peculiar nature of the modern means of communication, including,
among other things, the news service of the press. The extraordinary

_increase in the speed by which public announcements, as well as eco
nomic and political facts, are transmitted exerts a steady and sharp
pressure in the direction of speeding up the tempo of administrative
reaction towards various situations. The optimum of such reaction time
is normally attained only by a strictly bureaucratic organization. (The
fact that the bureaucratic apparatus also can, and indeed does, create

"
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certain de6;;ite impediments for the discharge of business in a manner
best adapted to the individuality of each case does not belong into the
present context.)

Bureaucratization offers above all the optimum possibility for carry·
ing through the principle of specializing administrative fupctions ac
cording to purely objective considerations. Individual perl'onnances are
allocated to functionaries who have specialized training and who,.by
constant practice increase their expertise. "Objective" discharge of busi
ness primarily means a discharge of business according to calcrJab1e
rules and "without regard for persons." '

"Without regard for persons," however, is also the watchword of the
market and, in gener8l, of all pursuits of naked economic interests. Con·
sistent bureaucratic domination means the leveling of "status honor,"
Hence, if the principle of the free market is not at the same time re
stricted, it means the universal domination of the "class situation." That
this consequence of bureaucratic domination has not set in everywhere
p~portional to the extent of bureaucratization is due to the differences
between possible principles by which polities may supply their re
quirements. However, the second element mentioned, calculable rules,
is the most important one for modem bureaucracy. The peculiarity of
modem culture, and specifically of its technical and economic basis, de
mands this very "calculability" of results, When fully d,eveloped, bu
reaucracy also stands, in a speci6c sense, under the principle of sine
ira ~ studio. Bureaucracy develops the more perfectly, the It];ore it is
"dehumanized," the _more. completely it succeeds in eliminating from
official business love, hatred, and all purely personal, irrational, and emo
tional elements which escape calculation. This is appraised as its special
virtue by capitalism.

The more complicated and specialized modern culture becomes, the
more its external supporting apparatus demands the personally detached
~nd strictly objective expert, in lieu of the lord of older social structures.
who was moved by personal sympathy and favor, by grace and gratitude.
Bureaucracy offers the attitudes demanded by the external apparatus of
modern culture in the most favorable combination. In particular, only
bureaucracy has established the foundation for the administration of a
rational law conceptually systematized. on the basis of "statutes," such as
the later Roman Empire first created with a high degree of technical
perfection. During the Middle Ages, the reception of this [Roman]
law coincided with the bureaucratization of legal administration: The
advance of the rationally trained expert displaced the old trial procedure
which was bound to tradition or to irrational presuppositions.
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A. EXCURSUS ON KADI JUSTICE, COMMON LAW AND ROMAN LAW

The "rational" interpretation of law on the basis of strictly formal
concepts can be juxtaposed to a kind of adjudication that is primarily
bound to hallowed traditions. Individual cases which cannot be un
ambiguously decided by tradition it either settles by concrete revela
tion (oracle, prophetic dicta, or ordeal-that is, by charismatic justice)
or-and only the following two cases interest us here-by a) informal
judgments rendered in terms of concrete ethical or other practical valua
tions ("Kadi-justice," as R. Schmidt= has fittingly called it); or, b)
formal judgments rendered, not by subsumption un~r rational concepts,
but by drawing on "analogies" and by depending upon and interpreting
concrete "precedents." This is "empirical justice."

Kadi-justice knows no rational "rules of decision" CUrteilsgni.nde)
whatever, nor does ~piricaI justice of the pure type give any reasons which
in our'sense could be called rational. The concrete valuational character of
Kadi-justice can advance to a prophetic break with all tradition/Empirical
justice, on the other hand, can be sublimated and rationalized into a
"tt:chnique," Since non-bureaucratic forms 'of domination display a
peculiar co-existence of strict traditionalism and of arbitrariness and
lordly discretion, combinations and transitional forms between these
two principles are very frequent. Even today in England, as Mendels
sohn has demonstrated,s a broad substratum of justice is actually Kadi
justice to an extent that is hardly conceivable on the Continent. The
justice of German juries, which excludes a statement of the reasons for
their verdict, often functions in practice in the same way. In geneml,
one has to beware of believing that "democratic" principles of justice are
identical with "rational" adjudication (in the sense of formal rationality).
Indeed, the contrary holds. The English and American adjudication of
the highest courts is still to a great extent empirical, and specifically:
an adjudication by precedents. In England, the reason for the failure
of all efforts at a rational codification of law, as well as the failure to

"receive" the Roman law [at the end of the Middle Ages, when this
occurred elsewhere in Europe], was due 10 the successful resistance
~gainst such rationalization offered by the great and centrally organized
lawyers' guilds, a monopolistic stratum of notables from whose midst the
judges of the high courts of the realm were recruited. They retained
in their hands- juristic training as an apprenticeship transmitting an
empirical and highly developed technology, aqd they successfully fought
all moves toward rational law emanating especially from the ecclesiastical
courts and, for a time, also from the universities, which threatened their $0

cial and material ~ition.
The fight of "the common law advocates against the ---Roman and
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ecclesiastical law, and against the power of the church in general, was
to a considerable degree economically conditioned, namely by the
lawyer's interest in fees; this is distinctly evidenced by the way in which
the kings intervened in this struggle. But the power position of the
lawyers, who emerged victoriously from this struggle, was conditioned
by political centralization. In Gennany, primarily for political reasons,
a socially powerful status group of notables was lacking. There was no
status group which, like the English lawyers, could have been the
carrier of the administration of a national law, which could have raised
national law to the level of a technology based on apprenticeship. and
which could have offered remt<ln:.:e to the intrusion of the te<:hnically
superior training of the Roman-law jurist.'>. It is nOt that Roman law was
in its substantive provisions Detler adjusted to the needs of emerging
capitalism; this did not decide its victory on the Continent. In fact, all
legal institutions specific to modern capitalism <lre alien to Homan law
and are medieval in origin. What was decisive \\IdS the rar;onaJ form
of ,Roman law and, above ali, the technical necessit~· to place the trial
procedure in the hands of rationally trained experts, 'Alhich meant men
trained in the universities in Homan law. This necessity arose from the
increasing complexity of legal cases ana tbe demand" of an increasingly
rationaiized economy for a rational procedure of evidence rather than
the ascertainment of the truth by concrete revelation or sacerdotal
guarantee which everywhere was the primeval means of proof. Of
course, this situation was strongly inRuenced by structural changes in
the economy. But this factor was efficacious everywhere, including Eng·
land where the royal power introduced the rational procedure of evi·
dence primarily for the sake of the merchants. The predominant reasons
f.;lt the differences in the development of sul.tantive law in England
and Germany do not rest upon this economic factor. As is already ob
vious, these differences have sprung from the autonomous development
of the respective structures of domination: In England, centralized. fus
dee and rule' by notables; in Germany, absence of political centraliza
tion in Spite of bureaucratization. England, which in mode~ times
was the firSt and most highly developed capitalist country, thereby re
tained a less rational and less burea;ucratic judicature. Capitalism in
England, however, ~uld quite easily come to terms with this because
the nature of the court constitution and of the trial procedure up to the
modem period amounted in effect to a far-going denial of justice to the
economically weak groups. This fact. in association with the high time
and money expenses of the system of real estI9te transfers-itself a func

. !ion of the economic interests of the lawyet: clut--exerted a profound
in8uence upon the agrarian structure'Of~ in favor of the ac
cumulation and immobilization of landed wealth.
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During the time of the republic, Roman law itself presented a
unique mixture of rational and empirical elements, and even of elements
of Kadi-justice. The appointment of the jury courts as such and the
praetorian actious in factum [concepr.ae],4 which at first undoubtedly
were formulated "from case to case," contained elements of KadHustice.
The l~rly republican] so--called "cautelae8jurisprudence"~ and all that
developed from it, including even a part of the practice of responsae of
the classical jurists [in-the imperial periooJ,~ bore an "empirical" char
acter. The decisive tum of legal thought toward a rational approach was
6rst prepared by the technical nature of the trial instructions based on
the formulae of the praetorian edict, which were geared to legal con
cepts. (Today, under the dominance of the principle of fact pleading,
the presentation of the facts is decisive, no matter from wftat legal point
of view they may make the complaint seem justified. The compulsion
unambiguously and formally to work out the scope of concepts is now
lacking; but such a compulsion was produced by the technical culture of
Roman law at its very height.) Technical factors of trial procedure thus
?layed their part ~ the development of rational law, factors which re
sulted only indirectly from the structure of the state. But the rationaliza8
tion of Roman law into a closed system of concepts to he scienti6caily
handled was brought to perfection only during the perioo when the
polity itself underwent bureaucratization. This rational and systematic
quality. sets off Roman law sharply from all law produced by the Orient
and by Hellenic culture.
~ The rabbinic responses of the. Talmud are a typical example of,
empirical justice that is not rational but "rationalist," and at the same
time strictly fettered by tradition. Pure Kadi-justice is represented in
every prophetic dictum that follows the pattern: "It is written ... but I
say unto you." The more strongly the religious nature of the Kadi's (or
some similar judge's) position is emphasized, the more arbitrary-that
is, the less rule-hound-will the judgment of the individual case he
within that sphere where it is not fettered by sacred tradition. For a
generation after the occupation of Tunisia by the French, for instance,
:3: very tangible handicap for capitalism remained in that the ecclesiastic
court (the Cham) decided over land holdings "at discretion," as the

.Europeans put it. We shan deal in another context with the sociological
foundation of these older types of justice in the structure of domination.

'B. BqREAUCRATIC OBJECTIVITY, RAISON D'ETAT AND POPULAR WJLL

It is perfectly true that "matter~f-factness" and "expertness" are not
necessarily identical with the rule of general and abstra<::t n0l11!-S. Indeed,
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this does not even hold in the case of the modem administration of
justice. The idea of a "law without gaps" is, of course, under vigorous
anack. The conception of the modern judge as an automaton into which
legal documents and fees are stuffed at the top in order that it may spill
forth the verdict at the bottom along with the reasons, read. mechanically
from codilled paragraphs-this conception is angrily rejected, perhaps
because a certain approximation to this type would precisely be implied
by a consistent bureaucratization of justice.· Thus even in the field of
law-finding there are areas in which the bureaucratic judge is directly
held to "individualizing" procedures by the legislatOr.

For the field of administrative activity proper, that is, for all State
activities that fall outside the field of law creation and court procedure,
one has become accustomed to claims for the freedom and the para
mountcy of individual circumstances. General norms are held to play
primarily a negative role, as barriers to the official's positive and "crea·
tive" activity which should never be regulated. The bearing of this
~is may be dis;egarded here. Decisive is that this "freely" creative
administration (and possibly judicature) would not constitute a realm
of free, arbitrary action and discretion, of personally motivated favor
and· valuation, such as we shall 6nd to be the case among pre
bureaucratic forms. The rule and the rational pursuit of "objective" ...
purposes, as well as devotion to these, would always constitute the
norm of conduct. Precisely those views which most strongly glorify the
"creative" discretion of the official accept, as the ultimate and highest
lodestar for his behavior in public administration, the Specifically
modem and strictly "objective" idea of raison d'etat. Of course, the sure
instincts of the bureaucracy for the conditions of maintaining its own
power in the home state (and through it, in opposition to other states)
are inseparably fused with this canonization of the abstract and "objec
tive" idea of "reasons of state." Most of the time, only the power in
~erests of the bureaucracy give a concretely exploitable content to this by
no means unambiguous ideal; in dubious 'cases, it is always these in·
terests which tip the balance. We cannot discuss this further here. The
only decisive point for us is that' in principle a system of rationally
debatable "reasons" stands behind every act of bureaucratic administra
tion, namely, either suhsumption under norms, or a weighing of ends·
and means.

In this context, too, the attitude of all "democratic" currents, in the
sense of currents that would minimize "domination," is necessarily
ambiguous. "Equality before the law" and the demand for legal guaran
tees against arbkrarfness demand a formal and rational "objectivity" of
administration, as opposed to the personal discretion Bowing from the
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"grace" of the old patrimonial domination. If, however, an "ethos"
not to speak of other impulses--takes hold of the masses on some incli
vidual question, its postulates of substantive justice, oriented toward
some concrete instance and person, win unavoidably collide with the
formalism and the rule-bound and cool "matter-of-factness" of bureau
cratic administration. Emotions must in that case reject what reason
demands.

The propertyless masses especially are not served by the formal
"equality before the law" and the "calculable" adjudication and ad
ministration demanded by bourgeois interests. Naturally, in their eyes
justice and administra~ion citonld serve to equalize their economic and·
social life-opportunities in the f:lee of the propertied classes. Justice and
administration can fulfill this function only if they assume a character
that is informal because "ethical" with respect to substalltive content
(Kadi-justice). Not only any sort of "popular justice"-which usually
does not ask for reasons and norms-but also any intensive influence on
the administration by so-<;i!Jrd "public opinion"-that is, concerted
action born of irrational "sf"ntirnents" and usually staged or directed by
party bosses or the press-thwarts the rational course of justice just as
strongly, and under certain circumstances far more so, as the "star
chamber" proceedings (Kabinettsjustiz) of absolute rulers used to be
able to do.

7· The Concentration ofthe Means of Administration

The bureaucratic structure goes hand in hand with the concentra
tion of the material means of management in the hands of the master.
This concentration occurs, for instance, in a well-known and typical
fashion in the development of big capitalist enterprises, which find their
essential characteristics in this process. A corresponding process occurs
in public organizations.

A. THE BUREAUCRATIZATION OF THE ARMY BY THE STATE

AND BY PRIVATE CAPITALISM

The bureaucratically led anny of the Pharaohs, the '.anny of the
later period of the Roman republiC and of the Principate, and, above all,
the army of the modem military state are charaeteriud by the fact that
their ~uipment and provisions are supplied from the magazines of the
lord. This is in contrast to the levies of agricuIturcU tribes, the armed.

.
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citizenry of ancient cities, the militias of early medieval cities, and all
feudal armies; for these, the self-equipment and the self-provisioning of
those obliged to fight was normal. War in our time is a war of machines,
and this makes centralizecl provisioning technically necessary, jllSt as
the dominance of the machine in industry promotes the concentration
of the means of production and management. In the main, however,
the bureaucratic armies of the past, equipped and provisioned.by the
lord, carne into being when social and economic development had
diminished, absolutely or relatively, the stratum of citizens who were
economically able to equip themselves, so that their number was, no
longer sufficient for putting the required annies in the field. A relative
decline of these strata sufficed: relative, that is, with respect to the scope
of the power claim of the polity. Only the bureaucratic anny structure
allows for the development of the professional standing armies which
are r,eccssary for the constant pacification of large territories as weil as
for warfare against distant enemies, espedaIIy enemies oveTh€&S. Fllrthcr,
milk:uy discipline and technical military training can o()rmally be fully

, developed, at least to its modern high level, only in the bureaucratic army.
Historically, the bureaucratization of the army has everywhere oc

curred along with the shifting of army service from the shoulders of the
propertied to those of the propertyless. Until this transfer occurs, mili
tary service is an honorific privilege of propertied men. Such a transfer
was made to the native-born unpropertied, for instance, in the armies of
the Roman general~ of the late Republic and of the Empire, as well as
in modern armies up to the nineteenth century. The burden of service
has also been transferred to impecunious stiangers, as in the mercenary
armies of all ages. nllis process typically goes hand in hand with the
general increase in material and intellectual culture. In addition, with
increasing population density, and hence growing intensity and strain
of economic work, the acquisitive strata become increasingly unavailable
for purposes of waT. Leaving aside periods of strong ideological fervor,
the propertied strata with sophisticated and especially with urban culture
as a rule are little fitted and also little inclined to do the coarse war
work of the common ,soldier. Other circumstances beidg equal, the
propertied strata of the countryside tend to be better qualified and
more strongly inclined to become professional officers. This difference
between the urban and the rural propertied is equalized only where the
increasing possibility of mechanized warfare requires the leaders to

qualify as "technicians.I
'

The bureaucratization of organized warfare may be carried through
in the form of private capitalist enterprises, just like any other business.
Indeed, the procurement of annies and their administratiqIl by private
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capitalists has been the rule in mercenary armies, especially those of the
Occident up to the tum of the eighteenth century. In Brandenburg
during the Thirty Years' War, the soldier was still the predominant
owner of the material implements of his business. He owned his
weapons, horses, and clothing, although the state, in the role, as it were,
of the merchant of the putting-out system, did already purvey them.
Later on, in the Prussian standing army, the chief of the company
owned the material means of warfare, and only since the peace of Tilsit
[in 1807J has the concentration of the means of warfare in the hands
of the state definitely come about. Only with this concentration was the
introduction of uniforms generally carried through. Previously, the
introduction of uniforms had been left largely to the discretion of the
regimental chief, with the exception of certain units upon whom the
king had ''bestowed'' uniforms (first, in r62o, on the royal Garde du
Corps, then repeatedly under Frederick II).

Such terms as "regiment" and "battalion" usually had quite different
meanings in the eighteenth century as against today. Only the "h-:i.lt
talion" was a tactical battle unit (as today both are), while the
"regiment" was an economic management unit created by the entre
preneurial position of the colonel. Semiofficial sea-war ventures (like
the Genoese maone) and army p~ocurement belong to private capital
ism's first giant enterprises with a largely bureaucratic character. Their
"nationalization" in this respect has its modern paraIlel in the nationali
zation of the railroads, which have been controlled by the state from
their beginnings.

B. THE CONCENTRATION OF RESOURCES IN OTHER SPHERES,

INCLUDING THE UNIVERSITY

In this same way as with anny organizations, the bureaucratization
of administration in other spheres goes hand in hand with the con
centration of resources. The ancient administrations through satraps and
viceroY!', just like those through office farmers, office buyers and, most
of an, through feudal vassals, all decentI?lize the means of operation:
Local requirements, including the cost of the army and of the lower
officialdom, are as a rule paid first from the local revenues, and only the
surplus reaches the central treasury. The enfeoffed official meets ex
penses entirely out of his own pocket. The hureaucratic state, hy con·
trast, puts its entire administrative expense on ,the b~.d~t and provides
the lower authorities with the current means of expenditure, the use of
which .the state regulates and controls. This has the same meaning for
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the economy of public administration as for the large centralized capi
,talist enterprise.

In the Geld of scienti6c research and instruction, the bureaucratiza
tion of the inevitable research institutes of the universities is also a
function of the increasing demand for material means of operation.
Liebig's laboratory at Giessen University was the first example of big
enterprise in this field. Through the concentration of such means in
the hands of the privileged head of the institute the mass of researchers
and instructors are separated from their "means <if production," in the
same way as the workers are separawd from theirs by the capitalist
enterprises.

8. The Leveling of Social Differences

In spite of its indubitable technical superiority, bureaucracy has
lh>erywhere been a relatively late development. A number of obstacles
have contributed to this, arid only under certain social and political
conditions have they definitely receded into the background.

A. ADMINISTl\ATIVE DEMOCRATIZATION

Bureaucratic organization has usually come into power on the basis
of a leveling of economic and social differences. This leveling has been
at least relative, and has concerned the significance of social and eco
nomic differences for the assumption of administrative functions.

Bureaucracy inevitably accompanies modern n-..ass democracy, in con
trast to the democratic self-government of small homogenecus units.
This results from its characteristic principle: the abstract r~gularity of
the exercise of authority, wJ.:cll is a result of the demand for "equality

, before the law" in the personal and functional sense--hence, of the
horror of "privilege," and the principloo rejection of doing business
"from case to case." Such regularity also follows from the social pre
conditions of its origin. Any non-b-..:real]C'~·ic administration of a large
social structure rests in some way ujJOn thf:' fact that existing social,
material, or honorific preferences and ranks are connected with ad~

ministrative. functions and duties. Th.is :Jsually means that an economic
or a social exploitation of position, which every sort of administrative
activity provides to its bearers, is the compensation for the assumption of
administrative functions.

Bureaucratization and democratization within the administration of
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the state therefore signify an increase of the cash expenditures of the
public treasury, in spite of the fact that bureaucratic administration is
usually more "economical" in character than other forms. Until recent
times-at least from the point of view of the treasury-the cheapest way
of satisfying the need for administration was to leave almost the entire
local administration and lower judicature to the landlords of Eastern
Prussia. The same is true of the administration by justiCes of the peace
in England. Mass democracy which makes a clean sweep of the feudal,
patrimonial, and-at least in intent-the plutocratic privileges in ad
ministration unavoidably has to put paid professional labor in place of
the historic311y inherited "avocational" administration by notables.

£. MASS PARTIES AND THli BUREAUCRATIC CONSEQULNCES OF

DEMOCRATIZATION

This applies not only to the state. For it is no accident that in lheir
own organizations the democratic mass parties have complell"ly blflke:1
with traditional rule by notables based upon personal relationships anc
personal esteem, Such personal structures still persist among many old
conservative as well as old liberal parties, but democratic mass parties
are bureaucratically organized ·under the leadership of party officials,
professional party and trade union secretaries, etc. In Germany, for
instance, this has happened in the Social Democratic party and in the
agrarian mass-movement; in England earliest in the caucus democracy
of Gladstone and Chamberlain which spread from Binningharr. in the
1870'S. In the United States, both parties since Jackson's administration
have developed bureaucratically. In France, however, attempts to or~

ganize diSCiplined political parties on the basis of an election system that
would compel bureaucratic organization have repeatedly failed. The
resistance of local circles of notables against the otherwise unavoidable
bureaucratization of the parties, which would encompass the entire
country and break their influence, could nor be overcome. Every ad
vance of simple election techniques based. on numbers alone as, for
instance, the system of proportional representation, means a strict and
inter~local bureaucratic organization of the parties and therewith an in
creasing domination of party bureaucracy and discipline, as well as the
elimination of the local circles of notables--at least this holds for large
states,

The progress of bureaucratization within the state administration
itself is a phenomenon paralleling the development of democracy, as is
quite obvious in France, North America, and now in England. Of
course, one must always remember that the tenn "democratizati~n" can
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be misleading. The demos itself, in the sense of a shapeless mass, neve~

"governs" larger associations, but rather is governed. What changes is
only the way in which the executive leaders are selected and the
measure of influence which the demos, or beuer, which social circles
from its midst are able to exert. upon the content and the directi~ of
administrative activities by means of "public opinion." ''Democratiza
tion," in the sense here intended, does not necessarily mean an increas·
ingly active share of the subjects in government. This may be a result of
democratization, but it is not necessarily the case.

We must expressly recall at this point that the political con,;ept of
democracy, deduced from the "equal rights" of the governed, includes
these further postulates: (I) prevention of the development ofa closed
status group of officials in the interest of a universal accessibility of
office, and (2) minimization of the authority of officialdom in the in
terest of expanding the sphere of influence of "public opinion" as}ar as
practicable. Hence, wherever possible, political democracy strives to
shorten the term of office through election and recall, and to be relieved
from a limitation to candidates with special expert qualifications.
Thereby democracy inevitably comes into conflict with the bureaucratic
tendencies which have been produced by its very fight against the
notables. The loose term "democratization" cannot be used here, in so
far as it is understood to mean the minimization of the civil servants'
power in favor of the greatest possible "direct" rule of the demOs, which
in:practice means the respective party leaders of the demos. The de
cisive aspect here----indeed it is rather exclusively ~is the leveling of
the govBf'ned in face of the governing and bureaucratically articulated
group, which in its tum may occupy a quite autocratic position, both in
fact and in form.

C. EXCUllSUS: HISTORICAL EXAMPLES OF "PASSIVE DEMOCRATIZATION"

In RUssia, the destruction of the position of the old seigneurial
nobility through the regulation of the mestnichestvo (rank order) system
and the consequent permeation of the old nobility by. an office nobility
funder Peter the Great] were characteristic transitional phenomena in
the development ,ofbureaueracy. In China, the estimation of rank and
the qualification for office according to the number of examinations

. passed· have similar Significance, although with an-at least in theory-
eyen more pronounced rigour. In France the Revolution and, more de
cisively, Bonapartism have made the bureaucracy all·powerfuJ. In the
Catholic church, first the feudal and then all independent local inter·
mediary powers were eliminated. This was begun by Gregury VII and
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continued through the Council of Trent and the Vatican Council, and
it was completed by the edicts of Pius X. The transformation of t~
local powers into pure functionaries of the central authority was con
nected with the constant increase in the factual significance of the
formally quite dependent Kapliine [auxiliary clergymen supervising lay
organizations], a process which above all was based on the political party
organization of Catholicism. Hence this process meant an advance of
bureaucracy and at th!,: same time of "passive" democratization, as it
were, that is, the leveling of the governed. In the same way, the substitu
tion of the bureaucratic army for the seIf-equipped army of notables is
everywhere a process of "passive" democratization, in the sense in which
this applies to every establishment of an absolute military monarchy in
the place of a feudal state or of a republic of notables. The same holds,
in.. principle, even for the development of the state in Egypt in spite of
all the peculiarities involved. Under the Roman Principate the bureau
cratization of the provincial administration in the field of tax collection,
for instance, went hand in hand with the elimination of the plutocracy
of a capitalist class, which, under the Republic, had been all-powerful;
thus, ancient capitalism itself came to an end.

D. ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL MOTIVES BEHIND PASSIVE

DEMOCRATIZATION

It is obvious that almost· always economic conditions of some sort
play their part in such "democratizing" developments. Very frequently
we find at the base of the development an economically determined
origin of new classes, whether plutocratic, petty-bourgeois, or proletarian
in character. Such classes may call on the aid of, or they may call to
life or recall to life, a political power of legitimate or of caesarist stamp
in order to attain economic or social advantages through its political
assistance. On the other hand, there are equally possible-and histori
cally documented---<::ases in which the initiative came "from on high"
and was of a purely political nature, drawing advantages from political
constellations, especially in foreign affairs. Here such leadership ex
plOited economic and social antagonisms as well as class interests merely
as a means for its own purposes, throwing the antagonistic classes out of
their almost always unstable equilibrium and caIJing their latent interest
conHicts into battle. It seems hardly possible to give a general statement
of this.

The extent and direction of the course along which economic inHu~

ences have moved, as well as the manner in which political power rela
tions exert inBuence, vary widely. In Hellenic Antiquity, the transition

L
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to disciplined boplite combat formations, and later in Athens the increas
ing importance of the navy. laid the foundation for the conquest of
political power by the strata on whose shoulders the military burden
rested at each given time. In Rome, however, the same development
shook the n'le of the office nobility only seemingly and temporarily.
The modem army, finally, although it has everywhere been a means of
breaking the power of the notables, has in itself in no way served as a
lever of active, hut rather remained an instrument of merely passive
democratization. It should be noted, however, that a contributing factor
in these contrasts has been the fact that the modern anny rests upon
bureaucratic procurement, whereas, the ancient citizen army rested eco-

\nomically upon seif-equipment.
The ~dvance of the bureaucratic structure rests upon "technical"

superiority. In consequence-as always in the area of "techniques"
we find that the advance proceeded most slowly wherever older struc
tural forms were in their own way technically highly developed and
functionally particularly well adapted to the requirements at hand. This
was the case, for instance, in the administration of notables in England,
and hence England was the slowest of aU countries to succumb to
bureaucratization or, indeed, is still only partly in the process of doing
so. This is the same general phenomenon h when areas which have
highly developed gas illumination works or steam railroads, with large
fixed capital, offer stronger obstacles to electrification than completely
new areas which are opened up for electrification.

9· The Objective and Subjective Bases of Bureaucratic
Perpetuity

Once fuUy established, bureaucracy is among those social structures
, which are the hardest to desttQy. Bureaucracy is me means of transform

ing social action into rationally organized action. Therefore, as an instru
ment of rationally organiz.ing authority relations, bureaucracy was and
is a power instrument of the first order for one who controls the bureau
cratic apparatus. Under otherwise equal conditions, rationally organized
and directed action (Gesellschaftshandeln) is superior to every kind of
coHective behavior (Massenhandeln) and also social action (Gemein
schaftshandeln) opposing it. Where administration has been completely
bureaucratized, the resulting system of domination is practically in-
destructible. ~

The individual bureaucrat cannot squirm out of the apparatus into
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which he has been harnessed. In contrast to the "notable" performing
administrative tasks as a honorific duty or as a subsidiary occupation
(avocation), the professional bureaucrat is chained to his activity in his

·entire economic and ideological e,ostence. In the great majority of cases
he is only a small cog in a ceaselessly moving mechanism which pre
scribes to him an essentially fixed route of march. The official is en·
trusted with specialized tasks, and normally the mechanism cannot be
put into motion or arrested by him, but only from the very top. The
individual bureaucrat is, above aU, forged to the common interest of all
[he functionaries in the per!~~tnation of the apparatus and the per
sistence of its rationally.organizea oomirldtion. .

The ruled. for their part, cannot dispense with or replace the
bureaucratic apparatus once :it exists, for it rests upon expert training,
a functional specialization of work, and an attitude set on habitual
virtuosity in the mastery of single yet methM~..;ally integrated functions.
If the apparatus stops working, or if its work is interrupted by force,
chaos results, which it is djfh(:ult to master by improvised replacements
from among the governed. This holds for public administration as well
as for private economic management. Increasingly the material fate of
the masses depends upon the continuous and correct functioning of
the ever more bureaucratic organizations of private capitalism, and the
idea of eliminating them becomes more and more utopian.

Increasingly, all order in public and private organizations is depend
ent on the system of files and the discipline of officialdom, that means,
its habit of painstaking obedience within its wonted sphere of action.
The latter is the more decisive element, however important in practice
the files are. The naive idea of Bakuninism of destroying the basis of
"acquired rights" together with "domiMlion" by destroying the public
documents overlooks that the settled dDmtation of 'Ma1J for observiftg
the accustomed rules and regulations .. IUrviYe independently of the
documents. Every reorganization of deflMed. or scattered army units, as
well as every restoration of an administrative order destroyed by revolts,
panics, or other catastrophes, is effected by an appeal to this conditioned
orientation, bred both in the officials and in the subjects, of obedient
adjustment to such [social and political} orders. If the appeal is success·
ful it brings, as it were, the disturbed mechanism to "snap into gear"
again.

The objective indispensability of the onee-existing apparatus, in con
nection with its peculiarly "impersonal" character, means that the
mechanism-in contrast to the feudal order based upon personal loyalty
-is easily made to work for- anybody who knows how to gain control
over it. A rationally ordered officialdom continues to function smoothly
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after the enemy has occupied the territory; he merely needs to change
the top officials. It continues to operate because it is to the vital inter
est of everyone concerned, including above all the enemy. After Bis~

Marek had, during the long l;0urse of his years in power, brought his
ministerial colleagues into unconditional bureaucratic dependence by
eliminating all independent statesmen, he saw to his surprise that upon
his resignation they continued to administer their offices unconcernedly
and undismayedly, as if it had not been the ingenious lord and very
creatqr of these tools who had left, but merely some individual figure in
the bureaucratic machine which had been exchanged for some other
figure. In spite of all the changes of masters in France since the time of '
the First Empire, the power apparatus [elJ1ained essentially the ~rr,e.

Such an apparatus makes "revolution," in the sense of the forcefd
creation of entirely new formations of authority, more and mare im~

possible-technically, because of its control over the modern means of
communication (telegraph etc.), and also because of its increasingly

,rationalized inner structure. The place of "revolutions" is under this
process taken by coups d'etat, as again France demonstrates in the
classical manner sihce all successful transformations there have been of
this nature.

10. The Indeterminate Economic Consequences of
Bureaucratization

It is clear that the bureaucratic organization of a' social structure,
and especially of a political one, can and regularly does have far
reaching economic consequences. But what sort of consequences? Of
course, in any individual case it depends upon the distribution of eco
nomic and social power, and especially upon the sphere that is occupi~

by ~e emerging bureaucratic mechanism. The consequences of bureauc
rag depend therefore upon the direction which the powers using the
apparatus give to it. Very frequently a crypto-plutocratic distribution of
power has been the resUlt.

In England, but especially in the United States, party donors regu
larly stand behind the bureaucratic party organizations. They have
financed these parties and have been able to influence them to a large
extent. The breweries in England, and in Germany the so-<:alled "heavy
industry" and the Hansa League1 with their election funds are wen
enough known in this respect. In political and especially in state forma
tions, too, bureaucratization and social leveling with the associated.
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breaking up of the opposing local and feudal privileges have in modem
times frequently benefitted the interests of capitalism or have been car
ried out in direct allian<:e with capitalist interests; witness the great
historical alliance of the absolute princes with capitalist interests. In
general, a legalleve1ing and destruction of firmly established local struc
tures ruled by notables has usually benefitted the scope of capitalist
activity. But, on the other hand, there is also an effect of bureaucratiza
tion that meets the petty-bourgeois intetest in a safe tniditional "living,"
or even a sta~ialist effect that strangulates opportunities for private
profit. This has undoubtedly been active in Several cases of historically
far-reaching importance, particularly during Antiquity; it is perhaps also
to be expected in future developments in our world.

The very different effects of political organizations which were, at
least in principle, quite similar in Egypt under the Pharaohs, in Hel
lenistic, and in Roman times, show the very diff.erent economic conse
quences of bureaucratization which are possible, depending upon the
direction of other factors present. The mere fact of bureaucratic or
ganization does not unambiguously tell us about the concrete direction
of its economic effects, which are always in some manner present. At
least it does not tell us as much as can be told about its relatively level
ing social effect. Even in this respect one has to remember that bureauc
racy as such is a precision instrument which can put itself at the disposal
of quite varied interests, purely political as well as purely economic
ones, or any other sort. Therefore, the measure of its parallelism with
democratization must not be exaggerated, however typical it may be.
Under certain conditions, strata of feudal lords have also put this instru
ment into their service. There is also the possibility-and often it has
become a fact, as for instance in the Roman Principate and in some
fonns of absolutist state structures-that hureaucratization of the ad
ministration is deliberately connected with the fonnation of status
groups, or i,s entangled with it by the force of the existing groupings of
social power. The explicit reservation of offices for certain status groups
is very f~tient, and empirical reservations are even- more frequent.

I I. The Power Position of the Bureaucracy

A. THE POLrIlCAL IRRELEVANCE OF FUNCTIONAL INDISPENSABILITY

The dt::mocratization of society in its totality, and in the modern
sense of the tenn, whethf'.I' actual or perhaps merely fonnal, is an
especially favorahle basis of bureaucratization, but by no means the_only
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possible-one. After all, bureaucracy has merely the [limited] striving to
level those powers that stand in its way in those concrete areas that, in
the individual case, it seeks to occupy. We must remember the fact
which we have encountered several times and which we shall have to
discuss repeatedly: that "democracy" as such is opposed to the "rule" of
bureaucracy, in spite and perhaps because of its unavoidable yet un
intended promotion of bureaucratization. Under certain conditions,
democracy creates palpable breaks in the bureauratic pattern and impedi
ments to bureaucratic organization. Hen(:e, one must in every individual
historical case analyze in which of the special directions bureaucratiza~

tion has there developed.
For this reason, it must also remain an open question whether the

power of bureaucracy is increasing in the modern states in which it
is spreading. The fact that bureaucratic organization is technically the
most highly developed. power instrument in the hands of -its controller
does not detennine the weight that bureaucracy as such is capable of
procuring for its own opinions in a particular social structure. The ever
increasing "indispensability" of the officialdom, swollen to the millions,
is no more decisive on this point than is the economic indispensability
of the proletarians for the strength of the social and political pOwer
position of that class (a view which some representatives of the prole
tarian movement hold).8 If "indispensability" were decisive, the equally
"indispensable'" slaves ought to have held this position of power in any
economy where slave labor prevailed and consequently freemen, as is
the rule, shunned work as degrading. Whether the power of bureauc
racy as such increases cannot be decided a priori from such reasons. The
drawing iI) of economic interest groups or other non-official experts, or
the drawing in of lay representatives, the establishment of local, inter
local, or central parliamentary or other representative bodies, or of
occupational associations-these seem to run directly against the bu
reaucratic tendency. How far this appearance is the truth must be
discussed. in another chapter, rather than in "the framework of this
purely formal and typological (1casuistisch) discussion. In general, only
the following can be said here:

The power position of a fully developed bureaucracy is always great,
under normal conditions overtowering. The political "master" always
nnds himself, vis-a-vis the trained official, in the position of a dilettante
facing the expert. This holds whether the "master:' whom the bureauc
racy serves, is the "people" equipped. with the weapons of legislative
initiative, referendum, and the right to remove officials; or a parliament
elected on a :more aristocm.tic or more democratic basis and equipped
with the right or the de fm:to power to vote a lack of confidence; or <In
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aristocratic collegiate body, legally or actually based on self*recruittnent;
or a popularly elected president or an "absolute" or "constitutional"
hereditary monarch.

B. ADMINISTRATIVE SECRECY

This superiority of the professional insider every bureaucracy seeks
further to increase through the means of keeping secret its knowledge
and intentions. Bureaucratic administration always tends to exclude the
public, to hide its knowledge and action from criticism as well as it
can. Prussian church authorities now threaten to use disciplinary
measures against pastors who make reprimands or other admonitory
measures in any way accessible to third parties, charging that in doing
so theY'become "guilty" of facilitating a possible criticism. of the church
authorities. The treasury officials of the Persian Shah·have made a ~ecret
science of their budgetary art and even use a secret' script. The official
statistics of Prussia, in general, make public only what cannot do any
hann to the intentions of the power-wielding bureaucracy. This tend
ency toward secrecy is in certain administrative fields a consequence of
their objective nature: namely, wherever power interests of the given
structure of domination toward the outsitk are at stake, whether this
be the case of eq:cnomic com~titors of a private enterprise or that
of potentially hostile foreign polities in the public field. If it is to be
successful, the management of diplomacy can be publicly supervised
only to a very limited extent. The military administration must insist on
the concealment of its most important measures with the increasing
significance of purely technical aspects. Political parties do not proceed
differently, in spite of all the ostensible publicity of the party conven
tions and "Catholic Congresses" (Kmholi1centage).t With the increasing
bureaucratization of party organizations, this secrecy will prevail even
more. Foreign trade policy, in Germany for instance, brings about a
concealment of production statistics. Every fighting posture of a social
Structure toward the outside tends in itself to have the effect of buttressing
the position of the group in power.

However, the pure power interests of-bureaucracy exert their effects
far beyond these areas of functionally motivated secrecy. The concept of
the "office secret" is the specific invention of bureaucracy, and few
things it defends so fanatically as this attitude which, outside of the
specific areas mentioned, cannot be justified with purely functional
ar~ments. In factng a parliament, the bureaucracy fights, out of a
sure power instiuet, every one of that institution's attempts to gain
through its own means (as, e.g., throUgh the so-called "right of parlia-
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mentary investigation")lO expert knowledge from the interested parties.
Bureaucracy naturally prefers a poorly informed, and hence powerless,
parliament-at least insofar as this ignorance is compatible with the
bureaucracy's own interests.

C. THIl RULER'S DEPENDENCE ON THE BUREAUCRACY

The absolute monarch, too, is powerless in face of the superior
knowledge of the bureaucratic expert-in a certain sense more so than
any other political head. All the irate decrees of Frederick the Great
concerning the "abolition of serfdom" were derailed in the course of
their realization because the official mechanism simply ignored them as
the occasional ideas of a dilettante. A constitutional king, whenever he
is in agreement with a socially important part of the governed, very
flYIuently exerts a greater influence upon the course of administration
than d&s the absolute monarch sinc~ he can control the experts
better because of the at least relatively public character of criticism,
~hereas the absolute monarch is dependent for information lOiely upon
the bureaucracy. ~ Russian Tsar of the a,!cien regime. tb$>re the
appointment of a Prime Minister in I905] was rarely able to put across
pennanently anything that displeased his bureaucracy and violated its
power interee.~ tninbtries, which were subordinated d.irectly to him
as the autocrat, represented, as Leroy-Beaulieu very correctly observed,
a conglomerate of satrapies which fought among each other with all
the means of personal intrigue and bombarded each other with volumi·
nous "Memoranda," in the face of which the monarch as a dilettante
was quite helpless.11

The concentration of the power of the central bureaucracy in a Single
pair of hands is inevitable with every transition to constitutional govern·
ment. Officialdom is placed under a monocratic head, the prime minis
ter, through whose hands everything has to go before it 8f'ts to the
'monarch. This puts the latter to a large extent under the tutelage of
the chief of the b1}.reaucracy. Wilhelm II, in his weII·known conflict
with Bismarck, fought against this principle, but had to withdraw his
attack very soon.12 Under the rule of expert knowledge, the influence
of the monarch can' attain steadiness only through continuous com·
tnunication with the bureaucratic chiefs which is methodically planned
and directed by the central head of the bureaucracy. At the Same time,
constitutionalism binds the bureaucracy and the ruler into'a community
of interests against the power-seeking of the party' chiefs in the parlia.
mentary bodies. But against the bureaucracy the ruler remains power·
less for this very reason, unless he finds suppOrt in parliament. The
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desertion of the "Great of the Reich," here the Prussian ministers and
top Reich officials, hrought a monarch into approximately the same
situation in November 1918 as did the parallel event under the condi
tions of the feudal state in I076.13 This, however, is an exception,
for the power position of a mon~h is on the whole far stronger vis-a-vis
bureaucratic officials than it was in any feudal or in a "stereotyped"
patrimonial state. This is because of the constant presence of aspirants
for promotion with whom the monarch can easily replace inconvenient
and independent officials. Other circumstances being equal, only ec0

nomically independent officials, that is, officials wh.,l belong to the
propertied strata, can permit themselves to risk the loss of their offices.
Today as always, the recruitment of officials from among propertyless
strata increases the power of the rulers. Only officials who belong to a
socially inRuential stratum which the monarch believes to have to take
into account as support of his person, like the so-called Kanalrebellen
in Prussia, can permanently and completely paralyze the substance of
his will.'i

Only the expert knowledge of private economic interest groups in
the field of "business" is superior to the expert knowledge of the
bureaucracy. This is so because the exact knowledge of facts in their
field is of direct significance for economic survival. Errors in official
statistics do not have direct economic consequences for the responsible
official, hut miscalculations in a capitalist enterprise are paid for by
losses, perhaps by its existence. Moreover, the "secret," as a means of
power, is more safely hidden in the books of an enterprise than it is in
the files of public authorities. For this reason alone authorities are held'
within narrow boundaries when they seek to inRuence economic life in
the capitalist epoch, and very frequently their measures take an unfore
seen and unintended course or are made illusory by the superior expert
knowledge of the intefested-groui-s. .'

12. Excursus on Collegiate Bodies and Interest Groups

Since the specialized knowledge of the expert became more and
more the foundation for the power of the officeholder, an early concern
of the ruler was how to exploit the special knowledge of experts with
out having to abdicate in their favor. With the qualitative extension
of administrative tasks and therewith the indispensability of expert
knowledge, it typically happens that the lord no longer is satisfied by
occasional consultation with proven confidants or even with an assembly
of such men caned together intennittently and in difficult situations.
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He begins to surround himself with collegiate lxxIies which deliberate
and resolve in continuous session (Conseil d'f:tat, Privy Council, Gen
e,,~ldjrektorium, Cabinet, Divan, Tsungli Yamen, Wai-wu pu,etc.).
The Rate von Haus aus are a characteristic transitional phenomenon
in this development. '.

The position of such collegiate bodies naturally varies according to
whether they themselves become the highest administrative authority,
or whether a central and monocratic authority, or several such author
ities, stand at their side. In addition, a great deal depends upon their
procedure. \Vhen the type is fully developed, such bodies meet
either actually or as a fiction-with the lord in the chair, and all
important matters are resolved, after elucidation by the formal position
papers of the responsible experts and the reasoned vota of other mem
bers, by a decision which the lord will sanction or reject by an edict.
This kind of collegiate bOOy thus is the typical form in which the
ruler, who increasingly turns into a "dilettante," at the same time ex
ploits expert knowledge and-what frcquentfy remains unnoticed
seeks to fend off the threatening dominance of the experts. He keeps
one expert in check hy ()thers, a~d by sU'.::h cumbersome procedures
seeks personally to gain a compreheJlsive picture as well as the cer
tainty that nobody prompts him into arbitrary decisions, Often the ruler
expects to as~ure himself a maximum of personal influence less from
personally presiding over the collegiate bodies than from having written
me'llor:.mda submitted to him, Frederick vVi!Jiam I of Prussia, whose
actll:d influence '00 the 3dmimstratioo was very significant, almost
nEVer ,lttemkd the V)lI~~:;j;l~dy organized SCSSl')!1S of the cabinet minis
ters, He rendered his .det'lsions m: WJ.ittu\ presentations by means of
marginal COI'.1m,,;nts 'elr edi~b which were sent to the ministers from
h "b' ". , F' ,.. fl' .hi" b' "t e c., met, 113 tole e./'Ja§i;er, d ter COl;SU tatlOn wlt t le ca met -

servants personally attached to the king. The C~bjnet, in Russia as well
25 in Prussia :md in ,)t!Jcr states, thllS dcvelop-:;c into a personal fortress

'in \-,·hich the mlcr sought refuge, so to speak, from expert knowledge
and the impersonal and functional routiniz;,tion of administration, The
hatred of the bureaucratic departments tumed against the Cabinet, just·
as did the distrust of the subjects in case of failure.

By the collegiate principle the ruler furthermore tries to fashion
a sort of synthesis of specialized experts into a collective unit. His
success in doing this cannot be ascertained in general. The phenomenon
itself, however, is common to very different forms of state, from the
patrimonial and feudal to the early bureaucratic, and it is especially
typical for early princely absolutism. The collegiate principle has proved
itself to be one of the strongest educative means for "matter-of-factness"
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in administration. It also made it possible to ceunsel with socially influ
ential private persons and thus to combine in some measure the authority
of notables and the practical knowledge of private enterprisers with the
spfrialized expertness of profe~ional bureaucrats. The collegiate bodies
were one of the first institutions to allow the development of the modem
concept of "public authorities," in the sense of enduring structures in
dependent of the person.

As long as an expert knowledge of administrative affairs was the
exclusive product of a long empirical practice, and administrative norms
were not regulations but elements of tradition, the council of elders
often with 'priests, "eIder statesmen," and notables participating-was
the adequate form for collegiate authorities, which in the beginning
merely gave counsel to the ruler. But since such bodies, in contrast to
the changing rulers, were perennial form~tions, they often usurped
actual power. The Roman Senate and the Venetian Council, as well
as the Athenian Areopagus until its downfall and replacement by the
rule of the demagogos, acted in this manner. We must, of course,
sharply distinguish such authorities from the corporate bodies under
discussion here.

In spite of manifold transitions, collegiate bodies, as a fype, emerge
on the basis of the rational specialization of functions and the rule
of expert knowledge. On the other hand, °they must be distinguished

, from advisory bodies selected from among private and interested circles,
which are frequently found in the modern state and whose nucleus
is not formed of officials Or of former officials. These collegiate bodies
must also be distinguished sociologically from the collegiate supervisory
"board of directors" (Aufsichtsrat) found in the bureaucratic structures
of the modem private economy (joint stock corporation). This distinc
tion must be made in spite of the fact that such corporate bodies-not
infrequently complete themselves by drawing in notables from among
disinterested circles for the sake of their expert knowledge or in order
to exploit them for representation and advertising. Normally [in Ger
many] such bodies do not consociate experts for their special knowl-

.~ edge, but rather the representatives of the paramount economic interests,
espeeiaIIy of the banks financing the enterprise--and such men by no
means hold merely advisory positions. They have at least a controlling
voice, and very often they occupy an actually dominant position. Such
bodies are to be compared (not without some distortion) to the as
semblies of the great independent holders of feudal fiefs and offices and
other socially powerful interest groups of patrimonial or feudal polities.
Occasionally, ,however, these have been the precursors of the "councils"
which emerged. in consequence of an increased intensity of adminis-,

L
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tration, and even more frequently they have been precursors of COr-
porations of such privileged status groups. .

With great regularity the bureaucratic collegiate principle was
tr.lnsferred. from the central authority to the most varied lower author
ities.'Within locally closed, and especially within urban unitS, collegiate
adtniRistr.ltion is the original fonn of the rule of notables, as we indi
cated before [XI:3:D]. Originally it worked through elected, later On,
usually, or at least in part, through co-opted councilors, colleges of
magistrates, decuriones and scabini. Such bodies are a normal element
of organized "self-government," that is, the management of administta~

rive affairs by local interest groups under the control of the bureaucratic
authorities of the state. The above-mentioned examples of the Venetian
Council and even more so of the Roman Senate represent transfers' of
the rule of notables, normally rooted in local political associations, to
great overseas empires. In the bureaucratic state, collegiate administra
tion disappears again once progress in the means of ccrnmunication and
,the increasing technical demands upon the administration necessitate
quick and unambiguous decisions and the other motives for full bu
reaucratization and monocracy, which we discussed above,-push,them
selves dominantly to the fore. Collegiate administration disappears
when, from the point of view of the ruler's interests, a strictly unified
administrative, leadership appears to be more important than thorough·
ness in the preparation of administrative decisions. This is the ~ase as
SOOn as parliamentary institutions develop and-usually at th~ same
time--as criticism from the outside and publicity increase.

Under these modern conditions the thoroughly rationalized system
of specialized ministers and [territorial} prefects, as in 'France, offers
significant opportunities for pushing the old forms everywhere into the
background, probably supplemented by the interest groups, normally
in the form of advisory bodies recruited from among the economically
and socially most inl1uential strata. This practice, which we have men
tioned above, is becoming increasingly frequent and gradually may well
be ordered more fonnally,

This latter development, which seeks to put the concrete experience
of the interest groups into the service of a rational adtninistration by
trained specialized officials, will certainly he important in the future
and further increase the power of bureaucracy. !tis well known how
Bismarck sought to make use of the plan for a "National Economic
Council" as a weapon agains.. the Reicbstag, accusing the opposing
majority-to whom he would have never granted the right to parlia
mentary investigation as practiced in England---of trying to prevent
officialdom, in the interests of' parliamentary power, from becoming
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"too knowing." What position the organized interest groups may in
this manner obtain within the administration in the future cannot
be discussed in the present context.

Only with the bureaucratization of the state and of law in general
can one see a ~e6nite possibility of a sharp conceptual separation of an
"objective" legal order from the "subjective" rights of the individual
which it guarantees, as well as that of the further distinction between
"public" law, which regulates the relationships of the public agencies
among each other and with the subjects, and "private" law which
regulates the relationships of the govemed individuals among them
selves. These distinctions presuppose the conceptual separatioA-"0f the
"state," as an abstract bearer of wvel'cign pterngatives ,~nd the creator of
legal norms, from all personal authority of individ~l$...,.These conceptual
distinctions are necer-sarGy remote from the nature cif pre- bureaucratic,
esp.:::cially from patrimomal and feudal, <;tm'.:tures of authority. They
were fir~t conceived and reaJizt:d in urban commun:tiE's; for as soon do'.

their officeholders were 2lfpuinicd by pt'fiudk eIectio:l~, the individual
power-holder, even if k was in the highest posi'i<.';-" w<"!s ubviously
nu longer identical with the man who possessf'd autho:-:lty "in his own
right." Yd it W;J:S left to tht:: complete depelsGnaliz;ltion of administra
tive management by bureaucracy and the H.'tional systematization of law
to realize the separation of the public and the private sphere fully and in
prmcipJe.

I -, Hl!reaurracy and Education-;). -

A. EDUCATIONAL SPECiALIZATION, DEGHEE HUNTING

AND STATUS SEEKING

\Ve ,-",onat here analyze the f<lr-reaching and general cultural effects
th<lt the ,d.vance of the rational bureaucratic structure of domination
develops quite independently of the areas in which it t.akes hold. Natu
rJUy, bureaucracy promotes a "rationalist" way of life, but the concept
of rationalism allows for widely differing contents. Quite generally, one
can only say that the bureaucratization of all domination very strongly
furthers the development of "rational matter-of·factness" and the per
sonality type of the professional expe~t. This has far-reaching ramifica
tions, but only one important element of the process can be briefly
indicated here: its effect upon the nature of education and personal
culture (Erzieh-ung und Bildung).
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Educational institutions on the European continent, especially the
institutions of higher learning-the universities, as well as technical
academies, business colleges, gymnas,ia, and other secondary schooIs-,
are dominated and inBuenced by the need for the kind of "education"
which is bred by the system of spedalized examinations or tests of
expertise (Fachpriifungswesen) increasingly indispensable for modern
bureaucracies.

The "examination for expertise" in the modem sense was and is
found also outside the strictly bureaucratic structures: today, for in
stance, in the so-<:alled "free" professions of medicine and law, and in
the guild-organized trades. Nor is it an indispensable accompaniment
of bureaucratization: the French, English and American bureaucracies
have for a long time done without such examinations either entirely
or to a large extent, using in-service training and performance in the
party organizations as a substitute.

"Democracy" takes an ambivalent attitude also towards the system
of examinations for expertise, as it does towards all the phenomena of
the bureaucratization which, nevertheless, it promotes. On the one
hand, the system of examinations means, or at least appears to mean,
selection of the qualified from all social strata In place of the rule by
notables. But on the other, democracy fears that examinations and patents
of education will create a privileged "caste," and for that reason op
poses such·a system.

Finally, the examination for expertise is found already i,n pre
bureaucratic or semibureaucratic epochs. Indeed, its earliest regular
historical locus is in prebend<llly organized structures of domination.
The expectation of prebends, first of church prebends-as in the Islamic
Orient and in the Occidental Middle Ages-and"then, as \\;as especially
the case in China, also of secular prebends, is the typical prize for
which people study and are examined. These examinations, however,
have only in part the character of tests for specialized "expertise."
. Only the modern development of fun bureaucratization brings. the sys
tem of rational examinations for expertise irresistibly t6 the fore. The
American Civil-Service Reform movement gradually imports- expert
training and speciali2ed examinations into the United States; the exami
nation system also advances into all other countries from its main
(European) breeding ground, Germany. The increasing bureaucratiza
tion of administration enhances the importance of the specialized.
examination in England. In China, the attempt to replace the old ~mi
patrimonial bureaucracy, by a modern bureaucracy brought, the expert
examination; it took the placi of the famler aDd quit~ differently struc
tured system of examinations. The burea?cratization of cap'it'alism; with
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its demand for expertly trained technicians, clerks, 'etc., carries such
examinations allover the world.

This development is, above all, greatly furthered by the social
prestige of the "patent of education" acquired through such specialized
examinations, the more so since this prestige can again be turned to
economic advantage. The role played in fonner days by the "proof
of ancestry," as prerequisite for equality of birth, access to "noble pre
bends and endowments and, wherever the nobility retained social
power, for the qualification to state offices, is nowadays taken by the patent
of education. The elaboration of the diplomas from universities, business
and engineering colleges, and the universal clamor for the creation of '
further educational certificates in all fields serve the formation of a
privileged stratum in bureaus and in offices. Such certi6cates support
their holders' claims for connubium with the notables (in business
offices, too, they raise hope for prefennenLwith the boss's daughter),
claims to be admitted into the circles'that adhere to "codes of honor,"
claims for a "status-appropriate" salary instead of a wage according
to perfonnance, claims for assured advancement and old-age insurance,
and, above all, claims to the monopolization of socially and economically
advantageous positions. If we hear from all sides demands for the intro
duction of regulated curricula culminating in specialized examinations,
the reason behind this is, of course, not a suddenly awakened "thirst
for education," but rather the desire to limit the supply of candidates for
these positions' and to monopolize them for the holders of educational
patents. For such monopolization, the "examination" is today the uni-,
versal instrument-hence its irresistible advance. As the curriculum
required for the acquisition of the patent of education requires con
siderable expenses and a long period of gestation, this striving implies
a repression of talent (of the "charisma") in favor of property, for the
intellectual costs of the educational patent are always low and decrease,
rather than increase, with increasing volume. The old requiremen~ of a
knightly style of life, the prerequisite for capacity to hold a fief, is
nowadays in Germany replaced by the necessity of pzrticipating in
its 'surviving remnants, the duelling fraternities of the universities which
grant the patents of education; in the Anglo-Saxon countri~, the ath
letic and social clubs fulfill the same function.

On the other hand, bureaucracy strives everywhere for the crea·
tion rX a "right to the office" by the establishment of regular disciplinary
procedures and by the dimination of the completely arbitrary disposition
of the superiot, over the subordinate official The bureaucracy seeks to
secure the official's position, his orderly advancement, and his provi
sion, for old age. In this, it is supported by the "democratic" sentiment
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of the governed which demands that domination be minimized; those
who hold this attitude believe themselves able to discern a weakening
of authority itself in every weakening of the lord's arbitrary disposition
over the officials. To this extent bureaucracy, both in business offices
and in public service, promotes the rise of a speci6c status group, just
as did the quite different officeholders of the past. We have already
pointed out that these status characteristics are usually also exploited
for, and by their n<l,ture contribute to, the technical usefulness of bu
reaucracy in fulfilling its specific tasks.

It is precisely against this unavoidable status character of bureauc
racy that "democracy" reacts in its striving to put the election of
officials for short terms in place of the appointment of officials and to
substitute the recall of officials by referendum for a regulated discipli
nary procedure, thus seeking to replace the arbitrary disposition of the
hierarchically superordinate "master" by the equally arbitrary disposi
tion of the governed or rather, of the party bosses dominating them.

B. EXCURSUS ON THE "CULTIVATED MAN"

Social prestige based upon the advantage of schooling and educa~

tion as such is by no means specific to bureaucracy. On the contrary.
But educational prestige in other structures of domination rests upon
substantially different foundations with respect to content. Expressed
in slogans, the "cultivated man," rather than the "specialist," was the
end sought by education and the basis of social esteem in the feudal,
theocratic, and patrimonial structures of domination, in the English ad
ministration by notables, in the old Chinese patrimonial bureaucracy,
as well as under the rule of demagogues in the Greek states during the
so-called Democracy. The tern} "cultivated man" is used here in a com
pletely value-neutral sense; it is understood to mean solely that a quality
of life conduct which was held to be "cultivated" was the goal of edu
cation, rather than a specialized training in some expertise. Such edu·
cation may have heen aimed at a knightly or at an ascetic type, at 'a

literary type (as in China) or at a gymnastc-humanist type (as in
Hellas), or at a conventional "gentleman" type of the Anglo-Saxon
variety. A personality "cultivated" in this sense formed the educational
ideal stamped by the structure of dOJ!lination and the conditions of
membership in the ruling stratum of the society in question. The
qualification of this ruling stratum rested upon the possession of a
"plus" of such cultural quality (in the quite variable and value-neutral
sense of the term as used here), rather than upon a "plus" of expert
knowledge. Military, theological and legal expertise was, of course,
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intensely cultivated at the same time. But the point of gravity in the
Hellenic, in the medieval, as well as in the Chinese educational cur
riculum was formed by elements entirely different from those which
we~ "useful" in a technical sense.

Behind all the present discUssions about the basic questions of the
educational system there lurks decisively the struggle of the "specialist"
type of man against the older type of the "cultivated man," a struggle
conditioned by the irresistibly expanding bureaucratization of all public
and private relations of authority and by the ever-increasing importance
of experts and specialised knowledge. This struggle affects the most
intimate aspects of personal culture.

'4. Conclusion

During its advance, bureaucratic organization has had to overcome
not only those essentially negative obstacles, several times previously
mentioned, that stood in the way of the required leveling process. In
addition, administrative structures based on different principles did and
still do cross paths with bureaucratic organization. Some of these have
already been mentioned in passing. Not aU of the types existing in the
real world can be discussed here-this would lead us much too far
afidd; we can analyze only some of the most important structural
principles in much simplified schematic exposition. We shall proceed
in the main, although not exclusively, by asking the following questions~

I. How far are these administrative structures in their develop
mental chances subject to economic, political or any other external
determinants, or to 3n "autonomous" logic inherent in their technical
structure? 2. What, if any. are the economic effects which these ad
ministrative structures exert? In doing this, one must keep one's eye
on the fluidity and the overlapping of all these organizational principles.
Their "pure" types, after all, are to be considered merely border cases
which are of special and indispensable analytical value, and bracket
historical reality which almost always appears in mixed fonns.

The bureaucratic structure is everywhere a late product of historical
development. The further hack we trace our steps, the more typical is
the absence of bureaucracy and of officialdom in general. Since bu
reaucracy has a "rationaf' character, with rules, means-ends calculus,
and matter-of-factness predominating. its rise and expansion has every
where had "revolutionary" results, in a special .reuse still to be discussed,
as had the advance of rationalism in general. The march of bureaucracy
accordingly destroyed structures of domination which were nQt rational
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in this sense
structures?

of the tenn. Hence we may ask: What were these
,

NOTES

Unless otherwise indicated,. all notes and emendations are by Roth and Wittich.

I. The Grand Duchy of Baden was one of the mainstays of liberalism in
Imperial Gennany. Mter 1900 liberals and Social Democrats began to cooperate.
The "Great Coalition" of National Liberals, Progressives and Social Demoetats
was directed against the powerful Catholic Center pany and conservative Protes
tant groups, which tried to gain contIoI over the le~ture. Since both Catholic
priests and Protestant ministers were civil servants, tliey were 0pp.l5ed to anything
which might alter their status.

2. Richard Schmidt, a contemporary (born 1862.) and one-time colleague of
Weber at Freiburg Un1veIsity, who extensively investigated the development of
trial procedures and was interested in the problem. of the "calculability" of judicial
d«isions. The term is used in his "Die deutsehe Zivilprozemefonn und ihr
Verhiltnis zu den aus],andischen Geserzgebungen," Zeitschri{t fUr Polmk, I (1908),
;166; see also his Allgemeine Siaaulehre (3 vols.; Leipzig 1901-r903).

3. Albrecht Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Das Imperium des Richters, Strassburg
1908. (W)

4. Trial instruction issued by the rraetor to the (lay) judge pennitting a
suit based not on a provision of the civi law (ius), but on the facts of the case
as stated in the actio. Such cases obtained justiciable standing only by virtue of the
praetor's acceptance of the formula; be thus played an innovatory role somewhat
similar to that of the English equity courts. The stereotyped {ormulse were pub
lished in the magistrate's edict. cr. Gerhard Duickeit, ROmischll Rechugllschichte
(:~d. ed., Munich 1957), 144.

5. KDuular-jurisprudenz. This term is in Gennan generally used to designate
the early stage of Roman secular jurisprudence, which was exercised primarily in
the drafting of contracts (cautiones) and in the formulation of contractual pro
visions (caurelae). ct. ch. VIII:iv:3 and elsewhere in the "Sociology of Law";
Dulckeit, 01" cit., 14611.

6. I.e., the law interpretations of the great jurisconsults, which were bind
ing on the judges and in fact created a large par(of the classical Roman law.

7. After the breakup of Chancellor Billow's Liberal-eonservative coalition in
1909 (d. Part Two, ch. II, n. 7), the Hansahund was established in the fol
lowing year as a rallying center ror all forces of industrial society-from big bus
iness to labor-against tbe East Elbian aristocracy, whose conservative Reichstag
representatives had refused the intIoduction of inheritance taxes for armament
purposes. Indicative of the rigidity of Imperial Germany's political aIign~nts was
the fact that labor organizations refused to join the association and the greater part:
of big business deserted it within a year, preferring its old alliance with the big
agrarian interests. A leading figure of the association was Gustav Stresemann, later
Eor six years foreign minister of the Weimar Republic. Cf. J. Riesser, Det Hama
bund (Jena: Diederichs, 1912.).

8. This is directed, among otbers, at Robert Michels, to'whom Weber wrote
in November 1906:

"Indispensability in the economic process means nothing, absolutely nothing
for the power position and p:lWer chances of <l class. At a time when no "cit-
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izen" worked, the slaves were ten times, nay a thousand times as necessary
as is the ptoletariat today. What does that matter? The medieval peasant, the
Negro of the American South, they were all absolutely "indispensahle." ...
The phrase contains a dangerous illusion.... Political democratization is the
only thing which can perhaps be achieved in the foreseeable future, and that
would he no mean achievement.... I cannot prevent you from believing in
more, hut I cannot force myself to do so,"

Quoted in Wolfgang Mommsen, A!ax Weber unJ. die deutSCM Politik. 1890
192.0 CTiihingen: Mobr, 195"9), 97 and I2I.

9. Katholikefttag: An annual conference established in r85'8, tmder the direc
tion of a central committee, to discuss ecclesiastical, political arid soCial welfare
issues and to represent German Catholicism before the public which was then
largely Protestant. Discontinued during the Nazi period. the Congress has been
meeting biannually since 1950.

10. EnqTdterecht. w~~ assigned great significance to this right of parlia
mentary investigariun, which the Reichstag was substantially lacking. Cf. below,
Appendix II :jji.

1I. See Anatole Leroy-Beaulieu. The Empire of the Tsars and the Russians
(New York: Putnam, 1894), vol. II, pp. 69-86. Weber seems to have used the
German translation by L. Pezold (3 vols., 1884-r890)..

12. Weber refers here to monarchic constitutionalism, the form of govern
ment that Bismarck gave to Imperial Germany: the prime minister remained re
sponsible to the king, not to parliament, and the army also remained under the
king's control. In practice, this arrangement gave extraordinary power first to Bis
marck, then to the Prussian and In1perial bureaucracy, both vis-a-vis the monarch
and the parliament. Weber attacked this system in a sensationul series of articles
in the midst of the First World War; see Appendix II, "Parliament and Govern
ment in a Reconstructed Germany." A brilliant comparative analysis of monarchic
constitutionalism was written by the historian who came closest to Weber's socio
logical (but not his political) approach: Otto Hintze, "Das monarchische Prinzip
und die konsritutionelle Verfassung," Preussische JahrbUcher, vol. 144, 19 I I,

381-412; reprinted in Hintze's collected writings, ed. by Gerhard Oestreich: '
Staat und Verfassung (Gotringen: Van4enhoeck and Rl!precht, 196Z), 359-89.

13. This passage is an addition to the older manuscript; however, it is not
dear how many changes Weber' actually made. Weber wrore the passage not only
after the downfall of William II and the monarchic bureaucracy, but afrer he had
attacked them in the Frankfurter Zeitung in r9r7 (see Appendix II). Hence,
whereas Weber draws in ''Parliament and Government in a Reconstructed Ger
many" on the earlier pari of the chapter, he also 'seems to draw on that essay in
the present section.

In referring to I076, Weber compares the downfall of William II with the
desertion of Henry IV by most r:J: his great nobles in the face of the emperois
spectacular excommunication by Gregory VII;' Henry's dramatic submission at
Canossa helped him to 1eCOUp his political fortunes and began Gregory's decline.
The incident was one of.the higii points in the conflict between papacy and
empire, which detennined much of the course of European .history with all its
eventual consequences. lor nationalism, capitalism and democracy. (See Weber's
analysis of caesaropapism.and hierocracy in ch.XV). Weber's comparison can
also be seen in thecon~ of Bismarck's famous dictum at the height of his con
Bier with the Catbolic church that "we will not go roCanossa" (187~). A few
years later, Bismarck did go, and in 1919 Weber went with the German peace
delegation to another Canossa: Versailles.
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14· Wilen in 1899 the German Reichst3g discussed a bill for the construction
of the Mittelland Kanal the conservative Junker party fought the project. Among
the wnservative members of the parliamentary party were a number of Junker
officials who stood up to the Kaiser when be ordered them to vote fot the bill.
The disobedient officials were dubbed Kmralrebellen and temporarily suspended
nom office. CE. Chancellor Bulow's DenJewUTdiglceitelt (Berlin 1930), vol. I, pp.
293 ft; H. Hom, "Det Kampf wn die MitteUand-Kanal Vorlage aus clem Jahre
1899," in K. E. Born (ed.), Moderne deutsche Wirtschaftsgeschichte (Cologne
'966). (G/M)



CHAPTER XII
PATRIARCHALISM AND
PATRIMONIALISM' .

1. The Nature and Origin of Patriarchal Domination

- Among the prebureaucratic types of domination the most important
one by far is patriarchal domination. Essentially it is based not on the
official's COlP"':1.itment to an impersonal purpose and not on obedience
to abstract Tlonns, but on n strictly personal loyalty. The roots of patri
archal donin~tion grow out of the master's authority over his house
holr:!. S, ch personal authority has in common with impersonally oriented
bure ...:ratic domination stability and an "everyday character." More
over, both ultimately find their inner support in the subjects' com
pliance with norms. But under bureaucratic domination these norms
are established rationally, appeal to the sense of abstract legality, and
presuppose techn~ca) training; under patriarchal domination the norms
:::krive frum tradition: the belief in the inviolability of that which has
existed from time out of mind.

The meaning of the norms is fundamentally different under the
h'.'O fonns of domination. Uoder bureaucratic doonination the enacted
n<}nn establishes that the person in power has legitimate authority. to
~,sue a specific ruling. Under patriarchal domination the legitimacy of
the master's orders is guaranteed by personal subjection. and only the
fact and the limits of his power of control are derived from "norms."
yet these norms are not enacted but sanctified by tradition. The fact
that this concrete master is indeed their ruler is always uppermost in
the minds of his subjects. The master wields his power without re
straint, at his own discretion and. above all, unencumbered by rules,

[1006]
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insofar as it is not limited by traditi~n or by competing powers. By \.
contrast, the order of a bureaucratic official goes in principle only
as far as his special "competence" permits, and this in turn is estab
lished by a rule. The objective basis of bureaucratic power is its tech~

nical indispensability founded on specialized professional knowledge.
In the case of domestic authority the belief in authOrity is based on
personal relations that are perceived as natural. This belief is rooted
in filial piety, in the close and permanent living together of all de
pendents of the household which results in an external and spiritual
"community of fate." The woman is dependent because of the normal
superiority of the physical and intellectual energies of the male, and
the child because of his objective helplessness, the grown~up because
of habituation, the persistent influence of education and the effect of
firmly rooted. memories from childhood and adolescence, and the servant
because from childhood on the facts of life have taught him that he
lacks protection outside the master's power sphere and that he must
submit to him to gain that protection. Paternal power and filial piety
are not primarily based on an actual blood relationship, no matter how
normal this relationship may he for them. Rather, primitive patriarchal-
ism continues to view household authority as the power of disposition
over property even after the (by no means primitive) recognition that
procreation and birth are ;COnnected. The children of all women sub-
ject to the authority of a master are considered "his" children if he
so wishes, just as the offspring of his t>nimals art:: his property. This
holds whether the woman is a wife or a slave, and regardless of the
facts of paternity. The purchase and selling of children is s!ill a com-
mon phenomenon in Jeve10ped cultu(es, In addition to the renting
(into the mancipium) God mortgaging of children and of women.
Indeed, such transactions are the .original form of adjusting manpower
and labor demand among different households. As late 2S in Babvlonian

. times freemen entered into a "work cor;tract" by selling the~selves
into slavery for a limited time. How",,'; t, the f>urchase of .children
also serves other, especiaHy religbus pm'poses, such as securing the
continuity of sacrifices offered to the dead: it is a ?recurscr of "adoption."

The household bf:came more differentiated as soon as slavery de
veloped into a regular institution and the blood relationship became
more factual: now the children as free sllbjects (liberi) were distin
guished from the slaves. Of course, this distinction did not significantly
limit the master's discretion, for he alone chose his children. Under
Roman law even in historical times the master could designate by
testament a slave as his heir (liber et heres esto) and sell his own child
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into slavery. But apart from this possibility the slave differed from the
master's child because he could not become head of a household. Most
of the time, however, this power of disposition was denied to the master
or at least curtailed. Moreover, wherever sacred and politically inspired
limitations were imposert-the latter at first for military reasons-they
primarily or exclusively concerned the children; however, it took a long
time before these limitations were fmnly established.

Everywhere the objective basis of solidarity is the pennanent shar
ing of lodging, food, drink and everyday utensils-in pre-Mohammedan
Arabia as well as according to the terminology of some Hellenic laws of
historic times, and generally according to most persistently patriarchal
systems of law. It depended upon very different arrangements and was
determined by diverse economic, political and religious conditions
whether household authoritv was vested in a woman, or in the eldest
son or in the economically'" most competent one (a possibility in the
Russian extended family). In the same way it depended upOn diverse
factors whether patriarchal ro""cr was limited through heteronomous
enactment, anti if so in what fas-hion, or whether there were no limita
tiom in principle, as in Rome and China. If there were such heteron·
omous barriers, they could have the· sanctiOn of criminal and civil law,
as is nowadays the rule, or merely of sacred law, as in Home, or merely
the sanction of custom, as wal> originally the case in all ·places. The
arbitrary violation of custom evoked the sGbjects' dissatisfaction and
disapprobation. This too was an effective protection, for everything
within this structure of domination is ultimately determined by the.
power of tradition, that is, the belief in the inviolability of what has
alway~ been (des "ewig Geslrigen"). The Talmudic msxim, "Man
should never change a custom" derives its practical significance not
only from the inherent power of custom which is rooted in fixed at
titudes, but originally also from the fear of undefined magical evils
which might befall an innovator or an approving group who violate the
interests of the spirits. As the idea of god develops, this belief is replaced
by one which holds that the gods have posited the traditional as norm,
to be protected as something sacred.

The two basic elements of patriarchal authority then are piety
toward tradition and toward the master. The power of the former also
constrained the -master and hence benefited the !:ubjects who had no
formal rights; for example, the slaves were more protected. under the
tradition-bound Oriental patriarchalism than they were on the Cartha
ginian-Roman plantations where they were the object of an unham
pered rational exploitation.
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2. Domination by Honoratiores and Pure Patriarchalism

Patriarchal domination is not the only authority that relies on the
sanctity of tradition. Another, the domination by honoratiores, is an im
portant form of normally traditional authority; we have dealt with it
occasionally and we will deal with it again. It exists wherever social
honor ("prestige") within a group has become the basis of domination
-and by nO means does this happen in every case of social honor.
Domination by honoratiores differs from patriarchal domination because
it lacks the specific personal loyalty-filial and servants' piety-that is
motivated by membership in a household or a manorial, "servile" (Ieib
herrlich) or patrimonial group. The specific authority of the notable
especially of one distinguished among his neighbors through property,
education or style of Iife-'derives from "honor." This typolqgical dis
tinction should be made even though the boundaries are not rigid. In
itself the authority of honoratiores differs greatly in basis, quality and
impact. We will pursue this at more suitable occasions [sec. 16 and 17
below]. At present we are concerned with patriarchal domination as
the formally most consistent authority structure that is sanctified by
tradition.

In its pure form patriarchal domination has no legal limits. It is
transferred witbout quali6cation to the new master at the time of the
old master's death or downfall. The new master also acquires the sexual
disposition of his predecessor's women-possibly of his own father's.
Simultaneous holders of patriarchal power have at times existed, but
this is naturally rare. Sometimes patriarchal power has been split; for
example, the independent authority of a matron may be found next to
the normally superordinated authority-a condition that has always
been connected with the oldest typical division of labor, the division
between the sexes. The female chiefs among the sachems of American
Indians, and occasional subchiefs, such as the lukokesha in the realm

'of Mwata Yaml1o, who wielded independent authority in their own
area, usually owed their existence to woman's function as the oldest
agent of the basic economy, that is, the continuous provision of food
through land cultivation and food processing; or they owe it to the
comple~ separation from the household of all men capable of bearing
anns, a separation which occurs in certain kinds of military organization.

When we dealt previously with the household we observed the
following: Its original sexual and economic communism was increas
ingly curtailed; its internal closure increased steadily, the rational "en
terprise" emerged from the capitalist market-oriented household,. the
principle of accounting and d fixed shares gained more and more im-
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portance, and women, children and slaves acquired personal and -Irnan
cial rights of their own. By definition' these developments amounted to
as many limitiations of unrestrained patriarchal power. As the polar
opposite of the capitalist enterptise we found the communal form of
llOusehold differentiation: the mhos. Our present purpose is to examine
that forin of domination which developed on the basis of the oikos and
therefore of differentiated patriarchal power: patrimonial domination.

3. Patrimonial Domination
~

At first it is only a decentralization of the household when the lord
settles dependents (including young,' men regarded as family members)
on plots within his extended land-~oldings, w·th a house and family
of their own, and provides them with animals (therefore: peculium)
and equipment. But this simple development of an oikos leads in
evitably to an attenuation of full patriarchal power. Since there are
Originally no consociations in the form of binding contracts between
masters and depe1tdents--in all civilized countries it is even today legally

• impossible to contractually modify the legal content of paternal author
ity-, the psycholog1t-aJ and formal relations between master and sub
ject are here too regulated merely in accordance with the master's
interest and the distribution of power.

The dependency relationship itself continues to be based on loyalty
and fidelity. However, such a relationship, even if it constitutes at first
a purely one-sided domination, always evolves the subjects' claim to reci
prOCity, and this claim "naturally" acquires social recognition as
custom. Whereas the physical whip assures the exertion of the slaves
lodged in barracks ~nd. the wage whip and threat of joblessness guar
antees the effort of the "free" worker, whereas the marketable slave

"must be readrl.y replaceable in order to be profitable and the replace
ment of the "free" worker costs nothing as long as there are others
willi~ to work, the master who decentralizes his household is largely
dependent upon his subjects' compliance and always upon their capacity
to deliver rent in kind. Hence, the master too Uowes" something. to the
subject, not legally but .according to custom and in his own self-interest:
first of all external protection ·and help in~ of peed, then."humane"
treatment and particularly a "customary" limitation of economic ex
ploitation. Under ~ form of domination which is not directed toward
monetary acquisition but toward the satisfaction of the master's wants
out of his own resources, explOitation may be reduced without violating
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his interests; this is possible because his demand is only quantitatively
different from that of ,his subjects, given the absence of a qualitative ex
pansion of needs which is in principle limitless. Indeed, such a restraint is
positively advantageous to the master, because not only his security but
also his rnainteT!ance IS strongly dependent upon the basic attitudes and
the morale of his subjects.

Custom. prescribes that the subject support the master with all avail
able means. In extraordinary cases this obligation is economically un~

limited, for example in the case of freeing the master from debt, pro
viding a dowry for his daughters or ransoming him from captivity.
FersfmaHy unlimited is the subject's obligation to render service in a
feud or in war. He serves as page, coachman, carrier of arms, camp
follower-as in the knightly armie$ of the Middle Ages--or as private
fully equipped warrior of his master. The last kind of service wa, ap
pa;:ently aho rendered by the Roman clients who held a precarium,
which was revokable at any time and in its function probably similar
to a ServiLe hef. It was rendered by the crJ!oni 3S early a~ the Civil
\V::JrS, J.nd of course by the retainers of manorial lords and cf cloisters
in th~ Middle Ages. In the same fashion the armies of the Pharaoh
<md the Oriend k;,,:~s and great landbrds were to a signifi,ant extent
r~r'ruited patrimonidly from their co/ani and equipped and maintained
by the ma~ter's household, Occasionally, especially in the na-,.-y, v,e find
levies of slaves; in the ancient Orient the)' cJ.rm.:d the lord's tag of
oWllership. For the rest, the retainer renders compulsory labor (Fron
den) ,:nd services, hon0rary gifts, regularly and irregularly levied ta;.:es,
formedlv according to the master's need n;ld discretion, in b::t accord
ing to' established custom. The ma~ter remains, of COGLC, free to
expropriate him at will, and r'lStom too takes it originally for granted
tbt the master c-. fH':ely di,;pose of persons ,mct ?o~sessions left be·'
hind at the ret:liner's death. P::Hrimonial domination is thus a special

, case of patriarchal domination--domestic authority decentralized through
assignment of land and sometimes of equipment to sons of the: house
or other dependents,

Mere habituation is the first factor that stereotypes the patrimonial
relationship <lnd in fact limits the master's discretion. From there the

·sanctifying power of tradition evolves. Everywhere the purely factual
resistance against everything unwonted is powerful; III addition, the
master is restrained from introducing innovations by the possible dis·
approval of his environment and by his own fear of religious powers
which everywhere protect tradition and dependency relationships. Fur
thermore, the master is considerably influenced by the well-founded
apprehension that his own, especially his economic, interests \vouJd be
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badly hurt by any shock to traditional loyalty produced by groundless
and "unjust" interference with the traditional distribution of duties and
rights. Here, too, the master's omnipotence toward the individual de
pendent is paralleled by his powerlessness in face of the group. Thus
arose almost everywhere a legally unstable, but in fact very stable order
whiCh diminished the area of the master's discretion in favor of tra~

d"itional prescription. The master may want to formalize this traditional
order as a manorial and service reglement in the manner of the modem
factory regulations, with the difference that the latter are rational con
structs for rational purpOses, whereas the former derives its obligatory
power from its very recourse t(; tr"diti0'l rather than to future purpose.
It is obvious that the regulations decreed by the ma~ter do not cOIjlmit
him legally. But if he is very much dependent upon the good will of·
those from w}lOm he derive!' revenues. either because of the extensive·
size of his property that is assigned to C!f'T'-::adents or because of its
fragmented location or because of continuouS political and military
preoo:'llpations, a hw of s0-Jditics may emer.;e and tie the master in
fact very strongly to his OWl! decrees~ For every such order turns a
mere interest group into a privileged group (Rechtsgenossen)-whether
or not in the strictly legai sense---, increases the members' knowledge
of the common nature of their interests and thus the inclination and
ability to look after them; eventually the subjects confront the master,
at first only occasionally, then regularly, as a dosed unit. This was just
as much the consequence of the leges-ordinances, not laws-which
were issued for the Imperial domains, especially in Hadrian's times, as,
of the medieval manorial ordinances (Hofrechte). If there is a consistent
development, the customa} of the manorial court, in which the manorial
dependents participate, becomes the source of authoritative interpreta
tion of the legal order. From here dates a kind of "constitution"-only
that a modern constitution exists for the sake of continuous legislation
and of the power distribution between bureaucracy [and legislative
bodies] in connection with the rational regulation of social relations,
whereas the customals serve the interpretation of tradition. Not only
this development, which Iarely reached its logical conclusion, but al
ready the earlier stages of the process in which tradition stereotyped
patrimonial relations resulted in a considerable disintegration of pure
patriarchalism. A strongly tradition-bound structure of domination
arises, the manor (seigneurie), joining lord and manorial dependent
with ties that cannot be dissolved unilaterally. At this point we cannot
pursue the vicissitudes of this institution, which has fundamental im
portance and which is found all over the world.
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Patrimonial conditions have had an extraordinary impact as the
basis of political structures. As we shall see, Egypt almost appears as
a single tremendous aikes ruled patrimonially by the pharaoh. The
Egyptian administration always retained characteristics of the oikos
economy, and the Romans treated the country essentially like a huge
Imperial domain. The Inca state and in particular the Jesuit state in
Paraguay were based on forced labor (fronhofartige Gehilde). It is true
that the political realm of a prince comprises not only his manors hut
also political dependencies; however, the actual political power of the
Oriental sultans, the medieval princes and the Far Eastern rulers ren
tered in these great patrimonial domains. In these latter CAses the
political realm as a whole is approximately identical with a huge
princely manor.

A vivid picture of the administration of these domains is provided
by the reglements of the Carolingian period and also by the extant
ordinances of the Roman Imperial domains. On a vast scale the Near
Eastern and Hellenistic states contained areas the inhabitants of which
were manorial and personal dependents of the monarch amI which were
administered in manorial fashion from his household.

We shaH speak of a patrimonial state when '"the prince organizes
his political power over extrapatrimonial areas and political subjects
which is not discretionary and not enforced by physical coercion-just
like the exercise of his patriarchal power. The majdtity of all great
continental empires had a fairly strong patrimonial character until and
even after the beginning of modem times.

OriginaIly patrimonial administration was adapted to the satisfaction
of purely personal, primarily private household needs of the master.
The establishment of a "political" domination, that is, of one master's
domination over other masters who are not subject to his patriarchal
.power implies an affiliation of authority relations which differ only' 'in
degree and content, not in structure. The substance of the political
power depends upon the most diverse conditions. The two powers
which we consider specifically political: military and judicial authority,
are exercised without any restraint by the master as components of
his patrimonial power. By contrast, the judicial "power" of the chief
over those who are not members of his household has conferred only
the position of an arbitrator in all periods of peasant communities. The
lack of autocratic authority which can employ physical force constitutes
the most distinct difference between "merely" political domination and
domestic authority. B:ut as his power increases, the holder of judiciary
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authority tends to consolidate his position through the usurp~tion of
contempt powers (Banngewalten), until it is practically identical with
the basically unlimited judicial power of the p~triarch. A special mili
tary authority over those who are not household Idependents or-in the
case of clan feuds--dan members is known in early history only in the
form of occasional consociations for staging or repelling a raid, and then
normally in the form of subordination under a leader who <irises or is
elected ad hoc; we will deal later with the structure of his authority.
However, if the military authority of a political patrimonial ruler per
sists it turns into a levying power toward his political subject;; which
differs only in degree from the patrimonial subj;;cts' duty to rendet'
military service.

In the patrimonial state the most fundamental obligation of the
s-:.lbjects is tho: material maintenance of the ruler, just as is the case
ill a p.ll::mlOnial household; again the differenct is only one of degree.
At first, this provisioning takt:s the form of honorary gjh~ alla of
support in sp'~u,jl Gtses, in <iccordance with the Spirit of iIltermlttent
pOiitica! ",cLon. Hov·,:ever, with the rncn::asing continuity and r-.ltional
;:.:ation ,;1 !-ditical authority these obligations bec.lme marc dod more
cOil,pret:t:mJ\'t' ;~,:d ev~r more ~imiiar 10 patriraonial O!les, S0 th,1: in tbe
JvhddJe Ag<:;$ It 1$ often very difficult to tell dport obJigatloIlf; m;gm,Hing
in polit;l:al d;~ei. putdmonial power. In all ancient, Asian :lod medieval
large-scJlc ~t,ltc~ which were dependent upon a natuT,,1 c(:onOiT'J the
niler is typ;c<illy maintained in such a mannel" that tj,t;: dUilililds fOI
fond, dothlng, :Ir!1lor and ether \l,-";lIlts afC appo;tiolH:d in k;rk; ,:il1(lng

the \:!r;()l:, F.,r~s ;-,f his rcalm; the court is plVvisioncd by the _>dbjt:ct:;

Wh2feV('T ir r'~sjlk$ at ~>ny given time. A communal economy CGC1Hc~n

wiltse""f•.·,' v:hich relics on payment and delivery in kind is the pri
mJry fvrr:-, c.f S3Ii;.Jying the needs of patrimonial political stniCturh
HG'>\'ever then; were economic \'ariations the Persina roy.l! hO'J~eb()ld

W:lS a ht<lVi bunltll for the city in which the king resided, l..ut tl:",

Hellenistic roy;}l household which was based on money ecorHlmv w"s
2. source of income for the city. V,lith the development of trade <lild of
money t'conomy the patrimonial ruler may satisfy his economic needs
no !anger through his oikos but through profit-oriented monopolism.
This happened on a vast scale in Egypt, where even the pharaoh of the
early period of natural economy carried on trade for his own account;
in the Ptolemaic period and. even more so under Roman rule a great
many diverse monopolies and countless taxes replaced the old liturgical
methods. Fc in the course of finandal rationalization patrimollialism
moves imperceptibly toward a rational bureaucratic administration,
which resorts to systematic taxation. Whereas the old mark ~f "liberty"
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is the voluntary material support of the ruler and the absence of any
patrimonial obligation to surrender 6xed tributes, a very powerful lord
will tend to force even the "free" subjects to meet the costs of his feuds
and of his appropriate upkeep through means of liturgy or taxation. ,The
only difference between the two categories of subjects consists then
regularly in the more narrow definition of these tributes and in certain
legal guarantees for the "free," that means, the merely political 1>ubject.

5. Power Resources: Patrimonial and Non-Patrimonial
Armies •

The tributes which the prince can extract from political subjects
depend upon his power over them and thus upon his prestige and the
effectiveness of his apparatus; however, the tributes remain largely cir
cumscribed by tradition. The prince may dare to demand unwonted and
new tributes only under favorable conditions-especially when he is
supported by troops who are at his disposal independently of the sub.
jects' good will.

These troops may consist, I) of patrimonial slaves, retainers living
on allowances, or coloni. Pharaohs and Mesopotamian kings, as well
as powerful private lords in Antiquity (for example, the Roman no
bility) and in the Middle Ages (the seniores), employed their celani
as personal troops; in the Orient serfs branded with the lord's property
mark were also used. However, at least the agrarian coloni were iII-suited
as a continuously available force, since they had to maintain themselves
and the lord and hence were normally indispensable; furthermore, ex
cessive demands-transcending tradition-rould shake their loyalty,
which had a merely traditional basis. Therefore, the patrimonial prince
re~arly sought to base his power over political subjects on troops
~pecifically raised for this purpose, whose interests were completely
solidary with his own.

.This milItary force may be made up, 2) of slaves who are completely
separated from agricultural production. Ipdeed, after the £iI)al dissolu
tion in 833 of the Arabian, tribally organized theocratic levy, whose
"booty-happy" religious zeal had been ·the bearer of the great conquests,
the Caliphate and most Oriental products of its disintegration relied
for centuries on armies of purchased slaves. The Abbasids bought and
militarily trained Turkish slaves who, as tribal aliens, appeared wholly
tied to the ruler's domination; thus the dynasty became independent
of the national levy and its loose peacetime discipline and created a'.
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disciplined army. It is uncertain when the purchased Negro slave troops
of the great families in the Hejaz came into being, especially those
of the variOllS families fighting one another for control over Mecca.
However, it seems certain that in Mecca these Negro soldiers, in con~

trast to mercenaries as well as military freedmen, really served their
intended purp:>se as the private armies of their master and his family;
those other military groups occasionally played the role of the praetorian
guard, changed their master and opted among various pretenders. The
number of Negro troops depended upon the competing families' in
comes, which in turn depended directly upon the size of their landed
property and indirectly uWn their share in the exploitation of the,
pilg?ms, a source of revenue which was monopolized by and appor
tioned among the families residing in Mecca. The use of Turkish slaves
by the Abbasids and of purchased slave soldiers in Egypt, the Marne
lukes, turned out very differently. Their officers succeeded in gaining
control over the nominal rulers; even though the troops, especially in
Egypt, officially remained. slave troops and were replenished hereditarily
and through purchase, they were in fact and eventually in law benefice
holders; they finally received the whole land in lieu of their pay, first
as mortgagees and then as owners; their emirs controlled the whole ad·
ministration until the Mamelukes were annihilated in Muhammed Ali's
blood bath [in r8I1]. The slave army presupposed considerable liquid
capital on the part of the ruler for the initial purchase; furthennore, its
good will was dependent on pay and therefore upon the 1Jller's money
revenues. However, the feudalization of the economy was facilitated
when the Seljuk troops and the Mamelukes were assigned the tax yield
of land and subjects; eventually land was transferred to them as service
holdings, and they became landowners. The extraordinary legal in
security of the taxpaying population vis..a-vis the arbitrariness of the
troops to whom their tax capacity was mortgaged could paralyze com~

meree and hence. the money economy; indeed, since the period of the
Seljuks [ca. r05O-1 150] the Oriental market economy declined or
stagnated.

3) The Ottoman rulers, who until the 14th century were supported
in essence only by the Anatolian levies, resorted for the first time in
1330 to the famous conscription of boys (devshirme), since the discipline
of the levies and also of the rulers' T urkmenian mercenaries was in
sufficient for the great European conquests; from conquered peoples
who were tribal or religious aliens (Bulgarians, Bedouins, Albanians,
Greeks) boys were recruited for the newly formed professional anny of
]anissaries (yenicheri means "new troops"). Boys aged ten to fifteen
were Conscripted every nve years; at first 1,000 were recruited, later in-
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creasingly more; finally their establishment numbered 135.000. The boys
were drilled for about five years. received religious instruction (without
directly being forced to embrace the Islamic religion), and were then
incorporated into the army. According to the original regulation, they
were supposed to remain celibate, to live an ascetic life in bA.rracks
under the patronate of the bektashi order, the founder of which was
their patron saint, and to refrain from commercial activities; they Wf>re

subject only to the jurisdiction of their own officers and had other
signi.6cant privileges, officers were promoted according to seniority, there
was an old-age pension and a daily allowance during a campaign, for
which they were obliged to furnish their own weapons. During peace
time they were dependent upon cerlain jointly administered revenues.
The extensive privileges made the positions desirable, and Turks, too,
attempted to have their children accepted.. The Janissaries, on the other
hand, attempted to monopolize the positions for their own families. As a
'result, admission was first limited to relatives and then to children of
}a.nissaries, and the devshirme was practically stopped at the end of the
17th century; the last conSCription order, which was not executed, was
issued in 17°3- -The ]anissaries were the most important force for the
great European expansion from the conquest of Constantinople to the
siege of Vienna, hut they were a corps so prone: to reckless violence and
often so dangerous to the sultan himself that in I8:z.5 a Moslem army
was conscripted, based on a fetwa of the Sheikh-ul-lslam according to
which the faithful were to undergo military training, and the revolting
]anissaries were annihilated in a tremendous blood bath [in 1826].

4) The use of mercenaries. The use of such troops was 'not'neces-
-sarily d~dent u~!l-mone~JY compen_~ation. _In -early Antiquity we
find mercenaries---who are primarily paid- in kind. Bmthe real incentive
was always that part of the pay rendered in p~ioq, metals. The prince
therefore had to i"pave monetary. revenues for the'mercenaries, just as
he had to have aI'treasure fot'the slave armies in order to afford their

.- - ~cquislnOii.' He~ tevenves either by traaing o~Y'Ptoducing for
. the market, or ,by levjt'fig ~e~ry trib~tes upon the''$Ubjects, supported

as he was by the mercenaries whom ~ paid with~ tributes. In
both cases, but especially in the latter, a ~oney ecQn"oih, had to' exist.
In fact, in the Oriental states, and since the beginning of modem times
also in the Occident, we observe a characteristic phenomenon: the op
portunities for the military monarchy of a despot backed by mercenaries
increase significantly with the advance of money economy. In the Orient
the military monarchy has since remained the typical national fonn of
domination, and in the Occident the signori of the Italian cities, just
as formerly the ancient tyrants and largely also the '1egitimate" monarchs
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based their power upon mercenary troops. Naturally, the hired soldiers
were most closely tied through solidary interests to the ,prince's domina
tion whenever they were completely alien (stammfremd) to the subjects
and thus could neither seek nor find close ties with them. Indeed, the patri
monial rulers quite regularly pref<:rred to recruit aliens for their bcxly
guards, from the Cretans and Philistinesof' David to the Swiss guards of
the Bourbons. Almost every r;:ldical "despotism" had such a base.

5) The patrimonial ruler may also rely on persons ",,:ho have.been
granted landlots, just: like manorial peasants, but instead of economic
sernces they neeP render only military ones, and for the rest they enjoy
privileges of an economic or other kind. The monarch's troops in the
ancient Orient were partly recruited in this fashion, especially the so
called "warrior caste" of Egypt, the Mesopotamian fief-warriors, the
Hellenistic eleruchs and more recently the Cossacks., This means of
creating a personal military force was, of course, also used by other patti·
monial rulers who were not princes, as we will see when we will deal
with the "plebeian" variants of feudalism Ich. XIII:i}. These troops
too, were particularly reliable if they camel from alien tribes and thus
were completely tied to the ruler's domination. Therefore land was
oflen granted especially to persons alien to the country. However, dif
ferent tribal membership is by no means an indispensable prerequisite.

For6) the solidarity of interests that developed hetween the ruler
and his professional warriors-his "soldiers" [literally, "hired men"] was
at any rate sufficiently strong without tribal heterogeneity, and could be
signi6cantly increased through the mode of selecting the troops-as, in
the case of Janissaries-or through a privileged. legal position vis-a.-vis the
subjects. WhE;rever the patrimonial ruler did not recruit his army frani
tribal aliens or pariah castes but from subjects-and hence through
conscription-he adhered to fairly generally determined social criteria.
Nearly always the strata which hold the social and economic power in
their hands were exempted from recruitment for the "standing army" or
they were given the welcome opportunity of buying themselves off. To
this extent the patrimonial ruler regularly based his military power upon
the propertyless or at least nonprivileged. masses, and especially the rural
masses. Thus he disarmed his potential competitors for domination. By
contrast, any anny of honoratiores, whether it be the citizens army of an
urban commonwealth or the army of a tribal association of freemen, reg
ularly turns the duty and the honor of carrying arms into a privilege of
a dominant stratum. The selection from the ranks of the negatively
privileged, especially from the economically underprivileged, strata was
facilitated by an economic circumstance and a related military-technical
development; On the one hand, economic indispensability became more
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prominent with the increasing intensity and rationalization of economic
acquisition and on the other military activities became a permanent "pro
fession" with the growing importance of military training. Under certain

- ~omic and social preconditions both phenomena could promote the
-.•opment of a status group of honOTatiores who were trained war-
•.riors..The feudal army of the Middle Ages just as the Spartan army of
. hoplites are examples. Both armies were founded on the economic in·
dispensability of the peasants and a military technology which suited
tht!*military training of a dominant stratum. But the army of the patriv

moniaI prince is based upon the fact that the propertied strata, too, were
or became economically indispensable, as for example the trading and
craft bourgeoisie of ancient and medieval cities; this fact, together with
military technology and the political needs of the ruler for a standing
army, required the conscription of "soldiers" for permanent service, not
just for occasional campaigns. Hence the development of patrimonialism
and of the military monarchy is not only a consequence of purely p0

litical circumstances: of territorial expansion and of the resulting need
for the permanent protection cif the frontiers-as in the Roman empire
-but also very often a consequence of economic changes: of the in
creasing rationalization of the economy, in connection therefore with an
occupational specialization' and a differentiation between "military" and
"civilian" subjects, as it occurred equally in late AntiqUity and in the
modem patrimonial state. The patrimonial ruler customarily draws the.
econom!cally and socially privileged strata over to his side by exclusively
reserving for them the leading positions in the standing army, which is
organized into a body of disciplined and trained permanent units; these
positions now offer also a specific "profession" with social and economic
opportunities in the manner of bureaucratic officialdom. Instead of being
honoratiores who are also warriors they are now drawn into a profes
sional officers career arid provided with status privileges.

Finally, there is a decisive economic condition for the degree to
Which the rOY21 army is "patrimonial," that means, a purely personal"
army of the prince and hence at his disposal also against his own politiv

cal subjects (Stammesgenossen): the army is equipped and maintained
out of supplies and revenues belonging to the ruler. The more this con
dition prevails, the more unconditionally is the army in the ruler's hands,
since it is in this cese incapable of any action 'without the. ruler and
completely dependent upon him and his non-military officials; of course,
manifold intermediate forms between such a pure patrimonial army and
milit;ary organizations based upon self-equipment and self-provisioning
have existed. For example, the granting of land constitutes, as we shU
see, a form of devolving the burdens of equipment and maintenance'
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from the lord upon the soldiers themselves, but it also leads, under cer
tain circumstances, to a significant weakening of his power of disposi
tion.

HoW~er. scarcely anywhere does the political authority of the
patrimomal prince rest exclusively u~n the fear of his patrimonial mili
tary power. Wherever this fear was very real, it meant in effect that
the ruler himself became so dependent on his army that, in the event
of his death, of ill-fated wars and similar cases, the soldiers simply dis
persed, went on strike, deposed and installed dynasties, or they had tq
be newly won through donations and promises of higher pay; of course,
they also could be made to' desert the ruler through the same means. In ,
the Roman empire this phenomenon was the consequence of the mili
tarism of the Severaos, and under Oriental sultanisrn it was a regular
feature. The result was the sudden collapse of a patrimonial regime and
the equally sudden rise of a new one, and therefore, great political in
st$hility. To an extreme extent, this was the fate of the rulers in the
classic locale of patrimonial armies, the Near East, which was also the
classic location of "sultanism."

6. Patrimonial Domination and Traditional Legitimacy

As a rule, however, the political patrimonial ruler is linked with the
ruled through a consensual community which also exists apart from his
independent military force and which is rooted in the belief that the
.wer's powers are legitimate insofar as they are traditional. Hence we
will c'3:11 "political subjects" those who are in this sense legitimately
ruled by a patrimonial prince. They differ 'from the freemen of the
judicial and military folk community (Ding- und Heergenossen) by be
ing subject to taxes and service for political purposes;. they differ from
the personal retainers of the patrimonial lord by virtue of the right of
mobility, which exists at least in principle and which they share with
the free retainers who are only manorial, not personal dependents.
Furthermore, the political subject differs from the personal retainer by
owing traditional and therefore fixed services and taxes, just as the
manorial retainers do. However, he differs from both in that he can
freely dispose of his property and, in contrast to the free manorial re
tainer, also of his land, insofar as the prevailing order limits this at all;
the political subject can bequeath his property according to custom and
can marry without the lord's consent; in legal matters he does not ad
dress the maJlorial or house officials, but one of the various courts, if he
does not resort to seIfhelp by feuding. This he is entitled to do as long
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as the feud is not outlawed by a general public peace edict (Land
frieden.). For in principle he has the right and hence also the duty to
bear arms.

Howeve~, the hearing of arms also obliges the political subject to

follow the prince's call to arms. Despite the predominance first of feudal
and later of mercenary armies, the English kings stressed to their politi
cal subjects the duty of owning their own arms and of equipping them
selves, gradated according to their property. And in the case of the
rebellious German peasants of the 16th century the traditional possession
of arms was still Important. However, this "militia" of merely political
subjects was by right only available for traditional purposes, for the
defense of the country (Landwehr) that is, but not for the various feuds
of the patrimonial prince. Although the professional or patrimonial army
of the prince was formally a hired army, it too could resemble in sub
stance a levy of the militia, if it was indeed recruited from the subjects;
the militia, on the other hand, could occasionally approximate the pro
fessional army. The battles in the Hundred Years' War were fought not
only by knights but very prominently also by the English yeomanry, and
a great many patrimonial forces were intermediate between a patrimonial
anny proper and a levy. The more such foroil$ were levies and the less
they were speci6cally patrimonial troops, the more limited was the
prince in their use and the more tieci by tradition was he with regard
to his political power vis-a-vis the subjects; a levy would not have un
conditionally supported his violation of tradition. Therefore it was his
torically important that the English militia was not a patrimonial army of
the king, that it was based. on the freemen's right to bear arms. To a
large extent the militia was the military .. of the great revolution
against the tax claims of the Stuarts, wIUctl violated tradition, and the
negotiations of Charles I with the victurious parlliment, which were
hopeless on this score, ultimately concerned the control over the militia.

The subjects' tax and selVice obligations deriving from political
, domination were as a rule not only quantitatively more clearly circum

scribed by tradition than those stemming from manorial and personal
dependency, but were also legally distinguished from the latter. In
England, for example, the property of the freemen rather than the re
tainer was charged with the trinoda necessitas: the responsibility for
I) the construction of fortifications, 2) road and bridge construction,
and 3) the military burdens. In southern and western Germany as late
as the 18th century the services owed 10 the judiciary lord were sep
arated from duties deriving from personal dependence (Leibherrschaft);
the former were the only remaining personal obligations after personal
dependence proper had been transformed into a rent claim. Thus, the
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obligations of freemen are everywhere bound by tradition. Taxes levied
in \iolation of tradition and by virtue of special decrees, to which the
subjects yielded with or without a particular agreement with the ruler,
often' continued to denote by their names (Ungeld or maLnolra) their
irregular origin. However, patrimonial domination inherently tends to
force the extrapatrimonial political subjects just as unconditionally under
the ruler's authority as the patrimonial subjects and to regard all powers
as personal property, corresponding to the mas,ter's patriarchal power
and property. OIl the whole, the extent of the ruler's success depended
upon the power constellation and, apart from his own military power,
espedal)y upon the mode and the impact of certain religious inHuences,
as we will -show tater. Margiry.aI cases in this respect were the New
Kingdom in Egypt and the Ptolemaic empire, where the distinction be
tween royal coloni and free landowners, royal domains and other Jands
practically disappeared.

7. The Patrimonial Satisfaction of Public Wants. Liturgy
and Collective Responsibility. Compulsory
Associations.

The patrimonial satisfaction of public wants has its distinctive fea
tures as well as features which also occur in other .forms of domination.
The liturgical meeting of the ruler's politkal and economic needs is
most highly developed in the patrimonial state. This mode of meeting
demands has different fonns and effects. We are here interested in those
consociations of the subjects which derive from liturgical methoos. For·
the ruler liturgical methods mean that he secures the fulfillment of
obligations through the creation of heteronomous and often heterO'"
cephalous associations held accountable for them. Just as the kinship
group is amwerable for crimes of its members. so these associations are
liable for the obligations of all members. Among the AngJo.-Saxons,
for example, kinship groups were in fact the oldest units which
the ruler held accountable. They guaranteed to him the obedience of
their members. Similarly the viIlagers became collectively liable for the
individual inhab!tant's political and economic obligations. We saw
earlier that this could result in the hereditary attachment of the peasants
to the village; the 'individuaI'snght to a share 'of the land could in this
way tUm into a duty to participate in the production of a yield, ira the
interest of the contributions owed to' the ruler.

The most radical lituriical arrangement is the transfer to other va-
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cationaI groups of this hereditary attachment: thus corporations, guilds
and other vocational groups established, legalized or made compulsory
by the ruler become liable for specific services or contributions of their
members. lri Compensation and eSpedally because'of his own interest in
preserving the subjects' economic capacity, the ruler customarily. grants
a monopoly on the respective economic pursuits and ties the individual
and his heirs to the aSsociation, both with respect to their persons llind
their property. The obligations may consist of contributions specific to
the respective trade, for example, the production and maintenance of war
materials, ~llt th~y may also comprise other duties, for :example, ordi
nary military contributions or tax payments. Sometimes it has been as
sumed that even the Indian castes were at least in part of liturgical
origin, but at present there is no sufficient basis for this opinion. It is
also very doubtful to what extent the use of the early medieval guilds
'for military, political and other contributions and their official establish
meIit (Ofliziat) was a really important factor in the very wide spreading
of the guild system. In the Indian case the primary inHuence must

'definitely be ascribed to magic~religious and status differences as well
as to racial ones; in that of the guilds voluntary association played the
major role. But elsewhere the compulsory liturgical association has been
common, and by no means only in patrimonial regime, although there
it was often instaUed with the most radical thoroughness. For such
regimes it is natural to view the subject as existing for the ruler and
the satisfaction of his needs, and therefore also to consider the sig
nificance of his economic activities for corresponding liturgical capacities
as his raison d'erre. Accordingly, liturgical methods of meeting public
needs prevailed especially in the Orient: in Egypt and in parts of the
Hellenistic world, and again in the late Roman and. the Byzantine em
pire. With less consistency these methods were also applied in the Occi
dent and played a considerable role, for example, in English administra
tive history. Here liturgical bonds usually do not signi£i:cantly fetter the
person, but essentiany affect his property, especially his landed property..
However, they share with the Oriental liturgies the existence of a com
pulsory association guaranteeing collective liability for the obligatio~.s of
the individuals, on the one hand, and a link, at least de facto, .wj,th a
monopoly position on the other. '

One example is the guarantee of public peace and order called.\n
England the frankpledge: the compulsory collective liability of a group
of neighbors for the law-abiding behavior and political compliance of
every member. This institution is found in East Asia (China and Japan)
as wen as in England. For the sake of public order neighbors. were or
ganized and registered in groups of five in Japan and of 'ten in China
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and made collectively liable. The beginnings of such an organization
existed in England already before the Norman period, which greatly
relied on such arrangements. CompUlsory associations· whose members
,._.~ coaectively liable to criminal persecution were made responsible for
the a.ppearance of an accused in court, for giving information about guilt
or innocence in criminal cases involving a neighbor-a function from
which the institution of the jury developed-, for the ap~rance in
court of "jurors," for providing the militia, for the military trinoda
necessitas and later for the mpst diverse public burdens; these associa·
tions were at least in part established specHical.ly for these purposes, and
landed property in particular was made liable [for the obligations im
posed]. ~e associations were penalized by the king pro falso iud;cio as
well as for other violations of the public duties for which they were
rollectively liable. In tum. they 'held their members accountable per·
sonally and with their property, and the political burdens were therefore
quite regularly conceived to he linked to the most "real" kind. of property.
the individual's land. For these reasons the liturgical compulsory organi·
zations later became the source of the English municipal associations
and therefore of self·govemment. mainly in a twofold fashion: I) The
internal apportionment of the obligations demanded by the ruler became
their autonomous affair; 2) certain of their public duties which could
be fulfilled only by propertied members were delegated to the latter
and. by virtue of the resulting in8uence. became status rights of the
propertied who proceeded to monopolize them. An example is the
office of the justice of the peace.

For the rest, every political obligation within patrimonial administra·
tion had an inherent tendency to tum into an impersonal fixed obliga·
tion to render contributions resting on concrete objects of wealth,
especially on land and also on production shops and sales points. This
was bound to happe1? when the liturgical collective duties did not
hereditarily hind the individual at the same time that the "chargeable"
objects remained or became alienable. For in this case the ruler had
generally no choice but to depend for the fulfillment of his demands
upon that which remained always visible and within his reach: "visible
profitable property:' as it was called in England. and that was primarily
real estate. The ruler would have required a very extensive coercive
apparatus in order to get hold. in each instance. of the persons who
were under liability, and this difficulty exactly was the reason for the
system of compulsory associations upon w~ich this task devolved. How
ever, these associations. too, £aced the same difficulty if they were not
aided by the coercive apparatus of the ruler.

Thus a Iitl1rgical meeting of public needs could develop_into two
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very different structures: In one marginal case it could lead to local
administration by largely independent honorQriores; this administration
was connected with a system of speci.6.c obligations whose extent and
manner were traditionally detennined and which tested on specific
property objects. On the other extreme a personal patrimonial depend·
ence of all subjects could develop which tied the individual hereditarily
to the land, the vocation, the guild and the compulsory association and
which exposed the subjects to very arbitrary demands; these demands
were advanced within highly unstable limits merely set by the ruler's
concern for the subjects' pennanent capacity to fulfill their obligations.
The more technically devdoped the ruler's own patrimonial position
was, and especially his patrimonial military power on which he could
rely also against his political subjects, the more easily the second type,
total dependency, could prevail. The majority of these cases was naturally
intennediate. We have already dealt with the significance of the ruler's
military power, his patrimonial army. However, besides the army the
coercive administrative apparatus available to the ruler was important
lor determining the size and quality of the enforceable demands. It was
never possible or useful for the ruler, if he strove for an optimal personal
power position, to tum all desired services into liturgies based on col
le<:tive liability: he was always in need of a body of officials.

8. Patrimonial Offices
"~,

In the simplest case the prince's~ns comprise his own
household, together with a complex of "*'Drial dependencies to which
the households of manorial peasants are attached. This already requires
an organized administration and hence a suitable d,ivision of functions
developing in proportion to its size; the latter is even more true of the
attached political administration. In this fashion the patrimonial offices·

, come into being. The crown offices which originated in the household
administration are sirpilar all over the world. Besides the house priest
and sometimes the ruler's personal physician we find the supervisors of
the various branches of the administratiQn: the lord high steward for
the food supplies and the kitchen; the butler or cupbearer for the wine
cellar; the marshal (connetable: comes stahuli) for the stables; the
Fronvogt for the peasants' compulsory services; the intendant for doth·
ing and armor; the chamberlain for treasury and revenues; the seneschal
for genezal administration. There were other supervisors For whatever
branches result«! from the household's admin;strative needs. In a
grotesque degree this differentiation was maintained at the Tuph court
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up to this century. Any task transcending the immediate household op
erations was at fi~t subsumed under that part of' the hOUsehold ad
~stration to which it"was most closely related. Fot example, the
coriii:nand over the 'cavalry was given to the supe~r Of the stables,
the- marshal. All officials a;re charged, in addition to their administrative
tasks proper, with attendance on the person of the ruler and with rep
resentational duties; in cOntrast to a bureaucratic administration, there is
no professional specialization, but just like bureaucratic officials, the
patrimonial officials usually develop into a stanis group set off from
the-ruled. The sordida" munera and opera servilia of the manorial or
personal dependents are everywhere differentiated, in late Antiquity as
wen asduring the Middle Ages., from those' higher, courtly, administra
tive se:Mces and liturgies which devolve upon the ministeriales and
which, at least in the seryice of great lords, latet come to- be considered
worthy also of a free man.

The ruler recruits his officials in the beginning and foremost from
those whQ' are his subjects by virtue of personal dependence (slaves and
serfs), for of their obedience he can be absolutely sure. A political ad
ministration, however, can rarely rely on them alone. The political rulers
were' nearly always compelled to recruit their officials also in an ex
trapatrimonial fashion, not only because of the subjects' resentment
when they saw unfree men rise above everybody else in power and
status, but aiso because of the direct administrative needs and the con
tinuation of prepatrimoniaI forms of administration. On the other hand,
free men decived such great advantages from serving a lord that they
accepted the at first inevitable submission to the ruler's personal power.
For wherever posSible, the ruler insisted that officials of extrapatrimonial
origin accept the same personal dependency as the: officials recruited from
unfree men. Throughout the Middle Ages the official had to become
familiaris [a 'household dependent} of the prince in patrimonial states
proper (for example, also in the patrimonial state of the Angevins in
Southern Italy, as the most knowledgeable person of this matter con
finned to ine).2 The free men who became ministeriales in "Germany
surrendered their land to the lord and received it back from him as
service land suitably enlarged. After the extensive debates on the origin

.of the ministeriales it no longer seems doubtful today that they came at
first from unfree strata, but it also seems certain that their rise as a
status group was due to the massive influx of free men adhering to a
knightly style of life. Everywhere in the Occident, and especially in
England, ~e, ministeriales were absorbed as equals qy the knig~tly

stratum. In practice thisrrieant thattneir position was largely stereotyped
and that'therefore the lord's claims were firmly limited; once ~is had
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happened. it srood to reason that the ruler could demand of them only
services conventionally befitting a knightly status group-and that-in. gen
eral he had to adhere to the proper status conventions in his relations·
with them.

The position of the ministeriales was further stereOtyped when the
ruler issued reglements and thus created a Dienstrecht (service law)
which turned. them into members of a legally autonomous groUp (Rechts
genossen), as was the consequence of the medieval service laws. Sub
sequently the group members monopolized the offices, established fixed
rules and especially the requirement of their cOnsent for the inclusion
of new membeIS into the corporate group, delimited services and fees
and funned in every respect a closed status group, with which the ruler
had to come to terms. Thereafter the ruler could no longer deprive such
an official of his service 6ef, unless a judicial verdict directed its for- .
feiture, and that means in the Occident a verdict of a court composed
of ministeriales. Finally, the officials' power reaches its apex when they
Of some of them, for example the highest-ranking court officials, demand
that the ruler select his IXllicy-making officials only according to their
proposals or mandatory recommendation. Such attempts were occa
sionally made. However, in nearly all cases in which the ruler's ad·
visors successfully imposed their recommendation for the selection of·
his top officials, these advisors were Ilot offic.ials and especially not
ministeriales, but the congregated council of his great vassa4 or ·of the
country's honoratiore5; in particular, they were representatives of the
Estates. According to the classic Chinese tradition, the ideal emperor
appoints as his prime minister the person recommended as the most '\
competent One by the great nobles at court, but it is unclear whether
these are autonomous honoratiores and vassals or officialsi it is cettain·
that of the English barons who raised the same demand repeatedly in
the Middle Ages only a few were officials, and these did not raise it in
their capacity as officials.

Wherever possible the ruler attempts to avoid such monopolization
of offices by status groups and such stereotyping of the administrative .
services by appointing hereditary personal dependents QI' aliens. who are
completely dependen~ upon him; The more offices and offidal duties are
stereotyped, the more natural is the lord's attempt to free himself from'
such monopolies when new administrative taskS arise and new offices
have to be created.; in fact, this attempt was made especially at such
occasions, sometimes successfully. However, the ruler is always con
fronted. with the indignant opposition of the native aspirants to office
and sometimes also of the subj~ts. Insofar as this is a struggle of the
local honoratiores for the monopoly of local offices, it will be treated
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later. But wherever the ruler creates typical and lucrative offices, he must
face attempts at monopolization by certain strata, and it is a question of
power to what extent he can resist these powerful interests.

The monopolistic, legally autonomous sodality (Rechtsgenossen~

schaft) of the ministeriales and therefore also their sodaIian association
with the ruler was mainly a phenomenon of Occidental law. But traces
of it can also be found. elsewhere. In Japan, according to Rathgen, the
han (i.e., "fence"), the community of the daimyo and hi:> free antrus
tiones or ministeriales (samurai), was considered the holder of the 50
gneurial rights of which the lord could avail himself. However, the
articulation of the sodality law was nowhere as consistent as in the .
Occident.

The typification and monopolistic appropriation of the powers of
office by the incumbents as members of such a legally autonomous s0

dality created the estate-type of patrimonialism.
The monopoly of the ministeriaIes on the court offices is an example

of court prebends; an example in the political field is the monopoly of
the members of the English bar on the offices of the bench. Examples in
the history of church administration are the monopolies of the ulemas
On the positions of the kadi, mufti and imdm and the numerous
monopolies of similar Occidental graduates in the ecclesiastical prebends.
But whereas in the Occident the typification of the positions rl the
mjnis~ gave to the individual a relatively secure sodality right to
the office speci6cally granted to him, this was by and large far less true
of the Orien c. There the ollices were indeed highly stereotyped. hut the .
incumbent himself remained freely replaceable; as we shall see, this re
sulted irom the absence of certain Occidental Estate. features and from
the military' power position of the Oriental ruler which had a different
pot ~caJ and economic basis.

9- Patrimonialllersus Bureaucratic Officialdom

Patrimonial officialdom may develop bureaucratic features with in
creasing functional divisio~ and rationalization, especially with the ex
pansion of clerical tasks and of authority levels through which official
business must pass. But the genuinely patrimonial office differs ~
ciologically from the bureaucratic one the more distincdy, the more
purely each type has been articulated.

The patrimonial office lades above all the bureaucratic separation of
the "private" and the "official" sphere. For the political administration,
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too, is treated as a purely personal affair 'of the ruler, and political power
is considered part of his personal pr.operty, which can be exploited by
means of contributions and feeS. His exercise of power is therefore en·
tirely discretionary, at least insofar as it is not more or less limited by
the ubiquitous intervention of sacred traditions. With the exception of
traditionally stereotyped functions, hence in all political matters proper,
the ruler's personal discretion delimits the jurisdiction of his officials.
Jurisdiction is at £i~t completely Buid-if we want to use this specifically
bureaucratic concept here at all. Of course, each office has some sub
stantive purpose and task, but its boundaries are frequently indetermi'
nate. Originally, however, other officials do not differ on this score from
patrimonial officials. At nrst, only competing powers create stereotyped
boundaries and something a'kin to "established jurisdictions." However,
in the case of the patrimonial officials this derives from the treatment
of the office as a personal right and not, as in the bureaucratic state,
from impersonal interests-oceupational specialization and the endeavor
to provide legal guarantees for the ruled. Therefore this quasi·jurisdic
tionallimitation of the powers of office results primarily from the com·
peting economic interests of the various patrimonial officials. Insofar as
sacred tradition does not prescribe certain official acts, they a~e dis·
cretionary, and hence the lord and his officials demand a compensation
in each case, either arbitrarily or according to established rates. Thus
the distribution of these sources of income provides a strong incentive
for the gradual delimitation of administrative jurisdictions, which was
at first almost non-existent in tbe political sphere of the patrimonial
state. To protect their fees the English lawyers, for example, insisfed.
upon the appointment of judges exclusively from their midst and upon
admission to their own ranks exclusively of apprentices trained in law
offices. In contrast to other countries.. the university graduates trained
in Roman law were thus excluded. This also preve.nted the reception of
Roman law. For the sake of fees the secular courts fought with the
ecclesiastic ones, the common-law courts with the chancellery courts,
and the three great courts-Exchequer, Common Pleas, King's Bench
-with one another and all other courts. Jurisdiction was determined
most of the time by compromises among those interested. in taking fees,
not primarily and never solely by rational considerations. Since jurisdic
tions often overlapped the courts competed with one another. for the
favor of the clients by resorting to various incentives, in particular con·
venient procedural fictions, lower fees, etc.

However, this example refers to offices that were already perpetuated--
and typified, a condition which even in large and permanent political
structures developed only gyadually. In the beginning we find as a rule

,
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the ad hoc official whose powers are defined by a concrete purpose and
whose selection' is based. on personal "trust, not on technical qualifica
tion. Wherever the administration of a large political realm is patri
monial, every attempt at identifying "jurisdictions" is lost in a maze of
official titles whose meaning seems to change quite arbitrarily; witness
Assyria even during the perioq. of its greatest expansion. When the
ruler's polftical operations are appended to -his purely economic con
cerns, they appear as auxiliary resources which are used merely accord
ing to need and opportunity: The political administration is at first in
tennitteilt, entrusted to that person-most of the time a court official or
table companion-who in the concrete ·case appears to be the most quali
fied and, above all, nearest to the ruler. For the personal discretion and
the favor or disfavor of the ruler are decisive as. a matter of principle
and not just as a matter of fact, as of course it does happen everywhere.
This also applies to the relation between the ruled and the officials. The
latter are permitted to do whatever is compatible with the power of
tradition and the ruler's interest in the preservation of the subjects' com
pliance and economic capacity to support him. Absent are the binding
norInS and regulations of the bureaucratic administration. Decisions are
made ad hoc not only in areas of novel or significant problems, but
throughout the realm of the ruler's powers, insofar as these ere not
curbed. by welJ-established rights of individuals. Hence the exercise of
the ruler's powers by the officials proceeds in rvvo often unrelated areas:
one in which it is limited by ob~igatory and sacred tradition or definite
individual lights, and one in which the ruler's personal discretion pre- ,
vails. This may create conRiets for the officials, A violation of the old
customs may be an offense to perhaps dangerous forces, whereas dis
obedience to the ruler's orders is a criminal disregard of -his powers of
injunction (Banngewalt) and subjects the violator, in the tenninology
of English law, to the ruler's misericordia: his right to impose arbitrary
sanctions. The conRict between tradition and the ruler's judicial rights
(Herrenbann) is everywhere irreconcilable wherever they overlap. Long
after the powers of political offices have been standardized within fixed
territorial jurisdictions, as for the English sheriff of the Nonnan period,
the rul€r suspends, exempts and redresses in principle according to his
own discre=tions.

In contrast to bureaucracy, therefore, the position of the patrimonial
official derives from his purely personal submission to the ruler, ar:d his
position vis-a-vis the subjects is merely the external aspect of this relation.
Even when the political official is not a personal household dependent,
the ruler demands unconditional administrative compliance. For the:
patrimonial official's loyalty to his office (Amtstreue) is not an im-
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peISOn~ commitment (Diensttreue) to impersonal tasks which define its
extent and its content, it is rather a servant's loyalty based on astrietly

, personal relationship to the ruler arid on an ohligation of fealty which
in principle pennits no limitation. In the Germanic kingdoms the king
threatens even free officials with disfavor, withbJinding and death in the
case of disobedience. However, in relation to other persons the official
partakes in the ruler's dignity because and insofar as he IS personany
subject to the ruler's authority (Herrengewalt). In the Gennanic king
doms only the royal official has increased Wergild, irrespective of status,
but not the free judge,£f the folk community (Volksrichter), and every
where the servile official, although he is not a free man, easily rises above
the free subjects. All patrimonial service regulations, which would be
reglements according to our [bureaucratic] notions, are ultimately noth
ing but purely subjective rights and, privileges of individuals deriving
from the mIer's grantor favor; in fact, this can be said for the entire
system of public ~orms of the patrimonial state in general. It lacks the
ob~ective riorms of the bureaucratic state and its "matter-of-factness,"
which is oriented toward impersonal purposes', The office and the exer
cise of public authority serve the ruler and the official on which the
office was bestowed, they do not serve impersonal purposes.

ro. The Maintenance of Patrimonial Officials. Benefices
in Kind and Fees

Originally the patrimonial officials ar~ typic<3Uy m.aintained at the
ruler's table and from his supplies, as is every other household member.
As a basic component of tile household, C'Gmmensality gained far-reach~

irlg 'symbolic significance and extended fat beyond its boundaries, a
development in which W~ ~ .. .?: here not iriterested. At any rate, patri
monial officials, especially their highest rants, retained for a long time
the right to be fed at the lord's table when they were present at court,
'even if die ruler's t:1ble had long c:enscd LO be important for their
maintenance.

When the patrimonial official leaves this intimate community, the
result is naturally'! diminution of the ruler's direct control. The' ruler
could indeed make the official's economic compensation completely de
pendent upon his di.,;cretion and thus put the official in a precarious
position, but this was not feasible in a rdativ~ly large apparatus and it
was dangerous for the ruler to violate regulations onte they had been
established. The 'ma1ntenance in' the ruler's' household was therefore
sucC&.~ed very early by the granting of benefices or fiefs to pa7imonial
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officials who had their own household. We will deal first with the bene·
(ice. This important institution, which as a iule also implies a definite
"right to the office" and thus its appropriation, has had the most diverse
fates. At first, the benefice was, as in Egypt, Assyria and China, an
allowance in kind from the depots and granaries of the ruler (king or
god), as a rule fOT life. For example, when the commensality of the
temple priests was dissolved in the ancient Orient ail allowance in kind
provided by the temple granary was introduced. Later these allowances
became alienable and were negotiable even in fractions (for example,
for single days of each month); thus they were something like fore
runners, at the stage of natural economy, of modern government bonds.
We shall call this type benefices in kind (Deputatp!'unde).

The second type is the fee benefice (Sportelpfrunde): the assign
ment of certain fees which the ruler or his representative can expect
for official acts. This type of benefice removes the official even further
from the rule~'s household, because it is based on revenues of a relatively
extrapatrimonial origin. Already in AntiqUity this kind of benefice was
subject to purely commercial transactions. A large part of those priestly
positions, for example, which had the character of an "office" (and not
of a free profession or, conversely, of a family's hereditary possession)
were publicly sold in the ancient polis. It is not known to what extent
the trading of benefices was practiced in Egypt and the ancient Orient.
But in view of the prevailing interpretation of the office as a "living,"
such a development would have been natural in those areas.

Finally, the benefice could also take the form of a landed ben€pce
assigning office or service land (Amts- oder Dienstland) for the in
cumbent's own use. This approximates the fief and gives the benefice
holder greater autonomy from the lord. The lord's officials and thegns
by no means 'always welcomed the separation from his table community
since this imposed upon them economic risks and the burden of a house
hold. But their desire to found a family and to be independent pre
dominated. On the lord's part it became necessary to unburden his _own
household, since with the growing number of table companions expendi
tures increased trem~ndously and beyond the point of control; at the
same time the household remained exposed to the 'vicissitudes of income
fluctuation. It was clear, howeVer, that in the case of a secular official
who had a family the separation immediately resulted in a drive for
hereditary instead of merely lifelong appropriation of the benefice. In
sofar as the fief is concerned, we will be treating this process in another
context.

The appropriation of henefices took place especiJiy in the" early
period of the modem patrimonial-bureaucratic state. This process oc-
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curred everywher~, most strongly in the papal Curia, in France, to a
lesser extent in England, because there a smaller number of officials was
involved. At stake were primarily fee benefices, which were either be
stowed upon intimates or fa\'orites with the permission to hire a more
or less proletarian deputy who did the real work, or they were given to
interested persons on a fixed lease or for a lump sum. In this way the
benefice became a patrimonial possession of the leaseholder or pur
chaser, and we can observe the most diverse arrangements, including
hereditability and alienability. To begin with, the official may give up
his bene6ce for a compensation paid by the interested person, while
claiming the right vis-a.-vis the ruler to propose the successor for the
position which is his by virtue of purchase or rental. Alternatively, a
body of officials, for example, the collegiate body of a court, may claim
the right of making such proposals and then proceed in the common
interest of the colleagues to set the conditions for transferring the bene
6ce to an outsider. The lord, of course, wanted to participate in one
~ay or another in the profits of such a transfer since he 1:lad granted the
benefiCE;, and originally never for life. Accordingly he, too, sought to
establish guidelines for such transfers. The results greatly differed from
case to case~ For the Curia and the princes the trading of offices-that
means, the capitalization of fee incomes through the massive creation of
fee bene6ces in the" form of sinecures-became a 6nancial operation
which was most important for the coverage of their extraordinary needs.
In the Papal States the wealth of the nepotes derives to a signi6cant
extent from the exploitation of fee benefices.

In France the de facto hereditability and the trade of bene6ces began
with the parlemen~the highest court authorities-and subsequently
encompassed all ranks of financial and administrative officialdom, in
cluding the 1"'evdts and baillis. When an official resigned, he sold his
benefice to a successor. The heirs of a deceased official claimed the
same right (sunJivance), since the office had become a property object.
After several abortive attempts at abolishing this practice, the royal
treasury began to share in the deal, from 1567 on, by receiving a fixed
fee from the successor (droit de resignation). In 1604 the whole prac
tice was systematized in the form of the paulette, so called after its
inventor Charles Paulet. The survivance was affirmed, but the Crown's
droit de resignation was sharply reduced; hl'~ts stead the office-holder was
obliged to pay to the Crown annually ode and two thirds percent of
the purchase price, and the revenues were in tum annually leased by
the Crown (first to Paulet). The purchase price of the benefices went
up as income opportunities improved, and this again meant higher gains
for the leaseholder and the ~rown. However, this office appropriation
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made it virtually impossible to dismiss officials (esp<tcially the members
of the parlements). For an official could be dismissed only if the Crown
refunded the purchase price of the benefice, a step which it was hesitant
to take. It was only on August 4, 1789 that the Revolution eradicated
office appropriation, and even then it had to pay a compensation of
more than one-third of a billion livres. If the king tried to impose his
will upon the parlements, he could be thwarted in case of need by a
general strik~mass resignation which would have forero. him to pay
back the total purchase value of all benefices; this happened repeatedly
before the Revolution.

Appropriated benefices were one of the mainstays of the nobless~

de robe, that important status group in France which formed the leader
ship of the tiers t!tat against the king and the landowning or court
aristocracy.-

. By and large the Christian clergy in the Middle Ages was main
tained through endowment with land or fee benefices. Originally the
church had been supported by the offerings of the community-ever
since it had become necessary to make economic provisions for the
maintenance of the religious services by forming a "profession"; and this
in turn had made the professional clergy completely dependent on the
bishops, who disposed of the offerings. This was the normal state of
affairs in the old church of the cities, which were then the bearers of
Christianity. If we disregard some other peculiarities, the church was a
patriarchally modified bureaucracy. But in the Occident the urban char
acter of religion eventually disappeared and Christianity spread into the
countryside, which was still.dt:ep in the natural economy. Some of die
bishops gave up their urban residence, especially in the North. Many
of the churches were secularly owned (EigenlUrchen), either by the
peasant community or the manorial lord, and the clergymen frequently
became the latter's dependents. Even if the secular builders and patrons
used the more considerate form of endowing the church with fixed rents
or with glebe, they would claim the right of appointing and even of re
moving the priest; this naturally resulted in a fundamental weakening
of the bishop's authority and also in a significant decrease of the clergy's
religious interests. As early as during the, Fran~ish kingdom the bishops
attempted, most of the time unsuccessfully, to prevent the predominance
of benefices by establishing coTllmunalliving at least for the clergy of the
chapter. Time and again the monastic refonn movement had to fight
against the displacement of monastic communism by a phenomenon
typical of the Eastern church: The traIlsfonnation of the monks into
benefice-holders, who often lived outside the monastery, and of the
monasteri~ themselves into "social security" agencies for the nobility.
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The bishops could not prevent the prebendalization of clerical positions.
The bishoprics of the North, especially those in which the bishop main
tained his urban residence, were very large and required subdivision; this
contrasts with tIie South where each of the numerous cities had its own
bishop. Since many churches and their revenue sources were privately
controlled, the bishop could not treat them as his free office property,
even if otherwise the canonical conditions were gradually introduced.
The benefice was created simultaneously with the parish; only some
times was it conferred by the bishop. In the European mission territories
the benefices and the corresponding property were provided by powerful

, secular founders who wanted to retain control over most landed prop-
• erty. The same can be said of the position of the bishops, even in face

of the claim to supremacy of the papal power; they were at first appointed
almost at will by the secular rulers who were both accepting and regulat
ing the church, and as trusted advisers they were endowed with political
rights. Thus the development of the church hierarchy veered toward
decentralization, and at the same time also toward appropriation of pa
tronage by the secular rulers, whose prebendal house prie>ts or feudal
vassals the church officials tended to become.

By no means only feudal princes were eager to have the learned and
literate clergy, cut off from family ties, as cheap and qualified man
power in whose hands the hereditary appropriation of offices need. not
be feared. The Veneti3n overseas administration, for instance, lay in
the hands of churches and monasteries up to the conflict about lay in
'vestiture. This conflict marked an irnJXlrtant phase in the establishment
of the urban bu~eaucracy, since the subsequent separation of church
and state abolished the clerics' oath of allegiance to the doge as well
as the electoral initiative, supervision, affirmation and investiture on his
part. Up to that time the churches and monasteries directly leased and
administered the colonies or were the de facto center of a settlement in
their role as domestic arbitrators and diplomatic representatives of
Venetian interests.

The German 'imperial administration of the Salic emperors and their
political power were rooted primarily in the disposition over church
property and especially in the obedience of the bishops. The familiar
reaction of the Gregorian epoch wa~ directed against the utilization of
the clerical bene£ce for secular ends. The success of this reaction was
considerable, but within very narrow limits. The popes increasingly
seized control over the disposition of vacant benefices, a development
....hich reached its peak at the beginning of the 14th century.

The benefice became one of the issues in the cultural conflict
Kulturkampf) between church and secu':::tr power of the J 4th and I 5th
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century. For throughout the Middle Ages the clerical benefice was the
basic resource serving the purpose of "high culture" (GeisteskultuT).
Especially in the later Middle Ages, up to the Reformation and Counter
,Refonnation, the benefice developed into the material fouD-dation of that
class which was then the bearer of "high culture:' By endowing the
universities with the disposal over benefices the popes made possible the
rise of that medieval ~tratum of intellectuals which, apart from the
monks, had the most significant share in the preservation and develop
ment of scientific work; the saulC end was served by the multitude of
benefices which they bestowed upon personal favorites, among whom
were many scholars, relieving them of official duties. At the same time, .
however, by aatly ignoring national differences in their bestowal of
benefices, the popes provoked that violent n"!lonalist resistance of the
intellectuals, especially of the Northern countries against Rome, which
became such an important feature of the conciliar movement.

Moreover, kings and barons continued iri". Spite of the canonical
. injunctIons to seize control over the clerical benefices. On a very large

scale this was done by the English kings since the 13th century, pri
marily for the purpose of securing cheap and reliable manpower. The
employment of clerics also freed them from dependence upon the min
isteriales whose services were linked to hereditarily appropriated service
land and had become stereotyped and useless for a rational central ad
ministration. A celibate cleric was cheaper than an official who had to
support a family, and he would not be tempted to strive for the heredi
tary appropriation of his benefice. By virtue of his power over the church~

. which had a very concrete meaning in this instance, the king provided
the clerics with pensions (collatio) from church property. Clerics came
to replace the older type of official on such a large scale that even today
we are reminded of it by the name for office personnel: clerks. The great
barons were powerful enough to secure control over a large number of
benefices or to force the king into disposing of them according to their
wishes. The trading in benefices (brocage) became very extensive.
Hence the ever-ehanging coalitions of the participants, Curia, king and
barons, in the struggle over benefices during the period of the conciliar
movement. At one time king and parliament opposed the pope in order
to monopolize the benefices for domestic owners and candidates, at an
other king and pope. joined forces to their mutual advantage at the
expense of the native interests. The ,prebendal nature of the clerical
offices as such was not changed by the pope. Not even the Ttidentine
refonn could change the prebendal character of the mass of clerical
positions, especially of the regular parochial clergy who maintained a
limited, but effective "right to the office." The secularizations of modem
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times fixed this ptebendal character even more when the economic
maintenance of the church and its officials was transferred to the state
budget. Only the modem struggles between secular states and the
church, and especially the separation of church and state, provided the
[Catholic} hierarchy with the opportunity to abolish the "right to the
office" allover the world after supplanting the prebendal system with
One in which the clerical officials are ad nutum [at will] removable; this
most important shift' in the church constitution has occurred almost
unnoticed.

The trading in benefices is essentially limited to the fee benefice
and thus a product of the advancing money economy. An increase in
the importance of cash fees and a growing tendency to invest wealth
in the sources of fee incomes presuppose the formation of monetary
wealth. Other epochs did not experience an expansion in the trading in
benefices of the kind and volume observable in late medieval and espe
cially early modem history, from the 16th to the 18th century. But
si,milar developments Were widespread. We have already mentioned
quite significant beginaings in Antiquity. "In China the office benefice
was not appropriated because of the peculiar organization of offices,
which we .will discuss later, and therefore it never became legally
marketable. However, in China too an office could most of the time be
obtained only with the aid of money-in the form of a bribe. Although
we cann~t say this of legalized trading in benefices, the benefice itself
is a universal phenomenon. The obtainment of a benefice is the goal of
education and the purpose of the academic or other degrees in China
and in the Orient, just as in the Occident. This is very clearly brought
out by the fact that the characteristic punishment for political deviation
in China is the suspension of examinations in a province and thus the
temporary exclusion of its intellectuals from office benefices. The te'ld
ency toWard the appropriation of benefices is also universal, although

,results vary. Especially the self-interest of the qualified aspirants is often
an effective tounterweight to appropriation. The benefice of the Islamic
ulemas, that means, of the status group of examined aspirants for the
offices of the kadi (judge), mufti (ecclesiastic jUrists responding through
fetwa) and imdm (priest), was often granted for only a short time (one
to one and a half years), in order to facilitate its circulation among the
aspirants and in order not to impair the esprit de corps in favor of desires
for appropriation on the part of the individual.

In addition to his continuous normal income: allowances in kind•.
sometimes landrent and fees, the patrimonial official receives irregular
gifts from his lord in the case of special merit or the latter's good mood.
Their source is the lord's thesaurus, hoard, treasure: stocks of precious
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metals, jewelry and arms, and sometimes his stud. Precious metals are
particularly important. Since the good win of the officials depended on
the possibility that their merits would be rewarded, the possession of a
treasure was everywhere the indispensable basis of patrimonial domina
tion. In the argot of $Oldie poetry the king is called the "breake.t of.
rings" (Ringebrecher). The seizure or loss of the hoard often decided
wars between pretenders, for in a predominantly natural economy a
treasure of precious metals has paramount importance. We will deal
later with the economic relations which are detennined by this fact.

I I. Decentralized and T ypi~ed Administration As a
Consequence of Appropriation and Monopolization

In a patrimonial state every prebendal decentralization of the ad
ministration, every jurisdictional delimitation caused by the distribution
of sources of fee incomes among competitors, and even more so every
appropriation of benefices signifies not rationalization but typification.
In particular the appropriation of the benefice, which rnad~ the officials
-as we haw seen--often practically irremovable, can have the same
effect as the modern legal guarantee of judicial "independence," al
though its meaning is completely different; its aim is the protection of
the official's right to his office, while modern civil service law endeavors
to insure the official's impartiality in the interest of the ruled through
"independence," that menns, through his irremovability unless he has
been properly tried and convicted.

The officials who had legally or factually appropriated the benefices
could very effectively curtail the ruler's governmental power; above all
they could vitiate any attempt at rationalizing the administration
through the introduction of a well-diseiplined bureaucracy and preserve
the trad!tionalist stereotyped separation of political powers. The French
parlements,_ collegiate bodies of benence-holders, in whose hands were
the fannal legalization and partly also the execution of royal orders,
checked the king's power for centuries and blocked all innovations
which would have been detrimental to their traditional rights. It is true
that here, too, the patrimonial norm was accepted in principle: An
official must not contradict his ruler. When the king personally appeared
in the midst of these assemblies of office benenciaries (lit de justice),
he could formally insist On the legalization of any order, for in his
presence every ~pposition had to cease, and he tried to achieve the same
effect through direct written directiv,es (lettTe de justice). But by virtue
of their property rights to the office, the parlements, through jf!»ton-
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trance, often questioned immediately afterwards. the validity of the
decree which ran counter to tradition, and frequently vindicated their
claim to be independent bearets of authority. The effectiveness of the
appropriation of benefices which was at the roots of this situati9n was of
course variable and depended upon the power distribution between
benefice-holder and ruler, especially upon the availability to the latter of
financial means for redeeming the appropriated rights of the benefice
holders and for replacing them with a completely dependent bureauc
racy. As late as 1771 Louis XV attempted through a coup d'etat to de
stroy the preferred weapon of the benefice-holders in the parIements, the
"general strike" in the form of a mass resignation, which was designed.
to enforce the king's retreat since he could not afford to ·remit the pur~

.chase price of the offices. In this case the officials'. resignation was ac~

cepted, but the purchase price was not paid back, the officials were
detained for disobedience, the parliaments were dissolved, new agencies
were created in their place, and the appropriation of offices was abol
ished. But this attempt at establishing discretionary patrimonialism,
under which the ruler could freely remove officials, failed. In 1774
Louis XVI retracted the decrees in view of the stormy opposition of the
vested interests, the old conRicts between king and parliament were
revived, and only the summoning of the Estates General in 1789 created
a completely new situation which very soon obliterated the issue of the
privileges of the two antagonistic forces: monarchy and administrative
benefice-holders.

A special situation, which we will later casuistically analyze in
greater detail, obtained for those officials through which the ruler
directed the local districts, which were originally fonned out of the
ancient folk court districts CDingverbiinde) and sometimes also out of
individual great domains. Here, too, the frequent appropriation of
benefices through purchase led to typification and the splitting off of
autonomous powers from the ruler's authority; this happened especially

. in France. In addition, however, a decentralizing and stereotyping
influence -was exerted here by the necesSity to pay heed to the general
conditions under which an official could hold such an exposed position,
far removed from the ruler's personal authority. A mere official who
was completeJy--econornically and socially-<lependent upon the ruler's
favor could gain personal authOrity only un~er very conducive condi
tions. In general at least, this w~s pennanently possible only on the
basis of a precisely functioning rational apparatus such as mod.ern bu
reaucracy with its economic and technical preconditions, because in such
a system specialized knowledge does itself create the. necessary power.
Under the general conditions of patrimonialism, however, and thus of
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an administration which requires "experience" and at most concrete
5kills (such as writing). but not rational specialized knowledge, the posi
tion of the local official was detennined by the weight of his own
social prestige (Autoritiit) within his local district; everywhere this
prestige was mainly based on a capacity to maintain the style of life
appropriate to a status group of notables. Therefore, the property
owning, especially the land-owning stratum of the subjects can easily
monopolize the local offices. We will soon deal with this in detail. Only
a ruler with the specific gifts necessary to maintain a strongly auto
cratic government can impose the opposite principle: rule through
property-less persons who are economically and socially completely.
dependent upon him. This can be done only in a continuous struggle
with the local honoratioies, which pervades the history of the patrimo
nial state. The office-holding honoratiores, who form a cohesive interest
group, usually gain the upper hand in the long run. Not onI,r in the
Merovingian kingdom, but all over the world officials time and again
extracted from a lord who urgendy needed their support the promise
that he will keep them in office for life and their children aft~r them.-

As the approjriation of offices progresses the ruler's power, espe
cially his politica power, disintegrates into a bundle of powers sepa
rately appropriated by various individuals by virtue of special privileges
-rights which are most variously aerined but which, once the denni·
tion has become established, cannot he altered by the ruler without
arousing dangerous resistance from the vested interests. This structure
is rigid, not adaptable to new' tasks, not amenable to abstract regulationl
and thus a characteristic contrast to bureaucracy with its spheres of juris
diction, which have a purposively abstract organization and can be reorgan
ized at any time if need be. In juxtaposition to this staiJ.ds the completdy
discretionary power lof the lord in areas in which this appropriation of
offices has not occurred, permitting him to appoint, his personal favorites
especially to administrative tasks and power positions which are not
pre-empted by appropriated powers. The patrimonial state as a whole
may tend more toward the stereotyped or more toward the arbitrary
pattern. The fonner can be more frequently found in the Occident,
the latter to a large extent in the Orient, where the theocratic and
patrimonial-military foundations of power, often usurped by new con
querors, counteracted quite effectively the otherwise natural process
of decentralization and appropriation.

In the course of this typification the old court officials became
purely rep~eritative dignitaries and benefice-holding sinecurists; this
was especially true of the officials of the most powerful lords, who
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chose no longer unfree men as court officials but nobles who naturally
declined to handle routine tasks.

The more appropriation takes place, the less does the patrimonial ,-;
state operate either ~rding .to the concept of jurisdiction or to that ;
of the "agency" inlil;'_mporary sense. The separntion of official "J
and private matters. of official and private property and powers was ,
carried through more or less only in the arbitrary type of patrimonialism; '"
the separation disappeared with increasing prebendaIization and a~

propriation. It is true that the medieval church tried to prevent the
free disposition over benefice revenues at least for the case of the p~
bendary's death, and that the secular power at times extended. its ius
spolii also to the private estate of a deceased clergyman, but in the case
of full appropriation official and private property practically coincide.

In general the notion of an objectively defined official duty is un
known to the office that is based upon purely personal relations of
subordination. Whatever traces of it there are disappear altogether with
the treatment of the offiCe as benefice or property. The exercise of
ppwer is primarily a personal right of the official: outside of the sacred
boundaries of tradition he makes ad hoc decisjons. just like the lord,
according to his personal discretion. Hence a typical feature of the
patrimonial state in the sphere of law-making is the juxtaposition of
inviolable traditional prescription and completely arbitrary decision
making (Kabinettsjustiz), the latter serving as a substitute for a regim~ "r
of rational rules. Instead of bureaucratic impartiality and of the idea4 ':1;
based on the abstract validity of one objective law for all-of admin- t: ,>~

istrating without respect of persons, the opposite principle prevails.•;']~
Practically everything depends explicitly upon the personal considera-,:i/,:~.

nons: upon the attitude toward the concrete applicant and his concrete ;t
request and upon purely personal connections, favors, promises and
privileges. Even the priyileges and appropriations granted by the lord
-including especially land grants, however "de6nitive" the grant-
,are very often revocable in the case of very vaguely defined "ingratitude";
their validity beyond the grantor's death is also uncertain because of
the personal quality of all relationships. These grants are therefore sub
mitted to the successor for connnnation. Dependiitg upon the always
unstable distribution of power between lord and olIiciaIs, con6rmation
may be considered the ruler's obligation and thus pave the way from
revocability to permanent appropriation as a well-desetved privilege, ·but
it may also be an occasion for the successor to entarge his own n:taJm
of discretion by cashiering such special rights; this last means has_. ,'- ..
repeatedly applied in modern times during the rise of the~.1
patrimonial-bureaucraticstate.:' '"
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Even where the rights of the officials in their relationship to the
ruler and also the ruler's powers over them have been stereotyped by
means of sodality rights (Genossenrechte) and office appropriation,
their de facto exercise remains decisive for their relative strength; there
fore every accidental weakness of the central authority lasting any
length of time aDd perhaps due solely to personal factors win lead to a
diminution of its power through the rise of new conventions detrimental
to it. Hence, in.such an administrative structure the ruler's purely
personal ability to assert his will is to a very high degree decisive for
the always unstable content of his nominal power. The Middle Ages
have to this extent rightly been caned the "age of individualities."-

12. Defenses of the Patrimonial State Against
Disintegration

The ruler endeavors to safeguard the integrity of his domination in
various ways and to protect it against the appropriation of offices by
the officials and their heirs as well as against other means by which
officials can gain independent powers. To begin with, he may regularly
travel through his realm. In particular the German monarchs of the
Middle Ages moved about almost constantly, and not merely because
inadequate transportation compelled them to consume on the spot the
supplies provided by the various domains. This motive was not neces
sarily dominant: The English and the French kings as well as their
central agencies-and the latter is the important point-had a fixed
residence quite early, even though, as the phrase uhicumque fuerimus
in AngUs ["wherever we shall be in England"} indicates, de iure it be
came fixed only gradually; the same was true of the Persian kings. The
decisive fact was that only their continually renewed personal presence
maintained their authority over the subjects. As a rule, the ruler's per-
sonal traveling was supplemented or supplanted by the "missatic" sys
tem: the systematic circling through the land of officials with special
powers-the Carolingian missi dominici, the English circuit--court
judges---, who periocHcally held popular assernbHes for purposes of
adjudication and for handBng complaints.,"", ,;:,'

Furthermore, the ruler insisted upon various personal guarantees
nom officials appointed to outside positions where they were not under
pennanent observation. In the crudest form this amounted to a demand
for hostages. More subtle means were the following: a) duty of regular
attendance at court; for example, the Japanese daimyos had to reSide
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every other year at the court of the Shogun and to leave their families
pennanently there; h) compulsory court service for the sons of officials
-the corps of pages; c) appointment of relatives or in·laws to important
positions-a very dubious means, as we have pointed out; d) brief
tenures in office; this was true originally of the Frankish courts and
also of many Islamic benefices; e) exclusion of officials from districts
in which they had landed property and relatives, as in China; f) the '\
greatest possible use of celibates for certain important positions-this
does not only explain the great importance of. celibacy for the bureau·
cratization of the church, but above all also the use of clerics in the
royal administration, especially in England; g) systematic surveillance
of the officials through spies or official controllers, such as the Chinese
"censors," who were usually recruited from personal dependents of the
ruler or from impecunious benefice-holders; h) creation of a competing
office in the same district, as for example that of the coroner which was
set up against the sheriff. A universal means of assuring loyalty was
th~ use of officials who did not corne from SOCially privileged strata, or
even were foreigners, and who therefore did not possess any social
power and honor of their own but were entirely.dependent for these on
the lord. The interests of the ruler were the same: when Claudius
intimidated the senatorial nobility with the threat to rule the empire,
in disregard of the Augustean status regulations, solely with the assist-
ance of his clientele of freedmen, when Septimius Severns and his suc-
cessors appointed as officers common soldiers of their annies instead
of Roman nobles, or when Oriental Grand Viziers as well as the numerous
court favorites of modern history, especially the technically most success-
ful agents and hence t~ose most hated by the aristocracy, were so very
frequently raised to their posts from complete obscurity.

Among the devices used to maintain the control of the ruler's cen
tral administration over the local officials the splitting up of spheres of
jurisdiction became very important to the development of administrative
Jaw. This subdivision occurred either in the fonn that the financ~ ad·

, ministration alone was entrusted to special officials or that civilian and
military officials were juxtaposed to one another in every administrative
district, a solution also suggested by technical considerations. The mili
tary official then had to rely for procurement upon the civilian ad
ministration which was independent from him, and the latter in tum
needed the military official's co-operation for maintaining its power. It
seems that already the Pharaonic administration of the New Kingdom
separated the magazine administration from the military command, and
this too was probably ateehnical necessity. In the Hellenistic period,
especially under the Ptolemies, the introduction and bureaucratization
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of tax·farming made it possible for the ruler to retain financial control
separate from the military command. During the Principate the Roman
administration-excepting certain areas such as Egypt and some frontier
provinces, where this was not done for political reasons-appointed an
autonom~s imperial procurator of finance who served as the second·
highest provincial official next to the imperial commander or the sena·
torial governor, and it created separate career channels for the two ad
ministrations. The reorganization under Diodetian divided the whole
imperial administration into civilian and military branches, from the
praefecti rraetO'riOooas imperial chancellors and the magistri mt1itum as
imperial commanders down to the praesides, on the one hand, and the '
duces on the ¢her. In later periods of Oriental history, especially under
the Islam, the separation of the office of the military comrn:ander
(emir) from that of the tax collector and tax fanner Cami!) became'
a finn principle of an strong governments. It has been pointed out cor
rectly that nearly every case of a permanent merger of these two juris·
dictions, that means, the fusion of the military and' economic power
of an administrative district in the hands of one person, soon tended to
encOurage the administrator's disengagement from the central author
ity. The increasing militarization of the Islamic realm dunng the period
of sla\'e annies with its mounting dem:mdsupon the subjects' tax
capacities; the recurrent finandal collapse and the mortgaging or seizure
of the tax administration by the troops, ended naturally eithe~ in the
disintegration of the empire -0.1:. in the;: rise of the benefice system.

Some historically important examples may illustrate the functioning
of patrimonial administrations and especially the means with which the
ruler attempts to preserve his power vis-a.-vis the tendencies toward
appropriation on the part of the officials.

13. Ancient Egypt

TheGnt consistent patrimonial-bureaucratic administration known
to us existed in ancient Egypt. It seems that originally it was solely
staffed with royal clients---servants attached to the pharaoh's court.
Later, however, officials also had to be recruited from the outside, from
the ranks of the only class technically suited, the scribes, who thereby

. entered into patrimonial dependency. As early as the Old Kingdom the
entire people was pressed into a hierarchy of clientage, within which a
man without a master, was considered a good prize and, if apprehended,
simply assigned to the pharaoh's draft Jabot gangs; this development
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was propelled by the overriding importance of systematic centralized
riveNegulation and of the construction projects during the long season
in which the absence of agricultural work pennitted drafting on an
unprecedented scale. The state was based on compulsory labor: the
pharaoh carried the scourge as one of his attributes, and the privileges
of immunity from the third millenium, which Sethe! was the first to
translate correctly, concern the exemption of temple retainers or officials
from compulsory services. The pharaoh maintained his oikas through
his own enterprises and trade monopolies, the home production of un
free craft labor, the agricultural output of the coloni, and contributions.
There was a rudimentary market economy, market exchange in particu
lar, witl quasi-monetary means of exchange (Uten, metal staffs). In
the mail ,however, the economic needs of the pharaoh were met, as
the extant accounts show, from magazines and deliveries in kind, and
for extraordinary construction and transportation services the pharaoh
mobilized the subjects by the thOusands, as the sources reveal.

, The large private landed estates and nomarchies, the origin and
significance of which are documented by the sources of the Old King
dom, created an intermediate period of feudalism in the Middle King
dom, but they disappeared after the period' of foreign domination, as
they' had in Russia after the era of the Tatars. However, the temples
acquired immunities as early as the Old Kingdom and were grapted
immen~ properties by the Ramessides. Thus, the priests and the [royal]
ofli'C:ials~'became the only major privileged strata confronting the masses. ~

The bulk of the population was made up of political and patrimonial
subjects j who were not clearly ~guished from one another7 Among
those doubtlessly under patrimonial role we find numerous designations
for the servile and the unfree who apparently differed in their eco
nomic condition arid social rank; we cannot yet tell them apart, and
perhaps they were in fact not strictly differentiated. Insofar as the ...
subjects were not drafted for compulsory services, their taxes ,seem
to have heen farmed out to the officials for a lump sum. The offi.·_
cials enforced the declaration of taxable property througlt whipping' and
similar methods; thus tax collection typically took the fann of a sud
den raid, Hight and chase. There was apparently a difference between
the patrimonial coloni of the pharaoh and the free political subjects,
betwren the pharaoh's own land and the private property of the peas
ants, but this difference seems to have been mainly technical and per
haps had no stable meaning. For it appears that the royal household
satisfied its economic needs increasingly in a liturgical fashion. The in
dividual became permanently tied to his 6scal function and through it
to the local administrative district to which he had been assigned or
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belonged by birth, landed property or occupation; the details are not
known. Occupational choice was de facto largely free, but we cannot
say for sure that a hereditary vocational attachment was not enforced
if the economic needs of the royal household .seemed to warrant it.
There were no castes in the specific sense of the word. The political
as wen as the patrimonial subject could have a de facto freedom of
mobility, but this became legally precarious as soon as the demands
of the royal household required the subject to discharge his duties at
the locality to which he belonged. The later Greek terminology denoted
this location as the idia, the Roman terminology as the origo of the
indiv:idual, and this legal conception played an important role toward
the end of Antiquity. All landed property and every craft enterprise
was considered to be subject to certain duties, in the form of services
or deliveri"es; at the same time the possession of land and of an enter
prise was viewed as the reward for fulfilling Ii! function and thus tended
to approximate the characteristics of a benefice. Beneficc~ in kind or
landed benefic~ were the compensation for specinc office functions as
well as for fulfilling military duties.

The army too was patrimonial, and this was decisive for the phar
aoh's power position. At least during wartime the army was equipped
:md provisioned out of the royal magazines. The warriors, whose de
scendants were the machimoi of the Ptolemaic period, received landlots;
apparently they were also used for police duties. In addition, there were
mercenaries paid from the royal hoard, which the pharaoh's trade enter
prises kept filled. The completely disarmed masses were easily held
in check; resistance erupted only in the form of recalcitrance and strikes
if food supplies were insufficient during compulsory labor projects. The
geographic conditions, especially the comfortable river road and the
objective necessity of uniform river regulation, preserved territorial unity
up to the Cataracts with only a few· interruptions. Career opportunities
and the dependence upon the royal magazines were apparently sufficient
to preclude an extensive appropriation of benefices, which is technically
easier in any case where the benefices involve fees or land rather than
allowances in kind, as they did predominantly in the present case. The
numerous grants of immunity show by their wording-the repeated
promises of inviolability and the threats of punishment against officials
whQ will violate them-that on the basis of his patrimonial power the
n.der could indeed treat these privileges as precarious, so that the be
ginnings of a polity of estates (Stiindestaat) are here entirely lacking
and patriarchalism remained fully intact. The fact that the benefices
in kind were largely retained and that the private landed estates became
rather insignificant in the New Kingdom contributed to th,: preserva-
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tion of the patrimonial bureaucracy. The fully developed. money econ·
omy of the Ptolemaic period did not weaken it, hut rather acted as
a strengthening factor by providing the means for rationalizing the ad
ministration. The liturgical methods, especially compulsory labor, yidded
to a very comprehensive system of taxation, although the ruler never
abandoned his right to draw on the labor services of his subjects and
to tie them to their idia; indeed the older arrangements immediately
regained practical importance when the money economy disintegrated
in the third century A.D. The whole country appeared almost as one
single domain of the royal oikos; only the temple households approxi
mated it in significance. The Romans look this setup as the legal basis
for their treatment of the country.

'4. The Chinese Empire

The Chinese empire constituted an essentially different type. Here
too the power of patrimonial officialdom was based on river regulation,
especially canal construction-but primarily for transportation, at least
in northern and central China-, and on tremendous military fortifica
tions; again these projects were only possible through intensive use of
compulsory labor and through the use of magazines for storing payments
in kind, from which the officials drew their benefices and the army its
equipment and provisions. In addition, the patrimonial bureaucracy
benefitted from the even more complete absence of a landed nobility
than was the case in Egypt. In historical times there were no liturgical
ties which perhaps had existed in the past or whose introduction may
once have been attempted, as might be inferred from certain traces in
the tradition and some rudiments. At any rate, de facto freedom of
mobility and of vocational choice-both were officially not really recog
nized-d'oes not seem to have been permanently restricted in the his

, torical past. In practice some impure vocations were hereditary. Other
wise there is not a trace of a caste system or of other status or hereditary
privileges, apart from an unimportant titular ennoblement which was
granted for several generations. In the main, patrimonial officialdom
was confronted only by the sibs as autochthonous power, aside from
merchant and craft guilds as they are found everywhere; the sibs, whose
elders retained a very effective power position in the villages, were
bound together within the narrower range of the family by ancestor
worship and within the range of common surnames by exogamy.

Because of the tremendous expansion of the empire and the small
number of officials relative to the size of the population, the Chinese
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administration was neither intensive nor was it centralized under the
Q.vera~ ruler. 'The directives of the central agencies were treated by
the subordinate ones~, as, discretionary rather than binding. Here as
everywhere under suCh circumstillltes oBicialdo~ was obliged to take
into account the resistance of traditionalism, whose 'healers were the
sib elders and the occupational guilds, and somehow to anive at an ac
commodation with these power.;: so that it could function at aD. But on
the other hand, despite the tremendously tenacious power of these
forces, the goveriunent apparently succeeded, not only in creating a
rather unifonn officialdom, as far as its general character was concerned,
but also prevented its transfonnation into a stratum of territorial lords
or feudal barons whose power rest:> on local notability and who are there- .
fore independent of the imperial administration. This was accomplished
even though here too officials liked. to use legally and illegally acquired
wealth for investment in Jand and even though the Chinese ethic
prescribed close bonds of loyalty between the candidate for office and
his teachers and office-holders and their superiotS. ~ally the institu
tion of patronage and the officials' close relation to tlieir sib were bound
to create a tendency toward hereditary office baronies with a permanent
clientele. It seems that such incipient baronies emerged time and again;
above all, tnidition glori6ed feudalism as the historically original insti
tution and the classic writings coi1sider the de facto hereditability of·
offices as the normal state of affail'S, as they do the right of the highest
ranking officials to be consulted before the appointment of colleagues.
To vitiate the recurrent tendencies toward office appropriation and to

arrest the formation of a fixed clientage and the rise of office monopolies.
on the part /of local honorariores the imperial patrimonial regime em
ployed the usual measures: brief office tenures, exclusion from appoint
ment in areas in which the of&cial's sib is entrenched, and surveillance
by spies (the """,TIed censors).

In addition, the imperial regime introduced something new: for the
first time in history there aI'J'E:i1r official qu.alifying examinations and
official certificates of conduct. Qualification for rank and office came to
depend in theory exclusively, and largely in practice, upon the'number
of examinations successfully passed; con~nnation in office and promo
tion or demotion were based upon the official's conduct reports, a
resume of which was periodically puhlishec! until recendy together with
the enumeration of reasons, roughly in the manner of the quarterly
grade reports of a German Gymnasiasl. From a !onnaJ viewpoint this
constitutes the ftlost radical' application of bureaucratic objectivity pos
sihle and therefore an equally radical break with typical patrimonial
office-holding which rests on the ruler's pe1'SOn~ discretion and favor.
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It is _. of course. that bene£ces still could be bought and that pet
sonal patronage remained. important, hut feudalization.- appropriati~n

and the clientele attached to an office (Amts1clientel) were contained,
negatively by the intensive competition and distrust which isolated the
officials, and positively by the increasingly universal acceptance of the
social prestige which the educational patents imparted. As a result, the
status conventions of the officials took on those features of an educa·
tional aristocracy which have since characterized Chinese life so dis
tinctly; these conventions were specifically bureaucratic, had a utilitarian
orientation, were fanned by classical education, and considered as high
est virtues the dignity of gesture and the maintenance of "face."

Nevertheless, Chinese officialdom did not develop into a modern
bureaucracy, for the functional differentiation of spheres of jurisdic.
tion was carried through only to a very limited extent in view of the
country's huge size. Technically, this low degree of differentiation was
feasible because the whole adlrii~istration of the pacified empire was a
pvilianadministration; moreover, the. relatively small army constituted
a separate body and, as we shall see pr~tly, measures other than the
division of jurisdiction guaranteed the officials' compliance. But the
positive reasons for refraining from jurisdictional differentiation were
matters of principle. The specifically modem concept of the functions]
association (Zweckverband) and of specialized officialdom, a .concept
which was so important in the course of the gradual modernization of
the English administration, would have run counter to everything char·
acteristically Chinese and to an the status trends of Chinese officialdom.
For the educational achievements, controlled by the exaininations, did
not impart professional qualifications hut rather their exact opposite.
The mastering of the calligraphic art, stylistic perfection, and convic
tions properly oriented to the classics were of paramount importance in
passing the essay tests whose themes were sometimes reminiscent of
the traditional patriotic and moral essay topics in our secondary schools.
The examination really was a test of a person's cultuI;~ level and ~tab

lished whether he was a gentleman, not whether he was professionaDy
trained. The Confucian maxim t.hat a refined man was not a tool-the
ethical ideal of universal personal self-perfection, so radically o.pposed
to the Otcidental notion of a Specific vocation-stoocl in the way of
professional schooling and specialized ~ompetencies, and time and again
prevented their general application. This accounts £Or the specifically
anti-bureaucratic and patrimonialist tend.,mcy of this administration,
which in tum explains its "extensive" tlParacter and its technical

hackwanlness. . "
BurChina was also that country which had oriented status privileges
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most exclusively toward a conventional and officially paterJted literary
education; to this extent it was formally the most perfect representative
of the modem, pacified and bureaucratized society whose monopolies
of benefices, on the one hand, and speci6c status structure on the
other rest everywhere on the prestige of patented education. It is true
that the beginnings of a bureaucratic ethos and philosophy can be found
in some Egyptian documents, but only in China was a bureaucratic
philosophy, Confucianism, systematically elaborated and brought to
theoretical consistency. We have already dealt with its effect upon reli·
gion and economy. The unity of Chinese culture is essentially the unity
of that status group which is the bearer of the bureaucratic classic
literary education and of Confucian ethic with its ideal of gentility
that we have previously discussed. The utilitarian rationalism of this
stat,us ethic is firmly restricted by the acceptance of a traditional magical
religiosity and of its ritual code as a component of the status convention,
and in particular by the acceptance of the duty of filial piety tOWard
ancestors and parents. Just as patrimonialism has its genesis in the piety
of the children of the house toward the patriarch's authority, so Con
fucianism bases the subordination of the officials to the ruler, of the
lower to the higher-ranking officials, and particularly of the subjects
to the officials and the ruler, on the cardinal virtue of filial piety. The
typically Central and East European patrimonial notion of the "father
of the country" (Landesvater) is similar. as is the role which filial piety
plays as the foundation of all political virtues in strictly patriarchal
Lutheranism, but Confucianism elaborated this complex of ideas much \
more consistently. This development in Chinese patrimonialism was of
course aided by the lack of a landowning seigneurial stratum and thus
of a group of local notables capable of exercising political authOrity. But
beyond this, it was made possible by the far-reaching pacification of the
empire since the completion of the Great Wall, which for many cen
turies diverted the invasion of the Huns to Europe. and ever since ex
pansive drives had been aimed only at territories which could be held
in subjection with a relatively small professional army. Toward the sub
jects the -C~nfucian ethic developed. a theory of the welfare state which
was very similar to, but much more consistent than that of the patti
menialist theoreticians of the Occident in the <lge of enlightened ahsolut·
i"m and also that of the theocratically and spiritually accentuated edicts
of the Buddhist king Asoka. Yet the practice was different: despite
some traces of mercantilism, the patrimonial regime interfered only for
compelling reasons with the numerous local feuds of the sibs and vil
lages. ECOJlOl9ic intervention was nearly always fiscally motivated;
wherevet-this' was not the case, the attempt usually founderecl on the
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recalcitrance-of the interested groups in view of the inevitable extensive
ness of the administration. In nonnal times this seems to have led to a
far-reaching restraint of the political authorities toward the economy, a

< ,restraint which very early found support in theoretical laissez·faire
principles. Within the sibs the educational prestige of the examined
candidate for office, to whom all sib members turned tor advice and, if
he held office, for patronage, overlapped with the traditional authority
of the elders, whose decisions remained usually decisive in local matters.

'5. Decentralized Patrimonial Domination: Satrapies
and Divisional PrincipaUties

Even under purely bureaucratic patrimonialism no administrative
technique couId prevent that, as a rule, the individual parts of the realm
evaded the ruler's influence the more, the farther away they were from
hi~ residence. The' nearest territories are directly administered by the
ruler's patrimonial court officials and form his dynastic landholdings
(Hausmacht). Adjacent to these are the outlying provinces, whose gov
ernors in tum administer them in patrimonial fashion. Because of the
inadequate means of transportation, if for no other reason, the governors
do not render all of the contributions to the ruler, hut only the surplus
remaining after the local demands have been met; as a role, they pay
only fixed tributes and with increasing distance they become more and
more independent in their disposition over the military and tax capacities
of their provinces. This is also a consequence of the need, in view of
the lack of modem means of communications, for rapid decision-making
by the officials in the case of enemy attacks on these marches; their
governors were everywhere endowed with strong powers. It is for this
reason that in Germany the strongest development toward a unified
,territorial state occurred in [the two former marches:] Brandenburg
[-Prussia] and Austria. Finally, there are the very remote areas whose
merely nominally dependent rulers could be forced to pay tributes only
through continually renewed campaigns of extortion. The Assyrian
kings undertook such campaigns just as did until very- recently the
rulers of many African kingdoIns, who every year turned to another
remote area of their presumed, generally unstable, and partly outright .
fictitious, realm. The dependency of the "governors" of most Oriental
and Asian empires was in practice always unstable; their position is
usually in between two types represented on the one hand by the
Persian satraps, who could be arbitrarily removed, hut who were Ie-
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sponsible for fixed tributes ~nd fixed military contingents, and on the
other the Japanese daimyos, who were almost independent territorial
Men, although they could be transferred if they violated their obliga
tions. In the great continental empires this kind of political conglomera
tion always constituted the most.widespread type; its crucial features
remained rather constant but its individual variations could naturally he
quite considerable. Until modern times, the Chinese empire, too, despite
the homogeneity of its officialdom, showed these features of a conglom
eration of satrapies, in part merely nominally dependent, which were
grouped around the directly administered central provinces. Just as did
·the Persian satrapies, the local authorities retained the revenues from
their provinces and used them first of all to cover the costs of local
lidministration; the cenfral government received only its fixed tribute,
which could legally he increased, but in fact only with great difficulties
and against the passionate resistance of the provincial interests. The
most important issue of !=ontemporary administrative reform in China
is probably the question of the extent to which the very palpable
remnants of this condition should and can be abolished in favor of
a rational organization of central and local powers, including the crea
tion of a reliable central government capable of attracting [foreign]
loans; this problem is of course closely linked with those connections
between central and provincial finances and thus with those same con
Bicts of economic interest.

The mere obligation to pay tributes and to provide contingents is
one marginal case of decentralization; another is the suh-kingdom. Since,
all powers, economic as well as political, are considered the ruler's
personal property, hereditary division is a normal phenomenon. As a
rule such a division is not understood as constituting completely inde
pendent powers: it is not a definitive division (Totteilung) in the sense
of Germanic law, hut at 6rst mostly a mere apportionment of revenues
and seigneurial rights for independent use within a realm the unity of
which is at least fictitiously preserved. 'This purely fGtrimonial interpre
tation of the princely position resulted in the M€rovingian Kingdom,
for example, in a geographically most irrational manner of division:
prosperous domains or other good revenue sources had to he divided in
such a fashion as to equalize the iI~omes of the various. divisional
rulers. The manner and the degree of the unity which actually remains
can vary considerably. Sometimes only an honorific precedence of one
ruler over others is maintained. Kiev, to which the title of the Grand
Prince was attached and which was the seat of the metropolitan, played
the same role in t.h~ period of Russian divisional principalities as did
-Aix-la~hapelle and Rome with regard to the imperial title iifter the
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division of the Carolingian empire. Genghis Khan's empire was con
sidered the joint property of his family and the title of the Great Khan
was supposed to devolve upon the youngest son, even though in actu~

ality it was bestowed by designation or election. In practice the divi
sional rulers free themselves everywhere from the subordination expected
of them. Instead of preserving the unity of the realm, the very appor~

tionment of important offices to members of the ruling family may
precipitate disintegration or-as in the Wars of the Roses-clashes be
tween pretenders. It depends upon various circumstances to what extent
hereditary division will apply to appropriated office powers also, once
the patrimonial offices have become heritable property. One important
factor will certainly be the degree of disintegration or, conversely, of
preservation of the office character of this property. If patrimonial offi
cialdom is very powerful, one central official may represent the actual
unity of the empire vis-a-vis the divisional rulers-as did the Caro
lingians when they held the office of the maior damns; the removal of
such an official would facilitate the definite division. But it is natural
that these highest patrimonial offices, once fully appropriated, in tum
easily became subject to division, as again happened with the Carolingian
"mayoralty of the palace" under the Merovingian kings. This principle
of hereditary division was very dangerous for tL.e stability of patrimonial
structures; its elimination was accomplished in different degrees and for
different moth'es.

Very generally speaking, political considerations were bound to
oppose hereditary division in countries exposed to political pressures
from the outside; moreover, in the interest of family preservation every
monarch had an obvious interest in preventing hereditary division. But
this motive of power politics did not always suffice. Motives of a
partly ideological and partly technical-political nature were necessary to
strengthen this trend. After the introduction of the bureaucratic order
the Chinese monarch was vested with a dignity so supernatural as to
make it conceptually indivisible. Furthermore, the status solidarity and
the career interests of the bureaucracy militated against the technical
divisibility of the political structure. In Japan the shogun and the
daimyo remained fonnally "officials," and the peculiar vassalic character
of the civilian and military administration (the han concept which we
dealt with earlier). favored the preservation of the unity of political
authority CHerrenstellung). The religious unity of the caliphate did not
prevent the disintegration of the purely secular sultanate, a creation of
the slave generals, into sub-empires. But the unity of the well-disciplined
slave armies in turn favored the indivisibility of these sub-empires once
they were established; partly for that reason hereditary division never
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became customary in the "Islamic Orient. It also did not exist in the
ancient Orient; the imperative unity of a state-controlled irrigation
economy was probably the major technical reason for preserving the
principle of indivisibility. which, however, most likely had its historical
origin in the "initial character of kingship as the rulenhip of a town.
For in contrast to rural territorial domination, the rulership of a town
is technically not at all divisible, or only under great difficulties. At any
rate, the absence of hereditary division in the Oriental patrimonial
monarchies had religious and administrative and, in particular, technical
and military reasons. A division like that effected by the successors of
AIexanderthe Great occurred because several standing·annies under
separate commanders existed side by side. but not because of the divi
sion of inheritance in a ruling house.

Wherever the ruler's powers had an office character in the Occident,
they tended to impede hereditary division, ,as in the case of the Roman
emperorship. Only with the nnf>l disappearance of the office-character
of the Roman princeps, replaced by the dominus of Diodetian's new
order, did a tendency toward division emerge, but its basis was politico
military, not patrimonial, and soon found its limits in the unity of each
of the two halves which long ago had become separated militarily with
regard to recruitment. Thus the origin of the magistracy and the mon
archy in the supreme command over the citizens' anny remained ef
fective until very late in Antiquity. Later, too, everything that was
considered wholly an "office" remained indivisible; especially the em
perorship, beside offices which had not become appropriated. Moreover,'
in the Occident as everywhere else all long-range power interests of the
monarchs favored the limitation or the elimination of hereditary divi
sion. This was especially true of new kingdoms based on conquest. The
Norman kingdoms in England and Southern Italy and the kingdoms
of the Spanish reconquista remained indivisible, just as had been the
first kingdoms of the Teutonic migrations. Elsewhere indivisibility was
aided by two strongly contrasting developments. In the kingdoms of
Gennany and France this was the fact that they-the latter at· least
formaHy-became electoral monarchies. In the other patrimonial coun
t06, however, it was the emergence of a Specifically Occidental phe
nomenon: the bodies of territorial Estates (stiindische Territorialkar
perscllaften), Because and insofar as each body of Estates-the predeces
sor of the modem state-was considered a unit, the power of the
territorial ruler (Landeshen-) was also viewed as indivisible. However,
here we have already the beginnings of the modem "state." Within the
patrimonial structures the independence of the local powers may vary
widely, ranging from officials attached to the patrimonial household to
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tributary princes and to divisional rulers who are dependent merely in
name.

,6. Patrimonial Ruler versus Local Lords

The continuous struggle of the central power with the various
centrifugal local powers creates a specific problem for patrimonialism
when the patrimonial ruler, with his personal power resources-his
landed property, other sources of revenue and personally loyal officials
and soldiers-. confronts not a mere mass of subjects differentiated
only according to sibs and vocations, but when be stands as one land
lord (Grundherr) above other landlords, who as local honoratioTes wield
an autonomous authority of their own. In contrast to China and to
Egypt since the New Kingdom, this happened in the ancient and
medieval patrimonial "states" of the Near East and most promine:J.tly
in_the Occident since the Roman Empire. The patrimonial ruler cannot
alwsys dare to destroy these autonomous local patrimonial powers. Some
Roman emperors, Nero, for example, went far in wiping out private
large landowners, especially in Mrica. However, if the ruler intends to
eliminate the autonomous honoratiores, he must have an administrative
organization of his own wttich can replace them with approximately the
same authOrity over the 16cal population. Otherwise a new stratum of
honoratiores comes into being with similar pretensions-the new lea~e

holders or landowners who take the place of their native predecessors.
To some extent for the Near Eastern state, and as a rule for the

Hellenistic and the lmperi'll Roman state, the specific means of creat~

ing a local administrative apparatus was the founding of a city. We
also nnd a similar phenompnon in China, where as late as the last
century the subjection of :he Miaotse was identical with ;their urbaniza
tion. \V'e shall later deal with the meanings which the "foundation of
cities had in these various cases; there were indeed great differences.

, At any rate, from this fact can he explained that, generally speaking,
the economic limits in time and space or 'itv foundation in the Roman
empire also became the boundary lines tor the traditional structure of
ancient culture. Landed estates naturally gained the morr: political in
fluence, the more the empire became an inland state.

In the late Roman state since Constantine, the power of the bishops
became the safeguard of the empire's unity; the ecumenical councils
became the imperial assemblies proper. 'Ve wHl show later why the
church, universalized and politicized by the state, could not in the long
run keep up this role sufficiently-exactly because its accentuated po-
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litical character very soon "regionalized" it. In the patrimonial state of
the early Middle Ages the church was chosen for a similar role, albeit
in a different form, for example, in the kingdom of the Franks and,
again differently, in the feudal states. In Germany, in particular, the
king attempted, at first with the greatest success, to establish a counter~

vailing power to the local and regional powers; in the bishops he created
a clerical estate of political honoratiores to compete with the correspond~

ing secular stratum. Since bishoprics were not hereditary and the bishops
not locally recruited and interested, they appeared solidary with the
king by virtue of their universalist interests. Furthermore, the seigneurial
and political powers granted to them by the king remained even legally .
in his hands. Therefore, the pope challenged in particular the German
king's basic power resources ,vis-a~vis the local authorities when he at
tempted to organize the church directly in a bureaucratic manner and
thus to gain complete control over the church offices or at least to have
these appointmeniS made by the local clergy and parish according to
the canonical rule. The latter alternative meant in essence control of
the church offices by a local stratum of derical honoratiores-the capit
ulars of the cathedral chapters-who were linked with the local secular
honoratiores through familial and personal ties. For this reason the
church easily secured the support of the secular notables in its struggle
with the king.

As far as we know the matter, the unstable unity of the Persian
empire for two centuries was made possible through disarmament and
theocratic rule-as also in the cases of the Jews and of Egypt; more
over, strong national differences and the collisions of interest (,f local
notables were exploited. At any rate, already in the Babylonian and
Persian empire we find at least traces of those typical clashes between
local notables and central powers which later became one of the most
important determinants of western medieval development.

The local landlords demand first and foremost tl13t the patrimonial
ruler do not interfere with their own patrimonial power over their
retainers or that he directly guarantee it. They demand especially im
munity: exemption from interference on-the part of the ruler's adminis~

trative officials on their own land. The following claims are ad\ianced:
only through the mediation of the landlord should the ruler contact
retainers; the landlord should be held responsible for their criminal and
fiscal liabilitieS, to him should be delegated the drafting of the army
recruits and he should be the one to pay the ruler's tax claim on the
retainers as well as to sub-allocate it among them. In addition, since the
local lord desires to explOit for himself the retainel'S'. economic capacity
to render services and contributions, he will attempt .to diminish as far

I
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as possible; or at least to fix, their obligations toward the patrimonial
roler. Privileges of immunity which satisfy such claims in varying de
grees can be found in Egypt as early as the third millennium where they
were granted to temples and officials; in the Babylonian empire they
were granted also to private landowners. If assened with consistency,
these pretensions: lead to the exemption of the latifundia from_the com
munal associations-villages communes and sometimes also cities-set
up by the patrimonial roler as the bearers of rights and duties. We find
this condition as early as the Hellenistic empire and in Imperial Rome.
At first the royal domains themselves were exempted. from all communal
associations. It could therefore happen that not only the monarchic
officials but also the lease-holder of the royal domain exercised political
in addition to patr;imonial rights. The same was also true of the private
larifundia, which became increasingly important in the Roman· empire;
besides the cities, their territories came to occupy a position similar
to that of the East Elman estate- districts (Gutsbezirke), which date
hack to feudal times:' However, in the Occidental monarchies of the
Middle Ages the claims of the local seigneurial powers proved much
more effective than in Antiquity, since their rulers were not· supported.
by the standing anny, and the bureaucracy was not trained according
to established traditions. Even in early modem history the monarchy
could not avoid making compromises with the seigneurial lords, as long
as it was not in a position to establish its own anny and burea.ucracy
and to pay both from its own treasury. The monarchy of late Antiquity,
especially of Byzantium, likewise had to make concessions to regional
inte~ts. Even military recruitment became increasingly regional from
the fourth century on. The urban administration by decuriones and the
manorial administration in the countryside put all purely local affairs
into the hands of the local notables. But these strata were after all con
trolle;! by the late Roman and the Byzantine centraIpower. ThiS-" was
completely lacking in the Occident. In contrast to the'official principles

~ of Chinese administration and also those which Occidental rulers re
peatedly attempted to impose, the seigneurial lords succeeded very soon
in their insistence that the ruler's local official be an owner of landed
property in the district a'nd thus that he be taken from the stratum of
local land-owning notables. -This was true of the English sheriffs and .
justices of the peace as well as of the Pmssian Landriite. In Prussia their
right of nomination for local state offices was preserved for the post of
the Landmt into the 19th century. The Jilominating committees were
controlled by the large landowners of a county. On a far greater scale·
the greatest of the medieval barons succeeded. in usurping de facto the
office patronage of large areas. Historical development tended every~
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where to "mediatize" all subjects of the patrimonial ruler, to interpose
the local honoratiores as the sole occupants of all political offices, to cut
off the direct relationship between ruler and common subjects and to
direct both exclusively to the local office incumbent for their respective
claims-for taxes and military service, on the one hand, and for legal
protection on the other. This was a trend toward the elimination of
any control on the part of the ruler and toward the hereditary appropria·
tion of the political office by a family, legally or in fact, or at least by a
monopolistic group of local honorariores.

The struggle between the patrimonial prince and the natural tend
encies of the local patrimonial interests had the most diverse results.
The prince had primarily a fiscal and military interest in the ':medi- .
atized" subjects: an interest in maintaining their number, that is, the
number of small holdings sufficient to support one peasant family; in
preventing their explOitation by the local patrimonial authorities beyond
a point at which their capacity to satisfy his own demands would suffer;
in retaining the pow~ to tax them and call them up for military serv
ice directly without any mediation. On their part, the local patrimonial
lords wanted to represent the peasants in all dealings with the prince.
Apart from its implications for feudal law, which we will discuss later,
the principle of nulle terre sans seigneur also had this practical signifi
cance in the sphere of administrative law: that for the princely adminis
tration a village community of peasants, as an association with powers
of its own, was not to exist and that each peasant was to belong to a
patrimonial association and to be represented ,by a patrimonial lord, so
that the ruler would only he entitled to deal with the lords but not with
their retainers. This latter policy was fully carried through "only in
exceptional cases, and- then only temporarily. Whenever the prince
could strengthen his position, .his connections with all his subjects
became more direct in one way or another. However, as a rule the
prince' found himself compelled to compromise with the local patri·
monial authorities or other honoratiores; he was restrained by the pos-.
sibility of an often dangerous resistance, by the lack of a military and
bureaucratic apparatus capable of taking over tht administration and,

'.. above all, by tqe power position of the lOcal honoratiores. Purely finan
cial reasons alone would have made it imJXlSSible for the prince to run
the local 'administration without the help of the nobility in late medieval
England and even more so in the East Elbian Prussia of the 18th
century. For Prussia this situation probably explains the monopoliza
tion by,the nobility of officers' posts and its preferential treatment in
the civil serviee-especially the complete exemption from qualifications
otherwise required, or at least a fairly extensive dispensation; another
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result was the predominance, still existing t<xIay, of the estate owners
(Rittergutsbesitz) in all rural local administrative bodies.

'7. The English Administration by Notables, the
Gentry's Justices of the Peace, and the Evolution
of the "Gentleman"

If the prince wanted to prevent such an appropriation of the whole
local state administration by the local patrimonial lords, he had no
choice, as long as he did not have very considerable resources of his own,
but to put the administration into the hands of some other group of
honoratioTes, whose number and power were significant enough to check
the great patrimonial lords. In England this situation resulted in the
emergence of the justices of the peace, an institution whose characteristic
features were shaped during the great wars with France.n The patri
monial administration of the manorial lords and their judicial powers,
but also the local offices-the sheriff-<lominated by the feudal nobility
could not cope with purely administrative tasks because economic de
velopments dissolved the servility relationship. Furthermore, the Crown
was interested in pushing aside the patrimonial and feudal authorities, a
policy that was vigorously supported by the CommoIl5. Here as else
where the novel administrative tasks primarily concerned the mainte
nance of public peace; economic change created a growing need for
pacification. The usual explanation that war-time insecurity brought
about these administrative changes is unconvincing, since the position of
the justice of the peace became permanent. The public insecurity was
felt more strongly because of the increasing market ties of the individual
households. Characteristically enough, we also encounter unemployment
and rising food prices, which resulted from the expansion of the money
~onomy. Therefore, the first of the manifold tasks devolving upon the
justices of the peace were public security and the policing of the trades
and of consumption. The justices were recruited from private groups
eonomically interested in their functions. The Crown attempted to win
the gentry over to its side and to pit it against the greatest patrimonial
lords, the barons, by appointing from each county local notables as
conservatoTes pads and by equipping these with increasingly complex
police and criminal court powers. Appointments were made de fat:to
and soon also de iure from among the landowners of the district who
qualified by virtue of their groundrent and who maintained a knightly
style of life; formally these appointments were revokable but in practice
they were for life; the Crown retained the right to effect the appoint-
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ments, and reserved to the royal courts the supervision of the incumbents'
conduct. One of the justices of the peace, the Lord Lieutenant,. became
commander of the militia. Regular bureaucratic channels for appeal
against the decisions of the justices of the' peace did not exist, or at least
only at the peak of the royal power claims, in the fonn of the Star
.Chamber, which for this very reason was destroyed by the gentry in the
17th c"enturyrevolution. The only way to bring a concrete issue before
the centra) agencies-a way which in practice was increasingly used
was a special order (the wrh of certiorari), issuance of which was at
first completely discretionary. The Crown managed to defeat many
attempts at making the appu;n,ment of justices of the peace directly
dependent upon election by the local hmu:fratiores;' it modified its control
over appointments only liy granting a right of nomination t6 certain
advisors of the king. Thus, these high-ranking officials, especially the
chancellor, were given a patronage power which was often used for
pecuniary gain. However, in opposing this 1-.:-..!onage as well as the legal
claims of the crown, the solidarity of the gentry was. strong enough to
perpe~ate its monopoly on the office of the ~ustice of the peace, and
during the reign of Elizabeth complaints were heard that the recom
mendation by incumbents was indeed decisive for new appointments.

Like all royal officials, the justice of the peace took fees and received
daily allowances. But in view of the low income involved it became the
status convention of the landowners to decline fees. As late as the 18th
century, the property qualification of the justices of the peace was con·
siderably raised. As a nornial prerequisite a certain land value was re- \
quired. The increasing leasing of property typical of England freed the
time of the rural gentry for these official tasks. As far as the urban
bourgeoisie was concerned, the participation of active businessmen was
handicapped because of the very economic indispensability-which every
where excludes them from the circle of honoratiores. However, older
persons who had retired from business frequently became justices of
the peace; this was even more often true of that growing group of guild'
members who turned from entrepreneurs into rentiers after having·.
amassed sufficient wealth. The characteristic fusion of the rural and
urban renner strata in the type of the gentleman was greatly facilitated
by their common ties to· the office· of the justice of the peace. In these
circles it became a status custom to have the sons appointed justices
of the peace at an early age, after they had nnished their humanist ed
ucation. Henceforth the office was an unpaid position whose ohligatory
assumption was fonnally a liturgy for qualiJied aspirants, often to be dis
charged for only a short period. Many justices of the peace were inactive,
but this trend was reversed in modem times. For them the office was
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merely titular and a source of social honor. Social status and social power
also explain why this position, requiring considerable work if actively
held, remained at all times sufficiently sought after even for its active
occupation. Eventually the professional jurists. who competed sharply
for centuries, lost out, They were gradually driven from the office by its
low income and the gentry's eventual renunciation of all fees. The in
dividuallay justice of the peace took the advice of his personal lawyer,
but on the whole he made his decisions with the help of the ~rks

according to tradition and largely also to consideration,s of substantive
justice; this made the administration of the justices of tl ~ peace popular
and accounts for its distinctive features. Here we have 'De of the very
few cases in which professional officialdom was entirel" 'displaced, in
peaceful competition, by the honorary office in spite of the increase of
administrative tasks. The decisive incentive for the gentry's interest in
the office of the justice of the peace was not some specific "idealism/'
but the real and practically unrestrained influence which the office pr~ .'
vided; formally it was limited solely by the rule that all important issues •
should be settled only colIegiately, by at least two judges together, but
substantively it was constrained by a· str0!lg sense of duty that derived
from the status convention.

Administration by justices of the peace reduced all local administra~

rive bodies 9Utside the cities almost to insignificance. At the peak of
this system of self-government, which was praised as a national pal
ladium, the justices of the peace were practically the only officials who
did effective administrative work in the counties, next to whom the old
compulsory liturgical associations, the patrimonial manorial administra
tion and every kind of royal patrimonial-bureaucratic regime had shrunk
to insignificance. This was one of the most radical types of an administra
tion solely by notables ever carried through in a big country, and the
conduct of office corresponded to it. The administration of the justices of
Ute peace was up to our own d'lys very much in the nature of "Wi
justice"-and the only administration significant for the masses since
the royal c~ in Londoh were geographically and, .because of the im
mense fees, economically just as far out of their reach as the prQ£tor was
for the Roman and the Tsar for the Russian peasants. Like all ad
ministration by honoratiores, its inevitable characteristics were admini·
strative minimization and ad hoc activities, which thus did not amount
to a continuous and systematic operation. (Betrieb). To the extent that
this administration was not limited to the keeping of rolls (as at first in
the case of the custos rotu!omm), it was mainly repressive and un
systematic, and as a rule reacted only to evidently gross violations or to
the complaint of an. injured party. This admini;;tration was technically
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unsuited to deal continuously and intensively with positive administra·
tive tasks or to pursue a consistent unified "welfare policy:' because it
was essentially a part-time occupation for gendemen. It is true that at
the quarter sessions of the justices, of the peace at least one of them had
to be legally trained. The quorum clause required that this person or
these persons be listed by name in the commission; in this fashion the
central administration retained influence on the composition of the active
justices of the peace. But even this stipulation lost validity since the 18th
cento.uy:- everyone actively participating came to be included in the
quorum. .

The subject had to reckon with the possibility that the police and
penal power of the justices might affect all spheres of his life: from
,,.isits to the pub, cardplaying or the choice of clothes proper to his station
in life to the level of the com prices and the adequacy of wages, and
from indolence to heresy. An infinite number of statutes and ordinances,
whose stipulations often had an accidental origin, deI*.nded for their
enforcement solely upon the justices of the peace. But it was largely
within their discretion whether and when, with what means and how
thoroughly they intervened. The notion of systematic administrative ac
tivity in the service of definite goals was exceptional in these cirdes, and

. an attempt to impose a coherent system of "Christian welfare policies"
was madconly during the brief period of the Stuarts, especially under
Laud's administration. As might be expected, this attempt eventually
failed because of the very cirdes from whom the justices of the peace
were recruited.

The "extensive" and inten;. ,It auministration by the justices of
the peace seems to be reminiscen~ of the Chinese administration which
had some of the same external characteristics; the same appears true of
the way in which the central authorities intervened: either con.;retely
for individual cases and then often successfully, or in an abstract mariner
through very general directives which often had little more than sug
gestive value. But the difference is tremendous. It is true that here as
there the decisive state of affairs is the same; The pattimonial+hureau
cratic administration is confronted by local authorities with whom it
must somehow reach an accommodation in order to carry on its opera
tions. However, in China the educated administrative officials face the
elders of the sibs and the guild associations, whereas in England the
professiopally trained judges face the educated honoratiores of the land
owning gentry. :heChin~honoratiores are the educated who have been
prepared for an administrative career through" a classic-literary training;
t~ey are benefice-holders and aspirants to benefices, and therefore on
the side of the patrimonial-bureaucratic power; by contrast, in England
the core of the gentry was a free status group of large landowners, who
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were merdy empirically trained on the job to rule over retainers and
workers and who came to be humanistically educated. Such a stratum
did not exist in China, which represents ,the purest tyPe of patrimonial
bureaucracy that is unencumbered (as far as this is possiWe) by any
counterweight and that has not yet been refined into modem specialized
officialdom.

At its peak the English administration by the justices of the peace
was a combination of patrimonialism of the estate type with a pure
type of autonomous administration by honoratiores, and it tended much
more toward the latter than toward the fonner. Originally this ad
ministrative system was fonnalIy based on liturgical obligation-for this
is what the duty to take on the office involves. But in reality, due to the
actual distribution of power, it was the voluntary co-operation not of
subjects, hut of free members of a political association-of "citizens,"
that is-on which the prince depended for the exercise ~his authority.
Primarily on that account this adminis'tration is quite different from the
typical political hierarchy of a princely patrimonial household and of
~ubordinate private patrimonial rulers with their own subjects; in fact,
it developed exactly parallel to the disintegration of private dependency.
Substantively the English squirearchy, which had .Feated this system,
was of course a stratum of notables of decidedly manorial character.
Without specific feudal and manorial antecedents the peculiar "spirit"
of the English gentry would never h'lve come into being. The particular
ideal of manliness of the Anglo-Saxon gentleman shows indelible traces
of this origin. This trait comes to the fore mainly in the formal strictness
of the conventions, in the vigorously developed pride and sense of
dignity, and in the social importance of sports which in itself is con
ducive to the formation of a status group. However, already before the
penetration of Puritanism this "spirit" was quite elJectively transformed
and rationalized by the increasing fusion of the squirearchy with specif
ically bourgeois, urban renrier and active business strata; as we will
discuss later, it was influenced in a direction similar to the one which. .
resulted from the fusion of nobility and papolo grasso in Italy. But the
modem type of gentleman developed out of the older one only under
the influence of Puritanism, which transcended the realm of its strict
adherents; the squirearchic semifeudal features were gradually assimi
lated to the ascetic, moralistic and utilitarian ones, but as late as the

'" ' "\
r8th century th~y were 'opposed to one another. .

In the face of the assault of capitalist forces the office of the justice
of the peace was one of the most importan~ means for pres~rving', the
influence of this peculiar type of gentility not only on the administrative
p~tices and the high integrity of the officials, but also on the general
social notions of honor and morality. Administration by unrecompensed

•
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justices of the peace who were educated laymen was technically no
longer feasible m:tder the conditions of the modem city life. Slowly the
number of paid urban justices of the peace increased; in the middle of
the last century they numbered 1,300 out of 13,000, among whom
10,000 were merely titulars. The lack of any systematic administrative
organization and the mixture of patriarchal and purely rational organi·
zarian resulted from ,the fact that rational bureaucracy was introouced
only in piecemeal fashion into the old administrative framework, as
concrete individual needs arose. The old administration was politically
important because of the intensive schooling of the propertied classes
in the conduct of administrative affairs and the strong conventional
dediqtion to and identification with the state. Economically relevant·
was especially the inevitable minimization of administrative activity
which gave almost completely free reign to economic initiative~ despite
its fairly strong conventional restraints on business ethics. Viewed as an
instance of patrimon.lalism, administration through justices of the peace
c.onstituted an extreme marginal case.

In all other histOrically significant cases of a coexistence of patri
monial prince and landowning honoratiores the latter were patrimonial
lords too. When at the beginning of modern history the patrimonial
bureaucracy emerged, the two powers agreed explicitly or tacitly on this
compromise: that the local patrimonial lords are guaranteed authority
and economic control over their retainers insofar as this is compatible
with the ruler's interest in taxation and military recruitment; that they
completely control the local administration and the lower courts which
have jurisdiction over their retainers; that they represent the latter vis-l\·
vis the prince and his officials; that all state offices or at least a large
percentage of them, especially all or almost all o.fficers' posts, are reserved
ror them; that they do not pay personal or real estate taxes, and that
as "nobility" they enjoy extensive status privileges with regard. to the
courts competent to judge them, the type of punishment and of evi
dence. Their privileges stipulate most of the time that only they qualify
for patrimonial lordship and hence can own estates with personally or
patrimonially dependent peasants. In the England of the gentry ad
ministration only remnants of such status privileges of an independent
nobility survived.

18. Tsarist Patrimonialism

The power position of the English gentry within the local administra
tion resulted from the acc<ptance of a quasi-liturgical obligation entati
ing a very"time-consuming and costly duty of holding an unpaid office.
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Such obligations did nO longer exist on the Continent in modern history.
However, the Russian nobility was subjected to a kind of service liturgy
from the period of...Peter the· Great to Catherine II. Peter the Great
abolished the customary social ranks and legal rights of the Russian
nobility in favor of two simple principles: I) Social rank (chin) is
obtained only through service in a patrimonial-bureaucratic (civilian or
military) position, and depends upon a person's relative standing in an
office-hierarchy of fourteen ranks. Since the existing nobility had nO

office monopoly and since no landed property qualification but-at least
theoretially-an educational quali6cation was required. this seemed to
approximate the Chinese conditions. 2) The aristocratic privileges lapsed
after two generations if their holders did not take over an office. This,
too, seems to be similar to the Chinese practice. However, the Russian
aristocratic title entailed among other privileges the exclusive right of
owning land settled with serfs. Hence "nobility" was tied to the pre
rogatives of seigneurial patrimonialism in a manner quite unknown in
C,bina. The forfeiture of aristocratic patents because of failure to take
an office was abolished in the reign of Peter 111 and Catherine 11. But
the chin and the official table of ranks (tabel' 0 rangakh) continued
to be the official basis of social prestige, and at least a temporary
servi~ in a state office remained a status convention for young noblemen.
The patrimonial domination of the ari~tocratic landowner was almost
universal iIi the realm of private landed property, in the sense of the
principle "nulle terre sans seigneur," since apart from the "noble"
landed property there 'were only the manors of the princely domains
and appanages and ~. the clergy and monasteries; allodial property in
other hands existed- riOt at all 01'" only in a few survivals (the odnodvortsy)
or in the form of militaty fiefs (held by Cossacks). Thus the mralloca1
administration, insofar as it was not a domain administration, was com
pletely in the han~ of the landowning nobility. However, political
power proper and social prestige were-wholly in accordance with the
Chinese pattem-dependent solely upon office holding or directly upon

, court conn.ections; this Was especially true of all opportunities for €CO"

nomic advancement deriving here as everywhere from the exercise of
political power. Of course, it was an exaggeration when Paul I enlightened.
a foreign visitor that a nobleman was only he with whom he deigned
to talk and only as long as he talked to him. However, the Crown could
indeed risk a. behavior toward the nobility, even toward the bearers of
the most famous names and owners of the largest properties, which no
Occidental ruler, no matter how great a potentate, could have pennitted
hinlself toward the lowliest of his legally unfree ministeriales.

The Tsar's power was rooted in the finn solidarity of interest with
him on the part of the individual chin-holders who ran the administra-
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tion and the army, which was based on compulsory recruitment. Equally
important was the complete lack of a status-based solidarity of interest
among the nobility. Just like the Chinese benefice-holders, the Russian
nobles viewed one another as competitors for the chin and all the oppor
tunities available through the ruler's favor. Therefore, the nobility
was deeply split into coteries and entirely powerless in relation to the
ruler; th~ modern reorganization of local administration created a partly
new situation, yet the nobility attempted common resistance only rarely
and then always unsuccessFully, even though Catherine II had expressly
endowed it with the right of assembly and of collective petition. This,
complete lack of aristocractic status solidarity, which resulted from the
competition for COUrt favors, was not merely a consequence of the re
organization undertaken by Peter the Great, but had its origin in the
older system of the mestnichestvo, which had determined the social rank
ing of the honoratiores since the Muscovite patrimonial state had been
established. From the beginning social rank depended upon the digility
of the office granted by the Tsar, the universal landowner; its material
compensation was the service fief---pomest'e (From mesto: position). The
difference between the old mestnichestvo and the new order of Peter
the Great was in the last analysis merely that [in the former] the service
fief and the rank assigned to the first acquirer, or a later possessor by
virtue 6f his administrative position, became hereditary for all his
descendants, and hence that the rank order of the individual noble
families had a relative stability. The young nobleman received his first
office according to I) the highest official rank in the office hierarchy
achieved by any ancestor and 2} the number of generations elapsed
between the highest position held by one of these ancestors and the be-'
ginning of his own services. Well-established status convention pre
scribed that no member of a higher-ranking family could accept an
office w,hich would make him subordinate to an official from a family
of lower office rank; just as little could he ever ~ccept a seat at table
-even if he endangered his life when it was the Tsar's table-below
an official who, according to the mestnichesrvo, had a lower family rank,
no matter hOw higp the latter's personal official position was. The system
limited the Tsar considerably in the selection of his highest-ranking
administrative officials and army leaders; only under great difficulties
could he ignore it and then at the risk of continuous protests and in
subordination even' on the battlefield. But the system also forced the
nobility, the more so the higher the hereditary rank of a person was, to
enter the court service and. tile patrimonial bureaucracy for the sake of
preserving social status and career. chances. Thus the nobility became
almost completely a "court nobility" (dvorianstvo, from dl16T: court).
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The importance of private landownership as a basis of social rank
declined. The L'olchinniki, the holders of a voJtchina, an estate which had
not originaHy been granted for servjces rendered but inherited from the
ancesTors <IS allodial property, were dlspbced by the pomeshchiki, ·whose
Ilame has today become the exclusive term for the "lord of the manaL"
Social rank was determined not by the ownership of a "noble" estate but
by administrative rank, whether per~onally acquired or inherited. Tsarist
patrimonialism shrewdly used this system which linked all social power
with services for the ruler. The origins of this linkage ale to be found
in a combination of I) the institution of the royal following, which will
be analyzed later, and 2) sib solidarity which endeavored to appropriate
for the whole sib the service rank, once it was acquired, and the oppor
tunities connected with it. Peter the Great, when faced with this condi
tion, tried to simplify matters by burning the lists of family rank (raz
riadnaia perepis'), which contained the claims of the noble families, and
by putting in their place the chin scheme, which was almost completely
based on the actual holding of office. This was an attempt to eliminate
the .sib honor without creating a status solidarity directed against the
Tsar; up to that time the sib honor had hindered the development of
status solidarity just as much as the Tsar's interests in the free selection
of his officials. The policy was successful. The nobility remained deeply
split, through ruthless competition insofar as it strove for the social rank
of the chin, and through animOSity and hatred towa.rd the chinovnik
the gen~ral name for officials-insofar as it remained a purely landed
aristocracy. The monopoly of serf ownership did not cre<ilte a solidary
status group, since the competition for chin interfered and since only
the employ in the Tsar's service provided the great incidental oppor
tunities for enrichment.

In this respect the situation was the same as in the late Roman
and Byzantine empire, in their Babylonian, Persian and Hellenistic
predecessors and Islamic successors; There manorial patrimonialism
which did not exist at all in China-resulted neither in a definite nexus
between landowners and state offices nor in the rise of a homogeneous
manorial aristocracy, no matter how many incipient phenomena existed.
In the late Roman empire the increasingly important land-owning class
of the possessores confronted a socially quite distinct stratum of officials,
divided into ranks according to the level of benefice-revenues. The same
disconnected ju~taposition of landed nobility and patrimonial officialdom
can be observed in the early Oriental and the Hellenistic empires. In the
Islamic empires, corresponding to their theocratic character, social rank
was conferred fi.rst of all by the profession of the' Islamic creed, and
office opportunities depended upon religiously controlled education and
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upon the personal favor of the ruler; this did not give rise to permanent
and enduringly effective aristocratic monopolies.

'9' Patrimonialism and Status Honor

On this basis one fundamental feature of medieval Western aristoc~

racy could not develop at all; a central guide to social conduct in the
form of a distinctive traditional ethic re-enforced by education; this ethic
made pers~nal relations central to the style of life and impressed every
individual with the obligations of a status honor that was jointly held
and thus a unifying bond for the status group as a whole. Numerous
status conventions developed in Russia as well among the strata of
honoratiores in those eII!-pires. But it cannot be ascribed to the above
mentioned ambiguous basis of social rank alone that these conventions
could not serve as a uniform ethical guide fOI "honorable" conduct.
They merely provided a framework for the defense of economic interests
or the undisguised striving for social prestige and failed to offer to the
notables an elementary internalized standat~. of self·assertionand of
proving one's own honor. The individual'ssocial bonor and his··relation
to the lord were either without any inner connection, as in the case of
the autonomous honoratiores, or simply amountcil to career opportunities
which merely appealed to the desire to COUllt for something, as in the
cases of the court aristocracy, the chin, the mandarins and all kinds of
positions depending exclusively upon the ruler's favor. On the other
hand, appropriated bene6ces of all types were indeed. ~ suitable basis for
a sense of office and status dignity in the manner of the noblesse de'
robe, but not for a personal "honorable" relationship to the lord and a
corresponding ethos.

The Occidental ministerales, whose social honor depended on the
lord's favor, and the English gentleman of the squirearchy, whose social
honor was determined by autonomous notability, were both, although in
different ways, bearers of a peculiar, personal sense of dignity whose
root was personal honor, not only the prestige of office. In the case of
the ministeriales it is obvious and in that of the English gentleman it
can easily be seen that their basic attitudes were influenced by Occi·
dental knighthood. The former group merged completely with the
knightly stratum; the English gentleman, on the other hand, increasingly
absorbed bourgeois traits into his ideal of manliness and his style of life,
thus modifying his medieval knightly features as the demilitarization
of the notability progressed. Eventually there emerged in the Puritan
gentleman a type equal in rank to the old squire hut of very herero-
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geneous provenience; this resulted in the most diverse mutual adjust.
ments. But it remains true that fOl: both strata feudal knighthood was the
original, speeificaHy medieval center of orientation.

The knight's conduct was molded by the feudal concept of honor
and this in tum by the notion of vassalic fealty; this was the only type
of status honor conditioned on the one hand by a common and in
ternalized ethos and on the other by an external relationship to the
lord. Sin(:c the specific feudatory relationship is always extrapatrimonial,
it transcends in this respect the b9undaries of patrimonial structures of
domination. But it can easily be seen that, systematically, the feudatory
relationship is best treated as an extreme marginal case of patrimonialism,
since it is so much shaped by the purely persvnalloyalty bond with the

-lord and since it appears as a "solution" to a speci6c practical problem,
namely that of political domination by a patrimonial prince ever, and
with the help of, local patrimonial lords.

NOTES

I. The following four chapters have not been available in previous nan,la
nons, with the exception of sections of the chapter on charisma. The editors' ma
jor effort bas been the translation of the text and the veriiication of ambiguous
historical references, which required considerable background research. However,
the notes' have been held to a minimum, since many of Weber's sources for the
following chapters can be found in the noies to the Sociology of Law (ch. VIII)
and TM City (ch. XVI). All notes, unless otherwise marked. are by Roth.

On the controversies about the origin ,of the notion of patrimonialism and the
actual. existence of a patrimonial state in German history see Otto Brunner, Lmd
1lMH~ (Vienna: Rohrer, 1959). 4l:h ed., 146--64. For Brunner's treat
ment of the relationship between sociology, md history see his N~ Wege Jer
SoziDlge.scJuchte (GOttingen; Vandenhoea, 1956). BtIlI1DC:t deals with Weber in
both works. . "

~. Weber probably refers to Ebeliwd Gothein, who lived,~ Heidel~

since 1904: he was the author of Die KaltwBatoiricJdung Siiditaliens in Emu'"
'steUuxgen( J886) and of Die Renaisstmce.Siidi'liliers (sec. 00:, J9~4). (W)

3· see Kurt Setbe, Die altiigyprischn~ (Leipzig I908-U),
4 vols. This is stin a standard work. (W) "

4. On the Prussian Gutsbezirk, a row district exempted from. the ordinary
village association and administered by the J""u, Owntll5, see infra, ch. XVI:v,
D·9·

5. One of Weber's major sources aboutEngIish roostitutional history were
the writings of Julius Hatsehek; see his Exglisches S1lJatsrecht (Tiihingen
1905/6), 2 vols. and Englische Ver(lWUftgsgeschichte (Munich 1913). Weber
also knew the first comprehensive history of the English constitution by the lib
eral scholar and parliamentarian, Rudolf von Gneist, The English Ccmstitutiml
(1891).
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1. The Nature of Fiefs and Types of Feudal
Relationships'

The structure of feudal relationships can be contrasted with the wide
realm of discretion and the related instability of power positions under
pure patrimonialism. [Occidental] feudalism (Lehensfeudalitiit) is a
marginal case of patrimonialism that tends toward stereotyped and fixed
:relationships between lord and vassal. As the household with its patri
archal domestic communism evolves, in the age of the capitalist bour~,

geoisie, into the associated enterprise based on contract and specified
individual rights, so the large patrimonial estate leads to the equally
contractual allegiance of the feudatory relationship in the age of knightly
militarism. The personal duty of fealty has here been isolated from
household loyalties, and On its basis a cosmos of rights and duties has
come into being, just as the purdy material relationships were isolated
when the enterprise developed. We shan see later that the feudal alle
giance between lord and vassal must also be interpreted as a routiniza
tion of a charismatic relationship and that from this viewpoint certain
specific features of feudal allegiance find their proper systematical loca
tion. Here, however, we will attempt to comprehend the internally most
consistent fonn of the feudal relationship. For "feudalism" and also the
"fief' can be defined in different ways.

If we define feudalism as the rule of a landed military aristocracy,
then Poland, for example, was "feudal" in the most extreme sense.
But Poland was unlike a "feudal" realm in the technical sense, for she
lacked the decisive element: the feudatory relationship. For the struc
tural devdopment-or lack of it-of the Polish Kingdom it ··was rriost

(1"70]
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important that the Polish aristocrats were allodial landed notables. The
resulting "republic of aristocrats" represents the extreme opposite of
Nonnan centralized feudalism.

The Greek polis of the pre-classic period and even the early stages
of democracy at the times of Cleisthenes can be called "feudal," because
citizenship was always identical with the right and the duty to bear
arms, the citizens were generally landowners, and the power of the
dominant stratum of honoratiores rested on manifold loyalty relatibn4

ships to clients. This was also true of tIie Roman Hepublic up to its last
period. In nearly all of Antiquity the connectiOn between land grants
and military obligations toward a personal master, a patrimonial prince,
or an association of citizens has been of basic importance.

If the "fief" is defined as any grant of -rights, especially of land use
or of political territorial rights, in exchange for military or administrative
servl~, then the term can be applied to the service 6ef of the minis
teriales [in the German Middle Ages],. perhaps to the early Roman
precarium, certainly to the land given to, the laeti, who were settled in
the Roman Empire after the Marcomannic Wars, and later to land
which was directly granted to alien tribes upon the condition of military
service; the term will apply all the more to the land of the Cossacks, and
also to the soldiers' land that is found all over the ancient Orient and
in Ptolemaic Egypt, and to similar world-wide phenomena in all epochs.

Most of these cases involve the creation of hereditary liVings which
establish either a direct patrimonial dependence or at least a liturgical
attachment ,to obligations and thence to the larid. Moreover, social posi
tions may be established by an autocratic ruler which, in relation to
other "free" strata, are privileged through freedom from taxation and
special land rights (Bodenrecht). In return, the incumbents are obliged
to undergo military training and to be at the lord's arbitrary or limited
disposal for military or administrative purposes. The settling of warriors,
,in particular, is the typical form of securing economically dispensable
and readily available military forces under a natural economy, which.
ca':lnot maintain a mercenary army; these military Forces come into being
as soon as the standard of living, the intensity of agricultural and non
agricultural work and the development of war technology make the
mass of the population indispensable as weB as inferior in their military
capabilities. Many kinds of political associations resort to such arrange
ments. One type is the originally inalienable plot of land (K),:i7pO~) in
the Hellenic polis of hoplites; their holders were obligated to an associa
tion of citizens. A second type is the Egyptian "warrior caste" (jUixt/Wt),
which was obligated to the patrimonial prince; and a third type is the
land grant to "clients:' who are obligated to a personal master. All
despotic regimes of the ancient Orient and also the cIeruchies of the
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Hellenistic period have used this tyPe of military manpower in one way
or another. We will see later that occasionally it was still used by the
Roman nobility.

The last-mentioned cases are functionally and also legally similar
to the fief proper without being the same, because even privileged
peasants remain, socially speaking, peasants or, at any rate, "common
people"; this then is a kind of feudal relationship on the level of
plebeian law. By contrast, the relationship of the ministe1'iales to the
lord has originally a patrimonial basis and hence is different from that
CJf the fief-holder.

Genuine feudatory relationships in the full -technical sense always
exist a) between members of a stratum which is hierarchically gradated;
but stands above the mass of freemen, forming a unit against them; and
b) by virtue of the, feudatory relationship individuals are related to one
another through a free contract, not through patrimonial dependence.
Vassalage does not diminish honor and status of the va,<;sal; on the con
trary, it can augment his honor, and 'commendation is not submission
to patriarchal authority, although its forms are borrowed from it.

We can now classify "feudal" relationships in the broad sense of
the word as follows: (I) "Liturgic" feudalism: soldiers provided with
land, frontier guards, peasants with specific iJliIitary duties (cleruchs,
laeti, limit-anei, 'Cossacks); (2) "Patrimonial",feudalism, a) "manorial";
levies of coloni (for example, of the Roman nobility as late as the Civil
War, and of the ancient Egyptian pharaoh); h) "servile": slaves
(ancient Babylonian and Egyptian annies, Arabian private froops in the
Middle Ages, Mamelukes); c) gentile: hereditary clients as private
,soldiers {Roman nobility); (3) "free" feudalism, a) "vassalic"; only by
Virtue of personal fealty without the grant of manorial rights (most
Japanese Samurai, the Merovingian trmtis); b) tlprebendal": without
personal fealty, 9nly by virtue' of granted manorial rights and tax
revenues (Middle East, including the Turkish fiefs); c) "feudatory"
(le~ensnUissig): personal fealty and fief combined (Occident); d)
"urban" (stadtherrschaftlich); by virtue of the communal association of
warriors, based. on manorial land allotted to the individual (the typical
Hellenic polis 'of the Spartan type). At this point we will deal primarily
with the types -of "f~' feudalism and, among these, primarily with
the most consequential: Occidental feudalism (Lehensfeudalismus); we
will draw on the other types only for comparative purposes.

The full fief is always a .re1Jt-produdng complex of rights whose
ownership can and should maintain a lord in a manner appropriate to

his style of life. Primarily seigneuriaJ rights and income-yielding political
powers, that is;. rent-prodUCing rights, are conferred upon the warrior. In
the feudal Miadle Ages the gower_ of a pi"," of land belonged to the
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recipient of the rent. Wherever the hierarchy of fiefs was strictly organ
ized, these feudal sources of rent were registered according to their
yield. The Turkish "fiefs," which were classified after the model of the
Sassanids and Seljuks, were registered according to their yield in asper, .
and the provisioning of the Japanese vassals (Samurai) according to the
kokudaka (rice rent). Inclusion in the English "Doom~ay Book," as it
was later caned, did not amount to a feudal matriculation of fiefs, but
this register owed its origin to the especially tight centralization of the
English feudal administration.

Since manOrs are the normal object of a fief, every genuine feudal
structure has a patrimonial foundation. Moreover, where offices them
selves are not treated as fiefs, the patrimonial order nonnally continues
to exist-at least wherever the feudal system, as it happens frequently,
is incorporated into a patrimonial or prebendal state as part of its ad
ministration. The Turkish c<:.valry which held fief-like prebends existed
next to the patrimonial Janissr.:ies and the partIy prebendal organization
or pffices, and therefore remained itSelf semi-prebendal.

Excepting Chinese law, the granting of seigneurial rights from the
estate of the king can be found in the most diverse legal areas. In the
realm of the Rajputs in India, especially in Udaipur, the ruler until re
cently bestowed territorial and judicial rights upon members of the
dominant dan -in return for military services; they in tum paid homage
to him and renewal fees in case of his death, and they risked the loss
of their rights if they violated their duties. The same approach to land
and political rights-an approach originating in the joint control of the
ruling warriors over conquered land--occurred very often, .and prob
ably was once the basis of Japan's political constitution. On the other
hand, we can find numerous phenomena typified by the Merovingian
royal land grants and by the various forms of bene~cium: Almost always
they presuppose the rendering of military aid and possible revocability in
case of default, the extent of which is often ilI-defined. Substantively,
the numerous Oriental land-grant types that were similar to hereditary

, leases also had a political purpose However, neither fits the concept of
the "fief," as long as they are not related to the very specific fealty of
the vassal.

2. Fiefs and Benefices

The nef can also be distinguished legally from the benefice, al
though we will see soon thOlt the transitions arl;' fluid. 'TIle benefice is a
lifelong, not a hereditary, f(;mUf1eration for its holder in excbnge ror
his real or presumed service" ihe remuner<lt;O;l is an attribute of the
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office, not of the incumbent. Therefore, in the Occident during the
early Middle Ages the benefice was not, like the nef, forfeited in case
of the ruler's death-as U. Stutz has emphasized2

-. but it reverted to
the ruler upon the death of the benefice-holder; at the zenith of the
Occidental Middle Ages a non-hereditary fief came to be considered
inferior. The income of the bendice, accruing to the office, not to the
person, is only used and not personally owned-the Church, for ex·
ample, drew certain conclusions from this in medieval times--, whereas
the fief is the vassal's personal property for the duration of the feudatory
relationship; however, it remains inalienable since it is tied to a highly
personal relationship, and indivisible since it is intended to preserve the
vassal's service capacities. The bene6ce-holder was often, and sometimes '
generally, relieved from paying his administrative costs, or portions bf
the income from the benefice were set aside for this purpose. But the
vassal had always to pay from his own resources for the costs of the

nce granted to him.
However, such differences were not really pervasive. For example,

they did not exist under Turkish nor under Japanese law; however, we
will note soon that these two cases are not genuine examples of feucla·
tory law. On the other hand, we have observed that the nonhereditary
character of benefices was very often fictitious; the appropriation of
benefices-especially of many French benefices-reached a point where
even the heirs received a compensation for the loss of revenue drawn
from the benefice. The decisive difference must be located elsewhere:
Wherever the benefice had lost an traces of patrimonial origin, the
benefice-holder was a simple usufructuary or rentier who had certain
official duties and was to that extent akin to the bureaucratic officials.

]0 contrast, the free vassal, who stands outside any patrimonial
subordination, is subject to a very demanding code of duties and honor.
In a peculiar fashion, the feudatory .relationship merged seemingly most
contradictory elements in its most developed form: on the one hand,
strictly personal fealty, on the other contractual stipulation of rights and
duties, their depersonalization by virtue of the rent nexus, and finally
hereditary control of the possession. Wherever the original meaning of
the relationship had been preserved, "hereditariness" was not a com

. mon "inheritance." To begir. with, the pretender had to be personally
qualified for vassalage before he could claim the fief. Furthermore, he
had to enter personally into the fealty relationship. Just as the son of a
Turkish vassal had to request a new her-at in due rime from the
begkrbeg and, if necessary, through him from the Sublime Porte, so
the Occidental aspirant had to void the 6ef and to ask the lord for being
invested with it after performing commendation and the oath of homage.
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To be SU~ the lord was obliged to accept the vassalage if the aspirant's
qualification had been established, but vassalage had a contractual char
acter and could be terminated by the vassal at any time upon yielding
the fief. Furthermore, the lord could not arbitrarily impose obligations
upon the vassal; rather their typical extent depended upon contractual
obligations of fealty and loyalty which were shaped by a code of honor
binding upon both parties. Thus the typification of the obligations and
the substantial safeguards of the vassal's interest were linked with a
highly personal relationship to an individual ruler. This developed to
the highest degree in Occidental feudalism, whereas the Turkish feudal
system remained much more prebendal with regard to claims of inheri
tance, since the power of the Sultan and the beglerbeg continued to be
largely arbitrary despite all of the rules and regulations.

Japanese feudalism, too, does not represent a complete feudatory
system.J The Japanese daimyo was not a feudatory vassal, but a vassal
committed to supply de6nite war contingents, to provide guard units and
to pay a 6xed tribute; within his own district he exercised administra
tive, judicial and military authority practically in his own name, in the

'manner of a territorial ruler. He could be transferred to another district
for disciplinary reasons. That he was not a vassal as such is demonstrated
by the fact that the Shogun's real vassals (fudaO, if daimyos-districts·
had been granted to them, could suffer transfer (kunigaye), because of
their personal dependence, for reasons of political expediency without
any default on their own part. This very fact also proves that the
district granted to them was an office, not a 6ef. These daimyos were
forbidden to establish alliances, to enter into relations of vassalage with
one another, to conclude treaties with foreign powers, to carryon feuds
and to build fortresses; their allegiance was assured. through the institu
tion of the sankinkotai-the requirement of periodic residence in the
capital.

The samurai, on the other hand, were personally free private soldiers
of the individual daimyos (or of the Shogun himself); they were main
tained. with rice allowances, rarely with land grants; they originated
partly in ilie voluntary following of warriors, partly in office-holders
entitled to court service, who·developed a practically free contractual
relationship, just as the ministeriales of the German Middle Ages; they
differed greatly in their social status, from the small render who gained.
his rice allowance by serving in the lord's manor, sleeping with up to
four others in one room, to the practically hereditary incumbent of a
court office. The samurai were a class of free retainers, partly plebeians
and partly courtiers, not vassals but bene6ce-holders, whose position was
more similar to that of the Frankish antrustiones than to that of a
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medieval feudal benefice-holder. The relationship to the lord was en
dowed with a sense of knightly loyalty, which was analogous to, hut
more intense than, Occidental fealty; this intense attachment grew out
of the transformation of the followers' loyalty into a glorified free vassal·
age, and out of the warriors concept of status honor.

Finally, the special features of the Islamic warrior's fief can he
explained, as C. H. Becker has recently shown, on the basis of their
origin in a mercenary army and in tax-farming.4 Unable to pay his
mercenaries, the patrimonial ruler had to give them direct access to the
tax payments of his subja.ts. He also had to transfer to the military
official (emir) the position of the tax official ('ami-I), who drew a fixed
remuneration; this office wa~ originally independent of the military
office in accordance with the typical patrimonial division of powers
familiar to :IS. Three different elements merged into the concept of the
iktah (beneficium); I) Takbil, the farming of revenues of a viIlage or
a district to a muktah (tax-farmer); 2) Kata'i', the fief.s.--eaUed sawa{l in
Mesopotamia-, grants of land. to desetving or indispensable supporters,
and finally 3) the possession of the subjects' taxes, which were seized
as security by, or assigned to, emirs and soldiers, especially Mamelukes,
in order to cover their arrears of pay. The'incumbent of an ikttih had
to serve as a soldier and was supposed to surrender the surplus of taxes
over his pay-which he rarely did. The arbitrary exploitation inherent
in this type of control in an early case motivated the vizier Nizam
al-Mulk-under the Seljuks in Mesopotamia toward the end of. the 11th
century-to assign land definitely to the soldiers and emirs as benefices
and to give up all claim to tax surplu.ses, in return for their military
service. The Mamelukes adopted the same system in Egypt in the 14th
century. The soldiers, who turned from tax·farmers or mortgagees into
landowners, now developed a personal interest in the improvement of
their subjects' land; this also did away with the friction between the
military and the fiscal authorities. The Ottoman sipahi-benences are a
modification of this system of military benefices. Its origin in the decay
ing tax system and the mercenary army of a state based on a money
economy, organized on the: ancient pattern, distinguishes these military
benefices radically from Occidental feudalism developed on the basis
of a natural economy and the leader's following. Oriental feudalism was
bound to lack all those features that derive from the loyalty of followers,
in particular, the norms of the specific as well as personal fealty of the
vassal; conversely, Japanese feudalism with its exclusively personal alle
giance lacked the manorial component of the beneficium. Hence both
types differ~ in exactly opposite direction, from that combination of
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personal fealty, derived from the follower's loyalty, and benefice which
accounts for the distinctiveness of Occidental feudalism.

3· The Military Origin of Feudalism

The widespread phenomenon of the fief was primarily of military
origin. The Turkish fief~benefice committed its holder to live on the
land and, doning the Empire's great expansion, was considered forfeited
if the holder had not served in the army within the last seven years; the
claims of the heirs were also partly dependent on the proof of active
military service. In the Olient as wen as the Occident, the fief-benefice
nonnally served the establishment of a cavalry, whose members had
iJentical equipment and were continuously trained. The military effec
tiveness of these warriors, who were personally devoted to their lord,
was enhanced by their notion of honor. This cavalry was a substitute
for the levy of freemen and sometimes also for the king's charismatic
following (trustis). The Frankish fiefs originated on secularized church
land in defense against the Arabian cavalry. The Turkish fief-benefices,
too, were not concenttated in the Ottomans' old peasant settlements (in
Anatolia); they were mostly landed estates, managed by Rayas, in areas
conquered at a later time (especially in Rumelia). Wherever it substi
tuted for the levy of freemen, the feudal army was a function of intensi~

fied economic activities and of expanding boundaries in an inland state
with a natural economy. The same was true of the mercenary army in
maritime states or inland states with a money economy. For the mass of
the landowners increasing pacification and intensified agriculture dimin~

ished both their familiarity with military tasks and their opportunities
for military training; this reduced the economic dispensability of small
holders. The growing preoccupation of men with work originally done
by women tied them to the land, and the increasing differentiation of
property through divisiof'l or accumulation of land destroyed the pos
sibility of identical military equipment; the growing masses of small
holders could no longer equip themselves-the precondition of every
<!nny of freemen. In particular, campaigns at the far-away peripheries of
a great empire could not be conducted with a peasant levy, just as an
urban militia could not control large overseas areas of expansion. And
just I'l:S the mercenary· army replacing the citizens' army substituted
professional soldiers for militia men, so the transition to the feudal army
resulted bitially in identical equipment of high quality. In its Occiden
tal beginnings, horse and anns were p<:rt of the fief; self-equipment
came later when this institution became widespread.
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The specific element that determines the vassal's behavior under
fully developed feudalism is the appeal not only to his obligations of
fealty, but to his sensl'! of high status which derives from an exalted
conception of honor. The warrior's sense of honor and the servant's
faithfulness are both inseparably connected with the dignity and con~

ventions of a ruling stratum and buttressed by them. Thus, the peculiar
ity of Occidental, fully developed feudalism was largely detennined by
the fact that it constituted the basis of a cavalry-in contrast to the
plebeian infantry-fiefs of the clients, cleruchs, rvJ.XLJ.tOL, and ancient
Oriental fief-holdiz:tg soldiers. We will freguently enc/?unter the ramifica
tions of this factor.

.'4. Feudal Legitimation

The feudal system produces men who can eguip themselves and
handle weapons professionally, who in war identify their own honor
with that of the lord, who see in the expansion of his power the chance
to secure fiefs for their heirs and, above all, who find the only basis for
the legitimacy of their own fief in the preservation of his personal au
thority. Everywhere this last element has been eminently important for
the transition to feudalism, and espeCially for the extension of feudalism
from its original domain, military service, to public offices. In Japan the
ruler attempted in this fashion to emancipate himself from the domi~

nance of lineage groups which had familial charisma. In the Frankish
empire the attempts of the patrimonial state to preserve the sovereign',s
power through limiting tenure in office and through the system of emis~

saries were again and again subverted; the violent ups and downs in
the power struggle of the aristocratic cliques in the Merovingian empire
were eventually tenninated by the strong arm of a central official, but
this resulted in the overthrow of the legitimate dynasty in his favor,
The bestowing of offices as fiefs under the Carolingians provided rela
tive stability; from the 9th century on this policy was definitely carried
through, after the Carolingians had at first used the vassals as counter
vailing power against the Merovingian trustis and after the strictly
personal fealty of all office-holders had emergedas the only support of
the royal thrones during the struggles of the kings in the divided empire.
Conversely, the destruction of Chinese feudalism-for a long time
lamented as the really sacred order of the fathers-by the prebendal
bureaucratic order, which since has consistently followed its own
momentum, was propelled by the equally typical motive for eliminating
the feudal office: the motive of restoring full power to the sovereign,
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For the qUite considerable guarantee of the ruler's position through the
• vassal's knightly honor is acquired at the price of a great decline of his

power over the vassals. Funy developed feudalism is the most extreme
type of systematically decentralized domination.

To begin with, the lord has only limited "discipline" over the vas
sal. The only reason for taking back the fief is "felony": the violation
ot fealty toward the lord through failure to fulfil the feudatory obliga
tions. However, the concept of "felony" is very vague, and normally
this does not benefit the lord's arbitrariness but the vassal's position.
For even where feudal courts composed of vassals did 'not exist and
hence vassals were not organized as members of an autonomous cor
porate group (as in the Occident), the generalization is fully valid that
the lord is powerful vis-a-vis the individual vassal, but powerless with
regard to the interests of all vassals; he must be sure of the support or
at least the toleration of the other vassals before he can safely proceed
against anyone of them. Since the feudatory relationship is founded
on mutual loyalty, an arbitrary act of the lord has, as a "breach of
faith:' an inherently destructive effect upon his relations with all vassals.
This fairly rigid limitation of the ruler's disciplinary powers over his
own vassals. is made more palpable by the fact that he often has no
direct control over the subvassals of his own vassals.

Under fully developed feudalism there was a "hierarchy" in two
respects: First, only those seigneurial rights, especially only those
landed estates, the possession of which could be derived from the
supreme ruler as the source of all power, were transferable as full
fiefs; second, there was a social rank-order (such as the Heerschild of
the SachsenSpiegel) according to the level of sub-infeudation which
the respective fief-holder occupied relative to the supreme ruler. But
the extent of the ruler's direct control over subvassals of his own vassals
remained very problematic Oecause, as in e\"ery feudatory relationship,
the one between vassal and suhvassal was also strictly personal and

. hence could not easily be canceled by any felony of the first vassal
against his lord. In its classic period the Turkish feudal system achieved
a relatively strong centralization ,hl'''l\g~i c;-,::: quasi-prebendal definition
of the fief and of the beglerhegs position in relation to the Sublime
Porte. But the Occidental reservation: salva fide debita domino regi
[with the exception of the fealty owed to the overlord] in the oath
of homage did not preclude at the least .3 conflict of conscience for a
subvassal even in cases in which his Jord's felony was dear, since he was
faced with a dual obligation of loyalty. In any case, he always con
sidered himself entitled to examine for himself whether the overlord
of his own lord discharged his obligations.
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For the centralistic development of England an arrangement taken
over from Normandy by William the Conqueror became crucial: All
subvassals were directly oath-bound to the king and considered his
men; furthermore, subvassals who did. not obtain legal satisfaction from
their lord were not forced (as in France) to go through various stages
of appeal of the feudal hierarchy but could go directly to the king's
courts; thus, the feudal hierarchy in England was not identical, as in
most other countries, with a jurisdictional hierarchy in matters of feudal
law. In Normandy and England, just as under Turkish feudalism, this
tight organization and the firm bonds between lord and vassal were
due to the fact that the feudal polity was constituted on conquered
territories-similar to the church which established its strictest hier
archical organization in mission territories. However, even then con
flicts of ..conscience on the part of subvassals were not completely absent.
For this reason too attempts were frequently made to limit subinfeuda
tion or at least its frequency on iower levels; by contrast, in Germany
the limitation of the Heerscllilde derived from general principles of the
office hierarchy.

On the other hand, fully developed feudal law stipulated that all
objects which had once been included in a fief would have to be granted
again in case of escheat, and it also established the principle: nulle
terre sans seigneur. Superficially, there is a correspondence between the
bureaucratic principle and the feudal rule that all traditional feudatory
units must be bestowed upon vassals by the kir.g, but the intcnt is,
fundamentally different. Under the bureaucratic system the mandatory
filling of offices is intended as a legal protection for the ruled, but the
compulsory granting of fiefs cut off most of the vassals' subjects from any
direct relation to the supreme ruler; furthermore, this feudal practice
establishes as a collective right of the vassals that the lord cannot ignore
the feudal distribution of power for the sake of his own interest.s br
taking power back .into his hands; rather he must utHize again all exist
ing fiefs for the purpose of e<juipping the vassals' descendants. Accord
ing to the familiar scheme, the vassals could press their demands with
particular strength whenever they were organized into a legally au
tonomous groups and especially when legal proceedings in which they
participated as members of a feudal court (Lehenskurie) dealt with
di5putes and legal business concerning the obligatory granting of all

. inher:tance, escheat and rencv\'al of fiefs. In this case the demand fOl

fiefs was monojx)lized in addition to the means for protecting the supply
of fiefs.

Monopolization proc'?edcd by virtue of the colltiml''jUS: jm;i"CflS~ of
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demands upon the personal feudal qualifications of the aspirant, just
as it does in the bureaucratized community by virtue of the aspirants'
demand for more and more speciaiized examinations and ever more
diplomas as a condition of employment. The feudal qualification, how
ever, was the polar opposite of the qualification for bureaucratic office,
which is based on specialized. knowledge. Bureaucracy and patrimonial
officialdom are based on social levelling in the sense that as pure types
they are only concerned. with personal 'lualifications, the one with
substantive expertise, the other with purely personal characteristics;
both types disregard status differences and in fact constitute the specific
instrument (.of their negation-irrespective of the circumstance discussed
earlier that the bureaucratic and the patrimonial strata, too, easily be
come carriers of a distinct status honor with all its consequences. This
social honor was here a result of tne power position. of these strata.
But the essence of feudalism is status consciousness, and it increasingly
perfects this very characteristic. Ever/where the vassal (in the specific
meaning of the won) had to be a free man, not subordinate to the
patrimonial p0:wer of a lord. The Japanese samurai too changed his
lord at will. At first, of course, the vassal's characteristic qualification
was mOSt of the time merely his professional capability, his military
proficiency; this it remained, for example, under Turkish feudalism;
even Rayas could receive fiefs if they had rendered the requisite military
services. However, in its fullest elaboration the feudatory relationship
can only be an attribute of a ruling stratum, since it rests on emphatic
notions of status honor as the basis of fealty and also of military fitness.
Therefore, the requirement of seigneurial ("knightly") conduct is added
everywhere, especially the injunction against any kind of remunerative
labor which would detract from military training and be degrading.

When the opportunities for the support of the descendants begin
to decrease, the monopolization of fiefs and offices-and later particu
larly of the prebends (StiftspfrUnden) for the maintenance of relatives

, without proper means-sets in with full force. The increasing influence
of starns conventionalism comes on top of it, and the claim is advanced
that the aspirant for a fief or a prebend must not only live like a knight,
hut also be of knightly descent. That means, he has to be the offspring
of a minimum number of knightly ancestors--at first, knightly parents,
then knightly grandparents: the "four ancestors." Finally, in the regula
tions of the tournaments and convents of the late Middle Ages monopo
lization reached a point where sixteen ancestors were required and the
urban patriciate was excluded because it shared authority with the
guilds and sat with them in the same councils.
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5. The Feudal Division of Powers and Its Typification

The strict legal autonomy (Eigenrecht) of the individual vasSal
paralleled the claim of all qualified aspirants on the possession of all
fiefs, a claim which was not everywhere recognized but everywhere
advanced in one fashion or another. The fact that in the classic areas
of feudalism the vassal's right ';as contractua! and subject to renewal,
but at the same time inheritable according to established norms, stereo
typed the division of powers far beyond the degree attained under the
prebendal structure and made it highly inelastic. This very permeation
of the whole system with the guarantee of the nef-holder's position
thro4gh a bilateral contract was very important for the development
of feudalism; this guarantee transcended the mere granting of. privileges
by the lord and, in contrast to the appropriation of benefices, it was
not just a purely economic matter. It turned feudalism into an approxi
mation of the Rechtsstaat [constitutional government], at least in com
parison to pure patrimonialism with its juxtaposition of traditional
prescription and appropriated rights, on the one hand, and arbitrariness
and discretion on the other. Feudalism is a "separation of powers," but
unlike Montesquieu's scheme, which constitutes a qualitative division
of labor, it is simply a quantitative division of authority. The idea
of the social contract (Staatsvertrag) as the basis of the distribution
of political power, an idea which led to constitutionalism, is anticipated
in a primitive fashion. Of course, not in the fonn of a pact between the
ruler and the ruled or their representatives-under which the subjection,
of the ruled is conceived as the source of the ruler's right-, but in
the essentially different form of a contract between the ruler and those
whose authOrity derives from him. T ypeand distribution of powers are
fixed through this contract, but there is no gene.ral Teglement and no
rational differentiation of individual jurisdiction. For the powers of the
office are personal rights, contrary to the bureaucratic case; their extent
is detennined pOSitively by the official's personal grant and negatively
by the subject~' exemptions, immunities and priVileges, whether they
be granted or sanctified by tradition. Only this juxtapoSition and the
mutual limitation of the subjective right of one power-holder by the
opposed rights of another produces-very simibr to the stereotyped and
appropriated patrimonial offices-that power distribution which would
correspond to some extent to the bureaucratic notion of official jurisdic
tion. For in iis genuine sense this notion does not exist under feudalism,
and therefore the concept of the "agency" (Behorde) is also absent.

At first only a section of the vassals was granted political powers,
and that means most o:f all: judicil11 powers. In France these were. the
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so-e<!llcd seignf'ur~ jmilciers. The ruler could divide his own judicial
F0WCf5 by gwniing one part of them to one va~';3J <lnd ether parts to
another vassaL T ypic"lJ W1S the divlsj,'n into high:.:r jur;sdictlon--~m~

eluding capit<il Judicature (Blutbann ;--;md lower Jurisdiction, and their
distribution among different 'V3ssals.-This Ji)/;,S rJC~ ;ne~m th3t the vassal
who has been gr~llt::d. seigneurial powns which were higher in the
original hierarchy of offices also has a higher ran\.: in the hierarchy of
nefs, which is estnblished according to the disrance from the supreme
lord. In principle, at least, the hierarchy of fiefs is not at all concerned
with the hierarchy of powers granted, but only with the distance or near
ness from the first lord. In fact, however, the possession of the highest
judicial powers, especially of capital judicature, everywhere tends to
establish its holders as a special group of princely rank (Fitrstenstancl).
This tendency had to compete everywhere with the overlapping tend
ency to consider the immediate feudatory relationship to the king as
the,mark of belonging to the highest status group. This happened
particularly in Germany in characteristic ups and downs, with which
we cannot deal here. The result was everywhere a most intricate com
plex of seigneurial powers which had been fragmented through grants
to the most diverse holders. In principle, the territorial jurisdiction of
the Occidental lord, which was based on the grant of political rights,
was separated from his feudatory jurisdiction over his own vassals, on
the one hand, and from his patrimonial Chofrechtliche) jurisdiction on
the other. All of this resulted in the fragmentation of powers into
numerous individual rights, appropriated on different legal grounds,
which traditionally limited one another. Absent was the separation, so
typical of every bureaucracy and still recognizable "ih the prebend, of
person and vocation, personal property and official means of admini
stration. Since the income from the flef was not an office revenue, the
differentiation between allodial and feudal possesions in the case of
escheat and inheritance was, unlike the externally similar differentiation
'in the case of the prebend, only a stratification of inheritance.

Furthermore, not only were all official powers and revenues of a
vassal part of his personal rights and of his own household, but above
all the costs of administration were personal expenditures indistin
guishable from those of his own household. Just as every individual, be
it lord or fief-holding official, pursued his essentially personal interests
on the basis of his own right, so all administrative expenditures were
covered by his own personal services and resources or-and especially
-by the services of the patrimonial retainers or of rhe "subjects!' who
were subordinate by virtue of the political rights granted to him; thus
the expenditures were not met out of a rational system of taxation,
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as under a bureaucraC"', or out of the ruler's· household or special pre
bendal revenues a~ ·l{~"l1'3trimonialism. Since the tributes and services
of the "subjects" W( 2 O~?· 1ril) regulated hy tradition, the apparatus
was financially inelastic, ~ 1 ~is was aggravated by the typical practice,
or at least universal tendency, of using the feudal association as the
vehicle (Trager) of political administration; this limited very much the
personal as well <is the substantive mt;ans of power of the ruler and an
other lords.

To begin with, the vassals attempted evelywhere to regulate through
fixed nOImS the maximal a l<I'-1al dt:ration of their most elementary,
obligation, for the sake of which the feudal association had been
created: the obligation to render tnilitary service. Most of the. time they
were successfuL Moreover, the· right to carry on feuds existed also be
tween the vassals of the same lord. The lord's power only guaranteed
his vassals' fiefs, but llvthing else. The l_'lvate wars of the vassals I
against one another could of COUIse be very detrimental to the power
interests of the feudal lord, but beyond the stiftilation that private feuds .
could at leas.t not take place during one of the lord's own military ac-
tions no curb was successful on the European continent up to the time
when church and cities, together wii:h the king, enforced the edicts of
peace ("Landfrieden")

The limitations on the financial rights of the ruler were particularly
severe. Apart· from the tutelary utilization of a fief by a lord, these
rights consisted mostly in the vassal's o1:lIigation to subsidize the lord in
certain cases of need;. the lord would have liked to tum these obligations
into a comprehensive right of taxation, hut the vassals set out to turn
them into definitely fixed occasional tributes. In compensation for in
creasingly fictitious military duties, the tax exemption of' knightly fiefs
eventually became the normal pattern until long after th4 Middle Ages.
In general, the vassals were no less successful, at least .f.s long as the
lord was dependent on the feudal army, in freeing their retainers from
the lord's taxation, which they permitted only in exceptional cases. As
a rule, the lord could directly raise taUagiaonly from his manorial and
personal retainers. The right of escheat became increasi~ly impractical.
Everywhere the extension of the right of inheritance to collateral rela
tives prevailed. The alienation of the fief, which of course required the
lord's willingness to accept the new vassal, became more and more the
rule and the purchase of his consent one of the most important feudal
sources of revenue. However, the purchase was equivalent to the full
appropriation of the fief, since the transfer fee came to be fixed by tra
dition or law. Thus, while the fealty relationship became progressively
stereotyped and commercialized, it also lost its unequivocaLcharacter
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and practical utility as a means of power. As a free man, the vassal
could later even take a fief from several lords; this made his support
precarious for anyone of them in case of a conflict. French feudal
law distinguished the homagium simplex, the feudal oath with mental
reservations as to other obligations, from the homagium ligium, the un
conditional oath, which was, so to speak, the first mortgage upon fealty;
it preceded all other obligations and hence could only be rendered to
one ruler. For the rising power of the French monarchy it was im
portant that the great feudal lords were fon::ed to render the latter oath.
In general, however, the possibility of multilateral obligations resulted
in their far-reaching devaluation. Eventually it became almost impossible
to run a continuously functioning administration with the heIp of
vassals. In the abstract, the vassal had the duty to help his lord not
only with deeds but also with advice. The great vassals liked to derive
from this duty a "right" to be heard before important decisions were
made, and usually they succeeded since the feudal lord was dependent
upon the morale of the feudal army. As an obligation, however, the
Vassal's advisory activity was gradually reduced, just like his military
duty; it was quite discontinuous and therefore could not be used for the
organization of a concrete agency (Beh6rde).

Thus, the feudal association provided to the local office-holders a
hereditary appropriation and guarantee. of their scigneurial rights;
however, for the central administration it did not offer the lord con
tinuously available personnel and easily forced him to adapt his actions
to the "advice" of the strongest among his vassals, rather than helping
him to control them. Under these circumstances aU powerful vassals
were so strongly tempted to dissolve the feudal bond altogether, that
the only fact to be explained is why this did not happen more often
than it actually occurred. The reason was the guarantee of legitimacy,
which we mentioned earlier and which the vassals found in the feudal
association with regard to their land and seigneurial rights; the feudal
lord too was interested in this guarantee because of the advantages
no matter how precarious-which his rights entailed, even if they were
fictitious. ."

6. The Standestaat and the T mnsition {rom Feudalism to
Bureaucracy

In contrast to the system of "agencies:' which are generally subject
to enacted rules and which have equally regulated spheres of jurisdic
tion, the prebendal and feudal variants of patrimonialism are a cosmos
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and, according to the circumstances, also a ch?o~ of concrete subjective
rights and duties of the lord, the office-holders and the ruk-d; these
rights and duties overlap and limit one another, nnd their interaction
produces modes of action that cannot be reconstructed with currently
prevalent political categories and for which the name "state" in the
modern sense of the w~rd is.. even less applicable than for the purely
patrimonial polity. Feudalism is estate-type patrimonialism, a marginal
case that contrasts with patriarchal patrimonialism.

Feudalism is oriented not only 'to characteristic patrimonial features
such as tradition, privilege, customal and precedent, but also to tem
porary alliances between the various power-holders, as it was typical
of and, in fact, the essence of the polity of Estates (Stiindestaat) in the
Occident. Just as the individual holders of fiefs and benefices and the
other possessors of appropriated powers exercise their authority by virtue
of privileges guaranteed by the prince, so his own power is considered
a personal privilege, his "prerogative," which should be recognized and
safeguarded by the flef-holders and other power-holders. These holders
of privileges consociate with one another for the purpose of a concrete
action which would not be possible without this collaboration. The
existence of a Stiindestaat merely indicates that this system of alliances,
which was unavoidable because of the contractuai guarantee of all rights
and duties and because of the resulting inelasticity, has developed into
a chronic condition, which under certain circumstances was legally
perpetuated through an explicit association. Once the fiefholders con
stituted an autonomous legal group, the Stiindestaat came into being for
very diverse reascns, mainly however because the stereotyped and there
fore inflexible fiefs and privileges had to be adapted to extraordinary
or new administrative requirements. These needs were to a large extent
economically determined, even though externally this was not true in
the majority of cases. Most of the time the economic influence was
indirect: The extraordinary needs centered on the political, esrecially
the military administration. The changing economic structure, in par
ticular the advancing money economy, exerted its influence by making
it possible, and hence mandatory in view of the struggle and competi
tion with other polities, to satisfy these need~. in a manner superior to

the normal means of stereotyped feudal-patrirrionial administration; this
involved especially the raising of considerable amounts of money all
at once. These normal meanS were most of the time inadequate because
of the very principle pertaining to this structure of domination; that
everybody, the ruler as well as all other power-holders, had to pay the
costs, of his, and only his, administration out of his own pocket. There

1
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were no provisions for raising these special revenues; hence the frequent
conclusion of new agreements was unavoidable, eventually requiring a
consociation of the individual power-holders in the form of a corporative
assembly. This very association either included the prince or turned
privileged persons into "Estates," and thus changed the mere agreed
upon action of the various power-holders and the temporary a~sociations

into a permanent political structure.
Within this structure, however, ever new and impelling adminis

trative tasks created the princely bureaucracy, which was destined, in
tum, to dissolve the Stiindestaat. This process must not be understood
too mechanically as if the ruler endeavored everywhere, for the sake
of expanding his own sphere of power, to destroy the competing power
of the Estates by developing the bureaucracy. Unquestionably and quite
naturally, this was very often one major determinant, but not always
the really crucial one. Quite frequently the Estates demanded from
the ruler that he satigfy the requests of interested persons for new
administrative services and that he render these through the establish
ment of a suitable agency; these continuously emerging demands were
the result of the general economic and cultural development and thus
due to objective developmental factors. The ruler's compliance was
tantamount to a spread of officialdom and hence normally to an increase
of his power; at first this led to a renaissance of patrimonialism, which
remained dominant in Continental Europe up to the French Revolu¥
tion, but the longer patrimonialism lasted, the more it approached pure
bureaucratism. For everywhere the nature of the new administrative
tasks exerted a pressure toward creating permanent agencies, fixed juris
dictions and procedural as well as professional qualification.

The feudal association and the Stiindestaat are by no means indis
pensable intermediate links in the development from patrimonialism to

. bureaucracy; on the contrary, under certain circumstances, they present
considerable obstacles to bureaucracy. The beginnings of a genuine
bureaucracy can be fonnd everywhere in relatively uncomplicated forms
of P?trimonial administration; the transition from the patrimonial to
the bureaucratic office is fluid and the typological attribution dependent
not so much upon the nature of the individual office, but upon the
manner in which offices in general are set up and administered. How
ever, the fully developed Stiindestaat as well as the fully developed
bureaucracy grew only on European soil, for rea~ons to which we will
turn later. In 'the meantime we will deal with certain intermediate and
transitional forms, w'hich preceded pure bureaucracy within feudal
and patrimonial structures.
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7. PatTimonialOf!icia!dom

For simplicity's sake we have hitherto assumed that the political
ruler's affairs in the central administration are managed in purely patri
monial fashion through household and court officials, whom we dis
eus~ earlier, or through nef-holders, who in tum have their own
patrimonial administration. In reality, the structure of patrimonial and
of feudal rulership has not been so simple. As soon as the household
administration has passed the stage of "discontinuous" administration
through companions and intimates, the addition of purely political tasks
regularly leads to the establishment of special central offices and most,
<?f the time to the rise of a single political official, who may have various
characteristics. Because of its very nature patrimonialism was the specific
locus for the rise of favoritism--of men close to the ruler who had tre
mendous power, but always were in danger of sudden, dramatic down~

fall for purely personal reasons. If specific structures develop, the most
typical patrimonial case is one in which a court official, whose function...
involves the closest, purely personal position of confidence, also directs
the central political administration, fonnally orin fact; this may be the
keeper of the harem or a similarly employed person who deals intimately
with the ruler's personal affairs, It also happens that a specifically p0

litical position of trust is added. In some African kingdoms the visible
representative of capital jurisdiction, the executioner, is the continuous
and most influential companion of the ruler. Similarly, the judicial
functions of the ruler gain importance with the development of con·
tempt powers (Banngewalt), and then an official corresponding to the
Frankish Count Palatine" often rises to prominence. In militarily active
states the same is true of the royal commander·in-ehief, and in feudal
states of the official who is often identical with him, but also controls
the fief patronage (Shogun, major domm). In the Orient we find
regularly the figure of the Grand Vizier; we will see later for which
reasons he became a "constitutional" necessity, just as did the responsible
prime minister in modem states. '

In general we can only say that, on the one hand, the existence
of such a monocratically unified position can become especially danger
ous to the prince's authority, if the official concerned controls the eco
nomic accoutrements of the vassals and subordinate officials so that he
can bind them to his own person vis-a-vis the ruler-eonsider the
wen-known examples of Japan and of ~e Merovingian Kingtlom; on
the other hand, the complete absence of such a central figure tends to
lead regularly to the disinregratio:n of the realm-see the telling ex
ampl~ of the Carolingians whOse own experience made then: wary of
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the creation of a centralized office. \Ve will soon come back to the
manner in which the resulting problems were solved.'

We are here nrst interested in the following phenomenon: Because
of the increasing continuity and complcxit,y of administI<Jtive work,
especially because of the development of the grants ,md privileges
characteristic of patrimonial <.lnd feucbl structures, and £nally because
of the growing rationali:dtion of finance, the clerical and accounting
officials begin to play an increasingly important role. \Vithout them
a ruler\ household is condemned to in'stability and powerlessness. The
more de\'cloped the clerical and accounting system is, the stronger is
the central power, even in the pure feudal state (for example, in Nor
man England and the Ottoman Empire in the period of its greatest
powt'r). In ancient Egypt the scribes controlled the administration.
In the modern Persian empire the accounting officials I,;surped a very
considerable role bv virtue of their "secret" art-a secrecy sanctified
hv tradition. In the 'Occident the chancellor, the chief of th~ secretariat,
\\:as most of the time the cemral fiaure of the political administration,

, 0

The central administration may also originate in the accounting office,
the Exchequer in i\'ormandy and bter in Engl:md. At the same time,
such offices arE' regularly the beginning of hureaucratization, because
the working officials, who were m0stly deric-s in medieval times, gail':
actual control from the high-ranking courtiers. who offic~lly occupy
them.

We have dealt earlier [XI: 12] with the rise of the great collegiate
centr<ll agencies as -a concomitant of the qualitOitive extension of ad·
ministrative tasks; we discussed them as antecedents of hureaucracy
and in the context of the increasing importance of specialized knowl
edge, which propels bureaucratization. Of course, not all of the ruler's
advisory bodies in prebureaucratic states have been early stages of mod+
em bureaucracy. Advisory ,lSsemhlies of central officials c.an be found
in the most diverse patrimonial and feudal strucq.lfes all over the world.
They serve the ruler often as a counterbalan~e: not to the power of
specialized knowledge-as .do those early bureaucratic structures-but
simply te the power of the highest-ranking officials; furthermore, they
are a means of establishing administrative continuity. To that extent
they are everywhere prooucts of a certain stage in the qualitative de-
velopment of administrative tasks; however, as this development pro
gresses ever further, these advisory assemblies approximate those phe
nomena of early bureaucratism by taking on the character of a collegiate
"agency," which operates according to definitive procedures; they assume
this form the more the office organization and administtative procedures
approach the bureaucratic pattern; the boundary is here very fluid, as
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the examples of China and Egypt demonstrate. Typologically these
agencies should be distinguished, again despite the natural continuity
of the transitions, from those collegiate bodies which share authority
not by virtue of the ruler's fiat, but by virtue of their own right (after
the fashion of the "Council of Elders" or of a body of honoratiores);
we will briefly deal with the latter below, for they do not partake in the
transition from patrimonialism to bureaucratism, but are a stage of the
division of powers between the ruler and other holders of power,
whether they have charismatic or estate-type characteristics.

We cannot treat here the influence of the patrimonial or feudal
polities on the general cultural development. Patrimonialism, especially
the non-stereotyped, arbitrary type, and feudalism are distinguished
from one another very definitely in that area which everywhere pro
vides the most important opening for the impact of domination upon
culture: the field of eduqation. Only a few general remarks will be
added here to the brief earlier statements about the connection between
education and domination. Wherever feudalism develops a status
oriented "knightly" stratum, systematic preparation for a corresponding
way of life emerges with all its consequences. Typically, certain artistic
creations (in literature, music and the visual arts), which cannot be
treated here, become a means of self-glo~fication and establish and
preserve'the nimbus of the dominant stratum vis-a-vis the ruled. Thus
"refinement" is added to the at first purely military-gymnastic training;
the result is that very complex type of "cultivation" which is the polar
opposite of specialized education in a bureaucratic regime. VVherever
domination is prebendally organized, education tends to be intellectualist
literary, and thus to be intrinsically related to the bureaucratic ideal of'
transmitting specialized knowledge. In a particularly typical form this is
true of China and in cases-to be discussed later [ch. XV:4]-in which
theocracy takes .over education. The last development tends to reach its
culmination in the secular state of the arbitrary patrimonial type, which
does not develop an educational system of its own.

8. The Indeterminate Economic Preconditions of
Patrimonialism and Feudalism

Litu€; that is definitive can be said about purely economic pre
conditions for the rise of patrimonial and feudal structures. The exist·.
ence ~nd the predominance of royal and aristocratic manors is indeed
the general basis of all fonus of feudal organization, whether fully
developed or not. And the Chinese state of officials, which .in its own
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way is the most consistent political form of patrimoniaIism, is not based
on landed estates, but, as we have seen, is so uniformly patrimonial
because of their very absence. Patrimonialism is compatible with house
hald and m:uket economy, petty-bourgeOiS and manorial agriculture,
<lbscnce and presence of capitalist economy. The well-known Marxist
'statement th8t the hand-mill requires feudalism just as the steam-min
necessitates capitalism is at most correct in its second part, and then only
partiaIly.5 The steam-mill fits without any difficulty into a state-socialist
economy. The first part of the statement, however, is entirely incorrect:
The hand-mill has lived through all conceivable economic structures and
political "superstructures." In general we can say about capitalism only
that, since its opportunities for expansion are limited under feudalism
and patrimonialism, its champions usually attempt to substitute bureau
cratization or a plutocratic domination by honoratiores. This too, how
ever, is only true of production-oriented modern capitalism, based on
the rational enterprise, the division of labor and fixed capital,. whereas
poIiticllly oriented capitalism, just as capitalist whole-sale trade, is very
much compatible with patrimonialism. Indeed we have seen that a
strong development toward a market economy, which provides sufficient
tax revenues for buying slave soldiers or for recruiting mercenaries, was
the very precondition fot the rise of Oriental Sultanism and thus for
the strictly patriarchal variant of patrimonialism, which--compared to
our Occidental Rechtsstaat-is farthest removed from modern forms
of the state.

The relationship between market economy and feudalism is very
different. However, there is no general economic formula which would
determine whether a patrimonial or a feudal structure will prevail
with the exception, of course, that the manorial system strongly facili
tates the development of feudalism in its various forms. As we have
seen, the rationalization of the irrigation economy in the ancient
Orient-the fact that the area of cultivation had to be won systemati
Eally from the desert through organized draft labor-worked in favor
of semi-bureaucratic political patrimonialism, just as did large-scale con
struction in China. In both cases, however, patrimonialism had to
exist before these edifices became possible. By contrast, the acquisition
of new land through the clearing Qf forests in Northern Europe favored
the manorial system and therefore feudalism. However, feudalism also
existed in the Orient, although in much less consistent forms. For the
rest, we can only make the generalization that the weak development
of the technical means of communication and therefore of political con
trol, together with the prevailing natural economy, promoted decen~

rraIizecl patrimonialism-a system of tributary satraps, because of the
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difficulties of creating a lational system of taxation and hence the pre-
condition for a centralized administration of patrimonial officials; these
weaknesses provided a strong impetus for the use of personal fealty and
the feudal code of honor as· means of political cohesion, wherever this
was possible, that is, wherever the manorial system determined social
stratification.

9. The Impact of Trade on the Development of
Patrimonialisrn

Scholars have often overlooked one constant that has been histori
cally important in the development of strong, centralized patrimonial
bureaucracies-trade. \Ve saw previously that the power positions of all
rulers transcending the level of the primitive village headman were
based on their possession of precious metals in raw or finished form.
They needed this treasure above all for the maintenance of their fol
JaWing, the body-guards, patrimonial armies, mercenaries ahd especially
officials. Thistreasure was supplied through the exchange of gifts with
other rulers-this was in fact often an instance of barter-, through
the ruler's own regular trade (in particular, the coastal intermedi,lte
trade), which can lead to a direct monopolization of foreign tr::lde, or
finally through other uses of foreign trade. This was done either directly
in the form of taxation through tariffs, tolls and other tributes, or in
directly through market-privileges and the founding of cities, which,
were princely prerogatives that yielded high ground-rents and subjects
capable of paying high taxes. Throughout history, this last type of
utilizing trade was systematically undertaken; as late as the beginning
of modern times, Polish seigneurs founded countless towns and settled
them with Jews emigrating from the West. Typically, patrimonial p0

litical structures persist and expand territorially, although their trade
is relatively moderate or outright weak in comparison to their size or

. their population-see the case of China and of the Carolingian em-
pire-, but the genesis of patrimonial political rulership is infrequent
without trade playing a considerable role; it has happened-witl1lilss the
Mongolian empire and the kingdoms of the Teutonic Migration-, but
nearly always according to the pattern that tribes who live adjacent
to territories with a highly developed money economy invade these,
take possession of their precious metals and found new polities on these
territories. The royal trade monopoly can be found all over the world,
in Polynesia just as much as in Africa and irl the ancient Orient. Only
recently, for example, all larger political entities on the We~ African
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coast collapsed because the Europeans destruyd the interm~diate trade'
monopoly of tf.e respective chiefs. The location of most of the oldest
large patrimonial polities is closely related to this function of trade.

Very often the ruler's special power position as a seigneunaL land~

owner is only secondary. Of course, royd and aristocratic power
originate most of the tim~ ill landholdings; with regard to areas in which
there is still a surplus of land-as betwecn the Congo and Zambesi
rivcrs---it is more precise to say that this pre-eminence depends upon
the possession of men and cattk which advap.~es rent-proeludng cultiva
tion. Income from ren~ property is natura11 y necessary for that mode
of life which socially establishes prince and aristocrat. But the subse
quent development tov'ard the monopolization of "ground-rent" is very
often codetermined by trad<e gains. Whtp a ruler is considered the land
lord (not just the feudal overlord) of a whole country-as often hap
pens at the most diverse stages of cultural deve!opment-, this is usually
not the starting point, but the consequence of his political position, of
,the resulting advantages in the acquisition of chattel-in Caffraria the
possession of humans (women) and of cattle---and, generaly, of the
economic ability, based in particular on the possession of precious metals,
to maintain patrimonial soldiers or mercenaries. The situation is usually
not different with regard to the monopolistic land control of the aristoc
racy in maritime states: debt-serfs are an important part of agricultural
labor in Hellenic Antiquity and p...obably also in the ancient Orient.
They till the soil for the urban pz.triciate for a share in the crops. Direct
and indirect trade gains provide the urban patriciate with the means for
accumulating land and people. In a nab:rraJ economy even the moderate
possession of precious metals was extraordinarily important for the rise
and the power position of a state. Of course, this did not change the
fact that the bulk of the needs could be, and most of the time was,
satisfied by the natural economy. Both things must not be confused with
one another, as it happens alI too often, when somebody talks about the
impact of trade in primitive times.

The causal influence of trade upon the formation of political as
sociations is certainly not unequivocal. As we pointed out, neither are
all origins of patrimonial authority necessarily rooted in trade, nor did
a patrimonial state arise wherever there was trade. Domination by
honoratiores, too, was often a primary product of trade. However, very
often there was a connection between trade and the rise of a simple
chief to the rank of a prince. By contrast, trade is on the whole very
antagonistic to the strictly feudatory system and the tightly-knit; struc
ture of the feudal hierarchy. It is true thar trade typically created the
"municipal feudalism" of a seigneurial patriciate, especially in the Medi-
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terranean area. However, in Japan and India us well as in the Occident
and in the Islamic Oriel It, feudalization was closdy related to the slow
progress, and often to the decline, of the market economy, but one
factor was as oftc.n the c:mse as the consequel1ce of the other. In the
Occiden"t, feudalism was a consequence of natural economy and provided
the only possible means of establishing an <lnny; in Japan and in the
Near East Juring the Middle Ages the opposite situation prevailed.
\Vhat was the origin of the latter development?

IO. The Stabilizing Influence of Patrimonialismand
. Feudalism on the Economy

Both fonns of domination, but feudalism much more so than patri·
rnoniaIism, may have a strongly stabilizing effect upon the economy.
Patrimonialism may have such an effect because under its rule only
the leading officials, whose activities cannot be controlled continuously
by the ruler, have in general the chance of getting rich quickly: wit
ness the mandarins in China. The source of the accumulation of wealth
is not acquisition by exchange, but the exploitation of the tax capacities
of the subjects and the latter's need to buy all official actions of the
ruler and the officials, given the wide latitude for granting favors and
for arbitrariness. On the other hand, the power of the patrimonial of
ficials is. in essence, limited only by tradition; its violation is dangerous
even for the moSt powerful official. Therefore, material and personal
innovations, new classes that are not sanctified by tradition, new kinds
of acquisition and enterprise that run counter to tradition, are in a very
precarious situation and at the least exposed to the arbitrariness of the
ruler and cf his officials. Both traditionalism and arbitrariness affect
very deeply the developmental opportunities of capitalism. Either the
ruler himself or his officials seize upon the new chances of acquisition,
monopolize them and thus deprive the capital formation of the private
economy of its sustenance, or the ubiquitous resistance of traditionalism
is reinforced by them so as to hinder economic innovations that might
endanger the social equilibrium or meet religious and ethical objections;
the latter have to be taken into account because the patrimonial ruler's
own authOrity is rooted in the sanctity of tradition. On the other hand,
the wide latitude of the ruler's unrestricted discretion can reinforce the
anti-traditional power of capitalism in a given case, as it happened in
Europe during the period of absolutism. However, we must add that
apart from other peculiarities of this kind of privileged capitalism-the
royal government was already bureaucratic-rational. As a rule, the nega·
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rive aspect of this arbitrariness is dominant, because-and this is the
major point-the patrimonial state lacks the political and procedural
predictability, indispensable for capitalist development, which is pro
vided by the rational rules of modern bureaucratic administration.
Instead we find unpredictability and inconsistency on the part of court
and local officials, and variously benevolence and disfavor on the part
of the ruler and his servants. It is quite possible that a private individual,
by skillfully taking advantage of the given circumstances and of per
sonal relations, obtains a privileged position which offers him nearly
unlimited acquisitive opportunities. But a capitalist economic system
is obviously greatly handicapped by these factors, for the individual
variants of capitalism have a differential sensitivity toward such un4

predictable factors. Wholesale trade can tolerate them most easily,
relatively speaking, and adapt itself to all changing conditions. More
over, if the ruler does not monopolize trade himself, as under simple
and transparent conditions, his self-interest demands that he pennit
the accumulation of wealth, so that he can draw on tax-fanners, farmers

'of official supplies and on credit sources. The "financier" is already
known in the period of Hammurabi, and the formation of trade capital
is feasible under almost all conditions of domination, especially under
patrimonialism.

It is different with industrial capitalism. If it is to become the typical
fonn of the industrial enterprise, it requires an organization of labor
that aims at a mass market and depends upon the possibility of correct
calculations. This is true the more capital-intensive industrial capitalism
is, and especially the more saturated it is with fixed capital. Industrial
capitalism must be able to count on the continuity. trustwort~iness

and objectivity of the legal order, and on the rational, predi.ctable func
tioning of legal and administrative agencies. Othenvise those guarantees
of predictability are absent t~t are indispensable for the large industrial
enterprise. They are especially we¥. in patrimonial states with a low
~egree of stereotyped operations:q6:nverkly, they exist at an optimum.
under modem bureaucratism. Industrialization was not impeded by the
Islam as the religion of individuals-the Tartars in the Russian Caucasus
are often very "modem" entrepreneurs--, but· hy the religiously de
termined structure of the Islamic states, their officialdom and their juris
prudence.

This negative anticapitalist effect of patrimonial arbitrariness can be
aggravated by a positive conseguence, hitherto almost completely over
looked, which arbitrary patrimoniaIism may have; under otherwise suita
ble conditions, especially in a developed money economy..A peculiar
type of artificial immobilization of wealth may result from the instability
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of all legal guarantees under patrimonial justice and admipistration. By
far its most important examples are a certain type of Byzantine monastic
fuundation and the Islamic wakfs, which apparently were pattemed
after this legal form. This.type of Byzantine foundation may be sketched
as follows: Land is given as an endowment, for example, building-sites
in Constantinople; value and revenue will be tremendously increased by
projected harbor installations. The monastery thus endowed must main
tain a definite number of monks, through fixed prebends, and of the
poor, through alms; in addition, there are admin'istrative costs, However,
the whole surplus of the monastery's income over its expenditures goes
to the family of the founder. It is dear that the latter stipulation reveals
the real purpose of the foundation: In the guise of a monastery, the
foundation is in reality inalienable family property, with probably in
creasing revenues; it has sacred protection, especially against seizure by
secular-that means, patrimonial-bureaucratic-authorities. (Besides, the
founder, also achieves the purpose of gaining favor with God and men
and, under certain circumstances, of securing for his family an influence
upon the filling of prebends; thus the family can grant favors to inRuen
ciaI families, for many prebends were easy sinecures for the gaT~ons of
Constantinople; seclusion and even compulS'ory residence/were not re
quired. Another purpose was the securing of influence upon the ad
ministration of a family chapeL) The whole arrangement was a kind of
surrogate, within a money economy, for the private churches (Eigen·
kiTchen) of the feudal Occident.

It appears likely that endowments of a very similar form existed,
already under ancient Egyptian patrimonialism. At any rate, the same
phenomenon can be dbserved during the Islamic Middle Ages in the
wahf-an endowment for a mosque or a similar foundation-, as the rec
ords testify. At that time, too, objects which had an increasing financial
value: building sites, rentable workshops (eTgasteria) were given as
endowments, without doubt for the same purpose and for the same
reason. The consecration provided an optimal guarantee, although no
absolute security, against arbitrary intervention of the secular officialdom.
Thus the arbitrariness and unpredictability of patrimonial domination
had the effect of strengthening the realm of subjection to sacred law.
And since, on the other hand, the theoretical rigidity and immutability
of the shari'ah was "corrected" by the judges through subjective and
often quite unpredictable interpretation, the two components of patri
monialism, equally hostile to capitalism, reinforced one another. C. H.
Becker probably .assumes correctly that the very persistent immobilization
of accumulated property in the form of wakfs was of very great im
portance for tbe economic development of the Orient. 5 This immobiliza-
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tion corresponded fully to the spirit of the ancient economy which used
accumulated wealth as a source of rent, not as acquisitive capital.
(Through Spanish mediation, the institution of the profane "entailed
estate" (fidei commissum), which is probably a secularized imitation of
the wakf and first emerged in Spain, was imported to Germany in the
17th century.)

I I. A1onopolism and Mercantilism

In a relatively developed money ecollomy <ifld in periods in which it
strongly approaches the rational bureaucratic system, patrimonialism
has another influence upon economic development that results from its
mode of "public nnance." Just as the patrimonial stare easily dissolved
into a congeries of privileges, so the satisfaction of needs through monop
olist-capitalist means and through positive and negative privileges-in
the previously discussed meaning-was particularly frequent. With the

'help of a well·functioning patrimonial officialdom, it was easy to estab
lish aU kinds of fiscal enterprises and monopolies. State enterprises and
monopolies emerged, on a sometimes very extensive scale, in Egypt, the
bte Roman empire and in the Near and Far East; the public enter
prises (Regiegewerhe) of the rulers at the beginning of modem times
were similar. Public financing through profit-making has by no means
been limited to patrimonialism. During the Middle Ages and early in
modem times, the Cities too participated, often under great losses (for
exnmple, Frankfurt on the Main), in partly quite risky industrial and
trading enterprises of a purely profit-making character. But the effective
range of monopolies for state commercial enterprise was, generally speak·
ing, greater in thf'. patrimonial states, and therefore the public monop
olies were on the whole more frequent and pervasive in them. Often,
however, the satisfaction of needs through privileges could affect the'
economy even more strongly.

Public "financing" of a negatively privileging kind [that means,
through funCtions imposed on certain status groups], the system ·of
liturgies, was carried through most comp~hensively by the most rational
patrimonial-bureaucratic empires of Antiquity: Egypt and, imitating it,
the Late Roman and Byzantine monarchy. The Egyptian economy of
the Pharaohs acquired thereby a peculiar "state-socia1ist" strain, linked
with periodically quite far-reaching hereditary ties to guilds and, at cer
tain times, also to landed estates; it transmitted this trait also to the
Late Roman economy. It is clear that this narrowed down considerably
private capital fonnation and the realm of capitalist acquisition.
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Next to, and instead of, this type of public finance- whJch smothered
capital formation and hence private capitalism, patrimonialism also uses
a positively privileging type in the form of concessions to private trade
or craft monopolies for high fees, a share in profit or a fixed annuity.
Such positive privileges are found in many patrimonial states of the past
all over the world. They played their last and most important role
in the age of mercantilism, when the incipient capitalist organization of
trades, the bureaucratic rationalization of patrimonial rulership and the
growing financial needs of the military, external [foreign affairs] and
internal administration revolutionized the financial techniques of the
European states. Everywhere and in the most diverse forms the princely
power, whether that of the Stuarts, the Bourbons, Maria Theresia,
Catherine the Great and Frederick the Great, sought to create cash
revenues through the establishment of monopolistic industries; t~ese

-:evenues did not require the approval of the estates of the realm, and
n the Stiindestaat and in parliamentary states they were often directly
lSed as ~ political weapon. Here too the characteristic features of

;atrimonial capitalism emerged:""-and the bureaucracy of "Enlightened
Despotism" was still as patrimonial as was the basic conception of
the "state" on which it rested. This was recently shown very neatly by
H. Levy with regard to the most impressive example: Stuart England.T

There the question of the "monopolies" was one of the major issues in
the struggle between the monarchy and the rising bourgeois classes; the
monarchy strove for financial independence from parliament and for a
rational-bureaucratic organization of the whole state and of the economy
according to the pattern of a caesaropapist "welfare state," whereas in
parliament the bourgeois class interests became increasingly decisive.
Members and favorites of the royal family, courtiers, military men and
officials grown rich, great speculators and adventurous inventors of
"systems" of political economy such as that of John Law, outside of Eng
land often also Jews, at that time too made up the economically
interested groups behind the royal monopolies and the industries which
were imported, founded or protected on that basis. This was an attempt
to transfer to modem industries patrimonial capitalism, which had e>.:isted
everywhere in Antiquity and the Middle Ages of East and West, with
.on1y a few interruptions.·1t often furthered or awakened the "entre
preneurial spirit," at least for -the moment. But the attempt itself failed
by and large: The manufactories of the Stuarts, the Bourbons, Peter
the Great and Frederick the Great survived the period of their sponsor
ship only in very few specialties. In England the compulsory monop
olistic industry collapsed together with the autocratic welfare state of
the Stuarts. Neither the period of Colbert nor of Frederick and Peter
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succeeded in turning their countries into industrial states. The economic
roots of this failure were the disregard of the economics of location, in
England and elsewhere frequently the qualitative inferiority of protected
prcducts and the hindrance of the capital How in directions indicated
by the market conditions; the legal insecurity owing to the always doubt
ful duration of monopolies in view of possible new privileges was the
political reason for this failure-hence the retarding factor was again
the arbitrariness of patrimonial rulership.

12. The Formation and Distribution of Wealth under
Feudalism

The feudal order has a different effect upon the economy than does
patrimonialism, which in part furthers and in _part deflects modern
capitalism. The patrimonial state offers the whole realm of the ruler's
discretion as a hunting ground for accumulating wealth. Wherever
!raditional or stereotyped prescription does not impose strict limitations,
patrimonialism gives free rein to the enrichment of the ruler himself,
the court officials, favorites, governors, mandarins, tax collectors, in
fluence peddlers, and the great merchants and financiers who function·
as tax-fanners, purveyors and creditors. The ruler's favor and disfavor,
grants and confiscations, continuously create new wealth and destroy it
again. In contrast, feudalism, with its closely delineated rights and
duties, does not only have a stabilizing effect upon the economy as a
whole, but also upon the distribution of individual wealth.s To begin
with, it achieves this effect through its legal order. The feudal associa
tion and also the related patrimonial forms that have a stereotyped status
structure constitute a synthesis of purely concrete rights and 'duties. They
amount, as we have pointed out, to a "constitutional state" (Rechtsstaat)
on the basis of "subjective" rights, not "objective" law. Instead of a
system of abstract rules, compliance with which permits everybody the
free use of his economic resources,. we find a congeries of acquired rights,
which impede the freedom of acquisition and provide opportunities for
capitalist acquisition only through the granting of further concrete
privileges, as they were generally the basis of the oldest manufactories..
To be sure, in this manner capitalist acquisition gains a support which
is steadier than the personal changeable favors of patriarchal patri
monialism, but the danger that the granted privileges will be disputed
persists since older acquired rights remain untouched.

Capitalist development is handicapped even more by the ·economic
foundations and consequences of feudalism. Land granted as a -fief
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became immobilized, since it was normally inalienable and indivisible;
the vassal's ability to discharge his obligations, to live in a knightly
fashion and to raise his children properly depended upon the holding
together of his property. Sometimes the vassals were not even permitted
to alienate their own private lands, or restraints were impo~ed upon
them, for example, the prohibition to sell their land to persuns who were
not status equals-witness the case of the Jap<mese vassals (gokenin) of
the shogun. And since the revenues from the land grants, which the
v3ssals normally do not work themsdvl:s, ill lC<lst not III J capil:lljq
fashion, are dependent upon the peasants' clp"city to render goo&: ,md
services, the restraints on property ,md economic managem('n! were ex
tended downward under the seigneuri3l system. Th;:: spread of feudabm
in Japan is paralleled by injunctions agdinst subdivision, the selling <)f
land-in order to prevent th~ rise of latifundia-and leaVing the land
all this in the interest of prl~ervillg the peasants' economic cap;]citi('~ by
protecting the existmg livings. It is well known that exactly the S:lme
de\'clopment occurred in the Orient. These restrictions and fhe Feudal
structure in general are not neccssarily inimical to the money economy,
as it is sometimes claimed. TarifFs, fecs :md revenue'yielJing territon:1]
rights, among them !'specidlly p.ldICi31 powers, were also granted as fiefs.
V/herever it appeared econe'mlc:llly Jcasibk, the ,manorial lord W:1$
strongly inclined to tcansfon;:Jh"fpe~sallts' services'into taxes; this hap
pened early in Engbnq).All:l ',\'hecever the pC::Isants were economic311y
un;lDle to p~ }<Uie;:;the landlord tended to resort to forced-labor enter
prises.(f'to"betrieb) and thu~ directly to capitalist acquisition; wherever
f~le, ,he feudal lord of til(' manoc or the political ruler dttempted to

,/ ..sell his surplus in kind in order to get money. According to HathgeIl,
the ]ap3nese daimyos maint.lir,ed their agencies in Osaka primarily for
the. sale of their rice surplus. On a magnificent scale, the TeL:tonic Order
-·an economiCJlIy rational community of collectively living monastic
knights, whose vassals were the rUf<ll landlords--engaged in trade
through its sale$ agencies in Bruges. The antagonism between the Order
and the Prussian cities, Danzig and Thorn in particu!<Jr, was essentinlIy
due to the competition between the Order's communal economy and
the burghers. The PoliSh aristocrdts, rIl:lckcting grain from the hinter
land, and thCi. urban intermediary t-ade,co-operated against the monop
olistic claims 'of the Order; this resulted in the cities' defection to the
Poles and in the loss of Western Prussia for German culture (Deutsch
tum).

Of course, the manorial expOrt trade did not only consist in the
marketing of rent in kind but also of other products. The feudal land
lordor political ruler can be a capitalist producer or creditor-witness
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dgain th<.> daimyo.<;. \Vith the help of serf labor feud,ll Lmdlords oflen
established commercinl enterprises, manori,ll home industries and ("_pe·
eidlly factories, for ex'lmrIe in Russi.l Therefore, the patrimonial founda
~tion of ft'ud,Jiism implies by no means a nccessiny linbgc with a
natUtilJ economy. Rur J"lltl~' for this very reason modern capitalism is
impeded, sinn:: it depe'lth upon the development of mdSS purch'lsing
power for industrial products. However, the frequently massi\'C tributes
:md scn'iccs of the peasants to the landlords or f(>udal magistrates can
/Iscal(' OiLlch or their pmchasing power, which could have contributed
to\\',ml the Crt'inion of a market for industrial products. The landlords'
purch'hing powcr which derives hom this conl1scatioll, does not benefit
m,)',sl'f'JduCI,d ,lrticles, upon which modern imlustn;ll eapiLl1i5m largclv
,1(']1cl'(k r;dlwt', it cre:Jles luxury demanrls, especially the consumption
oricf!led rrl'llolfn::n':e of personal servants. )'v1oreon:r, since th<.> m~in()ri;jl

l)l(lfit.n;:il:ing enterprises operate with forced bbor :md since in gCllcwl
lilt· lHi'J'Jrial h'lu~chold and craft enferprises ~ltilize unpaid bbor ;md
hl~lil'(, ',':,)sl(' mJnpower, they withhoTd·,bbor from the free miltket <lnd
us~· i: in <l manner which Lngdy fails to erci}te C<lpitill. Jnd sometimes
SIlJ1ph- ~''-)ll'llmeS It InsofJr as these enterpris(;s can cnmpete with the
~l[!un :r'H.ks bel.;;II~se their workforcc· is pilid little or nothmg, wages
cannn' nCilte m;1SS purchasing power: and insofar as thc';c enterprises
c;lrdwt I.·nmpete, In spite of this advantage. Lecausc of technological
"IMckw.lrdn('ss"-;ll\d this is the rule-, the m,:nor:,11Iord tries to impede
the C1PII,)!ist dcvt'!opment of the urhan trJdcs through political repres
sion. In general, the feud,d stratUlll tends to restrict the accumuJ:ltion
of WE';,lrh in btlUrgeois h;lm!s-or at If'a~t to "Jedass" d,l:' 1IOMW?aUY riclics_
Th;s h;lppened particuLnly in feudal Japan where e"entu:111y the whole
foreign trade W<l::; gre,nly rcstricted, primarily in the interest of stahilizing
the social order. In varying degrees similar phenomena can be observed
everywhere. The social. prestige of the manorial lords also motivates the
nouveaux riches to invest their acguired wealth not in a capitalist venture
but in land, .in order to ri::;e into the nobility if it be possible. All of this
impedes the formation of productive capital;. this was very typical of
the Middle Ages, especially in Germany.

Thus feudalislTl more or less handicaps or diverts capitalist develop
ment; moreover, its strong traditionalism generally strengthens the au
thoritarian powers which distrust all new social formations. But the
continuity of the legal order, which is after all much greater than in the
non-stereotyped patrimonial state. lTlay facilitate capitalist development.
Where the bourgeois accumulation of wealth is not restricted as much as
in Japan, it will be dowed down. but whatever is lost in this way. espe
cially in comparison with the vacillating economic opportunities in the
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patrimonil!l state, can eventually benefit the formation of a rational
capitalist syStem through a m,ore gradual and continuous development,
and can further its advance within the interstices of the feudal system.
Opportunities for individual acguisition were certainly much smaller in
the Northern countries of the Occidental Middle Ages than for the
officials and government purveyors of the Assyrian empire, the Caliphate
and Turkey, or for the Chinese mandarins, or Spanish and Russian
government purveyors and state creditors. But exactly because the~e

chances were lacking, capital Howed into the channels of purely bour
geois acquisition through the putting-out system and the manufactories.
And the more successfully the feudal stratum prevented the intrusion
of nouveaux riches, excluded them from offices and political power, '
socially "dedassed" them and blocked their acquisition of aristocratic
land-xl estates, the more it directed this wealth to purely bourgecis
capitalist uses.

13. Patrimonial Monopoly and Capitalist Privilege

Patriarchal patrimonialism is much more tolerant than feudalism
toward social mobility and the acquisition of wealth. The patrimonial
ruler does not like independent economic and social powers, and therefore
does not favor the rational enterprises based on the division of labor,
that means, on the trades. But he also does not support status barriers,
which he considers inconvenient limitations of his own power, in the
area of free acquisition and trade, unless there are liturgical ties. Thus
in the Ptolemaic empire complete freedom of trade and a highly devel
oped monetary economy extended into the last household, and this
despite the fact that the full patrimonial power of the king and his
personal divinity persisted with far-reaching effects, just as in the
times of the state socialism of the pharaohs. For the rest, diverse cir
cumstmces deteITIline the extent to which patrimonialism tends more
towdrd monopolies of its own, and therefore toward hostility to private
capitalism, or more toward direct privileges for capital. The two most
important factors are political:

I) The very structure of patrimonial domination, whether estate
like or patriarchal. In the former case the ruler is naturally more limited,
ceterL paribus, in the free development of his own monopolies. Never
theless, it is true that in modem times the Occident has known many
monopolies by patrimonial rulers, much more so than China, at least
during the same period; but it is also true that most of these monopolies
were used only in the form of leases or licenses to capitalists, that means,
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in private capitalist fashion. Furthermore, the ruler's monopolies evoked
,a very effective response from the ruled. Such a strong reaction would
have been scarcely possible under strictly patriarchal domination; to be
sure, state monopolies-as Chinese literature too seems to confirm-has
everywhere been resented, but mast of the time it was hated by the
consumers, not, as in the Occident, by the (bourgeois) 'producers.

2) The second factor has already been mentioned in a different Con
text: The privileges of private capital in patrimonial states were always
the more developed, the more the power competition of several states
made it necessary for them to woo the mobile money capital. Politically
privileged capitalism flourished in Antiquity, as long as several states
fought for ascendancy and survival; in China, too, it seems to have de
veloped in the corresponding past. It flourished during the age of mer
cantilism in the Occident, when the modern power states entered upon
their political competition. It disappeared in the Roman empire when
the latter became a universal state and merely had to protect frontiers; it
was almost completely absent in the Chinese empire, and relatively weak
in the Oriental and Hellenistic states-the weaker, the more these states
were "universal"-and also in the Caliphate. Of course, not every com
petition for power led to privileges for capital; this could only happen
when capital formation was already under way. Conversely, pacification
and the resulting decline of political demands for capital on the part
of the great universal states eliminated the privileged pOSition of capital.

Among the most important objects of govcrnment monopolies is
coinage, which was monopolized by the patrimoni'll rulers primarily for
purely fiscal purposes. In the Occidental i\llctcPc /\ge:; the normal mC<H1S

for achieving these purposes consisted in depressing the value of bullion
through establishing a mO:lopoly for .:me's own ('()[ndge; deteriorarmn
of coinage was the abnorJ"l1d means. But such practices are already in
dicative of a highly developo'":l general usc ot coinage. Coins were used
neither in Egyptian and l3abylonian Antiquity nor in the Phoenician
and pre-Hellenistic Indian culture; in the Persian empire and in
Carthage they were used exclusively for payments in precious metals to
soldiers and foreign mercenaries ?<:custom,,:d to this compensation (in
Carthage, these mercenaries were Greeks~· ,:oins were not a means
of economic exchange, which had to resort to weighing in the case of
commercial exchange and to conventiomlly c!o.tabiished forms of money
in the case of retail transactions. Therefor~ coinage was limited to gold
pieces in Persia. Conversely, the ruler's coinage in China created up to
the present only means of exchange for retail trade, whereas commerce
had to rely on weighing. These last two phenomena, which seemingly
point into opposite directions, may serve as a warning not to consider
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the state of C(,illl!!(' svmptom:ltic for the adv,:mce of the money economy
-espel'iall~' in China where p,lpef monev was known. Rather, both
symptom~ reft'T (0 dw s<lm/.' facr: the extensiveness of patrimonial ad
rnllJisrration and Its H'~llltil1g m<lhility to force irs coinage upon the
In<'Tchants. I'ie\'erthdcss, there IS no doubt that the rationalization of
C()in~lge by the sLlte ~llld its incr'><-lsing use gre:-dy furthered the technical
dc\dopment of commerce" The superiority of the Hellenes with regard
to tf.lding lcc:lniqucs Juung the one and H millcnni:l from the 6th cen
tury H.C. to the supremacy of Venice 'Ind Genoa, on the one hand, and
of Saracen tnell' on the other certainly W<lS in part due to the fact that
they were the fir~t 10 explOit rhis ~ld\'dnce_ The development of an,
intensive money etonorn~' ell l(,(' O[!ent, cxt('ndin~ fO India, after the
conquests of Alcx<lrlder W:IS ;It kJ~t techOl<:<lllv ccdetermined by it.
HO\\"'O'H'r. the fate of the lX'WiOinV W"S fI'H'"<) now on <llso mort> intimately
connected with the ur~ aId J(lWnS in ;he f:nancial c.onditions of the
powers i~suing coin"gl' The c!,!.cl'arophe of the RODl:lll finances in the
third century, cJmEd hy the jnL1~':lsmg grant<;. to the MIny Jnd the rc·
sulting monetary disorders, was hy no means the ,(luse for the return
to a n;ltural ('canon1\' in hte Antiquitv, but it contributed to it. On the
whole, howt'\"(.·r, the ordering oi the monetary system by the govern
ment W:l~ much mt>re determined by the given delllands of rht' econom~'

row<lrd the ~tate, which aro~e f YOl71 the 10ng-estOlbli:~h(:J conventions of
('ommerL'ird trOlns30i0n5, rather than being a condition of economic de
velopment. In Antiquity as \veJl as ill the Middle '\gcs Ihe Jemand for
rationol coinage emanated in the cilles, and urban tlevdopmcnt in the
Occidental sen-;c, e~reciaJ!~' the ri,c of independll1t: '<IFtS and indigenous
retail tr3de, not wholesale te3de, v,'as reRected in lht' rdticnaliz:<lion of
coin<lge_

14. Ethos and Style of Life

The structure of domination affected the generai habits of the peo
ples more by virtue of the etho$ which it estahlished than through the
creation of these technical means of commerce. In this respect feudalism
and patriarchal patriInonialism differ greatly. Both shaped strongly di
vergent political and social ideologies and through them a very different
style of life.

Especially in the form of free vassalage and of the fief system,
feudalism appeals to honN and personal fealty, freely aSSt,riioo and
maintained, as constitutive motives of action. Loyalty i:md personal fealty
are aiso at the root of many plebeian forms of patrimonial or liturgical
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feudalism (~1ave ,milics, soldl.:rs $cttl.:>d ;jS Ch:rtKth, fiC',i',IIlL:; or frolltit~r

guards, and especially levies of chents ;md cull,ui> f !,)\;'\· ..:<:r, they bck
status honor as the integrating component. On the uti ,:, h,md, status
honor counts for much in the ~lfmy of "urban rCL.daJh::l". lh.... status
honor of the Spartiare$ rests upon the warrior's l-.ni~illly hon'-'J" and
etiquette; it employs the "duel of purifJr:1tion" fUf th()~c \, JlO c";ltkd
combat or violated the etiquette; in attenuated form Illes,: katu!'('$ \\'vre
generally characteristic of the early Hellenic armIes ut' ;wpi,tt'" But dH.'
personal relationship of fealty \'/as absent. _11 the :.;gc of th~ Crus~l(lcs

Oriental prebendal feudalism sustained a sense flf :"mghrly ~tatus, but on
the whole it remaineJ formed by the patri;Jrchal Ch;Jf3L'lU of ruler~hip.

The combination of honor and fealty \V<lS onh known. ;IS we have
seen, in Occidental feudalism and Japanese '\',l~~alic" feudalism. Both
have in common with Hdlcnic urb4ln feuddli~m a special ~tatus edw;a
rion which aims at the inculcation of ethos !xlscd on status honor. But
in contrast to Hellenic feudalism they made dll: \·.b~3l's fealty the center
of a view of life which perceives the most di'.-eN.: :-.oci<ll rchtions, to the
S~vior as well as the loved one, from this vantag<:pOlnc, '1 he feudal
consociation thus permeated the most important relationships !'vith ",n
personal bonds; their peculiarity also had the effect of centering the fed
ing of knightly diggjty upon the cult of the pcrson,J!. TIm contrast"
violently with all impersonal and commercial relationshIps, which are.
bound to appearundigni6ed and vulgar to the feudal ethic.

However, the antagonism toward commercial rationality also hdS

other roots. First, there is the specific military character of the feudal
system, which eventually is transposed to the political structure. The
typical feudal army is an army of knights, aug that means that individual
heroic combat, not the discipline of a mass army, is decisive. The goal
of military education is not, as in mass armies, drill for the sake of
adaptation to an organized operation, but individual perfection in per·
sonal military skills. Therefore, one element finds a permanent place in
training and general conduct. which, as a form of developing qUCllities
useful for life, belongs to the original energy household of men and
animals, but is increasingly eliminated by every rationalization of life
the game. Under feudal conditions it is just as little a "pastime" as in
organic life, rather it is the natural form in which the psycho-physical
capacities of the organism are kept aliye and supple; the game is a form
of "training," which in its spontaneous and unbroken animal instinctive
ness as yet transcends any split between the "spiritual" and the "ma
terial," "body" and "souI.." no matter how convention.ally it IS sublimated.
Only Ol)ce did the game find a specifically artistic perfection, imbued
with genuine naivete: in the wholly or semi-feudal Hellenic .society of
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warriors, first in Sparta. Among Occidental feudal knights and Japanese
'vassals the aristocratic status convention, with its stricter sense for dis
tance and dignity, imposed a greater limitation on this kind of freedom
than existed under the (relative) democracy of the c;itizenry of hoplites,
But inevitably the game also occupies a most serious and important
position in the life of these knightly strata; it constitutes a counterpole
to all economically rational action. However, this kinship with an
artistic style of life, which resulted from this aspect of the game, was
maintained also directly by the "aristocratic" ethos of the dominant
feudal stratum. The need for "ostentation," glamour and imposing
splendor, for surrounding one's life with utensils which are not justified.
by utility but, in Oscar Wilde's sense, useless in the meaning of "beauti
ful," is primarily a feudal status need and an important power instru
ment for the sake of maintaining one's own dominance through mass
suggestion. "Luxury" in the sense of rejecting purposive-rational control
of consumption is for the dominant feudal strata nothing superfluous:
it is a means of social self-assertion

Finally, positively privileged feudal strata do not view their existence
functionally, as a means for serving a mission, that is, an idea that should
be realized purposively. Their typical myth is the value of their
"existence." Only the knightly fighter for the true faith has a different
orientation, and wherever he was permanently 'dominant, most promi
nently in Islam, the free artistic game had only a limited importance.
At any rate, feudalism is inherently contemptuous of bourgeois-commer
cial utilitarianism and considers it as sordid greediness and as the life
force specifically hostile to it. Feudal conduct leads to the opposite of
the rational economic ethos and is the source of that nonchalance in busi
ness affairs which has been typical of all feudal strata, not only in con
trast to the bourgeois, but also to the peasants' proverbial shrewdness.
This solidarity of feudal society is based on a common education which
inculcates knightly conventions, pride of status and a sense of honor.
This education is opposed to the charismatic magic asceticism of prophets
and heroes through its secular orientation, to literary education through
its belligerent heroi<' stance and to rational specialized training through
its playful and artistic features,

In nearly all of these respects patriarchal pa'trimonialism has a differ
ent effect upon the style of life, Feudalism is alwayS domination by the
few who have military skills. Patriarchal patrimonialism is mass domina
tion by one individual; as a rule it reqUires officials, whereas feudalism
minimizes the demand for these. As far as it does not rely on alien patri
monial troops, it strongly depends upon the subjects' good will, which
feudalism can afford to forego to a large extent. Against the dangerous
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aspirJtioos nf the privileged status groups patriarchalism plays out the
masses 'Nho everywhere have been its natural following. TIle "gooo
king," not the hero, was the ideal glorified by mass legend. Therefore,
patriarchal patrimonialism must legitimate icsdf as guardian of the ~t::)"

jeets' welfare in its own and in th~ir eyes. '] ht: "welfare state" is the
legend of patrimonialism, d~riving not from th.... free cameraderie of
solemnly promised fealty, but from the authoritarian relationship of
father and children. The "father of the people" (Landesvater) is the
ideal of the patrimonial states. Patriarchalism can therefore be the
carrier of a specific welfare policy, and indeed develops it whenever it
has sufficient reaSOn to aSSure itself of the good will of the masses. In
modern history this happened, for example, in England under the regime
of the Stuarts, when they fought against the anti-authoritarian forces of
the Puritan bourgeoisie and of the semi-feudal honoratiores: Laud's
Christian welfare policies had partly clerical, partly patrimonial roots.
The minimization of administrative functions under feudali~, which is
cO\1cerned about the welfare of the retainers only to the extent that this
is indispensable for the lord's economic maintenance, contrasts with the
maximization of administrative interests under pal:riClrchalism. For every
new aJministrative f~...nction which the patrimonial ruler appropriates
means an elevation of his power and ideological significance and creates
new benefices for his officials. The patrimonial ruler is not at all in·
terested in a stereotyped distribution of property, especially of land. He
establishes economic re'>trictions only to the extent that he satisfies his
needs liturgically, he accomplishes this through cdlcctively responsible
bodies, within which an internal subdivision of p::aperty may take place.
If he satisfies hi::; needs through a money economy, then small land
holdings and vcr)' intensive agriculture, combined with freely alienable
land ownership, are very much compatible with his owp. interests. The
patrimonial ruler doe" not abhor in the least new property formation
through rational acquisition; in fact, he favors it under the condition
fhat it does not eStablish new powers which gain authority independent
of his approval.

Typical of patrimonialism is the determined rise from rags, from
slavery and lowly service for the ruler, to the precarious all-powerful
position of the favorite. In the interest of his domination, the patrimonial
ruler must oppose the status autonomy of the feudal aristocracy and the
eCOnomic independence of the bourgeoisie. Ultimately, every autonomous
dignity and simply any sense of honor on the part of the "subjects"
must be suspected of hostility to authority; the inner devotion to the
authority of the sovereign in4eed fared everywhere according to th(
outcome of the resultant historical struggles. The minimization of- effec
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tive administration by honoratiores and the ruler's dependence upon
their wlunt¥)' participation in Englnnd, the 5uccesS of revolutions in
Frdnce and ~he other LatiI' '.:ountrics, the independence of the social
revolutionary ethos in RUS';d r;;Jve impeded or d("~tro)'ed that internalized
devotion to <luthonty which h'ls rem"incd ,10 a!lP0st ineradicable legacy
of unrestrained pat,imolliaJ rule in Genn:my and :Jppears undignified
to the outside obsen-er. Fwm '\ ~)\)litical vic....'P0int th~ German has in·
deed been the lYrical Untc..tmi (subj~ct) in ,the most poignant sense
of the word, and therefor,... L,,'her,:m;5nJ \':as his p~oper religiosity.

The only 5pc2ific ,'dUC~lli(';;2; ~YS,~IlJ of patriaf('hal patrimonialism
is administrative training, which aJon~ provides thE' h:1sis for a stratum'
that in its most mf'.~isterit fnr:n :;~ an eduntcd stdtus group of the well
known Chinese type. !-IO\\TI·'"r. (,ducfltion may also remain in the hands
of the clergy as pessC'ssors of the skills user- ~ ;'ll patrimonbl administra
tion, whidl needs 'lC'C0up.ting rmd clerical work unknown to feudalism.
This happened in the Ncar F'lst and in the Occidentnl Middle Ages.
In this C15e education has :l sp(TificaJly literary character. Education may
also be secubr pr0f<-'ssion:d t:d:ning in bw, as it developed in the medi
t'val universities, hut ~\'cn then it remains a literary education, and its
increasing rationaliziltion leads to the mentality of ~pecialization and to
the ideal of a "voc:ltion" that is typical of modern burenucracy. Patri
monial education always lacks the features of playfulness and elective
affinity to art, of heroic ascetkism and hero worship, of heroic honor
and heroic hostilitv to the utilitarianism of business and office-features
which feudalism "inculcates and preserves. Indeed the administrative'
"organization" (amtIicJre BI!trieb) is an impersonal "business" (sachliches
Geschiift): The patrimonial official bases his honor not upon his "being,"
but on his "functions," he expects advantages and'" promvtion from his
"services"; the idleness, the games and the commercial nonchalance of
the knight must appear to him as slothfulness and lack of efficiency.
The status ethos adequate to the patrimonial official enters here into the
avenues of the bourgeois business ethos. Already the philosophy of the
ancient Egyptian officials. as we know it from exhortations by scribes
and officials to their sons, has a distinctly utilitarian bourgeois character.
In principle, nothing has changed since, apart from the increasing ra
tionalization and professional specialization in the development from
patrimonial officialdom to modern bureaucracy.

The main difference between the utilitarianism of the officials and
the speCifically bourgeois ethos has always been the former's abhorrence
of the acquisitive drive, which is natllral for a person who draws a fixed
salary or takes fixed fees, who is ideally inconuptible, and whose F
formance finds its dignity precisely in the fact that it is not a ~..ource of

,,
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commercial enrichment, To that extent the spirit of patrimonial admin
istration, mterested as it is in public peace, the preservation of traditional
means of livelihood and the satisfaction of the subjects, is alien to and
distrustful of capitalist development, which revolutionizes the given
social conditions; this was true, as we have seen, most of all of the Lon
fucian etho~ and to a moderate degree everywhere, especially since re
sentment against the emergent autonomous economic powers became an
additiom>l factor. So far it is no accident that specifically modern c.1pi
talism developed first in England where the rule of offici:'l.ls was
minimized, just as under similar conditions ancient capitalism had
reached its high point. This kind of resentment and the n",Jit;nnal
status-(lriented attitude of the bureaucracy toward ration3l cl:Onomic
profit eventually became the motives on which modern state welfare
policies could rely and \rhich facilitated them especially in bureaucratic
states; however, these motives also determined the limitations and the
peculiarities of these policies.

NOTES

l. Some of \Neher's sources from the large Gennan literature on feudalism
have already been cited in the Soc. of Law and elsewhere (G, v. Below, H, Mitteis,
etc.), Among Weber's contemporaries Otto Hintze in particular was impressed by
his comparative approach. Hintze, who for a Pru~sjan historian had a rare sense
for the comparative method, ',vrote "\Vcsen unci Verbreitung des Feudalismus"
(1929), "Typologie der standischen Verfassungt:n des Abendlandes" (1930),
'Weltgeschichtliche Bedingungen der Rp.prasentativverfassung" (193 I), and "Das
monarchische Prinzip und die konstitutionelle Verfassung" (1911); see id., Staat
und Verfassung (Gottingen; Vandenhoeck. 1962), Hintze also reviewed Weber's
Collected Essays on the Sociology of Religion (1922) and Wittschatt und Gesell
schaft (1926); see id., Soziologie 1md Geschichte (Gottingen. VandenhoecK,
1964).

For Otto Brunner's summarv treatment of the literature on feudalism, see
':Feudalism.us. E,n Beitrag zur Begriffsgeschichte," Akademie der Wissenschatten
und der Lireratur. Abh, der Geistes· und sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse, 1958,
voL 10, 3-.':9. '

Apart from the standard works by Marc Bloch and Frano;ois Ganshof on Eu
ropean feudalism, the English reade~ should consult John Whitney Hall, "Feu
dalisfl\. in Japan" (Comparative Studies in Society and History, V, Oct. 1962),
since Japan is the other major case of feudalism. See also Vatro Murvar, "Some
ReRections on Weber's Typology of Herrschaft," and Norman Jacobs, ''The Pa·
trimonial Thesis and Pre-Modem Japanese Herrschaft." both in The Sociological
Quarterly, V;4, 1964, 374-95,

2. See Ulrich Stutz. Geschichte des kirchlichen Bencfizialwesens (Sdentia
Alen, 1961), sec, ed, (first published in I89;); id" Die Eigenkirche (Berlin,
189;) and article on "Eigenkirche" in Realenzyklopiidie fUr protestantische Thea
lof(ie und Kirche, XXIII, 1913,364-77. (R and W)
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3. Cf. Weber'~ observations in "Hinduismus und Buddhismus," GAzRS II,
295ff: English in Heligio1" of India, 27off. (W)

4. Cf, C. H. Becker, Islam-Studien, I (1924). (W)
5. See Karl :l,lano:, "Das Elend der Philosophic," ill Marx/Engels, Werke

(Berlin, 1959), IV, :30.
6. Cf. C. H. Becker, ,Jp. cit., 62f., 263ff. (W)
7. See Hermann Levy, Monopoly and Competition (L011don, 1911) and

Economic Liberalism (London, 1913), eh. III; Gennan editions of 1909 and
'902 respectively.

8. For a critigue, see Alfons Dopseh, Herrschaft und Bauer in der diutschen
Kaiserzeit (Stuttgart: Fischer, 1964; first pub!. in 1939), 199ff. Dopseh, a con
temporary of Weber, criticized him for asserting that the distribution of individ
ual wealth was stabilized by feudalism and pointed to the busy trade in fiefs
among the nobility and the monasteries during the nth and 13th century. How
ever, he ignored the comparative nature of Weber's statement, i.e., that it was
made in comparison to patrimonial structures, as well as Weber's attempt to assess
the balance of forces that restrain and favor the development of capitalism. Dorsch
argues that the subleasing of fiefs, which Weber may havc underestimated, fur
thered economic growth and that the feudal lords were motivated not by tradi
tionalist economic standards Cp. 210) but by a "rationally calculating economic
spirit" Cp. 2°7). However, Weber points out subsequently that feudal restrictions
were not necessarily inimical to the money economy. Dopseh consistently blurs
Weber's distinction between the ubiquitous acquisitive 'iph-it and the specific mo
tives and activities that entered into the making of modern capitalism. During the
time \~lcber wrote Economy and Society, Dopseh tried to provt: that the capiwlisl
enterprise and market production existed as early as the Carolingian period (Die
Wirtschaftsentwicklung der Karolingerzeit, !912). .
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CHAPTER XIV
CHARISMA AND ITS
TRANSFORMATION

1

The Nature and Impact of Charisma

I. The Sociological Nature of Charismatic Authority'

Bureaucracy and patriarchalism are antagonistic in many respects,
but they share continuity as one of their most important characteristics.
In this sense both are structures of everyday life. Patriarchalism. in
particular, is rooted in the need to meet ongoing, routine demands, and
hence has its nrst locus in the economy. to be precise, in those of its
<branches which are concerned with normal want satisfaction. The patri
arch is the natural leader in matters of everyday life. In this respect,
bureaucracy is merely the rational counterpart of patriarchalism. Bu
reaucracy, too, is a pennanent structure and, with its system of rational
rules, oriented toward the satisfaction of calculable needs with ordinary,
everyday means.

All extraordinary needs, i.e., those which transcend the sphere of
everyday economic routines, have always been satisfied in an ~ntirely

heterogeneous manner: ona ~harismatic. basis. The further we go back
into history, the more strongly does this statement hold. It means the
following: that the "natural" leaders in moments of distress-whether

[II II}
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psychic, physicdl, economic, ethical, religious, or political---were neither
appointed oHiccholders nor "professionals" in the present-day sense (i.e.,
persons performing :lgainst compensdtion a "profession" based on train
ing and sl,ce::,) expertise), but rather the bearers of specific gifts of body
:mJ mlild dJat were considered "supernatural" (in the sense that not
l'\'C1\budy could h,ln' <:recess to them).

~ 'h<c ~erm "cbrisma" in this context must be used in a completely
va]\il:-rn'c sens.e. The heroic ecstasy of the Nordic berserk, the legendary
Irish folk hero CuchuLJin or the Homeric Achilles \\IdS a manic seizure.
Tl.v berserk, for example, hit into his shield nnd all 3bout himseH, like a
nwu dog, before rushing off in hJuodtllJrsty frenzy; for J long time his
seizure was s;Jid to hJ\'c been JrtiFi,-'i;lJJy inJuc{·d through d[tlgs. III
Byzantium. ;, llllmlJ('[ c.f ~uch "hl'md h(,<l,t~;" were kept just hkc \var
elephants in ancient tilllC~. fh,' <',-q:,sis (i th< Sham;lJls is linked !l'

constitutional epilepsy. the pe~SC;~;l)n and t('·;ring of whlLh ~)jovcs the
charisnJmic gU<llification. hn m. IJuth [('rim ()f crsi,lsy are nllt edifying;
neither is the kind of rc\,,1:;(;<l11 1<1:"11.1 :11 the Ho!v f!,lok of thc 1\10r
mons: if we wcre ti, l".,J!U,d·: Ihi~ !;,".chrl<Jil, \\"C would perhaps be forced
to call it a rank ~'\\':lic~h· llu\\('·."CI'. ~.Jl·IUI()l;\- i~ not concerned with stich
v::llue jud<..:m,-"t". Important is that tbe' head of the :\Tormons and
th,>,( j;croes" and "magicians" provcd tllt'ir d,;lfisllU in the eyes of
their adherents. They practice,] their ;]rls, and they exercised their
authority, by.virtue of this gift C'<'harismd") and, where the idea of
God hdd ,lIre-ady been clearly est~lbhshcd, by virtue of the Divine mis
sion inherent in their ability, This was true of doctors and prophets
just a~ much as of jU0ges, milirnry Ic,lders, or the leaders of great hunt
ing expeditions.

It is to Rudolf Sohm's credit that he worked out the sociological
character of this kind of domination (Gewaltstruktur); however, since
he developed this category with regard to one historically important case
-the rise of the ecclesiastic authority of the early Christian church-,
his treatment was bound [0 be one-sided from the viewpoint of historical
diversity.~ In principle, these phenomena are universal, even though
they are often most evident in the religious realm.

In radical contrast to bureaucratic organization, charisma knows no
formal and regulated appointment or dismissal, no career, advancement
or salary, no supervisory or appeals body, no local or purely technical
jurisdiction, and no permanent institutions in the manner of bureau
cratic agencies, which are independent of the incumbents and their
personal charisma. Charisma is self-determined and sets its own limits.
Its bearer seizes the task for which he is destined and demands that
others obey and follow him by virtue of his mission. If those to whom
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he feels sent do not recognize him, his claim collapses; if they recognize
it, he is their master as long as he "proves" himself. However, he does
not derive his claims from the win of his followers, in the manner of an
election; rather, it is their duty to recognize his charisma. Chinese theory
makes the emperor's right to govern -dependent upon popular consent,
but this is just as little an instance of popular sovereignty as is the
necessity of the prophet's "recognition" by the believers in the early
Christian congregation. In the Chinese case this is simply the recogni
tion of the charismatic character of the royal office, which requires his
personal qualification and effectiveness. As a rule, charisma is a highly
individual quality. This implies that the mission and 'the power of its
bearer is qualitatively delimited from within, not by an external order.
Normally, the mission is directed to a local, ethnic, social, political,
vocational or some o.ther group. and that means that it also finds its
limits ,;1t the edges of these groups.

As in all other respects, charismatic domination is also the opposite
of bureaucracy in regard to its economic substructure. Bureaucracy de
pends on continuous income, at least a potiori on a money economy
and tax money, but charisma lives in, not 9££,. this world. This must be
understood properly. Frequently charisma abhors the owning and mak
ing of money-witness Saint Francis and many of his kind. But this is
not the rule. In our value-free sense of the term, an ingenious pirate may
be a charismatic ruler, and the charismatic political heroes aTe out for
booty---especiaUy, money. The point is that charisma rejects as ur·
digni6ed all methodical rational acquisition, in fact, all rational eco
nomic conduct. This accounts also for its radical difference from the
patriarchal structure, which rests upon an orderly household. In its pure
form charisma is never a source of private income; it is neither utilized
for the exchange of services nor is it exercised for pay, and it does not
know orderly taxation to meet the material demands of its mission;
ra.ther, if it has a peaceful purpose, it receives the requisite means
through sponsors or through honorific gifts, dues and other voluntary
'contributions of its own following. In the case of charismatic warriors,
the booty is both means and end of the mission. In contrast to all patri
archal forms of domination, pure charisma is opposed to Rll systematic
economic activities; in fact, it is the strongest anti-economic force, even
when it is after material possessions, as in the case of the charismatic
warrior. For charisma is by nature not a continuous institution, but in
its pure type the very opposite. In order to live up to their mission the
master as well as his disciples and immediate following must be free of
the ordinary wordly attachments and duties of octt.:pational and family
life. Those who have a share (Il:.\ijpo~) in'charisma must inevitably tum
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away· from-the WOlld: witness the statute of the Jesuit order forhidding
members to 'hold ecclesiastic offices; the prohihitions for members of
other orders to own property, or for the order itself, as in the original
rule of Saint Francis; the celibacy of priests and knights of an order; the
actual adherence to the rule of celibacy on the part of numerous holders
of prophetic or artistic charisma. According to the type of charisma and
the conduct corresponding to it, the economic conditions of participation
may contrast with one another. It is just as consistent for modem charis-
matic movements of artistic origin to consider "men of independent
means"-in plain words, rentiers-the most qualified followers of the
charismatic leader, as it was for the medieval monasteries to demand the
economic oppOSite, the friar's vow of poverty.s

2. Foundations and Instability of Charismatk Authority

Charismatic authority is naturally unstable. The holder may lose his
charisma, he may feel "forsaken by his God," as Jesus did on the cross
[cf. Ps. 22:1, Mat. 2.7:46, Mark 15:34]; it may appear to his followers
that "his powers have left him." Then his mission comes to an end, and
hope expects and searches for a new bearer; his followers abandon him,
for pure charisma does not recognize any legitimaCy other than one
which flows from personal strength proven time and again. The charis
matic hero derives his authority not from an established order and
enactments, as if it were an official competence, and not from custom
or feudal fealty, as under patrimonialism. He gains and retains it solely
by proving his powers :n practice. He must work miracles, if he wants
to he a prophet. He mu:)~ perfonn heroic deeds, if he wants to be a war~

lord. Most of aU, his divine mission must prove itself hy bringing well
being to his faithful followers; if they do not fare well, he obviously is
not the god-sent master. It is clear that this very serious meaning of
genuine charisma is radically different from the convenient pretensions
of the present "divine right of kings," which harks back to the "in
scrutable" will of the Lord, "to whom alone the monarch is respon
sible.'" The very opposite is true of the genuinely charismatic ruler,
who is responsible to the ruled-responsible, that is, to prove that he
himself is indeed the master willed by God.

For this reason a ruler such as the Chinese emperor, whose power
still contains-in theory-important charismatic vestiges, may puhlicly
accuse himself of his sins and insufficiencies, if his administration fails
to banish the distress of the ruled, whether it is caused hy Hoods or
unsuccessful wars; we have witnessed this in China ev~ during the
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last decades. If this penitence does not propitiate the gods. the ruler
faces deposition (l."'ld death, often enough as an expiatory sacrifice. This
is the concrete metming of Meng-ts~\ (Mencius') statement that the
people's voice is God's voice (according to him, the only war in which
GOO speaks): If the people withdraw their recognition, the master be
comes a mere private person-this is explicitly stated-, and if he claims
to be more, a usurper deserving of punishnlcnt. This state of affairs is
also found under primitive conditions, ~!ithout the pathos of these
highly revolutionary phrases. Since all primitive authorities have in~

herent charismatic qualities, with the exception of patriarchalism in the
strictest sense, the chief is often simply deserted if success is unfaithful
to him.

3· The Revolutionary Nature of Charisma

, The mere fact of recognizing the personal mission of a charismatic
master establishes his power. Whether it i~ more active or passive, this
recognition derives from the ~urrender of the faithful to the extraordi
nary and unheard-of, to what is alien to all regulation and tradition and
therefore is viewed as divine-surrender which arises &vrn distress or
enthusiasm. Because of this mode of legitimation genuin~ charismatic
domination knows no abstract laws and regulations and no formal ad
judication. Its "objective" law Rows from the highly personal experience
of divine grace and god-like heroic strength and rejects all external order
solely for the sake of glorifying genuine prophetic and heroic ethos.
Hence, in a revolutioqary and sovereign manner, charismatic domina
tion transforms all values and breaks all traditional and rational norms:
"It has been written ... , but 1say unto yeu... ."

The specific form of charismatic adjudication is prophetic revelation,
the oracle, or the Solomonic award of a charismatic sage, an award based.
on concrete and individual considerations which yet demand absolute
validity. This is the realm proper of "kadj.justice" in the proverbial, not
the historical sense. For the adjudication of the (historical) Islamic
kadi is determined by sacred tradition and its interpretation, which
frequently is extremdy formalistic; rules are disregarded only when
those other means of adjudication fail. Genuine charismatic justice does
not refer to rules-, in its pure typt: it is the most extreme contrast to
formal and traditional prescription and maintains its autonomy toward
the sacredness of tradition as much as toward rationalist deductions from
abstract norms. We cannot compare here the recourse to the principle
aequum et bonum in Roman law and the original meaning of "equity"
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in English law to charismatic justice in general and the theocratic
kadi-justice of the Islam in particular." Both are products partly of a
law that is already strongly rationalized and partly of abstract natural
law; at any rate, the principle ex fide bona refers to standards of fairness
in business relations and thus is just as little truly irrational justice as
our own principle of "judicial discretion," By contrast, all adjudication
which uses ordeals as evidence derives from charismatic justice. How
ever, because such adjudication replaces personal charismatic authority
by a regular procedure which formally determines the will of God, it
belongs already to the realm of that depersonalization of charisma wit~

which we will deal soon.
As we have seen, bureaucratic rationalization, too, often has been a

major revolutionary force with regard to tradition. But it revolutionizes
with technical means, in principle, as does every economic reorganiza
tion, "from without"; It first changes the material and social orders, and
through them the people, by changing the conditions of adaptation, and
perhaps the opportunities for adaptation, through a rational deter
mination of means and ends. By contrast, the power of charisma rests
upon the belief in revelation and heroes, upon the conviction that cer
tain manifestations-whether they be of a religious, ethical; artistic,
scientific, political or other kind-are important and valuable; it rests
upon "heroism" of an ascetic, military. judicial, magical or whichever
kind. Charismatic belief revolutionizes men "from within" and shapes
material and social conditions according to its revolutionary will. Of
course, this contrast must be correctly understood. In spite of vast dif
ferences, "ideas" have essentially the same psychological roots whether
they are religious, artistic, ethical, scientific or whatever else; this also
applies to ideas about political and social organization. It is a time-bound,
subjective value-judgment which would like to attribute some of these
ideas to "reason" and others to "intuition" (or whatever other distinc
tions maybe used). The mathematical imagination of a Weierstrass,
for instance, is "intuition" in exactly the same sense as is that. of any
artist, propher--or demagogue.6 But not here lies the difference. (Par
enthetically, in the value sphere, which does not concern us here. all
these kinds of ideas-including artistic intuition-ha\fe in common that
to objectivate themselves, to prove their reality, they must signify a
grasp on demands of the "work" or. if you prefer, a being seized by
them; they are not merely a subjective feeling or experience.) The
decisive difference-and this is important for understanding the mean
ing of "rationalism"-is not inherent in the creator of ideas or of "works,"
or in his inner experience; rather, the difference is rooted in the manner
in which the ruled and led experience and internalize these ideas. As
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we have shown earlier,' rationalization proceeds in such a fashion that
the broad masses of the led merely accept or adapt themselves to the
external, technical resultants which are of practical significance for their
interests (as we "learn" the multiplication table and as too many jurists
"learn" the techniques of law), whereas the substance of the creator's
ideas remain irrelevant to them. This is meant when we say that
rationalization and rational organization revolutionize "from the out
side," whereas charisma, if it has any specific effects at all, manifests its
revolutionary power from within, from a central metanoia [change] of
the followers' attitudes. The bureaucratic order merely replaces the
belief in the sanctity of traditional norms by compliance with rationally
detennined rules and by the knowledge that these rules can be superseded
by others, if one has the necessary power, and hence are not sacred. But
charisma, in its most potent forms, disrupts rational rule as well as tradi
tion altogether and overturns all notions of sanctity. Instead of reverence
for customs that are ancient and hence sacred, it enforces the inner
subjection to the unprecedented and absolutely unique and therefore
Divine. In this purely empirical and value-free sense charisma is indeed
the specifically creative revolutionary force of history.

4· Range of Effectiveness

Both charismatic and patriarchal power rest on personal devotion to,
and personal authority of, "natural" leaders, in contrast to the appointed
leaders of the bureaucratic order, yet this basis is very different in the two
cases. Just like the official, the patriarch benefits from devotion and au
thority as a bearer of norms, with the difference that these norms are
not purposively established as are the laws and regulations of bureau
cracy, but have been inviolable from times out of mind. The bearer of
l;harisma enjoys loyalty and authority by virtue of a mission believed to
be embodied in him; this mission has not necessarily and not always been
revolutionary, but in its most charismatic forms it has inverted all valu~

hierarchies and overthrown custom, law and tradition. In contrast to the
charismatic structure that arises out of the anxiety and enthusiasm of ~n

extraordinary situation, patriarchal power serves the demands of everyday
life and persists in its function, as everyday life itself, in spite of all,
changes of its concrete holder and its environment. Both structures are
found in all areas of life. Many of the old Teutonic armies fought in a'
patriarchal manner, each lineage group led by its head; the armies of
coloni of ancient Oriental monarchs and the contingents of Frankish
retainers, who took the field under their seniores, were patrimonial. The
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patriarch's relig~ous fundon and domestic worship persist side by side
v.rith the official t6mmunity cult,. on tlJe one hand, and the great move
'.nents of charismatic prophecy, which are almost always revolutionary, on
the other. Wt.ethcr we look at Teutonic or American Indian tribes, the
charismatic hera, who marches out witL a voluntary following, appears
nf.'.xt to the chieftain of peace, who is responsible for the routine economic
affairs of the community, and next to the popular levy, which is mobilized
in the case of tribal warfare. In an official warof the whole tribe, too, the
normal pe'.~time authorities are often replaced by a warlord who is
proclaimed .11% hoc the "leader of the army" (Herzog), since he proved
himself a hero in military exploits. '

In contrast to the revolutionary roIt: of charisma, the traditional every
day needs ,in politics and religion are met by the patriarchal structure,
which is based upon habituation, respect for tradition, piety toward par
ents and ancestors, and the servant's personal faithfulness. The same is
true in the economic 6eld. As an orderly round of activities which
procures the material means of want satisfaction, the economy is the
speci6c locus of patriarchal mlership and, with the rise of the enterprise
in the course of rationalization, also of bureaucratic domination. How
ever, charisma is by no means alien to the economy. Under primitive
conditions charismatic features are frequently found in one economic
branch, the relevance of which declined with the advance of material
culture: hunting, which was organized like a military operation, even at
a later stage, as can be seen from the Assyrian royal inscriptions. How
ever, the antagonism between charisma and everyday life arises also fn
the capitalist economy, with the difference that charisma does not c~m

front the household but the enterprise. An instance of grandiose robber
capitalism and of a spoiIs-oriented following is provided by Henry Vil~

lard's exploits. [In 1889] he organized the famous "blind pool" in order
to stage a stock exchange raid on the shares of the Northern Paci6c Rail
road; he asked the public for a Joan of 6fty million pounds without re
vealing his goal, and received it without security by virtue of his
reputation. The structure and spirit of this robber capitalism differs radi
~lly from the rational management of an ordinary capitalist large-scale
enterpnse and is most similar to some age-old phenomena: the huge
mpacious enterprises in the 6nanclal and colonial sphere, and "occasional
tradit With its mixture of piracy and slave hunting. The double nature
of'what may he caned the "capitalist spirit," and the speci6c character of
modem routinized capitalism with its professional bureaucracy, can be
und~tocxl only if these two structural elements, which are ultimately
different but everywhere intertwined, are conceptually distin~ished.
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5· .The Social Structure of Charismatic DominatWi.

It is true that the "purer" charismatic authority in our sense is. the
less can it be understoOO as an organization in the usual sense: as an
order of persons and things that function accoroing to the means-ends
scheme. However. charismatic authority does not imply an amorphous
condition; it indicates rather a definite social structure with a staff and an
apparatus of services and material means that is adapted to the mission
of the leader. The personal staff constitutes a charismatic aristocracy
composed of a select group of adherents who are united by discipleship
and loyalty and chosen according to personal charismatic qualification.
For the charismatic subject adequate material contributions are considered
a dictate of conscience, although they are fonnaIly voluntary, unregulated
and irregular; they are offered according to need and economic capacity.
The more typical the charismatic structure, the less do followers or dis-
ciples obtain their material sustenance and social ~ition in the fonn of
benefices. salaries or other kinds of orderly compensation, titles or ranks.
Instead, insofar as the individual's maintenance is not already assured, the
followers share in the use of those goods which the authoritarian leader
receives as donation. booty or endowment and which he distributes
among them without accounting or contractual 6xation. Thus the fol·
lowers may have a claim to be fed at the common table. to be clothed
and to receive honorific gifts from the leader, and to share in the social.
political or religious esteem and honor in which he himself is held. Any
deviation from this pattern affects the "purity" of the charismatic struc
ture and modifies it in the direction of otht;;r structures.

6. The Communist Want Satisfaction of the Charismatic
Community

Next to the household, charisma is thus the second important histori~

cal representative of communism, defined here as the absence of formal
accountability in the consumption sphere. not as the rational organization
of production for a common account (as under socialism). Every
historical instance of communism in this sense has either a traditional.
that means. patriarchal basis or the extraordinary foundation of charis
matic belief; in the former case it is household communism. and only in
this form has it been an everyday phenomenon; in the latter case it was.
if fully developed, either the spoils communism of the camp or the
monastery's communism of love with its variations and its degeneration
into caritas and alms-giving. In various degrees of purity the spoils corn·
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munism of the camp is found in all charismatic warriors'organizations,
from the pirate state of the Ligurian islands to the Islamic state of the
caliph Omar and the military orders of Christianity and of Japanese
Buddhism. In one fOIm or another, the communism of love was para·
mount in all religions. It persists among the professional foJlowers of the
Divine; the monks. We also find it in numerous Pietist organizations
for example, among Labadie's folioweI'S-'"-and in other high.-strung reli
gious groups of an exclusive character. The preservation of authentic
heroism and saintliness appears to the adherents dependent upon the
retention of a communist basis and the absence of the striving for indi
vidual property. And correctly SOl since charisma is basically an extra·'
ordinary and hence necessarily non-economic power, and its vitality is
immediately endangered when everyday economic interests become pre
dominant, as it thIeatens to happen everywhere. The first step in this
direction is the prebend-an allowance replacing the old communist
maintenance out of common provisions-, which has here its real origin.
With all available means the charismatic leaders attempt to limit this
disintegration. All warrior states retained remnants of chaIismatic com~

munism-Sparta is a typical example-and tried to protect the heroic
individual against the "temptation" posed by responsibility for property,
rational acquisition and a family, just like the religious orders did. The
adjustment between these charismatic remnants and the individual's
economic interests, which arise with prebendalization and persist ever
after, may take the most diverse forms. Invariably, however, the reign
of genuine charisma comes to an end when it can no longer withhold
the unqualified pennission to found families and to engage in economic
pursuits. Only the common danger of military life or the love ethos of
an unworldly discipleship can preserve such communism, which in tum
is the only guarantor of the purity of charisma vis-a-vis everyday interests.

Every charisma is on the road from a turbulently emotional life that
knows no economic rationality to a slow death by suffocation under the
weight of material interests: every hour of its existence brings it nearer to
this end.
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The Genesis and Transformation

of Charismatic Authority

I. The Routinization of.Charisma

Charismatic rulership in the typical sense described above always re
sults from unusual, especially political or economic situations, or from
extraordinary psychic, particularly religious states, or from both together.
It a.rises from collective excitement produced by extraordinary events and
from surrender to heroism of any kind. This alone is sufficient to warrant
the conclusion that the faith of the leader himself and of his disciples in
his charisma-be it of a prophetic or any other kind-is undiminished,
consistent and effective only in statu nascendi, just as is true of the faith
ful devotion to him and his mission on the part of those to whom he
considers himsdf sent. When the tide that lifted a charismatically led
group out of everyday life Hows hack into the channels of workaday
routines, at least the "pure" form of charismatic domination will wane
and tum into an "institution"; it is then either mechanized, as it were,
or imperceptibly displaced by other structures, or fused with them in th~

most diverse forms, so that it becomes a mere component of a concrete
historical structure. In this case it is often transformed beyond recogni
tion, and identifiable only on an analyticalleveI.

Thus the pure type of charismatic ruJership is in a. very specific sense
unstable, and all its modifications have basically one and the same cause;
,The desire to transform charisma and charismatic blessing from a unique,
transitory gift of grace of extraordinary times and persons into a perma- •
nent possession of everyday life. This is desired usually by the master,
always by his disciples, and most of all by his charismatic subjects.
Inevitably, however, this changes the nature of the charismatic structure.
The chari~atic following of a war leader .may be transformed into a
state, the charismatic community of a prophet, artist, philosopher, ethical
or scientific innovator may become a church, sect, academy or school, and
the charismatic group which espouses certain cultural ideals may develop
into a party or merely the staff of newspapers and periodicals. In every
case :harisma is henceforth exposed to the conditions of everyday life nr!d
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to the powers dominating it, especially to the economic interests. The
turning point is always reached when charismatic followers and disciples
become privileged table companions, as did the trustis of the Frankish
king, and subsequently 6ef.holders, priests, state officials, party officials,
officers, secretaries, editors and publishers, all of whom want to live off
the charismatic movement, or when they become employees, teachers
and others with a vested occupational interest, or holders of bene6ces
and of patrimonial offices. The charismatically dominated masses, in tum,
become tax-paying subjects, dues·payi~g members of a church, sect, party
or club (Verein), soldiers who are systematically impressed, drilled and
disciplined, or law-abiding "citizens." Even though the apostle admon·

_ishes the followers to maintain the purity of the spirit, the charismatic
message inevitably becomes dogma, doctrine, theory, regIement, law or
petrified tradition.

In this process the two basically antagonistic forces of charisma and
·radition :regularly merge with one another. This stands to reason, for
'leir power does not derive from purposive-rational regulations and their

{,bservance, but from the belief in the sanctity of an individual's au
thority, which is unquestionahly valid for the ruled (children, disciples,
retainers or vassals), whether or not it really claims to be absolute. Both
charisma llind tradition rest on a sense of loyalty· and obligation which
always has a religious aura.

The external forms of the two structures of domination are also often
similar to the point of being identical. It is not directly visible whether
the companiqpa~of a war leader with his fonowers has a patrimonial or
a charismatic cnaracter; this depends upon the spirit which imbues,
the community, and that means upon the basis of the ruler's claim to
legitimacy: authority sa~ti6ed by tradition, or faith in the person of the
Iter.<>. The transition is fluid. As soon as charismatic domination loses its
personal foundation and the acutely emotional faith which distinguishes
it from the traditional mold of everyday' life, its alliance with tradition
is the most ob"'ious and often the only alternative, especially in periods
in which the rationalization of organizational techniques (Lebemtech
.'f.ik) is still incipient. In such an alliance the essence of charisma appears
~o he definitely abandoned, and this is indeed true insofar as its emi
nently revolutionary character is concerned. It is the basic feature of this
ever recurring development that charisma is captured by the \Jlterest of
ill economic and social power holders in the legitimation of their p0s
sessions by a charismatic, and thus sar::red, source of authority. Instead
of upsetting everything that is traditional or based on legal acquisition
(in the modern sense), as it does in statu·nascendi, charisma becomes a
.Iegitirn&.tion for "acquired rights." In this function, which is alien to its
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essence, charisma becomes a part of everyday life; for the needs which
it satisfies in this way are universal, especially for one general reason
[namely, the legitimation of leadership and succession}.

2. The Selection of Leaders and the Desig.mtion of
Successors

Our earlier analysis of bureaucratic, patriarchal and feudal domina
tion dealt only with the manner in which these everyday IXJWers func
tioned. It did not explore the criteria for the selection of the highest
~king bureaucratic or patriarchal holder of power. Even the head of
a bureaucracy might conceivably be a high official who moves into his
position according to general rules. However, it is no accident that this
is usually not the case; at the least he is not selected according to the
same norms as the officials in the hierarchy below him. Exactly the pure
type of bureaucracy, a hierarchy of appointed officials. requires an au
thority (Instanz) which has not been appointed in the same fashion
as the other officials. The holder of patriarchal power is naturally given
in t,Jte nuclear family of parents and children, and in the extended
family he is established through unambiguous traditional prescription.
This is not equally true of the head of a patriarchal state or a feudal
hierarchy.

For charismatic leadership, too, if it wants to transform itself into a
perennial institution, the first basic problem is that of finding a succes
sor to the prophet, hero, teacher or 'party leader. This problem inescap
ably channels charisma into the direction of legal regulation and tradi
tion.

Given the nature of charisma, a free election of a successor is
originally not possible, only the acknowledgment that the pretender
actually has charisma. Hence the followers may have to wait for the
epiphany of a personally qualified successor, temporal representative or
prophet. Specific examples are the incarnations of Buddha and the ,
Mahdis. Frequently, however, there is no such ipcamation, or it may
even he ruled out by dogmatic considerations, as in the case of Christ
and originally of Buddha. Only genuine (Southern) Buddhism drew
radical conclusions from this conception: After his death Buddha's foJ.
lowers continueti to be a community of mendicant monks which mam:
wned a minimal organization and consociation and, so far as poSSible,
remained amorphous and intennittent. Wherever the old prescriptions
of the PAli texts were followed, as was often the case in India and
Ceylon, there is neither a patriarch not is the individual 6nnly attached
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to a monastic consociation. The "dioceses" are only convenient ge0

graphical demarcations of areas within which the monks gather for the
few communal ceremonies, which are free of any elaborate ritual. The
"officialdom" is limited to the caretakers of clothes and a few similar
functionaries. The renunciation of property on the part of the indi
vidual and the community and want satisfaction through the maecenatic
system (gifts and alms) are carried as far as this is possible under the
conditions of everyday life. Precedence in the order of seating or speak
ing at meetings is conferred only by seniority and by the relationship of
the teacher to the novice who serves as his attendant (famulus).
Resignation is possible at any time, and admission requirements are very
low (including an apprenticeship, a recommendation and release by the
teacher, and a minimum of ceremonies). There is neither dogma nor
professional instruction and preaching. The two half-legendary condia
of the first centuries were not repeated.

It is certain that this highly amorphous character of the monastic
community contributed heavily to the disappearance of Buddhism in
India. It was, at any rate, possible only in a purely monastic community
in which individual salvation was exclusively a personal matter. For in
any other group such behavior, and a merely passive waiting for a new
epiphany, will endanger the cohesion of the charismatic community,
which yearns for the physical presence of the lord and master. If this
strong desire to have a charismatic leader present all the time is ac
commodated, an important step in the direction of routinization has been
made. Recurrent incarnation depersonalizes charisma. Its chosen holder
must be sought either on the basis of some revealing characteristics and
thus at least of some "rules"-like the new Dalai Lama, whose selection
does not differ in principle from that of the Apis bull-; or some other
definite and regular means must be available. In the latter category we
find 'the belief, which easily emerges, that the holder of charisma him
self is qualified to designate his successor or, if he is considered a unique
incarnation such as Christ, his temporal representative. In all originally
charismatic organizations, whether prophetic or warlike, the designation
of a successor or representative has been a typical means of assuring the
continuity of domination. But this indicates, of course, a step from au
tonomous leadership based on the power of personal charisma toward
legitimacy derived from the authority of a "source." Pertinent religious
examples are well-known. Instead we refer to the Roman magistrates,
who designated their successors from among qualified persons before
they were acclaimed by the assembled anny. The charismatic features
of this mode of selection were preserved on a ceremonial level even after
tenure in the office had been limited and formal prior consent C"elec-
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tion") by the citizens' army had been introduced in an effort to curb
the powers of the office. The designation of a dictator in the field, dur~

ing military exigencies that called for an extraordinary man, remained
for a long time a characteristic remnant of the old pure type of charis
matic selection. The princeps emerged from the army's acclamation of
the victorious hero as imperator; the lex de imperio did not make him
the ruler, rather it acknowledged him as the rightful pretender. Hence,
during the most typical period of the Principate, the only "legitimate"
means of succession to the throne was the designation of a colleague
and successor. This designation was regularly clothed in the form of
an adoption. These customs,' in tum, undoubtedly had a strong in~

Ruence upon the Roman family, which came to accept the completely
free designation of a heres to take the place of the late pater familias
with respect to the gods and familia pe~niaque [family and property].
Even though the notion of the heritability of charisma was used in the
case of succession by adoption-by the way, without ever being ac
cepted as an explicit principle in the period of military emperorship-,

,the principate itself always remained an office and the princeps con
tinued to be an official with speci6ed bureaucratic jurisdiction as long
as the military emperorship retained its Roman character. To have
established the principate as an office was the achievement of Augustus,
whose reform appeared to contemporaries as the preservation and restora
tion of Roman tradition and libertY, in contrast to the notion of a Hel
lenistic monarchy that was probably on Caesar's mind.

3. Charismatic Acclamation

If the charismatic leader has not designated a successor and if there
are no obvious external characteristics, like those that usually facilitate
identification in the case of incarnation, it may easily occur to the ruled
that the participants (clerici) in his exercise of authority, the disciples
and followers, are best suited to_ recognize the qualified successor. At
any rate, since the disciples have in fact complete control over the
instruments of power, they do not find it difficult to appropriate this
role as a "right." However, since the effectiveness of charisma rests on
the faith of the ruled, their approval of the designated successor is
indispensable. In fact, acknowledgment by the ruled was originally
decisive. For example, even after membership in the [medieval Gennan]
college of Electors as a screening committee had become firmly circum
scribed, it remained a question of practical significance who of the Electors
was to present the proposal to the assembled army, for in principle he was



able to procure the acclamation for his petse'~al candidate irrespective of
the wishes of his colleagues.

Thus designation by the closest and most powerful vassals and ac
clamation by the ruled is normally the end product of this mode of

, choosing a successor. In the "routine" patrimonial and feudal state we
find this charismatically derived right of designation as the right of
nomination (Vorwahlrecht) of the most important patrimonial officials
or vassals. In this respect the election of the Gennan king was patterned
after the election of a bishop. The"election" of a new king. pope, hishop
or priest through (I) designation by the disciples and followers (Elec
tors, cardinals, diocesan priests, chapter, elders) and (2.) subsequent
popular acclamation was therefore not an "election" in the modern sense
of a presidential or parliamentary election. In its essence it was some
thing completely different, namely, the recognition or acknowledgment
of a qualification older than the election, hence of a charisma, accept
ance of which its bearer was in fact entided to demand. In principle,
therefore, a majority decision was at first not possible, for a minOrity, no
matter how small, might be right in its recognition of genuine charisma,
just as the largest majority might be in error. Only one person can be
the genuine bearer of charisma; the dissenting voters thus commit a
sacrilege. All rules of the papal election aim at unanimity, and the
election of an anti~king is the same thing as a church schism: It obscures
the correct identification of the "chosen" ruler. In principle, such a situa
tion can be corrected only by Divine judgment as revealed in the out
come of a physical or magical combat, an ins~tution found among pre
tenders to the throne, especially brothers, in certain African tribes and
also elsewhere.

Once the majority principle has come to prevail, it is considered the
moral duty of the minority to yield to the right cause proven by the
election and to join the majority after the event. Yet charismatic domina
tion begins to yield to a genuine electoral system once succession is
determined by the majority principle. However, charisma is not alien
to all modem, including all democratic, fonns of election. Certainly the
democratic system of S<Xa1led plebiscitarian rulership-the official
theory of French caesarism-has essentially charismatic features, and
the argunlCJlts of its proponents all emphasize this very quality. The
plebiscite is not an "election," but the 6rst or the renewed recognition of
a pretender as a personally quali6ed, charismatic ruler; an example of
the latter case is the French plebiscite of 1870. Periclean democracy,
too, which according to the intent of its creator was the domination of.
the demagogos by means of a charisma of the spirit and the tongue, re
ceived its characteristic charismatic trait by virtue of the election of one
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of the straregoi (the others being determined by lot, if Eduard Meyer's
hypothesis is correct).8 Wherever originally charismatic communities
enter on the path of electing their rulers, the electoral procedures will
in the long run be tied to norms. This happens above all because with
the vanishing of the genuine roots of charisma the everyday power of
tradition and the belief in its sanctity regain their preponderance, so
that only the observance of tradition can henceforth guarantee the right
choice. Acclamation by the ruled recedes increasingly behind the charis·
matically determined right of prior election (Vorwahlrecht) by clerics,
court officials or great vassals, and ultimately an exclusive oligarchic
electoral agency comes into being, as in the Catholic church and the
Holy Roman empire. Indeed this is bound to happen wherever a group
with procedural experience has the right of nomination or of prior selec·
tion. Throughout the history of the city, this prerogative everywhere
turned into a right of cooptation on the part of ruling families, who in
this fashion reduced the lord to the position of a primus inter pares
(archon, consul, doge) and the electoral participation of the community
to insignificance. In our own days we find a parallel, for example, in
the development of the senatorial election in Hamburg. From a formal
viewpoint this transformation is by far the most frequent "legal" road to
oligarchy.

4. The Transition to Democratic Suffrage

However, the reverse may also happen: Acclamation by, the ruled
may develop into a regular e!ectoral system, v.ith standardized suffrage,
direct or indirect election, majority or proportional method, electoral
classes and districts. It is a jong way to such a system. As far as the elec
tion of the supreme :o:uler i~ concerned, only the United States went all
the way-and there, of course, the nominating campaign y,rithin each

,of the two parties is one of the most important parts of the elec
tion business. Elsewhere at most the parliamentary representatives are
elected, who in turn determine the ~hoice of the prime minister and
his colleagues. The development from acclamation of the charismatic
leader to popular election occurred at the most diverse l.'U1tural stages.
and every advance toward a rational, emotionally detached consideration
of the process could not help but to f::tcilitate this transfonnation. How
ever, only in the Occident did the election of the ruler gradually develop
into the representative system. In Antiquity the boiotarchai represented
[in the Boeotian League] their communities (as originally also the
members of the House of Commons), not the voters as such, and
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wherever, as in the case of Attic Democracy, the officials were really
popular mandataries and representatives and the demos was subdivided
into sections, the principle of rotation rather than of representation
prevailed [and gave each section a tum}. However, if this principle is
radically applied, the elected person is formally the agent and hence
the servant of his voters, not their chosen master, just like in a system
of direct democracy. This means that structurally the charismatic basis
has been completely abandoned. But in countries with large administra
tive bodies such a radical application of the principles of direct democ
racy has very narrow limits.

5. The Meaning of Election and Representation

For purely technical reasons, it is not feasible to tie the mandate
of the representative completely to the voters' will since situations are
always unstable and unanticipated problems always arise. The recall of
the representative through a vote of no confidence has been rarely tried,
and the 'approval of parliamentary decisions through a referendum re
suIts primarily in a considerable strengthening of all irrational powers of
inertia, since as a rule the referendum precludes horse-trading and com
promises between the interested parties. Finally, increasing costs make
freguent elections impossible. All attempts at subordinating the repre
sentative to the will of the voters have in the long run only one effect:
They reinforce the ascendancy of the party organization over him, which,
alone can mobilize the people. Both the pragmatic interest in the Hexi
bility of the parliamentary apparatus and the power interest of the
representatives and the party functionaries converge on one point: They
tend to treat the representative not as the servant but as the chosen
"master" of his voters. Most constitutions express this in the formula that
the representative-like the monarch-is free to decide as he sees fit
and that he "represents the interests of all the people." His actual power
may vary considerably. In France the individual deputy normally con
trols not only the patronage of all offices, but he is in the proper sense
of the word the "master" of his electoral district-this explains the re
sistance to the proportional system and the absence of party centraliza
tion; in the United States this is precluded by the predominance of
the Senate, whose members occupy a similar pOSition; in England and
even more so in Germany the individual deputy, for very different
reasons, is less the master than the agent of the economic interests in his
electoral district, and patronage is controlled by the inAuential }larty
ch~. .
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Here we cannot deal further with the manner in which the' electoral
system distributes power; this depends upon the historically given mode
of domination, and largely upon autonomous, that is, technically deter
mined factors. We have been concerned only with the principles. Any
election may be purely formal without having any real significance.
This happened in the comitia of early Imperial Rome and in many
Hellemc and medieval cities, as soon as an oligarchic cluh or a despot
managed to seize political power and in fact designated the candidates
to be elected into office. Even where this is not formally the case, the
observer is well advised, whenever historical sources speak in general
terms of an "election" of the prince or any other power-holder by the
community-as in the case of the Germanic tribes-, to understand the
expression not in the modern sense but to interpret it as a mere acdama·'
tion of a candidate who was designated by some other authority and also
elected from only one or a few qualified families. We are not at all deal
ing with an election, of course, when voting for a political ruler has a
plebiscitary and hence charismatic character: when instead of a real
choice between candidates only the. power claims of a pretender are be
ing acknowledged.

Normal "elections," too, can only be a decision between several
candidates who have been screened before being offered to the voters.
This decision is brought about in the arena of electoral agitation through
personal influence and appeal to material or ideal interests. The electoral
provisions constitute, as it were, the rules of the game for this "peaceful"
contest. The designation of these candidates takes plact> within the
parties, for it stands to reason that party leaders and their followers,
not the amorphous activities of voters, organize the contest for votes
and thus for office patronage. Quadrennial campaign costs in the United
States already amount to about as much as a colonial war, and in Ger~

~any too election costs are increasing for all parties which cannot
draw upon the cheap manpower provided by Catholic auxiliary clergy·
men, noble or office-holding nQtables, or salaried trade union and other
secretaries.

In addition to the power of money, the "charisma of rhetoric" gains
great influence under these conditions. Its impact is not necessarily
dependent upon any particular cultural level; it is also known to the
assemblies of Indian chiefs and to the African palavers. Under Hellenic
democracy it experienced its first great qualitative efflorescence, with
imm.ense consequences for the development of language and thought.
However, from a purely quantitative viewpoint m<Xiern democratic
electioneering with its "stump speeches" surpasses anything seen pre
viously. The more mass effects are intended and the tighter the bu~
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reaucratic organization of the .parties becomes, the less significant ~

the content of the rhetoric. For its effect is purely emotional, insofar
as simple class situations and other economic interests do not prevail
which must be rationally calculated and manipulated. The rhetoric
has the same meaning as the street parades and festivals: to imbue the
masses with the notion of the party's power and confidence in victory
and, above all, to convince them of the leader's charismatic qualification.

Since all emotional mass appeals have certain charismatic features,
the bureaucratization of the parties and of electioneering may at its
very height suddenly be forced into the service of charismatic hero
worship. In this case a conflict arises between the charismatic hero'
principle and the mundane power of the party organization, as Roose
velt's r19121 campaign demonstrated.

6. Excursus on Party Control by Charismatic Leaders,
Notables and Bureaucrats

Almost aU parties originate as a charismatic following of legitimate
or caesarist pretenders, of demagogues in the style of Pericles, Cleon or
Lassalle. If parties develop at an into routinized permanent organiza
tions, they generally are transformed into structures controlled by
honoratiores. Until the end of the 18th century this almost always meant
a federation of nobles. In the Italian cities of the Middle Ages a per
son could be elevated into the ranks of the nobiU as a political punish-,
ment (since the great urban vassals were almost always Ghibelline); this
was tantamount to dis'lualincation from office and political disfranchise
ment. However, it was very rare, eVen under the popolani, for a com
m(;ner to hold leading offices, even though here as always the bourgeois
strata had to nnance the parties. The decisive element was that the
military power of the parties, which often resorted to direct force, was
provided by the nobility, in case of the Guelphs, for example, according
to fixed contributions. Huguenots and Catholic League, the English
parties, including the Roundheads, indeed all parties before the French
Revolution typically developed into associations of notables, mosdy led
by nobles, after they had passed through a period of charismatic excite
ment that broke down class and status barriers" in favor of one or several
heroes. The same was true of the scrcalled "bourgeois" parties in the
19th century, even the most radical ones: all of them fell under the
control of honoratiores, for only they cOuld govern a party or the state"
without compensation, and they had of course the advantage of status
or economic influence. \Vhenever the owner of a landed estate _~hanged I
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his party affiIiatioll, it was more or less taken for granred in England,
and in East Prussia until the eighteen-se'lenties, that not only his
patriIllDnial ~u~jf;':cts but also the peasants ,"vou!d follow him-excepi: in
times of revo!uti;;llary excirement. At lea;;r iT, the smaller towns, a some
wh<lt similar role was played hy the mayors, j:.ldges, notaries, lawyers,
ministers and tC:ichers, and often dso hy the manutactmers until the
workers organized themselves as a class. We will dIScuss in a different
context why the manufacturers, even apart from their class sitcation,
were generally not suited for this role. In Germany the teachers consti
tute a stratum that-for reasons inherent in its particular status posi
tion-provides unpaid electoral agents to the scralled "bourgeois"
partit-s, just as the clergy nonnally d~ for the authoritarian parties.
In France the lawyers have always been available to the bourgeois
parties, partly because of their technical qualifications and partly
during and after the Revolution-because of their status position.

During the French Revolution some party organizations began to
,evolve in a bureaucratic manner, but they were too short-lived. to develop
a definite structure; only in the last decades of the 19th century did
bureaucratic organization gain the upper hand everywhere. The oscilla
tion between subordination to charisma and obedience to honoratiores
was succeeded. by the struggle of the bureaucratic organization with
charismatic leadership. The more bureaucratization advances and the
more substantial the interests in benefices and other opportunities be
come, the more surely does the party organization fall into the hands
of experts, whether these appear immediately as party officials or at
first as independent entrepreneurs-witness the American bJSs. These
experts systematically maintain personal relations with the ward leaders,
agitators, controllers and other indispensable personnel, and keep the
voters' lists, files and all other materials required for running the party
machme. Henceforth only the control of such an apparatus makes pos~

sible an effective influence on the party':; policies and, if need be, a
successful secession. The [I880] Sezession [in the Gennan National
Liberal Party] became possible because the Reichstag deputy Rickert
had the lists of the ward leaders; from the beginning the subsequent
breakup of the Freisinnige Partei appeared likely since Eugen Richter
and Rickert each retained his own apparatus; and the fact that the fanner
Secessionists managed to seize control of the party's executive board
was ::: more serious symptom of the forthcoming split than all the
preceding rhetoric.9 Conversely, the impossibility of merging the per
sonnel of two rival organizatiOns has been much more important than
any substantive disagreement for the failure of attempts at party mergers;
this is again illustrated by German experiences.
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In normal times such a bureaucratic apparatus, more or less con
sistentlydeveloped, controls the party's course, including the vitally
important nomination of candidates. However, in times of great public
excitement, charismatic leaders may emerge even in solidly bureauc
ratized partie,?, as was demonstrated by Roosevelt's campaign in 1912.

If there is a "hero," he will endeavor to break the technician's hold
over the party by imposing plebisCitary designation and possibly by
changing the whole machinery of nomination. Such an eruption of
charisma, of course, always. faces the resistance of the normally pre
dominant pros, especi;}lly of t~e bosses who control and finance the
party and maintain its routine u!Jerati..:ns, whose tools the candidates
usually are. For not only the. material interests of the job hunters
depend upon the selection of the party candidates, bm very much also
those of the party sponsors-banks, contractors and trusts. Since the
times of Crassus, a typical figure has been t:~e great sponsor who at
times finances a charismatic leader and who expects from the latter's
electoral victory government contracts, tax-farming opportu,,, les, mo
nopolies or other privileges, and especially the repayment with interest
of his advances. But the reguli'.r party organization also lives off party
sponsors. Rarely sufficient are the ordinary revenues, such as dues and
possibly kickbacks from the salaries of officials who got their government
job through the party (as in the United States). The direct explOita
tion of the party's power position enriches the participants, but does not
necessarily fill the party coffers. For propagandistic reasons dues are
frequently abolished or depend upon the member's self-assessment; this'
puts the control over the party's finances even formally into the hands
of the big sponsors. The regular manager and political professional,
the boss or the party secretary, can expect their financial support only
if he finnly controls the party machine. Hence every irruption of
charisma is also a financial threat to the regular organization It happens
quite frequently that the warring bosses or other managers of the com~

peting parties combine in defense of their common economic interests
to prevent the rise of charismatic leaders, who would be independent
of the regular party apparatus. As a rule, the party organization eaSily
succeeds in this castration of charisma. This will also remain true of the
United States, even in the face of the plebiscitary presidential primaries,
since in the long run the continuity of profeSSional operations is tac
tically superior to emotional worship. Only extraordinary conditions
can bring about the triumph of charisma over the organization. The
peculiar relationship between charisma and bureaucracy that split the
English Liberal party over the issue of the first home rule bill is well
known: Gladstone's very personal charisma, which was irres~~tible to
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Puritan rationalism, forced the caucus bureaucracy to make an about~

face and to stand with him despite the most serious objections and the
prognosis of an unfavorable outcome of the elections; this resulted in
the split of the apparatus that Chamberlain had created and in the
loss of the electoral battle. A similar thing happened in the United
States last year [I9I2].

It stands to reason that a party's general character is significant
for the chances that charisma has in its struggle with the party bureauc
racy. These chances vary greatly with the character of the party, which
may be a pragmatic group of patronage seekers with 3n ad hoc program
for a given campaign, or primarily a party of nOlables or of a class, or
again predominantly an ideological party with a Weltanschauung These
distinctions are, of course, always relative. In certain respects the chances
of charisma are greatest in the first case. A patronage party makes it
much easier, ceteris paribus, for impressive personalities to win the
necessary following than dQ the petty-bourgeois organizations of notables

'of the German parties, particularly of the liberal ones, with their pro
grams and Weltanschauungen which are forever the same; any attempt
to adapt the latter to the momentary demagogic opportunities easily
precipitates a catastrophe. However, it is probably not possible to gen
eralize on this score. The internal dynamics of party organization and
the social and economic conditions of each Concrete case are all too
intimately interwoven in any given situation.

7. Charisma and the Persistent Forms of Domination

As these examples show, charismatic domination is by no means
limited to primitive stages of development, and the three basic types of
domination cannot be placed into a simple evolutIOnary line: they in
fact appear together in the most diverse combinations. It is the fate of
charisma, however, to recede with the development of permanent insti
titutional structures. As far as we know the early stages of social life,
every concerted action 'that transcends the traditional mode of satisfy
ing economic needs in the household has a charismatic structure. Primi
tive man perceives all external inAuences that shape his life as the actions
of specific forces which are inherent in things and men, living and
dead, and give them the power to do good as well as harm. The entire
conceptual apparatus of primitive tribes, including their nature- and
animal-fables, proceeds from such assumptions. Concepts like mana,
orenda and similar ones, the meaning of which ethnography explains
to us, denote such specific forces whose supernatural character is ex-
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elusively due to the fact that they are not accessible to everybody but
linked to some de6nite carrie'I'-ptISOn or object. Magic and heroic
qualities are nothing but particularly important instances of such spe
cific powers. Every event transcending the routines of everyday life
releases charismatic forces, and every extraordinar}' ability creates .:har
ismatic beliefs, which are subsequently weakened again by everyday life.
In nonnal times the powers of the village chief are very limited, amount·
ing to little more than arbitration and representation. In general, the mem
bers of the community do not claim the right to depose him, f9r his power
is charismatic and not elective; however, if need be they desert him
without hesitation and settle elsewhere. Among the Germanic, tribes
a king could still be rejected in this manner because of inadequate
charismatic qualification. We might almost say that the normal condi
tion of primitive communities was anarchy moderated by compliance
with customs, which was either unreflecting or motivated by apprehen
sion toward the uncertain consequences of innovation. The magician's
social influence is similarlyweak in eve~ay life.

However, the charisma of the hero or the magician is immediately
activated whenever an extraordinary event occurs: a major hunting ex
pedition, a drought or some other danger precipitated by the wrath
of the demons, and especially a military threat. The charismatic hunting
or war leader is often not identical with the peacetime chief who has
primarily economic and also mediating functions. When the manipula
tion of deities and demons becomes an object of a permanent cult, the
charismatic prophet and magician rums into a priest. When wars be
come chronic and technological development necessitates the systematic
training and recruitment of all able-bodied men, the charismatic war
leader becomes a king. The Frankish royal officials, count and sakebaro,
were Originally military and 6nanciaJ officials; an other tasks are of a
later date, especially the judicial functions, which at first remained in
the hands of the ancient charismatic communal arbitrators, The en·
trenchment of a war leader with a permanent staff is the decisive step
to be linked with the notions of "kingship" and "state," as compared to
the peacetime chief whose primary functions are sometimes more eco
nomic (regulating common economic concerns of the village or market
community), sometimes more magic (religious or medical), sometimes
more judicial (originally limited to arbitration). It is arbitrary to derive
kingship and state, in adaptation of Nietzschean concepts, fro'11 the sub
jection of one tribe by another, which thereupon creates a permanent
apparatus in order to maintain its ascendancy and to exact tribute.n. For
the same differentiation between anns-bearing and tax-exempt warriors
and unanned, service-rendering non-eombattants can easily -develop

.-....-
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within any tribe that is chronically threatened with war; incidentally,
the dependence of the· non-eombauants is frequently not patrimonial.
The chief's following may form a military brotherhood and exercise
political rights, so that a feudal aristocracy emerges. Alternatively, the
chief may increasingly resort to hiring his following, first in order to
launch marauding expeditions and later to dominate his own people;
for this case, too, there are examples. [The conquest theoryJ is correct
only to the extent that kingship is normally charismatic war leadership
that has become permanent and has developed a repressive apparatus
for the domestication of the unarmed subjects. This apparatus naturally
became strongest in conquered territories, because of the continuous
threat to the ruling stratum. It is no accident that the Norman states,
especially England, were the only feudal states in the Occident with a
really centralized and highly developed administration; the same was
true of the Arabic, Sassanid and Turkish warrior states, which were
most highly organized in conquered areas. The development of hiero·

, cratk power followed the same pattern" The strict centralization of the
Catholic church originated in the Occidental mission territory and was
completed in the wake of the [French] Revolution which destroyed the
power of the local clergy: as ecclesia militans the church created its
technical apparatus. However, kingship and high-priesthood exist also
without conquest and missionary activities, if we consider as the decisive
feature the persistence of a bureaucratic, patrimonial or feudal structure
of domination.

8. The Depersonalization of Charisma: Lineage
Charisma, "Clan State" and Primogemture

Whatever we have said until now about the pOSSible consequence6
of the routinization of charisma has not affected its strictly personal
quality. However, we will now turn to phenomena whose common fea
ture is a peculiar depersonalization of charisma. From a unique gift of
grace charisma may be transformed into a quality that is either' (a)
transferable or (b) personally acquirable or (c) attached to the in
cumbent of an office or to an institutional structure regardless of the
persons involved. We are justified in still speaking of charisma in this
impersonal sense only because there always remains "an extraordinary
quality which is not accessible to everyone and which typically over
shadows the charismatic subjects. It is for this very reason that charisma
can fulfin its social function. However, since in this manner charismn
becomes a component of everyday life and changes into a permanent
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structure, its essence and mode of operation are significantly transformed.
The most frequent case of a depersonalization of charisma is the

belief in its transferability through blood ties. Thus the desires of the
disciples or followers and of the charismatic subjects for the perpetuation
of charisma are fulfilled in a most simple fashion. However, the notion
of a truly individual inheritance was as alien here as it was originally
to the household. Instead of individual inheritance we find the immortal
household as property-holder vis-a-vis the succeeding generations. In
the beginning, charisma too is hereditary only i'n the sense that house
hold and lineage group are considered magically blessed, so that they
alone can provide the bearers of charisma. This notion lies so dose at
~and that its genesis scarcely needs an explanation. Because of its su
pernatural endowment a house is elevated above all others; in fact, the
belief in such a qualification, which is unattainable by natural means
and hence charismatic, has everywhere been the basis for the develop
ment of royal and aristocratic power. For just as the charisma of the
ruler atLaches itself to his house, so does that of his disciples and fol
lowers to their houses. The kobetsu, the families who (allegedly) de
scended from the house (uji) of the Japanese charismatic ruler ]immu
T enno, are considered to be permanently blessed and retain this pre
eminence over the other uji, among whom the shinbetsu constitute the
charismatic aristocracy; the latter comprise the dans of followers which
(allegedly) immigrated with ]immu Tenno as well as those native ones
that he incorporated into his following, This aristocracy assigns the ad
ministrative positions to its members. The two dans of the Muraji and
the Omi occupied the highest charismatic rank. In these as in all the
other clans, the same phenomenon occurred when the jOint household
disintegrated: one house is considered the Great House (0:::: oho). The
houses 0 Muraji and 0 Omi are the bearers of the specific charisma
Qf their clans, and their heads therefore claim the right of occupying
the corresponding positions at court and in the political community.
Wherever the principle of charismatic blood relationship has been fully
applied, all occupational status, down to the lowest craft, rests, at least
theoretically, upon the tie between a spt:::ific charisma and a speCific
lineage group and between the prerogative of leadership within such
a group and its charismatically qualified Great House. The political
organization of the state depends upon lineage groups, their retainers
and territoria,l holdings. As a type such a !'clan state" (Geschlechterstaat)
should be clearly distinguished from any type of feudal or patrimonial
state or state with hereditary offices CAmtsstaat), regardless of the fluid
historical transitions. For the rights of the individual lineage groups
to their functions are legitimated by the charisma inherent in their
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houses, not by any personal fealty that derives from a grant of property
or office. As previously mentioned, the transition from this condition
to the feudal state is regularly motivated by the ruler's interest in de
stroying the autonomous legitimacy of these lineage groups and in re
placing it with a feudal legitimacy derived from his own person.

We'are not interested here in the degree of correspondence between
historical reality and the pure type of charismatic bloOO relationship;
for our purposes it is sufficient that the principle existed in more or
less developed form among the most diverse peoples. Remnants of it
can be found in the historical period of Gemlanic as well as Greek
Antiquity (witness the preeminence, by virtue of their blood line, of
the Eteobutadai in Athens and, conversely, the disqualification of the
Alkmaionidai by virtue of their bloOO guilt).
In historical times, however, the principle of dynastic and lineage

charisma has generally been adhered to far less conSistently. As a rule,
the most primitive and the highest stages at culture only know the
charismatic privilege of the ruling dynasty and possibly of a very limited
number of other powerful families. Under primitive conditions the
charisma of the magician, rainmaker, medicine-man and priest, as long
as it is not fused with political authority, is muchles~ frequently tied
to the charisma of a house; only the development of a regular cult
gives rise to those charismatic blood ties between certain priestly posi
tions and aristocratic lineage groups that occur often and in turn affect
the hereditability of other types of charisma. As physiological blood ties
gain increasing importance, deification sets in, at 6rst of the ancestors
and eventually also of the incumbent ruler, if the process is not inter
rupted; we shall return to some of its consequences.

Lineage charisma, however, does not assure the unambiguous identi
fication of the successor. This requires a definite rule of succession;
hence the belief in the charismatic importance of blood relationship

.must be implemented by the belief in the charisma of primogeniture.
For all other systems, including the system of "seniority" frequently
applied in the Orient, lead to wild palace intrigues and revolts, particu
larly when polygamy is practiced and the wives' struggle for the suc
cession rights of their children is added to the ruler's interest in eliminat
ing potential pretenders in favor of his own offspring. In a feudal state
the principle of primogeniture is usually established first for 6ef-holders
because the division of hereditary 6efs must be limited in the interest
of their service capacities. Subsequently, the principle is, so to speak,
projected back to the apex of the feudal pyramid, as it happened in
the course of Occidental feudalization. In a patrimonial state, whether
of the Oriental or Merovingian variety, the validity of the principle of
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primogeniture is much less certain. In its absence the alternative is
either to divide the political powers just like any other patrimonial
possession or to select the successor according to some regular procedure:
Divine judgment (duelling among the sons, often practiced in primi
tive tribes), the oracular drawing of lots (which in reality means selection
by the priests, as among the Jews since Joshua), or finally the normal
fonn of charismatic selection through nomination and popular acclama
tion; this case, even more than the others, is fraught with the danger
of double elections and of succession fights. At any rate, dominance
of monogamy as the sole legitimate form of marriage has been one of .
the most important reasons for continuity of monarchic power; it bene
fited the Occidental monarchies, but under the Oriental conditions the
mere thought of an impending or possible succession haunted the whole
administration, and the actual succession always threatened to be catas-
trophic for the state. ,_'-'

On the whole, the belief in the hereditariness of charisma belongs
to those conditions which account for the greatest historical "accidents"
with regard to the structure and persistence of polities, especially since
the principle of heredity may have to compete with other forms of
designating a successor. The structure of Islam has been affected decisively
by the f~ct that Mohammed died without male heirs and that his followers
did not found the Caliphate on hereditary charisma, and indeed during
the Omayyad period developed it in an outright anti-theocratic manner.
It is largely owing to such differences about the ruler's quali£cation tha~

Shiism, which recognizes the hereditary charisma of Ali's family and
hence accepts the infallible doctrinal authority of an imam, is so antago-.
nistic to orthodox Sunna, which is based on tradition and idshma (con
sensus ecclesiae). Apparently it was easier to displace Jesus' family from
its originally important position in the community. The fact that the
German Carolingians and the subsequent royal dynasties died out just
when hereditary charisma might have become strong enough to prevail
over the electoral claims of the princes, has been highly significant for the
decline of royal power in Germany, while in France and England, by
contrast, the rise of kingship was strengthened by hereditary charisma.
This has had probably even more fa~-reaching consequences than the fate
of Alexander's family. In contrast to this role of heredity, almost all capable
Roman emperors of the nrst three centuries ascended the throne by virtue
of designation through adoption, not by virtue of blood relationship; and
most of those who became emperors in the latter way weakened the office.
The reasons for these divergent consequences are apparently connected
with the difference between the political structure of a feudal state and
that of an increasingly bureaucratized state that is dependent upon a
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standing army arid its officers. We will not pursue this difference at this
point.

9· Office Charisma

Once the belief is established that charisma is bound to blood re
lationship, its meaning is altogether reversed. ]f originally a man was
ennobled by virtue of his own actions, now only the deeds of his fore
fathers could legitimate him. Hence one became a member of the
Roman nobility not by holding a nobilitating office, but because one's
own ancestors had done so, and the office aristocracy delimited in this
way endeavored to monopolize the offices. This reversal of genuine
charisma into its exact opposite occurred everywhere according to the
same pattern. The genuinely American (Puritan) mentality glori6ed
the self-made man as the bearer of charisma and counted the heir for
nothing, but this attitude is being reversed before our own eyes; now
only descent-from the Pilgrim Fathers, Pocahontas and the Knicker
bockers-or membership in the accepted families of "old" wealth is
valued. TIle closing of the rolls of nobility, the tests of ancestry, the ad
mission of the newly rich only as gentes minores, and similar phe
nomena are all equally an expression of the attempt to increase status
by making it scarce. Economic motives are not only behind the monopo
lizatio~ of remunerative offices or of other connections with the state, but
also behind the monopolization of the connubium; noble rank provides
an advantage in the quest for the hands of rich heiresse-s and also increases
the demand' for one's own daughters.

In addition to the depersonalization of charisma in the form of
inheritance, there are other historically important forms. First of alI,
charisma may be transferred through arti6cial, magical means instead
,of through blood relationship: The apostolic succession secured through
episcopal ordination, the indelible charismatic qualification acquired
through the priest's ordination, the king's coronation and anointment,
and innumerable similar practices among primitive and civilized peoples
all derive from this mode of transmission. Most of the time the symbol
has become something merely formal, and in practice is less i~portant

than the conception often related to it-the linkage of charisma with
the holding of an office, which itself is acquired by the laying on of
hands, anointment, etc. Here we find that peculiar transformation of
charisma into an institution: as permanent structures and traditions
replace the belief in the revelation and heroism of charismatic per
sonalities, charisma becomes part of an established social structure_
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In the early Christian church the Bishop of Rome occupied an
essentially charismatic position (originally together with the Roman
ecclesia); The church of Rome acquired very early a specinc authority
and asserted it time and again against the intelletual superiority of the
Hellenistic Orient, which produced almost all great church fathers,
established the dogmas and held all ecumenical councils; this predomi·
nance lasted as long as the unity of the church was maintained on tlle
basis of the firm belief that God would not pennit the church of the
world capital to err despite its much smaller intellectual endowment.
This authority was nothing but charismatic; it was by no .means a
primacy in the modern sense of a definitive doctrinal authOrity (Lehr-
amt), nor did it resemble universal jurisdictional powers in the sense of
an appellate function or even an episcopal jurisdiction in competition with
the local powers. Such notions had not yet been developed. Moreover,
just like any other charisma, this one too' was at first considered a
precarious gift of grace; at least one Bishop of Rome was anathematized
by a Council. But on the whole this charisma was believed to be a
Divine promise to the church. Even Innocent III at the height of his
power did not invoke more than the rather general and vague belief
in this promise; only the bureaucratized and iRteliectualized church of
modern history turned it into a charisma of office and differentiated, as
does every bureaucracy, between the office (ex cathedra) and the in
cumbent.

The charisma of office-the belief in the specific state of grace of a
social institution-is by no means limited to the churches and even less
to primitive conditions. Under mooern conditions, too, it finds politically
relevant expression in the attitudes of the subjects to the state. For
these attitudes may vary considerably according to whether they are
friendly or hostile to the charisma ·of office. The specinc lack of respect
of Puritanism for mundane affairs, its rejection of all idolization, eradi
cated aU charismatic respect towards the powers-that-be in the areas of
Puritan predominance. The conduct of an office appeared as a business
like all others, the ruler and his officials as sinners like everyone else
-strongly emphasized by Kuyper-and as no wiser than anyone else.
Through God's inscrutable will they chanced upon their position and
thus gained the power to fabricate laws, statutes, judgments and ordi
nances. Whoever shows the marks of damnation must of course be
removed from a church office, but this principle is inapplicable and also
dispensable with regard to state offices. As long as the secular power~

holders do not directly violate conscience and God's honor, they are
tolerated, for any change would merely replace them with others just
as sinful aoo probably just as foolish. But they do not have any inwardly
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binding authority since they are. merely parts of an order made by and
for man. The office is functionally necessary, but it does not transcend
its incumbent and cannot reflect upon him aTIy dignity, ;;uch as is pos
sessed, for example, by the lowest royal court (ko12igliches Amtsgericht)
according to normal German sentiment. This naturalistic and rational
attitude toward the state, which has had very conservative or very revo
lutionary effects depending on the given conditions, has been basic to
numerous important features of countries under Puritan influence. The
fundamentally different attitude of the average German toward the
Amt, toward the "supra-personal" authorities and their "nimbus" is of
course conditioned in part by the peculiarities of Lutheranism, hut also
corresponds to a very general type: the endowment of po".'erholders
with the office charisma of "God-given authority." The purely emotive
state metaphysics, Rourishing on this ground, has had far-reaching
pol:tical consequences.

The Catholic theory of the priest's character indelebili.s with its strict
distinction between the charisma of office and the worthiness of the
person constitutes the polar opposite of the Puritan rejection of office
charisma. Here we encounter the most radical fonn of depersonalization
of charisma and of its transfonIl2.tion into a qt:alification that is inherent
in everybody who has become a member of the office hierarchy through
a magic act, and that sanctifies official acts. This depersonalization was
the means whereby an hierocratic organization was grafted upon a
world which perceived magic qualifications everywhere. The bureau
cratization of the church was possible only if the priest could be abso
lutely depraved without endangering thereby his charismatic qualifica
tion; only then could the institutional charisma of the church be
protected against all personnel contingencies. Since pre-bourgeois man
is stin disinclined to moralize about the natural and the supernatural
world, since he perceives the gods not as good but merely as strong, and
believes that all kinds of animal, human and superhuman creatures have
magic ctpacities, this differentiation between person and function con
fonns to widely accepted beliefs; the church only put them deliberately
into the service of a great organizational idea: that of bureaucratization.

10. Charismatic Kingship"

A particularly important case of the charismatic legitimation of jnsti~

tutions is that of political charisma, as it appears with the rise of kingship.
Everywhere the king is primarily a warlord. Kingship originates in

charismatic heroism. In the history of civilized peoples, kingship is not
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the oldest form l)f political domination, that is, <l power trdnss.:ending
patriarchal authurity and differing from it because it does not primarily
direct the peaceful struggle of man with nature but the violent struggle
of OOB community against another. Kingship is preceded by all those
charismatic fom;s which assure relief in the face of extiaordinary ex
ternal or internal distress or which promise success in risky undert;lk
ings. In ea;:Jy history, the precursor of the king, the chieftain, often
has a double function; He is the patriarch of the family or sib, but
also the charismatic leader in hunt and war, the magician, rainmaker,
medicine man-hence priest and doctor~, and finally, the arbiter.
Frequently each of these kinds of charisma has a special bearer. Next to
the peacetime chieftain (the head of the sib), whose power originates
in the household and who has mainly economic functions, stands the
hunting and war leader, who proves his heroism in successful raids
undertaken for the sake of victory and booty. (Even in historical times,
in Assyrian royal inscriptions, hunting booty and cedars from the
Lebanon--dragged along for construction purposes-are enumerated
alongside the number of slain enemies and the size of walls of con
quered cities which were covered with their skins.) In such cases
charisma i~ acq~ired irrespective of its bearer's position in the sib or
household, indeed, of any rules. This dualism between charisma and
everyday life is often found among the American Indians, for instance,
the Confederacy of the IroquoiS, as well as in Africa and elsewhere.

Wherever war and big game hunt do not occur, we do not 6nd the
charismatic chieftain either: the "warlord," as we want to call him in
order to avoid the usual confusion with the peacetime chieftain. In this
case, especially when natural calamities--drought or epidemics-are
frequent, a charisma.tic sorcerer may have an essentially similar power
and become a "priestly ruler." The charisma of the warlord rises and
falls with its efficacy and also with the demand for it; the warlord be
comes a permanent 6gure when there is a chronic state of war. It is
mainly a terminological question whether kingship and the state are
said to begin with the annexation and incorporation of alien subjects
int0 the community ref. above, sec. 7]. For our purposes it reinains ex
pedient to use the tenn "state" in a much narrower way.

As a rule, the phenomenon of the warlord is not linked to tribal
domination over another tribe and to the existence of individual slaves,
but only to a chronic state of war and a comprehensive 'military organi.
zation. However, it is true that kingship develops frequently into a
regular royal administration only when the military following controls
the working or paying masses. But the subjection of alien tri~ is not
a necessary intennediate step. The internal stratification resulting from
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the development of charismatic warriors into a ruling caste may have
the same differentiating effect. At any rate, as soon as their domination
has been stabilized, the royal power and those with vested interests in
it, the royal following, search for legitimacy, that is, for the mark of
the charismatically qualified ruler, II

I I. Charismatic Education

Once charismatic qualification has become an impersonal quality,
which can be transmitted through various and at first purely magic
means, it has begun its transformation trom a personal gift that can be
tested and proven but not transmitted and acquired, into a capacity that,
in principle, can be taught anJ learned. Thus charismatic qualification
can become an object of education, even though at first not in the fonn
of rational or empirical instruction, since heroic and magical capacities
,are regarded as inborn; only if they are latent can they be activated
through a regeneration of the whole personality. Therefore, the real
purpose of charismatic education is regeneration, hence the development
of the charismatic guality, and the testing, confirmation and selection
of the qualified person. [The elements of charismatic education are:}
Isolation from the familiar environment and from all family ties (among
primitive tribes the novices-epheboi-move into the forests); invariably
entrance into an exclusive educational community; complete transfor
mation of personal conduct; asceticism; physical and psychic exercises
of the most diverse forms to awaken the capacity for ecst3SY and re
generation; continuous testing of the level of charismatic perfection
through shock, torture and mutilation (circumcision may have origi
nated primarily as a part of such ascetic practices); finally, graduated
ceremonious reception into the circle of those who have proven their
charisma.

Within certain limits the transition between charismatic and ra...
tional specialized training is of course fluid. Every charismatic education
includes some specialized training, depending on whether the novices
are trained to be warriors, medicine men, rainmakers, exorcisers, priests
or legal sages. This empirical and professional component, which is
often treated as secret know-how for the sake of prestige and monopoli
zation, increases quantitatively and in rational quality with professional
differentiation and the accumulation of specialized knowledge; finally,
in a world of predominantly specialized training and drill only the
familiar juvenile phenomena of barrack and student life remain as
residues of the ancient ascetic means for awakening and testing charis-
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matic capacities. However, genuine charismatic education is the radical
opposite of specialized professional training as it is espoused by bureauc-
racy. Benveen these two fonns of education we find all those kinds
that are concerned with "eul.tivation" (in the meaning defined above:
the change of basic attitudes and of personal conduct) and retain only
remnants of the original irrational means of charismatic education. The
most important instance has been the training of warriors and priests,
which once was primarily a selection of the charismatically qualified.
He who does not pass the heroic trials of the warrior's training remains
a "woman," just as he who cannot be awakened to the supernatural
remains a "layman." In the familiar pattern, the standards of qualifica
tion are energetically defended and raised because of the material inter
ests of the following, which forces the master to share the prestige and
material opportunities of his rulership only with those who have passed
the same trials.

In the course of these transfonnations charismatic eduCation may
become a state or ecclesiastic institution, or it may be left to the formally
free initiative of organized interest groups. The actual developments
depend upon the most diverse circumstances, in particular upon the
distribution of power between the various competing kinds of charisma.
This is especially true of the extent to which either military-knightly
training Or ecclesiastic instruction predominates in a community. In
contrast to knightly training, the very spiritualism of ecclesiastic educa
tion facilitates its development toward rational instruction. The trainin'g
of the priest, rainmaker, medicine man, shaman, dervish, monk, sacred,
singer and dancer, scribe and jurist as well as the training of.the knight
and warrior assumes many fonns, but remains ultimately similar. Dif
ferent is merely the relative impact of the various educational groups.
This depends not only upon the power distribution between imperium
and sacerdotium (which will be discussed again below), but hrst of all
upon the extent to which military service is a matter of social honor,
the duty of a stratum that is thereby specifically qualified. Only where
such a duty exists does militarism establish its own educational system;
conversely, the development of ecclesiastic education is usually a func
tion of the bureaucratization of ruIership, at first of sacred domination.

The basic Hellenic institution of the epheboi, a component of the
individual's athletic-artistic perfection, is only a special case of a uni*
versal kind of military training. which includes in particular the prepa
rations for the initiation rites, that is, for the rebirth as a hero, and the
reception into the male fraternity (Mannerbund) and the communal
house of the warriors, which is a kind of primitive barracks. (This is
the origin of the "men's house" which Schurtz traced everywhere with
such loving care.)ua These are instances of lay education: the warrior
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clans dominate education. The institution disintegrates whenever the
member of the political community is no longer primarily a warrior and
war is no longer chronic. An example for the far-reaching "clericaliza
tion" of education is provided by the control of the Egyptian priests
over the training of officials and scribes in this typically bureaucxatic
state. In numerous other Oriental cases, too, the priesthood controlled
the training of officials, and that means education in general, because it
alone developed a rational educational system and prOvided the state
with scribes and officials trained in rational thinking. In the Occidental
Middle Ages the education offered by the church and the monasteries
-as the agents of every kind of rational instruction-was also of para
mount importance. There clerical-rational and knightly education co
existed, competed and cooperated with one another, owing to the feudal
and status character of the ruling stratum, and imparted to Occidental
medieval man and the Occidental universities their speci6c character.
In contrast, there was no counterweight to the clericalization of educa
tion in the purely bureaucratic Egyptian state; the other patrimonial
states of the Orient also failed to develop a specifically knightly educa
tion, since they lacked the requisite Estate structure; and finally, the
completely depoliticized Jews, whose cohesion depended upon the
synagogue and the rabbinate, developed a major type of strictly clerical
education.

In the Hellenic polis and in Rome there was no state bureaucracy or
priestly bureaucracy that might have created a clerical educational sys
tem. It was only in part a fateful historical accident that Homer, the
literary product of a secular aristocracy which was most irreverent
toward the gods, remained. the major vehicle of literary education
which explains Plato's deep hatred against him-and prevented any
theological rationalization of the religious powers. The decisive fact was
the complete absence of a clerical system of education.

In China, finally, the character of Confucian rationalism, its con
. ventionalism and its reception as the basis of education was conditioned

by the bureaucratic rationalization of the secular patrimonial officialdorT\
and the absence of feudal powers.

r 2. The Plutocratic Acquisition of Charisma

Every kind of training, whether ~or magical charisma or for heroism,
may become the concern of a small circle of professional associates out
of which may develop secret priestly fraternities or exclusive aristo::ratic
clubs. The number of variations is great, ranging from systematic domi
nation to occasional plundering by the political or magic brotherhood,
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which especially in West Africa was often a secret society. All those
groups that developed. into clubs and brotherhoods, whether they origi
nated in a voluntary military following or in the levy of all able-bodied
men, share the tendency to replace charismatic capacities increasingly
with purely economic qualifications. A young man had to be dispensable
in the .household before he could subject himself to charismatic train
ing. which was time-consuming and economically not immediately
profitable; however, such dispensability was the less frequent, the more
the intensity of economic work increased. The result was a monopolization
of charismatic education by the well-to-do, who purposively reinforced
this trend. As the original magic or militnry functions lost importance,
economic aspects came to predominate ever more.

At the end of this development, a person can simply buy his position
in the various levels of political "dubs," as in Indonesia; under primitive
conditions it may suffice to organize a rich feast. The transformation
of the charismatic ruling stratum into a purely plutocratic one is typical
of otherwise primitive peoples, whenever the practical importance of
military and magic charisma declines. It is then not necessarily propelty
itself that ennobles a person, but rather the style of life that is possible
only bn the basis of property. In the Middle Ages, a knightly style of
life implied, among other things, above all the keeping of an open house.
Among many tribes it is possible to secure the title of a chief simply
by offering banquets, and to retain it in the' same manner; this is a
kind of noblesse ohlige that has always easily impoverished the notables
who taxed themselves in this fashion.

'3. The Charismalic Legitimation of the Existing Order

As domination congeals into a permanent structure, charisma re
cedes as a creative force and eruptS only in short-lived mass emotions
with unpredictable effect, during elections and similar occasions. How·
ever, charisma remains a very iPlportant element of the social structure,
even though it is much transfonned. We must now go back to those
economic motives mentioned above [ii: I J that largely account for the

.routinization of charisma: the needs of pri\.ileged strata to legitimize
their social and economic conditions, that is, to transform them from
mere tesultants of power relationships into acquired rights, and hence
to sanctify them. These interests are by far the strongest motive for the
preservation of charismatic elements in depersonalized form. Since
genuine charisma is based neither on enacted or traditional order nor on
acquired rights, but on legitimation through heroism and revelation,
it is radically opposed to this motive. But after its routinization its very
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quality as- an extraordinary, supernatural and divine force makes it a
suitable source of legitimate authority for the successors of the charisma
tic hero; moreover, in this fann it is advantageous to all those whose
power and property are guaranteed by this authority, that is, dependent
upon its perpetuation, However, the forms of charismatic legitimation
vary according to the relationship to the supernatural forces which estab
lish it.

If the legitimacy of the ruler is not dearly identifiable through he
reditary charisma, another charismatic power is needed; nonnally this
can only be hierocracy. This is true even of a ruler who is a divine
incarnation and hence possesses the highest degree of personal charisma.
Insofar as he does not prove himself through his own deeds, his very
claim must be connrmed by the experts in matters divine "Hence divine
rulers are peculiarly subject to confinement by the groups which have
the greatest material and ideal stakes in ,their legitimacy, the court
officials and the priests; this confinement may result in permanent
palace arrest and even in the killing of the God-King when he comes
of age, so that he cannot compromise his divinity or emancipate himself

'from tutelage. In general, the very fact that the charismatic ruler
carries such a heavy burden of responsibility in relation to the ruled
tends to create an urgent need for some form of control over him.

Because of his exalted charismatic qualities such a ruler needs a
person who can take over responsibility for the acts of government,
especially for failures and unpopular measures; this is still true of the
Oriental caliph, sultan and shah: They need the traditional 6gure of the
Grand Vizier. In Persia, the attempt failed only a generation ago to
abolish the position of the Grand Vizier in favor of bureaucratic minis
tries under the Shah's personal supervision, because this would have
made him personally responsible for all the troubles of the people and
for all administrative'abuses; it also would have endangered, not only
the ruler himself, but also his charismatic legitimacy, Therefore, the
position of the Grand Vizier had to be restored so that it could protect
the Shah and his charisma,

This is the Oriental counterpart to the responsible chef du cabinet
in the Occident, especially in the parliamentary state. There we..,find the
fonnula Ie roi regne, mais il ne gouverne pas, and the theory that for his·
dignity's sake the king should "not appear in public without his minis
terial rrappings"12 or, even more so, that for the same reason he· should
completely abstain from interfering with the regular bureaucratic ad
ministration and instead defer to the leaders of the political parties who
hold the cabinet posts, This corresponds to the insulation of the deified
patrimonial ruler by the specialists in tradition and ceremony: the priests,
court officials and high dignitaries. In all these cases the sociological
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nature of charisma accounts for these limitations as much as do the
interests of the court officials or party leaders and their following. The
parliamentary monarch is retained in spite of his powerlessness, because,
by his very existence and by virtue of· the fact that power is exercised
"in his name," he guarantees the legitimacy of the existing social and
property order through his charisma; all those interested in this oider
must fear the subversion of the belief in its legitimacy if the king ,is re
moved. The function of legitimizing the governmental decisions of the
victorious party as lawful acts can also be fuI611e<;l by a president elected
according to fixed rules. However, the parliamentary monarch fulfills
another function which an clected president cannot fulfill: He fonnally
limits the power struggle of the politicians by definitively occupying the
highest position in the state. From a purely political viewpoint, this essen
tially negative function, which depends on the mere existence of a
legitimate king, is perhaps in practice the most important one. In more
positive terms, this function indicates in the most typical case that the
king can take an active part in government only by virtue of his personal
capacities or his social influence (Kingdom of Influence), not simply by
virtue of his rights (Kingdom of Prerogative); recent events and per
sonalities have shown that a king can exercise such an influence in spite
of the parliamentary system. The "parliamentary" monarchy in England
makes it possible to limit access to real power to politically qualified
monarchs. For the lang can lose his crown by a false move in foreign
and domestic politics or by raising claims which do not accord with his
personal gifts or his prestige. To that extent the English parliamentary
monarchy is more genuinely charismatic than the Continental monarchy,
which encourages the ruler to exercise power merely because of his birth
right, whether he is a simpleton or a political genius.IS

iii
Discipline and Charisma

I. The Meaning of Discipline

It is the fate of charisma to recede before the powers of tradition or
of rational association after it has entered the permanent structures of
social action. This waning of charisma generally indiurtes the diminish-
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ing importance of individual action. In this respect, the most irresistible
force is rational discipline, which eradicates not only personal charisma
but also stratification by status groups, or at least transforms them in a
rationaliZing direction.

The content of discipline is nothing but the consistently rationalized,
methodically prepared and exact execution of the received order, in
which all personal criticism is unconditionally suspended and the actor
is unswervingly and exclusively set for carrying out the command. In
addition, this conduct under orders is uniform. The effects of this uni
formity derive from its quality as social action within a mass structure.
Those who obey are not necessarily a simultaneously obedient or an
especially large mass, nor are they necessarily united in a specific locality.
What is decisive for discipline is that the obedience of a plurality of
men is rationally uniform.

Discipline as such is not hostile to charisma Or to status honor. On
the contrary, status groups that are attempting to rule over large terri
tories or large organizations-the Venetian aristocracy of the Council,
the Spartans, the Jesuits in Paraguay, or a modem officer corps with a
prince at its head.......-ean maintain effective superiority over their subjects
only by means of a very strict internal discipline. The blind obedience of
subjects, too, can be secured only by training them exclusivel¥ for sub
mission under the disciplinary code. If a status group maintains a
stere0typed prestige and style of life only for reasons of discipline, this
deliberate and rational component will always become prominent and
in tum affect all of the culture inBuenced by such a group; we shall not
discuss these effects here. A charismatic hero may make use of discipline
in the same way; indeed, he must do so if he wishes to expand his sphere
of domination. Thus Napoleon created a strict disciplinary organization
for France, which is still effective today.

Discipline in general, like its most rational offspring, bureaucracy, is
impersonal. Unfailingly neutral, it places itself at the disposal of every
power that claims its service and knows how to promote it. This does
not prevent it from being intrinsically alien to charisma as well status
honor, especially of a feudal sort. The berserkwitb manic seizures of
frenzy and the feudal knight who measures swords with an equal ad
versary in order to gain personal honor are equally alien to discipline,
the former because of the irrationality of his action, the latter because
his attitude lacks matter-of-factness. Discipline puts the drill for the sake
of habitual routinized skill in place cf heroic ecstasy, loyalty, spirited
enthusiasm fe.: a leader and personal devotion to him, the cult of honor,
or the cultivation of personal fitness as an art. Insofar as discipline ap
peals to firm et.~ic31 motive,>, it presupposes a sense of duty and con~

!
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scientiousness-"men of conscience" versus "men of honoI" in Crom
well's terms. All of this serves the rationally calculated optimum of the
physical and psychic preparedness of the uniformly conditioned masses.
Enthusiasm and unreserved devotion may, of course, have a place in
discipline; every modern conduct of war weighs, frequently above every
thing else, precisely the morale factor in troop effectiveness. Military
leadership uses emotional means of all sorts-just as the most sophisti
cated techniC/ues of religious discipline, the exercitia spiritualia of Ig
natius of Loyola, do in their way. It seeks to in8uence combat by I'in_
spiring" the soldiers and, even more, by developing their empathy for
the leaders' will. The sociolOgically decisive points, however, are, first,
that everything is rationally calculated, especially those seemingly im-'
ponderable and irrational emotional factors-in principle, at least, cal
culable in th~ same manner as the yields of coal and iron deposits.
Secondly, devotion is normally impersonal, oriented toward a purpose, a
common cause, a rationally intended goal, not a person as such, however
per;sonally tinged devotion may be in the case of a fascinating leader.

The case is different only when the prerogatives of a slaveholder
create a situation of discipline: On a plantation or in a slave army of
the ancient Orient, on galleys manned by slaves or by prisoners in
Antiquity and the Middle Ages. In these cases the only effective element
is indeed the mechanized drill and the individual's integration into an
inescapable, inexorable mechanism, which forces the team member to
go along. However, this form of compulsory integration remains a strong
element of all discipline, especially in a systematically conducted war,
and it emerges as an irreducible residue in all situations in which the
ethical qualities of duty and conscientiousness have failed.

2. Th~Origins of Discipline in War

The c011Hict' between diSCipline and individual charisma has been
full of y.;cissitudes. It has its classic seat in the development of the struc
tur~ of warfare, in which sphere the conflict is to some extent purely
determined by technology. However, the kind of weapons~pike, sword,
bow-is not necessarily decisive, for all of them allow disciplined as well
as individual combat; still, at the beginning of the known history of
the Near East and of the Occident, the importation of the horse and, to

some uncertain degree, the rise of the epoch-making iron tool have
played decisive roles. The horse brought the war chariot and with it the
hero driving into combat and possibly fighting from his chariot; this was
the dominant figure in the warfare of the Oriental, Indian, and ancient

At·1a
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Chinese kings, as well as throughout the Occident, including the Celtic
areas and Ireland until late times. Cavalry came after the war chariot,

'but lasted longer; from it the knight emerged-the Persian, ThessaIian,
Athenian, Roman, Celtic, and Germanic. The foot·soldiers, who cer~

wnly played some_part earlier in the development of discipline, receded
in importance for quite some time. The replacement of the bronze
javelin by iron arms for close combat was probably among the factors
that again pushed development in the opposite direction. Yet, just as in
the Middle Ages gun powder can scarcely be said to have brought about
the transition from undisciplined to disciplined fighting, so iron as such
did not bring about the change; after all, long·range anq knightly
weapons were also made of iron. It was the discipline of the heavily
armed Hellenic and Roman foot-soldiers (hoplites) which brought about
the change. An oft-quoted passage shows that even Homer knew of
the beginnings of discipline with its prohibition of fighting out of line.
For Rome, the turning'point is symbolized by the legend of the execu~

tion of the consul's Son who, in accordance with the ancient heroic
fashion, had slain the opposing commander in individual combat. One
after the other, we encounter the well-trained army of the Spartan
professional soldier, the holy lachos of the Boeotians, the well-trained.
phalanx of the Macedonians equipped with long pikes (sarissae), and
th~ more mobile but equally well-trained maniple of the Roman legions.
These troops gained supremacy, in turn, over the Persian knight, the
militias of the Hellenic and Italic citizenr~', and the. general levies of
the Barbarians. In the early period of the Hdknic hcpIites, attempts
wen~ made to exclude long-range weapO!:~ by ":nternational law" as ,-~n

chivalrous, just as during the Middle Age" 61ere were att~mpts to forbid
the cross-bow.

It is evident that the k~pd of wearX)i! has been the resuit and not
the cause of discipline. Exclusive usc of the infantty tactic of dcse com
bat during Anticjuity brought about the df'ray vi cavalry, and in Rome
·the status of a knight became practically equivalent to exemption from
military service. At the dose cf the Middle Ages it was the massed force
of the Swiss, with ;15 parallel and ensuing developments, which first
broke the monopoly of knighth()()(} to wage war. And ever. then the
Swiss still allowed the Halberdiers to ceme [('lward for hero combat,
after the main force had advanced in closed. formation, with the pike
men occupying the outside positicns, At first this resulted only in the
lesser frequency of individual knightly combat. And in the battles of
the sixteenth and seventeenth century, cavalry, as an increasingly dis
cip1bed force, still played a decisive role. Without cavalry it was im-
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possible to wage offensive wars and actually to overpower the enemy, as
the course of the English Civil War demonstrated.

It was discipline and not gun powder which initiated the transforma·
tion of warfare. The Dutch army under Maurice of the House of Orange
was one of the first modem disciplined armies. It was shorn of all status
privileges; the mercenaries, for examples, could no longer refuse rampart
work as something beneath their dignity (opera servilia). The sober and
rational Puritan discipline made Cromwell's victories possible, despite
the fierce bravery of the Cavaliers. His Ironsides-the "men of can
science"-trotted forward in dosed formation, aiming calmly and 6ring
simultaneously before drawing their sabres. After the attack they re
mained in closed formation or immediately realigned themselves. This'
discipline was technically superior to the Cavaliers' elan. For it was
the habit of the Cavaliers to gallop enthusiastically into the attack and
then to disperse, either to plunder the enemy camp or prematurely to
pursue single opponents in order to capture them for ransom. All suc·
cesses were forfeited by such habits, as was typically and often the case
in Antiquity and the Middle Ages-for example, at Tagliacozzo [where
Charles of Anjou defeated Konradin, the last of the Hohenstaufen, in
1268J. Gun powder and all the war techniques associated with it became
significant only with the existence of discipline-and to the full extent
only with the use of war machinery, which presupposes discipline.

The economic bases upon. which anny organizations have been
founded are not the only agent determining the development of dis
cipline, yet they have been of considerable importance. In turn, how
ever, the varying impact of discipline on the conduct of war has had
even greater effects upon the political and social order, even though
this influence has been ambiguOl:s. Discipline, as the basis of warfare,
gave birth to patriarch~l kingship among the Zulus, where the monarch,
however, was constitutionally limited by the power of the army com
manders---similar to the [manner in which the] Spartan [kings were
checked by the] ephors.H Similarly, discipline gave birth to the Hellenic
polis with its gymnasia. When infantry drill was perfected to the point
of virtuosity (as in Sparta), the polis had inevitably an aristocratic
structure; when cities resorted to naval discipline, they had a democratic
structure (Athens). Military discipline was also the basis of Swiss democ
racy, which in the heyday of the Swiss mercenaries was very different
from the Athenian but controlled-in Greek terms-territories with in
habitants of limited rights (penoeci) or with no rights (helots). Mili
tary discipline was also instrumental in establishing the rule of the
Roman patriciate and, finally, the bureaucratic states of Egypt, Assyria
and modern Europe.
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These examples show that war discipline may go hand in hand
with totany diffelent economic conditions. But it has always in some
way affected the structure of the state, the economy, and possibly the
family. For in the past a funy disciplined army has necessarily been a
professional army, and therefore the basic problem has always been how
to provide for the sustenance of the warriors. The original way of creat
ing trained troops ready to strike was warrior communism, which we
have already mentioned.. It may take the form of the men's house,
as a kind of barracks or casino of the professional warriors; in this form
it is spread over the largest part of the earth; warrior communism may
also follow the pattern of the communist community of the Ligurian
pirates, the Spartan mess-hall (syssitia) principle, or the organization of
Caliph Gmar, or of the religious knightly orders of the Middle Ages.
As we have noticed above, the warrior community may constitute either
a completely autonomous, closed association or, as is the rule, it may be
incorporated into a territorial political association. Thus, its recruitment
may be determined by the larger order, but it may, of course, in tum exert
decisive influence upon this order. Most of the time the linkage is relative.
Even the Spartans, for example, did not insist upon "purity of blood,"
since military education was decisive for membership.

The communist warrior is the perfect counterpart to the monk, whose
garrisoned and communistic life in the monastery serves the purpose of
disciplining him in the service of his other-worldly master (and, resulting
therefrom, perhaps also his this-worldly master). With consistent de
'velopment of the warriors' community, the dissociation from the family
and all private economic interests is found also outside the celibate
knightly orders which were created in direct analogy to the monastic
orders. The inmates of the men's house purchase or capture girls, or
they claim that the girls of the subject 'community be at their disposal
as long as they have not been sold in marriage. The children of the
Areai-the dominant status group in Polynesia-are killed. Men can
join enduring sexual unions with a separate economy only after com~
pleting their service in the men's house--often only at an advanced age.
The communist military ,organization, which is widely spread under
conditions of chronic warfare and which requires warriors without home
and family, may he re£l.ected residually in several phenomena: dif
ferentiation according to age groups, which is sometimes also important
for the regulation of sexual relationships; survivals of an allegedly
primitive "endogamous promiscuity" or of a "primeval right" of all male
warriors to all unappropriated women; likewise, abduction as the allegedly
earliest fonn of marriage, and above alI the "matrilineal family" (Mutter
recht).l~
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It is likely that the communist warrior community is everywhere a
remnant of the following of charismatic warlords. These leaders decline
when the following establishes a pennanent association which endures
in peacetimes. But under favorable conditions, the warrior chief may
well gain complete control over the disciplined warrior formations.
Accordingly, the military organization based on the "oikas" offers an
extreme contrast to this communism of warriors who live on booty and
from the contributions of women, those un6t to bear anns, and possibly
serfs: The patrimonial army was sustained and equipped from the stores
of its master, as we know it especially from Egypt, but its features were
very often also components of other military organizations and hence'
provided the root of princely despotism. The reverse phenomenon, rhe
emancipation of the warrior community from the unlimited power of
th~ lord-as evidenced in Sparta through the ,institution of the ephors
-proceeds only so far as the interest of discipline permits. In the polis,
therefore, the weakening of the ling's power-which meant the weak
ening of discipline-prf;vailed only in peacetime and in the homeland
(domi in contrast to milidae, according to the technical terms of Roman
administrative law). Tht!' Spartan king's prerogatives approached the
zero point only in peacetime; in the interest of discipline, the king was
omnipotent in the field.

An all-round weakening 01 discipline-but varying greatly in degree
-usually accompanie::; any kind of decentralized military establishment,
whether it is prebendal or feudal. The weB-trained Spartan army, the
K.A~pO~ of the other Hellenic. and Macedonian and of several Oriental
military establishments, the Turkish quasi-prebendal fiefs, and finally
the feudal fiefs of the Japanese and Occidental Middle Ages-all of
these were stage::; of the economic decentralization which usually goes
hand in hand with the weakening of discipline and the rise of individ
ual heroism. From the disciplinary aspect, just as from the economic, the
seigneurial vassal represents an extreme contrast to the patrimonial or
bureaucratic soldier. And the disciplinary aspect is a consequence of the
economic aspect. The feudal vassal not only cares for his own equipment
and provisions and directs his own baggage-train, but he summons and
leads sub-vassals who, in turn, also equip t~emselves. Both the late
medieval and early modern semi-eapitalist recruiting of mercenary armies
by condottieri and the raising and equipping of standing annies by
means of public nnance signify an intensihcation of discipline on the
basis of an increasing concentration of the means of warfare in the
hands of the warlord. We shall not describe here in detail the illcreasing
rationalization of procurement for the annies; it began with Maurice of
Orange, proceeded to the armies of Wallenstein, Gustavus _Adolphus,
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Cromwell, tht.: "mlJes of the French, of Frederick the Great and of
Maria Theresi8. V,,'e also cannot deal in d\'l<;Jl with the tran~ition ftOm
the prok--ssional .mny to the people's arn7 of the French Hevolutii)u, its
reo:::ganizatlon by I'J3poJeon into a partly professi0I?-ul army, and the
generd introductioL of univer.~al conscription dmiilg the 19th century.
11iis devdopment indicated in effect, ':le increasi!ig importance of dis
cipline as well· as the parallel advance from private capitalism to public
finance as the basis of military organiza~iGn.

Whether the exclusive dominance of universal conscription will be
the last word in the age of machine warfare remains to be seen. 1be
shooting records of the British navy, for instance, seem to be determined
by the continuity of professional teams through the years. The belief
in the technical superiority of the professional soldier for certain cate
gories of troops is almost sure to gain influence, especially if tPe process
of shortening the term of serviee--stagnating in Europe at the moment
-sbould continue. Esoterically, this view is already held in some officers'
circles. The introduction of a three-year period pf compulsory service by
the French army in 1913 was motivated here and there by the slogan
of a "professional army," but this was somewhat inappropriate since no
distin~tion was made between the various categories of troops. These still
ambiguous possibilities, and also their possible political consequences, are
not to be discussed here. In any case, none of them will alter the extreme
importance of mass discipline. We wanted to show here that the separa
tion of the warrior from the means of warfare, and the concentration
of the means of warfare in the hands of the warlord have everywhere
been basic to this mass discipline, whether the process occurred in a
patrimonial, capitalist or bureaucratic context.

3- The Discipline of Large-Scale Economic
Organizations

Military discipline gives birth to all discipline. The large-scale eco
nomic organization is the second great agency which trains men for
discipline. No direct historical transitions link the Pharaonic workshops
and construction projects (however little detail about their organiza
tion is known) with the Carthaginian-Roman plantation, the mines of
the late Middle Ages, the slave plantation of colonial economies, and
finally the modern factory. However, all of these have in common the
one element of discipline.

The slaves of the ancient plantations slept in barracks, living without
family and without property. Only the managers-especially the villicus
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-had individual domiciles, somewhat comparable to the noncoms' [pri
vateJquarters or the housing provided the salaried supervisors on modem
landed estates. Usually, the villicus alone had quasi-property (peculium,
i.e., .originally property in cattle) and quasi-marriage (conmhernium).
In the morning the slaves lined up in "squads" (decuriae) and were led
to work by "whips" (monifores); their supplies were stored iJ1. a depot
(to use a barrack term) and handed out according to need. Infirmary
and stockade were not absent. The discipline of the manor of the Middle
Ages and the modern era was considerably less strict becAuse it was,
traditionally stereotyped, ?'1d therefore it somewhRt limited the lord's
power.

No special proof is necessary to show that military discipline is the
ideal mode! for the modern capitalist factory, as it was for the ancient
plantation. However, organizational discipline in the factory has a com
pletely rational basi". With th~ help of rui·"Lle methods of measure
ment, the optimum profitability of the individual worker is calculated
like that of riny material means of production. On this basis, the Ameri
can system of "scientific m:magement" triumphantly proceeds with its
rational conditioning and tlai'ling of work perfonnances, thus drawing
the ultimate conclusions frora the mechanization and discipline of the
phnt. The psycho-physical appar:ltus of man is completely' adjusted to
the demands of the outer world, the tools, the machines-in short, it
is functionalized, and the individual is shorn of his natural rhythm as
determined by his organism; in line with the demands of the work
procedure, he is attuned to a new rhythm through thl': functional
specialization of muscles and through the creatic.n of an optimal
economy of physical effort.16 This whole process of rationalization, in the
factory as elsewhere, and especially in the bureaucratic state machine,
paranels the centralization of the material" implements of organization
in the hands of the master. Thus, discipline inexorably takes over ever
larger areas as the satisfaction of political and economic needs is in
creaSingly rationalized. This universal pflenomenon more and more
restricts the importance of charisma and of individually differentiated
conduct.

NOTES

Unless otherwise indicated, all notes 8Dd emendations are by Roth.
J. FOI a different translation of sees. I and 1, see Gerth and Mills, From Max

Weber, op. cit., Z45-50.
z. See Rudolf $ohm, NTchenTecht I (I89z), 6, z6; II (I9Z3), I76ff. and

Out1mes of Church History (Boston 1958; btpabl. in 1887), 33.
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3. Both the references to the celibacy of holders of artistic charisma and to
followers with independent means allude to the charismatic p.:>et Stefan George
and his circle; cf. Palt One, ch. III; 10.

4. This is directed against William II, who demanded loyalty by virtue of a
latter-day divine right of kings irrespective of his many political blunders.

5. Cf. above, Soc. of Law, sec. iii and v: 5. (W)
6. Karl Weierstrass (1815-1897), a mathematician known for his theory of

analytical functions. .
7. Cf. GAzW, 471ff. (W)
8. Eduard Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums (Stuttgart 1944), IV, 695.
9. In 1880 a section of the largest German liberal party, the National Lib

eral Party, seceded because it refused to go along with the party's accep'ancc of
Bismarck's tariff increase. The Secessionists were largely committed to lai~·taire

policies; in 1884 they merged with the leftwing liberals, lht Progressives, into the
Freisinnige Partei. The merger was motivated by the desire to create a streng new
party that could provide a backing for the relatively liberal Crown Prir.~e 1'red
erick, whose ascendance to the throne was expected in the ne~r future. As it was,
Bismarck managed to decimate the party, which had begun with as many as one
hundred deputies in the Reichstag, and Frederick ruled only three months in
1888. When·his successor, William 11, replaced Bismarck with Caprivi in 1890,
the fonder Secessionists hoped for a more liberal government and tried to change
the intransigent policy of Eugen Richter, the dOnJineerin~ leader of tbe old Pro
gressive party and the united Wrty. In the ensuing struggle the fonner Secession·
ists under Heinrich Rickert, who had retained his own apparatus, managed to
gain a majority on the party's executive board, but Richter's grassroots organiza
tion and his newspapers proved strong enough to defeat the challenge. The pre
carious unity was destroyed and the party split in 1893. Cf. Thomas Nipperdey,
Di€ Organisation tkr deutschen Parteien VOT 1918 (DUsseldorf: Droste, 1961),
206--17.

9a, Probably a reference to the "sociological state concept" of Ludwig Gum
plowicz, as propounded in his The Outlines of Sociology (Philadelphia 1899; Ger
man ed. r 885), Die 5Oziologische Staatsidee (1892), and other works. (Wi)

roo fiar a different version, see Gerth and Milis, From Max Weber, op. cit.,
25If. On another aspect of charismatic kingship, see Marc Bloch, us Rois thauma
turges: Etude sur Ie caraaere sutn4t'Urel attribui a fa puissance royale, particulU!*
rement en France et en Angleterre (Strasbourg 1924).

1I. The manuscript breaks off at this point. The line of thought is contin
ued below in sec. 13 and ch. XV: I. (W)

, I Ia. Cf. Heinrich Schurtt, Altersklassen 14M MiinnerbUnde (Berlin 1902).
12. One.W Bis:n.arck's puns, in which a tenn for clothing (BeJeleidung) is

associated with entourage (BegIeitung).
13. An invidious rompa'rison between William II, on the one hand, and

Edward VII and George V on the other.
14. The ephors were five elected magistrates, who checked the powers of the

two kings. Some of them accompanied the king on campaigns, but they did not
have any command powers. However, they could bring the king to trial, if he had
failed in their opinion.

15. On Mutttlrrecht, cf. Weber, General Economic History, 38-45 and litera-
ture cited 27r. .

16. Cf. Weber's survey of psychological studies and his own research report
and research proposals, "ZUI' Psychophysik deI: industrie1len Arbeit" (1908-09).
reprinted in GAzSS, 61-255.



CHAPTER xv
POLITICAL AND
HIEROCRATIC DOMINATION

•
I. Charismatic Legitimation: Rulers versus Priests

Just as the powerlessness of the parliamentary monarch permits ,the
legitimate rule of the party leader, so the powerlessness of the "insulated"
monarch, who is an incarnation, results either in priestly domination or,

-at least frequently, in the seizure of power by a family that is not en
cumbered with the monarch's charismatic obligations and hence can
provide the real ruler (maior domus, shogun). Here too, the formal
ruler must be retained because only his specific charisma can guarantee,
the proper relation to the deities, which is indispensable for the legiti
macy of the whole political structure, including the position of the
actual ruler. If the official ruler has genuin~ charisma-if it is personal,
not derived-he cannot be removed in the same manner as the Merovin
gians, in whose case the papacy provided a charismatically qualified
power for the legitimation of the new ruling house. If an incarnated
deity or a- descendant of deity (for example, the Mikado) exercises gen
uinely charismatic authority, any attempt at deposing not just the
incumbent-which, of course, is always possible in some violent or peace
ful manner-but the whole charismatic house .will endanger the legiti
macy of all powers and weaken all traditional buttresses of the subjects'
compliance. Even under the worst conditions, therefore, such a removal
is anxiously avoided by all groups which benefit from the existing order;
it remains to be seen whether such a dethronement is permannently
feasible even when the ruling dynasty is considered representative of
an alien regime, as now in China [I9I 1/13]'

The papal COri6rmation of Carolingian rule is typical of allthose nu
merous cases in which the ruler is not himself a deity or, at any rate,
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cannot sufficiently legitimize himself through charisma that is un
ambiguously secured through hereditary succession or some other rule;
hence he is dependent upon legitimation by another power, most natu
rally the priesthood. This has usually happened wherever the develop
ment of religious charisma into a priestly attribute was sufficiently
-advanced, and its bearers were not identical with the political power
holders. The qualified bearer of royal charisma is then legitimated by
God, that means, by the priests, or, at the least, his legitimacy is con
firmed by them; as experts in all things divine, they recognize the ruler
who appears as the incarnation of a. deity. In the.- Judaic Kingdom the
priesthood consulted an oracle of lots (Losorakel) about the king; the
priests of Amon-Re actually controlled the crown after defeating the
descendants of the heretic pharaoh Akhenaton; the Babylonian king
dasped the hands of the empire-god [Marduk]; there are many other
examples up to the exemplary case of the Holy Roman Empire. In all
these cases legitimation can, in principle, not be denied to any genuine
hearer of charisma. This was also true of the Imperial Crown during the
Middle Ages, and the Electors' resolution at Rhense [where they formed
an alliance, in 1338, against the Pope's claim to con6rm the election of
the German king] reaffirmed this very principle. For it is a question of
recognition, not of discretion, whether charismatic qualification exists.
At the same time, however, it is believed that only the ma.nipulations of
the priests can assure the fun effectiveness of charisma, and to that extent
a depersonalization of charisma occurs here also. In the extreme case, the
priests' control over the crown may lead to a priestly kingship, with the
headpriest himself exercising secular authority. This has indeed hap
pened several times.

In the reverse case the high I?riest is subject to secular authority:
witness the Roman Principate, Chma, the Caliphate, perhaps the Arian
mIers, and certainly the Anglican, Lutheran, Russian and Greek

, Catholic rulers, who in part still hold this power. Secular control over
the church varies greatly, from mere administrative and judicial pre-
rogatives (Vogteirechte) to the Byzantine monarch's influence on the
formulation of church doctrine and to the ruler's preaching function,
as in the Caliphate.

2. Hieroemey, Theocracy and Caesaropapism

At any rate, the relations he~een secular and ecclesiastic power
differ greatly depending on whether we deal with I) a ruler who is
legitimated by priests, either as an incarnation Or in the name of God,
2) a high priest who is also king-these are the two cases of hierocracy
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--Qr, finally, 3) a secular, caesaropapist ruler who exercises supreme au
thority in ecclesiastic matters by virtue of his autonomous legitimacy.
Wherever hierocraey in this sense occurred-theocracy proper is limited
to the second case-, it had far-reaching effects on the administrative
structure. Hierocracy must forestall the rise of secular powers capable of
emancipating themselves. Wherever a co-ordinate or subordinate royal
position exists, hierocracy seeks to prevent the king from securing in
dependent resources; it impedes the accumulation of the thesauros which
was indispensable to all kings of early history, and the strengthening of
his bodyguard in order tn vitiate the establishment of an independent
royal army-witness the early case of Josiah in Judah. Furthennore,
hierocracy checks as much as possible the rise of an autonomous and
secular military nobility, since this would threaten its predominance, and
therefore it frequently favors the (relatively) peaceful "bourgeoisie."
The elective affinity between bourgeois and religious pow~rs, which is
typical of a certain stage in their development, may grow into a formal
alliance against the feudal powers; this happened rather frequently in
the Orient and also in Italy at the time of the struggle over lay investi
ture [11th century]. This opposition tt? political charisma has everywhere
recommended hierocracy to conquerors as a means of domesticating a
subject population. Thus, the Tibetan, the Jewish and the late Egyptian
hierocracy were in part supported, and in part directly created, by
foreign rulerS, and according to all available historical dues the Greek
temple priests, especially those at Delphi, would have been willing to
playa similar role in the event of a Persian victory. It appears that the
most significant features of Hellenism and Judaism aze products, :re
spectively, of the defense against Persian domination and of subjection
to it. How effecth~ domestication by hierocratic powers can be is
demonstrated by the fate of the Mongols, who were almost completely
pacified by Lamaism; time and again, during one and a half thousand
years, they had invaded the neighboring pacified civilization and had
endangered the very survival of culture.'

Everywhere state and society have been greatly in£l.uenced by the
struggle between military and temple nobility, between royal and priestly
following. This struggle did riot always lead to an open con£l.ict, but it
produced distinctive fea~res and differences, whether we refer to the
relationship between the priestly and the warrior caste in India, the
partly manifest and partly latent con£l.ict between military nobility and
priesthood in the oldest city-states of Mesopotamia, in Egypt and Pales
tine, or to the complete takeover of priestly positions by the secular
nobility in the Hellenic polis and particularly in Rome. The clash of
the two powers in medieval Europe and in the Islam resulted in the
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grea'test differences between the cultural development of the Orient
and the Occident.

The extreme opposite of any kind of hierocracy, caesaropapism-the
complete subordination of priestly to secular power-, can nowhere be
found in its pure type. Caesaropapist powers are wielded not only by
the Chinese, Russian, Turkish and Persian roler but also by the English
and German ruler, who is the head of the church (summus episcopus),
yet these powers are everywhere limited by autonomous ecclesiastic
charisma. The Byzantine basileus, like the pharaoh, Indian and Chinese
monarchs, and also the Protestant summi episcopi, attempted repeatedly,
and mostly without success, to impose religious beliefs and norms of
their own making. Such attempts were always extremely dangerous for
them. In general, the subjugation of religious to royal authority was
most successful when religious qualification still functioned as a magical
charisma of its bearers and had not yet been rationalized into a bureau
cratic apparatus with its own doctrinal system-two usually related
phenomena; subjugation was feasible especially when ethics or salvation
were not yet dominant in religious thought or had been abandoned
again. But wherever they prevail, hierocracy is often invincible, and
secular authOrity must compromise with it. By contrast, magic-ritual
forces were controlled most thoroughly in the ancient polis, rather well
by the feudal powers in Japan and the patrimonial ones in China, and
at least reasonably well by the bureaucratic state in Byzantium and
Russia. But wherever religious charisma developed a doctrinal system
and an organizational apparatus, the caesaropapist state, too, contained
a strong hierocratic admixture.

As a rule, priestly charisma 'compromised with the secular power,
most of the time tacitly but sometimes also through a concordat. Thus
the spheres of control were mutually guaranteed, and each power was
permitted to exert certain influences in the other's realm in order to
minimize collisions of interest; the sectllar authorities, for example,
participated in the appointment of certain clerical officials, and the
priests influenced the educational institutions of the state. These com
promises also committed the two powers to mutual assistance. Examples
of this kind are found 'in the ecclesiastic and secular organizations of
the predominantly caesaropapist Carolingian empire, in the Holy Roman
empire, which had. similar features under the Ottonian and early Salic
rulers, and in the many Protestant countries that were largely caesaro
papist. Under a different power distribution, such compromises also
occurred in the areas of the Counter-Reformation, the Concordats and
the Buns of Circurnscription.2 The secular ruler makes available to the
priests the external meanS of enforcement for the maintenance of their
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power or at least for the collection of church taxes and other contribu
tions. In return, the priests offer their religious sanctions in support of
the ruler's legitimacy and for the domestication of the subjects. Powerful
ecclesiastic reform movements, such as the Gregorian, attempted at times
to negate completely the autonomous charisma oj the political power,
but they were not permanently successful. Similar to the [way in which
the] doctrine of equal social rank [was adjusted by the nobility], the
Catholic church today acknowledges the autonomy of political charisma
by the very fact that it makes acceptance and submission a religious
duty in the face of every government that indisputably holds de facto
power, as long as such a regime does not despoil the church.

Some theocratic or caesaropapist elements tend to be present in every
legitimate political power, since ultimately every charisma is akin to
religious powers in that it claims at least some remnant of supernatural
derivation; in one way or another, legitimate political power therefore
always claims the "grace of God."

It should be clearly understood that the dominance of any of these
systems does not depend upon the inBuence that religion in general
exerts upon the life of a people. HeIlenic, Roman or Japanese life was
is much pervaded by religion as that of any hierocratic community; the
ancient polis has even been interpreted---eorrectly, but with some exag
geration-as primarily a religious association; by and large, a historian
like Tacitus related no fewer prodigies and miracles than did medieval
folk literature, and the Russian peasant is immersed in religion as much
as any Jew or Egyptian. Only the manner in which social domination
is organized varies greatly, and this has consequences for the course of
religious development.

Caesaropapist government t:!eats ecclesiastic affairs simply as a
branch of political administration. A rather pure type is found in the
states of Occidental Antiquity, and regimes of lesser degrees of purity
are found in the Byzantine Empire, the Oriental states, the states of
the Eastern church, and in the era of "enlightened" despotism in Eu
rope. Gods and saints are deities of the state, their worship is a state
affair, and new gods, dogmas and cults are accepted or rejected at the
ruler's discretion. If the political official does not fulfill these religious
obligations himself, merely with the assistance of the priestly profes
sionals, these technicalities will be put into the hands of a priesthood
which is politically controlled. The state-maintained priesthood lacks
economic autonomy, property and an independent administrative ap
paratus. All official priestly acts are supervised by the state. There is
no specifically clerical way of life, apart from some technical training for
ritual functions, and hence also no specifically priestly _education.
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Theology proper does not develop under these conditions, and this in
turn prevents an autonomous hierocratic regulation of the laymen's
way of life; Hierocratic charisma is degraded to the level of mere ad
ministrative technique. Moreover, a caesaropapist nobility transforms
the high-ranking priestly positions into hereditary family property, ex
ploitable as sources of income, prestige and power, and the lower~
ranking ones into prebends which it fills like positions on its manorial
dependencies; monastic and similar foundations become "welfare" bene
fices for unmarried daughters and younger sons, and compliance with
the traditional ritual prescriptions becomes part of the aristocratic status
ceremonial and status conventions. Whenever caesaropapism predomi
nates in this fashion it is inevitable that the substance of religion is
stereotyped in terms of the purely technical, ritualist manipulation of
supernatural powers, "nd any development toward a religion of salva
tion is impeded.

,. The Church

Wherever hierocratic charisma is stronger than political authority it
seeks to degrade it, if it does n-at appropriate it outright. Since political
power claims a competing charisma of its own, it may be made to appear
as the work of Satan; time and again the most consistent ethico
hierocratic trends in Christianity have tried to impose this viewpoint.
Alternatively, since God has permitted the existence of political power,
it may also be considered ~n inevitable concession to the sinfulness of
the world; the believer should resign himself to political power, but he
should avoid contact with it as much as possible; at any rate its specific
form appears ethically irrelevant. This was the attitude of Christianity
in its eschatological early period. Finally, political authority may be
mnsidered a God-given tool for the subjection of anti-eccIesiastic forces,
and then it is expected to put itself at the disposal of the hierocratic
authority. In practice, therefore, hierocfacy seeks to turn the political
ruler into a vassal and to deprive him of independent means of power,
insofar as this is compatible with its own interests in the survival of the
political structure. If the priests do not assume political powers directly,
they legitimize the king through the oracle (DS in the case of Judah),
or by confirming, anOinting and crowning him. They may prevent him
from accumulating a thesflUros, so that he cannot create a personal fol
lowing and maintain his own mercenaries (witness again the charac
teristic case of Josiah in Judah). Hierocracy creates an autonomous
administrative apparatus, a tax system (tithes) and legal forms (endow¥
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ments) for the protection of ecclesiastic landholdings. The charismatic
administering of magic bkssings, which is at first a freely chosen voca
tion and living, develops into the patrimonial office of royal or seigneurial
benefice-holders, for whose maintenance a benefice-as an endowment
-may be established with some temple, where it is to some extent pro
tected from unholy powers. A case in point are the commensality of the
Egyptian, Oriental and East Asian temple priests, and the prebends in
kind deriving therefrom.

Four features characterize the emergence of a church out of a hieroc-
racy; I) the rise of a professional priesthood removed from the "world,"
with salaries, promotions, professional duties, and a distinctive way of
life; 2) claims to universal domination; that means, hierocraey must at
least have overcome household, sib and tribal ties, and of a church in the
full sense of the word we speak only when ethnic and national bar~

riers have been eliminated, hence after the levelling of all non-religious
distinctions; 3) dogma and rites (Kultus) must have been rationalized,
recorded in holy scriptures, provided with commentaries, and turned
into objects of a systematic education, as distinct frorr: mere training in
technical skills; 4) all of these features must occur in some kind of
compulsory organization. For the decisive fact is the separation of
charismd from the person and its linkage with the institution and, par
ticularly, with the office; from this fact derive all the above features,
which we find developed in different degrees of 'typicality. Sociologi-
cally, the church differs from the sect by considering itself the trustee of
a "trust fund" of eternal blessings that are offered to everyone; as a
rule, it is not jOined voluntarily, like an association, but its members are
born into it; hence even those who lack religious qualification, who are
heretical, are subject to its discipline. In one wOrQ, the church is the
bearer and trustee of an office charisma, not a community of personally
charismatic individuals, like the sect. In the full sense of the term, 1

churches have arisen only in Islam and Lamaist Buddhism, apart fromi
Christianity; in a more restricted sense-because of the national de- I

limitation- .churches were also created by Mahdism, Judaism and, ap-
. parently, the ancient Egyptian hierocracy.

+ Hierocratic Reglementation of Conduct and
Opposition to Personal Charisma

The church advances its demands toward the political power on the
basis of its claims to office charisma. This charisma is used for a radical
elevation ~f its bearer's dignity. For its officials the church seCUres im-

.
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munity from secular jurisdiction, exemption from taxation and all other
public duties, and protection, through heavy penalties. against any show
of disrespect. In particular, the church establishes a distinctive way of
life for its officials. This requires a specific course of training and hence
a regular hierocratic education. Once it has created the latter, it also
gains control over lay education· and, through it, provides the political
authorities with officials and subjects who have been properly brought
up in the hierocratic spirit.

By virtue of its power, the hierocratic church also establishes a com·
prehensive ethico-religious reglementation of all spheres of conduct; in
principle, this system has never tolerated any substantive limitations,
just as today Catholic doctrine cannot recognize any limits for i~ claims
upon the diseiplina marum. For the enforcement of its claims hierocracy
disposes of very considerable means of power, even beyond the support
of the political authorities. Excommunication, the exclusion from' the ..
church service, has the same effect as the strictest social boycott, and
in OQe way or another all hierocracies resort to economic boycott by
means of the injunction against social intercourse with those ostracized.
Insofar as this reglementation of conduct is determined by hierocratic
power interests-and that, after all, is true to a large extent-, it is
directed against the rise of competing powers. This has several conse
quences; The "weak"-those subject to non-hierocratic power-are
defended; hence slaves, serfs, women and children are championed
against the arbitrariness of their master, and petty-bourgeois strata and
peasants against usury; the rise of economic powers that cannot be con¥
trolled by hierocratic means is impeded, espeCially that of new powers
alien to tradition, such as capitalism; in general, any threat to tradition
and the belief in its sanctity is opposed, since this is the inner basis of
hierocratic power; therefore, the established and traditional authorities
are strongly supported.

In this manner hierocracy leads to typification jl,lst as much as its
very opposite, especially in its most characteristic features. The rational
·organization for administering divine blessings is an institution (An
stale), and charismatic sanctity is transferred to the institution as such;
this is typical of every church. Hence fully developed office charisma
inevitably becomes the most uncompromising foe of all genuinely per
sonal charisma, which propagates and preaches its own way to God and
is prophetic, mystic and ecstatic. Office charisma must oppose it, in order
to preserve the -dignity of the organization. Whoever works miracles
on his own, without an office, is suspect as a heretic or magician. (An
early example can be found in the inSCriptions of the period of the
Sums, and one of the four deadly sins of the Buddhist monastic order
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is the claim to personal supernatural powers.) The miracle is incorpo
rated into the regular organization, as for example the miracle of the
sacraments. Charismatic qualification is depersonalized; it adheres to the
ordination as such and is, in principle, detached from the personal
worthiness of the officeholder (character indelebilis)-this was the sub
ject matter of the Donatist controversy. In accordance with the overall
scheme, the incumbent is distinguished from the office; otherwise his
unworthiness would compromise the office charisma. The position of
the charismatic prophets and teachers in the old church declines as
the church administration is bureaucratized in the hands of the bishops,
and presbyters, again in accordance with the familiar scheme of ~e

personalization. The structure of the apparatus is adapted, in technical
and economic respects, to the conditions of everyday operations. This
results in an office hierarchy with delimited jurisdictions, regular chan
nels, reglementation, fees, benefices, a disciplinary order, rationalization
of doctrine an~·of office-holding as a "voeation"-in fact, these featur~

were first developed, at least in the Occident, by the church as the heir
to ancient traditions, which in some respects. probably originated in
Egypt. This is not at all surprising, since the typic:llly bureaucratic
policy of distinguishing the unworthy incumbent from the holy office
had to be carried through conSistently :lS soon as the development
toward the charisma of office had gotten under way.

5. The j-lierocratic Ambivalence Toward Asceticism
and Monasticism

Here arises one of the great problems of hierocracy. How is the official
apparatus to cope with the emergence of a charismatic following of
God, the monks, who adhere to the demands of the charismatic founder
and therefore reject any compromise with mundane concerns? Monastic
asceticism can have two very different meanings; (I) Individual salva
tion through finding a personal, direct path to God. This has been of
primary importance in the religiOns of salvation, hence for Hindu,
Buddhist, Islamic and Christian ascetics. The radical demands of the
revolutionary and almost always eschatological charisma can never be
reali,zed within those religiOUS organizations that insist upon com
promises with the economic and other mundane power interests, and
the withdrawal from the world-from marriage, occupation, office,
property, political and any other community-is only the consequence
of this state of affairs. Originally, in aU religions the successful ascetic,
accomplishing the extraordinary, acquires the charismatic ability of
forcing God's hands and of working of miracles. Of course, such per-
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sonaI charisma is ultimately irreconcilable with the hierocratic claims of
an institution of salvation (Heilsanstalt) that seeks to monopoIi~ the
way to God--extTa ecclesiam nulla salus is the motto of an churches.
This conflict is exacerbated when such saintly men form exclusive com
munities; such a step negates the universalist and levelling claims to
domination which the church shares with every bureaucracy, as well as
the exclusive significance of its office charisma. But each of the great
churches was forced to compromise with monasticism. A monastic order
is unknown only in Mahdism and Judaism, which in principle re<.ug
nize no other path to salvation hut the faithful observance of the law.
There were perhaps monastic beginnings in the late Egyptian church.
The Christian church, in particular, Could not reject the consistent ap
plication of its scriptural principles. But it reinterpreted asceticism as a
specinc/'vocation" within its own ranks. The consilia evangelict:l were
the highest ideal, but considered too demanding for the average believer.
Therefore, full adherence to them was treated as an extraordinary
achievement to be utilized as a repository of blessings for the benefit of
those deficient in charismatic gifts.

(2) Eventually, asceticism is completely reinterpreted into a means,
not primarily of attaining individual salvation in one's own way, but of
preparing the monk for work on behalf of the h ~rocratic authority-the
foreign and home mission and the struggle ag~ nst competing authori
ties. Buttressed by its own charisma, such innerworIdly asceticism always
remained dubious to ecclesiastic authority, which relied solely on office
charisma. But the advantages prevailed. Asceticism thus leaves the
monastic cell and seeks to dominate the world; through its competition
it imposes its own way of life, in different degrees, upon the office
holding priesthood and partakes in the administration of the charisma
of office vis-a-vis the subiects (laym~n). However, the tensions always
persist. The integration of ecstatic asceticism into the Islamic church,
tJ:lrough the orders, can hardly be considered consistent, even though
it was theologically facilitated by al-Ghazali's establishment of the
orthodox dogma. Buddhism had the smoothest solution... since from the
beginning it was a religion' created by and for monks and propagated
by them: the church was completely dominated by the monks, who
constituted a charismatic aristocracy., Theologically, this solution was
particularly easy in the case of Buddhism. The Eastern churches found
an essentially mechanical solution by increasingly reserving aU higher
ranking offices for the monks. On the one hand, irrational and indi
vidual asceticism was glOrified, on the other there were institutionalized
churches which had been bureaucratized by the state; in Russia the
church did not even have its own monocratic leader. This inconsistency
cbrresponded to a hierocratic development that was deflected by foreign
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domination and caesaropapism. In Russia the reform movement of the
Josephites [see n, 5 to ch. VI, sec. 1Jii above] offered its services to
caesaropapism as the strongest power, and therefore only useful instru·
ment of refoun, just as the Cluniac reformers found their support in
Henry III [1039-56J.

Friction and compromise can be observed most clearly in the Occi
dental church, whose internal history is largely made up of them.
Eventually a consistent solution was found by integrating the monks
into'a bureaucratic organization; subject to a specific discipline and re
moved from everyday life by the vows of poverty and chastity, they
became the troops of the monocratic head of the church. This develop
ment took the foun of the ever recurrent founding of new orders. 1t
is quite possible that Irish monasticism, which for a time was the trustee
of a significant part of the cultural traditions of Antiquity, might have
created a distinctively monastic church in the Occidental mission terri
tories if it had not entered into close relations with the Holy See. By con·
trast, the Benedictine order established monastic manors once its
charismatic period was over. Even the Cluniac Benedictines (and all the
more so, the Premonstratensians) were seigneurial orders of notables,
whose very moderate asceticism-witness their lenient dress regulations
was limited to what was compatible with their status. Here, too, interlocal
organization existed only in the form of filiation. The significance of these
orders consisted essentially in the re-emergence of monasticism as an
instrument of hierocratic control. The Cistercian order combined the
first strong interlocal organization with an ascetic organization of agri
cultural work which made possible its wen~known achievements' in
colonization.

6. The Religious-Charismatic and the Rational
Achievements of Monasticism

In its charismatic stage monasticism is anti-economic, and the ascetic
is the anti-type of the acquisitive bourgeois as well as of the feudalloro
who enjoys his wealth ostentatiously. He lives alone or in freely formed
"herds"; he is unmarried and hence free of family responsibilities, un
concerned with political and other powers, he lives from gathered fruits
or alms, and he has no abode in the "wt>rld." The original rule of the
Buddhist monks required an itinerant way of life, ex~ept during the
rain period, and limited the time ~hich a monk could spend at any
given location-for/ the sake of an asceticism that was wholly irrational
in its ,goals and means, that is, oriented toward shedding the economic
and physical shackles of earthly existence and toward ~aining the union

77
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with the Divine. In this form monasticism is indeed part of the specif
ically non-economic force of genuine charisma. The monks are the old
charismatic disciples and followers, but instead of a visible hero, the
prophet removed to the hereafter is their invisible leader. Yet this stage
is not the last one. Rational economic considerations and luxury needs
cannot compete with the achievements of religious charisma, which are
"extraordinary," like charisma itself. This is also true of the achievements
of hierocratic power in general. The pyramids appear preposterous un
less we realize that the subjects firmly believed in the king as god
incarnate. The Mormon achievements in the salt desert of Utah violate
all rules of rational settlement. This is all the more typical of the
monastic 2chievements, which almost always accomplish that which
appears economically not feasible. In the midst of the Tibetan snow
and sand deserts Lamaist monasticism produced economic and architec
tural wonders that in magnitude, and apparently also in quality, measure
up to the largest and most famous artifacts of men: witness the Potala
[Palace in Lhasa]. From an economic viewpoint, the monastic com
munities of the Occident were the first rationally administered manors
and later the first rational work communities in agriculture and the
crafts. The artistic achievements of the Buddhist monks had a tremen
dous impact on the Far East; this was as extraordinary as the almost
unbelievable fact that remote Ireland, which today may seem con
demned to eternal marginality, was for several centuries the bearer of
the cultural traditions of Alltiquity and that its missionaries had a de
cisive share in shapmg tOL Occidental church, whose peculiar develop
ment was of such paramount historical importance. Furthermore, the
fact that the Occident alone developed hannonic music,3 as well as the
distinctiveness of its scientific thought can be ascribed in large measure to
Benedictine, Franciscan and Dominican monasticism.

At this point we focus on the rational achievements of monasticism,
which appear irreconcilable with its charismatic anti-rational, spedfically
'anti-economic, foundations. However, this phenomenon is similar to that
of the routinization of charisma in general: Asceticism becomes thtr
object of methodical pra<:;tices as soon as the ecstatic or contemplative
union with God is transformed, from ll: state that only some individuals
can achieve' through their charismatic endowments, into a goal that
many can reach through identifiable asc~tic means just as in the charis
matic training of the guilds of magical priests. Everywhere the method
was at first basically the same as that developed by the most ancient
monasticism, the Indian, with the greatest consistency and variety. In its
basic regulations the method of the Indian monks is very similar to that
of the Christian monks, although perhaps it is there more physiologically
renned (breathing control and similar techniques of the yogis and other
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virtuosi) and here more psychologically (confessional, tests of obedience,
the exercitia spiritualia of the Jesuits). Moreover, even though the
crucially important treatment of work as an ascetic instrument was not
confined to the Occident, it was here developed far more consistently
and universally. Everywhere, however, the central concern of the monk
is the achievement of complete control over his self and his natural
drives, for these impede a unioJ with God. This goal alone necessitates
the ever further rationalization of conduct, and this has in fact occurred
wherever monasticism established a strong organization. As a result of
this development we find the usual forms of the charismatic and corpo
rate novitiate, the hierarchy of ordinations and other positions, the
abbot, eventually the merger of cloisters into a congregation or an order,
hut above all the ( loister itself and the monastic rule that controls every
detail. of conduct.

Henceforth, }- ;Jwever, monasticism must operate within the realm of
"conomie life. It is no longer possible for the monks to maintain them·
~Ives permanently through purely anti-economic means, especially

j',endicaney, even though the principle may be retained as a fiction; on
~he contrary-as we will discuss later-rational, methodical self-control
cannot but strongly.inBuence economic behavior. The very fact that the
monks were a community of ascetics accounts for the astonishing
achievements that transcend .th~ attainable through routine economic
activities. Among the believers the monks are the elite troops of religious
virtuosi. Just like feudalism, monasticism reaches its heroic age and its
most consistent organization in hostile areas: the domestic and foreign
mission territories. It is no accident that Buddhism evolved the Lamaist,
hierarchy, which co~ponds even in the ceremonial details to the
Occidental curia, not in India but in Tibet and Mongolia, where it was
continuously threatened by the wildest barbarian peoples of the world.
In the same manner, the Occidental mission produced the most typical
form of Latin monasticism in barbarian countries. I

We will not pursue this phenomenon further at this point and will
urn instead to the relations between monasticism and the political and

:.ierocratic powers.

7. The Uses of Monasticism for Caesaropapism and
H ierocrac)'

Caesaropapism has various poli.tical reasons for favoring monasti~

cism, foremost, the need of its own legitimation and 9f domesticating
the subjects; these needs will be discussed below [sec. 8}. At the height
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of his power Gengis Khan established relations with the Buddhist
monks, as did the Tibetan and Chinese rulers. These relations had
probably the same motivation as those of the Gennanic, Russian and
other rulers to the monastic movements, and as the friendly contacts
of Frederick II of Prussia with the Jesuits which facilitated the order's
suMval despite the bull Dominus ac redemptOT noster [1773J. As as
cetics, the monks are the most methodical and, politically, the 4east
dangerous teachers; at least initially, they are the cheapest instructors,
and in fact they are the only available ones in an agricultural state. If
the political ruler wants to create an apparatus of officials and a counter
weight against the nobility, the natural opponent of such a patrimonial
or bureaucratic rationalization, he cannot wish for a more reliable sup
port than the influence of the monks on the masses. As long as this
influence persists, the hierocratic control of conduct is usually as effec
tive as in the case of hierocratic domination proper. However, the politi.
cal authorities must pay a high price for thi" support. The monks readily
place themselves a~ the disposal of the ruler's interest in rational church
reform-whether he be Emperor Henry III or King Asoka-, but their
charismatic religiosity rejects all caesaropapist intervention in religious
affairs much more vigorously than does any regular priesthood, and their
strict ascetic discipline permits them to establish a very strong power
position. Once monasticism has gained strength, it will dash sooner or
later with caesaropapist claims. Then the secular power may be ex
propriated, as it happened in Tibet, or monasticism may be completely
destroyed, as in the course of the repeated persecutions in China.

Far more problematic are the relations between monastici.sm and
hierocratic office charisma. On the surface, they are relatively smooth if
there is no patriarch, as in genuine Buddhism; it is true that in ancient
Indian Buddhism the highest-ranking dignitary was called a patriarch,
but his position seems to have been very weak be<'ause of the caesaro
papist policies of the rulers, who usurped a role similar to that of the
Byzantine emperors. The relations between monasticism and hierocracy
are also relatively easy if the patriarch is selected and controlled mainly
by the monks, as in Lamaism, and governs almost exclusively with
monastic officials. But even then the inherent tensions emerge, the more
genuine monasticism is preserved or restored as a radical fulfillment of
divine discipleship which disdains any compromise with the sinful
world of power and property and which is independent of institutional
charisma because its own charisma is immediate to God.

The institution of lay brotherhoOO, created to free the monks for
purely spiritual duties, carried the aristocratic stratification into the
cloister, but at the same time attenuated the lat:er's feudal basis even
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further. In contrast to the agrarian Cistercians, the centralist mendicant
orders were tied to urban residence, in line with their original, purely
charismatic foan of maintenance, and their activities-preaching, care of
souls and charitable labors-were also primarily oriented to the needs
of urban strata. These orders were the first to carry asceticism from the
cloisters into the streets for the sake of systematic missionary efforts
among laymen. The (at least formally) strict enforcement of the prin
ciple of poverty, and the abolition of the stabilitas loci, which turned
charity operations into itinerant activities, increased the utility of these
unconditionally available monks for the direct control of all urban
strata; the latters' systematic affiliation through the tertiary orders car
ried the monastic ethos beyond the confines of monasticism. The
Capuchins and similar younger orders were also increasingly oriented
toward belaboring the masses, and the last great attempts, by the Carthu
sians and Trappists, to restore the original asocial idea of asceticism,
individual salvation, could no longer reverse the overall development
of monasticism 'toward social goals, that means; toward serting the
church.

The gradual rationalization of asceticism into an exclusively disci
plinary method reached its apex in the Jesuit order. Gone were the
individual charismatic propagation and dispensation of salvation, whose
elimination from the old orders, especially the Franciscan, had been so
difficult for the church which was bound to view such efforts as a
threat to its office charisma. Gone, too, was every irrational meaning of
asceticism as an individual search for salvation-another dubious idea,
from the viewpoint of office charisma. Gone were all nonrational means,
that is, practices the result of which.is not calculable. The rational end
becomes dominant (and "sanctifies" the means-a principle not only of
Jesuit but of every relativist or teleologic ethic; this principle is here
distinctive only because it accentuates the rational reglementation of
life). With the aid of this bodyguard, which took a special oath of un
conditional obedience to the Holy See, the bureaucratic rationalization
of the church was carried through. Much earlier, the intrcXluction of
celibacy had represented a reception of monastic forms; accepted upon
the insistence of the auniac movement, one of its major purposes
during the conllict over lay investiture was the prevention of the feudal
ization of the church and the safeguarding of the office character of
clerical positions. Even more important was the impact of the monastic
spirit upon the principles of cOnduct in general. As the exemplary reli
gious individual, the monk was the first professional, at least in those
orders that. practiced rationalized ascejcism, most of all the Jesuit order.
The monk lived in a -methodical fashion, he scheduled hIS time, prac~
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tieed contin~ous self-control, rejected all spontaneous enjoyments and
all personal obligations that did not serve the purposes of his vocation.
Thus he was predestined to serve as the principal tool of bureaucratic.
centralization and rationalization in the church and, through his in
fluence as priest and educator, to spread corresponding attitudes among
the religious laymen. For centuries the local church authorities (bishops,
parish clergy) opposed this overwhelming monastic competition: As
out-of-town, and therefore popular, father confessors, the -monks could
easily underbid the ethical demands of the local clergy, just as under
conditions of free competition such celibate ascetics could underbid the
secular teachers, who had to support' their families. This struggle of
the local authorities was at the same time directed against the bureau-'
cratic centralization of the church.

Monasticism did not have such a great impact in any other church,
with the exception of Buddhism, which, however, had a hierarchic head
only in Lamaism. In the Eastern church monasticism was formally in
,"ontrol, since all higher-ranking positions were occupied by monks, but
the caesaropapist subjection of the church destroyed the power of
monasticism. In Islam the orders played a leading role only in the
eschatological (methodist) movements. In Judaism monasticism was
completely absent. No other church rationalized asceticism, and used it
for hierocratic purposes, as the Occidental church has done, most con
sistently through the Jesuit order.

8. Compromises Between Political and Hierocratic Power

The antagonism of political and magic charisma is primevaL
"Caesaropapist" as well as "hierocratic" rulers can be found in African
villages no less than in big states. 'Even under the most primitive condi~

, tions, or rather especially under them, the gods or saints are in part
regional, in part local. -Particularly at the stage of the permanent settle
ment par excellence, the city, local deities are preeminent; this results
in a considerable coincidence of religion or, better, of cult object and
political territory. The city god or patron saint is indispensable for the
founding and existence of every political community, and the polytheist
concessions of all great monotheistic religions are inevitable, as long as
the power of the city is the basis of the individual's political and eco
nomic existence. At this stage, every establishment of a great state is
necessarily accompanied by a synoikism in the new capital of the gods
and saints of the affiliated or conquered cities and government seats.
This happened as late as the unific.ation of the Moscovite empire when
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the relics were transported to Moscow from the cathedrals of the other
cities; there are other well-known examples. The "tolerance" of the
Roman state was of a similar character: The state accepted the worship
of all gods of affiliated states, if this was (qualitatively) at all feasible
and, during the Empire, if they subordinated themselves in turn to the
politically motivated cult of the emperor. Resistance came only from
Judaism. which was tolerated for economic reasons, and from Chris
tianity. The political boundaries and the geographical extension of a
religion tend to coincide, as Soon as this stage has been reached. It may
be brought about by the political as well as the hierocratic power: The
triumph of one':; own god is the definite confirmation of the ruler's
triumph, an effective guarantee of political obedience, and a means of
turning allegiance away from other rulers; moreover, the religion of an
autonomous priesthood finds its natural missionary object in the political
subjects and is eager to proceed to the coge intrare, especially if it is a
religion of salvation. It i<; true that IsI~m permitted an horizontal divide,
the use of religion as t <1 .r.lex of a status order, but this was connected
with the economic priviIegation of its adherents. Ideally at least, Oc
cidental Christianity was a political community, and this had certain
practical consequences.

It is very rare that the antagonism between political and hier<r
cratic power claims finds a simple solution in the full victory of one
side or the other. The history of all churches demonstrates that even
the most powerful hierocracy is continuously forced to compromise with
the economic and political realities; and in general, the caesaropapist
ruler cannot afford to intervene into questions of dogma and even less,
of sacred rites. For every change in the ritual endangers its magic
efficacy, and thus mobilizes all the interests of the subjects against the
ruler. From this perspective the great schisms' in the Russian church
over whether one should cross oneself with two or three lingers and
similar issues-appear readily understandable.4

Whether an individual compromise between political and hierocratic
power tends more toward caesaropapism or hierocracy depends of course
upon the power constellation of the status groups concerned, and to
that extent indirectly upon economic co-determinants. However, no
meaningful generalizations can be made on this score. Moreover, the
compromise is strongly inBuenced by -the specific character of the reli·
gion. Especially important is whether a religion has a divinely ordained
ecclesiastic institution that is separate from the secular power. This is
the case only indirectly in Buddhism outside. Lamaism (through the
prescription of the one and only right path to salvation); it is true to a
limited extent of Islam and the Eastern church, not at all of Lutheran-
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ism, but .clearly of the Catholic church and Calvinism. Since Islam
was linked from the very beginning to the expansionist interests ,of the
Arabs and advocated the forcible subjugation of the in6dels, the prestige
of the caliph became so great that no serious attempt was made to sub
ject him to hierocratic control. Even though the Persian Shiites -reject
this very role of the caliph and place their eschatological hopes in the
parousia of the prophet's legitimate successor in Persia, the Shah's
position is predominant; this is not changed by the fact that the mood
of the local population is considered in the appointments of priests. The
Catholic church has tenaciously resisted caesaropapist tendencies; in
spite of soIhe temporarily necessary concessions, it eventually succeeded,
since it had its own administrative organization, which rests on Roman
tradition and is divini iuris for the believers. Luther was completely
indifferent toward the organization of the church as long as the Word
could he spread in its purity. This indifference, deriving from the indi
vidualist nature of his piety .and also from an eschatological streak in
his personal faith, in effect surrendered his church to the caesaropapism
of the secular power. This was facilitated by the political and economic
conditions of the territories in which Lutheranism originated. For Cal
vinism the Biblical theocracy, in the presbyterian form, was divinely
ordained. However, it could establish a theocracy only for a limited time
and only in local areas: in Geneva. and New England, incompletely
among the Huguenots, and'in the Netherlands.

A considerable degree of hierocratic development, especially the
existence of an autonomous office hierarchy and education, is the normal
precondition for the rise of systematic theo]ogic.1] thought; conversely,
the emergence of theology and of the'Jlogical training is one of the
strong buttresses of hierocratic power, compelling even the caesaropap
ist state to permit an hiervcratic :inHuenc~ on the subjects. A fully
developed ecclesiastic hier.lrchy, with an established body of dogmas
and particularly a we1l·orgar;,.& educational system, cannot be uprooted
at all. Its power rests upon the principle that "God must be obeyed

, more than men," for the sake of spiritual welfare both in the here and
the hereafter. This has been the mcst andel~t check on all political
power, the most effectivl;: one up tv th~ g~'~aj- Puritan Revolution and
the declarations of the Rights of Man. .

As a rule, a compromise is concluded betwePn the otherworldly and
the thisworldly powers; this is indeed in their mutual interest. The
political power can offer exceedingly valuable support to the hiero
cracy by providing the brachium saeculare for the annihilation of heretics
and the exaction of taxes. In turn, two qualities of the hierocracy
recommend an alliance to the political authorities. First of all, a~ a
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legitimating power hierocracy is almost indispensable even (and espe
cially) to the caesaropapist ruler, but also to the personally charismatic
(for example, the plebiscitarian) ruler and all those strata whose privi
leges depend upon the "legitimacy" of the political system. Furthermore,
hierocracy is the incomparable means of domesticating the subjects in
things great and little. Just as in Italy the most anticlerical radical
parliamentarian does not like to do without the domesticating influence
of the COnvent schools on women, so the Hellenic tyrannis furthered
the cult of Dionysus; most importantly, hierocracy has been used for
the control of subjugated peoples. Lamaism pacified the Mongols and
thus stopped forever the continually renewed barbarian invasions from
the steppe into pacified, civilized areas. The Persian empire imposed the
"law" and hierocratic domination upon the Jews, in order to render
them harmless. The quasi-ecclesiastic development in Egypt also appears
to have been advanced by the Persians. In Hellas all oracles of Orphic
or other prophets expected and hoped for a Persian victory, in order to
offer themselves for the same purpose. The battles of Marathon and
Pbtaeae were also a decision in favor of the secular character of
Hellenic civilization.

The domesticating role of hierocracy is even greater with regard to

internal control. It is true that military or commercial notables resort
to religion only in a strictly traditionalist fashion, since it creates
a dangerous competing power based on the emotional needs of the
masses; at any rate, they divest religion of any charismatic-emotional
character. Thus the Hellenic aristocracies rejected, at least in the begin
ning, the cult of Dionysos, and the centuries-old mle of the Roman
Senate systematically erased ecstasis in any form, degrading it to the
level of superstitio (the liberal translation of the Greek ll(unl(n~) and
suppressing all its means, especdly the dance. This happened even
in the rites: the dance of the salii was a procession, and the fratres
Arvales, significantly, performed their age-old dance behind closed
doors. This has had the greatest consequences for the characteristic dif·
ferences between Roman and Hellenic culture (for example, in music).
In contrast to this rule by notables, the personal ruler everywhere seeks
the suppor~ of religion. The resulting compromise between secular and
religiOUS power may vary greatly, and the actual distribution of power
may shift without any formal modification of the compromise. Fateful
events playa tremendous role: Perhaps a powerful hereditary monarchy
would have turned the Western church into a similar direction as the
Eastern, and without the Great Schism the decline of hierocratic power
might never have occurred in the way it actually happened.
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9. The Social PTeconditions of HieTOcTatic Domination
and of Religiosity ~

Since the outcome of the struggles between political and hierocratic
power depends so largely upon historical "accidents," it is not easy to
generalize about their detenninants. In particular, these struggles are
not detennined by the general degree of religiosity among the people.
Roman and, even more, Hellenic life was permeated by religion, and
yet hierocracy did not succeed.. If we wanted to stress the dualistic de~

velopment of transcendentalism, which was absent there, we would
have to say that it was also completely absent in Judaism at the time
tbe hierocracy emerged; conversely, it may be said that the rise of
transcendental speculation resulted at least in part from die rational
development of the hierocratic system, as appears certain for Egypt and
India.

Neither are some other presumptive detenninants really decisive.
The extent of dependence on natural conditions, on the one hand, and
on one's own labor on the other does not provide a universal explana
tion. It is true that the inundations of the Nile were important for the
development of hierocracy, but only insofar as they helped to link the
parallel rational development of state and priesthocd with astronomical
observation and transcendental speculation. The rule of the alien
Hyksos over Egypt [ca. 1650-1550 B.C.] apparently preserved the
priesthood as the only guarantor of intemal unity, just as in the West
the tribes of the Teutonic Migration retained the. bishops. The· per~·

petual danger of earthquakes in Japan, for example, did not prevent
the feudal dans from forestalling any extended hierocratic rule. "Natu·
ral" or/economic factors.were as unimportant fpr the rise of the Jewish
hierocracy as for the relations between feudalism and Zoroastric hiero
cracy in the Sassanid empire or for the historic accident which provided
Arabian expansionism with a great prophet.

Of course, there are many diverse connections between the history
of hierocratic structures and the concrete socio-economic conditions un·
der which they must operate. The few generalizations that may he
ventured on this score refer to the hierocracy's relations to the "hour·
geoisie," on the one hand, and to feudal powers on the other. Bourgeois
strata protected hierocracy against imperialism and feudalism not only
in medieval Italy-the Guelph support could have been due to a unique
historic~l constellation-, but we know of comparable conditions from
the earliest Mesopotamian inscriptions. In Greece the bourgeois strata
were the main supporters of the cult of Dionysos; the ancient Christian
church was a specifically urban institution. (In the Empire, paganus
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denotes the "civilian" as well as the "heathen"; the tenn encompasses
everything that is socially despised, corresponding w our use of the
tenn Pisang, which derives from paysan.) The church was urban for
Thomas Aquinas, too, who ranked the peasants lowly. Finally, the
Puritan hierocraey and almost all medieval sects, with the memorable
exception of the Donatists, originated in the cities, just as in their day
the most passionate supporters of the papacy.

This contrasts with the ancient aristocracy, above all, the early
Hellenic urban nobility, which treated the gods with complete lack of
respect in the Homeric epic-an attitude fateful for the whole develop
ment of Hellenic religion-; it also contrasts with the Cavaliers of the
Puritan period and the feudal nobility of the early Middle Ages. After
all, the feudal state arose on the basis of Charles Martel's secularization,
which verged on robbery. It is true that the Crusades were by and large
an exploit of French knights, hut this is not indicative of hierocratic
sympathies; the Crusades were undertaken largely with a view toward
securing fiefs for descendants, an interest to which Pope Urban ap
pealed explicitly in his well-known address. It should he dear that
we do not deal here with the contrast between piety and impiety, but
with the type of religiosity and the related emergence of a "church" in
the technical sense.

The bourgeoisie depends economically on work which is continuous
and rational (or at least empirically rationalized); such work contrasts
with the seasonal character of agricultural work that is exposed to un
usual and unknown natural forces; it makes the connection between'
means and ends, success and failure relatively transparent. The product
of the potter, weaver, turner and carpenter is much less affected by
unpredictable natural events, especially by organic reproduction that
involves the mystery of "creation" for which only phantasy can provide
an explanation. The resulting rationalization and intellectualization
parallel the loss of the immediate relationship to the palpable and vital
realities of nature, because the work is done largely within the house
and is removed from the organically determined l:juest for food; perhaps
it is also relevant that the largest muscles of the body are not used. The l
forCes of nature become an intellectual problem as soon as they are no!
longer part of the immediate environment. This provokes the rationalist ~
quest for the transcendental meaning of existence, a search that alwaysl
leads to religious speculation. Ecstatic frenzy or dreaming are replaced ,1\
by the paler forms of contemplative mysticism and of common-se~se ,
contempla~on. At the same time, the steady professional nature of the
artisan's worle for his customers easily suggests the conception of duty
and reward as the basis of conduct, and since the social context of his

-~
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work requires a relatively rational order, religiosity tends to be imbued
with moralistic considerations.

By contrast, & feeling of sinfulness, which develope.d from the- l'Hcr
idea of ritual purity, is incompatible with the feudal lord's serse of
dignity, and·for the peasant, "sin" is even today difficult to understand.
These agricultural strata do not seek redemption, in fact, they do not
quite know from what they should be redeemed. Their gocl.s are strong
beings, whose passions resemble those of man; they may be brave or
treacherous, friendly or hostile to one another and to man; at any rate,
like man they are complete!y amoral, amenable to bribery through
sacrifices and subject to magic inAuences, which may make the human
manipulator even stronger than they are. At this stage there are as yet
no incentives to construe a theodicy or to pursue any type of ethical
speculation about the cosmic order. In a directly utilitarian fashion,
the priesthood and strict adherence to ritual prescriptions serve as means
of magical control over nature, especially as a defense against demons
whose ill will might bring bad weather, attacks by predatory animals
and insects, diseases and animal epidemics. The internalization and
rationalization of religiosity usually develops parallel to a certain degree
of handicraft production, most of the time to that of the urban trades.
This involves the projection of ethical criteria and commandments, and
the transfiguration of gods into ethical powers_ which will reward good
and punish evil; now the gocl.s themselves must conform to moral ex
pectations and the individual's sense of sinfulness and his desire for
redemption can emerge. It is impossible to reduce this parallel develop
ment to an unambiguous relation of cause and effect: Religious ration
alization has its own dynamics, which economic conditions merely
channel; above all, it is linked to the emergence of priestly education.
Although we do not know much about Mahdism, it appears that it
lacked any economic basis. It is very doubtful that it was an hierocratic
outgrowth of old Islamic religion, the work of the founder of a sect
who was driven across the border into a remote region. However, it
seems certain that the rational-moralistic evolution of the religion of
Yahwe was inRuenced by the great centers of civilization; yet prophecy
and, even more so, the older moralism arose when the city and the
~rades were still undeveloped, at any rate in comparison with con
temporary Mesopotamia and Egypt. However, the hierocracy was estab
lished by the city priests of Jerusalem in their struggle with the country
side, and the elaboration of the Law and its imposition were the work
of the exiles living in the city of Babylon. The ancient Mediterranean
polis, on the other hand, did not rationalize religion, in part because
of Homer's influence as the accepted means of literary education, but
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primarily because of the absence of a priesthood that was hierocratically
organized and clerically educated.

In spite of all these differences, it is quite clear that there is an
elective affinity between priesthoud and urban petty-bourgeois strata.
Above all, the opponents are typj(:ally the same in Antiquity and the
M.iddle Ages-the great feudal ramilies; in their hands was both the
political power and the usurious loan business. Fur this reason bourgeois
strata have often tended to support every move of an hierocracy in the
direr:tion of autonmilY and ratic;ll3Jizatioll, Thus, the urban population
in Sumeria, Babylonia, Phoenicia and Jerusalem supported the hiero
cratic claims, and the Pharisee~ <i ~., Pt:..::itans) drew ~heir following
against the Sadducaic patricians from the cities, just as all emotional
cults of Mediterranean Antiquity had an urban base. The early Chris
tian church was made up of petty-bourgeois congregations; the papal
autonomy claims, just as the medieval Puritan sec·::: found their strong
est support in the citi~; certain trades produce... heretic movements as
well as religious orders, such as the Humiliati-both tendencies border
on one <mother. In the long ru", <lscetic Protesta·.. tism in the broadest
sense of the term (Caivinist and Baptist Puritans, Mennonites, Metho
dists and Pietists) drew the co~e of its following from the middle and
lower ranks of the bourgeoisie, just as the unshakable religious law
consciousness of Judaism began only with its urban entrenchment and
depended on it. .

This does not mean that religious movements have usually been
class movements. Nothing is as wrong as the idea that Christianity,
which for compelling pclitical and cultural reasons had to be unaccept~

able to the ruling strata of Antiquity, was a "proletarian" movement.
Buddhism was founded by a prince and imported into Japan with the
active support of the nobility. Luther addressed the "ChristIan nobil
ity" (Le., the highest nobles, the princes). At the height of their great
struggles, the French Huguenots and Scottish Calvinists were led by
nobles, but the Puritan Revolution was successful because of the cavalry
provided by the rural gentry. These examples show that, by and large,
religious cleavage cuts vertically through all strata. This remains true
for the period of enthusiastic devotion to transcendental interests, a
dtvotion that almost always has an eschatolOgical orientation.

In the long run, however, an elective affinity between spiritually
prescribed conduct and the socially conditioned way of life of status
groups and classes asserts itself as the eschatological expectations recede
and the new religious beliefs are routinized. HoriZOntal stratification
increasingly displaces vertical divisions. Thus, the Huguenot and Scot
tish nobility later stopped fighting for Calvinism, and everywhere the

I
1
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further development of ascetic Protestantism became the concern of
the bourgeois middle classes. We cannot pursue these problems in
detail, but we can at least consider it certain that the evolution of hiero
craey into a rational means of domin'ltioll, and the related rational
ethical development of religious thought, usually finds strong support
in the bourgeois classes, especially their lower strata, despite the con
Wets between hierocracy and bourgeoisie with which we must deal in
a different context [sec. 10].

In periods of manorial-feudal domination this rational (bUleau
cratic) apparatus is always threatened. The high-ranking functionaries
of the church (the bishops) become great" vassals by virtue of land and
political ri~hts granted to them, and the ordinary pr;ests r~,riV(;

benefices from their manorial lord and thus become part of the patri
monial officialdom. Only in cities and in a monetary economy can the
priests be maintained from church wealth administered by the bishop
and donated by the believers. In a manorial natural economy the inde
pendence of the clerical apparatus can be secured only through monastic
communal living; that means, the monks, combining a manorial setup
with living in a completely, or almost, communist fashion, become the
bodyguard of hierocracy. 'Monastic communal living made possible the
extraordinary importance of the Irish and Benedictine monks and of the
quasi-monastic chapters (which followed Chrodegang's rule) for the
development of the Occidental church and of civilization in general;
the same was true of the Lamaist monastic church in Tibet and Bud
dhist monasticism in feudal Japan.

10. The Impact of Hierocracy on Economic Development

A.' THE ACCUMULATION OF CHURCH LANDS

AND SECULAR OPPOSITION

Beyond the' few remarks we have made here, it is difficult to general
ize about the economic preconditions of hierocracy. They are, of course,
always a co-d:etermining factor, but it is easier to state the importance
which hierocratic domination has had for economic development.

To begin with, the economic imperatives of hierocracy result in
typical clashes with the economic interests of certain classes. The
church attempts to secure its economic autonomy primarily through sub
stantial endowments, preferably of real estate. Since the church is inter
ested not in quick profit-making but in permanent, safe revenues and
minimal friction with its retainers, it generally pursues a conservatiOn
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policy toward the peasants; in this it resembles the monarch as against
the private manorial lords. Just as in modern history the large ecclesiastic
holdings did not partiCipate significantly in the practice of enlarging
manorial estates at the expense of peasant land, so in Antiqui!y the
emphyteutic and other clerical landholding rights resembling hereditary
leases originated probably on temple land. Considering the rational
character of asceticism, it is natural that in their own farming operations
the monastic manors, especially those of the Cistercians, were wnong
the first rational enterprises.

However, the increase of inalienable real estate (mortmain), which
limits the supply of land, arouses the resistance of interested groups;
6rst of all the secular nobility which views this as a threut to the avail
ability of land for its descendants. The great secularization by Charles
Martel was an act of church robbery in favor of ,the nobility; in the
course of the Middle Ages the nobles, in their roles as vassals or bailiffs
(Vogte) of ecclesiastic estates, persistently attempted to gain control
of church lands; and the so-<:aIled amortization laws [Le., laws against
alienation in mortmainJ. enacted by modern states with a view toward
limiting the increase of church--owned real estate, were initiated by
nobles. It is weB-known that eventuallr bourgeois land speculation be
came interested in church lands, and that the great confiscation during
the French Revolution benefitted primarily the bourgeoisie. Finally, the
royal power opposed the expansion of church and monastic lands partly
because of its competition with the hierocracy and partly for mercantilist
reasons, insofar as it was not gtlided by the same interests as the nobility;
only in the early Middle Ages had the king viewed the enlargement
of church land as a means of consolidating his power, as long as rhe
ecclesiastic dignitaries were in fact his most reliable vassals because ,hey
were not interested in hereditary succession_ Opposition by the pohical
power was most severe and most successful in China, where the :In·
nihilation of monasticism and the connscation of its substantial land·
holdings was explained with the argument that the monks det/acted
the people from work .and directed them to idle and economicaBy
sterile contemplation.

Where the hierocratic accumulation of land proceeds freely, it may
lead to a far-reaching eJimination of land from the open market. Espe
Cially in the Orient during Byzantine and Islamic times, this accumula
tion often served the purpose of lending sacred protection to private
landholdings. To refer to an earlier example [chapter XIU-lo], a typical
Byzantine monastic endowment of the 11th or 12th century may be
established in the following way: A founder provides a large tract of
land-in Constantinople. bUilding land that will increase i!! value-
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for a monastery; from this a fixed number of monks receive prebends,
which sometimes may even be used outside the monastery; in return

- the monks must support, in a stipulated fashion, a fixed number of poor
people and fulfill certain religious duties. However, for a certain time,
not only the secular administration of the monastery is reserved to the
founder's family, but also-and this is far more important-the sur
plus of the increasing revenues over the fixed expenditures. Thus, in
reality an entailed estate (pdei commissum) has been created, hut as
church property it can no longer be seized by the secular powers with
out committing sacrilege. It appears that many Islamic wakf holdings,
which through their size alone have plaged a very considerable role
in all Oriental countries, came into being for similar reasons.

In the Occident, too, monasteries and other foundations were al
ways exposed to aristocratic attempts at utilizing them for the mam
tenance of the younger nobles, and almost all of the numerous monastic
reforms aimed at eliminating this aristocratic monopolization and ali~na

tion from hierocratic purposes.

B. HIEROCRATIC AND BOURGEOIS TRADING AND CRAFT INTERESTS

Hierocracy clashes directly with "bourgeois" interests through mo
nastic trade and craft activities. Particularly in a natural economy,
temples and cloisters accumulate great stocks of precious metals, in ad
dition to agricultural products of many kinds. In Egypt and Mesopo
tamia the grain supplies of the temples seem to have been used to
counteract rising prices, similar to the royal magaZines. If the natural
economy is clearly predominant, precious metals will be hoarded (as,
for instance, in the Russian monasteries). But the sacred peace of the
temples and cloisters, protected by the fear of Divine wrath, has always
been the immune basis of international and'<interlocal trading; its tax

,proceeds, in addition to the gifts of the believers, filled the treasury.
The much-talked-about institu:tion of temple prostitution was apparently
related to the needs of the commercial travelers (who have remained
the largest contingent of 'visitors to the brothels). Everywhere, and on
the largest scale in the Orient, did temples and cloisters participate in
6nancial transactions, accept deposits, grant loans and diverse advances
in kind or money against interest. They also seem to have acted as
intermediaries of commercial transactions. The Hellenic temples func
tioned partly as a central bank (like the treasury of Athena-this had
the advantage that in the democratic period at least some restraints were
imposed on the raiding of the state treasury), and partly as depository
and savings banks.S The Delphic Apollo provides a typical example for
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the emancipation of slaves: The temple bought the slave's"freedorn from
his master, of course, not with Apollo's means but with the deposits of
the slave, who had no property rights in relation to his master, but
whose savings were safe from seizure in the temple_ The ancient temples
and the medieval monasteries were the most trustworthy and safest
depositories. The popularity of the church as debitor included in the
Middle Ages-as Schulte has correctly emphasized-the bishop him·
self, since the sanction of excommunication threatened him no less
than cashiering nowadays menaces the indebted lieutenant.~· Occasion
ally the lay merchants viewed these monetary transactions of the temples
and cloisters as a competition. But it is also true that the extraordinary
financial power of the church, especially of the pope and his tax
collectors, provided private business with the opportunity to. make tre
mendous and often risk-free profits.

Matters were quite different especially with regard to the monastic
crafts. Even though the older Benedictine rule seems to have viewed
physical work primarily as a hygienic compensation for spiritual exer
cises, the consistent ascetic use of physical work and the disposition
over a large number of lay brothers and serfs often created a major
competition for the secular crafts. The cloister crafts were necessarily in
a superior position since they could rely on man-power that was celibate
and ascetic and considered work as a vocation (Bernf) for the sake of
salvation; they also had a rational division of labor and benefitted from
connections and patronage that guaranteed steady sales. Therefore, they
were one of the substantial economic gravamina of the petty-bourgC?is
strata just before the Reformation, as are prison work and consumer
co-operatives today. The secularization of the Reformation, an~ even
more so. of the French Revolution, later decimated the clerical
enterprises.

In comparison with private capitalism, the economic operations of
ecclesiastic institutions, whether they are undertaken directly, through
agents, or in the form of participation, have lost much of their former
importance. At present we cannot estimate their significance for church
finance, since usually such participations are carefully masked. Today
the monasteries produce only some specialties. The Curia has reportedly
lost much money through participation in building-land speculation (in
Rome), and doubtlessly even more through abortive bank foundations
(in Bordeaux). Even today churches and cloisters prefer to acquire real
estate as soon as the accumulation in mortmain is permitted. However,
most of the funds are raised not through industrial and commercial ac·
tivities but through enterprises such as Lourdes, through patronage,

.......L.
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endowments and mass contributions, insofar as they are not provided
by state budgets, state donations, taxes and perquisites.

C. HIEROCRATIC AND CHARISMATIC ETHICS VEl\!W"S

NON-ETIDCAL CAPITALISM

Through its structure of domination and its pecul~r ethical. regula·
tion of conduct hierocracy affects the economic sphere much more than
through its own economic ~ctivities. It is true that the great ecclesiastic
religions differ greatly, especially d~ring their early stages, in their struc
ture of domination and their 'basic ethics, as it is expressed in rules of
conduct. Thus, Islam developed out of a charis!natic community of
warriors led by the militant prophet and his successors; it accepted the
commandment of the forcible subjection of the infidels, glorified hero
ism, and promised sensual pleasures in the here and the hereafter to
the fighter for the true faith. Conversely, Buddhism grew out of a com
munity of sages and ascetics who sought individual salvation not only
£'rom the sinful social order and individual sin but from life itself.
Judaism developed out of an hierocratic and bourgeois community that
was led by prophets, priests and, eventually, theologically trained intel·
lectuals; it completely disregarded the hereafter, and strove for the re
,establishment of its secular nation state, and also for bourgeois well-being
through conformity with a casuist law. Finally, Christianity grew out
of the community of participants in the mystical Christ cult of the Lord's
Supper; initiaIIy, this community was filled with eschatological hopes
for a divine universal kingdom, rejected all force and was indifferent
to the social order, whose end appeared imminent; it was guided chans·
matically by prophets and hierocratically by officials. But these very dif
ferent beginnings, which were bound to result in different attitudes
toward the economic order, and the equally different historical fate of
these religions did not prevent the hierocrades from exerting rather
-similar influences on social and economic life. These influences cor
responded to the universally similar preconditions of hierocracy, which
assert themselves once the charismatic heroic age of a religion has
passed and the adaptation to everyday life has been made. However,
we will see that there were certain important exceptions.

Hierocracy is the most important typifying power in existence. The
ius divinum, the Islamic shan.'ah, the Torab of the. Jews are inviolable.
On the other hand, in those areas not regulated by the ius divinum
hierocraey is the least rationally predictable power: Charismatic justice
in the fonn of the oracle, ordeal, fetwa of a mufti or judicature of an
Islamic ecclesiastic court, is irrational and at best decides a given case
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ac<:ording IX> considetations of equity. These fonna! elements of adjudica
tion, which we have mentioned several times before, had an anti·
capitalist impact, but in addition hierocracy necessarily felt a deep
antipathy toward the non·traditional power of capitalism, even though it
occasionally collaborated. with it. This antipathy is rooted in the natural
community of interest with all traditionally sancti6ed authorities whose
monopoly appears 10 be threatened by the domination of capital.

However, another reason for this antipathy is inherent in capitalism.
It is true that only Occidental hierocracy, which was more rationalized
than all the others, developed a raponal trial procedure-in its own
intete:s~ to be SUIe-, in addition to a ..rational canon law; moreover, it
threw its full weight to the side of the reception of a rational law:'
Roman law. Nevertheless, the intervention of the ecclesiastic .courts
has been barely tolerated, evaded or openly rejected by the capitalist
bourgeoisie. [The reasons for this mutual antipathy must be sought in
the fact that] the domination of capital is the only one which cannot
be ethically regulated, because of its impersonal character. Most of the
time this domination appears in such an indirect form that one cannot
identify any concrete master and hence cannot make any ethical de
mands upon him. It is possible to advance ethical postulates and to

attempt the imposition of substantive norms with regard to household
head and servant, master and apprentice, manorial lord and dependents '
or officials, master and slave, or patriarchal ruler and subject, since their
relationship is personal and since the expected ~ces result therefrom.
Within wide limits, petsonal, flexible interests are operative here, an4
purely personal intent and action can decisively change the relationship
and the condition of the person involved. But for the director of a joint.
srock company, who is obliged to' represent the interests of the stock
holders as the masters proper, it is very difficult to relate in this manner
to .the factOI)' workers; it is even more difficult for the director of the
bank that finances the joint-stock company, or for the mortgage holder
in relation to the owner of property on which the hank granted a loan.
Decisive are the need for competitive survival and the conditions of the
labor, money and commodity markets; hence matter-of-fact considera
tions that are simply non-ethical detennine individual behavior and
interpose impersonal forces between the persons involved. From an
ethical viewpoint, this f<masterless slavery" to which capitalism subjects
the worker or the mortgagee is questionable only as an institution.
However, in principle, the behavior of any individual cannot he SO

questioned, ~ce it is prescribed in all relevant respects by objective
situations. The penalty for non·compliance is extinction, and this would
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not be helpful in any way. More important is that such economic
behavior has the quality of a service toward an impersonal purpose.

In all ethically rationalized religions, these conditions conflict peren
nially with the most elementary social postulates of the hierocracy.
Every ethically oriented religiosity begins with eschatological hopes and
hence rejects the world. These beginnings are directly anti-economic,
also in the sense that they lack the notion of a sped6c dignity of work.

- However, insofar as the adherents of a religious community cannot live
from patronage or begging, or do not live under warrior communism,
as in the case of militant Islam, exemplary members live from their own
work-Paulus as well as Saint Aegidius. This was recommended by
the early Christian church as well as by Saint Francis, but not because
work as such was esteemed. It is simply a fairy tale that work received
any greater dignity in the New Testament. The exhortation "to abide
in the same calling" [Corinth. 7:2.0] expresses complete eschatological
indifference, just as the prescription "to render unto Caesar the things
that are Caesar's" [Luke ~O:25]. This is not, as it is often alleged today,
an inculcation of duties' toward the state, hut the expression of absolute
indifference toward anything that happens in the political sphere-this
exactly constitutes the difference from the Judaic parties. Work attained
dignity much later, beginning with the monastic orders who used it as
an ascetic means. During the charismatic period of a religion, the per
fect disciple must also reject landed property, and the mass of believen
is expected to he indifferent toward it. An expression of this indifference
is that attenuated form of the charismatic communism of love which
apparently existed in the early Christian community of Jerusalem,
where the members of the community owned property "as if they
did not own it." Sudi unlimited, unrationalized sharing with needy
brothers, which forced the missionaries, especially Paulus, to collect
alms abroad for the anti-economic ~ntral community, is prohably what

. lies behind that much-discussed. tradition, not any allegedly "socialist"
organization or communist "collective ownership." Once the eschatologi
cal expectations fade, charismatic communism in all its forms declines
and retreats into monastic circles, where it becomes the special concern
of the exemplary followers of GOO (Gottesgefolgschaft). But even
there we always find the tendency toward prebendalization. It becomes
necessary to advise against abandoning one's vocation and to warn
against missionary parasites-Paulus' famous sayingl "Whoever does
not work shall not eat" [2 Thess. 3: to} is addressed only to them. The
maintenance of the indigent and unemployed brothers becomes the task
of a regular officer, the deacon. Some ecclesiastic revenues are set aside
for them On Islam as well as Christianity). For the rest, poor relief

..
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becomes the concern of the monks. As a remnant of the charismatic
communism of love, Islam, Buddhism and Christianity equally consider
the givIng of alms as pleasing to God, despite their gready different
origins.

However, the churches always' retain some distinctive, more or less
articulate attitude toward the economic order. It is true that they can
no longer denounce it as a Satanic creation, since they must use it and
ally themselves with it. Just like the state, the economic order appears
either as a concession to the world's sinfulness, which God permitted
to arise and hence must be accepted as inevitable, or even as a divinely
ordained means for the subduing of sin, and then it is important to
imbue the hearers of an economic order with an ethic that will make
them use their power for this purpose. However, this attempt meets
difficulties in all capital}st relationships, even in their most primitive
forms. For caritas, brotherhood, and ethically imbued personal relations
between master and servant remain the foundation of every ecclesiastic
ethic, from Islam and Judaism to Buddhism and Christianity; they
are.the residues of the old ethos of love of the charismatic brotherhood.
In the economic realm the rise of capitalism makes these ideas just as
meaningless as the implicit pacifist ideals of early Christianity have always
been in the political realm in which all domination ultimately rests on
force. For under capitalism all patriarchal relationships are divested of
their genuine character and become impersonal; in principles, a person
can practice cantas and brotherhood only outside his vocational life.

D. THE BAN ON USURY, THE JUST PRICE AND THE

DOWNCRADING OF SECULAR VOCATIONAL ETHICs6

All churches have viewed with deep distrust the rise of this alien,
impersonal power, and most of them took a stand against it. We cannot
foHow here in detail the history of the two major moral demands: the
injunction against usury and the commandment to demand and give
th.e "just price" (iustum pretium) [cf. supra, ch. VI:xii:4] for com
mfJdities and labor. Both belong together and originate in the primeval
ethic of the neighborhood, which knows barter only as the exchange of
occasional surpluses or of products of one's own labor, work for others
only as neighborly help, and loans only as help in need. Among
fQ,rothers" one does not haggle for the price but asks merely for the
restitution of one's own cost (including the "living wage"), if an ex
change takes place at all; mutual labor assistance is cither provided
without compensation or in return for a meal, and no gain, but possibly

, reciprocity, is expected from the loan of dispensable goods._ Interest is
4r.roanded by the ruler; profit by the tribal alien, not by a brother.
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The debtor is (actually or potentially) a serf or-a potiori-a '11ar.'"
Religious brotherliness demands the transfer of this priinitive neighbor
hood ethic to economic rdationships among members of the same reli
gious group (for the commandment is originally limited to them, espe
ciaJIy in Deuteronomy and stin in early Christianity). Just as early
trade is exclusively exchange of goods between different tribes, and
the trader an alien, so in religious ethics he remains burdened with the
odium of the non-ethical quality of his vocation: Deo placere non
potest. However, 'despite these obvious connections, the injunctions
against usury should not be deduced in too materialist a manner as,
"reRections" of a specinc situation-the predominance of consumer
credit. Interest-free producer's credit is known to Oriental law in the
earliest extant contracts (as loan of seed-eom for a share in the yield).

The Christian absolute ban on usury derives, in the fonnulation of
the Vulgate: mutuum date nihil inde sperantes, perhaps from the trans~

lation of an incorrect reading (p.~ «'Il'"€A'Il'"fCoYT€f instead of p"'18(~

A1rv."..1Covm, according to A. Merx).'· HistOrically, it applied at first only
to the clergy, and even there only in relation to brothers, not aliens. In
the early Middle Ages, when the natural economy and consumers credit
predominated, the ban was disregarded time and again by the clergy
itself. However, it was taken seriously almost at the same moment when
capitalist production credit (more correctly, commercial credit) became
important, at first in the overseas trade. The ban was not a product, or
a reRection, of economic situations, hut rather the result of the growing
internal strength and autonomy of the hierocracy, which now began to
apply its ethics to the economic institutions; the effiorescence of theology
provided a comprehensive casuistry for that purpose. The effect of the
prohibition of usury cannot be described here, and at any rate, it can·
not easily be summarized. For commerce the ban was tolE:rahle at first
,because in the most important cases credit was taken up only against
shares in profit and loss, in view of the great risks involved; it took
a long time before fixed, at times publicly regulated, percentage rates
became customary (as in' the case of the dare ad propcuum marls in
Pisa). At any rate, the formation of partnerships was the customary form
for the procuring of production capital, and the purchase of annuities
or perpetual rent CRentenkauf) for the providing of mortgage credit.
Nevertheless, the prohibition of usury strongly affected the legai forms
of doing business and often greatly impeded economic transactions. The
merchants protected themselves through blacklists against appeal to
the ecclesiastic court (as the {Centum] Exchanges do nowadays against
the invocation of the Differenzeimvand type of protest [which voids an
illegal speculative contract by denouncing it to the courtsJ); some guilds
(for example, the [Florentine] Am eli Calimala) ~riodicany ,bought

\
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a general absolution for the inevitable usuraria pravitas; at the end of
his life, Lie individual merchant paid "conscienc.e money," or stipulated
it in his will, and the ingenuity of the lawyers exhausted itself in the
invention of legal forms which circumvented the prohibition of usury
in the capitalist interest. The church, in turn, established the montes
pietatis ["mounts of piety": pawn shops] for emergency loans to the
petty bourgeoisie.

However, the ban on usury was nowhere really successful in curb
ing the development of capitalism; increasingly it became a mere impedi
ment of commercial life. Calvinism produced the first theoretical justifi·
cation of interest, by Salmasius [de usuris, 16381. In competition with
Calvinism, the Jesuit ethic mad£. all conceivable concessions before the
church surrendered officially in the 18th and, completely, in the 19th
century, despite the Vulgate passage and the ex cathedra decisions of
the popes. This surrender occurred on the occasion of inquiries about
the admissibility of subscribing to interest-bearing loans of the city of
Verona: the Holy Office advised the patres confessores no longer to ask
the communicants about this violation and to grant absolution, pro-
vided it appeared certain that the communicant would comply with a
possible future decision of the Holy See to revert to the prohibition.
With regard to the theory of the iustum pretium [teaching of the "just
pricelt

], late medieval doctrine had already made great concessions.
In general, it appears scarcely admissible to say that the church had

an economic program. The church did not decisively influence basic
institutions. In Antiquity as well as the Middle Ages, for example, it had
no major share in the waning of such a fundamental institution as
slavery. Insofar as it took a stand in modem history. it lagged behind
the economic facts and later behind the protest of the Enlightenment.
And insofar as ryligious influences were important, they emanated from
the sects, eSpecially the Quakers, although in practice even they often
ignored their hostility to slavery.8 In all other respects, too, the church
endorsed, if it intervened at all, the traditionalist and "minimum sub
sist€nce" measures of the~cities and princes. Neverthdess, the influence
of the medieval church was not insignificant but extraordinarily great.
But it did not make or unmake institutions as much as it molded atti
tudes, and even then its influence was essentially negative. Against the
forces 'of capitalism,. the ch~ has reinforced all personal patriarchal
authority and all peasant and petty-bourgeois traditionalist interests--
fully in accordance with the rationale of all hierocracy. The mentality
furthered by the church is non-capitalist, and partly anti-capitalist. The
church does not condemn the acquisitive drive (Erwerbstrjeb-a con
cept. by the way, which is wholly imprecise and better not used at
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all); instead, the church condones it, as it does all worldly-things, in
those who do not have the charisma necessary for adhering to the
consilia evangeli.ca. However, the church cannot bridge the gap between
its highest ethical ideals and a rational, methodical orientation toward
the capitalist enterprise which treats pro£i:t as the ultimate ROO! of a
vocation and-this. is the main point-regards it as a measure ofpersonal
virtue. The church outbids secular momIity in marriage, state, vocation
and business through the monastic ethic ~ the higher principle, and
thus reduces everyday life, especially in the economic sphere, to an
ethically inferior level. Only for the monk did the church create a
methodical ascetic way of life oriented tm.rd a uni6ed goal. This applies
to the church of the Occident just as much as to Buddhism, which il}
its beginnings was a religion purely for monks. The chwch looks at the
layman's doings with a certain tolerance if he bows to its authority and,
in Buddhism, presents it with gifts. Most importantly, the church lets
the layman periodically relieve himself of his sins in the aural con
fession, the clergy's most impressive power instroment, which only in
the Occidental Christian church was developed with full consistency.
But through the confession, and by stressing to the layman its own
role as a charismatic institution of salvation, the church inevitably
weakens the believer's motivation for living his worldly and occupational
life methodically and exclusively on his own responsibility: The highest
religious ideals could not be followed in this manner anyway, for they
are not of this world.

It is troe that, all in all, the conauct of the medieval Catholic in
his secular vocation was milch less bound by tradition and law than that
of the Jew about whom we will have to say more below [sec. 13J, and
in some respects even that of the Mohammedan or Buddhist. Yet what
ever seemed to be gained thereby for capitalist development was lost
again because of the lack of incentives for the methodical fulfillment of
a secular vocation, especially in business. There was no psychic premium
?D work in one's secular vocation. Deo pl4cere 1IOJJ rotat ~ined, in
spite of an attenuation, the last word for the believer with regard to the
idea that his economic conduct should sene a rational, impersonal,
pro6t-oriented enterprise. Thus persists the dualism between the "world"
and ascetic ideals that can be realized only by leaving it. Buddhism is
even less familiar with a secular vocational ethic, since it is a monastic
religion and also because of the whole trend of its idea of salvation. In
Islam, the naive exaltation of worldly goods and enjoyment, which is
a remnant of its origin as a warrior religion, is not at all conducive to
a vocational ethic i.n our sense; not even the rudiments of such a de
velopment can he found. The caesaropapist Eastern church never arrived
at a clear position.
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.- lUEROCRATIC RATIONALIZATION AND THE UNIQUENESS OF

OCCIDENTAL CULTUBE

The more favorable constellation for capitalist development that
C.:ciclental Catholicism offered (in comparison with these Oriental reli~

gi:~ns) was primarily due to the rationalization of hierocratic domina
tic'n undertaken in continuation of ancient Roman traditions. This refers
%.i"leCially to the manner in which scieqce and jurisprudence were
developed. The Oriental religions preserved the unrationaIized charis·
nucic character of religiosity more than did the Occidental church; in
pert at least, this was a consequence of the purely historical fact that
Lot they but the secular powers, whose paths they crossed, were the
camers of spiritual and social culture, and that they always remained,
sLhject to caesaropapist cOntrol, Buddhism excepted. The Eastern
et'urch lacks an hierocratic apparatus with a monocratic head. Since the
c3.i:astrophe of Patriarch Nikon and the abolition of the patriarchal
Ivc!>ition during the reign of Peter the Great, the Oberprokuror has been
~he dominant figure of the Russian Holy Synod, a purely bureaucratic

. organization of state-appointed clerical dignitaries. The Byzantine patri
archs were never capable of claiming a monocratic position. The Sheik
ul-Islam, theoretically the superior 0£. the cahp~, a layman, was yet
j~ 'pointed by him; moreover, just like the Byzantine basileus, the caliph
!l<ld religious authority of his own, even though it was unstable. Bud
dl'ism has a monocratic head only in Lamaism, but he is a Chinese
v:.ssal and, moreover, "insul.ated" as.m incarnation in the sense discussed
a.cove [ch. XV:I and ch. XIV:ib], Hence, there is no infallible doc
trinal authority; In Islam, Buddhism and the Eastern church the sole
source of new knowledge is the consensus eccIesiae; in the two former
cases this brought about considerable flexibility and growth potential,
(J'.lt also gteatly impeded the rise of rational philosophical thought evolv
ing out of theology. Finally, there was no rational judicial system of
the kind established by the Occidental ecclesiastic apparatus. The church
created a trial procedure-inquisition-in order to obtain evidence in
a rational manner, primarily for its own purposes; this, in ttlm, strongly
affected the development of secular justice. There was also nO con~

tinuous lawmaking on the basis of rational jurisprudence, such as the
Occidental church developed on the model of Roman law, or encouraged
through its example. .

All in all, the specific roots of Occidental culture must be sought
to in the terrsion and peculiar balance, on the one hand, between office

charisma and monasticism, and on the other between the contractual
character of the feudal state and the autonomous, bureaucratic hiero-
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cracy. At least from a sociological viewpoint, the Occidental Middle Ages
were much less of a unified culture (Einheitskultur) than the Egypti<ln,
Tibetan and Jewish cultures after the hierocracy's victory, or than
China since the triumph of Confucianism, Japan-if we disreg:.rrl
Buddhism-since the victory of feudalism, Russia since the rise of
caesaropapism and state bureaucracy, and Islam since the definite estab
lishment of the caliphate and the prebendalization of domination; finally,
even Hellenic and Roman culture were more unified than medieval
Europe. This generalization appears to he largely .correct even though
all these cultures were unified in a different sense. The alliance between
political and hierocratic power reached two high points in the Occident:
The first time in the Carolingian empire and during certain periex}:; in
which the Holy Roman Empire attained the height of its power; the
second time in the few cases of Calvinist theocracy and, in strongly
caesaropapist form, in the states of the LutheraI;l and Anglican Reforma
tion and in the great unified states of the Counter-Refonnation: Spain
ar'Id Bossuet's France. But even during these periods of co-operation
OccidenLaI hierocracy lived in a state of tension with the political power
and constituted its major restraint; this contrasted with the purely
caesaropapist or purely theocratic structures of Antiquity and the Orient.
In the Occident authority was set against authority, legitimacy against
legitimacy, one office charisma against the other, yet in the minds of
rulers and ruled the ideal remained the unification of both politic<J'
and hierocratic power. The individual, however. did 'not have any legiti
mate sphere of his own against these two types of legitimate domination,
with the exception of the independent family charisma in the clan ~f3te

or the contractually guaranteed, direct or derived autonomy of the va;~al

The extent to which the state of Antiquity, hierocracy, the patrimo:,;~l

state or caesaropapism assert their power over the individual has alr~3d?

been discussed in passing or remains to be treated; at any rate, this i~ a
purely factual Cjuestion, the answer to which depends primarily upon
the survival interests of the ruling group and its fonn of organization.
The point is that a legitimate limitation of authority in favor of the in
dividual as such does not exist.

I I. H ierocracy in the Age of Capilalism and of
Bourgeois Democracy

The rise of modern bourgeois democracy and of capitalism has
greatly changed the preconditions of hierocratic domination. At £irst
sight it appears that hierocracy did not benefit from this devdopment.

•
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Capitalism adWll<Od triumphantly in spite of the protest and frequently .
the.direct mistlPlCe of the clergy. The grande bourgeoisie increasingly
outgrew the~ <XlllDedioDs between bourgeoisie and hierocracy.
The caIIiersot. gifts of sraee and, in particular, those hierocratic
claims that were most authorit:ari8n arid backed the traditional authorities,
suffered from their own attempts to regulate social conduct and from
their own objections to modem science, the technical basis of capitalism;
they were also adversely affected by the growing rationalism that made
social life less opaque and more amenable to reconstruction. It would he
wrong to assume that anti-ethical or non-ethical, libertarian tendencies
of the rising holttgeois strata played a major role in this process; after
all, by means of the confessional, the church went far to compromise
with the kind of ethical laxity that has always been characteristic of
entrenched feudal strata. Rather, it is the rigoristic ethics of bourgeois
rationalism that is ultimately bound to clash with the hierocratic claims,
for it endangers the ecclesiastic Power of the Keys and the value of dis
pensing grace and absolution. Therefore, the hierocracy has always
treated ~ch rigoristic ethics as a stepping stone to heresy if it did not
conform to clerically controlled asceticism.

As capitalism and the bourgeoisie advanced, all traditionalist strata
sought the protection of the chwch: the petty-bourgeoisie, the nobility,
and even the monarchy. after the age of alliance between securely estab
lished princes and capitalism had. passed and the political aspirations of
the bourgeoisie had become dangerous. The bourgeoisie has done the
S:lme, wherever its position has heen endangered by the assault of the
working class. But the church, too, accommodates itself to established'
cnpitalism; this can easily be demonstr.ited by looking at the develop
ment of the Gennan Center Party from Bishop Ketteler [ISlI-I8n]
up to the present. It is true that for a time the hierociaey put economical
eschatoJogicai hopes into "Christian," that means, hierocratically domi
nated "socialism," by which diverse, mostly petty-bourgeois utopias were
understood; it is also true that the hierocracy helped undennine the
bel ief in the bourgeois economic system, but the typical and ahnost in-
evitable hostility of the labor movement to authority changed its attitude.
The modem proletarian is not a petty-bourgeois. He is threatened not

by demons and natural forces that must be magically checked, but by
social conditions that can be rationally understood. The economically
s;rongest strata of the working class often reject any guidance by the
hierocracy or accept it merely as a gratuitous interest representation-
providoo the hierocracy actually represents their interest. The more cer
tain the indestructibility of the capitalist order becomes, the more do
hierocratic interests require compromises with the new authorities. In
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accordance with its natural ethical interests, hierocracy endeavors to
transform the capitalist dependency of the working class into a personal
authoritarian subordination amenable to caritas; in particular. the hiero
cracy recommends those "welfare institutiops" which restrict the workers'
anti-authoritarian freedom of mobility; it also furthers as much as possible
rhe home industry, which seemingly favolS family bonds and patriarchal
work relations, as against the concentration of the workers in factories,
which promotes anti-authoritarian class consciousness. With deep dis
trust the' hierocracy views an anti-authoritarian weapon such as the
strike and all organizations which facilitate it; it opposes these most
when they threaten to result in interdenominational solidarity.

'. The conditions of hierocratic rule are also transformed by democracy
itself. The strength of the hierocracy vis-a.-vis the political powers and
hostile social forces comes to depend upon the number of deputies
pledged to its will. Hierocracy has no choice but to establish a party
organization and to use demagogic means, just like all other parties.
This necessity rehiforces the bureaucratic tendencies, since the hiero
cractic apparatus must be equal to the tasks of a party bureaucracy.
The strength of the central authorties and of the agencies required for
the political struggle and for public manipulation grows at the expense,
of the old local powers (i.e., the bishops and parish priests); this is
typical of every large group that is engaged in a struggle. The means
employed are similar to those of the other mass parties-apart from the
highly emotive devotional means that were created by the Counter·
Reformation for the purpose of mass agitation. They comprise the estab
lishment of co-operatives, which are controlled by the hierocracy; for
example, the granting of loans may depend outright upon written proof
of confession or, at l~t, credit worthiness may be identi6ed with reli
gious conduct. Other means are workingmen's associations, youth groups
and, especially, the control of education. If education is public, the
hierocracy demands control over instmction or tries to underbid the public
schools with convent schools. Wherever possible. the traditional com·
promise with the state will be retained, assuring privileges under criminal
and civil law as wen as economic subsidies to the chun:hes and their
missions. The subordination of the state in all ecclesiastically regulated
spheres of life remains the :real will of God. However, in a demo
cracy where power is vested in the hands of elected deputies, the hiero
cracy can tolerate the "separation of church and state." This formula can
denote many things; for example, the resulting flexibility and freedom
from state control may provide the hierocracy with so much power that
it can overcome the loss of its formal privileges. One could have sur·
mised that the elimination of the budget for religious affairs would
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gravely affect the hierocracy, but in the country with the strictest constitu<
tional separation of church and state-the United States-, municipal
councils with a Catholic majority can subsidize parochial schools and
thus reintroduce a latent subsidy that is much more convenient for the
hierocracy than an official one.9 If, furthermore, restrictions on the
accumulation of real estate and property are removed, the perhaps slow
but irresistible growth of inalienable church property is today as certain
as it was in earlier times.

The cohesion of the hierocratic partisans is naturally greatest in coun
tries with a denominationally mixed population, as in Germany amongst
opponents, or in COuntries like Belgium where the agrarian and petty
bourgeois strata are geographically separate from the industrial popula
tion. In such countries the 'hierocracy throws its weight usually against
,my predominance of the two "capitalist" classes, the bourgeoisie and,
especially, the working class.

12. The Reformation and Its Impact on Economic Life

A. THE POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS CAUSES OF THE RELIGIOUS SPLIT

The Reformation, which greatly changed the position of hierocracy,
was certainly codetermined by economic factors. On the whole, how
ever. their inRuence was indirect. To be sure, the peasants were in
terested in the new doctrine primarily because they wanted their land'
to be fre~ from the payments in kind, .:md tile services Ulat were not
justified by the Bible, just as is true today of the Russian peasants. But
the immediate interests of the bourgeoisie clashed only with the monastic
crafts; everything_ else was secondary. Nowhere is the prohihition of
usury mentioned as an issue. Decisive for the transformation was the
weakening of papal authority through the Great Schism [1378-14171.
which in turn had political reasons, and through the resulting conciliar
moverrnt, which further reduced papal authority in the remote
N-::-:..-thern countries where it had been less strong than in the South.
Paral authority was also diminished by the persistent and succes~ful

struggle of the princes and- Estates against its interference with the
gr..mtin,~ of domestic benefices and against its tax and fee system; it
lost ground because of the caesaropapist inclinations and secularizing
tendencies of the princes who h3d strengthened their power tre
mendously through ad~inisrrative rationalization. and after the ec~

c1esiastic tradition became discredited in the eyes of the intellectual
circles and the noble and bourgeois 'itrata.
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However, these tendencies toward emancipation were almost com
pletely unrelated to any desires for an emancipation from a religious
way of life, and connected only slightly with a desire for diminishing
the hierocratic restraints. It would be completely wrong to assume that
a society longing for an affirmation of worldly life, "freedom of the
individual," or even beauty and sensu.al enjoyment felt fettered by
ecclesiastic hostility to these aspirations. In practice, the church left
nothing to be desired in this respect. The very opposite is true: The
refonners believed that the religious penetration of worldly life through
the hierocracy did not go far enough, and this was believed especially
by bourgeois groups. The church never dared to demand the self"control,
asceticism and ecclesiastic discipline that the great ideological opponents
of the papacy, the Anabaptists and related sects, imposed upon them
selves, to a degree sheerly incomprehen~ible for us today. It was precisely
the unavoidable compromise of the hierocracy with the secular powers
and with sin which provoked them. The ascetic varieties of Protestantism
h'ave prevailed wherever the bourgeoisie was a social power, and the least
ascetic churches of the Reformation, Anglicanism and Lutheranism,
wherever the nobility or the princes had the upper hand. It was the
peculiar piety of the intensely religious bourgeois strata that made them
side with the reformist preachers ·against the traditional ecclesiastic
apparatus, just as they had sided earlier with the hierocracy against the
Empire and with the mendicant orders against the secular clergy; their
piety was characterized by a relatively rational ethics, by the nature of
bourgeois occupations and by a relatively strong preoccupation with self
justification before God, features which corresponded to a mode of life
that was less detemlined by organic natural events than peasant life.
These strata would have much preferred an internal reform of the
church to an ecclesiastic revolution, if the former would have satisfied
.their ethical demands. However, the hierocracy was confronted vvith
certain difficulties that it. could not resolve in time, since they were
rooted in the historical legacies of its organization and connected with
concrete power interests. The massive impact of speci6c economic and,
especially, political constellations on the course of the religious split is
well-known, but must not be allowed to blur the great importance of the
ultimately religious motives.

B. LUTHERANISM

The Reformation in turn strongly affected economic development,
but its impact varied with the peculiarities of the new creeds. The atti
tude of the Lutheran churches toward the two capitalist classes, bour-
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geoisie and proletariat, cliff... from the Cathollc only in degree. Luther's
views on economic aHairs were strictly traditional and far less "modem"
than those of the Florentine theoreticians.10 His church was founded
explicitly upon the office charisma' of the minister, whose calling was
the preaching of the Gospel; his church was bluntly hostile to any re
bellion against the God-given authorities. The most important innova·
tion, also in economic respects, was the elimination of the consilia
evangelica, which had surpassed the standards of secular morality and
social oroer; thus, the monasteries and monastic asceticism were abolished
as a~ and dangerous express~on of seeking salvation through good
worlts--a measure to which at first Luther was not at all committed.
Henceforth, the Christian virtues could be pursued only within the
secular social order, in marriage, state and vocation. The duty of safe
guarding the primary task, the propagation of the pure Gospel, fen in
Lutheranism to the political power, since the hierocracy as well as the
attempt at forming autonomous religious commuIies had failed-:-the
latter, of course, in part for political and economic reasons-and since
the office charisma of the church, as a redemptory institution for the
obligatory preaching of the word, was retained. The resulting caesaropap
ism was tremendously strengthened through the great secularizations
of the Reformation period.

C. ETHICS AND CHURCH IN CALVINISM

An anti'"CapitaIist ethos and welfare orientmion is, in effect, a com- .
mon characteristic of alI religions that promise salvation. However,
there are two exceptions, differing from one another: Puritanism and
Judaism. Only one of the Puritan communities (in the broad sense that
comprises aU essentially ascetic Protestant groups) is not a sect, but a
church in the sociological meaning used here, that means, an hierocratic
institution: Calvinism.

The character of the Calvinist church differs from that of all other
churches, Catholic, Lutheran and Islamic. In view of the limited sp3ce
available to us, we will, perforce, summarize our theory of Calvinism
in a purposivdy accentuated manner. ll The basic dogma of strict Cal
vinism, the doctrine of predestination, makes it impossible for the church
to administer sacraments whose reception can have any significance for
eternal salvation. Moreover, the actual behavior of the believer is ir
relevant to his fate, which has been determined from eternity through
God's inscrutable and immutable will. The elect need no church for
their own sake. Its very existence, and largely also its organization, rests
exclusively upon God's commandment, just like all other political and
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social institutions and all social duties of the believers. The reasons for
this commandment are unknown to the believers, but it has been
de6nitively revealed in the Bible; its details can be supplemented and
interpreted by human reason, which exists for this purpose. By no
means does the church exist for the salvation of souls and the sinners'
community 'of love; its sole purpose is the augmentation of God's glory
and honor, thus a cold Divine raison d'etat. The church exists not only
for the blessed but also the condemned, so that, for the greater glory
of God, it can suppress sinfulness, which is common to all men and
separates all beings irremediaHy from God: The church is a scourge and
not a vehicle of salvation. Every attempt at resorting to magic sacra·
ments is a foolish infringement on God's established order; the church
does not dispose of such means. Thus the church has here been com
pletely divested of its charismatic character and has become a mere
social institution. However. its establishment is a duty divini iuns; its
dignity surpasses that of all other institutions and its form of organiza
tion is The only one prescribed by God. Yet apart from this feature, the
duty to maintain the church is ultimately not different from the social
obligation to support the equally God-willed state and from the duties
in a worldly caning. In contrast to all other churches, these duties
cannot consist in the endeavor to attain a specific state of grace, in the
manner of the monks, hy~surpassing secular morality, for such attempts
are meaningless in the faet= of predestination; rather, these duties consist
in serving God's glory within the given order and within a "calling."

The notion of a "caUing" derives in 2~1 Protestant countries from
the Bible translations, and among the Calvinists it explicitly includes the
legal profit from capitali~t enterprises. With the consistent development
of Calvinism-which is not identical with Calvin's own attitudes
such profit and the 1:Ioonal means of its realization received an ever
more positive evaluatiolJ_ The inscrutability of predestination to either
salvation or damnation was naturally intolerable to the believer, he

'searched for the certitudo salutis, for an indication that he belonged to
the elect. Since otheiWoddly ascetism had been rejected, he could find
this certainty, on the one hand, in ti... ;::;mviction that he was; acting
according to the I~tter of the law :md according to reason, repressing all
animal drives; on the 'other, he could find it in visible proofs that God
blessed his work. "Good works" of the Catholic variety were meaning
less in the face of God's unchangeable decree; however, for the believer
and his community, his own ethical conduct and fate in the secular
social order became supremely important as an indication of his state
of grace. A person was judged elect or condemned as an entity; no
confession and absolution could relieve him and change his position
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before God and, in contrast to Catholicism, no individual "good deed"
could compensate for his sins. Therefore, the individual could only be
sure of his state of grace if he felt reason to believe that, by adhering
to a principle of methodical conduct, he pursued the sole correct parh
in all hi~action-that he worked for God's glory. Methodical conduct,
the rational fonn of asceticism, is thus carried from the monastery into
the world. The ascetic means are in principle identical: Rejected are all
vain glorification of the self and of all other things of the flesh, feudal
pride, the spontaneous enjoyment of art and life, "levity," all waste of
money and time, eroticism, or any other activity that detracts from the
rational work in one's private vocation and within the; God-wiUed social
order. The curtailment of all feudal ostentation and of all irrational
consumption facilitates capital accumulation and the ever-renewed utiliza
tion of property for productive purpvses; this-worldly asceticism as a
whole favors the breeding and exaltation of the professionalism needed
by capitalism and bureaucracy. Life is focused not on persons but on
impersonal rational goals. Charity becomes an impersonal operation of
poor-relief for the greater glory of God. And since the success of work is
the surest symptom that it pleases God, capitalist profit is one of the
most important criteria for establishing that God's blessing rests on the
enterprise.

It is clear that this style of life is very closely related to the sdf
justification that is customary for bourgeois acquisition: profit and prop
erty appear not as ends in themselves hut as indications of personal
ability. Here has been attained the union of religious postulate and
bourgeois style of life that promotes capitalism. Of course, this was not
the purpose of the Puritan ethic, especially not the encouragement of
money making, on the contrary, as in all Christian denominations,
wealth was regarded as dangerous and fun of temptation. However,
just as the monasteries time and again brought this temptation on them
selves by virtue of the ascetic rational work and conduct of their
members, so did now the pious bourgeois who lived and worked as*
cetically.

13. Hierocracy and Economic Ethos in Judaism

Judaism must be- formally dassifi~d as a church, since it is :m m·
stitution into which a person is born, not an association of persons
with specific religious qualifications. However, it differs even more from
other hierocracies than Calvinism. Like the latter, Judaism does not
know magic charisma, institutional gifts of grace and mon~sticism. 10-
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dividualJIlysticism is simply onc of several religious activities that please
God and bring the believer nearer to him; hence it does not prOOuce
the strong tensions in relation to office charisma that occurred in
Christianity. Since the destruction of the Temple there existed neither
priests nor a worship (Kultus) in the genuine meaning of the term that
ancient Judaism shared with other religions: an institutional hierurgy
[religious Service for the believers]; rather, there are only assemblies for
the purpose of preaching, praying, singing and the reading and interpre
tation of the Scripture. The individual, not the institution, must perform
the decisive religious act by strictly adhering to the Law. Everything
else is secondary. Adherence to the Law is not, as among the Puritans,
the cognitive basis for gaining Goo's blessings, but their direct cause,
from which the individual's this-worldly life, his descendants and his
people will benefit. The belief in individual immortality, however,
Judaism accepted only late, and its eschatological expectations are this
worldly.

For the economic ethos, insofar as it was codetermined by religious
factors, these this-worldly expectations of salvation have been of great

'significance; just like in Puritanism, God's blessings are recognized in
the economic success of the individual. Also very important was the
highly rational character of conduct, which at the least was strongly in
fluenced·by the nature of religious instruction. Tn this respect, too, Judaism
and Protestantism are similar. For the Catholic, the detailed knowledge
of dogmas and sacred texts is dispensable, since the church, as an agency
of salvation, intervenes for him; it is sufficient if he trusts its authority
by believing its prescriptions as a whole (fides implicita). Faith is here
a form of obedience toward the church, whose authority does not rest
upon sacred texts; rather, the church gurantees their sanctity, which the
believer himself cannot verify. By contrast, for Jews and Puritans the
Holy Scripture is a binding law, which the individual must know <lnd
interpret correctly. One result is the tremendously intensive Jewish in
struction in the Torah and its casuist interpretation, another the Prot
{'.stant zeal for founding elementary schools; characteristically, the Prot
estant Pietists had a strong preference for the teaching of "practical"
knowledge (Realien). The resulting disciplining of thought has no doubt
been beneficial to the rational economic ethos and, among the Jews, to
their typical dialectical rationalism. As against this, the Second Com
mandment led to the complete atrophy of the plastic arts, diminished
th~ artistic sublimation of sensuality and faCilitated the latter's naturalist
and rational treatment. The same happened under ascetic Protestantism,
which made even smaller concessions to the realities of sensuality. In
both cases the strict rejection of all things of the flesh had a rationalizing

1..\ J
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impact by pro~ the bourgeois style of life and by opposing all
concessions to f "wastefulness." The positive evaluation of hour·
geois acquisition was already established in the Mishna. The specifically
urban, yet unassimilahle and intematimall'i>ameter of Judaism, which
was the same in ancient and in later times, has two causes. On the
one hand. there are ritual DJOtives: circumdsion is retained in an en·
vironment which does not ptadice it, and the Jewish butcher is in
dispensable because of the food regulations; even today this precludes an
individual dispersiOD,9f:~9dOX Jews. On the other hand, the hierocracy
was completely des~";_anic bopes pelSisted.

To that extent Jewish tdigiosity may have shaped the Jewish eco
nomic ethos. It is diflitu).t to say whether its impact went even further.
For the rest, the peculiarity of this unique pariah people should. be
explained primarily in terms of its historical legacies and its special
situation, since here too "racial" codeIaminants are nowhere demonstra
ble, although they probably exist in one~ another.

(A) EXCURSUS ON 1NTEBPRIlT.A11ONS <OF THE JUDAIC ECONOMIC

ETHOS. However, an historical explanadon too must proceed cautiously.
The Israelites were probably never a"de.ert people" in the sertSe that their
law had Bedouin origins, as Merx has maintained, or that they were
shaped by desert conditions, as Sombart believed.lI At the time that
they might have been a nomad people, neither camd nor horse existed in
the Arabian desert. Their oldest historical document, the Song of
Deborah, just like their later tradition, shows them as a sworn can·
federacy of mountain tribes which time and again defended its
independence against the urban patriciate of the Canaanite and Philis-
tine cities, fighting their charioteers with foot soldiers; and just like the
Swiss and, for a time, the Samnites, they eventually subjected some of
the nearby cities. Thus they ,gained control of the trade route from
Egypt to Mesopotamia, just as the Swiss conlrolled the Alpine passes
and the Samnites those of the Apennines. For a God like Yahwe who is
worshipped on mountains, Mount Sinai appears the proper seat because
it has the highest elevation. If the migration from Egypt is not his
torical (as it appears possible to me), the release from "Egyptian serf
dom" may have referred to the '1iberation" &om the Jerusalemite man·
archy, which had followed. the Egyptian example of imposing compulsory
services and had been condemned by the priesthood.

The rise of the hierocracy, especially.during the period of alien
domination, shaped the further course of events and led in particular to
the absolute segregation from all who were not of the same blood. The
increasing concentration upon the financial trades and, secondarily,
upon commerce is an early result of .the Diaspora; equally ancient is its
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indispensability kr the alien environment. In all essentials, the Jews
held a similar position in the Roman Empire as they did during the
Middle Ages-note the dispen~:ltion from the cult of the Emperor, to
which the Christians were forced. ]e\;ish crafts existed in Arabian Spain
and do exist in the Orient arid-from sheer nece~;f,ity-in .Russia. For a
time a Jewish knighthood existed in Syria during the Crusades. Hence
the economic specialization of the Je,,','s seems to increase with the grow
ing differentiation from the environment; even so all of these cases are
exceptional. It appears to me unprovable that Jewish law greatly facili
tated the development of modern forms of securities, as Somhart has
assumed;13 rather, it appears likely that Jewish commercial law was
strongly influenced hy Byzantine law (and through it perhaps in a gen
erally Oriental manner),

(B) JUDAISM AND CAPITALiSM. Wherever the Jews appeared, they
were the agents of the money economy, especially, and in the High
Middle Ages exclusively, of the loan business, but they also engaged
widely in commerce. For the development of cities they were as in
dispensable to German hishops as to Polish nobles. Their prominent, and
often dominant, participation is established with regard to the purveying
r'nd loan transactions of the early modem states, the founding of colonial
companies, the colonial and slave trade, trade in cattle and agricultural
goods, and in particular for the modem stock market trade in securities
and for the floating of new issues.

It is a different question whether the Jews can be assigned a major
role in the development of modern capitalism. The following must be
considered: Capit~lism living from loan usury, or from the st~te, its
credit and supply needs, and from colonial explOitation, is nothing spe
cifically mc:ident... ,These are features which modem Ocddelital capitalism
has in common with the capitalism of Antiquity, the Middle Ages
and the modem Orient. In comparison with Antiquity (and the Near
East and Far East) modem capitalism is characterized by the capitalist
organization of prodmtion, and here the Jews have not had a decisive
in8uence. Moreover. the mentality of the unscrupulous big financier
and speculator can he found at the time of the prophets no less than
during Antiquity and the Middle Ages. The decisive institutions of

. modem trade: the legal and economic fonus of securities as \vell as the
stock markets have a Romanic and Germanic origin. However, the Jews
contributed to giving the Exchange its present importance.

Finally, the typical Jewish commercial spirit, insofar as one can
speak of. it concretely, has general Oriental characteristics, in part even
petty-bourgeois features that are peculiar to the precapitalist age. With
the Puritans the Jews have in common the purposive legitimation ci
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formally legal profit, which is considered a sign of Divine blessings, and
the idea of the calling, although it does not have as strong a religious
foundation as in Puritanism. The most important influence of the Jewish
Law upon the modern capitalist ethic was perhaps the fact that its
legalistic ethic was absorbed by the Puritan ethic and thus put into the
contex~ of modern-bourgeois economic morality.

14. Sect, Church and Democracy"

A sect in the sociological sense of the word is not a small "group:
The Baptists, one of the most typical sects, are one of th~ largest Prot
estant denominations in the world. Moreover, the sect is not a group that
is split off from another that does not recognize it or persecutes it and
condemns· it as heretical. Rather, the sect is a group whose very nature
and purpose precludes universality and requires the free consensus of its
members, since it aims at being an aristocratic group, an association of
persons with full religious qualification. The sect does not want to be an
institution dispensing grace, like a church, which includes the righteous
and the unrighteous and is especially concerned with subjecting the
siI:lner to Divine law. The sect adheres to the ideal of the ecclesia pum
(hence the name "Puritans"), the visible community of saints, from
whose midst the black sheep are removed so that they will not offend
God's eyes. The typical sect rejects institutionalized salvation and office,
charisma. (The term "sect" must, of course, be carefully freed from all
connotations due to ecclesiastic calumniations.)

The individual may be qualified as a member in various ways: by
virtue of divine predestination, as in the case of the Particular Baptists,
the elite troops of Cromwell's Independents; by virtue of the "inner
light" or of the pneumatic ability to experience ecstasis; by virtue of
the "struggle for penitence" (Busskampf) and the resulting "break
through" (Durchhruch), as in the case of the old Pietists; at any rate,
qualification derives either from specific "pneUmatic" abilities [i.e" sus
ceptibility to the Holy Spirit]' as in the case of all predecessors of the
Quakers~ the Quakers themselves and the majority of "pneumatic" sects,
or from other kinds of given or:: acquired charisma. The metaphysical
reasons for establishing a sect may be most diverse. SOCiologically im
portant is the fact that the community functions as a selection apparatus
for separating the qualified from the unqualified. At least in the pure
case, t'he elect or the quali£ed must avoid contact with the condemned.
During its rigorous periods, every church, including the Lutheran and, of
course, Judaism has employed the power of excommunication against
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those who were persistently disobedient and unbelieving. Excommunica
tion 'usually implied an economic boycott, especially in the early periods of
a church. Some churches would prohibit any physical contact, sexual or
economic, with the outsiders; for example, the Zoroastric church and the
Shiites, but most of the time only caste religions such as Brahminism went
so far. Most sects, too, were not so radical, but such a step is as consistent
for them as for monasticism. At least those persons expelled for their
lack of qualification were subjected to the strictest boycott. Their ad
mission to the service, especiany to the Lord's Supper, would have
evoked God's wrath and have dishonored him. The idea that the elimina
tion of those visibly condemned by God is the task of every member
strongly reinforced the importance of the congregation vis-:)·vis any
office. This can be observed already in Calvinism, which resembles the
sects by virtue of its aristocratic charis:rnatic principle of predestination
and the degradation of office charisma. An example is the ecclesiastic

. revolution of the strict Calvinists in the Netherlands during the rSSo's;
,the revolution, which was led by Kuyperl~ and which had such great
political consequences, occurred because the higher bodies of the national
church demanded that the individual congregations admit confinnees
of lax predicants to the Lonts Supper. Consistent sects subscribe to the
principle of the absolute sovereignty of the congregation, since only
those who know one another personally and in everyday life can judge
each other's religious qualifications. For this reason, when individual
congregations of the same creed unite and form a larger community,
they establish a merely instrumental association and retain the ultimate
decisions for themselves. The individual congregation is primary and
inevitably has "sovereignty," if we may apply this term at all. For the
same reason [i.e., the requirement of personal acquaintance] it is always
the small congregation, the ecclesiola of the Pietists, which is most suited
for these functions. This is the negative side of the congregational
principle, which culminates in the rejection of the expansive universalist
charisma of office. For the individual, this basic nature of a congregation
formed by selective admission has the practical significance of legiti
mating his p~rsorTal qualification. Anyone admitted as a member can
thereby demonstrate to the world that he has measured up to the con
gregation's religious and moral standards after a thorough examination.
This may have the greatest consequences for him, also in economic
respects, if the examination is regarded as strict and as including eco·
nomically relevant qualities. A few illustrations may be given; In the
writings of the Quakers and Baptists of some two hundred years ago
we find jubilation over the fact that the Godless deposit or invest their
money not with their own ilk but with the pious brethren, whose no-

.
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torious honesty and reliability appear as more valuable than a security;
the)' also note that the clientele of their retail stores is growing since the
Godless know that ev~ their children and servants will be charged
nothing but i:he fixed and fair price and wiJI receive only priceworthy
goods. Quake!S and Baptists compete for the honor of having replaced
"Oriental" bargaining with the system of fixed prices in the retail trade
-a system that is important for capitalist calculation in all fields. Matters
are not different today, especially in the major domicile of the sects,
the United States. As a traveling salesman, the typical sect member,
just like the Freemason, prevails over any competition, even outside his
own group, since the customers are convinced that his prices are fair.
A person who wants to open a bank joins the Baptists or Methodists,
for everybody knows that baptism, respectively admission, is preceded
by an examen rigorosum which inquires about blemishes in his past
conduct: frequenting an inn, sexual life, cardplaying, making debts,
other levities, insincerity, etc.; if the result of the inquiry is positive,
credit-worthiness is guaranteed, and in countries like the United States
personal credit is almost unthinkable on any other basis. The ascetic
demands upon the true Christian happen to be the same as those that
capitalism makes upon its novices, at least where the maxim "Honesty
is the best policy" is valid. A sect member of this kind is preferred in
all responsible positions of the capitalist apparatus: as hoard member,
director, promoter or foreman. Wherever he goes, the member finds a
sman congregation of fellow-believers which receives him as abrothe,r,
upon recommendation from his previous congregation, and legitimates
and recommends' him-a practice that is still current in the United
States, and an advantage shared by aU diaspora religions, such as
Judaism. He will soon gain an economic foothold in a way which is
denied to the outsider. The member's reputation largely corresponds to
his actual qualities, for the intensity of indoctrination and the impact
of exclusion are much more effective than any authoritarian ecclesiastic
discipline can be.

The Old Methodist confession in the weekly meetings of the small
groups set up for this purpose, the class meetings and the mutual control
and admonition of the Pietists and Quakers contrast with the Catholic's
auricular confession, -which in this sense is uncontrolled and serves the
sinner's relief but rarely aims at changing his mind. More important
than any other factor is the fact that a man must hold his own under
the watchful eyes of his peers. This basis of self-esteem spread with in
creasing secularization from the sects into all walks of American life, by
virtue of the numerous associations and dubs, most of which recruit
their members through balloting; these associations exist for all con-
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ceivable purposes and extend down to the level of the boys' dubs in the
schools. Even today the middJe.class "gendeman" is legitimated by the
badge of some association. Even though many of these traditions are
disintegrating, it is still true that American democracy is not a sand-pile
of unrelated individuals but a maze of highly exclusive, yet absolutely
voluntary sects, associations and clubs, which provide the center of the
individual's social life., American students may even consider it a cause
for committing suicide if they fail to be elected into an exclusive club.
Of course, analogies can be found in many vQluntary associations, for
the question of being joined by other individuals is considered frequendy
-and in non-economic associations predominantly-not merely from
the functional viewpoint of the group's manifest purpose; rather, mem
bership in exclusive clubs is everywhere regarded as a status elevation.
Nowhere was this as true as in America's classic era: The sect and its
derivations are one of her unwritten but vital constitutional elements,
since they shape the individual more than any other inRuence.

By virtue of the dictum that "We must obey God rather than men"
[Acts 5:29], hierocracy claimed an autonomous charisma and law of its
own, secured obedience and firmly restrained the political power. With
its office charisma, hierocracy prorects those over whom it claims domina~

tion against encroachment from other authorities, whether the inter
fering person be the political ruler. the husband or the father. Since both
the mature political and .hierocratic power raise universalist demands,
that is, since they both want to define the ·extent of their control over
the individual. the.. 'adeq,..uate relation is a compromise or an alliance
for the sake of joint domination in which their spheres of influence .are
mutually delimited. The formula of the separation of -church and state
is feasible only if either of the two powers has in fact abandoned its
claim to control completely those areas of life that are in principle ac
cessible to it.

In contrast to hierocracy. the sect opposes the charisma of office. The
individual can exerciSe hierocratic powers only by virtue of his personal
'charisma, just as he can become a member only by virtue of a publicly
established qualification, the most unambiguous symbol of which is the
"rebaptism" of the Bapti:¢;, in reality, the baptizing of qualified adults.
The services of the Quakers are a silent waiting in order to see whether
the Divine spirit win overcome a member on this day. Only he will
speak up to preach or pray. It is already a concession to the need for
regulation and order if those who have proven their qualification to
preach the Word of God are put on special seats and are now compelled
to help along the coming of the spirit by preparing sermons; this is done
in most Quaker congregations. However, in contrast to all consistent
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churches, an rigorous sects adhere to the pnnciple of lay preaching and
of every member's priesthoOd, even if they establish regular offices for
economic and pedagogic reasonS.

Moreover, pure sects also insist upon "direct democratic administra
tion" by the congregation and upon treating the clerical officials as
servants of the congregation. These very structural features demonstrate
the elective affinity between the sect and political democracy. They also
account for its peculiar and highly important relationship to the political
power. The sect is a specifically antipolitical or at least apolitical group.
Since it must not raise universal demands and endeavors to exist as a
voluntary association of qualified believers, it cannot enter into an
.alliance with the political power. If it concludes such an alliance, as'
the Independents did in New England, the result is an a~stocratic rule
by the ecclesiastically qualified; this leads to compromises and to the loss
of the sect character-witness the so-called Halfway Covenant [of the
Congregational churches in r662J, The greatest experiment of this kind
was· the abortive rule by Cromwell's Parliament of Saints. The pure
sect must advocate "tolerance" ando"separation of church and state" for
several reasons: because it is in fact not a universalist redemptory insti
tution for the repression of sin and can bear political as little as hierocratic
reglementation; because no official power can dispense grace to unqualified
persons and, hence, all use of political" force in religious matters must ap
pear senseless or outright diabolical; because the sect is simply not con~

cerned with outsiders; because, taking all this together, the sect just cannot
be anything but an absolutely voluntary association i~t wants to retain its
true religious identity and its effectiveness. Therefore, consistent sects have
always taken this position and have been the most genuine advocates of
"freedom of conscience."

Other communities, too, have favored freedom of conscience, but in
a different sense. It is possible to speak of this freedom and of tolerance
under the caesaropapist regimes of Rome, China, India and Japan, since
the most diverse cults of subjected or affiliated states were permitted and
since no religiOUS compulsion existed; however, in principle this is
limited by the official cult of the political power, the cult of the emperor
in Rome, the religiOUS veneration of the emperor in Japan, and probably
also the emperor's cult of Heaven in Cliina. Moreover, this tolerance had
political, not religious reasons, as did that of King William the Silent
or, much earlier, Emperor Frederick II, or manorial lords who used sect
members as skilled labor, and in the city of Amsterdam, where the
sectarians were major agents of commercial life. Thus, economic motives
played an important role. But the genuine sect must demand the non
intervention of the political power and freedom of conscience for spe-
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cifica:Ily religious reasons-there are transitional ,forms, but we leave
them aside deliberately.

A fully developed church-advancing universalist daims---eannot
concede freedom of conscience; wherever it pleads for this freedom,
it is because it finds itself in a minority position and demands something
which, in principle, it cannot grant to others. "The Catholic's freedom of
conscience," Mallinckro:::l.t said in the Reichstag "consists in being free to
obey the pope," that means, in following hi:> own conscience. However,
if they are strong enough, neither the Catholic nor the Cold) Lutheran
Church and, all the more so, the Calvinist and Baptist old church rec
ognize freedom of conscience for others. These churches cannot act dif
ferently in view of their institutional commitment to safeguard the sa~va

tion of the soul or, in the case of the Calvinists, to protect the glory of
GOO. By contrast, the consistent Quaker applies the principle of the
freedom of conscience not only to hir,nself but also to others, and rejects
any attempt to compel those who are not Quakers or Baptish to al.:t as
if they belonged to his group. Thus the consistent sect gives rise to an
inalienable personal right of the governed as against any pOWf'r, whether
political, hierocratic or patriarchal. Such freedom of conscience may be
the oldest Right of Man-as JeHjnek has argued convincingly;'G at any
rate, it is the most basic Right of Man because it comprises all ethically
conditioned action and guarantees freedom from compulsion, especially
from the power of the state. In this sense the concept was as unknown to
Antiquity and the Middle Ages as it was to Rousseau's social contract
with its power of religious compulsion. The other Rights of Man or
civil rights were jOined to this basic right, especially the right to pursae
one's own economic interests, which includes the inviolability of in
dividual property, the freedom of contract, and vocational choice. This
economic right exists within the limits of a system of guaranteed abstract
rules that apply to everybody alike. All of these rights find the-ir ultimate
.justification in the belief of the Enlightenment in the workings of in
dividual reason which, if unimpeded, would result in the at least relatively
best of all worlds, by virtue of Divine providence and because the in
dividual is best qualified to know his own interests. This charismatic
glorification of "Reason," which found a characteristic expression in its
apotheosis by Robespierre, is the last form that charisma has adopted in
its fateful historical course. It is dear that these postulates of fonnallegal
equality and economic mobility paved the way for the destruction of all
patrimonial and feudal law in favor of abstract norms and hence in·
directly of bt'reaucratization. It is also dear that they facilitated the ex
pansion of capitalism. The basic Rights of Man made it possible for
the capitalist to use things and men freely, just as the this-worldly
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asceticism-adopted with some dogmatic variations--and the specific
discipline of the sects bred the capitalist spirit and the rational "pfO
fessionaI" (Berufsmensch) who was needed by capitalism.
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CH!\p rrR XVI
TH f:- CITY (NON
LEGITIMATE DOMINATION)'

1

Concepts and Categories of the City

1. The Economic Concept of the City:
The Market Settlement

The notion of the "city" can be defined in many different ways. The
only element which all these definitions have in common is the follow
ing: the city is a relatively closed settlement, and not simply a collection
of a number of separate dwellings. As a rule the houses in cities-but not
only in them-are built very close to each other, today normally waIl-to
,\·~,dl. The common concept further a~sociates with the word "city" a
purely quantitative aspect: it is a large locality. In itself, this is not im·
precise. SociologicaIiy speaking. this would mean: the city is a settlement
of dosely spaced dwellings which form a colony so extensive that the
recIprocal personal acquaintance of the inhabitants, elsewhere charac"
tcristic of the neighborhood, is lacking. But on this definition only very
large localities would qualify as cities, and the special conditions of
various cultures would have to determine at which size the absence
of personal acquaintance would be characteristic. Many localities which
in the past had the leg'll character of cities were not marked by this
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feature. Conversely, in present-day Russia there are "villages" wJ':ch,
with many thousands of inhabitants, are much larger than many or the
old "cities"-for example, in the Polish settlement area of the Cernw1
East-with only a few hundred inhabitants. Size alone, certainly, cannot
be decisive.

If we were to attempt a definition in purely economic terms, the
City would be a settiemem ,;\Chose inhabitants live primarily from com
merce and the trades rather than from agriculture. It would not be ex
pedient, however, to call all localities of this type "cities," fOt this would
include in the concept settlements of kinship groups pra('ti':mg a single,
practically hereditary trade such <is the "craft ':illage:<" of Asia and
Russia. A further characteristic, hence, migh: h,lve tu be a certain
multiplicity of the tr:ldes practiced. But even this would, by itself, nol
appear suitable as a decisive characteristic. Economic diversity c~n be
called forth in two ways: by the presence of a court. or by that of a
market. A feudoJ, and, especially, a princely court constitutes a c,~nter

whose economic or political needs evoke specialization of craft produc
tion and exchange of goods. However, a seigneurial or princely oikrl5
with an attached settlement of artisans and small merchants encum
bered with tribute and service oblig~tions, even if it be of large size, we
would not usually call a "city," though it is true that a large proportion
of important cities have their historical origin in such settlements and
that the production for a prince's court remained. a highly important, if
not the chief, source of income for the inhabitants of such "princely
towns" for a long time. A further characteristic is required for uS to
speak of a "city": the existence of a regular, and not only occasional, ex
change of goods in the settlement itself, an exchange which constitutes
an essential component of the livelihood and the satisfaction of needs of
the settlers-in other woJ:'ds: a market. But again: not. every "market"
converts the locality in which it is conducted into a "city." The periodic
[airs and markets for the long-distance trade, at which travelling mer

'chants gathered at fixed times in order to sell their wares in large or
small lots to each other or to consumers, very often took place in lo
calities which we would call "vilhges."

Accordingly, we shall speak of a "city" in the economic sense of the
word only if the local population satisfies an economically significant
part of its everyday requirements in the local market, and if a significant
part of the prcxlucts bought there were acquired or produced specifically
for sale on the market by the local population or that of the immediate
hinterland. A city, then, is always a market center. It has a local market
which forms the economic center of the settlement and on which both
the non-urban population and the townsmen satisfy their wants for
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craft products or trade articles by means of exchange on the basis of an
exi~ng specialization in production. It was originally quite nonnal for
the city, wherever it was structurally differentiated from' the countryside,
to be both a seigneurial or princely residence and a market place and
thus to possess economic centers of both types, oikos and market. Fre
quently, in addition to the regular local market, it might also have
periodical fairs for the long-distance trade of travelling merchants. But
the city, as we use the word here, is essentially a "market settlement."

The existence of the market is often based on concessions and
guarantees of protection by the lord or prince. On the one hand these
political masters are interested in a regular supply of foreign articles
and cQtft products on the long-distance market, and in the tolls, the
escort moneys and the other protection fees, ~e market taxes and the
fees from law suits which the fairs give rise to. Ou the other hand,
they might also hope to profit from the local settlemen, 'If taxable trades
men and merchants and, once a settlement rises around the market, from
the ground rents which this produces. Such opportunities gain in sig
nificance by the fact that these are monetary revenues which augment
the seigneurs' hoards of precious metals.

It also occurs that a city has no attachment whatsoever, not even
physical proximity, to a seigneurial or princely residence. Such a city
might originate as a pure market settlement at some suitable transship
ment point, either on the basis of a charter granted by a non-resident
seigneur or prince, or on the basis of usurpation of urban rights by the
interested parties themselves. A settlement entrepreneur might be given
a charter to found a market and to recruit settlers for it, as was the case
frequently during the Middle Ages, especially in the East-, North- and
Central-European territories where towns were created by deliberate
acts of foundation, and occasionally in many other places and periods.
But cities could also arise without either attachment to the court of
a prince or charter grant by a prince, namely through an association of
foreign invaders, of sea-faring warriors or of merchant settlers or, finally;
of domestic groups with an interest in the middleman's position; in
~arly Antiquity this occurred frequently on the Mediterranean littoral,
and sometimes :uso in the early Middle Ages. Such a city could bea
pure market place. However, the coexistence of the two institutions,
large princely or seigneurial patrimonial households on the one hand,
and a market on the other, is found much more often. The lordly
court, as one economic center' of the city, could in thls case satisfy its
wants either primarily in the ways of a natunU economy, through
corvees, taxes in kind and service obligations placed upon the local
dependent artisans and tradesmen, or it could supply itself !o a greater
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or lesser extent through exchange on the urban market whose most im~

portant client it was. The more pronounced the latter relation, the more
strongly the market aspect of the city came to the fore; it then ceased
to be a mere appendage-albeit with a rnarket-of the oiltos and turned
into a market city. As a rule the quantitative expansion of cities which
had originated as "princely cities" and the growth of their economic
significance went hand in hand with an increase in the market-orientation
of the satisfaction of wants by the princely court and. the large urban
households of vassals and major officials attached to it.

2. Three Types: The "Consumer City," the
"Producer City," the "Merchant City"

The "princely city," that is, one whose inhabitant.. are directly or
indirectly dependent on the purchasing power of the court and the other
large households, is similar in type to other cities in whicb the pur·
chasing power of other large consumefS---,-and that means: of rentiers
determines the economic opportunities of the resident artisans and
traders. These large consumers can be of very different types, depending
upon the kind and sources of their incomes. They may be officials
spending their legal or illegal revenues, or manorial lords and political
power holders consuming their non-urban ground rents or other more
politically determined incomes in the city. In both cases the city is very
similar to the type of the "princely city" in that it depends upon
patrimonial and political revenues which supply the purchasing power
of the larger consumers. An example for a city of officials might he
Peking, for a city of land-rent consumers Moscow before the abolition
of serfdom.

From these cases we must differentiate the only apparently similar
'case in which urban land~rents, based on the "monopoly of location".
of urban land lots, are concentrated in the hands of a city aristocracy.
Here the source of the spending power is the urban trade and commerce
itself. This city type has been ubiquitous, especially in Antiquity from
the beginnings up to the Byzantine period and also in the Middle Ages.
The city is in that case economically not of a render type. but rather.
depending upon the circumstances, a merchant or producer City, and
those rents are a tribute exacted by the real·estate owners from the ec<r
nomically active population. But the conceptual differentiation of this
case from that in which the rents stem from extra-urban sources should
not cause us to overlook the historical interrelation of the two forms.
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Finally, the large consumers can also be rentiers cO.l).suming business
incomes in the city-today mainly interest on bonds, royalties or divi
dends on shares; the purchasing power then rests primarily on revenue
sources based on the (capitalistic) money economy. An example would
be the city of Arnhem. Or it is based on stale pensions and interest on
government bonds, as in a "pensionopolis" like Wiesbaden. In these and
many other similar cases one may speak of a "consumer city," for the
residence of these' various types of large consumers is of decisive im
portance for the economic opportunities of the local producers and
merchants.

Conversely, the city may be a "producer city." The population.
expansion and the purchasing power of thi~ population would then
depend, as in Esssen or Bochum, on' the location there of' factories, manu
factures or putting-out industries which supply outside territories. This
is the modern type. In the Asian, ancient, and medieval type, it would
depend on the existence of local crafts which ship their goods to outside
markets. The large consumers on the local market are the entrepreneurs,
if they are locally resident-which is not always the case-, and the
mass consumers are the workers and craftsmen. Another set of large
consumers may be fanned by the merchants and local landowners who are
indirectly maintained by the City's productive activity.

Besides a "consumer city" and a "producer city," we can also dis·
tinguish a "merchant City," a type in which the purchasing power of
the large consumers rests on the profits derived either from the retailing
of foreign products on the local market (as in the case of the woolel1
drapers of the Middle Ages), or from the sale abroad of domestic
products or at least of products obtained by domestic producers (as the
herring of the Hanseatic towns), or finally from the purchase of foreign
products and their resale abroad with or without local stapling
("entrepot cities"). Very often all these activities are combined: the
essence of the commenda and societas mans contracts of the Mediter
ranean countries2 was that a tTactatOT (travelling partner) carried to the
Levantine markets domestic products purchased entirely or in part
with capital entrusted to him Ly local capitaiists--although often he
may have journeyed entirely in haIlast-and after the sale of these
products returned with Oriental articles for sale on the domestic market;
the profits were to be divided between tractator and capital-supplier
according i:O a formula set in the contract. Thus the purchasing power
and tax yield of the merchant city, like that of the producer city, and
ir.. contrast to that of the consumer· city, rest on the local economic
enterprises. The economic opportunities of the shipping and transport
trades and. of numerous small and large seconcidry activities are tied
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up with those of the merchants, although only in the case of local retail
sales do these benefits materialize entirely on the local market, while in
long-distance trade a considerable part is realized abroad. A similar
state of affairs prevails in a modem City which is the seat of the national
or international financiers or of the giant banks (London, Paris, Berlin).
or of large joint stock companies and cartels (Dusseldorf). Today, of
course, it happens more than ever before that the large'r part of lh{"

profits of an enterprise flows to localities other than that in which tht~

producing plant is situated. Moreover, an ever increasine part of the
gains is consumed by the recipients not at the metropolitan seat of the
business headquarters, but in the suburbs, and increasingl~, even morc
in rural summer homes and international hotels. Parallel to thest'
developments, the town centers tend to atrophy to mlO're business sec··
tions, to "The City."

It is not our intention her~ to produce the further t:asuistic distinc
tions and specialization of concepts which would be required for a
,s.rictly economic theory of the city. Nor do we need to stress that actual
cities almost alway" represent mi",ed types and hence Ciln be dassi!1ed
only in terms of their respective predominant economic components.

3. Relation of the City to Agriculture

Historically, the relation of the city to agriculture has in 00 way
been unambiguolis and simple. There were and arc "agrarian cirie,"
(Ackerhiirgerstiidte), which as market centers and scats of the typically
urb~n trad\"s <Ire sharply differentiated from the average village, but in
which a broad stratum (J the burghers produces food for their <)\\'11

cor,<.umption il:od even fOI" the market. Normally, to be sure, it would be
true that the larger a dty, the less likely it is that its inhabitants would
dispose of farmland sufficient for their food needs-nor would they
have the pasturage and forest utilization rights typical of the "village,"
The largest German city of the Middle Ages, Colognt>, apparently fron
the very beginning almost completely lacked the Allmende (commons)
which at that time was part of every normal village. But other German
and foreign medieval cities o'""n~d, at the least, cGnsider;;bi~; pasture.; and
woods which stood at the d' ~JlosLiI of their burghl:'rs, Az;d the furrhc-r to

the south or b<!ck toward itn!iquity one turns, the more frequent
becomes the presen.::c of j:lrRC ".mounts of farmland wir:lln the territory.,
(H/eichbild) of the l~w'ns. If today we <11\' Guite cor~'<,';c: iJ; regarding

, J ..

the typical 'townsman" ilS ;1 il'.ill1 who does not ,;:,·)W !lIS 0\"11 [ooc!. the
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contIl"y was originally true for the majority of typical cities (pokis)
of Antiquity. We shall see that the urban "citizen" with full rights was
in Antiquity. in contrast to the Middle Ages, identified precisely by the
fact that he owned a hkros or fundus (in Israel, bele") , a full lot of
amble land, which fed him.3 The "citizens" of Antiquity were "agrarian
burghers."

Agricultural holdings in the hands of the large merchants were even
more frequent both in the Middle Ages, when they were found more
often in the south than in the north of Eu~ope, and in Antiquity. In
both medieval and ancient city states large land holdings are found.
occasionally of quite exorbitant size, which might be under the political .
rule---or even the seigneurial propetty--of the municipal authorities t;l
powerful cities in their official capacity. or the seigneurial po'RSSion of
individual eminent citizens. As examples we might take the seipeurie
of Miltiades on the Chersonese, or the political and seigneurial p0sses
sions of medieval urban aristocratic families such as those of the Genoese
Grimaldi in Provence and across the sea! As a general rule, however,
these foreign estates and seigneurial rights of individual citizens were
not the objects of the city state's economic policy, although a curiously
mixed situation in which such properties were de facto guaranteed to
the individuals by the city was bound to arise whenever the owners
belonged to the most powerful patrician groups and had actually oJ>.
tained these p~rties and held on to them only with the indirect help
of the state p<l\ver. The ruling group. in tum, might in that case share
in the economic and political usufruct of such holdings. Such cases'
were quite frequent in the past.

4. The "Urban Economy" as a Stage of
Economic Development

The relation of the city as the carrier of the craft and trading
iictivities to the countryside as the supplier of food fonDS one aspect
of that complex of phenomena which has been called the "urban
economy" (Stadtwirtschaft), juxtaposed, as a special economic stage. to
the ''household economy" (Eigenwirtsclu<ft), on the one hand and the
"national economy" (Volkswirtschaft) on the other (or to a multiplicity
of similar con~eptual "stages").5 In this concept. however. categories
relevant to measures of economIc policy are fused with purely economic
categories. The reason for this is that the mere facts of the crowding
together of merchants and tradesmen and of the satisfaction of~veryday
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wants on a regular basis in the market do not by themselves exhaust
the concept of the "city." If closed settlements are differentiated [from
the countrytide] only by ,he degree to which they supply themselves
with agricultural goods or-which is not the same thing-by the
relationship of agricultural production to non-agricultural earnings, and
by the presence of markets, then we shall speak of artisan~ or merchant
localities and of market hamlets, but not of "cities." Nor can the city
be differentiated from the village by the fact ,ha', beside being an
agglomeration of habitations, it is in addition an economic organization
(Wirr.schaftsverband) with' its own landed property and a budget of
revenues and expenditures, for the same is true also of the village,
however great the qualitative difference may be. Finally, it was not a
characteristic peculiar to the city alone that it, at least in the past, was
both an economic organiution and an organization regulating the
economy (wirtschaftsregukrender Verband). In ,he village. '00, we
6nd economic regulatioris: cultiv~tion under compulsory common m1es
(Flunwang), pasture regulations, export prohibitions for wood and
straw, all of which constitute an economic policy of the organization as
such.

It is not the mere fact of regulation which differentiated the cities
of the past from other types of settlements, but the kinds of regulations:
the objects of regulatory economic policy, and the range of measures
which were characteristic for it. The bulk of the measures of "urban
economic policy" (Stadtwirtschtlftspolitik) were based on the fact that,
under the transportation conditions of the past, the majority of all
iniand cities were dependent upon the agricultural resources of the
immediate hinterland (a statement which, of course. does not hold for
maritime cities-as shown by the grain policies of Athens and Rome).
that the hinterland provided the natural marketing area for the majority
of the urban trades, and finally that for this natural local process of ex
change the urban market place provided, if not the only, then at
Jeas, the nonnal locality. especially in the case of foods. This policy
further took account of the fact that the predominant part of non
agricultural production was performed with craft technology, organized
with little or no capital in small shops employing strictly limited
numbers of journeymen trained in long apprenticeship, and that, in '
economic terminology, it took the fonn of "wage work" or of "price
work" for customers,& just as the sales of the local retailers were
largeI'! on custom orders. It was these naturally given conditions of the
urban economy which the speci6cally "urban" economic policy at
tempted to stabilize by means of economic regulations in the interest
of permanency and cheapness of the food supply and of stability of the
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economic opportunities of artisans and merchants. However, as we shall
see, economic regulation was not the sole object of the urban economic
policy, nor did it always exist in those places where we find it in
certain historical periods. In its full development it emerges only in
periods of political domination by the craft guilds. Finally, it cannot he
proved to be a transitional stage in the development of an cities. In any
case, this economic policy does not represent a universal stage in the
development of the economy. What can be stated is the following: The
urban local market with its exchange bt'tween agricultural and non·
agricultural prcducers and local traders, its personal customer relation
ships, and its low-eapital small shops, represents a kind of "exchange-.
economy" counterpart to the "exchangeJess" internal economy of the
oihos, which draws on systematically allocated service prestations and
commodity deliveries of dependent specialized production units and
integrates these activities from the manor. The regulation of the ex
change and production conditions in the city represents the counterpart
to the coordination of activities of the units combined in the economy
of the oikos.

5. The Politico-Administrative Concept of the City

The very fact that m these observations we had to employ categories
such as "urban economic policy," "urban territory" and "urban authority"
indicates rhat the concept of the "City" can and must also be analyzed ip

rms of a series of categories ather than the purdy economic ones
jlltherto discussed, namely, in terms of political categories. It is quite
true that the initiator of the urban economic policy may be a prince in
who~ political territory the city and its inhabitants belong. In this case,
whenever a specifiLdlly urban economic policy exists at aU, it is de
termined for the city and its inhabitants and not by it. However, this
does not have to be the case, and even if it is, the city must still to
some extent be a partially autonomous organization, a "community"
(Gemeinde) with special administrative and political institutions.

The econamic concept of the city previously discussed must, at any
rate, be dearly differentiated from the political-administrative concept.
Only in the latter sense maya special urbnn territory be associated
with it. A loc:Jlity can be tbought of a~ a city in the polit~,-,aJ·administra

tive sense even though it could not claim this name i:1 the' economic
sel15e. Tl1C inhabitants of S:,Il:e mediev,d :>ettlements with the legal
status of "cities" derived n:;K-'··~lths or more of their livelihood from
agriculture, a far larger h<!':;;;JH I.ha;l those of many places with the
I I ' ,. ·11 .'.' I • I· j. ,- cegci '':::It'.IS '), \'1 ages., !;",',. [1e dlVl( )ng ide, ,.('I'.V~_'i"!: SUCl
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"agrarian cities" and the "consumer," "producer," and "merchant" cities
:lre completely fluid. But in all settlements which are differentiated
administratively from the village and arc treated as "cities," one point,
namely the nature of land ownership, is as a rule quite different from
that prevailing in the countryside. Economically speaking, this is due
to the specific basis of the earning capacity of urban real estate: house
ownership, to which bnd ownership is merely accessory. Bm from the
administrative point of view, the special pOSition of urban real estate
is conr.:eted above <'Ill with divergent principles of taxation; at the same
time, however. it is closely connected with another trait which is
decisive for the politi('al.ad~jnistratjve concept of the city and which
stands entirely mllsiek the purely economic analysis, namely, the fact
thilt the city in the past, in Antiquity and in the Middle Ages, outside
as well as within Europe, W;1S also a special kind of a fortress and a
garrisun. At present this feature of the city has been entirely lost, and
even in the past it was not universal. In Japan, for example, it was not
,the rule. One might, therefore, with Rathgen: doubt the existence
there of "cities" in the administrative sense. In China, by cont:ast,
every city was surrounded with rings of gigantic walls. However, it is
also true that many agricultural localitie~ there, which were not cities
in the administrative sense (in China this means, as we shall discuss
later, that they were not the seat of state authorities), have at all t.imes
possessed walls. In some Mediterranean areas, as e,g. in Sicily, we find
almost no one Jiving outside urban walls, not even agricultural workers
-a phenomenon due to century-long insecurity. By contrast, in old
Hdbs the poJis of Sparta was remarkable for the absence of walls, but
on the other hand it was in e most specific sense a "garrison-town,"
which despised walls precisely because it was the permanent open
military camp of the Spartans. Although it is still uncertain how long
Athens went without walls, it possessed in the Acropolis a rock·
protected castle, as did probably all Hellenic cities except Sparta. In the
same manner, Ekbatma and Persepolis were royal castles with surround
ing settlements. The castle or wall, at any rate, nonnally were indispen
sable parts of Oriental as well as of ancient Mediterranean and medieval
cities.

6. Fortress and C(/uison

The cit}' \V2S ,.,eith~,· the sclc no!' the oIde':'t f0ft;ess. In d::;puted
frontifT Icrritory amI Jur;r.g chronic ~r.1le;; \)f WeI! cv:.-ty \!1lage fortifi.:::s
itself. 11l1der the U'IJs!:mt d:mgcr of ;>f' !ck in the 3[(',] 0f the Elb!:: and
Oder ri.'{:'IS, SL~vic,dd:TI1,;nt;;, which e."tc!· SC21lYJ ".J hdP.' h:1u the
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national form of a village ~nded. along a road (Strassendorf), were
fortified in the fonn of the hedge=c1osed circular village (Rundling)
with a single entrance which could be locked and through which at
night, the cattle were driv~n into the center of the village. An alterna
tive form, hill retreats surrounded. by ditches and banks, was wide-spread
throughout the world, in Israelite East Jordan as well as in Germany,
unarmed persons sought refuge there for themselves and their< cattle.
The so-called "cities" of Henry I in the Gennan East' were merely
systematically established fortresses of this sort. In England during the
Anglo-Saxon period, each shire had a burh (borough) after which it
was named, and the guaId and garrison services fell on certain persons
or pieces of land as the oldest specifically "civic" burdens. If such
fortresses did not stand empty in normal times, but were manned by a
permanent garrison of guards or "burgmen" paid in money or in land,
we have a phenomenon very similar to the AngilTSaxon "garrison city"
of Maitland's theory with "burgesses" (hurgenses) as inhabitants. The
burgess received his name from his political and legal position which,
like the legal nature of the specifically "bourgeois" land and house
property, was determined by the duty of maintaining and guarding
the fortifications.'

However, historically, neither the palisaded village nor the emergency
fortification are the primary forerunners of the city fortress, but rather
the seigneurial castle: a fortress which was inhabited by a lord with
his warriors, subordinated to him either as officials or as his personal
following, together with their families and servants.

The construction of military castles is very old, doubtlessly older'
than the war chariot and the military use of the horse. The war
chariot has everywhere at some time determined the development of
knightly and royal warfare: in ancient China of the period of the
classic songs, in the India of the Vedas, in Egypt and Mesopotamia, in
Canaan and Israel at the time of the Song of Deborah, in Greece
of the Homeric epics, and among" the Etruscans, Celts, and Irish.
Similarly, castle construction and castle-seated princes were diffused
universally. The early Egyptians sources knew the castle and castle
commanders, and we can be almost certain that these castles originally
housed just as many petty princelings. In Mesopotamia the development
of the later territorial kingdoms was preceded, to judge by the oldest
documents, by a castle-seated princedom such as existed in western
India at the time of the Vedas and such as is probable for Persia at
the time of the oldest [Zoroastrian} Gathas. In northern India, on the
Ganges, the castle apparently was universally dominant during the
period of political disintegration: the old Kshatriya, whom the sources
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show to have had a peculiar intermediary position between the king
, and the nobility, was obviously a castle-seated prince. Castle-dwelling

princedoms existed in Russia at the time of Christianization [A.D. 988]
and in Syria during the dynasty of the Thutmose10 as well as at the
time of the Israelite confederation (Abimelech), and even old Chinese
literature gives fairly certain evidence of their original existence. The
Hellenic and Anatolian sea-castle must surely have been as universal
as piracy: the unfoftified palaces of Crete almost certainly.owe their
existence to an interim period of very unusual pacification. Castles like
that of Decelea,u which was so important in the Peloponnesian War,
were originally the fortresses of noble families. The development
of a politically autonomous nobility in the Middle Ages begins in Italy
with the construction of castelli, and the independence of the vassals in
northern Europe starts with their massive castle construction; von Below
draws attention to the fact that even in more recent times individual
membership in the regional noble estate (Landstandschaft) in Germany
,was contingent upon the possession by the family of a castle, even if it
he only the most decrepit ruin of one.It Possession of a castle, of course,
signified military domination over the countryside. The only question
was who should exert it-whether the lord of the castle for himself,
or a confederation of knights, or a ruler who could rely on the trust
worthiness of the vassals, ministeriaks, or officers whom he placed in
charge of the fortification.

7. The City as a,Fusion of Fortress and Market

In the first stage of its development into a special political form,
the fortified city either W"S itself a castle, or i.t contained Or lay
adjacent to a castle, the fortress of a king, a nobleman, or an association
of knights. Such lords either resided in the fortress themselves, or they
maintained a garrison of mercenaries, v2ssals, or bondsmen in it. In
Angl<r-SaxonEngland th~ right to 1'oss~s " bw (a fortified house) in
a burh was bestowed by charter on certam landowners of the nearby
countryside, just as in Antiquity and iil medieval Italy the city-house of
the nobleman was held in addition to his rural castle. As "burghers"
(burgenses), the inhabitants of the castle or the residents living just
outside the walls-sometimes all'of them, sometimes only ~">eCial strata
-{)wed the performance of definite military duties to the military lord of
the city. These might consist in building and repairing the walls, in
guard duty, or in defense and other military services, such as the carrying
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of messages and the provisioning of the garrison. The burgher was in
this case a member of his status group only by virtue (and to the extent)
of his participation in the military association of the city. Maitland
brought out this aspect with special clarity for the case of England: the
houses of the burh are in the possessicn of people whose primary duty
it is to maintain the fortification; this constitutes the difference from the
village. The royally or seigneurinl!y guaranteed "peace of the market,"
from which the u-~an market benefits, is paralleled hy a military "peace
of the horough."'· The pacified ca~tle and the military-political centel
of the city: the drill fidd and assembly place of the army and hence of
the citizenship, on the one hand, and the pacificd ecooomic market of .
the city on the other, often st<lnd in plastic dualism beside one' another.
It is true that they 3re not always spatially separated: thus. the Attic
pnyx" was much younger than the agora, which origmally [prob:'lbly]
served for both the ('c'onomie transactions and the political and rdigiou~

acts. But in Rome the comitium and the campus Martins'" were always
separate from the economic fora, and in the Middle Ages the piazza del
campo in Siena (a tournament plaza· ~till used tooay fur the annual race
between the wards of the city) in f~ont of the municipal palace was
distinct from the mercato at the rCdr. Analogously, in Islamic cities the
kasbch. the for(ified camp of the warriors, is spatially separate from the
baznar, and in southern India the political "city of honoratiores" stands
apart from the economIc city.l~,a

The problem of the relationship between the garrison, the political
Citizenry of the fortre~;s, on the one hand, and the civilian, cconOJ-;,licaIly,
active popuJati()O, 0" the other Il<lod, is frequently ex('(~cdingly complex,
but it is always of c:rUCi;1j importance for the constitution,ll history of
the City. The follOWing is dear: wherever a castle existed, artisans came
in or were brought in to satisfy the needs of the seigneurial hOllsch()ld
and of the warriors; the purchasing power of a military court and the
protection whith it guarantees always attracted merch:l!lts and, further
more, the lord himself was always interested in attr:ll.:!ing these c!J$ses
since they put him in :1 position t(l procure money rCWllUCS. eithcr by
taxing trade and the crafts or by participating in them dlroUgh c:ipital
:ld';ances. or bv conductino tmde on his own a,'count. or evcn bv. ,~, ..
mnm'polizing it. Thc lord of' :1 co;,,,t:;J castle couLl n]wJy>, as ~hir[l\mer

or fult'r of the p.lrt, <lfC'CU,T ,l :+ !-'.: in violent or ll'::l("cf-d "s::'a~~'c"'i'C'"
" . "

pr0ti'!s. I;, ;" :.\k, de:,]" dut hi._ rc<rLnt followcls :::!l(~ V,l~:~"\ were in the
. . .", . I I 'r I I ",<;:::mc p"sitJon ,~ ,:e '.,,'Lnitt'l. ! !UlI to par~<lH'~; l,;(.::,~.: l::.';r:e" n,~-·

",)hn::;nih' 'n u··;d:': ';J)ln,~~ji.',;n;l hC·;lllse oJ his rl~i'('; J"'N'." Ilf"m r:-,.::·
,fl") " 1', .•)" '"'<.J''' ".:, "'. r"n' ",n '''I,h f', ',' .. ,.',- <r" (' ..:.~."" .",.'J"'" ", ,-, .. '~''-, .• C< .. ,,-' .• , "'- •• 1 ,-.• '-'''., .~ .. '-..••

~cc ti!(, 1-;>\2 :,,~r;i)LO ;,~ f-v \'.~;rh;'Hl of d/1Lcn. d", j,; \·('1I0j"t r(r('~t:o
" ,', ., '." ,- --'
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and in the earliest Egyptian records 3 trading fleet belonging to the
Pharaoh of Lower Egypt is reported.

A process that can be observed all over the world, but especially in
coastal localities (not in "dties" alone) where the trade middlemen are
easily cuntrolled, was that the interest of the resident warrior families
in participation in the profits from trade would grow, and so would
their power to assert this interest, until they eventually shattered the
monopoly (if it had existed) of the local chieftain or prince of the
castle. If this occurred, the prince was usually reduced to the position
of a primus inter pares, and perhaps ultimately to an approximately
equal member of the urban gentes, elected for a short period only and
with severely restricted powelS, which he then had to _share with the
patrician "families" owning urban land and participating either in
peaceful commerce--in person or merely with their capital (in the
Middle Ages frequently in the fonn of the commenda)---or in the
bellicose pursuits of piracy and maritime war. This process, in the form
pf the gradual emergence of an office tenure restricted to one year, can
be observed in the ancient coastal cities from the Homeric period on
and, in very similar form, several times in the early Middle Ages. In
stances are the evolution of the dogedom in Venice, and similar devek,p
ments in other typical trading cities where, however, the composition
of the opposing parties varied greatly, depending upon whether the
urban seigneur was a royal count or vicomte, a bishop, or $ome other
notable. In this context it is necessary always to differentiate between
the urban capitalist trading "interests"-the nnanders of commerce
and typical honoratiores of the early ancient and early medieval city
and the actual "operators" continuously engaged in the trading activities,
the merchants proper, native or naturalized. This conceptual differentia
tion must be observed even though in fact these two strata frequently
tend to blend into each other. However, with this we already anticipate
points to be discussed later.

In landlocked territory the beginning and end points or intersections
·of river and caravan routes-such as BaLylon, for instance---can become
the locations of similar ,developments. There the temple priest or the
priestly lord of a city would sometimes offer competition to. the secular
prince of the castle or the city. The temple districts of widely known
gods provide a religious sanctuary to inter.-ethnic-and hence politically
unprotected-trade, so that, in their sh<ldow, city-like settlements can arise
which nnd thei.r economic sustenance in the purchasing power of the
temple revenues, just as the princely city lives from the tributes to the
prince.

Whether, and to what extent, the prince's interest in money
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revenues from privileges granted to craftsmen and traders pursuing a
taxable occupation independent from the lord's court predominated over
his interest in satisfying his needs to the largest extent from the produC"
tion of his own labor force, and in monopolizing trade in his own
hands, depended upon the circumstances of the individual case; he also
had to consider, when he was attracting sttangers through the offer of
such privileges, the interests and the important tax- and service-yielding
economic capacity of his resident political and manorial dependents. To
these developmental variations must be added the variations of the
politico-military structure of the "ruling organizations" within which
the founding or development of the city took place. These give rise to
certain phenomena which we must now consider.

8, The "Commune" and the "Burgher": A Survey

A. FEATURES OF THE OCCIDENTAL COMMUNE

Not every "city" in the economic sense, nor every garrison whose
inhabitants had a special status in the political-administrative sense, has
in the past constituted a "commune" (Gemeinde). The city-eommune
in the fun meaning of the word appeared as a mass phenomenon only
in the Occident; the Near East (Syria, Phoenicia, and perhaps
Mesopotamia) also knew it, but only as a temporary structure. Else
where one finds nothing but rudiments. To develop into a city-'
commune, a settlement had to be of the nonagriculturaI-eommercial
type, at least to a relative extent, and to be equipped with the fonowing
features; I. a fortification; 2. a market; 3. its own court of law and, at
least in part, autonomous law; 4. an associational structure (Verbands
charakter) and, connected therewith, 5. at least partial autonomy and
autocephaly, which includes administration by authorities in whose
appointment the burghers could in some form participate. In the past,
such rights almost always took the form of privileges of an "estate"
(Stand); hence the characteristic of the city in the political definition
was the appearance of a distinct "bourgeois" estate.

B. LACK OF COMMUNAL FEATURES IN THE ORIENT

It should be noted that if the above definition were to be strictly ap
plied, even the cities of the Occidental Middle Ages would qualify only
in part-and those of the eighteenth century only ~o the smallest part
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-as true "city-eommunes," But the cities of Asia, with the possible ex·
ception of very isolated cases, would not, so far as we know, 6t this
classification at alL It is tnie that they an had markets and that they also
were fortresses. In China-but not in. Japan-all large seats of trades
and commerce and most of the small ones were fortified. The same is
true for similar towns in Egypt, the Near East, and India. Separate
court districts for the larger trade and craft towns of these countries
were also quite frequent. The seat of the administrative authorities of the
large political associations was, in Chil"a, Eg~t. the Near East, and in
India, always in these towns-a statement which does not apply to pre
cisely the most typical Occidental cities of the early Middle Ages, es.
pecially those of the Nprth. However, the Asian cities did not know a
special substantive or trial law applicable to the "-burghers" by virtue
of their membership in the city-commune, or a court autonomously
appointed by them. They experienced an approximation only in the
case·of guilds or (in India) castes which, if they primarily or exclusively

'inhabited a single city, might then develop a special law and their own
courts. But from the point of view of the law, the urban seat of these
organizations was purely accidental and of no significance. Autonomous
administration of the city was unknown or merely vestigial. Most im
portantly, the associationaI character of the city and the concept
of a burgher (as contrasted to the man from the countryside) never
developed at all or existed only in rudiments. The Chinese townsman
was legally a member of his sib and hence of his native village, where
the temple of his ancestor-eult stood and with which he carefully
upheld his association. Similarly, the Russian member of a village com
munity who earned his living in the city remained a "peasant" in the
eyes of the law. The Indian townsman was, in addition, a member of
his caste.

It is true that, as a rule, town dwellers were also members of local
professional associations, of guilds and crafts with a specifically urban
location, and that they were members of the. urban administrative dis
tricts, city wards, and plocks into which the city was divided by the
local authorities-and that in these capacities they had definite duties
and, at times, even certain rights. The city ward or block, as a collective
entity, could in particular be made liturgically responsible for the se
curity of persons and for other police purposes. For this reason they
might be organized into communes with elected officials or hereditary
elders, as in Japan, where we find one or several civilian administrative
agencies (machi-bugyo) superordinated to the self-administration of the
city blocks. IT But a special status of the town dweller as a "citizen," in
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the ancient and medieval sense, did not exist and a corporate character
of the city was unknown. Of course, the city as a whole might form a
separate administrative district, just as it did in the Merovingian and
Carolingian realms. Yet, in strong contrast to the medieval and ancient
O~ident; we never find the phenomenon in the Orient that the au
tonomy and the participation of the inhabitants in the affairs of local
administration would be more strongly developed in the city-that is,
in nonagricultural-commerdal and relatively large localities-than in
the countryside. In fact, as a rule the very opposite would be true. In
China, for example, the conr~rleIation of the elders wa,s practically a11
powerful in the village, and the tootai18 therefore had to cooperate with
it even though it had no standing in the Jaw. In rndia, too, the village
community had very far-reaching competenci~, and the Russian mir
ruled almost autonomously 'within its bailiwick until the bureaucratiza
tion under Alexander III. In tJle entire Ne~~ Ellstem world the elders
(in Israel: zekenim),'~ originally those of the sihs and later the chiefs
of the patrician clans, were rh(~ ~epresentatives F.nd administrators of the
[non-urban} localities and the local courts. In the Asian city this cOt!ld
never occur, becs-use it was uSlJ<llly the seat of the high officials or of the
prince himself and thus directly under the cudgel of their military body
guards, The [Asian] city ".'as a princely fortress; hence it was ad
ministered by officials (in Israel: sarim)20 and military officers of the
prince, who also held all judicial powers. The dualism of the officials
and the elders can ~ clearly obselved in Israel of the Time of Kings.
The royal official always gained the upper hand in the bureaucratic
monarchies. To be sure, ,he was not all·powerful; in fact, he often had'
to take account of popular opinion to an amazing degree. The Chinese
official, in particular, was quite powerless vis-a-vis the Jocll organiza
tions, the sibs and occupational associations, if they formed a common
front on a particular issue; whenever they seriously combined in opposi
tion, he lost his office. Obstruction, boycotts, closing of shops and refusal
to work 'Were common reactions of the artisans and merchants to meas
ures of oppression, whic~ set limits to the power of the officials. How
ever, these limits were of a completely indeterminate kind. Guilds or
other occupational associations, on the other hand, had certain com
petencies, in China as well as in India, or at least claimed them in such
a way that the officials had to reckon with them. The heads of these asso
ciations at times exercised fa.r-reaching coercive powers even over non
members. NonnalIy, however, these were only competencies or factual
powers of a particular association with respect to particular issues touching
on its concrete group interests. But ordinarily, there existed nOtiSOCiation
which could represent th~ commune of burghers as such. The very con·

•
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cept of an urban burgher and, in particular, a spedic status qualification
of the burgher was completely lacking. It can be found neither in China
nor in Japan or India, and G•.Iy in abortive beginnings in the Near East.

In Japan, the status structure was purely feudal: the samurai
(mounted) and the kasi (unmounted servj~ors) were juxtaposed to the
peasants (no) and to the merchants and craftsmen, some ofwhom were
organized in occupational associations. The concept of a "bourgeois"
estate (Burgertum), however, was as absent as was that of a "city com
mune." The same was true of China in its feudal period. Smce the
beginning of bureaUCI:ltic domination, howe\'er, we find the lite,.-ati,
with their various academic degrees obtained by ex<iwination, con[wnt
iug the "illiterate" strata; economically privileged guilds of mcrchcl1ts
and occupational associations of artisans also appear at this time. But
here, too, the notions of the "burgher" and the "city commune" afe
missing. In China as well as in Japan, "self~administration" was a fea~

ture of the professional associations and of the villages, bu~, not of the
,cities. In China the city was a fortress and official seat of the impedaI
agencies; in Japan the "city" in this sense was completely unJillown. In
India the cities were royal seats or official cent.;:rs of the roy~-'adminl.s

tration as well as fortresses and market centers. \Ve also find merchant
guilds and the castes, to a large extent co~rminous with the occupac

tional associations, both of which enjoyed considerable autonomy, above
all in the fields of legislation and administration of justice. But the
hereditary caste structure of Indian society, with its ritual segregatiQn.
of the occupations, precludes the emergence of a "bourgeoisie" as well
as that of a "city commune." Although several merchant castes and very
many craft castes with innumerable subcastes existed (and still exist),
they cannot be equated as a group with the Occidental burgher esmte.
nor could they themselves combine to form something corresponding
to the medieval craft~ruled city. for caste barriers prevented all inter
caste fraternization. It should be noted, however, that in the period of
the great reiigions of salvation we do in fact find in India that the
guilds, headed by their hereditary elders (shreshtha), combine into an
association in many cities; residues of this still exist at present in some
cities (Ahmedabad) which are led by a common urban shreshth cor
responding to a \Vestern lord mayor. There also existed, in the period
prior to the large bureaucratic kingdoms, some cities which were p0
litically autonomous and were ruled by a local patriciate recruited from
those families who served in the army with elephants.zo. But all this later
disappeared almost completely; the triumph of ritual caste barriers shat
tered the guild association. and the'roval bureaucracy in alliance with
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the Brahmans swept away all such budding developments except for
the remnants which survived in north~western India.

In Near Eastern and Egyptian Antiquity the cities were fortresses
or official administrative centers with royal market privileges. However,
during the domination of the great territorial kingdoms they lacked au
tonomy. municipal organizations, and a privileged burgher estate. Dur
ing the Middle Kingdom in Egypt we find office feudalism, and during
the New Kingdom bureaucratic aflministration by scribes. The "city
privileges" were grants to the feudal or prebendal holders of the powers
of office in these localities, similar to the privileges granted to the bishops
in medieval Gennany, but not grants to an autonomous "bourgeois"
estate. Not even the beginnings of a "city patriciate" have so far been
found. .-

In Mesopotamia and Syria, and above all in Phoenicia, by contrast,
we find in the early period the typical city kingdoms of the shipping
and caravan markets, sometimes ecclesiastic, but more often of a secu
Jar character, and later, which is also typical, the rising power of the
patrician families in the "city hall" (bitu in the Tel-el-Amarna tablets)
of the days of chariot warfare.21 The Canaan league of cities was an
association of the .town-dwelling knighthood of war-charioteers; this
stratum held the peasantry in debt-bondage and dientshir, as also in
the early period of .the Hellenic polis. Relationships seem to have been
similar in Mesopotamia where the "patrician," the landowning citizen
with full rights and the economic resources for military service, is dif
ferentiated from the peasant and the capital cities were granted im-'
munities and liberties by royal charter. However, with the mounting
power of the military kingdom this disappeared here, too. Later, neither
politically autonomous cities and a burgher stratum of the Occidental
type nor a special urban law alongside the royal law can be found in
Mesopota~ia. Only the Phoenicians retained the city state under the
'domination of a landed patriciate which employed its capital in trade.
The Phoenician coins with the inscription 'am $& ·and 'am KarthadaSt
can hardly be used to prove that the demos dominated in Tyre and
Carthage;2Z if this should nevertheless have ·been the case, the period
involved would have to be a rather late one. '

In Israel, Judah became a city state. But the ze'kenim (elders), who
in the early period had led the administration of the cities as heads of
the patrician dans, were pushed into the background under the rule of
the kings; the gibborim (knights) became royal servitors and soldiers,
and precisely in the large cities-in contrast to the countryside-the
administration came to be conducted by the royal sarim (officials).u It
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is only after the Exile that the "congregation" Ckahal) or the "brother
hood" (heber) on the basis of a ritual segregation makes its appearance
as an institution-but by that time it was under the hierocratic rule
of the priestly clans.24

c. PRE-eoMMUNAL PATlUClAN CITIES-MECCA

Nevertheless, it is in this area, on the Mediterranean littoral and o~
the Euphrates, that we first find phenomena analogous to the ancient
polis, at a stage of development about equivalent to that of Rome at the
time of the immigration of the gens Claudia [5th century B.C.]. Author
ity is always in the hands of an urban patriciate, whose power rests
on monetary wealth gained in trade and invested in landed property,
enslaved debtors and' purchased slaves, and on their military training in
knightly warfare. The patriciate would often be rent by bitter intramural
feuds; on the other hand, its cIa~s could live in several cities at once

'and form interlocaI alliances. Headed qy a king as primus inter pares,
or by shofetimu or zekenim with a position similar to that of the con
sules at the head of the Roman nobility, such patrician groups were
always threatened with the power seizure and tyrannis ora charismatic
war hero supported. by mercenary bodyguards (Abimelech, Jephthah,
David).21l Prior to the Hellenistic period, this stage of development was
nowhere 'surpassed, or at least not permanently.

The cities of the Arabian coast at the time of Mohammed seem
also to have been arrested at this stage, which persisted in the Islamic
cities wherever the autonomy of the city and its patriciate was not, as
in the large territorial states, completely destroyed by the monarchy.
Very often, however, the ancient and Oriental conditions appear to
have been preserved under Islamic rule. We then find the urban patri
cian families retaining a rather unstable autonomy vis-a-vis the princely
officials. The mainstay of the patriciate's power position was its wealth,
derived from participation in the urban economic opportunities and
usuaIly invested in land and slaves. Even without formal legal recogni
tion, the princes and their officials had to reckQn with this power of the
patriciate, just as the Chinese taotai had to reckon with the obstruction
of the village dan elders and the merchant guilds and other associations
of the cities. However, this strength of the patrician dans did not gen
erally or necessarily cause the city to consolidate into a separate and
independent association; in fact, frequently the very opposite occurred.

We shall illustrate this with an example. The Arab cities-Mecca,
for instance-were typical clan towns all through the Middle Ages and

-----------------------------'
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almost up to the present. Soouek Hurgronje's graphical description27

shows the city of Mecca surrounded by the bilads [territoriesJ: the
seigneurial estates of the individt131 dewis, the Hasanid sib and other
noble sibs descended from [Mohammed's son-in-law] Ali. The various
estates of different clans, which were settled with peasants, clients and
protected Bedouins, lay intermingled, A dewi was any clan which could
claim a "sherifian" ancestor.28 The She " [of Mecca] himself-since
A,D. J 200 always a member of the Alidic branch descended from
Qatadah [ruled ca. A.D. 1201-IUJ]-should legally have been ap
pointed by the Caliph's governor, who was often a man of unfree birth
and under Harun al Rashid once a [freed] Berber slave; in fact, how
ever, he obtained his position from the dewi chiefs residing in Mecca,
who selected a member of the qualified family for the post. For this
'reason-and because the residence in. Mecca offered the chance to par
tidpate in the exploitation of the pilgrims-the dan heads (the emirs)
lived in the City. Among them there usually existed certain "ties," I.e.,
agreements for preserving the peace and dividing the spoils. But these
"ties" could at any moment be" broken, and this initiated feuds within
as well as outside of the city in which slave troops were employed. The
defeated would be exiled from the dty. Nevertheless, the community
of interest between the hostile families against outsiders survived the
feuds, and the victor, lest he be threatened by a revolt of his own parti
sans, would have to observe the courtesy of sparing the goods and the
lives of family and clients of the' defeated exiles.

In more reCi"nt times, the following official authorities have existed '
in Mecca: I. Largely on paper, the collegiate administr.ative council
(the mejlis) insrallP.d by the Turks; 2. As an effective authority, the
Turkish governor, who had taken over the position of the earlier "lord
protector" (in former times this had usually been the ruler of Egypt);
3. The four kadis of the orthodox rites,29 always noble Meccans, of
whom the most eminent~the Shafi'; one-has for centuries come from
the same family, appointed by the Sherif or nominated by the lord
protector; 4. The Sherif himself, at the same time the head of the cor·
poration of the urban nobility; 5. The craft guilds, foremost of which
was the "craft" of the pilgrim guides, followed by the butchers, grain
merchants, and others; 6. The city wards with their elders. These au
thorities competed with each other in many ways without firmly es~h

hshed jurisdictions. A plaintiff in a legal suit would select that authority
which appeared most favorably inclined to him or which seemed to be
able to bring most power to bear on the accused. The governor could
never prevent an appeal to the Wi, who competed with his jurisdiction
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in all matters touching on religious law. The Sherif was accepted as the
real authority by the indigenous population, and especially in all matters
concerning the Bedouins and the pilgrim caravans the governor was
utterly dependent upon his good will. Finally, here as in other Arabic
areas the corporation of the nobility was of ...Iecisive importao-:e pre
cisely in the cities.

We are reminded of Occidental developments when we hear that
in the ninth century, when the T ulunids and the Saffarids fought in
the streets of Mecca, the position taken by the richest guilds (those of
the butchers and the grain merchants) could decide the outcome of
the conHict.30 At the time of Mohammed, hy contrast, only the attitude
of the noble Quraysh families would have been of any military and po
litical significance. Nevertheless, it never came to a guild regiment. The
slave troops of the urban noble families., maintained from their shares
in the [pilgrim trade] profits. must have safeguarded the predominant
position of the clans time and again, just as in the medieval Italian
dties power tended ever again to gravitate into the hands of the knightly
families. the wielders of military power. Any association of the kind
that might have united the city into a corporative unit was lacking in
Mecca, and this constitutes the characteristic difference from both the
ancient synoikized poleis31 and even the earliest medieval Italian
comune. Apart from this, however, we can regard these Arabian condi
tions, making allowance for the specifically Islamic traits or transposi'ng
them into their Christian equivalents, as quite typical also for Occi~

dental cities, in particular for the sea-trading ones, of the period before
the rise of the communal association.

All safely founded information about Asian and Oriental settlements
which had the economic characteristics of "cities" seems to indicate that
normally only the dan associations. and sometimes also the occupational
associations, were the vehicles of organized action (Verbandshrmdeln),

, but never the collective of urban citizens as such. T rausitions, of course.
are fluid here too. But this statement holds precisely for the largest
settlemerits, which sometimes embraced hundreds of thousands, and
even miIlions of inhabitants. In medieval Christian Constantinople, the
representatives of the city wards (which also financed the circus races,
as is still the case for the horse races of Siena) were the agents of the
party formations-the Nika insurrection under Justinian was a product
of this type of local party division.3z And in the Constantinople of the
Islamic Middle Ages-i.e., up into the nineteenth century-merchant
guilds and corporations are the only representatives of bourgeois inter
ests. Besides them we find the purely military associations of the Janis-

•
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sarles and the Spahis and the religious organizations~ of the Ulemas
and the Dervishes, but no general corporation of the burghers. In late
Byzantine Alexandria the situation was similar insofar as only the
burgher militias of the individual city wards seem to have existed as
organized bourgeois powers beside the competing dominant powers:
the Patriarch who relied on the strength of his very sturdy monks, and
the Governor who was supported by a small garrison. Within the wards,
rival circus parties of the "Greens" and the "Blues" represented the
leading organizations.

NOTES

Unless otherwise indicated, all notes in ch. XVI are by Wittich.
J. This chapter was nrst published separately after Weber's death in AfS.

vol. 47 (J92.J), 621-772. under the title "The City. A Sociological Investiga
tion:' In the fourth German edition of Wirtschaft und Gesel/$chaft it was given
the title "Non-Legitimate Domination. The Typology of Cities" which appears
in Weber's nrst outline plan for the work. We use a compromise title since the
essay has become well known as "The City" in an earlier translation. "Non
Legitimate Domination" (nichtlegitime Herrschaft) refers to what was for Weber
the decisive feature of the Occiderital city. observable already in Antiquity: Its
break with the ruler's traditional legitimacy, and the substitution of authority
(Herrschaft) based on various types of usurpatory consociations of the ruled
(demos. plebs. comune, popolo, coniuratio, etc.). Cf. especially infra, 1250f., and
"Politics as a Vocation," in Gerth and Mills, From Max Weber, 84.

2. On the medieval forms of parrnership, commenda and societas maris. as
well as on the "sea loan," cf. Weber, Handelsgesellschafren, 323-44, id., &;0;
nomic History, 158f; Cambridge Economic History of Europe, III, 49-59.

3. Cf. Economic History, 243. Ancient Judaism (henceforth Aj), 73.
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Athenian patrician of the Peisistratid period (6th century B.C.), as "tyrant by
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5. Cf. Part One, ch. II. n. 24.
6. For the definitions of "wage work" and '''price work," see Part One, ch.

II; 19. In- the former case, customers supply the raw materials, while in the latter
tbey are provided by the producer, together with the instruments of production.
The terminology is that of Karl Bucher.

7. Karl Rathgen, Japans Volkswirtschaft 'Und Staatshaushalt (Leipzig;
Duncker& Humblot, 1891), 47~49. (W)

8. On the nature of the "cities" ('Urbes) founded by King Henry the Fowler
Cr. 919~36) in Saxony, cf. Frederic William Maitland, Domesday Book and
Beyond (Cambridge; The University Press, 1897), 18g and the references given
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there; C. Rodenberg, "Die Stadtegriindungen Heinrichs I.," Mitteilungen IUS
Instituts fUr osterreicnische Geschichtsforschung, XVII (1896), 161---67.

9· Maitland, 01'. cit., '7:1-2I9, and the same author's Township and
Borough (Cambridge: The University P~ss, 1898), 36-52, 2°9-21 r; Julius
Harschek. Englische Verfassungsgeschichte (Munich: Oldenbourg, 1913), 104ft.

10. The Egyptian XVIII Dynasty, ca. 1540-1300 B.C. Especially Thutnlosc
II (1479-1427) and IV (around 1400) conducted long campaigns in Syria.

11. On the pass leading over the east end of-Mr. Parnes. Because it com
mands the entrance to the Attic plain, it was seized and fortified by ,lie Spartans
as a base for forays into Atrica during the later years of the Peloponnesian War
(413-4°4 B.C.). On the dan of Decelea, see below, sec. iii, n. 39.

12. Georg von Below, "Zur Entstchung der Rittergilter:' in his Terrilorium
und Stadt (Munich: Oldenbourg, 1900),95-162.

13. Maitland, Domesday Book and Beyond, r89-195; on "market-peace" and
"oorough-peace," 193.

14. A Rat-topped hili below the Athenian Acropolis which probably from the
fifth century B.C. served as the place of the political assemblies; hence also the
name of the popular assembly.

15. The assembly, respectively, for the Roman people in its civilian-tribal
(comitia curiata) and military (ccmitia centuriata) formations.

15a. For the Indian case, cf. Weber's observations In his "Hinduismus und
~uddhismus,"GAzRS II, 85 n. I (English in Religion of India, 87f).

16. This famous export artide of the (North African) Cyrenaica was a plant,
the milky juice of which yielded a spice and medicine highly prized by the An
cients. For a reproduction of the sixth century drinking bowl which .shows King
Arkesilaos II of Cyrene (ca. 560 B.C.) on his throne, keeping tab on the weigh·
ing and loading of silphion hales, see Victor Ehrenberg, The People of Aristoph
anes: A Sociology of Old Attic Comedy (New York: Schocken Books, 1962),
plate X(a).

17· Cf. Rathgen, Japans Volkswirtschaft, 01" cit., 45f., 51.
18. Taotai: circuit intendant-a travelling administrator responsible for a

territorial unit intermediate between county and province.
19. Zekenim: see Aj, 16ff.
20. Sarim: see AJ, IBjf. for morc detail on these royal officials and the con

Rict between royal and patrician administration in early Israel.
'loa. On the guild-shrl!shth (or sheth) of Ahmedabad in Gujarat, India, see

E. Washburn Hopkins, "Ancient and Modem Hindu Guilds" in his India Old and
New (N~w York: Scribner's, 190'), 169/'f., e~p. 178f.; alSo GAzRS II, 53,
86, 89, 105 (Religion of India, 51, 87, 90, 107). On the council of the elephant

'supplying notables in Vai,ali 0), d. GAzRS II, 88 (ReI. of India 89).
:u. On bitu in the Tel-el-Amarna tablets, see also AI, 14£. and 430f., notes

I2-1 3·
22. The legends on the coins can be translated as "people (demos) of Tyre"

and "people (demos) of Carthage." (W)
23. On the status of the zekenim, gibborim and sarim in the early Israelite

cities, cf. AI, t6-20.
24. On ·the ritualistically e1(dusive kahal of Ena and Nehemiah (mid-GEth

century B.C.), cf. A], 358££, and on the heber of the Pharisees, ibid., 385"""'91.
25. Shofetim, "judges," were the Phoenician senior magistrates in Tyre,

Carthage and Marseilles.
26. For the power seizures of Abimelech and Jephthah with the help 01
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"hired vain and light persons," cf. ]udg. 9 and I I; for David's rise as an army
leader posing a challenge to the king, I Saml. 19-3 J.

27. Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, Vol. I: Die Stadt und ihre Herren
(den Haag: Nijhoff, 1888), ch. 3, passim andesp. 112-118.

28. The term sherif, originally meaning "nobleman," eventually became re
stricted to' the numerous Alid descendants of the Prophet; this is the meaning
used here. Cf. Snouck Hurgronje, op, cit., 56f. This meaning should be distin
guished from the Sherif (or prince) of Mecca..

29. On the four basic schools of law, the Anasi, Hanafi, Shafi'i, and Hanhali
schools and their significance in Islam, cf. Seucted Works of C. Snouck Hur
gronje, ed. G. H. Bousquet and J. Schacht (Leiden; Brill, 1957), 52ff.

30. In 883 troops and representatives of the Egyptian and the Persian ruling
dynasties, the Tulunids and the Saffarids, both nominally vassals of the waning
Abbasid Caliphate, battled in the streets of Mecca over a question of precedence.
in a religious ceremony. The guilds mentioned above helped, "for good money,"
to decide the conRict in favor of the Egyptians. Cf. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka,
I, 46.

31. On synoikismos, see below, sec. ii:2 and sec. ii, n. 9.
32· Revolt in A.D. 532 of the "Blues" and the "Greens," political parties

With a race-track background, which is also revealed by the name; nika means
"wins." It was bloodily suppressed by Belisar.

11

The Occidental City

1. Character of Urban Landownership and
Legal Status of Persons

A striking contrast to the Asian conditions is presented by the city
of the medieval Occident, in particular by the city of the lands north
of the Alps wherever it developed in a form approximating the ideal

. type.
Like the Asian and Oriental city, the European city was a market

center, the seat of trade and of the crafts, and a fortress. In both areas
the cities had merchant and artisan guilds, and even the creation of
autonomous constitutions by such guilds is found throughout the world,
differences being questions of degree only. Again like the Asian city,
bolh the ancient and the medieval City of the Occident-although with
quali6cations, to be speci6ed later, in the case of the latter-contained
the seigneurial seats of patrician families which held manorial estates
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outside of-the city in addition to urban pwperties, often large o~S

which in time were further increased out of the profits from the partK1
pation of the patriciate in the urban economic opportunities. rvlost Oc
cidental cities (If the Middle Ages also knew "lord prote.::tors" and
officials of outside political lords who exercised varying degrees of au
thority within the walls.

Finally, as in most of the rest of the world, the law applying to
urban house iots differed in some way from that applying to agricultural
land. But in the Occidental medieval City such differences in the real
estate law constituted an essential feature, one that was almost never
lacking except in certain transitional stages. Urban landed property was
always alienable without restriction, inheritable, unencumbered with
feudal obligations or obligated only to fixed rent payments, while peas
ant land was always restricted in multiple ways by rights reserved to
the village, the manor, or both. In Asia and in the ancient world this
distinctive treatment of urban real property cannot be observed with
similar regularity.
, If the contrast with respect to land law was only relative, the con

trast between the East and the ancient world on the one hand and the
medieval West on the other with respect to the legal status of the
person was absolute. Everywhere, whether in the early Middle Ages
or in Antiquity, in the Near or in the Far East, the city arose from a
confluence and settling together of outsiders, and because of the poor
sanitary conditions of the lower classes it was able to maintain itself
only through continuous new immigration from the countryside. Hence
it has everywhere contained the most varied social elements. Examined
office candidates and mandarins live within the walls together with
illiterates despised as "mere mechanieks" and with men of the (very
few) impure occupations in East Asia. Castes of many kiitds live to
gether in the Indian city, members of the patrician clans and landless

,artisans in the cities of the Near East and of Mediterranean Antiquity,
freedmen, serfs and slaves together with manorial lords, their court
officials and servitors, ministeriales and mercenaries, priests and monks
in the early medieval city. Seigneurial courts of all kinds could be
located within the city, or the city itself with its entire territory could
belong to the manor of a lord; the repair and the guard of the walls
might then be entrusted to a group of castle vassals or to a stratum
holding privileged "castle fiefs" or other special rights. Very strong
status differences stratified the town dwellers of Mediterranean Anti
quity. To a much lesser degree this is true also of the early Middle Ages
and of Russia up to the threshold of the present, even after the aboli*

•
I,
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tion of serfdom. The Russian immigrant from the countryside con
tinued to be legally bound to his village of origin, and the miT could
force him to return hy revoking his internal passport. To be sure, the
non-urban status order was almost everywhere modified in certain ways
within the city. In India this took the form that the emergence of
specifically urban' activities resulted in the formation of new castes which
in fact, though not in law, were speCific to the city. In the Near East,
in Antiquity, in the early Middle Ages, and in Russia before the aboli
tion of serfdom, an important influence was exerted by the development
that the broad strata of town-dwelling slaves or serfs would in fact
although again this found no immediate recognition in the law-;
merely pay a money tribute to their lord, but otherwise would join the
class of e~onomicany independent burghers on the same level with
others who were legally frre. The circumstance that the city was a
market wi~h relatively permanent opportunities to earn money through
commerce, or the trades induced many lords to exploit their slaves and
serfs not as workers in their own houses or enterprises but as sources of
annuities; they trained them to be artisans 0r small merchants and per
mitted them to pursue their livelihood in the dty in return for the pay
ment of a body rent (Leibzins); at times (as in Antiquity) they also
equipped them with working capital. In the public construction works of
Athens we can thus find slaves and free men employed for wages in
the same piece-work category. In the Roman territories, unfree men
either institoTes1 of their master or slaves working with their merx pe
culiaTis2 as independently as any small burgher--can be found along
side free men in the crafts and in retail trade as wen as belonging to
the same secret religious communities (mysteries). The possibility of
purchasing his freedom intensified the economic effort especially of the
unfree petty burgher; it is hence no accident lhat in Antiquity and in
Russia a brge part of the first fortur"s acquired through continuous
rational openltionin trade or industry is found in the hands of freed
men. The Occidental city thus was already in Antiquity, just like in
Russia; a place where the ascent from bondage to freedom by means
of monetary acquisition was possible. This is even more true for the
medieval city, and especially for the ,medieval inland city. In contrast
to an known urban development elsewhere, the burghers of the Oc
cidenral city engaged in status-conscious policies directed toward this
goal.

In the early period of ample economic opportunities, the inhabitants
of the cities had a common interest in their full utilization. Population
growth through immigration was seen as a way to increase the oppor-
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tunities for sales and acquisition of every individual. For the -same rea
son the burghers had a common interest in the elimination of the
possibility that a serf, once he had become prosperous in the city, would
be requisitioned for house and stable service by his lord, if for no other
reason than to extort a ransom from him. This was repeatedly practiced
by Silesian noblemen as late as the eighteenth century and by Russians
still in the nineteenth century, The urban citizenry therefore usurped.
the right to dissolve the bonds of seigneurial domination; this was the
great-in fact, the revolutionary-innovation which differentiated the
medieval Occidental cities from all others. In the central and northern
European cities appeared the well-known principle that Stadtluft macht
frei: which meant that after a varying but always relatively short time
the master of a slave or serf lost the right to reclaim him. The principle
was translated into fact to very differing degrees. Very often, in fact,
cities were forced to promise not to admit unfree men, and with the
narrowing of economic opportunities this barrier was often not un
w~come to them. Nevertheless, in general the principle prevailed. In
the cities the status differences disappeared-at least insofar as they
signified a differentiation between "free" and "unfree" men.

On the other hand, there developed in many of the northern Euro
pean urban settlements, where originally internal political equality of
the settlers and free election of the municipal officials had obtained, a
stratum of honoratiores: Council-seated families (Ratsgeschlechter),
monopolizing the municipal offices by virtue of their economic inde
pendence and power, became differentiated from the other burghers.
Furthennore, in many cities of the South, but also in some rich North
ern (including German) cities, even as in Antiquity, we find ftOm the
very beginning a division into equites-people who maintained a stable
(we would call it a "racing stable" today since it was kept for touma·
ment purposes)--or Konstaffeln4 on the one hand, and common
b.urghers on the other. The former group constituted a speeincaIIy urban
nobility; hence this was evidently a status (stiindische) differentiation.

However, this development was countered by another one tending
to enhance the status unity of the urban citizenry, whether noble or
not, vis-a-vis the non-urban nobility. Toward the end_of the Middle
Ages, at least in northern Europe, the "nobility" of the urban patri
cians was no longer acknowledged by the knightly nobility of the coun
tryside because of their participation in economic acquisition and-this
was particularly str~sed-because they sat together with the craft guilds
in the municipal governments. Consequently, the urban patriciate was
denied the qualification for tournament, for participation in noble en-
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dowments (Stiftsfahigkeit), connubium with the nobility and the ca
pacity to enter into feudal relations and to hold fiefs (the latter in
Germany with the only temporary exception of the burghers of the
privileged "Free Imperial" cities).

Of the two trends, one toward a relative levelling of status differ
ences, and the other toward more internal differentiation within the
city, the latter generally dominated in the long run. At the close of the
Middle Ages and at the beginning of modem times, nearly all Italian,
English, French, and German cities--insofat as they had not become
monarchical city states as in Italy-were ruled by a council-patriciate
or a burgher corporation which was exclusive towards the outside ana
a regime of honoratiores internally; this was true even when-as a hold
over from the period of crafts dominance--such notables were stilI
obliged to maintain formal membership in one of the craft guilds.

The cutting of status ties with the rural nobility was carried cut
quite consistently only in theJl1unicipal corporations of northern Europe,
while in the South, speci6cally in Italy, by contrast, almost the entire
nobility moved into the cities as the power of the municipalities in
creased. This latter trait was even more characteristic of Antiquity,
where the city originated precisely as the seat of the nobility. The
ancient and, to a lesser extent, the medieval soUthern European city
thus in a sense form a transitional stage in this respect between the
Asian and the northern European city types.

Beside' these differences, the decisive common quality of the ancient
Occidental and the typical medieval city lies in the institutionalized
association, endowed with special characteristic organs, of people who as
"burghers" are subject to a special law exclusively applicable to them
and who thus form a legally autonomous status group. This quality of
the polis or comune ,as a special status group (Stand) can be found, as
far as is known, in all legal systems other than the Mediterranean llnd
Occidental only in the most rudimentary form. The most likely places
[where its existence might still be shown by further research] wouId
be Mesopotamia, Phoenicia, and Palestine at the time ofthe wars of the
Israelite confederacy with the Canaanite city nobility, perhaps it might
be found also in some maritime cities of other areas and periods. For
instance, in the cities of the Fanti tribes of the Gold Coast, which were
described by Cruickshank~ and after him' by Post/' a city king presided
over a "council" as primus inter pares among the members, in whose
hands were the <;aurt of law and the administration; the members in
cluded I. the cabboceers, heads of patrician families distinguished by
wealth and a socially appropriate style of life (hospitality and con-
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spicuous consumption); 2. the elected foremen of the city quarters
which were organized as military associations directed by elders and
'elected foremen, were quite independent of each other. and in fact
often feuded with each other; 3. the !')"Ii..., hereditary police oIIicials
of the city quarters. Similar preformations of a polis or commune consti
tution may have appeared elsewhere in Asia or Africa. However, noth
ing is known of corporate "burgher rights,"

2. The Rise of the City as aConfraternity

The fully developed ancient and medieval city was above all con
stituted, or at least interpreted, as a fraternal association, as a rule
equipped with a corresponding religious symbol for the associational
cult of the burghers: a city-god or city.:saint to whom only the burghers
had access. It is true that many Chinesedties also had a special god (often
an apotheosized mandarin), hut there he retained the character of a
functional deity in the pantheon.

In the Occident, the assoc::iation of the city community as such
owned and controlled property. While the famous dispute of the Alids
with the community over the "Gardens of Fadak"-the first economic

~·_cause for the separation of the ski'ak-was a conflict over dynastic
"Versus community property, the "community" in whose name the repre
sentatives of ..the caliph claimed the land was the religious community
of Islam, an~ not a political "community" of Mecca which, in fact, did
not exist.1 A' "commons" owned by the urban settlement may have
existed e}sewhere, just as it did in village communities. Also, princes
sometimes had specifically urban tax sources. But a municipal financial
administration, such as was known in the ancient or medieval city, ap
pears at best only in the barest rudiments.

One of tr..e foremost factors responsible for the peeuliaritie<> differ·
entiating the, Mediterranean city of all periods from the Asian city is
the absence of magical and ani:':ilistic caste and sib constraints and of the
corresponding taboos among the free townsmen. In China it has been
the exogamous and endophratric sib, in India (since the victory of the
patrimonial kings and the Bmhmans) ~n addition the endogamous and
exclusive caste with its taboos which has prevented any kind of fusion
of city dwdlers into an association of burghers based on religious and
secular equality before the law, connubium, commensality, and soli
darity against non~members. Became of the taboo-protected caste closure
~his applies to India even more strongly than to China; it is at least
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in part due to this factor that India had a population which, from the
legal point of view, 'was 90 per cent rural, whereas in China the city
played a considerably more significant role. While for the inhabitants

. of an Indian city a communal cult meal was an impossibility, the Chi
nese, due to their sib organization and the overwhelming importance
of the ancestor cult, had no need for one. However, only taboo-bound
people like the Indians and (to a much lesser degree) the Jews went so
far as to exclude even private commensality. In India this was taken
to such length that even the mere glance of one outside the caste
suffices to defile the kitchen.B

It was still true in Antiquity that the religious ceremonies of the
gens were as inaccessible to non·members as was the Chinese ancestor
cult. On the other hand, already for the ancient polis it was (according
to the Hellenic tradition) one component of the (real or fictitious) act
of "housing together" (synoikismos) that the individual prytaneia of
the communities joining in the establishment of the city, the localities
of their eultic meals, were replaced by a common city prytaneion.1I This
was originally an indispensable feature of the city which symbolized
the commensality of the urban clans in the wake of their confratemiza
tion. Nevertheless, officially the ancient city at first continued to he
organized in sibs and superordinate groups which often rested (at least
fictionally) on common descent and formed strictly exclusive cult as
sociations. Membership was purely personal [i.e., not territorial or oc
cupationalJ. It was the belief of the ancient townsmen-which was not
without practical consequences--that their cities had origin~ted ,as
freely-wiJIed associations and confederations of groups which were partly
of a clan character and partly (as is probable for the phratries) of a
military\charaeter, and which in the later reorganizations ci. the cities
had become schematized along teChnical-administrative lines. For this
reason the cities of Antiquity were religiOusly exclusive not only toward
the outside, but also internally against everyone who did not belong to
one of the confederated sibs-that is, against the plebeians, and for this
reason they remained compartmentalized into initially very exclusive
cult associations.

With respect to this trait-that of a confederation of noble families
-the southern European city of the early Middle Ages, especially the
maritime city, closely resembles the ancient city. Within the walls each
noble family had its own fortress or, if not, a fortress shared with other
fatUiIies, in which case its use was regulated in great detail (as is docu
mented for Siena).tO Feuds between noble families raged as violently
within the city as outside, and some of the oldest urban ward systems
(for example, the division into alberghi) presumably were delimitations
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of feudat power claims. However, it is most important that there were
no residue5-&uch as had still been present in Antiquity-of religious
exclusiveness of the sibs toward each other and toward the outsid.e.
This was a consequence of the historically memorable event which
Paulus justly thrust into the foreground in his Episde to the Galatians:
that Peter, in Antiochia, had partaken of the (ritual) communal meal
with uncircumcised brethren [Gal. :2.]. Ritual exclusiveness had all lidy
begu!1 to wane in the ancient city; the clanless plebs obtained at
least the principle of ritual equality. In medieval Europe, espeMa\I~'

in the central and northern European cities, ritual exclusiven~ was
never strong, and the sibs soon lost all importance as constituencies of
tJte city. The city became a confederation of ~ individual burghers
(heads of households), and the membership of the burghers in non
urban associations also lost all practical significance for the city com
mune itself. Already the ancient polis was thus on the road to becoming
an institutionalized "commune" (Gemeinde) in the mind of its in
habitants. However, in Antiquity the concept of the "commune" was
fully differentiated from that of the "state" only with the city's incor
poration into the large Hellenistic or Roman territorial states, which at
the same time robbed the City of its political independence. The
medieval city, by contrast, was a "commune" from the very beginnip.g,
even though the legal concept of the "corporation" as such was only
gradually foanulaled.

3. A Prerequisite for Con fraternization:
Dissolution of Clan Ties

In the Occident, taboo harriers like those of the Indian and Equa
torial areas were absent, as were the magical totemic, ancestral and
caste ptopS of the clan organization which in Asia impeded confrater
nization into a city corporation. A thorough totemism and the casuistic
adherence to sib exogamy arose-probably at a relatively late point of
time-precisely in those areas where large-scale politico-military and, in
particular, urban associations never developed. In the religions of West
ern Antiquity we find only traces of these phenomena, either residuals
or rudiments. The reasons for this, insofar as they are not specifically
religious, can only be vaguely guessed. The mercenary soldiering and
the piratical life of the early period. the military adventures, and the
numerous inland and overseas colony foundations, inevitably leading
to intimate permanent associations between tribal or at least clan
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strangers, seem with equal inevitability to have broken the strength of
the exclusive clan and magical ties. Even though in Antiquity clan ties
were everywhere artificially reinstituted, for tradition's sake, by the di
vision of the newly founded communities into "gentile" associations and
phratries, it was not the sib association but the military association of
the polis which now constituted the basic unit. The century-long
wanderings of conquering warrior-associations of the Germanic tribes
before and during the Great Migration (V6lkerwanderung), their
mercenary soldiering and their war expeditions under elected leaders,
must have resulted in an equal number of impediments to the rise of
taboo and totemic ties. Even though they are said to have settled, wher
ever possible, according to real or fictitious sibs, other forms of assoda- .
tionwere much more important. The legislative-judicial and military
association of the "hundreds," the "hide"-system as the basis for the
allocation of public burdens, later the relationship to a prince: follow
ing and vassaldom-thcse were the decisive elements, and not some
magical clan ties which never really developed, Perhaps precisely be
cause of these circumstances. When Christianity became the religion
of these peoples who had been so profoundly shaken in all their tra
ditions, it finally destroyed whatever religious significance these clan
ties retained; perhaps, indeed, it was precisely the weakness or absence
of such magical and taboo barriers which made the conversion pos
sible. The often very signil1cant role played by the parish community
in the administrative organization of medieval cities is only one of
many symptoms pointing to this quality of the Christian religion which, ,
in dissolving dan ties, importantly shaped the medieval city. Islam, by
contrast, never really overcame the divisiveness of Arab tribal and dan
ties, as is shown by the history of internal conRicts of the early caliphate;
in its early period it remained the religion of a conquering army of
tribes and dans.

4. Extra-Urban Associations in the Ancient and
Medieval City

Let us recapitulate the basic distinctions. A common trait of all
cities in the world is that they were to a large extent settlements of
people previously alien to the given location. Chinese, Mesopotamian,
Egyptian, and occasionaIIy even Hellenistic warlords founded cities,
re1oca~d them, and se~tIed in them not only voluntary immigrants but
also hum.an livestock rustled from here and there as need and oppor-
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tunity dictated. This was most pronounced in Mesopotamia, where the
forced settlers first had to dig the canal which made possible the con
struction of the city in the desert. As the prince with his official ad·
ministrative apparatus in such cases remains the absolute master, no
municipal association can develop or only the most feeble beginnings
of one. The urban population often retains its tribal identity with con
nubial segregation or, where this is not the case, it at least retains the
membership in its former local and. clan associations. Not only the
Chinese town-dwellers nonnaRy stayed members of their rural com
munities of origin, but also broad s~ata of the non-Greek population
of the Hellenistic Orient. Thus, the legend of the New Testament
justifies the birth of the Nazarene in Bethlehem with the explanation'
that the sib of his father had its land there (its Hantgemal, in the words
of the [9th century] German translation, the Heliand),l1 for which rea
son-thinks the legend-it also had to undergo the census count there.
The situation of the Russian peasant migrating into the city was no
~ifferent until very recently: he retained his right to the land as wen
as the duty to share, upon demand of the village community, in the
public burdens of his native village. Under such circumstances no legal
status of urban citizenship (Stadtburgerrecht) arose, but only an as
sociation for sharing the burdens and privileges of those who happened
to inhabit the city at any give!! time.

The Hebraic synoikismos, too, was based on sib associations. The
reconstitution of the polis of Jerusalem by Ezra and Nehemiah was
effected, as the tradition has it, according to dans, namely by settling
together delegations of each rural sib which possessed full political
rights; only the cIanless, politically rightless plebs was organized ac
cording to place of origin. I2 Even though a man was a citizen as an
individual in the ancient Greek and Roman city, [he obtained this
quality] originally only as a member of his sib. Every Hellenic and

, Roman synoikis11los apd every colonizing conquest of early Antiquity
took a form, at le(lst according to tradition, which was similar to the
reconstitution of Jerusalem, and even Democracy was initially unable
to abolish the organization of the citizenry into sibs (gentes) and the
superordinated phratries and phylae, but had to rely on indirect means
to render politically innocuous these purely personal cult associations
which were dominated by the aristocratic families.

In Athens, qualification for the "legitimate" offices was restricted to
members of clans which had a cult center (a z(~ lp.c(tos). The Roman
tradition knows of many C2ses of cities founded lhrough the settlmg to
gether of natives and peoples of alien tribes; ritual acts confirmed the
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formation of a fraternal religious community out of the separate ele
ments, with a communal hearth and a municipal god housed on the
capitol, but at the same time the population was organized into gentes
(dans), curiae and trihus (the latter two the equivalents of the Greek
phtatries and phylae). These divisions, an indispensable feature of every
ancient city, quite early became to be created arti6.cially (as is indicated
by the round numbers of such units-typically 3, 30, or 12) for the
allocation of the public burdens. Nevertheless, membership in one of
these associations remained the distinguishing mark of the citizen with
full rights, entitled to participation in the religious cult and quaIi6.ed
for aU oilices which required communication with the gods (in Rome:,
participation in the auspicia). It was the need to qualify for participation
in the religious rites which made such membership indispensable, for
an association with claims to legitimacy could rest only on the basis of
the traditional, ritually oriented organizational forms such as the cIan,
the military association (phratry), and the political tribal association
(phyle), or at least had to create such a basis by 6.ction.

All this was quite different in the medieval "founded" CItles, par
ticularly in the North. Here, at least in a new foundation, the burgher
joined the citizenry as an individual, and as an individual he swore the
oath of citizenship. His personal membership in the local association
of the city guaranteed his legal status as a burgher, not his tribe or sib.
Here, too, the city foundations often encompassed persons originally
foreign to the p?rticular locality and at times even merchants of al
together alien extraction. At least in the case of new foundations this
happened when the founders extended the privileges of citizenship to all
comers; of course it occurred to a much lesser degree when old settle
ments were transformed into cities. As is quite natural, the foreign
merchants attracted from the entire Western orbit, from Rome to Po
land, who .:ire documented in Cologne, did not become members of the
urban ccniuratio [of A.D. 1112], the creation of which was, rather, the
work of precisely the native propertied strata. Nevertheless, sometimes
even complete foreigners were enfranchised.

A special position, corresponding to that of the "guest peoples" in
Asia, was occupied in the medieval cities only by the Jews-a fact which
in itself is interesting. In an Upper Rhine document, it is true, a bishop
stresses that he invited Je\\'S into his town "for the greater glory of the
city,"U and in the [12th century] Cologne parish documents registering
real estate transactions, the Schreinsurkunden, the Jews appear as
owners of lots intermingled with those held by Christians.14 Neverthe
less, the ritual exclusion of connuhium---otherwise foreign to the Oc
cident-and the actual impediments to table community between Jews
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and non-Jews, but above all the absence of a common share in the ritual
of the Lord's Supper, effectively prevented fraternization. The medieval
city, after all, was still a cultic association. The city church, the city
saint, participation of the burgher in the Lord's Supper, the official cele
brations of the church holy days-all these are obvious features of the
medieval city. But the sib had been deprived of all ritual significance
by Christianity, for by its very nature the Christian congregation was a
religious association of individual believers, not a ritual association of
clans. The Jews, therefore, remained from the beginning outside the
burgher association.

In spite of all this, the medieval city, just like the ancient city, was
a secular foundation, even though it still required the bond of a shared
cult and ecclesiastic parishes were often (perhaps always) among its
constituencies. The parishes acted not as ecclesiastic associations nor
by means of eccdesiastic representatives, but rather through the lay
elders of the parish communities who, together with the purely secular
board of Schoffen and at times the merchant guilds, participated on
behalf of the burghers in the legally decisive acts. Full membership in
the ecclesiastic community was the prerequisite for urban citizenship,
rather than birth into a sib which satisfied certain cult requirements as
in Antiquity. Initially, the differences between the medieval and the
Asian City were not as yet of a fundamental nature. The local goo,
corresponding to the locaf"saint of the medieval dty, and the cult com
munity of the citizens were indispensable elements of all early cities of
Near Eastern Antiquity. However, the re~ettlement policies of the men
hunting Great Kings arparer:tIy destroyed :his tie between the mlt
community and the city and turned the city into a purdy administrative
district within which ail h",~abitants, whatever t,heir tribal or cult mem
bership, shared the sar.•t:, manner of life and the same opportunities.
Evidence for this conclusion may be seen iii the fate of the Jews carried
into [the Babylonian] Exile: ody the st<lte offices, which demanded a
knowledge of writing and appdrently also ritual qualifications, seem to
have been closed tc them. Officids of 'or? urban "commune" or muni
cipality as such do not seem to have existed in the [Near Eastern]
cities. The various foreign groups, jmt like <he e"iled Jews, had their
own elders and priests-in other worJs, they remained "guest peoples."
In pre-Exile Israel, the meti{:s (ger.m) stood outside the ritual community
(they were originally not required to be circumcised); among these we
nnd almost all the artisans. l~ Hence they were guest tribes, just like those
of India. There it was the caste taboo which ruled out ritu:.l} confraterni
zation of the city inhabitants. In China, each city had its own goo (often
a former mandarin of the city who had become the object of a cult).
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But in all Asian cities, including the Near Eastern ones, the phenomenon
of a "commune" was either absent altogether or, at best, present only
in rudimen~.s which, moreover, always took the form of kin-group asso
ciations that f".xtended also beyond the city. The religious commune of
the ]evV's after the Exile, [a seeming exception,] was ruled in a purely
theocratic manner,

5. The Sworn Confraternization in the Occident:
Legal and Political Consequences

The Occidental city-and especially the medieval city, which for
the time being shaH be our only concern-was not only economically a
seat of trade and the cr.afts, politically in the normal case a fortress and
perhaps a garrison, administratively a court district, but beyond all this
also a sworn confraternity, In Antiquity the symbol of a confraternity
was the joint election of the prytaneis.1& In the Middle Ages the city
was a sworn comune which had the lega1 status of a corporation, al·
though this was attained only gradually. Hatsehek points out that as late
as 1313 English cities could not obtain a "franchise" because, to put it
in modem terms, they had no "legal personality"; only under Edward I
[127.2-1307] had cities first appeared as corporations.l1

Everywhere, not only in England, the burgher a!>sociations of the
emerging cities were initially treated by the political power, the lord. of
the city, as passive liturgical associations of urban land owners who'
shared in certain specific tasks and duties as well as privileges: market
monopolies and staple rights, rights of practicing and of controlling the
practice of certain trades, participation in the city court, special military
and taxation treatment. Moreover, the economically most irnportam of
these privileges initialIy were not in a formal legal sense acquisitions of
the burgher associations, but the property of the political or manorial
lord of the city. It was he, rather than the burghers, who formally a~

quired these important rights which were to the immediate economic
advantage of the burghers; the lord's indirect financial benefit lay in the
tax resources which he thus developed. In Germany, for instance, such
rights were in the oldest cases royal grants to a bishop, on the basis of
which he could and did treat his town-dwelling subjects as privileged.
At times, as in Anglo-Saxon England, pennission to settle in the market
town was an exclusive privilege of the neighboring manorial lords, to
be bestowed upon their own serfs only (but not upon those of apy other
lord), whose revenues they then proceeded to tax. Th{~ ~rban court V\,'as
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either a royal or a seigneurial court; the Schoffen'8 and other court func4

tionaries were not representatives of the burghers, even when they were
elected by them; as officials of the lord they judged according to his
statute, The universitds civium, which term soon appears everywhere,
thus was initially heteronomous and heterocephalous; it was incorporated
in other political and frequently also in manorial associations. However,
this situation did not remain unchanged for long,

The city became an institutionalized association (anstaltsmiissige
Vergesellschaftung), autonomous and autocephalous (even though to
varying degrees), an active "territorial corporation"; the urban officials,
in their entirety or in part, became officials of this institution (Anstalt).
It is of great importance for the devdopment of medieval cities that
from the very beginning the privileged position of the burgher was a
right of the individual also vis-a-vis outside parties. This was' not only
a consequence of the "personalist:' approach to law, common to both
AntiGuity and the Middle Ages,l\l under which the members of a

,group were considered to have-as a matter of group privilege-a
""ubjective" right to be dealt with uncler a common "objective" law.
Anpther source for this position of the burgher, especially for the
Middle Ages, is to be sought, as Beyerle stressed quite correctIy,2° in
survivals from the Germanic judicial system and in particular in the
r:oncept of the Ding-community. As an active member in that community
-and that means, as a judge in the Ding-court-the burgher and
member of a legally autonomous group himself creates the "objective"
law to which he is subject. We have previously spoken about the
significance of this institution for the formation of law.21 A right of this
type did not exist for those subject to the law of almost all cities of the
world. (Only in Israel can traces of it be found, and we shall see what
special circumstances caused this exception.)

For the development of the medieval city into a burgher association
two circumstances were of central significance: on the one hand, the
fact that' at a time when the economic interests of the burghers urged
them toward institutionalized association (anstaltsmiissige Vergesell
schaftung) this movement was not frustrated. by the existence of magic
or ,religious harriers, and on the other hand the absence of a rational
adninistration enforcing the interests of a larger political association.
Even if only one of these conditions was violated-as in Asia-the
strongest common economic interests of the city inhabitants enabled
them to achieve no more than transitory uni6cation. The rise of the
medieval autonomous and autocephalous city association, with its ad
ministrative council headed by the Konsul, Majer [mayor] or Burger.
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meister, is a process that differs in its very nature not only from the
development of the Asian city but also from that of the ancient polis.
We will have to discuss this in detail later [infra, ch. XVI:iji:6-8],
but may note now that the specifically urban constitution of Antiquity
under the domination of honoratiores from the militarily qualified sibs
always represented-and most pronouncedly so in its most typical exam
ples-a transformation of the power of the city king on the one hand, and
of that of the sib elders on the other. Especially in those medieval cities
which are most typical for their time, matters were quite different.

In the analysis of this process it is, however, indispensable to keep
apart the formal juridical and the sociologically and politically relevant
aspects-a precaution which has not always been observed in the disputes
over the various "city theorie$." In a formal legal sense the corporation
of the .burghers and its authorities had their "legitimate" origin in (real
or fictitious) privileges granted by the political and at times by the
manorial powers. It is true that to some eKtent the actual process corre
sponded to this formal pattern. But quite often, and especially in the
most important cases, the real origin is to be found in what is from the
formal legal point of view a revolutionary usurpation of rights. To be
sure. this cannot be said of all cases. We can distinguish a "spon
taneous" and a "derived" formation of medieval city associations. In the
"spontaneous" case, the commune was the result of a political associa
tion of the burghers in spite of, or in defiance of the "legitimate"
powers or, more correctly, of a series of such acts. Fonnal recognition
by the legitimate authorities came only later. if at all. A "derived"
burgher association was formed through a contracted or legislated grant
of more or less limited rights to autonomy and autocephaly, issued by
the city founder or his successors; it is found frequently in the case of
new foundations as a grant to the settlers and their descendants.

The "spontaneous" usurpation through an act of rational association,
a sworn confratemization (EidverhrUderung: coniuratio) of the burghers,
is found especially in the bigger and older cities, such as Genoa or
Cologne. As a rule, however, a combination of events of both kinds
occurred. In the documentary sources of urban history, which by their
nature overemphasize the continuity of legitimacy, such usurpatory con
fraternizations are as a rule not mentioned at all; it is usually only by
accident that one can be documented. As a result, the frequency of the
"derived" origin is almost certainly overrepresented in the sources, at
least with respect to cities which were already going concerns at the time
of the commune fonnation. Only a single laconic note mentions the
Cologne coniuratio of I I I2. The Schoffenhank of the Cologne 1ltstadt
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and the-parish representatives particularly of thE': Saint-Martin suburb,
the new settlement of the mercatores, probably appear on the docu
mented transactions precisely for the rea:son that they were "legitimate"
authorities"~2 And the opponents of the burgher assxiation, the city
lords, would naturally always be ready to make an issue of questions of
formal legitimacy, such as (in Cologne) that some of the aldermen
had not sworn an oath [of obedience],n or" to use similar pretexts for
complaint. It was, after all, in such things that usurpatory innovations
would find their formal expression. The edicts of the Hohenstaufen
emperors against urban autonomy took a different line: they did not
forbid this or that form of legal innovation, but the very coniumtiones
themselves.2' It is quite indicative of what strata were the driving power
behind such acts of usurpation that in Cologne, even at a much later
time, the Richeruche (guild of the rich), which from the point of view
of legitimacy was nothing but a private club of wealthy citizens, could
sUCcessfully assert the right to confer citizenship-a quality which was
legally quite independent from meml,el9hip in this club. The majority
of the larger French cities obtained their urban constitutions in a
similar way through acts of sworn confratemization of the burghers.

6. The coniurationes in Italy

The real home of the coniuratio, however, is obviously to be found
in ltaly.2' In the overwhelming majority of cases the city constitution
was here formed ;n the "spontaneous" way, by coniuratio. It is in Italy,
therefore, that in spite of the ambiguity of many sources the sociologi
cal meaning of the burgher association can best be determined. Its
general precondition was the partly feudal, partly prebendal appropria
tion of powers of domination characteristic for the Occident. We have
to picture urban conditions prior to the coniuratio on the whole as
rather similar, in spite of differences in detail and between "cities, to
the peculiar anarchy preVailing in Mecca, which for this reason was
described above at some length. Numerous claims to authority stand side
.by side, overlapping and often conflicting with each other. Episcopal
powers of seigneurial and political nature; appropriated vicontiel and
other political office powers resting partly on chartered privileges and
partly on usurpation; powers of great urban feudatories or freed minis
teriales of the king or the bishops (capitanei); those of rural or urban
subfeudatories (valvassores) of the capitanei;26 allodial clan properties
of most varied. origin; countless owners of castles fortified on their own
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authority or that of some other power, a privileged estate wielding
authority over a broad stratum of clientes, either bound or free; occupa
tional unions of the urban economic classes; judicial powers based on
manorial law, on feudal law, on territorial law and on ecclesiastic law
-all these an~ found in the sam~ city. Temporary treaties, similar to
the "ties" of the Meccan p3tridan sibs, interrupted the feuds of the
armed interests Within and C'utside the city walls. Officially the legitimate
lord of the city was either an imperial vassal or--as in most cases-the
local bishop; by virtue o~ /,;s ~(}mbination of secular and religious in
struments of power, the latter usually stood the best chance of imposing
an effective rulership.

The type. of caniuratia which under the name of a campagna com
munis~7 or some similar desig"nation prepared the way for the political asso
ciation of the later "city" was likewise concluded for a concrete purpose,
and usually for a definite time period or until further notice; it could
thus be dissolved again. At times, during the e.,'lrly period, several such
"companies" can be found within the same city walls, but permanent
significance was reached only by the sworn i:lssociation of the "whole"
community-Le., of aU those groups which at the given time effectively
claimed and held military power within the city. In Genoa this associa
tion was at first renewed every four years. The opponent varied with
the conditions of the locality. In Milan the coniuratio of the anns-bearing
townsmen of A.D. 980 was directed against the bishop, while in genoa
the bishop and the vicontiel famiJie!. (who had appropriated the seCt:lar
seigneurial rights-later on transfonned into tax claims) seem initially
to have been members of the urban coniuraUo.n But here, too, the '
later campagna 'communis was directed against the power claims of the
bishop and the Visconti.

The immediate positive aim of the sworn confraternity was the uni
fication of the local landowners for protective and defensive purposes,
for the peaceable settlement of internal disputes, and for the securing of
an adniinistration of justice in correspondence with the interests of the
townsmen. But there were further goals. One was the monopolization
of the economic opportunities offered by the city: only the members of
the sworn association were to be permitted to share in the commerce of
the city. In Genoa, for example, membership was a prerequisite for
permission to invest capital in overseas trade in cammenda partnerships.
Another aim was the delimitation of the obligations owed to the City
lord: the replacement of arbitrary taxation by fixed lump sum payments
or by high [but determinate] annual payments. Finally, the city associa
tion took in hand the military organization for the purpose of expand-
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ing the political and economic power sphere of the commune against
the outside. Hence we find, only a short time after the formation of the
coniurationes, the beginning of rhe wars of the communes against each
other, which by the early eleventh century had already become a chronic
phenomenon.

Within the city, the mass of the burghers was forced. to join the
sworn confratemization. The noble and patrician families which had
foundec. the association would administer an oath to all inhabitants
qualified by landownership; those who die\. not agree to take it were
forced into exile. This was not always immediately accompanied by a
formal change in the existing organization of offices. The bishop or
secular city lord often retained his position as head of an urban district
which continued to be administered through his ministeria1es; the great
transformation was felt only in the existence of the burgher assembly.

But this did not continue for long. In the last decades of the
eleventh cr.ntury annually elected. consules appear everywhere, often
numbering up to a dozen or more; officially they were elected by the

'citizenry directly or by an electoral college of hon01'ati01'es, itself in
theory elected by->fhe burghers but in practice merely certified by ac
clamation, which probably always usurped the right to nominate the
officials. The consuls, salaried and entitled to take fees, completed the
revolutionary usurpation hy seiZing all or the major part of judicial
powers and the supreme command in wartime; they administered all
affairs of the commune, In the beginning the consuls s~em to have been
often recruited. from the noble judicial officials of the episcopal or
seigneuriaI curia, who now obtained office from the sworn burgher Era·
temity by election rather than from the city lord by appointment.

A college of sapientes (sages), often called the credenza, strictly
controlled the consuls; it was formed at times by the former [Le., episco
pal or seigneurial] scabini, at times by hon01'ati01'es appointed by the
consuls themselves or by an electoral college. In practice it usually con
sisted. of the heads of the economically and politically most powerful
families,··who· divided. these positions among themselves.

The initial coniurationes still observed. the status separation into
vassals (eapitanei), subvassals, ministeriales, castle lords (castellani),
and cives meli01'es-that is, persons economically qualified for military
service; office and council positions were aSSigned proportionally to these
groups. However, very soon the anti-feudal character of the mOVement
came to the fore. It was forbidden to the consuls to accept fiefs or
to "commend" themselves as vassals to a lord. The razing of the im
perial, episcopal and seigneurial castles within the city, their removal
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to a place withom the walls (this is found especially in the city privi
leges granted by the Salic emperors), the establishment of the principle
that no castles could be built within a specified area around the city
and that the emperor or other city lords should not have the right to be
quartered within the city walk.."""':these were among the first political
achievements of the new regime, obtained either by force or by extorted
Or purchased grant from the emperor or the bishop.

The main legal achievement of the urban revolutions was the crc..]
tion of a special trial procedure which excluded irrational means of
evidence and in particular the test by duel (this is mentioned in many
eleventh century privileges). The same interests thus assert themselves
here as were catered to by the concessions of the English and French'
crowns to the burghers. The legal gains further comprised the prohibition
against hailing burgheIS before non-urban courts, and the,codification
of a special rational law for urban citizens which the court of the consuls
was to apply.

In this manner the purely personal and temporary coniurationes
developed into permanent political associations whose members were
collectively, as urban citizens, subject to a spcd.J.1 and autonomous law.
Formally, the new urban law signified the extinction of the old per
sonality principle of the Jaw_ Substantively, it meant the destruction of
the feudal associations and of patrimonialism, but not yet in favor of the
principle of general compulsory membership for all inhabiting a given
territory. The "bourgeois" law was, rather, a status right of the members
of the swom fellowship of burghers; one was subject to it by virtue of
membership in a status group which comprised rhe full citizens and
their dependent clients. Even in the sixteenth century we still find in
areas where the domination of the noble families in the cities had been
preserved-as, for instance, in most Dutch communities-that the urbnn
delegations to the provincial diets and to the Estates General did nor
represent the city as such, but only the urban nobility; this is revealed
by the fact that frequently, in addition to the patrician delegation, repre
sentatives of the craft guilds or other non-noble strata of the same City
appear, who voted separately and definitely were not combined with
the delegation of the patriciate of their city into a common city repre
sentation. This particular phenomenon did not appear in Italy, but in
principle the situation was often similar. Although normally th.e urban
nobility should at least have severed its tics with the feudal association,
this was by no means always the case. The nobleman usually owned
castles and manorial estates outside the walls in addition to his town
house, and was thus as a feudal lord and fellow landowner a member
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also of political associations other than that of the urban commune.
In the early period of the Italian CQfnUne the municipal regiment w~s in
practice 6rmly in the hands of families with a knightly style of life,
regardless of whether the act of consociation formally prescribed a
different arrangement and of whether the non-noble strata had in the
past even effectively obtained a temporary share i'1 the regiment. The
military importance of the knighthood gave it predominance.

In northern Europe, particularly in Germany, the old scahinic fam
ilies (Schoffengeschlechter) played a decisive role to an even stronger
degree than in the South, retaining administrative control in the early
period even formally, or at leas! informally by combining offices in a
personal union. At times, depending upon the distribution of power,
the previous agents of the city lord, especially of the bishops, the de
pendent seigneurial servitors (ministeriales), also regained a share in the
administration. Especially in cases where the usurpation had not been
completely effective-and this was nut infrequent~thc lord, usually a
bishop, obtained membership in the council for his ministeriales. In
large cities like Cologne and Madgeburg the bishops had staffed their
administration entirely or in part with free "bourgeois" Schoffen; these
now tended to turn from sworn officials of the city lord into sworn repre
sentatives of the commune, associated with represen' 1tives of the coniuratio
Or sharing the administrative tasks with them. In the cities of Flanders,
Brabant and the Low Countries, ichevins appointed by the count began to

be joined in the thirteenth century by town councillors or jurati (i.e., sworn
delegates-their very name indicates the Ori,~ill in an usurpatory conjura~

tio) and by "burghermasters." These administrative representatives of the
burgher strata were usually organized into separate "colleges," although
at times they met with the ichevins 1I a commqn assembly. They were
delegates of a burgher fraternity which in Holland continued to exist
into a later period as the corporation of the Vroedschap.29

One must picture the conditions of this early period as very un~

stable, with almost no formal regulation of the distribution of powers
and competencies. Personal inHuences and connections were decisive
as individuals gathered functions of many types into a single set of
hands. A formally separate municipal administration with special office
buildings and a town hall did not exist. In I~y as in Cologne, the
citizenry ordinarily assembled in the cathedl1lls, while the executive
committees probably met in private hous~ or in club rooms. Meetings
in club houses can be specifically documented. During the time of the
revolutionary usurpation in Cologne [early IZth century] the "house of
the rich" (domus divitum) seems to have been identical with the "house
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of the burghers" (domus civium), i.e., the seat of the administration,
just as the leaders of the club of the rich-the Richeruche-must to a
large extent then and later have been identical with the holders of the
scabinic and other important municipal offices. Both of these hypotheses
presented by Beyerle are almost certainly correct. so An urban knight
hood as significant as that in Italy did not exist in Cologne. In England
and France the merchant "companies" played the leading role.s, In
Paris, the wardens of the hanse of water merchants were even fonnally
recognized as representatives of the citizenry.82 In most of the large and
old French cities, too, the urban communes originated in revolutionary
usurpation by associations of burghers, merchants and urban rentiers,
wh.o either united with the resident knights-as in the South---or with
the confraternitates and guilds of the artisans-as in the North-to
seize political power.

7..The confraternitates in the Germanic North

Associations such as the above-mentioned were not identical with
the coniuratio, but they played an important role in its genesis, especially
in the North. Due to the lack of an urban knighthood, the sworn con
fraternities of the Germanic North displayed archaic traits that were
largely missing in the southern European countries. The confraternities
might, of COurse, be specifically created for the purpose of political as
sociation and usurpation of power from the city lord. But the revolu",
tionary movement in the North and in England could also take its
point of departure from the mutual protection guilds (Schutzgilden)
which had there sprung up in great numbers. These had by no means
been primarily created for the purpose of influencing political condi~

tions. Originally they were substitutes for something their members
frequently very much missed in the early medieval city: the backing of a
dan, and its protective guarantees. They provided the services otherwise
supplied by the clan: help in case of personal injury or threats, aid in
economic distress, elimination of feuds between members by means of
peaceful conciliation, and payment of the wergild liabilities of members
(in an English case!~). The guilds provided for the members' social
needs by holding periodic feasts-a practice traceable to pagan ritual
meals-and for his funeral with the participation of the brethren; they
guaranteed salvation of his soul through good deeds and secured for him
from the common treasury indulgences and the benevolence of powerful
saints. It goes without saying that such protective associations also repre
sented jo~nt interests, including economic interests.
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While the city unions in northern France were primarily sw?m
peace unions without other guild attributes, the Nordic and English
city unions regularly bore the character of a guild. In England the
typical form of the city union was the [single] Gild Merchant, which
monopolized retail trade within the city.34 The German merchant guilds
were in the majority of cases specialized in terms of particular branches
of trade as, for example, the often powerful drapers' guild and the re
tailers' guild. This branch differentiation led to the use of the guild as
the organizational form of long-distance trade-a function which dOt;;,
not concern us here.

The cities did not, as was thought by many,3S originate in the guilds.
But the converse is always true: the guild originated in the citieS.
Furthermore, the guilds actually obtained domination only in a small
number of cities (primarily in the North, and especially in England,
as summa convivia);3' it was rather the patrician "families"-not at all
identical with the guilds-who initially seized. power in the cities. For
the guilds were not identical with the coniuratio, the sworn city union.
Lastly, it should also be noted that the guilds were never the only type
of association in the city. Beside them we find the religious associations,
comprising representatives of several or .of all occupations, and the
purely economic, occupationally differentiated associations, the craft
guilds (Zunfte).!T Throughout the Middle Ages the creation of reli
gious unions, the confratemitates, occurred alongside that of associations
with a political, guild or craft character, and the two types of move
ments overlapped and intersected in many ways. Especially among the
artisans the religious associations played a significant role, which varied
over time. The fact that the oldest documentable religious society of
artisans in Cennany, the fraternitas of the Cologne bedsheet wea~ers

(Bettziechenweber) of I 149, is younger than the corresponding occupa
tional association38 does not in itself prove that the occupational union,
'or rather the specifically professional purpose of the union, has every
where been the original and earlier form of organization. Nevertheless,
for the craft guilds this seems to have been the rule. It may be ex
plained with the supposition that the associations of free craftsmen, at
least outside of Italy, had been fonned in the image of the seigneurial
organization of dependent tributary artisans in units headed by a master.
But in other cases the religious ft~ternitas may have been the crystalliza
tion-point for the later occupational associatiofl. Thus, as rkently as in
the last generation, the formation of a Jewish trade union in Russia
would begin with the purchase of the articles most important for the
orthodox Jew: the rolls of the Torah. Similarly, numerous medieval

,/:..
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UIOciations of a basically occuplltiOftal orientatioJl would briftg socisJ
and religious interests to the fore or would at leait, if they were pri~

marily occupational, attempt to obtain some rdigioUi recognition. Thil
was done by most guilds and in fact by aU types of aSlociations in the
Middle Ages. This was by no means merely a cover-up for strong
material interests. The fact that the earliest conflicts of the joumeyrMn
associations of later centuries arose not over working conditions, hut
over questions of religious etiquette, such as rank order in processions
and similar problems, demonstrates again J.ow strongly even the status
evaluations of the danless i;>urgher were conditioned by religiows el~,

rnents. But at the same time the oth~r important point becomes quilie
clear: the enormous contrast between thii type of socis} situation and
that of taboo-dosed castes which would have precluded any kind of
confratemization into a commune.

By and large, the membership of these Jeligious and socisl fra~rni

ties, whether they be thought older or younger in origin, was only
approximately coterminous with that of the official occupational associa
tions, the merchant companies and craft guilds, of which we win have to
say more later on. The occupational groupings themse.lves, in tum, were
not always, as is often believed, splinter organizations which had with
drawn from an original unitary guild of all burghers (although this did
in fact occur at times), for some of the craft guilds were considerably
<»der than the oldest coniurationes. Nor were occupational unions initial
stages or forerunners of coniuyahones, for they appear throughoQt she
world, even where nq burgher commune has ever arisen. The effect of
aU the"e associations was essentially indirect. They facilitated the city
union by habituating the burghers to the formation of coalitions in the
pursuit of common interests, and by providing moods for the cumula
tion of leadership positions in the hands of persons who had gained
experience and social influence in the direction of such associations.

It was qui~ natural, as the further development confirms, that in
tlae North, tOO, it should everywhere have hom the rich burghers with
1ft interest in the independence of urban trading policy who activdy
participated alongside the nobility in the formation of the coniurario,
&nanced it, kept the movement going, and forced the maSi of the citi~

MIlry to adhere to it by swearing the oath-an activity of which the
tight of the Cologne Richeruche to grant membership in the commune
• apparently a survival. Wherever economic a5SOCiations of the burghers
perticipated at all in the coniuratio movenwnt alongside the patrician
lJf.ntilies," only the merchant guilds were nonnaUy involved, In Eng
l.d we 'nd the petty burghers, at that time in revolt against the
JlWCftafttl)', complaininga6: late 3$ the reign of Edwald II [:3°7-131.71
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that the pOfentes were demanding oaths of obedience from them anc!
from the craft guilds, and that they were levying taxes by virtue of suc'
usurped powers.- Similar phenomena could probably observed in most
of the "spontaneous" cases of usurpatory urban confratemization.

Once the revolutionary usurpations had met with success in sevet'li
large cities, the political lords who founded new cities or granted new
charters to existing ones hurried, for reasons of competition, to concede
to their burghers varying portions of the rights elsewhere obtained
widtouc: ,"iring for the formation of fonnal unions. Thus the~.attai~

ments of the city unions tended to spread universally. This was furth«
aKled by the fact that the entrepreneurs managing the settlement opera
tion. or the pU)5peetiw settlers themselves, .wherever they carried lUI
6cieJtt weight vis-a-vil the city founder by virtue of wealth or soci,.J
£aRk, secured charters that granted the use of the municipal law of one
at the oId-esablished ciriel. Thus the burghers of Freiburg received a
curter «rant of Utc Cologne law, Bumerow South German cities wen

,chartered with the law of Freihurg. and Eastern cities received the law

of Mogde"rs. In d;,pur.d cues !he """" of the city whOle law had
heen granted was appealed to for authoritative interpretation. The
wealthier the settlen desired by a city foonder, the larger were the
concessions M found himMif forced to grant. The 24 coniurawrtt' fori
itt Freibulc. for iftstance, to whom Konrad von Ziihringes.:'"'vowed tlte
ptestl'fttion of u.e liberties of the burghers in 1m Jlew city;'O played a
role equivalent to that of the Richeruche in Colope. They 'Mt'e

granted considerable personal privileges, ud as ~0JUtJ.. of the o:xn
mune they initially had the city government in tAeir Mllds.

Among the most important attainments that were a-ined when
princes or manorial lords founded a city or granted privilege. to it wu
the organization of the citizenry as a "COMmune" (GeMeixdt) with its
own administrative organs. In Germany these were haded by a "coon·
cil" (Rat), which was considered an indispenuble Hp«t of a "city"
and its freedom. The burghers claimed the right of a~kHloIDOUSly ap
pointing its. ntembers--a right waich was not oMained withOAlt struggle.
& late as IJ.32, Emperor Frederick II prohibited aH city esuncik aJld
Mayors inltituMd by the burghers without consent of thc ~, and
tIM Bilhop of WonQI obtained for himself or his RprfHJI&ative the
eMi~ip in the council and the right to appoint its .clmhers.·1

I. StrMtbwg toward the ad of tfte twelfth century a council, comlisting
of I'IIpteIClII.tmves of the citizenry and five epilcopaJ 1tti""teriaks, Ie

pIoced u.. bioftop's administration. In Ba..l u.. bioftop ..aa,oced to
obtai.. .. IlIlpOIial edict abolishing the couRcil ..... tIlou!!"... H<gaI
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. assumes,n its original establishment had been approved by the Emperor
himself. But in numerous South Gennan cities the town magistrate
(Schultheiss) appointed. or confirmed by the lord remained the actual
head of the" city; the burghers could get rid of this control only by pur~

chasing the office from the city lord. In the documents of almost all
South German cities we find with increasing frequency, beside the
Schultheiss, a Burgermeister, who in the end generally assumes first
rank. In contrast to the Schultheiss, he was always a representative of
the city guild, and his office thus originated in usurpation, not in the
seigneurial administration. However, this fourteenth-a-..l1tury Burger
m.eister was-due to the different social composition of many German.
cities-usually no longer a representative of the patrician families, as
the Italian consules had been, but rather the representative of the
occupational associations. Thus he belongs to a later stage of develop
ment, whereas the German counterparts of these Italian magistrates were
the scahini non juran and consules of an earlier period.~8

In the beginning, active membership in the burgher association
was bound up with possession of urban land which was inheritable
and transferable, exempt from compulsory services, and either free of a
seigneurial charge (Zim) or charged onlywitJI a fixed amount. How
ever, urban land was for city purposes subject to a municipal tax
(Sch.:Jss); in Gennany, in fact, this became the identifying characteristic
of bourgeois land tenure. Later other kinds of property also became sub
ject to municipal taxation, especially money or monetary metals. Towns~
men not possessing land of this kind originally could only be protected
guest residents of the city, regardless of their social status.

8, The Significance of Urban Military Autonomy
'in the Occident

The right to participate in urban offices and in the council under·
went various changes which shall be discussed in the next section. But
first we must once again raise the question of what ultimately caused
the development of cities to start around the Mediterranean, and later
in Europe, while preventing it in Asia. One answer has already been
supplied, namely, that the development of an urban confraternity, and
thus of an urban commune, was elsewhere impeded by the magic ties
of the sib association and, in India, of the castes. In China the sibs were
the bearers of the central religious concerns, the ancestor cult, and were
therefore indestructible. In India the castes were carriers of a specific
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conduct of life, upon the observance of which the individual's fate in
his next incarnation hinged; hence they were ritually exclusive vis-a-vis
each other. But while tIle ritual obstacles to confratemization were
indeed absolute in Indi8, the same cannot be said for China-and even
less for the Near East-where the sib ties constituted only a relative
impediment. For these areas a quite different element still needs to be
considered: the differences in the military constitution and, above all,
in" its economic and sociological foundations.

The necessity of river regulation and an irrigation policy in the Near
East and in Egypt, and to a Jesser degree also in China, caused the
development of royal bureaucracies; initially these were charged only
with construction tasks, but from this core ensued the bureaucratization
of the entire administration which enabled the king, through this ap
paratus and the revenues supplied by it, to take the army administration
under his own bureaucratic management. The "officer" and the "sol
dier," an anny recruited by compulsory draft and equipped and fed
from storehouses, became the foundation of military power. The result
was the separation of the soldier from [ownerShip of] the means of war
fare -and the military defenselessness of the subjects. On such ground no
political commune of burghers independent from the royal power could
arise, The burgller was hert' simply the non-soldier. Things were quite
different in the Occident where up to the time of the Roman emperor$
the principle of self-equipment of the armics prevailed, whether these
were peasant levies, knightly armies, or burgher militias. But this signi
fied the military autonomy of the individual obligated to military service,
The position of King Clovis vis-a-vis his military following illustrates a
principle which is basic for all self-equipped armies: that the lord is to
a very large extent dependent upon the good will of th~ soldiers whose
obedience is the sale basis of his political power." He is more powerful
than any individual one of them and also stronger than small groups,
but an) larger association of his military men against him leaves him
quite powerless. In this political structure the lord lacks the bureaucratic
apparatus-an instrument of compulsion which is blindly obedient be
cause of its complete dependence; if the strata on whom his rule is based
coalesce against him, he cannot have his way unless he comes to terms
with the militarily and economically independent hemoratiores who staff
his administrative positions and supply his dignitaries and local officials.
But such associations have always taken shape in the Occident whenever
the lord approached his militarily independent subjects with new eco
nomic demands, particularly if these were demands for money payments,
The rise of the "Estates" in the Occident----and only there---can be ex-
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plained from these relationships, and the same goc-s for the developmen
of the corporate and autonomous city commune. The financial strengtl
of his urban subjects forced the lord to tum to them in case of neec
and to negotiate with them. To be sure, the guilds of India and Chin;;
and th~ "money men" of Babylon also posse;sed financial strengtb
which compelled the king even there to impose certain restraints upon
himself in order not to scare them away. But it did not enable the
townsmen, however rich they may hare been, to ~te and to offer a
nUlitary check to the city lord. By contrast, all'coniurationes and city
unions of the OcCident, beginning. with those-oof early Antiquity, were
coalitions of the armed strata of the cities. This"'was the decisive differ·
ence.

NOTES

J. In Roman law, the mstitor was a person appointed by the owner of a
commercial undertaking to operate it in his stead; he could conclude contracts for
which the principal was lia:ble. Usually slaves or persons under the patria pokstas
were utilized for this purpose. Cf. art. "institor" in Ptl1dys Retl1ncyclopiidie de:r
cfpssischen Altertumsu1issensdwft, newly edited by Georg Wfssowa (Stuttgart
r894-1965; henceforth cited as: Pauly-Wissowa, RE), vol. IX (1916), cols.
1 564-65.

2.. That is, with merchandise (mer:t:) forming part of their peculium, on
which see "Soc. of Law," above, ch. VIII: ii, n. l2.4.

3. "Town air makes free." On the substantive content of his proverbial prin
ciple, see Hans Strahm, "Stadduft macht frei," in Das Problem tier Freiheit in der
deumhen und schweizerischen Geschichte (Institut fur geschichtliche t.andes
forschung des Bodenseegebiets, "Vortriige und Forschungen," ed. Th. Mayer, vol.
IJ; Konstanz:. Thorbeke, 1955), 102-12.1.

4· On this military fellowship in the 14th century Zurich, see below, sec.
iv, n. r.

5· Brodie Cruickshank, Eighteen YeaTS on the Gold Coast of Africa (Lon
don: Hurst &: Blackett, 1853),1, 'Z4o-P (Cabbouers, 2.42.; pynins, 250). (W)

6. Albert Hermann Post, A{riJumische ]urisprudenz: Ethnologisch·juristische
BeitTiige zu;r Kenntniss der emheimiscken Ruhte Afrikas (Oldenburg: Schulze,
,887). (W)

7· "The main reason for the discontent of [Mohammed's son-in-law] Ali
with [the first Caliph} Abu Bekr was that the la1ter was not willing to treat cer·
tain pieces of land, which the Prophet had owned as head of the community, as
the inheritance of the family of Mohammed; the conBict over the 'gardens of
Fadak' in particular induced Ali to found his party" (SnOllck Hurgronje, Melli,
I, 3:1). Shi'ah means "party"; in time the tenn became restricted to that section
of the Moslem movement which considered only the Alids rightful successors of
thf Prophet.

8. On the Chinese sibs and Indian castes in their relation to the city, cE.
Weber's more extensive observations in "KonEuzianismus und Taoismus" and
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"Hinduismus und Buddhismus," GAzRS I, 290ft. 35-3££.,
Jigims of China, J 3fF., 66fF., 86lf.; Religion of Indio., 34fF.).

9. A tradition of a single founding act, called synoilWmos (Le., housing or
tettUng together), existed iIi many Greek poleis. In some places this may have
re8ected an actual fact; in others, the tradition interpreted as one single act a
merger and subjugation process in which a tenitory with perhaps several pauu
and other political communities had gradually become united under a single
center. This was certainly the case with the Attic s)'noikismos .ascribed to the
mythical heto Theseus. Cf. Victor Ehrenberg, The Greek Suue (New York:
Norton, 1964), 26ft

10. On the comomrie of the Sienese nobility, d. Ferdinand Schevill, 'Suma.
TM History of a Medieval Commune (New York: Huper TOIChbooks. (964),
278-280. Some details of the statutes of the tower associations arc described in
Casimir Cbledowski, Siena (Berlin: Cassirer, I9 I 3), I, 68ft

II. A Hantgemal was the inheritable family estate of free, especially
knightly families in the Gennanic Middle A&es. In the Old-Saxon Heliand, the
Saviour and his Apostles are featured in "contemporary" dress as a Gennanic
warrior-king with his military foI1o,,;ing_ ,

12. After the Exile, ca. 4S0 B.C. For the listings of the clan delegations and
the organization of the synoiltismos, separating those who "could not shew their
father's house nor their seed," cE. Ezra 8; Neh. 7 and 1 r.

13. Bishop Rudiger of Speier, who stated in 1084 that "putavi milies ampli
ncare honorem loci nostri, si et Judeos colligerern." Cf. Karl Hegel, Die Entsteh
ung des deutschen Stiidtewesens (Leipzig: Hirzel, 1898\ 113:

14. Kiilmr Schreinsurkunden des zwolften ]ahrhunderts, ed. Robert Hoen~

iger (Gesellschaft fur rheinische Geschichtskunde, "Publikarionen," I/x-2; Bonn:
Weber, 1884-1891). A C,logne guild document of 1149 shows even the "town
hall," the domus dvium, as inter Judeos sita. Cf. Hegel, Stiidtewesen, 01. cit"
1I ).

1). On the genm, cf. AI, 32fF.
16. City councillors. The point Weber (again) wishes to make here seems

to be that in Antiquity the traditional or lU'tincial "tn1>aI" subdivisions of the city
were confraternities, but not the city as a whole, for the Attic prytans were dele
gations of the individual phylae (tribes). Under the Cleisthenian constitution
each of the ten phylae sent So prytaneu, chosen by lot, to the Council of Five
Hundred; each of these delegations served as the executive committee of the city
For orte tenth of the year, which periods were called "prytanies." On the working
of ~is system see Ehrenberg, The Greek SUlte, 31, 63ff.; A. H. M. Jones, Athe
~ian Democracy (Oxfoi'd: Blackwell, 1964), ch. V.

17· J. Hatsehek, Englische V~fassungsgeschichte, 113 ("communa non e5t
::apax libertatis"), 269 (nrst appearance as corporations). (W)

18. Lay judges; a Carolingian institution found as schepen, lchevins, scabini
throughout continental Europe. On their significance, see -"Soc. of Law," above,
:h. VIII:iii, n. 53.

19· On "personal law" and "personality principle," d. "Soc. of Law," above,
:h. VIII:ii:s.

20. Konrad Beyerle, "Die Entstehung der Stadtgemeinde Koln," Zeitschrift
let Savigny-Stiftung fur Rechtsgeschichte, Germ. Abteilung, XXXI (1910), 1
;7· (W)

21. On the Ding (or thing: the Gennanic judicial assembly) and Dingge
~nschaft, d. "Soc. of Law," above, ch. VIII:iii:6.
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:t:t. I.e., rather than the new organs probably created by th!, 1I I 2. coniuraric;
the latter do not become prominent in the documents until half a century to a
century later. The Schoffenbank (board of lay judges) also served many admin
istrative functions under the mle of the city lord (here: the archbishop) and
together ",,;th the magistri of the parish communities constituted the old admin.
istrative structure. The Alt5tadt was the old Roman settlement, the only walled
part of the city until 1106 when after the temporary expulsion of the archbishop
several suburbs were included in a new town wall; the Saint-Martin suburb out
side the old wall on the river Hats was the market settlement. See Beyerle, "Die
Entstehung der Stadtgemeinde Koln," loco cit., 67.

2.3. Complaint by Archbishop KODzad of Hochstaden, in his Schiedsspruch
of USS. Cf. Hegel, Stiidtewesen, o.p. cit., IS5~ id., Stadte und Gilden tIer ger
manischen Volker im Mittelalter (Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot, 1891), II, 335,

4°·
2.4. On the edicts of Emperor Frederick n of 1.232., cf. below, n. 40.
2.5. For much of tbe following, d. Carl Hegel, Geschichte tIer StlidteverftlS·

sung in llalien (Leipzig: Weidmann, 1847), II, chs. 4---{i, which Weber seems to
have had at hand while writing this section.

2.6. On the statuS of capitanei, valvassores and dYeS, cf. Hegel, Stiidteverfas
sung, op. cit" II, 144ff. and 161f.

2.7. Campagna comm~nis was the name of the association in Genoa, probably
from 1099 on. Cf. Hegel, StiidteverftlSS1mg, op. cit., II, 178ff.

2.8. The alliance of the bishop and the· Genoese Visconti, descendants of the
tenth-eentury vicecomes Ydo, in the cornpagnQ of 1099 and later years was di
rected against the imperial margrave. The office revenues appropriated by the
viscountal families included gate,. port, market and passport fees. CE. Erik Bach,
La citi de G2nes au XlI~ sieck (Kopenhagen: Nordisk Forlag, J955), 34, 37,43,

29. On the development in the Low Countries, cE. Hegel, Stiidtewesen, op.
cit., 1901£. For details on the Vroedsckap (i.e., wisdom-the sapientes of the
Latin terminology) guild, which existed in various Dutch townS into the 15,th
<:entury, see Hegel, Stddte und Gilden, 01'. cit., II, 267-72..

30. Beyerle, "Die Entstehung dex Stadtgemeinde KoIn," we. dt., 64---{i7. The
hypotheses actually were 6.~t proposed by H. Keussen in "Die Entwicklung der
alteren KoIner Venassungsgeschicbte und ihre topograpbische Gmndlage," West
deutsche Zeitschrift, XXVIII (19IO), 503ff.

31. On English merchant "companies" and their role in local government, d.
Sylvia Thropp, Tlu! Merchant Class of Medieval London 13°0--15°0 (Ann Ar
bor: The University of Michigan Press, 1962.), chs. I-II.

32. On the Paris kame des ffUlT'chands de l'eau, cf. Henri Pirenne, Economic
and Social History of Medieval EUf0p4 (New York: Harcourt, Brace Harvest ed.,
n.d.), 94 and sources given ibid. in,fn. 14; Hegel, Stiidte und Gilden, 01" cit., II,
86-110.

33. Cf. Hegel, Stiidte und Gilden, 01'. cit., I. 2.0.
34· On the English Gild Merchant, cE. Cambridge Econamic Histary of

Europe, III, I90ff.
3S· Allusion to a dispute that was bitterly fought among German historians

of the tum of the century. For the latest position and a summary of the debate,
cf. Edith Ennen, Frnhgeschichte tIer eurnpiiischen SUJdt (Bonn: Rohrscheid,
1953), 165-179 ("Gilde und coniuratio").

36. The Danish term for guild was gelag: drinking hout, reast. In the Latin
documents this was rendered as convivium; a:sum~vm conviviullL or supreme
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city guild irmentioned in the Schleswig Stadtrecht of ca. I2.00.

St4dte und Gilden, 01" cit., I. 6, 149, 163.
37. Following the standard German terminology, Weber differentiates be

tween Gilden and Zunfte, the former associatiOIl$ in which mercantile interests
were dominant, often single associations of the "whole town," and the latter
groupings in which the producers were more important. The dividing line, how
ever, is not bard and fast (see Weber's own caution below, in see. iii:;). In medi
eval English the latter kind of union used to be called a "cra!'t" or "mistery," but
modem English usage applies the teon "guild" to both groups. We render the
German Zunft alternatively as craft guild or "craft," reserving the unadorned term
for the Cennan Gilde. •

38. CE. Hegel. Stadtewesen, Of. cit., noE.
39. CE. Hatschek, Englische Verfassungsgeschichte, 267£.
40. In the foundation chalter of 1 no. Hegel, Stiidtewesen, '1" cit., 38££.,

reprints part of the document.
41. Statutum in favOTem prineipum, issued at the Diet of Ravenna, 1231

1232, at the behest of Bishop Heinrich of Wonns and some other bishops and
princes. Bishop Heinrich established his rights through a treaty with the city in
the following year after having obtained an Imperial ban against his recalcitrant
subjects. Cf. Hegel, Stiidtewesen, 07'. cit., l77f.

42. Hegel, SUidtewesen, op. cit., 182. This prohibition (of nI8) does not
~m to have been very effective, for a few years later the Basel council was still
~r again-in existence. On the Strassburg developments, see ibid., 178-180.

43. E.g., in the unsworn Cologne Scnoff_ of IZ58 (d. supra, at n. 23) and
the Richer:teche members of the Cologne coniuratio of I I n mentioned earlier.

44. Clovis (Chloclovech), Merovingian king, ruled 481-5IJ. Weber un
doubtedly has in mind the famous incident of the vessel of Soissons related by
Gregory of Tours (Historla Francorum, ii:~7)· Clovis, wishes:r to return to the
church from which it bad been seized a c:ertain sat.'Ied v ,had to ~ the
assembled anny to let him have it extra panem, i.e., beyond his share ot the
booc:y as detennil'!ed by lot. The refusal of a single warrior thwarted the king.
The sequel of the story, however, indicates that even under these conditions the
early feudal king was not without certain disciplinary powers: at the next regular
"MarchfieJd" or inspeetion-of-anns. King Garis, like any experienced master ser
geant, found reason to criticize this man's weapons and lawfully bashed in his
bead. .

,.
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The Patrician City In the Middle Ages

and in Antiquity

1, The Nature of Patrician City Rule

Since as a rule all landowners of the city participated in the coniu
ratio (and not only the leading honorati.ores), the burgher assembly-in
Italy called the p...lamentu_was officially oonsidered the highest and
sovereign organ of the commune. This notion of popular sovereignty
was often formally retained, even though in fact the notables were com
pletely dominant, especially in the early period. The qualification for
the offices and for participation in the council was soon also formally
restricted to a limited number of patrician "families," and in many cases
it was commonly understood from the very beginning, if only implicitly,
that they alone were qualified for the council seats. Even where this
was not the case, a limited ruling circle evolved quite naturally-as can
be observed espedally clearly in England-from the fact that only those
who could afford it economically participated with regularity in, the
meetings of the burgher assembly and, what is more important, took the
time to consult with each other on the management of affairs. For
participation in urban administration everywhere was at first felt to be a
burden, which was accepted only to the extent that an explicit obliga
tion existed. In the early Middle Ages the burghers had to be present
at the three regular meetings (echte Dinge), but those who did not have
direct political interests stayed away from the non-eompulsory ''hid''
meetings (gebotene Dinge). The direction of affairs quite naturally fell
to men who were respected because of their wealth and, not to he for
gotten, their military power, which in turn rested upon wealth.

Hence, as the later documents on the procedures of the Italian
parlamenta show, these mas:rmeetings very rarely represented anything
more than audiences which either passed the proposals of the notables
by acclamation or rioted agaiilst them. In the early period, as far as is



bown, th~y n.ever de~rmined Ute ~tions or influenced the measures
of the city administration in any continuous and decisive manner. Oftell
ile majority was fanned by people economically dependent upon the
notables. It is thus logical that the later rise to power of the popaw was
nerywhcre accompaftied by the displacement of the tumultuous general
burgher assemblies in favor of a smaller assembly consisting of delegates
or of a narrowly circuJllSCribed group of qualified burghers. And it is
equally logical t8M me beginning of the tyrannies and the overthrow of
aM: 1or0la showld have been marked, [as in Florence in I53d, by the
!levinl of the old popular "parliaments," against which even Girolamo
Savonarola hlld [Ie. tMR fOPty yeusJ earlier been warning the people
of Florenc~.

b fact, eYea .... olwnt Rot in k>rJMllaw, tAt: city arose as or soon.
becalM a SiaM~ led hr a group---oE varying si~f hONor
Miores. The peeuliari1!ies of .. stratuM have been dilcussed elsewhere.
l\e de facto dominal:ioll. could either tum into a legally sanctioned
MOnOpOlization of the city govemment, or it couid be uI)dennined or

, ~etely removed by a series of further revolutions. The notables
JIlOnopolizing Ute urhen administration are usually termed a "patriciate"
("die Geschlechter"-literaHy: "the families"), and the period of their
~omin.nce in administration. we call "patrician domination" (Ge·
tchlechterhcrrschaft) .

The patrician "families" were not altogether homogeneous. What
tiler hid in commQft was that their power position rested on landed.
property and an income not derived. from their own production estab
lishments. But beyond this they could show the most diverse character:
istiC's. In the Middle Ages one particular trait of the external conduct of
life had a special significance for the formation of status groups, namely:
a knightly mode of life. From this derived the eligibility to participate
in tournaments, the capacity to receive a 6ef, and all other attributes of
statuS equality with the non-urban petty nobility in general. At least in
Italy, but in the majority of cases also in the North, only the urban
strata that had these characteristics were counted among the patriciate.
If nothing to the contrary is :>pecified, we shall in the following lZ poaon
always think of this ttait when the patrician "families" are under dif.
eussion-keeping in mind, of course, that there always eJist Huid tranIt
tiona! stages.

In Some extreme CaleS patrician domination led to the emergence ~
• tpecifically urban nobility. This happened in particular wherever the
dew:iopment was strongly influenced, as in Antiquity, by the oYeneu
poliCy of: a trading city.~e classic example is VeJlice.

I
J
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2. The Monopolistically Closed Rule of the Nobi!i
in Venice 1

The early devdoprnent of Venice was shaped by 4J,e increasing
localization of general administration and, in particular, of anny recruit
ment which had begun already in Hadrian's reign [A.D. 117-138] and
which was furthered by the ever more liturgical character of the late
Roman and Byzantine state. The soldiers of the local garrisons were
increasingly recruited from the local population, which in practice
meant that they were furnished from among their dependent coloni by
the local estate owners. The-[military unit, the} numerus, was como,
manded by a dux and his subordinate officers, the trihuni. The tribu
nate, too, had fonnally become a liturgical burden, but at the same time
it was in fact a privilege of the local possessores, the estate-Owning
families who supplied these officers. As everywhere' else, this dignity
had in practice become hereditary in certain families. The dux, how
ever, continued to be appointed from Byzantium into the eighth cen
tury.

This military nobility of tribunitian families formed the core of the
oldest. urban patriciate. With the shrinking of the money economy and
the increasing militarization of the Byzantine Empire, the power of the
tribunitian nobility completely overshadowed the curiae and the de
fensores, [the civilian local authorities] of the Roman period.2 The
revolution which initiated the process of city fonnation in Venice was
directed, as in all of Italy in A.D. 726, against the iconoclastic govem~

ment of that period and its officials and brought about, as a permanent
result, the dection of the dux (doge) by the tribunitian nobility and
the clergy. But soon afterwards began the struggle of the doge, who
wanted to develop his position into a hereditary patrimonial city
kingship, against his adversaries, the nobility arid the patriarch whose
interests were violated by the prince's attempts to set up a patrimonially
controlled church (Eigenldrche)-a conDict which was to last for three
centuries. The doge was supported by the imperial courts of the East
and the West [Byzantium and Gennanyl. Byzantium favored his a~

pointrnent of his son as coregent, a device for establishing hereditability
of the office which was quite in accord with the ancient tradition. The
dowry of Waldrada, a niece of the Getman emperor, supplied the last
Candiano· with the. means once more to expand his foreign following
and, above all, the +enonal bodyguard upon which the ducal regime
had been based since 8 I I ..

The character ci the doge's rule in that 'period as a patrimonial city
kingship stands out in sharp :relief if the following details are con-

,.
'-
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sidered: The doge was simultaneously a great manorial lord and a great
merchant; he monopoliz~ (partly for political reasons) the letter mails
between the Orient and the Occident, which had to pass through
Venice, and after A.D. 960, utilizing- the occasion of church protests
against it, also the trade in slaves;4.he appointed and dismissed patri
archs, abbots, and priests, despite the protests of the church; he was head
of the courts (Gerichtsherr), appointed the judges and cashiered dis
puted judgments, although in this respect he was somewhat restricted
hy the associationa} principles of the Ding:..community which had pene
trated into Venice under Frankish influeJ;lce. The ducal administration
was conducted through patrimonial officials and vassals and, especially
in the Venetian foreign settlements, also by means of the church. The
dynastic tendencies are seen not only in me nomination of a coregent,
but in one case even in the disposal over the rnlership by a testamentary
declaration. The doge's own possessions were not differentiated from
public property. He equipped the Beet out of his private means, main

, tained mercenary troops and disposed over the labor services that artisans
owed the ducal palace and which at times he arbitrarily increased. One
such increase, apparently caused by the growing requirements of his
foreign policy, provided the nnal impulse for a successful revolt in 1032

and offered the hostile nobility the means for reducing the power of the
doge. As is always the case under conditions of military self-equipment,
the doge was far stronger than any individual patrician family, a match
even for most coalitions, but he could not cope with an association of
them all. It was such an association which prevailed, as it would now~

adays, as soon as he approached the patriciate with financial demands.
The domination of the urban nobility living in Rialto~ began in the

wake of these events under rather democratic legal fonns. The nrst act
of the new regime, appropriately described [hy Kretschmayr] as the
"first tonstitutionallaw of the Republic,"" was to forbid the appointment
of a coregent, a measure directed against establishment of a hereditary
succession on the Roman pattern. After a quasi·feudal interim period
during which rights and burdens were divided between the doge and
the comune as elsewhere between the territorial prince and the feudal
estates, the election concessions ·[of each new doge] took care of the
rest; they faunally demoted the doge to the status of a strictly controlled
salaried official hemmed in by obstructive court ceremonials, and socially
reduced him to a primus inter pares in the corporation of nohlemen.

It has been quite correctly observed by Lend that, just as the power
position of the doge had formerly been strengthened by his relationship
with foreign powers, its reduction now also began in the foreign policy
field, which the council of sapientes (first documented in I 141) brought
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under its own controP It should be stressed more strongly, howmer,
than has been done that here, just as elsewhere, it was primarily the
financial pressure of a bellicose colonial and trading policy which. had
made the sharing of public administration with the patriciate unavoid·
able; in a similar way the financial needs of princely wars under CCJIldi..
tions of a money economy were later to initiate the rise of the E.tes
on the Continent. The Chrysobullon of Emperor Alexios JDarked the
end of the commercial reign of the Greeks and established the trade
monopoly of the Venetians in the East in exchange for maritime protec
tion and frequent financial aid to the Byzantine Empire.s A1l inc_sing
part of the public, ecclesiastic, and private wealth of tfie VenetiaM CalM

to be invested in the eastern Empire in trade, in ergasteria of an kinds"
in the farming of government revenues, and also in landed p.roperty.
The military power developed for the protection of these illYat.-s
led to the participation of Venice in the war of conquest of. tAt Latia
knights by which she acquired the famous thre~ghths sl..re ClfN'1a
pars et dimidia) in the Larin Empire.t After the codi6caOOM cl'Dall.
dolo,10 all colonial conque:ts were carefully treated as Iegell'y bdonging
to the commune and its officials, not to the doge; his impoteftCe w.
thereby made final. A public debt and continuous money expenditures
of the comune were the obvious concomitants of this fOl'eiBn policy.
Such financial requirements, in tum, could be met only out of. the
means of the patriciate-Le., that sector of the old tribunitiaJll aristo
cracy, doubtlessly reinforced by some new nobles, which, because of its
urban residence, was in a position to participate in the urb. opportun
ities for accumulating wealth through investing its capital in trade under
comw.enda and other types of contracts and in other prOOt-producing
lines of business. It was in the hands of this group that both monetary
wealth and political power came to be concentrated.

The disposses:;ion of the doge was therefore paralleled by a concen
~tion of all political power in the patrician-ruled city of V~ice,

whereas the rural territories of the duchy increasingly lost all politicAl
rights. Up into the twelfth century the (originally tribwnitian) ~.
ti01'es of the countryside were at least nominally represented at the
pLu;ita of the doge. II But with the formation of the comjiU Vmeriorv.,
£rst dcx..'Umellted in I I43, this ceases to be true. After this date, the
-"Council of Sapientes" appears, which was elected by the dNI md kl

which the doge swore his oath on the constitution. 'J1UI'COUDCil teemS

to have been restricted exclusivdy to the great landloJd& residing in
Rialto, men who had their primary economic interests in the 0Yel5eIS
utilization of capital.1:
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The differentiatiOfl; bttwfNll a "l.rge" (legislative) and a "smsll" (ad
ministrative) coullcil of notables, whid. /ilxisted. in almost all patrician
cities, can he first doculltented lor Venice in 1187. The de facto dis
enfranchisement of the assembly of all landowners, WhOie aedamaRon
formally continued to be secured until the end of the fourteenth cen~

tury;·the nomination of the doge by a small dectoraI college of nobili;
the de facto limitation of the sdection of officials to families considered
eligible for council seats, al'Id also the nnal formal closure of their liet
(the Serrtlfa .leI erlm Ccmsigl;o, carried out 1297-1315; the list waS
the precursor of the laMr Golden Book)-all tIlese represent only a
continuatiorl; of tlle abow dewlop.ents, the details of which are Ute of
no interest to us.

The tremendous eroDClIftic -.petiority of the patrician famiIiei par
ticipating ill the OWlllal ~tial ..d Konomic opport\lmties facilitated
the mOl'lopoM'Mtlm of p"o"- .. ~ lands. The cOMtitutiOl'lal and
administrative tee.....,.. • V..." _ f.mow because of the~
ment of a pe;~ tj ,ttl an urb.n p-triciate, e~Clndi~ owr
a large .Del and tel. area, ....-.. ~ ~neou, preserntion of very
strict mutual control c1 lite nOOk fMn.ilies over each other. The discipliRe
of the nobility wu Bever saall. because, like the Spartiates, they
managed to keep all JDeaDS ef power very tightly under their grip and
maintained a mOK rigidly ohterveci system of secrecy of office than caJl.
be found anywhere else. nat tAis wa, pouible can in the first instance
be explained hy the solidarity, r-_ntl,. obvioU$ to every individual, of
the foreign and donulltic in~~is of ail m~mbets sharing il\ the hup
monopoly pronts of the asaociatioll. ·n)is soiidanty of interests compelled
the integration of the individual noblo;:mar, into the collective which
exercised the tyranny. III tcmlS of administrative techniques it WS$ ac
complished: 1. By tnel".ns of cOlRpetitive separation of powt::n;; the office
authorities of the centrfu. ageAcies overlapped, and the different boards
of the specialized ad'1linistrations were almost alwa~ furnished with.
both judiciary and administrative p9wer and competed with each otller
for jurisdiction. J.. By means of mUt'.laUy controlling division of functiOllS
between the offici&.ls ,adIJIinistimHg ,he ~l;ll)ject territories; the judiciary,
the military, and the financial administration were always in the :h.andl
of different officials, whO were all taken from t:h.e nobility. 3. By mean$:
of short tenures of office and a system of travelling control officials. 4.
Since the fourteenth century, aMo by ..means of a political court of
inquisition, the "Council of the Tm"; originally formed [in 1310] to
investigate a single case ~ sedition, it turned into a permanent agency
with jurisdictioJl. over ~itical olfenCC$ wbkh ultimately supervised the

,
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entire political and personal conduct of the 1lQbili, not infrequently an
nulled even decisions of the "Great Council," and altogether acquired
a kind of tribunitian power, the exercise of which in a swift and secret
procedure secured it paramount authority in the commune. It was feared
only by the nobility, and was by far the most popular agency with the
subjects, who, being excluded from political power, found in it the only
effective means for .bringing a successful complaint against a noble
official. In this respect it was far more effective than the Roman
quaestio repetundarum.13

The Venetian empire, expanding over ever larger mainland terri
tories .and increasingly based on the support of mercenary armies,
presents an especially pure and extreme case of the development of a
patrician city. But from the very beginning, a phenomenon of a very
different kind accompanied this concentration of power over large terri
tories in the hands of an urban commune and, within it, in those of a
patriciate. The mounting expenses of the commune, which had made
it dependent upon the financing patriciate, were caused not only by the
costs of troops, naval construction and war materials, but also by a far
reaching change in the system of administration. For the patriciate had
found assistance of a peculiarly Occidental sort, in its struggle with the
doge, in the growing strength of the church bureaucracy. It was no ac
cident that the weakening of the ducal power had occurred simul
taneously with the separation of state and church in the wake of the
Investiture Struggle; in fact, the Italian cities in general had turned to
their advantage the breaking of this bond, which had its origin in the
princely rights to establish and control their own churches (Eigenkir-'
chenrecht) and had hitherto constituted one of the strongest supports
of patrimonial and feudal power. Up into the twelfth century, churches
and monasteries had substituted for and. made superfluous a secular
power apparatus by leasing the administration of the Venetian foreign
colonies. But their elimination from the secular administration, an
inevitable consequence of their separation from the political authority,
necessitated the creation-at first in the foreign colonies--of a salaried
lay officialdom.u. This development, too, reached a conclusion for the
time being in Enrico Dandolo's days. The system of ~hort tenures of
office, which was based on political considerations, hut also on the
desire to give as many persons as possible a turn in such positions; the
limitation of eligibility for office to the noble families; the non-bureau·
cratic, strictly collegiate administration of the ruling capital City itself
-all these presented barriers to the development of a reallytrofessional
officialdom, barriers which were inherent in the cha:a;.;ter 0. the regime
as a rule by notables.

I
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3. Patrician Rule in Other Italian Communes:
The Absence of Closure and the
Institution of the Podesta

12 73

In the other Italian communes developments took a considerably
different course in this respect, even during the rule of the patriciate.
In Venice the permanent closure of the guild of the urban nobility
against all outsiders had been successful: The acceptance of new fam
ilies into the circle of those elegible for a seat on the "Great Council"
occurred only on the baSIS of political deserts and by decision of the
corporation of the nobility; later it ceased entirely. The Venetian no
bility had also managed to suppress all feuds between its members, a
success facilitated by the awareness of the pennanently endangered
position of the colle<:tive. None of this can be said of the other Italian
communes of the period of patrician rule. The orientation to the main
tenance of overseas trade monopolies was nowhere else so unequivocal
and in the awareness of each individual so self-evidently crucial as the
basis for the entire existence of the nobility as it was in Venice during
the decisive period. And one consequence of the feuds raging in all
other cities between the ranks of the urban patriciate was that even in
the period of its untrammelled rule the nobility found itself compelled
to grant a certain amount of consideration to the non-noble strata of
honoratiores. Finally, the feuds and the deep mutual mistrust of the
great patrician families precluded the creation of a rational administra·
tive system on the Venetian pattern. Almost every"rhere, a few great
families, especially richly endowed with land and large followings of
clients and allied with numerous families of lesser wealth, confronted
each other for centuries, always attempting to exclude each other (and
each other's allies) from the offices and the economic opportunities of
the urban administration and, if possible, to drive each other from the
city altogether. -As in Mecca, at almost any given time one part of the

.nobility was decreed ineligible for municipal office, perhaps exiled and
frequently even-in contrast to the mutual "courtliness" observed in
Arabia-outlawed, in which case the victorious party would sequester
the pJ;Qperties of the vanquished; a reversal of poHtical fortunes simply
brought an exchange of roles.

A natural result of this situation was the fonnation of interlocal
interest groups. The creation of the Guelf and Ghibelline parties, how~
ever, was conditioned also by the politics of the Empire and by social
factors: the GhibeIlines, in the large majority of cases, were families
that had been vassals of the Imperial crown, or they were led by such
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families.]"· But for the r~maining aRd more aJt<!uring part, these for
mations had their origin in tfte clath .f intll:rests between competing
cities and, widlln. the cirie&, in the COMpeting: interests of interlocally
organized aristocratic eroupinyt. These a5SOciations, particularly that
of the Cuelf party, were pennani'nt 4lr~aniutions with statutes and
registers of war contributions Which determined-in a form similar to
that of the Gennan ROnuirzug roIps-what manpower contingents the
knighthood of individual cities had. to ,upply in the event of a levy.

Even though the services of the trained knighthood were decisive
in an military respects, already in the days of patrician rule the non·
knightly burgher could not be dis~nsod with for the financing of war
fare. The interests of this dass in a rational administration of justice,
on the one hand, and the ,mutual jealousy of the parties of the nobility
on the othel, caused the development in ItAly and some bordering areas
of the peculiar institution of an ari5tooretic professional officialdom
which exercised its functions, so to speak, in travelling the rounds: the
institution of the podesta. This official replaced the early administration
by consules drawn from the local aristocracy, executives who formally
were elected, although in fact the nomination was restricted to and COll

tested by only a few families.
The institution of the podesta originated in the perioo of the in

tense struggles between the co1ftmunt:~ and the Hooenstaufen emperors,
a time which had especially increased the need for internal unity and
the burdens on the iinancial capacity of the cities. Its high point was
reached in the first half of the thirteen", century. The podesta was an
elected official, in most cases called in from another community, ap
pointed for a short term of office, equipped with the highest judicial
power, and nonnelly paid a fi~ed salary [rather than in fees] which
made his compensation relatively high compared to that of the consules.
He was usually a nobleman, but by prt:ference one with a university
education .in the law. He was elected eiti!er by the councilor, as was
typical also for most other elections in Italy, by a committee of notables
appointed specifically for that purpose. The appointment frequently was
the subject of negotiations with the candidate's native commune, which
had to give its approval and which occa'ionally was requeste<,f to nomi~

nate a candidate. The granting of such a request was considered a
politically friendly act, the denial one of ftostile foreign policy. At times
we find a direct swap of l'0tUstii between two communes. The ap
pointees themselves not infrequently insiskd that ftostages be supplied as
insurance for good treatment; they ha88li'd for conditions like modem
professors and refused tJ.J:e can if the oier was not attractive enough.
The podesta :had to beini aloAg a b.ightly followiAg, and especially- his
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auxiliary personnel-not only the subalterns, but also the j\o1rists:, court
assistants, and deputies, often his entire staff, whom he paid from his
own funds. His essential task was the maintenance of public safety and
order, and above all of internal peace in the city-it was for this that
an outside official was needed; in addition he often held the military
command, and he always had control over the courts. All these duties
were performed under the supervision of the counciL His i!'lHuence on
legislation was everywhere rather limited. Not only was the person of
the podeskl frequently changed as a matter of principle, but also, and
intentionally, the locality from which he was called. On the other hand,
the communes seIldin~ out such officials seem to have placed some value
on seeing their dtize8li: officiate in as MAny positions abroad as possible.
Hanauer is certainly right in aSluming mat this had economic as well
as political motives: 18 The high sall!rioi paid abroad COftShtutW. a valu
able prebendal revenue SOUJ'Ce for the locailiobility.

The most importaRt aspects of Noie imititution arc fO\lnd in the very
formation of a noble profemonal ~cialdom, zl\d in tAe effect of the
podesta system on Ike development of the lAW. We begtll with the
former. In an investig&tiOtl of only sixteell O\I.t of sixty cities, Hanauer
docurpented, for the fourth decade of the thir~l\tft century, seventy
persons who had occupied two, and twenty who had held half a dozen
or more different pO&USM pocitions.17 Often a man made a life-long
career in such offices. For the century during wJ.ich the institution
flourished, Hanauer reckons with 5,iOO podesta terms of office to be
filled in the roughly sixty [larger] communes [of Imperial northern
Italy]'ls Some individual noble families provided candidates through
several generations. In addition, a -very large number of auxiliary officials
with legal training was required. Beyond the fact that a part of the
nobility was being schooled in the conduct of an impartial administra
tion which, in the nature of the case, was especially strictly supervised
by the public opinion of the employing communities, a second important
aspect has to be weighed. In order that the administration of justice by
a foreign-born podesta might be possible at all, the applicable law had
to be codified, rationally alaborated, and interlocally somewhat standard
ized. Whereas elsewh.ere it wai ~e interest of princes and their officials
in faCilitating the trat'lSfer of the latter from one place to another that

. led to rational codification of the Jew, and especially to u,e propagation
of Roman law, in Italy it was v"e institution of the podesta. .~_

In its most typical fOrM, thii institutiOl\ was a phenomenon limited
essentially to the Mediterraftean area. But sOMe paraiIels eM be found
al~? in the North-i. Regushurg, for instance, WAere in 1334 natives
were excluded flOlll the oact: of Ilhe B_~s~ alld a hight from
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out of town was called in, who was then succeeded by "foreign" mayors
for an entire century. This produced a period of relative internal peace
in a city that had previously been wracked Dy feuds between the patri.
cian families and wars with exiled noblemen. 19

4. English Cit)' Oligarchies and Their Constraint
by the Royal Administration

In Venice the formation of an urb~n nobility grew without break
out of a very pronounced regilT ent of h':lJZoratiores, al:d in the remain
ing ItaHan communes patrici~m rule characterized the beginning of city
development. In the North, by contrast, the formation of a dosed patri
ciate proceeded on a different basis and, in part, from quite opposite
motivations. The development of the English city olig:uchy presents
an extreme but "typical" case.

The deCisive element in shaping English urban development was
the power of the crown, even though it did not ;;onfront the city from
as firm a position during the early period-not even during the period
after th~ Norman conquest-as it could command later. William the
Conqueror did not attempt to take London by force after the battle of
Hastings; aware of the fact that possession of this city had always been
crucial for aspirants to the English throne, he obtained the homage of
the burghers by treaty. For even though, under the Anglo-Saxons, the
bishop and the portreeve appointed by the king had been the "legiti
mate" authorities of the city-to whom consequently also the charter
of the Conqueror was addressed-the votes of the London patriciate had
carried a decisive weight in nearly every election of tile ;\nglo-Saxon
kings. The burghers even held that without their voluntary consent
the English royal prerogatives did not include rule over their city, and
as late as in King Stephen's time,20 their agreement was indeed de
cisive. Nevertheless, once he had received the oath of homage, the Con
queror built his Tower in London, and thereafter the city, like any
other, was in principle subject to taxation at the king's discretion.

During the Nonnan period, the military importance of the cities
diminished as a result of the uni6cation of the kingdom, the decline of
threats from the outside, and the rise of the great feudal barons. The
feudal lords now constructed their fortified castles outside the cities. ,
thus setting into motion the separation of the burghers from the feudal
military power which, as we shall see later, was characteristic for the
non-Italian Occident. In contrast to the Italian towns, the English cities
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at that time almost completely lost the dominance over the countryside
which they formerly seem to have possessed in the form of extensive
city "marches"; they became corporate bodies essentially orie:lted to eco
nomic pursuits. The barons, for their part, began here-as everywhere
-to found cities of their own to which they granted privileges of very
varying extent. But nowhere in England do we hear of violent uprisings
of the citizenry against the king or other cii)' lords, nor of usurpations
by meam of which a royal or seigneurial castle might have been broken
or, as in Italy, the lord might have been forced to transfer it out of the
city. Nor do we hear of a burgher militia created to fight the city lord,
to obtain by violent means the right to an autonomous jurisdiction with
elected officials instead of the judges appointed. by the king, and to
defend the application of a special urban law. To be sure, royal grar"ts
created in England, too, special urban courts which had the privilege
to grant the burghers a rational trial procedure without duels and which
had enough autonomy to be able to reject certain innovations of the
~oyal trial procedure, in particular the trial by jury. But the creation
of the law itself remained ~rmly in the hands of the king and the royal
courts. TIle king granted the special courts to the cities in order to re
tain them on his side against the feudal nobility, so that to this extent
they, too, profited from the typical conflicts of the feudal period.

Much more important than these court privileges, however, was the
autonomy in fiscal administration which the cities managed to obtain
over time. This fact in itself confirms the superior position of the crown.
From the point of view of the kings up to the time of the Tudol'S, the
city was primarily an object of taxation. The privileges of the burghers,
the gratia emendi et vendendi [the rights to buy and sell] and ~e trade
monopoli'es, had their counterpart in tax burdens also specific to urban
citizens. Tax collection, however, was farmed out, and the most im·
portant applicants for these tax farms, next to the rich burghers, were
the wealthier royal officials. The burghers increasingly succeeded in

, excluding their competitors and in obtaining from the king, for a lump·
sum, the right to collect their own taxes (the firma burgi) j Z1 by means
of special payments and gifts they also secured additional privileges,
the most important being the right to elect the sheriff.

Despite the presence of groups with pronounced. seigneurial inter·
ests in the urban citizenry, purely economic and financial interests were
ultimately decisive for the constitution of the English city. The coniur
atio of the Continent is to be found in English cities, too, but here
it typically took the form of a -[single] monopolistic city guild. This is
not true everywhere-in·London, for instance, it did not arise. But in
numerous other cities the guild, as the guarantor of the urban fiscal
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obligations, became the decisive union of the city. Like the Richerzeche
in Colugne, it often bestowed the citizenship rights. In manorial cities
it was usually the city guild which secured an allwnomous court, but
its jurisdiction was exercised over the townsmen as guild members
rather than as burghers. Nearly everywhere the city guild was in fact,
although not in law, the governing association of the city. For in law
it was still true that burghers were all those who shared the "bourgeois"
burdens owing to the king (guard and military duties, court service,
tax payments) with the other townsmen. Hence not only residents were
burghers, but as a rule also aU the neighboring landowners, the "gen
try." In particular, the London commune included in the twelfth cen
tury among its members nearly all the great noble bishops and official,
of the country, because they all owned town houses in the city, the !eat
of the king and of the administrative -agencies-a phenomenon whicA
has its parallels in republican Rome, but is much more interesting J5c.
cause of the characteristic deviations from the Roman conditions. &'y
individual who was unable to share in the burden of the collective
tax guarantee and -paid the royal taxes only from assessment to alle3l
ment-thus primarly anyone not wealthy-was eo ipw excluded f1'Ol'ft
the stratum of active burghers.

All privileges of the City rested on royal and seigneurial grants wftich,
however, were interpreted rather freely. Of course thk was true in Italy
too. In one respect, however, city development in England too1: aft

entirely different course from that of Italy: The cities became, within
the system of Estates, privileged corporations whose organs~
definite individual rights derived from the aC(juisition of special legal
titles; they held these in the same way as individual barons or trading
corporations held their specific rights obtained by individual grant. This
development came once the concept of the corporation was finally ad
mitted into English law. The transition was fluid from the privileged
"cornpany"u to a city guild and from there to the incorporated city. The
special legal status of the English burghers thus was compoted of a
bundle of privileges obtained within the partly feudal, partly patrimonial
overall association of the kingdom; it did not derive from memherMHp
in an autonomous association which had organized its own syHem ..
political domination.

Let us recapitulate the development in its rough outlines. IPlitially
the English cities were compulsory associations burdened by tM: kin8'
with liturgical obligations-only with different ones than the villages.
Later on, in the period of massive new city foundations eq\1ipped by
the king or manorial lords with economic or legal privileges, a basic
equality of rights for all burghers with urban landholdingl aRd a certaiJl
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limited t\l.tonomy of the cities was established. The initially private
guilds came to be accepted as the guarantors of the cities' fiscal obliga
tions and were acknowledged in royal charters. Ultimately the towns
would be endowed with the rights of a corporation.

London developed into a "commune" in the Continental sense.
Henry I [1100-1 135] had granted the residents the right to elect the
sheriff, and from the end of the twelfth century we nnd the commune
M an association of the burghers, recognized by King John [Lackland,
II99-I216], with a mayor who, like the sheriff, was elected, and with
Mdermenz, who, from the late thirteenth century. joined together with
an equal number of elected councillors to form a city council. The farm
ing by the commune of the Middlesex sheriff's office initiated its domi
nation over the surrounding districts. By the fourteenth century the
nayor of London bore the title "lord."

The majority of the remaining cities, however, remained--or better,
became after temporary but abortive attempts to form political com
Klunes-simple compulsory associations with certain special privileges
and firmly regulated rights of corporate autonomy. The development
of the "craft" constitution (Zunftverfassung) will have to be discussed
later,21 but it may be pointed out already here that it did not alter the
basic character of the cities. It was the king who mecliqted the dispute
over predominance between the "crafts" and the honoratiores. The cities
continued to be under obligation to grant the crown's tax demands until
the strengthening of the Estates permitted the creation, in Parliament,
of a. collective protection against discretionary taxation which no indi
vidual city, nor even all the cities together in joint action, had been
able to obtain by virtue of independent power. The rights of active
citizenship, however, remained hereditary rights of corporation members
which it was possible to acquire through purchase of membership in
certain associations. The difference between the English and the Con
tinental development, although to some extent only a difference of
degree, is nevertheless of basic significance: because of the particular
form which the English law of corporations assumed, the notion of the
commune as a territorial institution did never arise in England.

The reason for this contrast is to be sought in the power of the
royal administration, always unbroken and extended even further after
the accession of the Tudors, which constituted the basis for the political
unity of the country and for the unity of its law. It is true that the
royal administration was always strictly supervised by the Estates, and
that it had to rely on the collaboration of the honoratiores. But "this very
E.ct had the consequence that the economic and political interests [of
the notabksJ were oriented not to the individual closed urban com-
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mune, but rather to the central administration whence they expected
economic opportunities and social advantages, guaranteed monopolies
and aid against violators of their own privileges. The crown, which was
financially and administratively utterly dependent upon the privileged
strata, feared these groups. But the political strategy of the English
kings was essentially one of rule through the central parliament. In the
main they tried to inBuencethe urban constitutions and the composi
tion of the city councils only in the interest of their parliamentary elec
tion politics; hence they supported the oligarchy of notables. The urban
notables, for their part, could find a guarantee for their monopoly posi
tion vis-a-vis the non-privileged strata in the central administration, and.
only there.

In the absence of a bureaucratic apparatus of their own, and in fact
precisely because of the centralization of administration, the kings were
dependent on the cooperation of the notables. The power at the burghers
in England was based not on their own military might, but mainly on
the "negative" foundation that the feudal administration, in spite of its
relatively advanced technical development, was unable to maintain a
truly permanent domination over the country without the constant
support of the economically powerful honoratiores. For the military
power of the large majority of English cities was comparatively unim
portant in the MHdie Ages. The financial power of the townsmen,
however, was considerable. But it was exerted collectively-within the
status union of the commoners represented in Parliament-as the power
of an estate of privileged urban interests. It was around this grouping
that all interests transcending the utilization of purely local monopolieS
revolved. Here ·we thus find for the first time an interlocal, national
bourgeoisie. The increasing power of the burghers in Parliament and
within the royal administration, which was conducted through the
justices of the peace-their power, that is, in the national polity of
notables--prevented the development of a strong movement for political
independence in the individual communes. Not the local interests of
municipalities as such, but the interlocal interests of the townsmen,
formed the basis for the political unification of the bourgeoisie. The
same development also favoured the bourgeois and mercantile character
of the English city oligarchy. The development of the English cities
thus was similar to that in Germany until about the thirteenth century.
But thereafter it increasingly turned into a domination of the "gentry,"
which was never again broken; this contrasts with the at least relative
democracy developing in Continental cities. The offices, above all that
of the alderman, which originally had been based on annual elections.
came increasingly to be occupied for life and frequently came to be
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fiUed either by cooptation or as patronage of neighboring manorial lords.
For reasons already indicated the royal administration supported this
development, just as the ancient Roman administration had supported
the oligarchy of the landed nobility in the dependent cities.

5- Rule of the Council-Patriciate and of the Crafts
in Northern Europe

The conditions of development in the Continental cities of northern
Europe differed from those of either England or Italy. In some cases
the rise of the patriciate in this area was based on status and economic
differences already present at the time of creation of the burgher as·
sodation. This was true even for newly founded cities: The 24 coniura
tares fori in Freiburg, from the very beginning, were privileged in tax
matters and appointed as cqnsules of the new city. However, in the
rnJijority of newly founded cities-and even in many Northern maritime
cities which by their very nature tended toward a merchant plutocracy
-the formal closure of the group of families qualified for a seat on the
council came about only gradually. Typically the frequently existing
formal right of the officiating council to propose its successors, or the
mere habit of following its advice, or perhaps simply the social weight
of the circles in question together with the objective need to keep ex
perienced men in the council, ultimately led to the de facto practice
of replenishing the council through cooptation, and thus of surrender
ing the executive boards of the city to a dosed circle of privileged families.
It will be remembered how easily a similar development can occur even
under modern conditions: in Hamburg, for instance, the complementaw

tion of the Senate has recently sometimes tended in the same direction,
in spite of the right of the House of Burgesses to elect the senators. We
9nnot pursue the details here; at any rate, such tendencies have as
serted themselves everywhere, the only variation consisting in the extent
to which they have found formal legal expression. _.

The patrician families monopolizing the council seats coUld eve:r
where maintain this closure easily only as long as no strong contrast
of interests arose between them and the excluded part of theci-tizenry.
But once such conflicts emerged, or once the self-esteem of the outs,
based on growing wealth and educatio:n-, and their eeonomie-dis~__
bility for administrative work had risen to a point where they could no
longer tolerate the idea of being excluded from power, the makings of
new revolutions were at hand. Their agents were once again swom



burgher unions, but behind these new unions stood-at time directly
identical with them-the craft guilds (Zunfte). In connection with
this period one has to be careful not to identify the tenn Zunft pri
marily or even exclusively with the artisan guilds of the handicraft
workers. The movement against the patrician families was in its first
period. by no means a movement primarily of the artisans. Only in the
further course of events, which we shall have to discuss later [sec. iv
below], did the artisans assume an autonomous role. In the fiest period
they were almost always led by the non-artisan "crafts." The variable
success of the "craft" revolutions could in extreme cases lead, as we
shall see, to a composition of the council exclusively of representatives
of the craft guilds and to the tying of full citizenship to membership'
in one of the "crafts."

Only this rise of the "crafts" signified the real seizure of power, or
at least general participation in the rule, of the "bourgeois" classes in
the economic sense of the term. Wherever "craft"-rule (Zunftherrschaft)
was installed at all effectively, this coincided with the peak of the city's
external power and its greatest internal political independence.

The similarity of these "democratic" developments with the fate of
the ancient city is very striking. Most cities of Antiquity experienced a
similar early period of growth as "cities of the nobility," beginning
roughly with the seventh century B.C., and a later rapid spurt to politi
cal and economic power which was accompanied by the development of
Democracy or at least a _trend in this direction. These similarities exist
even though the ancient po~s arose from a very different historical
background. We shall 6rst haf,ic to compare the ancient patrician .city
with the medieval one.

6. Family-Charismatic Kingdoms in Antiquity

The Mycenaean culture of the Greek mainland, at least in Tiryns
and Mycenae itself, must have been based on a patrimonial kingship of
Oriental character, though of far smaller dimensions, supported by
forced labor.2s Its buildings, unequalled be~ore the classical period, are
inconceivable without forced labor of the subjects. On the frontiers of
the Hellenic cultural area of that day towards the Orient, on Cyprus,
there even seems to have existed a state which---quite in the Egyptian
manner-employed a script for purposes of billing and list-keeping: a
bureaucratic patrimonial storehouse administration. By contrast, even
in Athens of the classical period administration was still conducted al
most completely verbally and without the usc of writing. This script,
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and in fact the entire culture, later disappeared without leaving a trace.
The "cat<!logue of ships" of the Hind lists hereditary kings who rule

over lorge territories, each of which contains several and in some cases
numerous localities which later were known as cities, but which then
probably w<::re mere castles;26 a great ruler like Agamemnon was pre
pared to give several of these in fief to. Achilles. In Troy we find the
old men from noble houses, exempt from military service because of
their age, acting as advisors to the king. Hector is considered the Tro
jan war-king, while Priam himself has to be fetched for the conclusion
of treaties. Only one written document is mentioned, and this may
actually have been in symbols [rather than in regular script].2T But all
other relationships described in the epics rule out the existence of a
regular administration based on forced labor and a patrimonial king
ship. Homeric kingship rests on famjly charisma. However, the epic
can ascribe also to Aeneas, a foreigner to the city, the hope of obtain
ing King Priam's office if he were to kill Achilles, for kingship is con
ceived as an office-like "dignity" rather than as a possession. The king
is leader of the army and participates with the nobles in the court. ses
sions; he represents the group before the gods and to outsideI'$, and is
furnished with a special royal domain. But his power, especially in ,the
Odyssey, is essentially that of a chieftain, based on personal influence
rather than on regulated authority. The military (normally maritime)
expeditions, too, have for the noble families more of the character of
the knightly aventiuTe of a leader with his companlons than that of a
military levy; the companions of Odysseus are caned hetairai, just like
the later folJowership of the Macedonian kings. The long-term absence
of the king is not con~idered a source of serious trouble. While Odys.
seus is away, there is no king at all in Ithaca; he entrusts his house to
Mentor, who has no share in the royal "dignity." The army is an army
of knights; individual combat decides the battle, and the ordinary foot
soldier plays a very minor role.

In some parts of the Homeric poems an urban political "market"
[the agora] is mentioned. If Ismaros is called a polis, this could mean
"castle," but in any case·it is not the castle of an individual, but that of
the Ciconians. 28 In the description of the scenes on the shield of Achil.
les, the elders of the wealthy and militarily powerful sibs are shown sit.
ting in the market [agora] holding court; the people, as in the Gennanic
folkthing, stand in a circle and accompany the speeches of the parties
with applause. 29 Telemachos' complaint is discussed in the market by
the military notables under the direction of the herald.

The nobles, including the kings, are landed lords and ship owners
who move into battle on chariots. But only those resident in the city
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have a share in the power. The fact that King Laertes lives on his
country estate signifies that he is in retirement. The sons of the noble
sibs, as among the Gennanic tribes, join as followers (hetairai) in the
aventiure of a hero-in the Odyssey, that of the king's 'son. Among the
Phaeacians the nobility asserts the right to collect from the people part
of the cost of hospitality gifts.30 It is nowhere stated in the Homeric
epics that all rural inhabitants are regarded as dependent peasants or
servants of the urban nobility, hut free peasants are not mentioned
either. The treatment of the 6gure of Thersites, at any rate, indicates
that even the common conscript, who does not go into battle in a
chariot, occasionally dares to speak up against the lords-but then this
is also taken as rank insolence.31 Yet, even the king performs domestic
chores, constructs his own bed, and ditches his garden. His war com
panions row their boat themselves. The purchased slaves, on the other
hand, may hope to obtain a kleros [land lot] of their own;32 the differ
ence between the purchased slave and the "client" endowed with a lot
of land, which was to be so pronounced later on in Rome, does not yet
exist. Relations are patriarchal; the household economy satisfies all nor·
mal uses. The Greeks used their own ships for piracy; their participa
tion in trade was merely paSSive, while the active side was sti1l con-
ducted by the Phoenicians. .

In addition to the "market" and the town-living habits of the na
bility, two other phenomena are 'of great importance. One is the insti·
turion of the agon [contest], which later was to dominate the entire
conduct of life. It arose naturally from the knightly concept of honor
and the military training of the youths on the exercise grounds. In or
ganized form it awears above all in the funeral cult of war heroes
(Patroklos).u Even in the Homeric period it already dominates the
style of life of the nobility. The other important phenomenon is the
completely unrestrained relationship-in spite of a certain fearful re
spect (deisidaimonia)-to the gods, whose treatment in the epics was
lare, to be so painful to Plato [e.g., Re!",blic, bk. II, 3?6E-385B]. ·This
lack of religious respect of the heroic society could arise only in the wae
of migrations, especially of overseas migrations, and thus in areas in
which the people did not have to live with old temples and close to
the ancestral graves.

While the noble cavalry of the historic patrician polis is absent from
the Homeric poems, it is striking that the hopIite battle order, which
arose only much later with the disciplined organization of foot soldiers
in rank and file, does indeed seem to be mentioned: evidence that
widely different petiods left their tra,ces in the epics .

The historical period prior to the development of the tyrannis knows
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famiIy-eharismatic kingship, apart from Sparta and a few other examples
(Cyrene), only in institutional survivals or from tr<!ditions such as we
have for many cities of Hellas, Etruria, Latium, and for Rome. It was
always a kingship over an individual polis, £amily-eharismatic, equipped
with religious authority, but ndrinally (excepting Sparta and the Ro
man tradition} furnished only with some honorific privileges over the
nobility who, fin fah, were sometimes also described as "kings." The
example of Cyrene shows that there, too, the king owed the source of
his power, his treasure, to the middle-man trade, whether he traded
himself for his own account or exacted fees for the controls he imposed
and the protection he granted.s~ It was probably the rise of knightly
warfare, with the attendant military independence of noble families who
maintained their own chariots and followings and who themselves
owned ships, that shattered the monopoly of the kings. TIlis would be
especially true for the period after the collapse of the great Oriental
empires, the Egyptian as well as the Hittite [about 1200 B.C.], with
which the Mycenaean kingdoms had been in contact, while other great
monarchies such as the Lydian had as yet not developed; that is, after
the breakdown of the trade monopolies and the forced-labor state of the
Oriental kings which the Mycenaean culture reRected en miniature. It
was probably also this collapse of the economic foundations of royal
power which made possible the so-called Doric migrations [ca. I10lr

900 B.C.]. This time saw the beginning of the migrations of the sea
faring knighthood to the coasts of Asia Minor, where Homer does not
yet report any Hellenic settlements and where at the time no strong
political associations existed. The entry of the Hellenes into active par
ticipation in trade began at the same time.

7. The Ancient Patrician City lIS a Coastal
Settle.lrent of Warriors

At the~g of known history we·find the typical patrician city
of Antiquity." It was always a coastal city. Up to the time of Alexander
and the Semnite wars in Italy [late fourth century !J.e.1 no polis was
further reIIlOMd. from the sea than a day's journey. Outside the area
of the polis we find only villages C......) with unstable political as
sociations of "tribes" (l{}YrJ). A polis which was dissolved on its own
initiative or by' the enemy would he "dioikized" into villages. A real
or fictitious act of synoilUsmos, on the other hand, was considered the
origin of the city: the '''settling together" of the sibs into or around a
fortified castle on command of the king or by free agreement. Such
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acts were also in the Middle Ages nor entirely unknown: thus we have
the 5ynoiki~mo, of Aquila descrihed by (;Dthein, and one at the foun
dation of Alessandria."" But the fundamental nature of such act.. was
much more dearly defined in Antiquity than in the Middle Ages. The
aernal permanent living together was nat a fundamental aspect: like
the medieval nohle families, those of Antiquity in part continued to
reside in their country castles (as for example in EIis), or they at least
owned country houses in addition to their urban seats. De<:elea, for
instance, was the castle of a noble dan, and many Attic villages as well
as some of the Roman trihus were named after such castles. The ,ter
ritory of Teos was divided into "towers,"H For all that, the center of
gravity of the nobility's power lay in the city. The political and eco
nomic m~ters of the countryside, the manor lords, financiers of trade
and creditors of the peasantry, all were astoi-Le., "town-dwelling"
noble families,s8 and the actual transplantation of the rural nobility into
the cities continued apace. By the classical period the rural castles had
been broken. The burial grounds (nekropoleis) of the noble clans had
always been in the cities.

The truly fundamental element in t'he formation of a polis, how
ever, was always thought to be the fraternization of the sibs into a cult
community; the replacement of the prytaneia of individual families by
a common prytaneion of the city in which the prytans took their com
munal meals. In Anti~uity this formation of a "fraternity" did not only
mean, as in the Middle Ages, that the coniuratio of the burghers, in be
coming a comune, also adopts a saint for the city. The confraternity cf
AntiCluity signified much more: the very foundation of a new local com
mensal and etlltic community, for there was no common church, as in
the Middle Ages, of which everyone was already a member before the
formation of the City fraternity. To be sure, Antiquity had always known
illterlocal cults in addition to those of local deities. But the form of re
ligious activity most central for everyday life was the cult of the individ
ual clan, which in the Middle Ages did not exist, and this was always
firmly closed to outsiders and thus an impediment to fraternization.
Such family cults were almost as severely restricted to the members as
were the cults of India, and only the absence of magical taboo-barriers
made the confratemization possible. Even then the principle remained
that the spirits revered by the dan would accept sacrifices only from
clan'tnembers; the same held for all other associations.

Among the associations which entered into a fraternal relationship
. in the cultic city-association we find, significant already at a very early
stage and surviving into very late periods, the phylae and phratries in
which everyone had to be a member to be considered a -eitizen. About
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the phratries -we can with certitude say that they reach back into a
time antedating the polis. Later they were primarily cult associations,
but also exercised some other functions; in Athens, for example, they
passed judgment on the military capability of the young and the related
capacity for inheritance. Hence they must originally have been military
associations, corresponding to the "men's house" which we have already
discussed [ch. IX:2 and elsewhere}; the very term was preserved in the
Doric warrior states (andreion) and also in Rome (c1~ria derives from
coviria) a~ the designation for the subdivisions of the military associa
tion which had confratemized to form the polis. The meal communities
(syssitia) of the Spartan full citizens, the severance of men in the mili
tary age group from their families for the length of their full service lia
bility. and the communal training of the boys in military asceticism
-all these were elements of the general type of' education associated
with the primeval warrior associations of the tribal youths. But outside
some Doric a~ociations, this radical militaristic semi-eommunism of the
warrior associations was nowhere developed in historical times, and even
in Sparta itself it unfolded in its fun harshness only during the military
expansion of the Spartan demos, after the destruction of the nobility, for
the sake of maintaining discipline and safeguarding the status equality
of all warriors. In the normal phratries of other cities, by contrast, the
noble families or houses (yl'YT), <.>I/(OI) alone supplied the ruling noubles,
as the inscriptions uf the Demotionidai show for the old clan which had
its castle in Decelea.3~ In the Draconian code of Athens [621 B.C.], for
instance, this is still reflected in that the "ten best men" of the phratry
-that is, the most powerful ones because of their wealth-are to decide
on reconciliation or blood revenge [in the case of manslaughter].'o

In the urban constitution of later periods the phratries were treated
as subdivisions of the phylae (and in'Rome: of the three old personal
tribus) into which the· ordinary Hellenic city was divided. The term
phyle (tribe) is technically associated with the polis; the word for a
nop.-urban "tribe" is l{}Yuv, not IfUA~. In the historical period the phyla~

had everywhere become artificial subdivisions of the polis, created for
the purpose of assigning regular turns in, the bearing of public burdens,
in the sequence of balloting, and in the occupancy of offices, as well as
for the organization of the army, and for the distribution of the yields
of state enterprise, of booty and of conquered territories (thus in the
allocation of land [after the prehistoric Doric conquest] on Rhodes).{l
At the same time, of course, they were also cult associations, as all--even
the rationally formed-associations of early periods have always been.
Artificial creations were also the typical th;:ee phylae of the Dorians, as
is already indicated by the very name of the third: Pamphylae [i.e., "all
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tribes"l, which finds a counterpart in the Romari tradition about the
tribus of the Luceres.u The origin of the phylae may frequendy have
been a compromise between a resident stratum of warriors and a newly
entering conquering group; this may also explain the two Spartan royal
families with unequal rank, which again had a counterpart in the
Roman tradition of an original dual kingship. In the historical period
the phylae were in all cases putely personal, rather than territorial,
associations, headed by a "king of the phyle" (phylobasileus) who
initially was an hereditary family-eharismatic chief and later an elected
official.

Members of the phylae and phratries, tribus and curiae were. as
l'active" or "passive" citizens, all participants in the army of the polis,
but only the members of the nohle dans were "active" citizen£-i.e.,
only they shared in the offices of the city. Hence the term denoting a
"citizen" is at times directly identical with the word for a member of
the patrician "families." The attribution of a family w the nobility was
here, as elsewhere, without doubt originally tied w the family-eharismatic
dignity of the district chieftaincy; with the advent of chariot warfare
and castle construction, however, it seems to have become a function
of castle ownership. During the pericxl of polis monarchy, the formation
of new nobility must have come about as easily as did in the early
Middle Ages_ the rise into the circle of fief holders of any family adher·
ing to a knightly style of life. But in historical times only a member of
the patriciate (patricius, eupatrides). could validly communicate, as
priest or official, with the gods of the polis through conducting the
sacrifices or consulting the oracles (auspicia). As a rule the individual
patrician families also had their own gods, different from those of the
polis, and their own cults at their ancestral seats-signs of their pre
urban origin. On the other hand, an office priesthood existed beside
the family-eharismatic priesthood reserved to certain patrician families,
but there was never a general priestly monopoly of communication with
the gods, such as prevailed almost everywhere in Asia, for the urban
magistrates: had the power to perform such functions. Nor was there a
priesthood that was independent from the polis, apart from the few large
interlocal sanctuaries such as Delphi; priest!" Iwere appointed by the
city, and even the Delphic shrines were not~ by an autonomous
hierocracy. Initially they were under the authority of a neighboring
polis, and after the destruction of the latter in the cowse of a holy
war, several adjacent communes formed an arnphictyony which exerted
a very crose cOntrol. The political and economic power of great temples
-as manorial lords. owners of ergasteria, money lenders to private
peISOns and, above all, to slates (whose war hoards they held in de
posit), and as deposit banks in general--<lid not change 1he fact that
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both on the Greek mainland, and even more so in the overseas colonial
settlements, the polis retained and indeed increasingly expanded its
power over the wealth of the gods and the priesdy benefices. The final
·result in HeIlas was the filling of priestly offices by way of public auc
tions. It seems that the rule of the military nobility was decisive for this
development which was completed during the rule of the demos. The
sanctuaries, the sacred law, and magic norms of all kinds at that time be
came instruments of power in the hands of the nobility.

The nobility of a polis was not unconditionally closed; the acceptan~e

of individual outside lords who had moved from their castles into the
city together with their clients (as in the case of the gens Claudia), and
mass "promotions" like that of the gentes minores in Rome,U occllrred
in Antiquity just as later in Venice, although this was probably more
frequent in the very early peric~ than later. Nor was the nobility a
purely local, territorially limited community. A.ttic noblemen, such as
Miltiades, held large seigneuries outside of the city territory, and every
wh~re, just as in the Middle Ages, interlocal connections were especially
prevalent among the noble strata.

In its economic nature, the property of the nobility was predomi
nantly seigneurial. The prestations of slaves, serfs, and clients---cate
gories which will be discussed later-supplied the domestic needs. Even
after the disappearance of the old type of bondage and of clientage,
most wealth remained landed and agricultural. For this we can find a
parallel in the Babylonian patriciate: at the division of the assets of the
Babylonian trading house which for generations appears most frequently
in the documents, that of the Egibi, urban and rural landed property,
slaves, and cattle appear as the main holdings." The source of this
economic power of the typical urban nobility, however, was in Hellas
as in Babylon and in the Middle Ages the direct and indirect participa
tion in trade and shipping. This was accepted as in accord with patrician
status up into a late period, and only in Rome did it come to he entirely
fOrbidden for senatoIS. In the ancient world, as in the Orient and in the
European Middle Ages, urban residence was sought precisely for the
sake of these profit opportunities. The wealth accumulated in this way
was used to practice usury against the peasants who, as inhabitants of.
the countryside, were excluded from political power. Massive debt servi
tude was the result, and the best rent-produ.cing land (in Attica: the (i 't

'!f'(8[a, the lands in the plain) accumulated in the hands of the astoi,

while the hilI-sides (the seats of the Diacrii), which could not produce
a rent, were everywhere held by the peasantry!S The seigneurial power
of the urban patriciate thus originated to a large extent in urban pronts.
The endebted peasants either continued as stan.."Croppers or were pressed
directly into COIJee lab- ..r ~o work beside the true serfs of the old type
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which had its origin in seigneurial relations. Purchased slaves began
to assume some importance. Nowhere, however, not even in patrician
Rome, did the free peasantry entirely disappear; this is as true of
Antiquity-and perhaps even more so-as it is of the Middle Ages. The
tradition about the struggles in Rome between patriciate and plebs
dearly indicates that these conflicts were not caused by problems of a
manorial social structure; but by incompatibiIiti~ of a quite different
-and indeed. opposite-kind.

Anyone nOt belonging to the urban, clan~associated, and militarily
trained warriorsh~and that means above all any free rural resident:
agroikos,. perioikos, plebeius-was economically at the mercy of the urban
nobles. This was due to a number of factors: The exclusion from aU
political power, which also meant the exclusion from active participation
in an judiciary activity at a time when the determination of law had not
yet assumed a form strictly bound by finn rules; the necessity-which
follows from the above-to give gifts or to enter into a client relation
ship with an urban nobleman in order to obtain a court finding in one's
favor; and finally; again not unc6nnectd, the severity of the law of
debtorship. The spatial mobility of the peasantry, however, and the possi
bility of buying land in a new locality, apparently ~as relatively large
during the patncian period, as is shown by the case of Hesiod's family!G
,This was in sharp contrast to later periods, to the "hopJite city," and
even more so to radical Democracy. The free urban artisans and the
non~patrician small merchants, by contrast, probably were in a position
similar to that of the Muntmannen of the Middle Ages.H In early Rpme
the king ~em.<; to have had a certain tutelary power over this group,
similar to the'relationship between patron and dient, just as did the
city lord of the early Middle Ages. Occasionally we find traces of liturgi
cal organizations of artisans: the Roman centmiae of military artisans,
for instance, may have had this origin.u We do not know whether the
artisans had ever been organized into guest-tribes, as was the rule in
Asia and also in pre-Exile Israel; at any rate, there is nO trace of a
ritualistic segregation in die manner of the Indian castes.

8. Ancient and Me.dieval Patrician Cities:
Contrasts and Similarities

The stereotyped number of phylae, phratries, or sibs in the organiza
tion of the ancient patrician city constitutes one obvious contrast to the
patrician city of the Middle Ages. Their origin in military and religious
units is reBccted in this fact, The ancient city arose as a ~mmunity of
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warriors settling together, and this explains these divisions, just as the
"hundreds" of the Germanic tribes can be explained from settlement
in military groupings. It is this origin of the ancient city, as we shall
see further on [ef. sec. v:6 below1, which causes the structural differences
between the patrician period here and in the Middle Ages. Other
causes are, of course, to be found in the different enVironments. The
medieval dty arose in the context of large continental patrimonial realms
and in opposition to their political authorities, the city of Antiquity on
the sea coast and in the neighborhpod of peasant and barbarian peo
ples; the latter had its origin in city trlonarchies, the former in the con
flict with feudal or episcopal city lords.

'. In spite of these differences, whenever political conditions were
similar this also found expression in similarities of the formal features of
city development. We saw how the position of the city monarch in
Venice, which for a time had been truly dynastic and patrimonial, was
formally changed through the prohibition of appointing a coregent and
qItimately through' the transformation of the doge into a preSident of
the corporation of the nobility, and thus into an office-holder. The
corresponding development in Antiquity was that from the city king·
ship to the magistracy with a one-year tenure. In Antiquity, too, the
appointment of coregents had considerable significance in the early
period, which Mommsen in particular has emphasized.4g This can be
deduced from such phenomena as: The role of the Roman interrex;'o
the residues of nn earlier practice of the appointment of successors and
colleagues by the incumbent (appointment of the dictator by the consul;
admission to candidateship and conduct of the election of a new official
by the old-this was considered a precondition for a valid installment);
the original restriction of the Roman community in elections to mere
acclamation, and then to a choice between only those candidates pro
posed or (later) admitted by the magistrates. In Greece, however, the
development from city monarchy to an annulil magistracy under the

'control of the nobility differs in formal respects m~ch more strongly
from the Venetian model than does the course of events in Rome.
Furthermore, the development of medieval European city constitutions
outside Venice also shows' important differences from the Venetian
type.

The fully developed rule of the nobility everywhere replaced the
Homeric council of the elders no longer fit for military service by a
council of the noble families. This could be a council of the family
heads, such as the patrician Senate of early Rome, the Spartan council
of the yt"pW,X(Il-i.e., of those to whom honorific gifts (of their clients)
were due, and the old Attic council of prytans elected by the clans
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organized in naucraries. n The Middle Ages knew this stage also, hut
not in quite so consistent a ~ematization, which in Antiquity was due
to the religious signi6cance of the sibs. Or else it might be a council
of former officials, like the later Attic Areopagus and the Roman Senate
of historical times.5t For this latter type the Middle Ages have only
modest parallels in the form of the admission of past burgomasters and
councillors to the council sessions: the military and also religious charac
ter of the ancient magistracy fumished even the past incumbents with
far more enduring signi6cance than the offices of the medieval city
could ~o. But in both periods it was always a limited number of noble
families in mutual rivalry-at times, as during the rule of the Bacchiadae
in Cori~th, IS8 only a single one-which held the power and alternated
in the offices. As in all systems ot domination by notables, including that
of the Middle Ages, the number of people who ever held office in the
patrician polis was very small. Wherever the rule of the nobility was at
least de facto maintained. as in Rome, this remained pez:manently so.

Patrician rule also shows other similarities in the Middle Ages and
in Antiquity. Feuds between the noble families, exile of the vanquished
and their retum by force of arms, wars between the knighthoo:l of dif
ferent cities (in Antiquity, e.g., the ''Le1antine'' war),H all these can be
equally found in both periods. In both periods, too, the countryside was
outside the law. Whenever they could, the cities of Antiquity, like
those of the Middle Ages, forced other cities into clientage: the Spartan
cities of the perioikoi,&& later those riJJed by hannosts,55 and the numerous
communities subject to Athens and Rome .6nd their parallel in the
Venetian mainland realm (the terra ferma) and the towns subjugated
by Florence, Genoa, and other cities, and ·administered by their officials.

9. Economic Character of the Ancient and
Medieval Patriciate

Economically, the urban patrician families of Antiquity and the
Middle Ages were above all charaClerized by the fact that they were
rentiers. In both periods noble status was determined by a knightly style
of life, and not by ancestry alone. The medieval patriciate included the
families of former princely servitors (ministeriales) together with those
of free vassals and knights (especially in Italy), as well as those of free
land owners who, after coming into some wealth, had assumed the
knightly manner of living. In Germany and in Italy some of the pa
trician families retained thdr castles outside of the city, where they
withdrew durin;g the stnJggle~ Virith the craft guilds and from which
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for long periods they conducted feuds with the cities which had expelled
them. In Gennany the best known example probably is the family of
the Auers in Regenshurg.S1 These knightly strata, joined together in the
feudal associations, were the true magnari and nobili of the Italian
tenninology. The knightly families which did not possess own castles
later found themselves obliged to remain in the dty when the craft
guilds seized power, to submit to the new government and to offer their
military service against the magnates. The further development could
proceed in two directions. Families not of knightly descent could gain
entrance into the nobility by purchasing a noble holding~ften a
castle-and transferring their residence outside the city; on the other
hand, noble families living in the city could take the step from merely
occasional participation with their capital in trade to regular commercial
operatiuns of their own, thus abandoning their character as rentiers.
Both movements occurred, but on the whole, the 6rst tendency pre
dominated since it signified an upward movement in the social hierarchy.

v.,.'hen cities were newly founded by political or manorial lords in
the Middle Ages, it often happened that not a single knightly family was
included among the settlers. Sometimes they were explicitly excluded,
especially after the struggle of the craft guilds against the patriciate had
begun 111is phenomenon is met the more frequently, the further
we go East and North into the (economically speaking) "new" lands.
In Sweden the foreign-born Gennan merchants participated in. the
founding and the government of the newdties, as also in Novgorod
and very frequently in the East in general. In these areas the "patriciate"
and the mercantile stratum were really identical, at least during the
early period of these cities. The great significance of this phenomenon
will be discussed later [sec. v:6 below]. In the old cities the situation
was different. But everywhere we find the tendency towards develop
ment of a rentier-stratum which constitut~ the real nobility and exer
cised leadership in the patrician clubs. In Antiquity, a truly mercantile
patriciate is also found maiJ~ly in colonial territories-e.g., in cities like
Epidamnos.n

Thus the economic character of the patriciate was quite fiuid; only
its center of gravitation can be determined, and this undoubtedly was
rentiership. We should strongly stress once again that the urban residence
of the patriciate had- its economic cause in the urban economic oppor
tunities, and hence that ill" every case the economic power of the urban
nobilj~y derived from the t..xploitation of such sources of revenue. Neither
the ihldmt eupatrirles or patriciu$ nor the medieval patridm was a
merd:.:~;-"t, rwt ~'-~n in tenns of the modern concept of an entrepreneur
cond1

). ~-iq; ht_:,~i'lt'SS from an office: To be sure, he often participated in
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mercantile enterprise, but then in the capacity of a ship owner, or as a
limited partner, provider of commenda capital or of a ."sea loan." The
actual work: the voyage and the conduct of the trading operations, was
left to others; the patrican himself participated only in the risks and the
profits, although at times he might have taken a share also in the in
tellectual management of the enterprise. All important forms of busi
ness of early Antiquity and the early Middle Ages, especially the com
menda and the "sea loan," were tailored to the existence of such
financiers who invested their wealth in concrete individual undertakings.
with a sep",rate settling of accounts for each one, and usually in a
great numher of thes~ to distribute the' risk. This is not to deny, of
course, that all imaginable transitions can be found between a patrician
way of life and the personal conduct of business. The travelling trader
who obtained money on commenda for individual ventures could trans
form himself into the owner of a great house operating with permanendy
invested limited-liability capital and employing foreign representatives
to do the actual trading work. Money changing and banking operations,
but also a shipping or wholesale hm, could easily be conducted for the
aC<.:o,unt of a patrician who himself lived like a knight, and the transi
tion from a capital owner who utilized momentarily unused portions
of his wealth by letting them out on commenda to one who was con"
tinuQllsly active as an entrepreneur was by nature quite fluid.

This flUidity is certainly a very important <lnd characteristic aspect
of urban development. But it is itself only the product of other develop
ments. This blurring of the lines frequently came about only in the,
period;:,f the craft guilds' rule, when even the nobility was forced to
enroll in the gt,ilds if it wanted to participate in the city govemment
Jnd when, on the other hand, the burgher remained a guild m.~mber

even if hI;' was no longer an active entrepreneur. The name seioperari
["idlers"] for the great merchant guilds in Italy proves this point. This
development was especially typical for the large English dties, in par
ricdar fo- London. 'nere the struggle for power of the economically
ad;vc groups of burght'rs organized in the craft guilds found expression
in a disp!1tc over the b3Sic election constituency: whether the council
arld the cffidaJs shuuld be elected by the wards of the city or their repre
semiltives where the power of the land-owning urban nobility usuany
was sttong, or by the craft guilds ("liveries"). The increasing power of
the craft guilds is shown by the growing dependency of all urban
dtizenship rights on membership in one of the occupational associations.
Edward II had early established this principle for London, ~md al
though the election of the "Common Council" -according to City wards
(which had been the general procedure until 13';'1) was later r~mposed

several times (1384) by force, it was perm<>nently abandoned in f;lvor
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of election by the "crafts" in I463.~' While guild membership became
compulsory for every burgher-even King 'Edward III enrolled in the
Company of Linen Armourers (merchant tailors)-the importance of
the really active merchants and tradesmen within the "crafts" continued
to decline in favor of that of the renhers. Although membership in the
craft guilds was theoretically obtainable only through apprenticeship
and admission, it came in practice to be acquired through inheritance
and purchase, and the connection of the "crafts" with their nominal
occupation shrank for all but a few (as, e.g., that of the goldsmiths) to
vestigial remnants. In part the "crafts" were rent by economic and social
contrasts among their members, and in part they became gentlemen asso
ciations for the sole purpose of electing the communal officials.

In reality, as we saw, the "types" always become fluid vis-a-vis each
other. But this is true of all sociological phenomena and should not
prevent the statement of the typical aspects. The typical patrician, at
any rate, was not a professional entrepreneur in either Antiquity or the
Middle Ages, but rather a rentier and "('~~casional" entrepreneur. The
expression "honorable idlers" (ehrsame Mussigganger) is found in the
statutes of Upper Rhine cities as the official designation for members
of the patrician chamber, in contrast to those of the craft guilds. In
Florence, the great merchants of the AT~e di Calimala and the bankers
belonged to the "crafts" ami not to the patriciate. ,

For the ancient world the exclusion of entrepreneurdom from the
patridate was even more a matter of co\m,~. This dues not mean that the
Roman senatorial nobility, for example, did not inc!l',k :eny "capitalists"
-it is not at all on this level that we find thc diffc!eouc, "Capitalist"
moneylenders were both'the early ROr.1ar, patriciflI'" vis~a'vis the pe<lSflnts,
and the later Roman senatorial families vj';·1-vis their p,),tic~l subjects
-and that, as we shall s':~, in no Merm diTolemicms. :; >Va:; oi,iy the role
of the entrepreneur that tJ.:", status etiquettc, occasion dly and with vary
ing flexibility back~d up by the Jaw, forbade to the truly patrician
families of both Anti~ulty and the Middie Ages. The ohjects in which
the typical patriciate ('f the different ages iMestd its wealth of evursc
varied considerably. Nevertheless, th,;. ~~':.t:ntion remained the same:
Whoever too noticeably crossed the line between lhe two forms of
economic activity represented ~y tf'te ir.ve~tmt'nt of \'ic"lth on the one
h~nd, and by profits from capitd on the Nher,'''' was considered a
'banausas in Antiquity and a man "not of the knighdy bid" in the
Middle Ages. In the later Middle Ages d,e old Lllghdy famili('s of the
citi~s were denied equal rank by the rural nobility t("cffuse they sat on
th~ V:1"1cil together with the men of th~ crafr g... ilds-and thus; with
er:t"cpc'oeurs. It was not "greed for gain" as a psychological motive that
-,v':;'·' ,.:-;(1: 10 pr8.cticallife the Roman office nobility and th~ mediev:JI
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patriciate of the large coastal cities was just as possessed by the auri sacra
fames as any other class in history. Rather, it was any rational, con
tinuously organized, and in this sense specifically "bourgeois" form of
acquisitive operation, any systematic economic activity, that was looked
upon with disdain. The Florentine Ordimunenti della giustizia, passed
[in 1293] to break the rule of the nobili, identify.the families who were
to be deprived of political rights as all those whose members had in the
past been knights-families, that is, with a knightly style of life. In
Antiquity the same criterion, that of the style of life, was used to dis
qualify all candidates for office who were actively engaged in a trade.61

The consequence of the Florentine ordinamenti, according to Machia
velli, was that any nobleman v.:ho wanted to stay in the city had to
adapt his life style to the usages of the bourgeois strata.6

"

These, then, were the primary characteristics of the patriciate; as can
be seen, they belong to the category of "status" characteristics. In addi
tion, of course, the political characteristic typical for every charismatic
nobility has to be mentioned: nameJy, descent from a family that had
Once occupied certain offices and dignities, and was considered eligible
for office for that very reaSon. This trait is found in the sherinan families
of Mecca just as in the Roman nobility and in the tribunitian families
of Venice. The closure of the group was of varying rigidity; it was less
Rexible in Venice than in Rome, where the homo novus was not formally
excluded from the offices. Everywhere, however, when a family's eligi
bility for the council and for the city offices was in question, it was
sought to ascertain whether a member of this family had previously sat
in the councilor held an office conferring coundl rank or, as in the
Florentine ordinamenti, whether a knight appeared among its ancestors.
In general, the principle of status closure became more rigid as the
population and the importance of the monopolized offices incre.ased.

In some of the observations in this section we have again anticipated
the discussion of a later period in which the old family-eharismatic
nobility has entirely or in part been deprived of its special legal status
and is forced to share power with the demos of the Greek city, the
plebs of Rome, the popola of Italy, the "liveries" of England, and the
Ziinfte of Gennany, thus according equal' status to these associations.
This process we must now consider in greater detail.

NOTES

1. Sees. iii:z-:! aprear in S!TI"ji print in the ('~<1') ed;j':>n, j'ld;~'16"g a'\
<;'XCU:'SilS. In his :lccour.l of~,d}' Venet!:m history, v..'ehr ;n gelleral follows
Heinrich Kretschma)'r, Geschic.f;;e ''In Venedig ;.3 \"015.; Cothil Pr.r!'h.;';:, +905'-
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1934),-Vol. I: Bis zum TaeU Enrico Dandvlos. Cf, also Bernhard Schmeidler,
Der dux und ~ comune Veneriarnm von 1141-1229 ("Historische Studien,"
VoL 35; Berlin: Ebering, 1902); Ernst Mayer, ltalienische Verjassungsgeschichte
(Leipzig: Deichert & BCihme, 1909). (W)

2. The curia was the local administrative council, composed of liturgically
drafted officials and responsible for local tax collection; defensor is the late Roman
designation for the highest magistrate of a city. The contrast is between these
civilian liturgic offices and the military tribunate which predominated from the
sixth cenmry on. Cf. Kretschmayr, 01. cit., I, 38ff.

3. Doge Pietro Candiano IV (r. 959-76), husband of Waldrada of Tuscany,
a niece of Emperor Qtto 1. Cf. Kretsehmayr, cp. cit., I, 1I3ff, 436ft (W)

4. Cf. Kretschmayr, op. cit., 1,1 II.

5. That is, in the island settlement which in 811 had become the official
residence of the doge-at a time when it was still quite inferior to some of the
other mainland and lagoon cities of the duchy (d:ucatus) of Venetia. Rialto long
remained the primary name of the town which only in the thirteenth century
came to be generally known by the name of the territorial unit of which it was
the capital. The old designation survives today in the Rialto ward, around the
bridge of the same name, the old commercial qllarter. Cf. Kretschmayr, op. cit.,
I, 60, 83f. .

6, Kretsehmayr, 01" cit., I. 148.
7. Walter Lenel, Die Entstelmng tier Vorherrschaft: Venedigs an der Adria

(Strassburg: Trubner, 1897), 1241£. (W)
8. Chrysobullon (Golden Bull, i.e. privilege) of Alexios I, the first Comnene

emperor (r. 1081-11I8), of May, 1082, in which he granted Venice full free
dom from taxation in her trade in the Byzantine empire in exchange for aid in
his struggle against the Sicilian Normans under Robert Guiscard. Cf. Kretsch!
mayr, op. cit., I, 161ff, 168, 178f.

9. Reference to the Fourth Crusade (1202-04), which Venice deflected to
an attack on Constantinople, partIy in order to have a hostile e~peror replaced
by one willing 10 renew the 01Iysobullon on favorable tenus. After the fall of
the city and the foundation of the Latin Empire (1204), the phrase quarlM et
dimidiae partis totius Romanie imperii dominator 1¥as added to the styles of the
doge.

. IO. Enrico Dandolo, doge 1192-1205. In his oath of office, the limitations on
the dogal power seem to have been spelled out in detail for the first time. Cf.
Kretschmayr, 01" cit., I, 331, 341.

II. Publicum pladtum or curia duds: the public court meeting, at times also
an acclamatory quasi-legislative meeting, which from the late ninth century on
met in the ducal palace under the chairmanship of the doge. Cf. Kretschmayr,
01" cit., I, 191££, 197·

12. Cf, Schmeidler, 01" cit., 13lf.; Kretsehmayr, 01" cit., I, 3271£.
13. Qturemo repetundarum: permanent jury court (quaestio) instimted by

the lex Calpurnia of 149 S.c. to try colonial and provincial governors for extor
tion (de pecuniis repetundis) and exploitation of their subjects. Pauly-Wissowa.
RE, vol. 48 (Stuttgart, 1963), coli. 76311.

14· a. Lenel, cp. cit., I4V'; Schmddler, 01" cit., 43-48, 67H.
14a. On the origins of these party formations and theiI gradual interlocal

coalescence, see Robert Da.vidlohn, ''Die Entstehung der Guelfen· und der
Ghibellinen-Partei," in hiJ Fondtvngen zur Geschichte von Florenz, IV (Berlin~

Mittler, 1908),29-66.
IS· Lists detailing the contributions (anny contingents, later a money tax)
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due from the medieval Gennan Estates at the accession of a Gennan king, in sup
port of his anned expedition to Rome (Rornenug) to ohtain from the pope the
coronation as emperor of the Holy Roman Empire.

16. G. Hanauer, "Das Berufspodestat im dreizehnten Jahrhundert," Mit
teilungen des Instituts fur osteTTeichische Geschichtsforschung, XXIII (1902),
377-426,passhn.(VV)

17· Ibid., 395.
18. lbid., 426.
r9· Cf. below, n. 57 on the Regensou.g "Auer Wirren".
20. King Stephen of Blois (r. 1 r 35-54), whose claim to the throne was

contested by the Plantagenets. He was succeeded by Henry II Plantagenet, the
nrst Angevin Idng. (W)

21. On the firma burgi, cf. below, sec. tv: 10:D; J. Hatsehek, Englische Ver··
fassungsgeschichte, r09ff. (W)

22. For the "companies," i.e., the guilds of individual ttades or crafts such
as the (merchant) companies of the drapers or Jlshmongers, or the (craft) com
panies of the coopers. cutlers or shipwrights, see S. Thrupp, The Merchant Class
of Medieval London, passim.

23. "Scivini (Schoffen)" in the German text; however, Weber is obviously
thinking of the 24 ward presidents, elected for long terms or until removed, the
aldermen (aldermanni in the Latin documents) who together with the annually
elected mayor and the common council formed the London city government. The
scivini actually were subordinate officials uf the London craft guilds (cf. Hegel,
Stiidte und Gilden, op. cit., 1, 70, 78 n. 2). The number of councillors was in
fact much larger than that of aldermen (for a collation of the changing council
strength cr. Thrupp, The Merchant Cla~s of Medieval London, 79); Weber was
probably misled by Hegel's statement (op. cit., 78f.) that the councillors, like
the aldermen, were elected by wards.

24' See below, sec· ijj;9'

25. On Hellas of the tribal aristocracy, cf. now M. 1. Finley, The World of
Odys~eus (New York: Meridian Books, 1959).

26. Iliad, bk. II, 494-7'\9.
27. Iliad, bk. VI, 168-[7.1.
28. Od)-'~se)", bk IX 4'"
29· Iliad, bk. XVIII, 478-608, esp. 503f.
30. Odyssey, bk. VI, 259,293.
3r. Iliad, bk. II, 212-77. cr. also Finley, The World of Odysseu~, r r7ff,
32. Thus Eumaios the swineherd, Odysseus' purchased slave. Cf. Odyssey,

hk. XIV, 61-66 and \Veber, GAzSW, rol, n. I.

33· Iliad, bk. XXIII. 257-897.
34- On the Cyrenaican silphion trade, cf. above, ch. XVI;;, n, r6.
35. On the early Greek city state, cf. Ehrenberg, The Greek State, Part I

and the bibliogr~phicalessay, ibid.. 243-56.
36.. Cf. Eberhard Gothein, Die Cltlturentwieklung Sii.d-halien~ in Einzel~

Darstellungen (Breslall: Koehner, l886), 162-242 for Aquila. In this case the
inca~amento--thus the Italian term, an almost literal e<juivalent of synoikismos
-was compulsory; EmfX'wr frederick II, in an attempt to contain the Norman
feudal barons of the Ahruzzi mountains, ordered the villages of the Atemus val
ley to reselcle in the new city and all castelli ill the territory to be razed within
twO months. The foundation of Alessandria (near Turin, I r68) is mentioned in
Gothein, WirtKhaftlgeschichte des Scln1'arz;waldes lmd deT angrenzenden Land
sehtljten (Strassburg: Triibner, 1892),63.
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37. On nxelca, d. below, n. 39: on the ("ontnweEy aoollt the pyrgoi' of
TUY-l i'l Asiz !\(inor, whkh may haH: bee;.. .:astle ,li~t::icts in the tE"rritorv or
ldlitia distr:ct,s tnr the m,lIlninb of thf Wd.l! tower~ "f th~ t'Jwn itself, St;C ?~uly
V,.'isso"l'>l, RE. ld srries, V (19::14), col.. 5~'&

?8. Ct vVeber, GAzSW, 1I6, 122,21'7.

39, The Demationidai fanned one of .he Afl;.: rhral,'ie~. A .;te\e found near
its cultic center, Decelea. was covered by inscriptj...ns summarizing the resolu
lions of the association regarding >'ldmission procednres. While in the tirst in
scription, dating flam 496--495 B.C., rhe noble dan of the Decelean cast!,:,; still
played a considera!Jle role, it was no longer mentioned in a second inscription
IMer in the fifth century; from this it was concluded-though not without con
troversy-that the role of the nobility in the phratry had declined between these
two points in time. Cf. art. "Demotionidai" in Pauly-Wissowa, HE, V (1905),
cok 194-202, and Weber, GAzSW, 136.

40~ Cf. art. "Drakon," in Pauly-Wissowa, HE, V (1905), col. 1653.
41. On the land allocation on Rhodes, d. Weber, GAzSW, 152·
42. Unlike the "tribes" of the Ramnes and Tities, which legend derived

from Kings Romulus and Titus Tatius, the third tribus of the eady city constitu·
cion could not be identified with one of the mythical royal names; legend instead
explained it as a "naturalized" group of military allies.

43. Another mythical king. Tarquinius Priscus, was said to have enlarged
the Sena.te-and thus the circle of noble families represented there-from 100
to 300; the new member5. the patres minomm gentium, in later times voted only
after the "fathers" of the old families. Classical writers disagreed as to whether
the gentes minores were of patrician origin (Cicero) or were promoted plebeians
CSuetonius). Cf. lIrt. "gens" in Pauly·Wissowa, RE, VII (1912), col. 1 I 92f.

44. On the banking house of the "Grandsons of Egibi," which existed in
Babylon from the seventh to the rounh century B.C., see Frir.: M. Heichelheim.
An Ancient Economic History, II (Leiden: Sijthoff, 1964), 72ff.

45. Allusion to the party divisions of the early sixth c~ntury, which shook
AHica shortly after the Solonic reforms, between the landlords of the plain (the
pediakoi), the trading and sea-faring interests of the coast (the paralio!), and the
radically' democratic: ~mall peasantry of the Diakria hill district (the didkrioi).
Cf. Weber, GAzSW, 134, 152; A. Andrewes, The Greek Tyrants (New York:
Harper Torchbook, 1963), 102££ (on the three parties); Ehrenberg, The Greek
State, }O£.; R. von Pohlmann, Griechische Geschichte und Quellenkunde, 5th
ed. (Munich: Be...k, 1914),88-97.

46. On Hesiod's family, cf. below, sec. v, n. 32.
47. In Gennan medi~val cities, small traders and artisans who stood in a

special tutelary relationship to the Carolingian king, the city lord, and later to
powerful patricians, owing certain services and receiving protection, assistance in
the courts and other aid. Cf. Hans Planitz, Die deutsche Stadt im Mittelalter
(Craz: Boehlau, 1954), 268f.

48. The so-called "Servian" army organization included five unarmed units,
two of which comprised the military carpentelS and smiths: the centuriae fabrum
tignariorum and f"brum aerariorum.: the others were two units of musicians and
one of replacement personnel. On their position Within the Roman political sys
tem and the comitia centuriata, see Theodor Mommsen, Homisches Staatsrecht,
III (firsted., Leipzig: Hirzel, l887), 281-90'

49. E.g., Momlnsen, 01. cit., I ("2nd ed., 1876), 2°4-212.
50. During the Roman republic, an interim official with a five--day tenure of
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office who conducted affairs when for some reason both consulships were vacant.
Cf. Mommsen, 01. cit., I, 633ff.

5r. On the early Greek councils in general and the Spartan gerousia, cf.
Ehrenberg, The Greek State, 59, 250: The prytaneis of the naucranes must be
distinguished from the later prytans of the Cleisthenian council, the representa
tives of the_ ten post-reorganization phylae (cE. above, ch. XVI:ii, n. 16). The
naucraries were a pre-Solonic imtitution, the smallest subdivision of the four
original Ionian .phylae-twelve to each tribe, and thus 48 in all. Originally, these
were probably Jiscal units, responsible for the maintenance of a certain number
of warships. but later they becarr.~ general administrative districts headed by a
prytanjs. Relathely little is know!"! aoom the council fom\ed by these district
heads, on which cE. Ehrenberg, cp. cit" 30£.

52· Membership in the later Areopagu~ fell to all former archontes, and in
the Roman Senate to all who had hc~d ,: ~'1lrule Clffice.

53· Ruling family of Corinth, 9260)~57, when it was overthrown by
Kypselos, one of the early tyrantS. Cf. "Aillhewes, The Greek Tyrants, 12, 43-49.

54· Seventh century B.C. war between Chaicis and Eretr~a, on Euboea island,
over possession of the Lclamine plain.

55· "Dwellers around," the inhabitants of depen~ent communities which
owed war services to the Spartan state, but as r'.,-citizcns enjoyed nO active
political rights.

56. Spartan military governors of conguered cities during the later expan-
sional)' period. _

57· Early 14th century. \Vh':::l the Auers, who for a number of years had
wielded power in the city (with the help of a retinue of Muntmannen), were
expelled in t 334, the BurgcTfI"..eister position was for ten years restricted to out
of-rowners, quite in the manner of the Italian podesta. Cf. J. Langoth, Shue
einer Entwic1clungsgeschichte der freistadtische71 Verfassung Regensburgs im
MitteIalter (Stadtamhof, 1866).

58. A Corinthian-Corcyrean settlement OD the present-day Albanian coast,
the oligarchy of which conducted trade with the interior through a "factor" on a
common account. Cf. GAzSW, 101, 107.

59. Cf. Hegel, Stiidte und Gilden, cp. cit., I, 79f.; Thrupp, Tiu Merchant
Class of Medieval London, 73-83. Weber is probably in error with respect to the
election of the Common Council by craft guilds after 1463: both Hegel Qnd
Thrupp indicate that the return to election br wmD:-:in 1384 was 6nal. 1>erhaps
he misinterpreted Hegel's statement (op.cit., 751) dlat the livery companies (the
upper guilds) obtained the right to partiCipUe, tcwther with the London Com
mon Council, in the election of mayor aoCI tberi#~I0468) and of the members
of the House of Commons (1476). The year '1463 !s,~ in the text may then
be due to misreading of 1468 in the handwritam~~t.

60. Vennogemanlage and &pitalgeulli_. 00 Weber's differentiation between
the utilization of "wealth" (Vermogen) and__.. ___ .. categories which are as
sociated, respectively, with the concepts m _ -- .:management" (Haushalt)
and "acquisitive activity" (Erwerb), see suP'll, Plitt -;. ell. II: 10-1 I, esp. p. 98ft

61. Cf. Mommsen, Ramisches Stilatmtc1u; I (-a«l., 1876), 470t
62. Niccolo Machiavelli, History ofFlornce, bit. III, ch. I (New York:

Harper Torchbook, 1960), 109.
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The Plebeian City

r. The Destruction of Patrician Rule Through
the Sworn Confraternity

The manner in which the rule of the patriciate was broken shows
strong "external" parallels in the Middle Ages and in Antiquity-
especially if the large medieval cities are considered, and particularly
those of Italy, where the development proceeded, as in the cities of

, Antiquity, on an essentially autonomous course, i.e. without interference
from extra-urban powers.

In Italy, the next crucial stage of development after the rise of the
podesta came with the formation of the 1'01'010. Like the German craft
guilds, the Zf1nfte, the Italian popolo was composed of economically
varied elements; above all, it comprised both entrepreneurs and handi
craft workers. In the struggle against the knightly families the entre
preneurs initially played the leading role; they instigated and financed
the sworn confraternity of the "crafts," whereas the artisan guilds pro
vided the necessary manpower for battle. Frequently the sworn associa
tion of the craft guilds appointed a single individual to head the move
ment, in order to safeguard the achievements obtained in the battle with
the patriciate. Thus, after the expulsion of recalcitrant noble families in
r336, Zurich was ruled by the kmght Rudolf Btun and a council com
posed in equal parts of representatives 'of the "Constabulary"-the
corporation of the knights remaining in the 'city and the entrepreneurial
"crafts" of the merchants, drapers,'saltdeale:rs, and goldsmiths-and of
the minor "crafts" of small artisans; unclet this leadership the city was
able to withstand the siege of the Imperial army.l In Germany the
sworn confederation of the "crafts"wss'in mast cases only temporarily an
association separate from the commune. Its separate existence was ended
either through the admission of "craft" representatives into the council
or through the absorption of the entire citizenry, including the nobility,
into the craft guilds. As a permanent organization, in the form of a city
guild, the fraternity of the "crafts" was maintllined only in some cities
of Lower Germany and the Baltic region. Its character as a derivative
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organizatiGn is shown in the composition of its goveming body, .which
was made :up of the "guild-masters" of the individual "naftt." In the
S£teentll century no one could ~ imprisoned in Munster without the
agreement of the guilds., The city guilds thus functioned a:J }'tOtective
associations against the judicial aCtivity of the councils. In administra
tive matters, too, the councils were joined, either on a permanent basis
or only for important matters, by guild representatives without whom
no decision was supposed to be made. In Italy, such protective associa
tions of the citizenry against the patriciate assumed much more signifi
cant dimensions.

2. The Revolutionary Character of the Popalo as a
Non-Legitimate Political Association

The Italian poyola was not only an economic category, but also a
political one. It was a separate political community within the urban
commune with its own officials, its own finances, and its own military
organization. In the truest sense of the word it was a "state within the
state"-the first deliberately nonlegitimate and revolutionary political
association. The ca~ for this phenomenon mus~ be sought in the fact
that in Italy, much more than elsewhere, knightly families settled in
the cities themselves, due to the much stronger development of economic
and political means of power of the urban nobility. The consequences
of this fact will engage us frequently in the following analysis.

The association of the ropolo, which confronted. these knightly
families, rested on the confratemization of the occupational associations
(arti or paratid).2 The separate political community created. by these
associations was in the earliest cases (Milano, 119Si Lucca, 1203: Lodi,
1206; Pavia, 1208; Siena, I2.JO; Verona, 1227; Bologna, 1228) officially
known by such names as societas, credenza, mereatLmza, comunanza, or
simply as papoto. The highest official of the separate commune of the
popolani was usually called capUa"" del popolo. He was <;leered for a
short term, usually a year, was paid a salary and, like the podesta oE
the commune, was often called in from another town, in which case he
had to bring his own staff along. The popola supplied him with a militia
levied in most cases on the basis of city- wards, or by the arti.. Like the
1'Odesul of the commune, he often resided in a special "house of the
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people" with a tower, the fortress of the papalo. The capitano was
assisted, especially in the financial administration, by separate bOOies·
composed of representatives (anziani or priori) of the craft guilds who
were elected from the city wards for short terms of office. They cIa:imed
the right to protect the popoIani in the courts, to contest decisions of the
authorities of the commune, to address proposals to them, and often a
direct role in legislation: But above all they partiCipated in the formula

\~on of the decisions of the popola itself.
Up to the time of its full development, the popolo had its own

statutes and its own tax system. At times it even established the
principle that resolutions of the commune should be valid only if agreed
to by the popala, so that new laws of the commune had to be entered
in both statute books. For its own decisions it enforced, wherever possible,
admission into the statutes of the commune, and in a few cases the
decisions of the popow even obtained priority over all other statutes,
including those of the commune (abrogent statutis omnibus et semper
ultima intelligantur in Brescia).! The jurisdiction of the podesta was

,challenged by that of the mercanzia or domus mercatorum/ which
asserted competency especially in all affairs of the market and the trades
and thus constituted itself as a special court for the merchants and artisan
producers. Beyond this, it often obtained universal significance for the
popalani. In the fourteenth century the podesta of Pisa had to swear that
he and his judges would not inject themselves into disputes among
the city's popolani.

At times the capitano attained a broad general jurisdiction compet
ing with that of the podesta and, in a few cases, even a superior appeals
jurisdiction. Very frequendyhe obtained the right to participate in the
sessions of the communal governing agency with control functions and
with the power to dismiss meetings; occasionally be had the authority
to convoke the citizenry of the commune, to execute the resolutions of
the council if the podesta failed to do so, to pronounce and to remit
banishment, and to supervise or to assist in the administration of the
communal finances and, most important, of the property of banished
citizens. In the official ranking, the capitano stood below the podesta,
but in a case like that just described,S he had in fact become an official
of the commune, a capitaneus populi et communis; if, in Roman
tenns, he was formally a collega minor, he was nevertheless in practice
usually the more powerful of the two. Of~en the.. capitano also had au~

thority over the military forces of the commune, the more so if these
consisted of mercenary troops which could be maintained only from
the tax payments of the rich popolani.

,.
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3· The Distribution of Power Amtng the Status Groups
of the Medieval Italian City ,

'Wherever the papalo was completely successful, the nobility was,
from a purely formal point of view, left with only negative plivileges.
While the offices of the commune were open to the popolani, the offices
of the papoIo were not open to the nobility. The popolani enjoyed spe
cial privileges of trial procedure if they had been insulted by a nobile.
The capitano and the anz.iani supervised the administration of the com
mune, while no similar control over the papoIo existed. At times only
the resolutions of the popolo concerned the entire citizenry. In many
cases the nobility was explicitly excluded temporarily or permanently'
from any participation in the administration of the commune; the most
famous is that of the Florentine Ordinamenti della giti'stizia of Ciano
della Bella in 1293. The capitano-in Florence the leader of the burgher
levy of the craft guilds-was supplemented by an extraordinary, purely
political official with a very short term of office; the gonfaloniere della
giustizia (standard-bearer of justice), who was put iIi command of a
special people's militia of one thousand men drawn by lot and subject
to immediate call. He was to protect the popolani, to prosecute nobles
and to execute sentences against them, and to supervise the observance
of the ordinamenti. The politicized judicial system with an official spying
network, abetment of anonymous accusations, an accelerated inquisitori<!l
procedure for magnates, and much simplified methods of proof (by
"notoriety") was the democratic counterpart to the Venetian trial before
the Council of Ten. The'materially most incisive measures against the'
nobility included: the exclusion from the city offices of all families ad
hering to a knightly style of life, the exaction of pledges for loyal con·
duct from the nobility and the imposition of liability for each member's
behavior upon the entire patrician family, the passing of special penal
laws for political offences of the magnan, including that of insulting a
popolano, and 'the prohibition of purchasing real estate bordering on
the property of a popolano without having obtained the permission of
the latter.

The guaranty for the rule of the popolo was assumed by the inter
local Parte GueZfa, whose party statutes were treat~d as part of the city
law. Only enrolled party members could be elected to a city office. The
power instruments of "I:he party have already been discussed. The very
fact of a guaranty by a party organization which was essentially based
on knightly military forces makes it reasonable to assume that the ordi
namenti had not really destroyed. the social and economic power of the
patriciate. Indeed we find that within ten years after the promulgation of
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these Florentine class laws. which had been adopted by numerous other
Tuscan cities. the feuds between noble families Bourished once again;
the rule by small plutocratic groups was never interrupted at all. Even
the offices of the popolo were nearly always filled with noblemen. fOI
noble families could he accepted among the popolani by an explicit act.
The exacted renunciation of the knightly style of life was only partially
effective; basically it amounted to I"~ more than a pledge of political
obedience and enrollment in one of the craft guilds. The impOrtant so
cial effect was a certain fusion of the urban magnati with the popolo
grosso (the "fat people"). a term used to designate the papolani strata
with a university education or capital wealth which were' organized in
the seven "upper" guilds (arn maggiori) of the judges and notaries.
bankers. merchants of foreign doth. merchants of Florentine woolens,
silk merchants, doctors and druggists. and fur dealers. Initially all city
officials had to be elected from these upper guilds in which the noble
men enrolled. Only after several additional insurrections did the fourteen
"lower" guilds (arti minori) of the papolo minuto-•.e.• those of the
small entrepreneurs-gain a formal share in the power. The artisan
strata that did not belong to these fourteen lower guilds obtained a very
temporary share in the government only after the Ciampi revolt of 1378
-in fact, they obtained an independent guild organLqion only then.$

Only in a few places and temporarily did the small burghers manage. as
in Perugia in 1378. to exclude by law from the council of priores not
only the nobility. but also the popolo grasso. Characteristically, these
lower propertyless strata of the citizenry as a rule enjoyed the support
of the nobili in their attack against the rule of the papolo grasso, just as
in later years .he tyrannis was founded with the aid of the masses. Even
earlier. in the thirteenth century. the nobility and these lower strata had
frequently coalesced against the onslaught of the burghers. Whether
such alliances came about, and how strong they were, "was determined
by economic factors. The interests of the small artisans could collide
ve'ty sharply with those of the entrepreneurial guilds wherever the
putting-out system ~s fully developed. In Perugia, for instance. the pace
of this development was so stormy that in 1437 onp. individual entre
preneur put to work not onlY.28 filatori but also 176 filatrici [i.e .• male
and female spinnersJ. as Count Broglio d'Ajano has ..hown.' The situa
tion of the small artisans under the putting-out system was often pre
'carious, their employment frequently discontinuous. Out-of-town workers
competed for the jobs, and hiring by the day wa.. pIlcticed. The entre
preneurial guilds sought to regulate the conditions of the putting-out
contract in as one-sided a manner as the guilds of the artisan producers

,
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working for them which. like the cimatori of Perugia, prohibited the
underbidding of established wage scales.s

These strata obviously expected. nothing good from the rule of the
"upper" crafts. However. they nowhere obtained pennanent political
power. The proletarian stratt1m of navelling journeymen, finally, was
everywhere without any share in the city government. The participation
of the ''lower'' crafts for the first time brought an at least relatively
democratic elemc:nt into the city councils, but their factual inB.uence
nevertheless remained small. The custom of appointing special commis
sions for the election of officials. which was common to all Italian com
munes, was supposed to eliminate demagogy and to establish a line of
political responsibility for the election managers-men who are often
anonymqus and not held accountable in the modem European dem~

cratie polity. The system made possible a careful selection and orderly
organization of the officiating council members and officials, but nonnally
it was bound to issue in compromises between only the socially in
Buential families; above all, it could never ignore the desires of the
6nancially decisive strata. Only in times of competition for power be
tween several families of equal strength or in periods of religious excite
ment could "public opinion" gain any positive influence on the composi
tion of municipal officialdom. The Medici, for instance, gained domi
nance in Florence without themselves holding office, merely through
utilizing their influence and a systematic manipulation of such election
procedures.

The successes of the papolo were not achieved without violent and
often long drawn-out struggle. The nobility would withdraw from the
cities, to continue its feud against them from its castles. The urban
annies. in tum, would break the castles; at times the cities would
shatter the traditional seigneurial constitution of the countryside through
legislative acts declaring the liberation of the peasantry. The means of
power, which it needed for crushing the nobility, the popolo found in
the recognized organizations of the craft guilds. The communes had
utilized the "craft" organization from the very beginning for administra
tive purposes; they had also drafted the tradesmen, in guild-based units,
for guard duty in the fortifications and increasingly also for campaign
service as foot soldiers. Financially, the aid of the entrepreneurial
"crafts" increasingly became indispensable with the advance of military
technology. The intellectual and administrative backbone of the 1'01'010
was supplied by the jurists, above all by the notaries and often also by
the judges, and by the other learned professions such as the physicians
and druggists. These intellectual strata, which as a rule were organized
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in "crafts" of their own, always belonged to the papaw and played a
leading role similar to that of advocates and other jurists within the
tiers etat in France. The first captains of the popolo had in most cases
previously been heads of one of the craft guilds or of a guild association.
The mercadanza in particular, originally a non-political association of the
traders and artisan producers (for in Italy, too, as Ernst Salzer has
emphasized correctly,.. the term mercatores covers both groups and not
merely the merchants),!' normally constituted a first stage in the political
organization of the popolo; its presiding officer, the potestas mercatorum,
frequently became the first capitaneus populi.

The entire development of the popow was initially oriented towards
an organized protection of the interests of the popolani before the courts,
corporations and agencies of the commune. As a rule the movement was
triggered by the often far-reaching denial of legal rights to commoners.
It happened not only in Germany that -purveyors and craftsmen were
paid with the cudgel rather than in the desired coin, and subsequently
fou,nd no remedy in the courts (as is reported in a Strassburg case).
Even more inciting seem to have been the personal ir.'iults and threats
dealt out to the popolani by the militarily superior nobility, which con
tinued to recur everywhere even a century after the formation of the
separate political association of the popolo. The status pride of the
knighthood and the natural resentment of the bourgeoisie forever made
for collisions.

The development of the captaincy of the popow thus began with a
right of assistance and control against the authorities of the commune,
similar in type to the rights of the Roman tribune of the plebs; from
there it developed into avetoing power, and ultimately into a coordinate
office with universal competencies. The rise of the popow was aided by
the feuds of the patrician families, which injured the economic interests
of the burghers and often provided the first occasion for the intervention
of popolani officials. An additional favorable factor to be mentioned was
the ambition of individual noblemen to utilize the popow for the erec
tion of a personal tyranny. The nobility everywhere lived in continuous
apprehension of such desires, and everywhere the divisions within the
ranks of the nobility gave the popolo the opportunity to enrol the. mili
tary power of one part of the knighthood in its own service. On the
purely military side, the growing importance of the infantry vis-a-vis
the knightly cavalry threw its first shadows over these events. It did so
in combination with the beginnings of rational military technology: In
the Florentine armies of the fourteenth century we first hear of the
"bombards," the forerunners of modem artillery.
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4· Ancient Parallels: Plebs and Tribune in Rome

The development of the demos and the plebs in Antiquity shows
m; 1.y external similarities to the above development. This is especially
true for Rome, where the rise of the separate political community of
the plebs, with its own officials, i,s guite comparable to that of the
popolo. The tribuni plebis were originally elected heads of the non-nohle
Citizenry of the Four city districts, and the aediles, in the opinion of
Eduard Meyer, were the administrators of the corporate cult sanctuary
which at the same time was the treasury of that group: hence they were
also the treasurers of the plebs. '0 The plebs itself was constituted as a,
sworn brotherhood which undertook to strike down anyone obstructing
its tribunes in their defense of plebeian interests-for this is· what is
implied in the designation of the plebeian tribune as sacrosanctus, as
contrasted to the "legitimacy" of the officials of the entire community of
Rome. 1I Analogously, the Italian capitano del papolo normally lacked
the designation dei gratia which the officials with legitimate power, the
consules, used to append to their titles. .

The trib'Unus plebis thus did not possess legitimate authority of
office and its identifying characteristics: the right t9 commune with the
gods of the city, the auspicia, and the most significant attribute of
legitimate imperium, the right to inflict legitimate punishment. I2 In
place of the latter he had, as the head of the plebs, the power to execute
a sort of lynch law against anyone caught obstructing his official actions:
without trial and judgment, he could have such persons arrested an?
executed by having them thrown off the Tarpeian rock. In close parallel
to the capitano and the anzjani, the powers of office which the tribune
later did possess developed from his right to intercede and to inhibit
official actions of the magistrates against plebeians. This right of inter
cession-a negative power common to all Roman officials for use against
coordinate or inferior authorities-was orginally the main right of the
tribune. Just like: the capitano, he develoPed this right into a general
power of review and veto, and thus into the Ik facto highest power
within the limits of the urban peace district. On campaigns, however,
the tribune had no say: there, the command of the chief military officer
prevailed without restrictions. This territorial limitation, which did not
apply to the older authorities, is a characteristic reflection of the specif
ically "bourgeois" origin of the tribunate.

The political accomplishments of the plebs were made possible by
the tribunitian veto power alone. Through it, the plebs obtained the
right of provocatio, I.e., to challenge criminal verdicts [in the plebeian
assembly], the mitigation of the law of debtorship, the sc~eduIing of
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court sessions on market days (in the interest of the rural population),
and an equal participation in the state offices, ultimately including also
the, priestly offices and the comkil. Finally, it was through the tribuni~

tian veto that the plebs managed to get its resolutions (plebiscita) recog
nized as binding for the entire community. This achievement which,
as we saw, was sometimes also attained in the Italian communes, was
put into force in Rome through the lex Hortensia at the time of the last
secessiod M the plebs [2.87 B.C.]. Formally, of course, this signified the
same curtailment of patrician power as it did in medieval Italy.

After the culmination of the older status struggles in this event, the
tribunate moved out of. the political limelight. Like the capitano, the
tribune now became an official of the commune, and his position became
one stage in the developing career sequence of municipal magistracies,
an office which differed from other offices oniy in that election was by
the plebs alone. The historical differentiation between plebeian and
patrician was in any case becoming almost devoid of meaning in prac
tical life as a neW nobility developed, based on office-holding and wealth
(nobiles and equites). In the class struggle.., which now began, the old
political rights of the tribuni plebis were not again powerfully reasserted
until the time of the Gracchi, when they were used as instruments in
the service of the political reformers and of the economic class move
ment of the politically disadvantaged "bourgeoisie" in its conRict with
the office nobility.a It was the ultimate effect of this revival that th(·
tribunitian power later became, in addition to the military imperium,
one of the life-long official attributes of the princeps.a

These similarities between the medieval Italian and the early Roman
development are very striking, especially since they appear in' spite of
fundamental political, social and economic differences, which will be
discussed soon. It is a fact, after an, that only a limited variety of differ
ent administrative techniques is available for effecting compromises be
tween the status groups \.:ithin a city. Similarities in the forms of
political administration can therefore not be interpreted as jdenti~al

superstructures over identical economic foundations. These things obey
their OWn laws.

5. Ancient Parallels: Demos and Ephors in Sparta

We may n. w ask whether this Roman development did not have
parallels in Antiquity itself? Separate political associations like that of
the plebs or the Italian popolo cannot be found elsewhere in the andent
world, as far as is known. But there are phenomena of a somewhat re-
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hted charactei. Even in Antiquity the pphors of SpaIia were viewed by
some (Cicero, de Re Publica ii. 59; de Legibus iii. 16) as a parallelism
of this kind. It is essenti<ll, however, to interpret this correctly.

In contrast to the "legitimate" [two Spartan} kings, the [five] ep,lo11"
("overseers") had a limited term of office of one year; like the Roman
tribunes, they were elected not by the three [original Doricl dan .phylae,
but by the five territorial phylae of the Spartiates. ,The ephors convoked
the citizen assembly; they had jurisdiction in civil and also in criminal
matters (though perhaps not witho\Jt limitations in the latter sphere),
summoned even the kings before their chair, compelled officials to give
an accounting of their actions, and suspended them. The administration·
was under their control, and togetheJ.l.~..,,jth the elected council of elders,
the gerou~ia, the ephors iQ effect constituted the supreme political
power within the ~partan tenitories. In the city district the kings were
restricted to honorific privileges and purely personal influence; on
campaigns, however, they held the full disciplinary power,· which in
Sparta was exceedingly severe. l,t was probably a phenomenon only of
the late period that ephors accompanied the kings also during cam
paigns. It does not speak against a tribunitian quality of the ephors'
power that they may have originally been appointed by the kings
perhaps, as some believe, even after the First Messenian War;l~ the
same may in fact have been true for the hrst t1'Jms heads in Rome. Nor
does the more weighty fact that they lacked the typical trihunitian
power of intercession-a power also possessed. by the medieval capitanei
populi-negate the assumption of a tribune-like character of the ephlJ
rate. The tradition, of course, states that the original function of these
officials was to protect the citizens against the kings. The later absence
of this function is to be explained from the unconditional victory of the
Spartan demos over its opponents, and from the fact that the demos
itself was subsequently transformed into a ruling class, originally ple
beian, but later in fact oligarchic, which exercised an absolute control
over the entire country. A nobility ,vas unknown in Sparta during the
historical period. The polis jealously .guarded its rulership position
vis-a~vis the Helots-against whom a "declaration of war" was ceremoni
ously pronounced each year in order to ·provide a religious justification
for their status as outlaws-and likewise its political monopoly pos'ition
vis-a-vis the Perioeci, citizens who were not members of the military
association of the Spartiates. HI But equally jealously, at least in principle,
it guarded the internal social equality of the full citizens. Both principles
were sustained by a spying system reminiscent of Venice, the Itrypteia. lT

According to the tradition, the Lacedaemonians were the first Greeks to
have abolished the usage of a distinct costume as part of the noble style
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of life, which. thus must have existed previously.18 Both these 'umptuary
regulations and the severe restriction of royal power almost certainly were
the results of a struggle and subsequent compromise. Convincing
evidence for this can be seen in th~ oaths mutually exchanged [once
each month] between the kings and the ephors-a kind of pefiooically
renewed constitutional contract. Some doubts {about the rational or
revolutionary origin of the ephorate] are raised, however, by the fact
that the ephoIS seem to have exercised certain religious functions. The
explanation for this may be that they became "legitimate" communal
officials to a much greater extent than the Roman tribunes. At any rate,
the crucial features of the Spartan polis too strongly Sllggest a rational
design to he residuals of very ancient institutions. 19

6. Stages and Consequences of Democratization in Greece

A. J;lIFFERBNTIAL VOTING RIGHTS

In the other Hellenic communities we can find no such parallels to
the Roman development. However, everywhere we do, find democratic
movements of the non-noble citizenry against the patriciate which, in
the majority of cases, led to the temporary or permanent removal of
patrician domination. As in the Middle Ages, this signi6ed neither an
equalization of all citizens with respect to voting rights and eligibility
for the offices or the council, nor even the admission of all free families
entitled to settle in the town into the citizens' association. The freed
men, by contrast to Rome, here never did belong to it. The political
equality of the free-hom citizenry was vitiated by the gradation of voting
rights and office eligibility, originally in terms of ground rents and armed
service capabilities and later according to wealth. This gradation of
rights was never completely abolished even in Athens, just as in the
medieval cities the unpropertied strata nowhere permanently obtained
equal status with the middle class.

The voting right in the, general citizens assembly was either granted
to all land owners attached to the demeszo and enrolled in the military
association of a phratry-this was the first stage of "Democracy"--or also
to the owners of other types of wealth. The decisive criterion was
initially the capacity to equip oneself for service in the hoplite infantry,
with whose emergence this upheaval was associated. The mere gradation
of voting rights, as we shall see shortly, was by no means the most
important instnunent for preserving the preponderance of the propertied
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strata. As in the Middle Ages, the formal com~ition of the burgher
assembly could he regulated in ever so many ways and its formal c0m

petencies could be meted out ever so generously without a seriously
destructive effect on the social power of the property owners.

The evolution of the demos produced different results in various
places. 'The immediate, and in some cases permanent, result was the
development of a Democracy externally similar to that found in many
Italian communes: The wealthiest stratum of non·noble citizens, classi
6ed according to some census and mostly owners of money, slaves,
ergasteria, ships, or trading an.d loan' capital, gained a share in the
coundl and the offices beside the patrician families whose position was'
mainly based on landed property. The mass of the small tradesmen, re
tailers, and people of small fortunes in general might remain excluded
from the offices either legally or in practice because they could not
afford the time. Or else, democratization might continue and eventually
put the power into the hands of these very strata. In order that this
could happen, however, means had to be found to mitigate their eco
nomic una\>ailability for public service--as through payments of daily
allowances-and the census requirements for eligibility for office had to
be reduced. But this and the de facto non-observance of the official
stratification of the demos into classes based on wealth was achieved only
in the fourth century, as the final form of Attic Democracy. It could
come about only after the military importance of the hoplite army had
disappeared.

The complete or partial victory of the non~noble strata had two
particularly important consequences for the structure of the political
association in Antiquity and for its administration: (firstly, the rise of
the compulsory territorial organization and of territorial legislation;
secondly, the replacement of notables in the administration by function·
aries of the demos.].

B. THE RISE OF tHE COMPULSORY TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATION AND OF

TER~UTORIAL LEGISLATION

We first consider the increasing transformation of the political as
sociation into a compulsory organization CAns/all). One aspect of this

<4developmept was the establishment of the territorial principle for politi
cal subditIsions. Just as in the Middle Ages the bulk of the citizenry
Wai ,organized on the basis of local urban districts already during the
rule of the patriciate, and as later at least some of the po"polo officiah
were elected by city wards, so in the ancient patrician city, too, the
plebeians were organized on the territorial l'rinciple, especially for the
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purpose of allocating corvees and other public, burdens. Beside the three
old personal tribus in Rome, composed of gentes (sibs) and curiae, there
appeared four purely territorial urban districts which were also called
tribus and which after the victory of the plebs were joined by the
[thirty-one] rural tribus. In Sparta four, later five, territorial phylae
appeared beside the three old personal phylae. In the specifically "demo
cratic" Greek states th~ victory of Democracy was identical with the
passage [from a clan subdivision] to the "cleme" (demos), the territorial
district, as the subunit of the state and the basis for allocating duties
and rights in the polis. We will soon have to consider the practical
significance of this change. Its consequence, at any rate, was the treat·
ment of the polis no longer as a confraternity of defence and clan as
sociations, but as a compulsory territorial oiganization (anstaltsmassige
Gebietsk6rperschaft) .

Another factor in this development was the change which occurred
in the thinking about the nature of law. The law became the law of a
compulsory organization (Anstaltsrecht), valid for the citizens and in
habitants of the city territory as such (although, as we saw earlier, there
remained residuals of the previous state of affairs)~,At the same time it
increasingly became rationally instituted law. The irrational charismatic
ad hoc detennination of right and wrong came to be replaced by the
statute. Parallel to the removal of patrician rule fan the beginnings of
legislation. Initially it still had the fonn of charismatic legislation by
an aisymnetes. But before long we 6nd a continuous (and in the end
unceasing) creation of new law in the elrltlesia (assembly) and a purely
se,:ular administration of justice tied to the instituted law or, as in Rome,
to the edictal instructions by the responsible magistrate. In Athens, the
demos was eventually asked each year anew whether the existing laws
should be lnaintained or amended. This indicates how widely accepted
the proposition had become that valid law is and must be something

, artificially created, and that it should be based on the consensus of those
to whom it is to apply. To be Sm~, in the period d classical Democracy
-as in Athens of the fifth and fourth centuries-thi!. conception had
not yet become the prevalent one. Not every decision (psephisma) of
the demos was a law (nomos), and not even all those .....hich set up
general norms. Decisions of the demos could be considered illegal, and
then they might be COntested by any burgher before the Attic jury
court, the heliaia. At least at tho1t time, the decision of the demos did not
itself create a law. The actual enactment took the fOlm of a legal con
test, initiated upon the propos.ition of a new law by a dtizen, as tc
whether the old or the newly proposed rule should be considereri valid.
This litigation was conducted before a special college of jurors, the
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nomothetaj (laWgivers); it obviously represents' a rather quaint residUI
of the oJ&: concept of the nature of law, which disappeared only reI.
lively late.21 But the first decisive step toward acceptance of the notiOl:
of law as a rational creation had been taken in Athens with the aholitiof.
of the religious and aristocratic veto, the agency of which had been thE
Areopagus, through the law of Ephialtes [in 462 B.C. J.

C. THE REPLACEMENt" OF NOTABLES BY DEMOCRATIC PUNcnoNARJES

The other cOnsequence of "democratization" to be noted is the ensu
ing administrative revolution. Functionaries of the demos, elected or
chosen by Jot for short teans, responsible to the assemblies and some
times removable. or even entire subdivisions of the demos itself, replaced
the notables ruling by virtue of family or office charisma. The new
functionaries were "civil servants," but not in the modern meaning of
"the word, They received only moderate compensation for their expenses,
or daily allowances like the jurymen, who were also drawn by lot. This,
as 'Well as the short periods of office tenure and the very frequent pro
hibition of reelection, precluded the development of the professional
character of a modem officialdom. There was no career sequence of posi
tions, nor a special status honor of the civil servants. Official business
was discharged as an intermittent activity, which for the majority of
office holders did not require their lull attention, and the office revenues
constituted even for men without means only an incidental, though
desirable income. To be sure, the highest political positions, above all
the military posts, demanded the incumbents' full working capacity;
hence they could be occupied only by the well-to-do. For the financial
officials in Athens, the 'place of our bond insurance system (Amtskau
ticnl) was taken by high census--i.e., wealth-requirements. In essence,
these higher offices were honorary (unpaid) positions.

The real political leader created by the fully developed Democracy
in Periclean Athens, the demagogue, as a rule formally occupied the
leading military position. In fact, however, his power rested not upon
law or office, hut entirely upon personal influence and the trust of the
demos. Thus his position was neither "legitimate" nor even '1egal," even
though the entire constitution of Democracy was tailored to his exist
ence, just as the modem constitution of England is tailored to the
€XiSl ence of the cabinet which also does not lLile by virtue Of compe
ten! y regulated by statute. The comparison could be extended; thus,
mutatis mutandis, the prosecution of the demagogue because of poor
leadership would correspond to the vote of no-confidence of the English
Parliament, which also has never heen formally institu~ through
legislation. The Athenian Council, whose members were drawn by lot,
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now beealne a mere executive committee of the demos; it lost its judicial
competence, but acquired control over the agenda of the Assembly
(through the proboulev?nQ:) and over financial matters.1I

".

In medieval cities, the seizure of power by the popola had similar
consequences: Numerous revisions of ule urban law book, codifications
of civil and trial law, a veritable flood of statutes of all kinds characterize
the one side of the picture, and a spring tide of officials, of whom four
to five dozen categories were sometimes to be found even in the smaller
German cities, typify the other side. In 9ddition to the auxiliary per
soood of the clerics and bailiffs aiding the burgomasters, we 600 a host
of specialized functionaries who officiated only intermittently and for
~hom the office revenues, mainly fees, constituted only a side-income,
albeit a desirable one. Another trait common to both ancient and medi
eval cities, 3.t least the large ones, was that numerous affairs which today
are usually handled by the regular representative assemblies would be
handed over to special boards selected through balloting or by lot. Thus
in Hellenic Antiquity, legislation was organized in-. manner, but also

, other political functions such as, in Athens, the ratification through
oath of articles of confederation and the distribution of the tributes paid
by the confederates. In the Middle Ages, the elections-both of officials
(especially the more important ones) and of the chief legislative col
leges-frequently were handled in this way. This practice was a kind
of substitute for a system of representation, which, in the modern form,
did not exist at the time. Such "representatives" as did exist could only
represent associations, as befits a state of development in which all
political rights have the character either of traditional status honors or
of granted privileges. In the ancient Democracy, units so represented
would be the associations entering into a cult or political community
(a state), or perhaps the component parts of a confederacy; in the
Middle Ages they would be the craft guilds and other corporations.
Only the special rights tf associations found "representation," not the
rights of the varying "electorate" of a te~ri!'Jrial district as in modem
parliaments.

7. Illegitimate Rulership: The Ancient Tyrannis

Another trait common to both the ancient and thf; medieval city is
the appearance of the city tyrannis, or at least of Attempts to establish it.
In both periods this was a locally restricted pher.cmenon. On the He!·
lenic mainland, the government in a number of large cities, among
them Athens, was seized by tyrants in the ~eventh and sixth centuries
».e., but none of these regimes lasted more than a few generations. fB
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Here the urban li~rties normally perished only after conquest by a
superior military POW!'. In the colonial areas, by contrast-in Asia
Minor and especially in Sicily-the spread of the city tyrannis was more
permanent and in part provided the definitive constitution of the city
state to the time of its collapse.

The tyrannis was everywhere the product of the struggle of status
groups. In a few cases, as in Syracuse, it seems to have been the
nobility, pushed into a corner by the demos, which helped a tyrant to
establish his rule. But on the whole t~,,: regime of the tyrants was based
on sections of the middle class and on the debtors of the patricians, and
their foes' were the noble families, whom they exiled, whose estates they
confiscated, and who conspired against them. What finds expression
here is the typical class contrast of the ancient world: between an urban
military patriciate as creditors and the peasantry as debtor5-a contrast
which existed everywhere from Israel and Mesopotamia t,o the Greek
and Italic world. in Babylon, the countryside had almost entirely come
into the possession of the patricians, whose coloni the peasants had be
come. In Israel, debt servitude was one of the subjects regulated in the
"Book of the Covenant" [Ex. :U:I-6; Neh. IO:3zJ, and all usurpers
from Abimelech to Judas Maccabaeus found support in the fUgitive
debt slaves. The promise of Deuteronomy runs to the effect that Israel
shall "lend unto many nations" [Deut. 15:6]; i.e., that the citizens of
Jerusalem shall be the creditors and patricians and all others their debt
servants and peasants. The class contrasts in Hcllas and Rome were
similar. Once established, the tyranny was usually supported by the
small peasants, a party of thc nobility which was in alliance with them,
and parts of the urban middle classes. As a rule it relied on a bodyguard,
and for the Greek demagogue-e.g., for Peisistratos--the gumt of such
a gum1 by the citizenry was usually just as much the first step towards
the establishment of a tyrannis as later ill medieval Italy for the capitano
del papolo. The tyrants alSJ employed mercenaries. Their substantive
policies .often attempted to smoothen class and Status conHicts, no less
than did those of the aisymnetai like Charondas dnd Solon.~· App:n
enuy the appointment of an aisymneil!s for the reordering (If the st3te
and the law or the elevation of a t)'rannos were often alternative solu
tions for the same set of problems. The social and economic policies of
both the aesymnetes and the tp:ants, at least on the mainland, sought
to prevent the sale of pea:.;ant land to the urban nobility and the im
migration of peasants into the r::ity. In some pl.aces they attempled to
restrict the purchase of Sb.~·C5, ,he consumption of luxuries, brokerage
(middlemen's) trade, and grain exports-all measures characterizing an
essentially petit-bourgeois e::v;;omic policy which corresponds J:o that of
the medieval '"city economi' to b.::. discussed later [sec. iv: IOE bdow].
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The tyrants perceived themselves, and were perceived everywhere,
as speci6cally "illegitimate" rulers. This differentiated their entire posi
tion, both in its religious and its political. aspects, from the old city
kingships. Quite regularly they were supporters of new emotional cults,
especially of the cult of Dionysos, in contrast to the ritualistic cults of
the nobility. As a rule they sought to preserve the external form of their
commune's constitution, and thereby their claim to legality. At its down
fall, their regime usually left the patrician stratum much weakened., and
therefore under compulsion to purchase the l<:ooperation of the com
moners, which was necessary for the expulsion of the tyrant, with far
reaching concessions to the demos. In Athens, the middle-class demo
cracy of Cleisthenes followed the expulsion of the Peisistratids. In some
places, it is true, a merchant plutocracy succeeded the tyrants. This
early type of tynmnis built on economic class conRicts had the effect, at
least on the Greek mainland, of facilitating a timocratic or democratic
solution to the status struggles, of which it frequently was the precursor.

, The successful or unsuccessful attempts to establish tyrannies in the"late
Hellenic period, by contrast, were outgrowths of the exp<.msionary policy
of the demos and had their origin in the military interests of that group,
which will be discussed later. -Jictorious army leaders lil,e Alcibiades
and Lysander tried to establish tyrannies of this type. ~& On the Greek
mainland such attempts remained unsuccessful until the Hellenistic
period, and the military empire-formations of the demos there disinte
grated again, for reasons to be discussed later [sec V:·7 below]. In

. Sicily, by contrast, both the early expansionist maritime policy in the
Tyrrhenian Sea and the later national defense against Carthage were led
by tyrants who created an interlocal military monarchy supported by
mercenary armies in addition to the burgher levies and resorting to the
most ruthless measures of an oriental type, such as compulsory mass
naturalization of mercenaries and resettlement of the population of sub
jugated cities. Rome, finally, where in the early republican period vari
ous developments that might have led to a tyrannis had failed,
ultimately fell prey to a military monarchy, in the wake of the great
conquests, for internal social and economic reasons which will. be dis
cussecl separately.

8. Illegitimate Rulership: The Medieval Signoria

In the Middle Ages, the city tyrannis remaim,d h"geJy, if not en
tirely, confined to Italy. The Italian :;ignoria, which Edl.lfl.rd IVleyer has
likened to lhe an6.:-n'. tyrannis/" does indeed h<lIIe certain tmits in
COITlmOl~ wilh thc!altcr: 'It, too, was predominantlv d1e uer.tion of one. ,
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wealthy family in opposition to other members of the status group; it
was the first political power in Western Europe which based its regime
on a rational administration with (increasingly) appointed officials; it
also in most cases retained certain forms of the traditional communal
constitution. But beyond this, important differences have to be noted.
Firstly, ,,-:hile we do indeed find. that frequently a signoria developed
directly out of the status struggle, very often it first appeared only after
the victory of the popolo, and in some instances only a considerable
while later. Furthermore, while the signoria in most cases developed
directly out of the legal offices of the popoZo, the city tyrannis in Hel
lenic Antiquity normally represented only one of the intermediate
phenomena between the patrician rule and timocracyor democracy. .

The fonnal development of the various Italian signorie took a
number of different courses. as Ernst Salzer, in particular, has shown
very dearly.21 One group of signorie, an entire series, was the direct
product of revolts of the popdo and developed out of its new offices.
The capitano del popola, the podesta della mercadanUl, or also the
podesta of the commune came to be elected by the popola for increas
ingly longer periods or even for life. Such long-term supreme officials
are found as early as the middle of the thirteenth century in Piacenza,
Parma, LocH, and Milan. By the end of that century, the rule of the
Visc:Jnti in Milan was already hereditary in practice, as was that of the
Scala in Verona and the Este in Modena. Parallel to the development
toward tenure for life and initially de facto, later legal, inheritability of
the office, went .m expansion of the sphere of jurisdiction of the
supreme official. Beginning as an "arbitral,"28 purely political penal
pm,,'er, it developed into a general commission (arbitrium generale) to
issue all kinds of orders in competition with the council and the com
mune, and finally into a rulership (dominium) with the right to govern
the dty libero arbitrio, to fill the offices, and to issue decrees which had
tte pCiwer of laV':~.

This assignment of powers had two different political sources which,
however, frequently coincided in substance. One was the problem posed
by p"rty governments-above an, the constant threat to the very survival
of the state, and thereby also to the economic status quo and especially
to land ownership, which emanated from the defeated party. The in·
stallation of party captains with unlimited powers was made necessary
espeCially by the existence of a nobility accustomed to war and by the
constant fear of conspiracies. The second source is to be found in the
external wars, the threat of subjugation by neighboring communes or
princes. VVherever the latter factor predominated., it usually was the
creation of a special military commander, the capitano della guerra, who
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was either a foreign prince or a condottiere, that provided the source of
the signoria, and not the party leadership of the capitano del papalo.
Under such conditions, the voluntary subjection of a city under the
rulership of a prince in order to secure his aid against external threats
often was effected in a manner which narrowly limited the rights of
the dominus. Within the city a power seeker normally could most easily
gain support from the broad lower strata of craftsmen ordinarily ex
cluded from active participation in the administration. In part this was
so because for these groups a. chan~ did not signify any loss, while the
presence of a princely court pr0mised economic advantages, and in part
because the masses everywhere are emotionally responsive to the display
of personal power, As a ruie, the aspirants to the signoria therefore made
use of the "parliaments" to effect the transfer of powcr.29 But occasion
ally, when threatened by political or economic opponents, the patrician
families or the merch':mt class also used the instrumen~ of a signoria,
which initially was nowhere viewed as the permanent establishmem of
a monarchy. Cities such as Genoa repeatedly imposed very restrictive
cOnditions upon powerful monarchs under whose dominium they com
mitted themselves, including above all limitations upon their military
power and 6rmly fixed money payments, and at times they even dis~

missed such "protectors." When the dominus was a foreign monarch
this usually succeeded; ~us Genoa at one time dismissed the king of
France. But it rarely su~ed against a signore who had once taken
up residence in the city,

9. The Pacifica,"""' of the Bw·ghers and the
Legitimation of the Signoria

It is noteworthy that in th~ course or time both the power of i.he
burghers to resist rind their inclination to do so declined.. The signori
based their regime on mercen"ry an ,it,; ;lnci increasingly also on con
nections with the legitimate authorities. In Italy, except. for Venice and
Genoa. the h~reditary :>'ignoria constituted the form cf city government
de6nitively legitimized by imperial and papal recognition after the sub
jection of Florence with the help of Spanish troops [in 1530}' Tne de
clining resistance of the burghers. however, must be explained by a
number of separate factors. Here as e\'erywhere, the very e_~stence vf a
princely court created its own support in the form. of growing strata in
the nobility al'd the bourgeoisie with social and economic: vested inter
("Sts in its survival. The increasing refinement of wants and the slowing
down of economic expansion together with a growing vulnerability to
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warlike disturbances of the higher bourgeois strata's economic interests;
the general decline in political aspirations of the economically active
groups, associated with increasing competition and growing economic
and social stability, and the consequent exclusive devotion of these
groups to gainful economic activity or the peaceful enjoyment of renrier
incomes; and finally, the general policy of the princes who furthered
both these developments to their own advantage-all these were re
sponsible for the rapid decline of interest in the political fate of the city.
Both the large monarchies, like the French, and the signorie of single'
cities could everywhere count on the interest of the lower strata in the
pacification of the city and in a regulation of economic conduct which
professed to safeguard the "living" of the small burgher. The French
cities were subject~ to the rule of the crown with the help of thp.se
petit-bourgeois interests, and in Italy similar tendencies propped up the
signorie.

The most important element, however, was an essentially political
development: the pacification of the citizenry through its preoccupation
with economic concerns, its declining habituation to military service
and, finally, through the deliberate disanning of the urban population
by the princes. It is true that this was not always their policy from the
very beginning; in fact, some princes developed the first rational recruit
ment systems. But these soon developed into drafts of the poor only, if
that was nor their initial character; while this was in accord with the
general type of patrimonial army formation, it was thoroughly hreign
to the spirit of the republican burgher army. But the field had already'
to a large extent been cleared for the princeS by the transition to the use
of mercenary armies and to the capitalistic method of employing entre
preneurs (condottieri) to raise and lead !:he troops, changes necessitated
by the increasing economic indispensabiltiy of the burghers and by the
growing need for professi.onal training in milit3ry matters. These factors
had already been working toward the pacification and disannament of
the burghers during the time of the free communes. An addition~J

element was provided by the personal and politic-al connections of the
city princes with the great dynasties, against whose power any uprising
of the burghers would have had no chance of success, Ultimately, thus,
it was the same series of fl'lctors, the general significance of which we
have discussed before, which provided the signoria with the chance to
develop into a b.:-.reditary patrimonial princeship: the increasing £ca
nomic pleoceupatiun of the burghers, the military disqualification of thE

educated strata of !:he bou..gp~jsie, dnd the ratinn'ilizaticn of nilitdfy
techniyve in the dill"'Ction of a prf!fessional army, conlbined ',vith t~-,e

d{'veJopmer:c of stahls group::; of noblemen, Tentier'~, and prebendc:ries
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with vested economic or social interests in the existence of a princely
court. Wherever these chances were utilized, the sigtzona thereby en
tered into the circle of legitimate powers.

The policies of the signoria share one tendency, of preeminent in
terest here, with those of the 'ancient tyrannis: the tendency to break
up the political and economic monopoly position of the city in relation
to the countryside. As in Antiquity, it was very often the mral popula
tion with whose aid the aspirant to power compelled the transfer of the
rule-for instance, in 1328 in Padua.3<l To its own economic advantage
and for political reasons, the free urban citizenry had often destroyed
the manorial system of the countryside after its victory over the patrici
ate, freeing the peasantry and furthering the free transfer of land to
the highest bidder. It was under the rule of the popolo grasso that
massive acquisitions by the burghers of landed property from the feudal
lords took place, and that in Tuscany the manorial constitution based
on compulsory labor services of the peasantry was replaced. by the
[yield-sharing] mezzadria tenancy, an institution peculiarly adapted to
the relations between primarily urban landowners whose only ties to
the countryside consist of a villegiatura and their rural tenant farmers. 31

Yet, the rural population---even the free peasant landowners-remained
excluded from all participation in political power. As the mezzaaria was
tailored to the, economic interests of urban landowners, so the urban
policy toward the countryside was adapted to the interests of the urban
consumer and, after the victory of the guilds, also to those of the urban
producers. The policy of the princes nowhere changed this immediately,
and in some places never at all. The famous phy<;iocraric policy of
Grand Duke Leopold of, Tusc.any in the eighteenth century was in
Buenced by certain natural-law concepts and was not, or at least not
primarily, a policy of agrarian interests. 32 Nevertheless, the policy of the
princes, which on the whole was directed to the balancing of interests
and the avoidance of sharp collisions, was certainly no longer the policy
of an urban citizenry using the countryside merely as a means tewards
its own ends.

Often, and ultimately in the majority of cases, the dominion of the
city princes encompassed several cities. They did not, however, create
out of these hitherto independent urban territories unitary states in the
modem sense. Quite to the contrary, the individual cities tied together
under the rule of a single prince frequently continued to have both the
right and the occasion to communicate with each other through Bm
bassadors. Their constitutions certainly were not ·standardized, nor did

·they become [subordinate] municipalities which fulfilled certain state
functions merely by virtue of a delegation of powers from the state. A

(
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development of this kind occurred only gniduaIIy, in conj~nction with
the similar transformation of the great modern patrimonial states.
Representations of the Estates---such as were known in the Sicilian
kingdom already in the Middle Ages, but also in other old patrimonial
monarchies-were almost completely absent in the principalities which
developed out of city territeries. The important organizatio!!,al innova~

tions of the signorie are to he found in other developments, namely:
(r) in the appearance of princely officials employed for indefinite
periods at the side of the communal officials elected for short tenures,
and (2) in the development of collegiate centra] agencies, above all for
financial and military functions. These constituted indeed important.
steps toward the rationalization of administration. The establishment of
a rational princely administration under the urban signoria was tech~

nically aided by the fact that many communes had in their own financial
and military interest already created a volume of statistical records
unusual for that time, and that the art of aceount- and record-keeping
had received its technical development in the urban banking houses.
A more important influence in the indubitable rationalization of ad
ministration, however, probably stemmed from the example of Venice
on the one hand, and of the Sicilian kingdom on the other-an influ~

ence which probably worked more through stimulation than by way of
direct adoption.

10. Urban Autonomy> Capitalism, and Patrimonial
Bureaucracy: A Summary

The circular path of the Italian cities from a stage in which they
were component parts of patrimonial or feudal structures, through a
period of independence obtained by revolution with a government of
local notables and then of the craft guilds, followed by the signona and
finally again by a position as component parts of relatively rational
patrimonial associations-this cycle has no exact counterpart in the
Occident. In particular, there is no counterpart for the signpriaj at best
one could find a paranel for the immediately preceding stage, that of
the eapitaneus populi, in some of the most powerful burgomasters north
of the Alps. In one respect, however, the circular type of development
was universal: In the Carolingian period, the cities were nothing-or
almost nothing-but administrative districts, differentiated from other
administrative units only by certain peculiarities of their status structure,
and in the modem patrimonial state they were again very close to this

t'
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position, distinguished only by certain corporate privileges. In the inter
mediate period, they were everywhere to S0m.::: degree "commune~" with
autonomous political rights and an autonomous economic policy.

The dewlopmentin Antiquity was similar. Yet, neither modern
capitalism nor the "state" as we know it developed on the basis of the
ancient city, whereas the medieval city, though "not the only significant
antecedent developm.ental j"tage and certainly no"t itself the carrier of
these developments, is inseparably linked as One of the crucial factors
with the rise of both phenomena. Hence, in spite of all external simi
larities, we should be able to discern some very far-reaching differences
between the ancient and the medieval city development. This problem
we will turn to next.

These differences win be most easily recognized if we juxtapose the
city types of both periods in their most characteristic forms. Before we
approach this comparison, however, we should stress that among the
medieval cities themselves there were also very significant structural

, difft.rences, which so Far we have dealt with only en passant. But for
the moment we shall only recapitulate the ove-rall situation of the
medieval cities at the time of their greatest independence, a period in
which we may hope to find their specific traits. most fully developed.

At the apogee of urban autonomy the attainments of the medieval
cities display an extraordinary variety of forms which can be summarized
under the following headings.

A. POLITICAL AUTONOMY

The mediev:11 urban commune gnined political independence and,
in some cases, conducted an expansionist foreign policy, maintaining
a permanent military force, concluding aUiance;., conducting long wars,
holding large land areas and occasionally other cities in complete sub
jection, and acquiring overseas colonies. With respect to overseas
colonies, only two Italian maritime cities [Venice and Genoa] succeeded
in the long run; domination over great land masses and international
political importance was obtained for certain periods by some communes

. in northern and central Italy and in Switzerland, and to a far lesser
degree by the Flemish and some of the North-German Hansa cities,
and by very few others. But the great majority of cities never exercised
territorial rule beyond the immediate rural environment and a few
sman towns nearby; this holds for 'the cities of southern Italy and Sicily,
for the Spanish cities but for a short, and for the French cities but for
a longer intermezzo of territorial expansion, and from the very begin-
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ning for the English and German cities (with the exception of the
North-German and Flemish cities already mentioned, some South·
German ftd Swiss ones. and a number of western German cities dur·
ing the shoit perilXl of the rJ 3th century] town leagues). It is true that
many of these cities maintained a permanent force of town soldiers (in
France until a very late periDd), or else, and this is the normal case,
that they had a conscripted burgher militia which defended the walls
and sometimes was strong enough to enforce the Landfrieden (territorial
"peace") in confederation with other r.:ities, to destroy the castles of
robber barons and to intervene in the feuds of the country. But none
of them sought to engage in international politics over long periods in
the manner of th~ Iralian and Hanseatic cities.

Most of these cities sent reprensentatives either to the Estates of the
realm or of their local territory. and not ir:~•.:quently, because of their
financial power, they acquired the decisive voice in these bodies even
if they were assigned a formally subordinate position. The most im·
portant example are the Commons of England, even though they con
stituted a representation nor so much of urban communes as of local
corporations of the various status groups. But many cities did not exer
cise even such rights (the details of the legal history would take us too
far afield). On the Continent, the modem patrimonial bureaucratic
state eventually deprived most of them of their political autonomy as
well as of their military powers, except for police purposes. Only where,
as in Germany, the patrimonial state developed in the form of rather
small structures, did it have to permit the independent political survival
of some of the citv states.

A special cou'rse of development is to be noted also in England, due
there to the absence of a patrimonial bureaucracy. Under the tight
organization of the central administration, the individual English cities
had never developed separate and individual political ambitions be
cause they defended their interests in Parliament as a group. They had
formed trade cartels, but not political town leagues as on the Continent.
They constituted corporations of a privileged stratum of notables, and
their good will was 6nancian)'o:~ndispensable to the state. Durillg the
Tudor rule, the crown had sought to d.estroy their privileges. but the
collapse of the Stuarts put an end to this. From that time, on they re
mained corporations with the right to elect parliamentary representa
tives, and both the ,~'Kingdom of Influence" and the noble diques
~tilized the often ridiculously small and easily purchas~ble electoral
colleges ["rotten boroughs"], which was aU many of them represent~d,

to obtain compliant parliamentary majorities.
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B. AUTONOMOUS LAW CREATION

Autonomous law creation by the city, and within it again by the
[old] guilds and the [later] "crafts," was a right fully exercised by the
politicaily independent Italian cities, and at times by the Spanish,
English, and a considerable part of the French and- Gennan cities al
though it was not always expressly granted to them by charter. To
problems of urban landownership, market relations, and trade, the city
courts, with burghers as lay judges (Schoffen), applied a uniform law
specific to all burghers of the given city. The law itself might be based
on custom or autonomous legislation, or on imitation, adoption, or impo
sition in the founding charter of another city's legal system. City courts
increasingly excluded from the trial procedure such irrational and magi
cal means of evidence as duels, ordeals, and clan oaths, in favor of
rational procedures of presenting evidence. This development, however,
should not be thought of as running a straight course; at times the ad
herence to a special trial procedure in the city courts signified the con
servation of older legal forms in the face of rational innovations by the
royal courts, as in England (absence of the jury), or the preservation
of medieval law· against the penetration of Roman la\v, as on the Conti
nem. In the latter case the legal institutions adaptable to capitalism
had their origin precisely in the urban law systems (it being in the cities
that early capitalist interests had £orne autonomy), and not in the Ro
man (or Germanic) "law of the land" (Landrecht).

The city governments, for their part, sought to establish the rule
that the guilds and "crafts" could not legislate [for their own courts]
without the magistrates' consent, or they at least tried to limit sw h
legislation to the guilds' assigned area of jurisdiction. For all citi:s
which had to reckon with a political or manorial city lord-and tLl~

means, for ali outside of Italy-both the extent of urban autonomy and
the distribution of legisl<ltive power hetween th l · council ;wd the craft
guilds was forever unstable and a question of power.

The devel0plng patrimonial Imreaucratic stilte cwry\vherc increas
ingly curtailed the autonomy of the cities. In England the Tudors were
the lirst systematically to assert the prinCiple that the cities as wel! as
the "crafts" were corporfJtely organized state institutions for definite
purposes, with rights which cudrl not exceed the privileges outlined
in the charter, and with legislative powers binding only citizens who
were members of the corporation. Any offense against these restrictions
was used as an opportunity to have the charters c<lshicred in a quo war
ranto action (a fate which London l:xpencnced as late as under
James II). In this vicw <IS we saw, the citv was not a "territorial body"
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but a privileged association of the local status groups (stiindischer Ver
band), in the administration of which the Privy Council continuously
interfered. In France, the cities were in the course of the sixteenth
century deprived of all judicial powers, except for police matters, and
for all financially important acts permission of the state authorities came
to be required. In Central Europe, the autonomy of the cities under
the authority of the territorial princes was as a rule completely destroyed.

C. AUTOCEPHALY

Few cities other than those of Italy achieved full autocephaly: i.e.,
none but their own judicial and administrative agencies. Non-Italian
cities often obtained it only for the lower [non.-eapitalJ jurisdiction,
normally with the reservation of appeal to the royal or supreme terri·
torial court. Wherever the passing of judgment was in the hands of lay
judges (Schoffen) taken from the Citizenry, the identity of the judicial
overlord was ::l matter primarily of fiscal interest, and the cities often
did not see any need to appropriate or purchase the formal jurisdiction.
\VIlat mattered to them was that the dty be a separate judicial district,
with lay judges chosen from their midst. At least for the lower jurisdic
tion, and partially also for the capital jurisdiction, this right was
obtained in relatively early times. Independent election of the lay judges
or co-optation by the officiating panel without interference from the
lord was achieved by most cities. Also important was the attainment of
the privilege that a burgher be respons~ble only to the court of his city.

The development of the urban administrative agency, the Council, '
we cannot investigate here. The existence of such a body, provided with
far-reaching administrative powers, was the identifying mark of every
city commune in western and northern Europe at the height of the
Middle Ages. The manner of its composition varied endlessly. It was
detennined to a great extent by the actual power position of the various
groups; the patrician families (the owners of land rents and monetary
wealth, the financiers and occasional merchant"), the bourgeois mer
chants, often enrolled in the "crafts" (either long-distance traders or
large retailers and putting-out entrepreneurs for industria) products),
and, finally, the purely artisan "crafts" properly so caUed. The balance
of economic power between the burghers and the political or manorial
lord of the city, on the other hand, detennined the degree to which
the latter continued to participate in the nominations to the council,
and thus to what extent the city remained partially heterocephalous.
The directly relevant factor was the lord's need .for money, for this
made possible the purchase of his urban rights; the obverse of this, of
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course, was the financial strength of the cities. However, the financial
needs of the city lords and the financial power of the city were not
alone decisive [for their relative strength] if the city lords possessed
political means of power. In France the royal government-which under
Philip Augustus [r. I 18o-12231 had still been allied with the cities
and to a small extent also other feudal lords obtained already in the
thirteenth century through their mounting money requirements the
right, in the form of pariage contracts, to participate in the filling of
administrative positions, control rights over the conduct of office of the
urb;m magistrates, especially in the field of fiscal administration, which
was of particular interest to the king, and the right of confirming the
elected consuls in their offices.n By the fifteenth century the royal
prev6t pre-:ided over the burgher assembly. In the age of Richelieu and
Louis XIV, finally, the offices of the city were completely in the hands
of the royal intendant, and the financial troubles of the state led to the
filling of both city and state offices by sale.

The patrimonial-bureaucratic state transfonned the administrative
, agencies of the city into corporate representations cf the privileged status
groups whOSP jurisdiction applied only to the circle of their corporate
interests, but without significance for the functions of state administra
tion. The English state, which had to retain the autocephaly of the city
corporations because they were electoral bodies for Parliament, simply
by-passed the city when it wished to have local associations execute
those functions which our municipalities fulfill nowadays and made
the parish-to which not only the privileged corporation members, but
all qualified inhabitants belonged-or some other,newly crealed associa
tion the executor of these tasks. Most of the time, however, the patri
monial bureaucracy simply transformed the urban magistrates into
agencies of the sovereign alongside all others.

D. TAXING AUTONOMY

Next, we consider the problem of the city's taxation power over its
burghers, arid its freedom from taxaJion and other charges by outside
powers. The fonner they obtained to very varied extent; the control
rights of the city lord were often preserved to some degree, although
at times they were completely abolished. In England the cities never
possessed full taxing autonomy and always needed the consent of the
crown for all new taxes. Full freedom from rent (lins) and tax obliga
tions toward the outside was rarely achieved. Cities not politically
autonomous obtained this freedom only when they could farm the tax
obligation, paying off the city lord either once and for all or, more
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frequently, through periodical lump sums, and could then take the
collection of the royal taxes under their own management (firma burgi
in England). The elimination of obligations to the outside everywhere
succeeded most completely with respect to personal duties deriving from
the former personal subjection of burghers to judicial or manorial lorets.

While after its victory the typical patrimonial-bureaucratic state
differentiated the-city from the countryside for taxation purposes, seek
ing to hit production and consumption equally through a specifically
urban tax, the excise, it at the same time deprived the cities almost
entirely of their autonomous taxing power. In England the imposition
of taxes on the cities as corporate bodies had little significance, since
most of the new administrative tasks fell on other types of communities.
In France the crown appropriated one half of the urban exeise (octroi)
from l\lazarin's ministership on, all city financial operations and the
internal taxation having been brought under state conteol already earlier.
In Centr/!ll Europe the urban agencies were in this respect, too,trans
formed into almost pure state organs.

E. MARKET RIGHTS AND AUTONOMOUS URBAN ECONOMIC POLICY

The right to hold markets; autonomous trade and craft Jtegulation
and monopolistic powers of exdusion. - The market was part of every
medieval city, and the supervision over the market had everywhere in
considerable measure been taken qut of the hand,s of t'he city lord by
the council. In later periods, the regulation of trade and production was
concentrated either in the hands 9£ the municipal authorities or in those,
of the craft associations, depending upon the local power structure; the
city lord continued to be largely excluded.

The urban policy of economic regulation comprised [a wide range
of activities and motivationsJ.u Quality control over production was
exercised partly in the interest of enhancing the reputation-and thus
the export interests--of the tradps, and partly in the interest of the
urban consumers. Price control was basically exercised in th~ interest
of the consumers. Another goal was the protection of the "living" of
the small burghers, pur..u.ed by means of restrictions imposed upon the
number of apprentices and journeymen, and at times also upon the
number of masters; with the narrowing of subsistence ,opportunities,
the monopolization of master positions for nativ~ sons, especially for
masters' sons, intensified. Wherever the craft guilds directly controlled
economic regulation, they attempted to counteract the development of
capitalistic dependency on outsidef5 and large entrepreneurs by pro
hibiting the putting-out system, imposing controls on capital loans,
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regulating 1Uld organizing the supply of raw materials and, at times,
also the sale of the finished products. Above all else, however, the city
sought to prevent competition from the countryside under its domina
tion; hence it sought (0 suppress the establishment of rural industrial
enterprises and to force the peasantry (in the interest of the urban
producers) to purchase its requirements in the city and (in the interest
of the urban consumers) to sell its output on the market of the city and
only there. Also in the interest of the·;·consumers (and occasionally in
that of industrial users of raw materials), it tried to prevent "forestall
ing" of wares outside the urban market. Finally, in the interest of its
merchant population, the city sought to impose "staple" and brokerage
monopolies for goods passing through its own territory, while at the
same time trying to gain free-trade privileges abroad.

These core points of the economic policy of the so-called "city econ
omy" (Stadtwirtschaftspolitik), varying according to the manifold com
promise possibilities of conflicting interests, can in their principal
features be found. almost everywhere. The direction taken by the policy
of any particular city was determined not only by the internal power
relationship of the interested parties, but also by the range of economic
opportunities open to them. The expansion of this range in the first'
period of settlement initiated policies directed toward a widening of
the market; its constriction after the end of the Middle Ages was ac
companied by tendencies toward monopolization. But beyond these
generalities each city had interests of its own which collided with those
of competitors; especially among the long-distance trade cities of the
South, a life-and-death struggle prevailed..

The patrimoniaI·bureaucratic state did not at all intend a basic break
with the policies of the "city economy" stage of development after the
subjugation of the cities. Quite to the contrary: In the interest of its
revenues, the state was as much concerned with the economic prosperity
of the cities and their industries and with the maintenance of popula·
tion size through the preservation of urban "livings" as it was, in the
interest of a mercantilist trade policy, with the stimulation of foreign
trade; the measures for the latter it could copy, at least in -part, from
the urban long-distance trade policies. The patrimonial state sought to
balance the conflicting interests of the cities and other groups, and in
particular attempted to reconcile the petit-bourgeois approach of pro
tecting the "living" with policies friendly to capitalist stirrings. Almost
up to the eve of the French Revolution, it violated the principles of the
traditional economic policy only where tl:te local monopolies and privi
leges of the burghers obstructed its own, ever more capitalistically
oriented, policy of monopolies and privileges. It is quite true that in
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individual.:iiistances even this could lead to a veryt, drastic disruption
of. the burgbet$ economic privileges. but only in exceptional local cases
did· it hidicate a deliberate rupture· with the traditional approach. Never
theleSs: the autonomy of urban economic policy and regulation was lost,
andfndirecdy tItis could, of course, have considerable significance.

Yet~ decisive was the inability of the city to bring military
~tic:al meens of power into the service of its interests, such as the
patrilrionial-burea.ucratic prince could apply. Even the new economic
opportunities opened by the policies of the patrimonial state could ·only
rarely he ekp10ited by the cities as public bodies, as they could be-,
and were--exploited by the princes themselves. It lies in the nature of
the case that these opportunities were open only to individuals, above
all to socially privileged individuals; thus we find that in the typical,
monopolistically privileged, domestic and overseas undertakings of Eng
lish and French patrimoniaJdn, relatively many members of the landed
nobility and of the higher officialdom participated beside the kings
themselves, but relatively very few burgher elements. Occasionally, it
is true, certain cities-such as Flankfurt"'-participated in spite of such
obstacles for city account in speculative foreign undertakings, at rimes
Ql1. a very large scale. But in most ~ases this turned out to be very much
to their disadvantage, since a sin?1:> failure was bound to hit them much
more severely than it would a largt j)Q]itical unit.

The economic decline of numerous cities, especially after the six
teenth century, can only in part be explained by a shift in the trade
routes (it also occurred at precisely the same time in England), and
also only in part by the establishment of large home industries based
On non-urban labor. To the greatest part it must be explained by other,
more general conditions. Foremost among these is the fact that the
traditional forms of enterprise integrated in the "city economy" no
longer were the ones which could generate the really great profits, and,
further, that both the politically oriented and the commercial and in
dustrial capitalist undertakings simply no longer found a useful support
in policies of the "city economy" type, just as had happened earlier in
the case of feudal military techhology. Even where these undertakings
were formally located in the city, they could no longer be sustained by
an entrepreneurdom tied locally to the individual burgher association.
The new capitalist undertakings settled in the new locations suitable
for them, and for help in the defense of his interests-insofar as he
required any at all-the entrepreneur now appealed to powers other
than a local burgher association. Just as in England the Dissenters, who
played so important a role in the capitalistic development, remained out
side of the ruling city corporation in conse<:juence of the Test Acts,as
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so the great modem commercial and industrial ciries of England arose
entirely outside of the precincts-and thus of the monopoly-power
spheres--of the old privileged corporations. It is for this reason that
they Frequently displayed a completely archaic judicial structure: The
old manorial courts, the "court baron" and "court leet," existed in Liver·
pool [into the seventeenth. century] and in Manchester up until the
modem reform, the manorial lords having merely been bought out as
lords of the court.n

F. ATrlTUDE TOWARD NON-eITIZEN STRATA

The specific political and economic characteristics of the medieval
city also detennined its attitude to non-citizen strata, an attitude which
shows very different features in different cities. They all shared, to begin
with a common element, the economic contrast to the specifically non~

urban political and feudal·manorial structures, which can he summarized
itt' the antithesis; market versus aUtOs. This antithesis should not be
thought of simply as an economic ·"struggle" between political or mano
rialloros and the city. This did occur, of course, wherever the city, in
the interest of expanding its power, admitted politically or manorially
dependent persons against the wish of their masters inside the walls or,
even worse, as non·resident members into the burgher ·association. The
latter expedient was soon made impossible, at least in the Nordic cities,
by princely leagues or royal prohibition. But the economic development
of the city as such was nowhere contested as a matter of principle; the
objections arose rather against the city's political independence, and in
specific cases-which ·were not rare---over economic issues because
particular economic interests of the feudal nobility clashed with the
commercial policies and monopolistic tendencies of the cities. The feudal
military interests, the kings in the forefront, of course viewed with the
highest misgivings the development of autonomous fonresses within their
politiCal- territory. The German kings in general, except. for very short
periods, never abandoned such misgivings. The French and English
kin'gs, by contrast, were at' times quite friendly toward the cilies, partly
for politiqI reasons associated with their struggle against the baron.s.
partly because of the importance of urban financial power.

Neither did the tendency of the urban market economy to dissolve
manorial and, indirectly, feudal structures-which indeed asserted it
self with varying degrees of success-necessarily;:assume the forti of a
"struggle" of the cities against other interests. Quite to the contrary:
over broad areas there were strong common interests. Both p:ditical and
manorial lords were extremely interested in the mon.etary :reVenues
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which they might be able to obtain from their peasant subjects. and it
was the city which provided the latter with a local market for their
products and hence with the possibility of paying their dues in money
rather than in seIVices or products,·.or else the city provided the lord
with the Opportunity to tum his in-kind income into money instead of
consuming it himself, through sale either on !he local market or abroad
via the increasingly capitalistic long-distance trade. The political and
manorial lords made energetic use of these possibilities, either by de
manding money rents from their peasants, or by utilizing the market
stimulated self·interest of the peasants in higher production through the.
creation of larger farming units which in tum could deliver a higher
share of the output as marketable rents-in-kind. Also, the more strongly
local and long-distance trade developed, the more money revenues
could the feudal nobility derive from the exceedingly large variety of
tributes levied on this traffic; western Germany provides a good example
even in the Middle Ages.3~

For all these reasons, the foundation of cities was from the viewpoint
of the founders primarily a business undertaking, the creation of op
portunities for money revenues. Economic interests of this kind .moti
vated the innumerable "city"-foundations by the nobility in the East,
especially in Poland, even at the time of the Jewish persecutions
often fail-starts whose citizenry, frequently numbering only a few hun
dreds, at times was still in the nineteenth century up to ninety per
cent Jewish. This specifically medieval and North European type of
city foundation as a "business" undertaking constitutes, as we shall see,
a direct antithesis to the military fortress-town foundations represented
by the ancient polis. The conversion of almost all personal and material
claims of the manorial and judicial lords into rent claims, and the
r~ulting (in part fully de jure, in part merely de facto, yet far-reaching)
economic freedom of the peasantry-which did not come forth wher
ever the city development was weak-was the consequence of the fact
that _the lordly political and manorial revenues in the territories of in
tensive city development could increasingly be fed from the market
sale fJf peasant products or of peasant deliveries in kind, and beyond
this from sources of the market economy, all of which replaced the
direct exploitation of personal service obligations of the subjects or the
allocation of delivery obligations for household wants in the manner
of the ancient Gikos economy. Both the lord and, to a lesser degree, his
dependents now increasingly supplied their requirements through the
money economy. Another important element in this transformation of
the landlonl·peasant relationship was the buying out of the rural no
bility by the urban burghers, who then converted the estates-to rational
fonns of economic operation. This process, however, met with barriers
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wherever the feudal associations required eligibility to hold a fief
(Lehensfahigkeit) for the ownership of "noble" land, a condition which
the urban patriciate could satisfy almost nowhere north of the Alps.

The existence of a "money economy" itself, at any rate, did not
create a dash of economic interests between the political or manorial
lords and the cities; to some extent, as we have seen, it even created a
community of interests. A purely economic collision arose only where
the lords, in order to increase their incomes, sought to enter non
agricultural market production on' their own, an attempt which naturally
could be made only where a suitable labor force was available. Wher
ever thi;; occurred, the struggle of the cities against such industrial
production activities of the rural lords did indeed hreak out, frequently
flaring up with particular intensity onl)' during the patrimonial-bureau
cratic period of modern history. In the Middle Ages, by contrast, this
was hardly an important issue, and the factual dissolution of the old
manorial association and of peasant bondage frequently proceeded with
out any struggle at all as the consequence of the advance of the money
economy. This was the case in England. Elsewhere, to be sure, the cities
directly and deliberately furthered this development; this as we saw, is
what happened in the Florentine power sphere.

The patrimonial-bureaucratic state sought to harmonize the con
trasting interests of the nobility and the cities. However, since it wanted
to use the nobility as officers and civil servants, it prohibited the pur
chase of noble estates by non-nobles, 'including the urban citizenry.

G. THE CITY AND THE CHURCH

On this last issue the ecclesiastic, and especially the monastic seign
euries were during the Middle Ages much more on a collision course
with the cities than the secular lords. In general the clerics were, beside
tfte Jews, the major specifically alien body within the city, especially
after the separation of state and church in the Investiture Struggle. For
their e::tates, as church property, they claimed far-reaching freedom
from the public burdens and also "immunity," i.e., exemption from the
spheres of jurisdiction of all officials, including the urban magistrates.
As an Estate, the clerics themselves did not share in the military and
other personal obligations of the burghers. At the same time, these
burden-free properties, and thereby also the number of persons exempted
from the jurisdiction of the urban authorities, continuously increased.
through the gifts of pious burghers. Moreover, in their lay brothers the
monasteries had a labor force free of the obligation to support families,
which therefore could easily underbid any non-monastic competition if,
as was qu.ite frequent, they were used in commercial industrial produc-



tion f()[ the do;<;~r's account. Also., the cloisters and religious founda
tion:;, liKe the waqf of medieval Islam, had on a very considerable scale
brough~ into their possession the pepnanent sources of money rent in
the Middle Ages; market halls, stalls of all kinds, shambles, mills and
the like. which thereby were not only withdrawn from the urban tax
ron but also exempted from the economic regulation of the city; on top
of this, they frequently even claimed monopoly rights for these instal
lations. EveJ1 in military respects the immunity of the walled cloisters
could be dangerous to the city. FinaHy. the ecclesiastic court, enjoined to
uphold thE'. prohibition of usury, was ~ery'Nhere a threat to boui'~is

enterprise. Against the accumulation 'of landed property in mortmain
the citizenry sought to protect itself through prohibitions, just as the
princes and: the nobility did through the "amortization laws."

On the other hand, however, a part of the urban trades found im
portant profit opportunities in the religious festivals, especially if the
city had a sanctuary which was the goal of pilgrimages and wh~re

i:nduJgences WLre granted. And the religious endowments, insofar as
they were open to the burghers, provided places of maintenance for
the aged and for spinster daughters. For this reason the relations be
tween the-clergy and monasteries and the citizenry were by the end of
the Middle Ages by no means so completely unfriendly, in spite of all
collisions, that this element alone would suffice to provide an "economic
explanation" of the Reformation. The ecclesiastic and monastic institu
tions were in fact not at all as inviolable for the city commune as the
Canon Law would have had it. It has been pointed out quite correCtly
-that in Germany the religious endo\\-ments and monasteries had lost
their most interested protector against the laity when the power of the
kings atrophied after the Investiture Struggle, and that the avouerle,38
which they had thrown off, was very easily revived (even if in somewhat
changed form) if they attempted to engage strongly in economic ac
tivities. In many cases the city _council managed to subject them to a
tutelary powet~ry similar to that of the old avoue by pressuring them
und.t:'t the most diverse pretexts and titles to accept "curators" and "at
torneys," who then conducted the administration of the ecdesiasti~

properties in accordance with the interests of the burghers.
The positi~ relative to the burgher association of the clerics as a

stants group varied greatly. In some~ the clergy simply remained
outside the city corporation, but even where this was not the case, it
formed an uncomfortable and unassimilable alien body with its in
eradicable status privileges. Within its territories the Refonnation put
an end to this state of things, but the cities, which shortly after were
subjugated ·by the patrimoniafbureaucratic state, were no-longer in a
position to derive a benefit from 'this solution.
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In this Jast respect the development in Antiquity had-taken an .
entirely diff~nt course. The further hack we go in time. the more the'
economic position of the temples resembles that of ,tVe churches, and
especially of the monasteries, in theearIy Middle Ages, the peculiarities
of which could be observed with particular clarity in the .Venetian
colonies fef. above, sec. iib]. But the direction of th~, further develop
ment was not, as in the Middle Ages, towards an increasing separa,tion
of state and church and a growing independence of the ecclesiastic
dominions; instead, it took precisely the opposite coutse. The urban
patrician families appropriated the priestly positions as SOurces oEfee
revenues and power, and the rule of the demos turned them aItogether-~'

into state offices, transforming them into prebends which ordinarily
were sold at auction. Democracy thus destroyed the political inHuence
of the priests and transferred the economic administration of the sanc~

tuaries to the commune. The great temples of Apollo at Delphi and of
Athena at Athens were the treasure houses of the Hellenic stateatld
deposit banks for -the slaves;St some of them also remained large land~

owners. But an economic competition of the temples with the bourgeois
crafts did not appear in the ancient cities. A secularization of the sanc~
tuaries' holdings did not and could not occur in the ancient world, but
in substance (if not always in form) the "secularization" of the trades
that once had been concentrated in the temples was carried out in~

comparably more radically in Antiquity than in the Middle Ages. The
absence of monasteries, and of an autonomous interlocal church organi•.
zation in general, was the essential reason for this difference.

Conflicts of the urban citizenry with the seigneurial powers were
as widespread in Antiquity as they were in the Middle Ages and at the
beginning of the modern period. The andent city, too, had a peasant
policy and an agrarian policy which destroyed feudalism, But the
[spatial} dimensions of these policies were so much larger in Antiquity,
and their bearing on the internal development of the _cities so heteto-
geneous as compared to the Middle Ages, that here the difference be
tween the two periods becomes very- dear. This difference we shall now
have to discuss in the 'generai context.-

NOTES

I. In Brun's reforin, the urban nobility and the upper "crafts" were united
in the corporation of the "Constabulary" (Kow;taffel), which in case of war pro
vided the mounted force. The Konstaffel had 13 representatives on the council,
as had the 13 minor "crafts" of the small artisans. Cf. A. Largiader, Geschichte
von Stadt und Landschaft Zurich '(2 voJs:; Ziii'ich: Rentsch 1945), I, 133£.

2. Parutici: the "paraders;" a synonym for am, t~ "crafts," perhaps deriving
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from the practice of guild processions. CE. Dizionario- EtfCic1bpsdico Italiano, IX
(19;8),40·

3. ''They [i.e., the resolutions Of the popolo] should nullify all 5tatuta and
should always be considered last," From a Brescia statute instructing the poduU,
ca. nso; "Statuti Bresciani del seco!o XII!," in Historiae Patriae Monvmema,
XVII (Torino, 1876), 1;8498•

4. Mercanzia was the term used in Florence, domvs mercatOMim or its Ital
ian equivalent, C4Sa dei. _canti, in Verona for the "men:hants court". a. A.
Doren, ltalknische Wirtschaftsgeschichte Clena: G. Fischer, 1934), 411.££.

5. The description seems to be based on the captaincy of Ghibeno di Gente
in Parma, nn. cr. Ernst Salzer, ObeT die Anfiinge tIer Signorie in Obe!'
italien ("Historische Studien," vol. 14; Berlin: Ebering, 1900), 150-1;7.

6. The ciampi were the dependent artisans of the Florentine crafts in gen
eral, and more narrowly the unskilled laborers of the Arte della l..aruJ, the guild
of the woolens trades. In the uprising of July, 1378 the lower artisan strata ob
tained the fonnation '!~ three new atri to represent their interests: two for the
skilled laborers of the woolens industry and some other trades, and one for the
ciampi. pror::. The new guilds were to be given a one-third share in the govern
ment, but as that "long hot summer" continued with further unrest, the new guilds
of the skilled workers joined with the en~neuriaI guilds to crush the ciompi
after a second uprising one month later; thelr arte was abolished and the men re
incorporated into the Lana. The other two new guilds survived, with a share in the
city regime, until J 384 when they, too, were abofishcd and the members were forced
to rejoin their original associations. For an early description of this "hrst proletar
ian revolution," see Machiavelli's Florentine Histories, bk. III; cE. also A. Doren,
Das Florentiner Zunftwesen 110m 14. his zvm 16. Jahrhundct (Stuttgart: COtta,
1908), 2:u-236, and for the events culminating in the revolt, Gene A. Brucker.
Florentine Politics and Society 1343-1378 (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1962), cbs. VII-VIII. '

7. Conte Romolo Broglio d'Ajano. "Lotte sociali a Perugia nel secolo XIV,"
VieTteljahrschrift fUr SocWl- un4. Wirtschaftsgeschichte, VIII (1910), 337-:H9.
This case p. 334, the power seizure by the arti minorj in J 3"s. p. 347. ,

8. Broglio d'Ajano, 01'. cit., 340f. The cinultori were the shearers of cloth.
9· Salzer, Ober die Anfange der Signcrie, 01" cit., 97, fn. 3·

10. Eduard Meyer, Kleine Schriften (first ed.; Halle: Niemeyer, 1910), I,
373. Both the tribunes and the aediles were officials of the plebs, in contrast to
the "curuIe" magisttates-the consuls and praetors-who were officials of the en
tire community.

II. The potest4s sacrosanct4 of the tribune is contrasted to the poteslas'legi
lima of the communal magistrate by Mommsen, Riimisches Staatsrecht, II (2nd
ed., 1877),276£.; at least in name, religion provided the tribune with a surrogate
for the inviolability based on law of the "legitimate" magistrates. The actual sur
rogate, of course, was the violent self-help of the plebeians.

n. Auspicium imperiumque, or the "authority to conduct, as the represent
ative of the community, the business of the latter with the gods and with man
kind," were the two aspects of fuR powers of communal office according to
Mommsen. As representatives of only part of this community, the plebeian trib
unes had only pan of these powers. CE. Mommsen, R6miscn.es Staatsrecnt, I, 73;
II, ~69f£., 2.72.

13. r.e., from the latter part of the second century D.C. on. TIberius Scm
pronius Gracehus was plebeian tribune in 133 B.C., and his brother GaiUl in
12.3 B.C. For Weber's reading of the Gracehian period, see GAzSW, 238fF., 253.
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14. Augustus and later principes assumed the tribunitian powers (although
not the tribunate itself) for the entire length of their reign; other offices of the
republican period, such as the consulship. they held only intermittently -and for
short periods. CE. Mommsen, ROmiscnes Swaurscht, II, 84 and fn. 4-

15. Second half of the eighth centuI}' B.C. The war ended with the SpartaD
conquest of the Messenian plain, which to the largest part was turned into &lotic
land.

16. According to Plutarch (Lycurgus, ch. :18), the ephors each year declared
war upon the Helots "so that their being murdered [hy the bypteia-see the next
note} should not violate sacred law;" the story is now generally thought to be
apocryphal On the respective status of the Helots, Spartan state slaves assigned
to work the land of individual warriors, and the Perioeci, political subjects with
a certain amO\lnt of autonomy. cf. Ehrenberg, The Greek S-urte, 29. 36f.

I? Plutarch (loc. cit.) relates that the ephors periodically sent into the
countryside armed groups of the most agile youths wno would hide in the day·
time and roam the roads at night, killing any Helots they met; this was known as
the krypteia (l;eCret service). This story was at one time interpreted as referring
to a special police force for the suppression of the Helots, but nowada)'$ seems to
be generally discounted; the krypteia, which other ancient sources also mention,
is now tbought to have been a Special hardenin~ and initiation period in the
edueation of Spartan youth-see art. "Krypteia' in Pauly-Wissowa, RE, 'Xj
(J922), cols 203l-32. Weber's identi6earion of the institution with a "spyin~
system" perhaps Jerives from the misreading of a passage in Eduard Meyer,
Geschicllte IUs AlteTtums (Stuttgart: Cotta, 1893), II, 563 (III, 518 in the post
war 3rd edition, Basel: Schwabe, 1954), where the suggestive name is mention('.d
almost in the same breath with a comparison of Venice and Sparta for dll'ir
g(neral police state qualities.

18. lhucYdides, History of the PdlJponnesian Wtn", bk. I, ch. 6.
J9. Weber-here takes sides in a dispute of his day, connected with the pn,'S

lem of the Lycurgan constitution of Sparta. about the early or late, legitimate or
!eVolutionary origin of the ephorate. In partieu!:!r, the entire section seems to be
a poin! by point argument with Szanto's art. "Ephoroi" in Pauly-Wissowa, RE, V
(r90S), co15. 1.860-64, and against the position taken by Eduard M~! ;'"
"Lykurgos von $pma," Forschungen xur alten G~hK:hu_ (Halle: N'i~me)'t
159,z), 1, 244-2~1. A similar emphasi~ on the revolutionary (but not on th:.! alt,,·
gether rationally instituted) nature of the historical ephorate. in part bac~f'd wL~
the same arguments, i5 defended by Victor Meyer, "Spartiaren un';; LakeJa.
monier," Hen·ll£s. LIX ~1924) 3Sff ;.now reprinted in Polis un(l 1""Pf'Mum,
Zurich: Artemis '}~'""; and id., Neugrnr.der des Staates (Miln.::hen: Beci:,
192.5),44fi ,

2.0. I.e., to the rural and urban territorial districts, me Attic kf'Mi. Ehrm
berg calls them "urban and'country boroughs" (The Greek State, 3J).

2J. On the difference between psephistnatA and nomoi, and on tbe rol., 0f .
the nomotMtai, cr. Ehrenberg, The Greek State, SM. and the bibliography, 1.50;
for the heliaUl, cf. ibid., 72.·

2.2, On the relationship between the Athenian· Council of Five Hundred
(boule) and the Assembly (e1Utlesia), d. A.H.M. Jones, Athenian DemocrliC)',
t05-U2.. A probouleuma or "pre-eonsultation" in ile boule was !\.-quired in most
eases before a matter could be decided in the Ecclesia.

2.3. For a brief analysis of the Greek tyrannis, see now A. Andrewes, The
Greek Tyranls (New York: Harper Torchbooks. 1963).

24. Charondas of Katane (Catania) on Sicily, of uncertain dare, seventh or
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sixth century B.C.; IUs codification for Katane was widely used in later city
foundations. Solon of Athens, ca. ~38-S59 •.e.;on his reforms and their back·
ground, especially the economic aspects, d. A. French. The Growtls. of the
Afhenian Economy (London: Routledge 8t Kegan Paul. 1964), 10-2.9; also
Andrewes, 01" cit., ch.. VU.

25· The opposing commanders of the Athenian and Spartan annies during
the linal phase of the Peloponnesian war, which ended with Lysander's victory
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French crown became, in combination with military streagtb... ~taJ
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schidi"te (Munich: Oldenbourg, 1910), :1.80ff.; art. "Cogeigneurle'" in Gratule
Encycloph&,XII, 1129f.

34. Fa: a less compressed summary of these policies, d. A. B. Hibbert. "The
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38. In early medieval Europe, the Vogt or IW01d (i.e., "advocate") was the
secular legal officer of a cburch or monastery, appointed by l:hf: crown and te
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office was, with the waning of royal power, ~~iated by the
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the churches. On the develo~t of the avouMie, .. Mac Bloch. FaultJ- Sod
ny, trans. L. A. M~yon (Chicago: UnivelS1ty of~~, I¢I), 4-G,.f£.

39. On the banking role of the. Greek temples, d. &hove, cb. XV:IOB; see
also F. M. Hcichelheim, An A1Icic:nt~ HiBtI::ry, II, 70-14; EbrInberg,
The Greek State, 84f. and the bibliography 2~.

v
Ancient and Medieval Democracy'

The special position of the medieV'dI city in the history of political...
development does not, in the las~ analysis, derive from the essentially
economic contrasts between the urban bwghers and the non-urban
strata and their economic life styles. The crucialelemtnt. was, r:lther,
the general position of the city within the totaIlrameWork of the
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medieval political and status associations. It is this aspect which differ·
entiates the typical medieval city most sharply from the ancient city,
but it is also with respect to this criterion that we om distinguish within
the medieval period two types. albeit with somewhat fluid transitional
forms, which nevertheless in their purest examples are very distinctly
different: A southern European type. found especially in Italy and
southern France, which in spite of all differences is much closet to the
ancient polis than the other type, that of northern France, Germany,
and England, which again in spite of a great variety of fonns represents ,
a unity with respect to the criterion now under consideration. We there
fore have once again to tum to a comparison of the medieval city type
with that of Anti~uity and•. ~hetever suitable. with those of other
periods, in order tc get a coherent picture of the basic causes for these
differences.

The knightly patriciate of the southern European cities owned
castles and estates outside the cities just as did that of Antiquity, for
which we have several times alrt2dy cited the example of Miltiades'
[estates in the Chersonese], The possessions and castles of the [Genoese]
Grimaldi are found aU along the coast line of Provence. Towards the
North such conditions become much rarer, and in the typical central
or northern European cit)' of later times they were entirely absent. On
the other hand. the medieval City also knew almost nothing of such
phenomena as a populace which, like the Attic demos, expected and
ff· 'cired municipal gratuities and pensions based entirely on the po
L,jcal power of the state [i.e., on the tributes exacted abroad and similar
r·:\'eluesl. Direct distribution of the economic yield of municipal prop
t') '.It'~. sirr:.i1ar to the. '!'istribution of the profit from the Laureion mines!

. tL,::, btl, _,hers of ,;,thens, did, however. exist in medieval cities as it
",', ; , n,,'dcrn cer;"'lunities.

lHgin ,I ,he Ancient Lower Class: Debtors and Slaves

." (:l,-.ntrast between the lowest strata [of Anti~uity and those of
ri \.1iddle Ages] is very sharp. The ancient city experienced 3S the
(" '.: ..:I:ianger arising from economic diff~rentiation, which all parties
tterdore sought to combat with varying means, the emergence of a
class of full citizens. descendants of families with full citizenship rights.
who were economically ruined, in debt, without property, no longer
capable9f equipping themselves for service in the anny, and who
hoped for a Ievci1ution or a tyranny from which they could demand
a redistribution of land, a cancellation of debts, or support oULof public

S" v -
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mews: grain distributions, free admission to festivities, dramatic per
fonnances and circus fights, or direct doles from public funds to make
p:>ssible their attendance at such perfonnances. It is true that such
strata were not entirely unknown in the Middle Ages; they could be
found also in more recent times in the South of the United States,
where the slave-holding plutocracy was confronted by the unpropertied
"poor white trash:' In the Middle Ages the debt-ridden declasse strata
of the nobility, for instance in Venice, were as much an object of con
cern as in Rome at the time of Catilina. But on the whole this problem
played a very small role in the Middle Ages, .above all in the democratic
cities. It certainly was not the starting point for class struggles, as it
typically was in Antiquity. For the class struggles of early Antiquity
took place between the urban patriciate as creditors and the peasants as
debtors or as dispossessed debt slaves. The civis proletarius, the "de
scendant"-namely, of a full citizen-was the typical dicl4sse.~ In the
later period this role fell to debt-ridden }un1ters, like Catilina, who con-

, fronted· the propertied strata and became the leaders of the radical revo-
lutionary parties. The interests of the negatively privileged strata of the
ancient polis were essentially debtor interests. But also C01lS1'mer inter
ests. T1lOse interests, on the other hand, which in the Middle Ages
constitute the .pivotof city politics during the democratic period, the
produeer interests of the artisans, increasingly recede into the back
ground in later Antiquity, although the early period of the rise of ancient
Democracy had also been characterized by artisan-type policies con
cerned with a "fair living." The fully developed Democracy of the
Hellenic cities, but also the fully developed rule of honoratiores in
Rome, take into account little more than trading and consumer inter
ests, at least as far a~ the urLan population is concerned. The export
prohibitions for grain, which the ancient polis had in common with
the medieval city and the mercantilist state, did not suffice in Antiquity;
hence the economic policy of that period. was dominated by direct
public provision for grain ~l'lpp!;es. The grain gifts of friendly princes
provided the main impetu:-: in Athens for a revision of the citizenship
rolls in order to exclude those not entitled to a share in the distriburion.4

Crop failures in the grain areas of the Pontus forced Athens to remit
the tribute of the confederates, which shows to what extent economic
capacity was ruled by the price of bread. Direct grain purchases by the
polis are also found in anCient Greece. hut grain tributes imposed on
the provinces on a huge scale for free distribution to the urban citizenry
appear only in the late republican period in Rome.

In the Middle Ages, the typical needy· person was a poor artisan,
a craftsman without work. In Antiquity, he was a "proletarian," a
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former landowner who W3J politically decltqse .beea;ilse he no longer
owned any real estate. Antiquity, WOo knew an,~'uneniployment"

problem for its artisans; as the' typi~ remedy it used :.'!he great. public
construction projects, such as th~ executed. by Pericles." .' .

The mass employment of slave labor in ·the trades affi;!cted their
social position in Antiquity. To be su.te. slavery was a pennanent fea
ture also in a number of medieval cities. In the Mediterranean maritime
cities a real s1a~ trade existed even to the very end of the Middle Ages
and, on the other end of the continuum, as continental a city ~ Moscow,
prior to ·the abolition of serfdom [I86rl, showed most of the charac
teristics of a "large Oriental city of the time, say. of Diocletian: it waS
a place where. rents derived from the ownership of land and souls, as
well as offi~ revenues, were consumed. But in the typical city of the
medieval Occjdent, slave labor played a rapidly diminishing economic
role, and ultimately none at aIL Nowhere would the powerful craft
guilds have tolerated the development of an artisan stratum of slaves,
paying a "body-rent" to their master, as competitors of the free crafts.
This is precisely what happened in Antiquity. There, any accumula
tion of wealth in~riably signified an accumulation of slaves, aild every
war produced huge numbers of captives who swamped the slave markets.

In part these slaves were utilized for consumption purposes, i.e., in
the personal service'of the owners. The possession of slaves was one
of the basic prerequisites for a conduct of life appropriate to the social
standing of a full citizen in Antiquity. In the hoplite period, a time
of chronic warfare, he-could dispense with slave labor as little as the
knight of the. Middte Ages could do without th~ of the peasants. A
man who had to live without any slaves was definitely a "proletarian"
(in the ancient meaning of the word). The eminent families of the
Roman nobility "consumed" the services of great numbers of slaves, who
were en~"l~d 1n the conduct of the great ~ouseholds in a very detailed
functional division of labor and also produced a considerable part of the
ho""se~lo1J needs in the manner of the aiJws economy. Food and clothing
for the slaves. however, were to the largest part obtained in the money
ecOnomy. Ill" Athens the household as a rule supplied itself entirely
through the mqney economy, and this was even more true for the
HeBenisticEast. However, of Pericles [i.e., in the fifth century B.C.] it
was still thought noteworthy to stress that he, for the sake of his popu
larity with the artisans, attempted to supply his needs whenever possible
by purChase in the market rather than within the economy of his
household. . .

At the. same time commercial production in the ancient city was
also to a considerable part in the hands of slaves. The ergdsteria we

_.
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have discussed earlier; beside them appear independently established.
unfree artisans and small merchants. It should be obvious that the side
hy-side employment of slaves and free citizens, such as we find in the
mixed pieCework groups laboring at the construction of the Erechtheion/
must have had a sociany degrading effect on the evaluation of work, and
that the economic competition of the slaves must also have been notice
able. For all that, the fullest expansion of the exploitation of slaves in
ancient Greece fen precisely in the periods of Democracy.

2. Constituencies of the City: Ancient Territorial Units
versus Medieval Craft Associations

This proximity of slave labor and free labor apparently also nipped
in the bud any possibility of a development of craft guilds in Antiquity.
It may be assumed, even though it cannot be definitively proven, that
in the early days of the polis there existed. beginnings of occupational
associations. To all appearances these were organizations of the mili
tarily important old war crafts, such as the centuriae fabmm in Rome
and the demiouTgoi in A,thens at the time of the status struggles. But
these beginnings of political organization disappeared without ,leaving
a trace precisely during the democratic period, and, given, [hf! social
structure of the crafts at that time, it could hardly have been otherwise.
The ancient small burgher could be a mem1er of a mystery €ongrega
tion (as .in Greece) or a collegium (as later in Rome) together with
slaves,s but he could not :oin with them in an assod~tiori .which, like
the craft guilds of the Middle Ages, chimed political rights. •

The medieval papOto, :- contrast te the patriciate, wa" organized
on the craft guild prindt-l.... But precisely during the ru).e of the demos
in the classical pt"riod of Antiquity, aIt traces of craft' organizatibns,are
absent, in spite of the mcirient d~veIopment note? for An earlier period.
The. sncient "democratic" city was organized,,' instead, by "demes"
(demoi) or "tIibcs\' '~,trih1/5), that ·;,~({'uf(;'ng·tQ'tcr(itomI21'din fac~

(f0mlaUy) primarily rural districts: This ;., a Ich"'ll1cterist.ic which, in.
tum, was entirely ::lbsent in the mer::ie ....<tl city: 'fo he sur~, the subdivi·
sion of the interior of the city into ,;waid:-c: was ,.::ommon nOl only to the'
cities of Antiquity <'Ind the M'jdd~'Ages; but'to the Oriental and En
Eastern city as wen. But the exdusive f(.unqing of aU poHticaf,'?rgani-'
zation on t~rritorial communities and, above aU, the extension 'ofthis
principle to the entire countryside under the political rule of the dty,
so that f0.-mally the village became a direct subdivision of the city-this
phe;')(1menon was unkn'owri in ~e Middle Ages and also in the cities
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of all other areas. The "deme" divisions essentially coincided with village
districts, historically fanned or created ad hoc, and-like villages-the
"deme:s" were equipped: with a commons and with local authorities. The
historical uniqueness of this type of city-eonstitution. which prevailed
especially during the democratic period of the ancient polis, simply
cannot be stressed too strongly.

By contrast, craft organizations as constituencies of the city are
found in Antiquity only in the early perlOO, and then only alongside
other status corporations. They were used primarily for election pur
poses: so, in Rome, the centuriae of the fabri [craftsmen] alongside
the centuriae of the equites [knights) in the old military class organiza:
tion, and perhaps in early Athens-though this is entirely conjectural
-the tkmiourgoi of a pre-SoJonic compromise among the status groups.T

The origins of such organizations could have been voluntary associa
tions, as was certainly true for the very old collegium mercat.orum, with
its professional god Mercurius, which was taken into aceotmt in the
political constitution of Rome. Or again, they could have their source
in liturgical associations formed for military purposes, for the ancient
City did, after all. originally rely for the satisfaction of publiC require
ments on the involuntary services of the burghers.

Individual phenomena of a ":.::ity guild" type are indeed found in
Antiquity. The cult association of the dancers of Apollo in Miletus, for
instance, had an official status of a city-governmental kind (although
its speei6c powers are not known), as is shown by the fact that the
name of its president supplied the eponymic designation for the year.
In one respect it 6nd!> its dosest parallel in the city guilds of the medie
val North, in another in the craft gUilds of the magical dancers among
American Indian tribes, of the magicians (Brahmans) in Il1Jia, and
of the Levites in Israel. But this cult association shodd not be pictureJ
as a guest tribe of professional ecstark.s. In historical times it probably
was a dub of honoratiores qualified to participate in the ApoHc proces
sions; its nearest medieval corre:oDOndence would thus be the R.cher
zeche of Cologne. with the dHfe;ence that the ruling political burgher
association is, in a manner typical of Anri~uity (but not ot the Middle
Ages), identified with a separate cult community. If in late Antiquity,
in Lydia, colleges of craftsmen are again found with hereditary wardens.
which seem to have taken the place of the [political-tribal units, the]
phylae, then we can almost certainly say that they must have had their
origin in old craft-specialized g<lesl tribes and thus represent a develop
ment more reminiscent of India than of the Occiden~. rr; tIle Occident
an occupational organization of craftsmen first reappem:d ill the late
Roman ami early medieval oflida anJ artificia of the manorial handi-
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crafts. bater, during the transition to the Middle Ages, we find associa
tions of urban handicraft workers producing for the market but per
sonally tied to a master to whom they owed a "body rent"; these
associations, however, which seem only to have served for the collection
of the dues, may have had their origin in liturgical organizations formed
by the lords. Alongside these groupings, which disappeared in time, we
hnd those voluntary unions of free artisans-perhaps· just as old as the
former-which were organized for the purpose of monopolizing eco
nomic opportunities, and which later were to play the decisive role in
the movement of the bourgeoisie against the patrician houses.

Nothing at all similar is found in the classic Democracy of Antiquity.
Liturgidil craft guilds, which may have existed in the early period.
of city development (even though not even traces of such units can
be documented with any assurance apart from those .. Roman military
and electoral associations), reappear only in the liturgical monarchies
of kte Antiquity. Free and voluntary unions were active in all possible
spheres of life especially during the period of classical Democracy, but,
,as far as can be seen, they nowhere obtained or aspired to the charac
ter of craft guilds. Hence they are of no concern in the present con
text. If they had anywhere sought for the economic character of craft
guilds, they would have had to disregard the distinction between free
and unfree members, just as the medieval city later did, in spite of the
existence of great masses of unfree artisans. But this would have re
quired. the renunciation of all political aspirations, which in turn would
have produced important·disadvantages in the economic sphere, the
nature of which we shan soon discuss. The ancient Democracy was a
"guild" of the free burghers only, and this detennined its political
functioning in all respects. Free craft guilds or similar unions therefore
first began to form, as far as is known, precisely at the time when the
political role of the ancient polis had definitely come to an end. But
the idea of suppressing, expelling, or in some other way effectively limit
ing the number of the unfree and the free but not fully enfranchised
craft workers (freedmen, metics) was one which ancient Democracy
could no longer even consider since it was so obviously impracticable.
The beginnings of such policies, which in a very typical way show
themselves during the period of the status struggles and especially dur
ing the rule of the aisymnetai and tyrannoi, later vanish entirely pre
cisely after the victory of De~ocracy. The extent to which the slaves
of private masters were employed. side-by-side with free citizens and
metics on the public construction projects and in the production of
state supplies during the very period. when the rule of the demos was
absolute seems to show that these operations could not have been con-
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ducted without them-although it probably also shows that their owners
Were unwilling to forego the pro£ts obtainable from their utilitation
On the public projects and had- the power to prevent their exclusion.
At least on the public projects the slaves_ would othe~ certainly not
have been used. The pro:iuctive capacities of the free trades operated
by fun citizens thus were not sufficient for major state needs.

The great structural difference between the fully developed ancient
and medieval city, during the period of the rule of the demos here and
of the popole there, is manifested in this [neglect of artisan producer
interests}. In the ancient city of early Democracy, dominated by the
hoplite auny, the town-dweIling craftsman-i.e., a man not settled on
a "citizen's parcel" (kleros) and not economically capahleof self-,
equipment for military service-played a politicany negligible role. In
the Middle Ages the city was led by the popolo grasso, the grande bour
geoisie of the large entrepreneurs, ana by the small capitalists, the
tradesmen of the papow minuto. But within the ancient citizenry these
strata had no-or at least no significant-power. If ancient capitalism
was politically oriented, so was ancient Democracy. In the case of ancient
eapitalism. the interests were directed toward state supply contracts,
state construction and armament. state loans (a political factor in Rome
as early as the Punic wars). state expansion and booty in the form of
slaves, land, tributes, and privileges in the subject cities with respect to
the purchase of land, the lending of money on land, trade and de-
liveries. The political orientation of ancient Democracy was deteunined
by the peasantry as long as it provided the core of the boplite armies,
whose interest was in the military acquisition of land for settlement
purposes, and by the urban petite bourgeoisie with its interest in the'
direct and indirect revenues obtainable from dependent communes: the
state building programs. the allowances paid for attending theater per
fonnances and heliaia court sessions. the grain and other distributions
offered by the state at the expense of the subjugated peoples. Restrictive
craft guild policies in the medieval manner would never have been per·
mitted, in view of their consumer interests in cheap supplies of craft
products, by the landowning strata which made up the bulk of the hop
lite army at the time of its triumph in the compromises between the
statlis groups under Cleisthenes in Athens and the decemviri in Rome.s

And the later sovereign demos in Hel1as. which stood under the in
fluence of more specifically urban interests, no longer showed any inter
est in such policies and probably, as we have noted, also was no longer
in a position to enact them.

The political aims and means of ancient Democracy thus were
fundamentally different from those of the medieval bourgeoisie. This
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alw finds expression in the difference, mentioned several times aIr"..2.dy,
between the political su~visions of cities in the two periods.

In the Middle Ages the patridan house~ did not vanish outright,
but instead were often forced toemoll in the craf~ guilds, the new
constituencies of the citizenry. This signified that they could be out
voted within these units by the middle classes and had thus formally
lost part of their inAuence. Often, of ('ourse, the effect of such me<l$ures
was to drive the craft guilds onto a path which turned them into pluto
cratic corporations of rentiers, such as the London "liveries." Neverthe
less, such developments always signified an increase in the power of a
specifically urban stratum either directly participating in commerce and
the trades or indirectly interested in it: of the bourgeoisie in the modern
sense.

In Antiquity, on the other hand, the old personal patrician family
associations (the gentes, phylae and phratries) were replaced or joined
by [territorial] subdivisions of the city state, th~ demoi and tribus, and
these bodies or their representatives assumed all political power. This
had two consequences. Firstly, it signified the dissipation of the influence
of the patrician families, for their holdings, as is natural .for land ob
tained through mortgage lending and debt foreclosure, were typically
dispersed all over the territory and could now no longer be brought to
exert concentrated political weight in a single constitUency, but w~re

reduced to diffuse effect on the individual demai where the component
parcels happened to be situated. There, in the "deme," the holding was
now registered and taxed; this signified a far greater curtailment of the
political power of large holdings than would tooay the incorporation of
the manorial districts (Gutsbezirke) in eastern Gennany into the rural
communes.1I Furrhennore, and most importantly, the division of the'
entire city territory into denwi signified that henceforth· all council posi
tions and offices would be filled with representatives of these units,
as happened in HeIlas, or at least that the voting bodies would be or
ganized according to trihus, as happened in Rome with the thirty-one
rural and four urban tribus in the comiria trihuta. 10 At least according
to the original intention, this was to secure the dominance and the·
·rule over the city not of town-dwelling, but of rural strata. Thus the
revolutionary reorganization was not to signify a rise to political power
of the urban, economically active burgherdom, as in the case of the
medieval popala, but the exact opposite: the political rise of the peasantry.
This is to say: while in the Middle Ages the carrier of "democracy" was
from the very beginning the stratum of the urban tradesmen, in the
Cleisthenian period of Antiquity it was the peasantry.
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3. Excursus on Athenian versus Roman Constituencies

Only in Rome, however, was this of factual importance also in the
long run. For in Athens membership in a "deme" was a permanent and
hereditary quality, independent of residency, landownership and occu
pation; qne"was horn into it just like one was born into the phratry and
the dan. The descendants of a member of the Paianian "deme"-such
as, e.g., those of Demosthenes-remained for all centuries legally at
tached to this district, were taxed by it and drawn by lot for its offices,
regardless of wheth~r they ret<lined any connections at all to the district
through residence or lando\"I~i~~lip. This, of course, deprived the
demoi of their character of local peasant associations as s09n as a few
generations of migration to the city had gone hy. All kinds of urban
tradespeople would by that time count as members of a rural demos. In
fact the demoi became purely personal Sulxlivi<-loi1s of the citizenry, just
like the phylae. As a result the burghers of Ath~ns, who could always
be present in the popular assembly, the ekklesia, were favored not only
on this score but also increasingly came to constitute the majority
within the formany rural demoi as the city grew.

The development in Rome was different, even though at one time a
similar principle seems to have applied to the four old urban tribus.
However, each of the later rural tribus comprised only those citizens
who actually owned land there at any given time. With the abandon
ment of this property and the purchase of new property elsewhere, one
changed one's trihus. The gens Claudia, for instance, in later times no
longer belonged to the tribus which it had given its name. Just as in
Athens-and actually much more so, because of the so much larger
territorial expanse-this arrangement favored those tribus members who
could attend the comitia, and that means those who lived in Rome. In
contrast to Athens, however, suchbenefi.ts accrued only to people who
held land in the rural tribus, and then only if their properties were of
such size that they could afford to live in the city while leaving the
actual fanning of their lands to others-in other words, the beneficiaries
were landowning renUers. Great and small rentier landlords thus domi
nated the Roman comitia after the vi~tory of the plebs. The superior
strength of the town-dwelling landed nobility in Rome and of the
urban ~magogos in Athens helped to perpetuate this difference between
the two cities.

The plebs of Rome was not a popolo, a union of the craft guilds of
artisans and traders, but rather a status association of the rural land·
owners capable of serving in full annour, of whom the town·dwellers
alone as a rule dominated politics. The plebeians originally were not at
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all smallholders in the modem sense, and even less a peasantry in the
medieval sense, but rather the landowning stratum of the countryside
which was economically capahIe of full military service; if socially not
a "gentry," then at least a "yeomanry" with middle-class character in
regard to size of landholdings and style of life at the time of the rise of
the plebs. In other words: a stratum of "agrarian burghers."

In the course of expansion of the Roman state, the inRuence of the
city-dwelling agrarian rentieTs increased. By contrast, the entire urban
artisan population remained organized in the four urban tribt,s, and
therefore without political influence. The Roman office nobility always
preServed tbis organizational principle, and even the Gracchian Ie

fonners were far from wanting to change it in favor of a "Democracy" of
the Hellenic type. This "agrarian" character of the Roman army made
possible the continued domination of the great city-dweIling senatorial
families. Whereas Attic Democracy appointed its executive Council, the
boule, by lot, and destroyed the veto powe' of the Areopagu~ the old
council composed of fonner officials and corresponding to the Senate, in
Rome the Senate was retained as the directing agency of the city and
no attempt was ever made to change this. The command of the troops
always fell to officers from the. urban noble families during the great
expansion period.. The Gracchian reform part}' of the late republican
period, like all typical ancient social-refonn movements, was aoove all
interested in safeguarding the military capacity of the polity; it sought
to check the proletarianization of the rural landowners through the land
purchases of large landholders, and to strengthen their number: in order
to maintain thereby the strength of the self-equipping burgher army.
It, too, was thus by origin a rural party-in fact, so much so that the
Gracchi, in order to obtain anything at all along these Hnes, felt con
strained to seek an ally against the office nobility in the "knights"
(equites),l1 the capitalist stratum interested in fanning the state revenues
and in state supply contracts which, because of its commercial activities,
was excluded from participation in the offices.13

...

4. Economic Policies and Military Interests.
It has been asserted, probably correctly, that the Periclean construc

tion policy served also to provide employment for the Athenian artisans.13

Since the building programs were nnanced from the tributes paid to

the hegemonial city by the confederates; it was these who were the ulti
mate source of such earning opportunities. However, the benefits by no
means accrued only to craftsmen with full citizenship, for the inscrip-



tions show that metics and slaves also found employment at these
projects. The real "unemployment benefits" of the lower strata during
the Periclean pttriod were, rather, sailor's wages and booty-above aU,
booty from sea wars. This is the reason why the demos was always so
easily won for war. These declasse burghers were economically dispensa
ble and_ had nothing 'to lose. But an employment and output policy
oriented around independent craft producers never appeared as a sig~

nificant element in the entire ancient democratic development.
If the economic policy of the ancient city is thus seen to be pursuing

primarily the interests of urban consumers, then this can certainly also '
be said of the medieval city. But the measures taken were much more
drastic in Antiquity, obviously because it seemed impossible to leave
the provisionin'g with- grain of cities such as Athens and Rome in the
hands of private coinmerce. Occasionally we find also in Antiquity
measures favoring the production of some especiaIly important export
goods, but these were never mainly directed at the artisan hranches of
production. And nowhere were the politics of an ancient city dominated
hy such producer interests. The interests with a decisive inRuenee on the
pOlicies of the old maritime cities were, rather, in the early period those
of the town-dwelJing St"igneurial an~ -knightly patriciate, which is found
everywhere, in sea trade and piracy whence it derived itt- wealth, and
later, in the early period of Democracy, those- of the rural hoplite pro
prietors, a stratum which in this form is found only in Medit~rranean

Antiquity. Still later the urban policies were determined by the interests
of the owners of money and slav~, on the one hand, and by those
of the urban petit-bourgeois strata on the other, both of which had a
stake, though differing in kind, in state contracts and in military spoils,
either as large or small entrepreneurs, or as receivers of state handouts,
or again as warriors and sailors.

In these respects the medieval city democracies behaved in a funda
mentally different manner. The causes for this difference were present
and effective already at the founding of the medieval dties; they were
connected both with geographic ciiCUmstances and with military factors
based on general cultural developments. The ancient Mediterranean cities
were not confronted at the time of their emergence by non-urban politi
cal and military power structures of any significance and, most im
portantly, of a high technical level; in fact, the cities themselves were
at that time the bearers of the most highly developed military techniques.
This was true for the knightly pha14nx of the patridan clan city, and
even more so later for the city of the· .disciplined_ hoplite formations.
Wherever the situation was in this military respect similar in the Middle
Ages, as in the case of the early medieval southern European maritime
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cities and_of the Italian city republics of the urban nobility, the develop
ment also shows relatively far-reaching similarities to that of Antiquity•.
In the early medieval city state of southern Europe, the aristocratic
structure of urban organization was predetermined by the aristocratic
character of military technique. Especially the maritime cities, but also
those relatively poor inland cities-such as Be~which held possession
of large subject territories ruled by the urban rentier patriciate, displayed
the fewest tendencies toward democratic development.

The industrial inland cities, by con'trast, and in particular the cities
of continental northern. Europe, ~ound themselves confronted in the
Middle Ages by the military and adm,nistrative organization of the
kings and their castle-seated knightly vassals distributed all over the wide
inland terrain. To a high perCentage, which increases toward the
North and the interior, these cities were dependent from the moment of
their foundation on concessions from the political and seigneurial power
holders integrated into the feuj:lal military and office structure. Increas
ingly as ti~e went on, they. were given "city" status not because of any
political or military interests of a local defense association, but for purely

, eConomic motives of the founder alone who, as the wielder of power,
expected for himself revenues from tolls and other traffic charges and
from taxes. The establishment of a city became for the lords primarily
an economic undertaking, a business proposition rather than a military
measure-<>r at least, wherever military aspects had played any role,
they tended to recede more and more into the background. The urban
autonomy of varying extent, which was the speei6c characteristic of the
medieval Occidental city, developed only because and insofar as the
non·urban power·holders did not' yet possess a trained apparatus of officials
able to meet the need fOr an urban administration even to the limited
extent required by their vwn interest in the economic development of
the city. This was the only dement which everywhere was decisive. The
early medieval princely administration and courts did not have the spe
cialized knowledge, continuity, and training in rational objectiveness
which would have given it the capacity to order and direct the affairs of
urban craft and commercial interests-affairs that were so far removed
from the social habits and time-consuming preoccupations of the knightly
personnel of these bodies. The interest of the power~holders in the
early period was only in money 'revenues. If the burghers managed to
satisfy these interests, all probabilities were in favor of the non-urban
power-holders refraining from interference with the burghers' affairS.
This was especially true since such interference might have harmed
the attractiveness of one's own city foun&~tion in the competition with
those of other power-holders, and thus one's own revenues. The competi-
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tion between the non-urban powers, in particular the conflict of the
central power with the great vassals and the hierocratic power of the
church, came to the aid of the cities, especially since an alliance of any
one of the contending powers with the money power of the burghers c<tuJ:d
provide it with a decisive advantage. Hence, the more unitary the or
ganization of the larger political association, the less was the development
of urban political autonomy. For aU feudal powers without exception,
beginning with the kings, viewed the development of the cities with
utter distrust. Only the lack of a bureaucratic apparatus and their money
requirements forced the French kings from Philip Augustus on, and
the English kings after Edward II, to seek support in the cities, just as
the same factors had earlier induced the German kings to seek support,
from the bishops and the wealth of the church. After the onset of the
Investiture Struggle, which deprived the German kings·of this support,
we lind also in Germany short periods during which the Salic kings
courted the cities. But as soon as their political and financial resources
permitted the royal or provincial patrimonial powers to develop the neces
sary administrative apparatus, they: tried to destroy the' autonomy of the
cities again.

The historical interlude of u'rban autonomy was thus in medieval
city development caused by entirely different conditions th3n in An
tiquity. The typical ancient city, its ruIingstrata, its capitalism, its demo
cratic interests-aU these were politically and militarily oriented, and
the more so, the more their specifically ancient aspects come to the fore.
The downfall of the patriciate and the transition to Democracy were
caused by a change in military technique. It was the self-equipped dis:
ciplined hoplite army which carried the struggle against the nobility,
ousting it militarily and then also politically. Its success was of varying
dimensions. At times it led to the complete destruction of the nobility,
as in Sparta. Or it led to the fonnal removal of status differences, to
satisfaction of the demand for rational and more easay accessible justice,.
safeguards for the legal status of persons, and elimination of the rigors
in the debt law, while de facto-if in changed form-the preeminence
of the nobility was preserved: as in Rome. Or again, it Jed to the in··
corporation of th~ nobility into the demoi and w a timocratic govern
ment of the city state: as in Cleisthenian Athens. In most cases some of
the authoritarian institutions of the patrician state were preserved as
long as the influence of the rural hopIite elements was predominant.
Great variety prevailed also in the intensity of militarization of institu
tions. The Spartan hoplite community treated all land belongin& to the
warriors and the unfree population living on it as communal property,
and granted each warrior who had es~hlished his military qualification
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the claim to a land rent. No other polis went. quite that far, but re
strictions on the alienability of the warrior lots (1cleroi). the inherited
land of members of the city guild, seem to have been fairly widespread
and survived in rudiments into the later period. However, even this
practice was probably never universal and was later eliminated every·
where. All other land was encumbered only by the inheritanl\,C rights of
the SODSa and otherwise freely alienable. In Sparta, land accumulation,
although forbidden in the hands of the male Spartiates, was admissible
in those of their women, and this ultimately transformed the economic
basis of the warrior association of the perhaps 8,000 original full citizens,
the homoioi ("equals"), so much that finally only a few hundred could
afford the full military training and the membership fee for the
syssitia, on which fun citizenship rested. In Athens, development took
the opposite course: here the enactment of free transferability of land
in combination with the "deme" constitution furthered the breaking up
of the land into small lots, which corresponded to the requirements of
the expanding market-gardening culture. In Rome the free transfera
bility of land, which existed from the time of the Twelve Tables, had
again different conset]uences in that it led to the destruction of the
village-type of rural settlement. 15 In Hellas, hoplite demtx:racy waned
in all those areas where military strength came to be- based primarily on
naval power-as in Athens definitively after the defeat at the hand of
the Boeotians at Koroneia in 447 B.C.16 From that time on, the former
rigorous military training was neglect~ the remainders of the old au~

thoritarian institutions were abolished, and both poftcies and institutions
of the city came under the full domination of the town-dwelIing demos.

Such transformations based on purely military factors were unknown
in the medieval city. The victory of the popolo rested primarily on eco
nomic foundations. And the specifically medieval city type, the artisan
inland city, was altogether economically oriented. The feudal powers
of the Middle Ages were not by origin city·kings and city nobles. Unlike

, the nobility of Antiquity, they were not interested in putting into their
service speci6c instruments of military technique offered only by the
city. For, apart from the maritime cities with their war Beets, the cities
of the Middle Ages were not as such the bearers of speci6c military
power instruments. Quite to the contrary: Whereas in Antiquity the
hoplite army'and its training, and thus military interests, increasingly
came to constitute the pivot of all urban organization, in the Middle
Ages most burgher privileges !>egad with the limitation of the burgher's
military duties to garrison service. The economic interests of the medieval
townsmen lay in peaceful gain through commerce and the trades, and
this was most pronouncedly so for the lower strata of the urban citizenry.



as is shown especially by the contrast between the policies of the popolo
minuto and those of the upper strata in Italy. The political situation
of the megievaI townsman determined his path, which was that of a
homo oeconomicus, whereas in Antiquity the polis preserved dUring its
heyday its character as the technically most advanced military associa
tion: The ancient townsman was a homo politicus.

In the northern European cities, as we have seen, the ministeriaks
and knights as a status group were often directly excluded from the city.
The non-knightly landowners were either mere city subjects or, at times,
passive guest-burghers under the protection of the city; sometimes they
were guild-organized gardeners and vintners, but they were almost never
politically or SOCially significant, As a general rule, and increasingly'so
over time, the countryside was a mere object of the economic policy of
medieval cities without a voice of its own. The typical medieval city
was nowhere in a position even to entertain the notion of a policy of
c0lonizing expansion. 11
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5· Serfs, Clients and Freedmen: Their
Political and Econom,iC.l(..ole..

Here we reach a very important pOint: the comparison of the status
structure of the ancient and the medieval city. ',Tn addition to the slaves,
which we have already discussed, the{Rncient polis knew a number of
status strata which in the Middle Ages are either found only in .the
early period or not at all, or which appear only outside of the city.
Among these we count: I. the serfs; 2. the debt slaves and debt servants;
3. the clients; 4· the freedmen. The first three groups in general belong
to the period prior to the hoplite democracy and later are found only in
remnants of rapidly diminishing importance. The freedmen (emanci
pe.ted slaves), by contrast, play an increasingly important role precisely
in the later period.

L THE SERFS. In historical times, patrimonial serfdom (HOrigkeit)
appears in the .area of the ancient polis primarily in conquered territories.
In the early feudal period of city development, however, it must have
been very widely diffused. Like the position of serfs throughout th~

world, which has 1!llways been similar in certain fundamental aspects
while widely varying in the details, that of the ancient serf was in
principle not different from that of his medieval counterpart. Every
where the serf was in the main explOited economically. Serfdom was
most completely preserved in the Hellenic area wherever the polis or·

_..



ganiZ:ltlOn ·.\'<l~ not completely '.-auH.,a j".•: '}'!h, as in [southern} Italy,
<lnd aha in Cltlt'~ whirll were cLnstitulE,j 'll rigol'Ously as warrior (>C

ganizatior.s that tlle serfs were wnsidereci ,he possession of the state
rather than that of individual masters. U;A~ide these areas, serfdom
disappeared <I1most everywhere during the period of hoplite democracy.
.It revived during the 11ellenistic period in the western areas of the
·Orient. which at that time were being organized in the polis form.
Large territories. which retained their tribal constitution, were assigned~

t" the jndividu~l ':lties whose bUlghers formed a Greek (or Hellenized)
g:lrrison in tlll' in:ercst of the po~t--AJe.xandrian territorial kings. Htw"
eVCf, j"itidlif dli~ lxmdage ,,f the non-}-k!Jenic nm~l popubtion (the
,,1"1. or "11.1)(,;"'; \\',,; pll-n,iy !'n;i(KdJ al\(: "(,,CC q:ciu; ,J S:"2rf'rlt, Er,''''·

I . 'I ' I I· 1 ' i!lJC !Jdtrli::;,.li,": c (iiLI1c;;;;I:o.:\, (I' '1'1." ,':'( V cf)'X' 1; H n·.1()flj,!er l)",.ongs t"

the descripti(),J of the alltG~omolJs citk,~.l~ ' i,

2,. DEET SER,V,\:\,TS'" played a very significant role as labor power in
Anti<juity. They were economically "declassed" burghers, whose situa
tiar: provided the specifically social issue in the early status struggles be
tween the urban patriciate and the rural hoplites. Various compromises 
to resolve the problems of these downgraded peasant strata were worked ,
out in the ait:yml1etic codifications of the Greeks,2<> in the Roman Twelve -...,
Tables, in ~hc :;1\VS on seizure of persons for unpaid debts,2l ana in the
policies of the tyrants. The solutions varied greatly. The debt servants
did 1I0t come froin serf strata, but were free landowners who with their
families. anJ lands had been sentenced to permanent enslavement or to
pnvate dcbt bondage. or who had voluntarily entered into debt bondage
in orJei to avoid enslavement. They were put to economic use, fre
quently as f"rlllcrs on their OWl! land for the account of the creditor.
The perij posed by such strata can be seen from the fact that the
Twelve Tables prescribed that enslaved debtors could not be held in the
country but had to be sold abroad ["tran.> Tiberim"].

3. THE CLIENTS·' must be distinguished both from debt servants
-and serfs. In contrast to me latter, they were not despised as men under
the power of others, but rather formed the followership of a patron;
this reh~tjonship was one of mutual "fidelity," such that it put a legal
suit between patron and dient under a religious taboo. The contrast
to debt bondage is shown by the fact that the economic exploitation of
the client relationship by a patron was considered an offence against
decency. The clients were personal and political, but not economic,
means of power of the patron. Their relationship to the lord was regu
lated by the fides, the obsetvance of which was guarded not by a judge
but by a moral code, ard the violation of which had sacral consequences
(the violator became an infamis). Clientage stemmed from the time of
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knightly warfare and the rule of the nobility, and the clients originally
were the attendants of the lord who followed him into battle, were
obligated to render gifts and support ,in case of need, perhaps occasionally
also labor services, and were provided with a parcel of land and repre
sented before the courts by him. They were not the lord's servants, but
what the Middle Ages would have called 'his ministeriales, with the
difference, however; th~ ~ they were not men of a knightly style and with
knightly rank, bl.. smaJi people with peasant holdings-a stratum of
plebeian war-fief holders.

The cli;nt thus was a person who had no share in the land holdings
and the local communities, and therefore ,in the military association"
and who had entered (in Rome through the applkatio) into a tutelary
relation with the head (pater) of a patrician family or with the king
and in tum was assigned (the technical term in Rome was adtribuere)
military equipment and land by this patron, In most cases this relation
ship was inherited from his ancestors. This was the old meaning of
clientage. And just as in the Middle Ages the rule of the nobility gave
rise to the Muntmannen, so in Antiquity under equivalent circu~tances
the small peasantry found itself induced to enter clientage in great
masses, if only to secure representation before the courts by a noble
man. In Rome this was probably the source of the freer forms of
clientage of the later period. But the old clientage, at least in Rome,
put the client entirely in the hand of the patron. As late as 134 B.C.

Scipio, as commander of an army, could still summon his clients
to military service.2~ In the period of the Civil Wars this role [of
a private military following] was taken over by the coloni (small lease.
holders) of the great landowners.

In Rome the clients had a vote in the military assembly, and ac
'cording to tradition (Livy) they constituted an important support for
the patricians. The institution of clientage was probably never legally
and founally abolished. But the triumph of hoplite technology elimi
nated its former military significance also in Rome, and in later times
clientage survives only as an institution securing th,:-_ patron a certain
social in8uence. Hellenic Democracy, by contrast, completely destroyed
clientage. The medieval city knew the institution only in the form of
the tutelary power (Muntwaltschaft) of a full citizen over a guest citizen
who applies for his protection. This clientage for representation in the,
courts vanished along with patrician domination.

4. THE FREEDMEN, finally, were a numerically significant stratum
which played a' role of considerable importance in the ancient city.
They were in the main exploited economically. In the [Greek} in
scription material carefully examined by Italian investigators, about one
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half of the manumitted were women.~· In those cases manumission is
likely to have usually ,"",e<! the PUlP"'" of making possible a valid
marriage. and thus probably was obtained through purchase by the
bridegroom in sl'e. Beyond this we find in the inscriptions an especially
large number of freedmen who had been house servants, and thus owed
their freedom to personal fav~r. The seemingly large proportion of such
individuals is probably deceptive, since for precisely this category of
freedmen the chance of being mentioned in the inscriptions was natu·
rally much greater than for other groups. On the other hand it seems
quite plausible to assume, with Galder!ni,:l6 that the number of emand
pations of household slaves was increasmg during periods of political
and economic decline and decreasing during: periods of economic pros
perity: The constriction of profit opportunities would lead the master to
reduce the size of his household and at the same time to shift the risk
of hard times onto the slave, who now would be forced to maintain
himself in Jddition to paying off his manumission price to the master.
The agricultural writers" mention manumission as a ~nus for good
seryice on the estate. Furthermore, a master may ofter\ have manu·
mitted a household slave instead of utilizing him in his service because,
as Strack has pointed out, he could thus rid himself of the legal, even
if only limited, liability for his actions. IT !

However, other slave strata must ~ve been at least equally im
portant [as a source for the class of freedmen}. The slave permitted
by his master to conduct an independent business enterprise in return
for the payment of fees was in the best position to accumulate money
toward the purchase of his freedom, just as this was true in the case of
the Russian serf [similarly released from direct service}. For the master,
at any rate, the services and fees which the freedman had to contract
for certainly played the crucial role in the decision to grant manumission.
The freedman and his descendants remained in a patrimonial relation
ship to the family of the former owner, which was dissolved only by
the passage of several generations. He not only owed the master the
cOntracted services and fees-which were often quite steep-but his
inheritable property was, at his death, as in the case of the unfree of
the Middle Ages, to a considerable extent at the mercy of the patron.
In addition he was under the obligation of pietasp i.e., bound to the most
varied forms of personal obedience which enhanced the social position
of the master and direcdy increased. his political power. The conse
quence was that during the rule of the demos, for instance in Athens,
the freedmen were complelely exclude<! from tbe citizensbip rights and
counted among the metics. But in Rome, where the power of the office
nobility was never really broken, the freedmen were considered citizens,
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;, !'} 'In tL~: "-,'St'.',~,,,: of i.he plek> t;1~~Y were re:,t)"!(:ted to the four
,llba·; rY;bus-~, ,]u'J<.lnd which the office nobility grant£:d out of fear
'-'at- ·.h\~ frcp.clriJcn might otherwise constjlnte the hasi.; for attempb to

'_,<'!itt' _, tyrarmis. At least to the mind of the allcients such an attempt
,,,~s JtIJde wh'CI1 the censor Appius Claw:!ius '.md..~rrook fin 308 B.C.]
,) give t1JC i~(eedmen an equal vote vv;[tJ tnt.: rest of th~ citizens by

.;istrio:"hing lh::.:m through all the trihus. But this characteristic under
!<lkmg we canilot interpret, as does Eduard Meyer,':' as an attempt to
'_,calf' ::: "Petitlean'> demagogy, for the rule of Pcrides rested not 0<1
,<'reedmen-in Athens excluded from all dti:l':nship rights precisely by
Democracy-but o~ the interests of the gUild of full citizens in the
'·'v/iiic,:;! expansion of the city. The J'rerdrnen. by COllijas, were JtOmines
('L'COJiO''>tiCi--..; SL["tum of peaceable L,,,;in,. "ismen wh,; 'VUf: rnucL d(.~r

:0 the e<:onomic bOMgeOl"i~ of tbr J\1iJJk ' ....ges d:,,j modem times than
;my fun citizen of an uJ1cient Dc:monaev. l:kih:e till' Question In R'Jme
'..Vas, rather, whether a "people's captai~cy" of the m~dieval type was
£:) be set up with their heIp, and the rejection of Appius Claudius'
3.ttempr signified that, as before, the peasant army and the normaliy
.dominant urLan office nobility were to remain th€- de<:/sive bctors.

Let us dwell a little more on the situation of the freedmen, who
were, in a certain way, the mos~ "modern" of the ancient social strata,
the one which most closely apr roximated a bourgeoisie. Nowhere did
the freedmen gain access to the city offices and the priesthood, nowhere
.Iid they enjoy fun connubium, and nowhere did they obtain participa
;iOn in the military exercises (membership in the gymnasion)-even
;lough in cases of extreme need they were caJIed to arms--and in the
1ministration of Justice. In Rome they could not become "knigh'ts,"
ld almost everywhere they were disadvantaged vis-a-vis the fully free

;tizens in sOnle aspects of trial procedure. Their specia11egal situation
:Jd the economic conse'luence that they were excluded not only from

'he citizenship emoluments granted by the state or otherwise based on
; vIi tical status, but also from [he aC'luisition of land and hence from
hI;: possession of mortgages. Revenues from land rent thus remained
,he characteristic monopoly of fun citizens precisely under Democracy.
i.n Rome, where the freedl 'en did have citizenship, but of an inferior
~ype, [hei~ exclusion from the census status of an eques (knight) signi
:ied that they could not participate (at least as entrepreneurs on own
-lCcount) in the great tax farms and the state contracts which were
monopolized by that status group. They thus confronted [the grande
bourgeoisie of] the equites as some kind of plebeian bourgeoisie. The
exclusion from landownership and the tax fanning enterprises in effect
meant that the freedmen found themselves barred from the typically
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ancient, politically oriented type of capitalism, and by the same token
pushed onto the path of a relatively modem, bourgeois manner of gain
ing a livelihood. Accordingly we find them to be the most important
bearers of those fonns of economic activity which display "modern"
features. As a group, the freedmen can he best likened to our petty·
capitalist middle classes (which at times may accumulate considerable
wealth), in strong contrast to the typical Hellenic demos of full citizens
who monopolized the politically conditioned rentier incomes: state
pensions, per diem attendance fees, mortgage interest and land rents.
The work training of slavery in combination with the possibility of
purchasing one's freedom wa~ a powerful spur for the acquisitive urge
of the unfree in Antiquity, just as more recently in Russia. The interests
of the ancient demos, by contrast, were military and political. As a
stratum with purely economic interests, the freedmen provided an ideal
public for the cult of Augustus as the "Bringer of the Peace." The
dignity of the Augustales, which was created by the first Princeps,
played somewhat the same role as in out time the title of "Purveyor to
His Majesty the King."29

In the Middle Ages a separate status group of the freedmen is found
only in the early, pre-urban perioo. Within the cities the stratum of
serfs, whose inheritance reverted partly or entirely to their masters, was
held within narrow limits already in the earliest perioo of city develop
ment through the principle that "Stadtluft macht {Tei,"3(} and also
through the city privileges of the emperors which forbade the lords to
enforce their claims on the inheritance of townsmen. Under the domina
tion of the craft guilds urban serfs disappeared altogether. While for
the ancient city, which was essentially a military association, a constitu
tion based on guild organizations would have been inconceivable be
cause it would have had to comprise free-born together with manu
mitted and unfree artisans, the medieval craft guild constitution was
based precisely on the rejection of extra-urban status differences.

6. The Polis as aWarrior Guild versus the
Medieval Commercial Inland City

The ancient polis, we might summarize, from the time of the crea
tion of the disciplined hoplite formations, was a guild of warriors.
Wherever a city wished to carry out an active land-based foreign policy
it had to follow the example of the Spartiates on a greater or lesser
scale-namely, to tum burghers into a trained hoplite army. Argos and
Thebes, during the period of their expansion, also created contingents of
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warrior virtuosi, units which in the Theban~ (of.the "Sacred Bar
of Boeotia} were additionally strengthened by. ties of personil Eriel
ship.81 Cities which possessed no such troops but had to rely on th
army of burgher hoplites, like Athens, were on land restricted to
defensive strategy. But everywhere the burgher hoplites fonned t

predominant class of full citit.ens after the downfall of the patricia
Neither in medieval Europe nor anywhere else can an analogo
stratum be found.

If Sparta was a permanent rnilita.ry camp. this was to some exte:
also true of most other Greek cities. During the early period of, ~l

hoplite polis, me cities therefore devsJoped an increasing closure towal
the outside, which contrasted to the far-reaching freedom of movemer
prevailing in Hesiod's days (probably late eighth century D.c.l.u an
ffe<luently they also imposed restrictions on the transferability of th
warrior lots. This institution, however, decayed very early in most citie
and thtm became altogether superfluous as paid mercenaries or, in thl
maritime cities, naval service gained in importance. Yet, even then mili
tary service remained ultimately decisive for fparticipation inI politica:
rule in the city, which retained its character as a militaristic guild. In
Athens it was precisely the radical Democracy which supported an
expansion policy-fantastic in the light of the small active population
-that extended as far abroad as Egypt and Sicily. Internally, the polis
as a militaristic association was absolutely sovereign. In every respect the
citizenry dealt with the individual just as it chose. Inept economic
conduct, especially squandering of the inherited warrior lot (the bona
paterna aviUUfue of the Roman disemancipation formula),U adtlltery,
poor education of the SOn, mistreatment of the parents, disrespect for
the gods (asebeia), insolent violence (hybris)-in short, any kind of
behaviour which might endanger the military and. political morals and

'discipline or provoke the wnuh of the g<x!s to the disadvantage of the
polis, was sternly punished, in spite of the famous assurance in Pericles'
funeral oratiOn (as reported by Thucydides): that in Athens every man
was pemiitted to live as he wished." In Rome similar transgressions Jed
to the intervention of the censor. As a matter of principle, thus, there
certainly was no freedom of personal conduct, and wherever it did exist
de facto, it was purchased, as in Athens, at the price of diminished
efficiency of the burgher militia. Economically, too, the Hellenic city
had complete disposal over the property of the individual: if it ran into
debt, the city ooukI still in the Hellenistic period pawn the property
and even the person of the burgher to the municipal creditors,

The burgher remained primarily a soldier. In addition to a water
well, market (agora), town hall (archekm) and theatre, a true city
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n~rding to Pausanias-also a [military exercise ground, the]
gymnasion.u It was nowhere lacking. In the market and the gymnasion
the citizen spent the largest part of his time. In claSsical Athens the
claims upon his time by the ekltlesia, jury court service, council service
and service in the state offices in rotation, and above all by service in the
military carnpaigns--summer after summer for many decades-were of
proportions which no other differentiated culture in history has e"et
experienced before or after.

All accumulations of burgher wealth of any signific~ncewere subject
to the claims of the polis of Democracy. The liturgical duties of the
"trierarchy," which involved the outfitting, provisioning and command·
iog of war-ships, and of the "hierarchy," which consisted of setting up
the great festivals and thea,er performances, the fon:ed. loans in emer·
gency situations, the Attic institution of antidosis38-all these subjected
bourgeois accumulation of wealth to great instability. The absolute
arbitrariness of justice administered by the people's courts-dvil trials in
front of hundreds of jurymen untrained in the law-imperilled the
safeguards of the formal law so much that it is the mere continued
existence of wealth which is to be marvelled at, rather than the violent
reversals of fortynes whlch occurred after every political mishap. The
latter were the more threatening to the wealthy since one of the most
important property components, their slave holdings, would in such
cases usually shrink due to massive escapes.Sf At the same time, the polis

, democracy was in need of the capitalists for its supply and construction
contracts and for the farming of its tax collection. But a purely national
class of capitalists, such as Rome had in the equestrian order, the Hel·
lenic cities never developed. The individual city states were too small
to offer sufficient chances of gain, and most ritie&, in contrast to Rome,
sought to stimulate competition among contractors and tax farmers by
admitting and attracting foreign applicants.

Landed property, slaves (usually in rather modest numbers) who
paid a tribute to the owner or were rented out as laborers (Nikias),38
ownership of ships, and capital participation in trade-these were the
typical investmendorms'of burgher wealth. Citizens of' the hegemonial
cities also had opportunities for investment in foreign mortgages and
landed property. Such investments in land abroad were possible only
where the local land monopoly of the ruling burgher guilds had been
broken. The acquisition of foreign land by the polis, which was then
leased to Athenians or assigned to Attic cleruchs, and admission of the
Athenians to land o\\'t1ership in the subject cities, consequently, were
among the essential aims of the Athenian policy of maritime rule.
Hence, under Democracy, too, land and human possessi0Ils were de-
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cisive fo, the economic situation of the bu,gher. War, which could ov«l
throw all there property' relations, was chronic, and, in contrast to th~
chivalrous conduct of war in the patrician period, it was now pursued
with extraordinary ruthlessness. Almost every victorious battIe was fol
lowed by the mass slaughter of the prisoners, and almost every conquest'
of a city ended with the killing or enslavement of the entire population. 1
Each victory brought a sudden increase in the supply of slaves. A demos
of this type could not possihly be oriented towards paci6c economic ac-
quisition based on rational and. continuous economic ac.tivity. 1

In this respect the medieval urban cilizenry behaved in a thoroughly'
different way even during the ficit period of development. The.medieval
phenomena most closely related to those described above are found in
the maritime eWes, in Venice and, above an, in Genoa, whose wealth
depended on their colonial power overseas. But even in these instances
we are dealing primarily with plantation and manorial properties on the
one hand, and with trading privileges and craft settlements on the other,
hut not-as in Antiquity-wIth deruchies, revenues from military pay,
or doles distributed to the mass of rhe citi:z.ens out of tributes exacted
abroad. The industrial inIand city of the Middle Ages, finally, is al
together alien to the ancient type. It is true, of course, that after the
victory of the popala the entrepreneurial stratum of the upper guilds
was often extI'<1:ordinarilv war-minded. But the de:isive motivations here
were the elimination of' bothersome competitors, the domination of the
trade routes or their liberation from tolk and the gaining of trade
mooopolie') and staple rights~ It i~ also true that the medieval dty, too,
knew large-scale redistributions of the land holdings, both in the wake
of foreign vidories and of internal upheavals resulting in a change of
the mling pilrty in the dty. Especially in Italy: Landed properties of
the vanquished party would be leased or purchased outright from the
st3tt' agency :ldminist<:ring enemy holdings by the momentarily victori
ous party, and each suhjugation of a foreign commune would be miliud
to increase rhe oppurtunities for land purchases by the victoriOl..I$ citj

zenr~'. But the radicalism of these ownership thanges cannot he com
pared to the immense property revoiudons whkh, even into the late
period of the rmci~nt citv) accompanied each intern<1! revolution and
each victorIOUS foreign or cid! waf. And above an, bnd acquisition itself
no longer stood in the foreground of the economic interests driving for
political exnol.nsion.
'" UncleI' 'the domination of the cf<lft guilds, the medieval city was :J

~ ..
- structure oriented immeasurably much mOte lh;w :my city of Antiquity

-at lCJst during the epoch of the independcnr polis-towards acquisi-
tion through mticnal ~1:onomk activity. Only the demise "of dry Juton-

~7 ----'
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omy in the Hellenistic and late Roman period can be said to have re
duced this difference somewhat, in that it destroyed the chances of
creating economic opportunities for the burghers by means of an urban
military policy. To be sure, in the Middle Ages, too, cities could at
times be bearers of technological advance in land warfare-such as
Florence, in whose army artillery was first employed. Even the [twelfth
centu;yl burgher levies of the Lombards against Frederick 1 represented
an important innovation in military technique. But on the whole, the
knightly armies remained at least equal to the city armies, and on the
average-espeeially in the flatlands81l-'-they were definitely superior.
Military strength might be a support for the economic activities of the
city burghers, but in landlocked areas it could not serve as the founda~

tion for these endeavors. Since the seat of the most potent military
powers lay outside the cities, the medieval burgher was forced to rely
for the pursuit of his economic interests on rational economic means.

7. Ancient City States and Impediments
to Empire Formation

Four great power formations were created by the ancient polis: the •
Sicilian empire of Dionysios, the Attic Confederacy, the Carthaginian
and the Roman-Italic empire. The Peloponnesian and Boeotian con
federacies we can ignore since their status as great powers was ephem
eral. Each of these four formations rested on a different base. 1 he
empire of Dionysios was a pure military monarchy based on a mercenary
army and only in a subsidiary manner on the burgher levy. It is thus
not typical and of no specific interest for us. The Attic Confederacy
was a creation of Democracy, and thus of a burgher guild. This fact
inevitably brought about a policy of exclusive rights for citizens- and
caused the complete 'subordination_ of the allied democratic burgher
guilds of the confederate cities to that of the hegemonial city. Since
the level of the membership tributes of the confederacy had not been
fixed in advance by agreement, but was detennined unilaterally in
Athen~ven if not by the 4.emDS itself, but by an elected commission
that negotiated in an adversary procedure-and since, further, all law
suits of the confederates were tried before the Athenian courtSl)ro the
small citizens guild of the capital became the unrestricted ruler of the
wide empire. This was especially true once the contributions of own
ships and manpower contingents..oby the confederates had come to be
replaced, with only a few exceptions, by monetary contributions, and
the entire naval service had thereby b&ome the preserve of the 'citizenry
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of the hegemonial poliS.40 A single decisive destruction of the Beet of
this demos thereafter was bound to bring about the collapse of its rule
over the confederacy.

The great-power position of the city of Carthage rested on mercenary
armies, while the polis itself was ruled in a strictly plutocratic pattern
by great patrician houses who combined, in the typical ancient manner,
gains from trade and naval warfare with large land holdings, which
here consisted of plantations operated capitalistically with slave labor.
(It was only in connection with the expansionary policy that the city
went over to the minting of coins.) The relationship of the army
leaders, to whO$e persons and f?tes the armies and their chances for
booty were tied, with the patrician houses of the city could never be
without those tensions which down to {the Imperial general] Wallen
stein lin the Thiny Years Warl have always prevailed between the
leaders of privately recruited armies and those who hire them. This per
sistent mistrust weakened the military operations, SO that the tactical
superiority of the professional mercenary army could not be permanently
maintained against the Italic burgher levies once there. too, a penna·
nent Single commander was put in charge and the military skiIls of
me corporals and soldiers had risen to the level of the mercenary army.

The suspicions of the Carthaginian plutocracy and the Spartan
ephors against the victorious field commander finds a correspondence
in the behavior of the Attic demos and the use it made of the institution
of ostracism. The fear of the ruling strata that in the case of the de
velopment of a military monarchy they would have to share the state
of servitude of the subjugated foreign peoples paralyzed the expansion
power of the ancient polis. Furthermore, all ancient hoplite communities

~ shared the disinclination, based on th~ self-interest of powerful, eco
nomically profitable political monopolies, to open the citizens association
by relaxing the restr'.,ctions on membership and merging their burgher
rights with those of a number of other individual polis communities
into a universal citizenship of an empire. All incipienr developments
toward inter-city community formation and Citizenship rights could never
qUite overcome this basic tendency. For upon the citizen's membership
in the individual military burgher-guild depended all his rights, his
prestige and ideological pride in being a bilrgher, as well 25 h15 {'c0nomic
opfortunities. The rigid mutual exclusiveness of the cult communities
was a further powerful check on any unitary state formation. That these
cievelopments could be overcome is shown by the Boeotian League.
which developed a common Boeotian citizenship, common officials. a
legislative assembly made up of representatives of the individual citizen·
ries, a common coinage and a common anny, while retaining the

....-
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autonomy of the individual cities. However, this was an almost corn~

pletcly isolated case within the Hellenic world. Tne Peloponnesian
League signified nothing similar, and the relationships in all other ~on

federacies were shaped along precisely the opposite lines.41 It was a very
special set of social conditions that permitted the Roman commune to
conduct a policy which, in this respect, diverged considerably from the
standard type of Antiquity.

In Rome, incomparably much more than in any other ancient polis,
a stratum of honoratiores of strongly feudal stamp remained and, with
only temporary challenges, time and again reconstituted itself as the
bearer of rulership. This found a very dear reflection also in the develop
ment of the institutions. The victory of the plebs had not brought about
a "deme" constitution in the Hellenic sense. While formally it gave
domination to the peasants living in the tribus, in fact the rule fell into
the hands of those owners of rural land rents who were permanently
resident in the city and therefore could continuously participate in its
f'?litical life. They alone were economically "dispensable" and thus
capable of filling political offices. In the Senate, as the assembly of the
high officials, they were the core of the developing office nobility. In
addition, feudal and semi-feudal dependency relations retained unusual
strength and significance. Clientage as an institution, although increas·
ingly deprived of its former military character, played an important role
in Rome down into the very late period. Furthermore, as we have seen,
the freedmen remained substantively under almost slavery-like jurisdic
tional authority of their former OWners: Caesar could have one of his
freedmen executed without provoking any objections. The Roman office
nobility ever more pronouncedly, as time went on, came to be a stratum
which, in terms of the size of its landed possessions, would~find a weak
analogy only in the early Greek interlocal nobility, in such figures as Milti
ades, who at the time were decried as "tyrants." The age of Cato Maior
[second century B.C.] stin recloned with estates of moderate dimensions,
although they were far larger than the estat~ which Alcibiades inherited
or the rural estates assumed to be of normal size by Xenophon.41 But
undoubtedly the individual noble families were already at that time
cumulating in their hands great numbers of such holdings; beyond this,
they participated directly in ~uch commercial undertakings as their status
position permitted, while through their slaves and freedmen they were
indirectly also partners in business affairs of all kinds everywhere in the
world which were notjn accord with their status. None of the Hellenic
noble strata could even· distantly approach the economic and social level
of the Roman patriciate 'of the laterlrepublic. On the expanding estates
of the Roman nobility an ever growing number of small tenant-fanners
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(calani) was settled, outfitted by the lord and closely supervised in their
economic management, who afu;r each crisis found themselves more
deeply in debt until their position on the land and of complete depend
encyon the lord had de facto become hereditary. In the Civil Wars they
were levied by the party leaders to provide. military support-just as
the clients of the army leader had been called up in the Numantian
war [a centuryearlierJ.

But it was not only individual persons who stood in client relation·
ship in great numbers. The victorious field commander took allied cities
and countries under his personal protection, and this patronage remained ,
in his family. Thus the Claudians held Sparta and Pergamon in die~t

age, and other families had other cities under their patronage, receiving
their amhassadors and representing their wishes in the Senate. Nowhere
else in the world has political patronage of this kind been consolidated
in the hands of individual, formally private families. Long before the
monarchy, private rulership powers existed here such as are ordinarily
possessed only by monarchs.

Democracy was never able to breach this power of the office nobility
based on all kinds of clientage relationships. Rome never reached the
point where an attempt to crush the power of the noble houses in the
Attic manner could be thought of-namely, by incorporation of th~

dans into territorial units like the "demes" and elevation ,of these units
into constituencies of the political association. Nor was any attempt ever
made to constitute, as in Attic Democracy after the destruction of ,the
power of the Areopagus, a committee of the demos as the administrative
agency and a coIIege of jurors, drawn by lot from the entire citizenry,
as the judicial authority. In Rome the Senate-the institution which as
representation of the office nobility most closely corresponded to the
Areopagus-·kept control over the administration firmly in its hands. As
a permanent bndy it was at an advantage vis-a-vis the annually changing
clt:ctive offichls, and even the victorious military monarchy did not
immediately attempt to thrust these patrician houses aside, but only
dl~;Fmed them 'lod re<:tricted them to the administration of pacified
prOVjnce~.

The patrimonial c-tructtire of the Romen ruling stratum found ex
prr:~sion also in the manner of conduct of official business. Initially the
offii:'c srait' W<l$ pfobably provided by the officials themselves. In the
civilian administration the appointment of the subalterns was later
lurge!y taken out cf their hands, but the military commander must to a
considerable extent have been aided in the execution of his duties by
his clients and freedmen as well as by a free following of personal and
political friends from allied patrician houses, for on campaign5 it was
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considered permissible to delegate official duties to personal appointees.
, The princeps of the early perioo of military monarchy also conducted

his administration to a large part with the help of his freedmen, who
at that time indeed reached the apex of their power. Later this was
subject to increasing restrictions. But especially under the rule of the
Claudians, who had always had a large clientele, the employment of
dependents reached such proportions that one Claudian emperor could
threaten the Senate with the plan also formally to put the entire ad·
ministration into the hands of his personal su.bjects. Just like the patri·
date of the late republic, the princeps found the fulcrum of his eco
nomic power in his manorial land holdings, which especially under
Nero grew to huge dimensions, and in such territories as Egypt which,
even if they were not legally his personal domains (as has been main~

tained), were in fact administered in a patrimonial fashion. These
patrimonial and feudal traits of the Roman republic. and its administra
tive establishment of honorahores, which still exerted· their effect in such
late periods, were a characteristic with an almost unbroken tradition
from far back when, to be sure, they were confined to much smaller
dimensions. This was the source of important differences between Rome
and the Hellenic world.

Typical differences appear also in the style of life. In Hellas, as we
saw, the nobleman began in the time of chariot warfare to exercise in
the ring. The agon (contest), a product of the individual knightly com
bat and the glorification of knightly heroism, was the source of the
most important traits of Hellenic education. The Middle Ages had
their tournaments, but in spite of simi1<nities--such .1<; that in both
cases chariots and. horses occupy the fOft'ground--,he ver}' significant
difference remains that ir. Hellas certain oJhcial fest.ivities were ?lways
celebrated only in this fOrIn, as agones. The advance ;}f hoplite military
techniques merely c::lused '\"~ conte:>t of the azon lo expand. now all
disciplines whicn were drilled in the gymn!isiott-spear combat, wres
tling, fist-fighting, and above all fMt ncing-assumed this form ahd
\·\!t:re thereby made socially ::lcceptable, The ritual ch:'!nts in honor of the
goo:; were suppleme,;td hy dt;Jn,?$ in f{)ct.<y. To be sure, the aristocrat
shone through the quality of his posscs~;cas: the nor<;es and char-iots
which he sent into the race. Ni'vertheJes~, at least hrmaliy, the plebeian
disciplines had to be acknowledged 3~ of e(mal nmk. 1 'he a<1on came to

. . "'"'
be organized with prizes. umpires .md rules of the game, and permeated
all spheres of life. Beside the Horr:edc epic,;, it developed into the most
important national bond of the Hellenic world as against that of the
"b<'!rbarians." Already the earliest appeara.nces of Greeks on works of
the pLstic arts ~eem to show nakedness--t!K ab~ence of all clothing
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except arms-as a trait speci6c to them. From Sparta, the place of the
most intensive military training, this spread over the entire Greek
world; even the loincloth fell away.

No other community on earth ever developed an institution like
the agon to such importance, to the point where it dominated all inter·
ests, the practice of the arts and of conversation up to the Platonic
"dialectical" contests. To the final days of the Byzantine Empire, circus
parties were the fonn in which the masses organized their disagreements
and the carriers of revolutions in Constantinople and Alexandria.

The Italic peoples never knew this institution, at least not in the
fonn which it had taken in the classic period of HeJlas. In Etruria, the
city nobility of the L""""""",," ruled over d<Spised plebeians and had
paid athletes perform at its festivals. In Rome, too, the ruling nobility
rejected such "rningIing-with-the-masses": its prestige feelings would
never have suffered the utler lack of distance and solemnity involved
in the naked gymnastics sessions of those "Graeculi," as little as it would
ever have stooped to. the Greeks' cultic chant--and-dance, their Dionysian
orgiastic cults, or the ahalienatio mentis of ecstasy. In Roman political
life the rhetoric and give-and-take of the .gora and .1CJdeSU, played as
little a role as the competitions of the gymttasUm. Speech-making came
up only later, and then mostly in the Senate, where it was completely
different in character from the rhetorical art of the Attic popular leaders.
Tradition and experience of the EldeIS, the former officeholders above
all, detemrined politics. Old age, rather than youth. set the tone of
social fonns and the character of dignity. Rational deliberations. rather
than the rhetorically stirred lust for booty of the demos or the emotional
excitement of the young warriors, tipped the balance in Roman politics.
Rome remained under the direction.of the experience, the deliberation.
and the feudal power of the honorariores.

NOTES

r. This subtitle does not appear in the separate 192.1 publication of the
"City," which was divided into only four sections; the text here simply con
tinued.

2. Silver mines in southeastern Attica which belonged to the state. The
distribution of the revenues was discontinued in ..83 B.C•• wbtn Tbemistocles
persuaded the thnscs to apply them to the building ~ the 8ee~:;PE. Ehxeiberg,
The Greek Stau, 85'; GAzSW, 18.

3. In explaining the proletarian as one who is ooly.s "dCS(::Q:IdantH (proles)
-but not one of the inheritors-of a full citizen, Weber deliberately te:'NI'IeS the
usual "etymology" of thl(; term, current already amoog the Ancients. which ex
plains the proletariU5 as one who ;",s nothing to offer to the state but his proles
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or descendants, a. also GAzSW, 194. 2IS. In a recent appraisal of Weber's con
tribution to historiography. a German classical historian called this an "ingenious
interpretation ... [which] historical science has neglected. very much to its own
detriment:' See Alfred Heus, "Max Webers Bedeutung fur die Geschichte,"
Historischs Zeiuchrift. vol.:101 (196S), 5S:~.

4. In 444 B.C. a large shipment of grain from the Libyan king Psamme
tichos induced a rash of prosecutions under a Periclean law of 451 B.C. which
had excluded from citizenship all burghers with a foreign-born mother. Accord
ing to Plutarch (Pericles, ch. 37) about 5,000 were denied citizenship status and
sold into slavery at this occasion, while 14,040 inhabitants were conlirmed as
citizens entitled to the emoluments of the grain distribution. Other grain gifts
seem to have caused similar incidents. CL Ed. Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums,
IV/I (5th ed.; Basel: ~chwahe, 1954),665.

5'. A construction lag in the building of this temple on the Acropolis brought
the appointment of an investigatory commission in 409 B.C. to report on progress,
fragments of whose report (together with expense accounts for the project) are
extant on a marble slab. In this rare document, which among other things also
gives wage rates, full citizens are shown working even under the foremanship of
slaves. For Weber's view on the problem of slavery in Hellas in general. (and a
further dlscussion of this document), cf. GAzSW, 139-146; for more recent
discussions in English, see A.H.M. Jones, Athenian Democracy, 10-20 and ch.
IV, passim, and Victor Ehrenberg, The People of ArisropMnes: A Sociowgy of
Old Attic Comedy (New York: Schocken Books, 1962), ch. VII.

6. "Mystery congregations" in Hellas: for instance, the orgiastic cults of
Demeter and Dionysos; on the participation of slaves see, e.g., Ehrenberg, The
People of Aris~hane.s, op. cit., 174, 189f. The Roman coUegia were cult and
funeral societies, sometimes purely social clubs, of the petire bourgeoisie; see art.
"Collegium" in Pauly·Wissowa, RE, IV (19°1), cols. 380-480, esp. 385ff.

7· The ceniuriae ("hundreds"), originally merely army units, were the
voting units of the Roman people assembled in its military anay (comitia cen
turiat4). Besides the 6ve centuriae of non-eombattants (fdm, musicians and re
serve) and the sixteeri units of the mounted force, it consisted ·of 172 cent.riae
of foot soldiers in five "classes" detennined on the basis of wealth. The unequal
manpower strength of the individual units worked to the disadvantage of the
poorer classes. The possible derivation of the cenmriae {abrum from older col
legia of these trades was suggested by Mommsen, Riimisches Stoa~echt, III, :187,
but disputed by other historians (d. Komemann in Pauly-Wissowa, HE, IV
(1901), 442). A pre-Solonic creation of a status group of demiourgoi is ascribed
to the mythical hero Theseus by Plutarch (Theseus, ch. :15), but the historicity
of its existence is doubtful; on this, see also GAz.):W, 107, 116f., l2.:1f.

8. The deumviri legibw scribendi5, the perhaps legendary two colleges of
ten who wrote the code of the Twelve Tables, ca. 450 B.C.

9. In Prussia (and some other Gennan states), large individual or several
contiguous landed estates were in Weber's day often exempted from the terri·
torial adminisIrative organizations at the lowest level (the rural communes or
G~) and formed separate "estate districts" in which the ]un1w owner,
or one of their number, took over the publie--Iaw functions of the communes. The
Gutsbez:irM survived the 1918 revolution and \Yel'e not abolished until 1937,
when they still numbered some l2.,OOO.

10. The assembly of the Roman people in the tribal array (comitia tribUt4),
ymmgel than the assembly in the military anay (comitia centuriat4), was origi
nally used for the election of. Jesser officials, and increasingly also for legislative
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functions. On me division of functions between the different assemblies, see
Mornmsen, Ramisches Staatsrecht, III, 300-368; C. W. Botsford, The Roman
Assemblies (New York: Macmillan, 1909), chs. X-XIV.

I I. The standard translation "knight" for the Latin eques is somewhat un·
fortunate because of the inappropriate feudal associations of the English term;
the equites were the upper commercial classes who derived their name and their
political, economic and social prerogatives from the fact that they were wealthy
enough to do their military service on horseback.

12. In one of the measures taken to gain the support of the commercial mid
dle class, Gaius Gracchus restricted the jury roll for the extortion court (quaestio
repetundarum, for which see above, sec. iij:3; n. 13), from which fifty lay judges
were chosen in each trial, to the equites. This measure was rescinded in the Sullan
refonn, when the bench again reverted to the senatorial nobility.

13· See, e.g., Plutarch, Pericles, chs. 13-14, where the trades that were to
benefit are enumerated; cf. also the discussion in French, The Growth of the
Athenian Economy, r nfF., where this passage is ~uoted.

r4. "Erbanwartschaften der Sippen" in the text. However, elsewhere Weber
unambiguously, states that there were no reversion or subsidiary inheritance rights
of the sib with respect to purchased land, while there probably was a limitation
on testamentary disposal in favor of the sons (cf, GAzSW, u8-133, also Ilof.
on the kleros); hence we assume this to be a misreading of "der Sohne,"

1 s. As Weber says elsewhere, the village was destroyed in favor of dispersed
settlement "of, sit venia verba, an 'Americanislic' character" on individual home
steads (GAzSW, 203). The thesis of an original village-type settlement structure

. seems to be a polemical assertion based on Weber's early studies of the Roman rural
constitution. Cf. GAzSW, 19Sf. :'U:lf. 229f., where this is spelled out in greater
detail.

16. One factor in this correlation of maritime power with the rise of the
property-less urban strata, which vVeber stresses elsewhere, is the fact that naval
service,· in contrast to service in the hoplite army, "presupposes only negligible
expenditures on self-equipment" of the citizen; see GAzSW, 40.

17. Weber is thinking of the type of "colonization" characteristic of Antiquity:
the foundation of "daughter-cities" throug~ the settlement of groups of citizens
on a foreign shore, Medieval colonization and colonizing city foundation, espe
cially in the Slavic territories of eastern Germany, in general was the work of the
landowning nobility and of the knightly orders.

18. On the polis foundations of the Seleucid empire, .and their relationship
to the "tribal" territories, see also GAz:SW, 160ff.; Ehrenberg, The Creek Stale,
ch. III:3, passim.

19. Schuldknechte. Weber apparently uses this term both for the full debt
slave and the nexus who was working off a debt. On the nexum (debt bondage)
contract, cE. "Soc. of Law," above, ch. VIII:ii, n. 33; also GAzSW, 192, 2.10,
:no. .

20. E.g., the Solonic debt cancellation and repurchase of citizens sold abroad,
discussed in GAzSW 117£., 133ff.; cE. also French, The Growth of the Athenian
F..conomy,Io-18.

21. E.g., the Roman lex Poetelia of 326 B.C., mentioned above, "Soc. of
Law," ch. VBI:ii, n. 38.

22. On the Roman dientes, cE. GAzSW, 202-209.

23. The younger ScipiO Africanus, in the campaign against Numantia in
Spain; sec also GAzSW, 2.06.
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,\t"f'"inr,;wF': to {he bO;}lJ oj dw ,,;viri :'\",gustal~, ~as " diyllity :Jt li\t~
pi ..,,;],(·;]] nlunlcipalirics whidJ was ptimariiv l'onterred upon weH-w-uo frt'ed
rN':" "pon aFplic<Jtion ,md against payment of a "fee for -the honor" (;um11Ul
}"O h.:more). In additi(,n t') enriching the treasury, the incumbents had to ar
lange and finance g::lmes; their compensation was the title <Ind a ring-side seat
in the local circus. The archetypal AUgust4lis was Trimalchio, the vainglorious
nouveau riche so savagely depicted in Petr!ln'~ Satyricon. ;Vlommsen called the
insntutil)n "a fictitious municipality . in which no.hing was real l>ut the
expen~ ::Ind the pomp," it was l;Ieated tu give these suata a semblance of par
ticipation in the municipal offi.:es from which they were otherwise excluded. Cf.
MOIDmsen, Romische:; Staatsrecht,. III, 452-457; art. "Augustales" in Pauly
Wissowa. HE, II (1896), ;!.350ff.

30. Cf.aoove,sec.ii;l,n.3.
31. The ;tp(,-il..0xo~!lf 300 warriors, a famous elite unit and the permanent

garrison of the Theban acropolis, is said to have been made up of pairs of lovers
-a fact which is thought to ha~·e contributed to their bravery; see Plutarch,
Pelopidas, ch. r8ff.

32. Hesiod relates that his father had migrated from Asia Mino~ to Boeotia
and settled there as a small landowner (Works and Dap, 633-40); this is often
taken as evidence for the free transferabilitv or land and freedom of personal
movement in an eatly period. See also GAzS\;\!, 110.

B. The "paternal and ancestral goods;" the formula used in a trial to have
an adult put under tutelage apparently mentions squandering of these as one of
the causes for this action. Cf. GAzSW, 198.

34- Thucydides, Pelo-p01lnesian War, bk. II, ch. 37.
35· Pausanias, Description of Greece, bk. X, ch. 4; I.

36, The curious Athenian procedure for protesting a tax assessment or the
imposition of a liturgical duty. On a day especially set for this purpose, the
prospective taxpayer or trierarchos had the right to indicate another citizen who,
in his opinion, was more liable or financially more capable of bearing the burden
in question. The latter then had the choice either to accept the burden or to
el'change his entire wealth against that of the protesting citizen, who then be
came liable himself, or, finally, to put the matter up to a court to decide--in
which case both parties could seize each other's wealth until the matter had been
settled. Cf. art. "Antidosis" in Pauly-Wissowa, RE, I (1894), 2396-2398.

37. According to Thucydides (Pelop. War, hk. VII, ch. 27), 20,000 Athen-
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ian slaves, "to the largest part artisans," escaped after the Spartan occupation of
Decelea in 413 B.C. Modem authorities disaglee as to whether or not this num
ber must be spread over the entire nine-year occupation; d. Ehrenberg, The
People of Aristophanes, IBsf., French, The Growth of the Athenian Economy,
138£.

3B. Rich Athenian statesman and army leader during the middle phase of
the Peloponnesian war; he is said to have owned 1,000 slaves: GAzSW, 137.
178: Plutarch. Ni1eitu, ch. 4; Xenophon. VecRgaUa, IV. 14-15'.

39. le.• in contrast to mountainous llIeU, as in Switzerland, where burgher
and peasant armies 6.rsl achieved sOme success against the knightly cavalry (e.g.•
defeat of the Habsburgs by the Swiss cantons at Morgarten. Sempaeh and Nafels
in 1315'. J386 and 138B), Cf. aIsoGAzSW,2.5'9,n. 3.

40. On the economic aspects and the tributary arrangements of the lint
Attic (or DeIian:....-after its early he1dfluarter'!) Confederacy, 478-404 B.C., see
French, The Growth of the Athenian E<:onoMy, 82.-106 and the literature cited
J86f.

41. For an analysis of the various Hellenic lagues and confederacies, d.
Ehrenberg, The Greek State, 112-131. This author, incidentally. denies the
existence of a federal citizenship in the Boeotian League (ibid., 12.3).

42.. Alcibiades (born ca, 45'0 8.C.), who was b ~lis day considered a very
well-off young man, inherited an estate estimated at roughly 75' acres (GAzSW,
137), about half the size of the estates discussed by Cato (GAzSW, 2.10). Both
Xenophon (ca. 430-360 B.C.) and the elder Cato (2.34-i49 B.C.) left treatises: on
estate-management. About the fonner. however, Weber observes (GAzSW, 14B)
that be understood no more of agriculture "than a retired Prussian officer who
settles down on a Rittergut," a comparison nol intImded to be complimentary.

43. Latinized Etruscan designation for kings or local barons; of uncertain mean
ing (art. "Lucumo," Pauly-Wissowa, RE, XIII (19:l7). i706). Their athletes
were, "in the opinion of specialists, by their very physiognomies identified as
professionals who ... performed against payment beloie the lords as a viewing
-public" (GAzSW, u;).
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APPENDIX I
TYPES OF SOCIAL ACTION
AND GROUPS

The terminology of the second, and older, part of Wirtschaft und
Gesellschaft is that published in the 1913 essay on "Some Categories of
Interpretive Sociology" (Logos, IV. reprinted in GAzW). In the older
manuscript, "social action" is Gemeinschaftshandeln, whereas in the newer
Part One it is soziales Handeln; in the older Part Two, Gemeinschaft
is a general tenn for "social group:' The following is a translation of the
definitions of Gemeinschaftshandeln, Gesellschaftshandeln (rationally
regulated action), Vergesellschaftung (association), Zweckverein (volun
tary association), GeIegenheitsvergesellschaftung (ad hoc agreement or
association), Massenhandeln (collective behavior), Einverstiindnishandeln
(consensual action), Anstalt (compulsory association or institution), and
Verbatld (organization) from the Logos essay. The page numbers after
the excerpts refer to the reprint in GAzW.

We shall speak of Gemeinschaftsitandeln (social action) when
human action is meaningfully related to the behavior of other persons,
Social action does not occur when two cyclists, for example, collide un
intentionally; however, it does occur when they try to avoid the collision or
sock one another afterwards or negotiate to settle the matter peacefully.
Social action is not the only type that is pertinent for causal explanation.
However, it is the primary object of interpretive sociology. An important
(but not indispensable) component of social action is its meaningful
orientation to the expectation that others will act in a certain way. and
to the presumable chances of success for one's own action resulting
therefrom. Action caD be understood rather clearly-and this is an im
portant type of explanation-when there is an objective chance (i.e., more
or less probability as expressed in a "judgment of objective possibility")
that these expectations are indeed well-founded. . . . In particular,
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instrumentally rational action is oriented toward such expectations. In
principle, it appears at first sight irrelevant whether <1 person's action
is guided by the expectation that certain natural events wiIl occur, with
or without his purposive intervention, or that human beings will act
in a certain way. But if a person acts subjectively rational, his expecta
tions in relation to the behavior of others may also be based on the
assumption that he can expect a subjectively meaningful behavior on
their part. In other words, he may believe that he can, with different
degrees of probability, predict their behavior from certain meaningful
relationships. Specifically, his expectation may be subjectively based on
an "understanding" with another actor (or others); he then believes that
he has reason to expect compliance with the "agreement," according
to the meaning which he himself attributes to it. This imparts to social
action a specific quality, because it enlarges the realm of expectations
within which,the actor thinks he can orient his Own aetionsrationai1y.
However, the possible (subjective) meaning of social action is not
exhausted by the orientation toward the presumable action of others. In
the limiting case, action may he oriented to the "value" of an act (as a
matter of duty, for example); then it is oriented not toward expectations
but values. Similarly, expectations need not refer to actionS but may
also concern feeling states (for example, giving pleasure to a person).
Empirically fluid is the transition from the ideal type of a meaningful
relationship between one's own action and that of others to the case
in which another person is merely an object (for example, an infant),
For us, behavior that is oriented toward meaningful action is only the
rational limiting case.

Always, however, "social action" (Ge~jnschaftshandeln) is for us
an individual's hehavior, either historically observable or theoretically
possible or likely, in relation to the actual or anticipated potential be
havior of other individuals.. ' . (?p. 441-442).

Social action is Gesellschaftshandeln (rationally regulated action)
insofar as it is (1)' meaningfully oriented toward rules which have
been (2) established rationally with a view toward the expected behavior
of the "associates" (Vergesellschaftete)' and insofar as (3) the mean
ingful orientation is indeed instrumentaHy rational on the part of the
actor. Very tentatively, established rules (in the purely empirical sense
envisaged here) may be defined as foIlows: they are either (a) onesided
demands of some persons toward others; in the rational limiting case,
they are explicit orders; or (b) a mutual declaration to the eHect that
a certain -kind of action will be undertaken or is to he expected; in the
limiting case, this involves an explicit agreement.... (1'1" 442-443).

The rational ideal type of VergeseUschaftung (association or con-
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sociation) is for us the "voluntary association" '(Zweckverein): a kind
of Gesellschaftshandeln in which all participants have rationally agreed
to the statute that dennes the purposes and means of the association....
(P·447)·

An agreed-upon rational action (Vergesellsckaftung) does not always
result in the establishment of a voluntary association, which, according
to our de6nition, must have (1) general rules and (2) a staff of its own.
Agreed-upon rational action may be ad hoc: Gelegenheitsvergesellschaf
tung. For example, it may involve merely the quick execution of a
revenge killing. In this case all characteristics of voluntary association
are missing, with the exception of a rational plan (Ordnung), which is
for us the decisive criterion. A convenient example for the progression
from Gelegenheitsvergesellschaftung to the Zweckverein [from rational
ad hoc agreement or association to continuous association] is the indus
trial cartel: It ranges from the simple, one-time agreement of various
competitors not·to lower their prices below a certain level to the "syndi
cate" with its huge assets, a sales organization of its own, and a complex
organizational structure.... (p. 450). .

AIl analogies with the "organism" and otl]er similar biological con
cepts are condemned to sterility. In addition, it is by no means oniy
social action (Gemeinschaftshandeln) which makes it appear "as if"
action was determined by a consensual order; rather, such an effect can
be produced equally and even more drastically by the various forms of
"honlogeneous" and "collective" behavior (Massenhandeln) which are
not part of social action.

For "social action," in our terminology, involves the purposive.
(sinnhafte) orientation of the action of individuals to that of others.
Hence, it is not sufficient that several persons behave in like manner;
nor does every kind of interaction, including pure imitation, Constitute
social action. No matter how homogeneous the behavior of members
of a "race" may be in some way, a "racial community" exists for us
only if the actions of the members are purposively related to one
another; in the most elementary case, we re<:luire that the members
segregate themselves from the "racially alien" environment because
other members also do it (regardless of the exact manner and the degree
of segregation). When a large number of pedestrians react to a shower
by opening their umbrellas, we do not deal with. social action hut with
"homogeneous mass behavior." The same is true of behavior provoked
by the mere "influence" of others, for example, in the case of a panic
or when a mass of pedestrians succumbs to "mass suggestion" in a sud
den crowding. In such cases in which the behavior of individuals is
influenced by the mere fact that others behave in a certain way, we
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shall speak of "mass-eonditioned" or collective behavior (massenbeding
tes Sichverhalten). For it C1nnot be doubted ·that the mere fact of the
spontaneously acting mass, even if it is geographically separate and re
lated only by the p~ess, can influence the'" behavior of all individuals.
It is not our present task to analyze these phenomena; rather, this is
the subject matter of mass psychology.... Cpp. 454-455)'

Herrschaft (domination) does not mean that a superior elementary
force asserts itself·in one way or another; it refers to a meaningful inter
relationship between those giving orders and those obeying, to the ef'ect
that the expectations toward which action is oriented on both sides can.,
he reckoned upon... , (p. 456).

"Consensus" (Einverstiindnis) exists when expectations as to the
behavior of others are realistic because of the objective probability that
the others will accept these expectations as "valid" for themselves, even
though no explicit agreement was made. The reasons for such behavior
on the part of the others are irrelevant for the concept..Social action that
rests on such likely consensus will be called "consensual action" (Ein
verstiindnishandeln).

Of course, the actual degree of consensus-in the sense of calculable
probabilities-must not be confused with the subjective reliance of an
individual that others will treat his expectations as valid. In the same
way, the empirical validity of an agreed-upon order must not be con
fused with the subjective expectation that others will abide by its
intended meaning. In both cases, however, a relationship of intelligible
adequate causation obtains between average objective validity (as under
stood in terms of "objective possibility") and average subjective ex-'
peetation.

In any given case, a person's action may only approximate a con
sensus or only pretend to Qne, just as it can happen with an explicit
agreement. This will affect the degree and unambiguousness of the
empirical validity of the consensus. Persons linked together through a
consensus may deliberately violate it, just as "associates" may disregard
their agreement. As the thief (in the example used earlier) orients his
action to the legal order by concealment, so a disobedient person may
"agree" on the facts of power by resorting to subterfuge. Hence, con
sens,us must not be taken for "satisfaction" of those adhering to it. Fear
of dire consequences may bring about "adaptation" to the normal mean
ing of oppressive rule; it may also lead to a personally undesirable but
founally "free" agreement. Of course, persistent dissatisfaction en
dangers the stability of a coercive regime, but it does not invalidate the
consensus as long as the powerholder can objectively count on the
(adequate) execution of his commands.... (pr· 457-458\
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Not every social action falls into the category of consensual action;
it does so only if, in the average, it is indeed oriented toward the proba
-bility that a consensus exists. Racial segregation qualifies as an example
if a person can take it more or less for granted that the participants will
typically treat it as obligatory; otherwise, it would be an instance of mass
behavior or simply of social action without consensus. . . . Of course,
not every external "acting together" of several persons is social action or
even consensual action. Collaboration is by no means essential for the
concept of consensual action. For example, it is absent in all cases in
which a person orients himself to the action of unknown others....
(PP·458-459).

The transition from consensual action to agreed-upon rational action
is fluid-after all, the latter merely constitutes the special case of
regulated action. The consensual behavior of streetcar passengers who
take the side of another passenger in an argument with the conductor
turns into agreed-upon rational action if they subsequently decide on
li joint complaint. Even more so, "association" (VergeseUschaftung) 0c

curs whenever an arrangement is made in a purpose-rational manner,
even though its extent and meaning may vary greatly. Thus, an assoctf
tion (or consociation) comes into being as soon as a newspaper (with
a publisher, editor, staff and subscribers) is founded for members of a
racial group who have segregated themselves consensually but without
formal agreement; now the previously amorphous consensual action is
directed with different degrees of effectiveness. The same happens when
an "academy" in the manner of the Crusca [in Tuscany] and "schools"
teaching grammatical rules are created for a language group, or
when an apparatus with rational rules and a staff is established for a
Herrschaft. Conversely, almost every association tends to create con·
sensual action beyond the realm of its rational purposes (this will be called
"consensual action determined by association"). Every bowling club
creates conventions, that is, social action oriented toward consensus,
which transcends the Vergesellschaftung. ... (rr. 460-461).

By no means is it pennissible to identify social action, consensus and
association with the ide~ of being for or against one another. For us,
consensus is not identical with exclusiveness toward others, nor, of course,
is amorphous social action. It depends upon the individual case whether
consensual action is "open" to others or whether and to what degree it is
"closed" because the participants make joining impossible through a
mere consensus or an agreement (Vergesellschaftung). A language
group or a market are (vaguely) delimited in one way or another. As a
rule, not every living person can be considered an actual or potential
participant in the expectations of the consensus, hut on!y an indeter·
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minate number of persons. However, the members of a language group
are usually not interested in excluding others from the consensus (al
though, of course, they may want to exclude them in a given conversaoo
tion), and market interests often desire the "expansion" of the market.
But it hsppens that a language (if it is sacred, 'Secret or peculiar to a
status group) or a market are "closed." monopolistically through con
sensus or association (Vergesellsch'aftung). On the other hand, even if
there is normally a closure through association, as in the affairs of a
political community, the powers-that-be may he interested in considerable
openness (for immigrants).... (pp. 462-463).

"Compulsory associations" or "institutions" (Anstalten) are groups
in which I) membership depends on objective criteria regardless of
the declared will of those included (in contrast to the "voluntary as
sociation"), and 2). rationally established rules and an enforcement
apparatus codetermine individual action (in contrast to amorphous con- ·1
sensual groupings which lack a rationally established order). Thus, not .
every group into which a person is born or in which he is raised is an'
Anstalt; witness the language community or the household, both of
which do without such rational rules. However, proper ~xamples are j.

that structure of the political community which is called "state" and .
the religious.structurewhich is technically a '\:hurch." 1

Rationally regulated action is related to consensual action as the
compulsory association is to the "organization" (Verband). "Organized
action" is oriented toward consensus (nOt toward rational rules), that
is, it is consensual action under which I) membership is attributed con·
sensually, without the participants' rational agreement, 2) an effective
consensual order is imposed by certain persons (powerholders), in spite
of the absence of rationally established rules, 3) these persons or others
are prepared to use physical or psychic coercion against those who
violate the consensus.... (p. 466).



\PPENDIX II
PARLIAMENT AND

GOVERNMENT IN A

RECONSTRUCTED GERMANY

:A Contribution to the Political Critique if
'J.fficialdom and Paro/ Politics)

Preface

This political treatise is a revision and enlargement of articles pub
ished in the Frankfurter Zeitung during the summer of 1917.1 The
5say does not provide any new information for constitutional experts,
md it does not claim the protective authority of any science. A choice
Imong ultimate commitments cannot be made with the tools of science.
rhe arguments presented here cannot influence those for whom the his
orieal tasks of the German nation do not rank above all issues of con
titutional form, or who view these tasks in a radically different manner.
:>Ur arguments have certain presuppositions, from which they are.
lirected against those who consider even the present times suitable for
liscreP,iting parliament in favor of other politit'al powers. Unfortunately,
llch critique has been going on now for forty years among fairly large
irdes of literati inside and outside the university, continuing during
he war. Very often it has been undertaken in the most arrogant and
xtravagant fooo, with disdainful venom and without any willingness
o understand the preconditions of effective parliaments. It is true that
he political achievements of the German parliaments are not beyond
ritique. But what is true of the Reichstag is also true of other political
rtStitutions, which those literati have always treated with great con·
[deration and often adulation. If such dilettantes make a cheap sport
ut of attacking parliamentarism, it appears quite proper to scrutinize
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their political acumen for once without much consideration for their
feelings. ·It would be enjoyable, to have an earnest joust with fair-minded
opponents---no doubt, there are some-, but it would be contrary to
German. uprightness to show respect for circles froIJ1 the midst of which
the author ~nd many others have time and again been labelled "dema
gogue," "un-German" or "foreign agent." No doubt, most of the literati
in question were gullible, but this exactly is perhaps the most shameful
aspect of such excesses.

It has been said that now is not the time to deal with domestic issues,
because we are busy with more important things. "We?"-Who? That'
must mean those who stayed home. And what is it that should keep~

them so busy? Inveighing against the enemies? Wars are not won that
way. The .soldiers at the front don't mak~ sp£'.eches against the enemies,
and such railing, which increases with the distance from the trenches,'>.'
is unworthy of a proud nation. Or should we make speeches and pas;s'
resolutions about what "we" must annex before "we" can conclude'
peace? On this particular score the following should be said on prin"::iple:
If the anny, which fights the Gernlan battles, would take the position
that "whatever we have won with our blood must remain under Ger
man contro!," we who stayed home would have the right to say: "Con
sider that politically this might not be prudent." However, if the anny
insisted, we would have to be silent. But if "we" have no scruples to
poison the soldiers' pride in their achievements by calling out to them,
as it has happened time and again: "If such and such a war goal, which
we conceived, is not reached, you will have bled in vain"-then ,this "-11
appears to me sim"ply intolerable from a purely human point of view, j
and nothing but hannful to the will to hold out. Instead, i"t would be~i

better to keep repeating just one thing: that Germany fights for her lif~.~

<:l?ainst an army in which Africans, Ghurkas and all kinds of other ba~-;l
barians from the most forsaken corners of the world stand poised at the ~l

frontiers ready to devastate our country. That happens to be true, that ,co \

everybody can understand, and that would have preserved lInity. In- "
stead the literati are busying themselves with fabricating various "ideas,"':
for which the soldiers are supposed to shed their blood and die. I do ;;:
not believe that these vain doings bl.Ve made it any easier for our ,',
soldiers to fulfill their difficult duties; they certainly have harmed greatly ,j

the possibilities of a sober political discussion.
It seems to me that our primary task at home consists in maJcini: it

possible for the returning soldiers to rebuild that Gennany which they
have saved-with the ballot in their hands and through their elected
representatives. Hence we must remove the obstacles posed by present
conditions, so that the soldiers can begin reconstruction right after the
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war instead of having to get involved in sterile controversies, No soph
istry can conjure away the fact that [equal} suffrage and parliamentary
government are the only means for this purpose. Insincere and out
rageous is the cornpla1rlt ~hat a reform was being considered "without
asking the soldiers"-when in fact only the reform would give them the
opportunity 10 participate decisively in political affairs.

Itis said further that every critique of our form of government would
provide ammunition to the enemies. For twenty years this argument
has been used to shut us up. until it was too late. What can we now
lose abroad by such a Critique? The enemies can congratulate themselves
if the old evils should persist. Especially now, when the great war has
reached the stage at which diplomacy begins to move again, it is high
time to do everything that will prevent a repetition of the old mistakes.
For the time being the prospects are unfortunately very limited. But the
enemies know, or win come to know, that German Democracy cannot
conclude a bad peace if it is to have any future.

He whose ultimate beliefs put every form of authoritarian govern
ment above all of the nation's political interests may openly do so. He
cannot be argued with. However, we do not want to hear the non
sensical talk about the contrast between the "\iVest European" and t.he
"German" ideas of the state. We are dealing here with simple questions
of {constitutional] techniques for formulating national policies. For a
mass state, there are only a limited number of alterr,atives. For a ra
tional politician the form of government appropriate at any given time
is a teehnicalquestion which depends upon the political tasks of the
nation. It is merdy a regrettable lack of faith in Germany's potentialities
when it is asserted that the German spirit would be jeopardized if we
shared useful techniques and institutions of government with other
peoples. Moreover, parliamentarism has been neither alien to German
history, nor have any of the contrasting systems been peculiar to Ger
many alone. Compelling circumstances will see to it that a German state
with parliamentary government will he different from any other. It

. would not be sober politics, but politics in the literati-style, if this issue
were turned into an objectof national vanity. We do not know today
whether an effective parliamentary reconstruction will take place in
Germany. It may be thwarted by the Right or forfeited hy the Left.
This latter, tOO, is possible. The vital interests of the nation stand, of
course, above democracy and parliamentarism. But if parliament were
to fail and the old system were to return, this would indeed have far·
reaching l:onsequences. Even then one could be grateful to fate for
being a German. But one would have to abandon forever any great

."
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hopes for Germany's future, irrespective of the kind of peace we w
'. have.

The author, who voted Conservative almost three decades ago
later voted Democratic, who then was given space in the [arch-eo
tive] Kr€Uzzeitung and now writes for liberal papers, is neither an acti
politician nor will he be one. For caution's sake, it may be added th _
he does not have connections of any kind with any German statesma
He has good reason to believe that no party, not even the Left,
identify with what he has to say; this applies in particular to w
is personally most important to him (sec. iv, below), and this hap
to be a matter about which the parties do not have divergent opini9ns.
The author adheres to his political views because the events of the las
decades convinced him long ago that every German policy. irrespecti
of its goals, is condemned to failure in view of the given constitution
setup and the nature of our political machinery, and that this will re
main so jf conditions do not change. Moreover, he considers it mos
unlikely that there will always be military leaders who can extricate
the nation from political catastrophe through military deeds, at th
price of tremendous sacrifices in blood.

In themselves, technical changes in the form of government do not
make a nation vigorous or happy or valuable. They can only remove
technical obstacles and thus are merely means for a given end. Perhaps
it is regrettable that such bourgeois and prosaic matters, which we shall
discuss here with deliberate self-limitation and exclusion of all of the
great substantive cultural issues facing us, can be important at all. But'
this is the way things are. It has been proven in great as in little tllings:
by the political developments of the recent decades, but also. very
recently, by the utter failure of political leadership on the part of an .
exceptionally capable and decent bureaucrat [Georg Michaelisl-this ~

was a kind of test for the analysiS presented shortly before the event
in the articles republished here. ~ Whoever is not convinced by these
events will not be satisfied by any proof. If a politiCian changes the form
of government. he takes into account the generations to come. But this
litue piece of occasional writing is merely intended to contribute to the
debate of contemporary issues.

The long delay of publication in this form. which like-minded
friends suggested to me, has been due to other preoccupations and then.
since November, to the usual technical difficulties of going into print.
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Bismarck's Legacy

The present condition of our parliamentary life is a legacy of Prince
Bismarck's long domination and of the nation's attitude toward him
since the last decade of his chancello:r5hip. This attitude has no parallel
in the reaction of any other great people toward a statesman of such
stature. Nowhere else in the world has even the most unrestrained
adulation: of a politician made a proud nation sacrifice its substantive
convictions so cor.~pletely. On the other hand, policy dIfferences with
2 statesman of sucn magnitude have rarely triggered such a great dea,J,
of hatred as erupted at the time on the extreme left and in the [Catho
:I~] Center pany. \lIlhat were the reasons?

/~t often bebre, epochal even,s such as those of r866 and 1870 haw:
ilar:l their greatest ,mpact upon th~ generation for which the victorious
wars were an mdelible experience of its youth, but which had no dear
comprehension of the serious domestic tensions accompanying them. It
was not until this generatIOn grew up that Bismarck became a legend.
The generation of political literati which entered public life from ~,bout

1872 on split in two unequal segments. The larger group admired not
the greatness of Bismarck's sophisticated and commanding intellect, but
2xdusivdy the ad;r:i.xture of violence and cunning, the seeming vr actual
brut::hty of his political approach. The other group reacted with feeblt.
rescnnnent. This second 'lariety disappeared quickly after his death,
but the first 11as since been cultivated all the more. For a long time
'lOW, this dominant attitude has shaped not only the historical mythology
of .Conservative potticiam., but also of genuinely enthusiastic hterati
3nd, of rowse, of those imeUe<'tual plebeians who hy imitatir:g Biv
marek's gestures seek to legitimate lhemselves as panakmg of hi~ spir.t.
\Ne know that Bismarck had the greatest contempt for cl1i£ qmte in
fluential group, even though he was not averse to takmg polItical ad
vantage of these courtiers, just as hE! did of Mr. Busch and his ilk.s At
the margin of a memorandum which we would call Pan-Geml.iln (all
deutsch) today he once wrote: "Windy in content and puerile in fonn."
This referred to a manuscript which he had requested a~ a specimer.
from a man who differed from today's representatives or this type b:i
having served the nation courageously, not just by mouthin[, words. Wh~~
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Bismarck thought about his Conservative peers he put down in his
memoirs.

Bismarck had plenty of reason for thinking lowly of his peers. For
what happened .to him when he was forced out of office in 1890? In
fairness, he could not expect sympathy from the Center party, to which
he had tried to link the assassin Kullmann;· from the Social Democrats,
whom he had hunted with the flocal] banishment paragraph of the
anti-sodalist legislation; from the Progressives (Freisinnige), whom he
had stigmatized as "enemies of the Reich." But what did the others do .
who had loudly applauded these actions? Conservative lackeys occupied
the chairs of Prussian ministers and sat in the Federal offices. What

did they do? They sat it out. "Just a new superior"-that was the end'••.••••.•
of the matter. Conservative politicians sat on the presidential chairs of ,
the parliaments in the Empire and in Prussia. What words of sympathy
did they find for the departing oreator of the Reich? They did not utter
one word. Wh.ich Of the big parties constituting his following demanded J
any account of the reasons for his dismissal? They did not bestir them, J
selves, they simply turned to the new sun. This event has nO paraHel1
in the annals of any proud people. But the contempt which it deserves .~
can only be heightened by that enthusiasm for Bismarck on which the :1
same parties later took a hereditary lease. For half a century the Prussian l

Conservatives have failed to show any "character" in their commitment
to great political goals or any other ideals, such as men like Stahl and
Gerlach and the members of the old Christian-Social movement, in,
their own way, did possess." Only when their financial interests, th'eir
monopoly of office benefices, their office patronage or~and this is the
same thing-their electoral privileges were at stake, did their govem
mental votIng machine ruthlessly go into gear, even against lhe king.
Then the whole sorry apparatus of "Christian," "mona~chic" and
"national" phraseology was set in motion-the same phra'.>e-making
that those gentlemen now condemn as "cant" on the p<lrt of the Anglo
Saxon poli~icians. When several years after Bismarck's dismissal their
material interests were <lff~cted, especii-lily by tariff i:.sues, then, and
only then, did they remember Bismarck as their man, and only since
that time have they prctf:nded quite seriously to be the guardians of his
tradition. There are good re3:;ons for assuming that Bismarck had only
disdain for these manipulations. This is proven by private statements.
\Vho can blame him for it? However, the shamt: about that caricature of
political .!.l1aturity provided by the nation in 1890 must not blur our
recog?\.~·t'10f the fact that in this undignified behavior of his partisans
Bisma\4 tr<lgically reaped his own harvest; for he had wanted-and
deliberately accomplished-the poIitiC.l} impotence of parliament and of
the party leaders.
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No statesman who took power without parliamentary responsibility
ever had such a co-operative parliamentary ally with so many political
talents as Bismarck had [in the National Liberals] between 1867 and
1878. It is quite possible to disagree with the political views of the
National-Liberal Jeaders of that time. Of course, one cannot compare
them- to Bismarck with regard to diplomatic skill and intellectual energy;
next to him, they appear at best as average, but this is true .also of all
other German politicians and of most foreign ones. At best, a genius
appears once in several centuries. But we could thank fate if our gov
ernment were now, and in the future, in the hands of politicians of their
caliber. It is indeed one of the most barefaced distortions of the truth if
}'9litical literati make the nation believe that up until now the German
parliament has not managed to produce great political talents. It is out
rageous that the present subservient fashion denies the status of repre
sentativeS of the "German Geist" to such parliamentary leaders as
Bennigsen, Stauffenberg and Volk or such democtats as the Prossiau

, patriot Waldeck;6 'after all, the "German spirit" was at least as strong
in the St. Paul's Church [in Frankfurt in r848] as it has been in the
bureaucracy, and certainly more so than in the inkpots of these
gentlemen.

These men of the Reichstag's prime period had one great advantage:
They knew their own limitations and recognized both their past errors
and Bismarck's tremendous intellectual superiority, Nowhere else did he
have more passionate personal admirers than in their circles, even in
those of the later [left-wing liberal] Secessionists. One fact inparticu-
lar speaks for their p~rsonal stature: They were completely free of re
sentment against Bismarck's superiority. He who has know them must
fully absolve all major 6gures among them from this charge, To all
informed about the course of events, Bismarck's suspicion that these
men ever thought of toppling him must appear to border on paranoia,
Time and again I heard from their leaders' that they would consider
caesarism-government by a genius-the best political organization for
Germany, if there would always be a new Bismarck. That was their
sincere conviction, Of, course, they had vigorously crossed swords with
him in the past. For tbts,:very reason they also knew his limitations, and
they were not ready to ·'make any unmanly intellectual sacri6ces. It is
tme that they tended to compromise with him to the point of self-denial
in order to avoid a rupture; indeed, they went much further than tacti- ,
cal considerations towards the voters, who threatened to repudiate them.,. ..:
on this score, would have permitted. The National-Liberal leaders shiM' ....'
away from a 6ght for greater parliamentary ~ghts not only because they
foresaw the Center party as its bene6ciary;'bctt also because they ,real~

ized that such a conflict would paralyze for la long time Bismarck's
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policies as well as the work of parliament. "Nothing succeeds any
longer"-this was the familiar complaint in the eighties. The ultimate
intent of these leaders, often expressed in their inner circle, was the
salvaging, during the rule of this grandiose 6gure, of those institutions
upon which depended the continuity of the Empire's leadership after
adjustment to politicians of more usual quali6cations~ Among these
institutions they counted parliament-a parliament capable of actively
participating in government and of attracting great political talents;
they also wanted strong parties. .

These National·Liberal leaders knew that the- achievement of this
goal did not depend or. them alone. Frequently I heard it said from
theIr midst during Bismarck's great turn-about of 1878: "No great p0
litical-skills are necessary to destroy or to cripple a party which is in our
precarious position. But if this happens, another big party interested in
rational co-operation <;annot be created in its stead; it would be necessary
for the government to appeal to interest groups and to resort to the
syst-~m of petty political patrooage, and even then the most serious
poIi.:ical disruptions would occu~." As we have said ahove, olle can differ
on some of the policlCs of thIS party, but it was through its initiative that
the position of the Imperial Chancellor was created in the constitution
(Bennigsen's motion), the civil code was unified on a national basis
(Lasker's motion), the Reichsbank was established (Bamberger's mo
tion); indeed, we owe to this party most of the great Reich institutions,
which are still proving their worth. After the fact, it is easy to criticize
its tactics, which always had to consider its difficult position vis-a.-vis
Bismarck. One can explain its decline, among other factors, by pointing
to t,e natural difficulties of a party of such purely political orientation,
but burdened by the adherence to obsolete economic dogmas on ,the
economic and welfare issues of the time-yet, in all these respects the
conservative parties do not fare any better. The National-Liberal party's

_~ ide(l~ .about constitutional reform clashed with Bismarck's goals after
186:; not because of any shortsIghtedness, as has often been alleged, but
becatl:>e of "unitary" ideals-----<:juite in Treitschke's 5:ense-, ideals which
we have abandoned in the meantime, in part for non-political rcasons. e

At ",1: rate, the later developments have completely vindicated the basic
pol; ,cal premises of the National-Liberals.

fhe National-Liberals could uvt fulfill their chosen political tasks
and ci:smtegrated, ultimately not because of any substantive reasons, but
because Bismarck did not tolente any autonomous power-neither
within the ministries nor within parliament. It is true that he offered
min;Sllk~ to various parliamentary leaders, but all of them found. out
th,H, hom the beginning he had shrewdly made preparations which

I,
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WQuid enable him to topple his new colleague at any moment by dis
crediting him on purely personal grounds. In the last analysis, this and
nothing else motivated Benmgsen to decline such an offer [in 1877J.
Bismarck's domestic politics aimed exclusively at preventing the consolida
tion of any strong and independent party. His primary means were the
military budget and, the anti-socialist legislation [of 1878-1890J: in addi
tion, he manipulated quite deliberately and skiIlfuHj' the dash of eCCl
nomic interests over tariff policies.

In military matters, the basic position of ..he National-Liberal poli
ticians was, to my knowledge, the follo~ing They were w;Hing to keep
the authorized strength of the army as large as i appeard necessary.
and for this very reason they considered it a merely technicd (]uestion. '
.In this way, the old issues of the Prussian Constitutional Conf-h,t [~,f

r862-1866] would be buried and at least thlS source f)f den"'~6'jg;c eX

citement would be eliminated for the benefit of the Fk -,~,~ Tll':: slInplc
ascertainment of authorized strength in annual aprr'jp:r:":ir'i~ bills Wi'S
all that was needed. None of these leade::--; ever doI.'S~~~ tl-.,!\ in tJ-,j~'

fas'hionthe necessary ,eniargement of the army ...<mId pro(:cr~:~ Wid-F'T"
domestic anc int.<:rnationu; turmoil and re!"JercusslOn-' in FH'j::L:..lar, the
military would be able to ask for far higher appropriations in a much
less dramatic manner than if this techniCal problem were to be mixed
up with the domestic power interests of the bureaucracy, with the result
that every seventh year the military questions would (~xpjudc Into a
political sensation with catastrophic consequences for national siability
and into a wild election campaign under the slogan. "Imp-erial Army
versus Parliamentary A:-my." This was .1' higIlly deceptive <logan, for
the army would not have been any more of a parliamentarv institution
with a one-year than with a seven-year appropriation. Th" more so
since the seven-year appropn:.ltion remained largely fictional in any case.
In 1887 the Reichstag was dissolved solely over the issue of whether
the authoriled mi!itary strength, on'which all burgerliche parties agreed,
should be determined i:ve7 three or every seven years; the three-year
appropriation was declared to he "an 'lSS3L1.1t on privileges of the Crown:'
But tbee YiAS later, in ; 89(), ,i new bill on authorized milit2ry strength
wus presented to pa~I;;~mcnt; vVinclthor:;t, [the Center party ieader],t')
did nm bil to rebuh' hh opponents feI this inconsistency, scornfully
but witb full justificati(\P. L: this manner, the old and buried military
issues of the Prussian- Connitutional C~'nAict were transplanted to the
federal level, and the role of the army bee-arne subject to p8rty politic;,
One must not fail to recognize that precisely this wa~ Bismarck's in
tention: in that demagogic slogan he saw a means of ma\ing the Em
peror, who had livd through the Cons6,-1~tionaI ConHb:, ~\lSpect the
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Reichstag and the liberal parties of hostility to the army. and at the same
time of discrediting the National Liberals with their own voters as
traitors of parliamentary budgetary rights. since they had acr2pted the
seven-year appropriation (Septennat). Exacdy the same can be said of
the anti-socialist legislation. The National Liberals were willing to
meet Bismarck more than half-way, and even the Progressives were
amenable to provisions which would make a general criminal offense
out of what they called "excitation to class hatred." But Bismarck
wanted emergency legislation as such. During the public fpror over the
second attempt at the Emperor's life [in 1878] Bismarck dissolved the
Reichstag without making any attempt to compose his differences with
it, simply because he saw an opportunity to destroy the only powerful
party of the time. 11

Bismarck succeeded. And the consequences? Instead of having to
compromise with a parliamentary party which was very close to him in
spite of all opposition and which had co-operated with him since the
founding of the Reich, Bismarck became permanently dependent upon
the [Catholic] Center party, which hated him until the end of his life
and which had a power base outside of parliament impregnable to his
attack. When he later made his famous speech on the passing of the
nation's youth (Volk.erfruhling), Windthorst replied sarcastically, but
again correctly, that he himself had destroyed the great party that had
supported him in the past. When the National Liberals made specific
proposals to safegua~d~* Re1chstag's right to raise revenues. Bismarck
rejected this as l~~i to~.arliamentary rule," but he was eventually,
forced to conce9~~¢ _.§am'~ ;thing to the Center party in the worst
possible form....;,iiiLtf#.:'WJ.y~oH'·-paragraph of the so-called Franck6nstein
clause, to whj~:~,~~¥t"lle even worse lex Huene was addet! (which
later OIl was/e1i~n:~ed'ag~itlonly with great difficulties).lt Moreover,
Bismarck had to swallow Jr part of the price for these revenues] the
major ddeafi)f'1Jie "tatc'S :~d*hority in the struggle against the Catholic
church, the Kulturkampf, , which he had fought with completely un
suitable ~eans and for V{Hich he denied responsibility in vain and with
little honfsty.. 0l1: the ofher hand, in his anti-socialist laws he offered
the most splendid ele:iiton issue to the Social Democrats. To be turned
into demagoguery, an~ very bad demagoguery at that, was also the fate
of the Imperial ~lfare legislation in Bismarck's hands, however valu
able this legislation may be thought in itself. He rejected protective
labor legislation, which after all was indispensable to the preservation
of the nation's population res("ltces, as interference with the rights of
the master-in part with incredibly trivial arguments. For the same
reason he used. the provisions of the anti-socialist legislation to have ~
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the police destroy the trade unions, the only possible bearers of a down
to-earth interest representation of the working class. Thus he drove their
members into the most extreme radicalism of pure party politics. On
the other hand, Bismarck, in imitation of certain American practices,
believed that he could create a positive attitude toward the state, and
political gratitude, by granting welfare benefits out of public funds or
compulsory private funds. A grave political eITor; every policy that ever
banked on political gratitude has failed. In politics, too, the Biblical say·
ing applies to the doing of good works: "They have forfeited their
wages." We got hene6ts for the sick, the disabled, the veterans and
the aged. This was certainly desirable. But we did not get the guarantees
necessary for preserving physical and mental health, and for enabling
those sound in body and mind to defend their interests soberly and
with self-respect; in ot~er words, precisely the politically relevant part of
the working populationwas left out.

As in the Kultur1c.ampf, Bismarck here overrode all major psycho
logical considerations. Above all, in the treatment of the unions one
point was overlooked that even today some politicians have not yet
understood: A state that wants to base the spirit of its mass army on
honor and solidarity must not forget that in everyday life and in the
economic struggles of the workers the sentiments of honor and wlidarity
are the only decisive moral forces for the education of the masses, and
that for this reason these'sentiments must.be given free rein. This and
nothing else is the political meaning of "social democracy" in an age
which, inevitably, will still remain capitalist for a 10l'g time. We are
even today suffering from the consequtlx-es of this policy. Bismarck
had created a political atmosphere about himself which in 1890 left
him only the alternatives of uncondirional surrender to Windthorst or
of a coup d'etat, if he was to remain in dnce. Thus it was no accident
that the nation reacted '>'>'i:h complete indiffe-rence to his resignation.

In view of the usual uncritical and, above aU, unmanly glori6cation
of Bismarck, it seemed high time to call attention, fur a (:hange, to this
side of the matter. For the most influential part of the popular Bismarck
literature has been written for the Chl'is"n"s table of -the philistine who
prefers that completely nonpcliticd kind of hero wurship which has
become so common with us. The Bismarck literature of ~his type caters
to such sentimentality and presumes to serve i~ hero by veiling his
limitations and by maligning his opponents. But in this manner one
cannot educate the nation to develop habits of independent political
thinking. It does not diminish Bismarck's giant stature to be fair toward
his opponents and to point without embellishment to the consequences
of his misanthropy; nor to point to the fact that since 1878 the nation
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has been unaccustomed to sharing, through its elected representatives,
in the detennination of its political affairs. Such participation, after all,
is the precondition for developing political judgment.

What then wa~ Bismarck's legacy, as far as we are here interested
in it? He left behind him a nation without any political sophistkation,
far below the level which in this regard it had reached twenty y~Rrs

before [i.e., in 1870]. Above gIl, he left behind him a nation without
any political will of it~ own, accustomed to the idea that the great states
man at the helm would make the necessary political decisions. Further"
more, he left behind him a nation accustomed to fatalistic sufferance of
all d~cisions made in the name of "monarchic government" because he
had misused monarchic sentiments as a cover for his power interests in
the struggle of the partie'; a natIOn unprepared to look cr;tical1y at tne
qualification of thosE' who settled down in his empty chai'." and vdh
astonishing lack of embarrassment took the reigns of go",ernmeat :rrto
their cwn hands. On this score by far the gravest damage was dC_'1e
The great statesman did not leave behind any politicai tradltiC:n. He
neither attracted nor even suffered independent political minds. nat to
speak of .strong political person3lilles On top of all this, it was the
nation's misfortune that he harbored not only intense mistrust toward
all even vaguely possible successors, but that he also had a son wh se
indeed exceedingly mediocre political talents he overestimated to an
astonishing degree. IS A completely powerless parliament was the purely
negative result of his tremendous prestige. It is welJ.known that aftel
he had left office and personally suffered the consequence of this very
condition, he accused himself of ha\'1Og made a mistake. However, this
powerlessness of parliament also meant that its intellectual level was
greatly depressed. The naive moraHzing legend of our unpolitical literati
reverses the causal relationship and maintains that parliament remained
deservedly powerJe_~s because of the- low level of parlimentary life. But
simple facts and considerations reveal the actual state of afbirs, which
in any case is obvious to every soberly reflecting person. The level of
parliament depends on whether it does not merely d_;~,~u:;s great iSSlles
but d{'cisively inAuenC€s them; in other words, its quality depends or
whether what happens there matters, or whether parliamen~ is notbing
hut the unwillingly tolerated rubber stamp of a ruling bureaucracy.

j
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Bureaucracy and Political Leadership

l. Bureaucracy and Politics'

In a modern state the actual ruler is necessarily and unavoidably
the bureaucracy, since power is exercised neither through parliamentary
speeches nor monarchical enunciations but through the routines of ad
ministration. This is true of both the military and civilian officialdom.
Even the modem higher-ranking officer fights battles from the "office,"
Just as the SQ-('al~ed progress toward capitalism has been the unequivocal
criterion for the modernization of the economy since medieval times, so
the progress toward bureaucratic officialdo~haracterized by formal
employment, salary, pension, promotion, specialized training and func·
tional division of labor, well-defined areas of jurisdiction, documentary
procedures, hierarchical sub- and super-ordination-has been the equally
unambiguous yardstick for the modernization of the state, whether
monarchic or democratic; at least if the state is not a small canton with
rotating administration, but comprises masses of people. The democratic
state no less than the absolute state eliminates administration by feudal,
patrimonial, patrician or other notables holding office in honorary or
hereditary fashion, in favor of employed civil servants. It is they who
decide on all our everyday needs and problems. In this regard the mili
tary power-holder, the officer, does not differ from the civilian official.
The modem mass army, too, is a bureaucratic army, and the officer is
a special type of official,distinct from the knight, the condottiere, the
chieftain, or the Homeric hero. Military effectiveness rests on bureau
cratic discipline. The advance of bureaucratism in municipal administra·
tion differs little from the general development; it is the more rapid, the
larger the community is, or the more it loses local autonomy to technical
and economic associations. In the Church the most important outcome
[of the Vatican CouncilJ of 1870 was not the much-discussed dogma
of infallibility, but the universal episcopate [of the pope] which created
the ecclesiastic bureaucracy (Kaplanokratie) and turned the bishop and
the parish priest, in contrast to the Middle Ages, into mere officials of
the central power, the Roman Curia. The same bureaucratic trend pre
vails in the big private enterprises of our time, the more so, the larger
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they are. Private salaried employees grow statistically faster than the
workers.

It is simply ridiculous if our literati believe that non-manual work
in the private office is in the least different from that in a government
office. Both ale basically identical. Sociologically speaking, the modern
state is an "enterprise" (Betrieb) just like a factory: This exactly is its
historical peculiarity. Here as there the authority relations have the
same roots. The relative independence of the artisan, the producer under
the putting-out system, the free seigneurial peasant, the travelling as
sociate in a commenda relationship, the knight and vassal rested on
their ownership of the tOC)ls, supplies, finances and weapons with which
they fulfilled their econonlic, political and military functions and main
tained themselves. In contrast, the hierarchical dependence of the wage
worker, the administrative and technical employee,' the assistant in the
academic institute as well as that of the civil servant and the soldier is
due to the fact that in their case the means indispensable for the enter
prise and for making a living are in the hands of the entrepreneur or
the political ruler. The majority of the Russian soldiers, for example, did
not want to continue the war [in 19r7J. But they had no choice, for
both the means of destruction and of maintenance were controlled by
persons who used them to' force the soldiers into the trenches, just as
the capitalist owner of the means of production forces the workers into
the factories and the mines, This all-important economic fact: the "sepa
ration" of the worker from the material means of production, destruction,
administration, academic research, and finance in general is the common
basis of tfte modem state, in its political, cultural and military sphere,
and of the private capitalist economy. In both cases the disposition over
these means is in the hands of that power whom the bureaucratic
apparatus (of judges, officials, officers, supervisors, clerks and non
commissioned officers) directly obeys or to whom it is available in case of
need. This apparatus is nowadays equally typical of aU those organiza
tions; its existence and function are inseparably cause and effect of this
concentration of the means of operation-in fact, the apparatus is its
very form. Increasing public ownership in the economic sphere today
unavoidably means increasing bureaucratization.

The "progress" toward the bureaucratic state, adjudicating and ad
ministering according to rationally established law and regulation, is
nowadays very closely related to the modern capitalist development.
The modem capitalist enterprise rests primarily on calculation and
presupposes a legal and administrative system, whose functioning can be
rationally predicted, at least in principle, by virtue of its fixed general
norms, just like the expected performance of a machine. The modem
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capitalist enterprise cannot accept what is popularly called "kadi
justice": adjudication according to the judge's sense of equity in a given
case or according to the other irrational means of law-finding that existed
everywhere in the past and still exist in the Orient. The modern enter
prise also finds incompatible the theocratic or patrimonial governments
of Asia and of our own past, whose administrations operated in a patri
archal mant'lfr according to their own discretion and, for the rest, accord
ing to inviolably sacred but irrational tradition. The fact that kadi
justice and the corresponding administratioT"' are so often venal, precisely
because of their irrational character, permitted the development, and
often t~ exuberant prosperity; of the capitalism of traders and govern
ment purveyors and of all the pre-rational types known for four thousand
years, especially the capitalism of the· adventltrer and booty-seeker, who
lived from politics, war and administration. !-iowever, the specific features
of modern capitalism, in contrast to these ancient forms of capitalist ac
quisition, the strictly rational organization of work embedded in rational
technology, nowhere developed in such irrationally constructed states, and
could never have arisen within them because these modern organizations,
with their fixed capital and precise calculations, are much too vulnerable
t<"' irrationa~ities of law and administration. They could arise only in
such circumstances as: I) In England, where the development of the law
was practically in the hands of the lawyers who, in the service of their
capitalist clients, invented suitable forms for the transaction of business,
and from whose midst the judges were recruited who were strictly bound
to precedent, that means, to calculable schemes; or 2) where the judge,
as in the bureaucratic state with its rational laws, is more or less an
automaton of paragraphs: the legal documents, together with the costs
and fees, are dropped in at the top with the expectation that the judg
ment will emerge at the bottom together with more or less sound argu
ments-an apparatus, that is, whose functioning is by and large calculable
or predictable.H

2. The Realities of Party Politics and the
Fallacy of the Corporate State

Within the political parties bureaucratization progresses in the same
fashion as in the economy and public administration.

The existence of the parties is not recognized by any constitution or,
at least in Germany, by any law, although they are today the most
important political vehicles for those ruled by bureaucracy-the citizens.
Parties are inherently voluntary organizations based on ever renewed re-
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cmitment, no matter how many means they may employ to attach their
clientele pennanently. This distinguishes them from all organizations
with a de£nite membership established by law or contract. Today the
goal of the parties is alwa~ vGte--getting in an election for political posi
tions or a voting body. A hard core of interested members is directed by
a leader or a group of notables; this core differs greatly in the degree
of its hierarchical organizatIon, yet is nowadays often bureaucratized.;
it finances the party with the Si.i.ppcrt of rich sponsors, economic interests,
office seekers, or dues-payill'; members', Most of the time several or
these sources are utilized. The hard core also de6nes program and tactics
and selects the caudidates. Ev~n h ma<;s parties with very democratic
constitutions, the voters and mDst of the rank and file members do not
(or do only fonnally) partkip4t~ in the drafting of the program and
the selection of the candidates, for by their very nature such parties
develop a salaried officialdom. The voters aert influence only to the
extent that programs antl c,mdidates are adap~ ~(~ and selected according
to their chances of receiving electoral support.

No moralizing complaint about the nature o( campaigning and the
inevitable control of minorities over programs and candidates can elimi
nate parties as such, or change iheir structure and methods more than
superficially. The conditions for establishing an active party core (like
those for establishing trade unions, for example) and the "rules of war"
on the electoral battlefield can he regulated by law, as was done several
times in the United States. But it is impossible, to eliminate the struggle
of the parties itself if an active parliamentary representation is to exist.
However, some literati time and again entertain the confused. notion
that this is possible or ought to be done. In varying degrees of awareness,
this notion underlies the many proposals to displace the parliaments
based on universal (equal or graduated) suffrage by electoral bodies
of an occupational nature, or to put them next to one another, with the
corporate occupational groups serving at the same time as electoral assem
blies for parliament. To begin with, this is an untenable proposition at
a time when formal occupational identi6cation-which in an electoral
law would have to rely on external criteria-reveals next to nothing
about economic and social function, when every technological discovery,
every economic shift and every new field changes these functions and
hence the meaning of formally identical jobs as well as the numerical
relationships. Of course, this idea is also unsuitable for its avowed pur
pose. Even were it possible to represent all voters through occupational
bodies such as chambers of commerce and agriculture, and to constitute
the parliament from these bodies, the consequences would obviously be
the fonowing:
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I) !ieside- these organizations fastened together witt legal cramp-
irons there would continue to exist the voluntary interest groups, just as
the Bund deT Landwirte (Farmers' League) and the various employers'
associations parallel the chambers of commerce and agriculture. Further,
the political parties, also based on free recruitment. would not think of
disap?Caring, but would merely adjust their tactics to the new condition.
This change would not be for the better: The influencing of elections
in these corporate occupational organizations through financial backers
and through the exploitation of capitalist dependencies would cOl,tinue
at least as uncontrolled as before.

2) The solution of the substantive tasks of these occupational or
ganizations would be drawn into the whirl of political power and party
struggles now that the composition of these organizations influences the
parliamentary elections ::lond job patronage; thus these organiz3tit-'l1s would
be crowded with party representatives instead of competent experts.

3) Parliament would become a mere market place for compromises
between purely economic interests, without any political orientation to
overall interests. For the bureaucracy this would increase the opportunity
and the temptation to playoff opposed economic interests and to expand
the system of log-lOlling .with job and contract patronage in order to pre
serve its own power. Any pubiic control over the administration would
be vitiated, since the decisive moves and compromises of the interested.
groups would be made behind the closed doors of the non-public
associations and would be even less controllable than before.--In parIia·
ment the shrewd businessman, not the political leader,· would reap ad
vantage from this situation; ~ "representa.th~" hody of this kind would be
the least proper place imag;.,able for the solution of political problems
according to truly political criteria. All of this is clear to those who un
derstand these matters. It is aha obvious to them that such arrangements
would fail to diminish capitaiist influences in the parties and parliament,
Ot even to eliminate, or at least to clean up, the party machinery. The
opposite would happen. Tho..; fact that the parties C'perate on the prin
ciple of free recruitment hinders their regulation by the state; this is

'not undei'stootl by those literati would would like to recognize only
organizations establis~-ed by public law, not the ones which establish
themselves on the batdcfield of today's· social order.

In modem states political parties may be based primarily on two
different principles. They may be essentially organizations for job pa
tronage, as they have been in the Uflited States since the end of the
great differences about the interpretation of the Constitution. In this
case they are merely interested in putting their leader into the top posi.
tion so that he can tum over state offices to his following, the regular
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and the campaign staffs of the party. Since the panies do not have sub
stantive principles, they compete against one another by .vriting those
demands into their programs from which they expect the greatest im
pact. This type of party is so distinct in the United States becau~e of
the absence of a parliamentary system; the popularly elected President
of the Union controls-together with the Senators-the patronage of
the vast number of federal jobs. Despite the resulting corruption this
system was popular since it prevented the rise of a burellucratic caste.
It was technically feasible, as long as even the worst management by
dilettanti could be tolerated in view of the limitless abundance of eco
nomic OpPortunities. The increasing necessity of replacing the untrained
party protege and sometime-official with the technically trained career'
official diminishes progressively the parties' benefices and results in
escapably in a bureaucracy of the European kind.

The second type of party is primarily ideological (Weltanschauungs
partei) and intended to accomplish the realization of substantive politi
cal ideals. In relatively pure form this type was represented in Germany
by the Catholic Center party of the eighteen-seventies and the Social
Democrats before they became bureaucratized. In general, parties com
bine both types: They have substantive goals which are set by tradition,
hence modifiable only by degrees, but they also want to control job
patronage. First of all, they want to put their leaders into the major
political offices. If they are successful in the electoral struggle, the
leaders and functionaries can provide their following with secure state
jobs during the party's dominance. This is the rule in parliamentary
states; therefore, the ideological parties, too, followed this path. In non-'
parliamentary states [such as Imperial Germany] the parties do not con
trol the patronage of the top offices, but the most influential parties can
usualIy pressure the dominant bureaucracy into conceding nonpolitical
jobs to their proteges, next to the regular candidates recommended
through their own connections with officials; hence, these parties can
exercise "suhaltern"-patronage.

In the course of the rationalization of campaign. techniques during
the last decades, all parties have moved towards bureaucratic organiza
tion. The individual parties have reached different stages of this develop
ment, but at least in mass states the general direction is clear. Joseph
Chamberlain's "caucus" in England, the rise of the "machine," as it is
significantly called, in the United States, and the growing importance of
party officialdom everywhere, including Germany, are all stages of this
process; in Germany it proceeds fastest in the Social Democratic party
-quite naturally, since it is the most democratic party. For the Center
party the clerical apparatus (Kaplanokratie) functions as party bureau-
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cracy, and- for the Conservative party in Prussia, since Puttkamer's
ministry 1I881-88l, the county and local governmental apparatus of the
Landrat and the Amtsvorsteher, irrespective of how openly or covertly it
has been done. The power of the parties rests primarily on the organiza·
tional effectiveness of these bureaucracies. The mutual hostility of the
party machines much more than programmatic differences accounts for
the difficulties of merging parties. The fact that the Reichstag deputies
Eugen Richter and Heinrich Rickert each retained his own local organi·
zation in the Progressive party foreshadowed its eventual split.l~

3- Bureaucratization and the Naivete of the Literati

Of course, there are many differences between the various kinds of
bureaucracy: between the civilian and the nJilitary administration, be
tween state and party, between community, church, bank, cartel, pro
ducers' ccroperative, factory, and interest group (such as employers'
associations or the Bund der Landwirte). The degree to which unpaid
notables and interest groups participate also varies greatly. Neither the
party boss nor the hoard members of a joint stock company are bureau
crats. Under the various forms of so-called "self-government," notables
or elected representatives of the governed or the taxpayers may as a
corporate group or as individual organs be conjoined with, or super·
or subordinated to, the bureaucracy and have co-determining, super
visory, advisory and sometimes executive functions. The last phenome
non occurs particularly in the municipal administrations. However, we
are here not interested in these institutions, although they are not with
out practical significance. (Thus, we do not discuss here numerous
institutions of which we can be proud in Germany and some of which
are indeed. exemplary: But it is a horrendous error of the literati if they
fancy that the governing of a large state is basically the same as the

, self-government of any medium-sized. city. Politics means conflict.) In
our context it is decisive that in the administration of mass associations
the trained career officials always form the core of the apparatus; their
discipline is the absolute 'precondition of success. This is increasingly so,
the larger the association is, the more complicated its tasks are, and above
all, the more its existence depends on power-whether it involves a
power struggle on the market, in the electoral arena or on the, battlefield.
This is especially true of the political parties. Doomed is the system
of local party administration by notables, which still exists in Fral)ce
whose parliamentary misere is due to the absence of bureaucratized.
parties-and partly in Germany. In the Middle Ages administration hy
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local notables dominated all kinds of associations, and it still prevails in
small and medium-sized communities, but nowadays "respected citizens,"
,. leading men of science," or whatever their label, can be used merely
as advertisement, not as executors of the decisive everyday routines. For
the- same reason, various decorative dignitaries appear on the boards of
joint""Stock companies, princes of the Church are displayed at the
Catholic conventions, real and pseudo-aristocrats at the meetings of the
Farmers' League (Bund der Landwirte), and deserving historians,
biologists and similar experts who usually -are unsophisticated in pOliti
cal matters are drawn into the agitation of the Pan-German champions.
of war-gains and electoral privileges. Increasingly the real work in ~
organizations is done by the salaried employees and by functionaries of
aIr kinds. Everything else has become window-dressing.

Just as the Italians and after them the English masterI(deveJoped.
the modern capitalist forms of economic organization, so the Byzantines,
later the Italians, then the territorial states of the absolutist age, the
French revolutionary centralization and finally, surpassing all of them,
the Germans perfected the rational, functional and specialized bureau~

cratic organization of all forms of domination from factory to army and
public administration. For the time being the Germans have been out~ .
done only in the techniques of party organization, especially by the
Americans. The present world war meanS the world-wide triumph of this
form of life, which was advancing at any rate. Already before the war,
the universities, polytechnical and business colleges, trade schools, mili·
tary academies and specialized schools of all conceivable kinds (even fOfl'i

journalisr•.) reverberated with urgent demands propelled by the schoOls'·';
recruitment interests ~nd the graduates' mania for benefices: The p
fessional examination was to be the precondition for all well-paying anct,
above all, secure positions in public and private bureaucracies; the <fi-j,
plama was to be the basis of all claims for social prestige (of connubiu"f
and socia! commercium with the circles that consider themselves "so,
dety"); the socially proper, ~ranteed "salary" [rather than the "wage"k'
followed by a pension, was to be the form of compensation; fiitalIy~~

salary increases and promotion were to be dependent on seniority. 'Iht'
effects can be seen inside and outside of governmental institutions,.,
but we are here only interested in the consequences for political _ti
It is this sober fact of universal bureaucratization that is behind
so-called "German ideas of 19 14," behind what the literati euphe .
cally call the "socia!hm of the future," behind the slogans of "organ"~
society," "cooperative economy," and all similar contemporary phtilses/ ,
Even if they aim at the opposite, they always promote the rise «/h
bureaucracy. It is true that bureaucracy is by far not the only modem':~
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form of-organization, just as the factory is by far not the only type of
commercial enterprise, but both d~termine the 'character of the present
age and of the foreseeable future. The futu!e belongs to bureaucratiza
tion, and it is evident that in this regard the literati pursue their calling
-to provide a salvo of applause to the up-and-coming powers-just as
they did in the age of laissez~faire, both times with the same naivete.

Bureaucracy is distinguished from other historical agencies of the
modern rational order of life in that it is far more persistent and "esc.r:.pe
proof." History shows that wherever bureaucracy gained the upper
hand, as in China, Egypt and, to a lesser extent, in the later Roman
empire and Byzantium, it did not disappear again unless in the course
of the total collapse of the supporting culture. Yet these were still, rela
tively speaking, highly irrational forms of bureaucracy: "Patrimonial
bureaucracies." In contrast to these older forms, modem bureaucracy
has one characteristic which makes its "escape-proof" nature much more
definite: rational specialization and training. The Chinese mandarin
was not a specialist ~ut a "gentleman" with a literary and humanistic
education. The Egyptian, Late-Roman or Byzantine official was much
more of a bureaucrat ill our sense of the word. But compared to the
modern tasks, his were infinitely simple and limited; hIs attitude was in
part tradition-bound, in part patriarchaIly, that means, irrationally ori
ented. Like the businessman of the past, he was a pure empiricist. The
modern official receives a professional training which unavoidably in
creases in correspondence with the rational technology of modern life.
All bureaucracies in the world proceed on th~s path. Our superiority
on this score was due to the fact that before the war other bureaucracies
had not gone as far. The old American patronage official, for example,
was a campaign "expert" with the pertinent "know-how," but he was
by no means an expertly'trained official. Not qemocracy as such, as
our literati ~llege,_~~ la~t.of -PtQf~Enal.~~!!ing was the source of
corruption, which is as alien to the university-tralneaclvus-erviee--oow
emerging as it is to the modern English bureaucracy, which increasingly
replaces self-government through notables ("gentlemen"). Wherever
the modem specialized official comes to predominate, his power proves
practically indestructible since the whole organization of even the most
elementary want satisfact~on has been tailored to his mode of operii\tion.
A progressive elimination 9f private capitalism is theoreticalIYEonceiv·
able, although it is surely not so easy as imagined in the dreamg;-,of some
literati who· do not know what it is all about; its elimination will cer
tainly not be a consequence of this war. But let us assume that some
time in the future it will be done away. with. What would be the
practical mult? The destruction of the steel frame of modem industrial
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work! No! The abolition of private capitalism would simply mean that
also the top management of the nationalized or socialized enterprises
would become bureaucratic. Are the daily working conditions of the
salaried employees and the workers in the state-owned Prussian mines
and railroads really perceptibly different from those in big business
enterprises! It is true that there is even less freedom, since every power
struggle with a state bureaucracy is hopeless and since there is no appeal
to an agency which as a matter of principle would be interested in
limiting the employer's power, such as there is in the case of a private
enterprise. That would be the whole difference. '

State bureaucracy would rule alone if private capitalism were elimi
nated. The private and public bureaucracies, which now work next to,
and potentially against, each other and hence check one another to a
degree, would be merged into a single hierarchy. This would be similar
to the situation in ancient Egypt, but it would occur in a much more
rational-and hence unbreakable-Fonn.

An inanimate machine is mind objectified. Only this provides it with
the power to force men into its service and to dominate their everyday
working life as completely as is actually the case in the fectory. Objecti
fied intelligence is also that animated machine, the bureaucratic organ
izatlon, with its specialization of trained skills, its division of jurisdiction,
its rule:; ahd hierarchical relations of authority. Together with the
inanimate machine it is busy fabricating the shell of bondage which
men will perhaps be forced to inhabit some day, as powerless as the
fellahs of ancient Egypt. This might happen if a technically superior
administration were "to be the ultimate and sole value in the ordering of'
their affairs, and that means: a rational bureaucratic administration..
with the corresponding welfare bene£ts, for this bureaucracy can ac
complish much better than any other structure of domination. This shell
of _~n_cla~, .which QG.f --\;ffiGuspeejing -literati praise so -much, might per-

--naps be reinforced by fettering every individual to his job (notice the
beginnings in the system of fringe benefits), to his class (through the
increasing rigidity of the property distribution), and maybe" to his
occupation (through liturgic methods of satisfying state requirements,
and that means: through burdening occupational associations with state
functions). It would be made all the more indestructible if in the social
sphere a status order were then to be imposed upon the ruled, linked to the
bureaucracy and in truth subordinate to it, as in the forced-labor
states of the past. An "organic" social stratification, similar to the
Oriental-Egyptian type, would then arise, but in contrast to the latter it
would be as austerely rational as a machine. Who would want to deny
that such a potentiality lies in the womb of the future? In fact, this has
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often been said before, and the very muddled anticipation of it also
throws its shadow upon the productions of our literati. Let us assume
for the moment that this possibility were our "inescapable" fate: Who
weuId then not smile about the fear of our literati that the political
arid social development might bring us too much "individualism" or
~ademocracy" or other such-like things, and about their anticipation that
"true freedom" wiJI light up only when the present "anarchy" of eco
nomic production and the "party machinations" of .our parliaments will
he abolished in favor of social "order" and "organic strat'&cation"
that means, in favor of the pacifism of social impotence under the
tutelage of the only really inescapable power: the bureaucracy in state
and economy.

4. The Political Limitations of Bureaucracy"

Given the basic fact of the irresistible advance of bureaucratization,
the question about the future forms of political organization can only
be asked. in the following way:

I. How can one possibly save any remnants of "individualist" free
dom in any sense? After all, it is a gross self-deception to believe that
without the achievements of the age of the Rights of Man anyone of
us, including the most conservative, can go on living his life. But this
question shall not concern us here, for there is another one:

2. In view of the growing indispensability of the state bureaucracy
and its corresponding increase in power, how can there be any guaran
tee that any powers will remain which can check and effectively control
the tremendous influence of this stratum? How will democracy even in
this limited sense be at aU possible? However, this too is not the only
question with which we are concerned here.

3. A third question, and the most important of all, is raised by a
consideration of the inherent limitations of bureaucracy proper. It can
easily be seen that its effectiveness has definite limitations in the public
and governmental realm as wen as in the private economy. The "direct
ing mind," the "moving spirit"-that of the entrepreneur here and of
the politician there--differs in substance from the civil-service mentality
of the official. It is true that the entrepreneur, too, works in an office,
just like the army leader, who is formally not different from other
officers. If the president of a large enterprise is a salaned employee of a
joint stock corporation, then he is legally an official like many others. In
political life the same is true of the head of a political agency. The govern·
ing minister is formally a salaried. official with pension rights. The fact
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that according to all constitutions he can be dismissed or resign at any
time differentiates his position from that of most, but not all other
officials. Far more striking is the fact that he, and he alone, does not need
,to prove formal specialized training. This indicates that the meaning of
his position distinguishes him, after all, from other officials, as it does the
entrepre.geur and the corporation president in the private economy. Ac
tually, it"is more accurate to say that he is supposed to be something
different. And so it is indeed. If a man in a leading position is an "official"
in the spirit of his performance, no matter how qualified-a man, that is,
who works dutifully and honorably according to rules and instruction-,
then he is as usel~ at the helm of a private enterprise as of a government.
Unfortunately, our own government has proven this point.

The difference is rooted only in part in the kind of performance ex
pected.. Independent decision-making and imaginative organizational
capabilities in matters of detail are usually also demanded of the bureau
crat, and very often expected even in larger matters. The idea that the
bureaucrat is absorbed in subaltern routine and that only the "director"
performs the interestJftg, intellectually demanding tasks is a precon
ceived not'on of the literati and only possible in a country that has no
insight into the manner in which its affairs and the work of its official
dom are conducted. The difference lies, rather, in the kind of responsi
bility, and this does indeed detennine the different demands addi'essed
to both kinds of positions. An official who receives a directive which he
considers wrong can and is supposed, to object to it. If his superior insists
on its execution, it is his duty and even his honor to carry it out as if
it corresponded to his innermost conviction, and to demonstrate in this
fashion that his sense ..of duty. stands. above, his personal preference. It
does not matter whether the imperative mandate originates from an
"agency," a "corporate body" or an "assembly." This is the ethos of
off.~e. A political leader acting in this way would deserve contempt. He
will often be cbmpelled to makt. compromises, that means, to sacrifice
the It:Ss important to the more important. If he does not succeed in de
manding of his master, be he a monarch ~r the people: "You either
give me now the authorization I want from you, or I will resign," he
is a miserable Kleber [one who sticks to his post]-as Bismarck caned
this type--and not a leader. 1fT0 be above parties"-in truth, to remain
outside the realm of the struggle for powel-is the official's role, while
this struggle for personal power, and the resulting personal responsibility,
is the lifeblood of the politician as well as of the entrepreneur.

Since the resignation of Prince Bismarck Germany has been gov
erned by "bureaucrats," a result of his elimination of all political talent.
Gennany conth ;ued to maintain a military and civilian bureaucracy
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superior ,to all 9thers in the world in terms of integrity, education, con
scientiousness ane' intfc'Jigence. The m;j 'fand, by and large, al"O the
domestic performance Juring the war 1-,.' proven what tan be achieved
with these means. But what about the direction of German [domestic
and forcignr policy during rt.'Cent decades? The most benign thing said
about it was that "the victories of the German arinies made up for its
defcat~." We will be silent abcut the sacrilices involved and ask instead
about the reasons for these failures.

Abroad it is fancied that German ;'autocracy" is at fault. Inside Ger
manv. thanks to the childish ,historical fantasies of our literati, it is
freq~ently assumed, by contrast, that a conspiracy of internationaJ
"democracy" brought about the unnatural world coalition against us.
Abroad the hypocritical phrase of the "liberation" of the Germans from
autocracy is employed. At home the vested interests-we shall get to
know them-manipulate the equally hypocritical slogan of the neces·
sity to protect the "Gerfnan spirit" from contamimtion by "democracy,"
or they look for other scapegoats.

h has become customary, for instance, to criticize German diplomacy,
prob"bly unjustifiably. It appears likely that on, the average it was about
as good as that of other countries. A confusio~ is involved here. What
was lacking was the direction of the state by a politician-not by a
political genius, to be expected only once every few centuries, not even
by a great political talent, but simply by a politician.

5. The Limited Role of the Monarch

This brings us straight to the discussion of those two powers which
alone can be controlling and directing forces in the modem constitu
tional state, next to the all-encompassing officialdoPl; to the monardl
and the parliament.

The position of th~ German dynasties will emerge unscathed from
the war unless there is a great deal of imprudence and nothing is learnt
from the mistakes of the past. ""hoever has had an opportunity to get
together with German Social Democrats could almost always get them
to admit, after an intensjve discussion, that "in itself" the constitutional
monarchy was the suitable form of government for Germany in view
of her special international situation. This was so long before August
4, 1914, and I do not speak here of "revisionists," parliamentary dep
uties, or trade unionists, but of regular party functionaries, in part very
radical ones. One need only look for a moment at Russia in order to
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understand that the tJ"dnsition to parliamentary monarchy, as the liberal
politicians desired it, would have preserved the dynasty, destroyed the
naked rule .;f the bun~aucracy, and in the final result would have
sttengthet;1ed the country as much as it is now weakened by the present
republic of literati, irrespective of its leaders' idealism. l1 In England it is
well understood that the strength of British parliamentarism is related
to u.te fact that the highest position in the state is occupied once <lnd
for all. We can discuss here neither the reasons for the importance of
the mere existence of a monarch nor the question of whether only a
monarch. can play this role. For Germany at least we must reckon with
the position of the monarch. We cannot be eager for an age of wars
between pretenders and an era of counter-revolutions; for that our in
ternational position is too tenuous.

However, in the modem state the monarch can never and nowhere
be a counterforce against the pervasive power d the bureaucratt. He
cannot supervise the administration, for it is a professionally trained .~
apparatus and the modern monarch is never an expert, with the possible
exception of military matters. Above all, the monarch is never a poli
tician with training obtained within the machinery of the parties or of
diplomacy. Not only his education, but especially his constitutional
position works against this. He does not gain his crown through a party
contest, and the struggle for power is not his natural milieu, as it is for
the politician. He does not personally experience the harsh realities
of party life by descending into the political arena, but rather is removed
from them through his privilege. There are born politicians, but they \
are rare. The monarch who is not one of them becomes a threat to his
own and to the state's interests if he attempts to govern by himself, as
did the Tsar, or to exert inRuence with political means-through
"demagogy" in the broadest sense of the word-in speech and writing,
for the sake of propagating his ideas or projecting his personality. He
then endangers not only his crown-that would be his personal affair- i.-

but the survival of the state. However, this temptation....-nay, necessity
-arises inevitably for a modem monarch if he is confronted only by
bureaucrats, that means, if parliament is powerless, as has been the case
in Gennany for decades. Even from a purely instrumental viewpoint
this has severe drawbacks. If there is no powerful parliament, the,
monarch is today dependent upon the reports of officials for the super
vision of the work of other officials. This is a vicious circle. The con
tinuous war of the various ministries against one another, as was typical
of Russia and also to some extent of Germany up to the present, is the
natural consequence of such allegedly"monarchic" governments without .
a political leader. This conflict of "satraps" involves most of the-time not '.,
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only differences of opinion, but personal rivalries; the clashes between
the ministries serve their chiefs as vehicles in the competition for the
ministerial positions. If these are treated merely as bureaucratic bene
Gees, court intrigues, not substantive reasons or qualities of political
leadership, determine incumbency. Everybody knows that personal
power struggles are common in parliamentary states. The error lies. in
the assumption that monarchies are different in this regard. In truth,
they have an additional problem. The monarch believes that he himself
roles, whereas in fact behind this screen the bureaucracy enjoys the
privilege of operating without controls and without being accountable
to anybody. Flatterers surround the monarch with the .romantic halo of
power because he can replace the governing minister according to his
discretion. However, monarchs like Edward VII of England and le0
pold II of Belgium, who certainly were not outstanding personalities,
wielded much greater power although and because they ruled in strictly
parliamentary fashion and never played. a conspicuous public role, or
at least never appeared in public in other than parliamentary trappings.
It is pure ignorance if such monarchs are treated as ,"shadow kings" in
the phraseology of the literati, and it is stupidity if they tum the
philistine gossip ahout their morals into a pcli,tical yardstick. History
will judge differently, even if their policies should ultimately fail-as
so many great projects have come to naught. One of these two monarchs
was even forced to change his court officials according to the parliamen·
tary power constellation, but he brought together a world coalition; the
other ruled. only a small state, but he assembled a huge colonial empire
(at least in-comparison to our colonial fragments). Whoever wants' ,to

lead in politics, whether he be monarch or minister, must know ho'f to
play the modern instruments of power. The parliamentary system dimi·
nates only the politically incompetent monarch-for the country's bene
61. Is this a "night-watchman state"l" that managed to· attach to itself,
despite,its very small population, the best parts of all continents? How

, philistine is this hackneyed phrase that betrays so much of the resent·
ment of the Untertan. •

Let us now tum to parliament.

t).

ModE;m parliaments are primarily representative bodies of those ruled
with bureaucratic means. After all, a certain minimum of ronsent on
the part of the ruled, at lean of the socially important strata, is a pre-
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condition of the durability of every, even the best organized, domina
tion. Parliaments are today the means of manifesting this minimum
consenL For certain actions of the public powers, enactment after pre
vious deliberation in parliament is obligatory; this includes especially
the budget. The control over the raising of revenues-the budget right
-is the decisive power instrument of parliament, as it has been ever
since the corporate privileges of the estates came into being. However,
as long as a parliament can support the complaints of the citizens against
the administration only by rejecting appropriations and other legislation
or by introducing unenforcable motions, it is excluded from positive
participation in the direction of political affairs. Then it can only engage
in "negative politics," that means, it will confront the administrative,
chiefs as if it were a hostile power; as such it will be given only the
indispensable minimum of information and will be considered a mere
drag-.chain, an assembly of impotent fault-finders and know-it-alls. In
turn, the bureaucracy will then easily appear to parliament and its
voters as a caste of careerists and henchmen who subject the people to
their annoying and largely superfluous activities.

Things are different when parliament has accomplished the follow·
ing: Either, that the administrative heads must be recruited from its
midst-the parliamentary, system proper-, or that they need the express
confidence of its majority for holding office or must at least resign upon
losing its confidence-the parliamentary selection of the leaders; that
they must account for their actions exhaustively to parliament, subject
to verification by that body or its committees--parliamentary account
ability of the leaders; further. that they must run the administration
according to the guidelines approved by parliament-rarliamentary
control of the administration. Then the leaders of the dominant parties
haye a positive share in government, and parliament becomes a factor
of positive politics, beside the monarch who now governs no longer by
virtue of his formal crown rights-at least not exdusively-, but by
virtue of his personal influence, an influence which remains great in
any case, but varies according to how prudent he is and how sure of his
aims. This is what is meant by the Volksstaat [state of the people], ir
respective of whether the term is appropriate or not; by contrast, a par
liament of the ruled which can only resort to negative JX>litics vis-a.-vis
a dominant bureaucracy represents a version of the Obrigkeitsstaat
[state of the authoritiesJ. We are here interested in the concrete con
sequences of the position of parliament.

Whether we hate or love parliamentary politics-we cannot elimi
nate it. At most, parliament can he made politically powerless, as Bis
marck did with the Reichstag. In addition to the general consequences

I
1,

I

j
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of "negative politics," the weakness of parliament has other results
Iwhich can be better understood if we first recaIl the role of a strong
parliament}: Every conflict in parliament involves not only a struggle
over substantive issues hut also a struggle for personal power. Wherever
parliament is so strong that, as a rule, the monarch entrusts the gov
ernment to the spokesman of a clear-cut majority, the power struggle
of the parties will be a contest for this highest executive position. The
fight is then carried by men who have great political power instincts
and highly developed qualities of political leadership, 'and hence the
chance to take over the top positions; for the survival of the party out
side parliament, and the countless ideal, and partly very material, inter
ests bound up with it require that capable leaders get to the top. Only
under such conditions can men with political temperament and talent
be motivated to subject themselves to this kind of selection through
competition.

Matters are completely different if under the label of "monarchic
government" the appointment to the top positions is the outcome of
bureaucratic advancement or accidental court acquaintaftce, and if a
powerless parliament must submit to such a government formation. In
this case, too, personal ambitions, apart from substantive issues, naturally
playa role, but in very different, subaltern forms, and :.1 directions
such as have heen pursued in Germany since I890' Besides representing
the local economic interests of inHuentiaI voters, petty subaltern job
patronage becomes the major concern of the parties. The clash between
Chancellor Bulow and the Center party [in I906] was not due to
politia! differences, but essentially to the Chancellor's attempt to repudi·
ate the party's patronage rights which even today still shape the per
sonnel composition of some central agencies of the r.~ich. The Center
party is not alone in this respect. The conservative parties continue
their office monopoly in Prussia and try to scare the monarch with the

, spectre of "Revolution" whenever these benefices appear in danger. The
parties which are permanently excluded endeavor to compensate them
selves by running ~e municipal administrations and the public health
insurance funds, and pursue in parliament, as the Social Democrats used
to do, policies hostile to the government or alienated from the state.
This is quite natural, for every party strives for power, that means, for
a share in the administration and hence in the filling of offices. As far
as the latter is concerned, our ruling strata are not to be outdone by
any others, but they cannot be held accountable since job hunting and
patronage occur behind the scenes a~d involve the subordinate positions
which are not responSible for the persrJl1ne1 composition of the CIVi]

~crvic('. Our bureaucracy, in turn, i'cr,ef,ts from this state of affairs by
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being free from personal supervision; the only price it pays to the
dominant parties are "tips" in the fonn of those small-time benefices.
This is the natutal result of the fact that the patty (or patty coalition)
which actually provides the majority for or against the government is
not itself officially called upon to Sll the top political position.

Pn the other hand, this system permits qualified. hureaucrats who
nevertheless have no trace of statesman-like talent to maintain themselves
in leading political positions until some intrigue forces them out in
favor of similar personages. Thus; we have no less party patronage than
any other country, but we have it in dishonestly veiled form and in
a manner which always favors certain partisan views acceptable at

1 court. However, this partiality is by far not the worst aspect of the
i matter. It would he politically tolerable if it afforded at least an oppor

-~ tunity for recruiting. from these court parties, leaders capahleo£ guiding
the nation. However. this is not the case. It would be possible only in
a parIiameptary system. or at least in one which makes the top positions
available to parliamentary patronage. Here we encounter a purely formal
obstacle embedded in the constitution.

7. The Constitutional Weaknesses of the Reichstag
and the Problem of Leadership

Article 9 of the Reich constitution [of 1871] reads that "nobody can
be simultaneously a member of the Bundesrat and of the Reichstag."
Hence, whereas in parliamentary systems -it is considered absolutely
necessary that t!le leaders of the government are members of parliament,
this is legally precluded in Germany. The Imperial chanceiIor. a minis
ter representing his state in_ the Bu,~desrat, or an Imperial secretary of
state, can be a m€-m~r of a state parliament-for example, of the
Prussian diet-and can there in8uence or even lead his party. but he
cannot sit in the Reichstag. This stipulation W2$ simply a mechanical
imitation of ilie exclusion of the Britis-h peers from the House of Com
mons (and probably carried over from the Prussian constitution) .
.Hence, it was an act of thoughtlessness; it must now be removed. This
will not in itself be tantamOUnt to the. introduction of the parliamentary
system or of parliamentary patronage, ~llt it will create the opportunity

;k for a politically competeut deputy to hold at the same time a major
position in the Imperial government. It is hard to see why a deputy who
proves suitable for a top position should be forced to abandon his p0-
litical ba5.e before he can assume his post. __

1
1
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If Bennigsen had entered the government at the time [1877178]
and had left the Reichstag, B;smarck would have turned an important
political leader into an administrative official without parliamentary
support, and the [National Liktal] party would have heen taken avet
by its left wing or it would have disintegrated-and this perhaps was
Bismarck's intent. Today the [National Lihetal] deputy Schiff.. has
lost: his influence in the party by joining the government and thus has
surrendered it to its big business wing.It In this manner, the parties
are "beheaded," but instead of effective politicians the government gets
08icials without professional training in a bureaucratic career and with·
OUt a- parliamentarian's inHuence. This results in the cheapest conceiv
able fonn of "buying oW' the parties. Parliament becomes a stepping-- 
stone for the career of talented would·be secretaries of state: This
typically bureaucratic idea ;s championed hy political and legal lltetati
who consider the problem of German padiamentarism thus solved in a
specifically "Gennan" mannerl These same circles sneer at job hunting.
which appears to them as an exclusively "Western European" and

, "democratic" phenomenon. They will never understand that parliamen·
tary leaders seek office not for the sake of salary and rank, but of power
and the attending responsibility, and that these leaders can succeed ..
only if they have a parliamentary follOwing; these circles will also never
comprehend that there is a difference between making parliament a
recruiting ground for leaders or for bureaucratic careerists. For decades
the same groups have ridiculed. the German parliaments and their
parties for seeing in the· government something of a natural enemy. But
they are not in the least disturbed by the fact that because of the limita
tion-directed exdusi~elyagainst the Reichstag--<>f Article 9, Bundesrat
and Reichstag are treated by the law as hostile powers which can relate
to one another only through declarations from the latters rostrum and
the former's conference table. It should be left to· the conscientious con·
siderarion of a statesman, of the government empowering him, and
of his voters, whether he can combine with his office a parliamentary
mandate, parry- leadership or, at any rate, participation in a party, and
whether the instructions according to which he votes in the Bundesrat
are compatible with his own convictions for which he stand~ in the.
Reichstag.to The man who is responsible for instructing the "presiding"
[i.e., the Prussian} vote in the Bundesrat-the Imperial chancellor and
Prussian fo~ign minister-should be free to exert his in8uence as a
party member in the Reichstag, in addition to presiding over the Bun
desrat under the supervision of the representatives of the other states.
Nowadays, of course, it is considered "noble" if a statesman stays aloof
from the parties. Count Posadowsky even believed that he owed it to
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his earlier office [secretary of the interior from 1897 until 1907J to re
main unaffiliated with any party, that meanSl to misuse -the Reichstag
in the role of an ineffective academic rhetorician. Why ineffective?
Because of the way in which parliament conducts its business.

The speeches of the deputies are today no longer personal professions,
still less attempts to win over opponents. They are official statements
addressed to the country ("through the window"). After representatives
of aU parties have spoken once or twice in turn, the Reichstag debate
is closed. The' speeches are submitted beforehand to a party caucus, or
at least agreed upon in all essentials. The caucus also detennines who
will speak for the party. The 'parties have experts for every issue, just
like the bureaucracy. It is true that besides their worker-bees they have
drones who are useful for rhetorical fireworks, if used cautiously. By
and large, however, those who do the work also have. the influence.
Their wo~k is done behind·the scenes, in the meetings of the committees
and the caucuses and especially in the private offices of the most active
deputies. For instance, Eugen Richter's position was impregnable, even
though he was very unpopular in his own [Progressive] party, because 1
of his great working capacity and his unexcelled knowledge of the ~.
budget. He may have been the last deputy who could check up on the l

war minister's use of every penny, down to the last canteen. Despite
their annoyance, officials of the War Department have several times
expressed their admiration to me about Richter's grasp of these matters.
Presently Matthias Erzherger's position in the Center party rests on his
tremendous, bee-like industry, without which the influence of this
politician, whose political talent is quite limited, would scarcely be
und~rstandahle. 21

However, industry qualifies a man neither for leadership ill govern·
ment nor in a party_two things which are by no means as JHferent as
our romantic literati believe. To my knowledge, all Gennan parties had
in the J7'1st men with the talent of political leadership: von Bennigsen,
von Miquel, von Stauffenberg, Yolk and others among the National
Liberals, von Mallinckrodtand Windhorst in the Center party, von
Bethusy-Huc, von Minnigerode, von ManteuffeJ among the Consen'a
tives, vor· Saucken-Tarputschen among the Progressives, and von Voll
mar among the Social Democrats, They all p:med away or left parlia·
ment, like Bennigsen in the eighteen-eighties. because they could not
enter the government as party leaders. If deputies do become ministers,
like von Miguel and Moller, they must abandon their earlier political
commitments in order to fit into the purely bureaucratic ministries. (At
th/: time r\lIalIer said that he was in the UJlyleasant position (,f having
made .his private views known in his earlier spe~ch('s 3S ;1 'Jqmty!)
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However, there are a great many born leaders left in Germany. But
where are they? The'answer is now easy. As an illustration, I refer to
a man whose political views and attitudes toward social reform are
radically opposed to mine: Does anybody believe that the present di~

rector of Krupp, formerly a civil servant and active in East-German
colonization politics, was destined to manage Germany's largest industrial
enterprise rather than to run a key ministry or a powerful parliamen~

tary party?U Why then does he do the one and would presumably,
under the present conditions, refuse the otheI? To make more money?
I assume instead another very simple reason: Namely, that in face of
the powerlessness of parliament and the resulting bureaucratic character
of the ministerial positions a man with a strong power drive and the
qualities that go with it would have to be a fool to venture into this
miserable web of mutual resentment and on this slippery Boor of court
intrigue, as long as his talents and energies can apply themselves in

.fields such as the giant industrial enterprises, cartels, banks and whole
sale firms. People of his type prefer to finance All-German newspapers
and to open them to the scribbles of the literati. Stripped of all phrase
ology, our so-called monarchic government amounts to nothing but this
process of negative selection which diverts all major talents to the serv
ice of capitalist interests. For only in the realm of private capitalism is
there tooay anything approaching a selection of men with leadership
talents. Why? Because Gemutlichkeit-in this case: the rhetoric of the
literati---comes to an end as soon :'is economic interests involving millions
and billions of Marks and tens and hundreds of thousands of workers
are affected.2~ And why is there no such selection in government? Be
cause one of the worst legacies of Bismarck's rule has been the fact that he
considered it necessary to seek cover for his caesarist regime behind the
legitimacy of the monarch. His successors, who were no Caesars but
sober bureaucrats, imitated him faithfully. The politically uneducated
nation took Bismarck's rhetoric at its face value, and the literati pro
vided the usual applause. This stands to reason because they examine

, the future officials and consider themselves officials and fathers of of~

ficiak Their resentment i~ directed against everybody who seeks and
gains po\\"er without legitimizing himself through a diploma. Since Bis~

marck had dishahituatcd it f~om worrying about public affairs, and for~

eign policy in particular, the n&tion permitted itself to be talked into ac
cepting ~omething as "monarchic government" which in truth amounted
to the unchecked rule of the bureaucracy. Under such a system qualities
of political leadership have never been born and brought to fruition any
""[iI:re jr~ ~hc world. Cur ·dvil service does indeed include men with
k;;.:1ersLi I, cfl3iiij':3; \"'c L~[tainly would not want to deny this here.

t
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However, the conventions and internal peculiarities of the bureaucratic
hierarchy severely impede the career opportunities precisely or such
talents, and the whole nature of modem officialdom is most unfavorable
to the development of political autonomy (which must be distinguished
from the inner freedom of the private individual). The essence of
politics-as we will have to emphasize time and again-is struggle, the
recruitment of allies and of a voluntary following; to get training in this
difficult art is impossible under the career system of the Obrig1teitsstaat.
It is wen-known that Bismarck's school was the Frankfurt Federal Diet.U

In the army, training is directed toward combat, and this can produce
military leaders. However, for the modem politician the proper palaestra
is the parliament and the party contests before the general public;:
neither competition for bureaucratic advancement nor anything else
will provide an adequate substitute. Of course, this is true only of a
parliament and a party whose leader can take over the government.

Why in the world should men with leadership qualities be attracted
by a party which at best can change a few budget items in accordance
wrth the voters' interests and provide a few minor benefices to the
proteges of its higshots? What opportunities can it offer to potential
leaders? The tendency towards merely negative politics of our parlia·
ment is reRected today in the most minute details of the agenda and con
ventions of the Reichstag and the parties. I know of quite a few cases in
which young political talents were simply suppressed by the old guard
of deservtng local notables and party bigwheels. This happens in every
guild, and it is quite natural in a powerless parliament restricted to
negative politics, since in an institution of this kind the guild instincts
will predominate. A party oriented toward sharing governmental power
and 'responsibility could never afford this; every member would know
that the survival of the party and of all the interests which bind him to

it d>!pends upon its subordination, to quaIiied leaderS. Nowhere in the
...\'·:}[~d, .n.'lt even in England, can the parliamentary bcxIy as such govern
flj,d d~renn;:ne policies. The broad mass of deputies functions only as a
following for the leader or the few leaders who form the government,
.anJ it blindly foHows them as kmg as they are successful. This is the
way it should be. Political action is always determined by the "principle
of $mall numbers," that means, the superior political maneuverability
of small leading groups. In mass states, this caesarist element is in
eradicable.

However, this element alone guarantees that responsibility toward
the publiC, which would evaporate within an assembly governing at
large, rests upon dearly identifiable persons. This is espeCially true of
a democracy proper. Officials elected directly by the people nave proven
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themselves in two situations: First, in the local cantons, in which the
,members of a stable population know one another personally and where

elections. can be detennined by a person's reputation in the neighbor
hood community. The second case, which holds true only with con
siderable reservations, is the election to the highest political office in a
mass state. It is rarely the most outstanding man, but usually at least
a suitable politica1leader who obtains supreme power in this way. How
ever, for the mass of officials in the middle ranks, especially those who
need a specialized training, popular election as a rule fails completely,
and for understandable reasons. In the United. States the judges ap
pointed by the President towered above those elected. by the people in
terms of capability and integrity. The man who appointed them was,

,after all, responsible for the official's quali6cation, and the ruling party
suffered later if gross abuses occurred. In the United States, equal suf
frage has resulted time and again in the election, as lord mayor, of a
popular trustee who was largely free to create his own municipal ad
ptinistration. The English parliamentary system equally tends toward
the development of such caesarist features. The prime minister gains
an increasingly dominant position toward parliament, out of which he
has come.

Just like every other human organization, the selection of political
leaders through the parties has its weaknesses, hut upon these the Ger·
man literati have dilated ad nauseam during the last decades. Of course,
the parliamentary system, too, expects qf th~ individual that he subordi·
nate himself to a man whom he can of;en accept only as the "smaHer
evil." But the Obrigkeits~taat gives him no choict.: at all and imposes
upon him bureaucral.S i.lstead of iead~rs, \-vl;kh certamly makes for a
bit of a difference. Mo'cover, plutoc.racy flourishes in GErmany as much
as in other countries, if ','1;'" in somewhal different forms. The literati
depict the great capitalist powers in the darkest cobrs and, it should be
noted, without any encumberin~ knowledge. 'There are so:me solid reO'·

. SOllS behind the fact that t1:.csc,.,;:.ry powelS, wbich know their own
interests far better thd;< those "",r.lo( hdi":?':'::lSb, raT~ge them*lve; unan
imous.ly on the sH,~ of the Dureaucratk 0hrigkeitsstaat and against de
mocracy :md parliamcntarism; this is t>Sf..cchllJv true of heavy' industry,
the most ruthle:.s of these upitali3~ wwcrs, but tl1ese reasons remain
beyond the ken of the literary phi)ist:nez. In their moralizing fashion.
they score the fact that the party ieadel:> are m0ved hy the will to power
and their following by sel6sh interest in office-holding-as if the bu
reaucratic aspirants were not equally career- and salary-minded, but
lathe; inspired by the most selfless motives. The role of demagogy in
the power struggle ;s demonstrated to everybody by the current (January
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1918) newspaper campaign about who should be the German foreign
minister, a campaign encouraged from certain official quarters.n This
proves that an allegedly monarchic government facilitates the most
pernicious misuse of the press in the pursuit of office and of inter
departmental rivalries. This state of affairs could not he aggravated in
any parliamentary system with }XlwerfuI parties.

The motives of party members are no more merely idealist than are
the usual philistine interests of bureaucratic competitors in promotion
and benefices. Here as there, personal interests are usually at stake (and
this will not change in the vaunted state of corporate solidarity, which
the literati envision). It is of crucial importance, however, that these
universal human frailties at least do not prevent the selection of capable
leaders, But in a party this is possible only if the leaders know that in
case of victory they will have the powers and the responsibilities of
government, Only then is this selection possible, but it is not assured
even then. For only a" working, not a merely speech-making parliament
can provide the ground for the growth and selective ascent of genuine ~

leaders, not merely demagogic talents. A working parliament, however, -~11
is one which supervises the administration by continuously sharing its ,-
work. Before the war this was not possible in Germany, but afterward ~

it must be possible, or we will have the old misere. This is our next
topic.

111

The Right of Parliamentary Inquiry and the

Recruitment of Political Leaders

The whole structure of the German parliament has been oriented
toward negative politin: critique and compbmt, the deliberation, modi
fication and passing of governmental bms. All parliamentary conven
tions correspond to this londition. Became uf the lack of public interest,
we unfortunately do not have any political analyses of the actual opera
tions of the Reichstag, i1S they exist for foreign parliaments; we only
have solid legal studb of dIe rules of procedure. However, if you talk
to a deputy <Ibout aI"? ll-:-.:d(1'ata of paIL ,1,: ::tary organization, you are
immcJi;;tdy confwr, -<1 ',,"itt. .'u.merous ',O;;'V(~l1tiom. which e,;:ist only
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for the c.omforts, vanities, wants and prejudices of tired parliamentary
dignitaries and impede any political effectiveness of parliament. In this
way even the simple task of continuous parliamentary supervision over
the bureaucracy is handicapped. Is this supervision superfluous?

Our officialdom has been brilliant wherever it had to prove its sense
of duty, its impartiality and mastery of organizational problems in the
face of official, clearly formulated tasks of a specialized nature. The
present writer, who comes from a civil-service family, would be the last
to let this tradition be sullied. But here we are concerned with political,
not bureaucratic achievements, and the facts themselves provoke the
recognition which noWy can truthfully deny; That bureaucracy failed
completely whenever it was expected to deal with political problems.
This is no accident; rather, it would be astonishing if capabilities in
herently so alien to one another would emerge within the same p0

litical structure. As we have pointed out, it is not the civil servant's task
to enter the political arena fighting for his own convictions, and in this
sense to engage in the political struggle. On the contrary, nis pride lies
in maintaining impartiality, hence in disregarding his own inclinations

\ and opinions, in order to adhere conscientiously and meaningfully to
general rule as well as special directive, even and particularly if they
do not correspond to his own political attitudes. But the heads of the
b~reaucracy must continuously solve political problems-problems of
Machtpolitik as well as of Kulturpolit,ik. Parliament's first task is the
supervision of these policy-makers. However, not only the tasks assigned
to the top ranks of the bureaucracy but also every Single technicality
on the iower administrative levels may become politically important and
its solution may depend on political criteria. Politicians must be the
countervailing force against bureaucratic domination. This, however,
is resisted by the power interests of the administrat,ive policy-makers,
who want to have maximum freedom from supervision and to establish
a monopoly on cabinet posts.

1. Effective Supervision and the Power Basis
of Bureaucracy

Effective supervision over the officialdorp;' depends upon certain
preconditions.

Apart from being rooted in the administrative division of labor, the
power of all bureaucrats rests upon knowledge of two kinds: First, tech
nical know-how in the widest sense of the word, acquired through
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specialized training. ~ether this kind of knowledge is also represented
in parliament or whether deputies can privately consult specialists in a
given case, is incidental and a private matter. There is no substitute..for
the systematic cross-examination (under oath) of experts before a parlia~ .
mentary commission in the presence of the respective departmental
officials. This alone guarantees public supervision and a thorough in
qUiry. Today, the R~chstag simply lacks the right to proceed in this
fashion: the constitution condemns it to amateurish ignorance.

However, expertise alone does not explain the power of the bu·
reaucracy. In addition, the bureaucrat has oflidal information, which
is only available through administrative channels and which provides
him with the facts on which he can base his actions. Only he who can
get access to these facts independently of the officials' good will can ef·
fectively supervise the administration. According to the circumstances,
the appropriate means are the inspection of documents, on-the-spot in
quiry and, in extreme cases, the official's cross-examination under oath
before a parliamentary commission. This right, too, is withheld from
the Reichstag, which has delibelately been made incapable of gaining
the necessary information. Hence, in addition to dilettarttism, the Reichs
tag has been sentenced to ignoranCe-plainly not for' technical reasons,
but exclusively because the bureaucracy's supreme power instrument is
the transfonnation of official infonnation into c1assi6ed material by
means of the notorious concept of the Ilservice secret." In the last
analysis, this is merely a means of protecting the administration against
supervision. While lower ranks of the bureaucratic hierarchy are super
vised and criticized by the higher echelons, all controls, wftether teeb-,
nical or political, over these policy-making echelons have failed com·
pletely. The manner in which administrative chiefs answer questions
and critiques in the Reichstag is often disgraceful for a self<on6dent
people; it has been possible only because parliament cannot avail itself, '
through the "right of investigation" (Enqueterecht), of the facts and
technical vie\VNints, knowledge of which alone would pennir steady
co-operation with and influence upon the administration. This must be
changed first. Of course, the Reichstag committees are not supposed
to immerse themselves in comprehensive studies and to publish fat
volumes-this will not happen anyway because the Reichstag is too busy
with other things. The parliamentary right of inquiry should be an
auxiliary means and, for the rest, a whip, the mere existence of which
will force the administrative chiefs to account for their actions in such
a way as to make its use unnecessary. The best accomplishments of the
British parliament have be~n due to the judicious use of this right. The
integrity of British officialdom and the public'S high level of political

..
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sophistication aj·e largely founded on it; it has often been emi,h<-lsized
that the best mdicator for political lflil!'..trity hes in tht: manner in which
the committee p,oceedings are followed by the British press and its
readers. This maturity is reSected not in VOles of no-(;onfidence, indict
ments of rninisLCrs and similar spectacles of French-Italian unorganized
parliamentarism, but in the fact that the nation keep::. itself informed
about the conduct of its affairs by the b.ueaucracy, and continuously
supervises it. Only the committees of a powerful parliament can be the
vehicle for exercising this wholesome pedagogic influence. Ultimately,
the bureaucracy can only gain by such a development. The public's
relationship to the bureaucracy has rarely shown such want of compre
hension as in Germany, at least in comparison with countries that have
parliamentary traditions. This is not astonishing. In our country, the
problems with which the officials must deal are nowhere- visible. Their
achievemeniS can never be understood and appreciated and the sterile
compJaints abou.t "Saint Bureaucratius"-instead of positive -critique
C<annot be overcome so long as- the present condition of uncontrolled
bureaucratic domination persists. Moreover, the power of officialdom
wouid not be weakenoo wherever it has its proper place. In depart
mental affairs, the pennanent under-secretary (Geheimrat) who has
specialized in a given field has the edge over his minister, even the
minister who has been a career official; this is true for England just as
for Germany. That is quite appropriate, for nowadays specialized train
ing is an indispensable precondition for the knowledge of the technical
means necessary to the achievement of political goals. But policy-making
is not a technical affair, and hence not the business of the professional
civil servant.

2. Parliament as a Proving-Ground for Political Leaders

The continuous supervision which would be introduced. by the
seemingly unspectacular right of parliamentary inquiry is the basic pre
condition for ali further reforms aiming at an increase of parliament's
share in government. This change is also the indispensable presupposi
tion for turning parliament into a recruiting ground of political leaders.

- German literary fashion likes to discredit parliaments as arenas for "mere
speech-making." Similarly, though with far more wit, Carlyle had
thundered against the British parliament three generations ago, and yet
it became the decisive agent of British world power. Today political
(and military) leaders no longer wield the sword hut resort to quite
prosaic sound waves and ink drops: written and spoken words. What
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maUe,,, is that intelligence and knowledge. strong will and sober eX·
perienLt determine these words. whether they be commands or cam
paign speeches. diplomatic notes or official statements in p:>rliament.
However. ignorant demagogy or routinized impotence---or both-prevail
in a parliament which can only criticize without getting access to the
facts and whose leaders are never put into a situation in which they
must prove their mettle. It is part of that sorry story of pr,litical im
maturity, which a wholly unpolitical era prodt:.ced in our country, thD.t
the German philistine looks at political institutions such as the British
parliament with eyes blinded by his own environment; he ,believes that
he can smugly look down at them from the heights of his own political
impotence and he fails to consider that the British parliament became,
after all, the proving ground for those political leaders who managed
to bring a guarter of mankind under the rule of a minute but poli!ic.llJ
prudent minority. The main point is that to a significant degree d· 1$

subordination has been voluntary. Where are the comparable achic'Je
ments of the much-praised Gennan Obrigkeitsstaat? The political prc',1a
ration for such achievements is. of course, not acquired by maki flg
ostentatious and decorative speeches before parliament, but onfy through
steady and strenuous work in a parliamentary career. None of the ou[
standing English leaders rose to preeminence without experience in
the committees and, often. in various government agencies. Only such
intensive training, through which the politician must pass in the com
mittees of a powerful working parliament, turns such an assembly into
a recruiting ground not for mere demagogues but for positively partici-
pating politicians. Until today the British parliament has been un- J
paralleled in this respect (as nobody can honestly deny). Only S:Ich '1
co-operation between civil servants and politicians can gua r;; .tee the
continuous supervision of the administration and. with it. the political
education of leaders and led. Publicity of administration, enforced by
effective parliamentary oversight, must be demanded as a precondition
for any fruitful parliamentary work and political education. We, too. have
begun to embark on this road.

3· The Importance of Parliamentary Committees
in War and Peace

The wartime exigencies. which have done away with quite a few
~onservative slogans. have brought into being the M:'in Committee
(HauptaUsschuss) of the Reichstag;~ its operations still leave much to
be desired, but it is at least a step toward an effective parliament. Its
insufficiency from a political viewpoint has been due to the pernicious
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and unorganized form in which publicity was given to very sensItIve
problems; the discussions occurred among too large a circle of deputies,
and for that reason they were bound to be emotional. It was simply
dangerous mischief that hundreds of persons knew about confidential
military and diplomatic matters (witness the issue of submarine war
fare); as a result, such information was handed on privately or found
its way into the press, inaccurately or in the form of sensational allusion.
Current deliberations of foreign and military policy belong before a
small circle of trusted representatives of the parties. Since politiCS is
always made by a small number of persons, the parties, too, must be
organized for the vital political issues not in the man'ner of guilds, but
in that of a following. Their spokesmen must be "leaders," that means,
they must have unlimited authority for making important decisions (or
they must be able to get this authority within a few hours from com
mittees that can be 'called together at any ,time). For its designated
single purpose, the Committee of Seven of the Reichstag was a step that
seemingly led in this direction.21 The vanity of the administrative chiefs
was taken into account by calling this body "provisional" and by at
tempting not to treat the parliamentarians as representatives of their
parties-an attempt that would have destroyed the,Committee's politi
cal significance and fortunately failed. There were good technical rea·
sons for bringing these seven party representatives together with govern
ment representatives, but instead of the seven plenipotentiaries of the
Bundesrat it would have been better to draw upon just three or four
delegates of the larger non-Prussian states and, for the rest, to call in
the four or five top military men or their deputies. At any rate, only a
small group of men who are obliged to be discreet can prepare political
decisions in very tense political situations. Under the wartime condi
tions it was perhaps appropriate to establish such a mixed committee
uniting the representatives of the government with those of all major
parties. In peacetime, an arrangement that would draw in party repre
sentatives on a .simil:h basis might be equally useful for the deliberation
of sensitive political issues, especially in foreign politics. For the rest,
however, this system has 11 limited utility; it is neither a substitute for
genuine parliamentary reform nor a means for the creation of co
ordinated governmental policies. If these policies are to be supported by
several parties, consensus could be, established in discretionary meetings
between the government leaders and representatives of the parliamentary
majority. A committee in which Independent Socialists and Conserva~

tives sit together cannot possibly fulfill this function of formulating
a political will. Any expectations along these lines would he politically
unrealistic, since such structures cannot facilitate the purs-uit of consist
ent policies.
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By contrast, ror the peacetime supervision of the bureaucracy spe
cialized mixed committees, following upon lhe Hauptausschuss, might ,
well prove suitable, provided the public is kept informed and effective
procedures are designed that can preserve uniformity in the face of the,':
specialized subject matter dealt with in the various subcommittees
which would draw upon representatives from the Bundesrat and the
ministries. The possible political effectiveness of such an arrangement .
will, of course, depend, completely upon the future role of the Reichs~ ,
tag and the structure of its parties. If things remain as they are, if the i

mechanical obstacle of Article 9 of the constitution is retained and
parliament continues to be limited to "negative politics"-and the bu·
reaucraey obviously aims at this perpetuation-, then the parties will··
probably impose petty mandates on· their !epresentatives in the com·
mittees; they will certainly not grant them policy-making powers; more
over, each will go its own way pursuing petty emoluments for its
proteges. The whole anangement would then become a useless and
time-eonsuming annoyance to the administration, not a means of po- .
litical training and of fruitful co-operation. The positive result would
in that case at best be something similar to the proportional patronage
practiced in some Swiss Cantons: the individual partie9 peacefully
divide their influence over the administration, and this lessens conflict
among them. (However, it is very doubtful whether even this relatively
negative result can be obtained in a mass state that is confronted with
major political tasks. To my knowledge, the Swiss have divergent
opinions about the positive effects of this practice, and these must of,
course be evaluated very differently in a large state.) Uncertain as these.
idyllic perspectives are, he who values most the elimination of party
conflict will be pleased about them, and the bureaucracy will expect ~

from such a practice the perpetuation of its power .by continuing the
system of petty payoffs. If, in addition, bureaucratic positions were to
be divided proportionally among the various parties acceptable at court,
it would be even easier to produce "happy faces all. around." However,
such a peaceful redistribution of benefices in the Prussian interior ad
ministration is most unlikely, given the monopoly of the Conservative
party on the posts of Ltmdrate, Regierungs- and Oberprasidenten. More-
over, in purely political terms, not much more would come out of it
than benefices for party bu~ucrats, rather than political power and
responsibility for party leaders. This would certainly not be a suitable
means for raising the political level of parliament. It would be a com
pletely open question whether in this manner the public supervision
of the administration and the requisite public maturity could be
increased.

At any rate, even the simplest administrative matters cannot be
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adequately discussed in such a bureaucratized committee unless its right
to procure the necessary technical and administrative information at
any time is fully guaranteed. The bureaucracy's status interests, or more
bluntly, its vanities and its desire to perpetuate" the absence of controls,
are the sole obstacles in the path of this demand-which, moreover,
does not even imply the introduction of parliamentary government,
but merely one of its technical preconditions.

The only substantively relevant objection which constitutional ex~

perts usually raise against the right of inquiry is that the Reichstag is
completely autonomous with regard ~o its agenda, and hence the given
majority might one-sidedly refuse an investigation or inHuence it in such
a fashion as to make unwelcome fi~dings impossible. Without any
doubt, this discretion (Article 27 of the Reich constitution), which was
adopted uncritically from English theory, is not suitable here. The
right of inquiry must be guaranteed by new legislation; j~ particular, it
must be -established unconditionally as a minority right-let us say, in
the fonn that one hundred deptities must be able to demand an inquiry,
and such a minority must of course also have the right to be represented
in committees, to ask questions and to write dissenting opinions. To
begin with, this is necessary in order to provide the countervailing
power of publicity against any abusive parliamentary majority and its
well-known dangers, a counterweight that does.not exist in other states
and up to now has been effective in England only by virtue of the
mutual party courtesy. However, other guarant~ will also be required.
As long as the industries compete with one another, especially those of
different countries, it will be imperative to protect" their technological
secrets against tendentious publicity. The same protection must be ex
tended to military technology, and also to pending questions of foreign
policy, which prior to their ultimate decision show.d -be discussed only
before a small groU;p. It is an error of some, particularly of Russian,
literati that fOreign affairs-such as the conclusion of a peace between

, warring nations-<:an be successfully conducted by outdoing one another
in the public pronouncement of general "principles," instead of resorting
to sober deliberations of the best possible compromise between the in
evitably antagonistic national interests that "lurk behind these alleged
"principles."u At this very moment the facts make a mockery out of
this notion. Certainly the means by which the faults of our past must
be remedied are very different from these amateurish ideas 'of political
literati. The opinion widely held in democratic circles that public di
plomacy is a panacea-and always works for peace-is in this very
generalized form a misconception. It has a certain appropriateness for
final and thoroughly considered positions, but not-as long as there
are competing states-for the process of deliberation; the same holds
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true, of course, for competing industries. In direct contrast to the utility
of public scrutiny in the realm of public administration, at the stage
of foreign policy deliberations such publicity can most severely disturb
the rationality and soberness of decision-making and hence even en~

danger or prevent peace. The events of the present war have ,demon~

strated this very clearly. However, we shall discuss foreign politics in
a separate section [cf. sec. iv, belowJ.

4. Domestic Crises and the Lack of
Parliamentary Leadership •

At this poiNt we would merely like to add some observations on the
manner in which nowadays the lack of parliamentary "leadership shows
up in domestic crises. The events of Erzberger's [peac~] move in July
[r917] and of the two subsequent crises were instructive on this score.n
All three occasions have clearly shown," the consequences of a situation
in which I) government and parliament confront one another as divided
organs, the latter being a "mere" representation of the ruled and there
fore oriented toward "negative politics," 2) the parties are guild-like
bodies since political leaders cannot find- their vocation in parliament and
hence no place in the parties, 3) the executive is in the hands of bu·
reaucrats who are neither party leaders nor continuously in touch with
them, but instead stand "above" the parties-to use the coiwentional
status-conscious phraseology-and hence cannot lead them. When a
strong parliamentary majority insisted. on a positive decision by ~e

government, the system failed at once. The puzzled government had to
let the reins drag because it had no foothold in the party organizations.
The Reichstag 'presented a spectacle of complete anarchy because the
(so-called) party l~ders had never held executive positions and were
also at the time not considered future heads of government. The parties
were confronted with a completely novel task to which neither the::ir
organization nor their personnel could measure up-the formation of a
government. Of course, they were totally unable to succeed on this
Score, nor did they really try, for none of them, from the extreme right
to the extreme left, had a man who was a recognized leader; the same
held for the bureaucracy.

. For forty years all parties have operated on the assumption that the
Reiehstag merely h?s the function of "negative politics." The "will to
impotency," (0 which Bismarck had condemned them, was shockingly
obviousJin July 19I7]. They did not even participate in the selection
of the new leadership; the vanity of the bureaucracy would not even
tolerate that much at this critical moment, although the most ~imple pru·
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dence would have prescribed it. Instead of putting to the parties the
captious question whom they would like to propose as candidates or,
more practically, ho!" they locked upon the various possible candidates,
the bureaucracy did not budge from its prestige-ridden view that the
fonnation of the government did not concern the Reichstag. Forces
outside of parliament [in particular, General LudendorffI interven.ed
and set up the new government, which in tum did not submit to the
Reichstag a definite proposal with a categorical demand for a clear Yes
or No answer. As everyone remembers, the new chancellor [Dr. Georg
Michaelis] was forced into making several contradictory statements about
the most important point [the Peace Resolution of the majority parties]
and had to accept .supervision by the Committee of Seven on a point
of foreign affairs [the German response to the Papal peace note of
August 19171 simply because he did not have parliament's confidence.
It goes withou~ saying that this unpleasant spectacle, which was bound
to impair Gennany's prestige, reinforced the literati's comforting convic
tion that parliarnentarism was "impossible" in Germany; they kept talk
Ing of parliament's "failure." Actually, something very different failed:
the bureaucracy's attempt at manipulating parliament, .the very system
that for decades had been at work, with die applause of the literati, to
prevent parliament from making any positive political contributions, all
in the interest of bureaucratic independence. The situation would have
been completely different in any other mode of government in which
responsibility rested squarely, or at least significantly, upon the shoulders
of the party leaders; this would have offered an opportunity for political
talents to help shape the country's fortunes from inside parliament. Then
the parties could not have permitted themselves such. a petty-bourgeois
and guild-like organization as the one now prevailing in the Reichstag.
They would have been compelled to subordinate themselves to leaders
ipsteadof to diligent civil-service types, such as prevailed especially in
the Center Party, who woUld lose their nerve at the crucial moment.

'In such a crisis the leaders would have been obliged to form a coalition,
which would have proposed to the monarch a constructive program and
the men capable of canyirtg it out. However, under the given circum
stances nothing but purely negative po.Wcs were possihle.

[Michaelis,l the new chancellor selected from outside parliament [in
Jufy 1917], was confronted with a chaotic situation that soon resulted
in the old condition. True enough, a number of very capable parlia
mentarian.s moved into high govemment office, but because of Article 9
of the Constitution they lost -.influence in their own parties~ which
,_were beh<,c!ed and heeame disoriented.~ The ..... happened in

.....emes of'" and October [1917], Again the 80_- falIed
completely~the men in charge dung tenaciously to the new that
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they should not maintain continuous contact with the party leaders and
not even hold prcliminary talks with representatives of those parties
whose hacking they desired or hoped for. The mere fact that the new
chancellor appointed in November [1917, Count Hertling],.got in touch
with l:h.;. majority parties before taking office, and the further fact that
all purely politil::al ministries were now taken over by experienced
parliamentary deputies, made it possible at long last to run the machinery
of domestic politi&s with reasonable ease, although Article 9, Sentence
2, continued to show its harmful effects.u. The January [1918] crisis
proved even to the most benighted mind that parliament is not the source
of our domestic troubles; rather, they have twO sources: (r) the abandon· ,
ment of Bismarck's strict principle that the generals conduct the war
according to military rationale but that the head of the government
concludes peace according to political considerations (of which stra
tegic desiderata are only one factor); (2) even more importandy, the
fact that some subaltern COUItiers found it compatible with an allegedly
"monarchic" government to leak policy deliberations to the press to
benefit certain political parties. S~

Our conditions can teach everyone that rule by career officials is not
tantamount to the absence of party rule. A Landrat must be a Conserva·
rive in Prussia, and since I878-when the cleven most fruitful years of
Genoan parliamentary work ended~ur pseud~parIiamentarism has
rested on the partisan axiom that every government and itsrepresenta·
tives must be "conservative," with only a few concessions to the patronage
of the Prussian bourgeoisie and of the Center party. This and nothing
else is meant by the "impartiality" of the bureaucracy. This state of
affairs has not been ahanged by the lesson which the war taught in all
other countries: that all parties sharing in the government become
"patriotic." The partisan interests of the conservative bureaucracy and
of its allied interest groups dominate the government. We are now
confronted with the inescapable consequences of this "cant," and we will
continue to face them in peacetime. Not parliament alone but the whole
governmental system will have to pay for it.

5· Parliamentary Professionalism and the Vested Interests

The decisive queStion about the future of Germany's political order
must be: How can parliament be made fit to govern? Every other way
of putting the question is simply wrong, and everything else is secondary.

It must be clearly understood that parliamentary refonn depends
not merely on these seemingly trivial yet practically important extensions
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of parliamentary jurisdiction and on the removal of the mechanical
obstacle presented by Article 9, as well as on certain significant changes
in ~he procedures and the present conventions of the Reichstag; it de
pends above all on the development of a suitable corps of professional
parliamentarians.

The professional parliamentary deputy is a man for whom the Reicks
tag mandate is not a part-time job but his major vocation; for this reason
he needs an efficient office with the requisite personnel and access to
information. We may love or hate this figure-he is technically in
dispensable, and therefore we have him already. However, even the
most influential pros are [in Germany] a rather subaltern species, operat
ing behind the scenes, because of the subordinate position of parliament
and the limited career opportunities. The professional politician may
live merely from politics and its hustle and bustle, or he may live for
politics. Only in the latter case can he become a politician of great
caltbre. Of course, he will succeed the more easily, the more he is finan
cially independent and hence available-not an entrepreneur hut a
r'entier. Among those dependent upon a job only the lawyers can easily
take leave and are suited to be professional politicians. An exclusive
dominance of lawyers would certainly be undesirable, but it is a foolish
tendency of our literati to denigrate the uses of legal training for politi~~l

leadership. In an age ruled by jurists the great lawyer is the only 'one;
who, in contrast to the legally trained civil servant, has been taught t?
fight for, and effectively represent, a given cause; we would wish that
the public pronouncements of our government showed more of the
lawyer's skill in the best sense of the word. However, only if parliament
can offer opportunitieS for political leadership will any kind of inde-,
pendent person, not just gifted and capable lawyers, want to live- for
politics. Otherwise, only· salaried party functionaries and representatives
of interest groups will want to do so. ~. ,.

The resentment of the typical party functionary against genuipk-;
, political leaders strongly affects the attitude of some parties toward the

introduction of parliamentary government and hence the recruitment of
leaders in parliament. This tendency is, of course, very compatible with
the like-minded interests'of the civil service, for the professional deputy
is a thorn in the side of the administrative chiefs, if only as an in·
convenient supervisor and pretender to some share in the exercise of
power. This is certainly aggravated when he emerges as a possible
competitor for the top positions in government (a threat not posed by the
representatives of special interests). In this manner we can also explain
the bureaucracy's strttggle to preserve parliament's ignorance, sigce only
skilled profesSional parliamentarians who have passed through the school

"_.
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of intemh'e t:Ommittee work can prod\itcE. their midst responsible
leade", ..ther tI>an mel'\' demagogues and dlletcan.... Parnament must
be coillP!oteIy rtotpUzed in order to produce such leaders and to guaran
tee their effectiveness; in their own way. the !ritish parUament and its
parties haVe long been suceessfu1 in this regard. It U: true that the
British conventions cannot simply be taken ovtr, but the baie stmeture
can very well be adapted. We are not concerned here with the details
of the changes required in the Reichst4g procedures and conventions;
they will become apparent as soon as the parties are forced to pursue
responsible politics. However, we should tum to one more serious im
pediment to parliamentary government which is rooted in the German
palt1 'ystem. a difficulty which ha' been discu'sed often. but usually in .
a distorted fashion.

Then:: is no doubt'that parliamentary government functions most
smoothly in a two-party system such as existed in England until a short
while ago (even though its disruption had been apparent for some time).
However, such a system is not indispensable, and in all countries, in
cluding England, pressures for the formation of party coalitions are
building up. More important is another difficulty: ParliamentaI)' govern
ment is feasible only when the largest parties ate in principle· willing
to take over the responSibilities of government. 'In Gennany this was by
no means the case. The biggest party, Social Democracy, was unwilling
to enter any coalition under any conditions, since it believed in certain
evolutionary theories and stuck to pseudo-revolutionary conventions in
herited from the period of the anti-socialist legislation [I878'"'901-for
example, it refused to send members to ceremonial functions at Court:
Even when it could have taken over the government in one of the
smaller principalities by virtue of a temporary majority, it refused to do I

so. However, much more important than those theore~y inspired
anxieties has been the real worry that it would be repudiated by its own
class-conscious members if it joined a government inevitably limited by
~e conditions ofa society and economy that would remain capitalist for
the foreseeable future. This situation motivated the leaders to keep the
pI1ty for decades in a kind of political ghetto, in order to avoid any
kind of contaminating contact with the workings of a bourgeois state.
Despite appearances, they do this even now. Syndicalism-the unpoliti·
cal and anti--political heroic ethos of brotherhood-is on the increase. and
the leaders kat a rupture of class solidarity which would later damage
labor'. elfectiveness in its economic ,truggles. M_. the leaders
cannot rest a$SUItl({ that the bureaucracy'$ traditional attitudes will not
come to the fore again after the war. Our future will depend to a large ,
extent on the party's s"nd in the years ahead: whether its will to gain
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governmental power will· pre.vail or whether the unpolitical ethos of
proletarian brotberhoexi and syndicalism, which 'surely will proliferate
after the war, will gain the upper hand.

For somewhat different reasons, the second largest Gennan party,
the.[CathoJic] Center, has up to now been skeptical"of parliamentarism.
A -tertain elective affinity between its <mil'authoIitarian mentality and
the 'ObrigkeitsSf4at has worked in favor of the bureaucracy's interests.
But another factor is more relevant. Since the. Cepter party is a natural
minority party, it is afraid that under a parliamentary regime it will also
be a parliamentary minority and that its power position and ability to
represent its preJ!nt clientele would be endangered.. I~ power rests
primarily on extra-parliamentary means: the clergy's eontrol over the
political attitudes of the believers. Within the Reichstag the system of
negative politics provided the party with an opportunity to serve the rna·
tenal interests of its members. After the pany had accomplished at
least those clerical objectives that can be permanently maintained in
Gennany, it changed from an ideological- pany more and more into a
vepide of patronage for Catholic candidates for office and otner Catholic
interests which have felt themselves discriminateP. against ever since
the era of the Kult:urkampf [I871-8o's]........whether this feeling is stin
justified is irrelevant here. Today its power rests largely on this function.
Its control over the balance of power in the parliaments enabled the
party to promote the private interests of its proteges, The bureaucracy
could acquiesce and still save its face, because' this patronage was
"unofficial." However, the vested interests in the party are not only con
cerned lest parliamentarization and demoCratization diminish their oppor
tunities in periods in which the Center would be part of the minority,
they also fear something else. Uoder the preent s~tem the Center
has been able to avoid that responsibilify which would tave fallen upon
it if its !elder had sat in the government, and this responsibility would
not always have been convenient. Even if t<xlay the Center party com
mands a number of political talents, among the officials promoted by
it are such incompetent ones as no responsible'-governing party would
be likely to appoint. Such men can advance only if their _sponsors cannot
be held responsible for them. If the party were part of the government,
it would have to recruit more capable candidates.

Unofficial patronage, then, is the worst form of pa!Iiamentary pa·
trona&,' -one that favors mediocrity, since nobody can be held responsible.
It is a consequence of our rule by conservative civil servants, a rule whose
petpetuation """ on this system of bandou" (TrinkgeLkrsystem).
It is no wooder that the Conservative perty and the big business wing
of the National Liberal party feel quite comfortable under these condi-
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tions. For, after aH, patronage under this system is not in the hands of
poiiticl,ins and prties, which might be held responsible by the public, but
works through private channels ranging from the very important frater
nity connections to the cruder or finer forms of capitalist "recommenda
tions." Big business, which the foolish ignorance of our ideologists
suspects of being allied with horrid parliamentarism, knows full well why
it supports as one man the retention of an un.)upervised bureaucracy.

This is the state of affairs which is heatedly and bitterly defended
with literary slogans about the "corrupt" and "un-German" character of
open party patronage. In truth, it is not the "German spirit," but power-'
fuI material interests in benefices, joined to the capitalist exploitations of
"connections," which are pitted against handing patronnge over to parlia
menr. There can be no doubt that only the presence of absolutely com
pelling poiitica! circumstances will change anything at aU in this respect.
Parliamentary government will not arrive on its own. Nothing is more
cert!:lin than that the most powerful groups work against it. True enough,
all the parties mentioned have ideologists and sober politicians in additioJ1
to those subaltern office-seekers and routinized parIiiunentarians, hut
the latter have the upper hand. If the system of petty· patronage were
to he extended to other panies, the general trend would merely be
reinforced.

Lastly, the beneficiaries of the status quo, and those naive literati
who unsuspectingly mouth their phraseology, like to point triumphantly
to the federal character of the German constitution in order to demon
strate conclusively the impossibility of parliamentary government, on
purely formal grounds. Let us first turn to the legal aspect of this pr0b
lem, within the c.:onfines of our written constitution: from this we can
see how incredible such an assertion really is. According to Article 18 of
the Constitution, the emperor appoints and dismisses the chancellor and
aU imperial officials on his QWJZ, without interference from the Bunde.sTat
[the Federal Council, a representation of the governments of the in
dividual states]; only to him do they owe obedience, within the limits
of ~e Federal laws. As long as this is the case, any constitutional objection
on ''Federal'' grounds is baseless. Under the Constitution nobody can
prevent the emperor from handing the Reich government over to the
leader or the leaders of the parliamentary majority and from sending
them into the Bundesrat; or from dismissing them if a dear Rekhs
tag majority 'votes against them; or merely from consulting the parties
in the formation of the government. No majority in the BunJestat
is entitled to topple the chancellor or merely to insist on his giving ,mf
account of his policies, as the undisputed interpretation of Article J7.
Paragraph 2 requires him to do before the Reichstag, R~tly it h•

...
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been proposed that the chancellor be made accountable not o.nlr to the·
Reichstag but also to the Bundesra'; this proposal deserves to be ex
amined for its political feasibility (and to be discussed later on), but it
would be a constitutional innovation no less than the elimination of
Article 9, Paragraph 2, which we have proposed above. We must deal
later with the fact that the real problems of parliamentary government,
and of the Empire's constitution in general, are rooted not so much in
the constitutional rights of the other members of the federation as in
the relationship of those states to the hegemonial Prussian state. How·
ever, before we do this, we should examine the manner in which the
present system has functioned in the field of foreign policy. It is here
that government by bureaucrats reveals the inherent limits of its effec
tiveness as well as the terrible price we had to pay for tolerating it.

iv
Burea.ucracy and Foreign Policy

1. The Government's Failure to Curb Harmful
Monarchic Pronouncements

In Germany the interior administration is dominated by a sped£..
cally bureaucratic con~ept of administrative secrecy, the "service secret"
(Dienstgeheimnis). It is astonishing to note the difference in the realm
of foreign policy: there some of the most diverse steps were taken with
dramatic publicity-and a publicity, at that, of a very peculiar sort.

For more ,than a decade, from the Kruger telegram to the Morocco
crisis,1! we had to live with the fact that purely private statements by
the monarch on foreign policy matters were made public by sedulous
court officials or news services, either with the toleration or even with
the participation of the government. We are dealing here with events
which have been of the utmost importance in shaping our global policies,
and especially in consolidating the global coalition against us. Let us
he clear that we are concerned here not with the question of whether
the monarch's statements were correct and justified, but solely with the
behavior qf the officials. This writer, who certainly is convinced of the
utility of monarchic institutions in large states, would refrain from any
un~erhanded polemics against the monarch as much as from the pseudo--
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monarchic adulation or the sentimental Sl!baltem phraseOlo2Y of the
vested interests and the phili~nes. However, a monarch who makes
personal but public statements of a sometimes extremeiyaggressive
nature must be prepared to put up with an equally agtOlSiw public
critique. For we must face the fact that this method of conducting our
policies through the publication of monatehic prououncemenlS WOS
tolerared time and again, If this method was a grave political enor (as
we believe it was), then the toleration of the several repetitions of this
procedure proves, insofar as the monarch was personally responsible for ,
i~ the necessity of his being fott:ed to accept advice only from the politi- .
calleadetShip, and of excluding all othet group.--courtietS. militaty '1'
whatever-nom meddling in politically important matters. HoweYer, if
concrete guarantees for such a pmcedure are not forth~ an utterly
r..nk critique of the monateh himself would become a political duty.
Certainly, such a public criti'l"" of the monarch would be politically
undesirable. It is age-old political wisdom, not an old-fashioned outlook,
which seeks to protect the monateh from being dragged deroagogically
before the public, as has happened repeatedly in Germany, by pr0vid
ing ritual fonnalities and conditions for his public appearances and thus
making it possible to keep him pmonally out of the public disputes of
party politics. Precisely because of this he can intervene much more ef
fectively in ,times of national crisis. It should be dear, then, that we
do not discuss here possible blundetS on the part of the monateh, but
rather the vety different fact that the government used his puhlic aP'
pearances· or the ~blication of his views as a dipltXDatic raesns::.-c
least in one case despite his personal douhts"· and that the .........,
leaders suffered the puhlication of the monarch's views by nornespc;aR
ble agencies, over their heads, without resigning immediately. Of couae,
the monateh is free to take any political position that be cares to taIoe.
But it must be up to the politically responsible lead.,. to decide whether,
or in what substantive or formal manner, his views should. be "..,.
public, and to assess their presumable impact. Hence, the chancellor .
must be asked for his advice before any major political utterance by the
monarch can reach th~ public. and his advice must be accepted as loog
as he is in office. He and his colleagues default on their dutiea if t&
remain in ofIice after this rule has been breached even ......·1leIliad ,J
the talk that "the nation does not want a shadow king.H and..... 1
phrases, these men hide nothing bu. their desire to bane .... thoo!r ,1
oftkes, if they fail to resign. This has nothir.g to do direcdy with the ,
issue of padiarnentaty govemmen~ it is simply a question of politil:aliJi. .1.'

tegrity. On this score our government has failed time and again in die ".
most miserable reannex. These failings are due to Our faulty politii:al •

..~
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structure, which puts men with a bureaucratic mentality into positions
of political leadership. The issue of parliamentary government becomes
highly signi6cant only because under the given conditions there is no
other instrumentality for effecting and guaranteeing the necessary
changes. In order to avoid any mlsconstruction of QUI position, we should
add that in almost all cases the monarch's statements were not only
subjectively understandable, but sometimes also politically warranted
insofar as one could judge matters at the time. Moreover, in some cases
it would probably have been helpful to convey his strong personal re
actions through diplomatic channels to the governments concerned. But
what was politically irresponsible was the publication of such state
ments, and here responsibility fell upon the political leadership for
tolerating or instigating it. In Germany it seems to have been forgotten
that it makes a tremendous difference whether a politidan (the prime
minister or even the president of a republic) issues a statement, no
matter how harsh it may be, or whether he makes public a personal

_stfitement by the monarch and then "assumes responsibility" for it by
a dramatic but cheap gesture. A public utterance of the monarch cannot,
in effect, be criticized freely in the country; hence, it actually covers
the statesman who misuses it for this purpose against a straightforward
critique of his own actions. Abroad, however, there are no such restraints,
and critique centers on the monarch. A politician can and should resign if
conditions change and new policies become necessary against which he
has committed himself, but the monarch is supposed to stay, and this
implies that his wOIds will stay with him. Once he has publicly com
mitted himself, he cannot take them back even if he tries to do so in a
new situation. Passions and sentiments of honor are aroused, for now
it is a national point of honor to support the monarch-and ignorant
literati such as the Pan-Germans (and their publishers) do a Aourishing
business. At home and abroad, the monarch's words are taken as binding,
.and the political fronts become frozen. This has indeed been the pattern
in all. these cases. Let us take a cwl look at a few of them in order to •
'see how the political mistake was made.

First the Kruger telegram. The indignation over the Jameson raid
was justi6ed aI}d shared allover the world, even in England. It is quite
possible that insistent diplomatic reptaentations in London (which
might have referred to the monarch's strong reaction) could have elicited
formal statements by the British cabinet which it could perhaps not
easily have disreganjed afterwards. In addition, a geperal ,agreement
about the African interests of both sides nught have become more likely;
Cecil Rhodes. for one, was quite amenable to .it,aa and it was necessary·
if w~ wanted to have a free hand in the Orient a)ld keep Italy in the

-~' .. -



alliance. But the publication of the telegram had, of course, the effect of
a slap in the face, which precluded any reasoned talks.3

& Now the issue
became a matter of national honor, and rational political interests were
pushed aside. Hence, when later-before, during and after the Boer
War-attempts were made to come to an understanding about Africa or
the overaII relations between England and Germany, the public in both
countries, whose sentiments of national honor had now been aroused,
did not really welcome these attempts even though both sides could
have achieved their matenal goals through diplomatic understandings.
The result of these approaches was to make Germany appear as the dupe
after the Boer War. After all, in 1895 we simply did not have sufficient'
military resources to back any protest effectively. Let us silently pass
over the shameful end, the refusal to receive the exiled president: for
the main point was that the Boers could not be helped in spite of the
monarch's words. Hence General Botha could declare in the South
'African parliament in 1914 that it had been C.ermany's behavior which
has led to the loss of the Boers' independence.

There was much astonishment in Germany when Japan declared
war on her in August 1914 and China followed suit in August 19[7.
The former step is always explained with the well-known 1895 inter
vention in connection with Port Arthur,s1 the latter with American
pressures, and in both cases opportunism is also charged. No matter how
true this is, another important factor must be added. It was, after all,
Ihp. German monarch who, in word and picture, had puhlicly warned
... the "Yellow Peril" and had called for the "preservation of the most
sacred ~ooJs" lof the European nations1: Does anyone among us really
believe that educated Chinese and Japanese have forgotten that?S8 In
intern:Hiunal politics racial problems belong to the most difficult ones
sint:e they M;;; complicated by the interest clashes between the white
nations. One can only approve of the monarch's endeavor to form an
opinion on this score. But what German interest could possibly be served
by maki"~ his views public in the way it was done? Was this reconcilahle
with any German interest in the Far East? What power resources stood
behmd ~u('h pronouncements? Whose interests were they bound to serve
in the end? Moreover, which political aims were served by publishing
the Emperor's speeches at the time of Count Waldersee's mission, or his
naval addresses, which perhaps might have been quite fitting in a circle
of omcers?S9 The result of the German China policies contrasted em

barrassingly and, we must add, by no means accidentally with such
rhetoric. and this proved highly damaging to our prestige. Again, we
~hall leave out a sh:- meful episode, the treatment of the "expiatory
mission" [of Prince Chull in 1901, to apologize for the assassination of
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minister von Ketteler dUring the Boxer Rebellion] and the discussions,
again in public, which surrounded it. It is simply impossible to imagine
the concrete political ends that Chancellor Billow might have wanted to

, further when he tolerated such political Romanticism, which needlessly
offended the Chinese sense of honor. If he was clear-headed enough to
perceive the political uselessness and hann of all these events and yet
felt that lie had to consider conditions requiring their toleration, he
should have resigned in the monarch's interest no less than that of the
nation.

Grave doubts have been expressed whether the publication of the
Emperor's speech in Damascus [before Saladin's grave, on November 8,
1~9S] was helpful in Our relations with Russia. Our sympathies for
Wamlc culture and our political interests in the territorial integrity of
Tudtey were well-known abroad and not in need of such noisy ostenta
tion. However, quite apart from the political constellation prevailing at
the time, it would have been better to avoid the impressions Cleated by
this public move. Here, too, it is easy to see whose designs were bound

, to benefit from it.
If in this instance positive doubts are still possible, matters are per·

feetly clear with regard to the public address which the Emperor made
in Tangier at the beginning of the Morocco crisis. Even neutral parties
approved of Germany's stand, hut it was again a serious mistake to use
the monarch for a public move. We do not yet ~ow what offers
France made after [her foreign minister} Delcasse fell, but so much was
clear then: Either Germany would have to be serious about going to war
for the sake of Moroccan independence or the affair would have to be
settled promptly in a manner that took account of each side's interests
and sense of honor, with France offering some compensations. This
might have had far-reaching' consequences for our relationship with
France. Why was it not done? The monarch's word, it was said, had
engaged the nation's honor in favour 'of the Sultan of Morocco, and
therefore we could not now leave him "in the lurch." However, the
government did not really intend to go to war. The upshot of it all was
the debacle o£ Alge¢m, followed by the "Panther" episode and finally
the abandonment of Morocco; at the same time, the endless tension
klndled eagerness fur war in France and thus £acilitated the English
polley .0£ enciIc!ement. This development was paralleled by the im
pression that Gennany would always yield in spite of the Emperor's
words. All of this happened without proWling any political compensa
tions for Germany.

The aims of Gennan foreign policy, especially overSeas, were ex~

ceedingly limited if compared to those of other nations, and its results
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were outright meager. However, it produced tensions and sheer noise
like that of no other country, and time and again these wholly useless
and damaging sensations were created by publishing statements of the
Emperor. This method proved detrimental to us not only in hostile or
neutral CQUntries. After the Alge9taS conference the Emperor felt the
need to express his thanks to Count Goluchowski, and instead of using
regular channels the well-known telegram was published. The ad
dressee's downfall was prompt and embarrassing for us: It demonstrated
too late that no government will permit its leading statesmen to be pub
licly,given a "good grade" by another government-not even by that of a
doseally!O

On the domestic scene, the same mistakes were made. Did the so
caned !'Penitentiary Speech," which William made in a moment of
anger [in 1898], really belong before the public, where it appeared as a
political program? What is one to think of the fact that the bureaucraty
felt now obliged to dream up a corresponding paragraph for inclusion
in the proposed anti-strike bill, merely because WiUiam had spoken of
stiff prison sentences for strikers? Only the portentous events of J9I4
and the present [Easter I917] promise of equal suffrage [in Prussia]
have been ahle to counteract the impact of this pointless publication
upon self-respecting workers. Was it in the dynastic interest? Or what
other politically acceptable aims could the publication have had?

However, we want to limit ourselves here to the realm of foreign
policy and hence would like to ask the pertinent question: At all these
occasions, where were those Reichstag parties which could have made
the decisive difference for the government's policy, but which later
preferred to reproach Chancellor von Bethmann Hollweg for the failures
of a policy that turned "the whole world into our enemies," or which
accused him of hiding behind the monateh? What did they do in all
those cases? They took advantage of ,he ."""Ics by 'M extreme left in
order to~ its "anti-m<maTchic" attit1Ule! We must state em
phatically that they raised public objections on:ly when it was too late.
Even then they did this only to the extent that their vested interests
were not involved.. We shall not go into any details abour the highly
puhliciud events of '908 [,he "Daily. Telegraph" Affai,); howevet, we
should remind ourselves that the Conservative party, in contrast to the
indubitably impIe6Sive remonstrance of its leaders before the monarch,
later openly abandoned Prince Bulow and, as usual, remembered its
pseudo-monarchism when its own material interests were affected. By the
way, the monarch himself may have been quite astonished to 6nd this
chancellor, who at least once advised him on a spectacular personal inter
vention against his own objections;'t suddenly tum against him under
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the press~re of an excited public opinion. And what, finally, did ow
literati do in all these incidents? Publicly they applauded or kept on
jabbering about how Gennans do not happen to like a monarchy of the
English type-just as the right·wing press is still doing. FIa~tering the
most dreary philistine instincts, they attributed the failures to the
diplomats and did not bother to ask once how these could work under
such conditions. We could also speak of their pril1ate talk-hut that
would be a long story. and one not very honorable ~or those agitators
who inveigh so bravely against the majority for demanding a "starva~

tion peace."d
In all these cases, the behavior of our' government was irresponsible;

it has no parallels in any other large state. A publi& confrontation was
peimissible only if the government had been willing to go all the way,
and without delay. But we did not really intend to take up arms for
the Boe;:s or against the "Mongols" or for the Sultan of Morocco; more·
over, in the two former cases we had no business, and not enough power,
to think of armed intervention. Yet the leaders of the government per
mitted a situation to arise in which the monarch was made to engage
himself publicly, and this vitiated any rational agreement with England
about aUf South African interests, and with France about the North
African interests. Our position appeared first to be a matter of honor,
and then was abandoned nevertheless. The inescapable result was a
series of diplomatic defeats that were acutely embarrassing to every
German and brought lasti~ detriment to our interests. Here was the
root of the very dangerous Impression that Gennany would always re
treat after much blustering, and it appears that this belief was one of
the factors determining English policy in late July 1914. The unnatural
world coalition against us has been largely due to these incredible
blunders, which still affect us. The present humbug abroad about
German "autocracy" is just that: swindle-but it is by no means p0
litically irrelevant that it can occur. \\Tho enabled our enemies, who

, themselves believe in it as little as in other fairy tales about Germany, to
promote this swindle successfully? Who brought the tremendous and
politically so effecth-e h,atred of the whole world upon the head of
exactly this monarch, whose attitude was several times notoriously de
cisive in preserving the peace even at moments when war might have
been more opportune for us from the viewpoint of Realpolitik? Who
has made it possible for" the masses abroad to believe seriously that Ger
many desires to be '1iberated." and that this suppressed yearning will
eventuaLly find an outlet if only the war can be sufficiently prolonged?
Who made possible the unheard-of absurdity of the present situation?
As long as repetition is possible, the nation must not forget that it was
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the conservative bureaucracy which was responsible for this state of
affairs: in decisive moments it put bureaucrats into the top positions of
government which instead should have been manned by poliricians
men experienced in weighing the effects of puhlic statements, men with
the politician's sense of responsibility, not the bureaucrat's sense of duty
and subordination that is proper in itS place but pernicious in political
respects.

Here the abyss that separates the two can be seen most clearly. The
civil servant must sacri6ce his convictions to the· demands of obedience;
the politician must publicly reject the responsibility for political actions
that run counter to his convictions and must sacrifice his office to them.
But in Germany th1s has never h~ppet1ed. The worst aspect of the
matter has not yet been discussed: It is reliably known that almost all
of the men who were in charge of OUI policies in that disastrous d~cade

have time and again privately repudiated grave declarations for which
they accepted formal responsibility. If one asked with amazement why ,.~

a statesman remained in office if he was powerless to prevent the publica- l
tion of a questionable stateme: 't, the usual answer was that "somebody :~

else would have been found" 0 authorize it. This may very wen be ".j,'

true, but then it also indicates he decisive fault of the system. Would ~

somebody else have also been tmnd if the head of government would ']
have had to take the responsibility as the trustee of a powerful parlia- ]"
ment?

2, Parliamentary and Legal Safeguards

At this decisive point we can see the importance of a parliament to
which the bureaucracy is truly answerable. There is simply no substitute
for 1t, Or is there? This question must be answered by all who are
~tm ·~onvinced that they have a right to nil against parliamentarism.
At the very same point it becomes perfectly obvious that the civil
servant's sense of responsibility and that of the politician are appropriate
each in its sphere-and nowhere else. For we deal here not with in
competent and inexperienced civil servants and diplomats but in part
with outstanding ones, yet they did not have political "guts," something
that is quite different from private integrity. However, they did not lack
it accidentally, but rather because the political structure of the state had
no use for it. What is one to say about a state of affairs-unknown to any
other major power-in which the monarch's personal cabinet, courtiers
or news agencies publicize events that are of utmost importance for in- .
temational politics, with the result of getting our foreign poli~y bogged
down and messed up for decades; a state of affairs, moreover, in which
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tpe head of govemment shrugs his shoulders about these incidents
and tolerates them after making some spuriously noble gestures. All
that in a state, for whose domestic administration the "service secret"
is (in the power interests of the agency chiefs) the crown jewel of
civil service duty! It is obvious that this apparent contradiction can be
explained solely by the bureaucrats' interest in unsupervised office
holding. What is one to say of a system which leaves politicians in
office who condone major mistakes against their better convictions?
And finally, how is one to take the fact that, in spite of the obviousness
of it an, there are still literati who do not hesitate to claim that a state
which functions thus in the most important political respects has
"brilliantly proven" itself? True enough, the performance of the officials
and civil servants was brilliant in their own sphere. However, in the
politician's realm ~he bureaucracy has not only failed for decades, but ha<;
also shifted onto the monarch the odium of its own 'politically disoriented
behavior in order to hide behind him. In this manner it helped bring
about a world-wide constellation against us, in the wake of which the
monarch could have lost his crown and Germany her whole political
future if it had not been for the magnificent performance of our army. In
the interest of the nation and' of the monarchy, every constitutional alter·
native that prevents such occurrences is better than this state of affairs.
Hence, the current state mpst come to an end whateVer the coSt may be.
lt is beyond doubt (and can easily be proven) that there are no partisan
differences of opinion about these gravely detrimental developments.
However, the right-wing politicians eithel did not have enough political
character or had too many personal inter.2sts to voice opinions publicly
which they !;tated pri'1Jately with extreme bluntness. For the same reasons,
they were unwilling to dra·:.' any concrete conclusions. But without suh
stantive guarant~cs no d..:eisive change can occur. This has been demon
strated by the fact that the court Circles responsible for these publications
proved aDsolutely incorrigible. The introduction of !;uch safeguards is
politically much more important than all other political issues, including
those of parliamentary and suffrag.: relch;l. For us, parliamentarization is
primarily the indispensable means for establishing such concrete safe
guards. For it cannot he doubted that only a strong parliament and the
actual parliamentary accountability of the government can provide a
guarantee against the recurrence of such events.

However, after letting things run their course for decades, it will
take years before a really effective parliamentary leadership can be
created. What can he done in the meantime, as long as this reform has
not been carried through or come to fruition?

One thing stands to reason: Everywhere, and particularly in a
democracy, the big decisions in foreign policy are made by a small
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number of persons. At present, the United States and Russia ·are the
best examples, and no literary phraseology can change the facts. Every
attempt at doing so would weaken the burden of responsibility, while
the point is precisely to increase it. Hence the imperial prerogatives of
Article 1 I of the constitution, which in actuality are exercisable under
the chancellor's ~sponsibility, will remain unchanged. However, legal
blocks must immediately be erected against the dangerous mischief which
unaccountable and unknown courtiers or journalists have been able to

perpetrate by publishing personal statements of the monarch on foreign
policy. A special law must t.\reaten with severe penalties, including
criminal ones in case of deliberate abuse, anyone who will bring mo
narchic opinions before the domestic or foreign public without clearing
them in advance with the proper auth9'rities. In line with his constitu·
tional obligations, the chancellor must take prior responsibility for their
publication. This is what matters. It is "empty rhetoric when the chan~

cellar later reacts to protests in parliament with the assurance that he
was taking responsibility for the publication. Even if this is done, an
utterance by the monarch cannot be frankly c.riticized without endanger
ing his political prestige. Most of all, however, such an excuse is not
only pointless but politically a lie if the chancellor was not consulted in
advance and merely went along. If he was indeed. not asked beforehand,
his statement merely indicates that, in spite of this publication, he does
not feel like being pensioned off and prefers instead to hang on to his
office. In addition to punishing those guilty of !e::king the mon"l.rch's
utterances, it must be constitutionally posSible to "indict" the chancellor
for approving or tolerating such leaks; such an "indictment," which
should preferably occur befole a parliamentary com7li:ttee, would have
the purpose of dismissing him or of declaring him permanently unfit
for political office. Such a legal provision will exert the necessary pres
sure on the chancellor to proceed with the greatest caution.

Every monarchic pronouncement should be approved by the chan
cellor only after extensive deliberation with experienced men. There
fore, it would be desirable if an advisory. body could comment about the
suitability of publication (for this is the only issue). If a parliamentary
committee is not desired, another body might serve the same purpose.

Up to now the Committee for Foreign Affairs of the Bundesr4t,
which is composed of representatives from the non-Prussian kingdoms
"[Saxony, Wiirttemberg :lnd Bavaria], was a kind of bad constitutional
joke, merely decorative, without formal powers and It'..31 influence. FGlr
the chancellor is not rel.fuht:d to present to it an account of hi;; policies;
in bet, he is explicitly exempted from this duty by Article I I. He need
not go beyond passively accepting an expressIon of opinion. He is being
polite if he presents [to "this body) a fonriaI expose, such 'as is custom-
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arily submitted in parliament for the instruction of the public. This at
least seems to have been the actual practice, even though in this more
intimate circle policies could very well have been discussed on their
merits. During the war the Committee seems to have slightly increased
its importance, and this too would not be accidental. It could very well
be assigned such an advisory function before the publication of a
monarchic statement with important foreign policy Implications. It
would be even better if the Committee couId be transformed into an
Imperial Crown Council which, together with the responsible depart-
ment chiefs and some elder statesmen, could discuss important foreign
policy alternatives prior to the decision and, if possible, in the monarch's
presence. In the absence of a collegiate body of this kind on the Reich
level, the Prussian Crown Council now frequently exercises th~ func
tion not only in Prussian matters, but also in politically ilnportant mat~

reI'S coricerning the Reich as a whole (and hence also the non-Prussian
mem~ states). Formally this activity can he only advisory, since the
constitutional responsihility of the chancellor can be ahridged as little as
the constitutional role of the emperor in representing the Reich to the
outside. Of course, any such proposal is discredited from the beginning
if-as the bureaucracy is unfortunately prone to do-attempts are made
to use it for the exclusion or weakening of the influence of parliament.
However; it might he useful to impose by statute an explicit duty on
the chancellor's part-to give a fun explanation of his policies before the
B"tuksr.., A problem might be posed by the relationship between this
advisory body and the special parliamentary committees, especially if
depy.ties would also sit in the Committee. More on that later.

Irrespective of whether this proposal win be realized, never again
must such situations as thoie described earlier he tolerated. Therefore
we must state unambiguOusly that the highly insincere pseudo-
monarchic legend withwhicb thesE: events were defended was a
fabrication of the Conservative party all the basis of Bismarck's dema
gogy. Purely domestic party interests hid behind this legend, just as they
do now behind the war-time Fronde. This interest-ridden legend served
many purposes' to ptesen'" dIicial positions-from the Landr.. to the
minister-as ConserVative_bendices, to use the state bureaucracy as the
electollil machine of the Cooserwtive party, therefore to perpetuate the
Prussian suffrage privilegos [i.e., the three-class suffrage] and to dis
credit and weaken the .Reiehstag. which in spite of all is still the best
of the German parliaments. When' today, after the political conse
quences have become ,clear. demands: are raised for strengthening
parliament as an organ c:l administrative supervision and of recruiting
capable leaders, we know in advance the slogan which the beneficiaries
of uncOntro1Ied bureauaacy hold ready' "The monan:hy is in danger."
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But the future of the monarchy will be in doubt if these self-interested
sycophants continue to have the monarch's ear. It must be the dynasties'
own affair to cope with the fright caused by the spectre of democracy
-not ours.

v

Parliamentary Government

and Democratization

I. Equal Suffrage and Parliamentarism

We are concerned here not with the issue of democratization in the
social sphere. but only with that of democratic-that is, equal-suffrage
in its relation to parliamentarism. We also will not discuss whether at
the time [r87r1 it had been constitutionally advisable for the German
Reich to introduce equal suffrage under Bismarck's heavy pressure.
Rather, we take equal suffrage for granted, as a fact that cannot be
undone without grave repercussions. We merely want to inquire into
the relationship between parliamentarization and democratic suffrage.

Parliamentarization and democratization are not necessarily inter
dependent, but often opposed to one another. Recently the belief has
often been encountered that they are even necessarily opposed. Genuine
parliamentarism, it is argued, is possible only in a two-party system, and
then only if the parties are dominated by aristocratic notables. In
England the old parliamentarism was indeed, as befits its feudal origin,
not really "democratic" in the Continental sense, even after the Reform
Bill and up until the [present} war. A look at the suffrage system alone
will make this clear. The property and income requirements and the
effective rights of plural voting had, after aU, such an extent that, if
they were transposed to Germany, they would probably admit only.half
of the present Social Democrats and also considerably fewer deputies
of the Center party into the Reichstag. (However, in Germany there is
no equivalent to the role of the Irish in the English parliament.) Until
Chamberlain's caucus system, the two parties were clearly dominated
by clubs of honoratiores. If the demand "One man, one vote:: which
was first raised by the Levellers in Cromwell's army, were now really to
be satisfied, together with the demand for the (initially limited) !yomen
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suffrage,-tbe character of the English paTHament will certainly chan.~~

significantl". The nvo-party system, already weakened by the lri$h, ·,-.. iII
disintegrat<: further with the advance of the Socialists, and the bureau
cratization of the parties will continue. -The well-known Spanish two
party system, based on the party notables' tacit agreement to use the
vote for a periodic alternation in the tenure of the office aspirants, ap
pears at the moment to be succumbing to the first attempt at serious
elections. - But will such changes eliminate parliamentarism? The
existence and formal power position of the parliaments are not threat
ened by democratic suffrage. This is demonstrated by France and other
countries with equal suffrage, where the governments are ordinarily re
cruited f.rom parliament and rely on parliamentary majorities. Of course,
the spirit of the French parliament is very different from the English
one. However, France is not a country suitable for a study of the
typical consequences of democracy for parliamentarism. The strongly
petty-bourgeois, and especially sman·render, character of its stable
population creates conditions for a particular mode of rule by party
notables and for a peculiar inBuence of haute finance, such as do not
exist in predominantly industrial states. The French party structUre is
inconceivable in such states, but so is the historical two-party system of
England.

Two-party systems are impossible in industrialized states, if only
because of the split of the modern economic strata into bourgeoisie and
proletariat and because of the meaning of socialism a:; a mass gospel.
This creates, as it were.. a "denominational" barrier, especially in Ger
many. Furthennore, the organization of German Catholicism as a party
for the protection of a minority, a resuit of the denominational distrihu~

tion, will hardly be eliminated, even though the Center party owes its
present number of deputies merely to the given arrangement of electoral
districts. At least four, and probably five, large parties will therefore
permanently coexist in Germany; coalition governments will continue
to be necessary and the power of a prudently operating monarchy will
remain significant.

2. The Impact of Democratization on Party
Organization and Leadership

However, the rule of notables within the parties is untenable every
where outside of isolated agrarian areas with patriarchal landed estates
because modern mass propaganda makes electoral success dependent
upon the rationalization of the party enterprise: the party bureaucrat,
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party discipline, party funds, the party press and party advertising. The
parties are more and more· tightly organized.. They endeavor to commit
even adolescents as a following. The clerical apparatus does this auto
matically for the Center party, the sochl environment for the Conserva·
tives. qther parties have their. own youth organizations, such as the
"National·Liberal Youth" and the yout..~ groups of _the Social Democrats.
Likewise the parties make use of all economic interests. They organize
producers' and consumers' cooperatives and trade unions, and put trusted
members as officials into the.Fi.rty positions thus created. They establish
schools, sometimes backed by very subst&..'1tial funds, for public speaking
and for ,the, trainipg of agitators, e;ditors and administrative employees.
A voluminous party literat'lre comes into being; :it is financed by the
same funeJs, contributed by inte~est groups, and used for the purchase of
newspapers, the estal,Iishmen: of advertisir.; ....mces and similar enter
prises. The party budgets incIeaSf", rapidly, for the election cos~s and the
number of the necessary paid agitators rise. It is no longer possible to

conquer a hotly contested larger district without spending at least 20,000

Marks. (At !he present time politically interested businessmen invest their
war profits ona vast scale in so-called patriotic newspapers of all kinds,
in preparation for the first postwar dections.) The party apparatus in
creases in importance, and correspondingly the weight of the honorati
ores declines.

Matters are still in flux. The organization of the bourgeois parties,
which differs greatly in the degree of internal coordination, as has been
noted before, presents roughly the following picture: The local activities
are usually conducted "extra-occupationally" by honoratiores, and only..
in the big cities by officials. Newspaper editors or lawyers head the bu
reaus in medium"Sized communities. Only larger ~istricts have salaried
secretaries who travel about. Local and regional assOciations cooperate in
very different degrees in the selection of ~tes and dte choice of
electoral slogans. The participation of the regional associations is deter
mined particularly by the need for electoral coalitions and for run-off
agreements. The leaders of the local organizations recruit the pennanent
members through efforts of greatly varying degrees, among which public
meetings play a major role. The members' activities are very limited;
often they do no more than pay their dues, subscribe to the party paper.
attend more or less, regularly the meetings at which party speakers
appear, and volunttrer a moderate amount, c:l work at eJection time. In
return, they obtairf- at least formal participation ~n the election of the
local party executive and the stewards CV-...........-) and. de
pending upon the size of the locality, also a direct or indirect voice in
the selection of the delegates to the party conventions. As a rule, how-

l,,,
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ever, all £andidates are designated by the core of permanent leaders and
bureaucrats; mostly they are alSo drawn from among them, supple
mented by a few notables w'ho are useful arid deserving by virtue of
their well·known name, th~r personal social influence or their readiness
to make financial contributiQPs. Thus, the particfp,ation of the rank and
6le is limited to assistance and voting during the elections, which take
place af relatively long intervals,· and to' the' discussion of resolutions, '
the outcome of which is always ~rgely contrdUed by the leaders. A com
plete replacement of the local leaden- and district officials is rare and
almost always the result of an internal IJ:volt, which most of the time in·
volves personality issues. The common voter, who does not belong to
any organization and is wooed by the parties, is completely inactive; the·
parties take notice of him mostly during the elections, otherwise only·
through propaganda directed at him.

The organization of the Social Dem6cratic party, which has often
been described, is much tighter [than that of the bourgeois parties] .and
also comprises a larger percentage of .the, available voters; within demo
cratic fonns it is strictly disciplined and centrallzed. The parties of the

',Right used to be more loosely organized and relied more on local nota
, bles, but noW they are supplemented by the Fanners' League (Bund

der Landwirte) with its closely-knit mass organization, In the Center
party centralism and authoritarian leadeiship are formally most highly
developed; however, the clergy's power has its limits in all non
ecclesiastic matters, as events have proven repeatedly.

The present stage of development has definitely done a-way with the
old state of affairs, when elections used to take place on the basis of
ideas and slogans which were fonnulated by ideologists and then propa
gated and discussed in the press and in public meetings; when candi
dates were proposed by ad hoc committees and, if elected, joined to
gether to fonn parties that remained Rexible in their composition;
when, finally, these parliamentary groups constituted. the leadership of
like-minded persons all over the country--above all, the leadership
which fonnglateel the issues for the next elections. Now, by contrast,
the party Official" is emerging everywhere, although at a varying pace,
as th.e dynamic element of party tactics, Along with him, organized
fund raising becomes important. The perpetual 6nancial difficulties re
quire regular dues, which naturally play the biggest role in class--based
mass organizations such as the Social Democratic party; however, they
also time and again reinvigorate the position of the party patron, which
used to be predominant. Even in the Social Democratic party it was
never completely absent. In the Center party a single patron, Mr.
August Thyssen, now successfully claims a social rank at least equiva·
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lent to that of an archbishop. Among the bourgeois parties, finandal
backers are modF'rately important as revenue sources on the left, hut
much more so on the right. In the nature of things, their role is most
important in the middle-of-the-road parties such as the National Liberals
and the old Free Conserva.bves, so that the present moderate strength
of these bourgeois parties comes closest to being an approximate measure
for the importance of money as such, that means, of funds provided by
individual patrons, in dections based on equal suffrage. But even in the
case of these parties one could not saythar it is the support from finan
cial hackers, even if it is indispensable for them, which produces the
vote. They exist, rather, by vittue of a peculiar mixed marriage of the
financial powers with that broad stratum of the literati, including in
particular the academic and non-academic teachers, which is emotionally
attached to reminiscences of the Bismarckera. Compared to the number
of their votes, a disproportionately large part of the bourgeois press
appeals to them as subscribers; in watered-down form, its line is imitated
by the completely opportunistic advertising press, since this happens to .
be convenient to government and business circles.

Here as everywh.ere bureaucratization and rational budgeting are
concomitants.of democratization, however strongly the German part,ies
differ in their internal social structure. This necessitates much more
continuous and strenuous electioneering than was ever known to the old
parties of honoratiores. The number of election speeches that a candidate
must deliver today, preferably in every little hamlet of his district, is
ever increasing, as is the number of his local visits and reports, and also
the demand by the party press for information selVices and ready-made
copy and for advertising of every kind. The same can be said about the
severity and ruthlessnl..>s of the methods of politicnI combat. This has
often been deplored and blamed upon the parties as one of their
peculiarities. However, not only the party organizations resort to these
measures, but just as much the power-holding governmental apparatus.
Bismarck's press, which was financed out of the so-called "Guelph
Fund," topped everything else, especially since 1878, with regard to
unscrupulousness of means and want of good tone. The attempts have
not ceased to create a local press that would be completely dependent
on the dominant governmental apparatus. The existence and quality of
these combat methods thus has nothing to do with the degree of parIia
mentarization nor with the kind of suffrage gradation; rather, these
methods result purely from the mass elections, irrespective of whether
the electoral bodies are the recruiting ground for the politically re
sponsibleleaders or whether they can only pursue negative policies of
interest representation and petty patronage, <"lS in Gennany.n In the
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latter cas;' the party struggle takes on particularly subaltern fonns be
cause it is motivated by purely material and personal interests. It is pos
sible and necessary to fight with the means of criminal law against
political attacks upon the personal honor and the private life of an
opponent and against the unscrupulous spreading of sensational false
hoods. However, the essence of the political struggle as such fannot be
changed as long as there are elected.- bodies that decide about material
interests. Least of all can it be changed by reducing the importance and
the level of parliament. So much must simply be accepted as a fact.
Every kind of esthetic or moralizing disdain is completely sterile with
regard to the issue of domestic political reform. The political question is
merely: What are the consequences of this progressive democratization
of the means and organizational forms of political combat for the struc
ture of the political enterprise inside and outside of parliament? The
developments just described are intimately related to the conduct of
parliamentary affairs that we discussed earlier.

Inside and outside of parliament a characteristic figure is required:
'the f'Tofessional politician, a rnan who at least ideally, but in most cases
materially, regards party politics as the content of his life. [To repeat
once more:] This figure, whether we love it or hate it, is in its present
form. the- unavoidable product of the rationalization and specialization of
partisan activities on the basis of mass election. Here again it does not
make a difference what degree of political influence and responsibility
devolves upon the parties by virtue of the advance of parliamentarism.

There are two kinds of professional politicians [as we. have seen]:
Those who live materially "off" the party and political activities; under
American conditions these are the big and small political "entre
preneurs," the bosses, and under Gennan conditions the political
"workers," the salaried party officials. Secondly, there are those who
live t'for" politics, having independent means and being propelled by
their convictions; politics becomes the center of their lives, as was true,
among the Social Democrats, of Paul Singer, who at the same time was
a party financier in the grand style.H It should be clear here that we do
not deny the "idealism" of party officialdom. At least on the Left large
numbers of irreproachable political personalities are found among the
functionaries, such as one might have a hard time finding in other strata.
However, although idealism is far from being a function of a person's
financial situation, living "for" politics is cheaper for the well-two
party member. Precisely this element-persons who are economically
independent of those above and below them-is most desirable for party
life and hopefully will not completely vanish, especially not from the
radical parties. Of course, the party enterprise proper can nowadays not
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be operated by them alone-the bulk of the work outside of parliament
will always be carried by the party bureaucrats. However, because of
their very preoccupation with the operation of the enterprise, these
officials are by no means always the most suitable candidates for parlia
ment. The Social Democrats are the only major exception. In most
bourgeois parties, howeveI', the party secretary, who is tied down by his
office, does not make the best candidate. Within pttrIiament a predomi
nance of the party officialdom, no matter how desirable and useful its
representation is, would not have a favorable effect. But such a predomi
nance exists not even within the most bureaucratized party; the Social
DeIpOCTats. In fact,. party officialdom presents the relatively smallest ,
danger of bringing about a domination by the "bureaucratic spirit" to
tne disadvantage of real leaders. This danger emanates much more from
the compulsion to take account of interest organizations for the sake of
vote-getting; this leads to the infiltration of their employees into the
list of party candidates, a phenomenon that would increase considerably
if a proportional election system, re'luiring the voting for lists, were to
be adopted.46 A parliament composed of such employees would be politi
cally sterile. It is true, however, that the spirit of the employees of
organizations such as the parties themselves and the trade unions is
essentially different, due to their training in struggling with the public,
from the spirit of the civil servant who works peacefully in the midst of
6Iing-eabinets. Especially in the radical parties, and above all in the
Social Democratic party, the danger posed by the bureaucratic spirit
would be relatively smallest,. since the vehemence of political combat
counteracts the tendencies (not negligible even there) toward ossification '
into a stratum of benefice-holders. Yet even in these parties on'ly a fraction
of the genuine leaders were party bureaucrats.

In all democratized parliaments and parties the present demands
upon the political enterprise result in elevating one profesSion to a par
ticularly prominent role as a recruiting base for parliamentarians: the
lawyers. Besides the knowledge of the law and, more importantly, the
preparation for fighting an opponent which this profession affords in
contrast to the office-holding of the employed jurists, a'-purely material
element is decisive: the possession of a private office-t6day an absolute
necessity for the professional politician. While every other free entre
preneur is prevented, because of the work load in his own enterprise,
from meeting the increasing demands of regular poIiticalactivity and
would have to give up his occupation in order to become a political pro,
it is relatively easy for the lawyer to switch, given the tte,hnical and
psychological basis of his activities. The "lawyers' dominance" in a
parliamentary democracy, which is so often and so wrongly deplored, is
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only facilitated by the way in which even today the Gennan parliaments
fail to offer their members adequate offices, infonnation services 'and
clerical personnel.f' However, we do not want to discuss here· the tech
nical aspects of the parliamentary enterprise. Rather, we will ask in
which direction the party leadership develops under the Jl'"SSUD' of
democratization and of the groWing importance of professional poli
ticians, party officials and employees of interest groups, and which
repercussions this has for parliamentary life.

•
3. Democratization and Demagoguery

The popular view of the German literati quickly disposes of the
question about the effect of democratization ~ The demagogue will rise
to the top, and the succeJ;sful demagogue is he who is most unscrupulous
in his wooing of the masses. An idealization of the realities ()f life would
be useless self-deception. The assertion about the increasing importance

, of the demagogue has often been correct in this negative sense, and it is
indeed correct if properly understood. In the negative sense it is true of
democracy to about the same extent as, for the impact of. monarchy, the
remark that some decades ago a well-known general made to an aut<r
rratic monarch : "Your Majesty will soon be exclusively surrounded by
scoundrels." A matter-of-fact consideration of democratic leadership
selection will always include a comparison with other organizations and
,their systems of selection. A glance at the personnel affaiIS Qf bureau
cratic organizations, including the best officers' corps, suffices to make
dear the following: A genuine acknowledgment by subordinates that
a superior "deserves" his position is not the rule but the exception, espe
cially in the. case of new superiors who have advanced, fast. Profound,
skepticism about the wisdom of appointments, both with regard to the
motives of those making them~ with respect to the means employed
by, those who have l?een particularly fortunate in obtaining their p0si
tions, ..dominates thdtAttitudes of the great majority of serious insiders
quite irrespective of all petty gossip. But this mostly silent critique is not
noticed by the public, which thus has no inkling of it. Coun~ expe,ri
ences, which everybody can make all about him, teach that the ~ualiiy
which best guarantees promotion is a measure of pliancy -tuwaid, tile
apporatus, the degree of the subotdinate', "convenience" for.8& "'f'"'ior.
'I'hc selection is, on theavera~e.certainly not one of born~

.. l"be same skepti~m of the insiders preVails iJI. quite 8 few- ases
, with "'ll"tt1 to acOdentic appointments, although l"Iblic COIltroi~

be able ..-" itself here in view of the public~ of tile ........
'. '

'.
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plishments, something that generally is not true in the case of officials.
However, the politician and, above all, the party leader who is rising
to public pQwer is exposed to public scrutiny through the criticism of
opponents and competitors and can be certain that, in the struggle
against him, the motives and means of his ascendancy will be ruthlessly
publicized. Sober observation should therefore show that the selection
within the party demagogy proceeds, by and large, by no means accord
ing to less useful criteria ,than does the selection behind the dosed doors
of bureaucracy. Contrary examples are provided only by new countries
such as the United States, but for the Germanic states in Europe a
denial of this observation would be plainly insupportable. Moreover, if
even a completely incompetent chief of staff [Helmuth von Moltke} at
the beginning of the World War is not supposed to be an argument
against the monarchy's ability to recruit leaders, then it is also inadmis~

sible to hold their blunders in recruitment against the democracies.
However, we do not want to pursue further these politically sterile

comparisons and recriminations. The decisive point is that for the tasks
of national leadership only such men are prepared who have been
selected in the course of the political struggle, since the essence of all
politics is struggle. It Simply happens to be a fact that such preparation j

is, on the average, accomplished better by the much-IQaligned "craft of 1.
demagoguery" than by the clerk's office, which in turn provides an :
infinitely superior training for efficient administration. Of courSe, fOliti-
cal demagoguery can lead to striking misuses. It can happen that a mere
rhetorician without superior intellect and political character gains a
strong power position. But this description would not even apply to an
August Bebel,H for he had character, although he lacked a superior-'
mind. The period of his persecution [in the eighteen-seventies] and the
accident that he was one of the earliest [Social Democratic} leaders, but
also that personal quality brought him the unreserved trust of the
masses, which intellectually far superior party members could not rival.
Eugen Richter, Ernst Lieber, Matthias Erzberger-they all belong to a
similar type.f8 They were successful "demagogues," in contrast to· far
superior intellects and temperaments who could not gain power in their
parties despite their rhetorical triumphs before the masses. That is no
accident-yet it is not a consequence of democratization; rather, it re-
sults from the constraints that impose "negative politics."

Democratization and demagogy belong together, but-let us repeat
this----independently of the kind of constitution, insofar as the masses,
can no .longer be treated as purely passive objects of administration,
that is, insofar as their attitudes have some active import. After all, the
road to demagogy has also been chosen, in their own manner, by the
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modem nil:1Jl:l.rchies. They use speeches, telegrams and propaganda
devices of all kinds for the promotion of their prestige; nobody can
claim th?t this kind of political propaganda has proved less dangerous
Jor the national interest than the most passionate demagogy [of party
19dersJ at election times. Quite to the contrary. In the midst of the

;war we nOw encounter even the phenomenon that an admiral engages
in demagogy. The jurisdictional struggles betwe~n the FOlmer chancellor
[Bethmann-Hollweg] and Admiral von Tirpiti were brought before the
public in a wild campaign by the latter's followers (and"v,tith his tolera
tion, as was correctly emphasized in the Reiehstag); domestic interests
jOined the .fray on the admiral's side, so tha[ a military and diplomatic
issue that could he resolved only with the most thorough knowledge of
the facts [i.e., the issue of unrestrained submarine warfare] became the
object of an unparalleled demagoguery among the masses, which in this
case were indeed "uncritical," that is, without any means of judgment.
Hence nobody can claim that "demagoguery" is a characteristic of a
constitutioIlBH~' democr3tic polity. ::rhe revolting battles of the satraps
and intrig.ws .:J '~andid3tes for (1 ministry in Januarf 1913 also were
carried into the press and publiC me~tjngs. These demagogic activi
ties had SOffiE impJ.ct. In GermJ.ny we have demagoguery and t...1e
pressure of the rabble without democracy, or rather because of the
absence of an orderly democracy.

However, we want to discuss here only the actual import of dema
gogy for the Structure of political le,!dership; thus we want to raise the
question of the relationship betwt.:cn democracy and parliamer;tarism.

4. PlebisCitary Leadership and Parliamentary Control

Active mass democratization means th~t the political leader is no
longer proclaimed a .candidate because he has proved himself in a circle
of honoratiores, then becoming a leader because of his parliamentary ac·
complishments, but that he gains the trust and the faith of -the masses
in him and his power with the means of mass demagogy. In substance,
this means a shift toward the caesarist mode of selection. Indeed, every
democracy tends in this direction. After all, the specifically caesarist
technique is the plebiscite. It is not an ordinary vote or election, but a
profession of faith in the calling of him who demands these acclama
tions. The caesarist leader rises either in a military fashion, as a military
dictator like Napoleon I, who had his position affinned through a plebi
scite; or he rises in the bourgeOis fashion; through plebiscitary .affinna..
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tion, acquiesced in by the army. of a claim to power on the part of a
non-military politician. such as Napoleon III. Both avenues are as
antagonistic to the parliamentary principle as they are (of course) to
the legitil'nism of the hereditary monarchy. Every kind of direct popular
election of the supreme ruler and, bey~nd that, every kind of political
power that RISts on the con6dence of the masses and not of parliament
-this includes· also the position of a popular military hero like Hinden
burg-lies on the road to these "pure" forms of caesarist acclamation.
In particular, this is true of th~\positionof the President of the United
States, whose superiority over·parliament derives from his (formally)
democratic nomination and election. The hopes that a caesarist figure
like Bismarck attached to universal suffrage and the manner of his
anti-parliamentary demagogy also point in the same direction, although
they were adapted. in formulation and phraseology, to the given legiti
mist conditions of his ministerial position. The circumstances of Bis-
marek's departure from office de~onstrate the manner in which heredi
tary legitimism reacts against these caesarist powers. Every parliamentary
democracy eagerly seeks to eliminate, as dangerous to parliament's power,
the plehiscitary methods of leadership Iiflt ction. A notable instance is
found in the present French constitution <and the French election law,
which aboHshed Hst voting [;n ,889] booause of the Boulang;st danger.
However, French parliamentary democracy paid with that lack of
authority of the supreme powers amona the masses that is typical of
France and. so characteristically different from the position of the Presi
dent of the United States. By contrast, in democratized hereditary
monarchies the caesarist-plebiscitary element is always much attenuato:l, '
hut it is not absent. As a matter of fact, the position of the present J
British Prime M~ter [Lloyd George] is based not at all on the con- I,"

fidence of parHament and hs parties, but on that 01 the masses in the
country and of the anny in the field, Parliament acquiesces (with con'
siderahle inner reluctance). ~

, Thus, the contrast between the plehiscitary and the parli8men.tary ~

.'Se1ecti~~_~f leafd=th is quite reaVl. ~oweverth 'factuallthe.existe7lc€ ~ parliament ,I'.
is not U5eJ.ess or at matter. is-a~vis e y caesanst lqaesenta-
tive of the masses it safegualds in England J) -the continuity and 2.)
the supervision of his power position, 3) the preservation of civil rights,-'
4) a suitable politica1proving ground of the politicians wooing the con
fidence of the masseS, and ,) the peaceful eliminan"1m of the caesarist
dictatoc once he h,aS lost the trust of the masses. However, since the
great political decisions, even and especially in a democracy, are un
avoidably made by few men, mass democracy has bought its successes
since Pericles' times with major concessions to the caesarist principle of
~g leaders. In the large American municipalities, for --example,
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corruption has been checked ouly by plehiscitary municipal dictators,
whom the trust of the masses·gave the right of establishing their own
administrative agencies. And wherever democratic mass parties found
themselves confronted with great tasks, they were obliged to submit
more or less unconditionally to leaders who held the confidence of the
m~sses.

\Ve have just illustrated, with the Briti~}; example, the ~mportance

that under this circumstance parliament retains in a Dl8S$ democracy.
However, there are not only subjectively sincere "socialists," hut also
subjectively sincere "democrats" who hate the parliamentary enterprise
so much that they advocate "socialism without parliament" or "de
mocracy without parliament," Of course, nobody can "refute" over
whelmingly powerful antipathies. But it is necessary to clarify what
would be their practical consequence in a state with our monarchic
constitution. What then would be a democracy without any parJiamen
tarism in the Gennan political order with its authoritarian bureaucracy?

. Such a merely passive democratization would be a wholly pure foen
of uncontrolled bureaucram domination, so familiar to us, which would
caJl itself a "monarchic regiment." Or, if we relate this democratization
to the economic reconstruction that these "socialists" hope for, it would
be a modern rational counterpart of the ancient liturgical state. Inter*
est groups legitimized and (allegedly) controlled by the state bureau~

cracy would be actively the agents of corporate self~ministration, and
passively they would be the carriers « the public burdens. The civil
servants would then be supervised by these pr06t"Oriented asSociations,
but neither by the monarch who wooIIJ be quite incapable of doing it,
nor by !he amen who would lack • ~ntation.

Let lis take a closer look at this .-IcJn of the future. Such passive
demu: i •••Oa WQJ1d not, for the r· • :able future;Iead to the elimi
nation ti,"priftte entrepreneur,~, if -there wriu1d be far~reaching
nationalintQ\; tather, it would inl"lJlw: a syndicalization of big and
small~, small propertyless~s and wage earneIS, through
whic.b the emoomic·opportunities cl ach category would somehow be
regulated md-this is the crucial iiiA:l' ,be monopolistically guaran*
teed. This would be socialism in abc:ut the same manner in which the
ancient Egyptian "New Kingdom" W8S socialist. It would be dem~racy

only if provisions were made for giving the will of the masses decisive
influence on the management of this syJidicalized f!CQnomy. It is in*
ronceinhle how this could be dooe without··"S¢pJ:esmtation 'Sllfe
guanling the power of the masses .,d =tin~y controlling the
syndicates: that is, without a demo< 'Mimi parli~ ~~ would be
able to inteneue in the substantive _ personnel affairs of this ad*
,ministl'atioP. Without a popular repttseatation of the present type an
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econ!)rny of such industry associations can bt~ expected to evolve a guild
policy of protecting everybody's livelihood, and thus to move toward
a stationary ecr:nomy and the elimination of any interest in economic
rationalization. For evcryw-here the coneem with a eDqXlmte guarantee
c_f a Hvelihcod has been decisive for economic groups that dispose of no

. or little capital as SOOn as they were monopolistically organized. He
li1'ho wants to consider this an ideal of a "democratic" or "socialist" fu·
ture is weicome to do so. But it takes the very shallow dilettantism of
the literati to mistake such a cartellization of profit and wa~ interests
for the ideal, so frequendy propagated. nowadays, according to which
the production of goods he adapted in the future to n~ and not, as
at preSent, too profit mterest-a contusion that arises time and again.
For to -realize this last ideal it would obviollSly be ntx:essary to proceed
not from a cartellization and monopolization of profit interet.ts, but from
the exact opposite: the organization of comumer interests. The economic
organization of the future would have to be established not in the
manner of state-controlled compulsory producer cartels, guilds and
trade unions, but in the manner of a huge, state-controlled and ('{nn·
pulsory consume, cooperative; the lauer, in tum. WQuid regulate pro
duction <lccording to Jem,mrl, as some consumer cooperatives already
do (through production of their own). Again, it cannot be imaged
how the "democfaQc" interests-those of the mass of the consumers
can be protected in .any way other than through a parliament that also
can control national production continuously.

But this is enough about such pipe dreams. The complete aboli
tion of the parliaments has not yet been demanded seriously by any'
democrat, no matter how much he is opposed to their present form.
Probably every democrat would like to retain them as the agency for
enforcing the public control of- administration, for determining the
budget and finally for deliberating and passing laws--runctions for
which parliaments are indeed irreplaceable in all democracies. The op
position, insofar as it is sincerely democratic and not, as is usually the
case, a dishonest screen for bureaucratic power interests, desires es
sentially two things: I) that laws should be made not through parlia
mentary decision but through compulsory popular vote; 2) that the
parliamentary system should not exist, that means, the parliaments.
should not be the recruiting grounds for the national leaders and par·
liamentary confidence should not be decisive for their tenure in office.
As is well known, this is the established rule in the American de
mocracy; partly it derives from the direct popular election of the head
of state and·of other officials, and partIy from the so-called principle of
the "separation of powers." However, American democracy teaches the
lesson, with sufficient clarity, that the elimination of parliamentarlsm
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in this manner provides no more of a guarantee for impartial and in~

corruptible administration than does the parliamentary system itself.
the exact opposite is the case, It is true that, by and ,large, the popular
election of the head of state has not worked out badly. The number of
really unsuitable presidents has at least not been larger during the last
decades than that of unfit monarchs in the hereditary monarchies.
However, with the principle of popular election of civil servants the
Americans themselves are satisfied only to a very limited extent: If
applied generally, this principle eliminates not only what technically
distinguishes the bureaucratic machinery: bureaucratic discipline, but it
also fails to provide any guarantee for the quality of the officials in a
large state. It puts the selection of candidates into the hands of invisible
cliques which, by comparison with parliamentary parties and their
leaders, are highly irresponsible toward the public. The candidates are
presented to the voters who themselves have no capacity for technical
judgment. This is a most unsuitable form of filling administrative posi~

tions that require specialized. technical training. It is precisely with re
gard to the most recent and advanced administrative functions, hut also
with regard to judgeships, that the trained officials appointed by the
elected head of state in the United States are technically, and insofar
as corruption is concerned, incomparably superior. After all, the selec
tion of trained civil servants and that of political leaders are two different
things, - By contrast, the mistrust against the powerless and therefore
corrupt parliaments of the individual American states has Jed to an ex
pansion of direct popular legislation.

The plebiscite, as a means of election as well as of legislation, has
inherent technical limitations, since it only answers ."Yes" or "No," No
where in mass states does it take over the most important function of
parliament, that of detennining the budget. In such cases the plebiscite
would also obstruct most seriously the passing of alI bills thatresuIt
from a compromise between conflicting interests, for the moSt diverse
reasons can lead to a "No" if there is no means of accommodating op
posed interests through negotiation, The referendum does not know the
compromise, upon which the majority of all laws is based in every mass
state- with strong regional, social, religious and other cleavages. It is
hard to imagine how in a mass state with severe' class tensions tax laws
other than progressive income taxation, property confiscations and "na
tionalizations" can be adopted through popular vote. These difficulties
might perhaps not impress a socialist, However, we know of no example
when a state apparatus exposed to the pressures of a referendum has
effectively enforced such often nominally exorbitant and partly con
6scatory property taxes; this is as true of the United States as it is of
the Swiss Cantons, in which the conditions are very favorahle since
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the population, by virtue of old tradition, thinks in terms <If substaptive
issues and is well schooled in political matters. Moreover, the plebi
scitary principles weaken the autonomous role of the party leader and
the responsibility of the civil servants. A disavowal of the leading of
ficials through a plebiscite which rejects their proposals does not and
cannot enforce their resignation, as does a vote of no-conndence in par~

liamentary states, for the negative V9te does not identify its reasons and
does not oblige the negatively voting mass, as it does a parliamentary
majority voting against a government, to replace, the disavowed officials
with its own responsible leaders. , '

Finally, the more the direct matgement of economic enterprises by
the state bureaucracy were to grow, he more awkward would be the lack
of an independent control organ at would have the power, as the
parliaments do, to demand publicly information from the all~powerful

officials and to call them to acCOWlt. The specific means of purely plebi~

scitary democracy: direct popular elections and referenda, and even
more, $0 the instrument .of the recall. are completely unsuitable in the.
mass ~te for the selection of trained officials and for the critique of
their '-performance. Since the importance of interested money is not
negligible for the parties' campaigns even in parliamentary elections, its
power and the impetus of the demagogic apparatus supported by it
would increase all the more immensely if in a mass state popular elec·
tions, and referenda were to prevail <:ompletely.

I~ is, of course, true that compulsory voting and the referendum are
the radical opposite of the situation so often deplored, namely, that the
citizen in the parliamentary state fulfills no other political function than
putting a ballot, provided ready-made by the parties, into a box every
few years. It has been questioned whether this is really a means of
political education: Without any doubt, it is that only under the can

~,ditions, discussed earlier, of public scrutiny and control of the ad
"ministration which accustoms the citizens to the continuous o~rva~
tion of the administration of their affairs. However, die compulsory
referendum may call the citizen to the ballot box dozens of times within
a few months in order to decide about laws; the compulsory election
imposes upon him the voting for long lists of candidates who are com
pletely unknown to him and whose technical qualittcati,ons fw~ he
cannot judge. It is true that the absence of technical quali6onioos
(which the, monarch himself does not have either) is in itself no argu
ment a~st .the" democratic selection of the officials. It is certainly not
necessary to be a shoemaker in ozder to-lnow whether a shoe fits. How~
ever, no' only' the dange' of ~ng apathy, but also of etroneous
identi6cation~0f thoseresponsibJe for abuses is extremely great if spe
cialized officials are popularly elected, whereas in a parliamentaIJ system

•
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the voter makes the leaders of the~ which appointed the officials
responsible for their perfonnance. Andlinsofar as technically complicated
laws are concerned, the referendum cim all too easily put the result in
the hands of hidden, but skillfully manipulating interests. In this respect,
the conditions in European countries, with their highly developed
trained officialdom, are essentWly different from those in the United
States, where the referendum is considered the only corrective against
the corruption of the inevitably subaltern legislatures.

These arguments are not directed against the use of the referendum
as ultima ratio in suitable cases, even though the conditions in mass
states differ hom those of Switzerland [where this- method is applied}.
But the plebiscite does not make powerful parliaments superBuous in
large states. As an organ of public control o~ the officials and of really
"public" administration, as a means for the elimination of un6t top
officials, as a locus for establishing the budget and for reaching com~

promises among parties, parliament remains indispensable in the e1ec-
, toral democracies. In hereditary monarchies it is all the more indispen

sable, since the monarch c....".not just go along with popularly elected.
officials nor, if he appoints the officials, take sides, lest his specific do
mestic function be compromised: to make possible a conOictless solution
in cases when the political mood and the balance of p:>wer are hot
clear. Apart from being a check upon '''caesarist'' leaders, parliamentary
power is necessary in hereditary monarcPies because there may be long
periods in which no one appears to hold the confidence of the ~.
to a fairly gene:rai degree. Everywhere the problem of succession has
been ~.he Achilles heel of purely caesarist domination. The rise, neutral·'
ization and ellmination of a caesarist leader occur most easily without
the danger of a domestic catastrophe when the effective CCHlomination'
of powerful representative bodies preserves the political continuity and.
the constitutional guarantees of civil oIder. , ,;,J

The point that really offends the democrats who are hostile to ~ .. t.:i
liament is apparently the largely voluntaristic character of the partisan-. ""
pursuit of politics and hence also of the parliamentary parties. As we ,~.

have seen, "active" and "passive" political participants indeed stand' at
opposite poles under this system. The political enterprise is an enter-
prise of interested persons, (We do not mean those materially interested
persons who influence politics in every form of state, hut those politically
interested men who strive for political power and responsibility in order
to realize certain political ideas,) This very pursuit of interests, then•.i$
the essenti~l. part of the matter. For it is not the politically passive
"mass" that produces the leader from its midst, .but the political leader
recruits his following and wins the mass through "dema~rogy." This is
true even under the most democratic form of state, Therefore, the
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opposite question is much more pertinent: Do the parties in a fully
developed mass democracy pennit at all the rise of men with leadership
capacities? Can they at all absotb new ideas? For they succumb to
bureaucratization quite as does the state apparatus. The founding of
new parties, with the necessary organizational apparatus and newspapers,
requires today suchan investment of funds and labor, and is so difficult
in view of the entrenched power of the existing press, that it is prac
tically almost out, of the question. (Only the plutocracy of the war
profiteers has under the' very special conditions of the war succeeded on
this score [with the establishment of the Fatherland Party].)

The existing parties are stereotyped. Their bureaucratic positions
provide the "maintenance" of the incumben~s. Their store of ideas has
largely been fixated in propaganda literature and the pr.rty press. The
material interests of the publisherssnd authors resist the devaluation
of this body of literature through the transformation of ideas. The pr0

fessional politician, finally, who must live "off" the party, least of all
;.;,,"ants to iee his intellectual equipment of ideas and slogans outmoded.
Hence, the reception of new ideas proceeds relatively fast only there,
where parties completely devoid of principles and devoted only to office
patronage, as in the United States, add to their "platforms" whichever
"planks" they think will gain them the most votes.

TIle rise of new leaders appears even more difficult. For a long time
the same leaders have been seen at the helm of German parties; these
leaders in most cases deserve personally highest regard, but just as often
they do not excdeither intellectually or in strength of political tempera
ment. We '.H~ve already mentioned the typical guild resentment against
new men--this is in the nature of things. On this score, too, conditions
are partly diHerent in parries as the American ones. There it is the rulers
of the parties, the bosses, \I.'ho have a very stable position. They only
want power, not honor or responsibility. For the sake of preserving
their own power they do not expOse themselves to the vagaries of a
candidacy, which would lead to a public discussion of their political
practices and thus could compromise the :chances of the party. They
therefore frequently present, even if reluctantly, "new men" as candi
dates. They don't mind that as long as these candidates are "reliable"

. in their sense. They do nominate them unwillingly, but" perforce, if
these.men have such a vote-getting power, by virtue of their "newness,"
hence by virtue of some spectacular achievement, that their candidacy
appears necessary in the interest of electoral victory. These practices,

.l which have come into being under the conditions of direct election,
are not at all transferable to Germany and are scarcely desirable here.
Just as little transferable are the French and Italian conditions, the. con
sequence of thE: p2rty structure in these countries, under which a fairly
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limited number of political personalities considered suitable for a minis~

terial post (ministrable), occasionally supplemented by new men, rotate
in the leading positions in ever different combinations.

The English conditions are very different. Men with political tem~

perament and leadership qualifications have there appeared and risen
in sufficient numbers within the parliamentary career line (which we
cannot describe here) and also within the parties, which are strictly
organized through the caucus system. On the one hand, the parliamen
tary career offers very good opportunities to men with political ambition
and the will to power and responsibility; on the other, the parties are
forced by the "caesarist" feature of mass democracy to submit to men
with political temperament and talent as soon as these prove that they
can win the confidence of the masses. The chance for a potential leader
to get to the top is a function, as it turns out time and again, of the
parties' power chances. Neither the parties' caesarist cha?1cter and mass
demagogy nor their bureaucratization and stereotyped public image are

, in themselves a rigid barrier for the rise of leaders. Especially the welI
organized parties that really want to exercise state power must subordi
nate themselves to those who hold the confidence of the masses, if they
are men with leadership abilities; in contrast, the loose following in the
French parliament is, as is well known, the real home of pure parliamen~ ~.

tary intrigues, In turn, however, the solid party organization and, above
all, the necessity for the leader to train and prove himself through con
ventionally prescribed participation in parliamentary committee work,
guarantees fairly well that these caesarist truStees of the masses respect
the established constitutional arrangements and that they are selected
not purely emotionally, that means, merely according to "demagogic"
qualities in the negative sense of the word. Particularly under the con
tempOrary conditions of selection, a strong parliament and responsible
parliamentary parties, hence their function as a recruiting and proving
ground of mass leaders as statesmen, are basic conditions for maintain
ing continuous and consistent policies.

5· The Outlook for Effective Leadership in
Postwar Germany

The pohtical danger of mass democracy for the polity lies first of all
in the possibility that emotional elements will predominate in politics.
The "mass" as such (irrespective of the social strata which it comprises
in any given case) thinks only in short-!"Un terms. For it is, as every
experience teaches, always exposed to direct, purely emotional and ir-
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rational inBuence. (It has this in common, incidentally, with the modem
"self-governing" monaniliy, which produces the same phenomena.) A
cool and clear mind-and successful politics, especially democratic poIi.
tics depends, after all, on that-prevails in responsible decision-making
the more. I) the smaller the number of decision-makers is, and :z.) the
dearer the responsibilities are to each of them and to those whom they
lead. The superiority of the American Senate over the House of. Repre
sentatives, for example, is largely a function of the. smaller number of
senato1'S; the best political achievements of the EngliSh parliament are
products of unequivocal responsibility. Wherever such unambiguous
~sibility defaults, the "Party system fails like any other kind of
domination. From the viewpoint of the national interest the political
utility of solidly organized interest groups rests on the same basis.. Com
pletely irrational, from the salJle viewpoint, is the unorganized "mass"
the democracy of the streetS! It is strongest in countries with either a

;> pmrerIess or a politically discredited parliament, that means, above all,
"r in ~ntries without rationalLy organized parties. In Gennan.y, apart

&om the absence of the Latin coffee-house culture and the presence of
a calmer temperament, organizations such as the trade unions, but
also the Social Democratic party, constitute a very important counter
balance against the direct and irrational moh rule typical of purely
plebiscitary peoples. From the Hamburg cholera epidemic [of 1892] to the
present time it has heen necessary to appeal repeatedly to these organiza
tions for help whenever the state apparatus proved inadequate. That must
not he forgotten once the times of hat:ds:hip are over.
" In Germany, too, the difficult first postwar years will be a severe

test fat: the discipline 'Of the masses. There can he no doubt that the
" trade unions, in particular, will face unprecedented difficulties. For the

up-and-coming young workers, who now earn ten times as much as in
peacetime and~eDjoy a temporary license that will never recur, are being
dishahituated from any sense of solidarity and any capacity to adapt
to, and he useful for, the organized economic struggle. A "syndicalism
of immaturity" will flare up once this youth is confronted .with the
nonnalcy of peacetime. It is certain that we wilt epcounter plenty of

, purdy emotional "radicalism" of this kind. In the population centers
attempts at a syndicalist putsch are quite possible, just as is a mighty
groundswe1l, in view of the serious economic situation, of the political
mood represented by the Liebknecht group. We must ask whether the
masses will persist in the sterile negativism toward the state that must
be anticipated. That is :J question of nerves. The outcome will depend,
first of all; on whether the proud saying: "The appeal to fear finds no
response in Getman hearts," will prove itself on the thrones. Mo~ver,
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the outcome will depend on whether such explosions trigger again the
familiar fear of the propertied, that means, whether the emotional effect
of the blind fury of the masses will activate the equally emotional and
senseless cowardice of the bourgeoisie, just as the beneficiaries of un~

controlled bureaucracy hope.
Against putsch, sabotage and similar politically sterile outbreaks,

which OCcur in all countries-even though less 'frequently here as else-
where-every government, including the most democratic and the most
socialist, would have to proclaim martial law if it does not want to risk
the consequences that now appear in Russia. No further word is needed
on this score. But: The proud traditions of peoples which are politically
mature and free from cowardice have always proved themselves in such
situations in that they kept their nerve and a cool head, crushed force
with force, but then tried to resolve soberly the tensions that had led
to the outbreak.~bove all, in that they immediately restored the guar
antees of civil liberties and in general did not let such events interfere
with the m~nner of their political decision~making. In Germany, how
ever, one can be qltite assured that the beneficiaries of the old order
and of un.controIJed bureaucracy will exploit every outbreak of syndical
ist putschislQ"no matter how insignificant, in order to scare our philistine
b9urgeoisie· wn;ch, unfortunately, still has pretty weak nerves. Among
~e most shameful experiences during the tenure cf Chancellor Mi
chaelis we must note that speculation on the cowardice of the bour
geoisie which expressed itself in the attempt to exploit in a sensational
fashion, and for purely partisan purposes, the behavior of a few dozen
pacifist fanatia>, without regard for the effect uPon aUf enemies-and
also upon our allies. After the war similar intrigues wiJI be repeated on
a larger scale. By its reaction the German nation will then demonstrate
whether it has attained political maturity. We would have to despair
of our political future if these mac~linations were to succeed; unfor
tunately, some experiences make this appear a posSibility.
, In Germany the democratization of the parties on the left and the
right is a fact that cannot be undone-on the right it takes the form of
an unscrupulous demagogy that has a counterpart not even in France.
However, the democratization of the suffrage is a compelling demand
of the hour, which can no longer be postponed, especially in the Ger
man hegemonial state -[Prussia]. Apart from all other considerations,
reasons of state require, (I) since the equal suffrage is today the only
way of ending the suffrage struggles, that their sterile pelpetuation, which
has led to such profound bitterness, must be eliminated from the
political scene befOre the soldiers return from the .field for the reconstruc
tion of the Hate; (2) that it must be viewed as politically unaceept-
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able to put the returning soldiers at an electoral disadvantage vis-a.-vis
those strata which maintained, or even increased, their social position,
property and customers during the time when they at the front laid down
their lives for those who stayed home. Of course, the obstruction of this
political necessity is possible, but this would have terrible consequences.
Never again would the nation be as solidary in the face of an external
threat as it was in August 1914. We would be condemned to remain a
small and conservative country, perhaps with a fairly good public ad
ministration in purely technical respects, but at any rate a provincial
people without the opportunity of counting in the arena of world poli
tics-and also without any moral right to it}9

NOTES

I. Unless otherwise indicated, the notes and the emendations in the text are
by the English editors, as are the subheadings within sees. i--v, which merely in
tend to give the reader a better orientation.

From Max Weber, Gesammdte politische Schri{-ten, ed. Johannes Winckel
mann (2d ed.; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1958), 294-394. The essays were first pub
lished together in the series "Die innere Politik," edited by Siegmund Hellmann
(Munchen and Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot, 1918). In certain passages Weber
drew On Part Two of WiTtschaf: und GeH!Il.schaft, which was unpublished at the
time. Hence, the reader willl1nd certain repetitions in Weber's exposition of rule
by notables and by bureaucrats, but at the same time he can observe the linkage
between Weber's political views and his scholarly perception of secular changes.
Yet as Weber himself points out in the preface, he does not claim scienti.6.c author
ity for his political views. Furthennore, the reader should keep in'mind that the,
essay originated in newspaper articles which repeated the main points with prop
agandistic persistence. Weber's "Politics as a Vocation," which is his best known
political essay in the United States, in tum takes up some of the themes of his
wartime writings. It is truly the sum of his political perspeeti'/e, but in its brev
ity it is even more of an occasional piece than the earlier political writings and
hence in need of more l'xtensive and concrete elaborations such as the present
~ss"v"

In cecent yer>.rs Weber's politics have been given considerable a"ttention. The
FolJllwing selection is useful as background reading for his political writings; it
also contains many ....derences to other pertinent literature: Arnold Bergstcisser,
"Max \Veber~ Antrittsvoriesung in zeitgeschichtlicher Perspektive," Vierteljahn
hefre {iir Zeitge::this::hte, {-oJ. 5, 1957, 2°9-19; Colo Mann, ''Max Weber als
Politiker." Neue Rundschau, vol. 75, 1964, 380-4°°; Wolfgang Mommsen,
Max iil/eber und die deutsche Politik, 189<>-1920 (Tubingen: Mohr, t959); id.,
"Max Weber's Political Sociology and "His Philosophy of World History," Inter
national Social Science ]ourm<l, vol. 7, 1965, 23-45: for an expanded version,
see "Universalgeschichtliches und politisches Denken bei Max Weber," HistOT
1sche ZeitschTift, vol. 201, 1965, 557-612; Guenther Roth, ''Political Critiques
of Max Weber; Some Implications for Political Sociology," American Sociological
Review, vol. 30, 1965, 2l3-223; Gustav Schmidt, Deutscher Historismus und
der Obergang ZUT pllrlamentarischen Demo/tratie ("Historische Stl::!dien," vol.
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398; Lubeck: Matthiesen, 1964); Gerhard Schuh, "Geschichtliche Theorie und
politisches Denken bei Max Weber," Vieruljahrshefte fUr Zeitgeschichte, vol. 12,

, 1964, 325-35°.
2. Sections i to iii had originally heen published in the Frcmkfurter Zeitung

of May 27, June 5/6 and June :14, 1917 under the title "German Padiamen
tarianism in Past and Future". CE. the bibliography in Eduard Baumgarten, ed.,
Mia: Webn'-Werk und PerSOft (Tuhingen: Mohr, 1964), 71 Ii also Winckel
mann's introduction to CPS, 2d ed., XXXV. On the fall of Chancellor Berhmann
Hollweg on July 14, 1917 and the short rule of Chancellor Michaelis (until Oc
tober 30, 1917), see below, notes 2.7 and 29.

3. Moritz Busch (1821-1899) was Bismarck's principal press agent and
official eulogist. His memoirs, Bismarck: Some Secret Pages of his Hiswr;y (Lon
don: Macmillan. 1898), were 6rst published in England because of anticipated
libel problems in Germany.

4. After the initial measures of Bismarck's struggle to control the Catholic
church (the so-called Kultwkampf, 1872.-1887, which was strongly supported
by the liberal parties), an attempt on his life was made by a certain Kullmann,
an unemployed Catholic cooper. at Bad Kissingen in July 1874. As again in 1878.
when the Social Democrats were saddled with the responsibility for the Hodel
and Nobiling attempts on the old Emperor's life, Bismarck immediately tried to
~m this incident to political adYantage in his conHiet with the Center party.
"You may renounce this murderer as much as you want," he exclaimed (very
much alive) in the next bu~get debate, "but he hangs tightly on to your coat
tails; it is you whom he calis his party." See Karl Sachem, Vorgeschichte, Ge
schichte und Politi.lr. der deutsehen Zentrumspartei, III (Koln: Sachem, 192.7);
219f.

5. Friedrich _Julius Stahl (1802-1861) and Ludwig von Gerlach (1795
1877), both advisers of the romantic Prussian king Frederick William lV, were
leaden; of Protestant agrarian conservatism in mid-rentury Prussia. Stahl. one of
the most effective spokesmen of the: Divine Right of kings after the 1848 revolu
tion. was inAuenrial in shaping the Prussian consi-iution of 1850 along conserv
ative lines_ Gerlach. a co-founder of the Kre-,u;-::dtung, opposed Bismarck to the
end, to the point of sitting with the Center delegates in the posH870 Reichstag.
On the older Christian-Socialmovcment in general, see W. O. Shanahan. Ger
man Protestants Fm:e the Social Question; The Conservative Phase, 1815-1871
(Notte Dame: University of NO!re l)ame Press,. 1954).

6. Rudolf von Bellni~ (t824-J902), Joseph Ve!k (r8I9-,882) and
.Franz August Freihecr &:henk von Stauffc:lberg (1834-1901) were leaden; of
the National-Liberal party. Bennigsen headed the party from 1866 to 1898; he
lefused a seat in the government in : 877 and retired from the ReichslJ1g from
1883 to 1887, because he felt be could no longer cooperate with Bismarck.
TIre right-wing Volk left the party in the ill:.l dispute over tariff legislation in
1878; the South·Gennan S!auHenberg was olle of the leaders of the left-wing
Sezession in z88L Benedikt Fram. Leo Waldeck (1802-1870) WllS the leader of
the democratic left in the Prussian Nationa! A;;semi:.ly of ! 848 ~nd again in the
Prussian diet during the Constitutional ConBict, ,861-1869'

7. Weber's father. Max Weber 81:"0' played a significant role iJ::! the Berlin
NationelLiberal party of the Bisnu",-'Ckian era as a dty magistrate, deputy in the
Pru~sian Diet and some-time deputy in the Reidutag. Bennigsen, Miqud. rlnd
otter l~aders of the party were frequent guests in his house, and "already the
half-grown sons were permitted ... to overhear the political disputes and absorb
wh"tever they could undentand" (Marianne Weber. Ma>: Weber [Tiibingen:
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Mohr, 1926], 42). Although Weber was only 14 yeats old in 1878, the interesll
of the early-maturing boy ranged far into p:llitical matters (cE. the letters of the
14- and 1;-year old reprinted in Baumgarten, Ma:c Weber, cp. cit., 6-13); hence
these and the following statements may indeed be based on his own memories
from that period.

8. Bismarck established the Reich as a federation of the ruling dynasties
which were represented in the Bundesmt (Federal Council); they formally c0n

trolled all legislation and "governed" through its president,the chancellor who
was appointed by the emperor and who normally was also prime minister of
Prussia. The Reidutag was the only "unitary" institution, i.e. one representiDg
the German people as a whole, hut it had only deliberative and hudgetary powers
and no control over the federal government. Many state functions----churches,
education, the railroads, the post office, in the case of Bavaria even the anny
remained under the jurisdiction of the individual states. The central institu
tions which did exist were dominated by Prussia.

9. On the background of the Prussian Constitutional Conflict, which
brought Bismarck to p:lwer, see Eugene N. Anderson, The Social and Politic41
Conftict in Prussia: 1858-1861 (Lincoln: The University of Nehraska Press,
(954).

zo. Ludwig Windthorst (1812-189.1), a former Hanoverian mInIster of
justice, was the leader of the Catholic Center party and as such Bismarek's
major parliamentary antagonist, although sometimes a cooperating one, -during
the latter's entire incumbency.

II. On Bismarek and the anri-socialist legislation, see Guenther Roth, Tn.
Social Democrats in Imperial Germany (Totowa, N.].: The Bedminster Press,
1963), ch. III; Vernon L. Lidtke, The Outlawd Party: Social DemOCTacr in
Germany, ,878-,890 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, t966).

n. When Bismarck, in 1879, wanted to nise the C".J$toms tariffs in order
to make the Reich less dependenr upon the Jinancial contr:i~utions of the mP:tnber
st'ltes, the particulerist (but protectionist) Center party, whose votes he needed,
insisted that any excess of the new revenues above 130 million marks be trans-'
f(:ned to the stares; if the Reich wanted any share of such sums, the question
would again be thrown into parliament, which voted the annual mamcular
c:ontn"butions. GeorJI: von und zu FranckensQCin (1825-189°), a prominent
Bavarian member or the party, was the author of this clause. In Prussia it was
complemented by the Huene bill (1885-1893). the work of the Center deputy
and Silesian landowner Karl Huene Baron von Hoiningen (1837-19°0), which
required that the Prussian state pass on all but r5 million marks of the windfall
Franckenstein monies to the counties and munfciJ-lities "in order to eHminele
a stimulus for unhealthy expenditures of the Prossian stll.te budget." cr. Ernst
Rudolf Huber, -Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte seit 1789, III (Stuttgart: Kohl
hammer, 1963),951; Bachem, Zentrumspartei, "'t. cit., III, 394ff.

13. Herbert von Bismarck (1849-1904) was his father's secretaI)' of state
for foreign affairs from J 886 to the latter's fall in 1890'

14. The idea that Roman law promored capitalism is part of the nursery
school lore of the amateurish literati: Every student must know that all char
acteristic legal institutes of modem capitalism (from the share, the bond, fhe
modem mortgage. fhe biil of el(dl~mge and all kinds of transaction £Om,s to the
capitaiist forms of association in industry, mL"ling and commeroe) "Nere com
pletely unknown to Roman law and are of medieval, in part of Qlrmanic origin.
Moreover. Roman law never got a foothold in England, iYhere modern capitalism
originated. The reception of Roman law became po$Sible in Gennany because"

,
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of the absence of the great national guilds of lawyers. which in England re
sisted this development, and because of the bureaucratization of law and ad
ministration. Early modem capitalism did not origi1tQte in the bureaucratic
model states where bureaucracy was a product of the state's rationalism. Advanced
capitalism, too, was at first not limited to these countries, in fact, not even
primarily located in them; it arose where the judges were recruited from the
ranks of the lawyers. Today, however, capitalism and bureaucracy have found
one another and belong intimately together. (Weber's footnote.)

15. On the Seussion and its merger with the Progressive party, see above.
Part Two, ch. XIV, n. 9. On the organization in general of th~ Gennan parties
during the Empire, see Thomas Nipperdey, Die Organization der deutschen
Paruienvor 1918 (Dusseldorf: Droste, 1961).

16. Compare alsa Weber's comment at the 1909 convention of the Verein
fur SozialpolJtilt in Vienna, in which be confronted the older generation of
members who had exalted the superiority of bureaucracy vis-A-vis "Manchester
ism", reprinted in GAzSS, 4I2ff.

17. Since it has been alleged from Russian quarters that Mr. Kerenski
has made use of this passage from the Frankfurter Zeitung in public meetings
to show the need for his offensive as a proof of "strength," let me here explicitly
address this gravedigger of Russia's young freedom; An oifensive can be
launched only by someone who disposes of the necessary resources-for example}
,enough artillery to hold down the opposing infantry in its trenches, and enough
means of transportation and supplies to let the own soldiers in their trenches feel
their dependence on him for food. The "weakness" of the so-called "Social
Revolutionary" government of Mr. Kerenski, however, lay' in its lack of credit
worthiness, ~ has been explained elsewhere [ef. "Russlands Obergang zur
ScheindemoIcrStie," in Die Hilfe, April ,.6, 1917, reprinted-in CPS, 19Z-:1I0J,
and in the necessity, in order to gain the dOmestic credits required for. the
maintenance oE its power, to deny its own idealism, to conclude an alliance with
the bourgeois imperialist Entente, and thus to sacrifice hundreds of thousands
of its own countrymen as mercenaries for alien interests. I believe -that I was
unfortunalely right with this rrediction, as with others that I made elsewhere
on Russia's expected stance. ( see no reason to modify this passage, which was
written many months ago.) (Weber's footnote.)

18. NachtwiichterSUlat was the epithet commonly applied to the liberal state
with its minimization of functions by the critics of the laissez-faire doctrine. The
reference, of course, is to "Manchesterist" England.

19. Eugen Schiffer (1860-195'4) a National-Liberal deputy, was made
undersecretary of state at the Imperial treasury in 1917.

• 20. II is amusing that in the [ultra-i:onservative} Kreuzzeitung of all places
an anonymous writer derives the incompatibility of the two positions from the
fonnalist legal consideration that parliamentary deputies are supposed to vote
according to their convictions, but Bundesrat members according to instructions.
It does not put off the Kreuzzeitsmg that numerous Landriite, who since Putt
kamer's times have been responsible for "representing the political line of the
government," sit in the Pruman diet; nor is it disturbed by Imperial secretaries
of state who, as deputies in the Prussian diet, would he expected to criticize the
instructions they have received, as Bundesmt mem~, from the government
which is responsible to this diet. H a party leader. who is also a member of the
BunJnr.at, cannot get the instructions that corresponCl to his ~ons, he
must resign. In fact, that should be done by every statesman [who mittot get the
necessary mandate]. More on that below. (Weber's foolnote.)
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:2.1. Matthias Erzberger (1875-19::.1) was the most prominent Center patty
member of the war period. A leader of the democratic left wing, he played •
key role in the process of parliamentarization and in the early post-war gc:wit'&
ment; he was assassinated by nationalist fanatics in 19::.1. Cf. Klaus Epstein,
Matthias Erzberger- and the Dilemma of German Democracy (Princeton: Prince
ton University Press, 1959).

22. After 1918 Alfred Hugenberg indeed became both; From his propa
gandistic basis in the newspaper and movie industry he went on to head the
rightwing Deutsch-Nationak Pmtei in 1928 and to join Hitler's lirst cahinet as
minister of economics in 1933, in the completely mistaken expectation that be
could manipulate Hitler.

23. This is a reference to a much-used proverb, "In monetary matters Gem1i~ "
lichkeit finds its limits"; it is said to have been first stated by the industrialist
and liberal leader David Hansemann in the Prussian diet on June 8. 1847.

24. Bismarck was Prussian minister to the loosely organized Federal Diet in
Frankfurt, in which Austria still played a dominant role, from 1851 till 1859.
Cf. Arnold Oskat Meyer. Bismarcks Kampf mit Osterreich am Bundestag zu
Fmnkfurt (1851-1859) (Berlin; Koehler, 1927).

25· Richard von Kuhlmann (1873-1948), a career diplomat appointed sec
retary of state in August 1917, had angered the military (Ludendorlf) through a
relatively conciliatory position on some procedural issues at the Brest-Litovsk peace
negotiations late in December; this resulted in a press campaign and other pres
sures directed by the Great Headquarters for his dismissal-a goal which Luden
dorH' attained only in July 1918, when Kuhlmann was forced to resign and WlU

replaced hy an admiral, Paul von Hintze. Cf. Erich Matthias and Rudolf Morsey
(<<!s.). Der Inter(raJuionelle Ausschuss 19I7/18 (:1 voIs.; "Quellen zur Ge- ,t
schichte des Parlamentarismus und der politischen Parreien." first series, vols.
J/I~lI; Diisseldorf; Droste, 1959'), II, nff.

'26. The Hauptausschuss was formed in October 1916. It was in fact the
Budget Committee, empowered to sit even when the Reichstag was not in ses
sion, with the specific purpose of debating foreign affairs and war matters; it
comprised representatives of all parties on a proportional hasis. Cf. Matthias and,
Morsey (OOs.), op. cit., t, xivlf.

27. After the fall of Chancellor Bethmann-HolJweg (on which see below,
n. :19), an advisory committee of seven parliamentarians was forced by the mistrust
ful Reichstag upon the new chancellor, Georg Michaelis, to consult with him on the
German response to the Papal peace note of August 1917. This was the lint
time parliament explicitly participated in foreign policy formulation, and thus an
important step toward parliamentarization. CE. Epstein, Erzber-ger, op. cit., :116Jf.;
also Matthias and Morsey (OOs.), op. cit., I, 1I9-:1J3, where the prehistory and
course of the negotiations is extensively documented in protocols of committee
sessions.

:18, Between December 1917 and M~ICh J918 Trotsky negotiated with
German diplomatic and military representatives at Brest-Litovsk. Wilson's Four
teen Points date from January 1918.

29. On July 6, 1917 ErzbergeI in a sensational speech revealed in the
Hauptausschuss the failure of the unlimited submarine campaign and, with the
backing of a new parliamentary coalition (usually refened to by Weber as the
"majority parties"), pressed for a peace resolution of the Reichst4g and speedy
parliamentary reform. With the help of the military authorities, who were play
ing their own game, these moves IeSulte<l in the fall of Chancellor Bethmann
Holiweg a few days la~r, However, parliament had no in8uence upon the
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selection of the I'ew chancellor, the Prussi:'.!} Food Adminis.r:H01 Dr. Georg
Michaelis; even to ilS own an:higuoos formul;). ot "i'1eJce wilheut f,-_'n;ible te~;i

torial acquisitions" it obtained his gmdgi..g :>dh".cnce on!) "",ith the rexrdtion
"As I intt:lp;;et it,"

Consequently, the Reichstag bad roo coniidenc,o in the ilew chancellor, and
~ second clisi~ occured in August, i1t tbe occasion d' th~ F':ipd peace !lcte, whice
resulted in thc cs~,bJjshment cf the Commitl.ce of Seven to s'~pervlse the In,frillg
of the Gennan resp'lnse.

In October, finally, after the government had announced its intention to
suppress the left-wing Independent Sociali5t party because of its" alleged (but
poorly documented) fomenting of a naval mutiny, the joint committee of dte
majority parties (the Interfraktionelle Ausschuss) demanded and secured
Michaelis' dismissal. In the ensuing negotiations the Reichstag insisted succes..~

h'Uy timt his aged and infirm successor, the Bavarian Prime Minister Count
Herding, a conservative member of the Center party and himself a former Reichs
tag deputy, come to an agreement with i~ on policy and pen;onnel matters
before taking office in November. For a convenient summary of these "parIia
menbrizing" developments in 1917. see Epstein, Matthias Erzherger, op. clt., chs.
VJI!-IX.

-30. In August 1917 two important parliamentarians joined the Michaelis
, ministry. Paul vou Krause, a National-Liberal deputy in the Prussian diet, was

appointed Imperial secretary of justJce, ~nd the Center le)der in the Reichstag,
Peter Spahn, became Prussian minister cif justice. In O<:tober the N:Hional·
Liber".l deputy Euger- Schiffer was appointed undetsecretary of state in the
Imperial treasury.

31. In the Herding government, the parliflmentllrians obtained for the Iirst
time policy-making positions. The Progressive leader in the Rei:hstag, Friedrich
von Payer, was given the Imperial vice-chancello1ship, and the left-wing National
Liberal Robert Friedberg was made vice-premier in Prussia.

32. The January 1918 crisis arose out. of dispmcs between the civilian and the
military leadership over the conduct of the Brest-Litovsk peace negotiations with
Russia. Cf. ahon. 25 above.

33. Early in January 1896 William II scnt a telegram to the President of
Transvaal, Paul Kruger, congratulating him on the repulsion of Jameson's raid,
which had been backed by Cecil Rhodes. The Emperor acted upon the recom
mendation of the secretary of stare, Baron Marschall von Bieberstein, who thereby
hoped to prevent him from ill-advised intervention. The maneuver was part of a
German attempt to isolate England diplomatically, but it actually increased
Germany's isolation. - During the first Morocco crisis of I905/6 the Gennan
govemment tried to oppose French colonial designs on Morocco. William II
visited Tangier, but the subsequent international conference at Alge<;iras ended
with a severe diplomatic defeat for Gennany. During the second Morocco crisis
in 1911 the German gunboat "Panther" was dispatched to Agadir, but in the end
Germany lost anOlher diplomatic round.

34. For William Irs doubts: about the ad\'isability of a trip to Tangier in
1905, which he then undertook "contre coeur," see his Ereignisse und Gestalten,
1878-19J8 (Leipzig: Koehler, 1922), 90f.

35. On a rather conciliatory conversation between Rhodes and William II, see
or. cit.• 72f.

36. On the Emperor's version of his opposition to the telegram and his anti·
cipation of English public protest, see o-p. cit., 69f.

37. At the time' Russia, France and Germany·-which professed to be
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alarmed about the "Yellow Pfdl"-prevented Japan from annexing the Liaoturtg
peninsula in the wake of her military triumph over China (treaty of Shimonc). >

seki. April 1895). For the Gennan aspects of these negctiations, d. Emperar ,
William II's autobiogro<phy, op. cit., 68, and Johannes Ziekursch, Das ZeitaJter
Wilhelms II, vol. III of Politisch'! Gesc.hif:hu ,us neuen deutschen Kaiserreicha
(Frankfurt: SozieWsverlag. 1930), 92.ff.

38.- The Emperor's Christmas present for Tsar Nicholas in 1895 was 111

allegorical drawing, executed (Il" his design by the painter Knackfus but repre
sen~ as his o:""n work. ~t d.;Fi~ted th~ Archangel Michael gathe~ing a, a>h~
of Ironclad ladies, ree0gmzabK by thl.1I coats-o£-anns as Germanl8, Bntann1a,
RUS5.ia, etc" for a crusade a~~:,:'J~ the Yellow Peril, shown as a blood-thirsty
moloch brooding on a cloud "vcr £l.Irope'~ peaceful cities. The gift and its title,
"Nations of Europe, saf.;gual'Q yeur Uto.;t S<oCred £OOds,"soon- became known and
was widely ridi-~ed, but the Emperor tdit.ved he had achieved a diplomatic
success when his an-:.bassaavr reprred lhat the hapless recipient had framed and
hung th1l work of art·. "It really worksr How very satisfying" he wrote Qn the
margin of the report. Cf. Erich Eyck, DRS ". __ ,.ikke R,.giment Wilhelms 11.
(Ziirich: Rentsch, I948), 119; Enlil Ludwig, ~iseT Wilhelm II, trans. Ethel C.
Mayne (London: Putnam's. 192.$), 223f.

39. On July :2.7, J900, \Villiam l! made his re,antous "Hun" speech, whence
derived the "epithet cc.mmonlr applied to the German wldiers in the Anglo-Saxon
countries during World War L In sending off the troops that were to participate
in the crushing of the Boxer Rebellion, with Count Waldersee as the nominal
commander·in-chief of the international expeditionary force of Russian, Japanese
and English troops, William said among other things: "No pardon shall be given,
no prisoners shall be taken. Whoever falls into your hands shall be at your merey.
Just as the Huns under King Atilla made a name for themselves a thousand yean
ago which still awes us in traditions and tales,. you shall impress the name of
the Germans upon China for a thousand years to oome so that no Chinaman Will
ever again dare even to look schul at a Gennan"-a bad pun implying both an
evil and a slit-eyed look. In his naval addresses. William employed such terms
as that of the "mailed fist" which Germany wanred to apply in the world. C£.'
Eyck, 0p. cit.• 200. 272.

40. en April 13, 1906, William, IT .... Idegmn to the Austrian foreign
minister, Count A. GoIuchowski, in whicJI .. -'I: ''You have ·proven yourself
a brilliant second in the duel and can be --= ".d shall reciprocate in case o£
need." This contributed to Golucbowsb'" ... $ r.u a few IIlOIiths later. The
German ambassador in Paris, Prince Rad:JIi.,; --.eel in a letter to Friedrich
von Holstein (May 8. 1906): "We aIe, a&a", mmpletely isolated irt the world,
and everybody hates us, even Austria, wIzidI • absolutely furtous. about the
Goluchowski telegram." See Norman Rich ... M. H. Fisher Ceds.). The Hol
stein Papers. IV (Cambridge; At the U~P.ms, (963),42J£.

41. See above, n. 34· On the Daily TeJegnrpb Affair. see Wilhelm SchUssler,
Die Daily-Telegraph-Affaire. Furst BiJow. K.iser Wilhelm ,una die Krise des
Zweiten Reiches 1908 (GOttingen: Mmlt·pJiNJ;'h, 1952).

42. Apparently a pejorative tenn for the Reiclutag majority of Progressives,
Majority Social Democrats and m'embers c£ the Center party wbicb in the sum
mer of I9I7 adopted a resolution for a peace Without territOrial aggnmdizement
and political. economic or 6nanciaI exploitadon. -In a 19I7 letter the Narional
Liberal deputy Gustav Stresemann. who was to become the outstanding foreign
minister. of the Weimar Republic but was • IitIlBag annexationist during most of
the war, provides an illustration for the kind cl duplicity that Weber derides
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here: "If today even conservative secretaries of state tell us behind closed doors
that they desire parliar...~ntarization because they fear that the pelSODal conduct of
politics by the Emperor may cause Gennany immeasurable ham, then one can
talk about this in confidential circles, but as a monarchic man one can never
bring this most serious justification for parliamentarization before the public." Cf.
Matthias and Morsey (eds.), Der Interfraktionelle Avsschuss, 01" cit., I, 15"7 n. 10.

43'. Late in 1917 newspapers bought up by Big Bu.~ness accused the FrQ.nk
furter Zeitung and a Reichstag deputy of having been bribed with English
money. My name and that of a National-Liberal colleague _were likewise linked
to bribes by Lloyd George. And such assertions were believed in litaary circles!
This fact is indeed sufficient for judging the political maturity of this stIatum.
The doings of these sycophants prove that in Gennany demagoguery without
parliarnentarimt and without democracy operates fully on the Fz~nch level.
(Weber's note.)

44. Paul Singer (1844-19I1), a Berlin factory owner, was a leading m.em
ber of the Social-Democratic party, whose Reichstag delegation he headed from
1885 on.

45". This is exactly what later happened in the Weimar Republic, where pro
pmional representation also led to a proliferation of parties based purely on the
interest representation of spec$c groups.

,46. As late as 1967, two deputies in the Bundestag of the Gennan Federal
,Republic had to share a single small room; the ~rch staffs of the parliamentary
factions were too small and completely overburdened. It was still difficult for
parliament and the individual parties to recruit academic and other "in and out
ers," as they are familiar on the staffs of Congressional committees in the United
States.

47. August Bebel (1840-1913) was the leader of the Social Democratic party
from its foundation in 1869.

48. For Richter and Erzberger, see earlier notes. Ernst Liebtrr (1838--190:1),
a liberal member of the Center party, directed his party's parliamentary delega
tion after Windthorst's death in IS9I.

49· Sec. vi of the essay, entitled "ParHamentarization and the Role of the
States" (GPS, 394~43I), has Dot been included in this ttanslation because of its
more technical character.
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The index is divided into three parts: (i) An index of cOIltemporary

scholars cited by Weber; OJ) an index of other names mentioned in the text,
mainly historical; and (iii) a subject index. The Introduction and the edi
torial notes have not been indexed.
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]elIinek, Georg, 330, 1209
}hering, Rudolf von, 29, 34, 769, 897
Jung, Erich, 885

Kant, Immanuel, 887-88
Karo, Joseph, 826
Knapp, Georg Friedrich, 78, 79. J60.

168, 169, 172, 174, 178, I79
excursus on "State Theory of Money"

of, 184-93
Knies, Karl, 754
Kohler, Joseph, 682,737
Kretschmayr, Heinrich, 1269

Lambert, £douard, 753, 776
Lassalle, Ferdinand, 5 I, 870, I J30
Le Bon, Gustave, 23
Leist, Alexander, 739
Leitner, Friedrich, 94
Lenel, Walter, 1269
Leroy-Beaulieu, Anatole, 993
Levenstein, Adolf, 529
Levy, Hermann, 589, 1098
Liefmann, Robert, 64, 66, 206

Maitland, Frederic William, T~o, 722,
1222, 1224
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Marx, Karl, I n, 30;
and natural law, 872, 874

Meinhold, Johannes, ;08, 580
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Albrecht, 891,

976, 1°°3
Merx, Adalbert, I 189, 1202
Meyer, Eduard, I I, 1308, 1317, 1358
Michels, Robert, 1003
Mises, Ludwig von, 78, 1°7
Mitteis, Ludwig, 715, 749
Mommsen, Theodor, 704, 1371
Monrad, Hans Christian, 766
MonteSquieu, _Charles de Secondat,

Baron de, 1082
Muller, Max, 417, 422
Munzinger, Werner, 76J

• Neutath, Otto, 104, %06, 107, I II,

207-8
Nietzsche, Friedrich, 494, 499, 934,

935, 1134

Oertmann, Paul, 29
Oldenberg, Hermann, 466
Oppenheimer, Franz, 64, 105, 208,

640, 916

Plenge, Johannes, 165
Post, Albert Hermann, r 240
Preuss, Hugo, 51,61,416

Radhnrch, Gustav, 876
Ranke, Leopold von, 355
Rathgen, Karl, 1028, I 100, I:n I

Rickert, Heinrich, 3, 18, 1131, 1157
Rodbertus, Karl, 99,124,381,384
Rohde, Erwin, 422
Rosenthal, Eduard, 853
Rumelin, Max, 35

Salzer, Ernst, 1307, 1318
Schame, Albert, 14
Schar, Johann Friedrich, 94
Schmidt, Richard, 976, 1003
Schmoller, Gustav von, 118, 209

Schonberg, Gustav von, I 17
Schulte, Aloys, 586, I 184
Schurtz, Heinrich, 78, 906, r 144
Sering, Max, 377
Sethe, Kurt, r045
Simmel, Georg, 3, 4, 10, 34
Sismondi, Charles de, 105
Snouck Hurgronje, Christiaan, 693,

1232

Sohm, Rudolf, 216, 772, I112
SomhaIt, Werner, 1°5,486, 6II, 611.,

614, 1202, 1203
Spann, Othmar, 4, r7
Stammler, Rudolf, 4, 29, 338, 658

convention and law as denned hy, 34
excursus in response to, 325-33
logical confusion of, 32-33

StOlzel, Adolf, 853
Strack, Max L., 1357
Sturz, Ulrich, 253, 1074

Tarde, Gabriel, 23
TODnies, Ferdinand, 4, 34. 60

social relatilraships and, 41
Treitschke, Heinrich von, 1388
T roelrsch, Ernst, 597, 59'8
Tugan-Baranovskii, Mikhaillvanovich,

"7

Unger, Josef, 859
Usener, Hennann, 402

Vladimirskii-Budarwv, Mi1c.haiI, 758
Voigt, Andreas, 730

Wagner, Adolf von, 600
Weber, Alfred, 103
Weierstrass, Karl, J I 16
Weigelin, Ernst, 29, 34
Weismann, August, 16
Wellhausen, Julius, 909
Windscheid, Bernhard, 85S
Wittich, Werner, 396, 398

Zitelmann, Ernst, 753
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HISTORICAL NAMES

Abimelech, l1:p, 1316
Abu Bekr, Caliph. 1162.
Achilles. 771, IJ u, 12.83
Aegidius, St., 1187
Aelius Paetus Carus. Sextus, 850
Aeschylus, 519
Aeneas, 1:183
Agamemnon, 11.83
Akbenaton, see Ikhnaton
Alcibiades, 1317. 1338. 136;, 1372.
Alexander Jannaeus (king of Judaea),

49'
Alexander the Great, 459. 5°4, 1054.

1104. IIJa, 1:185
AleXander III (tsar of Russia), u:t8
Alexios I (Byzantine emperor) 1170,

1:197
AI-Ghadlt, 5°1., 1167
Ali (Mohammed's son in law), 835.

1I3S, up. 126:1 •
Amenhotep IV, see Ikhnaton
Amos, 441
Antonin of Aorence, 873
Anselm of Canterbury. S5' 3
Appius Claudius, 797.1358
Aquinas, St. Thomas. 471, 598. tioo,

1178
Archimedes, 507
A~o,Ankm,~nt,30o

Aristophanes, 918
Aristotle. 207

Arkesilaos II (king of Cyrene). 1224,

u35
Arnold (a miller), 813. 831-32
Arnold of Brescia, 586
Artaxerxes'45S
Asher, Jacob ben, 826
Asoka (Indian king), 846,1050,.1171
Athanasills, 558
AtiUa, 1468
Augustine, St.• ;;7. 5;8. 566. 5.?z.

581 .834

Augustus (Roman emperor). 478, 751,
798, 807. 13;9

Austin, John, 890

Bacon, Francis, 841
Bamberger, Ludwig. 1388
Bastiat, Frederic, 873
Baudelaire, Charles, ;89
Baxter, Richard, 471
Beaumanolr, Philippe de, 794
Bebel, Augu.st. 14;0, J469
Benedek, ludwig Ritter von (Austrian

geneIa}), Z 1

Bennigsen, Rudolph von, 1387-89,
14IJ, I4U, 1463

Ben Sira, 508. 510
Bentham, Jeremy, 866, 874, 879, 890
Bernard, St.• 537, HZ, 571
Bethmann-Hollweg. Theobald von,

1436, 1451, 1466-67
Bethusy-Huc, Eduard Georg Count

von, 141Z

Bismarck, Herbert von, 1464
Bismarck, Otto von, 338, J 157, J404,

141 I, 1414, I4Sz, 1463, 1464,
1466

bureaucracy and, 989, 993, 997,

'°04
demagogy, of, 144 I

legacy of, 1385"""'92, J408, 1413,
J4 Z4

war and, 14z6
Blackstone, Sir William, 767
Bossuet, Jacques Benigne, 1 J93
Botha, General Louis, 1434
Bracton, Henry de, 743, 803
Bron, Rudolf, 130£
Buddha,440

contemplative mysticism of, "44
duration of doctrine of" 558-.
as exemplary prophet, 447. 448, 453
fourfold path of, 461
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•

BuddhaC_)
ideal,487
incarnations of. :147. I U3
love 01, S80
magic and, ..5"
salvation and, 499, 632
women and, 489, 60S

Bulow, Prince Bernhard von, 1409.
1·43S. 1436

Burke. Edmund, 283
Busch. Moria, 1385. 1463
Butler, Samuel. 514

Caesar, Julius. J 36,.
Calderon de la Barca, Pedro, 936
Calvin, John. 444. 446, 572, 1199
Camillus. M. Furias, '1I4, 421-:12
Candiano IV, Doge Pietro, I 2.68
Carlylel Thomas, 1419
Carnegie, Andrew, J61
Catherine II (empress of Russia),

1065, 1066, 1°98
Catiliria, 1341
Cato Maior (Man:us Porcius,. the

Elder), IH. 1365
Chamberlain. Joseph, 984, 1133. 1398
Charlemagne, 460
Charles of Anjou (Charles I of

Naples), IIp '.

Charles r (king of England), 1021

Charles Martel, I J ,8, I 182
Charondas, 442,1316
Chrodegang (bishop of Metz), USI
Chun, Prince, 1434
Cicero. MaICUS Tullius, 1.70, 798, 807,

9 ,8,1310

Claudius (Roman emperor), ,n., 1043
Claudius. Appius, 797
Cleisthenes, 389. 1317. 1346
Cleon, 1130

Clement of Alexandria, 580
Clovis (Chlodovech), 12.61, 1265
Colbert, Jean-Baptiste, 239, 1098
Commodus (Roman empetot), 475
Comte, Auguste, 879, 888
Conde, Prince de (Louis II de Bour

bon),473
Confucius, 445, 446, 579
Constantine (Roman emperor), 590,

837,1055
Cortez, Hernando, I9 I

Coruncanius, Tiherius, 797
Crassus, Marcus l..ic::iDius, r 13.
Cromwell, Oliver, .68, H., I I 50,

lIS'., 1155, u04, u08
Cuchulain, II U

Cyrus the Great, 450, 455

Dandolo, Enrico, U70, U72, U97
Dante (AIighieri), 5.1, 599
David, 1018, U31
Decius (Roman emperor), 541
Delcasse, Theophile, 1435
della Scala, Cangrande, 1318, 1338
Demosthenes, 127, 38., 383
Diocletian (Roman emperor), HI,

964,1044.1054
Diomecleli, 73
Dionysios, 1363
Dostoevsky, Feodor, 516

Eckehart, Meister, 552
Edward I (king of England), 1248
Edward II (king of England), u58,

.U94,1352
Edward III ,(king of England), 842,

U95
Edward VII (king of England), IIS7,

14°7
Egidy, Moritz von, 480 n.5
Eike von Repgow, 794
Eisner, Kurt, 242, 300
Elijah, 441
Elizabeth I (queen of England), 1060
Empedocles, 445
Ephialtes, 13 I 4
Enberger, Matthias, I4n, 1424, 1450,

1466
Ezekiel,443-44
Ezra, 1235, 1245

Fichte, Johann Gottlieb, 113,329,338
Fox, George, 446
Francis, St., 540, 552, 609, 1113,

1114, 1I87
Francke, August Hemann, 569
Franckenstein, Georg von und zu,

1390, 1464
Frederick I Barbarossa (Holy Roman

emperor), 767, 852, 1286,
1363

1,
,I
1,

-'I,
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Frederick II (Holy Roman emperor),
201, 11.-::8. 11,5'9, 11,60

Frederick i1 the Great (king of Prus
sia), 813, 982, 993. 1098,
1I55. II71

Frederick William I (king oF- Prussia),
274.7 12,995

Frederick William II (king of Prussia),
83'

Frederick William IV (king of Prus-
sia), 1463

Friedhetg, Roben, 1467

GaiU5 (Roman jurist), 797"""'98
. Genghis Khan, 851, 105:h 1171
George, Stefan, 245, 640. 1157
George V (king of England), I I 57
Gerlach, Ludwig von, f 463
Giano della Bella (gonfaIoniere), 1304
Gideon. 469
Gladstone, William Ewart. 984, 1 t 32
Glauoos,73
Goliath, 468
Goluchowski, Count Agenor, 1436,

1468
Gould, Jay, 16r
Gracchus, Gaius Sempronius, 268,

1336,1370
Gracch~s, Tiberius Sempronius, 268,

1336
Gregory VII the Great. Pope, 519, 560,

985, 1004
Grimaldi (family), 1:2.18, 1340
Gustavus Adolphus, 1154

Hadrian (Roman emperor). 622, 807,
1268

Hammurabi, 480. 682, 826, 85 I

Hansemann, David, 1466
Harriman. Edward, 16 I

Harun 31 Rashid, up
Hector, 1283
Hegel, Georg Wilhelm, 870
Heinrich (bishop of Worms). 1259,

1265
Henry I (king of England), 12.79
Henry I (the Fowler, king of Saxony),

12.2.2
Henry II (king <:l England), 761" 822

law and. 842, 860

Henry III (Holy Roman emperor),
1168, II71

Henry IV (Holy Roman emperor);
1004

Herodotus, 387
Herding, Geotg Count von, 790, 1426,

1467
Hesiod, 441, 469, 5°°, 12.90, 1360,

1371
Hillel (Jewish scholarch), 82.4
Hir..~ 'r:l'~rg. Field Maxsbal Pa1,1l von,

'452.
Hintze, Admiral Paul von, 1466
Holstein, Friedrich von, 1468
Homer. 771, Il45, lI;J, 1179, 128;
Huene von Hoiningen, Karl Baron,

1390, 1464 ~

Hugenberg. Alfred, 1413, 1466

Ikhnaton (Amenhotep IV), 405, 419,
449, 1159

Innocent III. Pope, 838, 840
Iosif, abbot of Volokolamsk (Iosif

Sanin), 517
Irenaeu.s, 558
Isaiah, 42.7, 4P
lsidor of Seville. 837

Jac;k of Newbury (John Winchcombe),
135, 1;2

Jackson. Andrew, 984
James, St.• 623
James I (king of England), 841
James II (king of England), 132.;
Jameson, Sir Leander Starr, 1433
Jephthah, 123 1

Jeremiah, 771
Jesus, 805

brotherly love and, 592
charisma of, 440, 630-32-
cult of, ;71, 1185
faith and, 563-71
family and, I 138, 1245
filial piety and, 579, 580
forsaken, 1 1 I 4
incamationor, 1123, 1124

lending justified by, ;83
monogamy and. 604
observance of law by, 617, 62.3
other-worldliness or, 63<>-34
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Jesus (cont.)
proclatnai:l.on of. 52'1--28
!~nunent~Dd, 498~9

8.• savior, 527. 557, 5'i8
stO.,,:ullJiIJ and, 606
social reform and. 444
wealth and. 631.
'\I'JOmen and, 489, 552

Jimmu Tenna, 1136
John (king of England), '>79
John. St., 570
John XXII, Pope. S86
Joseph II (emperor oE Austria). 1338
Joshua. 433.1138
Josiah, 618, JI6o, II63
Judah the Patriarch. 81.4
Judas Maccahaeus, t 316
Julian (Roman emperor), 475
Justinian (Roman emperor), 721. 7St,

85 1: 1133

Kambyses, 383
Kant. Immanuel, 887-88
Kerensky, Alexander, 1.88. 1465
Ketteler. Bishop Wilhelm von, 1194,

1434
Kirdorf, Emil, 161
Konradin oE Hohenstaufen (king of

Sicily). 1152
Krause, Paul von, 1467
K;'uger, Paul, 1.431, 1433, 1467
KnackfuS5, Hermann, 1468
Kublai Khan, 121°
Kiihlmann, Richard von, 1466
Kuyper, Abraham, 595, 120S

Labadie, Jean de. 1120
LaerIes (king of Ithaca). J 284
Lao Tzu, 448, 466, 502, 544, 550
Lasker, Eduard, 1388
Lassal1e, Ferdinand. 51, 870, 1130
Laud, Archbishop William, 1062, I 1°7
Law, John, 1098
Laynez, Diego, 502
Lenin, Vladimir I., Ill.

Leo X, Pope. 587
Leonardo da Vinci, 11.1
Leopold I (Gnmd Puke of Tuscany).

131.1,1338
Leopold II (king of Belgium), 1407
Lie'l>er, Ernst, 1450, 1469

Liebig, Justus von, 983
Liebknecht, Karl, 1460
U§Jori, St. Alfonsus, 60S
T.ilburne, John, 550
Livy (Titius Livius), 1356
Lloyd George, David, 1452. 1469
Louis IX (king of FIllIIce), law and,

842, 845. 860
Louis XIV (king of France), 1327
Louis X-V (king of France), 1039
Louis X,,"'I (ltirig of France), 1039
Louis Philippe (king of France). ~70'

396
Loyola, St. Ignatius of, 1 I SO
Lwlc1ldorff, General Erich. 1425. 1466
Luther, Martin, 437, 446, 471. 557.

573, 595, 596, 606. 117'5,
JIBo, 1I9l:l

L}'!!ander (Spartan general), 1317,
1338

Machiavelli, NiccolO, 11.96
Mahd: (Hussein ibn AJO. 625
Mahdi eMoha.mmed Ahmed ibn s~-

rid Abdullah). 574, 596, 1179
Maimonides, Moses, 826
Malik-ibn-Anas, 819
Mallinckrodt, Hennann von, 563, 576,

1:1°9
Mani. 446, 451
Mann, Thomas. 518
Mansfield, William Murray, 1st Earl

of, 763, 890
Manteulfel. Baron Otto von, 141:1
Marcion, 446, 451
Maria Theresia (empress of Austria).

1098,1155
Marschall von Bieberstein. Baron

Adolf, 1467
Martha, 552
Marx, Karl, 11:1, 305

adherents of, 516, 777, 872, 874>
1°9 1

Mary, 551.
Maurice (of the House of Orange),

1152,1154
Maximilian I (Holy Roman emperor),

1.79,281
Mazarin, Jules Cardinal, 1328
Meng-tse (Mencius), 1 r I S
Mentor, 1:183

.'
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Michaelis, GeOrg, 1384. 142.5, 1461 ,
1466. 1467

Miltiades, 12.18, 12.89. 1340
Minnigerode, Wilhelm von, 1412.
Miquel, Johannes von. 14I2., 1463
Mohammad (Muhammad), 443-46•

62.5. 819. 835, lI38, 12.31.
12.33

charisma of, 440
class support for, 457
doctrines of. 466, 52.7
as inten:essot, 558
Koran and. 459, 790, 805
law and. 758
monasticism and, 62.4
predestination and, 572.
as prophet, 447
religious inlidelity and, 473, 474
sexuality and, 604. 606
taboos and, 461

Moller, Theodor von, 14U
Mohke, Field Manhal Helmuth von,

1.1, 1450

Montanus, 446. 45 I
Montesquieu, Charles de ~dat,

Barm de, 108l.
Morgan, Lewis H.• 370
Moses, 443, 459. 470. 536, 814
Muhammad. see Mohammad
Muhammad Ali (tuler of Egypt). 1016

Napoleon I, 1.44, 1.63. 2.67, 51.9, 691..
1I49. lI55. 145 1

code of, 1.70. 373
law and, 866. 876. 877
plebiscite and, 1.68

Napoleon III (LOuis Napoleon). 1.67,
2.70.876, 1452.

Nehemiah, U35, U45
'Nero (Roman emperor), 955. 1055
Nicholas II (tsaroE Russia), 1468
Nikias, 383, 1361
Nikon, Patriarch, 1192., 1210, 1361
Nietzsche, Friedrich. 494, 499, 934,

935. Il34
Novatianus, 446, 451

Odysseus. n83
Omar (Umar), 154, 444. 574. 626,

1J20, 1153

Panza, Sancho, 845
Parsons, Talcott, 56-61.. 2~JI, :t~

'0'PatIOklos, I 2.84
Paul. St. (Paulus). 459. 512, 605.

1187. 1283
communal feast and. 435'
faim and, 557. 566. S67. 569
pariah Ieligion and, 6:t2., 623. 63)
~tionODd, <8s

ity and, Sio-ii
sexuality and, 606
women ODd, ,89
work and, 2.45, 441

Paull (tsar of Russia). 100S
Paulet, Charles, 1033
Paulus, $U Paul
Pausanias, 1361
pas;:Friedrich von, 1461
Pe . 572.
Perle JJ30, 1342.. 1358. 1360
Peter, St.• 435. n43
Peter I the Great (tsar of Russia). 985,

1065; 1066. 1098. 1192
Peter III (tsar of Russia). 1065
Petronius, Gaius (arbiter de~

rv"'),94s.955. 1 371
Philip Augustus (king of FlaDee),!.

132.7. 1352
Philo, 5°9. 532.
Pisano, Nicola, 488
Pius X. Pope. 986
Pizano. Flandsco, 191
Plato, 445. 1145, u84
Plekhanov, Georgi, 112
Piutarch,I337
Pocahontas, 933
Pompey. 510
Posadowsky, Arthur Count, 1411
Priam (Trojan king). 1283
Psammetiehos (Libyan king). 1369
Puttkamer. Robert von, J 399
Pythagoras, 445, 4&9, 605

Qatadab, 1232.

Radolin. Prince Hugo von, 1468
Ramanuja. 446
Ranke, Leopold von, 355
Rathenau, Emil. 16 J

Rbeinstem, Max, 337-38,640.954
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Rhodes, Cecil, J 433. r 467
Richelicu, Cardinal de. 132.7
Richter, Eugen, Il31, 1157. 1412.,

1450
Robespiene, Maximilien de, :168, 12°9
Rockelener, John D,. 161

Romulus (Roman king), 1399
Roosevdt, Theodore, I J 30, 1 J 3Z
Rousseau. Jean*Jacques, 506, 12°9
Rudiger (bishop of Speier), I2.46, 1263

Saladin. 1435
Salmuius, Claudius, 588, I 190

Salmeron, Alfonso, 50:1

Sanin, IosiE. 517
Saucken-Tarputschen, Kurt von, 1412

Saul, 247
Savonarola, Girolamo. 1:167
Schiffer, Eugen. 14J I, 1465. 1467
Scipio, Africanus, 1356
Severns, Septimius, 1043
Shakespeare. William. 568, 936
Shammai (Jewish scholarch), 824
Shankara, 446
Shi Huang Ti (Shi Hwang Ti), 259,

964
Sienkiewicz, Henry, 955
Silvester I, rope, 837
Singer, Paul. :188, 1447, 1469
Sismondi, Charles de, 105

Smith. ]os..'Ph, 242

Socrates, 442, 445-46
Solon, 442, .,9J, 71611316
Spahn, Pete:, 1467
Stahl. Friedrich Julius, 1403
Spencer, Herbert, 569
Stauffenberg, Franz Freihen Schenk

von, 1387, 1412, 1463
Stendhal (Henry Seyle), 878
Stephen (king of England), 1276
Stinnes, Matthi:ls, '61
Stresemann, Gusti!.V, 1003, 1468
Sulla, ; 77
Tadtu., 254, 472, 955
TarqUi.lius Pnscus (Roman king),

1299
Tauler, Johannes, 544, 550
Telem chos, 1283
Thersites, 1284
Thucydides, 136o
Thutmose (Egyptian pharaoh), 122.3

Thyssen, August, 1445
Tiberius (Roman emperor), 712
Tirpitz, Admiral Alfred von, 1451
Titus Tatius (Roman king), 1299
Tolstoy, Leo, 516
Treitsehke, Heinrichvon, 1388
Trimalchio, 1371
Trotsky, Lev, 1466

Ulpian (Roman jurist), 661
Umar, see Omal
Urban II, Pope, 474, 91 I, 1178

Varro, Marcus Terentius, 955
Vallabha Svami, 478
Villard, Henry, I I 18
Volk, Joseph, 1387, 1412, 1463
Vollmar, Georg von, 1412

Waldeck, Benedikt, 1387, 1412, 1463
Waldersee, Field Marshal Count AI-

fled von, 1434, 1468
Waldrada of Tuscany, 1268
Wallenstein, Albrecht von (duke of

Friedland), I I 54, 1364
Wang An Shi, 259
Weber, Max, Sr., 1463
Weierstrass, Karl, 1116
Wesley, John, 446, 612
Wilde, Oscar, 1106
William the Con<jueror, 1080, 1276
William I (German kaiser), 993
William II (Gennan kaiser), 1004,

1157,1434--46,1467,1468
Windthorst, Ludwig, 1389~J, 1412,

1464
Wissell, Rudolf, I I 1,208

Ziihringen, Konrad von, 1259
Zinzcndorf, Nicolaus Ludwig Count

von, 538, 571
Zoroaster (Zarathustra), 440, 457, 466,

467, 522, 527
central concern of, 444
orgiastic ecstasy of, 536
peasantry and, 470
as prophet, 447, 450
religious inlidelity and, 473

ZWingli, Ulrich, 446
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SUBJECT iNDEX

Accounting
capital

as basis for enterprises, 96, 99
battle of man against man and, 93
capital goods, 94, 154-56
cartei formation, r06
defined,9 1

domination and, 108

efficiency, 92.
formal rationality, 161-64
occupational specialization and,

'43
planned economies, 111

households and, 379
in kind, 102-5

monetary, rationality of, 86--90
Action. sociaL see Social action
Administration

capital accounting and public. J62

charismatic, 2.43-54; see also Cha·
mma

of city, U2.Q-2.I

medieval plebeian city, I314-15,
132.2.

collegial. 271-84; see also Collegial
authority

delined, 2. I 3
of democracy

direct democracy, 289""'"'9°
plebiscitary, 267-71
representative, 292""'"'99
See also Democracy

domination and, 948-52
of enterpriseS, 98
feudal, 2SS-66, 966-67; su also

Feudalism
hierocratic, 1163-64; Sed alsl' Hier

ocracy; Hierocratic domination
of households, 90, 98, 1°9. lIb,

I 3 1~3J., 644
appropriation. 44. 46. 132, 136

37
See also Households

Administration (cont.)
of justice, 645-47, 72.7, 72.8, 764,

770, 775, 813, 817, 823. 841,
844-49, 858, 874, 880, 882

folk justice, 883
Hindu sacred and secular Jaw,

79 1"""'9:1
modem, 978-79

of labor, I 14
expropriation. 137-40

of law, :1r8-:16, 977
codifications. 844-45, 853
contracts, 701, 702, 715, 721
rationality of law. 809
the state, 641, 644-45, 661-63
substantive law, 644-47

ly.tric, 168-84
manoriaL 37:1 .
by notables, 290'-92.,1399"-1400

in city-stateS, 968
justice, 794-96, 798, 799, 801-2,

8,.
law, 977
See also Gerontoeraey; Notables

in organizations, 49
order, 51-5:1
political organizations, 91 5

party, 284-88
patriarchal, 234; see also Patriarchal-

ism
patrician, see ·Patriciate
patrician city and royal, 1276-8 I
patrimonial, 234

in Antiquity, 1282-83
See also Pattimonialism

of public &nancing, 194-:101
remuneration of, :10 r-2.
of the state. 331, 905

law and, 641, 644-45. 66r-63
by traditicoal authority, 2.27-41; see

also Traditional authority; Tra
ditio~

of utilities, de&ned. 7:1
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Administration (cant.)
See also Bureaucracy

Ahanta (Africa), 766
Aisymnetes, 442-43,1313-16
A1essandria (Italy), r286
Alexandria (Egypt), 383, I:z.34, J 368.
Allah, 522, ;74, 625', 790
Alsaee-Lomine, ;0, 395"""'96
Amsterdam (Holland), 589, 1208
Anstalt, see Organizations--compulsory
Anarchism

control-and-disposal in, 67--68
religious, 594""""95

Animism
in China, 481
as early religion, 40J, 403
in Egypt, 449, 466
medical treabnent in, 407

Antiochia (Asia Minor). 435, 1243
Appenzell (Switzerland), 290
Appropriation, sa Economic action-

appropriation and
Arabia, 449, 820, 1:173

feudal
military origins, 1°77
rela.,tionships, 1°72

hierocracy in, social preconditions
for, 1177

patriarchal, 1008
patrimonial, armies in, 1015-16
scarcity and desert of, 70-'71
See also specific Arabian citie,

Argos (Greece), 1359
.Aristocracy, see Nobility
Armenia, 827
A=y

bureaucratic, 22r, 223, 1393
degree of bureaucratization, 960,

980-82
disintegration of Roman Empire,

970
holy wars, 475'
officers as officials, 222
passive democratization, 987
Prowan anny, 982, 1389-90
ruler's dependence, 1004

ch~aand, 1117-18
succes.<ion, 1124-25'
tran~nnation, 1138-39

city and citizen, 441
communism in, 15'3

Anny (cont,)
discipline in, Il52-S'3
economic bases for, r I 52, I r 54
English, 268
entrepreneurial, 222, 259,

1318-20
feudal, 260--62, 1071, 1072

nels, 1076-78
natural economy, 1094
traditional authority, 233

hierocracy and, 116o
imperialism in political organizatiom.;

and, 916, 917
law and

pllnishmenl, 651
special laws, 839, 859

in medieval plebeian city,
13 19-2 1

urban military autonomy,
6,

mt'1('enary, 596, tOl7
Carthaginian, 1364

patriarchal, 1117
patrimonial, 1015-21, 1046,

slaves, I°53
Roman, 353, 950, 981

monetary disorders and, 970, 1104
voting, 1369-70 ,~

traditional authority in capitalist, 23j
I9rh-eentury Chinese war god

4,6
Amhem (Holland), 1216
A<t

religious stylization of, 406-7
music, 4°7, 539
popular alt, 488

religious ethics and, 607-10
Associative relationships (Verg

schaftung), su Social tela '
ships-associative

Assyria, 427, 1030, JOp" 1051,1102,'
1118, lJ42.

fall of, 47
military discipline in, I I 52

Astrology,407
fatalism in, 419

Athens (Greece), 127,443,987
charisma in, I 137
collegiality in, 2.74

collegiate bodies, 0Q6
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Jer'lOcracy il', "GO

pr·,ktdcial, .H~

'Konomv In

Econ~mi:: policies, '35c, 1352,
13l:;

urbar; 1:'19

want $atisfaction, 350
e){rr~·u[han associations in, 1245
functionaries in, '314-IS
as garrison city, 1::u I

imperialism of, 914
empire fomuition, 1363, q64,

1366
law of

notables, 798
status of persons, 1:138

lower -::lasses in, 1340-4:1, 1344,
1346, 1348-49 .

military discipline in, 1151, 1 1P.
qftice holding and gods in, 4 I 5
patrician, 1:18:1
~ Wlltrior guild, 1187, 1360,

1361
personal pt:QPCrtY to in, 351
status structure in. 1358
tyrannis in, 1315. 1317
voting rights in, 131 1

Australia
kin groups in, 367
religion in, and dream revelations.

44'
representation in, 293

Austria, 316, 338
agriculture in, 149
imperialism of, 915
law of

academic training, 804
codifications. 8S8, 859, 863
contracts, 669
joint property laws, 373
legal norms, 756, 777-78

money in, 177
monetary polli..,., 184-86, 192

as nation, 9::.2, 924, 925
patrimonial decentralization in, J051

Authority, see specific types of author
ity: Charismatic authority; Col
legial authority; Legal author
ity; Nonnative authority; Po-

"
c ,l:r;c;'\' ·ont.)

',; au:h'.;;il"j; T~diti·'.~;J

.,;r'·~"~n~l0U' oIga;lil.<>t10:'IS, WI) Or
i," ni7.atiom-denned

Bahi0~ia, 8~6

~';,artal mOc1,'Y in, 336, 3~8

charisT:J.Jtic legitimation in, 1159
the city in

annV. 1 ~62
as fortress, 1225

feudal relationships in, 1072
hierocracy in, I 1'79, 1180
lawut

contnct:, 682, 683, 687, 693
legal norms, 769

oilws in, 383
patriarchal. 1007
patrimonial

decentralization. 1056, 1057
nlonofXllies, 1103
notahles, 1067

patrician city in, 1289, 1J.90
religion in, 418-19

dualism, 523-J.4
merchants, 477 .
i~telleetualism, So I, 505
lllortality of gods, 418
usury, 583

Talmud of, 824, 825
tJnmn~ in, 1316

lhJ<::n (Germany), 279
Baghdad (Iraq), 820
Baptists, see Protestantism
Baku!,!inism, 988
Belgium, 348, 910

("untractuallaw in, 741
hierocracy and capitalism in, J 196
nationality in, 397

Benefices, see Feudalism-lie£s and
benefices in

Berlin (Germany), 1217
Berne (Switzerland), 277, 1351
Bethlehem (Palestine). IJ.45
Boehurn (Germany), 1216
BodhisattVa, 558

as saviOI, 487, 488
Boeotia (GIeece), 1363, 1364
Bologna (Italy), 1302
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Bookkeeping, use of double-entty, 92-
93

Bosnia (Yugoslavia), 556
Bourgeoisie

basis for unification of English. 241,
1290

city commune and, 1226, 1229,
1230, 1233, ~234

confraternity of,1254, 1255'
development of capitalism and, 1.41
feudalism and

accumulation of wealth, 1 10 I,

1102
independence, 1107

freedmen as, 135B-59
Ge~n

fears, 1460-61
political parties, 1445, 1446

hierocracy and, 1I60
democratization, I 193"""'96
economy, 1183-85, 1186
land conSscation, 1182
protection of, 1177, 1178, IlBo,

1181
law and

codiScations, 841-4:/.. 847-48,
849,858

contracts, 7:/.4
jury selection. 893
notables, 875-76
rationalization, 809
substantive tationalization, 814

medieval, 1346
nation and, 924
parliaments and, 296-"97
patrician city and, I:/. 78
patrimonialism and, I 108

monopolies, 1098
notables, 106o

political organizations and imperial-
ism.9:U

political parties and, 1130, I I 31
revolution of, 499
Reformation and. 1196--98
religion and

indifference, 485, 486
Jews, 614
predestination, 574
Protestantism, 482
religiosity. 477-80
religious needs, 487-88

Bourgeoisie (emu.)
Roman tribunate and, 1308, 1309
sensuality and, 1201-2
slavery and northern U.S., 693-94
status groups and, 932

Brahma, evolution of, 411-12
Brahmanism

bureaucracy and, 431
clerical officials, 258

burghers and, 1230
caste taboos in, 435
city confraternity and, 1241
congregations of, 455
contractual law in, 678, 727
craft guilds and, 1344
disciple-masrer relations in, 445
exclusiveness of, 1205
intellectualism and, 501-4, 508
obedience in, 561
oral tradition sacred in, 458
pastoral care in, 466
politics and heroic death in, 591
priesthood in, 427
salvation in, 440, 532
status honor in, 937
women in. 489

Brazil, 877
contractual law in, 741

Brescia (Italy), 1303
Brest-Litovsk (Russia), 1466, 1467
Bruges (Belgium), 1100
Buddhism, 5u, 619, 935, 1120

begging in, 250, 44 I

charisma and, 251
clerical officials in, :/.58
congregations in, 455, 456
disciple-master relations in, 445
dogma in, 463
economy and, 627-30

brotherly love, 581
bllsiness life, 612
ethics, 1185, 1188, 1191

equality of sexes in, 489
fixing canons of. 459
hierocraric

caesaropapism, 1174, 119:/.
monasticism, 1170, 1171, 1173
rationalization, 1193
social preconditions, 1180, 118 I

intellectualism and, 5°2., 504-6,
512,516,5:71,628-Z9
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Buddhism (cont.)
monastic, 456, 46r, 551, 6~9, 1123

~4. 1I65-67. II 70, II7I,

II 73
mystagogues in, 453
peas..'lDtIy and, 470, 47r
petty·bofteOisie and, 484
politics aJkl

acceptlnce, 594
brotherlf love, 59~

popularized, 488
preaching in, 464
priesthood in, 4:16
rationalization of law in. 817-18
resentment in, 494. 497, 499
salvation in, 461-6:1, 530, 539. 540

incarnatiOn, ssr. 558
knowledge, 567-68
mysticism, 544, 546. '547

schism in, 461
soul-eoncept in, 404
theism of late, 518
transmigration of soul in, 526

Budgetary unit and profit-making en
terprise. 9B-99

Bureaucracy, 956--J005
asceticism ~~ 554-55
capitaJism • :1:13-:15, :159, :183,

~56. 13V'4-95. J40:1
army, 980-8~
degree of bureaucratization, 988,
rOO0-1
development of capitalism, ~1.4

1.5,35r
economic consequences" 989"""'90
extension of bureaucratization.

9740 975
law, 976-78

changes in tasks of. 671-73
characteristics of modem. 956-58
charislna and, :150, ~51. :154. :163

compared. rrl:1-I3
opposed. :144

Chinese, 431. 477, 964
degree of bureaucratization, 969
destiny and. 575'
education,999,IOOI
office purchase, 967
passive democratization, 985
permanence, 1-'\.01..... ,.

"\'

Bureaucracy (cont.)
phylrical coercion. 968
propriety, 579

of the church, :1:11, :1~3. 964, 985
86.10:18, II41

clerical officials, :1;8, 259
depersonalized, 959

collegiality and, 1,79-81
compared to patrimonialism, 1006--7
CODt>entration of management in,

980-83
domination by. 944, 947
economy and, 963--69

ecot'omic consequences, 989-90,
1003

office purchase, 966-67
status 'IS. physical coercion, 967-

68 .
tax-fanning, 965-66

education and, 998-1002
compared to charismatic educa

tion. JI44
in empire fonnation, 969-;'1
in England. 1132-33

degree of bureaurtion, 970-
72,984 -,

economic consequences, 989
.education. 999, 100r
monan:hy, 2.95-96
notables, 974
office purchase, 966
parliamentary investigation, 997
passive democratization, 987

in enterprises
bureaucratization. 223, 956,

1393"'""'95
means of management, 980

feudalism and, 2~9. :164
as transition phase, 1085-87,

r089, 1090
in France. 978,1087.14°0

degree of bureaucratization, 969,
98•

education, 999
office purchase, 966
passive democratization, !i8S
perpetuation, 989

in Gennany, 956, 1393-1":1
anny, 960
colle!;,;ate bodies, 996
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Jrg:~e of b"!rZ.1QC"!'2tLation, 9(,9,

07 1
economic c<:nscquet!::-e;: 989, J 003
education, 9<;9, la,,!, fo02
fcr~i6n £'Obey, 14_~:-'P

bW,977
n"ivec:~ oflitt;rati, 131}9"" r403
officials, ~62, 965, Ion!
parries and leadership, 1004,

1424-3°, :457-59
party politics ~md corporate state,

! 395-99
pQJitics,1393"""'95
power basis in, 1417-19
ruler's dependence, 993, 994
'reCrecy, 9~2
supervision, 1422-23, 1438-42

judiciary, 893, 894
law and

cooincarions. 856
contracts, 698, 709, 714f, 717,

7 19,720,724
rationalization, 797, ~1, 818

legal authority and, 1.19"'"'1.6
leveling of social diHetences by,

983-87, 1081

limitations of, ::1.71-']1

political limitations, 1403-;
QKmocraOc, 223-1.6

efficiency, :n.3-1.4
«>cia! tonsequences, 225-1.6

notables compared with. 673-80,
971., 9S4. 988, 990, 996, 997,
JOOI

oiDcials of, 2.59, 268, 958-63
social posiri01l, 95~3
as vlXation, 9,8-5'9

parliaments and
parliamentary investigation, 992

93,997--98, 14 16-31
power position, 991

in parties, 2.97, II 2g-33
consequences of democrariution,

984-85
degree of bureaucntization, 2.97,

97'
economic consequences, 989
extension of tasks, 969
officials, 960, 961

.>!.,!l-e<lUCHCY (':mtt,)
~liriC$ ot GemHm parries, 1408

,b
P3trimonialis1"'<1 and, 229

rolT,pared, 1014, 1026
continmty, III 1

deoentraliz.ation, 1040
medieval plebeian city, 132.5-28,

lBO, 1334
officials competed, 1028--3 I

~lnfree officials; 221
perpetuation of. 98]-89, 1003
political organizations and extension

of power by, 9II

politics and Roman, 593
POWet of, 99~8. 1004
private life and,' 379
rationalization by

hemry, II56
tradition, I I 16-17

religion and
god of scribes, 416
holy wan and, 47S
impmonal power, 431

irreligion. 476-77
selectioft oi leader in, II ..3
state, .. Scate-bureauaatic
status qua!t6catioD in, S67
in United States, 267

Burma, 817, 818
Byzantium

appropriation of means of prodIIctioa'
in, 134, 135

circuses in, 1368
bureaucxacy in, 964, 1400-1
chari$ma in, 241., I I 13,

legitimation by, I 159
the city in, J 2l 5
feudal

economic stabilizatiob, 1096
monopolies, 1097 .'\

hierocracy in
caesaropapism, II 61, 1161., 1192.
economy, 1182
monasticism,1171

Jews and, 11.03
law in

contracts, 714, 72.6
notables, 797
rationalization, 820, 81.6, b7,

830, 831
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monasticism in, 588, I J 71
p"';'n",,W

decentralization,loS7
liturgy, 102.3

notables, 1067
religion in

art, 609
politia, 590
sale of ikons. ;86

traditional authority in, :l-39
Venice and. 12.68, 12.70, 1297

Caesarism, see Democracy-plebiscitary
Caffraria, 374 •
Cairo (Egypt), 8:u
Calculation, see Money-ealculation

ODd
Calvinism, sse Protestantism
Cambodia, 8 I 7
Canada,50

degree of bureaucratization in, 984
contractual law in, 741
as nation, 397.92.2.,923.924

Car-on law, 229,828-31,838,852
Capital

patrimonialism and, 110].-4

property as SOUtre of. 927-28
role of, 90-100

concept, 94"""'9"
interest, 96-98

See abo Money
Capital accounting. see AttOUnring

capita!
Capitalism

army under, 2.33
bureaucracy and, see Bureaucraey

capitalism and
calculations in kind and, 101-3

charisma and
glori6.cation of reason, 11.0?- I 0

opposed, I JJ 8
in China, 164. 101

city-states and, 1346
development of, 199-201

forerunners, 2.40-41

money economy. 2.76--77
oilun. 382, 383
property,378--8o
$tages, 147-50

CapitaUsm (_.)
in England,. 351, 1395, 1400
~,2.41,12.90

enrerpnsa under, 930
feudalism's smothering of, 1099-

1102.
&xed price and, 638
freedmen and, 1358-59
in Germany, ~84, 1194, 1195. u,03
hierocracy and, 1185-88, 1 193~6

bierocratic ethics opposed to,
118S~

~tjoneIipticm, 1192
iDdway and, 155-,.6
labor and, 16S-66
land appropriation and, J os
law and. 8l.6, J 464-65

cocIifications, 847-48
contracts, 685-87, 710, 72-4
legal ....., 359
legal sysIeDIS. 890
natural law, 87:.t
rationalizations. 8 14

in medieval plebeian city, 1325,
IP~32.

military discipline and, ). 156
moaey resources and, 113
monopolies 01, 639. 1102
pammonialism and, 239. 140, 1109

compatibility, 109' '
economic privilege, I 102.-4 :f
monopolies, I I 01.

notables, 1063
smothering development, 1097

98
political organizations- and

administration, 9' 5
communities, 346
imperialism,9,6-20
power prestige, 911.

present as age of, 139'
~toward, J393
profit-making orientation of, 164-66
rationalization under, 71
religion and

bourgeoisie. 478, 486
caste taboo, 435-37
Eastern religions, 62.~30
Judaism, 611-J5, 1203-4
peasant ideology, 471
prie$,tly power, 42.9
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Capitalism (CQ7It.)
proletariat, 486
Protestantism, 47~, 587-88,

630, 1198-t:l.OO
religious ethics and, 1198-12.00
in Rome, 164,351,12°3,1464-65
in Russia, 1095
traditionalism and, 1°94"""'95
want satisfaction and, 351-54

Carthage (N. Africa), 12.3°, 1317
agriculture in, 149
imperialism of, 914, 9 I 7

empire formation, 1363, 1364
patrimonial monopolies and, 11°3
slavery in, 133, 163, 382, 693

Catania (Sicily), 352-
Catholicism

bureaucracy and
church bureaucracy, 964, 985-86
passive democratization, 985-86
secrecy, 991., 1004

character indelebilis of priesthood in,
249,1141,1166

congregations in, 456
dogma in, 11.01
economy and

economic action, 615-16, 61.1
usury, )78, 588

fixing canon in, 459
freedom of conscience in, 11.°9
g~ce in, .560
InerocratIc

capitalism, 1191.
caesaropapism, 1175

law in
Canon law, :U9, 828-31, 838,

8"
forgeries, 828
inquisitoria,l, 8°9, 831
rationalizatiort, 829

pastoral care in, 465
politics and

acoommodation, 601
mewevaICatholi~I1l, 599
polytheism of, 518
purgatory in, 522
rationalism of, 537
regle~en:ation of conduct by, 1165
salvanon In

confession, 561.-63
fai1h, 566, 570

•

Catholicism (cont.) .
good works, 533, 1199, 1200
sexuality and, 605, 606, 611

Cautelary jurisprudence, 410, 421,
796-97

Cazembe, empire of (AfriCa), 846
Ceylon, 817,1123
Charisma, 1I 1 I-57

administration and, 1.43-.54
as basis for legitimate authority, 954
in China, 113-15, '~';,'48, 250,

1.51,253, I 145r;l.~S8-59
in communism, 153; I i1l7-88

want satisfaction,. II 19':"":2:0
concept of, 1.16 .,;i
defined,241 ,.. , .t.

depersonalization of, 1135':"39
office, 1139-41

discipline and, 1148-56
meaning, I I48-~Q

origins in wa1, I {5;0-55
ecrmomyand, Z44-"i45, 251-54
education and, I 14};-45
family and, 246~' ~

kingdoms in AntiqUity, 1',&12-85
glori.6cation of reason and, J 209
hierocracy and l' .. .

the church, 1163--64
legitimation, I 158-59 ,I

monasticism, 1 I 66-70 :~

personalcharimna, 1I64~6
secular powers, J 161-6::..

kingsbip and, 243, 1141;'43
law and

contracts, 714
discovery, 706
Islamic law, 819
legal nonns, 761-62, 765-70,

773-75
prophets, 791
revelation, 881.

legitimation of established order by,
1146-48, 1158-59

magic and, 241, 141., 247, 248,
1134, 1136-37

opposed by estate-type domination,
'44

in parties, 285-86
control, I I 29':""33

permanent structures and, I J 33-35
plutocratic acquisition;tf, 1145-46

1
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China (cone.)
animism in, 481
begging in, 194
bu~u~cyin,43t,477,964

degree of bureau~tization, 969
destiny, 575
education, 999, JOOI
office purchase, 967
passive democratization, 985
pennanence, 140 1

physical coercion, 968
propriety, 579

capitalism in, J64, 201
t.harisma in, 250, 251, 253

education, IJ45
emperor, 243, 11J3-15
legitimation, I J 58, 11.59
succession, 248

the city in
army, J262
burghers, 1229, 12.31
commune, 1228
confratetnity, 1241-42, J260-61
extra·urban associations, 1244-47
forness, 12.21-23, 12.27

collegiality in, 275, 279, 282
division of labor in, 124, 12.5
economy in, 1J ih

feudal, 1091, 1094
industry, 149
monks. 586
monopolies, ~ 102-4
stabilizatioT' l, j

18th-century population growth and,
70

feudal, 25"-59
ecOnoml, 1091. 1094
legitiw;tion, 1078
patrimonial officialdom, J090
relation:l1ip:, 1073
wealth.. I "

Jinancing in, ;95, 197, 198
Germany and, 1434-35
hierocracy in

caesaropapism, 1161,.1208
economy. 118;:.
monasticism, I! 71
rationalization, 119.'l

homcholds in, 377
imperialism of, 914

CIwWna'N!M<)
~2.44.2.4S
recognition 8$ basis for, ].42

rdigious
coercion f!l gods, ..n, 42.7
deUned.401
disciples, ...52
education, 458
faith. 568. 572,
fixing canons, 459
grace, 560
Je5\ft63O-P
mysrtgogues, 447
priests vs. magicians, 425-26
proph~ 42.5. 439"""40, 467. t 106
ta~-432
virtuosi, 439-40

repres6nt,ition~~nd,].92

revolu~,nature of. 1 I IS-17

routi~.non $If; 2.46-54'. J 1].1-2.3
fe _ latipnships. 1070

sta a&ioi-"ind economy, 251-54
succession, 246-48
typls. of appropriation, 249-51

as ~aetion, 24
in speclaIAed:occupations, 483
status groups and, 306
succession and, 247, 248, 253,

1123-30, 1138, 1139
at-clamation, I U5-2.7

,mn>fonnation of. in d,mocra", dli
teerion, 2.66-71

Ch,uismatic authority, 241-45
defined. 2.15-16 ~
effectiveness of, II 17-1 8
foundations of. IJ 14-15
hereditary, 219

nature of, 1111-14

ocher authorities combined Vl;th,
263-66

plebiscitary, 2.19

social structure of. I I J 9
tr'ansfonnation ci, II:U-48

Charismatic community
defined, 243
routinization of charisma in, 246-54

Charismatic ethics, capitalism vs.,
IIB5-B8

Chanal, see Money
China, 629, 1468

agri{'\Jlture in, 148, 149, 152
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China (emit.)
propM~~m~~dro~~

446
rationalism, S37
rewards, S1.1
sacred laws, 409
selE-perfection, 43S
su~ulgods,4~7

taboos, 43S
Taoist pries~, "~9

vengeance, S8Q
war god. 4,6, 41S
lWmen,489.60,.
see also Buddbbrn; Confucianism;

Lamai&m; Taoim
traditiORal authority in, 2.30. 1.36,

'39 .
Chri......w,.

anripMllYID~ty in. 603~
art and, 6\~
charisma in, and want sa~

mo
clerical officials in, 1.S8
confra~mity in, J~6--47

congregations in medieval. 'US. 456
dissolution of clans and, J~4

divine origin of, H%
dogmas in, 461--63
economy and

alms. 5"8~--82

brotherly love, 580
ethiC'!', l185, 1187--89, JIg!

exploitation, 583
usury, 583, 584, 586--88

equality of sexes in, 489. 490
faith in early, 563
gods in \Vestem, 460, 462, 468, 518,

522, 590
hierocratic

~J",sar<1p3pism, It 74
fhe ..:hurch, 1 r64
monll.iticism. 1166. no l

,(d~l pr~"QDditiom for, Il7?-78,
080

holy v,.~n. dtId. 474, 475
·:·I,·i~8J]d,56l

e~riy, 5" J.;-.-:::.:
medlev..!' ';13-15
m<:.d"rn, 5-) I

~_~;"-\l- ,;(,I;:J1H'-?U to. 6,,6

xx

China (ron.,)
kinship groups in, I.U
law in, 647 

codUications, 845'. 877
contracts, 678, 716, 72.3. 72.6, 727
propmy Iawo, 380
ratiOnalization, 815. 818, 8u
tort, 650

military discipline in, 1150

money in, 168, 16g
dollar, I"
history, 80
monetary policy, 160, J8,. 119-.'valuation, 170-"71

as nation, 92.4
patriarchal, 1008

patrimonial, 575. 1047-51
collective liability, 102.3-24

&centralization, 1012., JOn.
1015. 1057

disintegration, 1043
education, 1108

monopolies, 1102,-4

notables, 1062.-63. 1065-67
officials, 1027, 1032., J037. 1090
recruitment, uS
trade, 1°92

politic,; and sacred bards in, ';9C'
religion in, ;;86, 590, -: j', 6r I, 6u

ilnce5tlal cult, 482
animism, 481
bureaucracy, 43',477
congregation, 453, 455
diSI'(lS;1.j of dea~, 105
civining priests-. 46;
dogm",462
exemplary prophets, 440, 449
i:ltellect'.lo.lism, 500, S"C'1, 503,

5'0";, :;08
l"w, 5'17
merdJants, 4T!, 478, 63"
JrlYS!iiE"gUcS, 447
nobility, 491

relisant.-y, 4~'~'

r·,>rish;)iJe sou!, 510
;:'--[[V,bTil):c";::i.:, 484

~"pll!.?r. 492
fJ:cdf~stination. 57"
~x,:'r:~oori, IPS: ,p.6
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Church (cont.)
feudalism and, benefice, 1074
lawof,316

notables. 7900-9i
medieval plebeian city and, J333-35
patrimooialism and

decentralization, 1055-56
officials, 1034-36

Cilida (Asia Minor), 51°
555. u66, City,1212-1372

agriculture and, ~21']-18
categories of, 1215:"17
citizen army and, 441
commune, 1226-34

absent in Asia, 122'/-3I
occidental, 1226

ooncepts of
economic, 1212-15
politico-administrative, 1220-21

democracy and, 1335, 1339""""72
as fortress, 12:11-25, J227
as fortress and market, 1212-1 5,

1223-27
medieval compared to ancient, 1290

96, 1339""72
constituencies, 1343-49 ~

economic policies and military in
terests, 1349"""54

empire formation, 1363-68
origin of ancient lower class,

1340 -43
status structure, 1354-59
warrior guilds vs_ commerce,
135~3

medieval plebeian, 1301-39
ancient parallels, 1308-17
attitude to non-eitiun strata,

133 1-33
autonomous law, 1325-::.6
character of parow, 1302-3
the church, 1-333-35
!estruction of patrician rule,

1301-2, 13°4-5, 1307, J3°9-
;~Il, 1313-17

distribution of power, J 304-7
enlnomr' J3J9""2t, J326-35
pJii,ica autonomy, 1323--24
5!:s,,<Jria, I 3J 7-'1.2
'<lxing, 131.7-28

n- _"JO ·legitimate domination, J 2 T2.
j68

CbriJtianity (cont.)
Judaism compared to, 6u
law in

canon, 828-31, 838
codHicati0D5, 840, 860
natural law, 866--67
notables, 791, 792
rationalization. 815, 819, 827,

833,834
monasticism ap~ 5°2,

1201
monotheism. ii\.41~ 4~J, 518
other-worl~ of e:iifJ. 63~J4
pattimonialism W, 1034

Pauline polemic in, 435
~try in early, 469. 471, 472
ptt.,.,..rgeoiIie and, ,.a1-8S, 486
politics and

just wan, 596-97
lave, 592
perpetuation of tocial cluses,

599--600
populariud, 488
preaching in, 464
priesdy power in, 422, 425
prophets in, 440, 441

magic,457
rationalism of, 554-55
resentment and, 498
salvation in

communion, 53 1-32

faith, 564--68, 571.
savior, 558
virtuosi, 540--41

schism in, 46o, 468
secular law and, legal norms. 772
See also Catholicism; Protestantism

Ch'HC]l, 54, 116 3--64
bureaucracy and, 221, 223, 964,

935-86, 10:18, 1141
Carholic chutch, 1393
clerical offichlls, 259
...:.:perwnalized,959 .

charisma and, I 1 I 2, I 1 I 3
,·,ffice. 1140-41

succession, 1 127.
;;~ ~ompulsory organp;:tion, 52
,l.;lined. 56
JCl'locraC} and, 1204-JO
dc,>::ma and, 566
fCl.n0mic organization of 74
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City (~t,)
occidental, J2.36-65

commune, J2.2.6
as confraternity, 1~1-44, u5a

61, 12.64
consequences of confratemization.

u48-5 1

extra·urban associations, U44-48
landownership and legal status.

u36--41, U4S'
military autonomy. 12.60-62

patrician
ancient, 12.82"""'90
ancient compared with medieval,

U9°"""'96,1339-72.
destruction of rule. 1301-2,

J304-5. 1307, 1309. 1311,

13 13-17
medieval, 1.2.67"""82.
nature of rule, 1266-67

religions and, 4J 5-J6, 482, 483
early Cbristanity. 472

urban~nomyof,1218-20
City-state (polis)

burghers and, 1.2.30
bureaucracy in. 968
as coastal settlement. 1185'"""'90
confraternity and. 12.50
contractual law in, 714. 7J6
development of prophecy md, 441
economy of, 1349-68

economic policies, J349-5'4
empire fOm'lation, 1363-68

gods and, 590
hierocracy in, I J6Q, 1161
military discipline and. J I 52.
relationships in feudal, 1071, 1072.
religions of. 500
social classes in, J 340-50

sttatification, 443
Status structures in, 13"4-59
as warrior guilds, 1359""63
See also City

Cb",
appropriation in, 46
blood revenge and, 35'
collegiality in. 2.76
confraternity and dissolution of,

U·43-44
conrractuallaw in, 7 J 6

Clans (cont.)
domination in, 9"0

patriarchal. lor4
in Israel. 12.30, 12.31
patrician, 12.3O-3J
religious congregation in, 454
traditional authority in, 2.2.8

Clan-state (Geschlechterstatlf)
defined, 250
as depersonalization of charisma,

1135-39
Classes, su Social classes
Closed social relationships, su Social

relarionships-closed
Collective action (Massenhandeln).

319. 1375'~ 1377; .see also So
cial action; Social groups

Collegial authority
adm inistration In,. 271-84
bodies exercising, 994"""'98
bureaucracy and, r089
economy and, :183-84
importance of. :12.2
other authorities combined with,

,6,
types of, 27r-82.

Colmar (Alsace), 396
Cologne (Germany). 1217. J246

confraternity in. 1250-51. U55-5'7,
12.59. 12.64

craft guilds in, 1344
patrician, 12.78

Communal social relationships (Verge
mmuchafttmg). see Social re
lationships-communal

Commune, .. City-commune
Communilm

charisma aDd. '53. JI87-88
want Sltisfaetioo, 1119-2.0

credit and. 8 I

domestic. 1070
economic model for. 7'9, 777
forms of, I53-S4

agrarian. 469
organization of, J 50

household, 12.:1, J 54, 359-60, 363,
374. 1070

state, 74
substantive rationality in, 86
w..rrior in, I 1 5'3-54
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::Ompetition, see Social relationships
competition in

Compulsory association (Anstalt), see
Organizations--compul$Ory

Condonieri, :159. 1318-:10
charismatic,. :1:1:1

Conflict (KDmpf), 'see Sociai Relation
ships-eon9ict in

Confucianism, 453. 464
bureaucracy and, 476

clerical o8icial~, :158
charismatic education in, 1145
cosmos in, 431
disciple-master relations in, 445
dogma and, 462
economy and

alms, 58:
ethical ideal, 617, 630
obedience. 579
usury, 583
vengeance, 580

ethics in, 438, 617, 630
filial piety in, 1050
fixing writings of. 459
intellectualism and, 5°2, 5°4, 508,

5"
magic and, 579
masses and, 488
nobility and, 471.
patrirnonialism and, I 1°9
politics and. 594, 600
rationalism of. 537

music, 539
tationalization and bierocratic, 1193
salvation in, 554

ptedeS't:ination. 575
self-control in, 619
self-perfection and, 1°49
sexuality and, 606
the state and, 377

Congregations, see Re1igion---congrega
tions in

Consensual action (Einverstiindnis
g~nschaft), see Organize
lions--consensual order in

Constantinople (Turkey), 1017. 1096,
1233. 1368

Continuity. defined. 67
Omtracts, $ee Law---contracts and
Convention. 6p

custom and; 19, 337

Convention (cont.)
defined, 33-34, 31 1-l2
law and, 31!r25, 337

legal nonns, 325-26
legal order and, 312. 314
legitimation of order by, 33-36
limitations of, 331
market and, 81.-83
as rules for conduct, 332
sexuality and, 607
status groups and, 307
traditionalism and, 326

Corinth (Greece), 554
Credit

business, defined, 91
defined, 81
use of, 81-82

Croatia, Serbi1\. compared to, 395
Currency, see Money
Custom (Sitle), 652

act.ion oriented by, defined, 29
convention and, 29, 337
defined, 3 I9
economic action and, 320
innovations and, 321-23
law and, 319-25, 332, 337
limitations of, 331
norms of behavior and, 312

factual regularity of conduct, 332
patrimonialism and, J 0 I0-1 1

Cyprus (Greece), 1282
Cyrene (Cylenaica), ) 224, 1285
Czechoslovakia, nationality in. ,98

Dahomey (Africa), 766, 845-46
Dalai Lama, 267, 463, 555. 559, 1124

selection of, 247
Damascus (Syria), 1435
Dan2ig, 1 100
Democracy

ancient and medieval. l335, 1339
7'

city·states and empire formation,
1 363-68

city·state vs. city, 1359---63
constituencies, I_H_~-49

economv, 1.~·;9 -5',i

origin ·of ,u,cient I,·wer class,
1340-4'-

bureaucracy ~I'd; 216
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Democracy (cant.)
degree of bureaucratization, 984-

8,
opposed, 991
passive democratization, 985-87
status groups, 1001

charisma and, 266-71
electoral transition, 1127-30
succession, 1126, J 127

the church and, 1204-10
direct, 289"""92

administration of, 289-90
domination in, 948-52

Greek, 13I1-J5
justice and. 795'

hierocracy and bourgeois, 1193""'960.
law and, 662.-63 ' •

contracts, 7 19
rationalization, 811-13

parliamentary, 1442...Qa
in patrician city, 1280
plehiscitary. 1 126

administration in, 26']-71
charismatic authority, 219
deGned,268
economy. 269"""71
legitimation in. 267
parliamentary control, 1451-59

personal property tax and, 251-5:1
representative, 291.""""99, J 128, 1442

6,
Division of labo:r

defined. 114
e:c,momic, Il4-18

~tablishmen[!;and firms, 1,6-17
by sex, taboo and, 434
;.xial aspects of, 12i-37

appropriation of means of produc
lhr., 130-36

~'?P!'1'PriliriOIl of m:anagerial func-
tions, 1~6-37

tlppropriatioil of \I'J{'rke,s. I25-30
in Chins, ':.1.<;

do.ninativn, J23
;,1 ~gfPt, i 20, 1.1.4
;"(' 'Uerttl<l.r.y, I:'::;, 2:8
L bJi~, I J. ~-~6

,;l~"e,!. :~6",'/

:~(;hnical, 1 !R-;.t
defined !14, 113-':9
c.o1.i:cr;~ 0f pn~.~;>r, 1""

Domination ( HeJTschaft)
administration and. 948-P; see 4lso

Administration
by authority, 941-48

defined. 943, 946-47
See also specific ~s of authority

bases for legitimate authority and,
952-54

principles, 954
capital accouQting and, 108
charismatic, 1119
church, 56, 31S
de6ned, 53, 61-62, 1378-79
division of labor and, 123
by economic power, 941-48

defined, ~lo 946-<47
See also &.om)'

established" mder and. ,,..,,
~tate-type ¥ •

appropriation in, ::I:t~)-3

charisma opposeC, ~4"
division of DOwelS, 236-37
polity, 1085-87, 1098

language and, 95 r, 955
organizations for, 53, 7:10-2.1
patriarchal, 943, 945, 1006--10
patrimonial, JOl0-69

profit-making and, J 64
state, 55-56; see also State
of workers, 73
See also Hierocratic domination;

Legitimate domination; Non
legitimate domination

Dusseldorf (Germany), 1217

Economic action (Wimchafu!n), 63

" ,
appropriation and

defined, 44, 75
managerial functions, 136-37
market economy, 112-13
of means of pwductJon, 93, 130

36
principal forms of, 144-50
of work.ers, 125-30

calruillrions in kind and, 10:r7
c~pital in, 90-100
..-:aoil!\l acc0unting and, 154-56
ll,'{)mmunism, 1n-54
L:l~tOll\ '\T;(i. 320
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•

Ec:onomic action (conI.)
do5nod, 63-68
oonlrol~6~
poI1lka1 aotim. 6• .6,
prim&ty orientation, 33. 66-61
iecIm' 6,_

division~bor and, 114-37
economic~tiom for. 74-75
~ orienoed "'""" ODd

do6ned.6<
mo<loo, 69-7'

formation c:i organizations and. 2.01-

>
Jaw and; 67-69. 75
legal order and, 32.9
~of.:lo2.-6

D1arketan~82.-8s. 144-50
money and, 75-82

......Dog, 86-g0
fonnal ma JIIlbltanu.e validity of,

178--$0
rnoaetary policy. J 80'-93
notes, 176-78
restricted money. 174-76
types of money. 166-74

occupations and, 140-44
of peasantry. 90
political bodies and, I93-;LOI

price uniformities and, 30
productivity of labor and. 150-53
prolit-making and, 90-100, 164-66
rationally oriented, 63-74, 340.

1375-77, 138c
rationality of

lonna). 85-86, 107"""9, III, 161

64, 183. 184
;nstnunental, '-" 26, ~8 "]0, 4t,

154. 339
market regulation. 63- 34
mOlle~a~unring, g6-90
$Ubstantive, 85-86, lC5-"9. J J 1

l40, 183. ,84
,di~;ClUSethics an":. G, 1--23
vrg:inized social y-:ru.ps and, BY-

55, 356
,rade and, '56-61
utiiity concept in, 68-69

Erxm.:-mi!.: organiurions {.W:llU:Jwf1
""Hbiinde)

·:k; -~.-i, 63

Economic organiution (coru.)
Jaw and

private law. ]2.8
state law, 3~8-:l9

as means of exchange, 76
military discipline and, 1155-56
types of, 74--'75

Economic relatiOllSbipl. see Social Ie
lationlhiptJ economic

Eoonomy
army organization and, 11"., 1154
as autooepbalous economic action, 63
barter, 100-1, 3208, 673-74
bourgeois ratiODalism and, 477-80
bureaucracy and, 963-69, 970, 989-

90
compensation of offimJlr 96r64
democratization, 986

charisma _ ~4-"5, ""-54
hun.m,. I 118
imtiolftality, 1113
routinUation, II~I-~~. 1146

in China, see~omy in
the city and

economic concept, 1~11.-15

urban economy, 1;u8-~o

city-states and, 1349--68
economic policies, 1349-54
empire formation, 1363--68

collegiality and. 283-84
convention n:Jd, 327. 3~8
cClminaoon in, 941-4(l

hierocxatic, u8r-'},C'4
in Egypt, S;;:O; Egypt.-e-'..:onom)' in
~r. F~gland, .see England--economy

"

feud",;
'e\::cnomic precond;ti01\S, 109o-<;J:.I.
,mbiJization, 1094-9';'
("~nsitbn to bllrt'llucrac\', 108(,",

87, 1089 o-

r , :. (, ...~wh;,)ld\, .<ee Household....-
" econmny,of
,(",cd ,:oremmHst, /'9, 777
hu;;;.x.n,-) ;<J.~d

,ic~,k1"'[OCnt, I lil ;--96
j::...!P~;;-; of H~fm,'n)tkn) 1 ''0.6-

;)00

].:d.,x: ".0N·"J,"l:i;:: (th.)~, I J 96, t 2:')0-
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Economy (cant.)
law anJ. 641-900, 815

codifications, 847
contracts, 671-72., 72.0
general relations, 311, 333-37
inRuence, 334
natural law, 868-73
rights, 669

legal order and, 312., 327, 32.8
interference, 329

mainspring of activity in, 2°3-6
medieval plebeian city and, 131g--21,

1326-35
monasticism and, 1168-69

crafts, 1184
land, 1182-83

natural
bureaucmCY,964,969,970
defined, 100
feudalization, 1094
interest, 584
monetary disorders, I t 04
patrimonialism, 1032., 1038

non-monetary, 105-6
order by

defined, 31 I

ethnicity, 391
fonnal rationality, 140
politicalorganzations, 193"""'94

of patrician city, 12.92."""'96
patrimonialism and, 1016, 1°32,

1038,1094"""'99,1102.-4
armies, 10 18-19
officials, 1°37
rationalization, 1047
want satisfaction, II I I

planned
fonnal rationality, I I 1
want satisfaction, 10g--13

plebiscitary regimes and, 2.6g--71
political organizations and

distribution of power among
classes, 92.6-31

financing, 194"""'99
nnperialUnn,913-2.1
political communities, '93-201,

9°'
private economic aclion, 199-:;0.01
status stratification, 936--38

religion and, 4.:l1, 4.:l', 407, 41 I,
4 1 3,482,483

Economy (cent.)
lawgiver, 442.-43
orderly cosmos, 430
prophecy, ..41
salvation, 537

religious ethics and, 576-90, 62.3-

'0
Buddhism, 581,612,62.7-30
Islam, 62.3-27,63°
taboo, 432., 436, 481
usury, 578, 583-89

representation and, 2.96-97
in Rome,. see Rome-economy in
social norms ana, 38, 311
sOcialism and, 18, 2.02.-3; see also

Socialism
state and, 336-37

organization, 74, 75, 1453, 1454
systems vs. policies in, 11']'-18
techniques compared to, 65-66
traditional authority and, 2.37-41
war and, 70, 106
See also Capitalism; Communism;

Exchange; Market; Money
Egypt, 468, 12.02, 1367

agncultuIe in, 148 •
hu~u~in,964, 1401, 1402.

anny, 98o
degree of bUIeaucratization, 971-

73
economic consequences, 990
passive democratization. 986
physical coercion, 967
tax-fanning, 966

charisma in, and education. II:"5
the city in

burghers. I2.30
confraternity, I2.61
extra·urban associations, 12.44
fortress, 1122., 1225, 12.27

division of labor in, 120, 12.4
economy in. J r3. 990

household economy, 349, 381
industry, 149
natural economy, 584
stabilization, 1096
want satisfaction, 350, 353

endowed marriage in, 373, 374
feudal, I045

economic stabilization, 1°96
fiefs, :076

,
I,,
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Egypt (cont.)
monopolies, 1097, 1103
patrimonial officialdom, 1089,

1°9°
relationships, 1071, 1072

hierocracy in
the church, Il64
economy, 1183
monasticism, I 167
rationalization, 1193
reglementation of conduct, 1166
secular powers, I 16o
social preconditions, 1177, 1179

imperialism of, 914
knightly war and, 1285
law in

codilications, 877
contracts, 687, 690, 693, 714,

726, 749
legal norms, 756, 769
rationalization, 820, 883

military discipline in, 115"2, II 55
patrilineal descent in, 371
patrimonial, 10Il, 1044-47, 1050

armies, 1015, 1016, 1018, 1154
capitalist privilege, 1102
decentralization, 1055-57
disintegration, 1°43, 1044
liturgy, 1023
officials, 1°32, 1089, 1090
recruitment, 228
state, 1013, 1014
traditional legitimacy, 1022

rationalization in
finances, 71
hierocratic, Il93

religion in, 416, 418
congregations, 455
debts, 586
fixing norms, 460
incomprehensible dogmas, 461
intellectualism, 50 I, 508
legal order, 430
monotheism, 420, 449
pastoral care, 466
peasantry, 469
taboo, 433
theodicy, 519

traditional authority in, 239
Einverstilndnugemeimchaft, see Organ

. izations----consensual order in

Ekbatana (Asia Minor), 1221
England, 115, 1467

agriculture in, 149
army development in, 268
bureaucracy in, 984, 1132-33

degree of bureaucratization, 970-
72,984

economic consequences, 989
education, 999, 100 I

monarchy and, 295"""'96
notables,974 .
office purchase, 966
parliamentary investigation, 997
passive democratization, 987

capitalism in, 35 I, 1395, 1400
bourgeoisie. 241. 1290

charisma and
kingship, 1148
transformation, 1135, 1138

the city in
confraternity, I248, 1256-58
fortress, 1222-24
legalstatusofpe~ns,1240

collegiality in, 273-74, 276, 281
constitution of, 1314
democracy in, and representatives,

ll28

dower marriage in, 373
economy in

bureaucracy. 989
industry, 152
medieval ple~ian city, 135"2
monopolies, 1098,1099
religion, 589

feudal
clerical officials, 259
legitimation, 1080
patrimonial officialdom, 1088"""'90
relationships, t 073
wealth, I 100
welfare or people, I I 07

Gennanyand, 1433-36
g~ld standa.rd and. 179, 184
hlerocracy m

caesaropapism. J 161
social preconditions, I J 80

Italian burghers and, 12)4
Jameson raid and, 1433. J434
land ownership and, 163-64
law in

Canon law, 229
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England (cant.)
codifications, 839, 841, 842. 844,

84;, 853~55, 857, 865
contemporary. 889"""92
contracts, 681. 683. 691, 692..

696, 697. 7°1, 711. 713. 718.
721-2.5,728,743.747,748

empirical training, 785. 786, 788,
803, 804

fonnal,270-71
khaai justice, 976, I J 16
lp.gal nonns,. 753. 754. 757. '761-

Cj, 766, 779, 78<,,
legal.thought, 656
natural law. 868
notables, 649, 792--94, 798, 800,

80 I, 876, 889
parliament, 646
particularism, 896
procedure, 654
rationalization, 809, 814, 824
restraint, 653
rort.650

medieval plebei:'!n city in, 130, 1340
autocephaly, 132.7, 1328
autonomous law, 1325
economic polides, 1352
political autonomy, 1324

military discipline in, I I 55
as nation, 9:102. 924
parliament and

caesarist features, 1414, 141;
confidence of population, '45"2,

1453
English world power. '419.-20
law, 646
leadenhip, 1428, 1459
monarchy, 1406, 1407
right ro investigation, 997, 142.3

parties in, 1396, 288
bureaucratization, 1132-33
rule by notables,. 1130

patrician city in, 1276-81
economic character. 1294, 1296
rule, 1266

patrimonial, 1°49
collectiv.e Hahility. 1023-24

decenrrahzation. 1054. 1057. 1058
devotion to authority, 1108
disintegration, 1042, 1043

England (cont.)
medieval. plebeian city. 1310.

1331, 133.3
nwoo~. 1098. 1099
notables. 1°59-64. 1068
dficials. 1026-30, 1033. 1036.

1088
traditional legitimacy, 10~U

political organization in
imperialism, 913. 914. 917. 920
power ~tige, 9U

religion in
intellectualism. 507. 514
nobility. 473
peasantry. 469
salvation, 566

traditional authority in. 239
See also specific English ciries

Enterprises
appropriation d managerial functions

in, 136-37
banks. as profit-making. 159-61
bureaucracy and

degree of bureaucratization. 223.
956, 1393--95

meanS of management. 980
calculation in, 91--92
ciipital accounting as basis for. 96.

99
charisma and, ~ 118
class situation and capitalist. 930
concept of, 96
defined, p, 116-17
division of labor and, 12.2
expropriation and, 13 I

financing of. 198-101
formal rationality in. 161-64
free nade and, I S7
households and

compared. 163-64
oi1cos,383

income and, 205
joint stOCk, 380
laissez-faire state and, 7S
Iawond

administration, 644
contracts, 719. 731
legal authority, UI

orientation of. 98-IOO
patrimollialism and, 238

•
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E~toiltetype domination (rtim.:li>c~

Hernchaft), see DominatioD
estate-type

Esthetics
intel~ectualism and values of, 608
Sociology compared to, 4

Ethics
capitalism vs. hierocratic, 1185-88
denn..d, 36
law and

legal norms, 325
natural law, 869
rationalization, 8 t 0

market, 635-40
~phets and, 438-39, 4<H-So

-exemplary and ethical, 447-50
compared to teachers, 444-46

religious
art,607-IO
~~, 541-44, 546
bO\ugeoisreligiosity, 477-Bo
Buddhist, 426
capitalism, I 198-1200
caste, 435-37
COnfucmn,438,462
economic action, 6l4-:t3
economy. 576--90, 612., 6:t3-30
faith, 564
gods,4:t9-32,520-21

good works, 53:t-34
grace, 560
heaven and hell, S:ZO--~

intellectualism, 505, 506
magical origins, 4P-H
motives, 36
peasantry· and rationalization, 469
petty-bourgeoisie, 48:1-84
politics, 590-60:t
preaching, 464-67
predestination, 575
~vation,437-39, 53 2

self·petfection, 534-38
sexuality, 601-7, bro, 6u, 62.0
transmigration of soul, 424-26

Sociology compared to, 4

EthiLS (<.:~:"<t"

vi)(.';,rnn'1.:
hkroWl':y, 11~S-'~1

n:Hunl l~w ~q---r,c \
Ethliic gT')\.-\Y-;, 3'r;'~9

c{)mm~'n etl--nic:ity <:nd 3~"'~3

CUilVenti,1n~ and, 'l ...~
definition of grv:,up. 389
culture and, 393, 395-98
race membership and, 385-87, 398

99
segregation tof, 933-35
utility of, 393"'"'95

Exchange
budgetary management and. 90
currency and, 169
defined, 72, 73
of goods, defined, 327-28
law and, 637
law and commodity, 884
legal Qrder and, 329
market and, 83
means of, 75---80
for profit-making, 91
property and, 69, 7~
See also Money

Feudalism, 1070-1100

administration in, 25S--66, 966--67
Alsace-Lorraine and, 396
army and, 233

bureaucratic army compared. 980
8.

patrimonial, lOI8. 1019
authority in

limitation on authority, :171
types of authority, 262--66

charisma and, 250, 254
selection of leader, 111.3
succession, I 12b
oanuonnation, 1137

the city in
confraternity, l254
medieval plebeian city, 1335

collegiality in, 274-75
collegiate bodies, 996, 998

defined, 23 S
division of powers in, 1082-8S
economy and, 1°90"-92

stabili%ation, l094"""'97
fiefs and benefices in, 1073-77
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Feudalism (cent.)
Egyptian, 1045

economic stabilization, 1096
fiefs, 1076
monopolies, 1097, 11°3

'patrimonial officialdom, 1089.
1°90

relationships, 1°71, 1°72
fiscal policy of, 239
bierocracy and social preconditions,

lIS.
holy wars and. 474
in Islam, 625, 627
law in

codifications, 840-41
con~c~,67J,700.723
restraint, 652

legitimation of, 1078-81
marriage and, 373
military origin of, 1077-78
occidental,.2;5-59
app~arion, 255~56

patrimonial, 264; 1070-1110
annies, 1018, 1019

church officials, 1035
decentralization. 1058
notables V$. local lords. 1059
officials, 1035-37, 108&-90
tradition, 1048-49

plebiscitary leader and, 269
relationships in, 1070-73
transition to buu.aucracy from,

108;-87, '1089
variants of, 259""-62

prebendal, 259-61
wealth under, 1094--96, 1°99"""1102

Fiefs, see Feudalism-Gefs and bene
.Gees in

Florence (Italy), 376, 1363
medieval plebeian, 1304-7, 1319.

1336
patrician, n92, I295. 1296
property responsibility in, 378

France, 338, I059
agriculture in, r49
AIsaee-Lorraine and. 395"'"96
appropriation by pledging in, 2.35
bureaucracy in, 978.1087,14°0

degree of bureaucratization, 969,
98•

education, 999

France (cont.)
offiCe purchase, 966
passive democratization, 985
perpetuation, 989 .

charisma in
legitimatil,n, 1158
routinization, 1 122
transformation, 1135, 1138

the citv in
confrarermty, 1251, 1256. 1257
legal status of persons, 1240

collegiality in, 276
democracy in

plebiscitary, 1I 2_6
representative, 1 1 28

feudal
division of powers, 1082-83
fiefs '!!'-l benefi::es, 1074-76, 1077
k';)I.mation, 1078, 1080
patrimoni:-.loffialdom, J088
relationships, 1°72, 1073
trans:tion to bureaucracy, 1087

Germany and. 1435
hierocracy in

caesaropapism, 1161 "'."

economy, n82, I184
rationalization, 1193
social preconditions, II78. u80

Italian burghers and, 12.54
law in

anti-fonnalism, 889
Civil Code, 865--66, 876--77
codi6.cations, 842, 845. 854, 855.

860-61
contracts. 692, 71 r. 7U, 737.

74 1,747._748
empfrical training, 785
legal nonns, 768. 769, 772, 782-

8.
notables, 875, 876
parliaments, 646
particularism, 896
rationalization. 809, 826
restraint, 653
tribunals, 662

medieval plebeian city in, 1340

autonomous law. 132.5. 1326
economic policies, 13)2
monarcby. 1320, 1327. 1328,

1338--39
political autonomy, 1323, 1324

,
j
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France (coni.)
military d;scipline in, 1149, 1155
Inonetary policy of, 184, 19l>-91
as nation, 923, 91.4 •
parliaments in, 646, 1451., 1458
parries in, 1461 '

rule by notables, 1130, 113 I,

1399
patrimonial

decentralization, 1038-40, 1052-

54, 1°56
devotion to authority, 1108
disintegration. 1°42, 1043
officials, 1033-34, 1088
medieval plebeian city, 1330,

133 1
state, 1013
trade, 1°92

political organization in
imperialism, 91.0·
power prestige. 911

religion in, and nobility, 473
representatives in, 293

Frankfurt (Germany), 1330, 14(4
Freiburg (Germany), 1259, 1281

Gemeinschaften, see Social Groups
Gemeinschaftshandeln, see Social ac-

tion
Generalizations, see Sociology-gener

alizations in
Geneva (Switzerland), 444
Genoa (ltaly), 1104, 1362

confraternity in, 1250, 1252
medieval plebeian, 1319, 1323
patrician, J292
taxation in, 353

Germany, 50, 115, 118, 1381-1469
administration by notables in, 291

9'
agriculture -in, 149, 1217
bureaucracy in, 956, 1393-1442

army, 96o
collegiate bodies, 996
degree of bureaucratization, 969,

97'
economic consequences, 989
educarion, 999. 1001, 1002
foreign policy, J431-<,2
law, 977
naivete of literati, 1399-1403

Gennany (cont.)
officials, 962, 965, 10°3
parties and leadership, 1004,

1424-30, 1457~59
party politics and corporate state,

1395----99
politics, 1393-95
power basis, 14 I 7-19
ruler's dependence, 993, 994
secrecy, 992
supervision, 1422-23, 1439-42

capitalism in, 284
oxigins, 1203

charisma in
legitimation, I I 59
succession, 1125, 1126
transformation, 1134, 1137

the city in
agriculture, 12 I 7
bur~ers, 1230
confraternity, 1244. 1249, 1255-

60 .
extra-urban associations, 11.46
fortress, 1221., 1223
legal status of pelsons, 1239, J1.40

size, 12J3
collegiality in, 1.74, 276, 280, 281

collegiate bodies, 996
cuI! communities and tribes in, 393
democracy in, 1128, 1::80

parliamentary government, 1442
6,

representation, 293
division of labor in, 125, 128
domination in, 949

economic. 944-47
language, 95f, 955

elections in, I 129
feudal,I071

division of powen, 1083, 1085
economic stabilization, 1096
fiefs and benefices, 1°75
legitimation, 1080
wealth, 1 IOO. 1101

economic relationships in (1918),
348

fraternities in, 445. 533
Gothic leuering in, 345
hierocracy in

caesaropapism, I J 6 I
capi~I~, 1194, JI95
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.Iew:; in., 6~3, n03
jjr, g:,"ups in, 367
htw if., 3l0, 31e, 8qr, 977. 1464-

6,
academic training. 789. 804
anti-formalism, 889, !:lQ9
Civil Code, 337
axllficarions, 840, 851, 854. 856

60, 863..-65, 877
contracts, 678-80, 682., 683, 6871

700, 712, 713. 717, 720-:13.
72.5. 727-29. 737. 738, 741,
742, 7~6. 747. 752

empiricartraining, 788
formal law. 270

juries, 893
Ithadi justice, 976
legal nonns, 753. 766, 767. ,68-

75.781
legal theory, 661
rnodcrn. 887. 896-g7
notables, 794. 80 I, 808
parli~en~,646,662-63

particularism, 880-81, 895, 896
rationalization, 816, BI9. 824.

828,83 0 ,833
tort, 650
trials, 648. 662
tribunals, 662.

legitimacy in (1918), :165
liquor tax in (1909), 350, 351, 355
medieval plebeian city in, 133 I,

1332, 1340
autonomous law, 1325
the church, 1334
economic policies, I 35'2
guilds, 1301, 1307
political autonomy. 13':2.3, 13:2.4
social classes, t 347

military disciplute in, II'S 1

monetary policy of, 184
187J currency reform, 174

as nation, 92.3-:2.6
nationality,39S-98

vi1tos and. 383
parliaments in

Germany (em)'.)
RisIn,m:Ys iegJCV. ~ ~8(--~li., r4:,8.

)4!], ':4:<'4
~ms'ituti(lnai wea~ness, 14! c- ,6
deferd.:d, q8.--S"
leat;l..er,:-"I" 14~"r6J

legal a;ld parli:'lment-a\"'1 safeguards,
64 6. r,6;:'-.(3. '43ll--i:l

Illon~ILh',', '-t'~~'-7

politics. 14°7--10 __
political parties, 1396--97
right uf inquiry. 1415-3 r

parliamentary government in, 144~

6,
parties in, see Parties-polirics of

Ce=m
patriarchy in medieval, 37:t
patrician city in, U74

economic character, 129~~3,

".0
kingship, 1283, 1284
relative democracy, nSo
tribes, u9I

patrimonial
decentralization, 1_051, 1054, 1C56
devotion to authority, tl08
disintegration. )041
medieval piebeiiUl city. 133 I,

1332
officials. 102.6, 1°35
traditional legitimacy, 102.J

political organization in, 913, 914,
9 16,919.92.0,940

power prestige, 91 I, 933
religion in

bourgeois piety, 476
intellectualism, 515. 516
mvrtaliry of gods, 42.7
mysticism, 5 I 4
peasant war (1524-2.5),469
workers, 519

serfdom in, i 2.7
traditional authority in, 2.36
Venice and, 12.68
works councils in. 46. 2.99
unfree labor in, 38~

See also specific German cities
Gerontocracy

appropriation of administratim in,.
'34
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GerontoeFacy (cont.)
delined, 23 J
economy and. 237-38
immediate democracy and, 290

Geschlechterhemchajt, see Patrimor-ial
domination

Geschlechterstaat, see Clan-state
Gesellschaftshandeln, see Rationally

controlled action
Glarus (Switzerland), 2.90
Gods, see Heligion-gods in
Greece

appropriation of means of production
in, 134, 135

charisma in
education. 1144, 1145
transformation, 1137, 1138

the city in
confraternity, 1242.
economy, 1335
extm-urban associations, I2.45,

I2.46
fortress, 122.1. 12.22, 12.24

democracy in
democratization, 986-87, 13II·

, 5
justice, 795

ejections in, I 129

ethnicity in, 389, 391, 393, 394
feudal, 262

defined, 1071
games, 1105--6
status honor, 1105

games in, 1105-6. 1367
hierocracy in, 116o

caesaropapism, J I 76
economy, 1183
social pre<:onditions, 1I 77, 1178

law in
contracts, 676, 682, 717, 723,

739, -741
kgalnonns, 769, 773
notables, 795, 799
tort, 650

lower classes in, 481, 1343, 1344,
1346, J347

military discipline in, 115I, I I 54
mystery religions and

congregations, 455
mystagogues. 447

Greece (cant.)
philosophical ethicists, 445, 467
prophets, 441-43

nationality in, 398
oikos and, 383
patrician city in. U89. 1291

family-charisma, 1282
kingship, 12.84, 12.85

patrimonial
duties, 1046
trade, 1093, I I 04

philosophy in, 445, 502, 503, 567
plebiscitary regime in, 270
religion. in. 408-1°

-anri.-plebeian, 508"""'9
destiny, 431
ethics, 438
intellectualism, 500
legal Older, 430
lower classes, 48 I

martial heroism, 539
nobility, 473. 478
orgies. 554
universalism, 419
war, 474
women, 490

slavery in, 127
status in

status honor, 937
structure. 1354-56

tax-fanning in. 966
tyrannis in, 444. 1315, 1316, 1317
See "Iso specific Greek cities

Groups, see specific groups. For ex
ample: Ethnic groups; Kinship
groups; Organized groups; Su
cial groups

Guilds
anny and Asian. 1262
city, 1278-79

craft, 1301. 1342-45, 1347, 1362
medieval plebeian city, 1301-2,

1304-7. 1325'. 1336
mutual protection. 125'6-57
patrician city opposed by, 1281-

8,
collegiality in, 276. 277
contractual law and, 716
dispossession and English, J 30
immediate democracy in,· 2.90
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Hierocratic domination (cant.)
monasticism and, r 166-73, 1201

ambivalence, 1166-68
Reformation and

economic impact, 1196-1200
reglementarion of conduct by, 1164-

66
rationalization of, II78, II92"""'93
social preconditions for, 1177-81
spiritual quality of, 56
See also Hierocracy

Hinduism
arr and, 609
Brahma in, 411-12
caste taboos in, 435, 436, po
charisma and, 251
commercial stratum and, 478
congregations in, 454
cosmos in, 431
disciple-master relations in, 445
divine origin of, 552
dogma in, 461-63
economy and

alms, 581
truthfulness, 579
usury, 583

holy wars and, 474, 475
intellectualism in, 501-2-, 5°5, 5U,

5,6
Jaw of, 409, 577,618, 8:6-18, 833

notables, 790"""'92, 794, 805
m()JIastic, I 166
monotheism in, 416
pastoral care in, 465, 466
peasantry and, 471
politics and, 590, 596, 599
prophets in, 442, 443

disciples, 452-
rationafizalion of prayer by, 423
reformers in, 446
salvation in

asceticism, 555
Buddhism compared, 629
eroticism, 571-72
Judaic compared to Hindu. 493-

99
life-accounting, 533
mysticism, 547, 553
obedience, 561
ritual, 53°-3:
sects, 487, 488

INDEXxxxiv

Guilds (cant.)
in India, 149
Islamic, I2 33
of lawyers, 786, 792."""'93
market freedom and, 84
monopolies as source of, 342, 344
motives for closure of, 46
of priests, 452
social relationships in, 45
use of fcree by, 55
usury and merchant 587
warrior, 135~3

Guinea (Africa), 845

Hamburg (Germany), 1127, 1281,
1460

banco mark of, 160-61
, Hellas, see Greece

Herrschaft, see Domination
Heterocephalous organizations. see Or-

ganizations--defined
Hic sunt leones, 339"""'99, 1006-1149,

1158-1371,1375-1469
Hierocracy

charisma and
depersonalization of charisma,

114 1

legitimation, 1147
defined, 54
spiritual domination by, 56
status acquired in, 306
See also Church; Hierocratic domi

nation
Hierocratic domination, 1158-r21 I

caesaropapism and, 1159-63, 1192,
1208, 1210

compromises, 1173-76
uses of monasticism, 1170-73

defined, 1159-60
democracy and, 1204-10

bourgeois, 1193"""'96
economy and, 1181-1204

capitalism, 1185-88, 1193-96
development, 1181"""'96
economic ethos of Judaism, 1198,

1200-4
land, 1181-83
trading, 1183--85
usury, 1188-91

legal authority in, 35, 221
mean~ of coercion in, 315

--------------------\,.
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Iceland, 780
Ideal types. see Sociology----generaliza*

tions in
lima (itlsJima). 754. 8.10
Income

delined.87
$OUtteS of

interest, 2.0S
property. 2.04-5

India
agriculture in, 148. 149
appropriation by lease in. 2.34

Subject Index

HOllSehoids (cont.)
familyand,356-;8

charisma, ~46
communal relationships. 41, 44
sexual relationships,. 356-;8

income and, uS
kin groups and. 36;--68
laissez·£aire state and, 7'5
law and. 641

administration, 644
contracts, 674. 708-9. 719. 747
legal norms, '56, 777
punishment. 650, 651

lawful plundmng 01, 48.
maritime ~tiOD and, 147
money and, 82.
neighborhoods and. 360-63
oikos and. 100, IH. i39

as alten:ative development, 381
83

the city. 12.13-1;, I:UO

medieval plebeian city. 1331,
1332-

patrimonial domination. 1010,

101 4
patrian:bal, 1006-10

domestic communism, 107Q

patrimonialism and, 1010, 1014.

1°91, IIO:!

officials, 1031-P
origins, 102.;-2.6

political communities and, 901

property and succession in, 370-'74
religion in••4n-13

teligious taboos, ..34
sexual relations in, 356--58, 3~-6s
traditional authority in, 2.3 J

Hungary, 2.74. 398

Hinduism (cont.)
self·perfection, 537. 538
~tenrization. 538, 539
rewards, ;2.7

sexuality and, 571-72, 602., 604.
606.6u

theism and, 518,519
transmigration of souls in. 52.4-2.;

H"""Y, Sociology oompu<d to, .. '.
Honand

capitalism. and bourgeoisie in, Z41
confraternities in. 12.54. ass
Germany and. 21 S
language in. 9SI. 9SS
mercenaries in. I I S2

military discipline in. II 5 1

monetary pottey of, 184
nationality in. 397
religion in

intellectualism. S07. SI4
Prote$tantism, 478-79
salvation. 566

See also specific Dutch cities
Honor4tiores, see Notables
Households

accounting and, 379
administration of. 90. 98. 109, 116.

131-32.6....
appropriation by, ..... 46. 132. 136

37
manageri~lfunctions, 136-37

budgeting in
delined. 87. 207
development. 89
exchatt&.e. 90
money. 86--90

bureaucracy and. 9S7
calculations in kind and. 100
charisma in. 2.46. 1136
commun1sm of. I2.2. r54. 35~.

363. 374. 1070
disintegration of. 37S-80
division of labor in, 122.-24. 12.8
domination in. 95'0
economy of

exchange of surplus. 146
origin. 131
want satisfaction, 348-49

enterprises compered to. 163-64
expropriation of workers and. 142
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India (cont.)
Buddhism and intellectuabsm in,

61.8-1.9
capitalism in, 1.0 I

charisma and, 250, 25 I, 253
the city in I

anny, 1262
burghers, n29, 1230
commune, 121.8
confraternity, 1241-42, 1260,

n66
fortress, 1222, 1224, 1227
legal Status of persons, 11.38

craft guilds in, 1344
division of labor in, 123, 124-26
feudal, 259--61

relationships, 1073
trade, 1094

/inancing in, 195, 198
hierocracy in

caesaropapism, 1161, 1208
monasticism, 1169-70
secular powers, I 160
social preconditions, I 177

industry in, 149
Islam influenced by, 626
law in

codifications, 840, 845
contracts, 678, 689, 693, 725
notables, 792
rationalization, 815-18, 822., 824
status of persons, 11.38
tort, 650

military discipline in, I 150
monasticism in, 453, 116rf-70

begging, 194
communism, 154

monetary policy of, 184, 191
patrilineal descent in, 371
patrimonial

castes, 1023
monopolies, 11°3

polities in
obedience, 594
priests, 590

religion in, 416, 440, 111.3
asceticism, 551
caste taboos, 435, 436, 482
commercial stratum, 478, 479
congregations, 454, 455
devotees, 453

India (cont.)
dogmas, 458, 461
gods, 4 11
intellectualism, 5°1-3, 508
legal order, 430
love, 571
magic, 422, 457
mystagogues, 447
orgiastic types, 48 1

peasantry, 469, 470
petty-bourgeoisie, 484
popular art, 488
priesthood, 418, 419, 427, 590
prophets, -138-39, 446, 448
sacrifice, 424
salvation, 445
self-perfection, 535, 537
sexuality, 602, 6°4, 606
social concern, 443
stylization of music, 407
women, 490
See also Brahmanism; Buddhism;

Hinduism; Jainism; Lamaism
representation in, 292
sects in

importance, 386
pariah,13 1,493

skilled trades and crafts in, 13 I, 152
social relationships in, 45
status honor in, 937
traditional authority in, 236, 239

Indonesia, 820, 907, 917
taboos in, 432

Innovation, theory of, 321-23
Institutions, see Organizations--c:om·

puoory
Intellectualism

in Brahmanism, 5°1-4, 508
brotherly love and, 592"""'93
in Buddhism, 502, 504--6, 512, 516,

571,628-29
Christianity and, 564

early, 463, 510-12,622
elite and masses, 51 3-1 5
medieval,5 13-15
modem, 501

esthetic values and, 608
Jesus and, 632
Judaism and, 501, 504, 505, 508

10,512, 61 7
law and favoring of, 893
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Intellectualism (COI1t.)
lay. in religion, 456
metaphysicai nuds and. 499
patrimonialkm and, 1036
religious ethics and, 505. 506
salvation religions and. 500-18

escapism, S03-6
faith. 567-68
high-status groups, S0:1-3
priests and monks. 5°0-2
proletarian and petty-bourgeois.

50,-8
secular salvation and, SI 5-17

Intelligentsia
dogma and, 462-
natural law and. 873
peasantry and, 470. 471
salvation religions and, 486-87, S07

Interest
capital and, 96-$18
natural economy and, S84
as source of income, 205
usury, 583-89

Ira<;" 82,0

Iran. see Persia
Ireland, I 15 1

agriculture in, 148
legal norms in, 76.8
monasticism in, I I 68
as nation, 91.1.

nationality, 395
Islam

&.rt and, 609
capitalism and, 1095
charisma in

communism, I t2.0
legitimation, 1159
succession, I 138

the city in
burghers. up
clan ties. I :144
confraternity, t2.41
fortress, 1'2.:14

clerical officials in. :158
congregations in, 455. 456
dogma in, 4:16, 46:1, 463
economy in, 6:13-:17, 630, 1096

charity, 581, 58:1
ethics, 1185-88. 1191
hierocracy, 1182, 1183

Islam (cont.)
monopolistic tendencies. ]44-4)
usury, 583

'quality of sexes in. 489
,,:,~;dal, 6:;0.5. 627

e.:::onomic stabilization, 1096
fiefs. 1076
games, 1106

hierocracy in
caesaropapism, I 1 74~75

the church, 1164
economy. 1182., 1I83
monasticism. 1166
rationalization. 1192, 1193

/ secular powers, 1 160

social preconditions. 1179
holy wars and, 473-75

aggrandizement and spoils, 624
religious in6.delity, 473

intellectualism in, 501, 509, 512
law in, 577, 818-22., 824, 82.9, 830

codifi.cations. 840
contracts. 691, 696, 714, 726
inheritance, 815
khadi justice, 1 II 5. 1 1 16

legal norms, 754, 756-57, 777,
778

transmitte<l by notables, 790, 791,
794. 799. 800

monotheism in, 416, 420. 518, 522
patrimonialism in

decentralization, 1053-54
disintegration, 1043. 1044
notables, 1067

politiCS and, 596, 599
subjugation of unbelievers, 594

popularized. 488
prophets in

comrades, 452
pastoral care, 465, 467

salvation in, 564, 61.5
dervishes, 555-56
faith. 565, 568-70
predestination, 573-75

sexuality and, 604. 606, 6I 1
social classes in

lower, 481
merchants, 479, 630

taboo noms in, 435
traditional authority in, 239

,
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Islam (cant.)
unfree labor and, 135
See also specific Is14mic cities

Ismaros (Creet;::), n83
Israel, :.1.47

charismatic legitimation in, 1159
the city in

butghers, I230
clans. 1230, J231
commune, 1228
confraternity, 12.47, 1249
fQ~, 122.2., 12.23
legal status of persons, 12.40

claft guilds in, J 344
ethnicity in, 389, 393
hierocracy in and secuL:If powers in,

u6o, 1I63
legal nouns in, 769
religion in, 4U. 416

dogma, 462.
holy war, 473
intellectualism, 501. 508
magic, 457
nobility, 491
peasantry, 468-71
Pharaoh, 450
prophe~437,440,443

resentmenl,494--g5
sacrifice, 423
See alw Judaism

tyrannis in, 1316
Italy, 830,1433

agriculture in, 149
capitalism in, 1400
the dry in

confraternity, 12.5 I-57, 12.60
fortress, 12.2.3
legal status of persons, 1240

games and. 1368
hierocracy in, I I60

caesaropapism, I I76
social preconditions. 1177

household communism in, 359
law in

codifications, 842., 877
contracts, 683, 6g1, 697, 741
notahles,793,794. 806,875
status of persons, 1240

medieval plC'beian city in
administration by podesta, 442,

12.74-76, 1301, 1307, 1318

Italy (cant.)
aurocephllly, f 326
autpnomous law, 132.5
character of the popolo. 1302.-3
distribution of power, 1304-7
ettlnomic pu)icies, 1351, 1354
political autOllOID.}·, 1323-24
prope<ty, ,,6,
Roman plUs compared with pop-

ow of, 1308, 1309
signorUJ, 13JJ-U
Spartan ephors, 13°9-11, 1337
status structure, 1355

mysticism in, 514
as nation, 92.4
parliament in, 1458
parties in, 2.86, 2.88

rule by notables, 1130
patrimonial

decentralization, 1054
mercenaries, 10 17
notables. r063
officials. 1026

patrician city in, 1267-76
economic character, 12.92., 1296
English compared wirh Italian,

1277,12.78,1281
rule, 1266

property responsibility iIi, 378
Samnite wars in, 1285
See also specific lralitm aims

]ahveh, see Yahweh
Jainism, 5°2, 551, 594

brotherly love and, 581
Japan, 629, 1468

charisma and, 2!48. 250, :151, 2.54
transfonnation, I 136
want satisfaction, 1 f 20

the city in
burghers. 1U9
fortress,I:U7

codifications of law in, 877
collegiality in, 282.
currency in, J7J
feudal, :158, :159

SeEs and benefices, 1074-76
games, 1106
legitimation, 1078. 1081
patrimonial o&icialdom, J088
Ee~tionships, 1072, 1073
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Judaism (cant.)
Jesus, 631~B
notables, 791
rationalization of fears, 617-:19,

6"
monasticism and, 1167
monotheism of, 416, 420, 518
pastoral care in, 465
of peasantry, 469
politics and, 591, 594
physical infirmities and popular, 492.
prophetic movements in, 442
rationalism of, 615-23
religious infidelity and, 473
rewards in, 527
royal protection of, 455
salvation in, 564

confession, 56:1
faith, 570
life-aCC<lunting, 533
ritual, 532.

sexuality and, 6°5, 606, 61 I, 620
social classes and

loweI, 481, 488
merchants, 479

suffering in, 52 t

taboos in, 461
See also Yahweh

Justke
adminimation of, 645-47, 7'],7, 7'],S,

764,770,775,813,814,817,
8'],3, 841, 844-48, 849, 858,
874,880,882

folk,883
Hindu sacred and secular law,

79 1-<]:1
modem, <;78-79
notables, 794-<]6, 798, 799, 801-

2,8 14
d..rachrnent of modem, 600
eX;lhtory, 649
folk

..dministration,883
codifications, 839, 840, 846
legal. nonns, 768-75

Greek democracy and, 795
khadi, 976-78

bureaucracy and, 980
<:apiralism, 1395
charismatic,III5-r6

Japan (cont.)
status honor, 1 lOS

trade, 1094
wealth, 1100, 1101

Gennanyand,1434
hierocracy in
ca~ro~pi~, 1161, 1208
ranonalizanon, J193
social preconditions, 1177, 1180

military discipline in, 1154
as nation, 9:16
patrimonial

collective liability, 10:13-:14
decentralization, J05:1, 1053
disintegration, 104:1-43
officials, 102.8, to88

religion in, 413, 42.9
traditional authority in, 2.36

Jehovah, see Yahweh
Jerusalem, 42.0, 427, 443, 455, 510,

581, 617, 6p, 1180, 1187,
1245, 1316

Josephite movement, 513, 1168
Judaism, 819

art and, 609, 610
capitalism and, 61 I-IS

congregations in, 456
dogma in, 462.
economy and

charity, 581, 582
economic action, 614-23
ethics, 1185, II88, 1191
ethos, 1198,12.00-4
usury, 583
vengeance, 580

equality of sexes in, 489
excommunication in, 1204-5
fixing scriptures of, 459
hierocratic

caesaropapism, 1174
the church, 1164
secular powers, I160
social preconditions, 1177, IISO

Hinduism compared to, 493"""'99
intellectualism in, 501, 504, 50';,

508-zo, 512., 617
Islam compared to, 626
law in, 4°9, 410, 578, 693, 82.3-29,

836,837
codifications, 849, 850, 8p
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Justke (cont.)
codilication,s, 845
delined, 795, 806
jury, 89~
justices of the peace, 891, 1061
rationalization, 813. 814. 82.3

1'1
modern law, 892.-95
modem legal profession, 892.-95

lynch, 764. 1308 .
origins of popular, 809
rationalization of, SU.-14, 823
social classes and, 886, 894

Khadi (Wi) justice, see )ustice-khadi
Kingship and charisma, 2.43. 1141-43
Kinship groups

in China, 145. 380
ethnic groups compared to, 389. 390
generalizations on, 370-71
households and, 365-68
instability of Arab, 909
law and .

adjudicatiQn, 645
contracts, 675. 677-78, 72.6, 727
legal norms, 760
rationalization, 8°9. 811, 812

patririlonialism and, 1022

political communities and. 90 I

protection of property by, 336
religion in, 4U-13

Christianity, 471-
religious taboos, 434

Kingston (England), 713
Kulturgemeimchaft, see Ethnic groups

--culture and

Labo.-
ad:: inistration of, J 14

expropriation, 137-40
capitalism and, ,65-66
calculability of productivity of. 150

53
1.:ompulsory

Chinese, 1047
Egyptian, 1044-45
patrimonial. 1013. 12.82

contractual law ,'1nd, 692"""'93
expenditure of. 66
formal rationality of, 162-63

Labor (cont.)
hierocracy and just price for. 1188
market

class situation, 927-28, 930-31
productivity. 150-53
unfree, 382 ,

natural law and, 871-72
patrimonialism and voluntary. 362
planned economy and, 110
p:>litical organizations and

imperialism. 920
power, 928

status groups andrhYSilo:al, 936
technologicfllleve and; 70
traditionalism in, 71
unfree. I H.p6, 382. 383

city-states. J342-43
See also Division of Labor

Labor unions. see Trade Unions
Lamaism, 463. 50.2, 555, 629

as church, 1 164
hierocraric

caesaropapism. 1 r 74. I I 76. J J92
monasticism, 1169. 1170. JJ7J,

un
secular powers, t 160, 12.10
social preconditions, I I 8 I

clerical officials in. 258
Law. 641"""'900

action-oriented by. defined, 29
analogy and. 407
bureau1:racy and. 976

1:apitalism. 977. 978. 1464-65
depersonalization. 998

charisma and. 243. I J 15-J6
the city and

commune, J226, 1227
consequences of confraternization,

1248-5J
real estate. 12.37
status of persons, J 237-4 I

classi6cation by. 338
codifications of. 839-65, 877

patrial(;halism, 844-48, 8p. 8B.
8,6

patrimonialism, 853, 856-59
contracts and, 666-7P

actionable. 681-83
associational, 705-29
freedom in. 668-8 I

individual freedom in, 729-3 I
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Law(conQ
limitation of freedom in, 683'""94
special laws, 694-704

constitution and, 330
convention and,3J9"'""~71 337
custom and. 319-25. 332, 337
customary, 753-54
dogmatics of, 337
economic action and,. 67-69, 7'5
economy and

general relations. 333-37
market regulations. 83
limitations. 331
private economic relations. 49
saaed law. 1185-86

exchange and, 637
fonnol, 335

development. Z7¢-7I

nee-law movement and, 330
households and, 379. 380. 489
ijma (idshm4), 754. 820
joint property, 373
legal norms and, see Norms-legal
legitimation oE order by, 33-36
lynch, 764. 1308
medieval plebeian city and, 13°8-'9

autonomous law, 131.5-26
a modem. 88C>-900

anti-Eonnalistic, 88:!-89. 899
lay justice, 892.-95
particuhuism, 880-8J., 895. 896

by notables, 648-49> 784-808, 8:1.3,
875.977

academic training, 789"""9~. 804
codilications. 853
contracts, 720

empirical training, 785-88
in8uence oE Roman Jaw. 792-802.
legal,norms, 766, 773 -
patrimonialism. 876
traditionalism, 88a.

patrian::hali&m and, 37"
patrician city and, 1276--'}':8
plebiscitary leader and, 2.69
political parties and, I 396-97
positivism ln, 875--76
private

economic organizations, 328
exchange, 329

rationalization of, 809'"""38
substantive, 792, 815-16

Law (cant.)
as rule for conduct, 332.
religion. and

obedience, 432.
prophet and lawgiver, 442.-44

rights and, 666--,.52-
legal propositions, 666--68

Roman, see Rome-law in
sacred,409, 577, 618, 713-15

academic training, 789-92
Canon, 22.9, 828-31. 838, 852.
cautelary jurisprudence, 410, 42.1,

796-<;7
Chinese. 8 I 8
economy and, 1185-86
Hindu, 816-18. 833
Wamic, 818-:U., b4, 82.9, 830
Judaic, 631-33, 693, 823-28,

82.9. 836,837
substantive rationalization, 792,

81 5-16
~~an, 822-23

Sociology and. 325
concept, .3 J 1-19

substantive. '641~6
administration, 644-47
categories of legal thought, 654-

,8 .
imperium, 651-P
private and criminal, 647'-49
private and public. 641-45. 661.

66,
procedure, 653-54
restraints on power. 652-53
tort and crime, 649"""51

territorial, 1312-14
territorial imposition and criminal,

"in traditional authority, 227. 230
unfree labor and, 326
urban,472
See cdso Natural law

Lawyers, see Law-by notables
Lebanon. 11.p
Le2al authority

belief in, and order, 37
bJ:Ue8ucracy ia, 218-26
denned, 215-16
domination and bases for, 217'-26,

952-54
of hierocracy, 22.1
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Legal authority (cont.)
other authorities combined with,

2.62.-66
pure type of, 2.1';7-2.3

administration, 2.18-19
impersonal order, 2.1 7-1 S

Legal order
convention and; 3 I 2., 314
de6ned, 311, 317
economy and, 3n, 32.7, 32.S

coercion, 313:'14, 337
consensual Jlction and, 330-3 I

exchange,32.9
social groups, 334
tradition, 32.7
Sociology .nd, 32.6

~s as guardians of, 430
ideal type of, 312
monopolies and, 342
nonns of behavior and, 312.-1 3
power distribution and structure of,

92 6-2.7
state and, 904
See also Legal authority

,·Legitimate authority, see Legal author
ity

Legitimate domination, 212."""'99
basis for, 2.I2.-I5
charismat!c authority as, 2.4 1-45

routinization,2.46-54
nansformation, 2.66-71
collegiality and, 2.71-82.

democracy and, 28~9
feudalism as, 255-66
functional division of powers and,

2.82-83
legal authority as, 2.17-26, 952.-54;

see also Legal autholity
parries and, 284-88
property and, 213
pure types of, 215-16
traditional authority as, 227-41; see

also Traditional authority
Legitimate order, 31-38, 60

bases for legitimacy of, 36-38
dissolution of, 32.
in social relationships, 30
types of, 33-36; see also Convention
validity of, delined, 31

Liechtenstein, nationality in, 397
Liverpool (England), 1331, 1339

Lodi (Italy), 13°1., 1318
1.cIgic. Sociology COmpared to, 4
London (England), 47f, 12.17. 12.78,

12.79, 12.94, 132.5
Lucca (Italy), I 30~

Lutheranism, see Protestantism
Luxemburg, 397, 92.4
Lydia (western Asia Minor), 1344

Macedonia, 1154
Magdeburg (Germany), 12.55. 12.59
Magic

Buddhism and. 628-29
charisma and. 1.41, 2.42. 1.47. 2.48,

1134,1136-37
Confucianism and. 579
daily life and. 531
elimination of, 630
ethics and, 437-39
formation o£ political organizations

and. 907. 90~10
intellectualism and, 506
law and

adjudication. 758, 761-62. 765-
66.770

contracts, 672.
criminal law. 647, 648, 650
discovery of, 706
formalism, SII, 812
influence of magic. 815, 817. 818

peasantry and, 482, 483
rebirth and. P9
religion and. 432-39. 563

coercion vs. sacrifice, 422-24
control of supernatural, 432
disposal of dead, 405
as early religion, 400-8
holy wars, 591
prayer, 41 I

preaching and pastoral care. 464,
466,467 .

priests vs. magicians. 425-27
pI1)phe~.440-4T,456-57

reliRious ethics, 432-35
sanctification hy, 535-36

Mahavira,453
Mahdism. 574, 596.625, 1179

monasticism and, I 167
Malaya, 817
Manchesler (England). 1331, 1339
Marduk (Babylonian god), It 59

1
1
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Market economy
appropriation and, In-I). 144-50
in the city, un-I5, U23-26
colonials and, "289
commeocial classes and, 306
rompetition and. 43
consequences of, 331
defined, 67. 8:.
delimitations of, 1379-80
division of labor and, lU-2.3

domination by, 943-46
economic action and, 202

interdependence in, 335'
interats, and paci&cation of popula

tion, 908-9
law and

contne:ts, 698-99. 730-3 I

monopolization, 336
labor and

class situation, 92.~8. 930, 931
productivity, 150--53
unfree labor, 382

market relations and, 676. 735
in medieval plebeian city, 132.8-)1
open social rel3tionships and, 44-45
patrimonialism and, 1°91
regulation and, 8:1-85
source of crises in modem, J 40
want satisfaction and, 1<)9-10, 349

MIlrJctgemeinsc1uJft (market relations),
676, 735; see also Market econ
omy

Marxism, 516, 777. 1°91
narnrallawand, 872, 874

Massenhandeln, see Collective action
Matriarchy

defined. 368
marriage and, 372
men's houses and

maternal groupings, 357
Spartan maternal households. 371

Meaning, 4-5, 7,57; see Qlso Sociology
Mecca (Arabia), 444. 473, 625', 693,

1016,1241, 1273, 1296
confraternity in, 1251-52
as pre-eommunal patrician city,

1231-34
Medina (Arabia), 444. 624, 61.5: 820
Men's houses, 12.87

charismatic education and, 1 144
contracruallaw and, 671

Men's houses (cent.)
Greek and Roman, 262
matemal groupings and, 357
military discipline and, 1153
sexual relationships and, 364
Spartan, and maternal households,

37'
warriors as basis for, 906-7

Mercenaries
anny of, 5'96. 1364
financing of, '98
in Holland, 1152
in Italy, 259.1318-20
patrimonial use of, 1017-18. 1021,

1046
in Swit2erIand, 908

Mesmichest'JO, 985, r066-67
Mexico, 741, 877
Middle classes. see Bourgeoisie; Petty-

bourgeoisie
Migration, economic systems mel, 70
Milan (Italy), 12.52, 1302. 1318
Mithraism, 485,505,510

masculine orientation of. 490
as salvation religion, 475. 476

Modena (Italy), J 318
Mohammedanism, see Islam
Monasticism

begging and, 194
Buddhist, 456. 461, 551, 629,

1123-1,4
supernatural powers, 1165-66

Byz.antine, 588
art, 609

Christian, 502, 555, 1201

communism in, 154
economy and '

coolies, 586
CTafts, 1184
land, J 182-83
stabilization. 1096

exclusiveness of, 1205
hierocracy and

achievements, 1168-70
ambivalence, 1166-68

uses of monasticism. I 170-73
rationalization of, J 168-70
in India, 453
intellectualism and; 501
Islamic, 569, 6:L4
of monk and warrior, 1I 53
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Monasticism (cont.)
occidental, 513
patrimonial officials and, 1034
religiosity in, 481
Russian, 5I'
sal1!~tion ittBu~ by, 64, $39"""40
sexuality and, 603-6

Monetary accounting, Sf!e Accountihg
-monetary

Money
banks and, 15~1
budgetary management and, 86-90
as bureaucratic compensation, 2.2.0,

2.U, u9,963-64
calculation. and

de.6.ned, 81
formal rationality, 107-9
in kind, 100-1

capital market and, 95
charisma and, 2.So-S 1

chartal as. 336
defined, '79

consequences of use of, 80-82., 2.07
currency, 166-74

defined, 167
exd~ange possibility, 169
metals, 170-'74

defined, 75-'77
development of capitalism and, 147
elections and powet of, 1 I 2.9
factors in, 77-'79
fonnaI and, substantive validity of,

'78-80
impersonality of, 635-40
income and, 2.0S
market sitqation and, 83
mercenaries and, 10 I 7 -
monetary policy and, 160. 174, 180-

93
monopoly on coining, 1103-4
national wealth and, lOS

natural economy and disorders in,
1104

natural law and, 8~0
notes, 176-,-78
pat:rimopial economy and, 11°4
political bodies and, 194"'""99
power of, 92.6, 9,;8
production of goods and, 93"'""94
religion and

Money (emu.)
Jews, 612.-13
money as goal, 584
payment to the dead, 406
usury, 583

resouttes of, and capitalism. 113
restricted,174-76
as~alaction, 636
"state theory" of, 184"'""93
tax·farming,and, 965, 966,1045-46
wolkers and, 96

Mongolia, I 160, I I 70
bureaucnKYin, 956
caesaropapism, I I 76

Monopoly
in capitalism, 639, 1101

group structure and, 344-48
Morocco, 846, 1431, 1435, J437
Moscow (Russia), IJ74, I2.J5

slavery in, 1342.
Motivation, 8-1 t, 18; see also Sociol

ogy
Munster (Germany), 482.,1302.
Mycenae (Greece), u82.

Nation, 395""98
aefined,395,92.1-2.6
language groups and, 395"""'98

delimitations of, I 379
wealth of, and money, 1°5

Natural law, 865-80
contract theory and, 691
ethics ,and

religious ethics, 469
vocational,60I

French Civil Code aDd, 865--66,
876-,-77

ideology and class relations, 867.
871-73

as normative standard, 866-:-67; 869
origins of modem, 868
peasantry and, 871
public law and, 6)3
sacred law and, 810, 82.8
signi£icance cE, 873-75
transfonnation into substantive law.

868-']1 '.
value-rationality in, 37
as Western, 883

Naturalism, 404-8

.i
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Nonns (eemt.)
charismatic, 2.;0

feudal, 1082, 1084
legal, 35, 313-16, 323. 753-84

application of, 338
convention, 32.;-26,332
custom, 332-33
distortion, 336
emergence of new, 753-54
ethics, 325
impoied, 1'60-65
inlIuenee of magic. 815
judge-made laws. 758-60
lawmaking and lawfinding, 653-

."law prophets and folk justice,
768-75

law specill.lis~' role, 775-76
~al~poWtions,667
legislation, 76;-68
legitimate authority, 954
nationalnation. 904
political authority. 332-33
private and public law, 641-42.
role of practices. 754-58
the state, 998
status, 697"""'98
traditionalism, 32.7
traditional authority, 23O-P
validity, p6, 333
value-rationality, 2.17

magical, 432, 815
market. 637. 639
natural, 321
patriarchal. 1006
..J;g;ow

ambivalence to new problems. 578
taboo,432-37

-=red,'460, ih 5,816
1OCiaJ, and economy, 31 1-38

Nmway, 769. 910. 911
NotabJes (Jwnonmores), 264, 1048

administration by. 2.9~2, 1399
1400

city-states. 968
justice, 794"""'96, 798, 799, 801-2..

8••
law, 823, 977

bureaucracy compared to, 673-80,
972, 974. 984, 988, 990, 996.
997. tonI

-
Neighborhood groups

as brotherhood. 360,-63
love,. 580

contractual law and, 677
domination ill, 950
patrimonialism and collective lia-

bility, IO~3-1.4 .
political communities and, 90 I

New York (U.S.), 945-46
Nobility

clientage and, 1365-66
codifications of law and, 840
commercial patriciate and, 477-78;

see also-Patriciate
hieIocracy and. I160

capitalism. I 194
monasteDel £or. 1°34
in patrician city, lZ39"""40, 12.66

13°0; see also Patrician city
patrimonial, 1064-68

English nobility. 105'9
Russian, 106;--67

in political parties. 1130

Reformation and, 1196, 1197
religion and, 1180

innovators, 502.-3
irreligion Vi. raith, 472.-76
legitimation of $el£-esteem by,

490"-91
Roman, 472-

armies, 1015. 1072

charismatic succession, J 139
tUclluse,I341
orgies, 554

Russian
destruction of, 985
patrimonial. 106;--67

salvation religions and decline of.
50 3--6

sexual relationships of, 690; 743
wealth and,. S8t

Non-legitimate domination. J2U,

t 368; see 4Iso City
Normans, see England-feudal
Normative authority, role of ideas

about, 14
No"",

abstract, 978-79
of behavior, 3l2.-13

natural Jaw. 866--67. 869
regulati_of conduct. 218
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l'~ot:!bles (hOMrmi::..,'eS) (N'l'Si.)
in ci~es, 1:1:15, u,a

c;m(raternil)'. H·B
don.\inauon b)', $' .&--52
law by, 648--49, 784-.200, 875. 977

ccJi£catiOll£, J:!. 53
contrilcts, 72.<;·

legal norms, 766, 773
patrimoniaHsm, 876
Persia. 823
traditionalism, 88 ~

parliaments and, 2.97
party control by, t I 30-33
patriarchalism and, 1009"""10

patrimonialism and, 876. 102.5,
l05~-68. logO, 1091, 11-;)7-8

armies, 1018--19

dece.·ltIalization, 1040, 105'6, I<:IS8
local lords vs. notables, '059-64
nobility, 106....,.68

See ii/SO Geronroaacy; Patriciab!
Novgorod (Russia), 1293

Occupations
charisma in special~ 483
defined, r40
status groups and, 306
types of structure of, 140-44

Office, see Bureaucracy
Oi/ws, see Househol~kos as
Open social relationships, see Social

relationsbi~pen

Order, see Legal order; Legitimate
order

Orders, see Monasticism
Organiutions (Vtrh.mae), 48-56

administrative order in, 5' I-52

defined, 51
organiu:d action, 49. 51-P

appropriation by, J31-3Z
cl~s.. 30Z
coercive powers of, 318
consensual order in, 50

de6ned. I 378-80
Jegalorderand, 313. 330-31

_special laws and, 695
.compulsory. de6ned. 52--53, 1380
'de6ned, 48-50,61, 164

autocephalous, 49-5°
authority, 48-49
heterocephalous, 49-50

Otganit.atlons (Verblmde) (cont.)
lOr domination, 7::\0-11
economic facrol1 and formation of,

201-2

fonnal, defined, p
forms of communism as, 150

imposed order and, SO-51
law and, 313

omtractli, 705--8. 718-.10, 72.3
regulative order and, defined, SJ
value-ratiQnality and, 49
voluntary association as. deGned, 52-,

53
See also specific trJ'e$ of orgamza-

""'"Organized act.ion (Verbandshandeln),
see <kgani1.ation&-administra·
dve (.roer in

Organized groups
eomom'.c relations of, 339"55

open and dosed. 341-43
structures, 344-47
want satisfaction, 348-'54. 356

special laws anJ. 695. 744
Orgies

religion and. 481
association. 402-3
chastity vs. orgy. 602-4
dervish, 556
in Gree<e. 554
soteriological, 486

of pe8Sllntry, 505
salvation and, 535-39

Osaka (Japan), 1100
Ostende (Belgium), 348

Palestine, see Israel
Pamguay, 154, 1013, 1149
Paris (France), nt7
Parliaments

bureaucracy and
parliamentary investigation, 991

93,997-98• 1416-3 1

power position, 99 I

capitalism and, 196-97
collegiality and. 175-76
ele<:tion to, and recall of representa

tives, 1118
German

Bismarck's legacy. 1385-91
constitutional weaknEjS. t4Io-i6
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Parliaments (cont.)
defended. 1381-83
leadership, 1459-6~
legal and parliamentary safe-

guards, 1438-41
monarchy, 140;-7
politics, 1407-10

pOlitical parties. 1396-97
right of in"juiry. 1416--31

goverriment by, in Germany, r442
6,

law and
cOOinci>rions. 844
English legal norms, 766-67
as judkialDody. 646, 662-63
notables, 794

patrician city and
taxation, 1:1. 79
urban interests, 1280

patriiJianialism and
decentralization, 1038-39
monopolies, 1098
officials, 1034_ 1036

proletariat and; 296---97
~resal.tIiti\leS in, 2.93--gS

Panna (Italy), 1318
Parties (political)

ballots and, 2.98
bureaucracy and

consequences of democratization,
984-8S

degree of bureaucrat-arion, 297,
97'

economic consequences, 989
extension of wks, 969
officials, 960. 961
politics of German, 1408-r6

characteristics of, 284-88
control by. 112.9-33

electiOll$, 112.7, 1I28, JI30
de£ined. 284-8;
ideology in American, 34;-46
in medieval plebeian city, J 304,

1318-19
in political organizations

class situation, 931
power, 92.7

politics of German, 2.86-88. II31,
1133.1381-1469

Bismarck's legacy. 1385'--"92.

Parties (political) (cont.) .
bureaucracy. !408~16

democratization, 1443-49
importance, 1395-99
monarchy, 1405-7
political leadership, 14l, p,

1457-59
social action of. 938-39

Patriarchal domination, 943, 945',
1006-10

bureaucratic domination compaled
to, 1006-7

notahlesand,1009- IO

Patriarchalism
appropriation of administr<Ilion in,

'34
charisma and

compared, 1113. 1115', III7.
1118

kings.hip, I 142.
opposed, 2.44
selection of leader, 112.3

in dans, 1014
defined, :I 3 I

economy and. 2.37-39. 2.40
charity, 58:1
priesthood, 585

feudalil,m and status honor in, 1072.
in households. 1070
immediate democracy and. 2.90
law and, 372.

authority. 645
codilications, 844-48. 852.. 853.

8,6
COD~c~,688.689,6g6,719
legal norms, 777, 778
legitimation, 1I06--7
:rationalization, 8u., 813, 817

manorial adminis~tion and, 372
religion and, 4 I 3
representation and, 2.92-
sexual relationships and, ,l86
socialist, 931
See also Patriarchal domination,

PatrimODialism
Patrician city

ancient, 12.82--"90
ancient compared with medieval,

12.9D-96, 1339"""72.
medieval, 1267-82.
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Patrician city (cant.)
rule in

desl:rUction of, 1301-2, 13°4-5,
13°7.13°9. 13II, 1313-17

nature of, u66-67
Patriciate, 554

city and, U2.g, u30
clans, U30-31
feudal, 108 1
preeommunaJ,I2.31-34
status, 12.39-40
See ~l'lso Patrician city

commeIcial, and religion, 477-78
6scal policy and, 239

Patrimonial domination, 2.36-37, 1010-
69 •

annies under, 101,-20, 1046. 1154
decenualization. 1038-41, lOSt-59
defen5e$ against disintegration in.

1042-44
historical exaDlples C:#. 1044-51
notables, 105g--68
officials, 1025-38

officials vs. bureaucratic o8icial.
dom,102.8-31

satisfaction of public wllnts and,
lon-25

tiaditional legitimation of, 102.0--2.2.
PattUnon~,643, 1366-67

appropriation of administration in,

'3'
African. 22.8
bureaucracy and, 22.1, 22.9

compared. 958, 960, 964, 979-
80. 102.8-31

continuity, 1111
education, 1001

medieval plebeian city, 132,-2.8.
1330,1331, 1333, 1334

capitalism and, 238, 240
charisma and

compared, 1114. 1122
opposed, 244, 2.50, 251. 2.54
sUccession,. I u6, II37-38

Chinese, 575
city Confraternity and, J 254
collegiality in, 274-'75

collegiate bodies, 996, 998
Confucian ethic:s~d, 462.
de5ned,231-32.

Patrimonialism (cont.}
economy and, 240, 109¢-99, 1r02-4

want satisfaction, II I I
feudalism and, 2.64, 1070-1 I 10

annies. lor8, 1019
church officials, 1035
decentralization, 10,8
notables vs.local lords, 10,9
officialdom, 1035-37, 108S--90
tradition, 1048-49

.fiefs in, 23;-36
labor and

compulsory, n82
voluntary, 362.

law and, 643, 883
codi6cation, 853, 8,6-59
contracts, 712., 72.4, 726, 728
justices of the peace, 89 I

notables, 876
rationalization, 810. 81 1,814
reslT.aint, 652.

limitation on authority in, 2.71
ailtos and, 383
plebiscitary leader and, 2.6g
state, see State-patrimonial
status honor and, 1068-6g
See also Patrimonial domination

Pavia (Italy), 13°2
Peasantry

economic action of, 90
feudal

distribution of wealth, 1 100

relationships, 1072
hierocracy and, 1181-82
imperialism and, 916, 917
intellectualism and Russian, ;06,

'°7law and
codifications, 849. 859
natural law, 871

patrician city and, u89"""'90
patrimonialism and

decentralization, 10,8
notables, 1064

religion of, 468-72
magic. 482.. 483
orgies, 505
sin, 1179

status groups and, 936
Peking (China), I:J.JS
Pennsylvania (U.S.). 542. ;9S

.~,
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Persepolis (Persia), lUI

Pergamon (Asia Minor), J366
Penia

bureaucratic secrecy in, 991.
centralization in modem, 973
charismatic legitimation in, 1147
the city in, as fortress. un
collegiality in, 1.79
hierocracy in
~~~, 116J, IJ7S, 1176
Greek compared to, J 160

imperialism ot, 9J4-16
law in

contracts, 696
rationalization. 81.1.-1.3. 831

military discipline in, USI
oikos in, 38 I

pa~monial
decenttallzation,IOSJ,IOS2, I056
disintegration, 1041.
monopolies, 1 1°3
notables, 1067
officialdom, 1089
state, 1014

power prestige in, 9J 2

religion in, 416, 4J8
congregations, 454, 455
enlightenment. 516
prophe1ic movement in, 442, 448
See also; Mithmism; Zoroastrian-

mn
Pcrugia (Italy), 1305. 1306
Petty-bourgeoisie, 986

commercial spirit of, 1203
hieroaacy and, 1 18o

capitalism, 1194. 1196
loans, 1190

imperialism and, 92.1

in parties, u33
patrimonialism and, 1091
religion and. '5 I 1

Christianity. 481-85. 486
faith. 565
intellectualism, 50]-8

Philippine Republic, 877
Ph,I_hy

Greek, 502.. 503
ethicists, 445
mystery religions, 567
notables, 799

religious roots of, 45 I

Phoenicia, II 80. J:l.2.6. u30, 12.40
Pi&cenza (Italy), 1318
PiA (Italy), 1189. 13°3
Plebiscitary democracy, see Democracy

-plebiscitary
Podesta. 442., J:l.74-76. 13°1. 13°7.

13 18

Poland, 1332.
agriculture in, 149

J~<lal, 1070-71

wealth, 1100
imperialism and. 91 3
Jews in. 12.°3

as nation. 92.4-2.5
nationality. 396-97

Polis, see Ci1y-state
Pontical action. economic action com

pared to. 64~5
Pbliticaf authority

appropriation of mining deposits by.

'47
dehned,35
exchange and, 32.9
hierocracy and, J158--J 2.1 I

caesaropapism, J 15g-(l3
compromise. 1173-76
reglementation of conduct, 1164-

66
law and. 35, 333. 643

cOdifications, 856
contracts, 71-J
inHuence on formal aspects. 809
legal nonns, 332-33. 757-

money and, 336
rationalization of. 1014

pro6t4 making and, 164
religious community and. 4SS'
in Socialism and means of produc

tion, 334
Political communities, see Political or-

ganizations -
Political groups, see Political organiza4

tiODS
Political organizations

commercial classes and, 304
de6noo, S'4
distribution of power in, 91.6-39
economiC order and, 193~4
formative stages of, 904-10

pacification of population, 908~
warriors, 905-8
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Political organi..:atiolJ5 (cont.)
ilr.~rialismand, 91J~21
law ilnd

contracts. 7.8, 729
. lawmaking :md lawfinding, 653
restraint, 652

means of coerdon of, 318
use of force,)) .

in medie\'al plebeian city, 1307
nation as, 921--26
nature of, political communities in.

90r-4
power prestige in, 9 J 0- I 2

religion and _ .
brOtherly love, 580
privileged status. 5~

rise of. J3 J:<. -r 4
role of ideas in, J I r6
the stst.. as. 54, 55; see al~o State
See also Political authority

olitics
de6ned, '399, 1414
German party. 1381-1469

bureaucracy, 1393--g5
foreign policy, 1431-42

influence of capitalism on, 919
natural law and power. 874
parliamentary, 140;7-10
religious ethics and, 590--602

Polynesia, 432. 1092. 1153
Poro.lgal,877
Powers, divisianof, l082-85
Pront"rnaking (Erwerben)

in h!lnks, I5()-6'
t'~pitali~:n orienred towards, r64-66
concept and types of, 91-100
def~ed, 90~1. 2~7
domination lind, 164
planned ec.onomy <lnd, 1I 1

technology and, 67
Proletariat

ancient, 1341~4:<', 13.';8-69
Athenian aemocrdcy and, .152
lSism:1rck and German, 1390--""9 t

bourg<':oisie and, 1194
bureaucracy and, 986
hierocVlq and, 1 194---¢
indispensability of. 99I, 1003-4
jury seledion anG, 892"""93
rn8sterl~ slavery of, 600
natural13w and, 8]2

Proletariat (cont.)
parliamenhand,296-97
polilical ol~ani:tarion5 and

imperialism. 92. r
nation, 924

Heformational1Q, 1197-""'98
religion and

indilferen«: to. 484-86
intdlectuaUsm. 507-8

status groups and. 932
See qlso Workers

Property
bureaucracy and. 1402
education. J 000
office purchase. 966
private property, 957
capitalism and, 378-80
charisma and, 244, 245

propertyless. J: I 4. I J 20
thl.' city and

houses, 12:U
patriciate. 123 I

real estate law, 1237
constitutional monarchy and, 1148
defined,44
exchange and, 69. 75
in households

dissolution of household economy.
375-78

joint property, 370-74
oikos, 38J-83

kill gmups and, 366. 371
pmtection. 336--37

Jaw and
c<lntracts, 669-70, 690. 699, 703.

712--13. 715. 718. 12.2. 729
31 ,738

creativity, 894
emp,rical, 787
inviohibility. 334. 642. 662, 663
n<1l1.orallaw, 869
ROI:lan law, 801

law.~, 380
legdl nonos and communal, 777-78
It'£irimate d<'}mination and, 21_"

market orientation and, t J 3
,tlf:iln$ of production and, 93
m-edi":'!lIl plebeian city and, 1303-5
monopolies and, 639
?8triarchalhm and disposition of,

i~07
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P<opmy (""".)
patrimonialism and

appropriation. 1041

cOllective liability, 1024

distribution. 1 107

division of land, 1100

economic stabilization, 10 9 6
notables; 1065. 1067
taJ[·f~ 1~4S-46
traditional legitimacy, J02.0-2.:1

political organizatioDs end
appropriated. 909
power, 92.7-:l8. 930
status groups. 932., 936-37

relations. city-states and, 1362.--63
teligious taboo aDd. 431.-33
Spartan communal, 1352.-53
as source of income, 1.04-5
taxes, 3SI-p, 1455-56

• Su also Economic ac:tion-appropria"
lion and

ProPhets, 439""'5 I

charism.a. of. :a..p-..n. 42.5. 439"""40 ,

791, 1106
in Christianity. 440, 441
de6ned. 4:S9"""40
economic support for, 1.4'5
ethics and, 438, 444-50

rationalization,. 439
lawgiver compared to, 442.-44
legal norms and, 768-75
misfortune and. 437 '
mystagogues compared: to, 446-47
mystery religions and. 44 1-43
priests VS., 452--68
revelation of. 450-5 1

Protestantism
arts and, 6 I 0

bourgeoisie and, 482-
capitalism and, 479. ;87-88, 63°

pront, 12.03-4
congregations in, 455. 456:
democracy and, f1,04-IO

economy and
ethics, 1190

usury, 583
ethics of, 436, 1190
excommunintion in, t 204-5
.6lial piety in, 1050
in Holland, 478--79
intelle<:tualism in, 514

Protestantism (cont.)
Islam compared to Puritan, 614> 6~6
Judaism compared to, 611-13. 616,

619""23, U.OI-~

hierocratic
caesaropapism, 1,161, lJ1M'
social precOnditiOns, 11 78, I 1So

law in
notables, 791
rationalization, 814, 829

magic eliminated by, 6 30
masses and. 488
nobUity and. 473
pastoral care in, 46S
patrimonialism and, 1063
peasantry and, 471
politics and

brotherly love, S93
coettion of faithful, 594, 600
just wars, 596

preaching in, 464
Reformation of, 1196-1200
reward in, 527
salvation in

asceticism, 540, 544, 5SS. SS6
confession. S62
faith, S66, S69-7J
predeStination, S22. 573-75

sects and, 1204
sexuality and. 605--6

Prussia, 338. 475. 940, 1369. 1399,
14°9, 14~6

bureaucracy in. 984
army, 98~, 1389"""9°
collegiate bodies, 995
notables, 974
ruler's dependence, 994. 10°4
secrecy, 9S'~

collegiality in, :u~, 280
collegiate bodies. 995

domination in, 945. 946
feudal wealth in, 1100
hierocracy in, It71
law in

codifications, 856-57. 859
contracts, 694. 7a, 744
notables, 876. 889

as nation, 922, 923
nationality. 396

parties in, and rule by notables, lJ31
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Prussia (cont.)
patrimonial decentralization in, 105 I,

1057-59
religion and pious generals in, 476

Psychology
as basis for Sociology, 19
crowd, ~3, ~4

Puerto Rico, 877
Pure types, see Sociology--generaliza

tionsin

Race, see Ethnic groups--race mem
bership and

Rationalism
bureaucratic promotion of, 998,

100~

charisma and, 1 r 16--17
economic action

modes of orientation, 6?'-71
lypical measures, 71-74

religion and, 53 7-39
bourgeoisie, 477-80
Christianity, 554-55
£aid!, 571
Islam, 51~, 574
Judaism, 61 5-~3
lay, 467
pmetariat, 486
universal gods. 418, 4~0
warriers, 43 I

Sociology and, 6-7
RatiOl1ality

action controiled hy, 63-74, 340
of calculation, 107
commercial, 1105
fonn"

bureaucracy, u5
capital.aecounoD80 161--64
de6ned, opposed to. substantive

rationality, 85-86
economic order, 140
enterprises, 161-64
law, 656-57
Iytric policy, 183;' 184
money calculations, 10'7-9. 11 I
plebiscitary regimes. z6?

instrumental
associative relationships, 41
defined, opposed to value-ration

ality, 24-26, 339, 1376
in ~ommunistmovements, 154

Rationality (cont.)
in exchange, 328
self-interest, 2.9-30
social reJatiooships, z8

of law, 1186
of legitimate authority, 9J4
of market~ 83--84
of monetary accounting, 86-g0
substantive
hUIea~,2zJ,~6

calculations in kind, 10J
de£i.ned, opposed to formal 18tion-

ill'Y,8,-86
economic order, 140
law, 656
lytric policy, 183, 184
money Calculations, 107"""9, 1 I 1

war economy, 106
technique$ and, 65-67
of teclmology

military, 13°7
modem, 436

See also Value-rationality
Rationalization

affectual behavior and, 25
capitalism and, 71
deliberate adaptation and, 30
of education, 1108
of the factory, 1156
in Greece, 389
hierocratic, I 178, n9~"""'93

of law, 655, 691, 694, 695, 7ss-s6,
775-76, 883-85

academic training, 789, 792
chatismlltic, 1116
empirical training, 788
fonnaI, 80?'-38
notable$, 796--$18, 801-2

. Roman, 687-88
substantive, 809-38
of monasticism, If68-,.0
of parlies, 1443-44
of patrimonial economy, 1047
of political authority, t014
in religiQn. 406, 538

charity, 589
economy. 585,614
fears, 617-19. 621
metaphysical views, 426
prayer, 423
priesthood, 426--27
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Rationalization (cant.)
prophets, 439
saIvatjon, 536, 569
sexuality, 607
taboo, 431-35, 436
worship, 4 I 0

in Rome, 389-90
of social action, 1333
of traditionalism. I I1b-I?

Rationa:Uy-controlled action CGeseU
schaftshandeln), 1375-77. 1380

economic action, 63-74
in organized groups, 340

Rechtsgemeinschaft, see Organized
grouP'

Regensburg (Germany), I ~75

Religion, 400-634. 1123, r 180
character of Roman, 796--9,
congregations and, 45:1--68

\ economy and, 401. 4°5'. 407, 411.
4'3

ethics in, see EthicS-religious
ethnicity and, 390'-91
gods in

anthropomorphic, 4:n-z8
ethical, 429-32, 5:1o-:u
functional, 408-12
incarnated, 4:18, 557-60
inscrutable. J 198-99
internalized, 544-46, 548-50,

588. 594
Islamic, 416, 420, 518, 5"2
monotheistic, 416-21, 449. 518
omniscient, S:u-23

paJemal, 570-71
personal, 568-72
political and local gods. 413-16,

>90

primitive, 403-4.
ttan~ndental,462, 536, 552
Western Christian, 460,462, 468,'

518,590
See also Allah; Brahma; Marduk;

Yahweh
legitimate ordel' and, 33
magic and, 422,-39, 563

coercion vs. sacrifice, 422-24
origins of religious ethics, 432-33
priests vs. magicians. 425-27

origins of, 4°°-:2.2
ancestor alit, 4 t :1;-1 3

Religion (cant.)
naturalism, 404-8
pulJ>OSC of religious action, 401
soul, 4°4, 405
spirits, 402-3
symbolism, 404-8

origins of modem natural law in,
868

pacilication of population by, 90~
prophets of, see Prophets
salvation, .see Salvation religions
as sanction of established order, 33
social classes and, 468-500
taboos and, 432-37 '.
See also Buddhism; Catholicism;

Confucianism; Hinduism; ]ain
ism; Lamaism, Mithraism; Pror
estantism, Shintoism; Taoism;
Zoroastrianism

Religionsgemcinschaften (religious
groups), see Religion.

Religious groups, see Religion
Representation, see Social relationships

-representation in
Respectability (Standessitte), legitimate

order and, 34
Rhodes (Greece), 1287
Rita (divine force), 448
Rome, 443

agriculture in, 149
appropriation of means of production

in, J34
army in, 353

bureaucmtic, 97°,980,981
monetary disorders, I J 04
voting, 1369-70

bureaucracy in, 964,1401
anny, 970, 980, 981
collegiate bodies, 996, 997
degree of bureaucratization, 592,

969,970-72,975
economic consequences, 990
passive democratization, 986, 987
physical coercion, 967--68
tax-farming, 966

burghers in, I23I

capitalism in, J64, 351
Jaw, 1464--65
origin, I Z03

charisma in, I II 5
education in, 1145
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Rome (cont.)
legitimation, 1159
succession, 247. 253, 1024-::'5,

1J38,I139
collegiality in, 272--74, 277-'79, 282

collegiate bodies, 996, 997
domination in, 945, 955
economic policies of, 1350, 1352,

1353
elections in, 1 129
empire formation and, 1363, 1365"

1366
extra-urban associations in, I245,

I246
feudal, 262

relationships, 1071
linancing in, 198
as fortress, I224
~mes in, 1,368
hierocracy In

caesaropapism, 1174, 1%76, 1208
secular powers, 1160
social preconditions, I J77

households in, 377
oikos, 381

industry in, 149
Jews in, 1203
law in, 338, 561., 883--86, 976-78,

{029
capitalism, J464-65
charismatic, I I 15
codifications, 84°-43, 845, 849"""

55,857-59,862, 865
contracts, 674, 676, 678-94, 6g6

98, 70{-4, 709-17, 72.1, 723
29, 734, 736--41., 745, 749"""52

empirical training, 787, 788
forms flf 'leg~J action, 334
111'1' selection, 892
leg:!.l norms, 753, 7;4, 757, 763,

7f'1, 770-74, 77a-79, 7aI,
7ih.

legal !hcughr, 656
notabl..s, 649, 792-802, 807-8
pn\'ate law, 646--47, 663
procedure, 654
property, 80 I
public and private, 645, 661
rationality, 1186
rationalization, 687-88, 810, 815.

Rome (cant.)
816, 819, 82.0, 824, 828. 830,
833

restraint on power, 652., 666
status oE petsoIl5, 12.38, 1262
tort,650

lower social classes in, 1343-49
marriage in, 373, 374
military discipline in, I I 52, I I 54.

II 55
money in, i60
nobility in, 4T~

annies, 1015, 1072.
charismatic succession, 1139
tUclas.~e, 1341 .
origins, 554

patriarchal, 1007-8
patrician, 1278, I28I, n84-87,

1291, I292.
association of warriors, t 2.86, 12.87
economic character, n95, n96

patrimonial, 1011, 1012, 1047
armies, 1015, r019, 102.0
decentralization, 1°54, 1055, 1057
disintegration, 1043, 1044
duties, 1046
finances, 11°4
liturgy, 1023
monopolies, 1097, II03
notables, 1061
recruitment, 2.28
ruling Stratum, 1366-67
state, 1013, 1014

plebs in, 13eB-II, 1313
political organization in

imperialism, 914-17
power prestige, 9 I 2.

rationalization in, 389-90
religions in, 4°8-10, 412.

bureaucracy, 476
character, 796--97
ethics, 438
holy wars, 475
intellectualism, 500
lower classes, 48 I
nobility,472
office holding, 415
patriarchalism, 413
peasantry, 469
women, 489
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Rome (cant.)
slavery in, U7, 133, 163, 382., 692.

93,1357,1359
social dictatorship in, 170
status in

honor, 937
structure, 1356-58

territorial organization in, 1313
traditional authority in, 139
tyrannis in, 1316, 1317
urban economy in, 1219
Venice and, u68, 1169
want satisfaction in, 350, 353
aswatrior guild, 1360, 1361, 1363

Rumania, 877
Russia, 115, 1461, 1465, 1467

agrk\lltlUe in, 148, 149
appropriation of means of production

in, 136
bureaucracy in

collegiate bodies, 995
officials, 960
ruler's depend~nce, 993

capitalism in. 1095
o::harisma in, 150

legitimation, 1159
the dty in

commune, 1118
confraternity, U57
fortress, 1113
law, 1117
legal status of persons, 1237-38,

1245
size, 1213

collegiality in, 274, 278, 280
collegiate~, 995

destruction of nobility i••, 985,
1066-67

domination in, 94)
economic relationships in (190,),

34 8
feudal wealth in, 11')1, 1102

foreign policy in, 144'-'
Cermanyand, 1435
hit:rocracy in

caesaropapisr, I.l61, 1173-74,
1191, .1210

ewnomy, 1183
monJ;sticism, ')13, .I 167, 1168,

°7I
,ilIionalization, 1193

Russia (cont.)
imperialism of, 913~15
law in

codifications, 840, 855, 858-60
contracts, 695, 723, 725, 726
joint property, 373
legal norms, 338, 772, 784
natural law, 871-72
rationalization, 827, 831

monarChy in, 1405-6
monasricismin, 5.17, 1167, 1171

Josephile reform movement, 513,
Il68

money and, 177
monetary policy, 184-86, 192

as nation, 922-25
nationality, 396

partie; in, 288
patriarchal, 1008
patrimonial, 1045

decentralization, 1052
devotion to authority, 1108
no~bles, 1061, 1064-68

religion in, 406
confession, 561
intellectualism, 506, 507, 513,

516-18
passivity to politics, 595
peasantty,469,47 1,48 5
relics. 417

revolutions in
(1905\ 87Z
(19I7} 266

serfdom in, U7
.',~xual relationships in, ~64
~j~very in, r03
,\::...jjti"nal J'!uthoriry in, z39
ljDf,.:c labor in, 38z, 383

Sacdice
as c<>crdo;} of gods, 4::'2
h·, 'I)A .... , 40I

,,,s (,r'Uie, 423-24
S~ivafJOIl, 441, 5'26'-76

.lscetidsm as, 54.1-44
TlIystkism, 5H-"51

in Brahmanism, 44.;)

in Buddhi!ilu, 461-6:<., 567-68, 627
iu Ch::istianit;.', B 1-32, H0--41,

518, 565-68, 572
dedine Df nohility lmd, 503-{;
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Salvation (cont.)
devolution in, 486-88
ethics and, 437-39, 601
holy wars and, 475, 476
intellectualism and, 500-18
in Islam, 625
Judaism and Hinduism and, 493

99
legitimation vs. compensation in,

49°"""'92
monasticism and, 539-40
monotheism and, 416, 420
mysta~esand, 447, 453
occidental compared to oriental,

55 1-56
origins of, 40 I

Orphism as doctrine of, 442
prophets of, 445

exemplary, 447-48
in Protestantism, 630
rejection of magic and, 457
ways to

faith, 563-72
god and world, 526-29
good works, 532-34
grace and incarnation, 557-63
orgies, 53;-39
predestination, 572-76
ritual, 529-32
self-perfection, 534-38

Scotland,473, 5I5, 855
Se,~

the church compared to, 56, 1164
democracyand,1204-10
distinctive trait of, 456
economy and, 582
in India

importance, 386
pariah, 131,493

sexuality and, 602, 6JO
Selection, social, 38-39; see also

Social relationships
Serbia, 925

Croatia compared to, 395
Sexuality

in Hinduism, 57J-72, 602, 6°4,
606, 61 I

Pauline doctrine and, 510-1 I

refinement of, 505
religious ethics and, 602-·7, 610,

6n,620

Sexuality (cont.)
orgy vs. chastity, 602-4
salvation vs. sexuality, 601

See also Orgies
Sexual relations

in households, 363-65
family, 356-58

kin groups and. 365-66
law and

contracts, 687"""'91, 742-43
incest, 815

men's houses and, 906--;'
military discipline and, J I 53
patriari::halism and. 386. 10°9
race membership and, 385-86
religion and

salvation, 571-72
taboo, 434, 435

in social groups. 345, 354
nobility, 690, 743

See also Sexuality
Sheik iii-Islam, 1017, 1192
Shintoism, 426
Siam, 817
Sicily, 201, 1316, 1322, 1323, 1363

collegiality in, 281
financing in, 195
property responsibility in, 378
slavery in, 382

Siena (Italy). 1224, 1233, 1302
confraternity in, I242

SiWlOria, 1317-22
Silesia

nationality and Poles in, 396
unfree labor in, 382

SitU, see Custom
Social action (Genreinschaftshandeln,

soriales Handeln)
bureaucracy and, 987
collective, 3 I 9, 1375, 1377; see also

Soci.Igrou!"
de6ned,4, 22-24. 57, 1375-77

crowd psychology, 23, 24
imitation, 23-24

domination'in, 941
empirical uniformities in, 29-3 I

fashion. 29
self-interest, 29-3 I

usage, 29-3'
See also Custom

ethnidty and. 394
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Social action (cent.)
economy and factors defining, 333-

340 -4 1

households as, 363, 364
kin groups and. 365
law and, 31 I

legal norms, 755
legitimate order and, 31-38
market, 635-36
nationality and, 395
neighborhood and. 361-62
of parties, 938-39
of political communities, 901-4
race identity and, 385
regulated, 330
religion as, 400

social groups and, 344-46, 348; see
also Social groups

traditionalism and. 326-2.7
types of, 2.4-26,1375-80

idea~ 20-21

validity of, 331
See also Economic action

Social classes
administration of, 194
bureaucracy and

leveling of differences, 983-87,
1081

rigidity, 1402

commercial, 304
market e<:onomy. 306
merehants, 477-79. 630
merchant guilds, 587
patriciate, 477-78

defined, 3°2.
divergent interests of, 337
exploitation and. 581-83
financing of, 197
justice and, 886, 894
law and

coeu6cations, 848-;0, 862
contracts, 699 .

legitimate authority and, 9S3-54
lower, 481, 488

ancient, 1340-50, 1354-59
natural law ideology and, 867, 871

73
occupational structure and, 141
perpetuation of, in Christianity,

599-600

Social classes (cant.)
in political organizations

distribution of power, 9:L6--3I,
938-39

types of class struggle, 930-P
properryand, 303~4, 307
religion and, 468, 500

religious movements, 1180
strati6.cation of, 443, 478, 479
status groups and, 307
See also Bourgeoisie; Nobiliry; Peas-

antry; Petty-bourgeoisie; Pro
letariat

Social groups (Gemeinschaft)
ethnicity and, 39"-
legal order and, 334
organized, 339-55

open and closed, 341-43 •
struCtures, 344-48
want satisfaction, 348--54, 356

Taoist priests as, 4"-9
totemism and, 433, 434
See also Clans; Ethnic groups;

Guilds; Households; Neighbor
hood groups; Olganized groups;
Social classes; Social lelation
ships; Status groups

Socialism
accounting in kind and, 103-5
Bismarck and, 139<>-91
bureaucracy of, 22.3-25
conllicting forms of, 1I 2

contractual law and, 730, 73 I

COnttol~nd~~lin,67-68

credit and, 8 I
economy under, 18, 302-3
expropriation of workers and, 139
faith in, 5I 5
fundamental problem for, I 1I

money under. 79-80, 172
natural law and, 873-74
patriarchal, 931
personal properry tax and, 352
political authority and means of pr0-

duction in, 334
religion and, 471
socialization under, 199
state, 74. 919-20, 1102
substantive rationatiry in, 86
workers under, 515
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Socialism (cant.)
Social relationships

altering of, 39-40
associative

deSned, 40-4r, J376--77, 1379
facton influencing, 43
legal order and, 3 J3
patrimonialism and, 643

c1med.341-43
defined, 43
examples, 44-45
monopolized advantages, 43-44
motives for closure, 46

communal
defined, 40, 60
factors influencing, 4 r-43, 44
overarching, 346

competition in
defined, 38-39
market participation, 43

concept of, 2.6-28
defined, 26-27, 38-39

economic action and, 68
feudal, 1070-73
legitimate domination and, 215
in legitimate order, 30
mutual responsibility in, 46-48
0P'"

defined, 43
examples, 44-4;, 341-43

representation in, 46-48
social selection and, defined, 38-39
Su a~o Economic relationships; Sex-

ual relationships
Soziales Handeln, see Social action
SOCiology

categories of economic action and,
63-211

charisma and, I r 12
city as defined by, 12 I 2
central subject matter of, 24
the. chur<.:h and sect compared in,

II64
collectivities and, 13-J 5
compared to other sciences, 4, 14, 19
convention and, 325-27
defined, 4, 8, 57
domination and

definition, 946-48
structl.'re,953

empiricism and, 332-33

Sociology (cont.)
ethics and, 325
ethnicity and, 394""""'95
generalizations in, 18-21

ideal (pure) types in, 2/;1-21, 57
~reticalanalys~, 20-22

Histol7 compared to, 4, 29
ofIaw, 641""""'900
legal order and, 325-27, 329
market and, 635
methodolOgical foundations of, 4-22

causal interpretation, 11-12
instinctual and mechanical factors,

17-J8
interpretation, ;-6, 57
meaning, 4-5, 7, 57
motivation, 8-11,18
rationalistic hasis, 6-7
suhjective interpretation, Jl--14
uniformities, 12.-J3
understanding, 8-9, 57
verification of interpretation, IO-

n
organic, r4-15
political communities and, 903

legitimacy, 904
of religion, 399"-634
sects deSned in, 1204
social action and, 137;
the SUIte and, '3-r4
terminology of, 3-4

Spain
feudal

economic stabilization, 1°97
wealth, 1I02

financing in, 199
hierocracy in, and rationalization,

rl93
imperialism of, 917
Jews in Arabian, 1203
law in

codi6<:ations, 851, 855, 877
contrac[S, 7°9, 741

medieval plebeian dty in
autonomous law, 13:<;
political autonomy, 13:<3

as nation, 924
patrimonial

decentralizalion, 10;4
Srachgemeinschaft, see Nation-Ian.

guage groups and
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Store
administration of, 33 J, 905

law. 641, 644-45, 66J-63
bureaucratic, 22J-23. 95~57. 140:1

army. 980-81.
collegiate bodies, 997
degree of bureaucralization, 969.

97'
depersonalization, 998
economy. 74. 75. 336-37. 1453.

1454
increasing costs, 983-84
indispensability,991
modem,1394
objectivity, 979

political officials, 959
rationalization of factory, 1 t 56

caesaropapism and, 1162
capicalisin,35 1

protection, 354

Sparta, ,)4. ~()/' ljtt
armie:i of, 1019

chacismatic rommun:·;u,\ in, I; U)

collegiality in, "J.77
oonununal property in, 13S~-S3

domination in, 949
economic policies in, 135'"' 13S3
ephon in

medieval plebeian -city ClDtDpued
with. 130?-I1, 1337 .

military commander. 1364
feudal, 1.62

games, 1106

Sl<il~ bonor, noS
relationships. 1071,

games in, 1106, 1368
8$ ganiwn toWn, l2.2.1

men's houses in, 371
military discipline in, 1149. lt52

5.
patridan. Upl, 1:192

association of warriors, 1287
kingship. 1285

religion in
heroism, 533. 534
manipulation of omens, 429

as warrior guild, 1287. 1359, 1360
Special laws, see Law--contracts and
Staatsanst4U. see State
Stiindische Herrsch4{t, see Domination

---estate-type

S~J1lf, ('V;llt.)
,;h",ti~ma an,{

st\.x:'~,»i(,n, i 12.6
!1"lisfclr'lai;.oc, j I 33-39

co<:rci'.-o;:oess of org~tiOl\l; Qlld,
,,8

collegiality in, 2.78, 2.80
collegiate bodie$,. 997

communism,74
as compulsory mganizatioa, $2
de.6ned, 56, 65
depersonalization of, 600-3, 998
early Christian sufferance of, 596-

97
economy and, 74, 75, 328-29, 336

37, IOl.2., 1094"""'99, 1453, 145'4
fallacy of corporate, 1395-99
feudal, charismatic succession and,

11%6
filial piety and, 377
financing of, 195, 197
functions of, 905
Ge=m

need to end, 1439
pos~rIeconsttuction, 1459-62.

inBation and, 186--87, 190, 193
laissez-faire

division of labor, 1%3
function, 160

law and
administration, 641, 644-45,661-

6,
codifications, 840
coercion, 314-15
contracts, 695, 699, 705, 710-12.,

715,7 24,747
ecd~iasticallaw.316
e<:onomy, 336-37
economic organizations, 328-29
enforcement, 35
legal order, 904
legal norms, 756
legal relationships, 3J9
limitations, 317
natural law, 870-7 J

rationalization, 810-J I, 828
source of legitimacy, 666

medieval plebeian city and, J32.1
2.2., 132.5

moncyand
guarantee, 336
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State (cant.)
monetary system, 166--074
monetary theory, 184-93

monotheism and Egyptian. "120
national policies and. 1383
nationality and, 395. 397"""'98
origins of mode.-n Western, 1.59
parliamentary. 1396

monarchy, 1405-6
patrimonial, 1013-15, 1019

charismatic succession, I 126

decentralization. 1';40-41, I051

'9
defenses against disintegration,

1°42-44
economic effects, 1C94-99
education. 1°90
historical examples, 1044-51
medieval plebeian city and, 1325
predecessor of modem state, 105'4
primogeniture, 1137-38
want satisfaction, 10;;'2

welfare, 11°7
political communities and, 902-4
as political organization, 54. 55
religion and, 503

support, 543-44
vengeance, 580

Socialism, 74, 919-1.0, 1102
social relationships and, 27, 1.8, 40
Sociologyand,13- 14
totalitarian, 661--62, (,44
See also City-state; Clan-state

Status and status situation (stitndische
Lage)

bureaucracy and, 567
bureaucratic officials. 959-63
leveling, 225-26

de6ned, 305-6
feudal games and, 1106
honor and

annies, 11°4
_. bureaucratic leveling, 975

charisma, 251-54
compared to ethnic honor, 390,

39'
discipline, 1 t 49
feudal, 1072, 11°4, 1105
justices of the peace, 1060-6 r
patrimonialism and, 1068-69

Status and status situation (emu.)
in political organizations, 93~-33,

937
power position, loBI

legal
norms, 697-98
persons in city, 1236-41, 1245

pb~l coercion vs., 967--68
political organizations and, 598,

9P-33,937
routinization of charisma and, 25t-

"structure, in cii.y-states, 1354-59
Swtus groups (Stiir-de)

bureaucracy and, I 00 r
economic cO!l5equences, 990
leveling of honor, 975

burghers "i, r 240
copt; 'luallaw and, 695
convention aud, 324
delined, 306-7
estate-type domination and, 232-33
£nancing of, 197
fonnation of, 265
honor and, see Status--bonor and
knightly, 255
limits on authority of, 271, 273,

275-76
market and, 638-39
medieval plebeian city and, 1326

distribution of power, 1304-7
of notables, 291
occupational structure and, 141
parliaments and established, 297
parties for, 285
patrimonialim and

Chinese Empire, 1049-50
officials, 1026

in political organizations
economic conditions, 936-39
ethnic segregation, 933-35
honor, 932-33, 937
power, 927, 930, 931
privileges, 935-36

religWnand'468-80
taboo, 433
virtuosi, S39

salvation religions and high. 502-3
sexual relations and, 386
traditional authority and, 230
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Strassburg (AIsace), 13°7
Sultanism, as traditional authority, 231,

'32
Sumeria, 1180
Sweden, 769, 910
S~~rland, 1202, 1422

collegiality in, 274, 276, 279
.domination in, 948, 949
household communism in, 359, 360
law in, 886

codifications, 863, 877
contracts, 738

military discipline in, 1151,1152
monetary policy of, 184
as nation, 9::1.2

nationality, 395, 397
political organization in, 91 I

imperialism, 921
mercenaries, 908
neutralization, 910

property taxes in, 1455-56
religion in, 468
See also specific Swiss cities

Symbolism, see Religion-origins of
Syracuse (Sicily), 1316'
Syria, 827, 1203

burghers in, 12-30
city commune in, 1226
city as fortress in, 1223

T.booo
casuistical systems of, 61 I

religious, 432-37, 461
caste, 435',436,482,487, po
economic priVilege, 432, 436, 481
scriptures, 459

Tao, 448, 55'3, 629
Taoism, 453, 478, 5H, 629

charismatic succession in, 253
cosmos in, 431
intellectualism in, 502, 506
law,~, 4a§
masses and, 488
m~tagogues in, 447
pnesis of. 429
theism of, 5'18

Tarsus (Asia Minor), 51o
TashiLama,267,55'5
Tax-farming, 965, 966, 1045-46
Techniques

de6.ned, 65, 206

Techniques (cont.)
economy compared to, 65-66
rational, 65-67

Technology
level of, and'labor, 70
oilws and, 381
polygamy and primitive, 688
profit-making and, 67
rational

military, 1307
modern,436

See also Techniques
Thailand, 877
Thebes (Greece), 1359
Thom (Poland). 1100
Tibet, II71, 1181, 1193
Tiryns(Gr~), 1282
Trade

concept of, 156--s'7
contraetuallaw and, 68 I, 684
hierocratic domination and, 1183-85
impact of, on patrimonialism, 1092-

94, 11°4
principal forms of, 157-61

Trade unions
Bismarck and German, I 390-g I
collegiality in, 276
establishment of. 1396
propaganda purposes of, 347-48

Traditional autho.rity
charisma opposed by, 244
denned, 21 5-16
economyand,237-4 1
elementary types of. 231-35
legal norms and, 230
other authorities combined with,

262-66
patrimonial maintenance by, 23'5-36
plebiscitary leader and, 269
pure type of, 226--31

bureaucracy. 229
defined. 226--27

Traditionalism
as basis for legitimate authority, 954
as basis for legitimate order, 36-37
charisma and, 11I 6

authority, 245, 247
compared, 1122

convention and, 326
deterioration of, 337
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Understanding (Verstthttn), 8;1, 57;
su also Sociology-meth.
logic1l1 wunda;-ion"

United States
agriculture in, 149
bureaucracy in, 958

degree of bureaucratization, 971,
98•

economic consequences, 989
education, 999
elected o£Iicials in, 2.67, 269, 270,

96o, 1450, 1452.-55, 1457,
1458,1460

caesarist features in, 141 5
charisma in, 2. 54

succession, J 139
collegiality in, 2.84
domination in

administration, 948, 949
economic, 945-47

democracy in
elections, 1U7, 112.9
immediate democracy, 290, 2.91
representative, t 128

ethnicity in, 393
foreign policy in, 1440
.economyand, 582, 9;f5-47, 989

consumer interests, 352.
inlIationary policy, 183, 189

, Jews in, 618
law in, 316, 318, 338. 665

codifications, 842., 863-64
contemporary, 889~2., 900
conttacts,6g1.692,732.,747
empirical training, 787
formal, 271
natural law, 8~, 879
notables, 805, 875
particularism; 896

lower class in, 1341
military discipline in, 1156
as nation, 922.-24
nationality in

French Canadians and, 397
Gennan-Americans, 388

parochial school subsidies in, 1196
parties in, 287, 1396, 1400, 1401,

1447
bosses, 1 I 3 J

bureaucratization, r 133
ideology, 345-46

, ..
~x t t

Traditionalism (cant.)
,;:conomyand

exchange, 73
priesthOod, ;8)

feudal, 1°48-49, IIOf

khadi justice and, 976
in labor. 71
law and

Islam, 81.0
legal norms. 327
legal profession, 788, 790
notables, 882

market and. 82
for notables. loog
organizations and, 49
patriarchal, IOO~
patrimonial, 101 I-I 1.

annies, 1015

economic stabilization. 1°94"""'9"
feudalism, 1°43-49
regirirnation, 1020-22

officiaIa, 1038
rationalized, J 16-17
religions and

popular, 629
Hinduism. 561
Jewish ethics, 614, 621
law, 456
masses, 469

as social action, 24, 25. 326-27
See also Traditional authori ty

Troy (Asia Minor), 1283
Tunisia, 823. 978
Tu'k"Y

feudal, 260, 2.6 I
liefs and benefices, 1074-76,

1077

legitimation, 1079. 1080. 1081
patrimonial officialdom, 1089
relationships, 1072, 1073

wealth, 1102

hierocracy, in, and ~ropapism,

JJ61

law in
codifications, 877
rationalization, 81.0

patrimonial
armies, 1015. 1016, tOl7

offices, 102.5-2.6
traditional authority in, 236

Tyre (Phoenicia), 12.30
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United States (cont.)
job patronage, 1397-98
sponsors, 1132

political organization in, 914
imperialism, 921
power, 932, 933.936

property taxes in, 1455
racial antipathy in, 386. 39 I

Negroes; 386-87. 391, 392
religion in

intellectualism, 514
Protestantism, 1206-8

slavery in, 133. t63, 304
Usury. 578, 583-89
Utah (United States), t 169
Utility concept, 68-69

Value-rationality
in action. 24-26
associative relationships and, 41
bases for legitimate order and, 33,

36
communist moveinehts and, 154
legal norms and, 217
natural law and, 37
organizations and. 49
in parties, 285

Venice (Italy), 949, 972, 1035, 1104,
1149, U25, 1341, 1362

collegiality in, 2.74, 277, 279
collegiate bodies, 996, 997
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